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PURPOSE L'OBJETDU BUREAU

The International Bureau of Fiscal Documentationwas founded in 1938. Le Bureau Internationalde DocumentationFiscale fut fond en 1938. Pour
For organizationalreasons this Bureau is establishedas a separate founda- des raisons d'organisation, ce Bureau est tabli comme une fondation
tion accordingto Netherlandslaw. The Bureau is a scientific, independent, spareconformmentau droit civil nerlandais. Le Bureauest une institu-
non-profitmaking,non-politicalfoundationof which the purposeis defined tion scientifique, indpendante, sans but lucratif et sans objet politique,
in the Articles as follows: dont le but est dfini dans les statuts comme suit:

Art. 2 - Objects Art. 2 - Objets
1. The objects of the foundation shall be to organise and maintain a 1. La fondation a aussi bien pour objet d'organiser et de tenir jour un

documentationcentre for the purpose of providing informationabout centre de documentation permettant de fournir des informations et
and explanationsof national and international taxation and the appli- explicationssur la fiscalit nationale et internationale et son applica-
cation thereof, as well as promoting the study of taxation in general. tion, que de promouvoir l'tude de la fiscalit en gnral.

2. In the realisationof its objects the foundation shall strive to maintain 2. Pour la ralisation de ces objets, la fondation devra chercher en-

good co-operation with its founder, the International Fiscal Associa- tretenir une bonne coopration avec sa fondatrice, l'AssociationFis-
tion, hereinafter referred to as I.F.A., which set up the foundation cale Internationale,ci-aprs intitule I.F.A. (InternationalFiscal As-
as an independententity. sociation), qui a cr la fondation comme entit indpendante.

Art. 3 Art. 3
1. The foundation shall endeavour to achieve its objects: 1. La fondation s'efforcera pour la ralisation de ces objets:



a. by collecting and maintaining information concerning taxation a. de rassembler et tenir jour les informations portant sur la
whether in the form of a librarywith relevantbooks, periodicals fiscalitsoit sous la forme d'une bibliothquepossdant les livres
and other publications, a data base or in any other form; publis dans ce domaine, les priodiques et autres publications,

b. by providing information and explanatory information; soit sous la forme d'une banque de donnes, soit sous une autre

c. by providing the opportunity,with the permission of the Board forme;
of Directorsand subject to the conditionslaid down by the Board b. de fournir des informationset explications;
of Directors, which may also be of a financial nature, of making c. d'offrir la possibilit, avec la permissiondu Directoireet suivant
use of the information stored and having access to the works ses conditions, celles-ci pouvant galementtre de nature finan-
present in the library; cire, d'utiliser les informationsrassembleset d'avoir accs aux

d. by publishing; ouvrages disponibles dans la bibliothque;
e. by offering co-operation in the publicationof third parties; d. de publier;
f. by all other lawful means. e. d'offrir sa coopration dans la publication de tiers;

2. Within the framework of its objects the foundation shall be entitled f. d'utiliser tout autre moyen lgal.
to set up other legal entities and organisationsor participate therein, 2. La fondation est autorise, dans le cadre de ses activits, crer
whether on its own or together with others. d'autres entits lgales et organisations, d'y avoir une participation

que ce soit seule ou en collaborationavec d'autres.

In close cooperationwith the I.F.A., and with.theaid of expert correspon- Par une coopration troite avec l'I.F.A. et avec l'aide de correspondants
dents throughout the world, the Bureau acquires as much information as travers le monde, le Bureau rassemble toutes les donnes possibles en

possible in the field of international and comparative tax law. The Bureau matire de droit fiscal internationalet compar. De cette faon, le Bureau
is thus able to supply data (but not advice) on specific tax problems. A fee, est mme de fournir des renseignements,mais non des avis, concernant

necessary for the maintenanceand extension of the Bureau, is charged on des problmes fiscaux spciaux. Des honoraires, ncessaires au maintien
a time/cost basis. The Bureau has published several series of monographs et l'expansiondu Bureau, sont demandsen fonctiondu temps ncessaire

including Selected Monographs on Taxation (a joint venture with Har- et du cot. Le Bureau a publi un certain nombre de monographiesdont
vard Law School, InternationalTax Program). des monographies sur la fiscalit (tudes ralises en association avec

Harvard Law School, InternationalTax Program). 1
The Bureau also publishes European Taxation, a monthly journal on the Le Bureau publie aussi European Taxation, revue mensuelle sur les sys-
tax systems of Europe. Tax News Service, published twice per month, tmes fiscaux europens. Tax News Service, publi deux fois par mois,
provides rapid informationon world-widetax development.Supplementary donne une information rapide, l'chelle mondiale, de tout ce qui touche
Service to European Taxation is a loose-leaf reference work. la fiscalit. SupplemenmryService to European Taxation est un ouvrage

de rfrenceprsente sous feuilles mobiles.

The loose-leafseries Guides to European Taxation comprises The Taxa- Guides to European Taxation, galement une publication sous feuilles
tion of Patent Royalties, Dividends, Interest, in Europe, The Taxation mobiles, comprendTheTaxationof PatentRoyalties,Dividends,Interest,
of Companies in Europe, The Taxationof Private Investment Income, in Europe, The Taxation of Companies in Europe, The Taxation of
Value Added Taxation in Europe and Taxation in European Socialist Private Investment Income, Value Added Taxation in Europe et Tax-
Countries. ation in European Socialist Countries.

The loose-leaf series Tax Treaty Guides comprises Handbook on the Tax Treaty Guides, une autre publication sous feuilles mobiles, comprend
U.S.-German Tax Convention. The Bureau also publishes five other le Handbook on the U.S.-German Tax Convention. Le Bureau publie
referenceworks, Taxation in Latin America, African Tax Systems, Taxes galementTaxation in Latin America, Systmes Fiscaux Africains, Taxes
and Investment in the Middle East, Taxes and Investment in Asia and the and Investment in the Middle East, Taxes and Investment inAsiaand the

Pacific and The Tax Treatmentof Transfer Pricing Pacific et The Tax Treatmentof Transfer Pricing, ouvrages d'information
sous feuilles mobiles.

The compactdisc (CD-ROM)comprisesvirtuallyall of the world's effective Le disque compact (CD-ROM)comprendpratiquementtoutes les conven-

tax treaties, including protocols and model treaties (846 in total, covering tions fiscales en vigueur de par le monde, y compris les protocoles et
130 countries). conventionsmodles (soit 846 au total couvrant ainsi 130 pays).

I.F.A. - INTERNATIONALFISCALASSOCIATION

General Secretariat: c/o Erasmus University, P.O.Box 1738 (Burg. Oudlaan 50), 3000 DR Rotterdam

Telephone: 452 59 57 Telegrams: IFAGRAM Telefax: 4522053 Telex: 25124 ifa nl

Executive Committee Members: vancementof internationaland comparative law
J.F. Avery Jones (United Kingdom) in regard to public financeand especially interna-

President:
Richard M. Hammer (U.S.A.)

A. Buelinckx (Belgium) tional and comparative fiscal law and the finan-
Dr. A.R. Lpez (Argentina) cial and economic aspects of taxation.

Secretary General: F.F. Ordoez (Spain)
J. Frans Spierdijk (Netherlands) A. Overbosch (Netherlands)

PlanofAction- Article 3
The Association shall endeavour by all legal

GeneralTreasurer: Dr. K. Stocker (Switzerland) means to realise this aim: (a) by scientific re-

Jos W.B. Westerburgen (Netherlands) P. Sundgren (Sweden) search; (b) by holding and confer-
D.A. Ward (Canada) congresses

Honorary Presidents: ences; (c) by publications; (d) by cooperation
Dr. Mitchell B. Carroll (U.S.A.) t with all data collecting organisations, especially
Prof. Baron J. van Houtte (Belgium) the International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-

Dr. Paul Gmr (Switzerland) tion in Amsterdam; (e) by all other appropriate
Alun G. Davies (United Kingdom) The I.F.A. was founded on the 12th of February methods.

Max Laxan (France) 1938 by tax experts of a number of countries.

Purpose and working-methodare defined as fol-
Vice-Presidents: i.F.A, has branches in 37 countries. Residents in

K. Beusch (German Federal Republic)
lows in the Articles:

any of these countries (I.F.A. membersor candi-
G. Delorme (France) Aim L- Article 2 dates for membership) can approach the secret-

Dr. J. Sainz-Alarcon (Mexico) The aim of the Association is the study and ad- ary of the local Branch.

Members who live in countries where I.F.A. has no Branch are registered Conditions of individual membership of national lFA branches for 1989

as direct members of the Association. They can get in touch with the are: Df. 95.-; direct individual members of IFA: Dfl. 105.-; corporate
General Secretariat of I.F.A. members both direct and of national IFA branches: Dfl. 225.-.
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ministrativecomplexityof exemptionsand multiratesystems. China In August 1987 the Commissionof Inqury into the tax structureof
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achieve such universal applicationof VAT in the unlikely event of portdetailingnewproposalsforachangeofSouthAfrica'staxstruc-

price controls being removed. Meanwhile, it is anticipatedthat the ture.Theauthordiscussessomeofthemajorrecommendations.
VATsystemin Chinawillcontinuetoexpand.
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RichardK. Gordon: Rchard K. Gordon

Soumission l'imptet sanctionsdans les pays en voie de Die Mitwirkung der Steuerzahlerund
dveloppement:exposdesproblmes ....................... 3 das Steuerstrafverfahrenin Entwicklungslndem:
L'auteur considre que l'on a trop insist sur les catgories et le Ein Grundrissder Probleme ................................ 3
montant des sanctions mais trop peu sur les moyens de prendre les Der Verfasserkommtzu dem Schluss,dass man zu viel Aufmerksam-
contrevenants et de mettre en vigueur ces sanctions. Il vaut mieux keit auf Art und Hhe von Steuerstrafengelenkt und dabei zu wenig
rduire le domaine de la lgislation et pouvoirappliquerdes lois plus die Verfolgung von Gesetzesbertretern und Durchfhrung von

limites plutt que s'appuyersur des lois trs vastes mais inapplica- Steuerstrafen beachtet hat.
bles.

Carrie Meyer und John F. Due:
Carrie Meyeret John F. Due:

Die Mehrwertsteuerin der DominikanischenRepublik ........... 13

RpubliqueDominicaine:Taxe sur la valeurajoute ............ 13 Die Verfasser prsentieren einen kurzen Uberblick ber die histori-
Les auteurs font un rapide historique de la TVA nouvellement intro- schen und anwendungstechnischenAspekte der neuen Mehrwert-
duite et indiquent IG- mperfectionsde cette nouvelle taxe applique steuer, wobei ausdrcklich auf die Mngel dieser Steuer bei ihrer

dans un pays en voie de dveloppement. Erhebung in einem Entwicklungslandeingegangenwird.
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Carnetdes Congrs ..................................... 16 Veranstaltungskalender................................... 16

UJinyang: Li Jinyang

RpubliquePopulairede Chine: Taxesur Die Mehrwertsteuerin der VolksrepublikChina ................. 17
la valeur ajoutee ........................................ 17 In diesem Artikel werden die verschiedenenAspekte der Mehrwert-
Les diffrentescaractristiquesde Ia TVA applique uneconomie steuer in einer Planwirtschaftuntersucht. Die Verfasseringeht davon

planifie d'Etat sont analyses dans cet article. L'auteur considre aus, dass eine ideale Mehrwertsteueruniversell angewandtwerden

qu'une TVA idale devrait tre universelle afin d'obtenir une imposi- sollte, um eine wirklich neutrale Besteuerungdurchfhrenzu knnen
tion rellementneutre et de minimiser la complexitdes exemptions und um die Schwierigkeitenbei der Verwaltung der Steuerbefreiun-
et des systmes diffrents taux. La Chine serait, parmi les pays en gen und der verschiedenenSteuerstze zu minimieren. China wre
voie de dveloppement,en trs bonne position quant la ralisation unter den Entwcklungslndernbezglich der universellen Anwen-
d'une application universelle de la TVA si, ce qui est peu probable, dung der Mehrwertsteuern einer vorteilhaften Position, wenn das
les contrles des prix taient supprims. Pour le moment, on consi- System der Preiskontrolleabgeschafftwrde,was abereherunwahr-
dreque le systmede TVA va continuerse dvelopperenChine. scheinlich ist. Trotzdem ist vorauszusehen, dass das System der

Mehrwertsteuerin China in zunehmendemMasse angewandtwird.

P. Nagarajan: P. Nagarajan:
Situation fiscale du Kenya en cours Kenias Finanzpolitikin ihrer Entwicklungsphase
de dveloppement,1965-83 ............................... 23 1965-1983 23..............................................

L'auteur analyse la croissancedu secteur public en dveloppement Der Verfasser untersucht das Wachstum Kenias ffentlicher Finan-
au Kenya durant la priode 1965-83. On peut remarquer que la zen in der Periode 1965-1983. Er stellt fest, dass der relative staatli-
participation du gouvernement dans l'conomie a augment au che Anteil sich whrend dieser Periode vergrsserthat. Das Steuer-
cours de cette priode. Le systme fiscal at lastique grce aux system hat sich aufgrund der Besteuerung der einheimischen Pro-
impts sur la production nationale et sur les transactions internes. Il duktion und der internen Geschfte elastisch gezeigt. Es ist jedochn'est pas prouv que le systme fiscal du Kenya soit devenu plus nicht mglich, Anhaltspunktezu finden fr die Stellungnahme,dass
progressif. Kenias Steuersystem progressiver geworden sei.

ManeshC. Purohit: MaheshC. Purohit:
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Income Tax Complianceand Sanctions

in DevelopingCountries

An Outline of Issues
By Richard K. Gordon, Jnr.

There has been considerable discussion and writing
concerning taxpayer sanctions and their effect on in- * B.A., Yale College (1978); J.D., Harvard Law School (1984); Visit-
come tax compliance. In the United States, where the ing Scholar, Indian Law Institute (1982-83); Directorof Training, Interna-

income tax provides almost all of the federal general tional Tax Program, Harvard Law School (1984-86); Visiting Lecturer,
revenues (excluding income security), most govern-

Law Faculty, University of London (School of Oriental and African

ment officials agree that non-compliancehas become Studies) (1986); Visiting Lecturer, International Law Institute,
Washington,D.C. (1987). The authorwould like to thank ProfessorOliver

a major problem. Numerous studies have indicated Oldman for his helpful comments on an earlier draft.

considerable taxpayer non-compliance,perhaps even 1. One estimate reported $170 billion in lost tax revenues. 72% came

equal to over half of the $ 200 billion plus deficit. It from unreportedincome (legal income, 48%; illegal income, 27%), 13.3%

has been argued that if compliance with existing law
from unjustified deductions, exemptions and credits, 9% from non-filing,
and 5.6% from non-paymentof assessed taxes. U.S. General Accounting

were improved, statutory tax increases would not be Office, Further Research into Non-compliance Is Needed to Reduce Grow-

necessary.2 In enacting the Tax Equity and Fiscal Re- ing Tax Losses 28-9 (1982). Estimates dffer. See J. Henry, Non-com-

sponsibilityAct of 1982 (TEFRA)3,Congressintended pliance with U.S. Tax Law-Evidenceon Size, Growth,and Composition,
to effect improved compliance, primarily through in Income Tax Compliance, A Report of the ABA Section of Taxation

InvimtionalConference on Income Tax Compliance33, 34 (1983)tougher sanctions against avoidance and evasion, as a 2. At least since Congressenacted withholdingon wages, better income
major tool in raising substantial new revenues.4 tax compliancehas been seen as a way of improvinggovernmentresources.

Wage wthholding was introduced in 1942 with Pub. L. No. 77-753, and
Unfortunately,TEFRA, which both toughenedexist- information reporting on interest and dividends in 1963 with Pub. L. No.

ing sanctions and added new ones,5 appears to have 87-834.

had little effect on the rate of taxpayercompliance.6A 3. Pub. L. No. 97-248.

major motivation behind the passage of the Tax Re- 4. See Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, General Explanation

form Act of 1986 (TRA) was also to improve com-
of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (1982). Specific
sections will be discussed infra. For a detailed description of the tax com-

pliance.7 Although TRA toughened some TEFRA pliance legislation enacted by TEFRA, see J. LeDuc, The Legislative
sanctions and added some new ones,8 TRA's principal Response of the 97th Congress to Tax Shelters, the Audit Lottery, and

method for improving compliance was to remove Other Forms of Intentional or Reckless Compliance, 18 Tax Notes 363

loopholes, reduce rates, and in generalmake the Code (1983), and H. Mansfield, The Role of Sanctions in Taxpayer Com-
note at

appear fairer to the average taxpayer.9 pliance, in Income Tax Compliance, 2 217.
5. The major U.S. taxpayer sanctions can be found in Chapters 67,68
and 75 of the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (as amended)lmproving taxpayer compliance has also been re- (I.R.C.).

garded as one of the most important ways of raising 6. Some members of the staff of the Joint Committeeon Taxation ofthe
needed revenues in developing countries,10 Though United States Congress have concluded that the TEFRA sanctions have

estimates often differ, most experts agree that in most had no discernable effect on income tax compliance.

developing countries, often more than one-third, and 7 Pub. L. No. 99-514.
8. See Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, General Explanationfrequentlymore than half, of all income escapes tax.ti of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (1986). Specific sections will be discussed

While it is generally agreed that civil and criminal infra. A brief description of these changes can be found in Important
sanctions are needed to enforce the income tax laws, DevelopmentsDuring the Year: Civil and CriminalTax Penalties,40 The

there seems to be little empirical evidence regarding Tax Lawyer 963 (1987). While a few changes in taxpayer sanctions were

how and why people underpay taxes, and how and
enacted between the passage of TEFRA and TRA, TRA made perhaps
the most substantial changes since TEFRA.

why sanctions function to reduce that underpayment. 9. Senate Report No. 313, 99th Congress, 2nd Session, 714 (1986)
Perhaps one of the best indicators of the relative importance of different
sections of a tax bill is the degree to which tax lobbyists discuss these

INITIAL QUESTIONS provisions. While much of the talk heard by this author in Gucci Gulch
(the corridor outside the House Committee on Ways and Means hearing
room) during the Conference Committee meeting on TEFRA was about

Income vs. estimate new taxpayercomplianceprovisionsand sanctions, this authornever heard
any lobbyist discuss the sanctions changes in TRA.

Before examining the issue of income tax compliance 10. For an overview, see generally A. Radian, Resource Mobilization in

in poor countries, one should first know the revene Poor Countries (1980).
11. See S. Richupan, Income Tax Evasion: A Review of the Measure-

importance of the income tax relative to other forms ment Techniquesand Some Estimatesfor the DevelopingCountries,IMF
of taxation in those countries. While developedcoun- Fiscal Affairs DepartmentDocument 15-25 (1984)
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tries rely heavily on income taxes, most developing dited, the taxpayerwill not only benefit from the time-
countries tend to rely far more on indirect forms of value of money, but from those instances in which she
taxation, particularly in rem taxation.12Asurvey of 62 or he is wrong but not found out. As the taxpayer's
developingcountries showed that less than one-quar- interpretations become increasingly far-fetched, and
ter of all governmentrevenues were raised by income as she or he reliesmore and more on the audit lottery
and profits taxes.13 It might be that the best way of to escape tax, the avoidanceof tax comes closer to the
combatting income tax evasion is further to reduce evasion of tax. But before this point is reached, the tax
reliance on ncome taxes. administrationmay wish to penalize the taxpayerso as

In 1951, Richard Goode enumerated those qualities to encourage her or him to adhere more closely to a

reasonable interpretationof the tax law.he saw as essential if an income tax is to be useful and
effective: The issue of the time-value of money can in theory be
(1) the existence of a predominantly monetary dealt with by ensuring that market interest rates are

economy; (2) a high standardof literacy; (3) the preva- charged. But this solution generates a number of dif-
lence of honest and reliable accounting; (4) a large ficulties. Even in developedcountriesthere is no single
degree of voluntary compliance on the part of tax- market rate of interest; for the poor person without
payers; (5) a politicalsystem not dominatedby wealthy credit, a chosen market rate of interest will be too

groups acting in their self-interest; (6) an honest,
reasonably efficient administration,t4 While some of
these qualities might be directly related to the exist-
ence of tax compliance mechanisms, most are inti- 12. Economistsoften divide taxes in two differentways. The first division

mately tied to the country's stage of social and politi- is between personal taxes (paid at the individual or household level and

cal, as well as economic, development. Countries in adjusted to the taxpayer's personal ability to pay) and in rem taxes (paid
earlier stages of development might do well to avoid on activities or objects, independentlyof the characteristicsof the owner

or on

general income taxes and concentrateon the easier to
transactor). The second division is between icome taxes (paid total

accretion to wealth plus consunption) and consumption taxes (paid only
administer in rem taxes such as excise, sales, import on actual consumption). In rem taxes, because they tax transactions and

and export, and property taxes. Redistributive and not individuals, are usually seen as easier to collect. See e.g. O. Oldman

other equity goals could then be achieved by non-tax and L. Woods, Would a Value-Added System Relieve Tax Complance

fiscal measures.15
Problemsin Income Tax Compliance, note 2 at 317.
13. From a study of 62 developing countries; the highest 15 countries

Another way would be to rely on those in personam
collected on the average 37% of total revenues from income and profits

and 3% from social security The middle 32 collected24% and
taxes, such as the forfait system in France, which only taxes, taxes.

3% respectively, and the bottom 15 collected 22 and 2o. Arithmetic,
approximate the income of an individual or entity but unweightedmeans, countriesselected on basis of per capita GNP. A. Tait,
do not measure actual income.16 The exact boundary W. Graetz, and B. Eichengren, International Comparisons of Taxation

between estimation of income and determination of for Selected DevelopingCountries, 1972-1976,26 IMFStaff Papers 154-

actual incomes not easily defined. This becomes in- 156 (1979).
14. R. Goode, Reconstructionof Foreign Tax Systems,Proceedingsof

creasingly true as estimation systems become more the Forty-FourthAnnualConferenceon Taxation, NationalTax Association

refined, and as the actual fixing of tax due becomes 213-15 (1951), quoted in R. Goode, Government Finance in Developing
rebuttable.17It may be beneficial for developingcoun- Countries 102 (1984).
tries to depend more on estimates and less on actual 15. This might include a greater reliance on expenditures in effecting a

or more

income as a tax base.18 policy of income redistribution, adopting easily collected indirect
taxes in a way which would bear more lightly on the poor.

Even if it is decided that an income tax is necessary,
16. See Harvard Law School (M. Norr and P. Kerlan),WorldTax Series:

enforceable statutes need to be designed. Complex
Taxation in France 345-368 (1966).
17. Carl Shoup defines six types oftax administrationrelated both to the

laws which permit the manipulation of tax liability degree of taxpayer participation and to the nature of the tax. See

through avoidance, or wliich tax transactions which Economic Aspects of Tax Administration, in R. Bird and O. Oldman,

are particularly difficult for the income tax service to Readingson Taxation in DevelopingCountries500-513(1975)
18. Personal taxes may be the least progressive, but can be modified to

discover or verify, will make enforcement of com- exclude the poorest. See E. Arowolo The Taxation of Low Incomes in

pliance difficult. It is careful consideration of these African Countries, 15 IMF Staff Papers 322-41 (1968), quoted in R.

issues which may be the most importantfactor in fash- Goode, Government Finance in Developing Countries 110 (1984). Taxes

ioning sanctions for those laws eventually adopted.19 approximatingexpected revenuecan be used either as an actual tax assess-

ment, an irrebuttablepresumption(essentially the same thing), or a rebut-
table presumption or best guess. See e.g. R. Goode, Some Economic

Avoidancevs. evasion Aspects of Tax Administration,28 IMF Staff Papers 250-274 (1981), A.

Lapidoth, The Use of Estimationfor the Assessmentof TaxableBusiness

Income, 13-29 (1977), and I. Malik, The Use of PresumptiveAssessment
The line between tax avoidance, or the using of laws Techniques in Txation of Small Traders and Professionalsin Africa, 33

so as to minimize payment of taxes, and tax evasion, Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation162 (1979), and references

the breaking of laws, is difficult clearly to define. In cited.

addition, it is often difficult to decide where along the
19 See also discussion in A. Radian, Resource Mobilization in Poor

Countries, note 10 at 67-83. See also O. Oldman, Controlling IncomeTax
continuumof avoidance and evasion sanctions should Evasion, in Problems of Tax Administration in Latin America 296,374
be applied.20For example, taxpayersmay seek to take (1965). See general discussion below.

tle most favorable interpretationof existing law so as 20. A good encapsulated description of the difference between evasion

to take advantage of the use of money temporarily
and avoidance can be found in S. Richupan, Income Tax Evasion: A

Review of the Measurement Techniques and Some Estimates for the
saved on taxes. Sometimes the taxpayer will win, Developing Countries, IMF Fiscal Affairs Department Document, note

sometimes not. Because not every return will be au- 14 at 1-3.
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low, while it will be too high for a large corporation.21 the most abusive of these shelters (usually those with
But it is the second issue, the interpreting of laws as grossly overvalued assets) through intensive auditing
loosely as possible so as to play the audit lottery, that of tax shelter promotions. The problem was that the
causes the most difficulty, especiallywhere audits are underlyingstatutory law did permit at least some types
scarce. It may be impossible to draw the line exactly of tax shelters. Whether a deductionwas allowableor

between reasonableand unreasonableinterpretations, not usually could be determined only after careful
and perhaps even between avoidance and evasion. audit.

The United States Senate attempted to address this Congress attempted to control the most abusive forms

problem in TEFRA. TEFRA imposed a 10% sub- of tax shelters without altering the underlying statu-
stantial understatement of tax penalty, if the unre- tory law. As noted above, TEFRA, passed in 1982,
ported amount is greater than 10% of the total correct included a provision for a 10% substantialunderpay-
tax, with a $ 5,000 floor ($ 10,000 for corporations). ment of tax penalty.27 The U.S. Internal Revenue
The amount may be reduced by the Internal Revenue Code (I.R.C.) 6700 providesfor a penaltyof 20% (or
Service (I.R.S.) to the extent that the taxpayer dis- $ 1000, whichever is greater) of the tax shelterpromo-
closes all relevant facts, and that she or he relies on ter's gross income from the scheme if a gross over-

substantial authority for the under-reporting.22Ap- valuation statement had been made, or if there had

parently because the penalty seemed insufficient to been a fraudulent misrepresentationof the tax treat-

improvecompliance,TRA increasedthis amountfrom ment of the shelter. While 6661 applies to tax shelter
10% to 20% of the underpayment.23In theory, such a investors, the disclosure escape clause available in

penalty would encourage taxpayers to flag returns other instances of substantial underpayment of tax

when a doubtfulfactualor legalinterpretationis made, does not. A tax shelter investorcan escape the penalty
which theoretically would make the selection of re- only if the taxpayer reasonablybelieved that the treat-

turns for audit easier. Also because of the failure of ment taken was more likely than not correct,28
the TEFRA provisions, TRA added yet another pen- Unfortunately, the TEFRA penalties seemed to do
alty. New Code 6653(a)(3)allows the I.R.S. to assess little to deter the spread of abusive tax shelters. By
a negligence penalty against those taxpayers who fail 1985, over half of all audits performed by the United
to make a reasonable attempt to comply with the
Code.24 New Code 6653(a)(3) also allows the I.R.S. States I.R.S. were of tax shelters.29 The continuous

to assess negligence penalties for any careless, proliferation of shelters demonstrated that th.e audit

reckless,or intentionaldisregardof rules and reg-
lottery, even with the TEFRA provisions, was still

ulations.25 While such sections may help compliance
worth playing.

by creating a sort of middlegroundbetweenavoidance Finally, in 1986, Congress solved the tax shelter audit
and evasion, they cause two problems. First, assuming difficulties of the I.R.S. Instead of trying to deal with
that the taxpayer is playing an audit lottery, the provi- the problemsimplyby addingmore penaltiesand more

sions will only work to the extent that the probability audits,3o Congress changed the underlying statutory
of audit times the penalty assessed is greater than the law which had allowed tax shelters to exist in the first
amount saved. Second, such penaltiesgive a great deal place. TRA carved out a type of exception to the
of discretion to the revenue administration,something global nature of the U.S. income tax and created a

that may not be desirable from the taxpayer's (fear of

arbitrariness), the revenue administrator's (difficulty
in developingand enforcingstandards),or the general
public's (corruption of administration), point of

21 It should bother a government less if those with relatively fewer
resourceswere able better to take advantageofimperfectionsin the admin-

view.26 istration of a tax system. Hence, it is recommended here that interest be

charged at a (compounded) rate appropriate for the wealthier taxpayers.
Given these problems,perhaps the most effectiveway 22. U.S. I.R.C., 6661. The disclosureprovisionsdo not apply in the case

of dealing with tax avoidance, and thereby reducing of tax shelters (limited partnershipswhich sell paper tax losses), one of the

the need to draw lnes between reasonable and un- prime targets of this provision. See the discussion below.

reasonableavoidance, or between avoidanceand eva-
23. TRA 1504(a).
24. U.S.I.R.C. 6653(a) et seq.

sion, is to design laws which leave relatively less room 25. Id.
for interpretation. 26. The I.R.S. never requested such discretionary authority. It has en- ,

countered numerous problems in developing and implementingstandards
A good example is provided by the United States by which to enforce it. H. Mansfield, The Role of Sanctions in Taxpayer
I.R.S. and its battle against tax shelters. Tax shelters Compliance, in Income Tax Compliance, note 2 at 222-224, 231. The less

have usually consisted of limited partnership interests honest the tax administration, the greater the problem. It appears that,

which provide deductible business losses to partners,
due to problems with pay, organization, and other issues, tax administra-
tions in developing countries often experience greater problems with cor-

losses often far in excess of actual amounts invested. ruption than do tax administrations in developed countries.

Because of the global nature of (at least) the pre-1986 27. See note 22.

U.S. income tax, these losses could be used to offset 28. U.S.I.R.C. 6661(b)(2)(c)
other income. Loss deductions were created through 29. See Statementof Senior AssociateDirectorfor General Government

J. Finch, General Accounting Office, before the House Ways and Means
the use by the partnership of heavy (often non-re- Oversight Subcommittee Hearing on the Budget of the I.R.S., quoted in

course) leveraging, accelerated depreciation, tax cre- UnpopularSpending: IRS Budget and TaxAdministration,28Tax Notes

dits, and asset overvaluation. 821 (1985). For general coverage of the hearing, see 28 Tax Notes 570,571
(1985).

The United States I.R.S. attempted to crack down on 30. Although Congress also did this. See discussion infra.
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schedular type passive activity rule. New U.S. While accurate studies are lacking, some general ob-
I.R.C. 469 generallyprevents taxpayers from deduct- servations can be made. Looking back to Boidman's
ing losses and credits from passive business activities definition, it is clear that all tax avoidance can start
aganst income from other activities.31This, alongwith with failure to file a return.4o Simply getting income
other new provisions regarding at-risk rules and non- earners registered as taxpayers is the first step in effec-
recourse financing,32 has essentially put an end to tax tive tax administration; therefore, using all possible
shelters - not through sanctions or increased audits, sources to establish a taxpayermaster list has to be the
but through a change in underlyingstatutory law.33 most important task of a developingcountry's tax ad-

Not all problems in tax avoidance or evasion can be ministration.Obtainingrelevant information(particu-
solved by changing the underlying law. In those in- larly business and professional licenses, land records,
stances where they cannot, it might be wise to exper-

and tax records from other jurisdictions)from regional
ment with penalties similar in type to the TEFRAand and local governments,as well as the more traditional
TRA penalties, but without a sliding scale, and with information from national departments, can be very
criteria as clearly defined as possible. Because no de- helpful in finding missing taxpayers. This technique
tailed studies exist in developingcountries concerning has been ofparticular help to tax administrators in

the extent to which unjustifiable avoidance occurs, it Tanzania and Zimbabwe.

might make sense simply to experimentwith different In the United States, almost half of lost revenue is
penalty levels. It would at all times be necessary not estimated to come from illegal activities, though most
to raise the levels too high if the numberofaudits gets taxpayerswith illegalincomefile some kindof return.41
too low; otherwise taxpayers will feel that the system This is probably due less to a desire to evade paying
is arbitrarilysinglingout individualsfor punishment.34 taxes (in fact, some income from illegal activity is

declared as miscellaneousincome on tax returns so as

Non-compliancevs. evasion to escape the possibility of conviction in a tax evasion
case), than simply to avoid prosecutionunder the sub-

In addition to making use of the audit lottery in stantive law.42 This problem might be relieved some-
cases where the taxpayer's position is essentially un-

tenable, Boidmandefines three different types ofnon- 31. U.S. I. R.C 469.
compliance: (1) failure to file a tax return of any kind; 32. U.S.I.R.C. 465.
(2) failure to declare earned income on the tax return; 33. But see note 6.
and (3) reducing taxable income by incorrectlyreport- 34. Proposed initial leveis of monetary fines can be found in Oldman,

ing tax deductions, exclusions or credits.35 Controlling Income Tax Evasion, note 19.
35. N. Boidman, What Can Be Learned from the Experience of Other

First, each of the above failurescould be due not to an Countrieswith IncomeTax ComplianceProblems,37 Bulletinfor Interna-

intention to avoid, but to an error on the part of the tional Fiscal Documentation415, 454-455 (1983).
36. Section 6653(a) of the U.S.I.R.C. provides for a 5% penalty on the

taxpayer. If the error is unreasonableor due to negli- total amountof deficiencyifany part is due to negligence,and an additional
gence, t once again begins to approach fraud, and 50% on the interest payable with respect to the part of the understatement
should subject the taxpayer to a special penalty in due to negligence. TRA amended 6653(g) to allow the I.R.S. to assess a

addition to interest.36Somewherebetween negligence negligence penalty if the taxpayer fails to claim income reported as paid to
or on an return.and unavoidable delays lies a middle ground, where

her him information
37 The U.S.I.R.C. provides a 5% penalty per month (up to 25%) forthe taxpayer is not playing some kind of audit lottery, unjustifiably failing timely to file a return, and a 1% monthly penalty (upbut is simply making a mistake. A penalty needs to be to 25%) for failure to make a payment of the amount due. Id. at 6651(a)

applied here to encourage the taxpayer to take greater TRA had increased these penalties.
care.37 38. The General AccountingOffice has criticized the U.S. Internal Rev-

enue Service for underestimating the extent of tax evasion primarily
In both of these instances, even assuming that the through the overuse of Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program
taxpayerhas no ulteriormotive, the effect of the penal-

statistics (which only examine filers) and its failure to use national income
account statistics. See generally U.S. General AccountingOffice, Furtherties will be felt only if they are applied. As is the case Researchnto Non-compliance ls Needed to Reduce Growing Tax Losses

with the audit lottery, it is the actual audit and the (1982), especially Chapter 2, Taxpayer Compliance, a Massive Problem

application of sanctions which determine their effec- About Which the IRS Knows Too Little. Oddly enough, the U.S.I.R.S.

tiveness. has consistently produced higher estimates than the Commerce Depart-
ment. See Joint Committee on Taxation, Analysisof Proposais Relating to

Broadening the Base and Lowering the Rates of the Income Tax (1982),
THE COMPONENTSOF TAX EVASION quoted in LeDuc, The Legislative Response, note 5 at 367.

39. See generally S Richupan, Income Tax Evasion: A Review of the
MeasurementTechniques and Some Estimates for the DevelopingCoun-

It is in the area of willfully evading tax laws that the tries, note 12 at 15-21.
issue of sanctions normally receives the most discus- 40. In the U.S., where information reporting is so extensive, it is difficult
sion. Before understandingtax evasion, it is necessary

for most taxpayers to avoid filing any type of return; hence a low estimate

to know something about how much evasion there is
in the 10% range of revenues lost due to failure to file compared to all
revenues lost. See U.S. General AccountingOffice, Further Researchintoand how it is executed. Unfortunately, even in the Non-compliance,note 2 at 29. The less extensive the informationreporting,United States, which has a large, relatively efficient the easier for a taxpayer to fall through the net.

revenue administration, estimates concerning non- 41. Id. See also Internal Revenue Service, Office of the Assistant Com-

compliance are not very reliable.38 The problem is missioner of Planning and Research Division, 1983 Income Tax Com-

even greater for developing countries, where re-
pliance Research- Estimatesfor 1973-81 (1983)
42 See The UndergroundEconorny, Hearings Before the Subcommit-

sources to study the problem are far more scarce.39 tee on Oversight, House Committee on Ways and Means, 96th Congress,
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what if tax return informationwere withheld from law while many believe that taxes simply are too high.49To
enfrcement personnel investigating or prosecuting the extent that evasion is due to these factors, sanc-

non-tax related cases.43 In some developingcountries, tions should have relatively less effect.
that portion of tax evasion due to unreported illegal According to the Senate Finance Committee Reportctivity is probably smaller, as so much perfectly legal to the Tax Reform Act of 1986, an importantmotiva-activitygoes unreported.44In some countrieswith rela- tion for tax reform was the perception by the averagetively greater amounts of economic regulation, how- that the proliferationof loopholes that
ever, this problem would still be substantial. This is taxpayer meant

often true in those developing countries which have only the naive and unsophisticatedpaid any taxes.5o If
that were so, why should the taxpayer be honest Noelaborate laws concerningprce controls, resource al-
one else was paying taxes. The same report also con-locations, foreign investment, and currency converti- cluded that high marginal rates of taxation were caus-bility. Briefly, the fewer the activities deemed illegal, ing an increasing loss of confidence in the tax systemthe less the incentive for individualsnot to report; the
by the average taxpayer.51 It is too soon to tell if the

greater the confidentiality of returns, the less the in- reductionin loopholesand in individual rates wroughtcentive not to report. by the Tax ReformAct of 1986 will have any real effect
Besides the obviousmotiveof saving money, there are on taxpayer compliance. Revenue officials in India,
other, fundamental questions regarding why some however, have claimed that a major reduction in indi-
people do not pay their taxes. At first lies the issue of vidual tax rates, coupled with increased enforcement,
whether a particular culture, or a group within that was responsible for an increase in direct tax revenue

culture, feels compelled to obey the law. Upandra of over 25%.52
Baxi, writing on the increased acceptance of lawless-
ness ln India, attributesmuch of the problem to over-

regulation (too much law) and a separation between
those who need not follow the law because of special Ist Session (1979), and V. Tanzi, Underground Economy and Tax Eva-

status, and the rest of the populationwhich is expected sion in the United States: Estimates and Implications, in V. Tanzi, ed.,
to follow the law (law applied unequally).45 As laws The Underground Economy in the United States and Abroad 69 (1982)

While there is some confidentiality of returns, law enforcement officers
get more complex and far-reaching,people know that outside of the I.R.S. may share informationon returns in prosecutingnon-

they cannot effectivelybe followed, and respect for all tax evasion cases. There may often be conflictinginterestswhen a taxpayer
law fails. AS the general population sees some indi- wishes to avoid a tax evasion charge and wishes not to be caught in the
viduals (whethermembersof a governingor economic underlying illegal activity.
elite) disobey the law, lawlessness increases; if elites 43. Hence the conflict between tax admnistration and the enforcement

of non-tax laws. In the past, the Organized Crime Strike Force has used
can disobey, why can't we46 Second, and almost as tax evasion statutes to convict criminalswhom it could not convicton other
important, is the issue of relative compliance; in some charges, and has used tax return information to track down illegal opera-
cases, only certain laws might be ignored if the pros- tions.

cribed activity does not fall afoul of social norms.47 44. See generally S. Richupan, Income Tax Evasion: A Review of the
MeasurementTechniques and Some Estimates for the Developing Coun-Each of these hypothesesmay apply to revenue laws, tries, note 12.

depending on the general legal climate, the type of 45. See U. Baxi, The Crisis of the Indian Legal System (1982), Introduc-

example set by elites, and the degree of seriousness tion, and sources cited.

with which society views paying taxes. In at least the 46. Id. See also P. Dean, T. Keenan, and F. Kenney, Taxpayers' At-

second two cases, the seriousnesswith which the gov-
titudes to Income Tax Evasion: An Empirical Study, 1980 British Tax
Review 28.

ernment enforces the revenue laws will have a pro- 47. In some developingcountries, the general level of non-complianceis
found effect on public attitudes. In the first instance, so great that, if the laws were ever enforced, one would have to put nearly
the extent to which the government overreaches in the entire country in jail. In such instances, the public would think of the

trying to tax income may effect overall compliance. In laws as having no seriousness and little moral power, and would view
nstances of isolated enforcement as unfair or arbitrary. See O. Oldman,short, saying that you are trying to collect relatively .,Controllng Income Tax Evasion, in Joint Tax Program, Problems ofless, and then trying relatively harder to collect that Tax Administrationin Latin America296,318 (1965)

reduced amount, may foster better overall com- 48. A. Witte and D. Woodbury, What We Know about Factors Affect-

pliance. ing Compliancewith the Tax Laws, in Income Tax Compliance, note 2 at
142. See also studies cited, id., at 142-148.

There is some evidencewhich indicatesthat decreasing 49. See AmericansView Tax Code as Unfair,New YorkTimes (1985),
levels of compliance in the United States may be due and M. Spicer and L. Becker, Fiscal Inequity and Tax Evasion, 33

in part to a growth in the perceptionthat largenumbers NationalTax Journal171 (1980). The increasingprevalenceof tax protest-
ing (refusing to pay any tax) may also be related to this phenomenon. But

of individuals do not comply with the tax laws and a see Hansson, The Underground Economy in a High Tax Country: The

growth in the belief that the tax system does not treat Case of Sweden, in V. Tanzi, ed., The Underground Economy in the
all individuals in comparable ways.48 This was a con- UnitedStates andAbroad125 (1983). ThoughSwedens a high tax country,
stant refrain among taxpayers in India, and was a

there is considerable tax compliance.

motivatingforce behind Indonesia'srecent tax reform.
50. Senate ReportNo. 313, note 10 at 714.
51. Id.

Related to these issues is whether the public believes 52. This claim has been made by numerous Finance Ministry officials,
that the laws themselves are substantively unfair on including the former Minister, Mr. V. P. Singh. Though this author is

of convincing studies supporting this claim, completelytheir face - either by favoring certain groups over unaware any a

unscientific survey of a number of advocates (lawyers) in New Delhiothers, or by taxing everyone too much. Opinion polls conducted by this author shows a remarkable 100% agreement that lower
indicate that the U.S. electorateviews the tax code as rates have encourageda greater feeling of fairness (to quote one respon-
being fraught with unfair special-interest provisions, dent) and a much higher level of tax compliance.
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High absolute levels of taxation, besides having an last point is an interesting one - even if penalties are

effect on the perceived fairness of the taxationsystem, never collected, they could be an important com-

might have additional effects due to the increased pliance tool (though this cannot be done in most in-

monetaryvalue of evasion. One would expect that the stances in the U.S., as most penalties are assessed by
higher the marginal rate, the more gain to be received statute).
by understatingincomeor overstatingdeductions,and The first point, the rationale regarding penaltyhence the greater the amount of evasion. If one were

amounts, is also a good one, and leads to the basic
to compare two countries of equal wealth, one would questions, how large should penalties be, and under
expect the countrywith the lowermarginal rates (other what circumstances can tax administrators hope to
things being equal) to experience less evasion. Within discover (and prove) underpaymentso that penalties
a single country, one would expect those taxpayers can successfullybe assessedEven in the UnitedStates
with higher marginal rates to cheat more. there seems to be little attempt to correlate penalties
Working against these assumptions, however, is with a probabilityformula; an amount is picked which
another tendency. One might also expect lower in- seems right.59 The U.S.I.R.C. does tie fines to dollar
come taxpayersto cheatmore, as each tax dollarwould amounts evaded (the greater the amount evaded, the
for them have greater utility. Which of these two con- greater the fine), which at least in part results in an

flicting forces is dominant is not clear.53 Nonetheless, increased amount of discounted fine for each increase
it may be less troublesome to tax administrations if in dollar benefit. The U.S.I.R.C. used to tie the
poorer people are cheating because of a relatively amount of fines not to the deficiencydue to the fraud,
higher marginal utility for each dollar collected. In but to the total deficiency, a total penalty of 50%. This
addition, one would expect bracket-creep, an in- seemed unfair, and did not serve in a logical way to
crease in taxes due to inflation, to result in diminished increase the disincentive to commit fraud. TRA
compliance, as there would be no offsetting decrease changed this to 75% of the deficiency due to fraud.60
in marginal utility. This is borne out in Witte's and The U.S. I.R.C. also imposesverystiffcriminalpenal-Woodbury's review of the literature.54 Sanctions may ties for tax evasion for any person who willfully at-
affect the wealthier if their tax bracketsare sufficiently in evade defeat tax. The
high that the benefits from evasion are simply too tempts any manner to or any

good to miss. Once again, substantial sanctions en-

forced only rarely will be seen as arbitrary. 53. One of the reasons that empirical regression studies of each ef these
factors are difficult to perform is that, on average, lower and middle

Not entirely separate from the issue of respect for law income taxpayers often have less opportunity to cheat. This is particularly
iS the fear of getting caught. Not surprisingly, studies true in developed countries, where the vast majority of lower and middle
tend to indicate that this is one of the most important class income comes from wages subject to withholding. It is therefore

determinants.55 Witte and Woodbury found that the difficult for these taxpayers to understateincomeor to overstatedeductions

perceived probability that non-compliancewould not
or exclusions. This is, of course, full of exceptions. Domestic workers in
the United States are not subject to wage withholding, and until recently,

be detected was the most important factor in increas- waiters and waitresseswere not subject to withholdingon tips. Lower and

ing non-compliance.56In the case of monetary fines, middle income small business proprietors have myriad opportunities for

one paradigm would consider the taxpayer as a ra- manipulatngincome and expenses.

tional, economicactor maximizingher or his utility by
54. A. Witte and D. Woodbury, What We Know about Factors Affect-

multiplying the perceived chances of detection and
ng Compliance, in Income Tax Compliance, note 2 at 142. See also
studies cited at 142-148. See also the review article by A. Blumstein,

successful prosecution by the amount of money to be Models for Structuring Taxpayer Compliance, in Income Tax Com-
saved by evasion, and comparing that to the amount pliance, id. at 159-172 (particularly 162)
of potential fines. In fact, there is some empirical 55. See generally Mason and Calvin, A Study of Admitted Income Tax

evidence of this happening.57 However, there is also Evasion, 13 Law & Society Revue73 (1978).
56. Other factors included increases in marginal tax rate due to bracket-

some indication that the fear of fines may be greater creep, growth in perception that others no longer comply, growth in per-
than the statistical likelihood of being caught might ception that the laws treat different people differently and are therefore
indicate.58 unfair, increased levels of education, and increases in unemploymentand

decreases in real income associatedwith periodic recessions. A. Witte and
D. Woodbury,What We Know about Factors AffectingCompliance, in

PENALTIES Income Tax Compliance, note 2 at 142. See also studies cited, d. at

142-148. See also H. Mansfield, The Role of Sanctions in Taxpayer
Compliance, id. at 217-233. See especially bibliography on sanction

While almost every developing country has enacted studies, id. at 233.

penalties for both negligent and intentional failure to 57. See the review article by A. Blunstein, Models for Structuring
comply with revenue laws, few civil, and virtually no Taxpayer Compliance, in Income Tax Compliance, note 2 at 169, and

criminal, penalties are ever assessed and collected. studies cited.
58. See the model of N. Friedland, S. Maital nd A. Rutenberg, A

The reasons given by different developingcountry tax SimulationStudy of Income Tax Evasion,10JournalofPublic Economics

administrations are usually the same: the penalties 107 (1978)
59. A good general outline of suggestedpenaltiesand methodsof applica-have no clear rationale and are therefore too severe tion based on a general sense of fairness can be found in O. Oldman,

(and seem unfair); they are hard to assess because Controlling Income Tax Evasion, in Problems of Tax Administration,
under-reporting itself is difficult to discover; and, note 20. Given the lack of useful empirical studies in most poor countries,

given the fact that it is the underlying tax liability Oldman's numbers can serve as a useful starting-off point. Increases or

which is more important, penalties can be bargained
decreases in these figures could be made with regard to other relevant
ssues discussed as well as with the success of compliance.

away in the process of securing the tax deficiency. The 60. TRA 1503(b), U.S.I.R.C.
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penalty for tax evasion includes a fine ofnot more than United States.67Thedifficulty of actually remitting the

$ 100,000 ($ 500,000 in the case of a corporation)and/ withholding,as well as the possibilitythat some people
or imprisonment for not more than five years, plus will wind up being overwithheld, has added to the

prosecutioncosts. Othercriminal penalties are assess- debate in the United States, and has served to defeat
ed for willful failure to collect or pay over tax, willful proposalsto withholdon interestand dividends.68Such
failure to file returns or information, the making of a problemwould be eliminatedby replacingwithhold-
fraudulent statements, and the filing of fraudulent re- ing with a PAYE system, but that in itself would en-

turns.61 gender considerable administrative difficulties.69

Of course, only if the people believe that they will be Overwithholding also requires the processing of re-

caught and that fines will be imposed will there be any
funds, which can create a substantialadditionalwork-

deterrent (or what psychologistscall Pavlovian) ef- load for tax administrations,particularlyin developing
countries.

fect. There are a number of issues involvedhere. First
is the ability of the administration to discover under- While in a wealthycountry like the United Statesthere

pament, second is the will and ability to see to it that may be little difference between withholding and in-
fines are imposed, and third is the public's perception formation reporting, in poorer countries matching
that this is in fact happening. The most important of paper and then trying to collect taxes due could be
these is probably the first. prohibitivelyexpensivewhere there is informationre-

Once again, the first and most important task is to get porting but no withholding. Penalties should be in-

a complete taxpayermaster list, and then to fine heav- creased to the point whre going through each report

ily those who do not file returns. This is effective for
three reasons. First, once a master list is completed, it 61. U.S.I.R.C. 7201 through 7207. See discussion of criminal sanc-

is relatively easy to cross-check and see if each tax- tions, infra.

payer has filed a declaration. If the taxpayer has not, 62. U.S.I.R.C. 6651(a)(1), 7203.

it would be a relatively simple task to levy the fine. 63. In the United States, over 90% of all personal income tax liability is
a

The second reason is that, by implementingthis easily-
collected through withholding via third party. See U.S. Department of

Commerce, National Income and ProductTables (1984).
enforced sanction, the tax administrationhelps instill 64. See Departmentofthe Treasury, Internal RevenueService,Estimates

in the public a healthy respect for all sanctions. Third, of IncomeUnreportedon IndividualIncomeTax Returns 7-9 (1979), quoted

such a sanction helps coax recalcitrant would-be tax- in D. Holland and O. Oldman, Measuring and Controlling Income Tax

payers onto the rolls. In the United States, there is a Evasion, 15th General Assembly of Inter-American Center of Tax Ad-

penalty of 5 % of the amountof tax due for each month
ministrators (1981). These estmates agree wth those made by T. Parke n

connection with his work on the reconciliation of personal income with

in which a taxpayer fails to file a required declaration, I.R.S. adjusted gross income. Id. There is some disagreement over esti-

not to exceed25% in the aggregate. Criminalpenalties mates of absolute dollar unreporting. The I.R.S. has estimated that unre-

include a fine of not more than $ 25,000 ($ 50,000 for ported wages and salares are the second largest source of unreported

a corporation) and/or one year in jail. This is in addi- income, while the Department of Commerce has suggested that this

amount is minimal. Id.

tion to other penalties.62 65. Id., and sources cited. This basic trend is confirned in Professor

Income subject to withholdingand subject to reporting
Parke's examination, with some nuances. See id. at 28-37.
66. This sentiment has been expressed in the United States. This is

is relatively more impervious to evasion than other because an ADP information return system in itself will not collect one

types of income.63 All major studies carried out in the penny in taxes. All it can do is identify possible discrepancieswhich then

United States confirmthis fact. Wages and salaries (on must be followed up through ordinary collection and enforcement proce-

which there is withholding as well as easily matched dures available to the Internal Revenue Service (regarding the substitu-

tion of information reporting for withholding on interest and dividends).
informationreturns) by far show the lowestpercentage Minority Views of Senators Douglas and Gore, Senate Report No. 1881,
of unreported to reportedncome, with self-employed 87th Congress, 2nd Session 119 (1962), quoted n J. LeDuc, Improving
income and rents and royalties having the highest.64 the Self-Assessmentof Federal Income Tax: Recent Legislative Develop-

Over the past 35 years, the income actually reported ments, 19 Tax Notes 1030-1031 (1983).
67. See R. Doenberg, The Case Against Withholding, 6 Texas Law

as a total percentageof income in a particularcategory Review 61 (1982). See also a 1975 study whch showed that 61% of all tax

has improved steadily for wages, nterest and divi- return filers receiving interest and dividend incomecoveredby information

dends, while there has been little or no improvement returns reported the income correctly; in terms of dollars, 96.7% of the

for business and professional income or for rental in- income receivedwas voluntarily reported. T. Vitez, InformationReport-
as

come. This makes intuitive sense, as withholding, in- ng and Withholding Stmulantsof Voluntary Complance, in Income

formation reportingand matchinghave been extended
Tax Compliance, note 2 at 191-216. See generally the graph on page 295,
relating withholding, information reporting, auditable records and cash

and improved for the former, but not for the latter.65 levels of compliance. G. Feffer, R. Timbie, A. Weiner, and M. Ernst,
Proposais to Deter and Detect the Underground Cash Economy, in

Withholdingmeans either that the tax administration Income Tax Compliance, note 2 at 293-313.

gets at minimum the amount withheld, or requires the 68. There was a tremendouscry against enacting withholdingon interest

taxpayer to explain why some money should be re-
and dividends, with banks taking out full page ads urging depositors to

turned. Wage withholding is clearly the most impor-
write to their Congressmen and Senators. See Joint Commttee on Taxa-

tion, Description of Proposais Relating to Withholding on Interest and

tant. Information returns can only be effective if Dividends, 96th Cong. (1980). Although there was a hue and cry against

matching is done and if the money is then collected.66 enacting withholdingon interest and dividends, there has been some indi-

If there were an efficientmethodof matchinginforma- catonthat Americanspreferover-wthholdngto under-withholding,most

tion returns, following up delinquencies, and collect- likely as a kind of enforced savings. See the brief discussion in N. Barr, S.

James and A. Prest, Self-AssessmentforIncome Tax 61-62 (1977)
ing taxes due, withholding would not be necessary; 69. See L. Yudkin, A Legal Structurefor Effective Income Tax Adminis-

many have suggestedthat this has been achieved in the tration 32-40 (1971).
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and collecting on each discrepancy would be finan- the auditing of deductions should be left primarily to

cially rewarding. Unless this were feasible, both polit- the larger business establishments.
ically and administratively,it would make more sense While audits may point out discrepancies,little overallfor poorer countries to enact withholding on those deterrent effect will be accomplished if only interest
payments most easily made amenable, namely wages,
dividends, interest, and government contracts.m7o Stiff

or nominal fines are collected.The publicmust witness
the serious attempts of the administration to punishsanctions then could be used to concentrate on those
tax evasion. In the United States, it was until recentlythird parties who fail to remit withholdings or who the position of the I.R.S. that there was a very highmisstate them. The numbersof taxpayersand informa- level of tax compliance.76 Recently, however, theretion remittors would be far smaller, and the earnings has been a considerable amount of attention paid,potential for each investigation far greater than they both in Congress and in the media, about the de-would be for audits of individuals without withhold-

ing.71
Informationreports are also less likely to be subject to

70. See P. Griffith, Current Payment of Taxes on Income, study pre-

understatement,as companiesbenefit from deducting
pared for the Harvard-ChileTax Project (Revised 1970) in P. Kelley and
o Oldman, Readings on Income Tax Administration347 (1973), and R.

wages paid from their company returns. Pakistan, for Musgrave and M. Gillis, Fiscal Reformfor Colombia325-330 (1971).
example, has reported success by disallowing deduc- 71. Richard Bird recommends that a special withholding enforcement

tions for unreported wages. Simple checking of wage
section be created within the tax administration,that compliancebe made
as easy as possible, and that serious financial penalties be enacted forinformation returns and wages deducted for income failure to collect or turn over withholding or PAYE amounts. R. Bird,

tax purposes can help keep wage reporting honest. Income Tax Reform in Developing Countries: The Administrative Di-
With relatively fewer companies to audit, and with an mension, 37 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation5-7 (1983).
economic reason for accuratelypreparingsome infor- TRA added 6721-6724, raising the maximum penalty for failure to file

mation returns, it is likely that the numberofviolations an information report (it had been $ 50,000), and providing a new $ 5
a

will be relatively less, and subject to relatively simple
penalty for each failure to include correct information (with maximum
of $ 20,OOOpercalendaryear). Maximumamountsdo not apply to informa-

discovery. For this reason (the likelihood of being tion reports on interest and dividends. In addition, the person responsible
caught) and because of the importanceof reporting as for withholding and remitting any tax can herself or himself be subjected
a tax enforcement tool, relatively high penalties can

to a penaltyequal to 100% of the liability if she or he willfully fails to collect
tax or to to 6672. Otherbe used further to encourage compliancewithout sub-

the remit it the I.R.S.U.S.I.R.C. 6671(b),
penalties apply for certain taxpayers. See 6652. There is also now a

jecting the tax administrators to charges of arbitrary $ 1,000 penalty ($ 10,000 if corporate) for a person who knowingly pre-
enforcement. pares a false information return or document. Id. at 6701.

72. Note the I.R.S.'s use of the Gompertzcurve, which indicates that

Income not subject to withholding can be given the different classes of taxpayers respond differently to higher audit coverage;
lion's share of audit attention.72 Without a large those with income subject to withholding or to information returns have

their compliance rate little affected by a higher audit coverage than thosenumberof audits, there will neverbe a credible threat, not subject to such withholding or reporting. U.S. General Accounting
and without such a threat, the imposition of sanctions Office, Further Research into Non-complianceIs Needed to Reduce Grow-
is not only a paper tiger, but undermines the entire ing Tax Losses, note 2 at 17.

legitimacyof the system. The declinein audit coverage
73. It is estimated that the 1986 individual audit coverage will equal a

in the United States is credited with much of the de-
mere 1.2%, down from 5'o in 1965. Unpopular Spending: IRS Budget
and Tax Administration,28 Tax Notes 821 (1985). According to a former

cline in (or failure to improve) compliance.73 If the I.R.S. Commissioner, the reduction in general audit coverage is gravely
audit level were not brought up to a reasonable damaging the U.S. system of voluntary compliance. See Letterof Sheldon

amount, the fines would have to be raised to levels Cohen to CommissionerEgger, reproduced in 28 Tax Notes 1269 (1985)
unacceptableto those rare individualsunluckyenough 74. For example, it was proposed that the potential revenue shortfalls

to be caught, if the value of cheating were to be kept
anticipated in the passage TRA could be avoided simply by requiring the
I.R.S. to conduct nore audits. This suggestion was rejected by the Chair-

below the potential fines multiplied by the chances of man of the House Ways and Means Committee and the Chairman of the

being caught. Once again too few audits would de- Senate Finance Committee because t would have required either an in-

legitirnize the entire systern. But audits are the most crease in appropriations for the I.R.S. (something deemed politically im-

importantcomponentof tax compliancework, if often possible, as the reform bill was to have no additional outlays), or a shift in

insufficientlysupportedby governments.74In the Unit-
resources within the I.R.S. to auditing activities (also deemed politically
impossible, as this would have probablyrequired the shiftingof funds from

ed States, a computerselection system assists auditing data processing, which would itself have resulted in intolerable time lags
by selecting returnsstatisticallylikely to be incorrect.75 in processing returns and refunds). See J. Birnbaum and A. Murray,
While it might be far too difficult to replicate such a

Showdown at Gucci Gulch: Lawmakers, Lobbyists, and the Unlikely
at

system in a poor country, a very limiteduse of automa- Triunph of Tax Reform 266-267 (1987). However, the time of this

writing, both the House and Senate are considering a sizable increase in
tic data processing, along with the correlationof a very appropriations for the I.R.S. in order to increase the number of audits,
limited number of factors, may assist auditors. The improve compliance, and reduce the deficit.

main effort must neverthelessbe fieldwork. 75. For a general description of this system, see A. Sze, Audit ADP

Applications, Featuring the Discriminant Function System (1979) 45-46,

Auditing deductions is undoubtedly one of the more
53-58 (unpublished I.R.S. working paper, on file with the author) and
I.R.S., Office of the Assistant Commissioner, Discriminant Function

difficult and time-consumingadministrativeactivities. Handbook1-27 (1979)
Preferably, the number of deductions should be li- 76. Until the I.R.S. released its 1979 report, Estimates of Income Unre-

mited as much as possible, and deductions should, ported on Individual IncomeTax Returns, there was a reluctance to admit

when related to business, be subjected to some kind even that a significant compliance problem existed. See J. LeDuc, The

of reporting requirements. Standard deductions Legislative Response of the 97th Congress to Tax Shelters, the Audit
Lottery, and Other Forms of Intentional or Reckless Compliance, note 5

should be used wheneverpossible for individuals, and at 367.
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teriorating level of taxpayercompliance, as weil as the to the same criticisms leveled against criminal sanc-

declining audit rate.77 The position was dropped pub- tions.87
licly, not only because of existing evidence to the con-

Recently, have suggested that the existence of
trary, but as a legislativestrategy to secure more fund-

some

criminal sanctions or puntve civil sanctions on theing for the agency. In general, however, it is important
that the tax administrators present the image, to the

statute books of developingcountries is actuallyperni-
cious. Rather than make serious efforts to improvegreatest extent possible without losing credibility, that compliancethrough tax reform and better tax adminis-compliance is substantial. Recent, well-publicized tration, governments simply increasingly strin-

cases of tax levying in Massachusetts have played an pass

importantrole in improvinggeneralcompliance.78This gent criminal penalties, which themselves are rarely
used.88also appears to be the case in India, where a majornew

enforcement effort was begun in 1985, resulting in If criminal penalties are to be enacted, they should be
seizures of property in lieu of back taxes, as well as in reserved only for the most egregious types of tax eva-

arrests.79In the cases of both Massachusettsand India, sion, evasion of an extent far greater than the typical,
arrests of tax cheats and the vigorous enforcementof evasion which would shock even the most cynical tax-
revenue laws have been very popular with the public, payer. Once a statute exempts most typical evaders, it
if not always with the special interests.8o But, as must be enforced.
suggested earlier, serious fines provided for in the
statutes but not levied can have a reverse effect on 77. See e.g. Cheating Uncle Sam: IRS is Losing Battle Against Tax

compliance, by making the statutes appear substance- Evaders Despite its New Gear. Aided by Law's Complexity, More People
less. Serious fines for non-complianceactually levied Underpay; Audit Coverage Declines. The Best Place to Borrow. The

Wall StreetJournal, April 10, 1981 p. 1.
in those areaswhere the non-complianceis more likely 78. See generally R. Behn, Case Study: Massachusetts Department of
to be discoveredmay have a powerfuldeterrenteffect. Revenue (Center for Excellence in Government)(1986), especiallySequel,

18-33.
Sanctions which result in jail sentences seem to have

pp.
79. See e.g. Business in the Dock, India Today, November 30, 1985,

some deterrent effect, although it is very difficult to pp 38-51. Most of the crackdown has dealt with excise and customs

measure.81Impressive jail sentences make the news- violations, not with direct tax violations.

papers, and no doubtcan have an effect on the average
80. While the revenue enhancementprogram in Massachusettshas been
so popular that it has helped Governor Michael Dukakis in his bid for the

taxpayer. In the United States, very few criminal con- United States presidency, some have alleged that arrests of powerful busi-
victions are secured relative to the total number of ness figures in Indian tax evasion cases have (along with other causes) led

returns investigated- less than 0.04%.82 Once again, to the dismissal of the instigatorof the crackdowns, former Finance Minis-

if sanctions are too severe, or if they are enforced too ter V.P. Singh There is little doubt, however, that Singh has benefited

rarely, they might actually reduce compliance.
from enormous popularitydue to his role in prosecutingtax offenders. See
e.g. V.P. Singh: Making Waves, India Today, 15 July 1987, pp. 34-35.
81. See D. Nagin, General Deterrence: A Review of the Empirical

Practically speaking, very few developing countries Evidence, in A. Blumstein, J. Cohen and D. Nagin, eds., Deterrenceand
ever use the criminal law to enforce income tax sanc- /,zcapacitation Estimatingthe EffectofCriminalSanctionson Crime Rates:

tions. The reasons are myriad. First, criminal penalties Report of the Panel on Research on Deterrent and Incapacitative Effects

require, or should require, a higher standard of proof (1978)
82. In 1982, there were over 9,280 criminal investigations. Fewer than

than civil penalties.8 In civil fraud cases, the U.S. 2,000 cases were filed, while the governmentsucceeded in less than 1,500;
I.R.C. uses the phrase due to fraud withoutdescrib- less than half resulted in any jail sentence. This amount looks particularly
ing fraud.84 Unlike in criminal fraud cases, where guilt small when it is compared to the nearly 2 million returns examined. I.R.S.,
must be proven beyond a reasonabledoubt, the I.R.S. Annual Report of the Commissionerof Internal Revenue, 1981 16 (1982),

cited in H. Mansfield, The Role of Sanctions in Taxpayer Compliance,need in civil fraud cases oily show clear and convinc- in Income Tax Compliance, note 2 at 218. See generally S. Long, The
ing evidence, a tougher standard than the normal hternal Revenue Service: Measuring Tax Offenses and Enforcement Re-
civil requirement of preponderance of the evidence, sponse (1980)
but less stringent than the criminalstandard.85Second, 83. See O. Oldman, Controlling Income Tax Evasion, in Joint Tax

and perhaps more importantly,criminal sanctions can Program, Problems of Tax Administration in Latin America 296,318-320

appear grossly unfair. If income tax evasion is ram-
(1965).
84. U.S. I.R.C., 6653(b).

pant, as is the case in many developing countries, 85. For techniques n proving evasion, see I.R.S., IV hternal Revenue

singling out individuals for criminal sanctions can ap- Manual (Audit) (see especially 7245-22-7247-21 [1985]); J. Potvin, Tax

pear persecutory. While civil fines may seem a slap on Evasion in Canada, 25 CanadianTax Journal229 (1977); R. Meldon and

the wrist, jail terms may seem too harsh. Also, if T. Mountin, Federal Taxation: Practiceand Procedure, 450 et seq (1983);
Directorate of Inspection, Income Tax Department, India, Handbookofalmost everyone is evading tax, tax prosecutions can Summary Assessment Under the Income Tax Act (1976); Harvard Law

be used as a way of punishing political enemies while School, InternationalTax Program, Materialson ComparativeTax Admin-

leaving friends untouched.86Third, criminal sanctions istration, Policy and Practice, Part IV, Verification and Auditing (1985-
are sometimes too unpopular politically to enforce, 86).

although both the Massachusetts and Indian experi-
86. It is alleged that the Finance Ministry in India is using allegations of
tax evasion to justify raids on a prominentand vocal newspaperwhich has

ences suggest otherwise. For some combination of lately been publishing an expos of alleged corruption in the government.
these reasons, developing countries, and even many See e.g. All the News Gandhi Doesn't Want to Hear, The Economist, 5

developed countries, very rarely enforce criminal September 1987, p. 36.

sanctions against tax evaders. 87. See H. Mansfield,The Role of Sanctions in TaxpayerCompliance,
in Income Tax Compliance, note 2 at 219-220.
88. The Tax AdministrationDivision at the InternationalMonetaryFund

Depending on the level of mass evasion, and on the has sometimes recommended against enacting criminal tax evasion penal-
degree of severity, civil sanctions may become subject ties.
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Tax amnesties practice. It is far better to restrict the scope of the
statute and then enforce the more limited law than it

Tax amnesties, or the forgiveness of sanctions, have is to have a broad, but unenforced, law.
been used, and probably overused, in the past. The Briefly, then,
1967 tax amnesty in Israel, for example, may have had
a deleterious effect on the public's perce-gtion of the 1. in rem taxes or best-estimate taxes should be used

serious, criminal nature of tax evasion.8- When fol- to reduce the scope of income taxes and hence of
lowed by a major improvement in the administration evasion, thereby freeing up resources for policing
and prosecutionof tax evasion, a single amnestymight an income tax more limited in scope;
work. This has been the experience n the Common- 2. the tax code should be made simpler or easier to

wealth of Massachusetts in the United States, where understandand administer,and should be made to

not only a genuine improvement followed a tax am- appear fairer;
nesty but, during the promulgation of the amnesty, 3. a complete taxpayer master list should be estab-

political events convinced the public that a real im- lished, and stiff penalties for failure to file should

provement would follow. While successes have been be enacted and enforced;
reported in other American states, the experiencen 4. withholding and reporting of wages, interest and

developingcountries has been less successful than was dividends should be strengthened;
hoped for. Often, the only time that criminal tax eva- 5. audits should be restricted to those limited areas

sion penalties are taken notice of is when they are where evasion is likely to be caught, e.g. to check

suspended for a tax amnesty.9o on withholding and information reporting;
6. special audits should be made of the most egregi-

ous and obvious cases of individual tax fraud;
TAX COMPLIANCEAND TAX PENALTIES: 7. by statute, simple penalties like interest plus an

A CONCLUSION additionalpercentageshould be left to those areas

where the law is nebulous and the line between
Too much attention has been paid to the type and size evasion and avoidance is not clear;
of penalties,while not enough attention has been paid 8. by statute, more substantial penalties should be
to the likelihood of the taxpayer being caught and made for failure to remit tax owed;
being forced to pay the penalties. If there exists a 9. by statute, heavy civil penalties should be concen-

reasonable chance of being caught, then sanctons can trated on those areas where fraud is clear, where
become effective. As compliance increases, so can the discovery is possible, and where enforcement is
threat of sanctions. likely, such as against companies and individuals

In some limited areas, where compliance is already subject to withholding and reporting, and
10. by statute, criminal penalties should be reserved

sufficientlyhigh, major sanctions can be of great use, only for the most heinous and obvious cases of
such as against companies which fail to withhold or

report wages, or against individuals who evade taxes evason; even in those instances, the statutes

to exceptionalextremes. High interest rates and penal-
should be enacted only if they will actually be
enforced.

ties on amounts assessedbut not yet paid can make the
collection process more profitable. Penalties high
enough to militate against the audit lottery can be
useful, but only when the chance of audit is reasona-

ble. The severity of sanctions should match not only 89. See H.Wilkenfeld,Taxes and People in Israel 248 (1973). Pakistan,
the extent of the avoidance or evasion, but also its however, has reported varying success with its tax amnesties, though a

degree of uncommonnessand its chance of being dis- noted lack of success in the fifth and latest one.

covered. 90. For a brief overview of successes and the more numerous failures in
the United States, see Good Amnesty or Poor Enforcement, Forbes, 4

In each of these areas, the statutes should reflect the June 1984, p 174.
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DOV \ CA\ REUB_ C: Oppositionfrom firms in the commercialsector was so

great that when the tax took effect it was confined to

Value Added Tax
the import and manufacturingsectors by a decree by
the executive power, to be extended to the wholesale
and retail sectors on November 1984. When that time
came, however, renewedpressure forced furthermod-

By Carrie Meyer and John F. Due2 ifications. Only those commercial firms with receipts
in excess of 300,000 DR pesos a year were required to

register as taxpayers. Furthermore, the basic value
added principle was abandoned, at least temporarily,

While the value added tax has become the dominant for this sector. Firms in the commercialsector, instead
form of sales tax in Latin America, its introduction of paying tax their value added, required to
into the Caribbean has been much slower; in fact the on were

Caribbean has been one of the last areas in the world pay as tax a perentage of the tax they paid on their
rates

to move to any form of general sales taxation. In 1983. purchases during the year, with as follows:

however, the Dominican Republic introduced the 4%:wholesalers and retailers with at least 90% of
their purchases consisting of provisions-food,

value added tax, called Impuesto a Las Transferencias drink, cigarettes, and some household supplies.
de Bienes Industrializados or ITBI, the Tax on the

12%:supermarkets, and all establishments with be-
Transfer of Industrial Goods. tween 50 and 90% of their sales consisting of
The DominicanRepublic is locatedon the easternhalf provisions.
of the island of Hispaniola (the western portion is 20%:all other retailers and wholesalers.

Haiti) in the Caribbean. The population is estimated Thus the levy in the commercialsector became essen-
to be about 6 million: it is thus larger than such Latin tially a tax on gross purchases, t which the value
American countries as El Salvador, Costa Rica, Para-

guay and Uruguay. Its per capita GNP, expressed in added tax paid on purchaseswas directlyrelated,equal
dollars, is $1,370 (1983), and thus is comparable to

to 0.24, 0.72 and 1.2% of the amount of their pur-

that of neighbouringJamaica, and to those of Ecuador chases, not a percentage of sales or of value added.
This curious provision was introduced as a simplifica-and Colombia. It is primarilydependenton agriculture tion measure; t is presumed to be temporary, but an

and mining for exports- about 25% of the population effort of the Government in November of 1986
is employed in agriculture. One-third of the popula-

to

tion is employed in commerce and services.
commence to apply the law as it was planned failed
becauseof strong oppositionfrom the commercial sec-

tor.

INTRODUCTIONAND NATURE OF THE TAX THE COMMODITYCOVERAGE
/

The tax was enacted in January 1983, effective in The tax applies to all commoditiesexcept those speci-
November. The country had not previously used a fically exempted or zero-rated.
sales tax, the new levy being designed to supplement
the incometax, shift the tax structuretoward increased Exemption
use of domestic levies in lieu of heavy reliance on

customsduties, and increase total revenue. In part this The exemptions are somewhat dfferent for domestic

change reflected IMF pressures for strengthening the and imported goods:
tax structure. A further motive was the belief that Importedand domestic:
information provided by the tax would be useful as a Articles subject to excises or special levies: cigars,
bsis for a cross check on reported incomes. cigarettes, alcoholic beverages, beer, matches, soft

Preparatoryto the introductionof the tax, the Govern- drinks, petroleum products
ment provided substantial information to the taxpay- Medicines

ing firms, in the form of clearly worded pamphlets, Processed milk, edible oils

including Instructivo para el Contribuyente del Im- Books, newspapers, magazines
puesto a las Transferenciasde Bienes Industrializados, Major farm inputs: livestock feed, seeds, fertilizer,
Octubre 1983, and Impuesto a las Transferencias de fungicides, herbicides insecticides \,

Bienes Industrializados, Gua de Aspectos Basicos, Domesticonly:
Agosto 1983. Unprocessed farm, livestock, forest and mineralprod-
The law providedfor essentiallya value added tax with ucts. This has the effect of excluding farmers, per se,
the usual tax credit method, where firms apply the from the tax.

(5%) tax rate to total sales of taxable goods, and
subtract tax paid on purchases. Tax paid on purchases 1. This paper is based on research conducted by Ms. Meyer in the

of capital goods, hwever, cannot be subtracted. The Dominican Republic in the summer of 1987. We are greatly indebted to

tax was intended to apply to all firms in the manufac- Lic. Florencio A. Lorenzo Silva, Director, and the staff of the Direccin

turing, wholesale and retail sectors with annual gross
General

./Meyer
del Impuesto sobre la Renta for their assistance.

2. Ms is Research Assistant in Economicsand Mr. Due is Profes-
sales in excess of 60,000 DR pesos (equal to about sor of Economics, Emeritus, at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Cham-

USS 18,000 at current exchange rates). paign.
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Basic food items: bread, flour, processed grains, Econmicos, Boletn Estadistico, Ao Vll, Julio-Di-
legumes, ground coffee, rice, tomato paste, condi- ciembre 1986. No. 20, Santo Domingo, R.D., pp 5,
ments, fish, poultry, meat, fruit, vegetables, eggs, 30-31. Estimate from Direccin Genera del Impuesto
cheese, processed meat, water, salt, sugar, syrup

sobre la renta.

Charcoal Thus the revenue is a significantbut not a majorsource
Art work and handicrafts. of the total tax revenue of the country, but of course

These items are taxed when imported, and thus the the rate is relatively low, 6%, and it is recognized that

provision creased some protection. enforcement is by no means complete.

Importedonly: Almost equal amounts are obtained at importation
Salt cod, herring and from domestic transactions, as follows:
Corn, wheat
Paper for use in publishing books, newspapers, and % of revenuefrom % of revenue from
magazines Year imports domestictransactions
Imports by various organizations: the public sector .

(unless used in taxed goods); diplomatiemissions and 1984 50.9 49.1

international organizations; religious, educational, 1985 50.2 49.8

cultural and welfare organizations 1986 47.3 52.7

Importsby firms in industrialduty-freezones and firms Source: Secretara de Estado de Finanzas, Dept. de Estudios
exportingmore than 70% of production(to avoid sub- Econmicos, Boletn Estadistico, Ao Vil, Julio-Di-
stantial refunds) ciembre 1986, No. 20, Santo Domingo, R.D., pp 5,

Machinery,equipment, tools, packagingmaterialsand 30-31.

parts for use in exempt industrial and agricultural ac- In 1986, income taxes yielded 21% of total tax reve-
tivities nue, property taxes, 2%, import duties 25%, export

duties, 5%, excises and domesticspecial consumptionZero-ratedcommodities taxes, 33%, the value added tax 9%, other taxes, 5%.
(and thus full refund of tax paid on inputs)
Exports
Domesticproduction of exempt goods. ADMINISTRATIONOF THE TAX

As is typical in Latin Americabut not in British Com-Service coverage
monwealth countries, the tax is administered by the

Initially the tax applied only to commodities, but on income tax department, Direccin General del Im-
29 September 1985 it was extended to hotels, motels, puesto sobre la Renta, although the tax applying on
cables, telex and television, and on 4 April 1986 to imports is collected by the Customs Administration.
telephone service. When there are any questionson the tax paid at impor-
Real estate is not subject to the tax. tation, the matter is resolvedby the income tax admin-

istration. In the income tax administration,the opera-
tion of the tax is integrated in part with that of the

TAX RATE corporate income tax. When firms are entitled to re-

fund of the tax, they may receive a credit for this
A uniform rate of 6% is, by provision of the Act, against future ITBI or income tax liability, but not as

applied to all taxable transactions. As noted above, a monetary payment.
however, at least temporarily, this rate applies only to The tax returns are filed and the tax paid in the 29
the import and manufacturingsectors; commercialen- regional offices, one in each province. One copy of the
terprises are subject to rates of 4, 12 and 20% of the return is kept in the collection office, where it is
tax paid on purchases. checked for correctness, and against the list of regis-

tered firms in the district as a bsis for determining
non-filers. The original of the return is sent to the

REVENUE FROM THE TAX headquartersfor entering into the data processingsys-
tem.

Revenue from the tax has been as follows: The tax is essentially administered, except for collec-
tion, at headquartersin Santo Domingo,with all audit

Total revenuefrom and enforcement work handled from headquarters.
the tax (millions Revenuefromtax There are currently 20 auditors involved in audit and

Year of DR pesos) as % of total tax enforcement of the tax. New audit personnel must
have a bachelor'sdegree in accounting,economics,or

1984 96.6 8.8 businessadministration.Technicaltraining is provided1985 165.0 10.5 by the lnstitutode CapatacinTributaria,whichoffers1986 189.3 9.3 short courses, lectures and seminars, and new1987 161.9(est.) --

employees receive the job training with senioron per-Source: Secretara de Estado de Finanzas, Dept. de Estudios sonnel. There is no formal civil service or personnel
1988 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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system. Salaries in revenue administration are much Criminal action is not used, and the administrationhas
lower than for equivalent work in the private sector, no power to close firms.
and thus constant recruitingand training of personnel
for tax audit and compliance are necessary, with sub- Audit
stantial loss of personnel to the better paying private Approximately 100 firms are audited each year, the
sector once they are trained. auditor going to the firm's place of business and in-

specting records of purchases and sales. It is recog-
nized that audit coverage is inadequate, because of

OPERATIONOF THE TAX lack of personnel and a limited information system.
In many respects operation of the tax is relatively Record keeping by firms; invoices
standard for value added taxes.

Firms are required to keep records, including invoices,
Registration of all purchasesand tax paid on them, and of all sales.

Invoices must be issued on all sales, and the firms areAll firms subject to the requirements of the tax are encouraged to show the tax separately on sales to
required to register, filing an application in the local registered firms, but this is not mandatory. On sales to
collection office, togetherwith their general tax regis- final consumers the tax is not shown separately,excepttration (Registro Nacional de Contribuyente). Each on services.
registered firm is then given a registrationnumber for
ITBI purposes, the same number as for all taxes. Far-
mers and firms below the specified minimum sales are REACTIONTO THE TAX
not required to register. Producers of zero-rated
goods, however, are given the option to register so The general reaction to the tax when it was intrducedthat they can recover tax paid on inputs. was negative in part because it was a new levy, not-

The master file for the tax is in computer system in a replacement for an unsatisfactory form of sales tax,
headquarters, and lists are kept in each collection of- as has occurred in many countries. The strong resis-
fice. As ofJuly 1987 therewere 3,300 registeredfirms. tance by the industrialand commercialsectors resulted
While an attempt is made by enforcement personnel in the modificationsnoted above, which prevented, to
to ensure that all firms subject to the requirement date, the implementationof the value added technique
register, it is generally believed that many do not; the beyond the industrial sector. Labour unions opposed
penalty for not filing is so low, 100 DR pesos (about the tax, as did major political parties.
USS 30) that little incentive is given to file. Much of the complaintfrom the businesssectorcenters

around the increased record keeping necessitated byReturns the tax. The commercial sector of'the country is com-

Filing of returns and making of payment are required pletely dominated by the small and medium sized
on a monthly basis due not later than the 20th of the businesses, and these firms lack the technical capacity
month following the month involved. Three copies of to implement the tax properlyand resist the upgrading
each return are required. The return form is very sim- of their accounting systems that would be required.
ple and easy to prepare. There Is also some fear of the cross checking

mechanism.
Blank return forms are provided to the firms semi-an-
nually, pre-printed with the firm's registration The other major objection to the tax is the belief that
number, name, period, and the appropriatecollection it has been responsible for increased inflation. The
office. The returns must be filed in person together period since the introduction of the tax has been one

with the payment. of relatively severe inflation, as shown in Table 1;
between 1973 and 1983 the rate averaged 8.5%.

Delinquencyand penalties
The returns filed are checked in the collection offices
against the list of registered firms in the jurisdiction. Table 1
The administrationreports that about 5% of the firms Annual rate of inflation

Dominican Republicdo not file by the due date - an extremely low figure
by comparisonwith other countries. A 15% penalty is
applied to the amount due for failure to file on time; Year Price index % change
3% is added each month until the tax is paid. In addi-
tion, 1% interest per month is applied. 1982 158.02 7.64

1983 168.97 6.93
Other infractions of the law are subject to penalties 1984 210.27 24.44
between 100 DR pesos (USS 30), and 10,000DRpesos 1985 289.18 37.53

(USS 3,000). The operationof the control system is by 1986 317.35 9.74
no means perfected, largely because of shortage of * Base 1 May 1976 30 April 1977-

personnel. While legal action can be taken against Source: Banco Central de la R.D., Boletn Mensual, Enero de
firms, little has been done beyond applicationof fines. 1987, vol. 41 (no. 1),0.137.
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While this has resulted primarily from the decline in distortingsystem in the latter have resulted in serious
the value of the DR peso and the removal of food failure to attain the advantags of a complete value
subsidies to meet IMF demands, consumers have added tax.
tended to place much of the blame on the tax.

There is general agreement that the enforcement of CONCLUSIONS

the tax has not been adequate, mainly because of lack
of personnel. Apparently many firms fail to register, The experience of the country with the tax provides a

and evasion is believed to be widespread among the warning to other developingcountries not to attempt
firms that do register. Failure to implement the tax as

to use a value added-taxextendingbeyond the import
originallyplanned has largely eliminated the potential and manufacturingsectors without careful considera-

gains of the cross check mechanism. tion of the ability of the wholesaleand retail sectors to

operate the tax, and the general attitude of these sec-
The private sector would prefer limitation of the tax tors toward the tax. Confining the tax to the import-
to the import and manufacturing sectors as occurred manufacturing sector for several years, with gradual
during the first year, though some persons argue for a extensionbeyond this is greatly preferable to attempt-retail sales tax, on the grounds that it would be much ing to extend the tax to the commercial sector soon

simpler to operate. The retail tax is without question after the tax is established leading to makeshift, dis-
simpler, but it is difficult to see how it could function tortingalternativeswhichmaybe difficult to eliminate.
effectively,given the natureof retailing in the Domini-
can Republic. The tax as originally designed had many desirable

features: use of a single rate, limited exemptions,
The overall evaluation of the tax in the country today broad coverage, simple returns-but politicallyat least
therefore remains rather negative. While the tax has it could not be implemented adequately under the
brought in additional revenue, the inadequate en- circumstances. Failure to allow credit for tax paid on
forcement and the failure to extend it to the commer- the purchase of capital equipment, however, s un-
cial sector as planned and the use of a makeshift, usual, and a detriment to real investment.
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EOD_E'S REUB_ C OF CP \A:

Value Added Tax -*...:

By Li Jinyan A

Over the course of the last three decades the patterns of sales taxes

throughout the world have undergone tremendouschanges. Value added
tax (VAT) has become the most important type of sales tax in most

developed countries and a number of developing countries have also
'.-.-.substitutedVAT for other forms of indirect taxes.' VAT, underone name

or another, has been recently introduced in such countries as Indonesia
and New Zealand, and proposals for adopting t have been made n

Canada and the United States.

The People's Republic of China adopted VAT n a restricted form in Li Jinyan (Ms.)
19842, thisbeingthefirstexampleof its application in a socialistcountry.

Born:
Hebei Province, People's Republic of

EVOLUTION OF CHINA'S INDUSTRIALAND China, 1963

COMMERCIALTAX SYSTEM Education:

Like most developingcountries, and like most socialist countries, China University of International Business and

has traditionally relied heavily upon indirect taxes, rather than upon Econornics, Beijing - B Econ., 1980-84

income taxes, to provide the revenue needed by the State. In 1950, soon Gracuate Student in Law, 1 984-85
after the founding of the People's Republic of China, a new tax system Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario,
was established.The most importantof the new taxes (some of them based Canada LL.M., 1985-86-

on taxes which had existed under the previous Guomindangregime) was

the industrial and commercial tax comprisingfive separate taxes, the chief Osgoode Hall Law School, Toronto, On-

among which being a turnover tax, or circulation tax (liutong shui). A tario, Canada - D.Jur., 1987-

transaction tax (jiaoyi shui) was levied on transactionsin cotton, handwo-
ven cloth, grains, medicinesand livestock. A commodity tax (huowu shui)
was imposed on manufacturers, or in some cases on transportersof non-

manufactured goods, and on a variety of commodities not subject to the
turnover tax. A stamp tax, a salt tax, a special consumption tax and a

cotton monopolies sales tax were also levied on various commoditiesand
transactions.

In 1953 the multiplicity of the system was modified. The commodity tax

was expanded to include part of the transaction tax and stamp tax. A new

commodity transaction tax (shangpin liutong shui) was introduced to tax

22 items of commoditieswhich were effectively controlledby the State at

the wholesale level. Once a commodity transaction tax was levied, the 1 These include Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Re-

commodities were exempt from the turnover tax; whereas commodities public, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,

subject to commodity tax at the wholesale level would still be taxed under Indonesia, Israel, Ivory Coast, Korea, Madagas-
the turnover tax at the retail level. car, Mexico, Morocco, Niger, Nicaragua,

Panama, Peru, Senegal, Turkey and Uruguay.
In 1958, another reform took place. A new consolidated industrial and 2. Draft Regulations on Value Added Tax

(hereinafter referred to as 1984 Draft VAT Reg-
commercial tax (CICT)3was introduced to replace the commoditytax, the ulations), issued by the State Council on 18 Sep-

commodity transaction tax (which disappeared after this reform), the tember 1984.
3. For discussion of this tax, see E. Jehle,

stamp tax and the turnover tax. The new tax essentially took the form of Taxation in the People's Republic of China: A

a turnover tax imposed on supplies of goods and services and it retained brief introduction, (1985) Bulletin for Interna-

certain excise elements of the previous commodity tax.
tional Fiscal Docunentation405 at 413-14; A.J.
Easson and Li Jinyan, TaxationofForeign Busi-

A further simplificationoccurred in 1972; the CICT was merged with the ness and Investment in the People's Republic of

China,(1986)7 NorthwesternJournal of Inter-

salt tax, urban house and land tax, vehicle licence tax and slaughter tax nationalLaw & Business666 at 668; D.R. Simon,

(where paid by State enterprises) into a new industrial and commercial Taxation of Joint Ventures in the People's Re-

tax (gongshangshui). The industrial and commercial tax (ICT) was obvi- publicof China: A Legal Analysis in the Context
of Current Chinese Economicand Political Con-

ously an integrated tax, its main componentsbeing the prevouscommod- ditions, (1982) 15 VanderbiltJournalof Trans-

ity tax and the turnover tax. Other taxes were independent and not national Law 513 at 531-537; P.D. Reynolds,

imposed on suppliesof commoditiesand services. The reason for combin- Doing Business with the People's ReDublic of
China: Tax Considerations, (1980) 14 /nterna-

ing the various taxes into a single ICT was to suit the then political tional Lawyer 49 at 54-59; R.D. Pomp et al.,

situation under which the existing tax system was criticized as capitalist'TheEvolving Tax System of the People's Re-

and too complicated.
public of China, (1981) 16 Texas I,ternational
Law Journal l1at 12-32.
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The ICT was basically a cascade-type tax. The prob- businesses respectively. The ICT was broken up into
lems of cumulative taxation, however, were not seri- four taxes: product tax (chanpinshui), value added tax

ously considered at that time because profit was of no (zengzhi shui), business turnover tax (yingye shui),
concern. In particular, State enterprises conducted and salt tax (yan shui).
their production strictly according to the State plan.
All products would be purchased by the State at plan-
ned prices regardless of the quality of the products. SPECIAL FEATURES OF CHINA'S VAT

Enterprises accounted for all their profit and loss to
the State. It made little difference to them whether All other countries adopting VAT have been market
their payments to the State were made in the form of economies or capitalist countries. They have intro-
profit or tax. ducedVATbecauseof its advantagesover other forms

of sales tax. China is a State-plannedeconomy, whichThe economic reforms, which commenced in the late makes Chinese VAT different both in operation and1970s and are still in the course of being implemented. function.have changed the whole picture. The profit-delivery
system for State enterpriseswas replacedby an income
tax payment system in the reform commonly referred 1. The scope of VAT is restricted

to as li gai shui. Enterprises were given more au-

tonomy to run the business and a management re-
The nature of VATnormallyrequires a broad tax base

sponsibility system was introduced. After-tax profit including most products and services. In China, how-

was allowed to be reinvestedby enterprisesor applied ever, only twelve industrial products are covered in
for a variety of purposes, such as the payment of the 1984 Draft VAT Regulations. These are: (a)
bonuses or establishment of social and welfare funds machines, machinery and their spare parts covering
for employees. The unfair tax burden caused by the mechanical equipment for general and specified use,

cascading ICT then became an important issue be- motor vehicles, motorized ships, bearings and farm
tween vertically-integratedenterprises and specialist implements and their spare parts; (b) steel products,
enterprises. It also became a serious obstacle in read- billet, bicycles, sewingmachines, electric fans, printed
justing the industrial structure by breaking up un-

and dyed silks, and western medicines (both raw

necessarily integrated enterprises into separate enter-
medicinal materials and made up medicines). Catego-

prises engaged in specializedproductionand by merg- ry (a) products are broadly defined and the structure

ing specialist enterprises into cartels in order to
of the products covered is relatively more complex

enjoy econorniesof scale. Under the existing ICT, the than those of Category (b).5
tax burden in the former case would be increased and In a recent Notification of the Ministry of Finance,
would be decreased in the latter case. Considerations entitled Several Regulations regarding Methods of
of encouragingexports, reducingimports and securing Perfecting the Collection of Value Added Tax, the
and increasing fiscal revenue made the reform of the number of taxable items was increased to include
ICT urgent and necessary. From 1979 to 1982, a value chemical fibre, textile products, clothing, carpets,
added tax was introduced on a trial basis in some enamelproductsand glass ware heat preservationcon-
industrial cities including Shanghai, Liuzhou and tainers. Thus, at present, there are 13 categories of
Xian. From 1 July 1982 VAT was experimentedwith taxable products under the VAT.6
across the country.4 During this period, VAT only
applied to five chosen items: farm implements and Anothercharacteristicof the Chinese VAT is that it is

levied only on importers and manufacturers of thetheir spare parts; machines, machinery and spare taxable products. VAT applies principallyparts; sewing machines; bicycles and electric fans. to the man-
ufacture stage largely due to price control policy. Pric-Each item was taxed at a separate rate ranging from
ing and taxation the two economicregulatorsused6% to 25%. Two methodsof calculationof VATwere

are

tried: the sales subtractive (value deduction) method in China to control the demand and supply of goods.
for agricultural implements and for machines and

Prices of most commodities are fixed by the State

machinery, and the tax subtractive (invoice) method
based on the cost of producing the goods, the appro-

for the other items. priate profitabilityof the producerand the importance
of the goods to the economy. The profit level of enter-

With the developmentof economic reform, the entire prises is consequently influenced to a great extent by
tax system needed to be revised. Between 1983 and the price-fixingsystem. If the goods are considered to
1986, new income taxes were promulgated to apply to be very important, such as grains, edible oils, energyState enterprises, collective enterprises and private and basic industrial materials, the price is set low and

strictly controlled by the State. Where the Govern-
ment plans to increase the demand for certain goods,4. This was done in accordancewith the Provisional Measureson Value

Added Tax, promulgated by the Ministry of Finance in 1982. a dilemma often exists. If it simply fixes a lower price
5. Article 2 of the 1984 Draft VAT Regulations, supra note 2. for these goods in order to stimulate demand, the
6. Notificationof the Ministry of Finance No. 042(87) of 20 March 1987 profit margin of producers will be lowered as well,
(hereinafter referred to as the Notification) published in No. 15, 1987 which will discourage them from increasing produc-Zhongguo Shuiwu 29. An interpretationof the scope of taxable items was tion. Similarly, if it is wished to reduce demandgiven by the General Tax Bureau of the Ministry of Finance on 26 March a

1987 in Notification No. 013(87). A table of VAT items and rates is simple price increase will produce higher profits and
provided by the writer in the Appendix at the end of this article. encourage enterprises to increase production. As a
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partial solution to the problem the Government uses so that society is used to it and a similarVAT, at least
taxation to regulate the profit level of enterprises. so long as it is not applied at the retail level, does not
Thus, for example, where the demand and production unduly complicatetax complianceand administration.
of a product need to be decreased, the State would fix A single rate wouldnot suit China'scurrentsituation.o
a higher price and also increase the tax rate. The rate

consequentlycan be set to adjust average profit levels
for each type of product. That explainswhy there were

3. Two methods are used for calculatingVAT

as many as 82 tax rates under the ICT.
The invoice method (or tax credit method) is generally

To effectively use these two regulators to control pro- regarded as superior in a number of respects to the

duction, sales taxes are imposed at the manufacturing sales subtractive method and is widely used in other

level because almost all industrial manufacturers are countries. China's VAT law, again, provides diffe-

State enterprises. The wholesale sector, which for- rently: both methods are used.11 The sales subtractive

merly was almost entirely State-owned and was tax method is used for products such as machines and

exempt under the ICT, is now taxed at a uniform rate machinery, motor vehicles, motorized ships, bearings
of 10% to enable private and cooperativewholesalers and farm implementsand spare parts. These items are

(who appeared mainly after the 1978 economic re- broadly defined, and each type can be subdivided into

form) to competewith State-ownedones on fair condi_ different kinds of products. For example, the term

tions. Retailerswere taxed at a single rate of 3% under machines and machinery may include mechanical

the ICT and continue to pay the new business turnover equipment,medicalequipment,meters, etc. Materials
tax at that rate. and parts used to manufacture these products are

numerous and they were taxed at a variety of rates
If VAT were to be applied to the retail stage, given under the ICT. For instance, motor vehicles were
the presentprice system, the traditionalallocationpat- taxed at 5%, whereas tyres and steel were taxed at
tern of economic benefits would be altered since the 15% and 8% respectively. Before including all the
distribution sector is allowed a very thin margin of materials and parts into VAT, the sales subtractive
profit. Priceswouldhave to be readjustedaccordingly, method provides an easier means to calculate the
causing disturbances to the economy as a whole. Mul- amount of value added. Manufacturerssimply deduct
tiple rates would also have to be applied to the retail all deductible purchases (at the tax-inclusive price)
level, replacing the present single rate retail system, fron their sales and apply the VAT rate to the differ-
thus further complicating tax administration. ence. They do not have to determine the amount of

tax paid on the purchases. It can be very difficult, if it

2. Multiple rates are applied is possible at all, to calculate taxes charged on mate-
rials and parts since they would have been taxed at

A central technical lesson of European experience is different rates and tax would have been included in the

that multiple rates can be used to eliminatethe regres- price. Under the sales subtractive method, the same

sivity of the value added tax, but that penalties in amount of value added by the manufacturer is taxed

administrativecomplexity, increasedcompliancecosts
and distortions in consumption decisions have been

high and are probably not justified. Thus a single rate
structure is suggested by most commentators, while 7. See H.J. Aaron, ed., The Value Added Tax: Lessons from Europe
using other taxes and transfer payments to alleviate (Washington: The Brookings Institute, 1981), at 16; S. Cnossen, What

the undesirabledistributionalconsequencesgenerated Rate Structure for a Value-AddedTax, (1982) 35 nationalTax Journal

by a VAT levied at a uniform rate.7 In varyingdegrees, 205; W.J. Turnier, Designingan Efficient Value AddedTax, (1984) Tax

however, practically all countries whichave adopted
Law Review 435.
8. Article 2 of the 1984 Draft VAT Regulations, supra Note 2. The rates

VAT employ differentiated rates to pursue distribu- of VAT were determined according to the following formulae:

tional objectives and make the distributional pattern (a) If the VAT liabilityofa product is calculatedunder the sales subtrac-

of the VAT resemble that of the taxes it replaced. tive method, the VAT rate is

price x ICT rate
X 100%

Because of the multirate structure of the ICT and the sale price of the product - cost of purchase
desire to maintain as nearly as possible the original tax (b) If the invoice method is used, the VAT rate is

burden, thus avoiding corresponding price adjust-
sale price x ICT rate + cost of purchase x ICT rate

100%X

ments, there were 6 rates applied separately to the 12 sale price
items under the 1984 Draft VAT Regulations.8 The ICT rates, for example, for farm machinery were 3%, sewing machines

10% and bicycles 15%. The rates for these items under the above formulae
Notification added one more rate to suit the increased are 6.9%, 12.31% and 16.7% respectively. See further Guo Hongde,
number of taxable items. The rates range from 8% to Wang Wending and Han Shaochu, Zengzhi Shui Gaishuo (A General

43%.9 IntroductiontoValue AddedTax) (Beijing: China's Financeand Economic

Press, 1984), at 109-112
At present, VAT is used togetherwith product tax and 9. See Appendix.
business turnover tax. It is a transitional measure and 10. See Wang Kun, Guojia Shuishou Gailun (An Introduction to the

of experimentalnature. The multirates of the product Nation's Taxation) (Wuchang: Huazhong Engineering College Press,

tax predeterminethe rate structureofVATsince VAT 1985), at 115-128; Liu Longheng, Zhongguo Shuifa Gailun (An Introduc-
tion to China's Taxation (Beijing: University of Beijing Press, 1986), at

only replaces it in part. The Chinese industrial and 166-172.

commercial tax system has always been multiple-rated 11. Article 4 of the 1984 Draft VAT Regulations, supra note 2.
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5. Exemptionsand deductionsare specifically
provided

Taxesand Investment Since VAT is levied at the manufacturer's stage, all

in Asiaand the Pacific taxableproductsare taxed, whether they are manufac-
tured for the domestic or overseas market, in the ab-
sence of specific exemptions. In order to encourage

(8 binders) exports and to pursue certain public policies, the 1984
Draft VAT Regulationsprovide some tax exemptons

an in-depthsurveyandpracticalguide to the and deductions.
taxand foreigninvestmentlegislationof Taxable products for export are exempt from VAT if
practicallyall countriesin the region they are exporteddirectlyby the manufacturer.If they

are exportedby exportingcorporations,exporterscan

relevantdoubletaxationtreaties apply for a tax rebate on goods on which VAT has
already been paid. Contraceptive medicines are also

updated6 timesperyear exempt from VAT to better implement the national
family planning policy.
New productsunder trial production listed in the State

furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom Plan can enjoy a tax reductionor exemptionfor a fixed
a period. Other products which require a period ofInternationalBureauofFiscalDocumentation

n|||r|||,
P O Box20237-1000HE Amsterdam exemption or reduction due to special circumstances
the Netherlands can also be exempt from VAT if so decided by the tax

collection authorities.15
Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217 intaxnl

Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58

6. VATis used togetherwithproducttaxand
businessturnovertax

equally although the tax burdenon two productsof the
Since VAT at present applies only to limited

same category may not be uniform,12 a range
of products and its extension to the retail sector is not

The tax credit method applies to products which are feasible under China's current conditions, VAT co-

simple structured goods, such as steel products, bil- exists with the product tax and business turnover tax.

lets, bicycles, sewing machines, electric fans, printed Product tax is imposed on enterprises engaged in the
silk and Western medicines. Taxes on materials and production and importationof 270 listed taxable com-

parts for these goods would normallyhave been levied modities. Except that the tax on a few farm products
at a single rate or at a higher rate than that of the VAT is collected from State or collectiv commercialenter-
on the manufactured item. The tax credit method is prises when they purchase them, or from sellers if sold
therefore feasible, making administration much sim- to privateentitiesor individuals,all industrialproducts
pler. The total tax burden on a product is uniform are taxed at the manufacturing level. Levying the
regardlessofwhetherit is producedin a vertically-inte- product tax when products are sold by producers
grated factory or by a number of specialist factories. makes this tax an efficient regulator to be used in
The tax liabilityof manufacturerson the same amount conjunction with pricing control. The limited number
of value added is, however, not equal.13The tax credit of taxpayers also simplifies tax administration. As
method was adopted in the Notification to calculate explained aove, VAT has already replaced part of
VAT liabilities. the product tax for a number of items. To substitute

VAT for this tax is a general tendency. Recently, the

4. Deductible items are limited Ministry of Finance has promulgated provisions to

Only specifically provided items can be deducted by
taxpayers n calculating VAT. Cost of purchases and
taxes paid on materials, fuels, power and packaging 12. E.g. assuming Product A and Product B are both under the category

of machines and machinery and taxed at a 10% rate. To manufactureA
materials purchased from outsiders and used to man- and B, Enterprise X and Enterprise Y both purchased inputs for 1000. X's
ufacture taxable products are allowed to be de- nputs were taxed at 6% and Y's inputs taxed at 8%. The sales of products
ducted.14 Capital goods are not deductible because A and B are 2000. The value added is 1000. Under the sales subtractive

capital investmentis plannedby the State, the Govern- method, both X and Y pay VAT of 100 = 1000 x 10%. The total tax on

= x + x = The total
ment encourages labour-intensiveinvestment and the product A is 160 (1000 6%) (1000 10%) (60+ 100).

tax on product B, however is 180 = (1000 x 8%) + (1000 x 10%) = (80unbalanced existing capital structure of enterprises + 100)
makes it difficult to set a uniform level ofdepreciation. 13. Using the same facts as in note 12, under the tax credit method,
The purpose of introducingVAT in China is to elimi- enterprise X is liable for VAT at the amount of 140 = (2000 x 10%) -

nate the unfair tax burden caused by cumulative taxa- (1000 x 6%) = (200 - 60); whereas Y's VAT liability is 120 = (2000 x

x- =

tion. Capital inputs are not considered a contributing 10%) (1000 8%) (200- 80).
14. Articles 5&6of the 1984 Draft VAT Regulations, supra note 2.

factor. 15. Article 11 of the 1984 Draft VAT Regulations, supra note 2.
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apply VAT to certain textile products16 and it is prob- A COMPREHENSIVEVAT FOR CHINA
able that the scope of VAT will be increasingly ex-

panded in the comng years. An ideal VAT should be universal, extending to the

The business turnover tax is not a cascade tax as was retail stage and to virtually all sectors of the economy
the case with the old Spanish or German turnover includingservices, with as few exemptionsas possible.
taxes. It applies to enterprises and individuals engag- Only with a comprehensiveand uniform coverage is it

ing in retail, wholesale, transportation, construction Possible to obtain the full benefit of a truly neutral tax

and installation, finance and insurance, post and com- and to minimize the administrativecomplexity of the

munications, printing, public utilities, entertainment, VAT. This ideal, however, is likely to remain a dream

service and temporarybusiness. Most of these business in most countries. The principle of neutrality is com-

activities are taxed at a 3% or 5% rate, only rail and promised by considerations of equity and efficiency.
pipe transportationbeing taxed at 15%. Wholesalers None of the VAT systems in European countries is
are taxed at 10% on the mark-up at this stage. perfect, let alone those in developingcountries.

Nevertheless,when products which are subject to the Unlike many other developing countries, China is
product tax are taxed again at the retail or wholesale probably technically able to adopt a comprehensive
level, cumulative taxation arises. The total structure VAT. More than 75% of adults are literate. Account-
of China's indirect tax system consequentlyhas a cas- ing systems are quite sophisticated and even in the
cade nature. agricultural sector the previous production brigades

and communes were obliged to keep good records.
The existenceof product tax and business turnover tax

THE ROLE OF VAT IN A PLANNED ECONOMY makes the extension of VAT feasible: the wholesale
on

Indirect taxes have traditionally served a number of sector is already being taxed its value added under
the business turnover tax, so that the effect is the same

purposes in China. As in many other countries they
have been an important source of State revenue. Be- as it would be under a sales subtractivemethod VAT.

fore the recent economicreforms this importancewas
The further developmentof the economic reform will

exaggerated: up to then the greatest part of the indus- require less State control of the economy and a rela-

trial and commercial tax was collected from state en- tively more neutral tax system. Above all, the advan-

terprises, which eventuallywould account to the State tage of VAT as a large and secure revenue-raiserwill

for their profits anyway, so that the collection of the make it attractive to the Government.

ICT really representedlittle more than a bank transfer Nevertheless, a comprehensiveVAT would probably
from the enterprise to the tax office at the time that only be feasible if price controls were removed. Al-
sales receipts were realized.17 Nevertheless they pos- though existing controls are likely to be substantially
sessed the advantageof being simple to administerand modified and relaxed, and market forces can be ex-

of ensuring a prompt and regular cash flow into the pected to become more important in the future, the
State Budget. This advantagehas become all the more complete abolition of price controls is most unlikely.
important with the introduction of management re- As mentioned earlier, pricing and taxation are consi-
sponsibility and replacing profit delivery with income dered to be the main economic regulators, without
taxation for State enterprises.18 which there would be no way to implementState plans
Moreover, as explained above, indirect taxes operate and, therefore, the multirate structure of the existing
as a form of buffer between the cost of production
and the eventual price paid by the consumer.19 That,
of course, is true with most tax systems, but in free 16. Regulations concerning Application of VAT to Textile Products on

market economies it is normally assumed that the tax an ExperimentalBasis, promulgated on 4 February 1986. See also Notifi-

burden will be shifted forward to the consumer in the cation of the Ministry of Finance No. 009 (87) of 27 January 1987.
17. G.N. Ecklund, Financing the Chinese Government Budget (Chicago:

form of higher prices. Where prices are controlled, Aldine Publishing Co., 1966), at 69.

however, as in China, the tax may in fact have a greater 18. See Du Pingqin, Step Up the Pace of Overall Tax Reform Using
effect upon the level of profit of the enterprise, since Product Tax as the Main Levy,Jingji Guanli (Managementof Economy),

it cannot be passed forward and must therefore be No. 1, 1984, 25; Jia Kecheng, Views on the Relationshipbetween Prices

shifted back to the supplier.
and Tax Revenue,CaizhengYuanjiu (The StudyofFinance),No. 5, 1985.
48.

Since the official promulgationof the State Enterprise
19. Jap Kim Siong, China: China's Recent Tax Experiments to Revive

the Industrial and Commercial Tax System of State Enterprises (1982),
IncomeTax Law in 1983, somespecial regulatorytaxes 36 Bureau of International Fiscal Documentation66, at 68, Chen Gong et

have been introducedto compensatefor the effects on al., Caizhengxue Jiaocheng (A Course in Finance) (Beijing: China's Fi-

profitability of enterprises caused by differences in nance and Economic Press, 1985), at 154-164.

plant and machinery, previous capital investment, 1o- 20. See further, Wang Zhenzhi and Wang Yongzhi, Epilogue: Prices in

China in L. Wei and A. Chao, eds. China's EconomicReforms (Philadel-
cation and other similar factors. Indirect taxes play a phia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1982), 220; Luo Gengmo, Some

complementaryrole by regulating the effect upon pro- views on the Laws of SocialistCommodityPricing in China, (1984) Social

fits of irrational pricing.20 Pricing policy itself is, of Sciences in China 152. The reform of the price systemis considered the key

course, also in the process of being reformed, but to reform of the entire economic structure. The core of price reform is to

sudden major price changes are to be avoided so that,
relax State control and let the market mechanism regulate demand and

in the meantime, the tax system has an important
supply of goods

Yanju
and services.

(TheStudy
See Xue

ofEconomy),No.
Muqiao, Readjust

1, 1985,
Prices,

3; Yuan
Reform

Mu,Controls Jingji
economic role to play. On Price Reform, Liaowang (Observation),No. 43, 1985, 18.
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product tax is likely to be maintained,although it may 3 Clothing
be simplified, in order to effectively control the pro- (i) woollen clothing 20

duction and supply of goods and services according to (ii) otherclothing 14

the State plan. As experience in other countries has 4 Carpets 14

shown, a multirate system complicatesVAT adminis-
tration considerably.

5 Enamel products 20

6 Glass-madeheat preservationcontainers
Nevertheless, VAT does have advantages over other

types of sales tax and it is probable that the next few
(i) bamboo-shelled,plastic-shelled,meshed

metal-shelledthermos 14

years will see a steady expansion of VAT in China. (ii) otherglass-wareheat preservationcontainers 20

Eventually, the overall indirect taxation picture might 7 Medicine 14
be as follows:

(a) A number of special excise taxes, on luxury prod- 8 Daily-usemachinery
ucts such as tobacco, alcohol, cosmetics, etc. As in (i) mechanicalwatches, stopwatches 43

the EEC, these taxes could be in addition to a (ii) pocketwatches 14

VAT. (iiI) electronicclocks, watches 14

(b) A widely-basedVAT, replacing the existing prod- (iv) mechanicalclocks 20

uct tax, imposed at the manufacturer and (v) bicycles 20

(vi) sewing machines 14
wholesale stages. The tax would probably have (vii) cameras 14
from three to five separate rates. This would (vii) parts and componentsof above items 14

greatly simplify the existing rate structure while
having a relatively small impact upon most prices.

9 Dally-useelectric products

Where necessary, to control excess profits result- (i) refrigertors 14

(i) electricfans 20
ing from reduced tax rates and to ensure adequate (Iii) washing machines 14

profits where taxes were increased, minor adjust- (iv) vacuumcleaners 14

ments could be made in prices. (v) air conditioners 14

(c) A separate business turnover tax, as presently (vi) electric heaters 14

used,.appliedto the retail sector and other sectors (vii) bulbs 14

such as transportation.The rates might vary, from (viii) otherdaily-useelectric products
.

20

about3% to 7%, but each businesswouldnormally (ix) parts and componentsof above items 14

be taxed at a single rate on total turnover. 1O Electronicproducts

A system such as that described would represent a
(i) television sets 16

major simplification of China's indirect tax system,
(ii) vldeorecorders 16

(iii) computers 16
but would still be consistentwith the objectives of the (iv) tape recorders, record players 16
recent economic reforms. (v) radios, megaphones 16

(vi) gramophones 16

(vii) telephones 16

APPENDIX (viii) electronicgame machnes 16

(ix) otherelectronicproducts 14
TABLE OF VAT ITEMS AND TAX RATES (x) parts and componentsof above items 14

Category Taxableitem Rate% 11 Machinesand machinery
(i) motorizedships 12

1 Chemicalfibre 14
(ii) farm implements 12

2 Textiles (ii) othermachinesandmachinery 14

(i) woollentextiles products: (iv) partsandcomponentsof above items 14

woollenstrips 14
12 Steel billet 8

woollenknitwear, reproducedwoollen

products,man-madefur 20 13 Steel products 14

other woollen textile products 23 ,

Note: This table is adapted from Notifcationof the Ministryof Finance No. 042 (87)
(ii) othertextileproducts 14

of 20 March 1987
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Development, 1965-83
By P. Nagarajan

This paper* examinespublic sector developmentin Kenya during 1965-83. Contents
The tendency of the government'srelative share in the economy to rise is
consistent with Wagner's Law of increasing governmental activity. Introduction

Analysis shows that it was the expansion of taxes on domestic production Growthoftaxratios
and internal transactions, not direct taxes, which enabled the tax system Compositionoftaxrevenue

to be buoyant, the result of mostly discretionary, rather than automatic,
changes. There is no evidence to suggest that the tax system has been Buoyancyofthetax system

moving towards progressivity. Direct and indirect taxes:

Tax revenues contributean averageof 60% of the total public expenditure, Marginal response

and the growth rate of tax/GDP ratio has tended to keep pace with the Tax ratios, economcdevelopmentand

growth of expenditure/GDP.The rate ofgrowthof the Government'sgross inflation

fixed capital formation, however, has not kept pace with the latter ratio Growth of pubicexpenditure:
and this trend, if left unchecked, will result in low productivity, a lower Some empirical results
rate of return for private capital, and generally poor economic perfor- Sourcesof financing publicexpenditure
mance.

Theimpactofthepublicsector

Summaryandconclusion

References
INTRODUCTION

Government's role in less developed countries (LDCs) in the areas of
resource expansion, resource allocation and resource management has
been well recognized. In particular, the importance of Government fi-

nance, among other things, in generating economic fusion in LCDs has
received wider attention (Prest, 1962; Hicks, 1965; Kaldor, 1965; Rani,
1971; Goode, 1984). The enlargement of public surpluses through a well

designed fiscal system is regarded essential to the accelerated capital
formation leading to a big push in development.

* It is based on research while the author was

But the ability of an expandingpublic sector in LDCs to restrain non-pro-
a visiting Professor at the University of Nairobi
in 1984-85. The study was supported by grants

ductive expenditures, and thus transform increased tax revenueS into from the Ministry of Finance and Planning,

capital formation promoting economic growth, has been seriously ques. Kenya, and the Senate Research Committee of

tioned (Please, 1967, 1972). Interestingly,majorempiricalstudies recently
the University of Prince Edward Island. The
author acknowledges gratefully the research

have come up with divergent resultsconcerningthe impact of publicsector facilities provided by the Department of
Economics at the Universityof Nairobi. An ear-

on economicgrowth. For example, Rubinson (1977) and Ram (1986) have lier version of this paper was presented at the

found a positive relationshipbetween the growth of Government,indexed Twenty-Third International Atlantic Economic
Conferenceheld at Munich, Federal Republicof

by Government revenue share in national income, and economic growth Germany, 20-27 April 1987.

in LDCs. On the otherhand, inverse relationshipsbetween largerGovern- 1. Due to increase in population growth, ur-

ment and economic growth have been found in other studies (Landau, banization, and changed conception of the role

1983, for example).
of the State, the LDCs are under heavy pressure
to expand the size of the public sector. See, for

example, A.R. Prest, PublicFinance in Underde-

Notwithstandingthe contradictory results, increasing reliance on taxation veloped Countries (London, Weidenfeld and
Nicholson, 1962). It has been contended that for

to finance growth public expenditure is absolutely essential.1 Clearly, the LDCs it is necessary to focus on taxation because

causal nexus between Government revenue share in national income and public expendituresare held far below their opti-
mal level as a result of bottlenecks associated

economic development is not direct and straightforward;complex fiscal with the mobilization of domestic resources. See

behaviourrather than the aggregatetax ratio or expenditureratio, among
J.R. Lotz and E.R. Morss, Measuring 'Tax Ef-
fort' in Developing Countries, IMF Staff Pa-

other things, determines the level of economic growth. pers, Vol. 14, June 1967.
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A close interactionexists between a country's tax sys- to GDP (Td/GDP) increased from an average level of
tem and the stages of economic development (Hin- 4.70% in 1965-69 to 7.32% in 1980-83, about 56%
richs, 1966; Musgrave, 1967). Whilst economicgrowth growth in the direct tax revenue share. In comparison,
tends to bring about changes in the tax base and struc- the share of indirect taxes in GDP (Ti/GDP) increased
ture of taxation, the nature and speed of the develop- from an average level of 7.90% to 15.31%, approxi-
ment process s largely dependent, among other mately 94% growth in the Ti/GDP ratio.
things, on the overall fiscal performanceof a country. Table 1 brings out a noticeable shift within indirect
Changes in the tax level and tax-mix, combined with
expenditure level and expenditure-mix,obviously af- taxes, away from taxes on international trade (Txm)

and towards increased reliance on indirect taxes on
fect virtually all major economic aggregates, and have domestic production and internal transactions (Ti /
widespread implications for stabilization policies and

GDP). Tipt/GDPratio tripled, from
Pt

improvedeconomicmanagement.A continuedassess-
Whilst the an aver-

ment of the changingfiscal behaviourpattern in LDCs, age level of 3.12% in 1965-69 to 9.85% in 1980-83, the

particularly through case studies, is important for de- Txm/GDP ratio increased marginally from an average

signing appropriate development strategies and level of 4.78% to 5.46%.

macro-policies. Long-term growth of tax ratios can be deceptive, be-

This study examines the fiscal activities of the public
cause they can mask changes in the tempo of growth.

sector in a developing African country by analyzing
As Table 2 makes clear, the growth of tax ratios was

the changing levels and composition of taxes and ex- anything but steady and continuous throughout the

penditures in Kenya during economic development 19-year period. The T/GDP ratio growth rate was

27.2% over the period 1965-69 to 1970-74, and there-
from 1964-65 to 1982-83. after its growth rate decelerated and grew only by

16.87% during 1975-79 to 1980-83. A deceleration in
the growth rate of direct tax revenue share is rather

GROWTH OF TAX RATIOS
striking; its growth rate dropped from 44.89% during

Changes in the Kenyan tax system can be gauged from
the following indicators2: tax ratios, composition of
tax revenues, marginal propensity to tax (MPT) and 2 Tax ratios refer to the tax revenue and its major componentsexpress-

ed as a percentage of GDP; it is commonly used as a measure of tax
tax buoyancy ratios, as shown in Tables 1 to 3. effort. Tax revenue category expressed as a percentage of total tax reve-

Table 1 shows that overall tax revenues relating to
nue is referred to as the compositionof tax revenue. The marginal propen-

to tax a an tax revenue
GDP (at factor cost) rose from an average level of sity (MPT) is ratio between absolute change in and

an absolute change in GDP (i.e. AT/AY). The MPT is estimated by
12.60% in 1965-69 to 22.63% in 1980-83, an 80% regressing tax revenue on GDP, using annual data for the period 1965-83,

growth in the T/GDPratio over the long-termperiod.3 T = a+by, where b = dT/dy = MPT. The tax buoyancy is a ratio between

Thus, it may be presumed that, in Kenya, the relative a percentage change in tax revenue, resulting from both automatic and
a

share of Government in the economy, indexed by T/ discretionary changes, and percentage change in GDP. The buoyancy
ratio is estimated from a double log linear function of the form: log T =

GDP, has expandedwith economiedevelopmentdur- loger + ]3 log y, whereB is an estimate of constant buoyancy ratio.

ing 1965-83. 3. At the aggregate level, the observed tax performancein Kenya seems

to satsfy Sir Arthur Lewis's famousdefinitionof properfiscal performance
In terms of broad categories, the ratio of direct taxes of developing countries.

Table 1
Tax ratios and compositionof tax revenues; Kenya, 1964-65 to 1982-83

1964-65to 1968-69 1969-70to 1973-74 1974-75to 1978-79 1979-80 to 1982-83

(Average) (Average) (Average) (Average)
%ofGDP %oftotal %ofGDP %oftotal %ofGDP %oftotal %ofGDP %oftotal
@ factor tax @ factor tax @ factor tax @ factor tax

Categories cost revenue cost revenue cost revenue cost revenue

Incometaxes 4.64 36.65 6.75 42.21 7.37 38.01 7.27 32.10

Propertytaxes 0.06 0.53 0.06 0.40 0.03 0.19 0.05 0.22
Directtaxes(1)+(2) 4.70 37.18 6.81 42.61 7.40 38.20 7.32 32.32
Salestax .... 4.71 24.24 6.59 29.09
Exciseduties 2.07 16.32 2.43 15.28 2.04 10.48 2.35 10.36
Taxeson specificservices 1.05 8.34 1.45 9.13 0.67 3.53 0.90 4.00
Taxesonproduction& internal transactions

(4+5+6) 3.12 24.65 4.67 28.88 7.43 38.25 9.85 43.45

Exportduties 0.16 1.37 0.08 0.51 -- -- 0.20 0.90
Importduties 4.61 36.76 4.49 28.09 4.53 22.98 5.29 23.35
Taxeson internationaltrade (8+9) 4.78 38.13 4.55 28.50 4.53 22.98 5.46 24.26

Indirecttaxes(7+10) 7.90 62.78 9.12 57.38 11.98 61.23 15.31 67.72
Total tax revenue 12.60 -- 16.03 -- 19.36 -- 22.63 --

Source: Kenya, Central Bureau of Statistics, StatisticalAbstract, 1968,1973,1976,1979,1981,1983.
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Table 2
Percentages increase in key tax ratio, different sub-periods

Kenya, 1964-65/1982-83

Percentage increase in ratio

1964-65/1968-69 1969-70/1973-74 1974-75/1978-79 1964-65/1968-69
to to to to

1969-70/19,73-74 1974-75/1978-79 1979-80/1982-83 1979-80/1982-83

T
22.72 20.77 16.89 79.60

GDP

Ti 15.44 31.14 28.00 93.79
GDP

Txm
GDP (-)4.81 20.52 14.22

49.67 59.10 32.57 212.00
GDP

Td 44.89 20.77 (-)1.08 55.74
* T = overall tax revenues; Ti = total indirect taxes; Txm = taxes on international trade; Tipt taxes on domestic productionand internal transactions;=

Td = direct taxes; GDP = gross domestic product at factor cost.

Source: Calculated from data in Table 1.

1965-69/1970-74 to 20.77% during 1970-74/1975-79 transactions, sales tax has become the single largest
and subsequentlyregistered a negative growth rate of source of revenue accountingfor nearly two thirds of
1.08% during 1975-79/1980-83. In comparison, the Tipt, and 30% of the total revenues in 1980-83. This

growth rate of indirect tax revenueshare sharplyaccel- shows that a marked increase in the relative share of
erated from 15.66% to 31.44% over the same period, Tit in total tax revenues was brought about by the
followed by a mildly decelerated growth rate of ac option and widespread use of sales tax since 1972-
28.00% during 1975-79/1980-83.Withinindirect taxes, 73.
as seen from Table 2, the Tipt/GDP ratio grew by
32.57% during 1975-79/1980-83, compared to its

growth rate of 59.10% during 1970-74/1975-79, a sig- BUOYANCY OF THE TAX SYSTEM
nificant deceleration in the growth of the Tipt/GDP
ratio. Table 3 shows the marginal propensity to tax (MPT)

and buoyancy of the overall tax system and of major
components for the period 1965-83. The overall MPT

COMPOSITIONOF TAX REVENUE

The differential growth rates of the tax levels of the Table 3

sub-componentsare reflectedin the changingcompos- Marginal propensityto tax and buoyancy of major taxes,

ition of tax revenues over the period 1964-65/1982-83. and of the total system

The share of direct taxes in total tax revenues (Td/T) Kenya, 1964-65 to 1982-83
increased from 37.18% in 1965-69 to 42.61% in 1970-
74. But thereafterits share steadilydeclinedand drop- Category MPT Buoyancyratio

ped to an average of 23.32% in 1980-83. Correspond- 1. Incometaxes 0.07534 1.21801

ingly, the average share of indirect taxes in total tax 2. Propertytaxes 0.00038 0..66722
revenues (Ti/T) declined in the first half of the period, 3 Salestax* 0.07909 2.18873

and in later years the TifT ratio steadily increased and 4 Exciseduties 0.02285 1..02422

rose to an average of 67.72% in 1980-83 (Table 1). 5. Taxes on specific servces 0.00810 1.18492
6. Exportduties 0.00221 1.15946

The share of taxes on international trade in total tax 7. Importduties 0.05504 1.05972

revenues (Txm/T) has tended to decline from 38.13% 8. Taxes on domesticproduction&

in 1965-69 to 24.26% in 1980-83, followed by a sub-
internal transactions(3 +4+5) 0.10699 1.59803

9. Taxes on internationaltrade (6 + 7) 0.05725 1.06261
stantial increase in the share of taxes on domestic 10 Direct taxes (1 + 2) 0..07555 1.21085

production and internal transactions (Tipt/T), from 11. Indirect taxes (3to 7) 0.16241 1.34364

24.65o to 43.46o the period.
IJ 12. Total tax system (10 +12) 0.23979 1.29276over same

* Sales tax was introduced n 1972-73; the MPT and buoyancy ratio are for the
The relativeshare of exciseduties and taxes on specific
services has tended to decline during 1965-83. Thus,

period 1972-73 to 1982-83.

within taxes on domestic production and internal Source Kenya Central Bureau of Statistcs, StatisticalAbstract,varous issues.
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was estimated to be 0.24 during 1965-83; i.e. a one The negative constant term in equations 1 and 3 im-
shilling increase in GNP resulted in 24 cents of tax plies that the marginal ratio exceeded the average
revenue. The estimated buoyancy of the tax system ratio, and this led to a faster increase in the Ti/GDP
was 1.29276, which means the tax system yielded a ratio, particularly the Tipt/GDP ratio during 1965-83.
1.29276% change in tax revenues, resultingfrom both In case of positive constant term in equations2 and 4,
automatic and discretionary changes, for every one the marginal ratio is less than the average ratio, and
percent change in GDP during 1964-65/1982-83. this pulleddown the Td/GDPand Txm/GDP ratios over

time.
The responsivenessof the major tax components,with
respect to changes in GDP, was rather divergent. For
example, the MPT of direct taxes was 0.07554, with a TAX RATIOS, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
buoyancy ratio of 1.21085. In comparison, the MPT of AND INFLATION
indirect taxes was 0.16241, reflecting that more than
two thirds of the absolute changes in tax revenues The response of the critical tax ratios (T/GDP, Td/
came from indirect taxes. The buoyancy of indirect GDP, and Ti/GDP) to development, indexed by pertaxes was 1.34364, higher than the buoyancy of the capita GDP (GDP/POP), and inflation, measured bytotal tax system. the changes in GDP deflator (rO, was estimated by
Within indirect taxes, the estimatedMPT of domestic regressing the tax ratios against GDP/POP and re-

productionand internal transactionswas 0.10699,with spectively.Annualdata for the period 1964-65/1982-83
were used in the analysis. The estimated linear regres-a buoyancy ratio of 1.59803, as compared to MPT of sion equations are as follows (numbers in parentheses0.05725 for international trade with a buoyancy ratio
are t-values):of just 1.06261. The MPT of sales tax, a majorcompo-

nent of indirect taxes, was 0.07907 with a buoyancy (Eq.5) T = 10.08009 + 0.07568 GDP R2 = 0.82
ratio of 2.18873. This reflects that it is the expansion GDP (12.7128) (8.8618) POP
of taxes on domestic production and internal transac- 7= =

tions, not direct taxes, which enabled the overall tax (Eq. 6) T 14.62407 + 0.3806 R2 0.58
GDP (6.5830) (4.7538)systems to be buoyant with a ratio greater than unity

(1.29276) during the period 1964-65/1982-83,resulting (Eq.7) Td = 5.42286 + 0.01376 GDP R2 = 0.40

mostly from discretionary changes rather than au- GDP (11.8740) (3.3396) POP
tomatic changes. (Eq. 8) Td 6.08229 + 0.07940 /7 Rz=0.32=

GDP (14.9403) (2.8750)
DIRECT AND INDIRECT TAXES: (Eq.9) Ti = 5.77070 + 0.05912 GDP R = 0.87
MARGINAL RESPONSE GDP (3.3790) (10.6609) POP

= + H =

The relative marginal response of direct and indirect (Eq. 10) Ti 8.56006 0.30196 R2 0.45

taxes to the changes in overall tax ratio during 1965-83
GDP (8.8766) (3.5119)

was estimated by regressing the sub-components tax The overall tax revenue ratio has respondedpositively
ratios against the overall tax ratio. The derived equa- to both per capita GDP and inflation, as seen from the
tions are as follows (numbers in parenthesesare t-val- estimated equations. But the response of direct tax

ues): ratio to both these variables has been rather small in
magnitude, as compared with the response of direct

(Eq. 1) Ti = -2.52714 + 0.76695 T R2 - 0.95 tax ratio. It is rather interesting to note that nearlyGDP (3.4905) (19.1106) GDP 80% of the inflation-induced tax revenues, as well as

(Eq. 2) Td = 2.51680 + 0.23370 T R2 = 0.68 development-induced tax revenues, have resulted
GDP (2.7880) (6.4670) GDP from indirect taxes over the period 1964-65/1982-83.

(Eq.3) TPt = -5.12603 + 0.66258 T R2 = 0.94 As a consequenceof weak response of the direct taxes
GDP (4.8365) (7.6792) GDP with respect to both per capita GDP and inflation, as

compared to indirect taxes, the ratio of direct to indi-
(Eq.4) Txm = 3.16396 + 0.09571 T R2=0.23 rect taxes has tended to decline over time. The ratio

GDP (4.1116) (2.2237) GDP of direct to indirect taxes (Td/Ti), an indicator of the
As seen from the estimated equations, the ratio of degree of elasticityof the tax system, was regressed on

indirect taxes to GDP increased by more than three percapita GDP. The estimatedequation is as follows:
fourths percentage point for every one percentage (Eq. 11) Td 77.25134 0.17087 GDP R2 0.50= =

point increase in the overall tax ratio, compared to an
-

increase of less than one fourth percentage point in Ti (17.5801) (3.9433) POP

direct tax ratio. The result also shows that for every A negative relationship is found between the Td/Ti
one percentage point increase in the overall tax ratio ratio and GDP/POP. The R2 is somewhat low but the
the ratio of taxes on domestic productionand internal slope coefficient is statistically significant at the 0.01
transactions to GDP increased by two thirds, and the level. The empirical results confirm a relatively slug-
ratio of taxes on internationaltrade to GDP increased gish growth in direct taxes, as compared to indirect
by less than one tenth during this period. taxes, and the apparent lack ofbuilt-in flexibility in the
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tax system. This implies that a growingpublicexpendi- 1980-83. Its share in total public expenditure (Gfc/G)
ture has to be financedby rising tax revenuesby intro- also followed a similar trend, which initially increased
ducing very frequentdiscretionarychanges which may from 11.48% in 1965-69 to 18.82% in 1970-74, and
lead to a lopsided developmentof the tax system. subsequently the Gfc/G ratio tended to decline and

averaged 14.80% in 1980-83.

While it has been observed that the level of publicGROWTH OF PUBLIC EXPENDITURE:
SOME EMPIRICAL RESULTS expenditure, as a percent of GDP, has been rising,

alongwith an increasingtax ratio over time, the empir-
Table 4 shows the changing level and structure of ical results tend to show that the rate of growth of

public expenditureover the period 1964-65 to 1982-83. capital formation in the publicsectorhas not kept pace
The total Governmentexpenditure(combinedcurrent

with it, as shown by the following equations:
and capital) as a percent of GDP increased from an (Eq. 13) G = 1.67912 + 1.52770 T R2 = 0.91

average level of 20.94% in 1965-69 to 37.50% in 1980- GP (0.7983) (12.9824) GDP
83, a 79% growth in the total expenditure ratio (G/

=

GDP) over time. Wagner's Law which states that the (Eq 14) _To -0.49803 + 0.17411 G R2=0.48

size of public expenditure share in the economy in- GDP (0.4607) (3.7562) GDP

creaseswith income is confirmedby the followingesti- (Eq. 15) Gds = -2.8208 + 0.20677 G Rz = 0.65
mated equation: GDP (2.61184) (5.5523) GDP

(Eq. 12) G = 17.38362 + 0.12474 GDP R2 = 0.87 The total expenditure ratio increased, on average, by
GDP (14.8730) (10.6160) POP 1.52 times of any increase in the tax ratio over the

As seen from the equation, the expenditure ratio is period 1965-83 (Eq. 13). But for every one percentage
positively related to per capita GDP, and the slope point increase in the total expenditure ratio, the ex-

coefficient (0.12474) is statistically significant at the penditureon gross fixed capital formationas a propor-
0.01 level. The estimated expenditure ratio elasticity

tion of GDP (Gfc/GDP) increased less than one fifth,
with respect to per capita GDP is 0.3861 (calculatedat

as seen in Eq. 14. In comparison,for everyone percen-
the mean values). Thus, on average, a 1% increase in tage point increase in the G/GDP ratio, expenditure
GDP/POP leads to an increase in the G/GDP ratio by

on interest and loan repayments (i.e. debt services) as

0.3861%. This confirms that demand for Government a percent of GDP (Gds/GDP)has increased at a higher
expenditure is income elastic, particularly during the rate than the Gfc/GDP ratio.

early stages of economic transformationof the de-
Expenditure and salaries (GwO, gOods andveloping countries. on wages
services (Ggs), gross fixed capital formation (Gfc) and

Governmentexpenditureon gross fixed capital forma- debt services (Gds), all expressedas proportionof total
tion as a percent of GDP (Gfc/GDP doubled during Government expenditure, were regressed against per
1965-74, from an average of 2.43% in 1965-69 to capita GDP to determine the relationshipbetween the
4.92% in 1970-74. But thereafter the Gfc/GDP ratio structure of expenditure and development. The esti-
increased very marginallyand averagedjust 5.52% in mated equations are as follows:

Table 4
Expenditure ratios, by economic categories, and structure of expenditures

Kenya, 1964-65 to 1982-83

1964-65 to 1968-69 1969-70to 1973-74 1974-75 to 1978-79 1979-80 to 1982-83
(Average) (Average) (Average) (Average)

%ofGDP %oftotal %ofGDP %oftotal %ofGDP %oftotal %ofGDP %oftotal
expendi- expendi- expendi- expendi-

Categories ture ture ture ture

1. Wages& salaries 6.64 31.72 9.25 35.45 6.97 22.45 7.12 18.90
2. Goods&services 3.37 16.08 4.46 17.08 7.28 23.82 10.22 27.28
3. Gross fixed capital formation 2.43 11.48 4.92 18.82 5.07 15.90 5.52 14.80
4. Exhaustiveexpenditure(1 +2+3) 12.44 59.28 18.63 71.35 19.32 62.26 22.86 60.98
5. Subisidies&transfers 4.68 22.36 2.85 11.06 5.22 17.00 6.62 17.60
6. Interest 1.08 5.98 1.33 5.10 1.67 5.50 3.06 8.10
7. Loan repayments 0.84 4.04 1.08 4.08 1.06 3.44 2.55 6.65
8. Total debt services (6 + 7) 1.92 10.02 2.41 9.18 2.73 8.94 5.61 14.75
9. Investment in govt. enterprises 0.34 0.33 0.66 2.54 0.58 2.26 0.27 0.70

10. Lending toothersectors 1.68 7.98 1.53 5.92 3.08 9.32 2.21 5.93
11. Lending&investment(10+11) 2.02 8.31 2.19 8.46 3.66 11.58 2.48 6.63
12. Total govt. expenditure 20.94 -- 26.08 -- 30.54 -- 37.5 --

Source: Kenya, Central Bureau of Statistics, StatisticalAbstract, and EconomicSurvey, various issues.
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(Eq. 16) Gws = 39.37167 - 0.13453 GDP R2 = 0.76 budgetary deficits, and borrowing has emerged as an

G (21.68066) (7.28346) PP increasing source for financing public expenditures.4
For example, borrowing (internal and external) as a

(Eq. 17) _Gw = 12.05420 + 0.09905 GDP R2 = 0.87
G (13.14224) (10.74295) POP percent of GDP increased nearly three-fold, from

3.67% in 1965-69 to 10.22% in 1980-83; and its con-

(Eq. 18) Gfc = 13.80979 + 0.00835 GDP R2 = 0.01 tribution to total expenditure increased from 17.51%
G (6.43120) (0.38675) POP to 26.84%.

(Eq. 19) Gds = 7.16856 + 0.03824 GDP R2 = 0.35 As a result, public debt has been building up over

G (5.69389) (3.02053) PP time; it increasedas a percentof GDPfrom an average

As seen from the above equations, while the expendi- of 30.30 in 1965-69 to 46.27 in 1980-83. Consequently,
ture on wages and salaries, in relation to the total expenditure on debt services as a percent of GDP

expenditure, has tended to decline, the expenditure nearly tripled, from 1.922in 1965-69 to 5.61 in 1980-83,
on goods and services has trended upward in course of with an accelerated growth in the latter period. Its

development. The relationship between the Gfc/G share in the total publicexpenditure increased from an

ratio and GDP/POP was not found to be statistically average of 8.96% in 1975-79 to 16.75% in 1980-83

significant, reflectingthat the expenditureallocated to (Table 4).
gross fixed capital formationdid not increase in course

of development(Eq. 18). In comparison, the expendi-
ture on debt services has tended to increase over time, THE IMPACT OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR

as a result of increasing reliance on borrowing to fi-
nance the growing public expenditure. To investigatewhetherrelativepublic sector growth in

Kenya has exerted any influence on certain mag-
nitudes, the following linear regression equations5

SOURCES OF FINANCINGPUBLIC were estimated using the time-series data for the

EXPENDITURE period 1965-83:

(Eq. 20) Ip = 15.47300 + 0.22199 G R2=0.14
Table 5 shows the various sources of funds, expressed GDP (3.2985) (1.6052) GD
as a percentage of total Governmentexpenditure and
of GDP, during 1965-83. Whilst tax revenues, as a (Eq 21) AGDP = 9.62814 + 0.12872 G R2 = 0.02

percent of GDP, increased from an average level of GDP (1.3743) (0.5406) GDP

12.61% in 1965-69 to 22.63% in 1980-83, its contribu- (Eq. 22) AGDP = 4.40234 + 1.70645 Gfc Rz - 0.20

tion to total expenditure has remained virtually the GDP (0.9326) (1.9703) GDP

same around 60% in all the periods except 1970-75,
reflecting that the rate of growth of public expendi-
tures tended to equal the rate ofgrowthof tax revenues 4. It has been maintained that increasing Governmentdeficits in LDCs

over time. pose a serious problem for stabilization policy, particularly it leads to

destablizingmonetary accommodationand nflaton. For detals see, for

However, the contribution of budgetary revenues example, Aghevli, B.B. and Khan, M.S., GovernmentDeficits and the

(combined tax and non-tax revenues) to total expendi- Inflationary Process in Developing Countries in Warren L. Coats and
Deena R. Khatkhate (eds.), Money and Monetary Policy in Developed

ture declined from an average of 79.10% in 1965-69 to Countries, Pergamon Press, 1980.
69.27% in 1980-83, as a result of decline in non-tax 5. We concentrate more on the statistical significanceof the slope coef-

revenues over this period. This has led to increasing ficient rather than the size of the R2, given the nature of our inquiry.

Table 5
Sources of revenue as percent of GDP and total Governmentexpenditure

Kenya, 1964-65 to 1982-83

1964-65to 1968-69 1969-70to 1973-74 1974-75 to 1978-79 1979-80 to 1982-83

(Average) (Average) (Average) (Average)
%ofGDP % oftotal %ofGDP %oftotal %ofGDP % oftotal %ofGDP %oftotal

expendi- expendi- expendi- expendi-
Categories ture ture ture ture

1. Tax revenue 12.61 60.10 16.04 61.65 19.49 63.90 22.63 60.55
2. Non-tax revenue 3.96 19.00 3.84 14.92 3.06 10.06 3.25 8.72

3. Total borrowing 3.67 17.51 5.25 20.18 7.18 23.36 10.22 26.84
. Internal borrowing 1.54 7.19 3.13 12.07 4.57 14.90 5.19 13.51
B. External borrowing 2,13 10.31 2.11 8.10 2.60 8.45 5.02 13.32

4. Capital transfersfrom abroad 0.06 0.31 0.14 0.59 0.59 1.98 0.98 2.60

5. Loan repayments 0.49 2.33 0.49 1.91 0.20 0.73 0.09 0.25
6. Others .... 0.36 1.15 0.16 0.45
7. Capital revenue 4.51 21.46 5.89 22.70 10.33 33.83 11.56 30.39

Source: Kenya: Central Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Abstract, 1968,1973,1976,1979,1981,1983.
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(Eq. 23) X = 39.23592 - 0.21357 G R2= 0.17 result, the ratio of direct to indirect taxes, an indicator
GDP (11.2774) (1.8063) GDP of the elasticity of the tax system, has trended down-

ward in course of development, reflecting the lack of
(Eq. 24) M = 28.66043 + 0.22827 G R2 = 0.17 built-in elasticity of the tax system.GDP (4.8835) (1.4305) GDP

As expected, taxes on foreign trade have tended to
As seen from the Eq. 20, a positive relationship is .

decline with the growth in the economy (Chenery,found between the public expenditure ratio and the
1966; Hinrichs, 1966). The expansionof indirect taxesratio of private investment to GDP (Ip/GDP), and the

slope coefficient is significant at the 0.10 level. This
on domestic production and internal transactions has
contributed the lion's share in raising the overall tax/

suggests that a rising G/GDP ratio did not adversely GDP ratio and enabled the overall tax system to beaffect the Ip/GDP ratio over time.
fairly buoyant (1.29) during 1965-83. The direct tax

The relationship between the G/GDP ratio and system has been less buoyant (1.21) compared to the
economic growth rate, indexed by the changes in per buoyancy of indirect taxes on domestic production
capita GDP (AGDP/GDP), is found to be inconclu- and internal transaction (1.60).
sive as shown by the non-significantslope coefficient There is no evidence that the Kenyan tax system has
(Eq. 21). But a positive relationship is established been moving towards progressivity (or becoming less
between the ratio of Government'sgross fixed capital regressive) in the course of economic developmentformation to GDP and economicgrowth, and the slope during the period studied.6 With an increasingcoefficient is significant at the 0.05 level. monetized and market-oriented economy, and de-
It is somewhat surprising to find an inverse relation- creasing in-kind income, heavy reliance on indirect

ship betweenthe publicexpenditureratio and the ratio taxes, particularly in the absence of large mass con-

of exports to GDP (X/GDP). Whereas the ratio of sumption of luxury goods, would nake the tax systern
imports to GDP (M/GDP) is positively related to the less progressive over time (Yukon Huang, 1976).
public expenditure ratio, and the slope coefficient is One reason for declining progressivity is possiblesignificant at the 0.10 level.

growing evasion of direct taxation, especiallywith the
On the whole, the tentative results lead one to suspect
that and increasing scale of public intervention in the 6. The ILO mission (1972) and the World Bank (1975) found that the

economyover the period 1965-83 has apparentlyfailed Kenyan structure in the beginning of the 1970s was not very progressive
to ncrease the relative level of exports (or decrease and lacked redistributiveelements. Over the years apparently this has not

the relative level of imports) which is generally ac- changed very much.

cepted as crucial to economic growth. As a result, a

growing foreign exchange gap has probably acted as a

major constraint on growth. Since a rising G/GDP
ratio has not adversely affected the relative level of AfricanTax Systems/private investment expenditure in the economy, we

have found no conclusiveevidencewhetherthe growth
of the public sector promoted or depressed economic SystmesFiscaux
development. Africains
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION

(each in 3 binders)

The overall conclusions from our analysis of the Ke-
nyan fiscal data for the period 1964-65/1982-83can be separateEnglishandFrencheditions,both

summarized as follows. The tendency of the Govern- comprisingdetailed,practicalguides to the

ment's relative share in the economy to rise with tax and foreigninvestmentlegislationof
economic development is consistent with the widely AnglophoneandFrancophoneAfrica

recognizedWagner's Law of increasinggovernmental
activity. relevantdouble taxationtreaties,official

Tax revenues contribute an average of 60% of the documents,extensivebibliography
total public expenditures, and the growth rate of the
tax/GDP ratio has tended to eual the expenditure/ eacheditionupdated4 timesperyear
GDP ratio over time. But significant changes in both
tax-mix and expenditure-mix have occurred during
1965-83. J- furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom

[]

The proportionof direct tax revenues in total tax rev- InternationalBureauof FiscalDocumentation

enues tended to decline, which is contrary to the i-l P.O. Box20237-1000 HE Amsterdam

hypothesis of rising share of direct taxes in course of -- the Netherlands

economic development (Thorn, 1967). Direct taxes Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217 intaxni
have been relatively less responsive to inflation and Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58
economic growth, compared to indirect taxes. As a
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rapid growth of the informal sector. Anotherpossible accepted as crucial to economic growth in LDCs.
reason for the relative decline recently in the growth
of income tax revenue is that the public sector grew

In the second half of the period the growth rate of the

more rapidly in the 1970s, and was able to tax its own expenditure/GDP ratio has accelerated, whereas the

employees. This was not the case in the 1980s, when growth rate of the tax/GDP ratio has decelerated.
Given the low degree of built-in elasticity of the taxthe Government reduced the growth in the civil ser-

vice, and lowered real levels of remuneration. system,with predominanceof indirect taxes on domes-
tic production and internal transactions, it will be ex-

Public expenditure has increased on average by 1.52 tremely difficult to mobilize adequate resources to
times of any increase in the tax/GDP ratio during finance the growingpublicexpenditureswithout intro-
1965-83. Although it is widely asserted that increased ducing a high degree of built-in elasticity to the tax

capital formation requires greater reliance on taxation system.
in LDCs, the rate of Government'sgross fixed capital The declining trend of the Government's fixedformation failed to keep pace with the growth ofpublic capital formation, if left unchecked, will result

gross
in lowexpenditureand economicgrowth.7 This is largely due

to an increasing expenditureon debt service, and fail- productivity, a lower rate of return to private capital,
and generally poor economic performance.ure to restrain the growth of public consumption ex-

penditures in the course of development.
The empirical evidence on the impact of the public
sector on economic growth is inconclusive. But the 7. This tendency seems to lend support for Please's hypothesis which

results tend to show that an increasing scale of public maintains that when developing countries find more tax revenues, the

intervention in the economy over the period 1965-83 tendency is to spend more for non-productiveform of public consumption

has apparently failed to increase the level of exports
expenditure than investment expenditures. There is a danger that those
who recommend increased taxation for promoting development in LDCs

(or decrease the level of imports) which is generally might be looking at a mirage. For details see Please (1967).
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INDIA:

Taxation of Contracts for Work:

Policy Imperatives for a Sales Tax System in a Developing
Country
By Mahesh C. Purohit

payment in consideration thereof. Accordingly, there
Dr. Mahesh C. Purohit is Professor at the National Institute of is no contract to sell the materials nor does the prop-Publliic Fiinance & Polliicy,, New Delhii-67 (Ilndiia). He was on the erty pass therein as movables.5However, this does not
teaching faculty of the Universityof Rajasthan, Jaipur (India), the parties entering into distinct and separateGokhalle Instiitute of Polliitiics and Economics, Pune-4 (IIndiia) prevent
and Ahmedu Bello University, Zaria (Nigeria). He was also a contracts, one for the transfer of materials for money
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a Visiting Professor at the Maison des Sciences de l'Homme neration for services rendered and work done.6
at Pariis (France), and an HonoraryConsulltant to the Miiniistry
of Finance, Governmentof India, New Dehi.

DEFINING CONTRACTS FOR WORK

The structuref sales tax in India is far more compli- In view of the difference in the definition of sale and
cated than the existing sales tax structureof any other contract for work, the latter concept has not so far
country.1 To add further to the complexities, the been included under the purview of Indian sales taxa-
Forty-SixthConstitutionAmendmentAct2 has opened tion. Some of the states have neverthelessdefined the
a Pandora'sBox by empoweringthe states to levy sales term even before the Forty-Sixth Constitutional
tax on contracts for work. Amendment. Andhra Pradesh, for example,.defined
Hitherto, a contract for work was not considereda sale it as any agreement for carrying out for cash or for

because the term sale is defined as a contract deferredpayment, or for othervaluableconsideration,
whereby the seller transfers or agrees to transfer the the construction, fitting out improvementor repair of

property in goods to the buyer for a price.3 In other any building, road, bridge or other immovable prop-
words, a contract of sale is a contract, the main object erty or the fitting out, improvement or repair of any

property7 to the pass-of which is the transferof property in, and the delivery movable . However,subsequent
of the possessionof, a chattel to the buyer. Where the age of the Forty-Sixth Constitutional Bill, the states

main object of the work undertaken by the payee s
are empoweredto levy tax on the transferofproperty

not the transfer of a chattel qua chattel, the contract in goods (whether as goods or in some other form)
is one for work and labour.4 involved in the executionof a contract for work.8 By

virtue of this amendment, many more states have de-
The expression of contract for work, on the other fined contract for work. Kerala has inserted in the
hand, is used in respect of labour, skilled or otherwise, Kerala Finance Act, 1984 the definition of contracts
and for the construction of buildings, bridges, fac- for work as including any agreement for carrying out,
tories, etc., including supply of all materials, for cash or for deferred payment or other valuable
machineries and other requirements in setting them consideration, the construction, fitting out improve-
up. In some of the contracts there may be an implied ment, repair, manufacture, processing, fabrication,
agreement for sale of some or all materialsused as and
when they are bought at the site, or at some other
point in time, or there may be only an agreement that 1 See for details, Purohit, Mahesh C. (1987), StructureandAdministra-

the contractor will supply all the materials, and the
ton of Sales Taxation in India. Reliance Publishing House, Ranjit Nagar,
New Delhi-8.

person who places the order will pay for the work as a 2. Government of India (1983), The Constitution (Forty-Sixth Amend-
whole. It is not the form of the contract, but the sub- ment) Act, 1982. New Delhi.
stance which has to be looked into when deciding the 3. Government of India (1974) Sixty First Report o11 Certain problems

question of whether or not it is a contract for work and connectedwth powers of the States to levy a Tax on the Sale of Goods and

labour with materials supplied.
with the Central Sales Tax Act, 1956, Law Commissionof lndia.
4. Halsbury's Laws of England (Third Ed..), Vol. 34, at 6. Sarvodaya

In a contract for work in the form of a building con-
Motor Works v State of Gujarat (1966) 17 STC 261; State of Madras v

Richardsonand Guddas (1981) 21 STC 245 (SC); Richardson and Guddas
tract, requiring specified work to be executed for a v State of Madras (1965) 16 STC 243, affirmed.

lump sum, there is no contractofsale for the materials, 5. State of Madras v Gannon Dunkerley & Co.; Nenuram v State of

unless there is an implied contract to that effect. In Rajasthan (1967) 20 STC 551; AIR 1967 Raj 50 (DB)
fact, the agreement in such contracts is that the con-

6 State of Madras v Gannon Dunkerley & Co., supra.
7. A.P. Sales Tax Act, Section 2(t).tractor should construct a building according to the 8. Clause 29A(b) to the Article 366, Governmentof India Constitution

specificationcontained in the agreement. He receives of India, New Delhi.
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erection, installation, modificaton or commissioning the amount of sales price, received or receivable by
of any movable or immovableproperty.9 dealer in respect of any transfer of goods involved in

the execution of any contract for work whether exe-

Similarly, many other states have also definedcontract cuted fully or partly during a given year and includes
for work. For example, Tamil Nadu has defined con- advance received by dealer part of sale
tract for work to include any agreement for carrying any a as a

This definition does not provide for any con-
out for cash, deferred payment or other valuablecon- price.14

cession for the tax paid byt the contractoron the inputs
sideration, the building constructon, manufacture, used in the execution of the contract. That is to say,
processing, fabrication, erection, installation, fitting the tax on raw materials,componentsas well as inputs
out, improvement, modification, repair or commis- is not allowed to be set off against the liability arising
sioning of any movable or immovable property,o from the execution of the contract for work. Con-
Bihar has defined contract for work as an agreement sequently, the tax is low and varies for different pro-
for carrying out for cash or deferredpayment or other jects depending upon the nature and the type of con-
valuableconsideration the construction,fittingout im-

tracts. In such a case the contractor is not required to

provement or repair of any building, road, bridge or submit accountsforthe purchaseof inputs and satisfies
other immovableproperties.11Karnatakahas also de- his tax liability by making a lump-sumpaymenton the
fined contract for work to include any agreement for basis of the prescribed rate. However, under another
carrying out for cash, deferredpaymentor other valu- approach the tax wouldbe on the value added through
able considerationthe buildingconstruction,manufac- the execution of the contract for work. As it is pro-
ture, processing,fabrication,erection, installation,fit- posed in Bihar, the law would allow deduction of tax

tng out improvement, modifications, repair or com- for all the bills/invoices of the contract for work sub-
missioningof any immovable or movable property .12 mitted by the contractor. That is to say, the tax paid
Maharashtra includes in the definition of contract for
work the transferofproperty in goods involvedin the by the contractor in executing the contract for work

would be set off against the tax liability arising out of
execution of contracts for work for fabrication and it. In Kerala, the turnover in respect of contracts for
installationof plant and machineryfor fabricationand work is the aggregate amount of the contract minus
erection of structural works including fabrication and labour charges. Iff Tamil Nadu, the total turnover is
erection of trusses or turbine, for fabrication and in- the amount payable for the execution of the contract
stallation of cranes or hoists, elevator or escalatorsor for work. This includes the value of all goods and the
rolling shutters or collapsable gates, for civil works labour and other charges involved in the execution of
like constructionof building, bridge or roads and their the contract. However, in determining the taxable
repair thereof; for installation of doors, windows.

some deductions are allowed. These deduc-
frames or grills, for fixing tiles, slabs, stones or sheets; turnover,

tions are:
for installaton of air-conditioningequipment includ- (a) Where the transfer of property takes place in the
ing deep freezers, cold storage plants, humidification form of finishedgoodsor the contractoris required
plants or dehumidifiers, for installation of air-con- build, manufacture, fabri-
ditioners; for electrical fittings or for installation of

to construct, process,

electrical equipments for furniture and fixtures, parti-
cate or otherwise procure or supply any finished

sans including contracts for interior decoration; for goods: the charges for freight and delivery of the
finished goods are deductible; and

construction of bodies or chassis of motor vehicles (b) Where the transferofpropertydoes not take place
including three-wheelers, construction of railway in the form of goods but takes place in some other
coaches or under carriages supplied by railways; for

shipbuilding including construction of barrages, fer- form, the labour and other charges would be de-
ducted as follows: for electrical contracts of H.T.

ries, tugs, trawlers or dredgers; for sanitary fittings; transmission line, the labour or other charges
for plumbing; for drainage or sewerage; and for laying would be equivalent to 15% of the value of the
underground or surface pipelines, cables or con- but for the for work of substa-
duits.13 contract, contract

tion equipment and all other electrical contracts

These definitions suggest that the states have tried to the labour charges would be 10 and 20%, respec-
define contract for work in such a way that the scope tively.
of the tax could be made as vast as possible. All types Thus, the intention of taxation of contracts for work is
of agreements,be they for supplyofgoods and services not to include labourcharges; the basic idea is that the
or for construction,have been included under the pur- contractorshould not go scot-free,and while executing
view of taxation. the contract, if he has purchased things as dealer,

THE BASE OF THE TAX
9. Government of Kerala (1984), Kerala Gazette (Extraordinary) 28th

July, at 4.
10. Governmentof Tamil Nadu (1984), Act (Amendments), at3.

Notwithstandingthe uniformity in the approach of the 11. Governmentof Bihar (1984), Bihar Gazette (Extraordinary)7 April,
states in including contracts for work under the pur- at 4.

view of taxation, there does not seem to be a common
12. Governmentof Karnataka (1985), The KarnatakaSales Tax (Amend-

at

approach to the basis on which the tax is levied. States ment) Bill, 1985, 4.
13. Government of Maharashtra (1985), Maharashtra Government

like Maharashtra have defined the taxable turnover Gazette, at 155-156.
under contract for work to include the aggregate of 14. Ibid, at 151.
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either he should have paid the tax on inputs or he
should pay on the final product, i.e. on the value of
the contract.

TaxNews Service
VIEWING TAXATION OF CONTRACTS FOR
WORK AS AN ANTI-EVASIONMEASURE concisenewsletterreportingby air twiceper

month latest tax developmentsaroundthe

The above analysis of the base of the tax suggests that world

a tax on contracts for work could be viewed from two
different angles. One approach could be to consider includesfreebinder,andquarterlyindexes
this tax as a new source of raising revenue. For exam-

ple, Maharashtra levies such a tax at a very low rate freeofchargewithoneormoremajorBureau
without giving a set-off for the payment of the tax on services (excepttheBulletin)
raw materials or other components. Taxing contracts
for work in this way would imply that the state is
interested in raising more revenue from this new base. furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom

And, in fact, this approach of taxing the contract for
work might not have any resistance from the dealers InternationalBjreauof FiscalDocumentation

either. The dealers would conversely shift the tax on Lr!! P.O. Box20237-1000HE Amsterdam
the Netherlands

contracts for work to the contractee. The second ap-
proach of taxation of contracts for work is to consider Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217intaxnl

this base as a means to controlling the existing Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020)22 86 58

loopholes for avoiding and evading the tax. Accord-
ingly, the tax is levied at a slightly higher rate of tax
but a complete set-off is given for the amount of tax ADMINISTRATIONOF THE TAX ON
paid by the contractor n the inputs as well as raw CONTRACTS FOR WORK
materials and components bought by him. In this ap-
proach the tax is primarily on the final product and The taxation of contracts for work would not create
that too on the value added by the contractor. The insurmountableproblems. In fact, many of the states
contractor is required to submit his accounts to the tax already have tax laws which require the Government
department to show that the tax has been paid on the departments to withhold the amount of tax when a

inputs purchased by him. Failing the submission of dealer supplies goods to the department. When a tax

accounts, the contractoris denied the facilityofset-off. is levied on contractsfor work, a similarpractice could
This approach, therefore, views the taxation of con- be adopted. Whenever the money is paid to the con-

tract for work as an integral part of the enforcement tractor (be it a seed money for commencing the con-

of sales tax. tract for work or any other money) the amountofsales
tax on that consideration could be withheld by theFrom among the above two approaches it is important Government department. Finally, assessments mustthat in the present stage of evolution of the sales tax be made every year on the contractors. An assessment

system in India, we adopt the second approach and order must be passed for the contractscompleteddur-view the taxation of contracts for work as an integral ing the financial year; any contract being carried over
part of the anti-evasionactivitywhichwould automati-
cally make the contractors abide by the taxation laws.

to the next financial year should not be finally assess-
ed.In fact, the present state of affairs in most of the states

is such that it is not very difficult for a contractor to CONCLUSIONbuy goods without payment of tax. When a tax is
levied on the contracts for work and the contractor is The problem of taxation of contracts for work in theentitled to claim a set-off for the amount of tax paid can be seen both from the view of the stage of
on inputs, he would either pay the tax to the (selling)

states
economicdevelopmentand from the angle of the effi-dealer at the time ofpurchasingthe inputs or forgo the ciency in the administration of tax. The taxation ofset-off facility and pay the tax to the Government at
contracts for work in any state should, however, bethe time of receiving the consideration for the con- better viewed from the latter point of view. That is,tract.
the inclusion of contracts for work in the sales tax base

Thus the direct yield of the tax on contracts for work is of great importance in closing the loopholes in the
may not be substantial but the existence of tax per se administrativeorganization for the tax administration
would have an indirect effect on the tax yield. The and for better enforcement of the tax. It is possible
total sales tax revenue would go up partly due to the that the yield in the initial years of the levy will not be
direct yield of this tax and partly but more importantly large but its synergy effect on the efficiency of tax
due to synergy effect of the existence of such a tax. administrationmay have far-reachingconsequences.
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--E SU DA\:

Experiencewith Zakat*
The Relation between Zakat and Income Tax

By Prof. AIi Ahmed Suliman
'

INTRODUCTION

The main objectiveof this article is to evaluatethe experienceof the Sudan
with Zakat and to draw some lessons from it. Such lessons may be of help
to other countrieswhich may be considering the possibilityof introducing
Zakator making it compulsory,or of developingincome taxation together
with a system of Zakat which is already in existence.

Though the basic principles of Zakat are the same, their application may
vary; as we shall see, different Islamic countries can have different ap-
proaches to Zakat. No attempt will be made to evaluate Zakat in general, The authoris Professor of Economics and
as such a discussion can be - at least as regards certain points - very Dean, Faculty of Economic and Social
controversialand would require a large number of references to religious Studies. He has acted as a consultant to

texts and quotations in Arabic. Therefore, such an evaluation would many organizations including the UNIDO,

require more than one article to deal with it fully. Furthermore, a large ECWA, ILO and the Arab Council for
Economic Unity ProfessorSuliman s also

number of articles and books which deal with the subject of Zakat have the author of several books and articles for
already been published.1 both Arab and English language journals.
The experience of the Sudan is interestingbecause it has raised the ques-
tion of the relation between Zakat and income taxation in a dramatic
manner. The important and inevitable question of the relation between
Zakat and income taxation has been dealt with neither adequatelynor in

depth in previouswritings- mainly because attention has been focusedon

Zakat as such and its merits as a religious levy. 2

In the Sudan, the experience of Zakat has been rather short and it is
therefore not surprising to find that some important issues have not been
discussed or dealt with in the Sudanesecontext. On the other hand, in the
countries which have had long experience with Zakat and where Zakat
has been applied seriously, such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United
Arab Emirates and Oman, income taxation has not so far been developed
to any great.extent.

HISTORICALBACKGROUND
* Zakat is a religious levy. It is one of the

A very short description of how income taxation has been developed in corner-stones of Islam. It may also be written
'Zakah'

the Sudan and how Zakat was introduced may help to create a better 1. E.g. Nicholas P. Aghnides, Mohammadan

understanding of the interaction between Zakat and income taxation in Theories of Finance, Lahore, Premier (1961);
the Sudan and its implications.

MuhammadHameedulah,Budgetingand Taxa-
tion in the Time of Holy Prophet,Journalofthe
Pakistan HistoricalSociety (January1955),Frede

The Sudan was reconqueredby Egyptian and British forces under Kitch- Lokkegaard, Islamic Taxation n the Classical
ener in 1899, and in the same year the Anglo-EgyptianAgreement,which Period with Special Reference to Circumstances

in Iraq, Copenhagen,Brannerand Korch (1950);
laid the foundations of the new regime in the Sudan, provided for a new S.A. Siddiqi, Public Finance in Islam, Lahore,
tax structure to finance the Government. Between 1899 and 1925, a

Sheikh Mohammad Ashraf (1975); Shaykh
Ahmad (ed.) Some Socio-Economic Aspects ofnumber of taxes on huts, land, crops, houses, animals and date-palms Zakat, Karatchi, Pakistan Institute of Arts &

were introduced in lieu of income taxes. After 1924, taxes on imports and Design. Sheikh Ataullah, Revival of Zakat, La-
hore, Rippon Printing Press (1949); Mirza Hus-

exports were developed. In 1913, a tax was introducedon businessprofits sain, Zakat - A Scheme of Social Insurance in

(BPT) which represented a major developmentin income taxation in the Islam and Socialism, Lahore (1947); Farishta G.
de Zayas, The Law and Philosophy of Zakat,

Sudan. In 1964, a personal income tax (PIT) was introduced on wages, Damascus, AI-Jididah Press (1960)
salaries, commissions and allowances and in the same year a land rent

2. E.g.M.M. Metwally, Fiscal Policy in an

Islamic Economy in Fiscal Policy and Resource
income tax was also introduced. Allocation in Islam, Islamaad (1983), at 59-63.
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Thus by 1964, income taxationwas well developedand of the social equality tax, was levied on non-Muslims
covered all the main sources and types of incomes in who make up about a quarter of the population of the
the Sudan. It is true that the administration of these Sudan. This approach to Zakat and taxation raised
income taxes was not very effective. However, in the serious problems, especially in a country like the
20 years that followed, income taxation in the Sudan Sudan which is in particularneed of nationalunity and
witnessed a continuous improvementin terms of both peace.
yield and equity. By 1984, income taxation had be- Another problem which resulted from this replace-come highly developed in terms of legislation and ad-
ministration as well, when judged against the standard ment is the inadequacy of the Zakat yield. Though

Zakat as a religious levy of 21/2% is adequate for itsachieved in several African states. But instead of de-
veloping income taxation and its administration purposes, which are clearly laid down in the Koran

further, President Nimeiri abolished income taxation (i.e. to assist the poor and the needy in the communi-
and replaced it with Zakat under the Zakat and Taxa- ty), it is not adequate as the sole source of revenue in

taxes.tion Act, 1984. This new Act repealedall direct taxes,3 place of income On the basis of the performance
of Zakat over the first few months, it was estimatedtotalling seventeen in all, including income taxes and that its yield as legislated by the 1984 Act would notcapital gains tax, as well as taxes collected by local be more than 50 million Sudanesepounds. Therefore,governments in lieu of income taxes. Income taxation Zakat could not bring in revenue amounting to mores the main componentof all direct taxes, and it usually than a quarter or a fifth of that of income taxes. How-amounts to more than 90% of the total revenue of . it be argued that the low yield of Zakatdirect taxes collected by the Central Government. ever, may
could have resulted from the drought, and that ZakatZakat replacedall income taxes, while a tax equivalent levy needed time for the administration toto Zakat (2V2%), known as the social equality tax, was
as a new

imposed on non-Muslims. In the view of some people cope with it adequately. However, although this may
be true, Zakat by its very nature cannot be expectedthis implied that non-Muslims should pay Zakat but
to bring in a large revenue to the public treasury.under a differentname! President Nimeiri, in his drive

to win the political support of the Muslim majority in Firstly, the rate is low. Secondly, it has an exemption
level called in Arabic Al-Nisab; Muslims are to paythe Sudan, introduced Zakat along with other Islamic Zakat only if the zakatable base reaches Al-Nisab.legislation. According to the Zakat and TaxationAct, Thirdly, it is not intended to be a revenue raiser for1984, Zakat was levied on wages and salaries (a point the Government, but to be spent the andwhich may raise controversy among Muslim Scho- on poor

lars)4, gold and silver, agricultural produce, animal needy of the community. Furthermore, it can be very
wealth and trading stock at the rate of 21/2%. costly to administer as a large part of it is collected in

kind - crops and animals.
After the popular uprising which led to the downfall In fact, the limited yield of Zakat is inherent in it. Forof President Nimeiri in April 1985, the Zakat and
Taxation Act, 1984 was repealed by the Income Tax example, in Saudi Arabia the yield of Zakathas made
Act, 1986. However, the IncomeTax Act, 1986 allows up only 0.01% of GDP in recent years. It has always

been much less than 1% of GDP.5the taxpayer (except in the case of PIT) to deduct
Zakat paid as expenses from taxable income. Also in As soon as the Zakat and Taxation Act, 1984 was
1986 Zakatwas reintroducedseparatelyand as a com- applied in Septemberof that year it became clear that
pulsory levy by the Zakat Act, 1986. the revenue was very limited. Also the Government

could not use all of it for its various activities as only
a small part of total Government expenditure was

ZAKATAS A SUBSTITUTE FOR INCOME actually spent on the needy and the poor. In fact, the
TAXATION concept of Zakat, if understoodproperly, its revenue

should be outside the GovernmentBudget and kept in
Obviously, one way to solve all the problems involved a special fund. In 1985, local committees6were formed
in the interactionbetween Zakat and income taxation in rural areas to oversee the collection and disburse-
is to completely replace income tax by Zakat. This ment of Zakat. Local committees spend 621/2% of the
approach was adopted by the Sudan in 1984 under the
Zakat and Taxation Act which abolished all taxes,
except import and export duties at the Cetral Gov- 3. Taxescollected by the DepartmentofTaxationare classifiedas direct.
ernment level and most of the taxes at the regionaland 4. There is wide agreement among Muslim Scholars that Zakat is not
local government level. However, Zakat has always payable on wages and salaries, but only on such part as is hoardedor saved

been conceived of as a religious levy which is one of for a whole year. The part of wages and salaries which is used to meet the
basic needs of any family is not zakatable at all. For example, in Saudithe corner-stones of Islarn, whether by Muslim Arabia, wages and salaries are not subject to Zakat.

philosophers or governments. It has never been re- 5. Mohammed Ariff (ed.) Monetary and Fiscal Economics of Islam,
garded at any time throughout the history of Islam as International Centre for Research in Islamic Economics, Jeddah (1982),
an Islamic tax which can be collected to finance gov-

at 355.
6. Zakat is basically local n nature and its basic objective is to help theernment activities. The enactmentof Zakatas a tax by needy and the poor in the community. A Zakat-payer is supposed to startlaw in the Sudan in 1984 may be the first time that this by helping his poor relatives and neighbours,which is why in Saudi Arabia

has occurred in the history of Islam. 1% of Zakat is left to the Zakat-payerto pay to those who are near to him.
However, in Kuwait, Zakat is given a national dimension and supportedFurthermore,the same Zakatof272%, underthe name by Government assistance.
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collected Zakat and 371h% is sent to the central Zakat expenditure in that year, while in the fiscal year 1984/
fund. In this respect,Pakistanhas developeda detailed 85 it was 792.9 million Sudanese pounds, or 35.3% of
and comprehensive system of Zakat committees and annual public expenditure.8 Under such economic

funds,7 which other countries can learn from. conditions, every effort should be made to increase

When it became evident that income taxes had been revenue and any measureswhich adverselyaffect pub-
abolished without Zakat actually replacing them, a

lic revenue should be carefully re-examined.

new income tax was introducedin November 1984, as Finally, it may be worthwhile to question whether, if
an amendment to the Zakat and Taxation Act, 1984. Zakaton personal income is to be deducted, it is more

The old BPT was reintroducedwith lower rates, rang- appropriate to deduct it from the tax itself (though it

ing between 5 and 30%. BPT is the main income tax, is not a tax, but a religious levy) or to deduct it from

yielding about 60% of the revenue from income taxa- the taxable income. In Pakistan, according to the In-
tion. By 1986 the inadequacy of tax revenue had be- come Tax Ordinance, 1979, total income is reducedby
come even clearer and so a new IncomeTax Act 1986 the amount of Zakat paid to a Zakat Fund. Also ac-

was introducedwith higher tax rates, especially at the cording to the Wealth Tax Act, 1983, the amount of

highest marginal rates for insurance companies and Zakat on wealth is deducted from taxable wealth.9
banks. However, the new Act allows the taxpayer
(with the exception of PIT) to deduct Zakat as an

expense from taxable income. CONCLUSION

Though the Sudan has experiencedZakat for less than
DEDUCTION OF ZAKAT 3 years - from the introduction of Zakat as a compul-

sory levy in September 1984 to the present (July 1987)
According to the Income Tax Act, 1986, except in the - a number of changes have been made both in Zakat
case of personl income tax, Zakat can be deducted and in income taxation. These changes reflect a serious
from taxable income as an expense. With a progressive misconception of Zakat, inadequate research and
income tax, Zakat will mean a greater tax reduction studies of Sudanese problems and potential, and the
the higher the income of the taxpayer. Though Zakat fact that there was no attempt to learn from the actual
is to be paid by all Muslims at an equal rate of 21/2%, experienceof othercountries.The Zakatand Taxation
this provision means that the amount of tax reduction Act, 1984 was hurriedly drawn up and passed.
obviously varies with the level of income. Such treat-

ment of Zakat raises the question of the equity of this It has been shown in this article that the Sudan in 1984
moved towards the integration of Zakat and income

deduction and whether Zakat should continue to be

compulsory although it is a religious levy. taxation,and when the weaknessesand problemsinhe-
rent in the Zakat and Taxation Act, 1984 became

Moreover, according to the Zakat Regulations of clear, Zakatwas separated from income taxation, but

1986, Zakat on personal income (wages and salaries) continued to be compulsory. However, even this new

should be deducted from personal income tax itself. separation of Zakat and income taxation is in need of
Such deduction of Zakat from income tax in effect reform under the prevailing conditions of the Sudan.
makes the Governmentpay Zakat. Under such a sys- Zakat should neither be compulsory nor deductible.
tem, the total Zakat and personal income tax paid by The deduction of Zakat from taxable income is par-
a Muslim is equal to the amount of income tax paid by tially shifting Zakat to the Government, while the
a Christian (at the same level of income), though a deduction of Zakat from PIT is completely shifting
Muslim is supposed to pay Zakat personally. Again, Zakat to the Government.This shiftingof Zakat to the
such treatment of Zakat raises questions about the Governmenthas serious implicationsboth for finance

logic behind making it compulsory under the present and equity.
conditionsof Sudan. Also the deductionand collection
ofZakatbyemployersthrough the system of P.A.Y.E. An effective and separate administration should be

places an unnecessaryburden on them, while the yield
established for Zakat as a religious levy among Mus-

of Zakat on personal income cannot be significant
lims of the Sudan and to oversee its distribution as

because of its low rate and the exemption level (Al- stipulated in the Koran, thus leaving the Department
Nisab).

ofTaxation free to develop the administrationofdirect
taxes.

Furthermore, if we consider the most serious current
economic problems of the Sudan, we find that the

inadequacyof public revenue and the resulting, signif-
icant, dependenceon deficit financeconstitutea major
factor in the inflationof the Sudaneseeconomy,which
is estimated to have a rate of not less than 30% per
annum. Deficit financing in the Sudan is continuously 7. The Zakat Manual, Central Zakat Admnistration, Ministry of Fi-

growing at a catastrophic rate. For example, in the nance, lslamabad (June, 1982)
8. Bankof Sudan Annual Reports, 1982 and 1985.

fiscal year 1982/83, deficit finance amounted to 144.1 9. The Zakat Manual, Central Zakat Administration, Ministry of Fi-

million Sudanesepounds, making up 13.5% of current nance, lslamabad (June 1982), at 32.
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REU3_ C OF SOU-- A=RICA: Income tax

The Margo Report
Bands and marginal rates. The proposal is to slowly
move back towards a simpler income tax structure
with fewer, broader bands and lower marginal rates

By Dr. Erwin Spiro ( 6,110(t)).
Husbandandwife. Fulfilling long-feltneed, the jointa

taxation of husband and wife should be changed to the
The tax structure of South Africa is currently under
review. A report was published in August 1987 detailing separate taxation of individuals( 29.12).
new proposals, and some of the major recommenda- Fringe benefits and tax expenditures.The ideal would
tions included in the report are covered by this article. be for all remuneration to be paid in cash ( 29.13),

and tax expenditures should be eliminated as far as

possible ( 29.14).
HISTORY Dividends, if paid to residents by resident companies

1 to be exempt from tax in the handsofshareholders,
The Margo Report is the Report of the Commission

are

but a small extra tax should be made on cornpany
of Inquiry into the Tax Structure of the Republic of profits ( 29.15). Under what the Commission calls
South Africa, completed, under the chairmanshipof Neutrality, the inference is drawn that if both the
Judge C.S. Margo, on 20 November 1986. Govern- company tax rate and the rate of tax on close corpora-
ment expendture is outside the Commission's terms tions are, as far as possible, kept in line with the
of reference( 1.12) and the Commissionaccordingly maximummarginal rate for individuals, the exemption
made no specific findings thereon ( 1.13). The Re- of dividends from further taxation will go a long way
port runs into 516 pages and was made accessible to towards achieving neutrality to business form
the public on 20 August 1987. There was to be a ( 29.16). Such neutrality will be carried a stage
meeting between the private sector and the Govern- furtherby the taxationofbusinesstrusts as companies,
ment on 22 October 1987. The Government may be and by the imposition of a branch profits tax on remit-
expected to pronounce its intentions by February tances to parents by local branches of foreign com-
1988. In addition to Chapters 2 and 29 most Chapters panies, provided in the latter case, that the rate is set
end with a Summary of Recommendations. Para. equal to that of the non-resident shareholders' tax
2.276 provides for the creation of a small tax reform ( 29.17).
Committee to carry on the Commission'swork of re-

search and study. There are 300 Recommendations, Depreciation. Plant and machineryin all sectors of the

providingalso for a new tax, the so-calledComprehen. economy, farm improvementsand capital expenditure
sive Business Tax (CBT), which will not all be dealt are, as a general rule, to be written off over a uniform

with in this briefoutline. It is unlikely that the Recom- period (at current rates of inflation, say 3 years), thus

mendations will be accepted by the Government in reducing the favoured tax treatment that certan sec-

their totality. tors have enjoyed ( 29.18).
1

The Minister of Finance, Mr. Barend du Plessis, PAYE. The effectivenessof the PAYE system would

pointed out that there was no possibility of any mea_ be greatly enhanced by the expansionof Inland Reve-

sures being meaningfully implemented before the nue inspection teams which should conduct more reg-
1989/1990 Budget. ular and intensive inspections of employers' records

( 8.59(a)). See also 8.59(h). Consideration should
be given to introducing a standard income tax on

GENERAL employees (SITE), thereby virtually eliminating re-

funds and raising the threshold of the final deduction

According to 1.23 of the Report there is no magic, system ( 8.59(f)(aa)(bb)).
no touchstone, no cure-all by which all the problems Husband and wife. Despite the considerations that
and burdens of taxation can be made to disappear. support taxing husband and wife as a unit, the Com-

mission recommends that the individual replace the
couple as the unit; its decision was reached after a

THE MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS thoroughevaluationofpreviousSouth Africaninvesti-
gations nto the subject, of trends in other Western

Introduction jurisdictions, and of local and international criticisms
of joint taxation( 7.128 and 7.159(a)).

It seemed prudent to the Commission to formulate 2

separate packages of proposals, the first on the as- General sales tax (GST)
sumption that detailed investigationof the CBTwould
confirm its suitabilityas a national tax and the second, There should be a return to a lower rate of sales tax

considerably less ambitious, on the assumption that it and a move towards a more clearly defined base. That
would not ( 29.5). This article will concentrateon the base should be retail sales, eliminating all elements of

proposals based on the former assumption. double taxation, and it should include food as there
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are more effective methods of helping the poor than provides an incentive to the integrationof firms that s
subsidizingfood which would also prove to benefit the contrary to policy (8 29.24 and 25). The latter may be
wealthy (8 29.8). represented as a tax on employment (which it is not)

(8 29.25). The subtractive form of the CBT base re-

(National) comprehensivebusiness tax (CBT) places turnover with sales less purchases; the addi-
tive form adds profit, interest, royalties, rent and

To finance the gradual lowering of tax rates through- depreciation to payroll (ibid.).
out the system, the radical reform of GST (to be con-

verted into a retail sales tax) and the change from joint Internationalaspects of taxation
to separate taxation of husband and wife, resort must
be had to a comprehensive business tax as described In Chapter 26 the Commissiondeals with the interna-
in Chapter 22. It should be introduced rapidly with a tional aspect of taxation or rather with what, in its
minimum-of legislative change (8 29.22). view, falls thereunder. The following items may be

mentioned:

Capital transfer tax Citizenship of taxation. None of the representations
received by the Commissioncalled for the adoption of

A capital transfer tax, at a flat rate of about 15%, the citizenship basis of taxation, and the Commission
should replace the present estate duty and donations does not recommend that that basis be adopted
tax; to prevent abuse, certain trusts should be taxed (8 26.11).
every 15 years as though a transfer of their assets had Sourceofproceedsofsale. Theprovisionsdeeming theoccurred (8 29.26). source of the proceeds of a contract of sale of goods

concluded in the Republic to be located in the Repub-
Regional taxation lic should be revoked (8 26.57(c)).
The two bases for regional taxation- which as such the Transferpricing. Action should be taken immediately

to counter transfer pricing abuse (8 26.57(n)).Commission supports- establishedby current legisla-
tion, but not yet in operationare turnoverand payroll:
the former is unfair, cannot be consistently applied, Tax avoidance
leads to cascadingand, in the view of the Commission,

Abnormality.The test of abnormality in S. 103 of the
Income Tax Act should be qualified so that commer-

cial acceptance of an avoidance practice does not de-
Guides to EuropeanTaxation-Vol. I feat the operation of that section (8 27.51(a)).

Interest should be charged, with retroactiveeffect, on

The Taxationof the amount of tax where a taxpayer has been success-

fully challenged in terms of S. 103, provided that the

PatentRoyalties,
total liabilityfor interestshouldnot exceedthe amount \
of tax involved (8 27.51(b)).

Dividends,Interest, Tax avoidance provisions in all fiscal legislation. Tax
avoidance provisions should be inserted in all fiscal

in Europe
legislation (8 2.51(c)).
Names of defaulting taxpayers to be published. The
names of defaulting taxpayers should be published

(1 binder) (8 27.51(e)).

analysingtaxationon incomeflowingbetween Unresolvedproblems
companiesfromone countryto another(also
to Canadaand the U.S.A.) The Commission was well aware that a number of

problems have been left untouched as well as that the
updated3 timesperyear recommendationsmay create new ones. In this regard

it referred to interest income of individuals, business
income and inflation, life insurance companies, farm-

J. furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom ing and gold mining, not without pointingout that the
aR list was certainly not exhaustive (88 29.38 and
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Tax Reform in Industrial.Countriesand the Impact
of the U.S. Tax Reform Act of 1986 g r, :

-

T TJ,.1 5:-7- 7 .-
'

By Vito Tanzi

I. INTRODUCTION , .'. #.

There is no question that the tax reform movement in the United States
that started in 1981 and culminated in the U.S. Tax Reform Act of 1986 t-: .l :

has sent shock waves to other countries. Because that movement repre- &{ / *
Lr .

:.. ., '

sented in part the political expression of a powerful Government, and,
'** jperhapsequally important, because itappeared to be built on a foundation ,

,=' .:
/:'.

of discontent with various aspects of existing tax systems, it provided the ... V. .

officials of other countries with both a challenge and an opportunity to

introduce changes i their own tax systems. One does not exaggerate n !

stating that very rarely has the world secn so much interest in tax reform -.
as in the past couple of years; and very rarely has there been such a

,

convergence of views on at least some of the aspects of the tax systems
that needed to be modified.

Vito Tanzi, a naturalizedAmericanciti-
Some foreign experts have referred to a fascinationeffect with the U.S.

zen, was born in Italy. He received his
tax reform (OECD, 1987, pp. 35-36; see also Wingert, 1987; and Solal, ph D from Harvard University Before
1987). Others have worried about a possible brain drain toward the joining the International Monetary
United States if other countriesdid not respond to the Americanchallenge Fund, where he s now Director of the

by reducing the marginal tax rates on the ncomes of highly skilled and Fiscal Affairs Department, he was Pro-

presumablyhighly mobile professionals. Others still have worried that the fessor and Chairman, Department of

lowering of the corporate ncome tax rates, as well as the lowering of the Economics, at the American Univer-,
.

marginal tax rates on the returns to the savings of individuals, would sity. He has also been on the faculty of

increase the attractivenessof the Americaneconomy to foreigncompanies the George Washington Univrsity
(especially for knowledge-intensive firms that would benefit from the and a consultant for the World ank,

the United Nations, the Organization'lower tax rates), thus inducing a capital drain from other countries (see of American States, and the Stanford
Nakatani, 1987). Research Institute. He has wrked as

The argumentof a capital drain toward the United States was often made a f sca expert in a large number of

after the'1981 U.S. tax reform. The changes in U.S. tax rules introduced countries. He has published 5 books,

in 1981 and 1982 implied a considerablereduction in the net cost of capital and written a large number of articles
in journals. His major interest

compared with what that cost would have been under 1980 tax laws.t It. _ leadirg
are public finance, monetary theory

was argued by some foreign officials that, by increasing the net of tax rate and macroeconomics. In recent years
of return to real investment, the United States had created an artificial Mr. Tanzi has written several papers
pull for,foreign capital. However, while after 1981 this argument applied on the undergroundeconory, the role
mainly to capital-intensive firms, that benefited from the sharp increase of fiscal defic ts, and the determination
in depreciationallowances,now it applies to profitable firms that use little . of nterest rates. He has had a continu-

capital (i.e. knowledge-intensivefirms). ous interest in fiscal probems of de-

I will anticipate some of the conclusions of this paper by stating that it veloping countries.

would probably be an unproductive effort to attempt to identify the

response of other countries to the U.S. Tax Reform Act of 1986. For one
* This is a revised and expanded version of a

thing, very little time has passed since that Act was enacted into law. paper presented at the Sring Symposium of th
National Tax Association-Tax Institute. of

Secondly, the Tax Reform Act of,1986 represented the conclusionof a America, Washington, D.C., 18 May 1987. The

discussion that went on for several years. Treasury I2 may have had as earlier version was published in the September
much influenceon other countriesas the final Act. More importantly, that

1987 issue of the NationalTax Journal.The paper
is based on information from many sources. In

Act as well as the tax reforms that have taken place or have been proposed several cases, the sourceswere secondaryones so 1

in other countries have been political responses to accumulatingevidence that the full relabilty of the informaton coulj
not be checked. The author hopes'that the mis-

on the effects of tax systems on the economy. For example, the Hon. R.O. takes have been kept to an acceptable minimum

Douglas, Ministerof Finance of New Zealand, in a Smtementon Taxation and he definitely internalizes all the remaining
and Benefit Reform presented to the House of Representatives of New mistakes. Assistance received from several'col-

le.agues in the International Monetary Fund is
Zealand on 20 August 1985 in which he announced ... the most far-. highly appreciated. The views expressed are

reaching reform of taxes and benefits inNew Zealand's recent history those of the author and do not necessarily repre-

declared that (p. 1):
sent those of the Fund.

1. This increase was estimated'differetly by
The tax system . . . has failed to keep up with changes in our society. It is different observers, but it is likely to have raised,
unfair and is seen to be unfair. Ordinarywage and salary earners on moderate at least temporarily, the rate of return on new

incomes are payirg too much of their incomes in tax. High marginal tax rates investmentsby several percentage points.
2. See U.S. Department of the Treasury, Tax

create a drag on economic growth by penalising innovation, efficiency, hard Reform for Fairness, Simplicity and Economic
work and saving, and by diverting people's attention towards tax avoidance. Growth, Three Volumes (November, 1984)
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SUMMARY
Over the past couple of years the world has seen an the average number of brackets fell from 11 to 4. This
explosionof interest in tax reform. Many industrial and reduction is normally justified on grounds that it would

developing countries have either carried out important make the tax systems simpler. Still another feature is
tax reformsor have proposed to do so in the near future. the reduction in the normal corporate income tax rate.
This paper focuses on industrial countries. It begins Broadening the tax base for the corporate income tax
with a technical survey of major findings related to the through the removal of incentives to investment often
effects of taxes on economicefficiency. It also discusses meant, however, that the tax revenue collected from

taxpayers' changing perceptions about the fairness of corporations would increase in spite of the rate reduc-
particular taxes. Another section of the paper attempts tion. This aspect of the reform has been controversial.
to identify elementscommon to the various reformsand
discusses the extent to which these were influenced by The paper provides concise descriptionsof the reforms
the tax reform experience of the United States. in ten countries before drawing some general conclu-

sions. One important conclusion for the role of the
International Monetary Fund is that when large coun-

One feature found in many of these reforms is the low- tries undertakemajor tax reforms, they should be aware

ering of the highest personal income tax rate. For a of, and concerned about, the effects of their reform on

group of 12 industrial countries the average of these other countries. Tax structure changes, even when they
rates fell by 10 percentage points. In none of the coun- are revenue neutral, can have as powerful effects on

tries, however, did this rate fall as much as in the United othercountriesas changes in monetaryand fiscal policy.
States since the beginningof the Reagan administration. Therefore, they need to be coordinated just as those
Another major preoccupationof the current tax reform other policies. The time may come one day when these
movement has been the reduction in the number of reforms are jointly discussed and carried out in order to
brackets for individual income taxes. For ten countries maximize their beneficial effect on the world at large.

Similar though less concise statementscan be found in II. SOME TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
all of the documents describing the tax reforms of this
period. Equity (both objective and subjective), effi- Before discussing the recent reforms, it may be worth-
cency, and simplicity are the catchwords of this tax while to summarize very briefly some of the major
reform movement.The Minister'sstatementwas made findings that raised questions about the existing tax
a full year before the U.S. Tax Reform Act was passed systems and that pointed the way toward reform. As
by Congress. industrial countries have relied to a large extent on

One could argue that new technical findings, as to the income taxes, much of the recent research has inevita-

negative effects of existing tax systems on the bly focused on these taxes.

economies of the industrial countries, combined with Over the years there has been a progressive disen-
increasing doubts about the fairness of these systems, chantmentwith the objective of vertical equity; on the
were the real forces behind the tax reform movement. other hand, horizontalequity, to which legislatorshad
If this interpretation is correct, then the role of the previously paid only lip service, has gained in impor-
U.S. tax reform process must not be seen as one that tance. For decades equity had been almost synonym-
initiated the process but, rather, one that accelerated ous with vertical equity, and vertical equity had meant
it by prvidingthe neededpolitical supportand public- highly progressive statutory tax rates. The empirical
ity. studies on the incidence of the tax system, which were

This interpretation,however, is based on the assump-
so popular in the 1960s and early 1970s, concentrated

tion that technical work is not itself influenced by
on measuring the average tax burden by income clas-

political developments. Another possibility is that, at
ses. They did not worry about the dispersions around

least in part, technical work responds to political cur-
those averages. However, as the marginal tax rates
became very high even at relatively low income levels,rents. To put it bluntly, one must not dismiss the
the differential burden between those who couldpossibility that, perhaps subconsciously, economists es-

are more likely to reach technical conclusionsthat are cape paying those rates and those who could not be-

in tune with evolving political trends than conclusions came a major issue. In the United States, the marginal
that are out of step with them. In recent years, a more personal income tax rate for a 4-person family with

conservative world-wide political environment may
twice the median income rose from 22% in 1965 to

have in part generated technical results that made 43% in 1980 and was still 38% in 1986 (Council of

politically-attractivetax reforms appear to be in tune
EconomicAdvisers, 1987, p. 80).3 McKee, Visser and

with recent technical tindings. According to this in- Saunders (1986) have estimated that in 1983 the total
.

terpretation, political developments may influence marginal tax rate on labor use for an average produc-
technical discoveries; in return, technical discoveries ton worker (calculatedas a percent.oftotal compensa-

may themselves influence political choices. tion, including payroll taxes) approached 60% in
Europe. This rate was above 70% in Denmark, the
Netherlands and Sweden and around 45% for non-

3. Sce also (Minarik, 1985, p. 37). EuropeanOECDcountries. It was 42.6% for the Unit-
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ed States. Feldstein has estimated that the effective Table 1
rate on investment income rose from 55% in the mid-
1960s to 67% in the second half of the 1970s (see

Which Do You Think Is the Least Fair Tax

Feldstein, 1987, p. 390). March May May May May
The high rates themselves prompted taxpayers to

1972 1975 1979 1983 1986

search for ways (legal, quasilegal, and illegal) to avoid Federai income tax 19 28 37 35 37
paying taxes. The complexity of the laws, largely a State incometax 13 11 8 11 8
reflection of the many objectives that tax legislators State sales tax 13 23 15 13 17
had tried to achieve through the tax system, facilitated Local propertytax 45 29 27 26 28
the search for loopholes, for those who had the means Don't know 11 10 13 15 10
to hire good lawyers and accountants,and contributed Source:AdvisoryCommissionon IntergovernmentalRelations, Changingto the spreading feeling that the tax systems had be- PublicAttitudeson Govemmentsand Taxes(Washington,D.C. annual).
come unfair and arbitrary. The fast growing literature
on the underground economy and tax evasion is a

testimony to the importance of the issue at this time. reduce the amount of labor supplied by workers and
Some of the estimatesof the size of tax evasion and of managers (Pechman, 1971, p. 66). A similar conclu-
the underground economy are worrisome indeed (see sion was reached in an OECD survey of this issue
Pyle, 1987, and Cowell, 1985, for tax evasion, and (OECD, 1975, Chapter 6, pp. 122-128). Thus, accord-
Tanzi, 1982, for the undergroundeconomy).This liter- ing to these so-called first generation studies, there
ature was almost nonexistent two decades ago. was no ground for concern that high marginal tax rates

Literature on this issue has propagandized the in- on labor income would reduce the supply of labor.

equities of the tax system and may have helped to In more recentyears, however, usingnew econometric
change taxpayers' attitude toward taxation. Annual tools, better and different data, and, perhaps, diffe-
surveys by the U.S. Advisory Commission on Inter- rent motivations, economists have been obtaining,governmentalRelationsover the past 15 years provide with increasing consistency, results that seem to indi-
some concrete evidence of this change in attitudes. cate that high marginal tax rates discouragework par-For example, the percentage of the U.S. public that ticipation by significant amounts (Killingsworth,consideredthe U.S. federal income tax the least fair 1983). Some of these results come from studies of the
rose from 19% in 1972 to about 30% in 1973-78, and behaviorof the workingpoor. These so-calledsecond
to about 37% in 1979-86 (see Table 1). We have thus generationstudies find that, although the whole labor
come a long way from the time when this tax was force participation is reduced by high marginal tax
generally seen as the nation's fairest.... . . source of rates, the effect on women, and particularly on mar-
revenue (Pechman, 1971, p. 52; see also Goode, ried women, is striking. One recent study (Hansson1964, pp. 11-12). The view that lower tax rates levied and Stuart, 1985) calculated at 0.4% the median
on broader bases would lead to a fairer tax system has weighted average wage elasticity of the total labor
gained wide acceptance.4This idea is so well accepted force derived from recent studies. For female workers
today that we may tend to forget how radical it would alone the elasticitywould be much higher. Even in the
have been considered 20 or even 10 years ago.5 It is United States, where the marginal tax rates on labor
one of the ideas on which there is now a growing use are relatively low by comparison with European
convergence of views among countries. countries, it has been estimated that the U.S. labor

Although the issue of fairness may have been the supply has been reduced by as much as 5-12% (Burt-
prime mover behind several of the recent tax reforms, less and Havemann, 1985). These new results are not

it was also assisted by progressively more convincing beyond controversy, yet their impact on policy has

technical studies that called attention to the efficiency been substantial.6As a recentOECDstudy has put it:
costs of existing systems. At a time when the growth Though it is difficult to draw clear-cut conclusions from
rate had slowed down in many countries, leading to the studies...onthe effectsof taxation on laboursupply,
high and rising unemployment, and growth had be- there appears to be a widespreadconsensus among politi-
come again the central objective of economic policy, cians and taxpayers that high rates of income taxes are

the possibility that the tax system might be putting adversely affecting work effort... This is probably one

obstacles to the growth potential of these countries
could no longer be ignored. The relationshipbetween 4. The covers of the recently released reports on the Canadian tax

taxes and the labor supply, taxes and the rate ofsaving, proposals show arrows with the indications: lower rates (for the arrow

and taxes and the allocationof capital has attracted the pointing south), fairer system (for the lower arrows, pointing east and

west)attention of economistsand policymakersboth within 5. In the United States this idea resulted in proposals aimed at making
and outside the United States. the income tax a proportionalone mposed with one relatively ow rate on

the widest base possible. This rate ranged between 12% and 18% depend-
Take the relationshipbetween taxes and labor supply: ing on whether a personal exemption would be allowed (see Hall and

For a long time studies of this relationship had found Rabushka, 1983). Various bills along these lines were submitted to Con-

very little evidence that the labor supply was affected gress.
one mustn any significant way by income taxes. Writing in 6. Against these results mention the fact that in the United

States the percentage of adults in the labor force has been increasingover

1971, Pechman could conclude that the evidence the past 2 decades and especially in periods when the marginal tax rate was

suggests that income taxation does not significantly rising fastest.
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of the main reasons why many governmentshave recently achieve a tax system more neutral vis--vis the various
implementedor announced reductions in the schedule of categories of investment.8This objective has come to
rates of taxes ... (OECD, 1986, p. 59). be referred to as levelling of the playing field. For

The extent to which taxes on capital income reduce the example, a study by Melvyn King presentedestimates

rate of saving is much more controversial than the of the effectivemarginal tax rates for the UnitedStates

effect of taxes on the supply of labor. Here both and the United Kingdom before and after the reforms

theoretical discussions and empirical studies have led enacted in 1984 in the United Kingdom and proposed
to ambiguous conclusions. Some studies (Boskin, in Treasury I and II the United States. He concluded

1978; Gylfason, 1983; Summers, 1983) haveconcluded that the reformswould indeed dramaticallyreduce the

that the rate of saving is positivelyaffected by the rate variation in effective tax rates (King, 1985). A similar

of return; others have not found any relationship conclusion was reached in recent studies of the U.S.

(Howrey and Hymans, 1978; Friend and Hasbrouch, reform (see Steuerle, 1987, pp. 294-95). This levelling
1983) or they have even argued in supportof a negative of the playing field would presumably make invest-

relationship (Tanzi and Sheshinski, 1984). ment more productive.9
One aspect emphasized in the paper by Tanzi and
Sheshinskiis that since there is statisticalevidence that III. MAJOR ELEMENTS OF RECENT TAX
in the United States a large share of all financial assets

is owned by individualsover 65 years of age,7 and since
REFORMS

these individuals, in conformitywith Modigliani'slife- It would not be possible in this paper to give full details
cycle theory of the consumption function, can be ex-

pected to have much higher marginal propensities to
of all the reforms now under way in industrial coun-

tries. Rather, in this section I will attempt to show the
consume than the rest of the population, a policy
change that increases the share of total income going

extent to which the various reforms could be assumed
to reflect common principles. In Section IV, summary

to this group is likely to result in a fall in the saving descriptions are provided for several recently enacted
rate. Therefore, an increase in the net-of-tax rate of

or proposed tax reforms. The essentialelementsof the
interest is likely to result in a decrease in the saving 1986 U.S. reform are the following:
rate. The behavior of the saving rate in the United
States in the 1980s, when after-tax real interest rates

were very high, is consistentwith this expectation.Be Individualincome tax

that as it may, the prevalentview seems to be that high
marginal tax rates on interest income reduce the rate The 1986 Tax Reform Act:
of saving. Therefore, tax reform should reduce those (a) sharply reduced the number of tax brackets from
marginal tax rates to stimulate individuals to save 15 to 2;
more. The recent reforms have reflected that view. (b) reduced the highest marginal tax rate from 50% to

There has also been quite a lot of analysis and concern 28% (or to 33% for some taxpayers);
about the fact that various incentive schemes (such as (c) raised the lowest rate from 11 to 15%;
accelerated depreciation, investment tax credits, and (d) increased the standard deduction and the personal
other similar incentives), especially when combined exemption to reduce the number of taxpayers re-

with significant rates of inflation, and the possibilityof quired to file;
taking a deductionfor nominal interestpayments, lead (e) expanded the tax base by limiting or eliminating
to an allocation of investment that may be far from various deductions;
optimal and may imply significantefficiencycosts (see (f) retained indexing provisions for adjusting some

King and Fullerton, 1984, and Fulierton and Hender- nominal figures for the effect of inflation.
son, 1986). The effective marginal tax rates on various

types of assets and industries have been shown by Corporate income tax
several studies to be highly divergent.
Recent tax reform proposals have aimed at reducing The 1986 Tax Reform Act:
the differences in these effective tax rates in order to (a) reduced the basic (or highest) rate from 46% to

34%;
7. Individuals over 65 years of age receive more than 50% of all interest (b) made the depreciationallowancesmuch less gener-
income reported to the U.S. Internal Revenue System. OUS;
8. As the HonourableMichael H. Wilson, Ministerof Finance of Cana- (C) repealed the investment tax credit and imposed
da, stated in his speech to the House of Commons on 18 June 1987: severe limitations on many other deductions and

[The tax reform] will encourage investment decisions to be based far exclusions.
more on the imagination and creativity of research, engineering and

marketing experts, and far less on the advice of tax specialists. The Act introduced also many provisions aimed at
9. The empirical significanceof this improvementin economicefficiency increasing compliance by individuals and enterprises.has been challenged by a few economistswho have argued that the benefit
to the economy from these efficiency gains will be swamped by the losses The revenue impact of the Act was expected to be
associated with the cut in investment due to the elminaton of investment neutral. However, there would be a major shift of the
incentives (see, inter alia, Summer, 1987). tax burden from the individuals to the corporations.
10. See House of Commons Paper 341: Fourth Report from the Treasury
andCivilService Committee-Session 1983-84. The 1984Budget,Appendix In both the individual and the corporate ncome tax,
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the predomi0ant objectives were a reduction of the Table 2

statutory rates and a broadening of the taxable base. Recent and proposed changes in lowest and
These objectives are found in many but not all of the highest personal income tax rates (national levels)recent reforms.

(Percentages)The countries where the most significant tax reforms
have been recently enacted- say, in the past couple of
years - or are in the process of being carried out are Taxrates Taxrates in

Australia, Canada, Japan, Denmark and New Zea- Country in 1985 1986orlater
land. Importantchanges have been introduced,or are

being contemplated in several other countries includ- Belgium -72 -60 (Unspecified)
Australia 30 -60 24 -49 (From 1987)ing Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Nether- Canadaa) 6 -34 17 -29 (From 1988)lands, Norway, Sweden and a few others. It should be Denmarkb) 50 -73 50 -68 (From 1987)recalled that in 1984 the British corporate income tax France 5 -65 5 -50 (From 1988)underwent a major reformlo and in 1979 the British Germany 22 -56 19 -53 q(From 1990)marginal tax rates for the personal income tax were Ireland 35 -65 35 -58 q(From 1986)substantially reduced. Italy 18 -65 11 -56 (From 1988)

Table 2 provides information on the minimum and Japan 10.5 -70 10 -50(From 1988)
maximum personal income tax rates for 12 countries NewZealand 20 -66 15 -48 (From 1986)
where have occurred or have recently been proposed. United Kingdoma)c) 30 -60 27 -60 (From 1987)
The informationis first provided for 1985 and then for United States 11 -50 15 -28 (From 1988)
1986 or later years if announcement of a change has Average 22d)-61 22d/-51

already been made. If attention is first focused on the Source: Based on information obtained from country sources.
maximum rate, it will be noticed that the rate has a) If provincial taxes are taken into account, the top marginal rate

fallen in all but one of the countriesshown. The excep- averaged about 53% before the changes proposed by the tax reform of

tion is the United Kingdom where the maximum rate 1987.

remains at 60% after having been reduced in 1979 b) Includes tax to primary and county authorities and church tax.

c) Up to 1979 the top rate had been 83% for earned income and 98%
from 83% for earned income and 98% for investment on investment income.
income. On the average the maximum rate has fallen d) Wlthout Belgum o

by about 10 percentage points - from 61% to 51%.
However, the fall is much higher for some of the coun-

tries and particularlyfor the UnitedStates (22 points), tages. The percentage of taxpayers at the highest rate
Japan (20 points) and New Zealand (18 points). It was very small except for Denmark in which it was
remains above 50% in many of the countries shown. 4.2% and had risen to 7% by 1985. However, a signif-
Of the G-7 countries 2 (United States and Canada) icant brain drain is not likely to require large num-
have reduced or are in the process of reducing the bers. It is sufficient that a few highly visible and pro-
highest rate to less than 30% while the remaining5 will ductive professionals move to make a political and,
have rates equal to or above 50% even after the pro- perhaps, even an economic difference.
posed changes are carried out.

Table 2 does not show much of trend with respect toa
Since the beginningof the Reagan administration,the the lowest rate. The average fell from 22% in 1985 to
U.S. maximum personal income tax rate has fallen by 21% in the later period. From a revenue point of view
42 points, clearly a record. The new level of the U.S. it is, of course, the lowest rate that is the important
rate is dramatically lower than that of the other coun- one. The impact on revenue of a percentage point
tries and especially of Japan and the United Kingdom change in the minimum rate is normally many times
for which the differences in 1988 will be 22 and 32 larger than that of a similar change in the maximum
points, respectively. Whether this difference will per- rate. The reason is obviously that there are relatively
sist or will in time be eliminatedand whether it will be few taxpayers exposed to the highest rate. Therefore,
eliminated by cuts in the other countries' rates or by in terms of revenue losses it is easier for governments
increases in the U.S. rate, remains to be seen. While to be generous with changes in the maximum rate. As
these differences persist, they will represent a chal- long as income taxes remain a major source of reve-

lenge to those countries, and especially to the United nue, and as long as the level of taxation of these coun-

Kingdom in view of its close cultural affinity with the tries needs to remain high, it is unlikely that the lowest
United States. These differentials will surely provide ratecan be reduced significantlyunless the tax base is
an inducement to highly skilled and highly mobile considerably widened or unless the rate structure is
professionals to migrate. substantially modified. From an efficiency point of

One could argue that the importanceof the maximum view, there may be a lot to be gained by paying for the
reduction in the highest rates through an increase in

rate should not be overplayedsince the taxpayerswho the lowest rate the United States has done sinceasfall into that rate usually represent a small proportion welfare costs are positively and increasingly related toof the total. Table 3 shows some readily available the size of the marginal tax rates.informationwith respect to this point. Unfortunately,
the information is not as recent as one would like.
Recent figureswouldundoubtedlyshow largerpercen- 10. For a critical review of that reform, see (Edwards, 1984).
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Table 3 their calculations. Once these tables are available, it
does not matter how many brackets there are.

Taxpayers at the highest rates and revenue from

highest rates - selected countriesa) There may be, however, a more important economic
objective that is at times achieved through the reduc-

Percentageof Percentageof tion in the number of rates. It is an objective that has
taxpayersatthe taxyield been emphasizedin the recentJapanesereform as well

Country highestrate fromtaxpayers as in in the reforms of some other countries. Specifi-
Australia 0.8 7 .7 cally, the reduction in the number of brackets results

in the wideningof their size. If the first taxablebracket
Belgium 0.1 1.8

becomes very wide, and if its limits are adjusted forCanada 0.2 4.2
Denmark 4.2 24.5 inflation, then the result might be that, for all practical
France 0.8 7.9 purposes, a large number of taxpayerswill be faced by

what for them becomesde facto a proportionalincome
Germany O.Ob) 1.8

tax with the obvious efficiency advantages that such a
Italy .Ob) 0.0

tax has compared with a highly progressive tax. The
Japan O.Obl n.a.

Netherlands 0.2 7.0 Japanese tax reform has gone so far as to make the size
of the first taxable bracket wide enough to accommo-Sweden 0.6 4.4
date the income of many taxpayers over their entireUnited Kingdom 0.2 4.8

Uniited States O. 1 1.8
career. Thus, the problems that arise because of the
fact that the earnings of many individualschange with

Source: Tablles 3 and 5 of OECD,, Income Tax Schedules Distributionof their age become much less serious. A reform pro-Taxpayersand Revenues(Paris, 1981). posed in the Netherlandsby the Tax Reform Commis-a) The data refer to various years between 1975 and 1981.
b) Less than 0.05% but greater than 0.0. sion would also have a rate structurewith a maximum

of 4 brackets, the first of which would cover 88% of
the taxpayers.

Table 4 Table 5 provides some comparative information on

the effect of the tax reformmovementon the basic rate
Changes in numbers of rates and brckets: of the corporate income tax.11 Starting around 1984

implementedor proposed there has been substantial change in these rates. This
movement,however,did not start in the UnitedStates

Country Beforechange Afterchange but in the United Kingdom and in the Netherlands. In
Australia 5 4 the United Kingdom the rate was reduced from 50%
Austria 11 5 in 1984 to 35% in 1986. In the Netherlands,it fell from
Belgium 14 4 48% in 1984 to 42% in 1986. For the 14 countries
Canada 10 3 shown in Table 4, the average is scheduled to fall from
Italy 9 8 46% in 1985 to 41% in 1988-89. If an earlier year than
Japan 15 6 1985 had been considered, the reductionwould appear
Netherlands 9 3-4 even more significant. On present schedule, by 1988
New Zealand 5 3 Canada, Finland and the United States will have the
Sweden 16 3 lowest rates among the countriesshown in the table.12
United States 15 2 The reduction in the rate is not, however, general.Average 11 4 There countries (Australia and New Zea-are some

Source: Based on information from various countries. land) where the rate actually increased over the
period, and some countries (Denmark, Italy and Swe-
den) where it did not change. In Denmark, the rate

A major preoccupation of the current tax reform had been increased from 40% to 50% in 1985. In the
movement has been a reduction in the number of countries where the rate was reduced, the authorities
brackets (and of statutory rates) for the personal in- generally took steps to widen the base in order not to

come tax. This was an important aspect of the U.S. lose revenue or even to gain additional revenue to pay
Tax Reform Act that resulted in a reduction from 15 for reductions in individual income taxes. Deprecia-.
to only 2 taxable brackets. Other countries have fol- tion schedules were revised to make them less liberal
lowed the U.S. lead and have also reduced, or have and investment credits and similar other incentives

proposed to reduce, the number of brackets in their were reduced or eliminated. This process may have
income tax (see Table 4). been carried farthest in the United Kingdom and the

United States. Similar changes are taking place in
These reductions in the number of brackets are often other countries.
justified on the grounds that they will simplify the
income tax. They are, in other words, a consequence 11. Because the announcementson tax reforms available were not always
of the widespreaddemand for simplicity.However, very clear about timing, and because some of the changes applied to fiscal

it is not clearwhy a reductionin the numberofbrackets rather than calendar years, it was not always easy to allocate the expected
to years.should make the preparation of tax returns simpler

changes specific calendar
12. However, especiallyin Canada and Finland there are substantiallocal

when taxpayers generally rely on tax tables to make taxes on corporations.
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Table 5 levied at a uniform rate of 12.5%.

Scheduled changes in corporation income tax rates in The major elements of the tax reform are the follow-
countries undergoing significant reforms ing:

1. Cuts in the marginal tax rates of the personal in-
Country 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

come tax; these cuts were particularly significant for
Australia 46.0 46.0 49.Oa) 49.0 49.0 taxpayers with higher incomes. The top rate was re-

Canada 36.0 36.0 36.0 28.0 28.0 duced from 60% to 49%. The two lower rates of 46%
Denmark 50.Owb) 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 and 48% were both reduced to 40%. The 2 lowest
Finlandal 43.0 33.0 33.0 33.0 33.0 rates were only reduced by one percentagepoint, i.e.
France 50.0 45.0 44.0 42.0 42.0 30% to 29% and 25% to 24%.
Germanyd) 56.0 56.0 56.0 50.0 50.0 2. A comprehensive capital gains tax, which would
Ireland 50.0 50.0 50.0 36.0 36.0

Italy 43.37 43.37 43.37 43.37 43.37 apply to gains realized after 19 September 1985, was

introduced. For assets held more than 12 monthsonlyJapan 43.3 43.3 42.Oe) 40.0el 37.5el
inflation-adjustedgains are taxed. The taxable capitalLuxembourg 40.0 40.0 38.0 36.0 36.0
gain is included in the taxpayer's income in the yearNetherlandsf) 43.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 when the gain is realized but a 5-year averaging is

Sweden 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 allowed.
NewZealand 45.0 48.0 48.0 48.0 48.0
United Kingdomw 45.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 35.0 3. Deductions for entertainmentwere disallowed.
United States 46.0 46.0 40.0 34.0 34.0 4. A fringe benefits tax was introduced from l JulyAverage 46.0 44.0 44.0 41.0 41.0 1986. This tax is imposedon employerson the value of
Source: Based on information from the various countries. non-cash fringe benefits provided to employees. The
a) From 1 July 1987. tax rate is equal to the company rate which, in turn, is
b) Rate ncreased from 40 to 50% in March 1985.
c) Excludes local and church taxes which average about 17%. equal to the highestpersonal marginal tax rate (49%).
d) A 36% rate applies to distributed profits. The tax paid is not a deductible expense for com-

e) Fiscal years. These are national rates only. Including local rate the panies.
decline will be from about 53% to just below 50%.

f) The rate was 48% in 1984. 5. A foreign tax credit system which took effect on 1
g) The rate was 50% in 1984. July 1987 and which allows a credit for taxes paid

abroad on income taxable in Australia.

6. As of 1 July 1987 the classical system for taxingLet us turn now to a brief description of some of the companies was replaced by a system of full imputa-ongoing or proposed reforms in other industrial coun- tion. 3 The new system credits to the resident indi-
tries. There is also a great deal of activity in many vidual shareholders the tax paid by the company so as
developing countries but a discussion of reforms in to avoid the double taxation of dividends. If the share-
those countries will be left for another paper. holder's own income is subject to a lower rate than the

top tax rate, he can apply the credit to other income.

IV. BRIEF SYNOPSES OF TAX REFORMS 7. The corporate income tax rate was increased from
ENACTED OR PROPOSED IN INDUSTRIAL 46% to 49% on 1 July 1987 to bring it in line with the
COUNTRIES OTHER THAN THE U.S.A. maximum rate on the income of individuals.

8. Most tax shelters were abolished.
Australia

In October 1984 the Prime Minister called for a com- Austria

plete review of the tax system. The review was to be
based on 9 principles and should lead to a fairer, sim- The new Austrian Governmenthas announced that it

pler and more efficient tax system. The new system intends to introduce a major tax reform to take effect
should (a) generate the same revenue, (b) reduce per- on 1 January 1989 and on 1 January 1991. With respect
sonal income tax rates, (c) reduce evason and avoid- to the personal income tax, the reform would (a) re-

ance, and (d) have widespread community support. duce the rates by about 6%; (b) cut the number of tax

The Prime Minister's call resulted in June 1985 in a brackets from 11 to 5; and (c) simplify the tax by
Draft White Paper which provided a working docu- abolishingmany exemptionsand deductions. The cor-

ment for a July 1985 summit involving representatives porate income tax would also be reformed.
from cross-sectionsof the Australian community. The
Government's tax reform package was announced on

19 September1985. Even though the reform had been
intended to be revenue neutral, the final package in-
volved some revenue loss. It also did not contain a

major change in the sales tax which the Draft White 13. The classical system taxes corporate income when it is produced
Paper had contemplated, i.e. replacement of the and then it taxes dividends when they are received by shareholderswithout
wholesale sales tax by a broad-based retail sales tax any credit for the taxes paid by the corporations.
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Belgium and more than $11 billion over the next 5 years. 80%
of Canadian households would pay less personal in-

Early this year the Royal Commissionfor the standar- come tax. The tax will replace the current 10 rates of
dization and simplification of the Belgian tax system federal income tax with 3 rates: 17% on the first
made various proposals to the Minister of Finance. $ 27,500 of taxable income, 26% on the next $ 27,500,
These proposalswere discussedby the Governmentin and 29% on taxable incomeover $ 55,000. The highest
October 1987 and to be submittedto Parliamentsome- federal rate is thus reduced from 34% to 29% falling
time in 1988.* If approved, they would come into in line with the highest federal rate in the United
effect in 1990. The main elementsof this reformwould States where it is 28%. The reform restricts and re-

be: (a) a reduction in the number of tax rates from 14 moves many tax deductions and exemptions and con-

to 4; the new rates would be 30, 40, 50 and 60%, verts the remaining one to tax credits. Capital gains
respectively; (b) a reduction in the overall average taxes are increased.
rate on taxpayers from 66.7% to 50%; (c) an increase
in the size of the personal exemption; (d) abolition of The majordeclaredobjectivesof the corporateincome

the aggregationof the income of spouses to reduce the tax reform are the following: (a) to improve the overall

burden on married women; (e) replacement of the competitive position of Canadian business and indus-

progressive rates on corporate income by one rate; (f) try, particularlyvis--vis the United States; (b) to re-

introduction of a full imputation system; (g) restruc- turn the profit motive to investmentby rewardingsuc-

turing the indirect taxes, i.e. higher taxes on alcohol, cess; arid (c) to ensure that profitable corporations
tobacco and fuel, elimination of other excises, and carry a bigger share of the total tax burden. Overall,

changes in the rates of the value added tax. corporationswill pay more taxes in spite of a reduction
in the corporate tax rates (from 36% to 28% for gener-
al business and from 30% to, eventually, 23% for

Canada manufacturingbusiness). This result will be achieved
through an expansion of the base due to reductions in

On 18 June 1987 the Honorable Michael Wilson, capital cost allowancesand in the investmenttax credit
Minister of Finance, announced a major tax reform rates, and through other provisions aimed at restrict-
for Canada. The factors leading to the reform were ing deductions.
similar to those mentionedin other countries.Quting
from the Minister'sspeech to the House of Commons, No final decision ha yet been reached in relatin to

they include the fact that the tax system (a) allows the sales tax reform. The Government is considering
many profitable corporations to avoid paying a fair three alternative forms of the new sales tax, including
share of tax, year after year; (b) allows some people a national sales tax which would combine the present
with very high incomes to pay less than the average

federal sales tax and provincial sales tax, a goods and

Canadian wage-earner, year alter.year; and (c) al- service tax, and a value added tax.

lows those who are able to use special tax breaks to
shift the burden to others less able to carry it. The Denmark
Minister went on to state that:

Canada needs a tax system that raises revenue in a fair Denmark has recently undergone a major tax reform.
reliable way; a systern that supports our national effort This reform was announcedin early 1986 and became

to promote economic growth and create more and bet- effectiveon 1 January 1987. It reflected an Agreement
ter jobs. Over the years, our tax system has become a reached in June 1985 between the Government Par-

crazy quilt of special incentives, special deductions and ties, the Social DemocraticParty and the Radical Lib-
special write-offs. Each incentivegives a break to some- eral Party. According to a Government publication
one. But each special tax break means that taxes have the purpose of the reform was (a) to counteract tax
to be higher for everyone else. Special breaks have speculation, (b) to promote private savings, (c) to
made the ncome tax more and more complicated, and lower the marginal rate of taxation, (d) to improve the
less and less fair. conditionsof familieswith children, and (e) to provide

Major chnges have been proposed for the personal a fairer distribution of the tax burden.
income tax, the corporate income tax, and the sales
tax. As in other countries, the changes in the personal Denmark has the heaviest taxation of income in the

income tax include rate reduction and base broaden- world: the taxation of personal income has been

ing. As a consequence of the reform, individualswill generating an extraordinary 24% of GDP in recent

pay less income taxes while corporations will pay years. In 1985, the marginal tax rate was 0% for 21%

more. The reduction in federal personal income taxes of the taxpayers, 73% for 7% of the taxpayers, and

will be $ 2 billion in 1988, the first year of the reform, 50-60% for the remaining 72% (Foighel, 1986, p. 5).
It is, thus, no surprise that ... individualsas well as

* Editor's Note: In fact, the Government discussed the Commission's companies [became] very conscious of the tax effects

proposals n July during the negotatons over the 1988 Budget, and an- of their actions - and they have acted accordingly
nounced in August its own plan for tax reform. The Government's plan (ibid., p. 6.). One major problem reported by Isi
differed substantially from the proposals of the Royal Commission. The Foighel, the Minister of Txation of Denmark, is as-
Commission thereafter resigned (September 1987). Whether the Govern- sociated with the deductibility of interest payments.ment's plan will be submitted to Parliament is questionable because of the
Governmentcrisis in October.A general electionwas heldon 13 Decenber Given a relatively high rate of inflation until recently,
1987 and negotiationson the formingofanew Governmentarecontinuing. and the fact that owners of real estate could easily
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mortgage their real estates, there was a substantial 4. The highest marginal tax rate would be reduced
amount of borrowingand thus a substantialerosion of from 56% to 53%. However, the income level at which
the tax base. This situation was aggravatedby the fact this rate applies would be reduced by 10,000 DM for
that interest received, which could have increased the single taxpayers (to 120,000 DM) and by 20,000 DM
tax base, was received mostly by tax-exempt pension for married taxpayers (to 240,000 DM).
funds.

5. The corporate tax rate on undistributed profits
One interesting feature of the reform is the separation would be reduced from 56% to 50%.
of income into two schedules: personal income (wages
and salaries, pensions, incomes from independent 6. Depreciation allowances for medium-sized enter-

business activities, etc.) and capital income (interest, prises would be increased.

dividends, imputed rent for owner-occupied houses, Questions have been raised as to whether these
etc.). All income is first taxed with a basic rate of50%. changes, although significant in terms of revenue re-

Deductibleexpenseshave a value of 50%. In addition, ductions and possibly in terms of incentiveeffects, add
personal income over 200,000 Dkr. is taxed with a up to what one could genuinely call a major reform.
surtax of 12%. Another surtax of 6% applies to the As a German public finance expert has recently writ-
total of personal income and positive net income from ten: The measures which have been and shall be
capital which exceeds 260,000 Dkr. for married per- taken in the field of tax policy don't deserve the term
sons. The marginal tax rate on interest income (as well tax reform. They are in substance..,not a rform
as the value of interest deductions) is thus limited to in the sense that important taxes are fundamentally
50% or 56% as compared to the earlier maximum of changed or that the tax system as a whole has under-
73%. This change has decreased the top marginal tax gone a substantial revision (Schmidt, 1987, p.1). Pro-
rate from 73% to 68%. In 1985, the rate of the corpo- fessor Schmidt continues: A broadening of the tax
rate income tax had been increasedfrom 40% to 50%. base has not yet been decided upon, and my guess is
The net effect of these changes is essentially to remove that only modestsuccess can be expectedhere (ibid.).
progressivity from the taxation of capital income and He concludes that: ... a tax reform in the proper
to tax it at a flat rate of about 50%. sense remains to be done (ibid., p. 15).
Still concernedby excessiveconsumptionand, thus, as

a measure to stimulate personal savng, in October Japan
1986 the Danish Government announced a new tax In September 1985, Prime Minister Nakasone en-
measure aimed at reducing even more the attraction trusted a Tax Commissionwith the task of conducting
of borrowingby households.A 20% tax on net interest a thorough review of the Japanese tax system and to
expenses of household was introduced. Loans raised make proposals for a tax reform. In April 1986 the
for business and educationalpurposes as well as loans Commission published an Interim Report and in Oc-
for the acquisitionof owner-occupieddwellingsgrant- tober 1986 it published the Final Reporton the Overall
ed by mortgage associations were exempt. The new Review of the Tax System. The Final Report recom-
measure reduces the value of an interest reduction to mended the largest change in the Japanese tax system
about 30%. in 37 years. The October report was widely discussed

both within and outside the Government and in De-
cember it resulted in specific bills which were submit-Germany ted to the JapaneseDiet in February 1987. The follow-

An agreementwas reachedin 1987 amongthe Govern- ing description is based on those bills. However, the
reform met strong opposition on some of its aspects.ment's coalition partners on the basic content of a

reform that would go to parliamentin the autumn and The final result is still uncertain at this moment.

would become fully effective in 1990. The package It was generally agreed that the tax system of Japan,
would include the following changes: established after World War II, was out of step with

1. The basic personalexemptionswould be increased the present Japanese economy. The Governmentwas

from 4,536 DM for single taxpayersand 9,072 DM for hoping that the revised system would be consistent
married couples to 5,666 DM and 11,232 DM, respec-

with expectedeconomicchanges through the 21st cen-

tively. The general children's allowance would be tury.
raised from 2,484 DM to 3,024 DM. The guiding principles for the reform were the follow-
2. The lowest marginal tax rate would be reduced ing:
from 22% to 19%. However, the size of the first brack- 1. revenue neutrality;
et to which this rate applies would be considerably 2. a greater reliance on consumption and wealth as

reduced (to less than half its present value). tax bases;
3. the spreading of the tax burden more evenly over

3. The tax schedulewill be flattenedto make it linear. economic activities;
Unmarried individuals with taxable incomes between 4. the need to consider international implications of
20,000 DM and 120,000 DM would experience reduc- taxation; and
tion in their marginal tax rates. These reductions 5. finally, the reform should be guided by principles
would be particularly significant for taxable incomes of equity, fairness, simplicity, choice and
between 40,000 DM and 80,000 DM. economcvitality.
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The major changes proposed are: (a) a substantial personal income tax has become largely a tax on labor
reduction in individual income taxes; (b) an almost as income.

substantial a reduction in corporate income taxes; (c) The reform proposes that (a) tax-free savings depositsthe introductionof a value added tax; and (d) a major be abolished except for special cases such as individu-
reform of the present system of saving incentives. als over 65 years of age, fatherless families, handicap-
Individual income taxes ped, and a few others; and (b) that a final, schedular

income tax be withheld at the source on interest in-
The reform would reduce the revenue from individual comes at the rate of 20% (15% for national tax and
income taxes by about 0.8% of GNP. This would be 5% for local tax). The Tax Commission also recom-

achieved by a drastic reduction in the progressivityof mended that capital gains be fully taxed. However, the
these taxes. The number of the tax brackets would be legislation that went to the Diet in January 1987 did
reduced from 15 to 6 over a 2-year period. The rates not containany majorrecommendationto that effect.
for the national income tax would be reduced from the
current range of 10.5% to 70% to a range of 10% to Sales tax
50%. For the local income tax, the current14 brackets, Indirect taxes, althoughstill very important,have been
with rates ranging from 4.5% to 18%, would be re-

losing ground in Japan over the years. The share ofduced to 4, with rates ranging from 5% to 15%. For indirect taxes in the total has fallen from 45% in 1950
both taxes combined, the highest marginal tax rate

to 26% in 1986. There is no general sales tax so that
would be cut from the current level of 88% to the still the existing ndirect taxes are levied on specific items
very high level of 65%. and therefore are highly discriminatory. The Govern-
One major objective of the reform of the individual ment proposed to introduce a broadly-based value
income taxes was the reduction of their progressivity added tax at the rate of 5%. The base would exclude
and their burden especially on middle-income work- sales of foods, supplies of educational services, medi-
ers. Another important goal was to subject a large cal services, and a few other items. Small enterprises
share of employed individuals to a constant marginal (with annual sales less than 100 million) would also
tax rate over most of their careers. As a consequence, be exempted. The value added tax would replace sev-

the bracket to which the basic rate of 15% would eral of the existing excises. This proposal has encoun-

apply is very wide (from 1,200,000 to 5,000,000). tered strong political resistance and has been with-
The reform also proposes a new special exemption for drawn for the time being.
spouses without income.

The Netherlands
Corporate income tax

The reform would reduce the revenue from the corpo- A commission for simplification of wage tax and in-
rate incme tax by about 0.5% of GNP. In 1985, taxes come tax was instituted on 20 September 1985 by the
on corporate income as a percentage of GDP were Ministerand State Secretaryof Finance. The commis-
close to 6%. After Norway and Luxembourg this was sion's final, unanimous report, entitled A Step To-
the highest among industrial countries. The basic na- wards Simplicity, was submitted to the Minister of
tional tax rate on corporate income would be reduced Finance on 28 May 1986. The report provided the
to 37.5% from the current level of 43.3%. The transi- main outline of a reform but left the translation of the
tion period would be 3 years for this change. Taking Commission'sproposals in terms of specific laws, reg-
into account the local taxes on corporations, the effec- ulations and proceduresto the Government.The com-

tive tax rate would be reduced from about 53% to mission assumed the viability of the income tax; it
about 50%. The current lower tax rate of 33.3% on also assumed that, given the revenue requirementsof
dividendspaid will disappearover a 3-year period. To the Netherlands, high rates were unavoidable even if
compensate for some of the revenue losses associated deductionscould be substantiallyreduced. Its propos-
with the lower corporate income tax rates the reform als aimed at a neutral revenue impact.
proposes reviewing the system of tax-free reserve for The main recommendationsof the commissionbonus payments and other special measures. Depre-

were:

ciation schedules are also expected to be brought in (a) Replacementof the existing scale for the personal
income tax, which consists of 9 brackets, with oneline with the economic life of assets.

.

that would have only 3 rates (40, 55 and 65) or

Reform of the tax-exemptsystem alternatively4 rates (40,55,65 and 70);
(b) The first rate at 40% would integrate the contribu-

This system was introduced many years ago as an tions for the 5 generalsocial insurances. Thus, indi-
incentive to small savings but, as the country became viduals would no longer pay separatesocial securi-
richer, this incentive lost its main justification (see ty taxes. This first rate would extend over 45,000
Tanzi, 1969, pp. 114-115). Furthermore, due to dif- Dfl. which would mean that about 88% of all tax-
ficulties in its administration, the system was widely payers would face just this rate. The higher rates
abused and created inequitiesamong different income would consist only of taxes and therefore not in-
sources. Around 70% of the total personal savings are clude contributions;
now in tax-exempt deposits. A consequence of this is (c) The exceptionallycomplicatedand incomprehen-
that most interest income escapes taxation and the sible system of standardexemptionsand personal
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allowances would be abolished and replaced by a specific ones such as those on tobacco products, al-
uniform standard deduction of 4,250 Dfl. for coholic beverages, fuels and a few others.
everyone; and

(d) Other special provisions related to family cir- 4. Other measures include a proposed withholding
cumstances. tax on interest to be introduced in 1987 and sme

others to reduce tax avoidance.

New Zealand
Sweden

New Zealand's tax reform was announced on 20 Au-

gust 1985 and came into effect on 1 October 1986. In The Minister of Fiance has recently publishedbroad
the words of the Minister of Finance, its objectives proposals for major tax reform but these proposals
were to introduce a greater degree of equity into the have not yet been submitted to Parliament.14 These
tax.., system; to minimize the distortionary impact proposals would replace the four current personal in-
of the tax system on resource allocation, by reducing come tax rates (which under current legislationwould
anomaliesand concessions,widening the tax base, and be 35,50,64and 75%) by three lower rates: 33,45 and
lowering marginal tax rates; and to make the tax sys- 60%. The revenue loss would be compensated by a

tem more certain and simple (Hon. R.O. Douglas, broadeningof the bases of the personal and corporate
1985, p.3). A majorconcern about equitywas that At income taxes and the net worth tax, and by higher
present people in similareconomiepositionsoften pay indirect taxes. Tax rules would be simplified and a

vastly different amounts of tax and that ... the tax more uniform treatmentof income from capital would
burden has increasingly been shouldered by the ordi- be legislated. It shouldbe mentionedthat income taxes

nary wage and salary earner (ibid.). had already been reformed in 1983-1985 when margi-
nal tax rates had been considerably reduced from the

The basic document on the reform refers to the fact
that high marginal tax rates have encouraged tax- very high levels they had reached in the early 1980s

payers to avoid and evade paying taxes; have diverted when almost half of the population faced a marginal
the most talented professionalsinto activities aimed at

tax rate exceeding 50%.

designing schemes to minimize tax liability; have dis- Proposals for the reform of the corporate income tax

couraged work effort; and have induced investors to have been made in recent months by the Federation
make investmentdecisionsbased mainlyon tax consid- of Swedish Industries. These proposalswould sharply
erations. As the United Kingdom had done in 1979, reduce the corporate tax rate from 52% to 25% while

1 and as Japan intended to do in 1987, New Zealand's they would substantiallybroaden the base. The Gov-
reform would shift the burden away from direct taxes ernment's reaction to these proposals has been re-

and into indirect taxes. The main changes are the ported to be favorable.
following:

1. Personal income tax V. CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The personal income tax scale that had 5 taxable
brackets with rates ranging from 20% to 66% was

In the previous pages I tried to survey as concisely as

changed to one with 3 bracketswith rates of 15%, 30% possible very recent tax reforms in a variety of con-

tries. In conclusion I would like to address several
and 48%.

questions. First, were the tax reforms in other coun-

tries a response to the U.S. Tax Reform Act or a
1. Business taxation

response to commonpreoccupationsSecond, was the
The tax on companieswas increasedfrom 45% to 48% response from the other countriesuniform in the sense

starting on 1 April 1986. As for Australia, the rate of that one finds the same changes across countries
the corporate income tax is thus brought into line with Third, and more specifically,will the U.S. Tax Reform
the maxmum rate of the personal income tax. This Act of 1986 have a specific impact on other countries
change was made to remove tax considerations from Finally, has the time come when large countriesought
decisions on ways of doing business. The tax on fringe to coordinate major tax reforms to minimize possible
benefits was also increased to 48% from 1 April 1986. negative impacts on other countries
The Governmentproposed to introduce a full imputa-
tion system in 1988/89 but no details were provided. The first of these questions was addressed at some

length at the beginning of this paper. To repeat the
basic argument made earlier, a change in the political

3. Indirect tax reform environment, combined with different technical find-

The main reform here is introduction of the goods ings, pointed toward reformsfor certain aspectsof the
tax system. These reformswere promotedby concerns

and services tax on 1 October 1986. This is essentially with equity, efficiency and simplicity of the tax sys-
a value added tax levied at the single rate of 10% on tems. The paper emphasized that the present equity
a very wide base including imports. Exports would be
zero-rated and would get a rebate for taxes paid on 14. See Tax Reform in Sweden: A Proposal (April 1987). This is an

their inputs. The goods and services tax would re- English translation, with a foreword by Kjell-Olof Feldt, Minister of Fi-

place most of the other indirect taxes except some nance.
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concept is somewhat different from that of earlier perodswhen they would be subject to low rates. They
times. In the past verticalequitywas the main preoccu- will try to channel income toward activities that are

pation; currentlyit is horizontalequity. A major recent taxed at lower rates and they will try to carry out their

preoccupation is the differentialburden of taxation on busness through organizational forms which provide
wage earners and on those who receive incomes from the greatest tax benefits. A loweringof the progressiv-
other sources. The concern with efficiency may have ity, combined with a schedular taxation of interest

been promoted by the low growth rate of many of income and a top personal income that is close to the
these countries and by the increase in the unemploy- corporate income tax rate reduces these possibilities.
ment rate. This concern has been heightened by the In many countries the highestpersonal income tax rate

results of various studies which appear to indicate that and the basic corporate rate are now much closer than

efficiency costs of high marginal tax rates may be sig- they used to be. This is a major change from the past
nificant. The objective of simplicity is perhaps not an when at times there was a difference of 30-40 percen-
independent one but is closely linked to the concern tage points between the 2 rates.

with equity. However, there has been concern with (5) There is lot of about abuses connected
the size of resources allocated to the tax industry.

a concern

with fringe benefits and 2 countries (Australia and
New Zealand) have introducedspecific taxes on those

Dealing with the second question, of whether the re- benefits. Other countries have introduced limitations
sponse of various countries was uniform, the answer to the fringebenefits that could be taken as deductible
could be non-committal since tax reform is always
country specific. Nevertheless, there are many com- expenses.

mon trends. Among these one could perhaps mention (6) There is also a movement toward the elimination

the following: of the distinction between capital gains and other
forms of income. Again the lowering of the marginal

(1) The increasingdissatisfactionwith the high margi- tax rates facilitatesthe integrationof capital gains with
nal tax rates of the personal income tax. Many coun- other incomes. However, the problems created by
tries have reduced or are in the process of reducing gains connected with inflation have not been univer-
those rates. This reduction is often facilitated by the sally dealt with.
fact that the revenue loss associated with the rate re-

duction is much less at the high rate than at the low (7) For the corporate income tx, there is trend

rate. toward lowering the basic rate and broadening the
base. However, this trend is less universal than for the

(2) Many countries have tried to restructure the tax personal income tax. This trend is also more controv-
base. One finds a wide agreement on the need to ersial among tax experts, especially in the United
increase the standard deductons and/or the personal States. Governments seem to be losing their en-

exemptions but this increase is accompanied in many thusiasm for the possibility of influencing investment
but not all cases by the elimination'ofmany other tax decisions in ways that they consider beneficial to soci-
expenditures.The increasein the personalexemption ety. Thus, nvestment credits have been abolished in
and standard deduction may be a response to the de-

a variety of countries and depreciationallowances are
mand for simplicity and may also reflect a concern for being redefined to bring them closer in line with
relatively poor taxpayers; the eliminationof the other economicdepreciation.At the same time the classical
tax expenditures may be a reaction to the quest for system of taxng corporationsis being challengedand
horizontal equity. It may alsoreflect a growing dis- imputationhas been introduced,or is in the processof
satisfaction with excessive governmental intervention being introduced, in a few countries.
in resource allocation.

a movement a greater on

(3) There is a fairly broad concern about problems (8) There is toward reliance

created by the deductibilityof interest payments,l5 In
indirect taxes. This movementwas perhaps started by
the United Kingdom but it is spreading to other coun-

several countries, including Japan, Denmark, Nor- tries, including the United States, where some in-
way, the United States and a few others, the deducti-

bility of tax payments has been challenged and this
creases in excise taxes have already occurred.

challenge has resulted in some countries in what is de (9) Finally, many of these reformsseem to be revenue-

facto a schedular personal income tax system since neutral in intentions if not in results. One important
interest incomes are taxed separately with a flat rate. exception is Germany, where, perhaps, the major ob-

A schedularsystem is more acceptable when tax rates jective of the reform was revenue reduction to provide
are not very progressive. As a consequence, we may some fiscal stimulus to the economy. Governmentsdo

see in future years less general preoccupationwith the not seem to have accepted the theories of some

concept of a global income tax than in the past. economists that rate reductions would automatically

(4) Many of these reforms have tried to reduce the generate more revenue in the future. Perhaps the ex-

taxpayers' arbitrage related to (a) present and future perience of the United States after the 1981 reform

income, (b) different types of income,and (c)different provided a useful lesson to others.

forms of business organizations. Countries have be- As to the third question, it is difficult to speculate on

come keenly aware that when tax rates are high and

progressive, taxpayers will try to shift income from 15. For studies dealing with this ssue, see (Steuerle, 1985; and Tanzi,

periods when they would be subject to high rates to 1984).
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the direct impact of the 1986 U.S. Tax Reform Act on could be reformed in a manner to maximize both
other countries. The Act will inevitably affect some domestic and world welfare.
important decisions, especiallywith respect to foreign
investment flows. Some international corporations
may decide that it is more convenient, for exampl.e, to REFERENCES
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Tax Reform Process: 1983-1987
By Adolfo Atchabahian

t

I. INTRODUCTION
Mr. Adolfo Atchabahian is a tax con-

sultant at Klein & Mairal Law Offices inThe 4 years which have elapsed since the inauguration of Mr. Alfonsn's Buenos Aires, Argentinaand the auth-
administration(on 10 December 1983) can be divided into 2 periods as far or of approximately 40 articles con-
as fiscal events are concerned. This article overviews the changes in taxa- cerning taxation n Argentina and
tion during the periods December 1983 to June 1985 and July 1985 to abroad.

September 1987.

The first period consumes almost 2 years during which time a fiscal policy
was defined and several bills designed to implement the policy were Contents
presented to Congress. The policy objective, at that time, was to adjust
certain aspects of the taxation system at the federal level without making

I INTRODUCTION

profound changes in the system itself. In other words, even though some II. PART I
A. The President's inaugura speechtax amendments wrought important changes and the expression tax re- B. Tax bils submitted by the Executive

form was used to describe the entire package, in reality there was no tax Branch to Congress in December

reform, i.e. no new taxes were created in lieu of other taxes, no taxes were 1983
1. Excise taxeseliminatedand existing taxes were not substantiallyamended. Rather, the 2 Special tax on cattle revaluation

government's main concern was to direct its attention to the effects of 3. The Export Promotion Law

inflationin determiningtax liabilities. The significanceof the amendments C. The fiscal situation at the end of 1984

to the tax system should not be underestimated, however. The number
and the first semester of 1985

and scope of the amendments may, in the long run, actually deserve the Illl PART Il
A. Tax bils announced by the

label tax reform because it will take a long time to assimilate the impact Economics Department in April 1985
of the amendments. 1. Tax on debts in checking ac-

counts

During the first period, very few of the proposed bills were approved by 2 Tax on the interest and adjust-
Congress; those which were passed had immediate effects on revenue. ment of certificates (either n

local or foreign currency)However, the Executive Branch of the central government took a far- 3. Tax on the transfer of securities
reaching decision in June 19851 when it instituted a monetary reform in 4. Federa stamp tax

Argentina, changing the name of the Argentinean currency from peso to 5. Tax on capita gains
6. Income tax

austral (one thousand of the former was converted to one unit of the 7. Tax on an enterprise's capital
latter). Other measures were also adopted to reduce the fiscal deficit and 8. Net wealth tax on individualsand

diminish the rate of inflation, which was very close to hyper-inflation. undivided estates
9. Value added tax

The secondperiodof the Alfonsnadministrationwitnessedthe enactment 10. Law on Excise Taxes

of the most important bills integrating the above-mentionedpackage. It
11. Banking and stock exchange

secrecy
culminated in the enactment of a tax amnesty (blanqueo) in March 1987. 12. Shares issued by private corpo-
The amnesty was the sixth amnesty approved during the last 3 decades. rations

13. Procedures for applying, audit-By virtue of Law 23,495, tax evaders pay a small amount (in comparison ing and collectingnational taxes
with the actual unpaid tax liability) in substitution for the taxes evaded.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

II. PART I

A. The President's Inaugural Speech 1. This embodied in Decreemeasure was

1,096 of 14 June 1985.

During his inauguration speech before the Congress on 10 December 2. See Diario de Sesiones, Diciembre 10 de
1983, Asamblea Legislativa, at 77-108. The

1983, Mr. Ral Alfonsn outlined a detailed set of policies to be followed President read only a brief part of the speech
during his 6-year administration.2 A major part of the message dealing rinted in the Congressional Records.

Since the middle 1970s the rate of Argenti-with economic policy was devoted to the need to control and reduce the inflation has been the highest in thenean among

galloping inflation which had prevailed, in one form or another, for the world. Moreover, during the period 1977-1986,

last 40 years.
the monthlyaverage increase in the levelof prices
was almost 11%.
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The President described the multifarious causes and posed bills was to rapidly increase tax revenue; how-

pervasive unfair consequences of inflation on the ever, the underlyingpurpose was to reduce the regres-

economy, the society and the political situation in Ar- sive nature of the tax system as a wholeby emphasizing
gentina. He enumeratedvarious measures to be taken reliance on direct taxation and thereby improving the

to recover the country's economy; in particular, Mr. redistributionaleffect of the tax structure.

Alfonsn focused on the need to assist the agriculture, The regressive nature of Argentinean taxation can be
cattle-raising,mining, industry and fishingsectors. On illustrated by the chart below. With respect to the
the whole, the President manifested an attitude important the federal government's
favouring private sector activities with respect to the

most taxes, tax

economic policy. To that end, he pointed out that
structure in 1983 can be grouped conceptually. The

public enterprises would be transferred to the private significance of each group in relation to the GNP of
market prices is shown in percentages.sector.

As far as fiscal policy was concerned, the assumption Incometaxation 0.97
underlyingthe Presidentialspeechwas that the Argen-
tinean tax system, at least at the level of the federal Net worth taxation 0.86

government, was highly regressive; to combat this Taxes on goods and services 6.77
characteristic,more equitable principles needed to be valueaddedtax 3.23-

introducedinto the system. Accordingly,the President excise taxes 1.29-

committed his government to the pursut of several fuel tax 2.25--

priority objectives: improve the structure of public
expenditures, rationalize such expendituresand strive Customsduties 2.25

to reduce them, return functions to the private sector - importduties 0.85

which had been improperlyundertakenby the govern-
-- exportduties 1.40

ment and substantially reduce the fiscal deficit from Social securitycontributions 6.07
13% of GNP in 1983 to a maximum of 5% by the end
of 1984.4 Taxesoneconomiccirculation

The President recognized that the best approach to (stamptax,foreign exchange
reduce the fiscal deficit was to reduce public expendi- transactions) 0.36

tures. He felt that no further tax effort could be de- Othertaxrevenue 1.96

manded from the taxpayers and that tax revenues Total 19.246
could be increased by a better tax administration as

opposed to an increased tax burden. Fulfilment of The tax package included separate bills to amend the
these goals, i.e. reduction of public expenditures and following laws:
redistribution of the tax burden', would permit a (a) income tax (this bill contained a proposal for an
broadeningof the available margins for private sector amendmentto the tax on the transferofsecurities)activities. b) capital tax liability of business enterprises;
Two sectors of the economy received special attention c) net wealth tax on individuals and uivided es-

in the speech. The President proposed that taxes im- tates;
posed on the rural sector (i.e. agriculture and cattle- (d) excise taxes.

raising) be simplified and that an effort be made to Certain other bills were also proposed, i.e. a specialachieve progressivityas well as fairnesswith respect to tax on cattle revaluation, export promotion legislationthese taxes. The land tax would be the primary tax and a reinstatementofearmarkedtaxes.7Most of these
imposed on the rural sector. Another area referred to
in the Presidential speech was cooperatives, which
have significance in some sectors of the Argentinean 4. As a percentage of the GNP, the actual fiscal deficit for 1984 was

economy. 12.8%; for 1985, 5.9%; for 1986, 3.6%. At the beginning of 1987, it was

expected that the fiscal deficit would be 2.5%. However,estimates set the
current deficit at approximately7% to 8% of the GNP.

B. Taxbillssubmittedby theExecutiveBranch
5. Art. 55 of the ArgentineanConstitutionprovides that both the House
of Representatives (the Cmara de Diputados) and the Senate hold their

to Congressin December1983 ordinary sessions from 1 May to 30 September. However, the same article
also empowers the President to convene Congress for extraordinary ses-

In accordance with the announcements made in his sions to be held outside of the ordinary period. During extraordinary

inaugural speech, in December1983 the Presidentsub- sessions, the Congress can only debate bills specifically indicated by the
Executive Branch.ln December 1983, President Alfonsn exercised his

mitted several bills dealing with tax matters to the under Art. 55 and convened Congress. He submitted the tax bills

Congress.5Although the administrationexpected that
powers
to the House of Representativeswhich has prerogative for the initiation of

the tax package would be passed (either for equity that type of bill (Art. 44 of the Constitution)
reasons or for revenue reasons) during the extraordi- 6. This total percentage increased to 22.9% for the fiscal year 1986 as

estimated in the budget message for 1987. That increase was parallel to the
nary session, the Congress did not approve the bills. drastic reduction in inflationary financing of public expenditures.
These tax bills were not, strictly speaking, intended as

7 These bills are mentionedhere as taxes which are usually applied at

ow rates with a limited base. They are usually intended to finance certain
a tax reform but rather as technical adjustments to governmental agencies' budgets. Since the scope of these taxes is restricted

existing laws.The predominant purpose of the pro- and hardlyaffecttaxplanningaspects,they will not be furtherelaborated.
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bills had been abrogated in October 1980. The most 40% lower with respect to cattle owned by businesses
important bills which were enacted during 1984 were located in certain geographic areas of the country.
the excise taxes, the special tax on cattle revaluation
and the export promotion legislation. The bills listed It must be noted that this tax was enacted during a

in a through c were approved in October 1985, difficult economic period for the cattle-raisingsector.

i.e. during the second period and will be further dis- The condition of cattle raisers had been progressively
cussed in Part II of this article. deteriorating primarily because European Common

Market competition drastically reduced the demand
for Argentinean meat and related by-products, but

1. Excise taxes also because of the unsatisfactory rates of exchange
for meat exporters.The reform of the excise taxes approved by Law

23,047, in February 1984, did not includenewproducts 3. The Export Promotion Law
under the tax nor did it broaden the base for products
already taxed. The amendments increased revenue by One of the most important aspects of the Alfonsn

imposing a higher tax burden on consumersof certain administration was to design a coherent export pro-
luxurygoods. The obviouspurposeof the amendments motion policy in order to generate savings in foreign
was to reduce the regressive nature of excise taxes. currency, pay the foreign debt and attempt to locate

new markets for Argentineangoods and services. The
The amendments generally concerned rate increases export promotion bill contemplated a full range of
for certain products, as follows: measures designed to achieve these objectives. It was

ethyl alcohol: from 30% to 32% , presented the Congress in December 1983 and cul--

to
alcoholic beverages: minated in promulgation of Law 23,101 in October-

whisky: from 37% to 47% , 1984. The law provides for the reimbursement and-

cognac, brandy, gin, vodka, rum, tequila: from credit of value added and excise which may
-

tax taxes
24% to 32% ,; have been paid on exported goods and services or on
fine wines: from 10% to 12% (the tax on com- input used supply goods and services.-

to
mon or regular wine remained the same, i.e.
5%); Several decrees, approved in January and February

toilet articlesand cosmetics: from22.5% to 24.5% ; 1985, implemented Law 23,101. Decree 173/85 grants-

luxury goods: from 10% to 17%; a special deduction for income tax purposes which-

cameras, articles for photography, televisions, exporters an annex- benefits of certain goods listed in
firearms (except those firearms sold to the police to the Decree and is equivalent to 10% of the F.O.B.
or the armed forces): from 5% to 9.5%; value of the export. Decree 174/85 authorizes the for-

automobiles,motorbikes (on a scale dependingon- mation of trading companies. They will be identified
the gas consumption of the vehicle): the former as consorciosde exportacino cooperativasdeexporta-
rates were almost doubled; cin. Another measure adopted (Decree 177/85) pro-
imported automobiles: from 13% to 21.5%. as

- vides for implementation of the drawback regime
contemplated by the Customs Code (Law 22,415,

It is almost impossible to ascertain the impact of the Arts. 820-824).
increaseson the consumptionof related goods because
of the inflationary conditions prevailing in Argentina
where the monthly increase in the cost of living is C. The fiscalsituationattheend of 1984 and

much higher (i.e. in the 18 months between January thefirstsemesterof1985

1984 and June 1985, inflation rose from 17% to 42%
per month). In other words, the effects of the tax rate As mentioned above, the bills concerning income tax,
increases on prices,were totally diluted by the rate of the capital tax liability of business enterprises and the

inflation. net wealth tax were not approved during 1984. During
this time, however, the financial situation of alllevels
of governmentdeterioratedtremendously,sThe public

2. Special tax on cattle revaluation sector's financial picture worsened as high rates of
inflation persisted while the fiscal deficit continued to

Law 23,079 of September 1984 introduced a special feed the inflation. The increase in the cost of living in
tax to be paid by breeders who, for income tax pur- 1984 was 688%, whereas for the first semesterof 1985
poses, value their cattle (not subject to depreciation) the figure for that index was 323%. This latter trend
under the estimated cost criterion or the fixed price made the projected 222% in the cost of living (forcriterion. The tax base resulted from the difference 1985) impossible.9between that cost or the price previously taken into
account, and its indexation, computed in accordance
with the law. The law applies to cattle owned in the

taxpayer's business at the beginning of the fiscal year
in which Law 23,079 was published in the Official 8. For instance, in lieu of the initially projected 5% of the GNP as the

Bulletin (7 September 1984).
fiscal deficit for 1984, the final result for the federal governmentalone was

12.8%. See footnote 4.
9. This was the figure taken into consideration when preparing the

A certain amount was exempt from tax, but above this annual budget for the national administration. The budgetary period for

amount, the tax ranged from 2% to 8%. The tax was the federal government is prepared in accordance with the calendar year.
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The revenue-sharinglegislation (under which th fed- /21/tax on debits in checking accounts (Law 23,213);
eral government collects most of the important na- tax on the interest and adjustment of fixed term

tional taxes and part of the resulting revenue is distri- certificates: exemption if the term of maturity was

buted among the provinces, the municipality of equalto or more than 120 days (Law 23,243);
Buenos Aires and the national territory of Tierra del (3) tax on the transfer of securities (Law 23,257);
Fuego) expired on 31 December 1984. The provinces 4)

iiI
federal stamp tax (Law 23,258);

were claiming larger portions of the total revenue in- ,5) tax on capital gains (Law 23,259);
volved in the revenue-sharingsystem and the central 6) income tax (Law 23,260);
government'sproposal to maintain the revenue-shar- (7) tax on enterprises' capital (Law 23,296);
ing system with minor changes to improve the percen- (8) net wealth tax on individualsand undividedestates

tage of the revenue received by the provinces proved (Law 23,297);
unacceptable.10 (9) value added tax (Law 23,349);
At the time of this article, the revenue-sharinglegisla- (10)excise taxes (Law 23,350).
tion in effect (since 1 January 1988) is Law 23,548. In Three other laws were also enacted, which, even

practice, however, from 1985 to 1987 the provinces though they have no direct effect on the tax burden
receive funds from the federal government approxi- are significantmechanisms to assist tax audit activities

mately along the same lines as under the previous and improve the tax administrationat the federal gov-
legislation. Due to the lack of sufficient financing, ernment level. These laws were as follows.12

some provinces have increased their taxes more (1) eliminationof banking and stock exchangesecrecy
rapidly than the rate of inflation while others have with respect to the Tax Board, the national agency
issued bonds which are used as soft money in ordinary responsible for collecting internal taxes (Law
transactions. In accordancewith the provisinsofLaw 23,271);
23,548, the provinces as a whole will receive a percen- (2) shares issued by private corporations must be re-

tage higher than the federal government of the total gistered shares and non-endorsable (Law
revenue from national taxes. 23,299),13

The Congress felt that the federal tax system was un-
(3) procedures for applying, auditing and collecting

national taxes (Law 23,314).able to provide sufficient funds to cover the financial
needs of the parties interested in the revenue and that Finally, the tax package contained 2 other items (as
distribution of the tax burden was unfair. Con- yet unenacted):
sequently, both houses of Congress decided to create (1) inheritance tax: the bill was approved by the
a joint committee to carry out a major revision of the Chamber of Deputies on 26 September 1985 but
federal tax structure: revamp the tax system to make the Senate has not yet taken any action on the
it more efficient to achieve the objectives of financial matter;
sufficiency and equity among taxpayers and achieve (2) emergency tax (for a period of 5 years) on rural
an equitable tax burden both horizontally and verti- land, excluding improvements; this proposal rep-
cally. resents a new approach to the tax treatment of

taxpayers involvedin agricultureand cattle-raising
activities. The bill was submittedby the Executive

III. PART II Branch to Congress in April 1986 but no decision
has been taken by the Chamber of Deputies.

A. Taxbills announcedby the Economics As the Economics Department stated in March 1985

DepartmentinApril 1985 when the tax package was announced, the measures

arise from the need to correct the tax structure's
The Executive Branch of the federal governmentwas inequity. On the same occasion,.high Treasury offi-
sensitive to the situation described above, i.e. the in- cials stated that this tax package tends to establish a

creasing fiscal deficit, the justified claims from the system which permits a better distribution of the tax

!, provinces (sometimes they could not afford to provide burden4as weil as attempts to eliminatetax evasion.15
basic public services because of lack of funds) and the
need to scrutinize the existing national tax system
more closely. A decision was taken to form a special
committee (at the Treasury Department), composed
of highly competentmemberswith long-timeexpertise 10. In actuality, the proposal was designed as an interim measure while

and technical background in taxation. The Commit- a study was conducted to develop a newcheme.
11. The committee acted for several months under the chairmanshipof

tee prepared several drafts of legislation which were the Undersecretaryon Tax Policy and Administration.
submitted to the President for his consideration. The 12. The scope ofthese provisionsis based on legislationalready in effect.

President made general policy suggestions on certain 13. Bearer shares no longer exist. Previously, only shares of corporations
aspects of the drafts and they were subsequentlyrede- in the banking industry were required to be registered.

fined.
14. In llustrating the objectiveof the tax reform, officials mentioned that

the goal should be an income tax collection equivalent to 2% of GNP.

The subject matter of the new bills (some of which Compared with the percentage indicated in Part I, it would seem to dupli-
cate tax collection.focused on revenue and some of which strived to cor- 15. These fundamental objectives have been linked with the goal of

rect inequities in the tax system) were as follows: reducing the fiscal deficit and its inflationary consequences.
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1. Tax on debits in checking accounts 4. Federal stamp tax '8

The only redeeming merit to this tax is that it easily The stamp tax is imposed on contracts, promissory
produces significant amounts of revenue. The tax on notes and other legal instruments.The taxable matter
debits in checking accounts had previously been in must be formally identified by the law because of the
effect but was abandoned. The law was reinstated, at difficulties in interpreting the provisions of the law.
a rate of 0.1%, on 19 October 1983 (Law 22,947). In The primary justification for maintaining this tax
August 1985 (Law 23,213) the rate was doubled to (which is anachronistic,cumbersomeand irrational) is
0.2%. The tax expired on 31 December 1986 but was the importance of the revenue collected from this
again reinstated on 20 February 1987 and will be in source.
effect until 31 December 1988 (Law 23,496). One of the of the amendments to the federalpurposes
However, Law 23,549 (Title II) enacted in January stamp tax is to include certain types of contractswhich
1988 has adopted new provisions. These provisions had previouslybeen outside the scope of the stamp tax
will replace the previous legislationon this tax and will (for example, insurance contracts, contracts concern-
be in effect until 31 December 1992. The general rate ing obligations to do or to refrain from doing some-
of tax has been increased to 0.7% and there is a tax thing and contracts for temporary mergers between
credit against the income tax liability (i.e. the credit is enterprises). In addition, the new provisions increase
up to 70% of the payment as tax on debits in checking several of the tax rates and clarify certain aspects of
accounts). the law (i.e. the definition of contract by mail or

lease contracts).
2. Tax on the interestand adjustmentof certificates 5. Tax on capital gains

(either in local or foreigncurrency)
The attempt to eliminate some loopholes inspired the

This tax, imposedat the rate of 2%, entered into force approach taken in the amendmentsto the capital gains
ln September1983 (Law 22,916) and was valid until 31 tax and the income tax. The reform reinforces the
December 1986. The law was reinstated on 20 Feb- coordination between the 2 laws, and in that sense,
ruary 1987 (Law 23,497) and now remains valid until contributes to a simplification of the taxation system31 December 1988. The purpose of the exemption in this area.
granted by Law 23,243 is to stimulate certificateshav-
ing a maturityperiod of at least 120 days. Adjustments The income tax law includes as taxablematterperiodic
related to certificates for a shorter period of time are or recurrent income obtained from a permanent
taxable. After expiration of the 120 days, the interest source which is activelyused or enables the production
on the certificates is taxable. of income. The concept underlying the law on capital

gains is to include in its scope any kind of gain or

income not taxed under other provisions of the law.19

3. Tax on the transfer of securities The tax on capital gains is only levied on individuals
and undivided estates. Gains or benefits derived fromThe amendments- to the law taxing the transfer of the sale of real owned by corporation,securitiesaimed to fill a gap in existing legislation. The any property a

or an
purpose was to clarify the scope of the law, which had partnership sole proprietor of enterprse does

onbeen interpreted as only being applicable to transfers
not fall under the law capital gains but rather is
considered ordinary income for purposes of the in-of securities taking place within Argentina, i.e. when

the actual physical transfer of the securities took place
come tax law.

within the Argentine boundaries. The criteria for calculating the cost of the property
Law 23,257 effectuates the territorial principle'6 with sold, and consequently the taxable base, are made

respect to this tax. Upon transfer of securities, the tax compatible with the criteria provided for income tax
and the net wealth tax on individuals and undividedwll be due regardless of the place where the actual estates,2The 15% tax rate remains the same as previ-transfer takes place, regardless of where the contract ously.is entered or regardless of where the securities are

deposited. Taxation depends on the place where the
goods or assets (i.e. the capital of the issuing entity)
represented by those securities are located. 17 16. This is the usual and prevailing principle in the Argentinean tax

system.
The tax rate was increasedfrom0.5% to 0.75%. How- 17. The law now considers the following as located within Argentina: all

ever, for transactions of securities effected through government bonds (either federal, provincial or municipal) and securities

the stock exchange, therateis0.5% (Law 23,469effec- issued by domestic corporations.
tive 5 December 1986). Certain transfers of capital

18. A separate chapter of Law 23,495, enacted in March 1987, deals with
amendmentstothe federal stamp tax law. This new chapterprimarilydealscontributions are excluded from this tax, i.e. those with a higher rate of tax on monetary transactions made by entities not

involving shares in limited liability companies, those included in Law 21,526 on financial institutions and a lower rate on the

in ordinary silent partnershipsand those in silent cor- transfer of real property.

porate partnerships. This exclusion is consistent with 19. This attitude appears justifiable because some gains or income were

ot taxed at all.
the tax treatment accorded to these types of transfers 2I)- This form of tax on capital gaiis simplifies the tax system because a

under the income tax law and the tax on capital gains. certain income constituted ordinary income or capita gains.
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6. Income tax21 of inflationin determiningthe amountsof these deduc-

The main objective of the amendments to the income tions. The income tax exemptions for interest have

tax law22 was to impose tax on dividends (other than also been amended by adjustmentsand limits, i.e. the

stock dividends) in the hands of the shareholders to exemptionsare not applicable to interestderived from
to or from de-

the extent that such dividends were previously
transactions related adjustable capital

excluded from taxation. Under the old law, resident posits in a foreign country.

individual shareholders were not obliged to include 7. Tax on an enterprise'scapital
dividends in their taxable income. The new law '

abolishesthis exemptionand insteadgrants a tax credit The law concerning the tax on the capital of an enter-

in favour of resident shareholders.23If the shareholder prise contains changes in the valuationmethods appli-
is an individual, the amount of the tax credit depends cable to different kinds of assets. The objective is to

on the average tax rate imposed on his total annual value the assets on the closing date of the taxpayer's
taxable income. If the average general tax rate is equal fiscal period taking into account the most up-dated
to or higher than 27.50%, the maximum tax credit is value of the asset. In addition, the law eliminates the

this percentage of the total dividends received during 50% reduction on the valuation of real property used

the year. If the general tax rate is lower than 27.50%, for agriculturalenterprisesas well as the tax exemption
the credit is equal to the increase of the tax liability for savings deposits. Cooperatives have been specifi-
due to the inclusionof the dividendsas taxable income cally excluded by the law. However, a later law (Law
up to the maximum limit of27.50% of those dividends. 23,427 effective December 1986) establishes a special
As a result of this dvidend-taxingprovison, corpora- levy on the capital of cooperativeswhich is structured

tions (as well as commercialentities treatedlike corpo- along the lines of the general tax on the capital of an

rations for tax purposes) tend to pay only stock divi- enterprise, i.e. the rate is 1.5% of such capital at the

dends so as to avoid the higher tax burden on their end of the fiscal period.
shareholdersor partners.

8. Net wealth tax on individuals and undivided estates27
With respect to the income of domestic enterprises,
the tax treatment which was in effect until 1976 was Law 23,297 provides for:

reinstated and amended by Law 21,286, i.e. only (a) eliminationof exemptionsformerlygranted on be-

domestic corporations and silent corporate partner- half of different kinds of banking deposits and

ships24 are still subject to a 33% flat rate tax on their stocks and shares in corporations, companies or

annual taxable income. Limited liability companies partnerships as well as bonds and debentures;
and ordnary silent partnershipsare not recognized as (b) new criteria for the valuation of those stocks and

independent taxpayers. They are treated like trading shares; and

partnerships and capital and industry partnerships (c) a new method for taxing non-resident individuals

whose partners are subject to income tax on ther and non-residentundivided estates.

proportional shares of the profits of the enterprise.
This same treatment is given to general partners (i.e.
those who have unlimited liabilty for the firrn debts) 21. For a more complete study on Law 23,260, see Pedro Massone The

in a silent corporate partnership. Argentine Income Tax Reform, 40 Bulletin for Fiscal Documentation6

(1986) at 237.

The taxable incomeof enterpriseshas been broadened
22. These amendmentsconfirm the government's intention to rely more

on direct taxation.
to include income which theoretically is capital gains, 23. Corporate shareholders are not subject to tax with respect to divi-

such as the benefits derived from the sale of real prop- dends received.

erty owned by the enterprise.The adjustmentfor infla- 24. With respect to the silent corporate partnership, the law only applies

tion (a measure approved in 1978 by Law 21,894) was
to partnerswith limited commercial liability
25. Implementation difficulties arose in application of the inflation ad-

amended to solve problems of implementation.2 The justment because certain changes (which had taken place during the fiscal

carry-forward of losses provision was amended t0 year) with respect to assets, liabilities and net wealth structures of the

allow only a 5-year carry-forward as opposed to the taxpayer had not been taken into account.

previous 10 years. Furthermore, in accordance with 26. For example, the net income to be taken into account, as a taxable
as

Law 23,549 (enacted in January 1988) this loss carry-
base, is 60% of the amountpaid fees for technical assistance,engineering
or consulting services provided it is impossible to obtain these services in

forward allowance has been lmited to 50% of the Argentina and provided that the services were duly registered and effec-

taxable income obtained in each fiscal period. tively rendered. Previously,the income tax law provided that the net in-

come would be 40% of the gross amount paid for the services.

Non-residents receiving Argentine-sourceincome are 27. The revenue effect of the changes in the tax on an enterprise'scapital

now subject to a higher tax burdenbecauseof a consid- and the tax on the net wealth on individualsand undividedestates has been

erable increase in the fixed prcentages to be applied
almost immediate because taxpayers must compute the taxable base in

broader terms than previously, and, in addition, they must apply more

to gross income in order to arrive at the net income (a updated indexes for the valuation'of goods. The double taxation effects

non-rebuttablepresumption). This net income repre- discussed in the text also mean higher revenue. There is no information

sents the taxable base to which the 45% rate (imposed available with respect to the expected attempts to avoid an increase in the

on non-residents) is applied.26
tax burden, in particularthe tax burden resulting from double taxation (for
instance, individuals with a large portfolio attempting to transfer the

The provisions concerning minimum non-taxable in- portfolio to third parties or establishing different entities to hold the

come and personal and family allowances have been portfolio in order to take advantage of the credit allowance, i.e. 1.5% of

the portfolio, as often as necessary to avoid any net wealth tx due because

reformulated to measure more accurately the effects of the portfolio)
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Abolition of the exemptions for stocks and shares re- provisions are coordinated with those contained in
sults in a double taxation of these securities, i.e. once Law 23,101, i.e. the Export Promotion Law.
as part of the issuer's equity and again as part of the
net wealth of the shareholderor partner. To diminish 10. Law Excise Taxeson
this cumulative effect, a limited tax credit is granted
(to taxpayers residing in Argentina) up to 1.5% of the As an example of the government'spolicy to increase

taxpayer s portfolio on stocks and shares. the tax burdenon those taxpayerswith a greaterability
The law also provides for (1) the exclusion from the

to pay, the Law on Excise Taxes increases the tax rates
on goods designated as luxury goods and reduces the

tax base of shares owned in cooperatives; (2) a rates for certain products (such as wine) of mass con-
minimum valuation to be accepted in the case ot real

property included in the tax base; (3) new methodsfor sumption among low income people.
valuation for several types of goods as part of the net Coordination of the excise tax rates and the value
wealth (i.e. special attention is paid to the valuationof added tax rates is an important development. The

jewelry, paintings, carpets and antiques); and (4) a approach adopted in the reform is to establish one

new scale for the tax rates which are higher than the value added tax rate (i.e. no differential rates, either

previous rates (the new scale includes a marginal rate above or below the standard rate). Consequently,dis-

up to 2%, in lieu of the former 1.5% rate. criminatory tax treatment is left to the excise taxes
because the excise tax law contains a list of goods
which were previously subject to the value added tax

9. Value added tax at the highest differential rate (25%). Toilet articles
and cosmetics are taxed at a rate of 29% (previously

The value added tax has been amended so many times 24.5%) and for other luxury goods, the rate is 20%
that the entire text has now been changed. Although (15reviously 17%) imposed on each stage of the com-

the most recent amendments did not change the sub- mercial process.
stance of the law, the amendments are significant be-
cause they foster the objectives of simplifying the col- A tax on soft drinks (whether or not carbonated),
lection of taxes and combating tax evasion. syrups and the like has been reformulated to include

other kinds of beverages (non-alcoholic beverages,
The simplification objective is achieved primarily by low alcohol beverages, certain juices, etc.). The tax

imposition of a new method of taxing small taxpayers, rate on these products has been reduced from 27% to
i.e. those enterpriseshaving less than a certain amount 24%.
Of capital and no more than 7 persons (including the

A addition the excise law is the of the
owner, partners and employees) working in the busi- new to tax use

ness. These taxpayers are divided into 3 categories: Brussels Tariff Nomenclature to identify the goods
those who render services, those engaged in industrial which are taxed.3o In particular, the Brussels Tariff

activities and those engaged in commerce. The tax
Nomenclature is used in the chapter dealing with

liability of each category depends on a classification goods which are deemed goods for selective consump-
made in accordance with the actual amount of capital tion. Two tax rates are contemplatedby the law, i.e.

and the numberofperons involvedin the enterprise. 9.5% and 17% to be applied to goods listed. Law
23,549 has increased the tax rates on gasoline, gas oil

The law indicates, in detail, the presumed monthly and fuel oil.
output tax for each category and classification (the
highest amount is for commerce and the lowest for
services). The law also states which percentages of 11. Banking and stock exchange secrecy

input tax are deductible from the output tax .The Law 21,526 (enacted in 1977) provides for the regime
nput tax, in connection with investments on fixed to be applied to banks and financial institutions in

assets, is (as previously) deductible in 3 consecutive general. Title V deals with the secrecy requirements
annual instalments.28 which those entities must comply with in connection

The rate structurehas also been simplifiedby eliminat-
with their activities. Art. 39 of Law 21,526 provides

ing the previousdifferentialrates (5% and 25% below that neitherbanks nor financial institutionsmayreveal
informationconcerning transactions they enternto or

and above the standard 18%). Currently, only one information received from their customers.31 Art. 39,rate applies, i.e. 18%. An exception to the standard
rate applies to goods and services used in housing however, contains exceptions to the secrecy require-
construction; these goods and services are taxed at
one-half the standard rate, i.e. at 9%.29 28. The government intended to authorize the immediate and total de-

The number of services subject to the value added tax duction of the input tax in the period in which the investment was

has been reduced to a minimum number of transac-
purchased. Revenue considerations, however, precluded that idea from

coming to fruition.
tions. The tax on construction and similar work, with 29. Certain products previously taxed at the 5% rate are among those

respect to real propertyowned by the taxpayeror third exempted while others are subject to the standard rate.

parties, is maintainedas previously. The tax return for 30. The Brussels Tariff Nomenclature has been used since 1975 with

the value added tax must be filed on a monthly basis respect to the value added tax.

31. Law 21,526 also stipulates that personnel of the financial institutions
as opposed to an annual basis. A special chapterof the are obligated to maintain total confidentialitywith respect to information
law is devoted to the tax treatment of exports and its received in the course of their employment.
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ment. Among the exceptions is one related to tax shares must be indicated on the face of the certificate,
collection gencies (federal, provincialand municipal) it must be registered and the issuer corporation must

which may request information from the financial in- be notified of the transfer.
stitution.3'Ifthe followingconditionsare satisfied, the
bank or financial institution may reveal the informa-
tion: 13. Proceduresfor applying,auditingand collecting
(1) the request concerns a particular taxpayer; national taxes

(2) the tax administration is in the process of auditing Most of the provisions of Law 23,314 are airned at
the particular taxpayer; and facilitating the Tax Board's activities in the course of

(3) the request is made formally. its relationship with the taxpayer. The power of the

Law 23,271 abolishes the above conditions with re- Tax Board to issue deficiency notes based on an esti-

spect to the Tax Board. In other words, notwithstand- mated imposable base has been reformulated in this

ing the provisions of Law 21,526, which allows confi- law. Art. 25 of Law 11,683 (which is the basic statute

dential information to be disclosed under certain con- on these procedures) provides for the methods and

ditions, the new law prevents any restrictive interpre- approaches to be used by the Tax Board in calculating
tations under which Law 21,526 would prevail (and the imposable base in accordance with certain pre-
therefore preclude disclosureof information)over the sumptions. This article has been extended in its scope
conditions contained in Law 11,683 concerning the and it includes new and more precise circumstancesto

application, auditing and collection of national taxes. compute the tax liability.
Law 23,271 neutralizes the restrictive interpretation Art. 28 of Law 11,683, concerning payments on ac-

which would result in the Tax Board not having access count of the annual tax, has been broadenedand rede-
to banking information. fined. More precise wording and detail is given to the

Law 17,811 (enacted in 1969) created the National provision concerning taxpayer obligations as to the

Securities Commission (Comisin Nacional de Val- procedures he must follow for his accounting books,
ores), which currently, in accordancewith Law 22,169 documents, deeds, etc. 35 This documentationmust be

(enacted in 1980) is the competent, exclusive body available to the Tax Board inspectors at any time for

controlling public corporations, i.e. those corpora-
the purposeofTax Board controlsand audits. The Tax

tions whose shares are quotedon the stockexchanges. Board is granted some new powers, i.e. the authority
to temporarilyclose (up to 5 days) stores, warehouses

Art. 8 of Law 17,811 provides that the information or plants whenever the Board deems this measure

gathered by the Commission as a consequence of its indispensible for a tax audit procedure.
inspections and investigativeactivities is secret. In ad-
dition, judges rnust deny any requests for infornation The minimum and maximum fines provided for in Law

in the hands of the Commission concerning those ac- 11,683 have been increased. Although Art. 44 of ths

tivities except in criminal cases.33 This impediment to law provided for arrest in certain cases, this penalty
information is no longer in effect with respect to the was never successfullyapplied. Law 23,314 eliminates

Tax Board. arrest as a sanction. The new text of Art. 44 authorizes
the Tax Board to close the taxpayer's establishment,

The Tax Board is now authorized to request informa- in certain cases, for a period between 3 and 10 days.
tion from both financial institutions and the National The taxpayer may appeal this decision to the judicial
Securities Commission regardless of the scope of the system. A provision which was in effect until 1978
information, i.e. the request may be in general or concerningpresumptionsof tax fraud unless evidence
directed toward a particular taxpayer, t may concern to the contrary is proved, has been reinstated.
one taxpayer or several taxpayers and the taxpayer
may or may not be undergoing a tax audit. The legal nature of the amount calculated as indexa-

tion for a given tax liability has been the topic of much
discussion in the last years, i.e. is this amount part of
the principal amount of tax or is it an accessory The

12. Shares issued by private corporations law taks the position that indexation has the same

AlthoughTitle III of Law 20,643 (promulgatedin Feb- nature as the tax to which it corresponds.
ruary 1974) provided that shares issued by private Law 23,495 amends Law 11,683. The most relevant
corporations must be registered, implementation of amendments for tax auditing purposes js the provisionthe measure was suspended by Law 20,954 (Art. 29) whereby (beginning 1 January 1988) personalin December 1974.

no or

In October 1985, by virtue of Law 23,299, the perti-
nent provisions (Arts. 22, 23, 27 and 61) of Law 20,643
were amended to provide that all bearer shares had to

32. The scope of Art. 4(1 of Law 21,526 is similar to that of Art. 39 but it

specifically relates to the Central Bank of the Argentine Republic.
be converted into registeredshares before 1 May 1986. 33. ln addition, the information requested must directly relate to thc

The government deemed this measure to be an indis- investigated facts.

pensible element to a successful application of the 34. Law 23,299, the provisions of which were implemented by Decree 83

ncome tax on dividends.34 Consequently, all serial on 15 January 1986, and the Tax Board have approved general rulings
2,596 and 2,6111 dealing with this matter.

stocks issued by private corporationsin Argentina are 35. The law also contains a provision for taxpayers who utilize com-

registered stock and non-endorsable. Transfer of the puterized systems to maintaii their accounting records.
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real property (such as automobiles or immovable Board. Accordingly, to prevent this type of activities,
property)which is required to be registeredwith public the Tax Board must exercise its auditing powers to the
agencies ln Argentinamay be transferredwithout first full extent allowed by law. In other words, the impel-
obtaining a certificate issued by the Tax Board. The ling need for increased revenue from national taxes is
Board must certify that the property to be transferred much more dependent on Tax Board performance
has been included in the annual income tax return of than on the outcome of the changes in the tax laws.
the transferor. General ruling 2,774, approved by the The Tax Board must utilize an effective information
TaxBoard in December1987 deals with this matter.36 system as the main source of data on which to base a

meaningful audit program. The anachronistic and
sporadic audit procedures now in effect will preclude

V. CONCLUDINGREMARKS any real increase in the government's tax revenue.

In the opinion of this author, the changes adopted in Nevertheless,it must be admittedthat, to some extent,
the Argentine tax legislation do not amount to a tax the objective of increasing the relative share of reve-

reform because the measures do not affect the basic nue from income tax vis--vis the revenue from taxes

tax structure but rather only focus on the effects of on goods and serviceswas achieved. At least in accord-
inflation in determiningtax liability. Nevertheless, the ance with the most recent information the significance
changes do contain a feature common to tax reforms of income tax has increased in 1986 to 2.5% of the

in all developing countries, i.e. the existing system is GNP (it was 0.97% of the GNP in 1983). It can be

unfair and causes an undesirabledistributionfthe tax inferred that the increase in income tax revenue was

burden so a tax reform is justified. basically due to the dramatic reductionin the inflation
rate (from 385% in 1985 to 82% in 1987) but direct

Admittedly, the Argentinean tax structure contains taxation in Argentina remains far from being the main
some built-in inequities; however, these deficiencies source of public sector financing. Consequently, the
in the system are much less important than those which predominance of regressive taxes has not yet been
derive from lack of a sound tax administration.37It is seriously penetrated and the preoccupation with

also true that the untenable burden of the rate of equity issues and fair distribution of the tax burden
inflation offers an additional excuse to evade taxes but appears in vain when the inflation rate increases and

this does not absolve the tax administration's poor
becomesdifficult to control (which has happenedsince

performance in general and its laxity in detecting tax July 1987, i.e. the average monthly rate of inflation in

evaders.38 The tax administration's recent activities the third quarter of 1987 was 11.83%).
have primarily focused on determiningtax differences The government's anxieties as to how to finance the
consisting of indexation and interest as a result of fiscal deficit is another issue. Unlike previousadminis-
delayed tax payments. There is more political appeal trations, the central governmentis now commmitedto
and impact in talking about redesigning the tax struc- avoid inflationary financing. The governmentis deter-
ture than plunging into the intricacies of a reform of mined to reduce and control the fiscal deficit, basically
the tax administration. It is even easier to arrive at through taxation measures. To that end, in November
conclusions to amend the tax laws than to remove 1987, new proposals were submitted to Congress byweaknesses and inefficiencies within the tax adminis- the ExecutiveBranch. These proposalswere designed
tration. On the whole, the tax reform in Argentinahas to provide revenue as quickly as possible by taxing
failed to direct requisite attention to the need to goods and services. In addition, the government in-
strengthen the tax administration with respect to its tended (i) to broaden the tax base for the tax on the
operational abilities. The government's increase in net wealth of individualsand undividedestates as well
revenue should be derived from this sector.

[continued on page 77]
It must also be noted that another factor has played a

role in diminishing voluntary taxpayer compliance,
i.e. the expectation (during the last years) that a tax

36. It should be noted that, in accordance with Argentinean income
amnesty would be enacted, granting an instalment tax

legislation, individual taxpayers must declare, in their tax return, a com-

plan for paymentof tax debts in arrears and pardoning plete list of their assets and liabilitieswhich are located either in Argentina
fines and other types of sanctions which were being or abroad. A comparison of,this list with the taxpayer's net wealth allows

litigated. Tax amnestymeasureshave been enacted on a certain degree of control.
a

an annual basis since 1981.39 It is a mistake to believe 37. As crude example of the Tax Board's functional weakness,it is
sufficient to mention the unsatisfactoryuse the Board makes of automaticthat more severe sanctions (as containedin Law 23,314 data processingequipment as a tool for tax audits, along with its use of tax

enacted in May 1986) will discourage tax evasion. Ex- statistics and taxpayer registers. In all fairness, however, this situation has

perience, thus far, indicates that this is a permanent improved n the last year or so.

illusion in Argentina. Before seeking to impose severe
38. Tax evasion refers not only to those taxpayers who evade 40%, 50%
or even more of their tax liabilities but also to those who have neverpenalties, an effort should be made to collect the taxes registered as taxpayers although obligated to do so.

from all taxpayers who are required to pay.4o 39. Law 22,490of 9 January 1981; Law 22,681 of 24 November 1982; Law
23,029 of 12 September 1983; Decree 2,364 of 8 March 1984. The most

It is a well-known fact in Argentina that taxpayers
recent and acute example of a tax amnesty was Law 23,495 in March 1987.
See text above.

have become more and more sophisticatedand auda- 40. The National Constitution (Art. 16) states that the equalityprinciple
cious in their manoeuvres to avoid an audit by the Tax applies as to taxes.
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TheDebt-EquityConversionProgramme
By AntonioMendes

quired to be includedin the externaldebt restructuring
Mr. Antonio Mendesis a partner in the Law Officesof Pinheiro agreements for thepurpose of permitting the issuance
Neto - Advogados, So Paulo, Brazil. of securities by Brazil and the implementationof the

debt-equityconversionprogramme.
7. Finally, once securitiesare, in fact, issuedby Brazil,

The long-awaited Brazilian rules on debt-equity con- it will also be a condition for the approval of each
version have now been issued. The proposal devel- conversion2of Debt RenegotiationFunds and 432/230

oped by the Central Bank of Brazil was approved by Deposits that the original creditor of the amounts
the NationalMonetaryCouncil on 17 November1987, being converted have acquired such securities.
and on the same day the Central Bank issued its Reso-
lution No. 1416, setting forth the applicable rules. 8. The debt-equity conversion of amounts of loan

principal granted to Brazilian borrowersor of Central
Bank deposits does not result in any tax consequences
to eitherparty, as no taxes or fees are due. The conver-

A. KEY POINTS OF THE RULES sion of interest amounts due to foreign creditors, how-

1. A distinction is made between credits of foreign ever, is subject to payment of the same withholding
financial institutions as follows: tax which would otherwise be due if the interest was

(a) those consisting of deposits at the Central Bank, paid in cash to the foreigncreditorbecause the interest

in respect of paymentsof principal and interest on
will be deemed to have been paid to the foreign cre-

medium and long-term (more than 360 days) exter-
ditor immediatelyprior to its conversion into equity.

nal obligations,whether or not alreadycovered by
the external renegotiationprocess (hereinafterre-

B. CONVERSION OF DEBT RENEGOTIATIONferred to as Debt RenegotiationFunds);
(b) those consisting of creditsnot yet matured, whose FUNDS

debtors are entities of the public sector, i.e. the The conversion of Debt Renegotiation Funds for in-
Union, states, municipalitiesand legal entitiescon- vestments in the private sector shall be made pursuant
trolled by the Union, states and municipalities to an auction system still to be devised by the Central
(hereinafterreferred to as UnmaturedPublicSec- Bank. The auction system will be subject to a period-
tor Debt); ically-establishedceiling. Two ceilingswill be utilized,

(c) those consistingofcredits not yet matured, whose i.e. one for investments in any project selected by the
debtors are entities of the private sector (hereinaf- interestedparty and one (of equal amount) for invest-
ter referred to as Unmatured Private Sector ments in projects located in the SUDENE,SUDAM,
Debt); and Esprito Santo and Vale do Jequitinhonha areas.

(d) those consisting of voluntary deposits made by
Brazilian debtors with the Central Bank for hedg. Debt RenegotiationFunds which are convertedunder

ing purposesunderResolutionNo. 432/77 and Cir. the auctionsystemmay be invested in the stock market

cular No. 230/74 (hereinafter referred to as 432/ in Brazil through the so-called Fundos de Converso

230 Deposits).
- Capital Estrangeiro (Conversion Funds-Foreign
Capital), subject to the following rules:

2. All funds converted must remain in Brazil for a (1) The Conversion Funds-Foreign Capital may not
minimum period of 12 years from the date of conver- acquire shares in excess of 5% of the votingcapital
sion. and 20% of the total capital of any givencompany.
3. The Central Bank may impose restrictions on re- (2) They will be subject to the tax and foreign capital
mittances of profits generated by funds so converted registration rules determined by Law 4131/62, as

during a periodof4 years from the date ofconversion. amended. This means that the ConversionFunds-

Foreign Capital will not enjoy the tax advantages
4. Conversions which cause, either directly or indi- recently given to similar funds which may be
rectly, the transfer of control of companies to foreign created with new money investments in Brazil.3
investors shall not be allowed.

5. The assignment of credits abroad for the purpose 1. Approval is granted by the Central Bank of Brazil.
of conversion is permitted. 2. Id.

6. In order to obtain approvalof each conversioni,the 3 Both types of funds, namely Conversion Funds-Foreign Capital and
new money investment funds, enjoy tax exemption from withholding in-

original creditor of the amounts being converted must come tax or corporate tax as to the investnent made by them in Brazil.

formally agree with the contractual provisions re- This means that no tax is paid by either fund on income earned or on capital
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(3) They will be subject to the operationalrules appli- Central Bank, taking into consideration the results of
cable to similar new money funds. the auction system. Assuming that the Central Bank

(4) Quotasor units of ConversionFunds-ForeignCap- has determined that the appropriate discount is 15%
ital must be in registered form and will be non- (based on results of the auction system), the following
transferable for a period of 5 years. applies:

Once the securities programme has been launched, (a) Debt RenegotiationFunds will be converted with
a discount of 15%. If the investment is

the Central-Bank may impose a limit on credits that USS 1,000,000, the investor will receive from the
can be converted. The limit may be imposed on aper Central Bank local currency in the amount of
creditor basis, taking into considerationthe amount USS 850,000, and the registration of foreign capi-of securities acquired by the creditor. tal will also be made in the amountofUSS 850,000.
Debt Renegotiation Funds which are converted pur- (b) Other funds will be converted in local currency at
suant to the auction system for investment in private whatever rate the investor may have agreed upon
sector projects must be applied to new investmentsor with the interestedparty. Again, if the investment
to the expansion of existing investments. Therefore, iS USS 1,000,000, the investor will receive local

they cannot be utilized for acquisitionof equitypartici- currency as negotiatedwith the other party, which

pations in already-existingprojectsother than through may be equivalent, in local currency, to more or

Conversion Funds-ForeignCapital. less than USS 850,000. However, the registration
of foreign capital with the Central Bank will be

In the case of conversion of Debt Renegotiation USS 850,000.Funds, the investor must obtain foreign capital regis-
tration of its investmentin the amountproposed in the
auction. For example: assume the conversionof a cre-

dit of USS 1,000,000acquiredabroad from the original
D. UNMATUREDPRIVATE SECTOR DEBT

creditor for USS 500,000, and which wins the auction Utilization of UnmaturedPrivate Sector Debt will be
with a bid of USS 800,000. The following applies: at the investor's discretion and the terms of the trans-
(a) the investor will, of course, spend US$500,000 action will be negotiated among the parties involved.

abroad for payment to the original creditor; Registration of foreign investment will be granted by(b) the investor will receive from the Central Bank the Central Bank at the discount established for these
local currencycorrespondingto USS 800,000;and transactions,havingregard to the resultsof the auction

(c) the foreign capital registrationwill be made in the
amount of USS 800,000. system. For example, for an investment of

USS 1,000,000, which has been acquired abroad for
USS 500,000, where the Brazilian debtor has agreed
to pre-paywith a 10% discount, and where the Central

C. PUBLIC SECTOR INVESTMENTS Bank discount for foreigncapital registrationpurposes
is 15%, the following applies:Investments in the public sector, which would include (a) the investor will spend USS 500,000 abroad to ob-

privatizationof companiespresently controlled by the tain the credit;
Governmentare subject to special rules: (b) the investor will receive in Brazil local currency
1. The utilization of Debt Renegotiation Funds for equivalent to USS 900,000; and

investments in the public sector is not subject to (c) the Central Bank will register the investment at
the auction system. USS 850,000.

2. UnmaturedPublicSectorDebt can only be utilized
for investments in the public sector.

3. Funds earned with investments pursuant to 1 E. 432/230 DEPOSITS
and 2 must be utilized to amortize loans previ-
ously granted by the Government to companies The use of 432/230 Depositswill be subject to a ceiling
controlled by the Government. to be established from time to time by the Central

4. Even though it is unlikely that investorswill choose Bank. The investor may exercise his discretion as to
to avail themselvesof this option, UnmaturedPri- the use of the corresponding funds. Applicationswill
vate Sector Debt and 432/230 Deposits may be
utilized for investments in the public sector.

5. Any such investmentwill be subject to other appli- gains realized on their investment in Brazilian securities. There is a differ-

cable laws and regulations, and will require the ence in taxation, however, with respect to the remittance of profits and

prior approval of SEST (Secretaria Especial de capital gains to the foreign investor. New money investment funds may

Controle das Empresas Estatais, i.e. the Special
distribute profits upon the payment of a 15% withholding tax and capital
gains made by the foreign investorson the redemptionof their investments

Secretariat for the Control of Government Com- can be remitted tax-free. Distribution of profits by Conversion Funds-

panies) and of STN (Secretaria do Tesouro Na- Foreign Capital is subject to withholding tax at the rate of 25% on profits
cional, i.e. the Secretariat of the National Treas- up to 12% of the foreign investment, averaged over a 3-year basis. Any

ury).
excess is subject to supplementary income tax at'the following rates: 40%
for excesses between 12% and 15% of the foreign investment, 5()% for

The registrationof conversionfunds applied to invest- excesses between 15% and 25% of the foreign investment and 60% for
excesses over 25% of the foreign investment. Remittance of capital gains

ments n the public sector as foreign capital must be on the redemption of investment in Conversion Funds-Foreign Capital is
made at face value less the discount establishedby the subject to withholding tax at the rate of 25%.
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be reviewed in the order they are filed. Registration sectors already have sufficient installed capacity.of the investaent will be made at the discount estab-
lished by the CentralBank, havingregard to the results

Resolution No. 1416/87 confirms that proposals for
debt conversion submitted to the Central Bank up toof the auction system. The example given in the pre- 20 July 1987 will be processed pursuant to the rulesceding paragraph also applies to the conversion of

432/230 Deposits. contained in Carta-CircularNo. 1125/84.

G. CONCLUSIONF. RULES FOR THE FUNDS

The debt-equityconversionprogrammeis highly con-Funds resulting from approved conversions may be troversial in Brazil because a substantial number ofdeposited, in foreign currency, with the CentralBank, Congressmenand Senatorsof the PMBD (Partido dopending utilization of the funds for the purpose for Movimento Democrtico Brasileiro Party of thewhich the conversion was approved. Such deposits
-

Brazilian Democratic Movement) oppose it. On themust be made pursuant to rules still to be established
day the National MonetaryCouncil approved theby the Central Bank. con-

version programme, a number of these politicians
Funds resulting from debt conversionsmust always be made public announcementsto the effect that the pro-
applied to risk investments. In addition, they cannot gramme was contrary to national interests and indi-
be utilized for investments in projects which enjoy the cated that the conversionprogrammeshould be prohi-
guarantee of minimum profitability or of repurchase bited by the Constitution which is currently being
of the investment, whenever such guarantee is to be drafted.5
funded, directly or indirectly, by Government re- The vehement controversy, however, highlights thesources.

difficulties encountered by the Central Bank in draft-
Whenever a party interested in the debt conversion ing the proposalnow approvedby the NationalMonet-
has effected a repatriation of foreign investment or a ary Council. The proposal is liberal in many respectsremittance abroad of capital gain during the preceding but it can certainly be criticized in many others. Reso-
36 months, approval of the debt conversion will be lution No. 1416/87, despite its shortcomings,does pro-conditionedon reinvestment in Brazil of the funds (in vide a working basis where none previously existed.
foreign currency) so remitted abroad. The supplementary rules to be issued by the Central
Investors taking advantageof the debt conversionpro-

Bank will indicate the direction the programme will
take.

gramme must deposit with the Central Bank4 the
amount so converted before they will be allowed to
remit abroad any previous foreign currency invest-
ment made in the project in question.
The Central Bank may prohibit or impose limits for 4. The conditions for deposit are still to be established.

debt conversions for investments in given sectors of
5. The general expectationis that many of the extremepositions adopted
by certain politicians with respect to the drafting of the new Constitution

the economy for economic reasons or whenever such will not prevail, including the one on debt-equity conversion.

[continued from page 73]

as reshape the brackets for the net wealth tax (the stroys the rationality and fairness upon which the in-
objective is to increase the current 0.25% of the GNP come tax was founded. The proposalseems to be influ-
as revenue from that source to 0.45% in 1988); (ii) enced by the inability of the tax administration to

impose a 3-year emergency tax on luxurious real es- conduct a proper tax audit. Fortunately, this proposal
tate; (iii) increase the rate for the tax on debits in was recently abandoned.
checking accounts from 0.2% to 0.7%; and (iv) to

As has frequently occurred in the of publiclimit the carry-over of losses within the income tax. so arena

The first 2 proposals were repealed by Congress. The financing, the search for a rational tax system hasbeen

other 2 were approved by Law 23,549 (see above): sacrificed for the urgent need for public funds. The
amendments to the tax legislation were made in a

Finally, another proposal to amend the income tax rather coherent fashion and paved the road for a ra-

concerns the imposition of income tax (in certain tional tax system. The new provisions, however, will
cases) based on a presumption instead of being based have the effect f undermining the possibility of
on the taxpayer's real income. Such a proposal de- achieving the above goals.
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. By WilliamT Cunnngham
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. Mr. Cunningham is a partnerof ArthurAndersen& Co. He has been
in charge of the firm's PortugueseTax Practice since 1983. Previ-

ously, he spent 9 years in the Dublin office of Arthur Andersen &
/ Co., working on Irish, U.S. and international tax matters. He is a

member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland, the
Institute of Taxation in Ireland, the Portuguese Fiscal Association

'11
and the International Fiscal Association. He holds a degree in

1 Commerce from the National University of Ireland. He has lectured

extensively on taxation matters for both Irish Institutes and has
co-authored several Arthur Andersen & Co. tax publications.

INTRODUCTION The remainder of this article summarizes the basic
outline of the new Portuguese tax system.

Income taxes have existed in Portugal since 1641. The
10% tax or dcima on income from properties,cap-
ital, trades or employmentslaid the foundationsof the STRUCTURE OF THE NEW TAX SYSTEM

tax system which, with a 19th century reorganization
into schedules, has survived with minor modifications ThTee mutually exclusive taxes may apply to income
in the system which Portugal has today. as computed under the new rules:

There have been prior attempts at tax reform. The The tax on individuals Imposto sobre o Ren-
laws of 1845 and 1880 attempted to extend the tax to dimento das Pessoas
all types of income. The 1922 tax reform sought to Singulares (IRS)
extend further the conceptof taxingactual, as opposed The corporatetax Imposto sobre o Ren-
to imputed income, but ran into compliance and en- dimento das Pessoas
forcement problems which were addressed by the in- Colectivas (IRC)
troductionof the complementarytax prior to the next The local governmenttax

.Contribuio Autr--

major reform in 1929. Tax reforms in 1962 and 1965 quica
preserved the basic two-tier concept of taxation of
ncome according to its source under the various
schedules and according to its recipient by means of a The tax on individuals (IRS)
complementary tax applied to total income. For purposes of this tax, income is to be computed

under 8 different headings, according to its source.

These headings or categories are:
CURRENT TAX REFORM

Category Scope
In July 1984 the Governmentset up a Commissionon A Income from employmentTax Reform to study the possibilityof a re-structuring B Income from self-employmentactivities
of the income tax system and to recommendappropri- C Commercial or indstrial profits
ate measures for achieving this re-structurng. No D Income from farmingmention was made of indirect or gift and inheritance E Investment income
taxes. With remarkable speed, the Commission com- F Rental income
pleted its work and presented its report in April 1987. G Capital gainsThis report incorporated the draft of an overall en- H Pensions
abling law, which, with minor modifications,was pre- I Other income
sented to Parliament at the end of October 1987.
Drafting of the new codes in anticipation of its ap- The concept of income has been enlarged to include

proval by Parliament,in which the rulingSocial Demo- the income of civil servants and similar employees,
crat Party has a comfortablemajority, is already at an capital gains and gambling winnings which previously
advanced stage, and the reformed system is expected enjoyel either complete or limited exemptions from
to be in operation from l January 1989. taxation.
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The taxableunit is the family (agregadofamiliar),with of a foreign-controlledentity is liable to tax. Income
both spouses jointly liable for the tax of the family not so attributable is also liable unless it has already
unit. Individuals resident in Pdrtugal are liable to tax been subjected to the tax on individuals. Co-opera-
on their world-wideincome. Non-residentindividuals tives also fall withithe scope of the new tax. Roll-over
are liable only in respect of income derived from Por- relief is to be introduced for the reinvestment of sale
tuguese sources. The draft legislation does not define or insuranceproceeds on the disposal of or damage to

residence, but this is expected to follow the 180-day fixed assets.
rule currently in force., perhaps modified to the more

widely-accepted 183-day rule found in tax treaties. The tax year is to remain the calendaryear, except for
The existing alternative test of residence, i.e. having entities managed and controlled outside Portugal and
an habitual place of abode available for occupationon having income from Portuguese sources not liable to

31 Decemberof any year in which the individualvisits the tax on individuals, i.e. permanent establishments

Portugal, is expected to be abolished, to the relief of of foreign-controlled companies. These companies
owners of holiday homes in Portugal. may opt for a tax reportingyear correspondingto that

of the head office entity. This flexibility may be ex-
New rules are to establish the deductions available tended to that of the head office entity. This flexibilityagainst income in each of the above categories, taking be extended to other taxpayers where economic
into account the costs of generating the income, either

may
realities justify such an extension.

on an actual or percentage basis.
In determining taxable profits, costs incurred whollyFactors such as the age and marital status of the tax-
and exclusively in generating the profits and in main-payers and the age and number of his dependents are

to be taken into account. Conditions and limits in taining the productive capacity are to be deductible.

respect of health, education and other expenses are
For long-term business activities exceeding one year,

also to be established. Provision is to be made for profits and costs may be allocated to accounting
special treatment of windfall gains, allocation of in- periods, taking into account the production cycle or

the period of construction.come to years other than that in which it was received
and for the carry-forwardwithin income categories of
losses or excess deductions. Rate of tax

The original report suggesteda maximumrate of 38%.
Rate of tax This maximum was removed in the version presented
The law requires the new tax to be progressive. It does to Parliament. It is understood that yield projections
not establish the rates or tax tables to be applied. are now being made with a view to establishing a rate

However, the Report of the Commission recom-
which will yield neither more nor less revenue for the
State than the old system would have provided. Inmended that the maximum rate should not exceed

50%. It is understood that preliminary proposals en-
view of the extension of the tax base and the present

visage a maximum rate of 45%, although the draft law and proposed elimination of several tax incentives, it

presented to Parliamentcontains no upperpercentage
s expected that the rates will be a little below the

limit. present range of 41% (a combinationof industrial tax,
extraordinary tax and municipal surcharge) and 48%

Calculationof tax (these taxes increasedby complementarytax on undis-
tributed profits of Portuguese-residentcompanies).A system of income-splitting is expected to be ap-

plied under which the income of a married couple is
dividedby 2 for purposesof applying the tax tables and The local governmenttax

the resulting tax liability is doubled. This results in a

liability which does not vary where the income of one
This tax will be introducedsimultaneouslywith the tax

spouse differs from that of the other spouse and which on individuals and the corporate tax. It will apply to

treats a single-income family in the same way as a
the value of properties ata rate of 1% for rural and

dual-income family. 1.2% for urban properties. The enabling legislation
provides flexibility in relation to special rates for resi-

Special rates may be established for some types of dential, professional, commercial or industrial prop-
income arising under categories E G and I erty located in urban areas. The tax is deductible in
having regard to the nature of the income or to the computingincome for purposesof the tax on individu-
impossibilityof tracing it to an individual recipient. als or the corporate tax. The Governmentwill be ob-

liged to review the valuation procedures to establish a

The corporate tax
more rigorous basis for application of this tax while
keeping the costs of administration and collection

Corporate tax will apply to the world-wide income of under control.

companieshaving their headquartersor place of effec-
tive managementand control in Portugal. Other com- Incentives
panies will be liablein respect of income derived from
Portuguese sources. Income of these companies at- In response to a widely-heldbelief that the tax legisla-
tributable to the permalentestablishmentin Portugal tion contains too many incentives, the Government
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proposed the abolition of 53 incentives in its Budget the exempted income may be taken into account in
for 1988. The Commission on Tax Reform has estab- determining the rate of tax to be applied to other
lished the guidelines for continuation of this trend income of the same txpayer. For control purposes,
towards simplification. Only in cases of indisputable exempt income must be reported even if no tax is
public interest will exemptions, rate reductions or payable.
other tax incentives be granted under the new corpo-
rate and personal tax systems. Entitlementwill be on

the basis of meeting generally defined criteria. This Entry into force

marks a departure from the present practice of grant- Parliament is currently analyzing the draft legislationing specific exemptions by means of a Ministerial
Order or Decree Law on a company-by-company

n committee. It is expected that the full National

basis. Assembly will vote on the legislation in January 1988.
Some changes may be expected in the course of its

The duration of any tax incentive may not exceed 5 passage through Parliament, but the essential struc-

years. Incentives already granted are to be left in ture of the proposalsis expectedto remainunchanged.
place, subject to possible limtation to the 5-year Within240 days ofthe law being passed by Parliament,
maximum duration. Incentives already granted by the Government must promulgate the detailed tax

specific contract with the State are to remain in force, legislation implementing the tax reform proposals. It
with the necessary adaptations arising from abolition is expected that this and the necessary training and
of the taxes on which they were based and their re- reorganization of the tax authorities' personnel (Di-
placement by the IRC and IRS. Where exemption reco-Geral das Contribuiese Impostos - DGCI)
from either of these taxes is granted, the related legis- will occur during 1988, and that the new tax system
lation must state whether the exemption is total or is will, as mentionedabove, be operative from 1 January
merely exemption with progression, under which 1989.

Unit Trusts and the Financial Services Act. London, 8
March (English):
Oracle Business Information,31 GunnersburyCrescent,

ConferenceDiary
LondonW3 9AA, United Kingdom.
Mnchner 1988 Steuerfachtagung.Mnchen, 23 March

(German):
Mnchner Steuerfachtagung e.V., c/o Lehrstuhl Prof.
Dr. Klaus Voge, Ludwigstrasse28 Rckgeb.8000 Mn
chen 22, Federal Republic of Germany.
Current Developments in German Taxation. London,
24 March (English):
British Branch of IFA, Att. Mr. Eric Tomsett, Touche
Ross & Co., Hill House, 1 Little New Street, London
WC4A3TR, United Kingdom.

FEBRUARY 1988 Latin America - towards renewed growth. London, l1-

12 February (English):
The 1988 European Bank AccountingConference- Fi-

InternationalCorporateFinanceConference 1988. Lon- InternationalHeraldTribune, Jenni Bielenberg, Confer- nancial Controls for Europe's Changing Markets. Lon-

don, 1-2 February (English) ence Office, 63 Long Acre, LondonWC2E9JH, United don, 24-25 March (English)
Business Research InternationalLtd., IBC House, Can- Kingdom.

Jan Holman, Lafferty Conferences Ltd., Axe & Bottle

ada Road, Byfteet, Surrey KTI47JL, United Kingdom.
Court. 70 Newcomen St., London SEl lYT, United

EuropeanVATLegislation. London, 12 February(Eng- Kingdom.
2nd InternationalConference on Double Tax Relief for lish)
Corporate Activity and Ownership. Amsterdam, 4-5 Centrefor CommercialLaw Studies, 339 Mile End Road, APRIL 1988

February (English): London El 4NS, United Kingdom. 8th National Convention; Consolidation Change.or

European Study Conferences Limited, Douglas House,
The ImpactofU.S. Tax Reform on International Invest- Sydney, 12-15 April (English):

Queen's Square, Corby, Northants NNI71PL, United

Kingdom.
ment and Financing. Lausanne, 18-19 February (Eng- Executive Director, The Taxation Instituteof Australia,
lish): 7th Floor, 64 CastlereaghStreet, Sydney, N.S.W.2000,

Compensationplanning'88. Lake Buena Vista, Florida, International Bar Association, 2 Harewood Place, Australia.

7-10 February (English): HanoverSquare, LondonW 1 R 9HB, United Kingdom. Recent Tax Cases. London. 19 April (English):
Tax Management Educational Institute, Suite 400, Att.
Ms. Patty Korenoski, Conference Registrar, 1231 25th First South Asia Regional Conference, New Delhi, 18- British Branch of lFA, Att. Mr. Eric Tomsett, Touche

20 February (English): Ross & Co., Hill House, I Little New Street, London
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037, U.S.A.

Indian Branchof lFA, Att.: Mr. D.P. Vaish, Flat 7, 10 WC4A 3TR, United Kingdom.
Best Practice in Investment Management. London, 9 Hailey Road, New De[hi 110001, India.

February (English)
International Taxation Management Techniques -

Oracle Business Information, 31 Gunnersbury Crescent, European VAT Case Law. London, 26 February (Eng- Transfer Pricing, Currency Management, Mergers and

London W39AA, United Kingdom. lish) Acquisitions. Strasbourg, 21-22 April (English):
CentreforCommercialLaw Studies, 339 Mile End Road, To the Customer Service Department, Management

De Nederlandse vestiging in Groot-Brittanni. Den London El 4NS, United Kingdom. Centre Europe, Postbus 95 - 3417 ZH Montfoort, The

Haag, 9 February (Dutch): Netherlands.

FENEDEX, Raamweg 14,2596 HL Den Haag, Nether- MARCH1988

lands. MAY 1988
How to set up and operate Holding and Finance Com-

International partnerships. London, 10 February (Eng- panies in Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, The Taxation of Government Personnel in Europe --

lish) Anglo-Saxon jurisdictions, Netherlands and Nether- Dplomatsand ConsularOfficials. London, 9 May(Eng-
British Branch of lFA, Att. Mr. Eric Tomsett, Touche lands Antilles. Vienna, 7-8 March (English) lish):
Ross & Co., Hill House, I Little New Street, London Seminar Services SA, Blvd de Prolles 7a, CH-1700 Miss Audrey Evelyn Bone, 606 Bryer Court, Barbican,
WC4A 3TR, United Kingdom. Fribourg, Switzerland. EC2Y 8DE, United Kingdom.
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SalientFeaturesof the
, 1987-88NationalBudget

By K A. Gofran

1 \

The National Budget of the People's Republic of
Bangladesh for the fiscal year 1987-88, as presented in Mr. K.A. Gofran, B.A., LL.B. is the Editor of BangladeshTax

Parliament by Mr. M. Syeduzzman, Minister of Fi- Decisions (a journal of tax cases)
nance, disclosed revenue receipts of 49,150 million
Tk, and expenditure of 44,810 million Tk, giving a

revenue surplusof4,340millionTk. The Development Budget for the year. Increases in tax revenue are im-
or the Capital Budget has been formulated at 50,460 perative for the mobilization of additional internal
million Tk with a foreign aid component of 43,040 resources. The Government is therefore pursuing a
million Tk (exclusiveof food) and a Non-ADPBudget policy of raising more revenue and simultaneouslyen-
estimated at 7,980 million Tk. The deficit of 4,160 couraging investment and production. This year's fis-
millionTk, requiredfor the AnnualDevelopmentPro- cal policy seeks to make the tax system more dynamic
gramme (Development Budget) will be met by new by making the levy and collection of taxes easier and
tax proposals relating to income tax, customs and ex- more rational. The proposalsrelating to indirect taxes,
cise duties and the enhancementof utility services and especially customs and excise duties, are in the nature
charges as detailed in the Finance Act 1987 and the of adjustmentsand ratinalizationto increase revenue
Budget Speech. n addition to widening the revenue base.
As noted by the Finance Minister, the new Budget
aims at strengtheningthe base of the economy, raising DIRECT TAXES: INCOME TAX
food stock and the overall growth of the national Apart from raising revenue the objectives of theeconomy. This growth has been projected at 5% as

new

to tax are tocompared to 5.2% last year although the net growth budgetary proposals relating income (i)
stimulate savings, (ii) encourageinvestmentin produc-has been 4.2%. The Economic Survey accompanying

the Budgetshowed that the deficit in food production.
tve sectors, particularly in industries, (iii) create

the import of food grains, the reduction in price of employment opportunities, and (iv) prpvide some tax
relief to low income groups. Some of the most signifi-both tea and jute, resulted in fewer exports and a
cant changes relating to income tax are noted below:slump in industrial growth during the preceding finan- (a) Considering the increase in the cost of living thecial year. The Ministerstated that the rise in the inter-

exemption limit in respect of individual taxpayersnational market for jute and increased production in has been raised from 30,000 Tk. to'36,000 Tk.jute, textile, fertilizer, paper and sugar sectors had
Similarly, the exemption limit of registered firmspartially offset the adverse economic growth prevail- has been raised to 36,000 Tk. and in bothng up to December1986. The Finance Ministerstated cases,
the existing five tax brackets have beenthat exports are USS 1,200 million below the originl rationalized.target althoughcomparedto last year they are up 19%. (b) In view of raising the exemption limit, the limit for

Similarly, import earnings have reached USS 2,400 the compulsorysubmissionof statementsof assets,
million. The foreign exchange reserve stood at liabilities and expenses has been raised from
USS 300 million in December 1986, but due to in- 80,000 Tk. to 100,000 Tk.
creased foreign aid, export earnings and enhanced (c) In view of the increase in prices, the value limit,
I.M.F. assistance this now stands at USS 800 million. for the purposes of depreciation allowance on
This is the highest reserve since independence. motor vehicles not plying for hire and used for the

purpose of business and professionof the assessee
has been raised from 250,000 Tk. to 300,000 Tk.

THE FISCAL MEASURES: 1987-88 (d) As the' time limit for the special depreciation ex-

pired on 30 June 1987, this time limit has been
Considering that the bulk of Government revenue extended to 30 June 1990, in order to encourage
comes from various taxes several fiscal measures and investment in the communicationsector.
a revenue projection have been embodied in the (e) At present the law provides for lower rates of
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depreciation for agricultural equipment as com- SPECIAL MEASURES FOR INVESTMENT

pared to industrialimplements.In order to encour- UNDER THE THIRD FIVE-YEAR PLAN

age mechanizationof agriculture, depreciation al-
lowances on this type of equipment have been With a view to achieving the investment target as well

raised. as to encourage savings the following measures have

(f) Development banks and financial institutes pay been announced:
tax on income computed on an actual basis. As a (a) If an assessee, other than a company, declares any
result unrealized interest is also included for in- income under the head income from other
come computation. In the context of the present sources in his return of income for the assessment

problems faced by the Bangladesh Shilpa Bank year 1987-88 and pays income tax at the rate of

and BangladeshShilpa Rin Shangstha in respectof 20% on it, his/her return will be accepted without
the realization of loans, a provisionhas been made any questions being asked.
in the Income Tax Ordinance for deduction of a (b) At present, dividend income is exempt up to

sum equal to 5% of overdue debt or the amount 15,000 Tk. but on fulfilmentof certain conditions,
of the actual provision whichever is lower, for the dividends received from Public Limited Com-

purpose of computing total income. This measure panies are exempt up to 25,000 Tk. Dividends
will remain valid up to 30 June 1990. received from companies located in the Export

(g) Salaried employeeswho do not receiveallowances Processing Zone are entirely exempt from tax in
or perquisiteswill henceforthbe entitled to deduct the hands of foreign shareholders.Moreover, div-

the followingenhancedsum as expenses from total idends from companies enjoying the tax holiday
income: have also been exempted if certain conditions are

i) those who do not own any vehicle 3,000 Tk. fulfilled. Provisions now exist to exempt all divi-

ii) those who own any power driven dends in respect of shareholders other than com-

vehicle other than a car 3,000 Tk. panies. This benefitwill not, however,be available

(iii)those who own cars 6,600 Tk. to shareholders of a private limited company if
The previous sums were 2,400 Tk. 3,200 Tk. and such private limited company is not convertedinto

6,000 Tk. respectvely. a public lmited company within two years com-

(h) For the purpose of the Recognized Provident mencing l July,1987.
Fund, the definition of employer has been ex- (c) In the past, tax rates for individualswere reduced
tended to foreign embassies and missions. As a substantially.To encourage investnientin the pro-
result the Bangladeshi employees of these offices ductive sector, tax rates applicable to companes
or missions will be entitled to the benefit of the have also been reduced in each case by 5 percen-
Recognized Provident Fund. tage points. The present tax rates for companies

(i) In the Income Tax Ordinance, 1984 there was no are as follows:

specific provision regarding place of assessment (1) Publicly traded company 40%
and this resulted in difficulties for all concerned. (2) Industrial company other than
In order to remove the difficulties, specific legal a publicly traded company 45%

provisions have now been made in respect of (3) Banks and other companies 55%

placeof assessmentin the I.T. Ordinance,1984. This reduction is expected to improve the invest-

(j) The investment allowance which may be de- ment climate in the capital market.
ducted by individual taxpayers (limit of one third (d) The time limit for accelerated depreciation of

of total income), has now been extended to dona- machinery used for industries expired on 30 June

tions to recognized charitable institutions, Zakat 1987 (as was also the case for the special deprecia-
Fund, national level sports organizationsand con- tion, see above). To encourage investment in the

tributioIfs to Benevolent Funds and Group Insur- industrial sector this time limit has also been ex-

ance Schemes. tended to 30 June 1990.

(k) In view of the increase in the cost of living, particu-
larly the house rent and conveyance allowance,
the tax-free limit of each rent and conveyance al-
lowance of salaried employees has been raised to FOREIGN TRAVEL TAX

2,500 Tk. and 4,800 Tk. respectively.
(1) According to the provisionsof Income Tax Rules, At present Bangladeshi passengers are liable to pay

if an employee of a company is also a shareholder foreign travel tax which was introducedin 1980. There
of that company, the amount of monthlycontribu- was legal provision for providingexemption from pay-
tions to his provident fund is restricted to 500 Tk. ment of travel tax for certain categoriesof passengers.
In partial relaxation of this rule, it has now been This exemption resulted in considerable evasion with

provided that this restriction shall not apply to regard to payment of foreign travel tax. In considera-

employeeshareholderswho do not own more than tion of this, the provision for exemptionhas now been
5% voting rights in the company. deleted. This measure is expected to simplify collec-

(m)The limit for allowing distributionof free samples tion of foreign travel tax and consequentlypaymentof
as expenses prescribed under the Income Tax tax can be checked quickly. This will also result in
Rules has now been raised as per revised Rules substantial increase in revenue, the tax rates, however,
65C. remain unchanged.
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LAND DEVELOPMENTTAX RATE OF INCOME TAX

The rate of land development tax on agricultural land The rates and schedules of income tax applicable for
was last fixed in 1982-83. Almosthalfof GDP in Bang- the fiscal year 1987-88 are as follows:
ladesh arises in the agricultural sector but there is no Taxable income Rates
significant contribution to government revenue from (1 ) On the frst 55,000 Tk. of taxable income 10%
this sector. Consideringthe rise in price of the agricul- (2) On the next 55,000 Tk. o taxab e income 20%
tural sector, land developmenttax on agriculturalland (3) On the next 55,000 Tk. o taxable income 30%
has been revised from the 1st day of Bangla Calender (4) On the next 55,000 Tk. o taxab e income 4000

.

year 1394, corresponding to 15 April 1987. Four pro- (5) On the balance of taxable income 50%

gressive rate bands have now been introduced. This
revision of the land development tax is expected to
generate more land tax as well as to curb evasion by
big land holders.

i
A

u TAXESANDINVESTMENTIlk
m

IN ASIAAND
Iillilr';lilill1. THE-- PACIFIC

Iooseleaf in 8 volumes by air
.. updated6timesperyear in English

Formsof doing business Anti-avoidanceprovisions
Exchangecontrol Tax rates

Investment laws Establishmentand expansionof business,
Taxationof Companiesincluding liquidation,amalgamationand mergers

specialentitiesand businesses Investment income

Propertyand wealth taxes Grouptaxation
Registrationand licence (stamp)duties Tax-relatedincentivesfor investment

Taxes on goodsand services Taxtreaties (full.texts in English)
Payroll taxes Bibliography

Furtherdetailsandfreesamplesheetsfrom:
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An AustralianReport*
Two taxation changes of particular international sig- The measurement of foreign debt and foreign equity
nificance were introduced into the Australian Parlia- is, of course, central to the operation of the rules.
ment in the latter half of 1987. The changes involve Special provisions apply in the initial period of opera-
statutory rules against the thin capitalizationof foreign tion of the legislationwith respect to the measurement

investment in Australia and measures to encourage of foreign debt which is taken at its highest point
the development of offshore banking in Australia during the year, and foreignequitywhich, on the other

through a withholding tax exemption for interest paid hand, is measured at the beginning of the year of
to non-residentsby offshorebankingunits. The gener- income and takes into account any asset revaluation
al outline and intent of the amendmentswas given by reserves. To ensure that foreign investors are not un-

the Minister Assisting the Treasurer, the Hon. Clyde duly disadvantaged by the new rules, affected tax-

Holding M.P., when presenting the proposed legsla- payers were allowed until 30 November 1987 to make

tion to the Parliament. This report summarises the adjustments to their financial arrangements to ensure

Minister's speeches to the Parliament, and incorpo- that their in-house debts complywith the applicable
rates relevant press releases issued by the Treasurer debt:equity ratio, and for the first year of the new

and any subsequent amendment of the legislation as rules, equity is to be valued on 28 October 1987 rather

originally proposed. than 1 July 1987.

These transitional measures were subsequently mod-
ified by the Taxation Laws Amendment Bill (No.5)THIN CAPITALIZATIONMEASURES2 1987, which extended to 31 January 1988, the transi-
tional year for taxpayerswith an approved substituted

The thin capitalizationrules contained in the Taxation accountingperiod endng after 30 November1987 and
Laws Amendment Bill (No. 4) 1987 were before 31 January 1988 in lieu of 30 June 1988.
foreshadowedby the Treasureron 30 April 19873 and

apply to qualifying foreign investment in Australia
with effect from1 July 1987.

A detailed report of thin capitalizationrules will appear
The legislation introduced into the income tax law in a future issue of the Bulletin.
rules against thin capitalizationwhich are designed to

prevent significant losses of revenue that can arise
where foreign investors do not maintain an appropri-
ate balance between debt and equity in respect of their OFFSHOREBANKINGUNITS (OBUs)
income-producingactivities in Australia. The appro-
priate balance, expressed in terms of a foreign debt to The Taxation Laws Amendment Bill (No. 5) 1987

foreign equity ratio, is given in the legislation. The exempted from withholding tax interest paid to non-

measures apply statutory debt:equity ratios to the residents by Australian OBUs.

funding of foreign investmentsfrom non-arm's length The Bill exemptsfrominterestwithholdingtax interest
sources where a non-resident has a 15% or greater and amounts in the nature of interest paid by OBUs
interest in an Australian entity or business.

on specified borrowings contracted for after 1 July
The new rules replace administrative measures that 1986. It gave effect to the Government's decision,
had previously been imposed as a condition for ap- announced on 1 July 19864 and expanded on 9 April
proval of investmentsunder foreign investmentpolicy. 1987,5 to provide an interest withholding tax exemp-
While the amendmentsgenerally do apply from 1 July tion to facilitateoffshorebankingin Australia,primar-
1987, borrowings that had been approved under ily for dealings in foreign currencies with non-resi-

foreign investment policy and which exceed the new dents.

debt:equity ratios are freed from the new rules. An OBU is not permitted to purchase securities
The rules are directed at foreign investments in Aus- (whether denominated in Australian or foreign cur-

tralia that are excessivelygeared up through the use of rency) issued by Australian entities or their associates
in-house loans made availableby associatedpersons on overseas markets. The restriction on lending to

such as foreign parent companies and other related residents also applies to non-residents carrying on

off-shore entities. Where foreign debt from such
sources exceeds debt:equity ratios of 6:1 for financial * This report compiled by David O'Reilly of the IBFD, based
institutions and 3:l for other investors, deductions for

was on

information received.

interest payments will be reduced to the extent that 1. House of Representatives,Taxation Laws Amendment Bill (No. 4)
the relevant ratio is exceeded. A debt: equity ratio 1987, 17 November 1987.

between 6:1 and 3:1 may apply to an Australianentity 2 House of Representatives,Taxation Laws Amendment Bill (No. 5)

or businesswhich qualifies as a financial institution for 1987, 9 December 1987.
3. Treasurer Press Release No. 40, 30 April 1987.

the purposes of the new rules and which carries on 4. Treasurer Press Release No. 64, 1 July 1986.
other business. 5. Treasurer Press Release No. 27,9 Aprl 1987.
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business in Australia through a branchor otherperma- owned subsidiary in a company group, the transfer of
nent establishment. Interest withholding tax previ- an excess credit to any other memberof the group will
ously applied to interest paid by such a branch to a be denied.
non-resident and this liability could have easily been

Consistentwith the basic concept of separate dealingsavoided if a resident OBU were allowed to be inter-
posed between the branch in Australia and the non- by OBUs in foreign currency transactions,any foreign
resident lender. In other words, an OBU is only per-

income tax losses incurred by OBUs from offshore

mitted to on-lend borrowed funds to non-residents banking business may be offset only against sub-

outside Australia. sequent profits from that business.

The new arrangements do, however, cover transac- For tax compliance purposes the Taxation Office is
tions between non-residents in Australian dollars responsiblefor monitoringthe activitiesof OBUs. Lia-
through an OBU, and borrowing/lendingtransactions bility for income tax, at a penal rate, could apply if an
between an OBU and its offshore branches or sub- OBU misappliesborrowings that qualify for the with-
sidiaries. However, special anti-avoidanceprovisions holding tax exemption, for example, by on-lending to
have been incorporated in the legislation to ensure residents of Australia. Income tax is calculatedunder
that the exemption is confinedto'genuine'intra-group a formula, the penal rate of tax being 300% of the
transactions. The interest withholding tax exemption formula amount.
is not available in respectof any back-to-backloas by
an OBU or where non-arm's length transactions are The Governmenthas decided that exemption is to be
structured to achieve the exemption. Additionally, confined to authorized banks subject to the Banking
any foreign tax credits generated by OBUs will be Act, State banks and other financial institutionsauth-
subject to appropriatequarantiningarrangements,i.e. orized to deal in foreign exchange. The Treasurer is
credits for foreign taxes incurred in pure offshore authorized,under the IncomeTax AssessmentAct, to
banking activities being part of an Australianfinancial specify the institutions or classes of institutions that
institution will be allowed only up to the amount of would be eligible to establish an OBU for the purpose
Australian tax payable on the profits derived by an of obtaining an IWT exemption in respect of pure
OBU, and, in the case of an OBU being a wholly- offshore business.

THE TAX TREATMENTOF TRANSFERPRICING
loose-leafin two binders updated twice per year by air

In-depth introduction to transfer pricing, with country surveys including
introduction to corporate taxation;-

arm's length principle, and concepts of associated enterprises and control in law;-

methods of arm's length pricing;-

methods of price adjustments and correspondingadjustments;-

specific transactions (sale and use of tangible property, transferof intangibleproperty, services, loans, cost-shar--

ing and cost-fundingagreements;
specific sections (banking, pharmaceuticals,etc.);-

transfer pricing rules in the tax treaties;-

compliance and litigation aspects (authority to make adjustments, advance rulings, special audit techniques,-

exchange of information,mutual exchange agreement procedures, etc.);
texts of relevant documentsand provisions in laws, regulationsand treaties (in English) includingOECD Reports-

of 1979 and 1984.

Countries to be covered:
Australia / Belgium / Canada / France / Germany (Fed. Rep.) / Italy / Japan / the Netherlands/ Switzerland / U.K. / U.S.A.; and

probably Sweden. In 1988: other European and major African, Asian and Latin American countries.

Initial price: 1200 Dutch florins
(includingoriginal releases and updates (2) through to end 1988)
This price includes postage (by air outside Europe) and packing.
Renewable annually therefter. Residents of the Netherlands: please add BTW (VAT).
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Pretoria, GovernmentPrinter, 1987. 516 pp. 256 pp Sangal and D.C. Singhania.2 Volumes.
(B. 13.349) Monopgraphdesigned to describethe law and Allahabad,Wadhwa& Company,23, Mahatma

THE STANDARDTRUST INCOME TAX practiceof financingbuildingdevelopmentsin Gandhi Marg., Allahabad-211001, India. 1987.

Guide. Hong Kong. 1196 + 1367 pp.

By Price Waterhouse. (B.57.051) Treatieson India CompanyLaw including
reference to case law, rules, forms, notifications,

Durban,Butterworths,8 WalterPlace Waterval etc. with special featureson foreignPark Mayville, Durban 4091.1985. 199pp. India collaboratjons(co-operations)and
Guide intended to assist taxpayers in the

company

completionof income tax returns. Donation tax
taxation in India. In addition, the company law
ofcountrieswith which India has close business

and estate duty are also briefly dealtwith. INCOME-TAXRULES.

(B. 13.353) As amendedup todate. 1986 Edition. With relationsare summarized.Thesecountriesare

CertificateProceedingsRules, Settlement Japan, the Federal RepublicofGermany,
Commission(Procedure)Rules, Appellate France, the U.S.A. and the United Kingdom.
TribunalRules. (B.57.055)

ASIA & THE PACIFIC
NewDelhi, Taxation, 1986.432pp
(B.57.044)

Japan
Australia INCOME-TAXACT, 1961

(As amendedby the Finance Act, 1986). GOMI, Yuji.
RICHARDS,Robert I., WithCompanies(Profits)Surtax , 1964. Guide to Japanese taxes.

DOHERTY,RossH. 1986Edition. Editedby O.C. Tandon and T.R. Tokyo, ZaikeiShoho-Sha,1-2-14 Higashi-
Taxationof dividends. Aggarwal. ShinbashiMinato-ku,Tokyo 105. 1986. 488 pp.
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Annualguide (in English and Japanese Paperssubmittedata joint I.N.A. and PNG GAIER Rihard.

languages)summarizingJapanese taxeswith Chamberof Mines and PetroleumSeminarheld Kommentarzur Gebhrengesetz.
emphasison corporateincome tax and individual in Port Moresbyon 14 July 1987. Port Moresby, 2. Auflage.
income tax in effectasof 1 April 1986. InstituteofNational Affairs, 1987. 86 pp. Vienna, ManzscheVerlag, 1987.394pp., AS
(B.56.872) (B.57.037) 840.

Sourcebook provid.inga detailedcommentary
STATISTICALHANDBOOKOF JAPAN on the Australian law on dutiesand fees.
1987. Philippines (B. 107.783)
Tokyo, Japan Statistical Association,1987.158
Pp 1987 DOING BUSINESS IN EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ1972
(B.57.021) the Philippines. mit den Nebengesetzen,Verordnungenund

Manila, the SGV Group, 1987. 108 pp. Erlssen.
IIZUKA, Takeshi. Businessconditions, regulationson investment 14. Aufage Textausgabenach dem Standevom

Die GrundstzeordnungsmssigerBuchfhrung opportunitiesand incentives, tax laws and other 1.1.1987.Erstellt aufGrund des
in Japan und in der Bundesrepublik mattersare discussedin a generalmanner to Abgabennderungsgesetzes1986, BGBINo.
Deutschland. provide the prospectiveinvestorsome basic 562/1986.
Ein vergleichendeRechtsdarstellung. information. Eisenstadt,Prugg Verlag, Haydngasse10, 7000
Munich,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1984. (B.57.027) Eisenstadt.1987.622 pp.
Schriftendes DeutschenWissenschaftlichen 14th Edition of the textbookcontainingthe texts
Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund of the AustrianIndividual IncomeTax Law and
Steuerbevollmchtigtene.V. 230 pp Taiwan relatedstatutes, up-to-dateas per 1 January
ComparativestudyoftheGermanandthe 1987.
Japaneseprinciplesofaccountingstandards. CHANG, Hsien-An. (B. 107.682)
(B. 107.731) Das SteuerverfahrensrechtNationalchinas.

Heidelberg,JuridischeFakulttderUniversitt,
Fr. Ebert Anlage6-10,6900Heidelberg1. 1986. France

Macau 210pp
Thesis for doctorate in the juridicalfacultyat the PLAGNET, Bernard; HENON, Serge.

ORAMENTOGERAL PARA O ANO Ruprecht Karl Universityin Heidelbergon tax Cas pratiquesde fiscalit franaise.
econmicode 1987. administrationin Taiwan. 15th Edition, jourau 15 septembre1987.
PostoemvigorpeloDecreto-LeiNo. 61/86/M, (B.57.028) Paris, EditionsFrancis Lefebvre, 1987. 330 pp
de 31 de Dezembro. Fifteentheditioncontainingquestionsand
Macau, GovernmentPrinter, 1987. 686 pp. solutionson various aspectsof Frenchtaxation.
The 1987Budgetestimatesofrevenueand (B. 107.876)EUROPEexpenditures.
(B.57.041) LeGALL, Jean-Pierre.

Fiscalitet exportation:politiqueset pratiques.
CONTAS DA GERNCIAE DO

USING TAX TREATIES IN EUROPE
andtheU.S.A. Paris, FEDUCI,47, rue Chardon Lagache,

exercciode 1986. 75016 Paris. 1984. 279The role of tax treaties in makingthemost pp
Macau, GovernmentPrinter, 1987.205pp. profitablecross-borderinvestments. Considerationson variousaspectsof
Final revenueand expenditureaccountsfor 1986. A two-day internationalconference,22 and 23 internationaltax law arisingfromFrench
(B.57.042) October1987, held in Amsterdam.Organizedby enterprisesoperatinginternational.

Legal Studies& ServicesLimited in association (B. 105.924)
Pakistan with InternationalTax Report.

London,Legal Studies & Services Ltd., Bath MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS LEFEBVRE.

SHAFI, M. House56, HolbornViaduct,LondonEClA Socitscommerciales1987-88.18thEdition

Handbookof Employees'old-agebenefits 2EX, 1987. jourau lerseptembre1987.

legislation. Two volumes,one containingdocumentson Paris, EditionsFrancis Lefebvre, 1987. 1237 pp.

Containingthe text of Employees'Old-Age various tax laws and articlesper country; the Annual editionof guide sunimarizingthe.legal
BenefitsAct, 1976. With Rules and Regulations. otherselected tax treatiesdocumentscontributed aspectsofbusinessentitiesunder French law, as

Amendedup-to-date. by the speakers. of 1 September1987.

Karachi,Bureauof LabourPublications, (B. 107.851) (B. 107.856)
P.O. Box 5833, Karachi-2.1986.58pp.
(L. 53.703) LLOYD, Michael. Germany (Fed. Rep.)

Legal databasesin Europe.
User attitudesand supplierstrategies. GEWERBESTEUER.HANDAUSGABE1986.

Papua New Guinea Amsterdam,ElsevierScience PublishersB.V., Gewerbesteuergesetzmit
P.O. Box 1991,1000BZ Amsterdam. 1986. Durchfhrungsverordnung,Richtlinien,

GUIDE TO PAPUA NEW GUINEA 218 pp. NebenbestimmungenundRechtsprechungin
incometaxation 1987. Monographbased on the final reportof a study Leitstzen.
Issuedby the PapuaNew GuineaTaxation of the access to legal databasesin Europe,which Bearbeitetvon DietmarPauka.
Office. wascarriedoutforthe Commissionof the Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1987. 488 pp., 39.90 DM.
Port Moresby, GovernmentPrinter, P.O. Box EuropeanCommunitiesin the first halfof 1985. Publicationcontainingthetexts of the Business
777, Port Moresby. 1987. 16 pp. (B. 107.445) Tax Law, the ImplementingOrdinanceand the

(B.57.014) BusinessTax Rulings Includedare also abstracts

1 from relevantother laws.

MEREDITH,Geoffrey G. Austria (B. 107.693)
Developmentof small PapuaNew Guinean
enterprises. GEBHRENGESETZMIT DEM PELTZER, Martin; BROOKS, Jermyn P.
Port Moresby, InstituteofNatonalAffairs, gesamtenderzeitgeltendenGesetzestext. Germanlaw pertainingtocompanieswith limited
1987. INA DiscussionPaper, No. 30. 162 pp. Stand: 1. April 1987. Herausgegebenvon liability
(B.57.029) RichardGaier. 2. Auflage. Synoptictranslationincludingcomprehensive

Vienna, ManzscheVerlag, 1987. 57 pp., 92 AS. introductorycommentson the laws affectingthe
THE DEVELOPINGMINERALSECTOR Bookletcontainingthe text of the Austrianlaw GermanGmbH. 2nd Edition.
opportunitiesand challenges. ondutiesandfeesuptodateasper l April 1987. Cologne, Verlag Dr. OttoSchmidt, 1987.
EdtorJohn Millett. (B. 107.783) 139pp.,68DM.
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This book containsa commentto the GmbHLaw 31 March 1987 and the Manx 1987/88Budget Text of the laws, decrees and circular letterswith
as well as an English translationof the GmbH provisions. regard to the taxationof inheritancesand gifts,
Law. Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., with commentary.The publication is intended to

(B. 107.677) 1987. 207 pp., £ 11.95. updatea 2-volumepublication,entitled Imposta
(B. 107.795) sulle successionie donazioni

STEUERLICHEPROBLEMEBEl (B. 107.874)
Praxisbertragungenvon Angehrigender

wirtschaftsprfendenund steuerberatenden Ireland Liechtenstein
Berufe.
2., berarbeiteteund erweiterteAuflage. COONEY, Terry; McLAUGHLIN,Jim; MARXER, Peter; GOOP, Adulf Peter;
Dsseldorf,IDWVerlag, 1987.114pp., 32 DM. TAGGART, Paschal. KIEBER,Walter.
Bookleton various fiscal problemsof the transfer TaxationsummaryRepublicofIreland 1987/88. Gesellschaftenund Steuern in Liechtenstein.
ofpracticesofaccountantsand tax consultants. Dublin,The Taxation Instituteof Ireland, 1987. Vaduz, LiechtensteinVerlagAG, 1986. 1OO pp
(B. 107.760) 231 pp. Monographsummarizingthelegal aspectsof

Taxationsummarycoverng incometax, businessentities(includingholdingand base
EINKOMMENSTEUER.HANDAUSGABE corporationtax, capital acquisition tax, capital companies)and the taxes and duties in
1986. Einkommensteuergesetzmit

gains tax, residentialproperty tax, stamp duties Liechtenstein.
Durchfhrungsverordnung,Richtlinien, and value added tax. (B. 107.855)
Nebenbestimmungen. (B. 107.784)
Bearbeitetvon RudolfFrg. FRICK, Edy.
Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1987.1039pp.,41.80 NEWTH, John; SAUNDERS, Glyn. Unternehmensfhrungim Gewerbe-und
DM.
Texts of the GermanIndividualTax Law, the Tolley's taxationin the Republicof Ireland Dienstleistungsbetrieb.

1987-88. 2. Ausgabe.
implementngsordinanceand the Individual A detailedguide coveringincome tax, Vaduz, AuditaRevisions-Aktiengesellschaft,
Income Tax Rulings.. Also the bookcntansthe

corporationtax, capital acquistionstax, Lettstrasse5, FL-9490Vaduz. 1985. 250 pp.
texts of many related laws. residentialproperty tax, value added tax and Loose-leafpublicationof a monograph
(B. 107.694) farm tax, includingtheprovisionsof the Finance containingtextof laws dealingwith business

Act 1987. transactionsin industryand services rendering
BARANOSWKI,Karl-Heinz. Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd., enterprises includingan outline of taxation.
Aussensteuerrecht.Veranlagung1986. 1987. 291 pp.,£ 12.95. (B. 107.794)
Eine Zusammenstellungvonsteuerrechtlichen (B.107.853)
VorschriftenfrSteuerinlndermit

NetherlandsAuslandsbeziehungenund Steuerauslnder
mit Inlandsbeziehungeneinschliesslich Isle of Man
Materialienzu den HOOGENDOORN,W.

De kasgeld-b.v.Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen.Mit
BOULDING,John.

ausfhrlichemStichwortverzeichnis. Rotterdam,P&H Groep, Calandtstraat25, 3016

Herne/Berlin,VerlagNeu Wirtschafts-Briefe, Tolley'staxationin the Channel Islandsand Isle CA Rotterdam. 1987. 10 pp.
1987.1744pp.,78DM.

ofMan 1987. Brochurediscussingthe possible tax planningby
A guideto tax legislation in Guernsey,JerseySource book providinga detailedcommenton
and the Isle of Man, revised include the laws

using the so-called cash-limitedliability
the variousaspects of Germaninternationaltax

to at companywith reference to case law.
31 March 1987 and the Manx 1987/88Budgetlaw, including the tax treatmentof German (B. 107.752)

residentsobtainingincome from abroad and of provisions.
foreignersobtaningGerman-sourcencome. Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., VERSEPUT,J.G.

(B. 107.690)
1987.207 pp., £ 11.95. De totale winst in de vennootschapsbelasting
(B. 107.795) 2nd Edition.

, IIZUKA, Takeshi. Deventer,FED, 1987.
Die Grundstzeordnungsmssiger Fiscale BrochuresFED, Vpb 1.1., 132 pp.,35
BuchfhrunginJapan und in der Bundesrepublik Italy Dfl.

Deutschland. Second editionof monographexaminingthe

EinevergleichendeRechtsdarstellung BOULDING,John. term total profit undertheDutch corporate
Munich, VerlagC.H. Beck, 1984. Schriften des Tolley's taxationin the Channel Islands and Isle income tax law.

DeutschenWissenschaftlichenSteuerinstituts of Man 1987. (B. 107.862)
der Steuerberaterund Steuerbevollmchtigten A guide to tax legislation in Guernsey,Jersey
e.V.,230pp. and the Isle of Man, revised to include the laws at THE USE OF DUTCH COMPANIESIN

Comparativestudy of the Germanand the 31 March 1987 and the Manx 1987/88Budget internationalstructures.

Japaneseprinciplesof accountingstandards. provisions. A practicalguide.
(B. 107.731) Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., Amsterdam,EquityTrust Co., De Lairessestraat

1987.207pp , £ 11.95. 127, Amsterdam. 1986. 69 pp
KURTH, Hans. (B. 107.795) Brochuresummarizingsomebasicprincipleson

DergeschlosseneImmobilienfonds. company law, on accountingand taxationas well

HandbuchfrAnlegerund Berater. ason foreign exchangeregulation in the

FreiburgimBreisgau, RudolfHaufe Verlag, CODICETRIBUTARIO. Netherlands.

1986.290pp.,58DM. A cura di AntonioLi Calzi, Sergio Vizzini, (B. 107.852)
Handbookwritten for private investorson legal, Marcellodal Lago.
fiscal and economicaspectsof the closed real Palermo, Corte & KlingerEditori, Piazza Santa OONK, G.J.

estate fund. Chiera, No. 90,90134Palermo. 1987. 1850pp Nederlandals vestigingsplaatsvoorduitse

(B. 107.761) Up-to-date(1987)compilationof all tax laws, ondernemers.
and related laws, in force. A 70-page analytical De Niederlandeals StandortfrDeutsche
index is included. Unternehmer.

Guernsey (B. 107.873) Enschede,M.H.J. Gelissen, Belastingadviseurs,
Lasondersingel143,7514BR Enschede. 1987.

BOULDING,John. MORONI, Silvio: ARIS][ ROTA, Marco. 9 PP
Tolley's taxationin the Channel Islandsand Isle Successionie donazioni. Summarydescribingsometax aspectsofthe
of Man 1987. Disciplinafiscalein vigore dal lluglio 1986. Netherlandsas a businessplace for German
A guide to tax legislation in Guernsey,Jersey Milan, Edizionidel Sole 24 Ore S.p.a., Via P. entrepreneurs.
and the Isle of Man, revised to include the laws at Lomazzo52, 20154 Milan. 1987.137pp. (B. 107.819)
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HOOGENDOORN,W. Teil I: Private Investitionenin der Schweiz, equilibriumlookat itsefficiencyand incidence.
Verervingvan het vermogenvan een (directeur-) Kanadaund den USA; Problemeder (B. 107.811)
grootaandeelhoudervan een familie-B.V.en tax Wohnsitzverlegung.Steuerreformin USA und
planning. Kanada. VENTURECAPITAL.
Rotterdam,P&H Groep, Calandtstraat25, 3016 Teil II: BetrieblicheInvestitionenin der Schweiz, Context,developmentand policies.
CA Rotterdam.1987. 13 pp KanadaunddenUSA; Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operationBrochurediscussingpossible tax planningafter Verrechnungspreisprobleme.Steuerreformin and Development,1986.65pp
inheritingthe net wealthofa substantial USA und Kanada. Report examiningthe developmentof venture
shareholderin a family-company. Materialzum schweizerischen,US- und capital in the contextof industrial finance
(B. 107.751) kanadischenRecht. marketswithin OECD membercountries.

Compiledand publishedby ReinhardPllath (B. 107.739)ZICHT OP EENVOUD. and Arndt Raupach. Munich, 1987.850pp
Rapportvan de commissietot vereenvoudiging Seminardocumentations(questionsand solution
van de loonbelastingen de inkomstenbelasting. tips) in 3 volumeson Practice of international tax OECD
The Hague, Ministryof Finance, 1986. 183pp law 1987 convenedby DeutschesAnwaltsinstitut
Reportbythe Commissionon the simplification e.v. in Zusammenarbeitmit der THE TAX/BENEFITPOSITION OFof the wage tax and the individualincome tax. Arbeitsgemeinschaftder Fachanwltefr productionworkers.(B. 107.863) Steuerrechte.V., Sitz Bochum,held 12 and 13 La situation des ouvriersau regard de l'imptet

Novemberin Frankfurt,Neu Isenburg. des transfertssociaux 1983-1986.FINANCIEELMEMO VOOR STUDENTEN. Subjectsdeal with transferof residence, transfer Paris, OrganisationforEconomicCo-operationSeptember1987. pricing, tax reform inthe U.S.A. andin Canada. and Development,1987. 253 pp.Deventer,Kluwer, 1987. 151 pp., 18.75 Dfl. (B. 107.883/884/885) Reportexamininghow individual income taxPocket referenceguide summarizingstudy and social securitycontributionsin the OECDfinancingregulationsand relatedsubject MemberCountriesare calculatedto provideincludingindividualincome tax liability,social
INTERNATIONAL quantitativecomparisonsof the tax/benefitssecuritycontributions,etc.

positionsofproductionworkers (in English and(B. 107.858) French)
(B. 107.865)FREIGHTTAXES.

Norway Copenhagen,The Baltic and International VENTURECAPITAL.MaritimeCouncil (BIMCO),Kristianiagade19, Context,developmentand policies.JARY, Jacob. DK 2100 Copenhagen. 1987.
Paris, OrganisationforEconomicCo-operationNorsk skattelovsamling. Loose-leafpublicationon countriesor territories and Development,1986. 65 pp

Supplement1987. where freight taxes in some form or other may be Reportexamining the developmentof venture
Skien, JacobJary, Universitetsforlaget,1987. levied against non-residentialshpowners. capital in the contextof industrial finance
43 pp Updatingwill be continuedannually. It is a

marketswithin OECD membercountries.
Supplement 1987 to the NorwegianTax Code of revised publicationof the formerDouble

(B. 107.739)1986/87. TaxationofNon-residentialShippingloose-leaf
(B. 107.452A) publication. CODE OF LIBERALISATIONOF(B. 107.793) capital movements.

The presentedition incorporatesall changesin
Spain STRATUM, R. VAN.

the obligationsand positionsof MemberEquilibriumversusdisequilibriumin economic Countriesto 21st August 1986.theories.
XIII JORNADASDEL INSTITUTO Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operationNijmegen,Universityof Nijmegen, lnstituteof and Development,1986.125Latinoamericanode DerechoTributario pp.Economics,1986.15pp (B. 107.792)(ILADT). (B. 107.719)Palmade Mallorca, 14-17deSeptiembrede 1987.
Madrid,AsociacinEspnolade Derecho DISCLOSUREOF INFORMATIONBYFinanciero, 1987. 700 pp. multinationalenterprises.Papersof the XIII Jornadas (encounters)of the Clarificationof the accounting terms in the LATIN AMERICA
Latin AmericanInstituteofTax Law held at OECD Guidelines.PalmadeMallorca (Spain), 14-17 September Paris, Organizationfor EconomicCo-operation1987. Discussing:Theme I: Allocationof taxing and Development,1983. 47 pp. Colombia
competencesat the differentgovernmental (B. 107.791)leveis (juridictheme);Theme II: Distributionof

REFORMATRIBUTARIA 1986.publicexpensesat the differentgovernmental INTERNATIONALCRIMINALLAW. Bogota, Peat Marwick, 1986. 45 pplevels (economictheme). A guide to U.S. practice and procedure. Textand basic informationof the tax reform of(B. 107.782) Antitrust--Securities-- Extradition-Tax- 1986.
Terrorism. (B. 18.458)
Editedby Ved. P. Nanda and M. CherifSweden Bassiouni.
New York, PractisingLaw Institute,810 Seventh Latin America

HANDLEDNINGMERVRDESKATT1987. Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019.1987. 546 pp.Stockholm,Riksskatteverket,1987.390pp., (B. 107.800) XIII JORNADASDEL INSTITUTO179.67Skr. Latinoamericanode DerechoTributario
Handbookpertainingtothe value added tax THE EFFECTS OF TAXATIONON (ILADT)system in effect asof 1 July 1987. capital accumulation. Palmade Mallorca, 14-17de Septiembrede1987.
(B. 11)7.854) Edited by Martin Feldstein. Madrid,AsociacinEspnolade Derecho

London, the Universityof ChicagoPress,126 Financiero, 1987. 700 pp.
BuckinghamRoad, LondonSWlW 9SA. 1987. Papersofthe XIII Jornadas (encounters)of the

Switzerland 490 pp.,£ 43.95. Latin AmericanInstituteof Tax Law held at

Compilationof individualpapersby various PalmadeMallorca (Spain), 14-17 September
PRAXIS DES INTERNATIONALEN authorsexaminingavarietyofissues, arising 1987. Discussing Theme I: Allocationf taxing
Steuerrechts1987. amongthem: Anticipatedtaxchangesandthe competencesat the differentgovernmental
Arbeitsunterlage(Flle mit Lsungshinweisen) timingofinvestment;The cash low corporate levels (juridic theme); Theme II: Distributionof
zur Arbeitstagung. income tax; The value added tax: a general public expensesat the differentgovernmental
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leveis (economictheme). Arbeitsunterlage(Fllemit Lsungshinweisen) Two volumes,one containingdocumentson
(B. 107.782) zur Arbeitstagung various tax laws and articlesper country;the

Teil I: PrivateInvestitionenn der Schweiz, otherselected tax treatiesdocumentscontributed

INSTITUTOLATINOAMERICANODE Kanada und den USA; Problemeder by the speakers.
DerechoTributario. Wohnsitzverlegung.Steuerreformin USA und (B. 107.851)
Estatutosresolucionesde las jornadas. Kanada.
MontevdeoInstitutoLatnoamercanode Teil II: BetrieblicheInvestitionenin der Schweiz, PRAXIS DES INTERNATIONALEN

DerechoTributario,1987. 125 pp Kanadaund den USA; Steuerrechts1987.

Compilationof the resolutionsadoptedin the Verrechnungspreisprobleme.Steuerreformin Arbeitsunterlage(Fllemit Lsungshinweisen)
Jornadas(symposiums)of the Latin American USA und Kanada. zur Arbetstagung.
InstituteofTax Lawheld duringthe last 30 years. Materialzum schweizerischen,US- und Teil I: Private Investitionenin.derSchweiz,

(B. 18.549) kanadischenRecht. Kanadaund den USA; Problemeder

Compiledand publishedby ReinhardPllath Wohnsitzverlegung Steuerreformin USA und

and Arndt Raupach. Munich, 1987.850pp Kanada.

NetherlandsAntilles Seminardocumentations(questionsand solution Teil II: BetrieblicheInvestitionenin der Schweiz,
tips) in 3 volumeson Practiceof internationaltax Kanadaund den USA;

METRY, Faroe. law 1987 convenedby DeutschesAnwaltsinstitut Verrechnungspreisprobleme.Steuerreformin

Inkomstenbelastingvan de Necerlandse e.v. in Zusammenarbeitmit der USA und Kanada.

Antillen. Arbeitsgemeinschaftder Fachanwltefr Materialzum schweizerischen,US- und

Deel I. Een uitvoerigebehandelingvande eerste Steuerrechte.V., Sitz Bochum, held on 12 and kanadischenRecht.

elf artikelenvan de Landsverordeningopde 13 NovemberinFrankfurt,Neu Isenburg Compiledand publishedby ReinhardPllath

inkomstenbelasting1943. Met Antilliaanseen Subjectsdealwith transferofresidence, transfer and Arndt Raupach. Munich, 1987. 850 pp.

Nederlandserechtspraak. pricing, tax reform in the U.S.A. and in Canada. Seminardocumentations(questionsand solution

Curaao,F. Metry, Koranstraat11, Curaao, (B. 107.883/884/885) tips) in 3 volumeson Practiceof international tax

NetherlandsAntilles, 1987. 275 pp.
law 1987 convenedby DeutschesAnwaltsinstitut

Treatiseon the first eleven articlesof the e.v. n Zusammenarbetmt der

Individual IncomeTax Ordinance 1943 with Arbeitsgemeinschaftder Fachanwltefr

reference to Antillesand Netherlandscase law. Steuerrechte.V., Sitz Bochum,held on 12 and

(B.57.024)
13 Novemberin Frankfurt,Neu Isenburg.

U.S.A. Subjectsdeal with transferofresidence,transfer

pricing, tax reform in the U.S.A. and in Canada.

Uruguay REPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES (B. 107.883/884/885)
Tax Court.

VALDES COSTA, Ramon. July 1, 1986 to December31,1986. Volume87. 1988 TAX ANGLES FOR SPECIAL

El principiode legalidad. ReportedbyMaryT. Pittman. taxpayers.

El sistema uruguayoanteel Derecho Washington,GovernmentPrinter, 1987. By CCHTax Law Editors.

Comparado.
1561 pp. Chicago,CommerceClearingHouse, Inc., 1987.

In: Annex to RevistaTributaria,Vol. 13, No. 75, BoundvolumecontainingU.S. Tax Court FederalTax Guide Reports.481 pp.

1987, pp.3-46.
decisions includingamendmentsto rules of Specialcategoriesof taxpayersare focusedsuch

The principleof legality.The Uruguayansystem practice and procedure. as corporateexecutives, professionalpersons,

in the contextof comparativelaw. (B. 107.872) farmercontractors,retailers,U.S. citizens

(B. 18.461)
abroadetc.

USING TAX TREATIES IN EUROPE (B. 107.870)
andtheU.S.A.
The role of tax treaties in making the most INDEXTO FEDERALTAX ARTICLES.

NORTH AMERICA profitablecross-borderinvestments. Compiledby GershamGoldstein.

A two-dayinternationalconference,22 and 23 Summer1987 cumulativesupplement. Prepared
October 1987, held in Amsterdam.Organizedby by Isa Langand Michael Lang.

Legal Studies& ServicesLimited in association Boston,Warren,Gorham & Lamont, 1987.

Canada with InterationalTax Report. 620 pp
London,Legal Studies & ServicesLtd., Bath Sourcebookcontainingfederal tax articles

PRAXIS DES INTERNATIONALEN House56,HolbornViaduct, LondonEClA replacingtheSpring 1987one.

Steuerrechts1987. 2EX, 1987. (B. 107.866)
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Loose-LeafServices
Receivedbetween1 and 31 December1987

Africa INCOMETAXREFERENCES/ GermanFederalRepublic
REFERENCESALALOIDEL'IMPOTSUR

FIDAFRICA LE REVENU ABGABENORDNUNG-

release.12 release 17 FINANZGERECHTSORDNUNG
Fidafrica,Paris. Richardde Boo Ltd., Don Mills. Tipke-Kruse

release53
FISCALITEAFRICAINE FOREIGNINVESTMENTIN CANADA- VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG, Cologne.
releases 19-21 REPORTBULLETIN

EditionsFiduciaireFrance release29 DEUTSCHESTEUERPRAXIS-

Afrique, Paris. Prentice-Hallof CanadaLtd., Scarborough. NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER
STEUERFLLE

INCOMETAXATIONIN CANADA- release 118
REPORTBULLETIN VerlagDr.Otto SchmidtKG, Cologne.

Belgium releases555-558
Prentice-HallInc., Scarborough. HANDBUCHDER

BAUHERRENGEMEINSCHAFTENUND
FISCALEDOCUMENTATIE GESCHLOSSENENIMMOBILIENFONDS
VANDEWINCKELE

Tome III, release 65 Denmark Dornfeld-Klumpe-Quast-Richter-Schmider

Sffing-
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PAPERS FROM THE 1987 REUNION Wendell A. Samul:
CONFERENCEOF THE HARVARD LAW SCHOOL TAX REFORM IN GRENADA 123.INTERNATIONALTAX PROGRAM .................. 95.

.......................

programme toThe Government of Grenada has embarked on aIn June 1987 on the occasion of its 35th anniversary, the Harvard reform the tax system. The reform, which has been carried out in 2Law School InternationalTax Program(ITP)helda weekendReunion phases, first reducedthe numberoftaxes from 20to 7, then focusedConference. Formerparticipantsof the ITP, staffmembersand rep- on tighteningthe tax net, closing various loopholesand redressingresentatives of various organizations which support the program negative effects of the tax system. This article examines 2 of the
were invited to meet and confer on a few of the major issues in

I taxes now in existence, i.e. the business levy and the value added
taxation and development. Three of the papers, as well as an intro- tax. These2 taxes replace thecorporateandpersonalncometaxes,ductory note, are published in this issue. respectively. The author argues that although the tax reform was
The introductorynote, written by OliverOldman, brieflyoutlinesthe undertaken in a timely fashion, the contentof the package will not
points raised in the various papers and concludes with highlights succeed in achievingthe objectivesof the reform.from the final sessionof the Conference.
The first paper, by Vito Tanzi, entitled Trends in Tax Policy as '

Revealed by Recent Developmentsand Research, p. 97, high- Torao Aoki:
lights recent trends in taxation of industrialcountries in a historical TAX REFORM IN JAPAN 131 .

..........................

perspective. Two major trends are emphasized, i.e. the increase in Aftera stormyyearduringwhichbothordinaryandextraordinaryDiet
the level of taxationand the prominent role of income tax. sessions were held, a compromisetax reform package was finally
The second paper, by Stanford G. Ross, is entitled Developing passed by the Houseof Representativesand the House of Council-
Countriesand the New InternationalAspects of U.S. Taxation, lors. The reform affectsnationaland locataxesand includesa major
p. 104. Thispaper discussesthe fundamentalchangesmade by the revision of the maruyu tax exemption system for smal/ deposits.
1986Tax ReformAct intheUnitedStatesas well asthepolicy issues This article highlightsthe major changeswhich wereagreed upon in
involved in the reform. 1987 as wel/as the proposals for other revisions which were ap-
The final paper, Some Observationson RelationshipsBetween provedduring a cabinetmeetingon 24 January 1988.

1 Tax and InternationalTrade Law, by Greyson Bryan, p. 110, fo-
cuseson internationaltrade law and illustratesvariousways in which
tax aw and trade aw intersect. Nestor J. Belgrano:

ARGENTINA: RESCHEDULINGAND CONSOLIDATION
Ricardo Villarmarzo: OF THE EXTERNALDEBT 136 '

........................

URUGUAY: EVOLUTION OF TAXATIONAND The Central Bank of Argentina recently issued a communicaton
PROMOTIONALSCHEMES .......................116 establishing the procedure to be followedto obtain the rescheduling
/ndirecttaxationhasbeentheprimarysourceofGovernmentrevenue and consolidationof the Argentine external debt. This article sets

in Uruguay. The civilian Governmentwants to convert to a system forth the particularsof the reschedulingand consolidation.
which relies moreon direct taxation. This article traces the evolution
of taxation in Uruguay since 1985, taking into account the Govern- BIBLIOGRAPHY 138.................................

ment's attempts to implement a direct taxation system, all new -Books 138...............................

developments and the promotional laws and regulations for oca/ - Loose-leafservices 143...................

and foreign investors.

CONFERENCEDIARY ............................ 122 CUMULATIVE INDEX .............................

' 144
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Whrendder VeranstaltunganlssliGhdes Treffens
Rapportsdistribusen 1987 l'occasion de la runion du des ,InternationalTax Programder HarvardLaw School
Harvard Law School InternationalTax Program . ............ 95 im Jahre 1987 gehalteneVertrge 95
A l'occasion de son 35me anniversaire, en juin 1 987, le Harvard Das ,International Tax Program (ITP) der Harvard School feierte
Law School International Tax Program (ITP) a donn un congrs au seinen 35. Geburtstag im Juni 1987 mit einem Treffen am
cours d'un week-end. D'anciens participants au ITP, des membres Wochenende. ITP hatte ehemalige Teilnehmer des Programms,
du personnel et des reprsentantsde diffrentesorganisationssou- seine Mitarbeiter und Vertreter der Organisationen, die ITP sttzen,
tenant le programmey ontt invitset ont discut de quelques-uns eingeladen, an der Veranstaltung teizunehmen, um ber einige der
des problmes importants poss en matire d'imposition et de d- wichtigsten Probleme betreffs Steuern und Entwicklungsfragen zu

veloppement. Trois de ces rapports accompagnsd'une note d'in- diskutieren. Drei Vortrge und eine Eineitung sind in diesem Heft
troduction sont publis dans ce numro. abgedruckt.
La note d'introduction, rdige par Oliver Oldman, rsume brive- Die von ProfessorOIdmangeschriebeneEinleitung skizziert im Kur-
ment les problmesmentionnsdans les diffrents rapportset termi- zen die in den Vortrgen erwhnten Probleme und schliesst mit den
ne en indiquant les points Importants retenus lors de la session de wichtigsten Punkten, die bei der Abschuss-Sitzungder Tagung be-
clture. sprochen wurden.
Le premier rapport, de Vito Tanzi, Tendances en pofitique fiscale Der erste Vortrag, von Wto Tanzi, ber Trends in der Steuerpolitik
teiles qu'elles ressortent des dveloppementsrcents et de la re- anhand der neuesten Entwicklungenund Erforschungen,Seite 97,
cherche, p. 97, insiste sur les tendancesquant la fiscalitdes pays beschreibt die neuesten Trends in der Steuergesetzgebung der
industriels et ceci d'un point de vue historique. IlIl souligne deux industriellen Lnder in ihrer hstorischen Perspektive. Zwei der
courantsessentiels, savoir l'augmentationdu niveau de l'imposition wichtigsten Trends sind: die Erhhung der Steuerniveaus und die
et le rle prdominant jou par l'mpt sur e revenu. prominente Rolle der Einkommensteuer.
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Le deuxime rapport, de Stanford G. Ross, Les pays en voie de Der zweite Vortrag, von Stanford G. Ross, behandelt Entwick-

dveloppementet les nouveauxaspectsinternatonauxde l'imposi- lungslnderund die neuen intemationalenAspekte der amerikani-
tion amricaine, p 104; ce rapport commente les modificationses- schen Besteuerung, Seite 104. Er beschreibt die Grundsatzn-
sentielles apportes par a Loi de a Rforme Fiscae de 1986 aux derungen,die vom 1986Tax ReformAct in den VereinigtenStaaten
Etats,Unis ainsi que les solutions politiques impliquesdans la rfor- vorgenommen worden sind, ebenso wie die Probleme, die dieser

me. Steuerreform inhrent sind.
Le dernier rapport, de Greyson Bryan, Quelques observations sur Der letzte Vortrag enthlt Bemerkungenber die Beziehungenzwi-

lesrelationsentre les Igislationsfiscaleetcommercialeinternationa- schen Steuern und intemationalem Handelsrecht, von Greyson
le, p. 110, insiste sur la lgislation commerciale internationale et Bryan, Seite 110. Er beschreibt insbesondere die verschiedenen
dmontre comment, de diffrentes faons, les lgislations fiscale et Weisen, in denen Steuerrecht und Handelsrecht einander
commercialese recoupent. berschneiden.

Ricardo Villarmarzo: Ricardo Villarmarzo:

Uruguay: Evolutionde l'impositionet programmespromotionnels . 116 Uruguay: De Entwicklungdes Steuersystemsund der

L'imposition indirecteat a premiresourcede revenusdu gouver- Massnahmenzur Frderungder Wirtschaft .................. 116

nement en Uruguay. Le gouvernementcivil veut choisir un systme Indirekte Steuern waren immer die wichtigsteEinnahmequellefrdie

qui repose plus largementsur l'impositiondirecte. Cet article analyse uruguaischen Regierungen. Die heutige Brgerregierung jedoch
l'volution de l'imposition en Uruguay depuis 1985, tenant compte wnscht diese Lage zu ndern und plant, eln Steuersystem ein-
des efforts faits par e gouvernementpour mettreenoeuvre un syst- zufhren, das sich auf direkte Steuern sttzt. Dieser Aufsatz verfolgt
me d'imposition directe, ansi que tous les dveloppements, lois den Entwicklungsprozessdes uruguaschenSteuersystemsab 1985

promotionnelleset rglementsapplicables aux investisseurs locaux und beschreibt die Anstrengungen der Regierung, ein direktes
et trangers. Steuersystemeinzufhren, sowie die neuen Entwicklungen,Gesetze

und Verordnungen zur Frderung der Wirtschaft und insbesondere
fr inlndische und auslndischeAnleger.

Carnet des Congrs .................................... 122 Veranstaltungskalender . 122

WendellA. Samuel: WendellA. Samuel

Rforme fiscale a Grenade ............................... 123 Steuerreformin Grenada ....................... 123
Le gouvernement de Grenade s'est attaqu un programme de Die Regierung von Grenada hat ein Programm zur grundstzlichen
rforme du systme fiscal. La rforme at raliseen deux phases, Anderungdes Steuersystemsgestartet. Dlese Steuerreform,welche
tout d'abord diminution du nombre des mpts de 20 7 puis tenta- in zwei Phasen ausgefhrtworden st, hat zunchst die Anzahl von

tive de resserrement du filet fiscal, de suppression de diffrentes Steuern von 20 auf 7 herabgesenktund sich danach mit einer besse-
chappatoires et de redressement des effets ngatifs du systme ren Anwendung der Steuergesetze durch Verringerung der Mg-
fiscal. Cet article analysedeuxdesimptsactuellementapplicables, ichkeiten zur Steuerumgehungund Aufhebung von negativen Aus-

savoir l'impt professionnel et la taxe sur la valeur ajoute, Ces wirkungendes Steuersystemsbefasst. DieserArtkel untersuchtzwei
deux impts remplacent, respectivement, les impts sur les socits der heutigen Steuern, d.h. die Gewerbesteuer (business levy) und
et sur le revenu des personnes physiques. L'auteur consdreque, die Mehrwertsteuer(vaueadded tax), welchedie Enkommensteuer
bien que la rforme fiscale aitt entreprise au bon moment, l'en- und die Krperschaftsteuer ersetzt haben. Der Verfasser betont,
semble des mesures prises ne russira pas atteindre les objectifs dass, obwohl die Steuerreformrechtzeitgvorgenommenwurde, der
poursuivis par la rforme. Inhalt der neuen Massregeln nicht zum Ziel der Steuerreformfhren

wrde.

Torao Aoki: Torao Aoki:

Rformefiscale au Japon ................................ 131 Steuerreformn Japan ................................... 131

Aprs une anne mouvementeau cours de laquelle se sont tenues Nach einem strmischen Jahr, in welchem gewhnliche und
les sessions ordinaires et extraordinaires du Diet, une rforme aussergewhnliche Sitzungen des Parlaments gehalten wurden,
fiscale de compromisat finalementadopte par la Chambre des haben das Abgeordnetenhaus und der Senat eine Kompromiss-
Reprsentants et la Chambre des Conseilers. La rforme affecte steuergesetzgebungverabschiedet. Die Reform betrifft die nationa-
aussi bien les impts nationauxque les impts locaux et contientune len und okalen Steuern und enthlteine grundstzlicheRevisionder
rvision importante du systme d'exemption de l'impt maruyu maruyu- ein Steuerbefreiungssystem.fr kleine Depositen. Dieser

pour les petits dpots. Cet article insiste sur les modifications les Artikel beschreibt die wichtigsten nderungen, ber die 1987

plus importantes acceptes en 1987 ainsi que sur les propositions Ubereinstimmung erreicht wurde sowie die Vorschlge fr andere
d'autres rvisions approuves au cours d'une runion de cabinet le Steuerreformen, welchen von der Regierung whrend einer
24 janvier 1988. Kabinettssitzungam 24. Januar 1988 zugestimmtwurde.

NestorJ. Belgrano: Nestor J. Belgrano:

Argentine. Replanificationet consolidationde la detteextrieure .. 136 Argentinien:Die Umstrukturierungund Konsolidierung
La Banque Centrale d'Argentine a rcemment communiqu la pro- der Auslandsschulden ............. ..... 136
cdure suivre pour obtenir la replanificationet la consolidationde Die ZentralbankArgentiniensverffentlichtekrzlich eine Mitteiung,
la dette extrieure argentine. Cet article mentionne les particularits in der das Verahren fr die Umstrukturierung und Konsolidierung
de la replanificationet de la consolidation. von ArgentiniensAuslandsschuldenbekanntgemachtwurde. Dieser

Artike beschreibt die Einzelheiten dieses Verfahrens.
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The 1987 Reunion Conference

of the Harvard Law School

InternationalTax Program
By Oliver Oldman

the final session of the Conferenceentitled Relevance
and Usefulness of Training at the International Tax
Program: Future Directionsfor Trainingand Research
at ITP.

The first Conferencesession set the stage of tax reform
for the rest of the Conference. Dr. Vito Tanzi, Direc-
tor of the Fiscal Affairs Departmentof the IMF, pre-
sented the main points from his paper Trends in Tax

, Policy as Revealed by Recent Developmentsand Re-
search. The discussionafter the presentationfocusedOliver Oldman

' Learned Hand Professor of Law on the extent to which tax reform trends in the devel-
Director of the International oped countries are now affecting and can be expected# Tax Program to affect the developing countries in the coming dec-

., Harvard Law Sclool ade. Dr. Tanzi reminded the conferees that the reve-

nue neutrality objective in the reforms in developed
On the occasion of its thirty-fifthanniversary the Har- countries could not be afforded by the developing
vard Law School InternationalTax Program (hereinaf- countries which continue to need more revenue. To

ter referred to as ITP) invited all former participants emphasize that the developing countries were not so

far behind on tax reform he referred to the drasticin its curriculum as well as staff members to return to

Cambridge, Massachusetts, to meet with each other changes in Indonesia during the past few years. The

and to reflect and confer on a few of the major issues changes reduced income tax rates substantially and

in the field of taxation and development today. The convertedthe structure to a 3-rate system, kept the top
weekend Reunion Conference was also intended to corporate and personal tax rates at the same level

bring forth suggestions for ITP's curriculum and re- (35%), and established a value added tax at a single
search for the decade of the 1990s. Conferencepartic- rate. The increasingattentionbeing paid to tax admin-

ipants also included representativesof companies, law straton was also emphasized during the discussion.

and accountingfirms, and other organizationsprovid- One topic for which insufficient time was available
either in the presentationor in the discussion was the

ing support to ITP.
emerging trends in taxation at subnational levels of

The Conference agenda consisted of the presentation government,particularly the renewed attention being
and discussion of 4 papers and a luncheon talk by given to the use of property taxes to finance local
Stephen E. Shay, then International Tax Counsel at government. A final ques'tion, one that was raised
the U.S. Treasury and now at Ropes & Gray in Bos- several times during the Conference,was whether any
ton. Three of the papers are reproduced below. The correlationexists between tax changes and changes in
fourth, The Experience of Developing Countries the structure, if not the level, of public expenditure.
With the Value Added Tax by Milka Casanegra de No new insight on this question was developed at the
Jantscher (Director of the Tax Administration Divi- Conference.
sion of the Fiscal Affairs Department of the Interna-
tional MonetaryFund) is not included here because it The second Conferencepaper was presented by Stan-

ford G. Ross, now of Arnold & Porter in Washington,is being published along with a collection of other
D.C., but also the author of ITP publicationsand the

papers commissionedby the World Bank for a confer-
first of the position known the Direc-

ence on value added taxation in developingcountries. occupant now as

tor of Trainingat ITP. DevelopingCountries and the
The remainderof this introductiontoucheson some of New International Aspects of U.S. Taxation com-

the points raised during the presentation and discus- bined a descriptive analysisof what the 1986 U.S. Tax
sion of the 4 papers and concludeswith highlightsfrom Reform did with a commentary on the policy issues
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raised. The discussiontook 2 separate tacks. One dealt cmpensate for regressivity. Differingviews appeared
with objections to the international tax changes in the as to the likelihood of the VAT coming to the U.S.,
U.S. Tax Reform, objectionsbased principallyon dif- but no one expected the VAT, if and when it does
ficulties in administration and in compliance. The come to the U.S., to dominate the revenue system.
other focused on the Reform's impact on developing Mrs. Casanegra de Jantscher responded to questions
countries and their reaction to the Reform. Concern about the multiplicity of taxes being a problem and
was expressed that the lower U.S. corporate rates will about the proper balance among taxes with her view
stimulate investment away from developing countries that developing countries can properly use customs
to the U.S. rather than the reverse. High-tax develop- duties for such protectionas is necessary,ncome taxes

ing countries were concerned about newly-generated for reasons of equity, and sales taxes, particularly the
excess foreign tax credits. Low-taxcountrieswere con- VAT, for revenue.

cerned about the reduction in their relative tax advan-

tages.
The final Conferencesession was held on the morningThe next Conferencesession began with the presenta- of the second day with the announced title: Rele-

tion of an innovative paper, RelationshipsBetween
International Tax and International Trade Laws and

vance and Usefulness of Training at the International
Tax Program: Future Direction for Training and Re-

Policies by Greyson L. Bryan of the Tokyo Office of search at ITP. A panel of former ITP participantsO'Melveny & Myers. Relating tax concepts and prac- their views and suggestions, and additional
tices to those in customs law and laws.relatingto unfair gave ones

trade practices, dumping, countervailingduties, etc., emergedfrom the generaldiscussion. On the technical
skills side, several people emphasized teaching the

led to a provocative discussion. Several conferees participants from the developing countries about ev-
urged that ITP training curriculum develop the topic erything from compounding and discounting at one
of this paper further. It was also suggested that the end of the spectrum to expert systemsat the otherend.
topic is one more reason why ITP should consider Certainly a solid introduction to computer tech-
providing additional training in economics. The inter- nologies in the context of taxation is necessary. Integ-relationship between taxes and subsidies was also

rating the teaching of tax policy with the teaching of
made clearerby the discussion, as was a wide range of tax administration, something we have tried to do in
possible subsidies that might be considered in trade different ways, was urged; this proposal could be im-
laws, i.e. Medicare and defense budget items.

plemented in workshopsinvolvingsmall ofgroups par-
The final presentationat the Conferencewas made by ticipants focusing on a particular problem or assign-
Milka Casanegra de Jantscher on The Experienceof ment. Welcomedby many was the suggestionmade by
Developing Countries With the Value-Added Tax. several conferees from both the public and private
This was supplemented by my comments before the sectors that ITP expand its coverageof publicexpendi-
general discussion. Mrs. Casanegra de Jantscher's ture as a regular.partofthe curriculum.All agreed that

paper, distributed at the Conference, was the revised ITP should continue to encourageparticipantsto ques-
version of a paper presented by her at a World Bank tion how and why things are done as they are at home
Conference on the value added tax some months ear- and elsewhere, to provide a classroom forum and at-

lier. Vigorous discussion followed about the role of mosphere in which participants are not put down for
VAT in developingcountries. Where, as in Chile, the their ideas and comments, and to keep alive the vision
tax accounts for over 70% of government revenues of taxation as a broad subject encompassing many
because of its broad base and high rate, it is not poss- disciplines and requiring a world view of law,
ible for even the expenditure side of the budget to economy, and society.
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Trends in Tax Policy as Revealed by
Recent Developmentsand Research
By Vito Tanzi

It is indeed a great pleasure for me to be a speakerat this importantevent.

Although I did not have the privilege to be a participant in the Interna-
tional Tax Program, my indirect associationwith it goes back a long time
and in many ways I feel very much like an alumnus of the ITP. Over the
years I have seen the changing groups of participants come and go and I r .1have been fortunate to work with several of them in the International
Monetary Fund. In fact the heads of the divisions dealing with tax policy
and tax administrationin the Fiscal Affairs Departmentof the Fund have ! .

/ ..

been associated with the International Tax Program and so have several ,

other colleagues. I would like to take this opportunity to compliment
Professor Oliver Oldman for his outstanding contribution to the field of I
taxation in developing countries and for having made the Tax Program

.

such a success.
-.,

In my remarks today I shall highlight recent trends in taxation but I would -t
like to place those trends in a historical perspective. I will, thus, go back ., -in time for a bird's eye look at changes in tax levels and tax structure in
order to sort out the factors that brought about these changes.

Vito Tanzi, a naturalizedAmericanciti-
I. HISTORICALBACKGROUND

zen, was born in Italy. He received his
Ph.D. from Harvard University Before

Tax levels and structuresare strongly influenced,ifnot totally determined joining the International Monetary
by (a) changingviews about the role of the government; (b) the changing Fund, where he is now Director of the
structure of the economy; and (c) technologicaldevelopmentsin the field Fiscal Affairs Department, he was Pro-
of taxation. Tax research is itself influencedby some of these changesand, fessor and Chairman, Department of
in turn, it influences them to some extent. In particular, it influences them Economics, at the American Univer-

by inventing new ways of taxing individuals and by shaping attitudes sity. He has also been on the facultyof
toward the various tax alternatives that become available. Let me com-

the George Washington University
ment briefly on some of these aspects starting with the role that the and a consultant for the World Bank,

government is expected to play and the implications of that role for
the United Nations, the Organization
of American States, and the Stanford

taxation. Research Institute. He has worked as

Society'sand especially the economists'attitude toward the role ofgovern-
a fiscal expert in a large number of

ment has changed enormously over the years as a brief historical survey
countries. He has published 5 books
and written a large number of articles

quickly reveals. This role can be assessed from statements made through in leading journals. His major interests
the years by various economistsor policymakersas well as through a few are public finance, rnonetary theory
statistics. The very best of all plans of finance is to spend little and the and macroeconomics. In recent years
best of all taxes is that which is least in amount. With these not too Mr. Tanzi has written several papers
profoundwords, J.B. Say summarized,more than a century ago, his views on the undergroundeconomy, the role
of what the proper function of the public sector ought to be in a market- of fiscal deficits, and the determination
oriented economy.

1 Bastiat was more explicit; for him the government of interest rates. He has had a continu-

cannot have any other national function but the legitimate defense of ous interest in fiscal problems of de-

veloping countries.individual rights ... He went on to say that beyondjustice, I challenge
anyone to imagine a governmentalinterventionwhich is not an injustice.2
On the other side of the English channel, the economists' attitude toward
the role of the government in the economywas not much different. There

1. Cited by Hugh Dalton. Principlesof Public
too the belief that the best government is the one that governs the least Finance (New York: Augustus M. Killey, 1967)
led many economists of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to come at 5. This quotation makes Say's views appear
to regard public expenditure with suspicion and even to conclude that more extreme than they actually were. For a

more complete view, see J.B. Say, Cours Con-
often it is inherently unproductive. Given this belief, it was natural for plet d'Economie Politique Pratique, 3rd edition,
them to recommend that public expenditure should be kept to a bare Part. 7, ChapterXIV.

minimum, and, given the classical economists' faith in the market, that it 2 Frdric Bastiat, Harmonies of Political

should be financed by taxes with the highest degree of neutrality.
Economy (Patrick Stirling translation), Part II,
p. 458.
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Adam Smith, for example, was quite specific in outlin- of this century. The changes are nothing short of re-

ing the functions of the state. For him the state had 3 markable.
basic functions:

Table I
(a) first, that of protecting the society from the vio- Tax levels in four major Western countries, 1900-01 to 19858
lence and invasions of other independent so- (Percent of national income)
cieties...;3

1900-01 1913-14 1924-25 1965 1975 1985

(b) secondly, that of protecting, as far as possible,
every member of the society from the injustice or France 14.96 14.11 20.11 35.0 37.4 45.6

oppressionof every other memberof it, or the duty of United Kingdom 9.99 11.29 24.77 30.6 35.4 38.1

establishing an exact administrationof justice ...,;4 Germany 7.99 10.51 29.21 31.6 35.7 37.8

United States 7.76 6.68 11.06 25.9 29.0 29.2

(c) and, thirdly, that of erecting and maintaining
those public institutions and those public works,

Note:For 1900-01 ; 1913-14, and 1924-25 the figures are percentagesof
national income. For later years they are percentages of gross domestic

which, though they may be in the highest degree ad- product. Therefore the table understates the rise in the tax levels.

vantageous to a great society, are however, of such a

nature, that the profit could never repay the expense The table confirms that the percentages used by the
to any individual or small number of individu- French economst were not nvented but reflected
als ....5 These public works are mainly those for closely the situation in his time. These percentages
facilitating the commerce of the society, and those for also support a conjecturemade by Peacockand Wise-
promoting the instructions of the people.6 In other man that wars bring about permanent increases in the
words, they are growth-promotingexpenditures. level of taxationand expenditure.9 The levels for 1924-

Of these 3 functions, the first 2 are basic to any or- 25 are substantially higher than those for the earlier

ganized-society.They requireexpenditurefor defense, periods; the main reason for this increasewas probably
police, administration, and so forth. The third func- World War I.

tion, however, being less specific, is more interesting We cannot but smile at the realization that Leroy-
because, with some liberality of interpretation, it Beaulieuconsideredexorbitant the level of taxation
seems to anticipate the modern concept of public then prevailing in France somewhere around 15%.-

good, which did not enter the public finance literature If a tax level of 15% was exorbitant, how would he
until recent decades. What is relevant here is that have reacted to the levels reached in France and in
Adam Smith has nothing to say about the role of the other industrialcountries in recent decadesFor
government in redistributing income or in stabilizing many

example, that level has exceeded 50% in Sweden in
the economy. recent years. But even in Sweden, which now

One may feel that the statements of these economists epitomizes the high tax countries, the ratio of tax rev-

did not reflect the actual levels of taxation or public enue in gross national product was below 10% up to

expenditure in the earlier periods in which they lived. 1930 and below20% up to 1950. It rose to 30% by 1960

However, this is not the case as a few references can and grew rapidly afterward to reach a record 51.1% in

quickly show. 1981 .

10 After 1981 the Swedish level of taxation fell

marginally until 1985 but then rose again to a new
Heavy and increasing taxes to finance hgh levels of record in 1986.
public expenditurehave become so much a part of our

life that we might think that the worldwas neverdiffer- It is equally amusing to read that the Professor of
ent. Yet, only a century ago a prominent French Public Finance at Harvardin 1913 consideredclearly
economist could write that the level of taxation is excessive the maximum rate of 7% to be applied to

moderatewhen the ratio of all taxes (includingpro- taxable incomes'inexcessof $ 500,000 in the just intro-
vincial and local taxes) in the national income is 5 or

6%. Taxes become heavy when that ratio rises to 10
to 12%. Beyond 12% the level of taxation would be
exorbitantand would have seriousconsequencesfor 3. Adam smith, The Wealthof Nations (New York: The Modern Lib-
the growth of the country and the libertyof its citizens rary, 1937) at 653.

and its industry.7 Leroy-Beaulieu, ths early forerun- 4. Ibid. at 669.

ner of the Laffer curve, mentioned Belgium, Great 5. Ibid. at 681.

Britain and France as fitting into the 3 categories.
6. Ibid. at 681.
7. Paul Leroy-Beaulieu, Trait de la Science des Finances, Tome Pre-

mier, Des Revenus Publics (Paris: Guillaumin et Cie, Librairis, 1888) at

One might suppose that, perhaps,Leroy-Beaulieuwas 127-28.

misinformed about the level of taxation in his time. 8. Edwin R.A. Seligman,Studies in PublicFinance,The MacmillanCo.,
New York, 1925, Ch. 1 for the period 1900-01 to 1924-25, and OECD

This is not so, however. Seligman provided us with a Revenue Statistics of OECD Member Countries (Paris, 1987) for the later
careful comparativestudy of tax levels for the 4 major years.
Western countries in 1900-1901, 1913-1914, and 1924- 9. Peacock, A.T. and Wiseman, J.A., The Growth of Public Expendi-
1925. Seligman's results have been reproduced in ture in the United Kingdom, 1890-1955, Princeton University Press for

Table I together with OECD statistics for later years.
NBER, Princeton, 1961.
10. See the paper by Krister Andersson on Sweden in ComparativeTax

Table I allows us to see how much tax levels changed Systems: Europe, Canada, and Japan, Joseph A. Pechman, editor (Ar-
in 4 major industrialcountries during the first 85 years lington, Va.: Tax Analysts, 1987)
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duced income taxu or to read that in that same year flexibility, and its incidence- attracted a lot of atten-
Cordell Hull, the Chairman of the Ways and Means tion on the part of tax experts and many research
Committee of the U.S. Congress, could state in a papers resulted from it.
speech to the U.S. House of Representativesthat the
income tax rates from 1 to 6% then being proposed

Economistsmaintainedthat the income tax could help
would produce more money than the mind of man

stabilize the economy given its considerable built-in
flexibility. This automatic flexibility guaranteed that,would ever conceive to spend .

12 Clearly, things have
changed a great deal. during cyclical swings of the economy, disposable(i.e.

after-tax) incomeswould fluctuate less than before-tax
These low levels of taxation were not associated with incomes. As a consequence, consumption that was

stagnating or anemic economies. Quite the contrary! supposed to depend on current disposable income
The period between 1870 and the First World War was would fluctuate less than national income. Thus, the
a very dynamic period in terms of economic develop- tax made the economy more stable. The income tax
ment. This, for example, is the period when a large would also reduce aggregate saving since the tax fell

portion of the Paris that most visitors so much admire, disproportionatelyon those with higher incomes who,
including the Paris subway system (the metro), was presumably, were also those who did much of the
built. I am not using these statistics to argue that low saving. Since too much saving was assumed to be a

taxes necessarily lead to faster growth. The jury on major factor in bringing about economiestagnation, a

this issue is still out although I would guess that, when tax that encouraged consumption (and, thus, aggre-
a final verdict is in, it will support the view that high gate demand) was considered desirable. The income
tax levels do have significant efficiency costs. Rather, tax also made the income distribution more even by
I am using them to argue that a vibrant, ifnot necessar- falling mostly on the rich. Finally, the tax lent itself,
ily an equitable, society can exist with low tax levels. in a manner that,other taxes did not, to become a tool
What is sacrificed is essentially the objective, if not for social engineering through the introduction in the
necessarilythe realization,of a more equitable income tax code of special treatments for deserving activities
distribution and greater income stability. Even today or individuals (charitable and educational activities,
nonredistributiveexpenditureby governmentsare not the blind, the aged, homeowners, and so forth).
much higher, as shares of gross national products, Income tax rates to reach high levels inthan the levels of taxation prevailingat the turn of the rose very peace

times. To top bracket rate in the United States, for
century. example, exceeded 90% in the 1954-63 period before

it was reduced by the 1964 tax reform. However, even

when the rates declined, the levels of income at whichII. DEVELOPMENTSUP TO 1980
they became applicable often fell even more so that

from personal income taxes rose.14 In fewThe growth of the tax levels in this century is largely a
revenue a

consequence of the changed perception about the countries the percentage of taxes on personal income
in gross domestic product exceeded 20% (Denmark,proper role of the government in allocating resources, New Zealand, Sweden); in most it exceeded 10%.

in redistributing income, and in stabilizing the
economy. The allocative role was given greater legiti- Perhaps reflecting the widespreadpositive attitude to-

macy by the literature on public goods and exter- ward the personal income tax, a tax that was widely
nalities. If a market economy is unable to properly regarded, at the time, as the fairest of all taxes, tax
allocate resources because of the exstence of public research failed to find any significant negative impact
goods and externalities, the government must step in of the high tax rates on the response of factors of
and fill the gap. That, of course, means more taxes. If production.15 Rather, as I have already mentioned,
the market economy does not bring about a distribu- tax research concentrated on aspects of the tax that
tion of income that is seen as equitable, then the gov- were considered desirable (built-in flexibility, inci-
ernmentmust step in and, by taxingsome and subsidiz- dence, etc.) and ignored those that might have cast a

ing others, must ensure that the resulting distribution bad light on it. This is perhaps an example of research
is closer to what society wants.13 That again means

more taxes. If the market economy is inherently un-

stable so that at various times the unemploymentrate 11. See Richard Goode, The lndividual Income Tax, The Brookings
tends to be greater than desirable and the level of Institution, Washington, D.C., 1964 at 3.

output lower than the full employment level, then the 12. Cited in a WashingtonPost article written by Wilbur D. Mills, former

government must step in and try to promote full Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee. It should be recalled

employment and a high level of capacity utilization.
that the income tax on individuals was permanently introduced in the
United States in 1913.

That, once more, means more taxes. 13. In many industrial countries today the major redistributive function

The growing importance of redistribution and stabili-
is between those who work and those who do not (children, elderly,
unemployed).zation inevitably led to the growth of the public sector 14. For example, personal exemptionsfor single persons fell from $ 3,000

and, consequently, to the growth of the tax level. It in 1913-16 to $ 500-$ 600 in 1942-69. The size of the first bracket fell from

also led to the growing importanceof the income tax. $ 20,000 in 1913-16 to $ 500 in 1964-78. The level at which the top bracket

Given the perceived requirements of the times, the rate became applicable fell from $ 2,000,000 in 1916-17 to $ 200,000 after
1964.

income tax was in many ways an ideal tax. Particular 15. A question worth asking is the following: how hard did researchers
characteristics of this tax - its elasticity, its built-in work on these issues
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unwittingly setting out to find what the prevailing so- ous, however, that of all taxes the income tax is perhaps
cial and political winds expect it to find. the most difficult to assess with scrupulous justice and

that what is conceived justice after
In addition to changes in attitude, structural changes

accuracy; so as re-

sults is crass injustice.18

in the economies also helped make the income tax the
keystone of the tax systems of most industrial coun- It was only in the late 1970s that Seligman'sassessment

tries. Two important structural changes must be men- came to be shared by many thus setting the stage for

tioned. The first is the increasingshare of total income some of the recent tax reforms.

that individuals received from others either by leasing At this point I should perhaps say a few words about
their real capital (as with houses and land) or by lend- taxes on goods and services. These generate now on

ing their financialsavingsthrough intermediariesor bY the average about 11% of the gross domesticproducts
finding employment (that is by hiring out their labor of the OECD countries and 5.2% of GDP in the Unit-
services). This developmentcreated income flows that ed States. There has never been the same kind of
could be assessed and taxed more easily than when professional,and one could say emotional,support for
much income occurs in subsistence activities or in ac- these taxes as there has been for the taxes on income,
tivities connected with self-employment.Thesecond especially in the United States. Governments have
trend was connected with the kind of technological always been slightly embarrassed in using these taxes

development that characterized the period. and economistshave been somewhatambiguousabout
Technological change in this period was largely as- their attitudesvis--vis them. Of course the sin taxes
sociated with important economies of scale which led (those on tobacco and alcohol)were generallyjustified
to the creation of huge enterprises especially in the especially after the links between consumption of to-
industrial sector but also in the distribution sector. bacco and alcohol and illnesses and accidents were

Giant enterprises came into existence (U.S. Steel, established. But when it came to other taxes on goods
General Motors, Sears and Roebuck, etc.) which, and services, it was different. The United States still
when added to the much larger government entities does not have a national general sales tax and, as of
than in the past, created income-generation centers now, there is no plan to introduce one. Soon this
that could easily be used by the tax authorities to tax country may have the distinction of being the only
incomes. Withholding at source, introduced in the major industrial country without a general sales tax if
UnitedStates in 1943, was facilitatedby these develop- Japan should, s it seems likely, reintroduce the VAT
ments. It should be recalled that tax evasion is lowest tax bill in the near future and if that bill should be
when income can be withheld at the source and when approved.19 The proposal to introduce a VAT ran into
the payers are large establishments.Incidentally,these strong political opposition in 1987 and the Japanese
changes also facilitated the use of taxes on general Governmentwas forced to withdraw it. At present the
consumptionin those countrieswhere these taxeswere United States and Japan raise the lowest share of rev-

introduced. enue (as a percentage of gross domstic product) from

The absence of some of these trends in developing these taxes among the industrial countries.

countries helps explain why income taxes on individu- Taxes on goods and services now come mainly from 3
als have remained much less important there than in sources: (1) taxes on tobacco and alcoholicbeverages;
industrial countries. In the former, subsistence ac- (2) taxes on petroleum products; and (3) taxes on

tivities and the activities of the self-employed re- general consumption. The taxes on tobacco and al-
mained very important. Wages and salaries, for exam- coholicbeverages, the so-called sin taxes, have been
ple, are often a much smallershare of national income around for a long time and are of about equal impor-
than in the industrial countries. Thus, n the develop- tance in industrialand developingcountries. Revenues
ing countries, the share of personal income taxes in from them are generally eroded by inflation (since
gross domestic product is only about 1.2% for the 20 these taxes are often imposed with specific rates) and
poorest countries and 2.7% for the 20 countries with enhanced by budgetary difficulties (that increase the
the highest income and much of this comes from wages need for additional revenue) and by changing percep-
and salaries.16 For all developing countries combined tions about just how sinful or unhealthy it is to con-
that share is less than 2%. The average for the industri- sume tobacco or alcohol. The taxes on petroleum
al countries is about 6 times larger. 17

products reflect the of relatively and growinguse a new

tax base. These taxes are now lowest, by far, in the
The income tax reached its apotheoses in the 1960s United States. Taxes on general consumption have
when it was considered by many to be the fairest tax
in addition to exhibiting the various attributes de-
scribed above. At that time both tax experts and the 16. See Vito Tanzi, Quantitative Characteristicsof the Tax Systems of

public at large seemed to approve of this tax having Developing Countries in David Newbery and Nicholas Stern, editors,
ModernTax Theoryfor DevelopingCountries (Oxford: Oxford Universityapparentlyforgotten Seligman'swarning of more than Press, 1987).

70 years ago that: 17. Similar relationships exist for taxes on general consumption. In de-
taxes about 1.6% of GDP while in industrial

Even if the income tax were the fairest of all taxes - velopingcountries these yield
countries they yield about 6% of GDP.

which ...is not necessarily true - the decision as to 18. See Edwin R.A. Seligman, The Income Tax, History, Theory and
whether t ought to be utilized would depend largely Practice of Income Taxation (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1914

upon whether this fairness which is predicated of it in at 18).
the abstract,would ensure in actual practice. It is notori- 19. Canadahas recentlydecided to introducea nationalgeneralsales tax.
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been growing in importance over the years among ports (in Ireland, Sweden, the United States, and the
industrial countries. In some industrial countries they United Kingdom). The tax on cash flow is now under
now generate revenues close to 10% of gross domestic considerationin a coupleofLatin Americancountries.
product (Austria,Denmark,France). By contrast they
raise only about 2% of GDP in the United States.
Among the developing countries, the record goes to III. DEVELOPMENTSIN THE 1980s
Chile which raises as much as 9-10% of GDP from the
value added tax. But, as already indicated, general The decadeofthe 1970s saw the culminationofvarious
sales taxes still raise relatively little in developing developments in taxation. These trends were particu-
countries (about 1.6% of GDP). larly important with respect to taxes on personal in-

come.20 The overall levels of taxation in the majorityThe most widely-used forn of a general sales tax, the of industrial countries reached historical records. Byvalue added tax, has spread like wildfire in recent 1979 8 industrial countries had a ratio of total tax
years. There are now close to 50 countries that either revenue to GDP of over 40o. In the United States
already have such a tax or are in the process of intro- that ratio was only 30%. The importanceofpersonalducing one. The success of VAT is in part the result of ncome taxes in total revenue became overwhelming,the proven effectiveness of this tax in the real world. particularly if one adds social security taxes levied on
However, it has also depended on a set of favorable wage incomes. While these trends were going on, sev-
circumstancesthat paved the way for success and are eral developmentswere takingplace whichwere likelyunlikely to exist for other forms of taxation. to have important implications for the tax systems of

the 1980s and later. Some of these developmentsde-The establishmentof the European Common Market serve mention.created the need to eliminate artificial barriers to the
movement of goods across member countries. The First, there was the impact of inflation. Inflation had
destination principle could not be easily applied to the been relatively low in most industrial countries in ear-

turnover tax (which was the form of general sales tax lier periods, but during the 1970s, a period when in-
common to Europe in the 1950s) since the tax content come taxes were particularly important, it reached
of the price of a product could not be precisely deter- relatively high levels. Inflation brought about various
mined due to the cascading characteristicof the turn- distortionsof tax bases, often sharply raising the effec-
over taxes. This would create the possibilitythat coun- tive tax rates, especially on some incomes. For exam-

tries would subsidize their exports by over-estimating ple, incomes from real interestpaymentswere at times
the tax content of an export price and would restrict taxed at more than 100%. Inflation also distorted the
imports by imposing a higher import tax than might be measurement of capital gains and profits and pushed
justified by the cumulative effect of the turnover tax. individuals towards higher effective marginal tax rates
In the mid-1950s, France introduced a value added even when their real incomesdid not change. A recent
tax. This tax seemed to beimmune from the above- OECD study found that inflation was by far the most
mentionedproblemsof the turnovertax. Thus, France important factor in changing income tax liabilitiesbe-
succeeded in convincing the other members of the tween the mid-1970sand the early 1980s in the major-
community to adopt a value added tax. But France ity of industrial countries.21
had also much influence on French-speakingAfrican Second, there was a growing perception that the highcountries, and, to a lesser extent, on Latin American marginal tax rates, which were often accompaniedbycountries. As a consequence, the tax found its way proliferationof tax expenditures,had brought aboutinto the developingworld.

a

major problems of horizontal equity.22 The growing
As I have already indicated, the structural changes in popularityof the literature on undergroundeconomic
the economy discussed above were also important for activities and on tax evasion reinforced this percep-
general sales taxes, especially the size of the establish- tion.23 The perception began to set in that the income
ment and, for the developing countries, the share of tax, far from being the fairest tax of all, was progres-
the tax base that was represented by imports. In the sively becoming an inequitable tax. This changed at-

majority of developingcountries much of the revenue titude is reflected in surveys of taxpayers' preferences
from the value added tax comes from imports and conducted in the United States over the years which
from relatively few domesticenterprises.The popular- indicate a sharp erosion in the percentageof taxpayers
ity of the VAT also attests to the importance of who continued to consider the personal income tax as

technological development in the field of taxation. a good tax (see Table II). By 1979, 37% of the tax-
This tax was invented by tax experts. One cannot payersconsideredthe income tax as the least fair tax.

fully anticipate what other alternative tax possibilities
are still to be uncovered and which of these may find 20. Taxes income did show consistent trend. Theyon corporate not anya ground as fertile as that found by the VAT. Two rose a little in ll industrialcountries;however, in several countries, includ-
relatively new inventions in the tax area, an expen- ing the United States, corporate taxes fell.
diture tax and a tax on the cash flow of enterprises, 21. See OECD, Personal Income Tax Systems Under Changing Condi-
have so far not found any takers. The expenditure tax tions (OECD: Paris, 1986), especially Ch. 4.

22. The work by the late ProfessorSurrey played an importantrole in thewas tried in India and in Sri Lanka. In both cases, it development of the concept of tax expenditure.was eventually repealed. Some version of it has been 23. See on this Vito Tanzi, The Underground Economy in the United
recommended in important official or nonofficial re- States and Abroad (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington University Press, 1982).
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Table Il24 most efficient manner. The tax code rather than the
Which do you think is the least fair market was determining the allocation of investment.

The tax reform of 1981, by giving excessivebut differ-
March May May May May ential incentives to investment, had aggravated this
1972 1975 1979 1983 1986 problem. Tax economists started arguing about the

Federal income tax 19 28 37 35 37 need to level the playing field by reducing or

State incometax 13 11 8 11 8 eliminating tax incentives while reducing tax rates.28

State sales tax 13 23 15 13 17 Some of these tendencies were felt more strongly in
Local propertytax 45 29 27 26 28 the United States than in other countries. Therefore,
Don't know 11 10 13 15 10 it was the U.S. tax system that came to be affected

most dramaticallyby these changes. Once the U.S. tax

Third, there was a change of political climate as_ system was changed many other countries felt obliged
sociatedwith a mor conservativeattitudevis--vis the to follow suit, if for no other reason than to protect
role of the government, which also had implications themselves from the pull that they expected the U.S.

for the level of taxation and for the structureof the tax economy would exert on some of their factors of pro-

systems. These conservativedevelopmentsled to calls ductionif their tax systemsremainedunchanged.Since

for the reduction of tax levels and tax rates. Research current developments in tax reform have been de-

on taxation responded to these developmentsby put- scribedby the author in a recentpaper,29 I will mention

ting the spotlight on those aspects of the tax systems just the main results.
which the prevailing political winds considered the There has been a major reduction in the tax rates of
least attractive. the income taxes in many countries; the marginal tax

There were 2 strands of writing which influenced de- rates have especially been considerably reduced (i.e.
velopments in this period: one was the more politi- in the United States and Canada but also in several

cally-biased research originating from writers with other countries). In the United States the marginal tax

strongly conservativeviews. For example, the work of rate has fallen from 70% in 1981 to 28% with the 1986

Arthur Laffer, as well as the work of Wanniski,25 Gil- Tax Act. This may constitute a record reduction. The

der26 and some other writers, was especially influen- search for simplicityin the tax system has also brought
tial. It was directed against the current role of the about a reductionin the numberoftax brackets. Legis-
government and the presumed negative impact of lators have come to believe that fewer brackets imply
taxes on growth and economic activity. Laffer a simpler tax system. In many cases the tax bases have

popularized the view that a reduction in tax rates been widened through the elimination of many tax

would bring about an increase in tax revenue. Wan- preferences in an attempt to (a) make the tax systems
niski and Gilder popularized the view that reducing more equitable in a horizontal, if not a vertical, sense;

marginal tax rates would have significant effects on (b) level the field in order to achieve a more efficient

rates of growth. This strand of research had a strong allocation of capital; and (c) compensate for some of

political impact on the United States. the revenue losses associated with the rates' reduc-
tions.

At the same time a more academic strand of research

re-analyzed some of the incentive effects of high mar- The recent reforms have slowed down somewhat the

gnal tax rates. Some of this research discovered re- rate of growth of the tax level; irL the past several years

lationshipswhichhad not been found in earlierstudies. those tax levels have changed only marginally for the

For example, several of these new studies concluded averageof the OECD countries. However,becauseof

that work effort had been considerablyreduced by the the difficulties in reducing public expenditure, and

impactofhigh marginaltax rates. This was particularly because of the existence of very high fiscal deficits in

true for marriedwomenand for secondworkerswithin many of these countries, it has been difficult for gov-
families. At the same time, some studies claimed that ernments to introduce reformswhich actually reduced

taxes on capital income, by reducing the rate of return the level of taxation. Once again, the country that

to capital, could significantly discourage saving.27 By tred hardest to do this was the United States. Unfor-

the late 1970s, the Keynesian negative view of saving tunately, it ended up paying a heavy price in terms of

(because of its impact on aggregate demand) was no

longerpopular; as a consequence,the negative impact
of income taxes on saving was considereda worrisome 24. Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relatons,

result, especially in a period when the rate of growth ChangingPublicAttitudeson Governmentsand Taxes Nashington,D.C.

of the economy had slowed down and, as a conse-
annual).
25. Jude Wanniski, The Way the World Works (New York: Simon and

quence, the unemployment rate had increased sharp- Schuster, 1978).
ly. 26. George Gilder,Wealthand Poverty (NewYork: Basic Books, 1981).

27. See, in particular, Michael Boskin, Taxation, Saving and the Rate

There was also growing concern about distortions of Interest, Journalof Political Economy, 86,2,2, 1978.

brought about by differential effective tax rates on 28. However, some economists who worry more about the low level of

dfferent nvestments. Several studies had shown the investment than about its inefficientallocationhave continued to argue in

widely diverging effective tax rates on different indus- favor of these incentives.

tries, assets and/or enterprises. These differences
29. See Vito Tanzi, The Response of Other Industrial Countries to the
U.S. Tax Reform Act, National Tax Journal, Vol. XL, No. 3, September

would imply that capital would not be allocated in the 1987.
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a fiscal deficit that was too high in the eyes of most States and Japan) did not have a general sales tax. The
observers. That deficit is now widely blamed for the role of taxes on general consumptionis likely to grow
problems that the United States is having with its bal- also in developing countries. These countries will go
ance of payments, and also for the high real interest through the process of structural changes in their
rates which have prevailed throughout the 1980s. economy experienced in past years by the industrial

countries; this process will increase the feasibility of
personal income taxes and of general sales taxes in

IV. CONCLUDINGREMARKS those economies.

The previous discussion has emphasized 2 maJor
If one tries to look beyond the next decade the picture

trends in the tax systems of industrial countries: first, gets somewhatcloudier. Likely developments,such as

the aging of the population, the process of integrationthe enormous growth in this century in the level of
of the world the trend toward service

taxation; second, the prominent role played by the economy, a

income tax in this growth. However, developments in economy, and so forth will create new possibilitiesfor
the tax systems while at the same time reducing somethe 1980s cast some doubts as to whether these trends

are likely to continue. Although, by and large the tax
of the existingones. In general, it will becomeprogres-

levels, expressed as shares of GDP, are still rising, sively more difficult to maintain the present levels and

their rate of growth is now very slow and is largely structures of taxation. For example, in a highly inte-

explained by the need to reduce fiscal deficits rather grated world, where capital can move freely, it will

than to finance additional public spending. For the become increasingly more difficult to tax capital in-

first time there is evidence of countries (Canada, Ger- comes. And in a world where production has become

many, the Netherlands,New Zealand, Norway, Unit- more oriented toward customizedproducts or toward

ed Kingdom, the United States) where the tax levels services and it thus takes place in smaller establish-

have actually fallen in recent years, although in all ments, it may becomedifficult to tax labor income. On
the other hand, the tremendousincreasein the amount

cases the falls are small.
of informationthat can be stored in computers is likely

The trend related to taxes on personal incomes is also to create other options. One day we may have to come

changing. In recent years these taxes, as percentages to think of taxation on a global basis and not just on a

of GDP, have not changed for the OECD countries national basis. InternalRevenue Services may have
taken as a group and, while they have risen in some to be supplemented by an International Revenue
countries, they have fallen in others. For example, Service.j

since 1980 they have fallen in the Netherlands, Nor-
way, Sweden, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the
United States. There is also some evidence of a shift
toward more reliance on taxes on goods and services 30. For a look at the future, see Vito Tanzi, Taxation and Changes in

and particularly on taxes on general consumption. I Economic Structure: Past and Future,paper presented at the Conference
on Tax Policy in the Twenty-FirstCentury, Washington,D.C., 5-7 October

would be very surprised if by the middle of the next 1987. A conference volume edited by Herbert Stein will be published in
decade all industrial countries (including the United 1988 by John Wiley and Sons.
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DevelopingCountries and the New
InternationalAspects of U.S. Taxation
By Stanford G. Ross

I am pleased to have the opportunity to discuss with you recent U.S.
international tax developments. I was a member of the faculty of the
International Tax Program early in my professional career and have had
the good fortune to participate in its activities from time to time sub- :

sequently. The Program has made great contributions to tax policy and 4.

hopefully will continue to do so. This conferenceand reunion is tself solid
evidence of its past and present achievements and an indicator of its

promise for the future.
-..

The United States has provided leadership in many respects on important
international tax issues. Thus, the major tax reform legislation that was

enacted in the United States at the end of 1986 is of interest to everyone
with a concern for tax policy. I will today try to outline what happened in
the United States in 1986, emphasizing the international aspects of this

.... *.:.('.

development. I will discuss major issues raised by these U.S. develop-
ments, particularly for developingcountries.

I. AN OVERVIEW OF THE NEW U.S. TAX REGIME

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 makes fundamental changes in the U.S.
income tax treatment of both U.S. and foreign individuals and corpora-
tions. Whether the Act is truly revolutionary and destined to invigorate
the American economy, as claimed by President Reagan and its leading
political advocates in Congress, or wheher it s essentially more of the
same process of continual and complicatingtax law change that has taken

place over the past 10 years, remains to be seen. But it is undoubtedlythe
case that the basic tax planningconsiderationsthat are presentwith respect
to business and investment activity in the United States have been signif-
icantly changed, at least for the time being.

Mr. Ross is a senior partner in the law
The 1986 Tax Reform Act is traditional in the sense that it rene.ws the f rm of Arnold & Porter, Washington,
federal,government'scommitmentto relying on income taxes as the major D.C., special zing in federal tax law

source of its revenues. While economic thinking in the United States in and administrative law. He has dealt

the past 10 years has suggested that the federal government move more extensiveywith tax policy issues while

towards a consumption tax or at least moderate the federal government's serving in the Treasury Department,
reliance on the income tax with a new tax such as a value added tax, the on the White House domestic staff,

new Act follows classic liberal reform philosophy by trying to restore a
and as CommissionerofSocial Securi-

a
broad income tax base and attempting to renew public confidence in the ty. Mr. Ross is graduate of the Har-

vard Law School, a member of the
income tax as the best way to finance government. Council of the International Fiscal As-

sociation, on the Advisory Committee
An unintended consequenceof the 1986 Act is that many states will have for the federal income tax laws of the

significantly increased revenues from their own income taxes, which are American Law Institute, and has

based on te federal income tax regime. Most of such states can be taught tax law at the New York Univer-

expected to reduce their incometaxes, but the federal reformswill require s ty, Harvard, and Georgetown law

that they review their relative reliance on income taxes, sales taxes, and schools He has written many papers

other revenue sources. Recent trends by the states away from following on federal taxation and has taken part

unitary tax methods with respect to state income taxation should not be in numerous legal and economic

affected by the federal reforms. meetings on the 1986 Tax Reform Act,
including sessionsatthe Brookings In-

stitution, American Enterprise Insti-
While the 1986 Act is supposed to raise only the same overall revenues as tute, Brandeis University Public Policy
prior law (it is said to be revenue neutral), the revenue estimates must Center and Harvard Kennedy School
be regarded as uncertainat best. They are based in large measureon static of Government.

assumptions about economic behavior and do not reflect the reality that
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individuals and corporationswill adapt their activities sets generating that income. Many ofthese new provi-
in the light of the new law. Thus, the new tax law may sions introduce totally new and unprecedented con-
well have unintendedand unexpectedeconomicreper- cepts, the meaning and application of which is uncer-
cussions. Some believe it is quite possible that it will tain and which will remain uncertain for a long period
worsen the deficit, lead to an economic slowdown while interpretive materials are developed.
generally or at least in some hard-hit sectors such as
real estate, and generally cause a dislocationof exist- There will undoubtedly be major unintended conse-

ing economic patterns. quences and unexpected responses to the new U.S.
taxation rules affecting foreign income. However, the
underlyingphilosophyof the provisions in 1986 is con-

The individual tax rates, which for 1986 were as high sistent with similar changes made in 1982 and 1984,
as 50%, are reduced in 1988 to 2 rates, i.e. 15% and namely to increase U.S. tax revenues by restricting
28%, but a 5% surcharge produces a 33% effective foreign tax credits and expanding limitationson defer-
rate for many high income persons. A blended rate ral. To the extet that such restrictivechanges in com-

structure with a maximum marginal rate of 38.5% is bination with the new lower U.S. corporate tax rate

applicable for 1987. Accordingly, contrary to tradi- encouragedomestic as opposed to foreign investment,
tional liberal tax policy, progressivityhas been signifi- the U.S. tax changes are consistentwith the increasing
cantly reduced. However, as noted, the tax base to protectionist philosophy that seems to be present in
which these lower rates apply is greatly broadened. the internationaltrade area and other areas of interna-
Personal deductions and investment loss deductions tional law and regulation.
are curtailed, capital gains preferencesare eliminated,
and strong minimum tax provisions are applicable.
About one-fifth of all indivdual taxpayerswill have a II. ADAPTATIONBY FOREIGN INVESTORS TO
net tax increase, particularly those in higher income
situations who have previously been able to shelter

THE NEW U.S. TAX REGIME

income and pay little tax. Foreign investors in the United States face of themany
For corporations, a top rate of 34% is scheduled for same issues as U.S. persons, but also some additional
1988, with a transitional rate of 40% in 1987. The unique issues discussed in succeeding sections. Many
corporate tax base is also broadened by a repeal of people in the United States do not believe that the
investment credits, some restriction of research and lower rates will prevail very long. Considerable tax

developmentcredits, reduceddepreciationallowances planning is takingplace to attempt to postpone income
(particularlyfor real property), tighter tax accounting into 1988 which may be the one year of the new low
provisions, and reduced industry-specific tax prefer- rates. Most people feel that President Ragan will
ences. In addition, a strong alternative minimum tax veto any tax bill that attempts to raise the marginal
ensures that all corporations,includingeven some with rates. However, many believe that these low rates are

operating losses and excess foreign tax credits, will pay not going to be a permanent feature of U.S. tax law
some taxes. Corporate taxes are expected to increase and see 1988 as a possiblewindow for realizing a great
by $120 billion over the 1987-1991 period, or about deal of income at the lowest U.S. tax rates that will
22% on the average. ever prevail.
A number of restrictive changes were enacted to in- Capital intensive industries whose net returns are

crease the taxes on the foreign income of U.S. corpo- materially dependent on investment tax credits and
rations by several billion dollars annually. The basic generous depreciation provisions may be less attrac-
structural elements of the U.S. tax treatment in the tive under the new tax law. There also will not be an

foreign income area generally were not changed, i.e. ability to purchase tax benefits in ways which can arti-
the foreign tax credit mechanism, the Subpart F con- ficially reduce taxable income and hence tax liability.
trolled foreign corporation structure, the Sec. 367 Persons with existing businesses that have now lost a

tollgate, and the Sec. 482 reallocationsafeguard were preferred tax regime will undoubtedlyseek to restore
maintained. However, many new provisions were the situation to some extent in future years, but it is
added that essentiallytransformthe effect and applica- not clear if or when they'will be successful. Oppor-
tion of these basic structuralelements. Thus, while the tunities may exist to purchase such disadvantaged
general foreign tax credit limitation was left as an businesses at relatively low values in the aftermath of
overall concept, in reality the new provisionscreate the Tax Reform Act. Tax aspects of mergers and ac-

a .separate basket system that requres many per- quisitions are substantially changed and traditional
item calculations. planning in this area is being rethought.
TO take another dramatic example of the kinds of Some industries, such as service industries, which are

changes that were made, while Secs. 367 and 482 are not dependenton generouscapital cost recoveryprovi-
left essentially unchanged, a new super royalty pro- sions, and which will receive the full benefit of the
vision and accompanying Committee reports inter- lower corporate rate, will be more attractive.This may
preting it, in reality, create a new allocationof income be especially so if the lower individual tax helps to

concepts that presumablywill drawmuchmore foreign restrain wage increases and increase consumption in
income back to the United States regardless of the the years to come. Service industries also, however,
ownership and location overseas of the intangible as- are highly dependenton financingand the effect of the
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tax bill on interest rates and financing sources will be office and are not reinvested in the United States. This

of great importance. branch profits tax is in addition to the regular U.S.

Because the top individual rate is scheduled to be 6 corporate tax imposedon the branch'seffectively-con-
nected U.S. taxable income. The new tax is imposed

points below the top corporate rate, many U.S. per- on the dividend equivalent amount, which is the
sons are consideringwhetherthey can effectivelyoper- U.S. effectively-connectedearnings and profits of the
ate businesses in a non-corporateformat. One level of corporation for the taxable year, not reduced by prior
tax would be saved and the current payment of tax at deficits, and adjustedfor changesin U.S. equity.
only 28% could be highly beneficial overall. A great year

number of corporations, even some which are fairly These are new concepts, and so there is considerable

widely held, are liquidatingand the formersharehold- uncertainty as to the base to which the new 30% tax

ers are seeking to operate in partnership form. An will apply. For example, it will includemunicipalbond

issue here is whether, if there is enough of this tax income otherwise exempt from U.S. income tax, and

avoidance activity, Congress will move to tax widely- depreciation deductions will have to be computed
held partnershipsor trusts in the same manner as cor- under generally more restrictive rules than the rules

poratons. for determining regular taxable income.

The new Act ultimatelytook the approachof restoring Adjustments must be made to earnings to reflect in-

a classic corporate tax systen seeking 2 full levels of creases and decreases in U.S. net equity. IJ.S. net

income tax. While the Treasury's proposals called for equity is defined as U.S. assets minus U.S. liabilities.

an integrated approach which would have provided Increases in U.S. net equity are subtractedfrom effec-

corporations a deduction for dividend payments and tively-connected earnngs and profits to arrive at the

gone a good deal of the way toward eliminating 2 full tax base. Reductions, however, cannot reduce the

levels of taxaton at the corporateand individual level, base below zero. Subsequent disinvestment from the

revenue and equity considerations ultimately led to United States will increase the tax base only to the

abandoning the integrated approach and attempting extent that prior reinvestmentshave reduced it. These

to move to a situation where a separate corporate tax calculations are done at the end of a year and seem to

would be imposed with full vigor. invite movementsof assets shortlybefore and after the
end of the year to reduce U.S. taxes. It may well be

Since the lower individual and corporate rates are that foreign persons will be able to effectively avoid
dependent on maintaining the expanded individual any major application of the tax on profits aspect of
and corporate tax bases, Congres can be expected to the new branch tax by careful planning, but we may
react quickly if schemes to reduce the individual or expect anti-avoidancerules in this area.

corporate tax bases are successful. Nonetheless, at
The second aspect of the branch tax is

least in the short run, great attention should be di-
new a new

rected to considering whether businesses or invest- application of the old 30% tax on interest paid by
ment activities can be operated outside of the corpo- foreign corporationswith substantial U.S. effectively-

connected income. The new tax will reach the greater
rate form and whetherindividual taxes can be reduced

by careful planning of investments.
of the interest paid or the interest deducted by a

foreign corporation's U.S. branch. Under prior law,
Financingbusiness through loans will probablystill be foreign corporationswere considered to have paid in-
attractive because of the continuationof the corporate terest subject to withholdingonly when 50% or more

interest deduction and the business interest deduction of income was effectively connectedwith a U.S. busi-
for individuals. However,with the lower tax rates, the ness over a moving 3-year period. Under the new law,
value of the interestdeductionis significantlyreduced. the 50% figure is, in effect, reduced to zero.

A balance must be struck here between the amount of

financingneeded by a businessand the largernet after If the interest deduction allowed exceeds the amount

tax costs of such financing. actually paid (which may be the case under an existing
formula approach), the excess is treated as a deemed

payment of interest by the branch to the home office.
It is not clear whether this excess qualifies for exemp-

III. CHANGES SPECIFICALLYAFFECTING tion from U.S. tax as interest on portfolio debt, in-

FOREIGN INVESTORS: THE NEW BRANCH terest on a bank deposit or for other reasons. The

PROFITS AND INTEREST TAXES Congress delegated to the Treasury the power to de-

velop regulations to answer these questons.
There are several aspects to the new tax regime which Finally, the new branch tax does not apply where the
make changes of specific importance to foreign inves- United States has tax treaty obligationswhich prevent
tors. Perhaps the most importantof these is the so-call- imposition of either or both new taxes. For example,
ed branchprofits tax which is a new and quite complex the United States-Canada treaty permits imposition
concept. In reality it basically constitutes 2 distinct of the tax, while the United States-United Kingdom
taxes, one on profits and one on interest. treaty does not. Most of our treaties would prohibit
The first aspect of the new branch tax is to impose a imposition of the branch tax as discriminatory.Here,
tax at a 30% rate on the U.S. profits of foreign corpo- however, Congress, for the first time, has enacted a t

ratons dong business in the United States, to the concept of treaty shopping which, if violated, will

extent such profits are deemeddistributedto the home cause a foreignperson to lose protectionof the treaty.
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It remains to be seen whether the new statutory treaty Those discussedbelow are not meant to be exhaustive,
shopping definition has wider ramifications than the but simply to identify those which may be the most
narrow technicalusage for which the Congressenacted significant.
it. In this regard, the Treasury Department has in 1. Under existing law, income effectively connectedrecent years taken a number of steps to attempt to with foreign taxpayer's U.S. trade business isdeny to foreign persons the benefits of tax treaties

a or

taxed on a net basis at graduated rates. U.S.-sourcewhere so-called treaty shopping has been considered
to be involved, and this new statutory concept in the

annual or periodical fixed or determinable income
a tax-context of the branch tax may give these administra- (e.g. dividends, interest, royalties) of foreign

tion efforts new impetus. payer that is not effectively connected with a U.S.
trade or business generally is subject to a 30% with-

The treaty shopping rules are based on the concept of holding tax on the gross amount,,unless reduced or
a qualified resident. Any foreign corporation resi- eliminated by statute or treaty. Under prior law,
dent in a foreign treaty country, as defined in the foreign persons could avoid U.S. tax on income at-

treaty, is a qualified resident for purposes of the tributable to a U.S. trade or business by receiving the
branch tax unless either (1) more than 50% of the income in a year after the trade or business has ceased
stock of the corporation by value is ultimately owned to exist, for example, by selling assets and recognizing
by individualswho are neither residents of the foreign the gain on a deferred basis. This strategy will no

country nor U.S. persons or (2) 50% or more of the longer be possible. Any prepaid or deferred item of
income of the corporation in question is used directly income received by a cash basis foreign person at-
or indirectly to meet liabilities to persons who are not tributable to a transaction in a year in which it would
residents of either the foreign country or the United be effectively-connectedincome will have it so treated
States. There is a special exception from these rules, regardless of when received.
and a finding of qualified resident status, for foreign 2. Foreign-ownedcorporationsgenerallymust file de-corporations whose stock is regularly traded on an

established securities market in the foreign country,
tailed information returns, including data on transac-

and for those which are wholly owned, directly or
tions with related foreign or domestic corporate en-

indirectly, by another foreign corporation resident in tities. Underprior law, transactionsbetweena foreign-
owned corporation and related individuals, partner-such country whose stock is so traded.
ships, trusts or any other non-corporateentitiesgener-

The new statute provides that the provisions of U.S. ally were not reportable. New provisions extend the
income tax treatiesshall not serve to reduce or exempt reporting requirements to transactions with related
any foreign corporation from the new branch tax un- non-corporate persons. In addition, severe penalties
less the corporation is a qualified residentof the treaty are provided to punish not only failure to file, but
country. There will be many difficult statutory and incomplete or untimely reporting.
treaty interpretation questions raised by these new 3. As a tax collection mechanism, partnershipsprovisions. U.S. treaty partners may challenge appli-

en-

cation of these new taxes. Nonetheless, the Congres- gaged in a U.S. business are subject to new withhold-

sional mandate is clear, and the TreasuryDepartment ng requirementson distributions to foreign partners.
Distributions to foreign partners are deemed to come

may well have to defend this expanded application of first out of non-effectively-connectedtypes of incomeU.S. tax laws, which it opposed during the Congres- so that they will be subject to 30% withholdingunlesssional development of the new statute. Even more reduced by applicable treaty rate. There is 20%an aimportantly, the Treasury may in negotiating new
withholding requirement on any remaining partner-treaties or revisions of existing ones have to give way ship distributions from U.S. effectively-connectedin-to the clear Congressionalmandate to impose a sound

second level tax on U.S. business income earned by
come. When 80% or more of a partnership's income

foreign persons.
s U.S. business income, the entire amount is subject
to withholding. Partnershipsapparentlywill be able to

These provisions could well lead over time to signifi- accumulate and reinvest effectively-connected
cant increases in the tax burdens foreign investors in partnership income withot withholding any U.S.
the United Statesmust face. The new taxeswere aimed taxes until actual or deemed distributions are made.
primarily at banks, insurance and real estate holding This means that the payment of taxes by the partner,
companies. However, they will undoubtedly have a generally at applicable individual rates when income
major impact on many other types of investors,includ- is earned, may not match the withholdingof taxes by
ing joint ventures with U.S. companies. Careful plan- the partnership,and considerableadministrativeprob-
ning Is now more importantthan ever for foreign inves- lems will need to be addressed by taxpayers and the
tors. IRS.

4. The Act provides that importers into the United
States cannot use a transfer price for U.S. income tax

IV. OTHER PROVISIONS DIRECTLY purposes that is higher than the value they claim for
AFFECTINGFOREIGN INVESTORS U.S. customs purposes. One of the important out-

growths of this provision may be that the IRS, by
There are a numberof other provisionsof the 1986 Act having greater access to customs duty informationand
which may affect particular foreign investments. any investigation that may be done by customs agents,
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will find more cases in which they want to assert Sec. the United States has chosen to deny in effect a U.S.
482 pricing adjustments. This provision could have interestdeduction to certain foreignpersons. Whether

important practical consequences for many foreign other governmentstake retaliatoryaction againstU.S.
persons who export goods to the United States. persons who attempt to use dual resident companies
5. Congress also has codified existingTreasuryRegu-

to reduce taxes in foreign countriesor whether income

lations governing the taxation of foreign governments
tax treaty provisions are seen as violated, remains to
be seen.

and controlled commercial entities of foreign govern-
ments. Foreign governments remain exempt from tax 9. In general, the Congress gave many indications of
on passive, portfolio-type income but are now subject being concerned about U.S. interest deductionsbased
to tax on income from commercial activities and on on payments to related foreign persons. The bill con-

incomereceivedfrom controlledcommercialentities. tained at one time a denial of certain related party
interest deductions where foreign corporations were

6. A number of changes that were primarily intended involved, the so-called interest stripping provision.to affect U.S. persons with respect to outbound trans- While this provision was dropped during the House-
actions were made equally applicable to inbound Senate Conference, it may be that the IRS will seek to
transactions. One of these is the new foreign currency against of these situations under
rules which provide specific rules for the tax treatment

move some more

traditional treaty shopping or thin capitalization ap-of foreign exchange gains or losses. These rules also
proaches. It also may be that the legislative proposalrequire that business units (corporations and will be renewedat some time. As with manyprovisionsbranches) that use a functionalcurrencyother than the
affectingforeign incomein this Act, the CongressionalU.S. dollar now must use the profit and loss method staff kept track of proposals that failed enactment in

to translate earnings and profits (or losses) into U.S. previous Congresses and took advantage of the need
dollars. The applicationof these new ruleswith respect for revenues in this Act to finally succeed in havingto persons engaging in inbound transactions with the them enacted. Thus, foreign persons should take
United States may be quite significant. steps, if possible, to maintain flexibility in the ways
7. Another new provision provides that intangibles they finance U.S. investments.
transferred both into and out of the United States to
relatedparties, by eithersale or license, mustbe priced
to reflect the income earned from time to time by the
intangibles. This means that the IRS can adjust trans-

V. CONCLUSION

fer prices to reflect income earned by the transferee
even though the price was concededly fair at the time In sum, the 1986 Act creates a new and more complex
of transfer. The effect of this new so-called super operating environment in the United States, and

royalty provision is to modify the traditionalrule that foreign persons, like U.S. persons, will need to work

related party transactionsshould be tested by an arm's through the new taxing regime carefully. It could well

length standard at the time a transaction is underta- be that with respect to some types of businesses and

ken, i.e. the same price that unrelated parties would nvestments there are increasedopportunitiesbecause
of the lower individual and corporate rates. But the

pay. It will undoubtedlyraise problems in other taxing
jurisdictions that continue to apply a traditional arm's apparent advantages have to be weighed against pos-

sibilities of increased U.S. taxes in the future and the
length standard and may be considered inconsistent

general hostility shown to foreign persons in the provi-with tax treaty provisions based on historic concepts. sions specifically directed to inbound transactions in
The new concept here is an outgrowth of the more the Act.
aggressive administrative posture of the IRS in Sec.

new

482 cases generally and particularly in dealing with While some feel that the United States could become
foreign-basedmultinationals.To the extent that Con- a sort of tax haven for certain typesofactivities, includ-
gress has now seen fit to adopt in the statute a strong ing being an even better Western Hemispherebase of
measure to augment U.S. revenues, it may be that operations, this is by no means clear. The new U.S.
there will be additional aggressivemeasures instituted rules applicable to outward bound transactions, in-
either administratively by the IRS or in subsequent cluding increased restrictions on foreign tax credit al-
legislation. lowancesand more current taxationof foreign income,

would affect the viability of a foreign parent using a8. A corporation can be a resident of more than one

country when the residency rules are different. For U.S. subsidiary for operations outside the United

example, many countries base residency on the place
States. There certainly will be greater complexity for
U.S. subsidiaries with foreign (non-U.S.) activitiesof management and control while the United States and income.bases residency on the place of incorporation. Dual

resident corporations have often been used to allow There is clearly a need to review existing structures

acquisition interest expense to be deducted against and activities because of the new rules. For example,
income in both the home countryand the host country. . it will be necessary to make sure that with investments
Under the new Act, the losses of a U.S. corporation such as U.S. real estate, and with banking, insurance
cannot offset the income of another U.S. corporation and other financial activities located in the United
for U.S. tax purposes if these losses also reduce the States, the new branch tax and other new rules are

foreign taxes of a related foreign corporation. Thus, fully taken into account.
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The underlyingphilosophywith respect to taxation of countries in response to this will also seek to take
foreign persons seems essentially to seek increased unilateral action or whether they will renew their ef-
revenues by restricting structures and activities that forts to try to establish international cooperation re-
can be viewed as artificially loweringor avoidingU.S. mains to be seen. Certainly on this score the United
taxes. This philosophycould lead to further restrictive States should make every effort to cooperate interna-
changes in the future. On the otherhand, tax collectors tionally to help other nations adjust to its changes.
the world round are becoming more aggressive in im- Whether this will happen remains to be seen.

posing taxes on foreignpersons. Thuswhile the United
A basic issue raised for developingcountries is how toStates may be leading.theway, it is not alone.
renew the quest for the best kind of tax system based

A basic issue raised by the U.S. developments is how on their own stage of development.The U.S. renewed
other countrieswill respond to the U.S. developments. commitmentto income taxes as opposed to otherkinds

Some analysts have projected that there will be a ten- of taxes demands close scrutiny. But whether this pat-
tern is feasible or desirable is not an easy issue.dency to converge on a broad base - low rate pattern

like that of the United States. Others have indicated Most developing countries have been unable to enter
that the U.S. developments are too peculiar to the into tax treaties with the United States. Therehas
U.S. economicsituation to be emulated. Other devel- been some movement in recent years to enter treaties
oped countries such as Canada and Japan and the that at leastprovide for administrativetypesofcooper-
major western European trading partners such as the ation, such as exchange of information and mutual
United Kingdom and Germany are giving careful at- assistance provisions. These kinds of treaties would
tenton to the effects of the U.S. developments. Pre- seem even more important given the changes in the
liminarily they have sought to reduce rates and U.S. tax system. One of the major issues that needs to
broaden bases in the same way as the United States, be addressed is how developingcountries can develop
but on a more limitedscale. Any migrationof business cooperative international relationshipswith the Unit-
or undue competitiveeffects will undoubtedlycause a ed States.
retaliatory response. In conclusion, there is much new that has happened in
A closely related issue is whether the U.S. develop- the United States and it behoovesus all to keep a close
ments will lead to increased cooperation internation- watch on how these changeswillworkout as a practical
ally or will be counterproductivefrom that standpoint. matter. Developing countries have a particular
The United States took many actions which are di- perspective on these changes that is important and

rectly inconsistent with tax treaty obligations and valuable. I would urge you all to analyze the conse-

others which suggest a unilateral nationalistic ap- quences from your standpointand to make your views

proach rather than an internationallycooperative ap- known. When it comes to matters of tax policy, we all

proach to international tax issues. Whether other have much to learn.

(-i--J Justpublished
TheTaxationof Fringe Benefits

Fringe benefits account for an increasing proportionof From the employee'sperspective fringe benefits are ac-

the remunerationof employees. Because such benefits cepted because they reduce, amongst other things, his
are often given a favourable tax treatment, tax revenues tax and social security payments and may provide him
are reduced and the tax burden is redistributed in ways with a certain status within' his company. From the
which may not have been intended by legislators. But employer'spoint of view, fringe benefits may be attrac-
what are these so-called fringe benefitsWhy are they tive because they lower his labourcosts, provide a more

used And how are they treated under different tax sys- flexible salary structure and may increase the productiv-
tems This new OECD publication answers these ques- ity of employees.
tions.

The report provides a comprehensive description of
The report first describes the main characteristics of what benefits are subject to tax (for example, company
fringe benefits and then some of the problems encoun- cars and employer-provided accommodation are nor-

tered bygovernmentsin taxingthem. mally taxed, though often at preferential rate) and the
ways in which fringe benefitsare valuedfor tax purpose.

The reasons why fringe benefits are used by employers It also describes recent provisions in certaincountriesto
and employees are extensively discussed in the report. tax there benefitsmore extensively.

Journalistsmayobtainacopyofthe report froM the OECD Press Division,
2 rueAndrPascal, 75775 ParisCedex 16 (Tel.: 45 24 80 89).
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Some Observationson Relationships
Between Tax and InternationalTrade Law
By Greyson Bryan

INTRODUCTION
Mr. Greyson Bryan was born in 1949. He obtained his J.D.

The laws and policies that govern a nation's system of from Harvard Law School in 1976. Between 1975 and 1976

taxation are normally considered to be separate and he held the position of Consultant, Office of Tax Analysis at

distinct from the laws and policies that describe that the U.S. Department of the Treasury Between 1976 and
was

country's international trade regime. Plausible argu-
1981,Mr. Bryan appointed the Harvard UniversityShel-
don Travelng Fellow (1976-1977) and Director of Training

ments can be made in favor of avoiding intersections (1979-1981). Since 1981 he has been a Research Associate
between tax and trade. The former may be viewed in the Harvard Law School InternationalTax Program.
primarily as an instrumentof domestic economicpol-
icy, the latter is by definition tied to international

Mr. Bryan counselsforeignandAmericanclientswith respect
to international business problems, particularly in the areas

economicconcerns. of international trade and international tax.

Remarkable consensus has developed concerning the He is a member of the Tax Advisory Group for the Federal
fundamentalcomponentsof the maJor systems of tax- IncomeTax Project, the American Law Institute and the auth-
ation as well as of bilateral tax relationships. By con- or of Taxing Unfair International Trade Policies as well as

trast, even the most basic rules governinginternational numerous articles on international trade and tax matters.

trade are still subject to both unilateral and multilat-
eral reconsideration.Keeping the tax path completely
parallel to the trade path allows the latter to proceed trade remedy laws. This rough division ignores the

accordingto its own special environment.More impor- Export AdministrationAct of 1979 and other statutes

tantly, the argument goes, parallelism protects the regulating export activities, the. International
more well-developed tax path from the constant, and Emergency Economic Powers Act and similar laws
not always beneficial, roadwork suffered by the trade relating to the political and economicsecurity implica-
path. tions of trade, and other relatively sui generis rules

Yet, for better or for worse, a number of crossroads governingU.S. international trade. Nevertheless, the

and convergencesalready link tax and trade systems. separation of the trade universe into its 2 principal
Exports which benefit from subsidies conferred galaxies is a useful organizing tool.

through the income tax system of an exportingcountry The customs law of the United States, in turn, may be

may be subject to special countervailing duties in separated into those rules that impose taxes upon im-
the country of importation. The indirect tax system of ports and those rules that govern other aspects of the
a country may be challenged as discriminatoryagainst importation of merchandise into the United States.

imports or as a disguised export promotion scheme. The latter category contains laws that regulate the
Even income tax compliancemay be assisted by refer- importation of hazardous materials, require accurate

ence to trade concepts. In the case in which an impor- labeling, and insure that imports do not threaten the
ter must declare for customs purposes the value of health and safety of the people of the United States.
merchandiseimported from a relatedparty, that value For purposes of this article, this latter category is less

may be used as a benchmarkfor evaluatingthe transfer important.
price for income tax purposes. Although these are The impositionof tax imports requires determi-
small intersections when compared to entire tax and

a on a

nation of the tax rate and the tax base. The rate of tax
trade networks, they do merit some examination.

on imports into the United States is determined in
The goal of this paper is to introduce the subject of accordance with the Tariff Schedules of the United
international trade law to readers much more familiar States. The TariffSchedulesset forth rates of duty that
with tax concepts and to describe in greater detail vary depending both upon the category of the im-
some of the ways in which tax and trade laws intersect. ported merchandise and its country of origin. There
The discussion is limited to U.S. law and practice, but are arcane rules of classification to resolve questions
should illustrate, it is hoped, relationshipsthat may be concerning the categorization of merchandise that is
found in the systems of other nations. not clearly identified in the Tariff Schedulesand com-

plex principles to determine the country of origin of
merchandise that undergoes processing in 2 or more

OVERVIEWOF U.S. TRADE LAWS countries prior to entering the United States. Rates of
tax vary according to countryf origin for 2 reasons.

Very generally, the universe of U.S. international First, imports from some countries are taxed more

trade law may be divided into 2 parts: customs law and heavily because they do not benefit from most-fa-
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vored nation treatmentby the United States. Second, unreasonable,discriminatory,or unjustifiableprac-
certain imports from developingcountriesare taxed at tices of a foreign government. The retaliation may
preferential rates under the U.S. GeneralizedSystem take the form of a tax on imports; for example, the
of Preferences. 100% surcharge placed upon certain Japanese prod-
The base of the U.S. tax on imports is determined by

ucts was imposed under the authority of Sec. 301 due

reference to valuation principles. Prior to the 1979
to an alleged violation by Japanese companies of the
SemiconductorAgreementwith the United States.Tokyo Round of MultilateralTrade Negotiations, the

United States and many other countries had idiosyn- In contrast to the countervailing duty law and Sec.
cratic valuation systems. The purpose of such systems 301, the anti-dumping law of the United States is con-
often was not to determine objectively the value of cerned with unfair trade actions by private partiesimported merchandise,but rather to protect domestic rather than governments. Other provsons, such as
industriesby increasing the value subject to tax. Now Sec. 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (primarily used to
fundamentally,the United States imposes duties upon exclude from the United States imports that both in-
the transactionvalue of the imported merchandise, fringe U.S. patents, trademarks,and other intellectual
that is, upon the price actually paid by the importer. property rights and cause injury to a U.S. producer),Although this system requires vigilance in the case in also govern unfair private acts in international trade,which the importer is related to the exporter, it is on but the anti-dumpinglaw is by far the most important.the whole simpler and less susceptible to use as a The anti-dumping law imposes a tax on imports into
protectionist device than the previous system. the United States if the imports are sold at less than

U.S. trade remedy laws are composedof those statutes fair value and if such imports cause or threaten

that, under certain circumstances, permit or require material injury to an existing U.S. industry, or mate-

the U.S. Government to restrict imports. This galaxy rially retard the establishmentof a U.S. industry. The
of U.S. international trade law may itself be separated tax is imposed upon the importer in an amount equal
into 2 systems: those laws restricting unfairly traded to 100% of the difference between the U.S. price and

imports and those laws restricting fairly traded m- the fair value. Essentially, the anti-dumping law

ports. The systemof unfair trade laws containsstatutes requires an exporterof merchandisecompetingwith a

that cover both unfair actions by foreign governments U.S. industry to have a net return upon sales in the
and unfair actions by foreign private parties. U.S. market that is equal to or greater than the net

return upon sales in the comparable foreign market.
In the category of unfair trade laws governing acts bY If the net return in the foreign market is negative, that
foreign governments, the countervailingduty law and is, sales are made below cost, then a theoretical net
Sec. 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 predominate. The return is used as the benchmark.
countervailing duty law of the United States imposes
a tax on imports if the production or export of the Other provisions of U.S. international trade law may
merchandise has been subsidized, if the subsidy is be invoked to impose restrictions upon fairly traded
countervailable, and if the subsidized imports are imports. Some of these provisions are non-sectoral in
causing or are threatening to cause material injury to nature. For example, Sec. 201 of the Trade Act of 1974
an existing U.S. industry, or are materially retarding (escape clause) ermits the President of the United
the establishmentof a U.S. industry. The tax imposed States, upon recommendation by the International
is imposed upon the importer in an amount equal to Trade Commission, to impose higher duties or some

100%of the net subsidyon the importedmerchandise. type of quantitative restriction upon imports that are

Subsidies include direct grants, the provision of goods fairly traded, but are nonetheless a principal cause of
or services at below market prices, certain types of tax serious injury to a U.S. industry. And Sec. 232 of the
incentives, and preferential loans. Subsidies are also Trade Expansion Act of 1962 permits the President,
classified as export subsidies, that is, those contin- upon the recommendation of the Secretary of Com-
gent upon export and as domestic subsidies, that is, merce, to take any appropriate action against fairly
those given irrespective of export activity. A counter- traded imports, if the imported goods are found to
vailable subsidy is a subsidy which the U.S. Govern- threaten U.S. national secvrity. Other statutes in the
ment finds to distort the allocation of economic re- fair trade category are sector-specificor even product-
sources from what that allocation would be in the specific, imposing restrictions upon imports of meat,
absence of the subsidy. All export subsidies, by defin- agricultural,or textile products.
ition, are countervailable. A domestic subsidy, how- Before concluding this brief overview of U.S. interna-
ever, may not be countervailable.For example, a pay- tional trade laws, several recent trends worth not-
ment by a developing country government to its shoe

are

industry would not be countervailable,if the payment ing. First, a great part of U.S. internationaltrade laws,
and the world trading system in general, is based uponwere contingent on that industry's buying high cost out-moded assumptions about international business

domestic leather as opposed to low cost imported and economics. The complexity and intensity of the
leather and if the payment did not exceed the differ-

current debate international trade law is partlyover
ence.

due to the difficulty of adjusting existing rules to deal
Sec. 301 permits the President of the United States to with the advent of phenomena such as non-market
take retaliatory action against the goods or services of economy countries, industrial policy, multinational
another countrv to eliminate what he finds to be the corporations, and barter trade. Second, the increasing
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dependenceof the United States upon world trade has be a greater increase in nti-dumpingduties as a result
enhanced the political importance of international of lower import prices than in income taxes. Yet, as

trade rules. Greater political importancehas, in turn, with income taxes, the relationship between import
led to more participation in trade policy-making by price and liabilityfor anti-dumpingdutiesis contingent
each Administration and Congress, with a consistent upon many factors. Indeed, because the anti-dumpng
and predictable rise in inconsistency and unpredicta- law in effect consolidatesthe operationsofan importer
bility. Third, as the discussionsin the Uruguay Round and its related exporter, the import price only affects
of MultilateralTrade Negotiations indicate, there is a anti-dumping duty liability through its effect, if any,
growing awareness of the inadequacyof rules govern- upon the importer's resale price. To illustrate an ex-

ing barriers to the internationalflow of investmentand treme case, an import price of $1.00 for a televisionset

services. This awareness has resulted in attempts both would not necessarily result in an increase in anti-
to expand the scope of rules originally designed to dumpingduty liabilityprovided that the relatedimpor-
cover exclusively barriers to trade in goods as well as ter's resale price were high enough.
to draft new rules for investmentand services borrow-

ing in part conceptsdevelopedin the trade area. While Over-invoicing and under-invoicing may also have a

the impact of these and other trends on the develop- numberof other effects. For example, from the impor-
ment of U.S. international trade law is difficult to ter's point of view, over-invoicingmay also be a way

predict, both the scope and complexity of U.S. trade to circumvent foreign exchange controls while under-

law seem certain to grow rapidly. invoicing would result in less foreign exchange leaving
the importing country. Of course, this general point
assumes a difference between the official exchange

THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN IMPORT rate and the black market exchange rate. Similarly, in

TAXES, INCOME TAXES, ANTI-DUMPING cases in which an ad valorem quota is established,
DUTIES AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE under-invoicing would be beneficial in that it would

CONTROLS IN THE CONTEXT OF OVER- use up the quota more slowly. In fact, because many

INVOICING OR UNDER-INVOICINGOF quotas established by the United States are actually
administeredby the exportingcountry, there has been

IMPORTS
an inconsistency in some cases between the amount

The price at which an importer purchasesgoods from declared to the exportingcountry's authoritiesand the

a related exporter is a hub from which import tax,
amount declared by the U.S. importer for U.S. cus-

income tax, anti-dumpingduty, foreign exchangecon-
toms purposes. Further, under-invoicing would also

trol, and otherconsequencesmay flow. Fromthe view- be attractive to an importerof goods that receive pre-

pointof oneparty, for example, the importer,a change ferential tariff treatmentbut only up to a certain limit.

n the transfer price between exporter and importer
This would be the case, for example, for importers of
merchandise benefitting from the U.S. Generalized

may have tax, trade, and other consequences, only System of Preferences and similar regimes in Japan
some of which are beneficial. This section of the paper and the EuropeanCommunity.Finally, over-invoicingexamines some of the possible consequencesof under-

might be beneficial in in which investmentbene-
invoicing and over-invoicing in the importation of cases

goods. fits, such as tax holidays, are tied to the amount of
investment made in the project.

Generallyspeaking, over-invoicingleads to higher im-

port taxes and under-invoicingresults in lower import
The discussion of considerations relevant to over-in-

taxes. This conclusion rests upon several key assump- voicing and under-invoicingwouldbe misleadingwith-

tions, however. The base of the import tax must be ad out mention of some practical constraints upon the

valoremnot specific, there must be no exemption from importer'sability to manipulatethe importprice. Both

tax as may be granted under schemes designed to the perspectiveof the exporter and the element of risk

benefit imports from developing countries, and the deserve mention here. Obviously, in cases in which
the importer may, on balance, seek an inflated price,normal tariff rate must be greater than zero. Con-

versely, over-invoicing generally leads to lower in- the exportermay have a differentpriorityafter consid-

come taxes for the importerby furnishing the importer ering its own position regarding income tax liability,
a higher basis for purposesof the calculationof depre- foreign exchange control, and export performance re-

ciation, investment credits or of gain while under-in- quirements. If consistency in the declaration of the

voicing has the opposite effect. This general conclu- transfer price is to be maintained, then the exporter's
sion also rests upon numerousassumptions; for exam- position may well influence the extent to which an

ple, the importing enterprise must be profitable and mporter may adjust the import price. More impor-
the importedmerchandisemust not be simply devoted tantly, an importer must consider the risk that the fact

to personal consumption.
of under-invoicing or over-invoicing would be disco-
vered by authorities in the importing country. Incon-

The general relationshipbetween the importprice and sistency between the price declared by the exporter to

liability for anti-dumpingduties parallels the relation- the exporting country and the price declared by the

ship between the importprice and the importer'sliabil- importer would seem to increase the risk of discovery
ity for income taxes, i.e. lower import prices lead to as would the following:
higher liability. Moreover, because the anti-dumping (1) the presence of another importer of the same

tax rate is 100% of the dumping margin, there can goods from the same exporter;
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(2) the presenceof anotherxporterof the same goods declared for income tax purposes. Sec. 1059A applies
to the same importing country; only to transactions between related parties and re-

(3) price and foreign exchange stability; quires that the price reported for income tax purposes
(4) the importation of homogenous, as opposed to be no higher than the value reported for customs or

unique, products; and any other duties. Adjustments are permitted in
(5) importation from a related party as that is de- cases ih which the customs valuation rules differ from

finedby the customs law of the importingcountry. tax rules. The benefit of Sec. 1059A seems to be the
establishment of an easily verifiable ceiling for taxThis discussion indicates that the decision to under-in- examiners concernedwith the reliabilityof the importvoice or over-invoice is not as simple as it may first
price. Some disadvantagesinclude the fear that

appear and that conclusionsare difficult to state. If the
a cus-

inquiry is confined to income taxes and import taxes
toms audit might slow the finalization of U.S. tax

and if the perspectiveof the exporter is forgotten, then returns. Moreover, despite the clear statutory lan-

it is possible to conclude that under-invoicingbecomes guage, there is a possibility that examiners or the

more beneficial to the importer as the tariff rate goes
courts might accept consistencybetween customs and

up versus the income tax rate. However, over-invoic- tax declarationsas proofof the reliabilityof the import
ing would still be preferable in the case in which rates price rather than only as proof that the import prce
were equal because import taxes are normallydeducti- should not be any higher. Despite these potential dis-

ble against the income tax base. By the same token, advantages,however, the provisiondoes have merit as

exemptions from income tax would stimulate under- an attempt by a tax administration to define and then

invoicing and exemptions from import tax would utilize to its advantage the relationshipbetween U.S.

stimulate over-invoicing.Table I indicates the various ncome tax and trade laws.

questions and the very tentative answers that compli-
cate the drawing of more definitive conclusions.

THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN IMPORT
Table I TAXES AND EXCISE TAXES AND THE

Some factors in overandunder-invoicingdecisions DEFINITION OF UNFAIR GOVERNMENTAL
Factors Over-invoicing Under-invoicing RESTRICTIONSON TRADE

Importer'sview
Importtaxes Cost Benefit Assuming that an excise tax is ad valorem in nature

Incometaxe Benefit Cost and that import taxes are included in the base of the

Anti-dumpingdutes Benefit Benefit excise tax, the excise tax may be viewed as multiply-
Exchangecontrol Benefit Cost ing the burdenofthe import tax. Forexample,assum-

nvestmentperformance Benefit Cost ing a 20% import tax and a 55% ad valorem excise tax

Importquota Cost Benefit on cigarettes, the combined tax on imported products
mport preferences Cost Benefit is, under this view, 31% [(20%) x (1 + 55%) = 31%]

and not 20%. This extra burden on importedproductsExporter'sview other problems, at issue in recent Sec.was, among a
Incometaxes Cost Benefit 301 proceeding brought by the U.S. Government
Exchangecontrol Cost Benefit against the Government of Japan. From the brief de-
Export performance Benefit Cost scription of Sec. 301 given above, it should be clear
Export restraint Cost Benefit that the U.S. Governmentwas, in effect, declaring to

the Governmentof Japan that this particularaspect of
The various incentives to manipulate the import price its tax system was unreasonable,unjustifiable,or dis-
make it clear that coordination between the income criminatory. As a result of negotiationsgrowing out
tax and customsagenciesof the importingnation could of the Sec. 301 proceeding, the Governmentof Japan
be quite effective in increasing compliance with both agreed to eliminate its tariff on imported cigarettes.
customs and income tax rules. Despite the obvious
arguments in favor of such cooperation, it has not

This example of a trade proceeding affecting the tax

always been achieved. Competitionbetween agencies system of an importing nation is particularly disturb-

for scarce resources, different and sometimesconflict- ing. First, many nations have equal or higher ad val-

ing priorities, restrictionson sharing information sub- orem rates of import taxes on cigarettes or equal or

mitted in confidence by taxpayers, and a less than higher ad valorem cigarette excse taxes. Second,
clear relationshipbetween the value declared for cus- Japan's import tax on cigarettesaccordedwith its obli-

toms purposes and the price declared for income tax gations (most favored nation treatment) under the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)

purposes have all contributed to the lack of coordina- and its excise tax system accorded with its obligationstion.
(national treatment) under the U.S.-Japan Treaty

One recent development in this area was the enact- of Friendschip, Commerce & Navigation. Despite
ment in 1986 of what is now Sec. 1059Aof the Internal these strong facts in its favor, the Government of
Revenue Code. This provision, taking advantage of Japan changed its system of indirect taxation in re-

the 1979 change in U.S. valuation rules to a transac- sponse to the U.S. complaint. Although this case may

1
tion value principle, attempts to link the reportingof cause concern to other trading partners with similar
the import price for customs purposes to the price indirect tax systems, its precedential value may be
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slight because of the special trade problems between taxes (the physical incorporaton test) and that ap-
the UnitedStates and Japan, because the Government plicable to final-stage indirect taxes has survived. Both
ofJapan acted before a formaldecisioncould be made, rules provide an incentive to an exporting country to

and because of the high discretionary nature of Sec. adopt a value-addedtax and exempt export sales. This
301 proceedings in general. incentive is particularlykeen if the current indirect tax

system contains multiple-stage cumulative indirect
taxes (cascade tax system) refunded upon export in

THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN THE DIRECT a lump-summannerwhich raises concernsof excessive
TAX POLICY OF AN EXPORTING NATION AND remission.
THE COUNTERVAILINGDUTY LAWS

In contrast to the decision described in the previous THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN THE INDIRECT
section in which a U.S. trade action affected the tax TAX POLICY OF AN EXPORTING NATION AND

system of a nation importing U.S. products, this sec- THE ANTI-DUMPINGLAW
tion takes as its subject the interaction between the
countervailing duty law of an importing nation, like The anti-dumping law takes as its principal object the
the United States, and the tax policy of an exporting comparison of returns on sales to the United States
nation. As briefly set forth above, a countervailing with returns on sales or theoretical returns on sales in

duty law imposesundercertain conditionsa duty upon a comparable foreign country. This comparisonof re-

subsidized imports equal to the amount of the net turns is accomplished by comparing prices in the 2

subsidy found. The Agreement on Interpretationand markets, after adjusting those prices for differences

Application of Articles VI, XVI, and XXIII of the between the 2 markets in the cost of selling and pro-
General Agreementon Tariffs and Trade (Relating to ducing the product under investigation.Adjustmentis
Subsidiesand CountervailingMeasures) includes in its also required under GATT for differencesin taxation
IllustrativeList of Export Subsidies certain tax pre- affecting price comparability, but there is disagree-
ferences. The tax preferences treated as subsidies fall ment in the UnitedStatesoverwhat adjustmentshould
into 2 broad categories. First, any direct tax prefer- be made and whether the adjustmentshould take into
ence, such as reductions in income taxes, real property account the possibility that indirect taxes may not be

taxes, or taxes on wages, is considereda subsidy. Sec- fully borne by the technical taxpayer. The questions
ond, any excessive remission or exemption of indi- are of some consequenceto U.S. tradingpartnerswith
rect taxes, such as sales or excise taxes, is also consi- indirect tax systems and a substantial proportion of
dered a subsidy. Excessivemeans a refund in excess whose products are subject to U.S. anti-dumping
of the indirect tax actually imposedor a refundof taxes duties. Table II helps to illustrate the problems in-

imposed at a prior stage of production in excess of the volved, assuminga $100 pre-taxprice for merchandise
amount levied on goods that are physically incorpo- sold in Japan, a $ 90 pre-tax price for the same mer-

rated in the exported product. chandise sold to the U.S. market, a 15% single-stage
sales tax imposedupon merchandisesold by producersThe distinction drawn between direct and indirect for resale in Japan, and an exemptionfrom that tax for

taxes relates to the concept of shifting of the tax merchandisesold for export.burden. Based upon the premise that direct taxes are

borne economicallyby the taxpayer and that indirect Table Il
taxes are passedon , a direct tax preference is viewed Adjustmentsfor differencesin taxation
as bestowing an economicbenefit to the taxpayer that
distorts its economic behavior. By contrast, the non- Japan U.S. Margin
excessive remission of an indirect tax is not viewed as prce price Margin (%)

an economic benefit to the taxpayer which, in the Pre-taxsituation 100 90 10 11.0
Post-taxsituation 115 90 25 27.7

absence of the refund, would pass on the indirect tax U.S. adjustment#1 115 103.5 11.5 11.0
burden. The premise of full-shifting of indirect taxes U.S. adjustment#2 115 105 10 9.5
and complete non-shifting of direct taxes, of course, Japan adjustment 100 90 10 11.0
has been contradicted by modern economic theory.
This more recent learning holds that both direct and In order to re-produce exactly the pre-tax situation
indirect taxes may be shifted either completelyor par- regarding the absolute dumping margin (10), it is
tially. Indeed, the more recent learning on shifting
calls into question two basic assumptionsof the coun- necessary either to make an upward adjustment to the

U.S. price equal to the full amount of the indirect tax
tervailing duty law, namely, that only the technical paid on the Japanese sale (U.S. adjustment #2) or a
recipient of a subsidiy derives benefit and that the downward adjustment in the Japan price equal to the
technical recipient receives its full economic benefit. full amount of the indirect tax paid (Japan adjust-
Whatever the merits of the premise upon which the ment). However, U.S. adjustment #2 is subject to
distinction was originally based, the different treat- criticism in that it yields a margin percentage (margin/
ment of direct and indirect tax preferenceshas become U.S. price) less than the pre-tax margin percentage.
part of the rules of international trade. Similarly, the U.S. adjustment#1, which is derived by adding to the
distinction between the standard of excessive remis- U.S. price the amount of tax that would have been
sion applicable to prior-stage cumulative indirect imposed absent an exemption (90 x 1.15 = 103.5),
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recreates the pre-tax margin percentage,but yields an Although the crossroads at present are few and much
absolute margin (11.5) greater than the absolute pre- less travelled (some might add, less will lit) than the
tax margin. The Japan adjustment recreates both the main tax and trade paths, that situation will change
pre-tax absolute margin and the pre-tax margin per- given the increasing importance of trade and the per-
centage and would appear for those reasons to be the vasive nature of tax issues to international economic
preferred method. Unfortunately, the anti-dumping relationships.
law of the UnitedStates, unlike the GATTAntidump-
ing Code, specifies that the adjustment for indirect Moreover, even in places where the tax path and the
taxes must be made to the U.S. price, a mandate trade path remain distinct, a comparison between the
which, if followed, would yield either a result unfair to two is often fruitful. For example, developed nations
exporters (U.S. adjustment#1) or to the U.S. industrY have, to varying degrees, recognized the special status
(U.S. adjustment #2). of developing countries in the world economic order
The second issue that has arisen in makingadjustments and have consequently implementedpolicies with re-

for indirect taxes is whether the adjustmehtshould be spect to developing nations, albeit in different ways,
limited to the amount of the indirect tax that affects in both their tax and trade systems. Further, a concern

the Japan price, that is, to the amount passed with the avoidanceof protectionisttrade statutes,such
through. In support of such an interpretation is lan_ as the anti-dumpinglaw, has recently surfaced in both

guage found in the House Report to the Trade Act of the United States and the European Community. In
1974: [t]o the extent that the exporter absorbs indi- addressing the problemof avoidanceof trade statutes,
rect taxes in his home market sales, no adjustment to the much longer experiencewith examining tax avoid-

[U.S.] price will be made and the likelihood or size of ance may well provide useful insights. Finally, there is

dumping margins will be increased. H.R. Rep. No. common to both tax and trade systems an aspect of
93-571, 93rd Cong., 2d Sess. 69 (1973). Against such public international law that is missing from many
an interpretation is an argument that begins with the other fields. Moreover, while international tax re-

proposition that Congress intended to harmonize the lationships are primarily bilateral and international
treatment of indirect taxes in the countervailing duty trade relationships rimarily multilateral, the more

and anti-dumpingduty laws. Because Congress never recent advent of multilateral tax compliance agree-
required that the degree of shiftingof indirect taxes be ments and bilateral free trade arrangementshas blur-
measured in countervailing duty cases, it ould not red that distinction. The internationalization of tax
have intendedsuch a result in anti-dumpingduty cases. and trade laws, therefore, is anotherarea which invites
Put differently, because the full-shifting of indirect comparative analysis.
taxes is assumed in countervailingduty cases, it should
also be assumed in anti-dumpingduty cases. In sum, while the well-beaten tax and trade paths may
Witl respect to both of the issues discussed here, the remain quite separate, there is nevertheless good
current situation in the United States is unclear. The reason to believe that travel along one may well make

U.S. Department of Commerce, charged with ad- a journey along the other both easier and more in-

ministering the anti-dumping law, prefers the Japan teresting.
adjustmentfor indirect taxes and assumesfull-shifting.
The Department, however, has been challenged by
representatives of U.S. industries and has received
contradictory instructions from the Court of Interna-
tional Trade as to the propriety of its actions. 1

CONCLUSION

1. Compare Zenith Electronics Corporation v. United States, 633 F.
This paper has brought to light and explored some of Supp 1382,1388 (CIT 1986, Watson, J.) with Atcor, Inc., et al. v. United
the intersectionsbetween tax and trade law and policy. States, Slip Op. 87-26, March 12, 1987 (Carman, J.)
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URUGUAY:

Evolution of Taxation and
PromotionalRegimes
By Ricardo Villarmarzo

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past, Uruguay has been considered an attractive location for the

developmentof foreign investmentactivitiesand the undertakingof finan-
cial transactions. Two factors in particular accounted for this attraction,
i.e. the stable conditions which prevailed for many years and Uruguay's t

strategic geographic location between Argentina and Brazil. After 13
years of military rule, a democraticcivilian Governmentwas elected. The
basic tax structure which was inherited from the military Government Mr. Ricardo Villarmarzo is the manag-
proved difficlt to alter. Nevertheless,certain changes as well as ideas for ing partner of Cr. Ricardo Villarmarzo

changes are now taking place. This article briefly overviews the y Asociados - Member of Arthur

background of the current situation in Uruguay, the new developments, Young International, Montevideo,Uru-

and the promotionallawsand regulationsfor local and foreigninvestors. guay. Since 1986, he has been on the
Board of Directors of the Uruguayan
Institute of Public Accountants, a

II. EVOLUTIONOF TAXATION member of the Board of Directorsand
a memberof the Executive Committee

A. Characteristicsof Uruguayantaxation at the beginning of 1985 of a businessman'sassociation and a

full professor of Auditing at the

During the period of military Government, there were few changes in Uruguayan University
taxation. Generallyspeaking, the major objective during this time was to

simplify the taxation system and facilitatecollectionof taxes. In pursuance
of this objective, several taxes were abolished, i.e. personal income tax,
tax on average productivityof agricultural activities, the stamp tax, and Contents

specific taxes on financial activities.
I. INTRODUCTION

At the time the democraticGovernmenttook office, Governmentrevenue I EVOLUTION OF TAXATION

was mainly derived from indirect taxes, i.e. the value added tax, excise A. Characterlstics of Uruguayan
taxes and foreign trade taxes. Direct taxes, i.e. income tax and capital taxationatthe beginningof 1985

tax, contributed an insignificant amount towards the total Government B. Taxation projects of the political

revenue.2 Other than certain minor taxes, the above-mentioned taxes parties
C. 1985 tax events

covered the major portion of the State's resources. D. 5-Year Government Budget
E. Preliminaryevaluation at the end

of 1985
B. Taxationprojects of the politicalparties F. 1986 tax events

G. The National Agreement

During the course of the political campaign, all groups presented their H. 1987 tax events

ideas and projects in respect of taxation. Some consensus was reached IIl. PROMOTION OF BUSINESS

during various meetings.3 A written report was finally prepared by
ACTIVITIES
A. Industrial Promotion Law

economists of all the parties. The most important aspect stressed in the B. Foreign Investment Law

report concerned the transfer from a system of indirect taxation to one of C. Holding Company Law

direct taxation. Evaluationof potential contributionsfrom varioussectors IV. OTHER COMMENTS
of the economy was another integral part of the report. Specificmeasures V CONCLUSION
included:

establishing a broader base for calculationof income taxes;-

re-creatingan income tax on agriculturalactivities in order to promote-

efficiency and productivityin that sector; and
l. Value added tax and excise taxes have an

obvious effect on consumers and foreign trade

reducing the minimum tax rate of the value added tax and eliminating taxes are also transferred to the public through-

export taxes. higher prices.
2. Income tax was levied exclusively on com-

A clear preference was expressed for taxes to be levied on property,
mercial and industrial activities. Individualswere

exempted from income tax. Capital tax applied
income, surplus and perhaps luxury consumption items. It was also to both companies and individuals based on a

deemed important to reduce taxation on exports and items of popular concept of territoriality.
3. The meetings were held as part of what is

consumption and to promote a more efficient use of the agricultural known as CONAPRO (concertacin nacional
sector's production. programtica).
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C. 1985 tax events added tax on sales for taxpayers providing personal
services. New criteria for the valuation of real estate

The Government approved certain specific laws and would be applied in respect of the net wealth tax. An
decrees in 1985 which, in some cases, effectivelyaimed amount of certain types of life insurance could be
to tax property and improve the administration of included as taxable amounts for this tax.

resources. All of the enactments tended to increase Information available during discussions of the bill in
the amount of tax collected. Examples of these mea- of the and future of Govern-
sures included increasing the taxable value of real es- respect current structure

tate for calculation of the capital tax and reduction of
ment resources is shown in Figures 1 and 2.

the available period to pay value added tax and excise Figure 1
taxes. Structure of Government resources

Towards the end of the year, new ordinances were Resources 1984 1985 1986

approved employing the same criteria. In connection
with income tax, new taxable transactionswere added: From taxes 90% 94% 93%

fictitious interest on loans4, payment of dividends
Others 10% 6% 7%

abroad, etc. New taxpayers were defined.5 Deduction
of some items was restricted, such as the possibilityof Figure 2

a loss carry-forward which was reduced from 5 years Significanceof each type of tax in respect of resources

to 3 years. As compensation, the possibility of avoid- Kind oftax 1984 1985 1986

ing double taxation was regulated in respect of techni-
cal assistance. Ongoodsandservices 60% 63% 63%

Onforeigntrade 16% 16% 15%
A decision was taken to maintain the status of corpo- On ncomeand surplus 9% 9% 10%

rate capital tax. Some amendmentswere made, how- On property 5% 6% 5%

1 ' % 4% 93%
ever, with more stringent criteria for the treatmentof
foreign assets, deductible liabilities and in respect of
machinery and equipment utilized in the manufactur- These figures indicate the significantimpactof indirect
ing process. The capital tax rate was reduced from taxation on consumption, i.e. specifically the value
4.5% to 2.8%. A new tax, known as the control of added tax and excise taxes, although taxes on foreign
corporations, was created. This tax must be paid trade are also significant. Resources arising from in-
promptly upon formation of a corporationor when an come taxes, taxes on property and other taxes account
increase of authorized share capital takes place. for a very low percentageof consumption.6
The most significantchange affecting the value added
tax was the exemption in respect of independentper- E. Preliminaryevaluationat the end of 1985
sonal services related to human health and the inclu-
sion of non-profitorganizationsas taxpayersin respect The approach taken during 1985 endeavoured to
of taxable transactions.The rates of some excise taxes achieve the objective of equitable distribution of
was increased (as well as some other minor changes). wealth and social justice. Under pressure for the need
In all cases, the effect was to collect more taxes and for additinal resources, the Government im-
extend the applicationof taxes. plemented decisions designed to increase resources.

As indicated by Figures 1 and 2, it is easier to suggest
D. The 5-Year GovernmentBudget changes than to promote and implement them. Indi-

rect taxation was extremely high, and changes were

Taking into considerationarguments advanced by the difficult to implement. The fiscal deficit and its reduc-
Presidentat the time the 5-YearBudgetwas presented tion were significant aspects of the Government's
to the Parliament, it is clear that the policy of increas- economic strategy and did not allow for trials or risks.
ing indirect taxation would continue but the current It may be assumed that the idea would be to increase
status of the economy would also be considered to
avoid negative consequencesand extensivechanges in
the actual collection of taxes. 4. For income tax purposes, fictitious interest is calculatedon loans and

similar balances on a base established by the tax authorities (this interest

The most significant regulations contained in the bill must be computed as taxable income), except in the case of loans made by
related to income tax, value added tax and capital tax. banks and loans betweenpersonswho are income taxpayers. If real interest

Some new taxpayerswere brought within the scope of exists and is higher than the fictitious interest, the real interest should be

income tax. In addition, the criterion for creation of
considered as taxable income. The idea of the tax law is to avoid unfair

advantages derived from inflation.
the reserve for bad debts for tax purposes was 5. Profit organizations performing taxable activities are not included,
amended to the effect that deductibleexpenseswould however.

no longer be permitted for both provisions or bad 6. Many of the items have been included, under the headingTaxation,

debts. Only specific amountsof uncollectibleaccounts
in the Memorandumof Agreementwith the InternationalMonetaryFund.

Additionally, the Agreement endeavours to obtain resources by an in-
would be admitted. crease of 16.5% (previously14%) in gross nationalproduct (as a minimum)

for the first year of the programmewith subsequent increases. A commit-
The value added tax imposed on purchases of fixed ment to improve the tax administration,specifically through implementa-
assets would no longer be accepted to offset value tion ofbettercontrolsvia electronicdata processing,was also established.
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some taxes on property but maintain indirect taxation meetingsand discussedsignificantaspectsof economic
without significant amendments until, such time as developmentand social improvement.Fourteen areas

economicconditions warranted such changes. of interest were analyzed and described in a signed
document known as the National Agreement. Several
of the more important areas of interest for business

F. 1986 tax events activities are as follows:

During 1986 some innovation took place in respect of 1. Agricultural sector
taxation. In respect of the value added tax, taxpayers The bills refer to:
of agricultural income were included. Consequently, - promotion of exports of milk products;
the exemptionfor agriculturalproductsin naturalform - developmentof the wine industry;
was restricted so that the exemptionapplies exclusive- - changes in the rural social security system which

ly to horticultural products. The Government was would be based on payments by hectare;
authorized to establish monthly payments of value - taxation on agricultural assets of non-resident
added tax for certain taxpayers. owners; and

-

The main change in income tax concerned calculation adjustmentsof direct taxation to promote technol-

of the inflation adjustment. The liabilities for assets ogy, better use of the land, etc.
Some potential decrees would cover the reimburse-

used for non-taxableactivitieswere to be computedas
ment of taxes paid for gasoline used for agricultural

a percentage, based on the ratio between specific as- products which were destined for export.sets and total assets. The Governmentwas authorized
to require advance payment without restriction. The 2. Fishing industryGovernmentwas also authorized to establishdifferen- The bills refer to
tial tax rates for value added tax and excise taxes promotion of exports and craft fishing.-

taking into account the geographic location in which
economic activities were carried out. 3. Industrial sector
Since July 1986 financial institutionshavebeen subject Several proposals include:
to a new tax on certain assets. All private and official - establishmentof preferences to companies engag-
financial institutionsare subject to this tax. In general, ing in export activities in respect of Government
tax is imposed if the institution has cash and corre- acquisitions;
sponding accounts, securities, loans and some other - reimbursementof excise taxes on exports;
minor items. - partial or total exemption of income tax, capital

tax and real estate tax for 5 years for export ac-
The taxable amount is computed on the balance of tivities declared to be of national interest;those items at the end of each month. Some assets are public fares at internationalprices.-

excluded for purposes of the computation. The basic
rate of tax is 1% annually and the minimum rate is 4. Commercialsector
0.25% for specific assets. Regulationswere approved The bills in the commercial sector aim to promoteto facilitate payment of delayed liabilities (taxes and trading companies.social security charges). The combined effect is to

permit the taxpayer to fulfil tax requirements as well 5. Constructionsector
as increase Government revenue. No specific bills were mentioned.
A specific income tax on agricultural activities was

also created. The tax was based on revenues,expenses 6. Transportationsector
and net income effectively incurred. For a period of Certain bills would cover Governmentcommercialac-

time, the taxpayer could opt to pay either this tax tivities such as airlines, railways, etc.

(called IRA)7vE or a tax based on the potentialproductiv-
ity of the land. A maximum amount was established 7. Communicationsector
in excess of which all taxpayers were included in the Notwithstanding the fact that no specific bills were

IRA system. mentioned, the measures announced referred to im-
of telephones, telex,No significant conceptual changes in taxation were provement etc.

institutedin 1986. The objectivesof the measureswere 8. Tourism sector
to improve revenue through collection of taxes. The The bills include:
challengewas to achievea reasonablebalancebetween creation of duty-free shops;-

Government finances and distributionof wealth using reimbursementof 50% of the value added tax paid-

a tax policy which did not inhibit economic develop- for hotel services renderedoutside the high season,ment. togetherwith an exemptionof income taxes during
the same period;
special system for the sale of real estate for pur--

G. The National Agreement poses of time-sharing.
At the beginning of 1986, all political parties held 7. Impuesto a las rentas agropecuarias.
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9. Financial sector - A new coordinated text of Uruguayan taxation
Announcementscovered the following: was published during 1987 (Texto Ordenado).

regulation of offshore banking; Other measures include the potential exemption of
-

creation of an investment bank;-

income be used for the acquisitionof certainauthorizing cooperatives of savings and credit to
to assets,-

i.e. industrial machinery, agricultural machinery,operate as financial institutions; fixed improvements in the agricultural sector, furni-updating the law for corporations (Sociedades-

Annimas); ture and fixtures for hotels, computers, communica-
tion equipment, etc. (a maximum exemption of 40%promotion and better regulation of stock ex- of the investment); construction and improvementof

-

changes and capital markets and updating of the hotels or buildings used for industrial purposes (abankruptcy law; maximum of 20% of total investment). There will beregulation of leasing activities.
a limit of 40% of the investor's pre-tax profits.10

-

10. Developmentof the country Expenses incurred for research and developmentpro-
No projects were announced. jects in the area of science and technology (especially

biotechnology) are computed by l1h times the actual
11. Social policy amounts for income tax purposes. With respect to the
The bills refer to: capital tax, the possibilityof deducting50% of the tax

a new legal system for unemploymentinsurance; value of industrialequipmentexists for assets acquired-

promotion of temporary activities and training after Parliamentaryapproval.-

facilities for young people; A credit be obtained for the value added taxchanges in the labour legislation and prohibition included in the purchase of assets and services for
- may

of labour law court actions; of exploration of mineral for thea new system for pensions. period in which no sales are made.
- purposes resources

12. Health sector The basic rate of the value added tax has been in-
A national health system would be promoted. creased from 20% to 21%.

13. Institutional reforms
Changes in respect of the politicalparties' law8, labour III. PROMOTIONOF BUSINESS ACTIVITIES
agreements and others would be promoted.

The most importantschemes in force for promotionof
14. Administrativereform business activities are an industrial promotion law, a

Announcementsincluded improvementof the quality foreign investment law and a holding company law.
and quantity of public services without increasing Additionally, certain ordinances in respect of income
taxes. and capital tax can be considered as tax incentives.
Some bills are currently being studied by Parliament
but none have been approved as yet. A. IndustrialPromotionLaw

The Industrial Promotion Law is regulated by Law
14,178 of 28 March 1974 and Decree 703/974 of 5

H. 1987 tax events September 1974.11

Some additionalchanges have been made in respectof 1. Objectives
specific taxes. However, no significant modifications The promotionalmeasures are designed to accomplishof the previously discussed taxes have been intro- the following objectives:duced. The most significant aspects of the changes are

(a) to reach maximumproductionand marketingeffi-as follows:9
ciency based on adequate levels of dimension,

The benefitofchannelledsavings: taxpayerswill technologyand quality;-

compute, as exempted income, any amount in- (b) to increase and diversify exports of industrialized
vested in companies declared to be of national goods which incorporate the highest possible
interest. This option must be exercised within the added value on the constituent raw materials;
period set for filing tax returns. (c) to locate new industries and expand or reform
Taxpayers in the agricultural sector have been in- existingones, if doing so encouragesthe use of raw
cluded in the value added tax by means of a special material markets and available manpower;
system for calculation and payment of taxes.
Social security charges for agricultural activities 8. Ley Orgnica de los Partidos Polticos.
will be a responsibility of the taxpayer for the 9. All of these changes were passed by Law 15,903, published in the

period in whichhe engagesin agriculturalactivities Official Gazette of 18 November 1987 and effective, in general, on 1

regardless of the legal status for which he uses the January 1988.
10. This ordinance enters into force for fiscal years beginning after 1land. Calculation would be based on a fictitious January 1988.

amount by hectare. 11. Decree No. 703/974 regulates some specific aspects of the law.
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(d) to stimulate selected technical research programs The amount and periods of time for these exemptions
directed towards the economicuse of unexploited will be establishedby the Executive Power with prior
national raw materials and obtainingor improving approval of the Advisory Group.
national products, training technicians and work-
ers and controlling and certifying the quality of 5. Channelling of savings
products;

(e) to increase the economic impact of the tourism Individuals or legal entities which invest in companies
industry by improving the national tourist infra- included in the law (by purchasingregisteredshares to

be issued by the companies)will be entitled to deduct
structure. from their taxableincomethe amountsinvestedbefore

2. National interest the due dates for filing the correspondingtax returns.

An industry which is considered to be of national in- 6. Export houses
terest will receive credit assistance and tax exemp-
tions. The Executive Power will promote the establishment

and operationof export houses to market locally-man-
3. Credit assistance ufactured products abroad, to provide representation

services in other countries and to promote export of
Credit assistance may consist, in whole or in part, of

products manufactured by local industrial companiesthe following benefits: (preferably those of medium and small size). They will
(a) Local currency loans enjoy a tax exemptiontobe granted in each individual

loans for a maximum period of 20 years with
case a

-

by the Executive Power for maximum of 10
mortgage guarantees for the establishmentof new

industries or improvementof existing industries; years.

loans for a maxmum period of 8 years for the-

purchase of equipment, machinery, accessories B. Foreign InvestmentLaw
and spare parts;
loans for a maximum period of 1 year for the pur--

The Foreign Investment Law is regulated by Law
chase of domestic raw materials to be indus-

14,179 of 28 March 1974, including modificationsand
trialized and exported; additions introduced by Law 14,244 of 26 July 1974
reinvestmentloans to draw up projectsof technical

Decree 808/974 dated 10 October 1974.
-

and
and economic feasibility studies;
loans for a maximumperiod of 2 years to cover up 1. Definition

-

to 50% of the value or estimatedvalue of projects,
assembly, installations and initial operating ex- Foreign investmentis defined as all capital originating
penses of new industries or for the modernization abroad with rights of repatriation and transfer of re-

or expansion of existing industries; lated profits. The investment may be in the form of
loans for a maximum period of 5 years to finance foreign exchange, machinery, patents, technical pro--

all types of accumulated tax debts arising from the cesses, trade marks or any other form deemed to be of

inefficiencyor unprofitabilityof an industry. interest by the Government.

(b) Foreign currency loans or guarantees
loans or guarantees for the purchase abroad of 2. Subjects-

industrialequipment,spareparts and specialmate-
Only individuals legal entities domiciledabroad

rials;
or are

entitled to the rights and obligations arising from this
short-term credits for the purchase of raw mate--

law.
rials or othermaterialsto be used in predominantly
export products. 3. Authorization

4. Tax exemptions Foreign investment is authorized in all areas of
economic and social development if compatible with

Tax exemptionsmay consist of: the national interest. Some activities, however, re-
total or partial exemptionfrom all types of taxation-

quire specificauthorizationfrom the ExecutivePower.
as well as rebates on tariffs imposed on the cost of
services rendered by the State; 4. Guarantees
exemption of up to 60% of employers' contribu--

tions to social security funds with respect to that By authorizing foreign investment, the Government

portion of the payroll correspondingto the labour guarantees the remittance of capital and related an-

costs included in goods manufacturedfor export; nual profit. The Central Bank of Uruguaywill provide
exemptionfrom all taxes on the company'sincome the corresponding foreign exchange at the exchange-

as well as on the distribution of profits; rate prevailing on the last day of the financial year in

exemptionfrom port tariffs and additionalcharges which the profits were earned, provided that the ex--

due upon importation of goods required for the change is requested within 60 days of the financial
industrial equipment of the company (not pro- year-end. After this period, the applicable exchange
duced by local industry); rate will be that prevailing on the day the request for
fiscal liabilities arising from importation. remittance was made.-
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5. Repatriation of capital C. Holding Company Law

The invested capital cannot be repatriatedbefore the
end of the third year after the effective date of the Holding company activity is regulated by Law 11,073
contract. The remittance abroad will always be first of 24 June 1948, as amended, and Decree 664/979 of

applied against the profits earned by the business. 20 October 1948.

Remittances exceeding such profits will be applied
against the jnvested capital. 1. Tax treatment

Holding companies engaging in activities under the
6. Foreign capital company ordinancesof the law will only pay one tax of 0.3% on

capital and reserves plus liabilities which exceed twice
For purposes of this law, a foreign capital company is the amount of capital and reserves.
a business enterprise whose capital (originating
abroad) constitutesmore than 50% of the capital with 2. Definition
voting power.

A holding company, under this law, is a corporation
7. Use of external and internal credit (Sociedad Annima) whose main activity is to per-

form, directly or indirectly, for its own account or on

Foreign companies included in this law may not avail behalf of others, investments abroad in securities,
themselves of medium and long-term internal credit. bonds, shares, real estate, etc.
It is necessary, in each individual case, to obtain con-
sent of the Government to use external credit. 3. Prohibited activities

Holding companies may not perform the following
8. Decree 808/794 activities:

-

Decree 808/794 regulates certain aspects of the law. to own as assets (i) shares or similar interests in
national companies which are not holding com-Most relevant for the foreign investor are the follow-
panies under the law, or (ii) national real estate;ing:

- to purchase Government bonds as part of their
(a) Administration assets for a nominal amount exceeding 20% of
In general, foreign investors must request authoriza- their capital;
tion from the Ministry of Economy and Finance for - to remit annually to Uruguay revenues derived
the location of the investment. In some cases, the from direct investmentsof amounts exceeding5%
Executive Power must intervene. The authorization of the paid-in capital and reserves;
will be precededby the opinionofan AdvisoryGroup. - to remit to Uruguayfunds arisingfrom the disposal
The rights granted by law exist in addition to those of foreign assets;
established in Law 14,178, i.e. the Industrial Promo- - to enter into transactionssuch as loans and invest-
tion Law. The Uruguayan Central Bank maintains a ments implyinga controlovernationalcompanies.
register of authorized foreign investments.

(b) Remittanceofprofits and transferofcapital
4. Special conditions

The State guarantees the remittance of profits and the In order to pay only the 0.3% tax, holding companies
transfer of capital under the conditions agreed to by cannot have assets in Uruguay other than shares of
contract. The Central Bank will assure the availability similar holding companies and balances of current
of the correspondingforeign exchange. bank accounts,which, in total, should not exceed 10%

(c) Capital with the right to transfer abroad of their assets or Governmentbonds.

This is understoodto be the capital initially authorized
and brought into Uruguay,plus capitalizednet profits,
less the capital already transferred and less net losses

IV. OTHER COMMENTS

(all expressed in the currencyof origin). For purposes A free zone regime is in force and a new bill wasof the law, all profits not remitted abroad within a
recentlypassed by Parliament.12Special conditionsforperiod of 2 years will be considered as formally activities and tax exemptions be obtained incapitalized as from the date of the corresponding fi- can re-

of capital and income Offshore banking hasnancial year. spect tax.
a general exemption established by Law 15,322 of 19

(d) Loans September 1982 in respect of all taxes.13 Certain ac-
Business entities covered by the law will not be able to -tivities are granted tax exemptions, i.e. the fishing
make use of internal medium and long-term financial industry, the national merchantmarne, national avia-
credit in any form. Operationswith terms not exceed- tion, the forestryindustry, the citrus fruit industry,etc.
ing one year are considered to be short term. External
credit must be authorized by the Government and
entered in the register maintained by the Central
Bank. The Bank will assure the conversionand trans-
fer of the amortization and interest corresponding to

12. Law 15,921 of 7 December 1987.
13. Even when no regulation controls, the tax authorities have grantedthe external credits used by foreign investors. exemptions in specific cases.
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V. CONCLUSION

This article attempted to trace the evolution of taxa- There are, however, promotional schemes which
tion in Uruguay since 1985. Specific changes have oc- create a more convenientenvironmentfor doing busi-
curred but without a significant impact on tax policy. ness in Uruguay and new incentives in this respect are

Indirect taxation remains the most important part of being reviewed. It is possible to concludethat Uruguay
Government resources and it is difficult to foresee is still an attractive country for business and invest-
immediate and significant changes. ment.
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Tax Reform in Grenada
By Wendell A. Samuel

I. INTRODUCTION 1

The Government of Grenada has embarked upon a complete reform of ,[
its tax system. The reform has been implemented in 2 phases, i.e. Phase I
I was introduced in the 1986 Budget and Phase II in the 1987 Budget. In 1
Phase I, the number of taxes was reduced from 20 to 7. This entailed b

elimination of certain taxes and consolidationof others. Phase II focused 1

on tighteningthe tax net, closing loopholes in the legislationand redressing b

some negative effects of the taxes.

The reform package abolished income taxes on both individuals and

companies, export duties, stamp duties and the consumption tax (see
Appendixfor the list of abolished taxes). The 7 taxes now in existenceare:

(1) the value added tax (VAT), (2) the modified land value tax (MLVT),
(3) the petrol tax, (4) the company/businesslevy, (5) import duties under
the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) Common External Tariff
(CET), (6) the foreign exchange tax and (7) the motor vehicle purchase

Mr. Wendell Samuel received his
Ph.D. in Economics in 1986. He s cur-

tax. rently a Lecturer at the University of
the West Indies. Mr. Samuel's fields of

The tax changesnot only completelyreversed the marxst-orientedpolicies specializationare monetary and nter-
which emerged during the People Revolutionary Government (PRG) national economics.
which ruled the country between 1979 and 1983, but also dispensed with
some of the legacies of the Eric Gairy regime which preceded the PRG
administration.

Despite the marxist orientationof the PRG, they were never able to make Contents
the tax system responsive to the need for more revenue collection to
finance the increased social expendituresundertakenby the Government.
Most of the increases in Government expenditures were financed by

I INTRODUCTION

foreign loans and grants (see Table I). This resulted from the fact that the II. THE BUSINESS LEVY

PRG only made token changes in the archaic tax system which it inherited III. THE VALUE ADDED TAX

from the Gairy regime. Therefore, low yield nuisance taxes like export IV CONCLUSION
duties, package tax, entertainment tax and radio and televisionpurchase REFERENCES
taxes were retained by the PRG. APPENDIX

The Grenadian tax system emerged from the colonial administration's
effort to raise revenue to defray some administrative expenses which
would otherwise have to be paid by the British Treasury. Slight attention
was turned toward other functions of budgetarypolicy. Upon attainment
of Associated Statehood and later, independence, the local authorities
succeeded to the colonial administration.All the trappings of that admin-
istration, including the tax system, were retained, and as British aid grants
were reduced, the local authoritieswere forced to rely on theirown efforts
to augment the national fisc. Taxes were introduced indiscriminately in
order to raise revenue; for example the nuisancetaxes were introduced
with little regard to economic efficiency.

The reform package was a bold and innovative step by the Government.
The stated goals of the reform were to increase the level of productivity
and competitivenessof the Grenadian economy and to encouragegrowth
in savngs, nvestmentand productionat both the individualand corporate
levels. The new proposals,which embody some of the proposalsof supply
side economicpolicies pursued by the current administrationsin the Unit-
ed States and the United Kingdom, have gone to the other extreme. They
do not extend sufficient consideration to the peculiar conditions existing

1 in small developingeconomies.The inadequaciesof the tax administration
and the structureof productionin Grenadalimit the revenuepotentialand
economic incentives of the taxes.
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Although the objectives of the tax reform are admir- that, for the most part, business enterprises paid less
able, the effectiveness of the measures implemented than their fair share of taxes. One reason for this was

to achieve the goals is questionable. This article fo- that some firms were able to employ better-trained
cuses on 2 new taxes, i.e. the business levy and the accountants than the tax administration was able to
value added tax (VAT), which were introduced to attract.4
replace the individual and corporate income taxes and
accomplish a radical change in the theory of the tax

The business levy represents the effort of the adminis-
tration to tax the income of companies more effec-

system in the Caribbean.
tively. The tax administrationconcluded that another
reason for the difficultiesin collectingthe company tax

Table I was that unscrupulous businessmen wrote off ques-
tionable expenses as business expenses. To prevent

Government Grants & Local such practices, the business levy taxes receipts before
expenditure loans revenue deductions taken. Taxing receipts with-any are gross

1975 43.90 20.62 23.28 out any allowances for legitimate expenses is unfair
1976 50.44 23.05 27.39 because operating expenses differ according to the
1977 58.14 21.72 36.42 type of firm.5 The tax is payable whether the firm
1978 63.37 18.20 45.17 makes a profit or a loss.6
1979 68.68 15.31 53.37
1980 91.45 32.49 58.96 The cost of the business levy in terms of efficiency is
1981 160.03 99.93 60.10 high and the tax is inequitable. A tax levied on gross
1982 214.00 139.50 74.50 receipts is no longer a tax on income but rather a sales
1983 166.60 85.30 81.30 tax and business firms may be encouraged to shift the
1984 211.40 124.10 87.30 tax forward to the consumer.
1985 249.86 154.86 95.00

The business levy is supposed to be a tax on income
The figures are in millions of Eastern Caribbean dollars. Source:

and should be borne by the enterprises. However,Governmentof Grenada, Official Estimates.
income is not the tax base and the tax is, in fact, notr

necessarily borne by the enterprise in all cir-
cumstances. Statutorily, the business levy is imposed

II. THE BUSINESS LEVY on businessesbut it is possible that a portionof the tax
can be shifted forward. To the extent that enterprises

The business levy was introduced at a rate of 10% on differ in their ability to shift the tax forward, the tax

gross receipts, meaning that the tax makes no allow- burden will differ depending on the type of firm. On
ances for legitimate business expenses. Imposition of this basis alone, the business levy violates the equity
the business levy in this mannercan be undulyhard on principle which was embodied in the company tax

enterpriseswhich sell many low mark-up items in their which it replaced.
product mix. If a portion of the tax is shifted forward, the business

to turnover
The business levy was projected to yield ECS 6.3 mil- levy can have cascade effects similar the

lion in revenue during the fiscal year 1986. No revenue tax, i.e. if a portion of the tax is shifted forwardat each
of production and distribution, the tax will

was collected during that year because the business stage

communityobjected to paying the tax and negotiations pyramid as the shifted part of tax is included in the tax
base at asubsequent stage.7

on a compromiseagreementwere in progress. The tax

was subsequentlymodified in the 1987 Budget, as fol- A second alleged advantageof the business levy is the
lows: high revenue yield at low rates of taxation. A 3% tax

0 to 100,000: no tax

100,001 to 1,000,000: 1%
1,000,001 to 2,000,000: 1.5%

1. These 2 taxes constitute the largest source of Government revenue.

2. Certain firms are exempt from the tax. For instance, enterprises in
2,000,001 and over: 2% the tourism and manufacturing sectors are exempt under the Grenada

Fiscal IncentivesAct. However, non-profitorganizationslike the Grenada
The tax base is gross receipts from the sale of goods Banana Cooperative, the Grenada Cocoa Association and the Grenada
and services exclusive of VAT. The tax is to be paid Nutmeg Association must pay the tax. The Grenada Banana Cooperative
by the owner of the,business or the person who pr0- is challenging this requirement in court.

vides the service.2 Enterprises are required to rernit 3. These difficultiesshould have been foreseen because a similar tax was

the proceeds of the tax to the department of Inland introducedin the neighbouringisland of St. Vincent. The business commu-
. nty refused to pay the tax and it was later repealed.

Revenue in 12 monthly instalments beginning 31 4. This observation is characteristicof most tax administrations in less

January 1987. The projected receipts for 1987 were developed countries, i.e. they are poorly staffed and lack the necessary
ECS 8 million. However, as of August 1987, no reve- resources to upgrade revenue collection capabilities.
nue had been collected.3 5. The cost of goods purchased is not even a deductible expense under

the business levy.
The main attraction of the business levy is its ease of 6. Consequently, it is not possible to deduct losses incurred in previous
administrationas comparedwith the companyincome periods as is the case in some countries.

7. The variations in the ability to shift the tax forwardand the subsequenttax which it replaced. The company income tax was set pyramiding makes the incidence of the tax impossible to discern so it is
at 50% of net income. The tax administration argued difficult to devise any policy to offset the differential.
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on gross receipts will yield just as much (or more) strong incentive for firms to change their product mix
revenue than a 50% tax on net income. In certain and could potentially result in shortages of essential
ways, the business levy is similar to the turnover taxes items.
which were used in Europe during the first half of this
century. In 1970, Due8 wrote the following about the The size of the firm itselfwas not an importantvariable

turnover tax:...[it] appears to be very simple and in determining the effect of the business levy. Small

maximizes revenue at a given rate; accordingly it has firms did just as well as large firms under the new tax

a siren-like appeal to governments, which have fre- regime for any given product mix.

quently followed this path to disaster. This same line The simulations projected the total tax revenue from
of reasoning holds true for the business levy, i.e. once the business levy marginally (i.e. 2.1%) below the
the country becomes dependent on this tax, sub- company tax. Although the tax burden was somewhat
sequent amendments to more economically efficient less, the division of the burden between firms was

forms of taxation will be difficult because a much grossly inequitable. Under the business levy, 23 firms
higher rate of tax will have to be imposed. were better off while 25 firms were worse off. In some

Unlike the company income tax, the business levy can cases, the tax liability was as high as 174.1% of net
income.

cause adverse changes in the structure of economic
activity. The tax encouragesvertical integrationin pro- At first it was unclear whether the business levy was

duction. A firm can reduce its tax liability by integrat- applicable to agricultural producers' associations
ing vertically, rather than incurring tax on the sale of which are non-profit organizations. The operating
intermediate goods. The firm will then be taxed only surplus of these organizations is used to support the
on final sales. If producers do their own wholesaling price paid to farmers when the market price of the
and retailing, middlemen are eliminated and a loss of products falls below a predetermined level. Thus, the

employmentresults.9 In addition, the tax discriminates effect of the business levy on these organizations is to

1
against firms which are unable to integrate vertically. reduce the current price paid to farmers and a diminu-
These firms have no option but to pay the tax while tion of the fund available for price support for farmers.
firms which are able to integratecan avoid some of the In the long run, the ability of these associations to
tax liability. support the price paid to farmers for any prolonged
The Caribbean Association of Industry and Com- period is reduced.

merce (CAIC) conducteda study of the business levy's The tax can also be viewed as discriminatory against
impact on different types of businesses in Grenada. A small farmers whose receipts would have been too
stratified random sample of 48 firms in the distributive small to be taxed had they sold their output directly to
trades was studied. The firms were stratified by size, the exporters. If the farmers find that their individual
type and product mix. They were small, medium and position is improved in the absenceof associations,the
large firms. The firms were either wholesale or retail associations may be disbanded with a concomitantre-

and their product mix was determinedby the propor- duction in marketing efficiency.11
tion of low, medium or high profit margin products The foregoing discussion suggests that, although thesold.

business levy may boost Government revenue and is
Using information from the accounting records of the easy to administer, it is accompanied by numerous

firms, CAIC simulated the effect of the business levy negative side-effectswhich, in the long run, may have
on the various types of firms under the assumption an adverse impact on the structure and growth of the
that there was no forward shifting of the tax and infi- economy.
nitely elasticdemandcurves. Althoughthe assumption
of no forward shifting is questionable, the assumption
of an infinitely elastic demand curve may be justified III. THE VALUE ADDED TAX
on the grounds that most Grenadian enterprises are

small or medium-sized. However, the analysis applied A. Introduction
only to individual firms and not to the economy as a

whole. Nevertheless, the results of the simulationsare

interesting and perhaps indicative of the true picture.
VAT was introduced in the 1986 Budget, a complete
surprise to taxpayers and tax administrators alike. It

CAIC found that the product mix of the firms was the has become quite fashionable in the Caribbean for
most important considerationin ascertaining the final budgetary proposals to be presented as a surprise
effect of the tax on the firms. The tax liability under
the business levy was much higher than the 50% com-

pany tax on net ncome for firms whose product mix 8. Due, J.F., IndirectTaxation in DevelopingCountries (Johns Hopkins
included a large proportion of items on which a low- Press, 1970) at 117.

9. This imposesan efficiencycost on the economybecause specialization
profit margin was charged. Low-profit items included is reduced. If there was an excess of middlemen in Grenada, perhaps this
food and other essential household goods many of would not be an issue. However, there is no evidence to suggest an excess

which fall under the price control regulations. In these of middlemen in the country.

cases, the tax cannot be shifted forward. 45% of the 10. Overall, one-third of the firms studied had tax liabilities which were

than profit.firms in this category had tax liabilities which were
greater net

11. Farmers may also switch to other agricultural products which are not

greater than their net profit.1Such a result provides a sold through associations.
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package. This is the least desirable method of intro- various elements which constitute value added (i.e.
ducing a tax such as VAT, which is not the simplest of wages, interest, net profit, etc.). The tax rate is then
taxes and under which compliance primarily depends applied to the values added.
on the taxpayers.12 The tax credit method is the best method to calculate
VAT is a tax levied on the value added at each stage tax liability because it avoids problems which arise in.
of production and distribution. It is equivalent to a calculating value added. The tax credit method facili-
sales tax on final commoditiessince the value of goods tates the use of differentiated rates for certain goods
in their final stage equals the values added at each and makes exemption easier. Most important, it pro-
stage. Therefore, with identical tax bases, a value vides a mechanism for cross-checking the accuracy of
added tax and sales tax of the same magnitudeshould the firm's returns. The tax paid by one firm appears as

yield equal tax revenue. a deduction for the firms to which it sells its output.
VAT can be viewed as a consumption, income or

Therefore,under-reportingby a supplier is likely to be
detected. The purchaser has no incentive to buy tax-

product tax depending on the treatment of capital
goods. The consumption variety of VAT effectively

free from the supplier since he will incur the tax liabil-

excludes all goods purchasedfor businessuse from the ity on his total sales anyway. It is only at the point of

tax base during the period in which the goods are
final sales to the consumer that the cross-checking

purchased.13 In this form VAT is equivalent to a sales function does not function.

tax on consumption expenditure because all capital Theoretically,VAT has the advantage that it is neutral

goods are exempt. This formofVAThas been adopted with respect to economic activity. It can be levied on

by the EEC and Grenada. all goods except leisure goods and at all stages of

The income variety of VAT also exempts all capital production. Consequently, VAT does not change the
relative price of any goods nor does it offer any incen-

goods from the tax. However, non-durable capital tives to alter the organization of production. VAT
goods are deductible at the time of purchase, but de- therefore creates few distortions compared with
duction of taxes on durable capital is allowed on a very

depreciationbasis rather than at the time of purchase.
the sales tax which is levied only at the retail stage.

to
As a result, deductionsare delayed until the capital is There is no incentive for firms shift activities for-

ward to the retail stage in order to avoid the tax.
used. The tax base in this case is personal income.

If deductions are only permitted on goods which be- If the consumption form of VAT is utilized (i.e. the

come a physical part of the final product, then VAT is most popular form), and a single rate applies to all

a product tax. In this form, durable capital is not goods, the tax is proportional to consumptionand has

deductible either on a current or depreciation basis. the essential attributes of a lump-sum tax which is

The base, therefore, s the sum of final consumption viewed as the most neutral form of taxation. However,
and capital expenditure. lump-sum taxes are unfair in terms of ability to pay

because they impose an equal burdenon all individuals
The consumptionvariety of VAT is favoured over the regardless of the level of income. A single rate VAT
income and product variety because it stimulates new is no different. Althoughit is proportionalto consump-
investment. The income variety of VAT retards new tion, it is regressive with respect to income, for con-

investment because it increases the working capital sumption as a proportionof incomedeclines as income
which firms must develop as compared to the con- increases. This means that the proportion of VAT to

sumption form of VAT which permits full deduction income is higher for individualswith lower incomes.
during the period in which the capital is purchased. To avoid this tendencyfor inequality,differentialrates

VAT is a multi-stage tax, and in order to fully exploit can be imposed and exemptions provided for. Goods

its advantages,mustbe imposedat all stagesofproduc- which low income groups consume proportionately
tion and distribution. Iowever, it can be imposed at more ofcan be taxed at a lower orzero rate, and goods
limited stages; for example, in manufacturing and which high income groups consume proportionately
wholesale or wholesale and retail stages. more of can be taxed at a higher rate. The European

experience with VAT has shown that it can be made
VAT can be computed in a numberof ways. The most progressiveby rate differentiationand exemptionsbut

popular and least difficult method of calculation is the this increases the complexity of administrationof the
tax credit method. This method requires an enterprise
to calculate its tax liability on total sales and subtract
the tax paid on goods purchased in the current period 12. In European countries, there was an adequate waiting period during
(or, in some cases, the tax paid on goods purchased in which the pros and cons of VAT were debated publicly. This approach is

the previous period), from the tax paid on total sales. desirable because the taxpayers and the tax administration become ac-

A second method, called the subtraction method, re- quainted with the intricacies of the tax. A waiting period would have
enabled the tax administrators in Grenada to prepare for the tax and

quires an enterprise to calculate the value added by enabled nterest groups to submit their own opinions, thus obviating the

subtracting the amountpaid for producers' goods dur- spate of amendments which have been hastily, and in a very ad hoc

ing the current period from the firm's sales during that manner, implemented. These amendments have been made as one group

period. The tax rate is then applied to the values after another developed arguments which appeared reasonable to the tax

added. A third method, the addition method, requires
administration.
13. Editor's note. Capital goods are included in the taxable base but input

the firm to calculate the values added by totalling the tax is credited against output tax - or refunded.
1
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tax. The neutrality of VAT also disappears with rate vantage over imports. The experience in Europe has
differentiation. The gains derived from the increased been that (except for Italy which is a special case)
equity of the tax are swamped by the losses due to there has been no discernible effect on the balance of
increasedadministrativeand compliancecosts and dis- payments. Floating exchange rates will also tend to
tortions introducedby rate differentiation. negate this effect.

It is quite paradoxical that an administration which There is no rate differentiationwhich usually increases
the complexityof the tax. However,exemptgoodscanfound collection of the company income tax difficult

problems. Zero-rating is preferable(a tax which has been describedas almostan adminis- cause to exemp-
trator's dream)14 introduced VAT, one of the most

tions. No VAT is paid on exempt goods and by the

complex taxes to administer. The high administrative same token, no credit can be claimed for VAT paid at

and compliance costs are obvious deterrents. The prior stages. This leads to 2 problems. If exemptgoods
start-up cost is extremely high for countries which do are sold at a subsequentstage to firms which mustpay

not already have similar multi-stage taxes. An entire VAT, double tax is paid on the values added which

new tax administrationmust be createdand firms must
were created at the stage prior to exemption. Firms

be registered. The cost of further rate increaseswill be with a significant amount of exempt sales may be dis-

significantly less but other costs will be incurred to advantagedsince they have no way of recoupingVAT

ensure compliance. paid at previous stages.
The servicesof financial institutionsare also subject toCompliance costs are borne by the taxpayers. Such
VAT. Initially only credit unions15 exempt, but

costs can be onerous for small firms which do not have were

a history of efficient record-keeping. The cost as-
the exemption was extended to insurance companies.

sociated with the increase in paperwork required by
For the latter, the 20% VATwas replacedby a 5% tax

VAT may be greater than the tax liability itself. Thus,
on premiums. VAT is, however, still applied to com-

mercial banks. Financial institutions like banks and
most countries have a sales threshold below which
firms are exempt from paying tax.

insurance companies, create many complications for
VAT administration. The tax base is not easily iden-

Due to the sudden introductionof VAT, registration tified; only part of the revenue of these institutions is
had to be accomplishedin a short time (i.e. simultane- derived form services rendered. The remainder is in-

ously with the tax collections). Firms with annual tax- vestment income which should not be taxed. Separat-
able sales of more than $ 1,000 in each of any 3 con- ing the income of financial institutions in this way is
secutive months, or whose monthly average over any difficult so they are usually exempt and alternative
12 consecutivemonths exceeds $ 1,000 are required to means of taxation are devised.

register. A firn making only zero-rated sales may VAT is irnposed on financial institutions in the con-

apply not to be registered. sumption form, so investmentgoods do not attract tax

Three categories of goods and services fall under on a current basis. The invoice method, which has
VAT. Category I consists of goods which attract a cross-checking potential, is employed. Credits are

zero-rate of tax, i.e. all exports, unprocessed foods, given for taxes paid for the previous accounting
goods and services classed as basic needs (these in- period. The tax must be stated separate from the price
clude smoked and salted meats and fish, rice, raw of goods to facilitate accounting.
sugars, cereal flour, kerosene, medication andphar- A much vaunted advantage of VAT, when im-
maceuticals). Category II consists of goods and ser- plemented by the invoice method, is the cross-check-
vices which are exempt from VAT, and include land, ing facility. Like income tax, VAT relies on self-assess-
postal services, education, health services, burial etc. ment. The taxpayerfills in the appropriatereturnsand
All other goods fall Within the third category which subrnits them to the tax administration.Firms have an
attracts a 20% rate. Imports are taxed on the same incentive to understate their tax liability if they think
basis as domestically-producedgoods. Thus, VAThas the fraud will not be detected. Under the invoce
been introduced according to the 'destination' rather method, the tax credit of a purchaser is the tax liability
than the 'origin' principle and it can help improve the of his supplier so if an enterprise suspects the tax
balance of payments. VAT is a tax on local value return may be audited there is no incentive to under-
added so if the tax is levied accordingtowho receives state its liability. The purchaser has no incentive to
the goods, the destination principle s used. On the buy tax-free for he must pay the full VAT on his own
other hand, if the tax is based on who produces the sales.
value added, the origin principle is used. When the
destinationprinciple is used, exports are eitherexempt This self-policing feature may, however, be illusory,
or zero-rated with a refund for all VAT paid at prior because it requires efficient auditing to uncover fraud.

stages.
14. See Prest, A.R., Pubc Finance in Developing Countries (LondonThe competitivenessof exports increases especially if 1975) at 49.

VAT replaces corporation income tax which is not 15. The term credit unions refers to cooperative credit unions, i.e.

refunded. On the other hand, imports are taxed at the cooperative non-banking financial institutionswhich accept deposits from

same rate as domesticgoods and to the extent that tax their members in the form of shares on which dividends are paid. These
funds are used to make personal loans to cooperative members. The

collection is more efficient on international transac- interest rate on these loans is generallly lower than the market interest rate

1
tions, domestically-producedgoods may have an ad- and less collateral is required.
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As a general rule tax administrationsin the Caribbean million or 87% of VAT revenue was collected by the
do not have such expertise. Even the EEC countries Customs and Excise department.The revenue proJec-
lack the manpower to fully exploit the benefits of the tions did not contain any VAT revenue projections
cross-checkingfeature. The usual procedure is to audit from the Customsand Excise department.All revenue

a small sample of firms and fines are imposed for was projected as coming from the department of In-
falsified returns with the hope that the fear of being land Revenue.
chosen for intensescrutinywill encouragecompliance. The tax base also significantlyeroded by grantingwas

The cross-checking feature, however, still has poten- exemptions and zero-rating of goods. Arguably
tial if the tax administration is efficient.16 exemptions and zero-rated goods are necessary to

make the tax more progressive. Under normal cr-
All registered firms must file a return either on a

monthly or quarterlybasis. Firms whose tax liability is cumstances, the tax is proportional to consumption
less than $ 1,000 per month can opt to file quarterly.

but regressive with respect to income. Exemptions
and zero-rated goods, however, rob the tax of anyAll other firms must file on a monthly basis. The firm

must compute gross tax on its total sales and deduct neutrality attributes. Zero-rating and exemptions
any credits or add any over-payments in the previous change the price of these goods relative to the other

accounting period. Sales are deemed to have been goods and services and may result in artificial expendi-
made when they are invoiced. The forms must be ture switching. The argument for exemptions appeals
returned with a cheque for the tax due by the 20th of to the approach to taxation which maintains that bud-

the following month for firms which file monthly. getary measures which lead to inequalities must be

Firms which file quarterly must return their forms by
corrected at the same time. This clearly should not be

the 20thofthemonthfollowingtheendofthequarter.
the case if the budgetaryprocess is viewed in its total-
ity. Inequities which arise from a given measure can

The returns are then -checked by the department of be corrected elsewhere in the system.
Inland Revenue. Fines are payable for late or falsified

Art. 39 of the VAT legislation which sets forth the
claims. The incidence of incorrect returns abounds
and much time is spent checking the accuracy of re-

manner in which a credit is granted for purchasesmade

turns rather than attemptingto detect genuine cases of has contributed to the shortfall in revenue. The word-

fraud. ng and practice of Art. 39 makes it possible for firms
to continuouslyreplenish their inventorywithout pay-

No special rules apply to farmers. However, to the ing VAT.
extent that most of the sales of farm products are

zero-rated they seem to be favourably treated. Small The handling of inventory on hand when VAT was

farmers, however, are at a disadvantage. Their sales introducedalso accounted for the low yield in revenue

may be so small that they need not register but only
in 1986. Businessmenclaimed (correctly) that it would

registered firms can claim credit for VATpaid at prior
have been unfair for them to pay VAT on old inven-

stages. Most small farmers choose not to register be- tory since they would receive no credit under Art. 39.

cause of the amount of record-keepingwhich is neces- They were, therefore, allowed to work off existing
sary, and thus forego credit for VAT already paid.

inventories without paying VAT. This arrangement
There is need for a special regime for farmers who was abused by unscrupulous businessmen who re-

constitutethe backboneof the Grenadianeconomy.17 plenished their inventories several times and paid no

VAT on the pretext that they were still selling old

The projected revenue yield for VAT in 1986 was inventories.

$ 42.6 million. Of this amount, only $ 31.9 million was A deadlinewas imposedonce it becane clear what the
collected (i.e. approximately70%). The $10 million businessmenwere doing. The use of a deadline, how-
dollar shortfall in VAT receipts is just under 50% of ever, is not the correct method of rectifying the situa-
the $ 21 million dollar Government deficit. The tion. A fixed deadline presumes that all goods turn
reasons for this massive shortage in VAT revenue can over at the same rate, which is not true because some
be dismissedsimply as an extravagantover-estimation goods are sold quickly while others remain on the
of the projectedrevenues. However,such a conclusion shelvesfor a longer time. The correctprocedurewould
is far from the truth and covers up some of the deeper
structural reasons for the shortage, i.e. factors related
to the nature of the Grenadian economy and the way 16. The administrationof VAT can also be combinedwith administration
in which VAT was implemented. of'income tax, where the information collected can assist in detecting

under-reportingof income.
The tax base may well have been under-estimated 17. Agriculture production constitutes about 23% of the GNP. In

because insufficient consideration was given to the Europe, special rules have been devised for agriculture. The reason for the

structure of production in Grenada. Unlike the EEC special rules are more political than economic. The size of output of the

countries, there are very few linkages between differ- individual farmers and the dearth of sufficientlyaccuraterecords to support
the paperwork required by VAT make such rules mandatory. Farmers are

ent sectors of the economy; thus, multi-stage proces- usually exemptedand cannot claim credit for tax paid at prior stages. Firms

sing of goods is limited. In addition, the divergence which purchase output from farmers for further processingare required to

between the island's production and absorption mix pay tax on their sales, resulting in double taxationon value added at stages

implies that the greatest proportionof consumption is prior to agriculture. Some ad hoc and not too efficient measures have been

imported in its final stage. Therefore, the largest por-
used to get around this. These include allowing the firms to collect VAT
on their sales and keeping it. This may cause problems if the VAT so

tion of VAT will be collected at the port. In fact, 27.8 collected is different from the VAT paid at earlier stages.
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have been to grant the firms a credit based on an The consumption form of VAT exempts investment
estimate of existing inventories (for instance, use the goods from taxationand can thus stimulatenew invest-
inventory figure in the firms' most recent accounting ment. Saving can also be stimulatedby VAT. VAT is
statement). a tax on consumption and increases the relative price

of consumptiongoods. People may respond by reduc-Because VAT is a tax on consumptionexpenditure,t ing consumptionand increasingsavings.18 Indirectevi-is intended that the tax be shifted forward to the con-

sumer. In fact, separationof the tax from the purchase
dence of the impact on savings in Grenada can be

price facilitates the forward shifting, so imposition of gleaned from the increase in savings and fixed de-

VATwill increase the rate of inflation. It was observed posits. The total of savings and fixed deposits in-

in Europe that a 1% increase in VAT increasedprices
creased by 17.1% between March 1986 and March

by slightly less than 1% because of incompleteshifting
1987. Deposits by private individualsincreased 19.1%

and zero-ratingof certain commodities. during the same period. However, this is not conclu-
sive evidence of the positive impact of VAT on sav-

VAT has caused increased prices for basic com- ings. Total deposits have increased by similar propor-
modities in Grenada. Despite exhortations by the tions in the rest of the OECS countries which did not

Government to take the reduction in cost occasioned impose VAT. The comparativefigures for St. Vincent

by the abolition of other taxes into account, and St. Lucia, respectively, are: total deposits 21.5%
businessmen sirnply added VAT to existing prices. and 24.89o; private deposits 19.2% and 12.7%.19
Between March 1986 and March 1987, prices ofhouse- Investmentdecisions take time to come into effect and
hold goods increased by 25.8%, alcohol and tobacco various gestation lags are associated with these deci-
produces were up 6.9o, furniture and appliances in- sions. The impact of VAT on investment may also be
creased 3.6%, and food, which is largely zero-rated clouded by the uncertainty in the business environ-
was up 2%. ment surroundingimposition of the business levy.
Replacement of the personl income tax with VAT is From the discussion above, it is clear that VAT has
consistent with the policy prescriptionsof supply side some potentialbenefits. However,becauseof the slip-economics. Proponents of supply side economics ad- shod way in which it was implemented in Grenada,
vocate a shift from direct taxes to indirect taxes be- most of its benefitshave been nullified. The tax admin-
cause this is supposed to increase the supply of labour istration has ignored lessons which could have been
and work effort. The increased laboursupplyandwork learned from the European experience, and con-
effort, it is argued, will be transformednto increased sequently not only have been confronted by the same

output and real income. Such an analysis, however, problems but have created new problems as weil.
ignores certain factors inherent in the labour market
in small and less-developedcountries. It presupposes
a sufficient capacity to absorb the increased supply of IV. CONCLUSION
labour. However, in a country like Grenada, the
labour market is in chronic disequilibrium with the The idea of reforming the tax system to make it more
level of unemployment(in excess of20%). The supply responsive to the revenue needs of Government and
of labour already exceeds existing capacity so that an simultaneously increase productivityand growth, is a
increased willingness to work only increases the rate good one. However, the tax measures which im-
of unemployment. plemented these goals reflect the absence of a study of
The impact on work effort is also questionable. The the effects of the taxes in the contextof small develop-
CAIC team which investigated the tax reform in Gre- ing economies.
nada posed the question to self-employedprofession- The discussion on VAT and the business levy reads
als and businessmen.The answerwas always the same. like a tale of 2 taxes. On one hand, VAT is veryAbolition of personal income tax had no effect on difficult to administer but promotes economic effi-
their work effort. ciency. On the other hand, the business levy is easier
The substitution of VAT for personal income taxes to administer but distorts the structure of the
can be unduly harsh on retired individualswho previ- economy. The 2 taxes essentiallycover the same base,
ously paid income taxes. With the impositionofVAT, so it is difficult to identify the rationale for imposing
these individualsmust pay tax a second time (i.e. when both taxes at the same time.

they make purchases) while individuals in the work The tax reform package suggests the abandonmentof
force reap the benefit of lower taxes. Specialmeasures the redistributive function of the Government. Pro-
may need to be instituted to rectify this adverse effect gressive income taxes coupled with negative income
of the VAT system. tax are the major tools for redressing inequality in the
VAT should be used in conjunction with personal distributionof personal income. The aboltionof both
incone tax not as a substitute for it. The rates of personal and company income taxes and replacing
personal income tax could have been reduced and
adjusted to account for the regressivenessof VAT. In
addition, the cross-checkingfeature of VATwould be 18. Neither of these effects have been conclusively borne out by the

helpful in verifying income tax returns filed by self- evidence from Europe.

employed businessmen and professionals.
19. See Eastern CaribbeanCentral Bank, CommercialBankingStatistics,
June 1986.
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them with indirect taxes means that the Government
has eschewed the goal of an equitable distribution of

Taxationinincome.

It may be argued that Government expenditure pat- LatinAmericaterns can offset some of the income inequality. How-
ever, the Government of Grenada has embraced the
Public Sector Investment Programme (PSIP) pro- (3 binders)
posed by the World Bank. The programme de-em-
phasizes expenditureon social services like health and a detailed,practicalguide to the tax and
education and focuses on productive public invest- foreign investmentlegislationof the
ment expenditure. Therefore, both the revenue and Portugueseand Spanishspeakingcountriesof
expenditurepolicies tend to intensify income inequal- Centraland SouthAmerica.
ity.
Given that the objective of the tax reform is to reduce relevantdoubletaxationtreatiesAndean
the overall tax burden and increase productivity and GroupDecisions,and extensivebibliography
growth, these goals could have been more effectively
achieved by (1) abolition of the low revenue-yielding e recentlycompletelyrevisedand expandedto
taxes; (2) retention of personal income taxes but at includealsopersonalincometaxes
reduced rates and widerbrackets (standarddeductions
could be allowed to simplify administration and the
structure of the personal income tax should be set to updated4 timesperyear

take care of any inequality introduced by VAT); (3)
instead of imposing one rate of 50% on all firms for
the company tax, 3 rates (possibly 25%, 35% and furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom

45%) could be levied dependingon the level of profit; --/..- InternationalBureauof FiscalDocumentation
and (4) VAT should be levied on all goods to simplify l'll

-

P.O. Box20237-1000HE Amsterdam

administrationand exploit its efficiencypotential. The the Netherlands

VAT cross-checking feature could be exploited to
Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217 intaxnlfacilitate assessment of company income tax. Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58

The apparent lack of success of the tax reform package
in Grenada should not deter other countries in the Eastern Caribbean Central Bank, CommercialBank-
region from undertaking the much-needed overhaul ing Statistics, June 1987.
of their own tax systems. In particular, the experience Lindholm, R.W., Value-Added Tax and Other Re-
with VAT in Grenadashouldnot deter other countries forms, Chicago.from experimentingwith what is theoretically a good Prest, A.R., Public Finance in Developing Countries,tax. However, administratorsshould be mindfulof the London (1975).difficulties which are likely to be encountered in im- Shoup, C. (ed.), Fiscal Harmonization in Common
plementationof the tax and the limitationswhich arise Markets, New York (1967).from the peculiar characteristicsof these countries.

The argument that the tax administrationis not equip-
ped to deal with such taxes can evoke some sympathy. APPENDIX

However, this should not be an argument to defer
much-needed tax reform. The tax administrations in List of taxes abolished and new taxes introduced
the region will need to upgrade themselves if they are

to deal effectively with the challenges of the twenty- Abolished New taxes

first century. Exciseduty Petrol tax

Exportduty Value added tax (VAT)
Consumptionduty Transfer tax

Package tax Modified land value tax
Petroleumprofit tax {MLVT)

REFERENCES Internationalairport levy ,MLVT is a consolidationof
Income tax on companies and and house taxes)

Aaron, H.J., The Value Added Tax: Lessons from
Personal income tax Business levy
Withholding tax

Europe, Washington D.C., Brookings Institution Stamp duty(1981). Entertainment tax
Blaize, H. (1986), Budget Speech - 1986. Radio and TV purchase tax

Blaize, H. (1987), Budget Speech - 1987. Hotel occupancy tax

Due, J.F., IndirectTaxation in DevelopingCountries, Telecommunicationstax
Johns Hopkins Press (1970). Airline ticket tax
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Tax Reform in Japan
By Torao Aoki

'. 4/ LJr
I. NEW TAX REFORM BILLS

A. Introduction

The major tax reform bilis were not approved during the ordinary session f :. i Yll

of the Diet which ended 27 May 1987, mainly because of the strong
opposition manifested to the proposed introduction of a sales tax. The

budget for the fiscal year 1987 was premised on the approval of a never- ,..b j ,-

realized tax reform.

An extraordinarysession of the Diet convenedon 6 July 1987 to deliberate Mr. Aoki is currently Professor of
a draft supplementary budget for the fiscal year 1987. The government Economics at the Niigata University in
also intended to propose bills for a limited tax reform. The special par- Tokyo and a special member of the

liamentary study panel1, which was created during the last regular Diet research staff at the Institute of Fiscal

session to end the stalemate in the Diet, submitted an interim report on and Monetary Policy of the Ministry of

tax reform to the Speakerof the House of Representativeson 24July 1987. Finance.

According to the report, several items were agreed upon: He is a law graduateof the Law School
of the University of Tokyo and has an

(1) as part of a radical tax overhaul, tax cuts would be implemented M.A. from the University of Southern

emphasizing reduction of the tax burden on middle-level salaried California.

employees; He has held various positions in the
(2) revenue sources for this tax reduction would need to be secured on a Japanese Ministry of Finance, includ-

permanentbasis; and ing that of Director of the International

(3) in fiscal year 1987, tax cuts should be implementedbefore the overall Tax Affai rs Division of the Tax Bureau.

tax reform. He represented the Japanese Gov-
ernment in the Committee on Fiscal

Following the recommendationsof its Tax Commission, on 31 July 1987 Affairs of the OECD and he has at-
the governmentpresented to the Diet Bills to amend the income tax and tended meetings of the Tax Experts of
other tax laws, the local tax and local allocation tax laws. The bills called the United Nations.

for implementationof a 1.3 trillion income tax cut for fiscal year 1987, He has been a staff member of the
with funds to be raised by abolishing the maruyu tax exemptionsystem International Monetary Fund and an

for srnall deposits. The Diet, however, was stalled as opposition parties Executive Director w th the Inter-

boycotted Diet business protesting the governmentpackage which scrap- American DevelopmentBank.

ped the maruyu tax-free savings system. Opposition parties wanted to

ncrease the income tax cut to 2 trillion and finance the planned tax
reduction by surplus tax revenues rather than by withdrawing the

maruyu system. On 8 August the ruling Liberal-Democratic Party
(LDP) and 3 major opposition parties agreed to resume ordinary Diet
businesson the condition that the income tax cut for the current fiscal year
be increased from N 1.3 trillion to N 1.5 trillion and that income and local
inhabitants taxes be reduced another 2 trillion in fiscal year 1988. The

ruling and oppositionparties also agreed to delay the date for termination
of the maruyu system (from 1 January 1988 to 1 April 1988) in order to
maintain the tax exemption for interest on personal savings for pensions
and personal housng funds, and further, to reassess the taxation on

interest, including the issue of comprehensive income taxation, after a

period of 5 years.

During the course of the Diet debate, the parties reached agreement to

further expand the income tax cut to N 1,540 billion mainly by widening
the minimum tax rate bracket in exchange for abolition of the maruyu
tax-exempt savings system. The compromise tax reform package was

passed by the House of Representatives on 3 September 1987, and by
extending the extraordinary session from 8 September 1987 to 19 Sep-

The panel consistedof 7 LDP members and

6 opposition members; 2 members each from the
tember 1987, the House of Councillors approved the tax bills on the last Japan Socialist Party, the Komeito and the

day of the session. DemocraticSocialist Party
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II. AMENDMENTSTO NATIONAL TAXES amount of N 1,065,000 under the prescribed formula
of the vanishing deduction. The deduction for family

A. Reduction and rationalizationof income tax employeesof a proprietorwho files a white (ordinary)
returnhas been increasedfrom N 450,000 to 600,000.burdens

3. Measuresagainst the perceived inequity in the tax1. Rate structure revised
burden

The reduction in the income tax rates is mainly for the With view to ameliorating the perceived inequitiesbenefit of middle-income earners in their forties or
a

in the tax burden (an opinionprevalentamongsalariedfifties who have pressing financial obligations (educa- employees),the following have been taken:tion, housing, etc.). The number of income tax brack- measures

ets has been reduced from 15 to 12 with the maximum a. Deductionof itemizedexpensesforsalaried
tax rate lowered from 70% to 60% (see Table I). The employees
minimum amount of income which is taxable at the Salary earners may claim a deduction for that part of
lowest rate (i.e. 10.5%) has been increased from specified actual expenses which exceeds the standard

500,000 to N 1.5 million. In other words, the employmentincomedeductionby filing theirown final
minimum income for a married couple with 2 children tax return. The deductible expenses include those for
is now 4,760,000 as compared with the previous commuting, relocationof assignment, trainingcosts to
N 3,150,000. As a result, nearly two-thirds of salaried acquireexpertiseor skillsor to attainparticularqualifi-
employees are subject to a flat rate of 10.5%. cations for employment and travel between the place

where the employment duties are carried out and the
Table I employee's home for those employees working away

Income tax rate schedule from their families.

Before amendment After amendment b. Revisionof the specialtaxationruleon deemed
corporatencome

Taxableincomenot Tax rates Taxable income not Tax rates
Very often a proprietorwho has elected to be treated

over(millionyen) (%) over(millionyen) (%)
as a corporation for tax purposes fully benefits from

0.5 10.5 the employmentincomedeductionby divertingalmost
1.2 12.0 1.5 10.5 all the business income to remuneration to a self-
2.0 14.0 2.0 12.0 employed taxpayer. To prevent abuse, under the new
3.0 17.0 3.0 16.0 law if the remuneration exceeds 80% of the annual
4.0 21.0 5.0 20.0

6.0 25.0 6.0 25.0 average of the total business income and real estate

8.0 30.0 8.0 30.0 income (for the first 3 years of the 5 years preceding
10.0 35.0 10.0 35.0 the current taxable year), that excess amount is to be
12.0 40.0 12.0 40.0 included in the taxable income.
15.0 45.0 15.0 45.0

c. Improvementof the climate for tax compliance20.0 50.0 30.0 50.0
30.0 55.0 50.0 55.0 In a move to consolidate the self-assessment regime
50.0 60.0 over 50.0 60.0 and promote equity in taxation, the minimum amount
80.0 65.0 of gross receipts to be reported to the Taxation Office

over 80.0 70.0 has been lowered from N 50 million to N 30 million.

It has been argued that too steep progressivity and a 4. Review of taxation on pensions
high level of marginal tax rates discourage labour sup- Because of the increasing number of older taxpayers,ply and entrepreneurship. Therefore, the maximum
rate of 88%, consisting of 70% for national tax and the Tax Commissionfelt that the taxation of pensions
18% for local tax, has been slashed to 76%, comprising should be reevaluated. Under the new legislation, the

60% and 16% for nationaland local tax, respectively. exemption for aged persons (i.e. 65 years or older) has
been doubled from 250,000 to 500,000. An

exemption for public pensions replaces the special de-
2. Creation of a special deduction for spouses duction for the elderly and the employment income
An additional deduction of 165,000 has been deduction. As a result, taxation on public pensions
created for the spouse of a salaried employee whose will be improved and rationalized and the tax burden
total income is N 8 million or less. This deduction on the aged beneficiaries of public pensions will be
takes into account the fact that housewivessupport the considerablyeased.

earnings of their husbands. In addition, it equalizes
the tax treatment of these taxpayers with proprietors 5. Miscellaneous
who are granted a deduction for family employees as The threshold for the medical expenses deduction has
part of the privileges of filing a blue return. been increased from 50,000 to N 100,000.2The cur-

To resolve any eligibility questions with respect to
housewives who work part-time, the special spouse 2. The deductible amount is the actual payment of medical expenses,
deduction is also granted in cases where the spouse less 5/o of the taxpayer's total income or 50,000 (now N 100,000)
earns income from part-time employment up to an whichever is less. A ceiling of 2,000,000 is imposed. 1
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rent amount, which has not been changed since 1975, tion of the tax-exempt system for deposits and by the
was considered too small in light of rising household increase in withholding tax on discounts bonds, i.e.
medical expenses.3 from 16% to 20%. Taxpayerswho have abused the tax

exemption system will bear the full brunt of the reor-

B. Review of taxation on interest ganized regime. Since interest income arises, in large
part, by its nature and the financial assets which pro-
duce interest income are so diversified, a withholding1. Problems of the tax exemption system tax imposed at uniform rate will best satisfy thea

The maruyu tax exemptionsystem for small deposits requirementsof neutrality, simplicity and efficiency.
has given rise to several problems: During the course of the Diet debate, some opposition
a. Since more than 70% of individuals' savings are party members insisted on maintaining the maruyu
enjoying tax-exempt status, income from interest to tax-exemptionsystem, but with introductionof a sav-
the tune of 16 trillion (as compared with taxable ers' identity card. Utilization of a card system may
business income of individuals and corporate income resolve some, but not all of the problems associated
of N 9 trillion and N 30 trillion, respectively) is with the maruyu system. The ill-fated 1980 green
excluded from the tax base. This erosion of the tax card system, which was repealed without ever being
base has caused a glaring inequity in tax burdens with implemented, is evidence that no national consensus
other types of income. has been reachedon a satisfactorycard system to iden-
b. While high income earners are exempt from tax by tify taxpayersand savers. In addition, the restructuring
fully taking advantage of the tax-free savings system,

of the system is designed to securesustainablefinancial

ordinary salaried employees cannot afford such sav-
resources for the tax cut.

ings which would benefit from the tax exemption.
c. Unlike the wartime and postwar period, Japan has C. Review of taxationof land

now become the world's largest exporter of capital so

that the wisdom of granting across-the-boardfavour- The soaring price of land in metropolitan areas and

able treatment to savngs may be questionable.4 major cities has escalated into a social problem. Mea-
sures designed to approach the dilemma (under the

d. A considerablenumberof abuses seem to be preva- recent legislation) include:
lent.

1. More appropriatetaxation of capital gains from land

Capital gains derivedby realtors and the like from the
2. Revisions sale of land held 2 years or less are to be heavily taxed
The exemptionof tax on interestincomefrom deposits as extra-short-term capital gains during the period
in financialinstitutions,postalsavingsand government from 1 October 1987 to 31 March 1990. In order to

bonds will be reorganized into a system of tax exemp-
broaden the tax base, the preferential tax treatment

tion for persons 65 years or older, fatherless families for replacementof an individualproprietor'sbusiness
and the disabled. The number of taxpayers entitled to property has been reduced by 20%.
such tax-freesavings is estimatedto be 15 to 20 million. If land which has been held for more than 5 years is
A separate 20% tax (15% national and 5% local) will sold between 1 October 1987 and 31 March 1990, the
be withheldat sourceon all depositsby otherpersons. income from the sale will be treated as long-termcap-
Income from the so-calledquasi-financialinstruments, ital gains (previously the holding period was more

such as mortgage securities and certain types of life than 10 years).
insurance, which is not treated as interest, will also be
subject to tax at the uniform rate of 20% (separate 2. Increase of the registration and licence tax

from other income). Under the promotion scheme of The registration and licence tax is based on the value
wage earners' property accommodation, interest on of an asset at the time it is entered into the official
savings for specific purposes of pensions and housing books or documents. For this purpose the assessed
constructionwill remain untaxed. value of land for the local property tax is used as the

tax base. However, the current assessed value of land
deviates substantiallyfrom the actual sale price on the

3. Rationale of the revision open market. Under the recent revisions, the tax base
has been increasedby 50% for purposesof the registra-It is presumed that high income classes maintain tax- tion and licence tax'with a view to making the taxfree savings to the maximum allowable extent. Above burden more appropriate.that ceiling, these taxpayerspresumablyhold discount

bonds which are subject to the separate withholding
tax and can opt for separate withholding tax at source
on interest derived from the bonds. Although the tax
burden will be reduced to the extent that the optional

3. In addition, there have been an increasing number of tax returns

35% withholding tax has been abolished, the tax bur-
being filed claiming refunds due because of medical expenses; the amend-
rnent should reduce the adninistrativeburden in this respect.

den will be substantially increased by the reorganiza- 4. Criticism has also been increasinglyvoiced from abroad.
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D. Reviewoftaxationofcapitalgains from transfer of business ownershiphas been broadened.
securities The criterion for a taxable sale of securities tanta-

mount to the dispositionof the business of a company1. Taxationon capitalgains from sale of securities (i.e. sale of substantialparticipation)will be changeda

In order to achieveequityand fairness (and taking into from 15% of the total issued stock to 10%. Income
account equalitywith the tax on interest), the tax base derived from the sale of futures will now be taxed and,
on capital gains derived from the sale of securitieswill finally, income from sales of public and corporate
be broadened. The definitionof a continuous trading bonds whose interest is calculated on a basis of more

in securitieswill be changed from 50 or more transac- than one year will also be subject to tax.

tions involving 200,000 or more shares to 30 or more

transactions involving 120,000 or more shares per 2. Revision of the securities
year. The minimum taxable base for income from the transaction tax

sale of a large block of shares of identical issue and for In light of the recent progress in internationalization
income from the sale of special report issues will be of finance and in the interest of equitable taxation of
reduced from 200,000 shares to 120,000 shares. The various securities, the securities transaction tax has
scope of a sale of shares which is equivalent to the been revised (see Table II).

Table Il

Typeofsecurity Sale by Before revision After revision Effectivefrom

Stocks, stock Securities
investmenttrusts, companies 0.18% nochange
etc. Others 0.55% 0.50% 1 October1989

Convertiblebonds Securities
and warrantbonds companies 0.015% 0.9% 1 October 1987

Others 0.045% 0.26%

Local bonds, Securities
corporatebonds, bank companies 0.015% 0.01% 1 January 1988
debentures,etc. Others 0.045% 0.03%

National bonds Securities
companies 0.01 % nochange

Others 0.03% nochange

3. Amendmentto the bourse tax III. AMENDMENTSTO LOCAL TAXES

To equalize the treatment among various types of se-

curities, the bourse tax imposed on futures has also At the end of the ordinaryDiet session, the Parliament

been amended. For example, the rate on stock futures passed only those provisions of the reform bills which

on the Osaka Stock Exchange has been reduced from were necessary to maintain the relevant tax laws dur-

0.2% to 0.0125%, while national bond futures on the ng the fiscal year.s The Bill to Amend the Local Tax

Tokyo Stock Exchange are made subject to tax at the and Local Allocation Tax Laws was approved during
the extraordinarysession in September 1987.

rate of 0.001%.

E. Corporate income tax
A. Review of local taxes

The aborted bill of last February (during the ordinary The amendmentsare designedto achieve the following
Diet session) which proposed to lower the base rate of goals:
corporation tax from 43.3% to 37.5% over a 3-year (1) the levy on income of the individual inhabitants

period has not been reinstated. Subsequently,changes tax will be reduced by about 660 billion on a full
to other provisions related to corporations such as year basis;
dividends received, reserves, and the foreign tax credit (2) an interest rate will be created in the prefectural
have also been postponed. The basic rate of corpora- inhabitants tax, thereby securing soine N 650 bil-
tion tax is now 42% since the temporary additional lion in a year;
rate of 1.3% expired at the end of March 1987. (3) while 60% of the revenue derived from the tax on

interest will be granted to the municipalities, the
5. The passed bilis concerned both local and national taxes. tax reduction in the interest rate should be shared
6. The cut in the levy on income will be effective from fiscal year 1988 by prefectures and municipalities at the ratio of 4
because of the technical difficultiesinvolved in implementngsuch a reduc-
tion during the middle of the year when income is assessed on a previous to 6 according to the attribution of revenues from
year basis. the interest tax.6
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Reduction inthelevyon incomeof the inhabitantstax tants tax as distinguished from the levy on income or

the corporation tax rate.
The reductionin the income levy of the inhabitantstax
will be implemented over a period of 2 years in view This new tax on interest income is imposedat the place
of the current situation of local government finances. where the financial institution is located; it is a prefec-
The reduction will be accomplishedas follows: tural tax rather than a municipal tax; it is imposed on

the basis of the current year's ncome; and it is taxed
a. Rate structure revision
In order to mitigate the feeling (prevalent among separately from other income. The revenue derived

salaried employees) that the tax burden is heavy and,
from the tax on interest will be granted to municipali-

additionally, to simplify the system, the number of tax
ties in such a way as to produce the same result as

taxation at 2% and 3%, the minimum tax rates of thebrackets will be halved from 14 to 7 and the range of
prefectural and municipal inhabitants tax, respec-rates, i.e. from 4.5% to 18%, will be changed to rates

ranging from 5% to 16%.7 tively.

b. Increase in deductions
Taking into accountcurrentstandardsof living and the IV. THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
tax burdens affectedby restructureof the tax rates, the
basic exemptionand deductionsfor spouse and depen- The new Prime Minister requested the Tax Commis-
dents will be increasedby 20,000. By its nature, the sion of the Government to study a tax system'which
burden of the levy on income of the inhabitants tax balances charges on income, consumption and assets.
should be shared by a wider range of taxpayers than After reshuffling its members, the Tax Commission
the national income tax. Therefore, taking into ac- held the first general assembly on 12 November 1987
count the newly-introduced special deduction for to embark on intensive deliberations.
spouses, the minimum taxable income for a couple On 8 December 1987, the government Tax Commis-with 2 children is 2,261,000 for the income levy as sion approved the recommendationsfor revision of
compared with 2,619,000 for the national income a

taxes' for fiscal year 1988. On the same day, the Tax
tax.

System Research Commission of the LDP also
c. Creationof a special deductionfor spouses adopted their recommendations.The contentsof both
With due emphasis on the tax cut for middle-class sets of recommendationsare substantially the same.

salariedemployees, a special deductionfor spouses, in This package of tax revisions is limited to an annual
the amount of 140,000 for those with income total- review since both the government and the LDP are

ling 8 million or less, will be introduced. This is a prepared to propose a sweeping overhaul of the tax

vanishing deduction like its national income tax coun- system (including introduction of a new large-scale
terpart. indirect tax) for implementation in fiscal year 1989.

Under the circumstances,substantialreformproposalsd. Otheramendments
Paralleling the changes made on the national level,

such as those on inheritance tax and corporate tax
have been shelved until next year's debate.other local tax amendments include introduction of

the deduction of itemized expenses, a change in the The main features of the proposals include revision of
deduction for the elderly, an additional limitation im- taxes on real estate transactionsand housingconstruc-

posed on the medical expenses deduction and a revi- tion. The preferentialtax treatmentfor sales combined
sion of the taxation of capital gains accruing from the with purchases of land and housing will be abolished
sale of land. and substitutedwith a new system. On the other hand,

tax incentivesfor house financingwill be expanded. In
Introductionof ataxon.interestintheprefectural consideration of criticism from abroad (in particular
inhabitantstax the European Community), the liquor tax will be

amendedby abolishing the ad valoremduty and unify-The inhabitants tax levy on income is imposedonly on

income from interest which is subject to comprehen- ng tax rate on whisky. The petroleum tax will also be
converted from an ad valorem duty to a specific duty.sive income taxation but it is not imposed on interest

income subject to withholding tax at source. This has
The proposals for the tax revision were approved at a

cabinet meeting on 12 January 1988 and the bills are
given rise to considerable inequities in income taxa-

expected to be submitted to the Diet whichtion. The inhabitants tax on interest income is, in reconvenes

substance, an individual income tax and should be
on 25 January.

included in the levy on income. However,since the tax
is also imposed on corporations it cannot be included 7. The function of ncomeredistributionand, hence, progressivityin the

1
in the levy on income. A tax on interest at the rate of rate structureofthe income levy are not so vital as those ofthe national tax.
5%8 has now been created in the prefectural inhabi- 8. The rate-of 5% is the same as the lowest levy on income.
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ARG EI\-\A: local financiai entity inorder to be endorsedby the
borrower or financial entity in favour of the exter-

Reschedulingand
nal creditor, as guarantee of its obligations and in
cancellation of Bonod, Promissory Notes,
B.C.R.A. Notes or Interim Obligations issued or

Consolidationof the to be issued as guarantees.
The Notes will be issued in U.S. dollars.

External Debt
\ Payment of Notes

By Nestor J. Belgrano* Payment of the Notes will be made in 25 semi-annual
instalments, the first of which will mature on 26 May
1994 and the last on 26 May 2006. A portion of the

On 16 November 1987 the CentralBank of the Argen- principal will be paid in each instalment, as follows:

tine Republic(B.C.R.A.) issued CommunicationA Quota Amortization Quota Amortization
1122, establishing the procedure to be followed to (%) (%)
obtai the rescheduling and consolidation of the 1 1.00 14 5.00
Argentine external debt instrumented in 2 1.00 15 5.25
(1) Nominative Bonds of the National Government 3 1.50 16 5.25

denominated in U.S. dollars (Bonod); 4 1.50 17 5.50
(2) PromissoryNotes of the NationalGovernmentde- 5 1.75 18 5.50

nominated in U.S. dollars (PromissoryNotes); 6 1.75 19 5.75
(3) Promissory Notes of the B.C.R.A. denominated 7 2.00 20 5.75

in U.S. dollars (B.C.R.A. Notes); and 8 2.00 21 6.00
(4) Interim Obligations denominated in U.S. dollars 9 2.50 22 6.00

(Interim Obligations); 10 2.50 23 7.00
issued in accordance with CommunicationsA 251, 11 3.00 24 7.00
695,696, 697, 790, 893, 894, 895, 946, 956, 1084 and 12 3.00 25 7.50
B 2663 of the B.C.R.A. (the Securities). The 13 5.00
rescheduling and consolidationof the obligationscor- Payments will be made in U.S. dollars by the
respond to the Argentine Republic 1987 Financing B.C.R.A., by transfer on the New York account indi-
Plan agreed to with the International Banking Com- cated by the external creditor.
munity.

Issue date

A. RESCHEDULING The issue date will be the first maturity date corre-

sponding to interest to be paid on the Bonod, Promis-
The principal amount of the Securities will be re- Note B.C.R.A. Note Interim Obligationscheduled as from the first maturity date of interest sory or or

after 15 October 1987, which is replaced by the is-
occurringafter 15 October 1987. The reschedulingwill
take place through the issuance and delivery of Na-

suance df the Note.

tional Government or B.C.R.A. Notes, as the case

may be, in guaranteeof or in cancellationof the corre- Face value

sponding private sector debt and in deletion of the
corresponding Bonod, Promissory Note, B.C.R.A. The face value ofthe Noteswill be equal to all principal
Note or Interim Obligation. instalments (whether or not overdue) of Bonod,

B.C.R.A. Note, Promissory Note or Interim Obliga-
tion which is replacedby the issuanceofthe obligation.Issuance of documents

Notes can be issued at the option of the external cre- Interest
ditor:
(1) in the name of the external creditor in cancellation The externalcreditorwill have the option to select one

of Bonod, Promissory Notes or B.C.R.A. Notes, of the following interest rates:
issued or to be issued in paymentof or as a guaran- (i) Libor plus 13/16% for 180-day U.S. dollar deposits;
tee of private sector obligations; or

(2) in the name of the externalcreditor as a guarantee (ii) Adjusted CD rates in U.S. dollars plus 13/16% for
of obligationsof the private sector, including local 180 days.
financial entities, and in cancellation of Bonod,
PromissoryNotes,B.C.R.A.Notesor InterimOb-
ligations, issued or to be issued as guarantees; * Mr. Belgrano is a partner in M. & M. Bomchil, BuenosAires, Argen-(3) in the name of the local private sectorborroweror tina.
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Any kind of overrate or additional commission in B. CONSOLIDATIONOF TITLES
Argentine currencymay be freely negotiatedbetween
local borrowers and their external creditors. At their own option, external creditors may consoli-
Interest will be paid in arrears semi-annually, except

date the Securities in their own names. This option
in the case of the first interest period which will com- may be exercised on 6 dates (consolidationdates).
mence on the issuanceday and will be paid on 26 May The consolidation dates are the ninth day of March,
or 26 November after the issuance date, whichever June, September and December of each year. The

deadline for filing a consolidation advice corre-comes first.
sponding to the first consolidation date was 20
November 1987.

Negotiation The option may be exercised according to the follow-
ing scheme: a consolidation advice must be delivered

The Notes may be transferred or assigned only to to the Agent within 60 days of the consolidationdate.
external financial institutions. An external financial The advice must request that the B.C.R.A. issue (on
institution is any financial institution established the consolidation date) a National Government Con-
abroad or which maintains its headquarters abroad solidated Promissory Note or a B.C.R.A. Consoli-
without taking into consideration the existence of any

dated Note in payment of, or a guarantee of a private
branches, agencies, subsidiaries or representatives sector debt, as the case may be, for the total principal
within the Argentine territory. The assignor must for- amountof the Securitiesindicatedin the consolidation

mally notify the B.C.R.A. of the date of the assign- advice. The ConsolidatedPromissoryNote of the Na-

ment, the name and address of the assignee and indi- tional Government or of the B.C.R.A. will be issued
cate the New York bank and account number where under the same conditions estblished for the Notes,
payments should be credited. except for the issuance date which will be the consoli-

dation date chosen by the creditor.
Notes issued as guaranteesof private sector debts can

only be assigned to the assignee of such guaranteed Bonods and Promissory Notes will be consolidated

private sector debt. The B.C.R.A. is bound by notice through Consolidated Promissory Notes of the Na-
of the assignment only after 30 days of its receipt. tional Government. The B.C.R.A. Notes will be con-

solidated through Consolidated Promissory Notes of
the B.C.R.A.

Exemptionof taxes It will be possible to consolidate issued Securities
which accrue interest under different interest rates

Payment will be made without any deduction by (i.e. Prime, Libor or adjusted CD rates) by indicating
reason of present and future taxes, withholdings, in the consolidation advice the chosen interest rate
levies or duties applicable in Argentina. (the rate will not be changed in the future).

The minimum amount of a Consolidated Promissory
Note of the National Governmentor of the B.C.R.A.

Delivery of the Notes will be USS 30,000, unless the principal amount due
by the National Government or the B.C.R.A. to the

The Buenos Aires branch of the Chase Manhattan external creditor is less than USS 30,000. In this case,
Bank N.A., located at 25 de Mayo 140, 1002 Buenos the ConsolidatedPromissoryNote will be for the nom-

Aires (theAgent)will act on behalfof the B.C.R.A. inal value equal to the principal amount due.
in receiving the applications for refinancing and ex- The Securities to be consolidated will interestchanging the Securities. accrue

within the period between the last interest payment
Foreign creditors must request exchange of the Se- and the consolidationdate chosen at the Libor rate or

curities by delivering to the Agent a special reschedul- adjusted CD rate, as the case may be. Such interest
ing advice 20 working days before or on the first in- will be paid on the consolidation date.
terest maturity date occurring after 15 October 1987. The signature of the external creditor the applic-on
The deadline date for filing the application of re- tion for reschedulingor consolidationmustbe certified
schedulingwas 22 December1987 for Securitieswhose abroad by a bank or the correspondingArgentinecon-
first interest payment was due before 31 December sulate. The applicationmay also be signedby attorneys
1987. of the external creditor in Argentina. However, their

The Notes will be delivered within 45 days from the signatures and power of attorney must be certified by
filing of the application with the Agent. The Agent

an Argentine notary public.
will deliver the Notes to the external creditor at the CommunicationA 1122 also governs the procedures
same time the external creditor delivers the corre- for converting securities received in guarantee into
sponding Securities to the Agent. securities received in payment.
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Pp on companieswith foreign investmentare
Annotatedconsolidatedtext of the related

Dorsten. appended.
as up to

Kenwyn,Juta & CompanyLtd., 1987. 540 pp.
legislation amended 31 December1986. (B.57.046)Includedare the InternationalAgreementsAct

Index containingstatutoryprovisions,cases and
(includingthe full textsofthe concluded tax

words.
treaties), the Regulations,RatingActs, Crimes

(B. 13.356) (TaxationOffences)Acts, etc.

(B.57.057) Hong Kong
TAXPAYER. 1987 ANNUAL GHOSE, T.K.

ASIA & THE PACIFIC taxationsummary. ThebankingsystemofHongKong.
Melbourne,AustralianTaxpayers'Association, Singapore,Butterworths,1987. 282 pp.
1987. 1254pp. Monographdescribingthe bankingsystem of

SOUTH EAST ASIAN TAX Taxation summarydesigned to provide in a HongKongcoveringhistoricalbackground,
summaries1987. comprehensivebut concise form, the major HongKongcurrency, regulatory,framework,
7th Edition. points of the various taxes levied by the source and applicationof funds, alternative
Washington,Coopers& Lybrand, 1800 M. Commonwealthand the States. sourcesof financesand special financialservices.
Street, N.W. WashingtonDC 20036.1987.69pp. (B. 57.065) (B. 57.052)
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India European Community Germany (Fed. Rep.)
WEALTH-TAXACT, 1957 LASOK, D.; STONE, P.A. TILLMANN,Bert.
(as amendedby the FinanceAct, 1986) and Conflictof laws in the EuropeanCommunity. GmbH-Gesetz.
Gift-taxAct, 1958 (asamendedbythe Finance Abingdon,ProfessionalBooksLtd.,Milton Gesetzetext.3. Auflage
Act, 1986)with Rules (as amendedup to date). Trading Estate, Abingdon, Oxon. 1987. 460pp. Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, 1987. 103
Editedby O.C. Tandon and T.R. Aggarwal. Monographexaminingthe basisof the pp.,19.50DM.
New Delhi,Taxation, 1986. 310 pp. Communityconflictssystem and evaluatingthe Bookletcontainingthetextofthe Germanlaw
Consolidatedtext of the WealthTax Act and developmentsto date. The text of the convention on limited liabilitycompanies, includingpractical
Gift Tax Act, as amended. on jurisdictionand the enforcementof hintsand annotations.
(B.57.045) judgementsin civil and commercialmatters is (B. 107.674)

appended.
SHARMA, S.P. (B. 107.965) HORSCHITZ,Harald; GROSS, Walter.
Taxationby municipalities. Bewertungsrechtund Vermgensteuer.4th
Delhi, PratibhaPublications,Tax-NetPublishing Edition.
House, 21 Gian Park, Delhi-110051.1986.378 Stuttgart,SchfferVerlag, 1986. 146 pp.France
Pp Explanationof the ValuationLaw and the net
Monographon municipal tax law in India with wealth tax, illustratedby many examples.
emphasisof New Delhi covering taxes on lands DUCCINI, Roger. (B. 107.730)
and buildings tax on motorvehiclesand animals, Approchefiscaledes contratsinternationaux.
advertisementtax etc. Case law is also appended. Paris, LibrairiesTechniques, 1985. 284pp.

(B.57.050) Considerationon tax aspectsarising from Irelandinternationalcontractswith and withoutdouble

BISHNOI, Usha. taxation treatiesconcludedby France.
McGOWAN,Paul.

Union taxes in India. (B. 107.877) Taxationof directorshipsin Ireland.
Allahabad,ChughPublications,2, Strachey Paperdeliveredat The Bureau of EuropeanRoad, Allahabad, India. 1980. 228 pp.

MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS LEFEBVRE:
Taxation& Trade Symposium,The Taxationof

Study on various taxes levied by the Union socitsciviles,juridique-fiscal,social-
Directorshipsin Europe,28 September1987.

Governmentof India from the fiscal policy comptable1988.
Dublin,KPMG StokesKennedyCrowley, 1987.

taxationpoint of view, adopted from the thesis 3rd Edition jour au F1 octobre 1987.
16

entitled: Tax structureof the Union Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre, 1987. 798 pp., pp

Governmentsince PlanninginIndia 280 Ffrs. (B. 107.897)

(B.57.049) Thirdeditionof monographdealingwith civil
entities (partnerships)viewed from legal,
taxation,social and accountingaspects as of Liechtenstein
1 October1987.
(B. 107.966) VALLENDER,Klaus A.; HILTY, Thomas.

Kantons-und Gemeindesteuernmit Frstentum

JARNEVIC,Jean-Pierre. Liechtenstein.Interkantonales
Droit fiscal international. Doppelbesteuerungsrecht.15. Auflage.

EUROPE Paris, Economica,49 rue Hricart,75015Paris. Stand 1. Januar 1987.
1985. 273 pp., 154.20Ffrs. Zrich,VerlagOrganisatorAG, 1987.
Monographon international tax law with Schweiz. Steuern-Lexikon,Band3.364pp.

Austria emphasis to French taxes (income tax, value 15th Revisededitionofvolume3 describingthe
added tax). taxes leviedby cantonsand municipalitiesin

Switzerland.Taxes levied in Liechtensteinand
WEILER, Franz. (B. 107.968)

the Swiss method avoid intercantonaldoubleto
Das Einkommensteuergesetz. MERCADAL,Barthlemy; taxation.
GesetzetextunterBercksichtigungdes 1. und 2.

MACQUERON,Patrice. (B. 107.932)
Abgabennderungsgesetzes1987. Stand 1. Initiationjuridique. Droit des affaireset des
August 1987.
Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeterLinde, 1987. 160 activitsconomiques.

Paris, EditionsJuridiquesLefebvre, 1987. 514
pp.,150S.

pp.,153Ffrs. Luxembourg
Bookcontainingan annotatedtext of the Introductionto businesslaw in France.Austrian Individual IncomeTax Law, up-to-date (B. 107.875) SCHLEICH, Arno; WINANDY,Jean-Pierre.
as per 1 August 1987. Reinsurancecompaniesin Luxembourg.
(B. 107.673) MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS LEFEBVRE Luxembourg,FiduciaireGnralede

comptable 1988. Luxembourg,1987. 14 pp
Informationon the reinsurancecompaniesand

Belgium
Trait des normeset rglementationscomptables the tax advantagesgranted such companiesinapplicablesaux entreprisesindustrielleset to

commercialesen France. Luxembourg.
GHEYSENS,L. 7e Edition, jourauFloctobre 1987. (B. 107.843)
Tijdelijkeinvoermet wederuitvoer. Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre, 1987. 1371 pp.
Brussels,Ced Samsom, 1987. 96 pp Seventheditionof monographdealingwith the
Bookleton the temporaryimport aspects. basic normsand regulationsof accounting
(B. 107.892) applicableto industrial and commercial Netherlands

enterprises in France as of 1 October 1987.
(B. 107.925) BLIECK, L.A. de; AMERSFOORT,P.J. van;Channel Islands BLIECK,J. de.
BIED-CHARRETON,Franois; Algemenewet inzake rijksbelastingen.2nd

THE CHANNELISLANDS. A BUSINESS RAFFEGEAU,Jean. Edition.
tax profile. Guide pratiquedu financementdes entreprises, Deventer,Fed, 1987.
St. Helier, Pannell KerrForster, TrinityHouse, 1988. 5th Edition. FiscaleStudieserie,No. 5.355 pp., 74.50Dfl.
Bath Street, St. Helier, Jersey, CI. 1986. 20 pp Paris, EditionsFrancis Lefebvre, 1987. 637 pp. Second revisededition of monographdealing
Outlineof businessenvironmentand taxationin Fifth editionof monographexplainingthe with the GeneralAct on Taxationof 1959, as

GuernseyandJersey. fundamentalaspectsofhow to financea business. amended.
(B. 107.894) (B. 107.924) (B. 107.921)
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GELD, J.A.G. van der. De misbruikgevoeligheidvan de onderneming A comprehensivedetailedguidetocorporation
De deelnemingsvrijstellinginbeweging. geanalyseerd. tax nclude the legislationand relevantcase aw

Deventer,Fed. Arnhem, GoudaQuint B.V., 1987.217pp., 55 to 1 August 1987.
Fed's actualiteiten,No.5. 133 pp., 37.50 Dil. Dfl. Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.,
Monographon the proposedchanges in the Studyanalyzingthe possible theoretical 1987.358pp.,£ 13.25.

corporatetax act concerningthe participation connectionbetweenthe conductby the Annualpublication(23rd edition) containing
exemption.Case law and parlementary entrepreneurregardingfraud and swindleof currentrelevantprovisionsto corporationtax

documentsare also appended. taxes, social securitycontributionsand subsidies effectiveas of 1 August1987.

(B. 107.930) on the one hand and characterstcsof enterprses (B. 107.914)
on the other hand with the view to developa

DOING BUSINESS IN THE patternconcerningthe control-policyand INCOME AND CORPORATIONTAXES
Netherlands. tracing-policy. Bill (H.L.).
The Hague, Ernst & WhinneyInternational, An Englishsummary is appended. A Billintituledan Act to consolidatecertain of
1987.76pp. (B. 107.931) the enactmentsrelating to income tax and
Informationbooktoprovidea quickoverviewof corporationtax, includingcertainenactments
the investmentclimate, taxation, forms of LEIDS FISCAALJAARBOEK 1987. relatingalsotocapitalgains tax; and torepealas

businessorganization,and businessand Fiscaalondernemingsrecht. obsoletesection339(1)of the Incomeand

accountingpractices in the Netherlands. Onderredactievan L.W. Sillevis, N.H. de Vries, CorporationTaxesAct 1970 and paragraphs3
(B. 107.920) M.A. Wisselink. and 4 of Schedule 11 tothe Finance Act 1980.

DIJCK, J.E.A.M. Arnhem,GoudaQuintB.V., 1987. 228 pp., London,Her Majesty'sStationeryOffice, 1987.

De aanmerkelijk-belangregeling.
42.50Dfl. 1041 pp.
The 1987 LeydenFiscal Yearbookis dedicatedto (B. 107.882)4th Edition.

Deventer,Fed, 1987. busjnesslaw consideredfrom taxpointofview
MOORES & ROWLAND'SYELLOWTAX

FiscaleBrochuresFed, IB 6.1A. 183 pp., 46 Dil. written by various tax authorities.

Fourtedition of monographon the individual (B.107.922) guide 1987-88.
Editors: Nigel Eastaway,DavidTrill, Leslie

income tax on the gains from the sale of a
Lvens, JohnJeffrey-Cookand Stephensubstantialinterestin a residentor non-resident

corporationexplained. Switzerland Burwood.

(B. 107.983) London,Butterworths,1987. 1325 pp., £ 22.95.

VALLENDER,Klaus A.; HILTY, Thomas. Briefexplanationof the detailed tax legislation
REUGEBRINK,J.; DENIE, A.H.R.M. Kantons-und Gemeindesteuernmit Frstentum in ButterworthsYellowTax Handbookon

Omzetbelasting.5th Edition. Liechtenstein.Interkantonales IncomeTax, CorporationTax and Capital Gains
Deventer,Fed, 1988. Doppelbesteuerungsrecht.15. Auflage. Stand Tax. Every section and paragraphis explained
FiscaleStudieserie,No. 6.373 pp., 82.50Dil. 1. Januar 1987. with referenceto case lawand where appropriate
Fifth revisededitionof textbookon value added Zrich, VerlagOrganisatorAG, 1987. the notes contain tax planningsuggestions.
tax. Schweiz. Steuer-Lexikon,Band 3.364pp

The law is stated as of 1 August 1987.

(B. 107.986) 15th Revisededitionofvolume 3 describingthe (B. 107.927)
taxes levied by cantons and municipalitiesin

KLEMAN, Paul. Switzerland.Taxes levied in Liechtensteinand NOAKES, Patrick; BOULDING,John.

Enkele aspectenvan de overeenkomsttussen het the Swiss method to avoid intercantonaldouble Tolley'scapital gains tax 1987-88.

Koninkrijkder Nederlandenen de Verenigde taxation. A comprehensivedetailedguideto capitalgains
Statenvan Amerikatot het vermijdenvan (B.107.932) tax includingthe legislationand relevantcase law
dubbelebelastingen het voorkomenvan het to 1 August 1987.

ontgaanvan belastingmet betrekkingtot VALLENDER,Klaus A.; HESS, Eric; Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.,
belastingenvan nalatenschappenen STOCKAR,Conrad. 1987. 356pp.,£ 14.50.

verkrijgingenkrachtenserfrecht. Bundessteuern. Annual lOth editionofmonographdescribing
Capelle aan de IJssel, Paul Kleman, 1987. 80pp DirekteBundessteuer,Warenumsatzsteuer; the relevantprovisionsand case law relating to

Dissertationon the tax treaty betweenthe Stempelabgaben;Verrechnungssteuer; capital gainstaxfor at least thepast6 years.
Netherlandsand the U.S.A. with respect to Schwerverkehrsabgabe/Vignette.15. Auflage. (B. 107.913)
death duties. Stand 1. Januar1987.
(B. 107.814) Zrich,VerlagOrganisatorAG, 1987. PRITCHARD,W.E.

Schwez. Steuer-Lexkon,Band 2. 181 pp Taxplanningfornewbusinesses.

LANGEREIS,Ch.J. 15th RevisededitionofVolume2 describingthe 2nd Edition.A practicalguide to the

Belastingprocedures. Swissconfederationtaxes on income opportunitiesand pitfalls.
Hoofdlijnenvan het procesrechtin (individuals,companies), turnovertax, excises, Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.,
belastngzaken.Tweedeherzienedruk. stamp duties andwithholdingtax on interest, 1987. 132pp.,£ 9.95.
Deventer,Fed, 1987. 220 pp., 65 Dfl. dividends,rntals,etc. as of 1 January1987. Revisededitionof practicalguide on the tax

Secondrevised editionof monographdescribing (B. 107.933) decisionswhich must be made before a business
the proceduresin tax courts. is commencedand duringitsearlyyears.
(B. 107.871) In addition to individual income tax and

corporateincome tax, capitalgains tax,
JUCH, D. Turkey inheritancetax, value added tax, national

Vermogensbelasting:een boete op een
STEPHENS, Moore.

nsurancecontributionsetc.are also considered.

bestedingsreserve. Taxation in Turkey.
(B. 107.911)

Redeuitgesprokenbij de aanvaardingvan het
ambtvan hoogleraarin het belastingrechtaan de Istanbul,MooreStephensA.S., Barbaros YEAR-ENDTAX PLANNINGFOR

Bulvari,GrelApt. A Blok No. 41 D. 13
KatholiekeUniversiteitBrabant te Tilburgop Besiktas, Istanbul. 1987. 24 companiesand individuals1987/88.

vrijdag 18 september1987. pp. London,ArthurAndersen,1987. 59pp.Guide to Turkish individualandcompanyDeventer,Fed. 1987. 35 pp., 17.50 Dil. Bookletdesigned to highlightvarious tax

Speech on the net wealth tax given on the
taxation. planningopportunitiesfor both companiesand

occassionof acceptingtheoffice of professor in (B. 107.889) individuals.The law isstated asof31 October
tax law at the CatholicUniversityBrabantat 1987.
Tilburgon18 September1987. (B. 107.928)
(B. 107.864) United Kingdom

BERTRAM,David; EDWARDS, Stephen.
DIJK, W. van SAUNDERS, Glyn; BOULDING, John. Comprehensiveaspectsof taxation 1987-88.

Ondernemingen misbruik. Tolley'scorporationtax 1987-88. 39th Edition.
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London, Cassell EducationalLtd., Artillery
House, ArtilleryRow, LondonSW1P l RT. INTERNATIONAL MIDDLE EAST
1987.913pp.,£ 19.95.
Textbookfor studentsand practitionersto

understandthe complexitiesof tax law. Statutory BEAUCHAMP,Andr. Israel
referencesin thetextenablestofind the Guidemondialdes paradis fiscaux.

appropriatelegislationfor furtherresearchand Nouvelledition revue et augmente1987. SETTING UP A BUSINESS IN
study. In additiona large numberof examples Paris, EditionsBernardGrasset& Fasquelle, Israel.
are included. The relevantcase law isupdatedto 1987. 774 pp., 250 Ffrs. Tel Aviv, HorwathBavlyMillner&Co., 27
31 May 1987. Completelyrevisededition ofguide describing HameredStreet, Tel Aviv. 1987.68pp
(B. 107.963) tax paradisesand theiruse. Basic informationof the businessconditions,

(B. 107.909) settingup a businessand an outline of taxes and
HARVEY, Eric L.; SAUNDERS, Glyn. incentivesare dealtwith.
Tolley's income tax 1987-88. HANDBOOKOF TRADE CONTROL (B.57.030)
A comprehensivedetailedguide to income tax measuresofdevelopingcountries1987.

includingthelegislationand relevantcase law to Preparedby the Trade InformationSystem (TIS)
1 August1987. ofUNCTADwith the supportof the United NORTH AMERICA
Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., NationsDevelopmentProgramme.
1987. 620pp.,£ 15.95. New York, United Nations, 1987. 471 pp.
This book includes the income tax law and Handbook to provide informationon the

practicefor at least 6 years (i.e. for 1981/82 measuresadoptedby 70 developingcountries Canada
onwardsand sometimesearlier). A 12-year affectingthe volume, structureand directionof

summaryof rates and allowancesis also printed their trade flows (customsduties, sales tax and DRAFT INCOMETAX LEGISLATION.
inside the front cover. otherinternaltaxes). Acquisitionsof gains and losses.

(B. 107.912) (B. 107.919) Don Mills CCH CanadanLimited, 1987.
CanadianTax Reports,Special Report No. 774,

WAREHAM, Robert; NOAKES, Patrick. FINANCIEELHANDBOEKVOOR Extra edition. 30 pp
Tolley'svalueadded tax 1987-88. het bedrijf. Reproductionof text ofDraft IncomeTax
A comprehensivedetailedguide to value added Adviezenovergeldzaken. Legislationto limit transferof losses and other
tax includingthe legislationand relevantcase law Haarlem,UitgeverijDe Toorts, Postbus9585, deductionsbetweenunrelatedcorporate
to 1 August 1987. 2003 LN Haarlem;Laren, Uitgeverij Van der taxpayers.Technical notes related theretoare

Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., Wolk, Torenlaan 14, 1251 HJ Laren (NH). 1987. appended.
1987. 502 pp., £ 13.95. Loose-leafpublicationentitledFinancial (B. 107.948)
Annualguide describingthecurrent law and Handbookfor the Enterprise.Advices

practiceof value added tax as of 1 August 1987 concerningmoneyaffairs. First release CARR, Brian R.
with reference to case law is given in alphabetical supplementis distributed.Various topics Taxationof resource industries.
ordertoa particularsubject. concerningfinancialpolcy in a business is dealt Boundeditionof Chapter14 of Ward'sTax Law

(B. 107.915) with. Each subject is written by an expertor and Planningby The Partnersof Davies, Ward &

specializedinstitutionin the field, includingtax Beck and Brian J. Arnold.
GUIDE TO U.K. INHERITANCETAX. havens, treasuring,financialmodelling,selected Agincourt,Carswell, 1987. 346 pp.
London,ArthurAndersen&Co., 1987. 75 pp. tax rates in the world. Apart from the taxationaspects it gives a

Guide explainingthe fundamentalprinciplesof (B. 107.926) summaryofdefinitionsand terms and in a

inheritancetax and to providean introductionto detailedanalysisof the statute are included the
inheritance tax planning. The law is stated as of THE EFFECT OF TREATIES IN deductionsof expenditures,depletionand other
31 October1987. domestic law. allowances,successioncorporationrules,
(B. 107.979) United KingdomNationalCommitteeof corporatereorganizations,partnership,joint

ComparativeLaw. Volume7. Editedby Francis explorationcorporations,etc.

WAREHAM,Robert; NEWTH, John. G. Jacobsand ShelleyRoberts. (B. 107.887)
Tolley's inheritancetax 1987-88. 2nd Edition. London,Sweet & Maxwell, 1987. 288 pp.
Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., Compilationof paperspreparedfor the CANADIANMASTERTAX GUIDE.
1987. 246pp.,£ 12.95. colloquiumsponsoredby the United Kingdom A guide to Canadianincome tax. 42nd Edition.
Second editionof monographarranged National Committeeof ComparativeLaw held at Don Mills, CCH CanadianLtd., 1987. 795 pp.
alphabeticallyaccordingtosubjectson the the Universityof London's Instituteof Advanced Annualguide to assist taxpayersin the
inheritanc tax legislationwhich applies to Legal Studieson 16 to 18 September1986. The preparationof1986 income tax returnsandto

transfersofvalue made, and otherevents countryauthorsof the papers focus the meaning serve as a handy referencesourceon federal

occuringafter 17 March 1986. by which treaties become applicable in domestic taxation.

(B. 107.910) law and how they are interpretedand applied in (B. 107.976)
courts. The countriescoveredare: Belgium,

BOOTH, Neil D. Denmark,France, GermanFed. Rep., Italy, the JOHNSON, J. Peter.

Tolley's national insurancecontributions1987/ Netherlands,UnitedKingdomand U.S.A. GovernmentFinancialAssistance.
88. Internationalorganizationsresponsiblefor the Programs in Canada.4th Edition.
A guide to national insurancecontributionlaw as promotionof treatieswere also invited to present Hamilton,Price Waterhouse, 1986. 770 pp
at August 1987with rates for the tax year 1987- theirviews (EuropeanCommunitiesCouncil of Practicalguide to federaland provincial
88. Europe,The Hague Conventionon Private assistanceprogramsavailable to Canadian

Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., InternationalLaw, etc.) on the issue. businessandindustry. It reviews theirobjectives,
1987. 372 pp., £ 16.95. (B. 107.954) rulesofeligibility, types of assistanceavailable

Monographdescribing the national insurance and the procedures to be followedin filing an

contributionsas stated in the law as of30 June WORLD LEASING YEARBOOK 1987. application.
1987. Coggeshall,HawkinsPublishersLtd., 2 Church (B. 107.918)
(B. 107.964) Street, Coggeshall,Essex CO61TU,U.K. 1987.

360pp SPENCE, James M.; TAKACH, Gabor G.S.
8th Editionof updatedyearbookon per countrY A guide to the InvestmentCanadaAct.
descriptionof leasingpracticealongsidea Scarborough,Butterworths,1986. 153 pp.
classifiedlist of namesand addressesof leasing Annotatedtextof the InvestmentCanadaAct
companies,its law and regulations,taxation, etc. which repealed the Foreign InvestmentReview
preparedby localleasingassociations. Act.
(B. 107.888) (B. 107.917)
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U.S.A. EXPLANATIONOF THE TAX ACT DAVIES, David G.
of 1986 forbusiness. UnitedStates taxes and tax policy.

LALJI, Lionel M. Publication921 (August 1987). NewYork, CambridgeUniversityPress, 32 East

Enge aandachtspuntenbj de foregn sales Washington,Internal RevenueService, 1987.36 57th Street, New York, NT 10022. 1986. 316 pp

corporation. Pp The main purposeof this book is to outline recent

Amsterdam,L.M. Lalji, Watermolen50, 1035 (B. 107.992) developmentsand ideas about taxes, tax policy
BVAmsterdam.1986. 42pp. and theory in the UnitedStates.

Dissertationfor doctoratestudy on some aspects 1988 FEDERALTAX HANDBOOK. (B. 107.900)
of the foreignsalescorporationunder U.S.A. tax Paramus,PrenticeHall InformationServices,
law with referenceto Netherlandsand Belgian 1988. KLEMAN, Paul.

similarregulations.OECD transferpricing FederalTaxes, Bulletin49 Extra, December1, Enkeleaspectenvan de overeenkomsttussen het

reportsand US-Netherlandstax treaty is also 1987. 814pp., $19. Koninkrijkder Nederlandenen de Verenigde
considered. Handbookdesigned to help taxpayersreduce to Statenvan Amerika tot het vermijdenvan

(B. 107.879) thelegalminimum the tax they mustpay to the dubbelebelastingen het voorkomenvan het

Federal Government. ontgaanvan belastngmet betrekkingtot

(B. 107.958) belastingenvan nalatenschappenen

AMERICANFEDERALTAX REPORTS. verkrijgingenkrachtenserfrecht.
Secondseries. Volume59. 1987-1988 FEDERALTAX Capelleaan de IJssel, Paul Kleman, 1987. 80 pp.
EnglewoodCliffs,PrentceHall, Inc., 1987. 1313 hghlghts. Dissertationon the tax treaty betweenthe

Pp New York, ArthurYoung, 1987. 215 pp. Netherlandsand the U.S.A. with respect to
Boundvolumecontainingunabrigdedfederal Pocketdigestof today'scomplex tax rules with death duties.
and state courtdecisionsarisingunder the federal emphasisto federal income tax on individuals, (B. 107.814)
tax laws and previouslyreportedin PrenticeHall companies,social security, federalgift and estate

FederalTaxes. taxes and generation-skippingtransfer tax.

(B. 107.991) (B. 107.957)

The Sixth Annual Summer Program
in United States Law
and Legal Institutions.

18 July 1988 - 19 August 1988

The Sixth Annual SummerProgram in United States Law and Legal Institutionsis intended to give lawyers
and advanced law students from other countries intensive exposure to the basic structure of the United

States legal system and to significantareas of U.S. law. The Program should give participantsboth a basic

understandingof the United States legal system and the U.S. legal professionand an in-depth exposure to

specific areas of U.S. law that affect a broad range of commercial, investment, and personal activities. It is

designed to serve as a low-cost alternative to a full-year's programin U.S. law or as a preface to advanced

formal training in the United States.

The lectures of the Sixth Annual SummerProgram in United States Law and Legal Institutionswill be held

each morning, Monday-Friday, 18 July - 19 August 1988, on the campus of the internationally-renowned
Universityof Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A. In addition to the regular morning sessions, there will

be opportunitiesfor the participantsto learnabout the UnitedStates legal systemoutsidethe formallectures

and to meet with practicing lawyers and members of the United States judiciary. Another unique and

important attraction of the Program is that participants are able to work and socialize with practicing
lawyers and legal scholars from around the world.

For more detailed information regarding the program, write to:

Ms. Theresa Dougherty
Universityof Wisconsin

Law School

Room 208

Madison, Wisconsin 53706

U.S.A.
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The Sixth Annual Summer Program
in United States Law
and Legal Institutions

18 July 1988 - 19 August 1988

The Sixth Annual SummerProgram in United States Law and Legal Institutionsis intended to give lawyers
and advanced law students from other countries intensive exposure to the basic structure of the United
States legal system and to significantareas of U.S. law. The Program should give participantsboth a basic

understandingof the United States legal system and the U.S. legal professionand an in-depthexposure to

specific areas of U.S. law that affect a broad range of commercial, investment, and personal activities. It is

designed to serve as a low-cost alternative to a full-year'sprogram in U.S. law or as a preface to advanced
formal training in the United States.

The lectures of the Sixth Annual Summer Program in United States Law and Legal Institutionswill be held
each morning, Monday-Friday, 18 July - 19 August 1988, on the campus of the internationally-renowned
University of Wisconsin,Madison, Wisconsin,U.S.A. In addition to the regularmorning sessions, there will
be opportunitiesfortheparticipantstolearnabout the UnitedStates legalsystemoutsidethe formallectures
and to meet with practicing lawyers and members of the United States judiciary. Another unique and
important attraction of the Program is that participants are able to work and socialize with practicing
lawyers and legal scholars from around the world.

For more detailed information regarding the program, write to:

Ms. Theresa Dougherty
University of Wisconsin

Law School
Room 208

Madison, Wisconsin 53706
U.S.A.
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Derived by Non-Residents
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By Pedro Massone paraiso) and worked at the Chilean Internal
Revenue Servce, where he reached the

position of Chief of the Departmentof Legal
Advice of the National Directorate. He has

I. INTRODUCTION published various works on Chilean taxa-
tion and written several articles on Latin

This article surveys the principal features of income taxation of non-resi- American taxation for the Bulletin of Inter-

dents in Latin American countries. Various aspects are covered, i.e. nationalFiscal Dcumentation.

general aspects of income taxation, the taxation of the principal forms of
income (business income and investment income) and the measures Contents

adopted in Latin America to avoid double taxation. The coverageof these
topics is limited to general considerationsand attempts to highlight areas

I. INTRODUCTION

where the same or similar rules apply in all or several Latin America I1. GENERALASPECTS

countries and those areas where outstandingdifferencesexist.1 A. The concept of non-residency
1. Relevance of the distinction be-

tween residentandnon-resident

II. GENERALASPECTS
2. Definition of non-resident

B. Territorial scope of the income tax

A. Concept of non-residency
1. Allocation rules
2. Source of income

C. General rules for the taxation of non-
1. Relevanceof the distinctionbetween residentand non-resident residents

The distinction between the concepts of resident and non-resident is
1. General aspects
2. Tax rates

crucial in those Latin American countries which tax residents on their D. Excess profit taxes

world-wide income but tax non-residents only on their local-source in- III. TAXATION OF BUSINESS INCOME

come. This group includes Brazil (as regards individuals), Chile, Colom- A. Subsidiaries

bia, El Salvador (as regards individuals), Honduras, Mexico and Peru. 1. Basic taxation rules
2. Computationof income

The distinction between resident and non-resident is of less concern in 3. Taxation of corporate income

other Latin American countries where income is taxable only if derived 4. Taxation of dividends

from local sources. Most Latin Americancountries fall into this category:
B. Establishments and branches of

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil (as regards legal entities), Costa Rica, the
foreign companies
1. Concept of permanent estab-

Dominican Republic, El Salvador (as regards legal entities), Guatemala, lishment

Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay and Uruguay.
2. Basic taxation rules
3. Computationof taxable income
4. Estimation of income

Nevertheless,the distinctionmay assume importanceas regardswithhold- 5. Taxation of branch profits
6. Economicdoubletaxationofdiv-

ing taxes, either because items of income are subject to withholding tax idends

when paid to non-residentsor because items of income may be subject to IV. TAXATION OF INVESTMENT INCOME

withholding tax at a different rate than that applied to residents. The A. Dividends

distinctionis also significantwith respect to personal allowancesor credits 1. Dividends in general
2. Profitsof unincorporatedentities

which are normally granted only to resident individuals. 3. Stock dividends
B. Interest

2. Definition of non-resident C. Royalties
V. AVOIDANCEOF DOUBLE TAXATION

As a general rule, Latin American tax laws do not directly refer to the A. Unilateral measures

concept of non-resident. A person or entity will be considered non-resi- B. Regional agreements
dent if he (it) does not fall within the scope of the rules defining resident. 1. General information

2. The Latn American Integration
The prevailingapproach in defining the residenceof a company is to apply Association-- LAIA

resident treatment to entities organizedor incorporatedunder the laws of 3. Andean Pact

the country. This approach is followed in Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, C. Tax treaties

Guatemala, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela (if the corpration
1. General information
2. Allocation principles

iS organized or registered in Venezuela). 3. Avoidance of double taxation

VI. FINAL REMARKS

Certain countries, however, define resident companies as those having
their seat or management in the country. This is the case of Brazil (legal
entitieswhose headquartersor main offices are located in Brazil), Colom-
bia (legal entities whose managementheadquartersare locatedin Colom- 1. The sources used for this research include

bia), Honduras (corporationswhich have their administration and man- the Bureau's publication Taxation in Latin

agement in Honduras) and Mexico (legal entities which maintain the America, the material prepared for this publica-

principal administrationof their business in Mexico).
tion and informationreceivedup to 31 December
1987.
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The residency of individuals is usually established on ciple of taxation, i.e. residents are subject to tax on
the basis of physical presence in the relevant country. their world-wide income and the limited taxation of
Thus, an individualisconsideredresidentifhe remains domestic-sourceincome is restricted to non-residents,
permanentlyin the country. This rule applies in Brazil i.e. Chile, Colombia, Honduras, Mexico (until 1980
(an individual acquires residencyby intending to stay the world-wideprinciple was also applicable to Mexi-
in Brazil, e.g. by possessing a permanent resident can citizens) and Peru.
visa), Chile (residencein a given place with the real or

presumed intention of remaining there), Honduras The world-wide principle applies only to individuals

(persons living in the countryand not merely transients (i.e. not to legal entities) in Brazil and El Salvador.

or tourists) and Mexico (individuals having a perma-
Othercountriesadopt the sourceprincipleas a general

nent home in Mexico, unless they are present in rule but apply the world-wideprinciple to specificsitu-

another country for more than 183 days in a calendar ations. In Mexico, non-residentshaving a permanent
year, whether or not continuous, and offer proof that establishmentin Mexico are taxed on income attribu-

they are considered residents in that country for tax
table to the establishment and on income otherwise

purposes) and Uruguay (permanentresidence in Uru- arising from Mexican sources. Income which is at-

guay). tributable to a permanent establishment includes in-
come from business activities (actividades em-

i Similarly, in certain countries an individual is consi- presariales) carried on by the permanent establish-
dered resident if he remains in the country for more ment and income derived from sales of merchandise
than a certain period of time. For example, n Argen- of immovable property carried out in Mexico by the
tina the time period is more than 6months (however, head office or by any of its branches. Since the Income
this definitionis providedfor specifiedpurposesonly); Tax Law does not limit the income which is attribu-
Brazil requiresmore than 12 months; Chile more than table to the permanent establishment to Mexican-
6 months in a calendar year or within 2 consecutive source income, foreign-source income can be subject
assessment years; Colombia at least 6 months in the to Mexican income tax derived through a permanent
taxable year or a period of 6 months which ends in the establishment in Mexico. In Ecuador, dividends and
taxable year; Ecuador more than 6 months; interest derived from investments abroad are taxable
Guatemala more than 6 months during the taxable unless specifically exempt, and income from services
period; Paraguay more than 180 days during the tax rendered abroad is taxable in the hands of resident
year or within the last 12 months; and Venezuelamore individuals or corporations. Venezuelans and Ven-
than 180 days in the taxable year or in the preceding ezuelan residents are also taxed on specific foreign-
year (in computing the 180 days, the days of a particu- source income items. International transportationen-
lar year are not added to the days of another year). terprises established and domiciled in Venezuela are

Resident individuals usually include persons who, al- taxed on world-wide receipts derived from their nor-

though staying abroad, maintain certain ties with the
mal activities.

country. In Argentina, residents include individuals It should be noted that a country may tax income on

emplyed by the government and Argentineans the basis of the source principle but, simultaneously,
employed by internationalbodies of which Argentina treat income which under ordinary rules is foreign-
is a member; public officials in Chile who discharge source income as if it were domestic-source income
their duties outside Chile and individuals leaving the when derived by certain persons or when certain in-
country but retaining a business in Chile; Colombian come items are involved.
citizens who maintain their family or business head-
quarters in Colombia; in Guatemala, individuals dis- In Argentina and the Dominican Republic, income

charging representativeduties abroad or executingof- derived by resident individuals from occasional ac-

ficial public sector duties; in Honduras residents in- tivities performed outside the country is subject to
income tax. A similar situation exists in Chile (consid-clude persons who are part of the crew of a Honduran eration paid to non-residents for services renderedship registered in Honduras; and in Mexico, unless

proof to the contrary is provided, individualsand legal
abroad is subject to tax when paid from Chilean

entitiesofMexicannationalityare presumedresidentsr sources), Ecuador (dividends and interest derived
from investments abroad are taxable unless specifi-of Mexico.
cally exempt and income from services rendered
abroad is taxable in the hands of resident individuais

B. Territorialscope of the income tax
or corporations)and Honduras (income from services
renderedabroad is deemed to be sourced in Honduras
when it is paid from Honduras).1. Allocation rules

MostLatin Americancountriesutilize the sourceprin-
In certain countries remunerationderived by persons

ciple as the only (or overriding) principle of income living abroad for services renderedfor the government
allocation. In accordance with this principle, income is deemed to be from domesticsources. This is the case

derived by residents of the respective countries from
in Argentina (the same principle applies to income

sources located abroad is normally not subject to
derived by Argentine officials working for interna-

domestic income tax. tional organizationsof which Argentina is a member),
Bolivia (diplomaticpersonnel only), El Salvador, Co-

Several countries, however, apply the residence prin- lombia (compensationfor services paid by the govern-
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ment), Nicaragua (salaries paid by the government and claims placed on or used in Ecuador), Guatemala
and its agencies, providedsuch salaries are not subject (income from capital, property or rights invested, lo-

.to a similar tax in the country of residence), Panama cated or used in Guatemala and income from any
(persons discharging public duties abroad), Peru (re- goods located or used in that country), Mexico (rent
munerationpaid to personsdischargingrepresentative from movable property used in trade, industry, ag-
or official duties abroad) and Venezuela (income de- riculture, cattle raising and fishery if the property s

rived by public officials or representativesof govern- utilized in Mexico and royalties for property or rights
ment agencies or enterprises from official activities utilized there3, Panama (income from property, capi-
performed abroad, provided the income is exempt in tal, securities and rights located, invested or econom-

the country of origin). ically used in Panama), Paraguay (income from capi-
Similarly, remuneration paid to boards of local com- tal, goods or rights situated, located or economically
panies may be treated as domestic-sourceincomeeven

used in Paraguay), Peru (income from capital, assets

if the services are rendered abroad. This applies to
or rights, including royalties, located or used for

companies or entities incorporated in Argentina; in economicactivities in Peru and interest, commissions,
Bolivia, for activities developed abroad on behalf of premiumsand any sum paid for loans, financingor, in

resident enterprises; Costa Rica; Mexico includes general, for any capital placedor economicallyused in

managers and controllers; and in Peru, remuneration Peru), Uruguay (income from rights economically
paid to members of administrativeboards. used in Uruguay)and Venezuela(incomefromtechni-

cal assistance or technical services used there).
Examples of particular items of income contained in

2.. Source of income the lists of domestic-sourceincome include:
Certain Latin American countries provide a general
definitionofdomestic-sourceincomeand additionally, (i) Income from the export of goods produced in the
list several items of income which are specificallycon. country. This rule applies in Argentina (export of
sidered domestic-source income. Other countries do goods produced, manufactured, processed or pur-
not provide a general definition but specifically list chased in Argentina), the Dominican Republic (ex-
items of income which are treated as domestic-source port of merchandise produced, manufactured or

,
income. As a general rule (either on the basis of the brought into the country), Ecuador (income from ex-

general definition or on the basis of the specific lists), port activitiescarriedout in Ecuador),Guatemala(ex-
domestic-sourceincome is income derived from prop- port of goods produced, manufactured, processed or

erty located in the country or from the development purchased in Guatemala), Mexico (income from ex-

of acts or activities in the country. Additionalspecifi- ports), Nicaragua (income derived by residents or

cationsmay also be set forth; for instance, in Honduras foreign purchasingagencies in Nicaraguafrom the ex-

when income is obtainedby the joint use ofcapital and port of goods produced, manufactured,processed or

personalservices, the source is determinedby the loca-
tion of the assets constituting the capital. Mexican
local-sourceincomedoesnot include incomefromper-
sonal services paid by non-residents even if derived 2. The following are not considered to be Panamanian-sourceincome:

from services rendered in Mexico. Such income is (a) income from invoicing sales or merchandise or products from an

deemed to be Mexican-sourcewhen paid by or related office in Panama for amounts greater than billed costs, provided the
merchandiseor product does not enter Panama;

to a non-resident's establishment in Mexico. Iocal- (b) income from directing transactions which are concluded or which

source income in Nicaragua includes income from produce effects outside Panama from an office in Panama;
business transactions conducted or producing ef- (c) income from distributing dividends and profits shares paid out of

fects in the country. In Panama, some specified incomenot produced in Panama(includingincomefrom the activities

foreign-relatedincome items are not considered to be
described in (a) and (b) above); and

(d) interest, financial commissions and other similar items derived by
Panamanian-sourceincome.2 Income is considered to individualsor legal entities (irrespectiveof theirdomicileor establish-
have a domestic source in Venezuelawhen any of the ment) from loans, cash deposits or any other financial transactions

acts which give rise to the income occur within the carried out with borrowers domiciled outside Panama, even if the

national territory. principal and interest are paid from Panama, but provided the money
is used outside Panama (Decree 60 of 1985).

Legislation frequently specifies that domestic-source In accordance with the foregoing rules, even if a Panamaniancorporation

income includes not only the income from property (i.e. a company organized under the laws of Panama) has an office in

Panama, employees in Panama, and a licence to engage in business in
located in the country but also income from property panama, it need not pay Panamanian income tax if the transactionsout of

exploited therein. This group includes: Argentina which the income arose took effect or were performed outside Panama.

(property economically used in the country), Bolivia No tax liabilities arise even though payment for the merchandise is made

(goods economicallyused in Bolivia), Costa Rica (in- from Panama or received in Panama, or if the sale or purchase operations
are directed from an office situated in Panama, provided the merchandise

come from the use of capital and goods in Costa Rica), involved in the transaction does not physically enter Panama.

the Dominican Republic, Chile (royalties, fees for If a Panamaniancorporationengages in businessboth within the Republic
trade marks and similar payments derived from the of Panama and abroad (offshore), it is subject to income tax only on that

exploitation in Chile of industrial or intellectualprop- portion of its net income arising from business carried on within the

erty), Colombia (profits derived from the exploitation territory of the Republic of Panama.
3 The property is deemed to be utilized in Mexico if the tenant is a

in Colombia of movable goods; a similar rule applies resident thereof or if he has a permanent establishment in Mexico. This

to intangibles), Ecuador (income from loans, assets presumption is rebuttable.
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purchased therein) and Paraguay (all incme derived income (commercial assistance is also included); in
from exports originating in Paraguay). Chile for services rendered by non-residents if the

payment is made in Chile or from Chilean sources; in
(ii) Income from transportation.This rule specifically Colombia (only technical assistance is mentioned); in
applies in Guatemala, i.e. income derived from trans- Costa Rica administrativeand other typesofassistance

portation and communication between Guatemala are included; and in Guatemala (technical, financial,
and a foreign country, from tickets issued in administrative and other assistance rendered to resi-
Guatemala and freight hired and paid in Guatemala dents of Guatemala).
for shipmentsabroad);and Chile (incomefromcoastal
trade). (ix) Gains derived from the transfer of property 10-

cated in the country. This rule specifically applies to

(iii) Dividendsand profit sharespaid or distributedby transfers of immovable property in Colombia and
resident entities. This rule applies in Argentina (divi- Mexico. More general standards apply in other coun-

dends and'participationsin profits when paid or distri- tries.
buted by legal entities domiciled in Argentina), Chile
(dividends and participations in profits distributedby (x) Gains derived fromthe transferofsecuritiesissued
corporations organized therein), Colombia, Costa by local companies. This rule applies in Honduras
Rica, Mexico and Venezuela (dividendspaid by enter- (transfers of shares or securities issued by companies
prises resident in Venezuela receiving dividends or established under Honduran law), Mexico (transfers
participations in profits from abroad are taxable only of securities issued by Mexican companies) and Peru
to the extent that they represent Venezuelan-source (shares and participationsin the capital of enterprises
income). organized there).

(iv) Interest on debts if the debtor is a resident of the (xi) Remuneration paid to board members of local

country. This rule applies in Argentina (for bonds if companies if the services are rendered abroad. This
the issuing institution is establishedor located there), applies in Argentina (for companies or entities incor-
Chile (if the debtor is domiciled in the country), the porated in Argentina), Bolivia, Costa Rica,
Dominican Republic (for bonds if the borrower or Guatemala, Mexico (managers and controllers are

issuer is located in the country), El Salvador, also included), and Peru (remunerationpaid to mem-

Guatemala (for securities issued by persons domiciled bers of administrativeboards).
in the country) and Peru (if the issuing company is
organized in Peru). (xii) Receipts from insurance and reinsuranceopera-

tions covering risks located in the country or concern-

(v) Interest on loans secured by property located in ing resident persons. This applies in Argentina and
the country. This rule applies in Argentina, the Chile (the law does not specifically state that this in-
Dominican Republic and Guatemala. come is Chilean-sourcebut submits the relevant pre-

miums to income tax), Guatemala(income from insur-
(vi) Interest on loans placed or used in the relevant ance contracted in Guatemala and covering persons
country. Included in this rule are debt-claims held in domiciled and property located in the country).
Colombia or economically connected to the country;
loans placed or used in Ecuador; income from capital (xiii) Income derived from the importationof goods.
invested or used in Guatemala; capital placed or in- This rule applies in Argentina (income from imported
vested in Mexico4; and capital placed in or used for goods in excess of their normal wholesale price in the
economic activities in Peru. country of origin, increased by transportationand im-

portation expenses and income from the transfer of
(vii) Royaltiesor benefits derived in the country from goods situated, locatedor economicallyused in Argen-
the exploitationof industrialpropertyand similarpay- tina which belong to enterprises or companies or-

ments for the exploitation of copyrights. This rule ganized, established or located abroad) and the
applies in Chile (trade marks are specifically men- Dominican Republic (export of goods to the Domini-
tioned), Colombia (know-how is specifically men- can Republic gives rise to taxable income when the
tioned), Guatemala (royalties from property located goods are shipped on consignment or when the sale
or used in the country), Mexico (royalties for property price exceeds the normalprice betweenunrelatedpar-
or rights utilized in Mexico)5, and Peru (undergeneral ties).
rules royaltiesare taxedif locatedor usedfor economic
activities in Peru; moreover, royalties paid by resi-
dents of Peru are specifically taxable). C. Generalrules forthetaxationofnon-residents

(viii) Fees and other remunerationderivedfrom tech-
1. Generalaspects

'nical and financial assistance provided from abroad In principle (unless otherwiseprovided for by domes-
which is used in the country. This applies in Argentina tic law or treaty provisions), non-residents in Latin
if the assistance is economicallyused therein (other
assistance is also included); in Bolivia if the assistance 4. See footnote 3 for deeming provision (also applicable to capital).
relates to goods located therein or to Bolivian-source 5. See footnote 3 for deeming provision (also applicable to royalties).
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America are subject to the same legislationapplicable as residents. The Dominican Republic provides pro-
to residents. Nevertheless, income tax legislation fre- gressive rates (from 10% to 46% for legal entities
quently includes separate rates applicable to non-resi- having an establishment in the country and from 3%
dents and provides for the withholding of the income to 70% for individuals; a final withholdingtax of 35%
tax at source even in cases where such withholding applies to Dominican Republic-source business in-
would not apply if the income were derived by a resi- come derived by non-resident companies without an

dent person. The income tax is sometimes imposedon establishment in the country).6 Panama also has pro-
gross receipts. This is the case in Bolivia (the tax is gressive rates (from 20% to 50% for legal entities and
levied upon distribution), Chile (the income tax is from 2.5% to 56% for individuals). Uruguay imposes
levieduponwithdrawalor remittance)and Honduras. a 30% rate for legal entities and Venezuela'sprogres-

sive rates range from 15% to 50% for legal entitiesand
In certain countries, the withholdingtax may be calcu- 4.5% to 45% for individuals.
lated on a percentage of gross payments and the per-
centage may vary in accordancewith the income item In addition to the general rate (or absence thereof),
involved. This is the case in Argentina (80% of the the taxationofLatin American-sourceincomederived
amount of unspecified income), Colombia (60% of by non-residents may vary according to the income
paymentsfor the exploitationofcinematographicfilms item involved. Consequently, it may be necessary to
and 80% for computer programmes), Guatemala consider whether the income is derived from business
(80% of gross receipts of non-residentproducers, dis- activities, passive investments or personal services. If
tributors or agents of films, tapes and records; 10% of the incomeis derived from businessactivities, the type
receipts from insurance;70% ofgross income fromthe of business organization through which the business
provision ofinternationalnews; 15% of Guatemalan- operates (i.e. subsidiary, branch, agency, representa-
source gross receipts from freight and tickets), tive office) must be considered and it is also possible
Nicaragua (the net taxable income of non-resident to encounter special rules for particular kinds of
natural persons or non-residententerprises rendering businesses. In the case ofpassive investments,taxation
services or conducting business in various countries, may vary depending on whether dividends, interest,
so that the costs or expensesincurredby their activities royalties, service fees, rent or capital gains are in-
in Nicaragua are difficult to establish, is officially de- volved.
termined asa certain percentage of gross income ob-
tained), Panama (50% of the sums derived from rents, D. Excess profit taxes
royalties, and incomefrom life insurance; 10% ofsums

derived from transportationand communicationwhen Except for Argentina and Brazil, no special taxation
the company remitting the paymentshas chosen to be applies to excess profits. Chile recently introduced an
taxed on 10% of its gross income; and 15% of the gross profit but it only applies if foreign investor
receiptsof foreign film producersremittedby Panama-

excess tax a

elects to be taxed at a special 40% rate.7
nian film distributors), Paraguay (90% for royalties
and 85% for fees and commissions), Peru (90% for In Argentina,a special tax normallywithheldat source

income from professional services paid to non-resi- (impuesto especial a las remesas de utilidades de las
dents) and Venezuela (90% of gross receipts for in- empresas de capital extranjero) is levied on after-tax
come paid to non-residentemployed professionals). income (and repatriable capital gains derived from

disposal of the investment) exceeding an annual 12%
2. Tax rates of the registered foreign investments, as follows:8

on profits between 12% and 15% the tax is 15%;-

In the absence of a specific rate, several countries
on profits between 15% and 20% the tax is 20%;-

apply a general rate to income derived by non-resi- and
dents. The rates are as follows: profits above 20% the tax is 25%.on-

Argentina: 45% (normally applied on a percentage An excess of profits (or capital gains) in one year mayof gross payments)
Bolivia: 10%
Brazil: 25% (in special cases the tax maybe 6 Law 78/87 of 15 November 1987, published in the Official Gazette of

26 November 1987 and effective, in general, as of 27 November 1987.
increased by 20% or reduced to 15%) 7. A foreign investor subject to the Foreign Investment Statute has the

Chile: 35% right to have a provision for special income tax treatment included in his
Colombia: 30% (a surtax also applies at a rate of investmentcontractwith the Chilean government.Underthis special treat-

30%, 12% or 1%) ment, a final income tax of 49.5% is paid which covers all income taxes.

El Salvador: 22% or 20% (22% for legal entities and This method of taxation cannot be changed for a period of 10 years from
the date on which the enterprise's operations commenced. Nevertheless,

dividends and 20% for individuals) the investor has the right to renounce this special tax treatment in favour
Ecuador: 40% of being subject to the general rules but this decision is irrevocable. The

Guatemala: 34% period during which the special tax treatment cannot be changed by the

Honduras: 10% governmentmay be extended to 20 years for any projectsinvolvingat least

Nicaragua: 45%
50 million dollars. Under Law 18,682, published in the Official Gazette of
31 December 1987, the foreign investor can choose to be taxed at a 40%

Paraguay: 30% rate (instead of 49.5%) but in such a case he is subject to a supplementary
Peru: 45% tax of 30% on remittances,withdrawalsor distributionswhich (within the

last 60 months) exceed 40% of average capital.
Certain countries tax non-residents at the same rates 8. The tax is assessed progressively.
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be set off against profits of less than 12% of registered certain countries have specific provisions relating to

foreign nvestment capital in the 5 previous years. businessconductedby a local subsidiaryand its parent
Certain categoriesof profits are not taxed, i.e. profits company abroad.

arising from unregistered investments, profits from
unregistered temporary investments anc profits not 2. Computationof income
exceeding 12% of registered capital. An exemption
from the tax is granted for profits reinvestedin Argen- In principle, there is no difference between computa-
tina, either in the same or another enterprise, profits tion rules applicable to local companies and those ap-

paid to foreign-controlledlocal enterprisesand profits plicable to subsidiaries. However, some countries re-

paid in stock dividends. quire that contracts between a local subsidiary and its
parent company conform to normal market practices

A supplementary tax is levied in Brazil when dis- between independent entities (i.e. the arm's length
tributions of profits and dividends (net of the 25% principle). In other countries, a similar principle ap-
withholdingtax) exceed, in a 3-yearperiod, an average plies under general rules and the deductibility of ex-

of 12% per year of the registered capital (original penses such as interest, royalties and technical assist-
investmentplus reinvestment).The supplementarytax ance fees paid by the subsidiary to its parent may be
does not apply to non-distributedprofits of branches, limited or even disallowed.
agencies and representative offices in Brazil of com-

panies domiciled abroad. These profits are computed (a) In order to allow the deduction of costs or ex-

to determine the taxable excess only when actually penses, some countries specifically require that the
distributed. contract or transaction under which the payment is

The supplementarytax is due on profit distributionsin madebe in accordancewith normalmarketpractices.
excess of the establishedlimits even though related to Argentina
profits of pror years. The tax is calculated annually Interest on loans paid by a foreign-controlled local
with reference to the appropriate 3-year period. For enterprise to a non-residentcontrolling entity or per-
this purpose, the last 2 years of a 3-year period are son is deductible as far as the contract under which it
computed as the first 2 years of the subsequent3-year is paid is in accordance with normal market practices
period. between independententities and with the provisions

of the Foreign Investment Law.10The 12% limit need not be observed for each year
since it may be admissible to compensate the shortfall Brazil
of one year with the excessof another. This compensa- When the import or the export of goods involves re-

tion is allowed only between the years of one and the lated parties, the arm's length principle generally ap-
same 3-year period but is not permitted between plies. For this purpose, local customshave established
different 3-year periods. standardprices for most kinds of goods and significant
Any excess over the 12% limit on which the tax is departures from these prices are not permitted.
levied is excluded from the basis in calculating the tax Chile
in subsequentyears. The supplementarytax is assessed Corporate law provides that transactions between re-

on the excess over the 12% average at the following lated companies (i.e. between the parent company
graduated rates9: and a subsidiary or between subsidiaries of the same

between 12% and 15% 40% company) must observe conditions similar to those-

between 15% and 25% 50% commonlyprevailing in the market-place.-

over 25% 60%-

Venezuela
The cost of the goods is the amount appearingon the
invoices received directly from the vendor providedIII. TAXATION OF BUSINESS INCOME
prices are not higher than those normally found in the
market-place.

A. Subsidiaries

(b) Certain countries do not specifically require for
1. Basic taxation rules deductionpurposes that paymentsbe made in accord-

Local subsidiaries of non-residentcompanies are nor-
ance with normal market practices but rather rely on

mally subject to income tax under ordinary rules, i.e. more general provisions vesting power in the tax ad-

the incomeof the subsidiary is subject to the corporate ministration to correct the local income of the sub-

income tax and income distributions are subject to sidiary.
dividend taxation. Computationof the subsidiary'sin- Colombia
come is also made under ordinary rules. However, The transfer of assets must conform to general rules

on pricing and costs.

9. The tax is assessed progressively. DominicanRepublic10. Loan contracts are deemed to comply with such conditions if the When the profits obtained in the country cannot be
Argentine Central Bank raises no objection on the grounds of the specific
contractual conditions or of the inadequate level of indebtedness of the determined easily and accurately from the accounting
subsidiary. records of the entity, the net Dominican-source in-
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come will be determined on the basis of results of ties and compensation for exploitation of any kind of
independent entities engaged in the same or similar intangiblespaid by a subsidiary to its parent company
activities. The tax administration is empowered to are not allowed as costs or deductions from their re-

adopt other indexes for tax purposes in appropriate ceipts.
circumstancesand consider that the subsidiary consti- Guatemala
tutes, with the parent company, an economc unit. In general, amountscredited or remitted to the parentBased on this assumption, the tax administrationmay
determine the net taxable income of the subsidiary. company are not deductible.

HondurasGuatemala Interest from capital invested in or loaned to an enter-
The tax administrationcan make the necessarycorrec-

tions so that the subsidiary pays taxes on its actual prse by the parent company is not deductible.

profits from Guatemalansources. The price of imports Mexico
cannot exceed the international price in the place of Interest can be treated as a dividendby the tax admin-
origin and transportation and insurance expenses to istration if paid by a resident company to a non-resi-
Guatemala. The price of exports cannot be less than dent company if one of the companies has an interest
international prices less transportation and insurance in the business or goods of the other, or both com-

expenses to the place of destination. panies have common interests, or if a third enterprise
has an interest in the businesses or goods of both

Mexico
The price of goods acquired or sold can be corrected companies.
by the government in several instances, including im- Peru
ports and exports and, in general, payments abroad Royalties for the supply of intangible technologypaid
and transactionsbetween connected enterprises. by a foreign enterprise (foreign-controlledlocal en-

terprise) to the parent company or to a subsidiaryParaguay thereofare not allowed as a deductionin the computa-The tax administration is empowered to introduce tion of taxable income.
necessary corrections to determine the actual
Paraguayan-sourceresults. Uruguay

Interest paid by a subsidiary to its parent company is
(c) In certain cases, the deduction of expenses is per- not deductible.
mitted but paymentsmay not exceed a certain percen- Venezuela
tage or amount provided by the law, regulationor the If contribution of technology is provided by a parentauthorities.

companyor a subsidiary thereof to a resident foreign
Argentina enterprise (foreign contrlled local enterprise) in
Technical assistance fees are limited to 3% of sales or Venezuela, the paymentof royaltiesor otherconsider-

1 receipts and 5% of the investmentmade on the basis ation will not be allowed as a deduction for tax pur-
of the assistance. poses. This rule does not apply to occasional specific

technical services (i.e. those rendered to resolveunex-
Peru
Interestpaid to foreignentitieswhichare economically pected situations arising in the course of the enter-

connected with the debtor is not deductible insofar as prise's activity); nor does it apply to non- occasional

it exceeds the limit established in regulations. The specific services (i.e. those rendered to resolve ex-

limit for interest is normally the prime rate of the pected non-recurrngsituations lasting up to 6 months
and which are paid by means of fees or tariffs arisinglender's market. For credit destined for the construc- in the course of the enterprise's activity).tion, acquisition or installation of new fixed assets or

for working capital, the limit is increased by 3 points.
Likewise, interest on that part of financing which is (e) A few countries specificallyallow the deductionof
more than 3 times the net worth of the debtor is not expenses incurredby the parent companyon behalfof
deductible. The taxpayer may choose to limit the de- the subsidiary.
duction to 4 times the registeredcapital (capitalsocial)
at the end of the taxable period,11 Panama

Subsidiaries of foreign corporations may deduct ad-
ministrativeexpensesincurredby the parentcompany.

(d) Some payments to parent companies are entirely In the majority of cases, the proportion of expenses
disallowed. applicable to the Panamaniansubsidiary is acceptedas

Brazil
a deductible expense when the allocation is made on

the basis of total international sales. Expenses which
Interest on loans passed on to other companiesof the

are not deductiblepursuant to Panamaniantax legisla-
same group are not consideredbusiness expenses and tion are to be excluded from the total expense to be
royalties and technical assistance fees paid by sub- apportioned.sidiaries to their parent companies are not allowed as

a deduction.

Colombia 11. The rules do not apply where the limit has been amended by the

Expenses, commission fees, management fees, royal- government.
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Uruguay 25% in Brazil (15% if specific conditions are fulfil-

Expenses incurred by a parent company aimed at ob- led) .

taining and preserving the Uruguayan-sourceincome 30% in Colombiaand Uruguay (taxable only if cer-

of a subsidiary or agency in Uruguay are allowed as a tain conditions are fulfilled)
deduction provided sufficient evidence is supplied as 35% in Chile
to their origin and nature. 40% in Ecuador

50% in Mexico.
3. Taxation of corporate income

Except in Bolivia, income derived by subsidiaries is B. Establishmentsandbranchesof foreign
subject to corporateincome tax underordinaryrates: companies

Argentina: 33% 1. Conceptof permanentestablishment
Brazil: 35% (an additional 10% tax is levied on

that part of profits exceeding40,000 ad- The concept of permanent establishment is generally
justable units, i.e. approximately irrelevant for income tax purposes in Latin America

US$ 30,000) because the income of non-residentswhich is derved

Chile: 10% (creditable against liability of the from local sources is taxable whether or not it is ob-

recipient)
tained through a permanent establishment. As a re-

Colombia: 30% (effective as from taxable year sult, the taxation of the income of non-residentsis not

1988) substantially altered by the existence of a permanent
Ecuador: 20% (creditable against liability of reci- establishment.

pients, plus surcharges) Perhaps the only important consequence of having a

Nicaragua: the general rate is 45% (reduced to 40% permanent establishment is that in Mexico non-resi-
for the agropastoral sector) and trading dents with a permanent establishment are taxed not

companies are assessed at 50%; a 10% only on income arising from Mexican sources but also
surcharge is imposed in all 3 cases)12 on income attributable to the permanent establish-

Peru: 35% ment. It is therefore not surprising that the domestic
Uruguay: 30% legislation of most Latin American countries lacks a

Progressive rates apply in Costa Rica (from 10% to definitionof permanentestablishment.Permanentes-

50%), Dominican Republic (from 10% to 46%),El tablishment is provided for, however, in Argentina14,
Salvador (from 15% to 35%), Guatemala (from 12% Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela.

to 34%), Honduras (from 3% to 40%), Mexico (from
5% to 42% on tradtional base and 35% on new ex-

Ecuador

panded base, both results being combined under ad- A permanent establishmentof a foreign enterprise is

justment percntages)13,Panama (from 20% to 50%), deemed to exist if there is a fixed place for carryingon

Paraguay (from 25% to 30%) and Venezuela (from the business activities of the enterprise in Ecuador

15% to 50%). (either totally or partly), including research and con-

sulting, and other establishmentsof a productive na-

4. Taxation of dividends ture. In this sense, the law covers branches, agencies,
offices, warehouses, mines, oil wells, plantations,

Dividends paid to the parent company are normally forests, factories, workshops, research establish-
subject to a final withholding tax at flat rates. The ments, consulting agencies and other permanent
rates are: places of business of the foreign enterprise.
10% in Bolivia, Paraguay and Panama (20% for In addition, Ecuadorian regulations provide that a

bearer shares) permanentestablishment is deemed to exist when the
12.5% in Guatemala foreign enterprise maintains a fixed place of business
15% in Costa Rica and Honduras in the country or has maintained, for more than 12
15.4% in Peru months, a place to carry out technical services and if
17.5% in Argentina; its agent has power to conclude contracts on behalf of
20% in DominicanRepublic,Nicaraguaand Vene- the foreignenterpriseor ifhe is undera labourcontract

zuela and habitually carries out commercial transactionson

22% in El Salvador behalf of the enterprise, has usually in deposit assets
for sale and delivery, and principallyif the administra-
tive expenses (in particular the office rental) are paid

12. See Decree 240 of 5 December 1986. for by the foreign company.
13. The income tax was amended by the Law of 28 December 1986 and

during the period 1987-1990, business companies must compute taxable Guatemala
income and calculate the corporate tax separately under both the old rules
and the new rules. The result of each of the 2 calculationsmust be adjusted The concept of permanentestablishmentincludes any
respectively by a phase-out percentage or by a phase-in percentage and office, factory, building or other immovableproperty,
both adjusted results must be added together in order to arrive at the tax plantaton, business or forestry, agricultural, stock
due to the Treasury.
14. Argentina also provides a definition of permanent establishrnentfor raising or other exploitation,warehouseor other fixed

purposes of the net wealth tax law. place ofbusiness, renderingof services, use of technol-
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ogy, including the temporary use of storage facilities, manent establishment includes a place of manage-
as well as establishmentsutilized for the purchase or ment, an office, a factory, a workshop, a place of
sale of merchandiseor products in the country and any extractionof natural resources, and any installationor

other type of enterprises which derives income ln structure, fixed or movable, used for the exploration
Guatemala. for or exploitationof natural resources.

The followingare not regarded as a permanentestab-
Mexico lishment in Peru:
The Mexican concept of permanent establishment is
similar to that found in the OECD Model Treaty. For

- the use of facilitiessolely for the purposeofstorage
income tax purposes, the term permanent establish- or display of goods or merchandise belonging to

ment refers to any place of businessin which business the enterprise;
activities are wholly or partly carried on. The term

- the maintenance of a stock of goods or merchan-

includes branches, agencies, offices, factories, work- dise belonging to the enterprise solely for the pur-

shops, installations, mines, quarries and any other pose of storage or display;
place of exploration for or extraction of natural re-

- the maintenance of a fixed place solely for the

sources. Construction work or installations, mainte- purpose of purchasing goods or merchandise for

nance or assemblyservices connectedwith immovable the sole proprietorship, company or entity or-

property are deemed to constitute a permanentestab- ganized abroad, or for collecting information

lishment only if they exist for more than 365 days. therefor; and
the maintenance of a fixed place solely for the-

An individualor legal entity actingin Mexicoon behalf purpose of activities which have a preparatory or

of a non-resident (even if he lacks a place of business auxiliary character for the sole proprietorship,
in Mexico) is deemed to have a permanent establish- company or entity organized abroad.
ment as regards all activities he performs on behalf of The fact that a sole proprietorship,companyor entity
the non-resident, if he has (and exercises) authority to organized abroad controls a resident company or car-
conclude contracts in the name of the non-resident,or ries on business in Peru does not, standing alone,
if he maintains an inventoryof goods or merchandise constitute a permanentestablishment.
out of which he makes deliveries on behalf of the
non-resident. Venezuela
Mexican law further provides that the following ac- Income tax regulations provide that a company is
tivities do not constitute a permanentestablishment: deemed to have an agency,branchor similarestablish-

the use or maintenance of facilities solely for the
ment year, it main- y

-

in Venezuela if, during the taxable
purposeof storageor displayof goods or merchan- tains or establishes (either on a permanentor tempor-dise belonging to the non-resident;
the maintenance of a stock of goods or merchan- ary basis) any income-producing property, office,

-

warehouse, installation other fixed place where its
dise belonging to the non-resident solely for the

or

activities are carried out, either with or without
purpose of storage or display of the aforesaid employees.However, ifthe taxpayeronlyhas movable
goods or merchandise or for the processing by goods in Venezuela, the taxpayer must also maintain
another person; (in Venezuela) an office or fixed place of business
the maintenance of a place of business solely for

are
-

where its activities performed.the purpose of acquiring goods or merchandiseor

for collecting information for a non-resident; 2. Basic taxation rules
the use of a place of businesssolely for the purpose-

of carryingon, for the non-resident,any activityof Branches and other establishments of foreign com-

a preparatoryor auxiliarycharacter,such as adver- panies are normally treated as separate entities. In

tising, the supply of information, scientific re- general, foreign legal entities operating in a Latin

search, preparationof loans and similar activities; Americancountry throughestablishmentsor branches
and are taxable on their local-source profits in the same

the fiscal deposit of goods or merchandisebelong- manner as a domestic legal entity and independently-

ing to a non-residentin a bondedwarehouse(alma- from the profits of the head office.
cn general de depsito) or the delivery of such In Mexico, however, profits of establishments
goods or merchandise for their import into Mexi-

are

more broadly taxed on income attributable to the es-
co. Such delivery, however, is subject to income tablishment. Businesscompaniesnot resident in Mex-
tax at a 5% rate as applied to the gross value of the ico which havepermanentestablishmentsin that
goods.

coun-

try are taxed not only on income arising from Mexican

Peru
sources but also on income attributable to the perma-
nent establishment. Income attributable to a perma-

The conceptf permanent establishment in Peru is nent establishmentincludes income from business ac-

also based on the OECD Model Treaty. The term tivities carried out by the permanentestablishmentas

means any fixed place of business where the business well as income derived from sales of merchandise or

of a sole proprietor, company or entity organized immovablepropertycarried out in Mexico by the head
abroad is wholly or partly carried on. The term per- office or by any of its branches. On the other hand,
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such companies are allowed to take deductionsunder origin and transportation and insurance expenses to

general rules even for expensesincurredabroad.How- Guatemala. The price of exports cannot be less than
ever, deductionof expensesincurredabroad are disal- international prices less transportation and insurance
lowed if they are allocated on a proportional basis expenses up to place of destination.
between the Mexicanbranch and head offices or other

Mexicoestablishmentslocated abroad. If permanent establishments located in Mexico and
belonging to non-residentssend or receive goods from

3. Computationof taxable incme their head office or from other establishmentslocated
abroad, the governmentmay correct the cost, acquisi-

In general, the amount of local-source income of tion or sale price of such goods considering:
branches and other establishments of foreign enter-

or
prises operatingin Latin America is establishedon the

- the currentprice in the internal externalmarket

basis of actual results obtained in the corresponding
r the estimation made by the tax administration;
the cost ofthe goods as increasedby the percentage

country, i.e. on the basis of separate accountng re-
-

of gross profits obtained by the taxpayer; or
cords. The income of branches and establshments is
computed under ordinary rules. However, certain

- the price at which a person transfers the goods
countrieshave specificprovisionscovering (or relating acquired from the taxpayer, as decreasedby a per-

to) business done by a local branch and its parent centage provided by Law (the percentage varies

company abroad. Moreover, the deductibility of ex-
for different branches of businesses).

penses such as interest, royalties and technical assist- Paraguay
ance fees paid by the branch or establishment to its The tax administration has authority to make neces-

head office may be limited or disallowed. sary corrections to determine the actual Paraguayan-
source resultsofbranches,agenciesand representative

(a) Certan countries provide (directly or indirectly) offices of foreign enterprisesor entities.
that the conditions of transactions entered into be-
tween foreign-controlled local enterprises, establish-

Peru

ments or branches and non-resident entities control- Expenses incurred by a branch which represent tax-
able income for otherbranchesor agenciesare deduct-

ling directly or indirectly such establishments or ible provided the disbursementcan be controlled and
branches be in accordance with normal market prac- does not constitute an indirect distributionof profits.tices between independent entities (i.e. the arm's

length principle). This rule applies in: Uruguay
The tax administration is authorized to make neces-

Argentina corrections to appraise the actual profits of
Besides the general arm's length principle, some addi- sary

branches or agencies of foreign entities.
tional requirementsor limitations must be met, i.e. it
is necessary that loan transactionsare not rejected by (b) The deductionof certain expenses incurredabroad
the CentralBank within 30 days of reporting the trans-

action; and with respect to the transferof technology,
or payments made to the head office may be disal-
lowed in certain circumstances.

the relevant agreementmust be approvedby the auth-
orities respon,sible for implementationof the Law on Brazil
Transferof Technology. Costs and expenses are deductible only if incurred in

the territoryof Brazil. Depreciation,amortizationand
Brazil
If the import or the export of goods involves related depletion allowances can be taken only on property

parties, the arm's length principle is generally appli-
located in Brazil. Reserves can be made only as re-

cable. Standard prices have been establishedfor most gards transactions carried out in Brazil. Payments
kinds of goods and significant departures from such made to head offices for technologyare disallowed as

prices are not permitted.
a deduction, and salaries and profits shares paid to
membersof a board of directorsof stock corporations,

Colombia not resident in Brazil, are not deductible.
The transfer of assets must conform to general rules Colombia
on pricing and costs. Expenses, commission fees, management fees, royal-
Dominican Republic ties and compensationfor the exploitationof any kind
The taxable income of branches of foreign entities is of intangibles (includingtechnicalassistancefees) paid
determinedon the basisofseparateaccountingrecords directly or indirectly by branches to their head offices
and the tax administration has authority to make are not allowed as costs or deductions from their re-

necessary corrections to reflect the effective Domini- ceipts and are subject to the surtax on transfer of
can-sourceprofits. income abroad at a rate of 12%. In this case, the 12%

Guatemala
surtax is creditable against the final liability to the
branch surtax which is calculated at 30%.

The tax administrationcan make necessarycorrections
so that branchesof foreign entitiespay taxes on actual Guatemala
profits from Guatemalansources. The price of imports In general,sumscreditedor remittedto the headoffice
cannot exceed the international price in the place of are not deductible.
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Honduras Panamanian branch is accepted as a deductible ex-

Interest from capital invested in or loaned to an enter- pense when the allocationis made on the basis of total
prise by the head office is not deductible. internationalsales. Expenseswhich are not deductible

Mexico pursuant to Panamanian tax legislation are to be
excluded from the total expense to be apportioned.The deduction of expenses incurred abroad is disal-

lowed if they are allocated on a proportional basis Uruguay
between the Mexicanbranch and head offices or other Expenses incurred by the head office to produce and
establishments located abroad. Moreover, remit- maintain Uruguayan-source income are accepted as

tances by a permanentestablishmentlocated in Mexi- deductible expenses, provided that their origin and
co to the head office or other establishments located nature are substantiated.The expenses must be prop-
abroad are disallowed as a deduction even if they erly authenticated, the amount must be considered
represent royalties, fees or similar payments for pa- reasonable by the tax authorities and the expenses
tents or rights, commissions,or interest. must relate to obtaining or maintaining Uruguayan-
Paraguay

source income. Moreover, the taxpayermust establish
that expenses attributed to the branch in UruguayIn the case of interest remittedabroad, the tax admin-
have not been deducted in any other foreign tax assess-istration has disallowed the deductionof interest paid

to the head office. This view, however, has been re-
ment.

versed by the Exchequer'sCourt and by the Supreme
Court of Justice.15 4. Estimationof income

If the establishmentor branch does not maintainsepa-Uruguay
Interest, royaltiesand technicalassistance fees are not

rate records or if the economic result of the branch's

deductible if paid by local branches to their non-resi- activitiescannot be determinedaccordingto accounts,
the tax authorities in some countries may deem the.dent head offices.
establishment or branch and the head office as one

Venezuela economic unit and/or estimate the amount of net tax-
The deductionof interestpaid by a branch in Venezue- able income of the establishment or branch on the
la to the head office abroad or to other branches basis of indexes or ratios of profits. This is specifically
abroad has been disallowed as a deduction on the the case in the following countries.
ground that the entities constitute a single legal and

Argentinaeconomicunit.
If separate records are not maintained, the tax auth-
orities may consider that the branch office and the

(c) The deductionof an expensemay be permittedbut head office form one economicunit and then estinate
there is a limit to the deduction. the amount of net taxable profits on the basis of aver-

Peru age ratios ofprofitswhichare obtainedby independent
Interestpaid to entitiesabroadwhichare econonically enterprisesengaged in the same or similar activities.
connectedwith the debtor is not deductible so far as it Chile
does not exceed the limit established by law, i.e. the An estimation system may be applied by the tax ad-
limit is normally the prime rate of the lender'smarket. ministration if the economic result of the branch's
The limit for creditwhich is to be used for the construc- activitiescannot be determinedaccordingto accounts.
tion, acquisition or installation of new fixed assets or Taxable income may then be determined:
for working capital is increased by 3 points. This in- (i) by applying to the branch'sgross receipts the same
crease covers expenses, commissions, premiums and ratio which exists between the gross receipts and
any sum added to the interest. Similarly, interest on the net income of the parent company; or
that part of financing which is more than 3 times the (ii) by applying to the branch'soverall assets the ratio
net worth of the debtoris not deductible.The taxpayer between gross assets and net income of the parent
can choose to limit the deduction to 4 times the regis- company.tered capital (capital social) at the end of the taxable
period.1 The income determined by application of such ratios

is deemed to be withdrawn from the enterprise and is

(d) Certain countries specifically allow the deduction subject to the income tax on non-residentsirrespective
of actual withdrawalor remittance abroad.of expenses incurred by the head office on behalf of

the branch or permanentestablishment. DominicanRepublic
If the profit obtained in the country cannot be deter-

Argentina mined easily and accurately from the accounting re-
A reasonable allocation of head office expenses re- cords of the branch, the net Dominican-sourceincome
lated to world-wide operations may be deducted in
computing the taxable profits of a branch.

Panama 15. Exchequer'sCourt, First Panel (la Sala), ruling (Acuerdo-Sentencia)
Branchesof foreigncorporationsmay deduct adminis- 14 of 31 August 1982 at 25-27; SupremeCourt of Justice, ruling (Sentencia)

90 of 12 July 1983.
trative expenses incurred by the head office. In most 16. The rules do not apply where the limit has been amended by the
cases, the proportion of expenses applicable to the Government.
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will be determined on the basis of results of indepen- tax profits of an agency, branch or establishment are

dent entities engaged in the same or similar activities. subject to a 20% tax, irrespective of actual distribu-
The tax administration is empowered to adopt other tion.
indexes for tax purposes when circumstances so re-

quire, and may consider that the branch and its head (b) In other countries, branch profits are subject to
office constitute an economic unit. Based on this as- corporate income tax under general rules but non-dis-
sumption, the tax administration may determine the tributed branch profits are not subject to any addi-
net taxable income of the branch. tional tax. Only profits remittedor creditedabroad are

subject to a branch tax which is normally withheld at
Paraguay
In the absence of books of account or where source and (somehow) represents a dividend tax. This

Paraguayan-source net profits are not clearly de- applies in:

monstrated, the net income may be estimated by the Chile
tax administration. The corporate tax is 10% (creditable against the

Uruguay branch tax), and the branch tax is 35%.

When the accountingrecords do not accuratelyreflect Colombia
the net Uruguayan-sourceprofits of branchesor agen- The corporate tax is 30% (as from taxable year 1988)
cies of foreign entities, the tax administration may as is the branch tax. It should be noted that Colombian
establish the taxable incomeon the basis of the volume legislation determines a presumptive remittance of
of business and adequate indices for these purposes. profits for foreign company branches that fail to de-

monstrate that they reinvested the non-remittedpro-
5. Taxation of branch profits fits for the correspondingfiscal year.

(a) In some countries, branch profits are subject to Costa Rica
corporate income tax undergeneral rules and the after The corporate tax is progressivefrom 10% to 50% and
company tax profits are subjectto a branch tax whether the branch tax is 15%. The Administrative Tax Tri-
or not remitted to the head office abroad or to other bunal has ruled that the 15% tax is a-plicable to any
persons. This additional taxation is based on the as- profits not capitalized in the country.r8

sumption that the after company tax profits are auto- DominicanRepublicmaticallydistributedand representa taxabledividend.
The corporate tax is progressivefrom 10% to 46% andThis is the case in:
the branch tax is 20%.

Brazil
The corporate tax is 35% (an additional 10% tax is Guatemala

levied on that part of profits exceeding40,000 adjust-
The corporate tax is progressivefrom 12% to 34% and

able units). Under case law which states that foreign
the branch tax is 12.5%.

headquartersand the domesticbranch are one and the Honduras
same entity and the profits of the latter belong to the The corporate tax is progressive from 3% to 40% and
former irrespective of distribution, branches pay an the branch tax is 15%.
additional tax of25%. However, thatportionofprofits
which is reinvestedin the expansionof industrialplants Nicaragua
n Brazil is subject to tax at 15% instead of 25%. The general rate of tax is 45% (reduced to 40% for the

agropastoralsector) and tradingcompaniesare assess-

Mexico ed at 50%; a 10% surcharge is-imposed in all 3 cases.
The profits of branches of foreign companies which The branch tax is 20%.
are engaged in businessactivitiesin Mexico are subject
to the corporate income tax and to a 50% final tax.17 Paraguay
The 50% tax is levied on the profits after.deductionof The corporate tax is progressivefrom 25% to 30% and

profit distributions to employees.
the profits remitted abroad are subject to a 10% with-
holding tax (dividend tax).

Panama
The corporate tax is progressivefrom 20% to 50% and (c) Some countries tax branch profits at flat rates
branches of foreign companies are subject to a 10% which consolidate both the corporate income tax and
withholding tax on after-tax profits. the branch tax, i.e. Argentina (45%), Bolivia (10%),

Ecuador (40%), El Salvador (38%) and ruguay (thePeru
The corporate tax is 35% and after-tax profits which corporate tax is 30% and no branch tax is levied pro-

vided certain conditions are fulfilled).are available to the head office abroad are subject to
a 15.40% withholding tax. For these purposes, the
after-taxprofits include dividendsand exempt interest 6. Economic double taxation of dividends

received by the branch during the taxable period. In certain countries, the Latin American branch of a

Venezuela foreign companymay, in calculating taxable profits to

The corporate tax for companies not engaged in the
17. See footnote 13.

exploitation of hydrocarbons, mines and related ac- 18. AdministrativeTax Tribunal, First Panel (Saia Primera), ruling (Re-tivities is progressive from 15% to 50% and the after- solucin) 14 of 15 April 1980.
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be credited or paid to its head office, exclude the The rates of the withholding tax are:

dividends received from other companies;or, in other 10% in Bolivia, Panama (dividends paid on bearer
countries, credit the tax previously paid upon collec- shares are taxed at 20%20) and Paraguay (no
tion of the dividends against the tax liability on such tax is withheld if the shareholder invests the

profits. This is specifically the case in: dividendsin enterprisesresidentin Paraguay);
12.5% in Guatemala (however, dividend and profitBrazil distributions remitted or credited to share-

Under a court ruling, the branch may exclude the
holders partners domiciled abroad out of

dividends received from other companies.
or

profits derived by the distributingcompanyup
Chile to 31 July 1983 are subject to a final 12.1%
Dividends received by the branch are not subject to withholding tax);
corporate taxation in the branch's hands but subject 15% in Costa Rica and Honduras (if the dividends
only to the additionaltax on non-residents(uponwith- are paid out of dividends already taxed upon
drawal or remittance abroad). payment to the distributing entity only the

difference necessary to complete the 15% is
Honduras
If the remittance is taken out of dividends already due);

15.4% in Peru;subject to the tax imposed on dividends paid to resi-
dents (i.e. 10% or 15%), only the differencenecessary

17.5% in Argentina (if dividendsremitted abroad ex-

to complete the 15% payable by non-residents(if any)
ceed a certain percentage they are subject to
the supplementarytax discussed above);is due. 20% in the DominicanRepublic and Venezuela;

Panama 22% in El Salvador;
Dividendsreceivedby the branch are exempt from the 25% in Brazil (in certain cases, however, this with-
10% branch tax provided they were previouslysubject holding tax is 150021; moreover, if dividends
to withholdingor specifically exempt. remitted abroad exceed a certain percentage,
Venezuela they are subject to the supplementarytax dis-

Dividends and similar participationsderived in Vene- cussed above);
30% in Colombia (for forign companies and indi-

zuela by a branch or establishment from other com- viduals; note that the 12% surtax levied
panies or entitiesare not subject to the withholdingtax

on

(branchfax) otherwisedue if the dividendwithholding
transfers of income abroad does not apply to

tax was alreadypaid. Moreover,dividendsand partici- dividends) and Uruguay (dividends are sub-

pations in profits derived from corporationsand com- ject to the business income tax when such div-

panies engaged in the exploitationofmines, hydrocar-
idends or profits are taxed in the country
where the recipient has his domicile and a

bons and connected activities are excluded from gross credit is granted therein for the tax paid in
receipts and are exempt from the withholding tax.

Uruguay22;
35% in Chile (a credit of 10% of dividendspaid out

IV. TAXATION OF INVESTMENT INCOME of sums subject to First Category tax is
granted23; and

A. Dividends 19. For individuals and personal businesses, the surcharge is 11% (19%
in the provinces ofGuayas and Manabi) and 15% (23% in the provinces

1. Dividends in general of Guayas and Manabi) for corporations.
20. No tax s wthheld on dvidends or profit shares pad by companes

In addition to the corporate tax previouslypaid in the located in the Free Zone of Colon out of income from external operations
hands of the distributingentity, dividendspaid to non- which are exempt from income tax. Externaloperationsare those concern-

residents are usuallysubject to a withholding tax. This ing Panamanian or foreign merchandise leaving the Free Zone and sent

is true in almost all Latin American countries, except
abroad.
21. A 15o rate applies to dividends and other similar profits distributed

for Bolivia (where no corporate tax is due) and Uru- in cash by an exempted investment company. If the benefits are paid for

guay (dividends are taxable only if they are taxed in investments made in Brazil prior to 29 December 1982 and maintained in

the country where the recipient is domiciled and a Brazil continually and without any withdrawal for more than 6 years, the

credit is granted there for the tax paid in Uruguay). withholding tax is levied at the rates given below:
Investmentsmaintained Rate of

The withholdingtax referred to is normally a final tax. in Brazl wthholdng tax

This is the case in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
6 to 7 years 12%
7 to 8 years 10%

Colombia (for non-residentcompaniesand foreign in- over8 years 8%

dividuals), Costa Rica, DominicanRepublic,Ecuador 22. The tax is withheld at source at a rate which, when combinedwith the

(all taxpayers subject to payment of income tax are rate applicable to the taxable income of the resident taxpayer (distributing
also subject to a surcharge as a form of financialassist- entity), is equal to the credit granted abroad. Note, however, that the

rate cannot
ance to universities19, El Salvador, Guatemala, Hon- withholding be higher than 30%.

23. Shareholders can also credit against their liability a percentage of

duras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru dividends paid out of sums previouslysubject to the tax on stock corpora-
and Venezuela. The withholdingtax, however, can be tions (additional rate). This credit is 40% for dividendspaid out of income

an advance paymentcreditable against the final liabil- derived up to taxable year 1983; 30% for dividends paid out of income

ity on local-sourceincome, as is done in Colombia(for derived in taxable year 1984; and 15% for dividends paid out of income

Colombian non-residents).
derived in taxable year 1985. The credit is not granted for dividends paid
out of income derived as from taxable year 1986.
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40% in Ecuador (all taxpayers are subject to a sur- stock dividends are taxed; therefore, stock dividends

charge as a form of financial assistance to uni- are treated the same as ordinary dividends.
versities24;

50% in Mexico (dividends and profits distributed (a) Stock dividends are specifically taxed in Venezue-

by business companies to non-resident indi- la.
viduals, non-residentlegal entitiesorbranches
of foreign corporations are subject to a final (b) Stock dividends are specifically exempt from n-

withholding tax). come tax in:

Progressive rates apply in Colombia, i.e. from 0.07% Argentina
to 22.35% for dividends paid or credited to non-resi- Distributed stock dividends are exempt from income
dent Colombian individualsor their undivided inheri- tax.

tances during taxable year 198725. In Nicaragua, divi- Bolivia
dends and profits paid by resident entities to non-res- The distribution of shares or ownership interests
idents are subject to a final withholdingtax at progres- (cuotas de capital) originating from reinvestment of
sive rates ranging from 6% to 50%; the tax, however, profits made by stock corporations, partnerships li-
cannot be less than 20%. Where the dividendsor pro- mitedby shares, companiesofpersonsand sole propri-fits are paid by a subsidiary or a branch to its parent etorships to their shareholders partners exempt
company or head office, a flat 20% final withholding

or are

from the tax on receipts.tax applies.
Chile

2. Profits of unincorporatedentities Stock dividends representingthe capitalizationof pro-

The share of profits of partnershipsand limited liabil-
fits or reserve funds are exempt from tax. The same

to a corpo-ity companies belonging to non-residentsmay be sub- exemption applies refunds of capital when
ration is liquidatedand to repatriationof capitalwhich

ject to dividend taxaton upon actual distribution. entered Chile under the Foreign InvestmentStatute.
Chile Ecuador
The tax is levied upon withdrawal or remittance Stock dividends derived from exempt funds or funds
abroad. which have already been taxed are not subject to in-
Colombia come tax.
Profits of partnerships, limited liabilitycompaniesand
similar companies distributed or credited to partners
who are foreign investors are subject to a 30% with- B. Interest

holding tax. Such distributionsare also subject to a 1%
surtax on the transfer of income abroad. Interest payments to non-residents are normally sub-

ject to the withholding of the income tax at source.

In certain cases, profits of partnerships and limited Althoughmost Latin Americancountriesabide by this
liabilitycompaniesbelongingtonon-residentsare sub- principle, there are exceptions, i.e. Ecuador (registra-
ject to withholdingdividends tax irrespectiveof actual tion fees on foreign loans replace the income tax) and
distribution. In Argentina,profits derivedby sole pro- Uruguay (interest paid to individuals or legal entities
prietorships, general partnerships, limited partner- domiciled abroad is exempt from income taxation).
ships and limited liabilitycompaniesare deemed to be
entirely allocated to the owner or distributed among

It should be noted that certain countries follow the

partners or members. In the case of partnerships li- general principle of withholding the income tax on

mited by shares, the profits are deemed to be so distri- nterest paid to non-residentsbut simultaneouslypro-
buted in that part belongingto generalpartners. If the vide for specificexemptions that may cover important
profits are distributed or deemed to be distributed to cases of interest Rayments to non-residents.

non-residents,they are subject to income tax at a 45% In most cases the withholding tax is a final one, i.e. in
rate withheldat source (this rate consolidatesboth the Argentina;Bolivia; Brazil; Chile (however,if the reci-
corporate and the dividend tax). pient has a permanent establishment in Chile or is a

In many countries, no specific rules provide for taxa- Chilean citizen, the withholding tax is treated as a

tion of profits derived by non-residents through unin- prepayment creditable against the final tax); Colom-

corporated entities. In such cases, dividend taxation bia; Costa Rica; Dominican Republic; El Salvador;
may be applicable under general rules. Guatemala; Honduras; Mexico; Paraguay; Peru; and

Venezuela(for loans grantedby financialinstitutions).
On the contrary, in Chile (f the recipienthas a perma-3. Stock dividends
nent establishment in Chile or is a Chilean citizen),

Most countries do not specifically provide whether Panama and Venezuela (for taxpayers other than fi-
nancial institutions) the taxpayermust file a return for

24. See footnote 19.
25. The amount of the withholding tax varies with the amount of divi- a final assessment at the end of the year.
dends derived in the month. A long list sets forth the brackets and the The withholdingtax is normallycalculatedon the grossamount of tax corresponding to each bracket is specified in pesos. The

average percentage for an amount of income equal to the average amount amounts. Some countries, however, permit a deemed
included in the bracket is also shown in the list. allowance for expenses when computing the taxable
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amount paid to non-residents, i.e. in Argentina, a - interest on foreign currency bonds issued by Chi-
65% deduction is allowedand only 35% of the amount lean companies;
of interest paid to non-residents is taxable. In - interest paid for financing imports; and
Nicaragua, the net taxable income of non-residents - interest paid on deposit accounts in foreign cur-

granting loans or credits in various countries is deter- rency.
mined as a certain percentage of gross income (10%
for non-resident financial institutions and 75% for Costa Rica

other entities and individuals). In Venezuela, the tax Interest paid to non-residentson deposits, cash loans,
is calculated on 85% of gross payments for taxpayers

securitiesor bonds and broker's commissionson loans

other than financial institutions. s subject to a 10% final withholding tax.

Mexico
(a) The normal or ordinary rates of the withholding A 15% rate applies to interestpaid to financial institu-
tax are: tions which belong to foreign States or to foreign

5% in Honduras; banks, provided the institutionand the transactionare
10% in Bolivia and Costa Rica (the law, however, registered with the Mexican Government, or to

provides for an increased rate of 30% which is foreignestablishmentsof financialinstitutionsofMex-
applicable in certain instances); iCO. Moreover, a 21% rate applies to:

20% in the DominicanRepublicand El Salvador (for - interest not subject to tne 15% rate mentioned
interest paid to non-resident individuals); above paid by credit institutionsor on any kind of

22% in El Salvador (for interest paid to non-resident security;
companies); - interestpaid to suppliers abroad for the transferof

25% in Brazil (the tax, however, can be reduced in machinery and equipment included in the ac-

the case of foreign financing and loans) and quirer's fixed assets; and
Guatemala; - interestpaid to non-residentsother than those sub-

30% Colombia (interest is additionallysubject to the ject to the 15% rate referred to above for the
12% surtax on transfers of income outside Co- financing of machineryand equipmentincludedin
lombia; the ordinary withholding tax is calcu- the acquirer's fixed assets, providedcompaniesre-

lated on the gross amount and the surtax on gistered with the Governmentare involved.
income after the ordinarywithholdingtax result-
ing in an effective 38.4% rate); and Paraguay; Peru

40% in Chile; In the following instances,interestpaid to legalentities

42% in Mexico (interestpaid by a resident enterprise is subject to a 1% tax rate:

to a non-residentrelated enterprise is, in certain (a)
.

interest on foreign financingprovidedcertain con-

instances, considered a dividend; moreover, the ditions are fulfilled; and

lawprovidesfor reducedrates of 15% or21%)
..

b) interest paid abroad by banks and financial enter-

45% in Argentina (if a deemed allowance is taken
, prises established in Peru for the use of their credit

into account, the effective rate is 15.75%), lines abroad.

Nicaragua(if the deemedallowanceis taken into
account, the effective rate is 33.75 or 4.5%) and (c) In many countries, interest paid to non-residents
Peru (in specified instances interest is taxed at may be exempt from income tax in order to facilitate

1%). the foreign financing of imports, exports or invest-
ments.

Progressive rates apply in Panama (20% to 50% for
entities and 2.5% to 56% for individuals); and Vene- Argentina
zuela (15% to 50% as applied on 85% of gross pay-

Interest paid on foreign loans made after 5 January
ments for entities other than financial institutionsand 1977 for the purposeof financingimported fixed assets

from 4.5% to 45% as applied on 85% of gross pay- subject to depreciation is tax-exempt.
ments for individuals; interest paid on loans and other Brazil
credit granted by non-resident financial institutions is Interest and commissionspaid on foreign financing of
subject to a 20% final withholdingtax). exports of Brazilian products is exempt from the 25%

withholding tax, provided the financing is duly regis-
tered with the Central Bank and the payment is made

(b) The normal interestrate may be reduced in specific out of the price of exports.instances:
Colombia

Brazil Certain items of interestare not treated as Colombian-
In the case of foreign financingfor imports and foreign source income and are exempt from both the ordinary
currency loans, the National Monetary Council can

withholding tax and the surtax on remittances. The
reduce the tax applicableto interestand commissions.

exempt items are:

Chile - interest on short-term import loans (not exceeding
The law provides for a 4% reduced rate which covers 24 months) and on export loans;
the most importantcases of interestpaymentsmade to - interest on bank overdrafts;
non-residentssuch as: - interest on foreign credit granted to banks and

interest paid to foreign or internationalbanks; financial entities;-
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interest on credit for foreign trade transactions financing of dwellings the value of which does not
-

made through financial entities and banks; and exceed 100,000 quetzales;
interest on credit obtained abroad by national, intereston depositsmadein Guatemalawith bank-

-

-

foreignor mixed enterprisesestablished in Colom- ing or financial institutions operating in

bia, the activities of which are considered of in- Guatemala;
terest for the economicand social developmentof - interest on bonds and credit documents issued or

the country. endorsed by the State, State agencies, financiai
institutions,banks operatingin Guatemalaand en-

Costa Rica are to
The following are exempt from income tax: terprises whose issues deemed be of first

payments made to foreign State banks; grade by the Commissionof Securities;
- interest Treasury bonds, and bills issued-

payments made to approved foreign banks and
on notes

-

by the State, its semi-autonomous,
financial institutions, when the loan is granted to

autonomous,
and decentralizedinstitutions, and the municipali-

agricultural or industrial enterprises and is to be ties; and
used in the normal course of business; interest on foreign loans granted by financial in--

intereston loansmade to CostaRicanbanks; and-

stitutions, provided the foreign sold
interest paid on securities issued in foreign cur-

currency was
- local bank.to a

rency by the Treasury and by State-ownedbanks.

DominicanRepublic
Mexico
The following interest is exempt from income tax:

The following types of income are exempt: interest on loans granted to the Federal Govern--

interest from certain securities, bonds and certifi--

cates as well as income from documents issued by ment;
for traditional base purposes, fixed interest on-

the State or its agencies provided such documents loans (whose term is at least 5 years) granted by
do not constitute mortgages or liens; financial institutions registered with the Finance
interest received on savings accounts and time de--

Ministry;
poits in commercial banks, savings banks, and for expandedbase purposes,fixed intereston loans-

other credit institutionsestablishedin the Domini-
can Republic provided interest does not exceed (whose term is at least 5 years) grantedby financial

institutionsthat promote exportsby means of pre-
6% per year (if the interestexceeds6% per annum ferential loansorguaranteesorpension funds,pro-
only the excess is taxable); vided the creditor and the loan are registeredwith
interestearnedby banksor othercredit institutions-

the Finance Ministry;
on loans or credits made in foreign currency from interest on bonds, debts and other credit docu--

abroad and authorized by the Secretary of State ments, except acceptances issued in foreign cur-
for Finance. rency and placed abroad publicly; and

Ecuador - interest on bank acceptances ln foreign currency
The followingforeign loans are exemptfromthe single provided they can be discounted by the Central

tax payable upon registration: Bank of the issuing country.
loans granted to entities in the public or semi-pub--

lic sectors; Nicaragua
loans grantedby foreigngovernmentsandmultina- Exempt income includes:

-

tional financingorganizationsto theprivatesector;
- interest on free negotiable mortgage certificates,

financing granted by providers without the entry
bonds or other securities issued by the State, its

-

of foreign currency into Ecuador; institutions and the municipalities and by institu-

loans granted to finance investmentsin agriculture tions that are legally exempt from tax;
-

and fisheries provided the terms are longer than 2
- interest earned on loans made by international

credit institutions and by agents of development
years; and
loans granted to finance equipment, machinery institutionsof foreign governments;

-

and other capital assets provided the terms are
- interest earned on loans made by foreign banks or

longer than 2 years. private institutions to the State, its entities and

municipalities;
El Salvador - interest earned on short-term loans made by
The following items of interest are exempt from in- foreign banks or private institutions to National

come taxation: Institutionsof Finance;
interest, premiums and other profits arising di- - interest earned on loans for a period of more than

-

rectly from bank deposits; and 3 years made by foreign banks or private institu-

interest on loans and financing granted by credit tions to financial institutionsand to private enter-
-

institutionsdomiciled abroad. prises, provided the loans are intended to increase
the taxpayer's production capacity in the agricul-

Guatemala tural, livestock and industrial sectors, tourism in-

The following are exempt from income tax: dustry or the constructionof dwellings; and
interest and commission fees paid on foreign loans interest earned by foreign financial institutionson

-
-

by the State, municipalitiesand agencies thereof; loans for a period not exceeding3 years granted to

interest on FHA mortgage bills issued for the private persons or enterprises, provided the loans-
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are intended to finance industrial, agricultural or vices or performing business in various countries, so

commercial activities of a productive nature. that the costs or expenses incurred in Nicaragua are

difficult to establish, is determinedas a certainpercen-Peru
The following interest is exempt from income tax: tage of gross income. In the case of royaltiesand other

interest on development loans granted by interna- payments for the the privilege of using,-
use, or

tional organizationsor by institutionsbelonging to copyrights, patents, designs, secret processes or for-

foreign governments; mulas, trade marks and other similar rights, the per-
intereston loans grantedby foreign institutionsfor centage is 95%.

-

the construction, acquisition, installation or com- Panama
mencing of operation of new fixed assets, or for Only 50% of the amount of royaltiespaid to non-resi-
working capital necessaryfor the establishmentor dents is subject to withholdingof income tax.

developmentof the enterprise, provided some ad-
ditional requirementsare met; and Paraguay
interest on certain deposits. The withholdingtax is calculatedon 90% ofroyalties.

-

Venezuela
C. Royalties Net income derived by non-residents from royalties

and similar payments is represented by 90% of gross
Royalty payments to non-residentsare normally sub- receipts. However, licence fees paid for the use of

ject to the withholding of the income tax at source. trade marks are taxed on gross amounts.
This is the case in all Latin American countries. The

withholding tax is a final tax in Argentina, Bolivia, (a) The rates of the withholding tax are:

Brazil, Chile (however, if the recipient has a perma- 10% in Bolivia and Honduras (this rate applies to

nent establishmentin Chile or is a Chilean citizen, the royalties and other payments for the use or

withholding tax is treated as a'prepaymentcreditable privilegeof using copyrights,designs, secretpro-
against the final tax), Colombia, Costa Rica, Domini- cesses or formulas, trade marks and similar
can Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, rights, including rental of motion pictures, paid
Honduras, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay. to non-residents);

1 20% in Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic;In other countries, the recipient of royalties must file 22% or 20% in El Salvador (non-resident legal en-
a return for a final assessment at the end of the year, tities taxed at 22% rate and individualsare a
i.e. in Chile (if the recipienthas a permanentestablish- without domicile or residence in El Salvadorare
ment in Chile or is a Chilean citizen, the withholding taxed at 20% rate);tax is treated as a prepayment creditable against the

a

final tax), Panama and Venezuela.
25% in Brazil (royalties are not subject to the excess

profit tax discussed above);
The tax is sometimes specifically calculated on the 30% in Colombia (in addition to the 30% ordinary
gross amount: in Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia (the withholding tax, a 12% surtax on transfer of

ordinary 30% withholding tax is calculated on the income abroad applies; the ordinarywithholding
gross amount and a 12% surtax is applied on income tax is calculated on the gross amount and the
after deducting the amount of the ordinary withhold- surtax on income after deducting the amount of

ing tax) and Mexico. the ordinary withholding tax resulting in an ef-
fective 38.4% rate); Paraguay (the withholdingPeru allows, within certain limits, the deduction of is calculated on 90% of royalties making an ef-

effective expenses (non-residentrecipientsof royalties fective rate of 27%) and Uruguay26;continually carrying out research activities to locate 34% in Guatemala (the rate applies to royalties and
the kind of assets for which the royaltiesare paid, may similar consideration paid to non-residents for
deduct the correspondingexpenses up to 5% of gross the use of patents and trade marks);royalties; the government can alter the limit for 40% in Chile (royalties and any other consideration
specific cases). paid for the use of trade marks, patents and for
Some countries permit a deemed allowance for ex- know-howare liable to the 40% tax on non-resi-

penses when computing the taxable amount paid to dents withheld at source on the gross amount)
non-residents. This group includes: and Ecuador (all taxpayers subject to payment

of income tax must also pay a surcharge as a

Argentina form of financial assistance to universities27;
Local-sourcenet income from the licensing of patents 45% in Argentina (as only 80% of the royaltyis taken,
and trade marks is presumed to be (without right of

rebuttal) 80% of the payments to non-residents.

DominicanRepublic 26. Income from technical assistance that persons subject to the business

Beneficiaries of royalties are allowed to deduct 20% income tax pay to persons domiciled abroad is exempt from income taxa-

as expenses, but the tax administration can apply a
tion, provided such income is taxed in the country where the recipient has

his domicile and provided that no credit is granted in such a country for
different percentage and not permit any expenses. the tax paid in the source country. Regulations to the law establish the

Nicaragua
conditions under which the exemption applies.
27. See also footnote 19. The surcharge is also applicable to withholding

Net taxable income of non-residents rendering ser- taxes.
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the effective rate is 36% for royalties from the With respect to non-residents, the income tax applies
licencingof patentsand trade marks),Nicaragua only to local-source income; income not originating
(as only 95% of the royalty is taken, the effective within the national territoryof a Latin Americancoun-

rate is 42.75%) and Peru; try is, in principle, protected against double taxation.
42% in Mexico (the rate is 21% for copyrights)28. Moreover, due to the territoriality principle of taxa-

Progressive rates apply in Panama (20% to 50% for tion, in the absence of tax treaties, no measures are

entities and 2.5% to 56% for individuals); and Vene- normally taken to avoid double taxation of domestic-

zuela (15% to 50% for entities and 4.5% to 45% for source income.

individuals). In general, Latin American countries assume they
have a priority right to tax local-source income. If the

(b) Certaincountriesprovide for increasedrateswhich same income is included in the world-wide income of
are applicable in certan crcumstances. non-residents for the purpose of being taxed in the

Argentina
home country, it is the responsibility of the home

If requirementsof the Law on Transferof Technology country to initiate measures to avoid any double taxa-

are not compliedwith, paymentsare subject to a 45% tion issues which may arise. Consequently, when in-

withholding tax on gross payments.
come is taxed in a Latin Americancountryon the basis
of the source principle and simultaneouslyin another

Chile country on the basis of the residence or world-wide

Royaltieswhich are unproductiveor non-essentialfor principle, the domestic legislationof the Latin Ameri-
the economic development of the country may be can countries does not include, as a rule, measures of
taxed at increased rates of up to 80%.29 a general nature aimed at avoidance of such double

taxation. Nevertheless, the legislation of some coun-
Mexico
If royaltiespaid abroad are not deductible for income tries containsparticularrules designed to avoid double

tax purposes (e.g. royaltiespaid by a permanentestab- taxation of domestic-sourceincome of non-residents,
lishment located in Mexico to the head office or other or which, although not specifically designed for that

establishments located abroad), they are treated as purpose, in fact avoids or alleviatesdouble taxation of

dividends and subject to final withholding tax at 50% domestic-sourceincome.

instead of 42% or 21%.
(a) The countriesprovidingparticularmeasureswhich

(c) Royalty payments may be exempt from income avoid or alleviate double taxation of domestic-source
ncome are:

tax.
Chile

Chile
Payments made by Chilean navigation enterprises to A tax exemption is granted on a reciprocal basis to

non-residents as regards income from sea transporta-non-residentscan be exempt from taxation.
tion.

Panama
Royaltiespaid by Colon Free Zone companies to non-

Costa Rica

residents are not subject to income withholding tax. The tax administration can exempt dividends paid to

However, the paying companies may not deduct tax- non-residents from income tax when evidence s pro-

exempt royalty payments.
vided that the recipient of such dividends is not enti-
tled, in his country of residence, to a credit for the

Peru Costa Rican income tax. When the credit granted is

Royalties paid for technical, economic, financial or

any other assistance rendered from abroad by gov-
ernmental agencies or internationalorganizationsare

28. Royalties paid to non-residents are subject to withholding tax on

as

exempt from ncome tax up to 31 December 1990. gross receipts at different rates, follows:

royaltiesfor the use or temporaryenjoymentof copyrightson literary,-

artistic or scientific work including movie films and tapes for radio
and television, designs or models, plans, formulae or processes and

V. AVOIDANCE OF DOUBLE TAXATION for the use of industrial,commercialor scientificequipmentand sums

paid for information related to industrial, commercial or scientific

experiments and, in general, for technical assistance or transfer of

A. Unlateral measures technology: 21%;
royalties for the use or temporary enjoyment of patents or rights for-

discoveries or improvements, trade marks and for advertising: 42%;
As explained above, most Latin American countries - royalties paid abroad which are not deductible (e.g. royaltiespaid by
utilize the territorialityor domestic-sourceprincipleof a permanent establishment located in Mexico to the head office or

income taxation. In accordance with this principle, other establishment located abroad) are treated as dividends and

income derived from foreign sources is not subject to subject to a 50% final withholding tax.

29. Pursuant to this provision, royalties related to the production of the
tax in such countries. In addition,certain Latin Ameri- following items have been declared unproductiveor non-essential for the

can countries tax foreign-source income, either as a economicdevelopmentof the country, and are taxed at a 60% rate:

general rule (i.e. Chile, Colombia, Honduras, Mexico (i) manufacturingof perfumes, cosmetics, dyes and toiletries;

and Peru) or on an exceptionalbasis (i.e. Ecuadorand (ii) reproductionof prints and designs;

Venezuela) but (except for very special cases) only in (iii) clothing;
(iv) wines, liquors and spirits; and

respect of residents. (v) furniture.
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lower than the income tax applicable in Costa Rica, Integration Association and to the Andean Pact be-
the government can exempt the difference. cause they are the-mostimportantfor purposes of this

Ecuador article.

Where there is a national interest in the development
of an economic activity, the Executive Branch may

2. The Latin American IntegrationAssociation-LAIA

grant a temporary reduction of up to 50% of the in- (AsociacinLatinoamericanade Integracin)
come tax to foreign enterprisesdomiciled in countries The LAIA, established by the MontevideoTreaty of
not granting tax credits for income taxes paid in the 1980, was signed by Argentina,Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
source country. Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uru-

Uruguay guay and Venezuela. The purpose of the treaty is to

Maritime or air transport companies are exempt from continue the integration process commenced by the

income tax (in the case of foreign companies, the Latin AmericanFree Trade Association(LAFTA), to

exemption is only applicable' on a reciprocal basis). promote the economic and social developmentof the

The ExecutiveBranch is vested with power to exempt region with a view to gradually and progressively es-

foreigncompaniesengaged in overland transport(also tablishing a Latin American Common Market. The

on condition of reciprocity).3o Income from technical basic functions of LAIA include promotion and regu-

assistance which persons subject to the business in- lation of mutual trade among member countries and

come tax pay to persons domiciled abroad, is exempt
the development of cooperative activities which con-

from income taxation, provided such income is taxed tribute to the enlargementof the markets available to

in the countrywhere the recipienthas his domicileand each country.

provided that no credit is granted in such a country for Neither of the 2 associations (LAFFA and LAIA)
the tax paid in the source country. Regulationsestab- enacted concrete provisions referrng to income tax
lish the conditionsunderwhich the exemptionapplies. matters. However, Art. 48 of the MontevideoTreaty
Venezuela of 1980 provides that capital originating in a member

Foreign internationaltransportationenterprisesestab- country may not be less favourably treated in another
member country than capital originating in any non-

lished and domiciledin countrieswith which Venezue-
member country.la has subscribed a double taxation agreement con-

templating an income tax exemption but which is not

yet in force are exempt from income tax for 5 years
3. Andean Pact

provided the same exemption is granted in the other The Andean Pact was established by the Cartagena
treaty country to Venezuelan enterprises. Agreement and signed by Bolivia, Colombia, Chile

(which has since left the Andean Group), Ecuador,
(b) As regards measures not specifically aimed at Peru and Venezuela. It is inspired by the Declaration
avoiding double taxation, it is necessary to mention of Bogot and based on the MontevideoTreaty.
exemptionsgranted to promoteactivities, investments
or financing. These measures may have the effect of The Andean Pact has adopted provisions referring to

avoiding double taxation although they may also in- taxation including:
volve a transferof revenue. In fact, if a Latin American

- a liberalization programme which aims to elimi-

country exempts a domestic-source item of income, nate conditions and restrictions of all kinds con-

that incomeis subject to taxationonly in the recipient's cerning the importation of products originating in

home country and double taxation is avoided, even if the territory of member countries;
the exemption is granted for purposes other than

- a Conventon for the Avoidanceof Double Taxa-
tion among members of the Andean Pact known

avoidance of double taxation.
as Decision 40 (see below)31;
a model convention for the avoidance of double-

B. Regional agreements
taxation between member countries and non-

member countries; and

1. General information
- measures for the avoidance of double taxation of

income derived by Andean multinational enter-
Latin American countries have entered into several prises (EMAs).
international or regional agreements which include
provisions covering taxation (either directly or indi- The Andean multinationalenterprise (EMA) is a spe-

rectly). Most of the provisionsrelate to customsduties cial form of business organization. EMAs can be or-

but some affect or may affect income taxation. ganized under one of 2 different statutes, but they
cannot take dvantage of both. The 2 statutes were

The agreements referred to are: respectively approved by Decision 46 and Decision
General Agreementon Tariff and Trade; 169 of the Andean Pact. Double taxation of income-

the Latin American Integration Association;-

the Andean Pact; and 30. The exemption has actually been granted to Brazilian enterprises
-

the CentralAmericanEconomicIntegrationTrea- passengers.
- engaged in land transportationof

ty. 31. Under Decision 40, income originating in member countries is, in
general, taxable only in the member country in which the source of such

A brief reference will be made to the Latin American income is situated.
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derived by EMAs is avoided under rules included in tina-United States (business profits derived by an en-

Decision 169 of the Andean Pact approved in 1982 by terprise of a Contracting State from the activity of
the Commission of the Cartagena Agreement: granting insurance covering property situated in the

dividends paid by the EMA out of profits previ- other Contracting State, or covering persons who are-

ously taxed in the member country where the residents of that other State at the time the insurance
EMA has a branch shall be exempt in the country contract is concluded,may be taxed in that otherState,
where the EMA has its principal domicile; and whether or not the enterprise carries on its activity in
redistribution by investor enterprises (i.e. EMA that other State through a permanent establishment-

shareholders) out of the same dividends shall also situated therein); Brazil-Austria; Brazil-Belgium;
be exempt, either in the country where the EMA Brazil-Canada; Brazil-Denmark; Brazil-Finland;
has its principaldomicileor in other membercoun- Brazil-France;Brazil-Germany;Brazil-Italy;Brazil-'
tries. Japan; Brazil-Luxembourg; Brazil-Norway; Brazil-

Portugal; Brazil-Spain; Brazil-Sweden; Dominican
Republic-Canada;Ecuador-Germany;Peru-Sweden

C. Tax treaties (profits derived through a permanent establishment
are exempt in the country of the head office); and

1. General information Uruguay-Germany.These features can also be found
Most Latin American countries seem to have been in 2 treatiesconcludedbetweenLatin Americancoun-

reluctant to enter into comprehensive tax treaties for tries, i.e. Argentina-Braziland Brazil-Ecuador.
the avoidanceof double taxation, especiallywith non- Under other treaties between Latin American coun-
Latin American countries.32Apart from a few excep- tries, business income is taxed in the source countrytions, most treaties with non-Latin American coun- only. This is the case of the foliowing treaties:
tries have been concluded by 2 Latin American coun-

tries, i.e. Argentina and Brazil.33 Andean Pact treaty: profits resulting from business
activitiesshall be taxableonly by the MemberCountryEven treaties between the Latin American countries in which such business activities have been carried

themselves are scarce. The most outstandingexample out35;is the multinationalConvention for the Avoidance of Argentina-Bolivia:profits resulting from business ac-
Double Taxation of the Andean Group. This Conven- tivities shall be taxable only by the Contracting State
tion was established by Decision 40 of the Cartagena in whicti such businessactivitieshave been carriedout;Agreement and was ratified by each member coun- if an enterprisecarries out activities in both Contract-
try.34 Other examplesof intra-LatinAmericantreaties ing States, each State may tax the income, gains or
include the treaty betweenArgentinaand Bolivia, Ar- profits derived from within its territory;gentina and Brazil, Argentina and Chile and Brazil Argentina-Chile:as in the case ofthe Argentina-Boliv-and Ecuador (not yet in force). ia treaty, profits derived from business activities are

2. Allocation principles
A thorough examination of such treaties manifests 32. It is striking that Mexico, one of the most important Latin American

that, although Latin American legislation (and Latin countries, has not concluded any comprehensivedouble taxation treaty.
33. The DominicanRepublicentered into a treaty with Canada. Ecuador

American authors) give a preeminence to the source concluded a treaty with the German Federal Republic and has also signed
principle, certain treaties concluded with non-Latin comprehensive tax treaties with Brazil and Italy (not yet in force). Peru

American countries grant preeminence to the resi_ has concluded a treaty with Sweden and Uruguay has recently concluded

denceprinciple, especiallyas regardsbusiness income. a treaty wth the Federal Republic of Germany (the comprehensive treaty
which was signed on 5 May 1987 is not yet in force; see Tax News Service-
213 (1987))

Under most treaties concludedwith non-LatinAmeri- 34. The deposit of the instrumentsof implementationof the Convention
was completed on 18 June 1980. According to Art. 21 of the Convention,

can countries, the profits of an enterprise of a State t entered into force:
are taxable only in that State unless the enterprise (a) for individuals,with respect to income receivedor accrued on or after

carries on business in the other Contracting State 1 January 1981;

(source country) through a permanent establishment (b) for business enterprises, with respect to income received or accrued

situated therein. If the enterprise carries on business during the first accountingperiod starting after 18 June 1980; and

(c) with respect to taxes on net wealth, on 1 January 1981.
as aforesaid, the profits'of the enterprisemay be taxed 35. Note, however, that it is understoodthat a businessenterpriseunder-
in the other State but only so much as is attributable takes activities in the territory of a Member Country when it has in the

to that permanentestablishment. Member Country any of, but not limited to, the following:
(a) an office or place of business management;

These features can be found in the following treaties: (b) a factory, plant, industrial workshop or assembly shop;

Argentina-Austria(if the enterprise carries on busi- (c) an on-going construction project;
ness in the source country through a permanentestab- (d) a place or facility wherein natural resources are extracted or

lishment, that part of the profits of the enterprise
exploited, such as a mine, weil, quarry, plantation, or fishing boat;

(e) an agency or premises for the sale of goods;
attributable to the permanentestablishmentis taxable (f) an agency or premises for the purchase of goods;
only in the source State); Argentina-France;Argenti- (g) a depository,storage facility, warehouse,or any similarestablishment

na-Germany; Argentina-Italy; Argentina-Sweden used for receiving, storing or delivering goods;

(profits derived through a permanent establishment (h) any other premises, office or facilities the purpose of which is pre-
or

are exempt in the country of the head office); Argen-
paratory auxiliary to the business activities of the enterprise; and

(i) an agent or representative.
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taxable only by the Contracting State in which the dividends, 15% for interest and 10%, 15% or 25% for
business activities were carried out; if an enterprise royalties;
carries out activities in both Contracting States, each Brazil-Belgium: taxation in the source country is li-
State may only tax the income, gains or profits derived mited to a percentage of gross amount, 15% for divi-
from within its territory.36 dends, 15% for interest and 10%, 15% or 25% for

royalties;
The source principle appears to play a stronger role as Brazil-Canada: taxation in the source country is li-
regards investment income (dividends, interest and mited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 10% or

royalties). Some treaties provide that income from 15% for dividends, 10% or 15% for interest and 15%
dividends, interest and royalties is, as a rule, taxable or 25% for royalties;
only in the source country. This is particularly true in Brazil-Denmark: taxation in the source country is li-
treaties signed between 2 or more Latin American mited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 25% for
countries. More specifically, this group includes the dividends, 15% for interestand 15% or 25% for royal-
following treaties: Andean Group treaty; Argentina- ties;
Austria (taxation is limited to a percentage of gross Brazil-Ecuador: taxation in the source country is li-
amount, i.e. 15% for dividends, 12.5% for interest mited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% for
and 15% for royalties); Argentina-Bolivia;Argenti- dividends, 15% for interest and 25% or 15% for royal-
na-Chile; Argentina-Sweden(the rule applies to div- ties;
idends and interest which are taxable in the source Brazil-Finland: taxation in the source country is li-
country only); Ecuador-Germany(taxation is limited mited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 25% for
to a percentage of gross amounts, i.e. 15% for divi- dividends, 15% for interest and 10%, 15% or 25% for
dends, 10% or 15% for interest and 15% for royalties; royalties;
in Ecuador the limit does not apply to dividends as Brazil-France:taxation in the sourcecountry is limited
long as under Ecuadorian law the tax on distributed to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% for divi-
and undistributedprofits is credited against the tax on dends, 15% for interest and 10%, 15% or 25%for
the dividends) and Peru-Sweden (the rule applies to royalties;
dividends and interest which are taxable in the source Brazil-Germany: taxation in the source country is li-
country only. mited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% for

dividends, 10% or 15% for interest and 15% or 25%
Under most treaties, investment income is taxable in for royalties;
both countries i.e. in the source country and in the Brazil-Italy: taxation in the source country is limited
recipient'scountry of residence. All treaties signed bY to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% for divi-
Brazil and most of the treaties signed betweenArgen- dends, 15% for interestand 15% or25% for royalties;
tina and a non-LatinAmericancountry (except for the Brazil-Japan: taxation in the source country is limited
treaties with Austria and Sweden) apply this rule. Ex- to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 12.5% for divi-
cept for the Argentina-Brazil treaty, other treaties dends, 12.5% for interestand 12.5%, 15% or 25% for
included in this group limit taxation in the sourcecoun- royalties;
try to a percentage of investment income. This group Brazil-Luxembourg:taxation in the source country is
includes the following treaties: limited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% or

25% for dividends, 10% or 15% for interest and 15%
Argentina-Brazihtaxation in the source country is not or 25% for royalties;
limited; Brazil-Norway: taxation in the source country is li-
Argentina-France: taxation in the source country is mited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% for
limited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% for dividends, 15% for interest and 15% or 25% for royal-
dividends, 20% for interest and 18% for royalties; ties;
Argentina-Germany:taxation in the source country is Brazil-Portugah taxation in the source country is li-
limited to a percentageof gross amount, 15% for div- mited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% for
idends, 10% or 15% for interestand 15% for royalties; dividends, 15% for interest and 10% or 15% for royal-
Argentina-Italy: taxation in the source country is li- ties;
mited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% for Brazil-Spain: taxation in the source country is limited
dividends, 20% for interest and 10 or 18% for royal- to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% for divi-
ties; dends, 10% or 15% for interest and 10% or 15% for
Argentina-Sweden:royalties are taxable in both coun- royalties;
tries but taxation in the source country is limited to Brazil-Sweden: taxation in the source country is li-
20% and is creditableagainst the tax of the recipient's
country; 36. This treaty, however, adds that the fact that an enterprise of one of
Argentina-UnitedStates: Argentine tax on dividends the ContractingStates carries out activities in the other ContractingState
is limited to 20%, but the tax on dividendsplus the tax through a broker or independent agent acting in the normal course of his
on profits'outof which the dividends are paid may not activities and not exclusively for that enterprise, shall not be deemed to be

exceed 45%; the United States tax on dividends is carryingout business activities by that enterprise in that other Contracting
limited to 20% of gross amount of dividends; State, unless the enterprise's business activities are deemed to be the

habitual activities of such enterprise, as determined by the judgement of
Brazil-Austria: taxation in the source country is li- the competent authorities of the Contracting State in which the activities
mited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% for are conducted.
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mited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% or (principally) investment income, credit), Brazil-Nor-
25% for dividends, 15% or 25% for interest and 15% way (Brazil grants credit and Norway grants exemp-
or 25% for royalties; tion with progression and, in certain cases covering
Dominican Republic-Canada: taxation in the source (principally) investment income, credit), Ecuador-
country is limited to a percentageof gross amount, i.e. Germany (both grant exemption with progression or

18% for dividends,18% forinterestand 18% for royal- credit, depending on the item of income involved);
ties; Uruguay-Germany (both grant exemption with pro-
Peru-Sweden: royalties are taxable in both countries gression or credit, depending on the item of income
but taxation in the source country is limited to 20% involved).38
and is creditableagainst the tax of the recipient'scoun- Treaties which do not include any method for the
try; eliminationof double taxation are: the Andean GroupUruguay-Germany:37taxation in the source country is

treaty, Argentina-Bolivia, Argentina-Chile (how-limited to a percentage of gross amount, i.e. 15% for
dividends, interest and royaltiesand 10% for technical ever, foreign-source income of a resident can be com-

assistance fees. puted for progressionpurposes).

3. Avoidanceof double taxation VI. FINAL REMARKS

As regards methods for the eliminationof double tax-

ation, some treaties use the exemption nethod, some AlthoughLatin Americanauthors are among the most

use the credit method, some treatiesuse both methods fervent advocates of the source principle of income
and some treaties do not include any method. taxation and the domesticlaw of most Latin American

countries adopts the source principle as the only (orThe exemption method (i.e. exemptionwith progres- the overriding principle) of income taxation, several
sion) is used in the Argentina-Austria, Argentina- countries do apply the residence principle.Sweden and Peru-Sweden treaties.

A country may tax income on the basis of the source
The credit method is employed in the following principle but simultaneouslytreat income that, under
treaties: Brazil-Canada(Canadagrants exemption for ordinary rules or principles is foreign-source, as if it
dividends derived from related companies), Brazil- domestic-source.Such approach, in fact, indi-
Denmark, Brazil-Ecuador (the exemption method is

were an

rectly taxes certain items of income which, properlyused for dividends derived from related companies); speaking, are foreign-source,withoutopenlyrecogniz-Brazil-Finland,Brazil-France (France grants exemp- ing their actual nature.
tion with progression for dividends derived from re-

lated companies),Brazil-Italy(Italy grants exemption The income of non-residentsmay be taxed under the
for dividends derived from related companies), Bra- same rules and rates as residents but Latin American

zil-Japan, Brazil-Portugal, Brazil-Spain (in the case legislation frequently includes separate rates appli-
of dividends, Brazil grants an exemption and Spain cable to non-residentsand provides for withholdingof

grants exemption with progression), Brazil-Sweden the income tax at source even in circumstanceswhere

(inter-companydividends paid by a resident of Brazil the income of residents is not subject to tax.

to a Swedish company may be exempt in Sweden); The rates applicable to non-residentsin the absenceof
Dominican Republic-Canada(in certain cases, Cana- specific provisions may vary from the low 10% appli-da grants a tax sparing credit). cable in Bolivia to the high progressive rates reaching
The following treaties utilize both the exemption and 50o for legal entities in Panama and Venezuela and
the credit rnethod depending on the residence of the 70o for individuals in the Dominican Republic.
recipient: Argentina-Brazil(Argentinagrants exemp- Only 2 countries provide for an excess profits tax, i.e.
tion and Brazil credit or, in certain cases, exemption), Argentina and Brazil. Chile has introduced this typeArgentina-France (Argentina grants exemption and of taxation but only for foreign investors who choose
France credit, or in certain cases, exemption),Argen- to be subject to a special income tax regime.tina-Germany(Argentinagrants exemptionand Ger-
rnany exemption with progressionor credit), Argenti- The income of subsidiariesof non-residentcompanies
na-Italy (Argentinagrants exemptionand Italy credit, is, in general, subject to the corporate income tax

or in certain cases, exemption), Argentina-United under ordinary rules and distributions are subject to

States (Argentina grants exenption and the United dividend taxation. The incomeofpermanentestablish-
States credit), Brazil-Austria (Brazil grants credit or, ments is, in general, also subject to the corporate
for dividendsderived frorn relatedcompanies,exemp_ income tax and to a branch tax (somehow) represent-
tion and Austria grants exemption with progression ing a dividend tax. In some countries, however, the

or, in certain cases, covering (principally) investment branch tax is due irrespective of actual distribution.

ncome, credit), Brazil-Belgium (Brazil grants credit When computing the income of subsidiaries and
and Belgium exemption with progression), Brazil- branches, it may be necessary to considerrules affect-
Germany (Brazil grants credit and Germany exemp-
tion with progression or credit), Brazil-Luxembourg
(Brazil grants credit and Luxembourg grants exemp- 37. See footnote 33.
tion with progression and in certain cases, covering 38. Id.
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ing transferpricingor otherwiselimitingor disallowing
the deduction of certain expenses.

In principle, it appears to be more convenient to do Taxationin
business through a subsidiary as comparedwith a per-
manent establishment, especially in those countries LatinAmerica
where the branch profits are taxed irrespective of ac-

tual distribution and in those countries where rules (3 binders)
concerning business conducted with the foreign-con-
nected company are more stringent for branches than
for subsidiaries. a detailed,practicalguide to the taxand

foreigninvestmentlegislationof the

The corporate income tax ranges from none in Bolivia PortugueseandSpanishspeakingcountriesof

to progressive rates up to 50% in Costa Rica, Panama CentralandSouthAmerica.
and Venezuela; the dividend tax and the branch tax

range from 10% in Bolivia to 50% in Mexico. relevantdouble taxationtreatiesAndean

GroupDecisions,andextensivebibliography
Under specific rules, interest paid to non-residents is

frequently exempt from income tax to facilitate the
recentlycompletelyrevisedandexpandedfinancingof imports, exports or investments.This fea- to

ture may promote debt financing as compared with includealsopersonalincometaxes

equity financing and may involve the transfer of reve-

nue to foreign Treasuries. Chile has taken steps to updated4 timesperyear

correct this problemby taxing (at a 4% rate) the items
of interest which were previously exempt. Likewise,
Guatemalahas introduceda new provisionstating that furtherdetailsandsamplesfromm

exemptionsand deductions(desgravaciones)which re- [ it
InternationalBureauofFiscalDocumentation

1
duce the taxable base or the income tax are applicable mrii P.O. Box20237-1000HE Amsterdam

only when the interest of the GuatemalanTreasury is the Netherlands

not affected by the transfer of resources for the pay-
ment of taxes abroad. If exemptions and deductions Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217intaxnl

represent an actual tax benefit to the taxpayer, they Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58.

apply only up to the limit of the benefit.

Interest taxation ranges from 5% in Honduras to pro-
gressive rates up to 50% for entities and up to 56% for Treaties for the avoidance of double taxationindividuals in Panama. Royalty taxation ranges from are

10% in Bolivia and Honduras to progressive rates of scarce and most have been concluded by Argentina
and Brazil. Treaties among Latin American countries

up to 50% for entities in Panama and of up to 56% for include multilateral agreement concludedindividuals in Panama. a among
Andean Group countries and most are based on the

The tax on interest and royalties is sometimes calcu- source principle.
lated on gross amounts but some countries permit the Treatiesconcludedbetween Latin Americancountrydeduction of actual or deemed expenses.

a

and a non-Latin American country give preeminence
As a rule, the legislation of Latin Americancountries to the residence principle, especially as regards busi-
does not include measures aimed at the avoidance of ness income. This kind of income is taxable in the
double taxation on income derived by non-residents. source country provided the enterprise conducts its
There are, however, some examples of internal mea- business through a permanent establishment located
sures taken in order to avoid double taxation of local- therein. The source principleseems to have a stronger
source income of non-residents and measures (e.g. role as regards investmentincome either because such
exemptions)which, althoughaimed at otherpurposes, income is taxable in the source'countryonly or at least
produce the same effect. because such income is taxable in both countries.
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The New Approach
towardsConstructionof Tax Statutes

Adopted by the Israeli Courts

By Prof. Arye Lapidoth

I. INTRODUCTION
This article examines the new approach taken by the Israeli Courts in Professor A. Lapidoth is the regular

interpreting tax statutes. As will be shown, the new approach rejects correspondent for the Bulletin for Is-

the use of special rules in interpretingtax laws, it departs from the strict rael. He is professorat Bar-llan Univer-

or literal construction of tax statutes and instead emphasizes modern sity, Ramat Gan Israel and the author

purposive construction.1 Similarly, transactions and documents have
of numerous publicationson taxation.

recently been interpreted in reference to their substance rather than He wishes to express his gratitude to

their form. the Research Institute for Accounting
of Bar-llan University and the Institute

The traditionalBritish strictconstructionrule, as followedby the Israeli of Certified Public Accountants in Is-
Courts, and the process of its gradual erosion, will first be surveyed. The rael for partially financing this study
survey is followed by an examinationof the reasons for the strict construc-
tion rule and its relation to special features of tax legislation. The new

approach to interpretationof statutes and transactionswill then be consi-
dered more closely. The article concludes with an evaluation of the new

approach.
II. THE STRICT CONSTRUCTIONAPPROACH Contents

A. Defined I. Introduction
The doctrine of strict interpretation has been phrased in various forms.2 Il. The strict construction
There is no doubt that a Court should attempt to ascertain the meaning ap-

of a tax provision by first resorting to general rules of interpretation,and proach
A. Defined

fairly apply that meaning to the facts of the case before it. A dilemma B. The Israeli Courts
arises, however, if the Court applies all the general rules of interpretation C. Reasons for the strict con-

and a doubt remains as to the meaningof a certain provision and how that struction rule: special fea-

provision should be applied to the circumstancesof the case. tures of tax legislation

Should the very nature of the law concerned, i.e. the imposition of a tax,
IIl. The new approach

require special rules of construction (as there are - or at least used to be IV. General legal terrns and concepts
for interpretationof the penal laws) or should tax laws be interpreted in tax and

-

used in legislation: form

the same manner as any other law Under the doctrine of strict construc- substance

tion, tax laws differ from regularlawsand hencespecial rulesof interpre. V Conclusion

tation should apply. Assuming special rules should apply, what are those
rules

During the time that strict construction was fashionable, a common ap-
proach of the Courts was that found in Income Tax Appeal 2/44:3

ln any event, in case.of doubt or ditticulty n nterpretng tax statutes, one

must lean towards that interpretationwhich is more favourable to the tax-

payer.

Similarobservationscan be found in Israelidecisionsas well. Forexample,
1. The problemof interpretngtax statuteshas
arsen n numerous cases. Typically, the cases

in Civil Appeal 340/624, the Court held: involved complex technical definitions and

Since the issue is that of imposing tax, I have reached the conclusion that the deeming clauses. Only a handful of these cases

taxpayer should benefit from any doubt which may arise.
will be dealt with in this article. The decisions of
the Israeli Courts are written in Hebrew. The
citations (as weil as the statutes cited) have been

Those dicta represent an over-simplified(and inaccurate) enunciation of freely translated by the author.

the strict construction rule. The rule was never meant to allow taxpayers 2. The main featuresof the literal orstrict

to benefit from any doubt as to the meaning of a tax statute. The basic interpretation approach have been expressed in
written by British Courts in deci-

idea is that a taxpayer should be obliged to pay tax only by clear and passages tax
sions.

unambiguouslanguageof the statutewhich imposes the tax, i.e. he should 3 Jacob Gesundheit v. Assessing Officer,
not be subject to tax by implication or by presuming the intent of the Palestine Income Tax Cases (1945) at 122, 128.

. Poskalinsky v. Assessing Officer, 17 Piskei

legislature in cases where that intent has not been clearly expressed. Din 794.
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Consequently,if the statutoryprovisionsdo not clearly InvestmentCo. Ltd. v. Betts9 is cited with approval:
apply to the facts before the Court, the Court cannot,
so to speak, rewrite the law. The Court cannot ex-

... one is bound in construingRevenue Acts to give a

tend the meaningof the statutebeyond the wordsused
fair and reasonableconstructionof their languagewith-
out leaning to one side or the other; no tax can be

so as to give effect to the intent of the legislatureeven imposed on a subject by an Act of Parliament without
though the Court may have no doubt that had the words clearly showing an intention to lay the burden
legislature envisioned the particular set of cir- upon him - the words of the statutes must be adhered
cumstances it would surely have drafted the law ac- to - so-called equitable constructionsare not permissi-
cordingly. ble.

The need to impose tax by clear words does not The Court also cited the following dictum of Rowlatt,
necessarilymean words which are easy to understand. J. in The Cape Barandy Syndicatev. LR.C.:lo

The wording may be difficult to understand but once In a taxing act one must look merely at what is clearlyit is comprehended, the provision becomes clear. said. There is no room for intendment. There is no
What is meant by clearwords is that the interpreter equity about a tax. There is no presumptionas to a tax.

may not bend over backwards in his efforts to find Nothing is to be read in, nothing is to be implied. One

support in the language of a provision, which will give can only look fairly at the language used.11
effect to what the legislatureapparently intended to The observationsmade in Komerovskiwere followed
stipulate but failed to set forth in words. It boils down
to the degree of latitude which is allowed to stretch

m Director of Land Appreciation Tax v. Chayim
Cohen and others. 12 The issue in this case involved the

words beyond their natural meaning to endow them meaningof a certain exemptionprovisionstipulatedin
with a more desirable meaning. It is not sufficient that Sec. 67 of the Land Appreciation Tax Law. Sec. 67
the legislative language can bear the interpretation exempted from tax a sale of land where the sale
that a tax is meant to be imposed; the words should constitutes a partitionof land among co-owners.The
expressly state that fact. On the other hand, once it is exemption clearly applied as far as one parcel of land
established that the taxpayer must pay the tax but he (or building) was concerned. For example, a building,wishes to benefit from an exemption or relief provi- composedof 4 flats, is co-ownedby 4 individuals.The
sion, the burdenis on the taxpayerto demonstratethat

co-owners agree to convert the building into a con-
the provision is applicable to his case. If the provision dominium of 4 units and each co-owner becomes the
iS ambiguous, the taxpayerwill not derive the benefit full owner of one flat. The co-owners do not have to
from the doubt. Even if the provision is clear and the tax.
unambiguous, the Court cannot mitigate any hardship pay

imposed by the provision by ascribing to it a more However, is the exemption limited to a partition of
reasonable or equitable meaning. one parcel of property or should it also apply to the

following arrangement (which was reached by the tax-

B. The Israeli Courts payers in Cohen): 4 separate parcels of land were

co-owned equally by 4 individuals (the land had been
inheritedby the 4 individuals).Aftera lengthydispute,The first tax cases, which were decided after income the co-owners agreed to dissolve the co-ownershipbytax was introduced in Palestineunder the BritishMan- allocating one parcel of land to the full ownership of

date in 1941, illustrate that the traditionalBritish doc- each one of them. The individuals were denied the
trine of strict interpretationwas readilyadoptedby the exemption (under Sec. 67) and they appealed the deci-
Palestine Courts under the British Mandate. For in- sion to a SpecialCommittee.Their appealwas success-
stance, the following observationswere made in 1943 ful but the_Revenueappealedthe Committeedecision
and 1944: to the Supreme Court, which reversed the decision of

I agree entirely with the various quotationsmade from the Speci Cmmittee, holding that the exemption
Maxwellon InterpretationofStatutes as to the necessity was- not applicable. At the end of its decision, the
for a strict interpretationof tax statutes, and if there is Court rnade the following observation:13
a doubt, then the subject should have the benefit of
such a doubt.5

In Income Tax Appeal 9/426, the Court cites Lord 5. Income Tax Appeal 20/42, Berko Dov Osherovitz v. Assessing Of-
Buckmasterin Ormond Investment Co. v. Betts7: jcer, Palestine Income Tax Cases (1945) at37,41.

6. Solomon Horowitzv. AssessingOfficer, Palestine Income Tax Cases
The only safe rule is to look at the words of the enact- (1945) at 43.
ments and see what is the intention expressed by those 7. AppealCases (1928) 147.
words. 8. Civil Appeal 120/52, 7 Piskei Din at 141,153.

9. 13 Tax Cases at 400,434.
As will be illustrated, the notion that the taxpayer 10. 1 King's Bench (1921) at 64, 71.

should benefit from any doubt is perhaps an over- 11. Both of these passages were cited in the dissenting opinion in

simplificationof the strict construction rule. Komerovski. However, there has been no controversy that the passages
represent the approach which should be followed in the interpretationof

The strict constructionrule continued to be applied tax statutes.

by the Courts of law after Israel was established in 12. Civil Appeal 245, 165/79, 34 Piskei Din (Part III) at 284. A petition
for a further hearing was dismissed. Further Hearing 22/80,34 PiskeiDin

1948. In Komerovskiv. DirectorofLandAppreciation (Part IV) at 589.
Tax8, the followingpassageofLordAtkin in Ordmond 13. Ibid. at 292.
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Lastly I would like to refer, in a few words, to the asset a residual land. The value of the residual
statement made by the Committee, namely that tax land was the value of the asset sold less the value of
policy demands an extensive interpretationof Sec. 67 the building.of the Land Appreciation Tax Law. The Committee
pointed out that not one of the parties realized any Application of the tests proved arduous because the
profit; it followsthat if no profit is realizedno obligation legislature (in this provision as well as in similar legis-
to pay Land Appreciation Tax arises. With all my lation) failed to define the tests by reference to certain
sympathy to the good intentions of the Committee, I other factors which could be relevant, i.e. (1) the area
cannot agree with that statement. The rule is that in of the parcel of land; (2) the area of the actual land
interpreting tax laws one should examine only what is coveredby the building; (3) the floor area of the build-
clearly stated in the law itselfwithout attributing to the

ing includingall stories; (4) the buildingrights, namelylegislature any intentions one way or the other. That is
the total legally permitted floor (generallythe rule followed by this Court in the past and I have area ex-

not found sufficient reason to deviate from this rule, pressed in terms of a certain percentageof the area of
either in the decisionof the Committeeor in the plead- the parcel and the number of stories); and (5) the
ings of the parties before us. The scope of Sec. 67 of the value of the different factors. The failureof the legisla-
Land Appreciation Tax Law should not be extended ture to clearly refer to these factors caused confusion
beyond what has been clearly stated in it; all the more in the Iskar case (as well as in Director of Land Ap-
so since it is an exemptionprovision, which, in accord- preciationTax v. Ha-ChevraHa-ChabashitLemischar
ance with the rules, should not be extensively inter- Ltd. and otherstB which is discussed below) as to the
preted.

,

precise meaning of the prescribed tests.
The Court continued by citing the above passage of In Iskar, the area of the land was 630m2; the area of
RowlattJ. in Cape BarandySyndicate14andconcluded the existing building was 214m2. The legally permissi-with this statement: ble building floor area was 1517m2 (in 5 stories). Since

The legislature imposed a Land Appreciation Tax on the existingbuilding (214m2) covered less than 30% of
every sale, whetheror not the seller realized any profit. the permittedarea (1,517m2), the Revenueconsidered
This Court cannot alter the law even though it maY the building as being composed of 2 assets, i.e. a
think that the policy behind imposition of the tax is building and a residual land.
doubtful and undesirable.

The taxpayer argued that the law should be literallyAs illustrated, the strict constructionrule continued to interpreted: 300o (642m2) should be added to the
be appliedby IsraeliCourtsafter Israelwas established building area (214m2). 214m2 plus 642m2 equals 856m2
in 1948. As a general rule this approach was acknow- and since this is more than the total area of the land
ledged not only by the judiciarybut also by authors of (630m2), there is no residual land. Hence, the entire
textbooksand treatisesand the tax community itself.15

asset sold should be regarded as a building subjectWhile the rule was applied in most cases, a tendency to 3% tax. The Revenue'sview, however,was that the
could be observed which emphasized its limited appli- residual land refers to the total area of the buildingcation, e.g. by indicatingthat the argumentthat fiscal which may be constructed, i.e. 1,517m2 minus 856m2
law should always be construed in favour of the tax- equals 661m2.
payer is greatly exaggerated; it should be followed
most cautiously.16 In Director of Land Appreciation The taxpayerappealed to a SpecialCommitteeand his
Tax v. Iskar Ltd. 17, the Court went so far as to deviate appeal was successful. The Committee found that al-
from the strict interpretation rule, maintaining that though the Revenue's argument was logical, the clear
in this case the literal interpretation - or the plain literal meaningof the phrase residual land could not

natural meaning- would lead to an absurd result. be departed from. The Revenue appealed the Com-
mittee decision to the Supreme Court.

The issue in Iskar involved the computation of an

additional tax (a new name for a transfer tax or The SupremeCourt deviatedfrom the literalconstruc-

registration fee) payable upon disposition of land. tion of the statute by interpreting the phrase residual
Apparently, the legislature wanted to impose a lower tand as meaning residual f!oor area. A literal in-
rate of tax on the transfer of non-residentialbuildings terpretation, the Court concluded, would lead to an

(3%) as distinguished from unbuilt land (4.5%). The
problem facing the draftsmen was how to deal with a 14 See footnote 10.
situation where the land was partially built, i.e. where 15. With respect to the situation before 1948, see for example, S. Moses,
the area of the existingbuildingon the landsold consti- The IncomeTax Ordinanceof Palestine, TarshishBooks, Jerusalem (1942)
tuted only a small part of the total area upon which a at 8. This treatise was published shortly after income tax was first intro-

building could be constructed. duced in 1941. A similar view was taken by A. Witkon, Introduction to

Taxation, Income Tax, Estate Duty and Land Appreciation Tax, (first
The legislature granted a discretionary power to the, edition) (1956) ShockerPublishingHouse, Ltd., Tel Aviv at 30, et seq. See

tax administrationbut limited the discretion by appli- also, later editionsby A. Witkon and Y. Neeman; A. Witkon, Legislation
and Adjudication in Tax Matters, Quarterly Tax Journal, Vol. 1 (1966)

cation of the following technical numerical tests: at 263; cf. H.S. Lowenberg,Commentson Fiscal Legislation,with Special
where the total area of the existing building was less Reference to Form and Content, Quarterly Tax Journal, Vol. 1 (1966) at

than 30% of the total area permitted to be built upon 268.

at the time of the sale, the Revenue could regard the 16. Civil Appeal 39/61, Hamashbir Hamerkazi Ltd., 15 Piskei Din at

1765,1769.
building as 2 assets, one of which was the building 17. Civil Appeal 133/77, 32 Piskei Din (Part II) at 529.
plus an area of land 300% its total area and the other 18. Civil Appeal 486/85, Collection of Civil Judgments, Vol. 14 at 163.
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absurd result. The Court supported its conclusion by tended to direct their attention to the legislativeob-
quoting Blackstone: ject or purpose in preference to the literal or strict

If a literal understanding of words leads either to no
construction.Likewise, in the sphere of tax legislation,

significanceor an absurd significance,we must deviate the strict or literal construction rule should not be
a little from them.19 adhered to.

The decision in the Iskar case demonstratesa trend to
C. Reasonsfor the strictconstructionrule: speciallimit the effect of the strict construction rule. How-

ever, any consistency in the approach of the Israeli featuresof tax legislation
Courts remains difficult to discern. For example, in Various be advanced for the specialthe Bank LeumiTrust Company2ocase, the Court pre-

reasons may ap-
ferred an over-simplified literal construction of the proach towards interpretingtax laws. One should bear

in mind that taxation, as well as the Budget, have
statute. This case involved an assessment to estate

always been sensitive constitutional It is
duty imposed on the estate of a foreign resident. The areas. com-

estate, which included real propertysituated in Israel,
mon in democratic regimes to ensure that taxes be

was administered by the Bank. Upon receipt of the imposed only by law. As a general rule, tax laws are

assessment, the Bank (represented by attorneys) statutory; Israeli law is no exception. That basic prin-
lodged an objection and the assessmentwas amended. ciple is followed to protect taxpayers from..arbitrary

taxation and to ensure proper parliamentary control
The Bank did not appeal the amended assessmentand of Government revenue and expenditure.paid the amount of estate duty. Somewhatmore than
2 years later, the Bank raised a new argument,namely In Israel, the principle that taxation be imposed only
that since the land which comprised the estate had by law was first laid down in Secs. 4 and 5 of the Law
been purchased for foreign currency, the land was and AdministrationOrdinance5708-1948.22Thatsame

totally exempt from estate duty under Sec. 55 of the principle, in an improved form, was again emphasized
Law for the Encouragementof Capital Investment. in Basic Law: The Economy of the State.23 In 1975, a

The time limit for lodging an appeal (i.e. 30 days) had special statutory provision was introduced into the
Israeli Income Tax Ordinance,which limits the power

1 long since elapsed so the Bank applied to the Revenue of the Revenue to grant extra-legal concessions (pre-for an extension of the period of time for lodging an

appeal. The application was rejected. Consequently, sumably because granting a concession may have the
effect of indirectly increasing the tax burden on those

the Bank claimed repayment of the tax paid on the who do enjoy concession).24basis of Sec. 28 of the EstateDuty Law, which governs taxpayers not any

repayment of tax collected in excess. Sec. 28 pro- Arguably, the insistence that tax be imposed only by
vides that law lends support to the view that the legislaturenever

intended that taxes be imposed by judge-made law.if the Director is satisfied that excess taxes have been

paid, and an application has been submitted for its Obviously, a tax statute may be deliberately phrased
repayment within 10 years from the time notice of as- so as to confer discretion upon the judiciary (eithr
sessment was received, the Director shall repay any directly or indirectly). For example, the legislature
amount paid in excess.21 may use general terms (such as income,expenses,

etc.) without defining them, thus leaving it to the
The Supreme Court interpreted Sec. 28 as meaning judiciary to develop the so-called common law con-

that the estate was entitled to apply for repayment cepts oftaxableincome. The legislaturemay also allow
under the statute. One of the Justices found support the Judiciary to assume a more prominentrole in coun-

for his opinion in Jewish law, i.e. if the languageof the teracting tax avoidance by the use of such phrases as

legislation is unambiguous, the law should be inter- bona fide transaction or fictitious transaction or

preted literally and not according to an intent that the artificial transaction. In the absence of such legisla-
legislature may have had but failed to express in the tive latitude, however, there is less room for judge-
words of the statute. The Court appears to have over- made law in the tax area.

looked the history of the legislation, i.e. that Sec. 28
was an amended version, replacing a provision which

19. It is submitted that if the legislature limits discretionary bya powerreferred to the repaymentof an amount of tax unduly using technical tests, it is not safe to look for the logic of the tests. The

paid for any reason whatsoever. safest path is to adhere to the literal meaning of the words used by the

The inconsistencyof the Court's approach as reflected legislature.
20. High Court 333/78,32 Piskei Din (Part II) at 163.

in various cases reached a state where judicial deci- 21. This wordingof Sec. 28 was introducedby Estate Duty (Amendment
sions were unpredictable. However, even in cases No. 3) Law, 5724-1964, Sefer Ha-Chukkim No. 434 of 7 August 1964 at

where the rule of literalconstructionwas, in effect, not 179. It replaces the original version of Sec. 28, which read:

followed, the Court stressed its limitations rather than Repayment. If a request for repayment for money paid as estate duty
has been submitted to the Directorwithin 10 years after delivery of the

denying its application in principle. Indeed, it is only notice of the assessment, and it has been proven to the Director that,
in recent cases that one can locate dicta explicitlystat- for any reason whatsoever, an amount of tax has been paid which is not

ing that special rules of interpretation should not be du.e, the Director shall repay any such amount which has been paid.
invoked in respect of tax laws, i.e. that tax laws should 22. Iton Rishmi (Official Gazette), No. 2 of the 12th lyar, 5708 (21 May

at
be interpreted according to the general rules of con-

1948) SupplementNo. 1 1.

4 23. Sefer Ha-Chukkim, No. 777 of 31 July 1975 at 206.
struction. In general areas of the law, Courts have 24. Income Tax Ordinance Sec. 245.
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It has been suggested that the special approach to properly deviate from the strict construction rule to

constructionof tax statutesowes its origin to the some- counteract the intended tax avoidance. In actuality,
what punitive nature of taxes, i.e. in the sense that the issue in cases involving step transactions is not

taxes impose a burden or restrict the taxpayer'senjoy- only interpretationof the law but also the meaning of
ment of his wealth. For example, in the Canadiancase the transactionitself. Rather than analyze the various
of Canadian Northern Railway Co. v. The King25, the transactions, the Court may prefer to synthesize
Court stated: them.30

A law imposing taxation should always be construed /: The question remains, however, whether the Courts
strictly against the taxing authorities, since it restricts / should also depart from the strict interpretation rule
the public in the enjoymentof its property.26 ' where no tax avoidance is involved. As will be de-

A quite different theme can be discerned in a decision monstratedbelow, the new trend is to reject the strict

rendered some 40 years later in Guay v. Lafleur:27 construction rule even in cases where no ssue of tax
avoidancearises and instead treat tax statutesthe same

Modern commerce and the levying of taxes upon it is as other laws, i.e. use purposiveinterpretation.
very different from what it was in the 19th century.
Since then we have seen a vast growth in the scope of Before considering the new approach it may be useful
Government activities. If we are to live in the welfare to briefly point out some of the salient features of
state it must be supported by all. Public policy in this modern tax legislation. Modern tax legislation is
respect is determined through the democratic process. characterized by a growing use of various legislative
The surest way to create dissatisfaction with it is to techniqueswhich have been adopted to counteracttax
ignore the tax dodgers.28 avoidance and ensure proper administration of the

Whilst the notion that taxes are somewhat punitive law. In the income tax area, the statutory incomeor

may appear outdated, one should bear in mind that presumptiveincome technique is widely employed.
taxes have retained their compulsivenature. Taxes by Instead of determining the real taxable income or

definition are not voluntary and they still restrict en- the real deductible expenses in accordancewith in-

joyment of one's wealth.29 come tax principles (which may be difficult to apply),
the legislature may prescribe simplified, technical

It has further been suggested that certainty of the law rules (which may be rigid, artificial or even arbitrary)is of utmost importancein the tax area since taxes have but which are easy to administer.31
increasinglybecome an essential element in commer-

cial transactions. Certainty assumes a special impor- Another legislative technique in the tax area is the
tance in tax systems (like the Israeli system)which lack wide applicationof deemingclauses as well as com-

an advance ruling procedure. prehensive artificial definitions, subject to elaborate

The need for certainty has not diminished in modern provisions granting exemptions (usually subject to

times. Modern tax law has evolved into such complex-
ity that it is frequently difficult to venture a definitive 25. 64 Canada Supreme Court Reports (1922) at 264.

professional opinion as to the tax consequences of a 26. Id at 275.

bona fide uncomplicated commercial transaction. If 27 Canadian Tax Cases (1963) at 208; DominionTax Cases (Canada) at

the literal construction rule is not strictly adhered to
1098.
28. Id. at 1104.

(even in cases where the wording of the statute is 29. The relationship between counteracting tax dodging and the strict

plain) one should always keep in mind the possibility interpretation rule will be dealt with below.

that the Court may hold that literal interpretation 30. This may also be true in respect of the business purpose which

leads to an absurd result and hence the legislature guides United States Courts. See Gregory v. Helvering, 293 United States

could not possibly have intended what the plain lan-
465 (1935); Helveringv. Elkhom,9Fed. 2d732 (4th Circuit1938); see also

Ramsay v. I.R. C., 2 W.L.R. 449; the Israeli decision in Civil Appeal
guage means. 356/61, Rosenfeldv. AssessingOfficer, 16 Piskei Din715 (but see also the

A weighty argument against the strict construction
recentcaseCivilAppeal83/81, T.M.B. Ltd. v. Assessing Officer, 40 Piskei
Din (Part III) at 414).

approach is that adherence to it may breed tax avoid- 31. For example, in practice, it has proven to be a most tedious task to

ance. The general trend of the judiciaryin recentyears determine in each individual case whether expenses incurred by the tax-

has been to deviate from the strict construction ap- payer in maintainingan automoble could be properly regarded as a busi-

proach in order to counteract tax avoidance. One can
ness expense incurred wholly and exclusively in the production of the

income, and hence deductible. The deductibilityof the expense has been
welcome such an attitude in cases where a tax avoid- statutorily determined by reference to simple indications such as the type
ance issue is distinctly identified (for example, if a of automobile, mileage, amount and type of expenses.

taxpayerdeliberatelycreates facts to escape taxation). Similarly, the nature of a transaction,whethercapital or revenuemay
be statutorily determined by the duration of possession of the asset sold,

A case in point is the device known as a step transac- e.g. long-term and short-termcapital gains may be determinedby duration

tion. Rather than entering into one transactionwhich of possession.
attracts tax, a taxpayer carres out a series of transac-

A typical example is introduction of technical tests (e.g. number of days
or months) to determine a taxpayer's residency in lieu of, or in addition

tions, each of which, standing alone, does not attract to, the traditional indicationsof residency (e.g. place of residence, family,
tax. However, it is apparentby the end of the day that or are the taxpayer's temporaryabsences such as to appear reasonable

the ultimateconsequenceof all the transactions(which to the Assessing Officer and not inconsistentwith the taxpayer's claim of

have been carriedout step by step) is a taxable transac- residency. See Income Tax Ordinance Sec. 1.
The technical tests for determining what is regarded as a building as

tion. So long as the tax avoidance character of the distinguishedfrom land as in the Iskarcase discussed above is also quite
transactions can be clearly identified, the Court may typical.
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provisos themselves). Cross-referencesof definitions the statute. This decision may be of special interest
are also quite common. because the Court not only limited application of the

to a tax statuteWhere such techniques are employed,it is not merely
traditional approach construction of

an arduous task to search for the intent of the legisla-
but explicitly departed from it.

ture if the drafters of the statute failed to express such Some observations of the Court are worth noting.34
intent in clear.and unambiguous language. Once the Tax statutes lack their own rules of interpretation.As
legislature deliberately substitutes technical rules with any other law, one should commence with the
for real tests, it would be safer for the interpreterto language of the statute. If the law can be intrpreted
ascribe the plain meaning to the rules rather than look in various ways, the interpretationwhich gives effect
beyond the language or figures used to try to under- to the object of the legislation should be the preferred
stand the real intent of the legislature. If certain interpretationso long as it finds support (even minimal
rules miss the legislature's real intent, it is up to the support) in the language of the provision. A provision
legislature to change the law, perhaps on the recom- imposing tax and a provision exempting from tax
mendation of the judiciary. should both be construed in the same manner, i.e. so

as to give effect to the legislative object.
Neither strict construction nor liberal construction

III. THE NEW APPROACH should be adopted. Even in the United Kingdom, the
traditional literal construction rule is no longer fol-Recent decisions of the Israeli Supreme Court de- lowed. Instead, the Courts are increasingly applyingmonstratea new approach to the constructionof tax the purposiveconstruction to all statutes, includingstatutes. The leadingcase in this trend is KibbutzChat-
tax statutes.

zorv. AssessingOfficer. The issue in KibbutzChatzor
was how to construe a statutory definition (passed in A tax is neither an evil nor a penalty. It is an essental
1975) imposinga certaincompulsoryloan on taxpayers need. The words used in a tax provision may be given
who enjoy the benefits of the Iaw for the Encourage- an ordinary meaning or they may be given a spe-
ment of Capital Investment33. The compulsory loan cial meaning. It is meaninglessto say that a tax should
was imposed on taxpayers who received beneficial be imposed only if the language of the statute is clear.
income, which was defined as income to which Sec. Unclear language, too, may impose tax if it is made
47 of the Law for the Encouragementof Capital In- clear by interpretation.
vestment applies. Sec. 47 deals with companieswhich
own an approvedenterprise. However, that section

The Court should first exhaust all methods to reveal

also provides (Sec. 47(c)) that the object of the legislation, i.e. from the language of
the law, the history of the legislation and any reliable

notwithstanding anything stated in this provision, in sources. If the wording still remains obscure, the in-
respect of income of a Kibbutz which owns approved terpreter should resort to the general principlesof the
enterprise,Sec. 19Aofthe IncomeTax Ordinanceand system. One of those principles, relevant to tax legisla-Sec. 46(a) of this Law shall apply. tion, is protectionof individual freedom and property

from interventionby the authorities.
The Treasury argued that Sec. 47 applies to a Kib-
butz. The Kibbutz therefore received beneficial in- Admittedly, the Court adds, tax legislation contains
come and should pay the compulsory loan. The Kib- special featureswhich make it difficult to ascertain the
butz argued, however, that ultimately Sec. 46 of the object of the legislation and these features should be
law applies to its income so Sec. 47 is not applicable taken into consideration. It should be assumed that
and the Kibbutz should not be regarded as having the legislature intended to impose tax and not create
derived beneficial income. gaps; to make an efficient tool and not a useless one.

Noting that the word apply (Khal in Hebrew) has In a more recent decision35, the Israeli SupremeCourt
several meanings, the Court decided in favour of the appears to have gone even farther in its purposive
Treasury, i.e. Sec. 47 applies to the income of a interpretation. The Court was apparently prepared,
Kibbutz in the sense that it deals with the Kibbutz and if necessary, to adopt an interpretation based on the
refers it to Sec. 46, which ultimately applies. The logic and object of the law even without any support
Court reached its conclusion by using general rules of from the statutory language.
interpretation, emphasizing that the Court should in- The issue in Hershkovitzconcerned computation, for
terpret the law so as to give effect to the legislative land appreciation tax purposes, of a capital gain de-
bject. The object of the legislature can be ascer- rived by the taxpayers upon the sale of property theytained by common rules of interpretation such as the had received as a gift from their father shortly before
history of the legislation and any reliable sources (in
this case the official comments on the purpose of the
statute as stated in the blueprint of the law). Once 32. Civil Appeal 165/82, 39 Piske Din (Part II) at 70.
the Court reached the conclusionthat the object of the 33. Legislation passed in 1976 removed any doubt that the compulsory
legislation was to impose the compulsory loan on the loan is imposed on a Kibbutz whichderives income from an approved

Kibbutz, the Court gave effect to that object. The enterprise owned by it.
34. These observations are paraphrased by the author.

Court felt it was entitled to do so because support for 35. Civil Appeal 65182, Director of Land Appreciation Tax v. Hersh-
the interpretation could be found in the language of kovitz, 39 Piskei Din (Part IV) at 287.
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his death.36 The tax provisions involved were some- that perhaps the legislature should have expressly
what technical and consequently it is useful to briefly stated that in a constructive bequeath the date of
examine them because the provisionsillustratecertain acquisitionshould be deemed to be the date ofdeath.

drafting techniques characteristic of tax legislation Nevertheless, the Court held that its.interpretation
which can result in interpretationquestions. was sufficiently supported by the language of the sta-

Since 1 April 1981, there has been no estate duty in ture. The Court added, however, that even if the lan-

Israel. Prior to that time, however, estate duty was guage of the law did not offer sufficient support, it is

imposed under the Estate Duty Law 5709-1949. To permissible to adopt an interpretation based on the

counteract tax avoidance schemes, under which the object of the legislation rather than apply a literal

deceased would confer a gift shortly before his death, interpretationwhich will miss that target.
Sec. 3(a)(3) of the Estate Duty Law contained a pre- The Court went on to cite with approval a passage
sumption that (subject to certain exceptions)gifts con- from the Kibbutz Chatzor case (as well as other dicta
ferred by the deceasedwithin 5 years of his death were of the Supreme Court) which emphasized the need to

deemed to be part of his estate and subject to estate give effect to the purpose of the legislation. For

duty (such a gift may be referred to as a constructive example, the Court cited the followingfrom a case not

bequeath). involving tax law.37

The taxpayers in Hershkovitzhad received land as a The law is an instrumentfor implementationof a legis-
gift from their father about 8 months before his death; lative object and hence needs to be interpreted in ac-

the gift was therefore regarded as a constructivebe- cordance with the object inherent in it.

queath. Approximately 3 years after the father's The Court later mitigated the effect of this statement
death, the taxpayers sold the land. The question was when it observed that
how to compute the amount of gain derived by the

taxpayers for purposes of the Land AppreciationTax admittedly, the Court is not allowed to change the lan-

Law. guage of the law, and the interpreter is not allowed to

give effect to an object that has no literal support in the
The amount of gain subject to the land appreciation law, but one could, sometimes, add words to the law,
tax is the differencebetweenthe valueofthe property or detract from it in order to prevent an absurd re-

at the time of the sale and the value of the property sult ....

at the time of acquisition. In the case of inherited The Court then added that
property, the value of property at the time of acquisi-
tion is deemed to be the value assessed for estate duty absurdity is established in light of the purpose of the

purposes, or, if not so assessed, the market value of legislation.38
the asset on the date of death. The Court concluded by stating that if asked to base

its decision
The taxpayer may deduct certain amounts from the
taxable gains, includingany amount he invested in the solely on the logic and objectof the law withoutsupport
asset for improvementsduring the periodof time from in the wording of the statute [I] would be troubled, but

the date of acquisition to the date of sale. As far as the [I] think that my conclusion is also based on the lan-

deductions are concerned, the legislature failed to guage of the law.

make any reference to the constructve bequeath. Hershkovitz is not exceptional in following the new
Therefore,under a literal interpretationof the statute, approach, as reflected in the Chatzor case. The
the taxpayerswere allowedto deduct the improvement guidelines for interpretationof tax statutes as set forth
expenses they incurred during the time since they ac- in Chatzor appear to have been readily accepted in
quired the land (i.e. 8 months before their father's recent tax cases.

death). However, for purposes of computing the tax-
able gain, the basis was the value of the asset on the The guidelines cited in Chatzor were cited with ap-
date of their father's death. In so far as the taxpayers' proval in Director of Land Appreciation Tax v. Ha-

investment was reflected in the appreciated valueof Chevra Ha-Chabashit Lemischar Ltd. and others39.

the land on the date of their father's death, the tax- The issue in that case involved interpretation of the

payers could, in effect, benefit from an increased de- Property Tax Law as amended in 1981. The 1981

duction. amendment abolished property tax payable on build-

ings but retained the property tax payable on land.
Obviously, it would have been more logical for the Again, the legislature was confronted with the prob-
legislature to state that in the case of a constructive lem of how to deal with partiallybuilt land, and again,
bequeath both the value at the time of acquisition
and the clate of acquisitionshall be presumedto relate 36. The Land AppreciationTax Law imposes, in effect, capital gains tax

to the same date (e.g. the date of the donor's death). on gains derived from the sale of land.

However, can such an intention be inferred by way 37. Civil Appeal 481/73, Rosenbergv. Shtessel, 29 Piskei Din (Part I) at

of interpretation 505.
38. Here the Court refers to A. Barak, Interpretation and Judging:

The Supreme Court decided that the date of acquisi_ Elements of an Israeli Theory of Statutory Interpretation, Tel Aviv Uni-

tion in the case of a constructive bequeath is not versity Law Review, Vol. 10 at 467,485. See also A. Barak, The Intention
of the Legislature: Reality or Fiction, Hapraklit, Vol. 36 at 165; Judicial

the actual date the asset was acquired (as a gift) but Discretion, PAPYRUS, Publishing House at Tel-Aviv University (1987)
rather the date of the donor'sdeath. The Court noted 39. Civil Appeal 486/85, Collectionof Civil Judgments, Vol. 14 at 163.
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the legislatureemployed technical tests, apparently to When the strict construction approach was in vogue,
ensure that property tax on land would not be avoided the Courts were reluctant to interpret legal terms as

by erecting cheap temporary buildings, claiming that having a special meaning (for tax purposes) which
the property did not constitute land but rather differed from the generallegalmeaning. For example,
buildings which are free from property tax. The the term sale in the original version of the Land
legislature apparently neglected to clearly distinguish Appreciation Tax Law was literally construed. Its
between various relevant factors, e.g. the total area of meaning was not extended to cover granting a long-
the parcel of land, the area actually covered by the term lease, although from an economic perspective
building and the total floor area (in all stories). granting a long-term lease for a symbolic amount of

rent has practicallythe same effect as sale.45The Court
The District Courtof Haifa (sitting as a court of appeal in Vaadia observed that certainly it is not the
for decisions of the Committee of Objections under economic substance (or contents) of the transaction
the PropertyTax Law) adopted a literal interpretation which should be followed, but its formal, abstract
of the law and decided in favour of the taxpayers. On form.46
appeal, lodged by the Revenue, the Supreme Court
reversed the decision of the District Court. The Su- Occasionally, however, one could come across deci-
preme Court interpretedthe statute so as to give effect sions where the Court preferred substance over
to its purpose. The purpose, ascertainedby reference form. In 1955, the Supreme Court held that:
to the legislative history (including the official com-

ments of the blueprint)40, was to retain the property
in interpreting and explaining a given transaction, one

should not forget the economic reality which serves as
tax on land, to promoteconstructionand to counteract background the transaction.47
tax avoidance. 1 Since the language of the legislation

a to

could also be interpreted in a way which would give
effect to the purpose of the statute thus ascertained, The emerging trend is to seek the special meaning of
that interpretationshould be preferred even though it general legal terms in the context of fiscal legislation.
may result in inconsistencies (for instance, that the In Director of Land Appreciation Tax v. Ben Ami48,
same phrases,used in variousprovisionsof the statute, the Court stated (in frequently cited dictum):
wouldbe interpretedas havinga differentmeaning).42 Land AppreciationTax Law is a fiscal law, in which the

legislaturedeviated from the categoriesof formalprop-
The recently reported cases illustrate that the new erty law, aiming at the economic substance of transac-

approach is quite widely followed. It should, however, tions.

be noted that acceptance of the new approach is not

universal, i.e. some decisions (both Supreme Court
and District Court decisions) still rely on the strict
constructionapproach.43

40. As far as the legislativehistory is concerned, the Court was somewhat
cautious, citing the following:

The relianceon the legislative history can be justified only where there
are doubts as to the meaning of the wording. For example, where there
is an ambiguity or where the simplified interpretationwould lead to an

IV. GENERAL LEGAL TERMS AND CONCEPTS unreasonable result.

USED IN TAX LEGISLATION: FORM AND
41. One of the taxpayers was a company which manufactured matches
and it maintained that the nature of its plant required large open spaces of

SUBSTANCE land on which it could not build; hence, the promotion of construction, in
its case, was irrelevant. The Court observed that perhaps, in such a case,

Another aspect of the new approach relates to the imposition of the tax was unjust, but the purpose of the statute was to

interpretation of legal terms and concepts derived promote constructionso the reason no buildingwas constructedwas irrel-
evant.

from other areas of the law (primarily civil law), as 42. It is also of interest to note that, among the other numerousgroundsused in tax legislation,with or withouta specific defin- for its decision, the Court notes that the interpretation suggested by the
ition. The interpretation of such terms may also in- taxpayermay create a wide gap for tax avoidance. The Court also resorts

volve interpretationof the legal effect of the transac- to the economic approach, which hs been adopted in other cases and

tions entered into by the taxpayer, i.e. it may raise which is considered in the text below.

problems of form and substance.
43. See in this respectCivil Appeal392/82, DirectorofLandAppreciation
Tax v. Ben Drorand Others, 39 Piskei Din (Part II) at 540,545. Similarly,
the District Court of Jerusalem in Motion 152/87, Civil Cases, Vol. 15 at

Certain tax provisions expressly refer to considera- 61 followed the traditional approach (see also footnote 12).
44. Land AppreciationTax Law (AmendmentNo. 15) 5744-1984, Sefertions which are not purely legal. For example, the Ha-Chukkumof 11 July 1984 at 179.

term a right in property, for purposes of the Land 45. See Civil Appeal 34/61, Vaadiav. DirectorofLandAppreciationTax,
Appreciation Law 5723-1963, as amended in 198444, 15 Piskei Din 2255.

has been defined as follows: Ownership or lease for 46. Id at 2260.
47. Civil Appeal 341/54, Attorney General v. Ben Avi, 9 Piskei Din 24,a period exceeding 10 years, whether legal or equita- 26. It may be interesting to compare the economicapproachadopted byble, including a licence to use the land, which in sub- the Israeli Supreme Court in this case (and other cases) to the

stance can be considered as ownership or lease of the wrtschaftlicheBetrachtungsweisein Germanfiscal law. See the German
said period. Clearly, this provision should be inter_ National Report by R. Thiel to the I.F.A. Congress,London, 1965; Studies

preted by reference to substance rather than on InternationalFiscal Law, Vol. La at 123. For an up-to-datestudy of the

form. The question remains, however, how to deal subject in German tax law, see K. Tipke, Steuerrecht, Ein Systematischer
Grundriss, llth Edition (1987) at 122 et seq

with provisions which lack a specific directive. 48. Civil Appeal 265/79,34 Piskei Din (Part IV) at 70.
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This approach is reflected in many other decisions.49 event occurred. The taxpayer should be regarded as

An nterestng illustration involvingboth the interpre- having made a profit. Part of the profit should be
as

tation of a statutory provision and the legal effects of regarded capital income, which may be tax-free
so far as it relates to the period prior to the 1975 tax

a transactionis the caseof AssessingOfficerv. Lidor5, reform (which, among other things, aimed at treating
in which the Supreme Court (in the furtherhearing linkage differentials as interest). The profit relating
reversed its own decision. The issue in Lidor con- to the post-1975 period should be treated as subject to
cerned the tax consequencesof a transaction in Gov-
ernment bonds issued under the Savings Loan Law

ncome tax.

5730-1970. The law imposed a compulsory loan on Two different methods were advanced as the basis for

employers. Taxpayers who paid the loan received the taxable event but the Justices saw no need to

bonds (or rather certificates of savings loans). Sec. decidewhich methodwas the correctone. One opinion
12(b) of the law provided that the certificatesof loan emphasized the economic-legalaspect of the trans-

shall not be negotiable. The loan itself was linked to action, which leads to the conclusion that the taxpayer
the cost of living index and the owner of the bond was derived a profit from a loan (or rather a financing
exempt from any tax payable on the linkagedifferen- transaction):
tials he received upon redemption of the bond. both from the economic and legal point of view, the

A company, controlled by the taxpayer in Lidor, difference between the amount given by the taxpayer
owned a substantial amount of loan bonds. When the to his controlled company and the amount received by

company needed cash, it sold the bonds to the tax- him, constitute a yield of the transaction whose nature

payer for 40% of their nominal value (i.e. the fair
and scope stem from the facts and circumstancesof the
case.

market value of the bonds at the time). The sale was

executed by an agreement between the taxpayer and According to the second opinion, the taxable event

the company (controlled by the taxpayer), under could be based upon the legal consequences of the

which the company sells to the taxpayer and the tax- transaction and the conduct of the parties as defined

payer.purchases from the company the 'savings loan by the civil law. Given that the transaction was void,
bonds'. there was no financing transactionbut rather a mutual

waiver (by both the taxpayer and his controlled com-

Presumably, the company attempted to deduct or set pany) of the right to reimbursement of money paid
off the loss (amounting to 60% of the nominal value
of the bond). The Revenue took the position that the pursuant to a void contract. It was the enrichment

resulting from the failure to realize the right which
controlling taxpayer should pay income tax on the

gave rise to the taxable event.
profit which he made when the bondswere redeemed.
The main issue before the Courtwas whether the term The issue of whether the formal legal effects of the

non-negotiable , as used in the Savings Loan Law, transaction could be ignored (preferring substance

only meant lacking the features characteristicof nego- over form) was not decided because a taxable event

tiable instruments (i.e. transferabilityby delivery and could be established in any case. Arguably, if the

transferability free from equities) or did non-nego- form of the transaction is adhered to, it may be

tiable also mean not transferable in any legal form difficult to discern the legal basis for imposing income

(i.e. by contractunderwhich the debt embodied in the tax on the taxpayer. His profits more resemble capital
bond is transferredor assigned). In order to deter- gains, which should (if at all) be subject to capitalgains
mine whether any taxable event occurred, the Court tax.

had to examine the legal effects of the parties' agree- Although the problems of substance nd form
ment and their subsequent conduct. were not definitively resolved in the Lidor case, one

The District Court decided in favour of the taxpayer can discern an inclination to establish a taxable

and the Revenue's appeal to the Supreme Court was event in order to counteract a tax-planning transac-

dismissed by a majority of 2 to one. The Revenue tion, where the transaction can not be legally defined

petitioned for a further hearing which was granted, as artificialor fictitiousunder Sec. 86 (i.e. the gener-
and by a majority of 3 to 2, the Supreme Court held al anti-avoidance provision of the Income Tax Ordi-

in favour of the Revenue. nance).51
The majorityof the Court were of the opinion that the In December 1987, the District Court of Tel-Aviv

phrase non-negotiableshould be interpretedas also decided that a hire-purchase agreement may be re-

meaning non-transferable; hence, the agreement garded as a sale if it can be inferred from the cir-

between the taxpayerand his controlledcompanywas cumstances that (from the economicpoint of view) the

null and void and no property rights in the bonds
passed to the taxpayer. Consequently, the company
remained the legal owner of the bonds. Upon their 49. For example, Civil Appeal 702/84, Yuval Gad Ltd. v. Director of

redemption, the company received, tax-free, the LandAppreciationTax, Civil Cases, Vo. 14at355; see also Y. Hadariand

A. Alter, Civil Litigation in Tax Law, Tel-Aviv University Law Review,
linked loan repaid by the Government and the com- Vol. 10 at 429.

pany gave that money to the taxpayer. 50. Civil Appeal 557/79,36 Piskei Din (Part III) at 505; further hearing

The majority was also unanimous concerning the tax
16/82, Civil Cases Vol. 13 (1986) at 113.
51. See for example, Civil Appeal 571/87, AssessingOficer v. Raz, Civil

consequences of the transaction, i.e. that a taxable Cases, Vol. 15 at 67.
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parties intended a sale transaction, even though the in cases where a fair warning was given to the tax-

parties drew up a contract in the form of a lease. payers).
Following the American approach, as well as the new

approach of the British Courts52, the Court stressed On the other hand, in difficult cases, the Courts may
that in Israel, too, the approach has changed. Form recommend mitigation of the burden. Although not

legally binding, as a general rule such recommenda-should no longer be preferred over substance .

53

tions are generally followed. The broad use of legisla-
tive techniquessuch as deemingclauses and techni-
cal tests (as opposed to real tests), not only makes itV. CONCLUSION
more difficult to ascertain the intent of the legislature

As has been shown, the traditionalBritish doctrine of but such tests also make it unclear which intent is

strict construction of tax statutes was readily adopted sought. Finally, taxation has remained a burden; ulti-

in Palestine under the British Mandate. It was sub- mately, the purposive interpretation takes this fac-

sequently retained by the Israeli Courts but has been tor into consideration.

gradually eroded and replaced by the new approach. As illustratedin the Hershkovitzcase,59 the Courtmay
The new approach rejects the use of special rules for be tempted to extend the 66purposive interpretation
interpreting tax statutes and instead emphasizespur- too far by adopting a costruction based on the logic
posive interpretation. This new approach is widely and object of the law even without any support in the
followed although not generally accepted. legislative language. It has even been recently
Judicial interpretation of transactions also departs suggested that, in view of the new approach, entirely
from the traditionalapproachwhich preferred form new concepts of income could be introduced by
over substance54,but it remains to be seen just how judge-made law.6o However, introductionof new con-

far the judiciary will go.55 One may welcome the new cepts of income as well as the manner of taxing
approach to the extent that the judiciary assumes a

ncome are tasks better left to the legislature. The

greater role in counteracting tax avoidance in cases Judiciary should interpret the law and leave the prob-
where an avoidance scheme is clearly identified but lems of tax policy to the legislature. In any case, the

where the transaction involved does not amount to an
new approach has been widely accepted and it should

artificial or fictitious transaction which can be ig- now be taken into considerationin any assessmentof

nored under the general anti-avoidanceprovisions.56 the tax consequencesof commercial activities.

The main criticism of the strict construction rule was

that it led to tax avoidance. In many cases, that effect
can be eliminated by adopting a different approach
towards the interpretation of the transaction in- 52. See Ramsay v. 1.R.C., (1981) Weekly Law Reports 449 and Furniss

volved.57 v. Dawson, (1984) 1 All England Reports 530.
53. Income Tax Appeal 181/84, Bernstein v. Assessing Offcer, Civil

The strict construction rule was not necessarily in Cases, Vol. 15 at 179.

favour of the taxpayer. It appears to have struck a
54. The seminal case in this area is the British caseof l.R. C. v. Westminis-

balance between the taxpayer and the Revenue.
ter, (1936) A.C. 1.
55. The Bernstein decision, supra, is quite far-reaching but it was not

Weighty considerations Compel against introduction rendered by the Supreme Court, the final arbiter of the judge-made law.

of the purposive interpretation in the tax area, i.e. 56. The Court may carefully use, for example, the step transaction or

the insistence of the legislature that tax should be the businesspurpose doctrines in order to counteractobvious tax avoid-

imposed by statute leaves less manoeuvrability for
ance devices.
57. See, n this respect, Civil Appeal 390/80, Mor v. Director of Land

judge-made law in this area.58 In the absence of an AppreciationTax, 37 Piskei Din (Part I) at 449, in which one of the justices
advance ruling, certainty in the legislation is crucial. took such an approach.
The relatively short process of the legislation in Israel 58. Unless, of course, the legislature specifically uses general terms.

enables the Revenue to initiate new legislation to fill 59. See footnote 35 and accompanyingtext.
60. Y. Edrey, The Source Doctrine - Is it the End On the Definition

gaps fairly soon after the Court'sdecision. The legisla- of the Term Income in the Israeli CommonLaw, Mishpatim, Vol. 17
ton may even have a retrospectiveeffect (preferably (September 1987) at 25.
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KEW ZEA_A\ D:

The EconomicStatementand
Taxation Reform*

I. TAXATION REFORM OVERVIEW II. INTERNATIONALTAXATION

The taxation reform measures announced in the The Minister of Finance's announcement of 22 De-
Economic Statement of 17 December 1987 are cember 1986 foreshadowed the introduction of anti-
amongst the most fundamental and far-reaching tax haven measures which were promulgated in some

changes to our tax system since the introduction of detail in the 1987 Budget. The 1987 Budget proposals
income tax in New Zealand in the late nineteenth were principally targeted at passive income earned by
century. entities controlled by New Zealand residents and 1o-

While some of the announcedmeasures representsig- cated in low or no tax jurisdictions.
nificant progress in the drive for a neutral and equit- The announcements of 17 December 1987 and the
able tax system, others are discriminatoryas between accompanying Consultative Document on Interna-
taxpayersand may result in disinvestmentin New Zea- tional Tax Reform have abandoned the former pro-
land rather than the increased investment and job posals directed at tax haven activities. The regimenow
creation that the Government seeks. Positive aspects proposed will essentially result in New Zealand tax-
of the reform proposals include significant reductions payers being subject to New Zealand tax on all income
in the rates of personal and company tax and the derived by all overseas entities in which they have an

introductionof an imputationsystemwhichwilllargely economicinterest,whetheror not that incomeis repat-
remove the double taxation of dividends inherent riated to New Zealand.
under the current classical tax system. Further, where New Zealand taxpayers are unable to
However, th reform proposals in relation to interna- measure their share of each overseas entity's income
tional taxation represent a sharp move away from in- (accordingto New Zealand tax principles) they will be
come tax neutrality and equity. deemed to derive income for New Zealand purposes
In relation to attractingoverseas investmentinto New equivalent to the increment in value of their overseas

Zealand, whilst the reduction in tax rates is a positive nvestments during the year. This will be the case for

step, the retention of dividend withholding tax will all or most portfolio investors. This will mean that

mean that, in tax terms, New Zealandwill continue to taxpayers in this situationwill be required to pay New

be an expensive place in which to invest. Zealand income tax on all unrealized capital gains
accruing on their overseas investments.

The alterations to the provisional tax payment rules
and the introductionof a withholdingpaymeht regime Given the fundamentalchanges to the way in which it

for residentcontractors,interestand foreigndividends is proposed to tax foreign income, we will first outline
are clearly steps to advancethe timingof tax collection the new rules in some detail and then comment on

and improve the Government'scash flow. These pro-
certain important issues.

posals are not without their practical difficulties.
To whom will the rules applynew

As has become a feature of this Government's tax
reform process, a broad range of proposals and inten- The new rules will apply to all New Zealand residents

tions were announced. Some of these took effect from who have an interest in an overseascompanyor trust.

17 December 1987, and no legislation has been re-
This interest can be direct or indirect.

leased to date. The uncertainty that this creates for Normal New Zealand tax residence rules will apply to
New Zealand business ignores a basic tenent of fair determine those persons subject to the new rules, with
taxationsystemsand is unhelpfulto businessplanning. 2 modifications:

Overall, the announcementsdid contain positive ele- Short-termor temporary residents
ments. However, the positive aspects, in particular An individual who has been resident in New Zealand
imputation and the tax rate reductions, may have ini- for a total period of less than 24 months in the im-
tially obscured the far-reachingand negativeeffects of mediately preceding 15 years will not be a New Zea-
the international tax reforms. These are now being land resident for this purpose only.
more fully recognized and real concerns exist in rela-
tion to their long-term effects on the New Zealand Trusts

For the first time in New Zealand tax law, the tax
economy. residence of a trust will be defined. A trust will be

resident in New Zealand for tax purposesif any trustee
* This article was written by Arthur Young International, New Zea- is resident in New Zealand at the end of the trust's

land. accountingyear.
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What income will the new rules apply to of non-residenttrusts. AnyNew Zealandresidentper-
All income earned by New Zealand residents through son (the settlor) who has contributedpropertyby way
their interests in non-resident companies and trusts of gift or transfer for inadequate consideration to a

will be covered by the new rules. non-resident trust, will be considered to have an in-
terest in that trust.

What is a non-residentcompany The value of a contributionto a non-residenttrustwill
be the difference between the market value of the

A non-resident company is an overseas entity that is property transferred and the consideration given bycomparableto or deemed to be a companyunderNew the trustees. New rules will be enacted in relation to
Zealand law; e.g. an overseas unit trust will be a non- financial assistancegiven to trusteeswhere property is
resident company for this purpose. Also included are transferred to a non-resident trust. This is likely to
companies which are resident in both New Zealand affect transactionswhich involve the sale of an asset to
and another country with foreign income not taxed in an overseas trust for a considerationthat comprisesan
New Zealand. interest-free or low interest loan. Such loans may be

deemed to be inadequate consideration.
What is a non-residenttrust

A New Zealand resident settlor's percentage interest
A non-resident trust is one of which no trustee is in a non-resident trust will be calculated by reference
resident in New Zealand at the end of its accounting to the market value (at the time of contribution) of
year. property contributedby the settlor as a percentageof

the market value of the trust's net assets. Once estab-
What is an interest in a non-residentcompany lished, the settlor's percentage interest will remain

Broadly, an interest in a non-residentcompany is the fixeduntilsuch time as a furthercontributionis made.
economic interest in an overseas company measured
by the ability to extract income from the company. De minimis exemption
This will generally be measured by reference to the The new regime will not apply to New Zealand resi-
following types of instruments issuedby a non-resident dent individual settlors who have made contributions
company: to non-resident trusts the total market value of which

Shares; is less than NZ$ 500 at any time.-

Units in a non-residentunit trust;-

Floating rate debentures and debentures issued in new- When will the rules take effect
substitution for shares; The new regime applies from 1 April 1988 and onlyOptions or rights to acquire such interests; income earned capital gains accruing from that date

-

or
Convertibledebt. will be subject to tax. Therefore, interests in overseas

-

There will be an unlimited look through of chains of companies computed under the comparative-value
non-resident compnies and trusts to determine the basis will be required to be valued at 1 April 1988 to

New Zealandresident'spercentageinterest in an over- establish a base valuation.
seas company, e.g. -

How will the income earned through non-
A 50%- B 20%- C 50%-D resident companies and trusts be calculated by
(NZresident) (Foreignco.) (Foreignco.) (Foreignco.) New Zealand residents
A's percentage interest in D is 5%.

In addition, the rules relating to nominees will be Non-distributed income

strengthened if necessary to ensure that an interest in 1 Non-residentcompanies
an overseas company held by a nominee of a New
Zealandresidentwill be deemed to be held by the New A New Zealand resident holding an interest in a non-

Zealand resident. resident company must report for New Zealand tax

purposeshis or her share of the incomederivedby that
De minimis exemption company.

The new regime will not apply to New Zealand indi- The share of the overseas company's income can be
viduals who hold directly interests in non-resident calculated, under election, on the branch-equivalent
companies that do not, in total, exceed NZ$ 10,000 in basis, or the comparative-valuebasis.

r

value at all timesduring the individual'sincomeyear.
A. Branch-equivalentbasis

What is an interest in a non-residenttrust The branch-equivalentbasis may only be used by tax-

It is often not possible to determine the economic payers who are able to obtain sufficientinformationto

interest of a beneficiary in a trust, particularlywhere essentially enable the compilation of a New Zealand
tax return for the overseas company.the trustees have discretion as to the distribution of

income and capital. For this reason, the new regime Therefore,portfolio investorswill probablybe unable
will principallyapply to New Zealand residentsettlors to use the branch-equivalentbasis which will in effect
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be restricted to those New Zealandresidentswho con- of the non-resident company's income after the date
trol or are able to exert adequate inluence over the of purchase and prior to the date of sale respectively.
non-residentcompanies. This basis requires the calcu-
lation of the overseas company's income under New (vii) Creditfor foreign taxes
Zealand tax rules and prnciples. The New Zealand A taxpayer's New Zealand tax liability arising on in-
resident's percentage interest in that income is then come reported under the branch-equivalentbasis will
included in that person's New Zealand tax return and be reduced by his percentage interest in the foreign
taxed in the normal way. taxes paid by the non-residentcompany.

(a) Foreign tax credits will be limited to the amount
Features: of New Zealand tax payable on the incomeof each

(i) Income will be reported in New Zealand dollars
non-residententity; the foreign tax creditswill only

calculated by using the spot exchange rate on the last be available on a source-by-sourcebasis.

day of the overseas company's accountingyear. For example, if a New Zealandcorporatetaxpayer
has an interest in an Australian company and a

(ii) The percentageinterestof a New Zealandresident Cayman Islands company and the New Zealand
is calculated at the end of the overseas company's company tax rate is 25%, the excess foreign tax

accountingyear. credits in respect of the Australian income, 24%
(being 49%-25%), will not be able to be utilized

(iii) A New Zealand resident'sshare of the income of against the New Zealand tax payable on the in-
an overseascompany to be reportedfor a given income come attributed from the Cayman Islands com-

year will be that which falls in the accounting year pany.
ending during that income yar. For example, a non- (b) Foreign taxes eligible for credit will be those in-
resident company's accounting year ends on 30 June
1989; the New Zealand resident'sshare of that income

come and company taxes which are substantially
the same in nature as New Zealand income tax and

will be included in his or her assessable income for the will include New Zealand taxes paid by a non-res-
income year ended 31 March 1990. ident company on New Zealand-sourced income

(iv) Any losses incurred by the non-resident com- (e.g. withholding taxes on interest) and foreign
taxes on

pany, as calculated under New Zealand tax rules, can withholding levied distributedincome.

be set off only against the taxpayer's share of income B. Comparative-valuebasis
of other non-resident companies. As proposed, New
Zealand losses cannot be offset against overseas in- Given the qualification requirements to elect for the
come and overseas losses cannot be offset against New branch-equivalentbasis, those taxpayers not electing
Zealand income. to adopt the branch-equivalentbasis will automatically

be deemed to have adopted the comparative-valueWhere the taxpayer is a company and is included in a
basis. Most New Zealand portfolio investors in

group of companies (i.e. there is at least a two-thirds
over-

commonality of ownership), foreign losses may be seas companies will therefore be required to report
transferred to other group companies and set off their foreign income on the comparative-valuebasis.

against the foreignincomeearnedby those companies.
Under this basis, taxpayerswill be required to include

It is not yet clear whether foreign losses unable to be n their assessable incomes the increment in value of

utilized in a given year can be carried forward for their overseas share investments over a 12-month

set-off against foreign income earned in future years. period. This basis is no more than a tax on the un-

realized capital gains accruing to New Zealand resi-

(v) The branch-equivalentbasis is applied to deter-
dents on their overseas equity investments.

mine the share of the undistributedincome earned by Features:
the foreign company which will be subject to New
Zealand tax. Distributedincomeis taxedon a different (i) Taxpayers affected will be required to include in
basis. their assessable income any change in value of an

interest in the non-resident company by comparingTherefore, dividends received from a non-resident the market values at the beginning of the taxpayer's
company (gross of foreign withholding taxes) will be income year, generally 1 April, and the end of the
deductible from the New Zealand taxpayer's share of income generally 31 March.
the foreigncompany's income that is calculatedon the year,

branch-equivalentbasis. Where the dividend deduc-
tion results in a branch-equivalent loss, that loss may

(ii) Market values will be determined under one of 3

be set off against the taxpayer's share of income of bases; traded price basis, other acceptable valuation

other non-resident companies, or carried forward to
methods or an imputed return basis.

set off against such income in future years. () Tradedprice basis

(v) New Zealand residents who acquire or sell an Where an interest in a non-resident company is
interest in a non-residentcompany will be required to traded on a public exchange, the reported traded
include in theirassessableincometheirpro-ratedshare prices will be used as the basis of valuation.
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Non-traded overseas unit trusts that are redeem- lated on a basis other than tradedprice and the interest
able at call will be valued by reference to the most is sold for a price which exceedsthe last reportedvalue
recent quoted redemptionprice. by more than 30%, an adjustment may need to be

made to the reported income of previous years to
The market value must be computed in New Zea- and tax the deferred income.
land dollars using the spot exchange rate at the

recover

taxpayer's balance date; for an individual this will It is not proposed to give relief on a similar basis for
generallybe 31 March. any losses subsequentlyrealized.

(b) Othervaluationmethods basis 2. Non-residenttrusts

Where traded prices are not available or are unre- A New Zealand resident settlor will be assessable on

liable, the market value must be calculated using income attributable to his or her interest in a non-res-

1 other acceptable valuation techniques. ident trust. As for non-residentcompanies,the income

Such techniqueswill reflect:
to be reported by the New Zealand settlor can be
calculated under the branch-equivalent or compara-

the shareholder's funds of the non-resident tive-value bases. The same principles applying to the-

company, and/or measurementof incomeunder these bases for non-res-

the net after-tax earnings of the non-resident ident companieswill applyequally to the measurement-

company, perhaps based on present values of of income derived by non-resident trusts. New Zea-
future cash flows or on an appropriate price/ land resident settlors will be required to compute and
earnings multiple applied to projected future report their share of the income of the non-resident
earnings. trust based on their percentage interests held in the

trust.
The market value determinedunder this basis will
be computed at the end of the non-residentcom- Distributed income
pany's accountingyear.

In addition to introducing a new regime for the taxa-
Income computed under this ,basis must be con- tion of undistributed foreign income, a number of
verted to New Zealand dollars using the spot rate amendments are proposed in relation to the taxation
on the last day of the company's accountingyear. of foreign income that is distributed to New Zealand

residents.
(c) Imputedreturn basis

Where the trade price is unavailableor unreliable 1. Company recipients
and the compliance costs of establishing market Undercurrent law, all dividendsreceivedby New Zea-
values by other acceptable valuation methods are land companies are exempt from tax. Under the new
excessve, market value will be calculated on an rules:
imputed return basis.

Dividends received by New Zealand companies fromThis will be based on an imputed returnequivalent other New Zealand companies will continue to be
to a yield of 5% over the 5-year New Zealand from
Governmentstock yield. Currently, this will result exempt tax.

in an imputed return in excess of 20% per annum. Dividendsreceivedafter 17 December1987 from over-

This rate will be announcedannuallyby the Inland seas companies of which the recipient owns less than
Revenue Department. 10% (portfolio dividends)will be taxable.

Underthis basis, dividendsreceivedare deductible Dividends received from overseascompaniesof which
from the computed market value. the New Zealand recipientowns more than 10% of the

con-Once the imputed return method is adopted for a paid-up capital (non-portfoliodividends) will
tinue to be exempt from tax.

given income year, taxpayers will be unable to
alter this valuation basis for a further 4-year
period. Features:

A. Portfolio dividends
(iii) Where an interest in a nn-resident company is

(i) Foreign portfolio dividends received by New Zea-sold or disposed of, the difference between the sale
proceeds and marketvalue at the beginningof the year

land companiesafter 17 December1987 will be subject
of sale will be included in assessable income. to New Zealand tax.

For this purpose, a dividend will be deemed to be
(iv) Similarly, where such an interest is purchased received when it is declared by the foreign company.
during the year, the differencebetween the costof that

(ii) A credit against the resulting New Zealand taxinterest and its marketvalue at the end of the yearwill
liability will be allowed for foreign withholding taxesbe taxable.
paid on the dividends received.

(v) Post facto adjustment (iii) Where the rate of foreignwithholdingtax paid on
Where the market value of an interest has been calcu- a foreign dividend exceeds the New Zealand company
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tax rate, which may be the case when the company tax lack of resources in the Inland Revenue Department
rate is reduced and dividends are received from com- (IRD) to enforce the new rules, the primary thrust is

panies located in countries with which New Zealand to ensure affected taxpayers fully disclose their in-
does not have a double tax treaty, excess foreign tax terests in overseas companies and trusts under the
credits may arise. It is not clear whether relief will be threat of substantial penalties for non or inadequate
allowed for excess foreign tax credits arising in this disclosure.
way and in additionwhetheror not portfoliodividends

1. Each income year, taxpayers will be required to
wil be taxedon a source-by-sourceor on a pool basis. disclose whether they:

held an interestin a non-residentcompanyor trust;-

B. Non-portfoliodividends receiveda dividendfrom a non-residentcompany;-

Foreignnon-portfoliodividendsreceivedby New Zea- - received a distribution from, or became indefeas-
land companieswill continue to be exenpt from New ibly vested in the income of, a non-resident trust.

Zealand tax. However,with effect from 17 December 2. A separate schedule for each non-resident com-

1987, a New Zealand company receiving a non- and trust in which the taxpayer has interest
portfolio foreign dividend must withhold and pay to pany an

must be submitted with the annual tax return. Infor-
the Inland Revenue a withholdingpaymentequivalent mation to be disclosed in the schedules will include:
to the reduced rate of personal tax which will apply
from 1 October 1988. The benefit of this withholding - the name, addressand otherdetailsof the overseas

payment will be passed on to New Zealand individual entity;
shareholdersunder the imputationsystem when these - the taxpayer'spercentage interest in the entity;
dividends are paid out to shareholders. For this pur-

- a calculationofthe income to be reportedon either

pose a dividend will be deemed to be received at the the branch-equivalentorcomparative-valuebasis;
time it is declared by the foreign company.

- a computationof the New Zealand tax liability on

The withholding payment due will be calculated for any dividends or distributions received from non-

resident companies and trusts;
each quarter and paid to the Inland Revenuewithin20

-

days of the end of the quarter. Payments due for the
a re-calculated New Zealand tax liability where
the post facto adjustment is applicable for those

December 1987 quarter will be included in the pay- taxpayers reporting income on the comparative-
ment for the March 1988 quarter by which time the value basis;
rate of withholdingwill have been announced.

any change in the balance date of the overseas-

2. Individualrecipients
entity during the income year.

3. Taxpayersreportingincomeon the branch-equiva-
There is no change to the taxationof foreigndividends lent basis will be required to:
received by New Zealand resident individuals. These
will continue to be taxed in the hands of individual' - provide the annual balance sheet and profit and

recipientsand a credit allowed for foreign withholding loss statement for each overseas entity;
taxes paid. - provide in New Zealand, if requestedby the IRD,

each overseas entity's financial accounts and
3. Distributionsby non-residenttrusts copies of tax returns filed with foreign tax auth-

orities;All distributions of trustee's income to New Zealand advise the IRD of the accountingyear adopted by-

beneficiaries will continue to be subject to New Zea- the overseas entity and any changes thereto;
land tax. This will include any amount which vests provide the IRD with information similar to that-

indefeasibly in the beneficiary. which New Zealand companies with overseas

Foregn withholding taxes levied on distributions by branches are currently required to supply if re-

the trust will be creditable against the resulting New quested.
Zealand tax liability. However, distributions of trust 4. Taxpayers reporting income on the comparative-capital will continue to be non-taxable. value basis must providesufficientinformation to sup-

Anti-avoidance port the basis of valuation used for each interest.

Where the traded price basis is adopted, this will in-
Legislation will be enacted to include disguised dis- clude the name of the exchange on which the interest
tributionsby non-residentcompaniesand trusts in the is traded, the dates of traded prices that are used and
assessable income of the New Zealand recipients the volume traded.
where appropriate. Disguised distributions may in-
clude upstream loansby the overseasentity at a prefer- Elections
red interest rate or the sale of property at an under-
value. The new rules in relation to undistributed foreign in-

come earned or accrued apply from 1 April 1988.
Disclosure and administrationrequirements 1. Taxpayers qualified to and wishing to adopt the
The disclosure and compliance requirements of the branch-equivalent basis will be required to file with
new proposalswill undoubtedlybe onerous. Given the their annual tax returns a separate election for each
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overseas entity for which income will be reported on spot rate at year end. Given that exchange rates fluc-
this basis. tuate, often markedly, it is unfair not to recognize the

2. Elections to use the branch-equivalentbasis that exchange rate over the year that the income is earned

are filed before 1 April 1988 will be effective from that or at the date a transactionis executed.Therefore, the

date. Elections filed after that date will be effective exchange rate to be used should properly reflect the

from the first accounting year of the overseas entity economic reality of the earning of the income and be

commencing after the date on which the election is based on a yearly average, or that on the transaction
date.filed.

It is to be hoped that legislationenacting these reforms 5. Overseas losses are only able to be set off against
is passed in sufficient time for taxpayers wishing to overseas income. If a world-wide basis of taxation is

adopt the branch-equivalentbasis from l April 1988 to be applied, in equity there should be full relief for
to make the appropriate elections on an informed domestic and foreign profits and losses on an entity
basis. and group basis.

3. Taxpayersnot electing the branch-equivalentbasis In addition the ability to carry losses back as well as

will be required to report their foreign income on the forward should be available to taxpayers. The carry-
comparative-valuebasis. back of losses is a feature of developed taxation sys-

tems that could easily be implementedin New Zealand
4. Taxpayers may elect to change from the branch- and wouldgive taxpayersearlier relief for losses incur-
equivalentto the comparative-valuebasis if theynotify red.
the Inland Revenue at least one month before the
commencement of the next accounting year of the 6 Foreign tax credits
overseas entity. A. Timing differences in the tax treatment of certain

items will occur between New Zealand law and over-
The change in basis will be effective from the begin- seas countries. This will have a direct and significantning of the overseas entity's next accountingyear. impact on New Zealand taxpayers reporting income
5. Taxpayersmay elect to change from the compara- on the branch-equivalentbasis.
tive-value to the branch-equivalent basis by giving Assume CountryA has a 100% depreciationwrite-off
notice to the Inland Revenue before the beginning of in the year of first use for specialized plant, and im-
the overseas entity's accounting year for which the tax at rate
change is to be effective. poses on companies the of 35%.

A New Zealand companyhas a whollyownedsubsidiary in Coun-
Specific comment try A. In year one, that company's taxable profit is:
1. The taxation of undistributed foreign income on NZ$
the branch-equivalentor comparative-valuebases may Net profit before depreciation 100

result in tax being payable on income and gains that Depreciation (cost NZ$ 100, 100% depreciation) (100)
have not been repatriated or realized. This will have Taxable income NIL

adverse cash flow implications for taxpayers affected Tax paid in Country A NIL

by the proposals.
The year one branch-equivalentcomputation for New Zealand

2. Given the investment in overseas equities and the tax purposeswill be:
high compliance costs that will arise in fulfilling the NZ$
reporting requirements under the branch-equivalent Net profit before tax 100
and comparative-value bases, the NZ$ 10,000 de Depreciation (10% D.V. on cost of NZ$ 100) (10)minimis exemption level is unrealisticallylow. Taxable income 90
In terms of income tax neutrality, there is no economic NZ tax (at, say, 25%) 23

difference between investing in equities and financial Less foreign tax credits NIL

arrangements as defined in the accrual tax rules. The New Zealand tax to pay 23
de minimis exemption for the accrual rules regime
should be adopted for these proposals; namely total In year two: Country A
overseas investnents in any income year of Net profit before depreciation 100

NZ$ 400,000. Depreciation NIL

3. Tax sparing relief should be given to those New
Taxable income 100
Tax paid in Country A 35

Zealand investors who take advantage of tax incen-
tives and concessions given by other countries, e.g. New Zealand
Chile and Singapore. Developingcountriesoften offer Net proft before depreciation 100
a concessional rate of tax for investment in certain Depreciation (10% of NZ$ 90) (9)
types of industriesand the UnitedKingdom, for exam- Taxable income 91
ple, allows a notional credit for tax that would have New Zealand tax (25%) 23
been paid had the concessionsnot been given. Less tax paid in Country A (35)
4. The exchange rate to be used when converting New Zealand tax to pay NIL

overseas incomeor gains to NewZealanddollars is the Excess foreign tax credits 12
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The Consultative Document states that where excess to the imputed return basis for five years. In our view,
foreign tax credits arise as a resultof timingdifferences the length of this restriction is unreasonable and
betweenNew Zealand and foreign tax law, that excess should be reduced.
can be carried back or forward to the extent permitted 11. The post facto adjustment proposed under the
under current New Zealand law. However, current comparative-valuebasis applies where an interest in
New Zealand law does not permit the carry-back or entity is disposed of for price that
forward of foreign tax credits. New Zealand tax law

an overseas a ex-

ceeds the last reported value by 30%. Where applica-should therefore be amended to allow for the full and ble, the excess income is recoupedand taxed. How-
unlimited carry-back and carry-forward of excess similar relief is given for losses that be
foreign tax credits so that income is not subject to tax ever, no may

twice. subsequently realized. In the interests of equity, if
subsequent profits are to be taxed in this manner,
losses realized subsequentlyshould be deductible in a

B. In addition to the carry-back and forward of like manner.

foreign tax credits, foreign ncome from different 12. Foreign portfolio dividends received by New Zea-
sources that is reportedon the branch-equivalentbasis land companies after 17 December are subject to tax.
should be taxed on a pooled rather than on a source- It is difficult to see the logic in selectively taxing one
by-source basis. The pooled basis is that adopted in

source of dividends whilst continuing the tax exemp-Australa and removes the distortions in giving relief tion for dividends received from New Zealand com-
for foreign taxes that arise because of differing rates panies and foreign non-portfoliodividends. If our tax
of company tax and timing differences in different

system is to be neutral, dividends received by New
countries. Zealand companies should either be all taxable or all
7. The new measures take effect from 1 April 1988. exempt.
Taxpayers wishing to adopt the branch-equivalent 13. The exemption from these rules for expatriateson
basis from that date must file an election before 1 secondment to New Zealand is too restrictive. This
April 1988. Given the lack of specific detail released
to date, and the likelihood that legislation will not be may serve to discourageoverseas experts from accept-
availableuntil 31 March 1988 at the earliest, taxpayers

ing secondments to New Zealand.

in this position may be forced to make a decision in 14. The compliance costs of these proposals, particu-
the absence of full information. The date for the filing larly for New Zealand-basedmultinationalgroups, are

of the branch-equivalentelection should be deferred likely to be very high. They may also be a significant
until legislation is enacted and taxpayers and their shortage of skilled personnel to undertake this addi-
advisers have had sufficient time and opportunity to tional compliance work.

fully examine the implications. A worked example of the international tax reform
8. The comparative-valuebasis of reporting foreign proposals is included at Appendix I.
income is no more than a tax on unrealized capital -,,

gains and a further tax on unrealized exchange varia-
tons. Such a selectivecapital gains tax is neitherequit-

III. IMPUTATION

able nor tax neutral as between taxpayers. If a capital The Government first announced that full imputa-gains tax is to be introduced, it should be comprehen-
a

sive, treat all New Zealand taxpayers on the same
ton system was to be introducedin August 1985. That

basis and tax only realized gains from which inflatio- announcement was confirmed in the Budget State-

nary gains have been excluded. ment of 18 June 1987 and is the subject of a Consulta-
tive Document released on 17 December 1987.

9. The imputed return valuation option under the
comparative-valuebasis does not reflect economic re-

Prior to the December announcement 2 alternative

ality. Taxpayers required to report their income on imputation systems appeared most likely:
this basis will be deemed to earn income at a rate in - a CompensatoryTax System based on the advance
excess of current New Zealand interest rates on their deduction of tax from dividend payments; and
non-New Zealand investments. - a Qualifying Dividend Account System involving
Of the major industrial countries in which New the accumulation of imputation credits which are

on
Zealanders invest, New Zealand interest rates are by

then passed to shareholders the declaration of

far the highest. The imputed return method should be dividends.

amended so that imputedyields reflect a more realistic The Government has followed the Australian ap-
economicreturn in relation to the country in which the proach and chosen the latter alternative utilizing an

investmentis made, e.g. income deemed to be derived ImputationCredit Account. The proposed implemen-
on a Swiss investment should be reflective of Swiss tation date is 1 April 1988 provided legislation is

returns, not New Zealand returns. The yield should enacted. However, a number of the proposals will
better reflect returnson equity rather than debt instru- take effect retrospectively.
ments. Submissionson the imputationproposalsare required
10. Failure to make the branch-equivalentelection by to be lodged with the Consultative Committee by 12
1 April 1988 means many taxpayers may be restricted February 1988. That committee is due to report to the
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Ministerof Finance by 31 March. Given this timetable fringe benefit tax as opposed to being treated as a

it is not easy to see how the implementationdate of 1 dividend to the shareholder.
April 1988 will be achieved.

Parallel to the introductionof an imputationsystem to
2. What is the imputationcredit account

eliminate the double taxation of dividends, the tax The proposalsrequire that New Zealandresidentcom-

rules governing distributions have been significantly panies maintain an ImputationCredit Account (ICA)
widened in line with the Government's objective to from 17 December 1987. The ICA is necessary to
broaden the tax base. record tax paid by the company that is available for

allocation as imputation credits to shareholders.

1. Which distributionsare affected Credits in the ICA will arise in the following cir-
cumstances:

Bonus share issues declared after 17 December 1987
that have been capitalized from other than qualifying (i) The payment of provisionalor terminal tax for the
share premium reserves will be treated as a dividend. 1989 income year, i.e. the income year commenc-

The taxable value of the bonus shares will be calcu- ing on 1 April 1988 or the company's equivalent
lated as the aggregate amount of reserves or earnings accounting year, and future income years. For

capitalized to paid-up capital as a result of the issue companies with a 31 March balance date the first
divided by the number of bonus shares so created. tax paymentcreditableto the ICAis the first instal-

ment of provisional tax paid in July 1988. For an
All distributions (with one exception) made by a com- October balance date the first payment creditable
pany will be treated as a taxable dividend. The excep- would be the provisional tax payment in Februarytion is the return of paid-up capital made on the re- 1988.
demption of shares in the company. Paid-up capital
for tax purposes will include share premiums paid in No credit is available for:
cash or other consideration. The current tax exemp-

- foreign company tax paid
tion for certain distributionson winding up of a com- - penalty and additional taxes

1 pany is to be revoked effective from 17 December - fringe benefit or land tax
1987. Therefore all distributionson liquidation, other - goods and services tax

than distributionsof paid-up capital, will be treated as (ii) The receipt of a dividend from a New Zealand
dividends. This includes all capital profits which are resident company that has an imputation credit
distributed in the process of winding up. attached. The ICA credit will arise on the day the
All cash dividends remain taxable in the hands of dividend is paid or bonus share issued. This will
individual shareholders regardless of their source. apply to dividends received after 1 April 1988 as-

The dividend exemption remains for dividends re- suming the legislation has been enacted. Other-
wise ICA credits will not be available from this

ceived by New Zealand resident companies from:
source until the legislation has been enacted.

other New Zealand resident companies, and
a

-

(iii)The receipt of dividend (paid after 17 December
non-portfolio dividends from non-resident com-

a company a coun-
-

1987) from which is resident in
panies (i.e. where the New Zealand resident com- with whichNew Zealandhas a double
pany holds more than 10% of the paid-up capital try tax treaty

where that dividend has borne non-residentwith-
of the non-residentcompany). holding tax in that country. The amount of the

Where dividends or bonus issues are received by a ICA credit will be the New Zealand dollar value
trust they will be assessed as trustee's income irrespec- of the non-resident withholding tax. We assume

tive of whether a beneficiary is entitled in possession that the New Zealand dollar value will be calcu-
to the income. However, trusts may subsequentlydis- lated using the spot rate on the date of payment.
tribute the resulting after-tax income to beneficiaries Debits in the ICA will arise where:
free of tax.

are to
In addition, the following amendments are proposed (i) Imputation credits allocated shareholders

to remove the double taxation formerlypresent in the throughpaymentsofcash dividendsor the declara-
tion of bonus issues. The debit in the account will

Tax Act: arise on the day on which dividends are paid or

(i) From 1 April 1988 expenditure incurred by a pro- bonus shares issued.

prietary company for the benefit of a shareholder (ii) A refund of New Zealand company tax. The debit
(or an associate) remains non-deductible to the arises on the day a notice of assessment is issued
companybutwill no longerbe treatedas a dividend indicating a refund is due.
to the shareholder.

(ii) Distributions of trading stock by a company to a
3. How is the ICA balancedshareholderwill be taxed as a dividendin the hands

of a shareholderas from 1 April 1988 based on the A companywill be required to provide comprehensive
market value of the trading stock. details of the ICA account movements during the fi-

(iii)With effect from 1 April 1988, fringe benefits nancial year with the company's tax return. The bal-
granted to major shareholders will be subject to ance of the ICA is not permitted to fall below zero at
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any time during the financial year as a result of the be allocated in order that the requirements are satis-
allocationof imputationcredits to dividendsand bonus fied. This may lead to the requirement for an early
issues. provisional tax payment noted at 4 above.

To discourage a company overpaying provisional tax The company must provide to the Inland Revenue
to gain a timing advantagefrom increasingthe imputa- Departmentwhen the tax return is filed:
tion credit available for distributionprior to receipt of - details of the number of classes of shares on issue,
a tax refund, the legislationwilllimit tax refunds to the the number of shares in each class and if any new
credit balance of the ICA at the end of the financial shares were issued during the financial year;

1 year in respect of which the refund is due. The balance - details of the method of allocating credits during
retained will be used to offset future provisional tax the financial year between each class of shares.
liabilities.

There are a number of specific provisions in the Act
The intention to allocatenotionalcredits to sharehold- which deem certain instruments to be either debt or
ers as an anti-avoidancemeasure in some situations is equity for tax purposes. Under the proposed imputa-
discussedbelowunderAllocationof Credits. The allo- tion system those instruments will retain that tax
cation of a notional credit may result in the ICA bal- status. Therefore floating rate debentures and deben-
ance falling below zero. In this situation the company tures issued in substitutionfor shares as well as conver-

will be requiredto make an advancepaymentofprovi- tible notes issued prior to 23 October 1986 will be
sional tax to cover the deficit. This payment is due treated as equity for the purposes of imputation.
within one month of the company's balance date and
will be creditable against future provisional tax pay-

Under the credit allocation rules, imputation credits

able by the company. may have to be allocated to any returns to holders of
those types of instrument. Similarly, imputation cre-

Unlike the Australian system, the New Zealand pro- dits may also attach to dividends paid on redeemable
posals do not provide for penal tax where an additional preference shares.
provisional tax payment is required. Specified preferenceshares are now generally treated

4. How are credits allocated as debt for tax purposes. Dividends payable on this
class of share are deductible for tax purposes and will

1 The Consultative Document proposes that 3 criteria not carry imputationcredits.
must be met when allocating credits:

(i) The ratio of the imputation credit to the taxable 5. What are the implications for shareholders

value ofa dividendor bonussharecannotexceed: Companies must notify shareholders,when dividends

Corporate rate are paid or bonus shares are issued, of the amount of
the imputationcredit, if any, allocated to the dividend1 - Corporate rate
or bonus share.

i.e. with a company tax rate of 25% this ratio
would be 25:75. Individual shareholders will return the net dividend

received plus the imputationcredit as taxable income.
In effect the ratio prevents the allocation of an The shareholderwill be able to offset the imputation
imputation credit greater than the corporate tax credit against any tax liability on the dividendor other
payable on the company's underlying earnings income in the income year to which the credit relates.
from which the dividend was sourced. Where a company issues assessable bonus shares,
Credits can be allocated so that the ratio of credit shareholdersshould be notified of the taxable amount

to taxable value is less than the maximum, i.e. say
attributable to each share.

10% in the above example. Cash refunds are not available to shareholders for
unused imputationcredits in any incomeyear. In addi-

(ii) The ratio of credit to the aggregate taxable value unused imputation credits are available for
of dividends paid or bonus shares issued during a ton, not

or
financial year must be the same for all classes of carry-back forward.

shares in that financial year. The imputation credit will only be available to those
shareholders who are New Zealand residents at the

(iii)Where imputation credits are allocated to holders time of payment of a dividend or issue of the taxable
of a particular class of share the credit allocated bonus share to which that credit is allocated.
per share must be the same for all shares of that
class on issue on the day the allocation is made. The tax exemption for inter-company dividends will

remain for dividends and bonus shares received from
Two shares will be defined to be the same class of resident companies. The tax implicationsin respect of
share if they have the same, or substantiallythe same, portfolio and non-portfolio dividends dealt with
entitlement to dividends, bonus shares and distribu-

are

under InternationalTaxation.
tions on wind up. All classes of share including re-

deemablepreferenceshares will be subject to the con- Imputation credits will pass though a company with
ditions outlined. Where at the end of the financialyear accumulated tax losses andbe available for allocation
it is determined that above conditions (ii) and (iii) to the shareholders of that loss company. Under the
have not been met a notional credit will be deemed to international tax reform proposals a New Zealand
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companywill receive a credit for certain foreign taxes. lieu should receive the same tax treatment. However,
Where the New Zealand corporate tax rate is set at a at the time at which a full bonus issue is declaredthere
level comparable with, or lower than, our trading is no transferof resources to a shareholder. In fact, the
partners no further New Zealand tax may be payable. theoreticalvalue of a share will fallin the same manner

As only New Zealand tax paid is credited to the ICA as if a share split had occurred.
those New Zealand companies that derive a high pro- Any the Government has regarding theportion of their income from overseas sources may

concerns re-

have a significantly reduced ability to allocate imputa-
turn ofpaid-upcapitalon liquidationscan be alleviated

tion credits to New Zealand shareholders. by either:

Imputationcreditswill notbe availableto non-resident (i) retention of the existing rules regarding the return

shareholders of New Zealand companies. The credits of capital within a certain period; or

are only available to New Zealand residents. Further, (ii) altering the tax definition of paid-up capital to
unlike the Australian approach, non-resident with- excludereservescapitalizedby way ofbonus issue.
holding tax on dividends will continue to apply even

where the dividend paid or bonus share issued to a
Under these alternatives a tax liability is not im-

non-residentcarries an imputation credit. posed until there is an actual transfer of wealth
from the company to the shareholder.

Where a New Zealand partnership receives taxable
dividends and bonus shares with attached imputation Although taxing bonus issues as dividends pro-

vides a companywith the ability to pass imputationcredits thosecreditsshouldbe allocatedto the partners
based on their partnership interest. credits to shareholders without a cash cost there

will be a cash flow disadvantage on the issue of
The ability of companiesto transfer imputationcredits bonus shares to non-residents. Non-residentwith-
and the effect on resident and non-residentsharehold- holding tax will still be required to be deductedby
ers is illustrated through a series of examples at Ap- the payer company, resulting in a cash cost.

pendix II. The examples assume a flate rate of corpo-
rate and individual tax of 25%. 2. Restrictionsplaced on the allocationof imputation

1 The requirementfor a company to deduct a withhold- credits are designed to prevent the allocationof credits

ing payment on the receipt of a foreign non-portfolio
to only a particularclass of shareholder. Clearly there

dividend will result in a further cash deficit. This may
s an advantage in retaining imputation credits for
those shareholders who can use them, i.e. New Zea-

encourage the use of bonus issues rather than cash
land residents that paying tax. Dividends anddividends to transfer imputationcredits to sharehold- are

bonus shareswithoutcreditswouldbe directed to non-
ers.

residentsand tax-exempthareholders.This is an area

6. Other matters and associated amendments where substantial planning has been undertaken in
Australia and it is clear the Governmentwill attempt

Provisional taxpayers may take into account in the to preventsimilaropportunitiesbeingavailablein New
calculation of their provisional income tax liability in Zealand.
any income year the imputationcredits they expect to
receive in that year. There are likely to be great prac- 3. As currently proposed, the rules governing the
tical difficulties in completing this calculation. allocation of credits do not recognize a distinction
Where a company acts in the capacity of a trustee, between different forms of equity thereby requiring
taxationpaid as trusteewill not be subject to the impu- the equal allocationof imputationcredits over all clas-

tation system. ses of shares. This will impact on the pricing of certain
financing transactions entered into by tax loss com-

Unit trusts are presently deemed to be companies for panies. Although such companies may not be paying
tax purposes. Therefore, distributions to unit holders any tax, they may accumulate credits to the ICA
are dividendswhich under imputationnay have impu- through the receipt of dividends. Loss companiesnay
tation credits attached. Similarlywe assumethat bonus be forced to pass imputation credits to the holders of,
units issued to unit holders will also be treated as a for example, redeemablepreference shares.
taxable dividend.

Excess retention tax which is currently imposed on 4. The examplesdetailedat AppendixII clearly illus-

insufficient distributions of profit by privately con- trate that a New Zealand resident shareholderwill be
trolled investment companies will be repealed with prejudiced where a New Zealand company derives
effect from the incomeyear commencing1 April 1988. substantial offshore earnings. In the examples, impu-

tation and withholdingpayment credits of 23% as op-
Specific comment posed to 25% were available to a New Zealand share-

holder in receipt of a dividend from CompanyA.1. There is some logic in the argument that bonus
shares issued under a dividend reinvestment scheme The position is significantly worsened where the
should be taxable as a cash dividend. In this situation foreign subsidiary is not resident in a tax jurisdiction
shareholders electing the cash dividends option re- with which New Zealand has a double tax treaty. In
ceive a transfer of wealth from the company. There- this instance the percentagecredit available would be
fore, on the grounds of consistency, bonus shares in reduced to 18% in example 1.
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The imputation system as proposed indicates a clear 5. The non-resident shareholder receives the same

bias against offshore investment. Where offshore in- amount of dividend net of withholding tax in both
vestment is undertakenthere is a preferencefor invest- examples. However, if Governmentwishes to encour-

ment in tax treaty rather than non-tax treatycountries. age foreign investment in New Zealand, non-resident
investors should not be required to pay more than the

At present New Zealand has double tax treaties with underlyingNew Zealand rate of tax. Thereforewhere

only 22 countries. Government should therefore ur- dividends are paid, or bonus shares issued, to non-res-

gently expand our tax treaty network if the imputation idents which carry a full imputation credit, non-resi-

proposalsare to be implementedin theircurrentform. dent withholding tax should be eliminated.

Appendix I 4., Calculated by multiplying through the chain of owner-

ship.
International taxation Example- ABC Ltd's percentage interest in F Ltd:

75% x 50% = 37.5%

lllustrativecalculation for a N.Z.-basedgroup 5. Calculated on the cornpartive-valuebasis:
NZ$

Market value of interest at year end 600
ABC LTD Less market value of interest at

(N.Z.) beginning of year (750)
\ Net loss (150)

60% 67% 75% 75%

/ /i \ -..., 6. Calculated on comparative-valuebasis.

DEF LTD GHI LTD A LTD B LTD 7. ABC Ltd's attributed foreign income and losses are

(N.Z.) (N.Z.) (Netherlands) (Australia) able to be set off.
I I I 1 J 8. ABC Ltd and DEF Ltd are not group companies for

80% 10% 25% 50% 100% New Zealand tax purposes, i.e. the commonalityof owner-
I 1 I 1 ship is less than two thirds. Therefore, foreign losses attri-

C LTD D LTD E LTD F LTD G LTD buted to ABC Ltd cannot be offset against DEF Ltd's
(U.K.) (U.S.A.) (Japan) (Hong (Bermuda) foreign income.

Kong) 9. ABC Ltd and GHI Ltd are group companies for New
Zealand tax purposes and therefore their foreign profits
and losses can be offset.

10. Assume New Zealand company tax rate is reduced to

Notes to Table of calculationsbelow 25%.

11. Low United States taxes due to tax preferences.1. Income computed under New Zealand tax rules and
converted to New Zealand dollars at the applicable year 12. No credit for foreign taxes is available under the com-

and spot rate. parative-value basis.

2. Publicly listed companies unable to obtain sufficient 13. Excess foreign tax credits in a given year appear to be
nformaton to report ther share of income on the branch- lost forever under the proposals.
equivalent basis. 14. It is not clear whether foreign losses may be carried
3. All foreigntaxesare eligible forcredit in New Zealand. forward to future years.

Table of calculations

N.Z. Non-resident Income Foreign Percentage Shareof Netof loss N.Z. Shareof Net Excess Foreign
company company taxes interest income set-offs tax foreign N.Z. tax foreign losses

taxes payable tax carried
credits forward

1 3 4 1O 13 14

ABC LTD A 500 210 75 375 2257 56 157 m 101
ABC LTD B (200) - 75 (150)
DEF LTD C 400 2011 80 320 3208 8O 16 64
GHII LTD D NIA2 NIA2 10 (150)5
ABC LTD E NIA2 NIA2 19 2006 509 12 12 12
ABC LTD F 1,000 185 38 380 380 95 7O 25
ABC LTD G 400 - 75 300 3O0 75 75
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Appendix Il New Zealand residentshareholder NZ$

Net dividend received 141
Imputation Imputation credit 42

183
Illustrationof UltimateTax Liability to Shareholders Tax @ 25% 46

Imputation credit 42
Example 1 New Zealand tax payable NZ$ 4

New Zealand company A
Non-residentshareholder

Assumptions
New Zealand-sourcedincome 50%, foreign-sourced50%- Dividend declared 141

United States subsidiary in a fully taxpaying position (corpo-- Non-residentwithholding tax at 15%

rate tax rate of 34%) (assume tax treaty country) (22)
Net earnings of United States company repatriated by divi-- Credit for withholding payment deducted 1

dend. Withholding tax of 15% imposed Net dividend received NZ$ 16

All amounts are stated in NZ$ equivalent-

Note that where the foreign subsidiary is resident in a non-tax-
United States Subsidiary NZ$ treaty country the 15% overseas withholding tax would not be
United States income 100 creditable to the ICA. Thus reducing the credits allowable to
United States tax 34 NZ$ 32 or 18%.

66

Withholding tax @ 15% 10
Net dvdend paid NZ$ -6

CompanyA NZ$

United States income on a

. branch-equivalentbasis 100
less distribution 66

34
New Zealand-sourced income 1 00 Exampe 2

134
New Zealand tax @ 25% 34 New Zealand company B

Credit for United Sttes tax (25% on NZ$ 34) (9) Assumptions
Loss of foreign tax credit of NZ$ 25 - New Zealand-sourced income 100%
New Zealand tax payable NZ$

NZ$
Dividend distribution NZ$ Company B

New Zealand-sourced income 200
After-tax New Zealand profit 75
United States dividend 66 New Zealand tax payable @ 25% NZ$ 50

NZ$ 141

Dividend distribution and

Cash available cash available NZ$ 150

New Zealand after-tax profit 75 ICA balance
Net United Statesdividend 56 New Zealand tax paid NZ$ 50
New Zealand withholding
paymentof 25% on NZ$ 66 (17) Percentagecredit available

Credit for withholding 50/200 25%
tax deducted 10

Net cash available 49 New Zealand residentshareholder NZ$
124

Proposed dividend distribution 141 Net dividend received 150

Cash deficit NZ$ -17 Imputation credit 50
200

Tax at 25% 50
ICA balance Imputation credit 50

New Zealand tax paid 25 New Zealand tax payable NZ$ NIL

United States withholding tax 10
35 Non-residentshareholder

Wthholding payment account 1
NZ$42 Dividend declared 150

Non-residentwithholding tax (23)
Percentagecredit available 42/183 23% Net dividend received NZ$ 127
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lEIL r.TAXA V/ TREATMENTOF
r ANSFERPRICING

loose-leafin two binders updated twice per year by air

In-depthintroductionto transferpricing,withcountrysurveys including:

introduction to corporate taxation;-

arm's length principle, and concepts of associated enterprises and-

control in law;
methods of arm's length pricing;-

*

methods of price adjustments and correspondingadjustments;-

specific transactions (sale and use of tangible property, transfer of-

intangible property, services, loans, cost-sharing and cost-funding
agreements;
specific sections (banking, pharmaceuticals,etc.);-

transfer pricing rules in the tax treaties;-

compliance and litigation aspects (authority to make adjustments,-

advance rulings, special audit techniques, exchange of information,
mutual exchange agreement procedures, etc.);
texts of relevant documents and provisions in laws, regulations and-

treaties (in English) including OECD Reports of 1979 and 1984.

Countries to be covered:
Australia/Belgium/ Canada / France / Germany (Fed. Rep.) / Italy / Japan / the Netherlands/
Switzerland/ U.K. / U.S.A.; and probably Sweden. In 1988: otherEuropeanand majorAfrican,
Asian and Latin American countries.

Initial price: 1200 Dutch florins
(includingoriginal releases and updates (2) through to end 1988)
This price includes postage (by air outside Europe) and packing.
Renewable annually thereafter. Residents of the Netherlands: please add BTW (VAT).
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le Guine-Papouasie, Monsieur le Prof. Bird commente les probl- betreffend Papua Neuguinea die Schwierigkeiten, welche bei dem
mes soulevs par la comparaison d'un pays avec un autre lorsque Vergleich mehrerer Lnderfr eine Analyse und ein Verstndnisder
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quel qu'iI soit.
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plement pas impos le surplus de revenu d'lndalex en applicatlon Waren zu hohe Preise an eine affilierte auslndische Krperschaft
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simples de prix de transfert multinational excessif, incorrect ou ina- nicht nur einfach auf die Erhebung der Steuer ber einen erhhten

dquat vers par un contribuable canadien un non rsident ne se Einkommensbetraggemss Paragraph 69(2) des kanadischen In-

trouvant pas dans une position indpendante.Encore mieux, l'impo- come Tax Act, welchersich mit einfachenund unkompliziertenFllen

sition du gouvernement reposait en premier lieu sur les dispositions von exzessiven, falschen oder unangemessenenPreisen zwischen
de la loi ou sur les principes de la loi canadiennetraitant des proc- multinationalen Krperschaften befasst, die von kanadischen

dures ou des transactions en matire d'vasion fiscale. Cet article Steuerzahlern an non-arm's length Auslnder bezahlt werden. Im

donne une analyse dtaille du cas Indalex contre The Queen. Gegenteil, die Steuerveranlagung,die die Regierung aufzuerlegen
versuchte, basierte sich hauptschlich auf gesetzliche Bestim-
mungen oder Prinzipien des kanadischen Rechts, die sich mit
Steuerhinterziehung und desgleichen befassen. Dieser Artikel be-
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:.. -

It is always interesting, ifnot necessarilyalways mean- The next most important tax was the land tax, which

ingful, to compareone countrywith others. Such com- provided 19.8% of total provincial internal revenue

parsons are seldom, however, of much use in analyz- and 1.8% of total provincial revenue. In total, provin-
ing or understanding the public finances of any coun- cially-generated revenue in 1982 amounted to only
try. This note demonstrates this point with respect to 4.3% of total central internal revenue (calculatedfrom
some comparisons that have been made recently with Bird 1987).
respect to Papua New Guinea's public finances. The If provinces are not very important fiscally, local gov-first panel of Table I compares Papua New Guinea's ernments are of no fiscal importance at all in Papua
tax structurein the 1978-80periodwith that of 61 other New Guinea. Prior to independencein 1975, a number
developingcountrieswhich had around the same GDP of local governmentcouncils were established (157 as

per capita. The overall tax ratio in Papua New Guinea of 1972), which derived a substantial fraction of their
is a bit lower than the average for the group (or for rather limited internal financial resources (38% of
that matter the 17.5% for all 61 developing countries their total revenues in 1972) from head taxes which
included in Tanzi's recent (1987) study). Moreover, in ranged up to $14 per adult male, although averaging
terms of the composition of tax structure, the much less than $1 per capita for the country as a whole
greater relative importance of income taxes in Papua (Australia 1974). There were still 244 local govern-New Guinea is clear from Table I. Excises are consid- ment bodies of various sorts in existence, at least in
erably more important in Papua New Guinea than the principle, in 1985 (Regan 1986). However, with the
average, although import duties are less important. exception of the National Capital District, none of
Two additional aspects of tax structure confirm these these units collected any significant revenue (Birdlatter relationships: import duties are less than half as 1983). Their only real source of revenue was the per-important relative to imports in PapuaNew Guinea as sonal (head) tax, and head tax collectionseverywherein other developingcountries,while excises on alcohol have fallen so drastically that this traditional fiscal
and tobacco products are relativelymuch more impor- institution has by now probably fallen into irredeem-
tant than in other countries (Bird 1987). Again, much able disrepute in Papua New Guinea (Bird 1983).the same picture would appear if comparisons were

made with the entire developingcountry sample. Assuming (probably correctly) that no revenue to

An obvious peculiarityof Papua New Guinea in terms peak of is now receivedfrom local governmenttaxes,
the internal revenueofall levels ofgovernmentin 1982

of such international fiscal comparisons is that it re- thus be estimated at 400 million K, with the Cen-
ceives no revenue from either general sales taxes or may

tral Government accounting for 95.9% of the total.
taxes on property. This illustrates the first point to be Even with respect to domesticconsumptiontaxes, tak-
made about international fiscal comparisons: it is al- ing the provinces into account raises the share of such
ways difficult to ensure that what is compared is really taxes only from 16.5 to 18.3% of total tax revenues-

comparable. In Papua New Guinea, for example,both
a figure still well below any relevant average for de-

sales and property taxes are in fact levied at the provin- veloping countries. In this instance, then, correctingcial level, although not in a very satisfactory form. As for this omission makes little difference.
of 1987, 10 of the 19 provinces levied a general retail
sales tax at rates of 2 to 4% and in addition many A similar qualification that should be made to the
levied specific sales taxes on alcohol, tobacco and a international fiscal comparisonsset out in Table I con-

few other items (Bird 1987). Fourprovincesalso levied cerns social security. Contrary to what the table indi-
land taxes, although in 2 provinces the tax is limited to cates there has, in fact, been a social security tax

the urban areas (Bird 1983). The only significant levied in Papua New Guinea since 1981 when the Na-

source of internal revenue in most provincesis thus the tional Provident Fund was established. This Fund,
sales tax. In 1982, the last year for which fairly com- which is financed by a 7% payroll tax on employers
plete collection data are available, provincial sales
taxes constituted 45.6% of total provincial internal
revenue -althoughonly 4.1% of total provincial reve- * Professor of Economics, University of Toronto and Visiting Profes-

nue (Axline 1986) and only 16.3% of central excises. sor, Erasmus University Rotterdam.
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and a 5% tax on employees, covers non-agricultural
companies with more than 25 employees. These
payroll taxes produced 11.3 million K n revenues in TABLEI

1983 and 11.9 million K in 1984 (National Provident Papua New Guinea and International fiscal comparisons
Fund 1985). Panel A. Descriptivestatistics

This additional levy of 12% on salaries and wages Average Papua Average Papua
should clearly be taken into account in evaluating

for New for New
groupa Guinea group Guinea

Papua New Guinea's tax structure. It may be com- (% of GDP) (% total taxes)
pared, for example, to the 14.7% average income tax
rate on salary and wage income in 1986 (Lohnberger Personal income tax 2.2 4.6 11.8 28.3

n.d.). If the same rate applied in 1984, the potential Company incometax 4.0 5.2 20.8 32.0

payroll tax base in that year would appear to have Excises 1.8 2.6 10.4 15.9

been in the orderof847 millionK (PapuaNew Guinea, Irnportduties 4.3 3.0 24.1 18.7

Chief Collector of Taxes 1985). The base for Fund Export taxes 1.0 0.5 8.4 3.1

contributionsin fact was only 99 millionK, or 12% of Social security taxes 1.7 -- 9.2 --

the total, however, which suggests that the 75% or so Generalsales tax 1.6 -- 8.9 --

of employees who are not covered under the Fund Propertysales 0.5 -- 2.9 --

must, in addition to excludedpublicsectoremployees,
include most higher income expatriates in the private Totab 17.5 16.2 100.00 100.00

sector.
Panel B. Evaluativestatistics

In any case, if the entire Fund levy is treated as an

additionaldirect tax on income, personalincometaxes Tax revenueeffort index
would have constituted 38% rather than 36% of tax
revenues in 1984 (Bird 1987), thus accentuatng even 1965-73c 67.0 or 88.0 (excluding mining)
further Papua New Guinea's apparent direct tax de- 1981 84.5 or 77.2 (excluding mining)
pendence. Ofcourse, given the abilityofcontributors 1 974-79d 83.4 or 87.7 (ranking 39 or 43)
to withdraw their contributions (with interest) under
a wide variety of circumstances, these contributions Total revenue effort ndex
are really taxes only to the extent that the rate of
return is below that which could be earned in the 1974-79d 94.4 or 116.6 (ranking 6 or 58)
market (plus the welfare costs of forcing workers to
save in this way). Again, this correction does not, in Taxbuoyancy 1965-77 1974-84f

this particular instance, alter the general thrust of the Customsduties 0.49 1.64
structural comparison in Table I: but, since no doubt Exciseduties 2.22 1.27
similar, perhaps more substantial adjustments could Personal income taxes 2.23 1.46
be made in many of the other countries as well, it does
serve to point out the need for great care in using such Company income taxg 1.57 1.36

numbers. a) 1978-80 averages for 11 developing countrieswith per capita GDP

More imprtant than such minorstatisticalcorrections between USS 650-1050 (Tanzi 1987)
b) Total includes other not shown separately.

is the misuse to which such internationalcomparisons c) Out of 52 (1965-73) and 50 (1981) countries (Lim 1987).
are often put, in particular to measure the relative d) Out of 61 countries (Tabellini 1985).

degree of tax effort made by a country. The first 2 e) Thac and Lim (1984).
f) Lim (1987)

sets of figures in Panel B ofTable I, for example, come g) Excludlng revenues from Copper (BCL) Company.
from a recent study by Lim (1987), which follows the
now traditional IMF method of comparing Papua
New Guinea's actual tax ratio in the period indicated 1974-79 period, using a somewhat different equation
with the ratio predicted on the basis of a regression specification. Lim (1987) interprets these figures not
equatin -calculated for a large group of developing only as evidenceof poorperformancebut as indicating
countries taking into account the relative importance that performance actually became worse in the non-
of such characteristicsof economic structure assumed mining sector between the 2 periods he studied (be-
to determine taxable capacity as the sectoral com- cause the effort ratio fell from 88 to 77% when mining
position of output (e.g. the importanceof mining) and activities are omitted).
the importance of foreign trade.

However, no credence at all should be placed on these
Although, as the table shows, there is considerable results for a number of reasons (some but not all of
variation in the results produced by this method, de- which are recognizedby Lim). In the first place, quite
pending upon the particular equations and years apart from possible biases in the sample and the
employed, on the whole Lim's results clearly suggest meaninglessness of using an average of a group of
that Papua New Guinea's tax performance has been disparate countries essentially as a normative stan-

relatively poor during the 1965-81 period, especially dard, there is no real rationale for the xplanatory
given its wealth of natural resources. Similar results variables used in the estimating equation: some of
emerge from the most recent IMF calculationsfor the them may, for instance, measure the demand for pub-
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lic expenditure and hence be quite useless for the sons can be made using any of these equations. Nor,
purpose for which they are employed, that is, as mea- as Bird (1976) has stressed, would such cross-sectional
sures of tax capacity (Bird 1976). comparisons necessarily tell us anything useful about

Secondly, an alternative formulation of effort (ini- any particularcountry in any case, even if all the data
and econometric problems briefly touched on above

tially suggested by Bird (1976)), which compares the could be overcome. On the whole, then, I see no
amount of discretionary effort to raise various taxes
with the inherentelasticityof the existing tax structure,

reason to alter my conclusion of a decade ago (Bird
found, in complete contrast to the results in Table I, 1976) that those interested in taxation in developing

countrieswould be well advised to pay more attentonthat a substantial effort had in fact been made to im-
to the details of the particularcountries in which theyprove tax performance in the 1965-77 period as, in-
are concerned and less to largely irrelevant interna-

deed, had been shown in an earlier paper by Lim tional tax comparisons.(Thac and Lim 1984; see also Bird 1987 for updated
numbers). In particular, great efforts were made to
raise customs duties throughout the 1974-84 period,
with at least nine discretionary increases being made.
There were also substantial discretionary changes in
excises and income taxes. The result was a continuing REFERENCES
high tax buoyancycoefficient in both the pre and post-
independence periods (see Table I, Thac and Lim Australia (1974) Papua New Guinea Report for 1971-72.
1984, and Lim 1987). Contrary to the impression left Parliamentary Paper No. 169 (Canberra: Government

by the IMF figures (basedentirelyon cross-sectional Printer).
comparisons) then, Papua New Guinea has, it may be Axline, W.A. (1986) Financial Foundations of Provincial
argued, more or less continually attempted to extract Policy-making in Papua New Guinea (Canberra: Centre
more revenues from its tax base. Rather than in- for Research in Federal Financial Relations, 1986).
adequate tax effort, its real problems, as discussed Bird, R.M. (1976) AssessingTax Performancein Develop-
more extensively in Bird (1987) lie in 2 other direc- ing Countries, Finanzarchiv, 34:244-65.
tions: first, the fact that it has been set (or has set itself) Bird, R.M. (1983) The AllocationofTaxing Power in Papua
a virtually impossible target in terms of increasing New Guinea (Port Moresby: Institute of National Af-
taxation and, second, the fact that its major tax bases fairs, 1983).
are in some major respects shrinking rather than ex- Bird, R.M. (i987) Taxation in Papua New Guinea: Back-
panding, and that it has not as yet been able to develop wards to the Future Islands/AustraliaWorking Paper
new bases to replace those that are disappearing. No. 87/15, National Centre for Development Studies,
Neither of these problems is even hinted at by the AustralianNational University.
usual international tax comparisons, which instead Lim, D. (1987) The Spending and Taxing Behaviour of

1 focus attention on largely irrelevant average tax Governments of Resource-Rich Countries: A Study of
ratios. Papua New Guinea (Port Moresby: Institute of National

Affairs).Finally, as a last comment on the tax effort litera-
ture, it may be salutary to consider briefly the most Lohberger, J. (n.d.) Brief for the Minister of Finance

recent IMF figures, shown in Panel B of Table I under Papua New Guinea's Taxation of Individuals (Port
Moresby).the heading of total revenue effort index. Tabellini

(1985) has demonstratedclearly that the conventional National Provident Fund (1985) 1984 Reportand Financial

regression estimates of tax capacity are almost cer-
Statenents (Boroko, Papua New Guinea)

tainly badly misspecified. He has also made a good Papua New Guinea. Chief Collector of Taxes (1985). An-

case, as one way to reduce this misspecificationerror,
nual Report (Port Moresby: GovernmentPrinter).

for using total revenues rather than tax revenues in the Regan, T. (1986) Local and Community Government in

estimatingequation. Unfortunately,the resultingtotal Papua New Guinea (Institute for Applied Social and

revenue effort index turns out to be extremely sensi- Economic Research, Boroko, Papua New Guinea).
tive to the correction for simultaneousequationsbias. Tabellini, G. (1985) International Tax Comparisons Re-

In the case of Papua New Guinea, for example, as considered (Fiscal Affairs Department, International

Table I shows, its effort rank changes from 6th to Monetary Fund, Washington)
58th (out of 61 countries) dependingon the size of this Tanzi, Vito (1987) Some Quantitative Characteristics of

correction. Moreover, there is little correlation be- Taxation in DevelopingCountries, in D. Newbery and

tween either the different total revenue indexes or
N. Stern, eds., The Theory of Taxation in Developing
Countries (New York: Oxford University Press for The

these indexes and the tax revenue indexes. World Bank).
In short, it is hard to disagree with Tabellini's conclu- Thac, C.D. and Lim, D. (1984) Papua New Guinea's Tax
sion that basically no reliable international compari- Performance1965-77,WorldDevelopment,12: 451-59.

1
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I. INTRODUCTION& SYNOPSIS OF CASE

A decision handed down by the Federal Court of Appeal late last year Mr. Boidman. Partner, Phillips and Vine-

affirms some recent developments in Canada's intercompany pricing berg, barristers and solicitors, Montreal

rules.1 (other offices are located in Hong Kong,
New York and Paris). A charteredaccoun-

The case of Indalex2 involved an assessment levied by the Departmentof tant with degrees n civil law and common

National Revenue (Revenue Canada) against a Canadian company, In- law (McGil University) and called to the
barofQuebec inNovember1981, Mr. Boid-

dalex Limited, for allegedly paying excess intercompany (transfer) prices man practicedaccountingfrom 1964to 1973
to a relatednon-Canadiancompany,Pillar InternationalServicesLimited, following graduation from McGill Univer-

for a product,aluminumbillets, used by Indalexin its businessof extruding sity with a bachelor of commerce degree in

(moulding) aluminum billets for fabrication in various products including 1962.

aluminum doors, windows, ladders, etc. Since 1964, Mr. Boidman has restricted his

practice to consulting in tax matters- he has
The key reason for the dispute between the parties undoubtedlywas the written numerous articles andpapers on in-

fact that Pillar International was not simply a related party supplier but ternationaltax and lecturesfrequentlyon the

one which served as a transshipmentpoint or middleman in what presum- topic.

ably otherwisewould have been a direct purchaseof the aluminum billets Mr. Boidman, a member of the Interna-

by Indalex from an unrelated, third partyCanadiancompany,Alcan Ingot tional ChamberofCommerce/Businessand

(a subsidiary of the Canadian-based multinational, Alcan Aluminum of Industry Advisory Committee to the
O.E.C.D. (I.C.C./B.I.A.C.) Council, the

Canada Limited). The assessmentquestioned the purpose for a non-resi- Canadian branchof the InternationalFiscal
dent person (Pillar International), not otherwise carrying on a trading Association, the Joint Committeeon Taxa-

business in Canada, being interposed between 2 Canadian companies, tion of the Canadian Bar Association and

Indalex (the related purchaser) and Alcan Ingot (the unrelated vendor). the Canadian InstituteofCharteredAccoun-
tants and the Tax Management Advisory

The governmentdid not simply assess an addition to the incomeof Indalex Board on Foreign Income, is contributing

pursuant to and in accordance with the provisions of Sec. 69(2) of the andconsultingeditorto several international
tax journals and newsletters.

Income Tax Act (hereinafter the Act), which governs a simple and

straightforwardcase of an excessive, incorrect or inappropriatemultina- Books include The Foreign Affiliate Sys-
a

tional transfer price,3 paid by a Canadian taxpayer to a non-arm's length
tem: CanadianTaxationafter 1982- Struc-
tured Overview, published by CCH Cana-

non-resident.4 Instead, Revenue Canada's assessments against Indalex dian Limited in 1983. Taxation in Canada

were groundedprimarily on the basis of legal rules or principlesof Cana- - Implicationsfor Foreign Investment (in
dian tax law which deal with (improper) tax avoidance procedures or co-authorshipwith Bruno Ducharme),pub-
transactions (whereas the intercompanypricing rules of Sec. 69(2) of the lished by Kluwer in 1985, and U.S. Tax

Act contain, at least, on their face, no such pejorative connotation). Reform-The Canadian Perspective(inco-
authorshipwith Gary J. Gartner),published

Revenue Canada argued the following: by CCH Canadian Limited in 1987.
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1. The interposition of Pillar International in the or expenses made or incurred in respect of a trans-

transaction constituted a sham so that it should be action or operation that, if allowed, would unduly
ignored with the result that any profits it derived or artificially reduce income.

from the transaction would be added back to the Only as a fourth basi6 did the Crown then argue the
profits of Indalex. This basis for the Department's intercompany pricing rule of Sec. 69(2), which was

position, resting on a prior decision of the Federal coupled with another provision (Sec. 67 of the Act)6
Court in Dominion Bridge,5 discussed further dealing with unreasonableexpenses.
below, was stated by MadameJustice Reed (of the
Trial Division, at page 6041) as follows: Based on the facts, the Federal Court Trial Division:

1. distinguished Dominion Bridge and rejected the
They (the profits earned by Pillar International) shamtheory, as well as the allegation that the
were in reality earned by the plaintiff: the involve- transactions with Pillar International were legally
ment of Pillar Internationalwas a sham... (paren- ineffective;thetical words added). 2. decided, on the basis of an earlier transshipment

2. Alternatively,... the purchaseswere made pur- case, Spur Oil,7 that Sec. 245(1) has no application
in of an intercompanypricing case of this

suant to an incompleteand ineffective contract - respect
that is the doctrine of ineffective transactions, so type, except insofar as the price paid exceeds an

that any (net) payments made to Pillar Interna- arm's length or non-controlledprice, which there-

tional by Indalex should be ignored and added fore meant that the issue was to be essentially
determined pursuant to the intercompanypricingback to the income of the latter.
rules of Sec. 69(2); and

3. Alternatively, the net payments made by Indalex 3. concluded that the price paid was excessive (by an

to Pillar International should be disallowed as a
amount equivalent to 80% of the profit earned by

deduction to Indalex pursuant to and by reason of the Bermuda company, Pillar).
the provisions of Sec. 245(1) of the Act, which A related issue (discussed in C below) was the applica-
deals with artificial expenses. Sec. 245(1) reads bility of a tax on disguised distributions to non-resi-
as follows: dents, in relation to an excessive transfer price.

In computing income for the purposes of this Act, In a decision handed down on 21 December 1987, the
no deductionwas made in respectof a disbursement Federal Court of Appeal, in respect of the appeal by

the taxpayer and the cross-appeal by the Crown, up-
held the reassessments in their entirety thereby real-

1. For a full discussion, see Nathan Boidman, TransferPricing in Can- locating all of the Bermuda company's ncome to the
ada, Chapter in The Tax Treatmentof TransferPricing (1987), published Canadian subsidiary.
by the InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation.
2. lndalex Limited v. The Queen, 86 DTC 6040 (F.C.T.D.), 88 DTC
6053 (F.C.A.) II. THE DECISION BY THE TRIAL DIVISION3. Sec. 69(2) of the Income Tax Act, S.C. 1970-71-72, c.63 as amended

(herein the Act), reads as follows:
Unreasonable consideration. Where a taxpayer has paid or agreed to

pay to a non-resident person with whom he was not dealing at arm's A. The facts

length as price, rental, royalty or other payment for or for the use or

reproduction of any property, or as consideration for the carriage of 1. The basic structure and relationships
goods or passengers or for other services, an amount greater than the
amount (in this subsection referred to as 'the reasonable amount') that During the years in question (1971 and following),
would have been reasonable in the circumstances if the non-resident Indalex was an indirect (partiallyowned) subsidiaryof
person and the taxpayerhad been dealing at arm's length, the reasonable the U.K. Rio Tinto-Zinc Corporation Limited groupamount shall, for the purposeof computingthe taxpayer's income under
this Part, be deemed to have been the amount that was paid or is payable (RTZ), having been acquired in 1970 when RTZ took
therefor. over Pillar HoldingsLimited, which in the early sixties

4. Sec. 251(1) of the Act defines as non-arm's length those persons who had been a smallLondon-basedpubliclyquotedhold-
are either related within the meaningof Sec. 251(2) or unrelated parties ing company with interests in 7 or 8 different busines-
who in fact do not deal at arm's length, a condition which the courts ses (at page 6041). Pillar Holdings had been built up
conwsihdeerretoonaeriismepwohseesreittshweipllaurtpieosndaonndodtohmavineasteepsathraeteacetcioonnsomicthinetoetrheesrts.or of by its founders, Messrs. Paterson and Fredjohn, into
Under Sec. 251(2), related persons include a corporationwhich controls a SUCCeSSful aluminumextrudingcompanyhavingsub-
another or 2 corporationscontrolledby the same third party. In the lndalex sidiaries in, at least, Canada and Germany, as well as
case, Indalex and Pillar International are both indirect subsidiariesof the the United Kingdom.
same U.K. company, Pillar Holdings (as discussed further in the text), and
thus related under the latter rule and did not deal at arm's length under As explained below, neither Court consideredsignifi-the first branch of the rule in Sec. 251(1)
5. Dominion Bridge Co. Ltd. v. The Queen, 75 DTC 5150 (F.C.T.D.) cant that the RTZ-Pillar group owned only 58% of
and 77 DTC 5367 (F.C.A.). Indalex, through the shares of Indal, an intermediary
6. Sec. 67 of the Act reads as follows: 100% Canadianparent of Indalex, the shares of which

In computingincome, no deductionshall be made in respect of an outlay werepublicly listed on the Torontoand Montrealstock
or expense in respect of which any amount is otherwisedeductibleunder
this Act, except to the extent that the outlay or expense was reasonable exchanges.
in the circumstances.

7. Spur Oil v. The Queen, 80 DTC 6105 (F.C.T.D.) and 81 DTC 5168 Prior to the RTZ takeoverinMarch 1970, Pillar Inter-

(F.C.A.). national had been established in Bermuda, as a 100%
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subsidiaryofPillarHoldings. The Trial Divisionnoted madeby the Pillargroupduring the year.
that: (at page 6042)

. . . one motivation, at least, for the establishmentof A supplementaryletter agreementset forth the pricing
the Bermuda company was to allow Pillar Holdings mechanism:
(RTZ-Pillar) to establish a pool of capital offshore free
from United Kingdom income tax and exchange con- ... Alcan would charge extruders in Germany, the

trols. Whether it was created or used to avoid Canadian United Kingdomand Canada, the list price respectively
taxes as well is not somethingone would expect to hear in each of those countries and that it would give Pillar

from the mouths of the plaintiff's witnesses. Nothing International a minimum discount of the 'gross' value

stands or falls on the failure to find in the evidence any of the purchasesof: 8% in Germany, 9% in the United

express intention in this regard. (at page 6042) Kingdom and 10% in Canada. These discountswere to
be paid contemporaneouslywith payment for the billet

Pillar International's activities were administered by (on a monthly basis in sterling, Canadian dollars or

the Arthur Young and Company affiliate in Bermuda Deutschemarks as Pillar Internationalshoulddirect).
(at the inception) with the first full-time employee (at page 6042)
engaged in January 1971. The company, through its (Alcan Ingot sold the aluminum billet at standard list
full-time managing director - first a Mr. Sechiari prices; Alcan Aluminum (the parent) nominatedwas
and then a Mr. Johnson - administered the billet the discounts.)purchasing contracts, not only for the plaintiff (In-

to pay

dalex) but also for at least some of the other Pillar In contrast to the master agreement, the latter agree-
extruders some of the time (at page 6042). More ment terminated purchasing commitments if a 1%

particularly: better price could be obtained elsewhere. The latter

They (the managing directors of Pillar International) agreement also provided for certain maximum and

managed the paper flow; they seemed to have some
minimumpurchasesby the Pillargroupfromthe Alcan

authority to resolve minor administrativematters; they group as well as a procedure for drawing down under

accompanied, at least on some occasions, Messrs. the contract one year in advance by October of any
Paterson and Fredjohn (later Mr. Greenwood) when given year within such limits.
prices were being negotiated. They also ensured that Prices paid to Alcan by the Pillar group were
the banking arrangements worked smoothly and they
arranged for loans from the Bermuda bank account to negotiated by Mr. Fredjohn (later succeededby Mr.

RTZ-Pillar Pacific Limited in Australia, and Rallip Greenwood)and sometimesMr. Paterson.Mr. Fred-

(Canada), as well as to other Pillar subsidiaries, when john (one of the founders of Pillar) became Chairman
directed to do so by RTZ-Pillar. (at page 6042) and Managing Director of RTZ-Pillar after the

takeover by the RTZ group. Mr. Paterson, the other
co-founder, was Finance Director of RTZ. As well,

2. The third-partyarrangements both were directors of Pillar International, in which
were to

The transshipmentarrangemensoriginated in a 1965 capacity they said (by the taxpayer) negotiate
the prices with Alcan. Madame Justice Reed took

umbrella agreement between Alcan Aluminum Li- exception to the latter point:mited and Pillar Holdings pursuant to which some but
not all of the Pillar group of companies purchased This is a conclusion I am not willing to accept. Pillar

specified percentages of the aluminum requirements International was clearly a vehicle for carrying out the

from Alcan group companies. purposesof RTZ-Pillar. Messrs. Patersonand Fredjohn
(later Mr. Greenwood) when negotiating price were

Each extruding company in, for example, Germany operating in the interests of RTZ-Pillar (as the apex of
(and subsequently Portugal) was required to purchase the pyramidof the Pillargroupcompanies).
50% of its aluminumrequirementsfrom an Alcan group (at page 6043)
company. Each of the extruding companies in Canada
and the United Kingdm was to purchase 80% of their In the contextof the issue beforethe Courtit is difficult
requirements from an Alcan company (at page 6042) to fully comprehend the reason for the apparent sig-

Then in February 1970 the Bermuda subsidiary, Pillar nificance to Madame Justice Reed of that distinction.

International,assumed responsibilityfor the 1965 um- This is particularly so because Her Lordship relied
brella agreement and undertook to purchase these upon the facts respecting price negotiations by these

quantities, rather than the extrudingcompaniesdoine gentlemen to distinguish the Dominion Bridge case

so directly. (at page 6042) and rejected the Department's contention that Pillar
Internationalshould be viewed as a sham.

The revised 1970 (umbrella) agreement had a long
(15-year) term but its effective terms were negotiated Contrary to the umbrella agreements, actual prices
in a much shorter time span (at page 6042). Pillar negotiated from Alcan by Pillar International were

(group) was not required to purchase from an Alcan establishedat discountof between 12% and 17% from
supplier if there was available from anothersource at list price during the years 1970-1972. After September
least 4 months' supply of aluminum, equal in quality, 1972 there was no clear list price in respect of which
on terms no less favorable and at prices 2% below such comparisons could be made. The Court noted
those offered by Alcan (at page 6042). On the other these actual prices departed from the terms under the
hand, Alcan was required to pay Pillar International umbrella agreementand the supplementaryletter and
a discount of l1h% of the total value of the purchases that:
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The defendant(RevenueCanada) argues that even dur- Ingot to Pillar Internationaland the latter reinvoic-
ing this period of time the list price was ineffective in ing Indalex. The invoices were in both cases at list
determiningthe transactionprice. Itis argued that from price with, as described earlier, supplementarymid-November 1973 to December 1974 Alcan's pub- credit invoices forhe appropriatediscounts, from
lished list price was merely adjustedupward . ..in lock Alcan Aluminum to Pillar International,and then,step with the effective transaction price. That would
certainly seem to have been the case. Mr. Adams, an

at lower rates, from Pillar Internationalto Indalex

expert witness called by the plaintiff, testified that in being processed. More particularly:
1973-74 effective transaction prices were at a premium When payment was subsequently made, on what
over list. It was a period of tight supply. Mr. Adams was called settlement day, the plaintiff (Indalex)
statement was general in nature, not supported by any credited Pillar International'sBermuda bank with
concrete evidence with respect to the Canadian Alean the identical sum and Alcan AluminumLimited of
list price as it related to the effective transaction price. Canada paid to Pillar International's Bermuda
Nor does Mr. Culver's evidence establish the plaintiff's bank (Butterfield)which has an account in a Cana-
contention. There is no reliable evidence from which I dian bank in Montreal, a discount attributable to
can conclude that during the November1973-December the purchase price. This discountwas paid partly in
1974 period (or for the first 6 months of 1970) the 10% U.S. dollars and partly in Canadian dollars. The
played any effective role with respect to the price paid U.S. dollars were forwarded to Bermuda to the
by Pillar. Whether the minimum discount played any credit of Pillar International'sbank account there;
role with respect to the price paid in the United King- the Canadian dollars were forwarded to the credit
dom or German markets is not clear. The list prices of the plaintiff'sCanadianbank in Toronto.
prevailing in those countries and the prices paid by the (at page 6040)
Pillar extruders there were not subjects of evidence in
this case. (at page 6043) In other words, the settlementarrangementswere

designed to effect immediately the allocation of

3. The intercompanyarrangements overall price between the parties.
In light of the Alcan-Pillar International arrange- 4. Bona fide negotiationswithin the group
ments, the contractual terms between Indalex and Pil-
lar Internationalmay be summarized as follows: Madame Justice Reed found that as a matter of fact

prices paid by Indalex to Pillar International were

1. On 4 November 1970 Indalexsigned an agreement effectively determined by the parent company, RTZ-
with Pillar International to acquire aluminum billets. Pillar throughMessrs. Fredjohn and Paterson, and did
The agreementnoted that Alcan Ingothad been desig- not result from a negotiationprocess between Indalx
nated by Alcan Aluminum as the Canadian supplier and Pillar International:
for the purposes of that agreement. Mr. Stracey (the Chairmanand ChiefExecutiveOfficer
2. The precise terms underwhich Indalexwould pur- of Indal, the Canadianparent of Indalex, and President
chase billets from Pillar International were to be of Indalex) may have been vigorous in discussionsas to

agreed upon by the parties from time to time or as price. From his demeanour on the witness stand, I

evidenced by their course of dealing and the price would expect this to have been the case. But after all

was to be the official list price minus an amount for was said and done I have no doubt that it was RTZ-Pillar

scrap returns calculated at such rates as the parties
in the person of Messrs. Fredjohn (later Greenwood)
and Patersonwho finallydeterminedthe price.should from time to time agree. Furthermore,Pillar (at page 6044)9

was to pay the plaintiff (Indalex) a discount from the
list price such as to render the price to Pillar competi- The legal significanceof this finding must not be over-

tive. This rate of discountwas to be 6% for the first 12 stated. As discussed earlier, by statutory definition,
months (in fact this was changedwithin 6 months) and Indalex and Pillar International do not deal at arm's
then after as the partieswould agree. (at page 6043) length. Accordingly, Sec. 69(2) of the Act, then, re-

quires an (objectively determinable) arm's length3. The mechanics of the transactions between the price betweenthe parties. While it is true that evidence
parties entailed the following: of conscientious arm's length negotiations between

(a) Indalex would send a purchase order for billets to members of a group, each apparently acting in their

Pillar International in Bermuda with a copy being own interests, would be of assistance to the Court in

sent, at the same time, to Alcan Ingot. making a determination,which at least in part is based

(b) On receipt of the purchase order, Pillar Interna-
on subjective and intangible elements, the absence of
such arm's length negotiations (as Madame Justice

tional maskedout the plaintiff's letterhead,replac- Reed found in this case) will not in and of itself under-
ing it with its own (keeping the original invoice
number) and forwarded that order to Alcan

8 The Court also noted that:
Ingot. (at page 6040) The payment by the plaintiff to Pillar International, by Pillar Interna-

(c) The Court noted that Alcan Ingot acted on re-
tional to Alcan, and the payment of the related discounts all took place

on same

ceipt of the copy which had been received from the simultaneously the day, through electronic banking facilities,
in accordancewith standinginstructionsfiled with the respectivebanks.

plaintiff ... (at page 6040) (at page 6040)
9. This is an especially interestingaspect of the decision and the Court's

(d) The billet was shipped directly by Alcan Ingot t0 findings and Her Lordship's comments underlying said conclusions at

Indalex with invoices however going from Alcan pages 6043-6044 should be read in their entirety.
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mine the taxpayer's position nor should evidence Trial Judge did not make a finding of sham. Further-
thereof automaticallysupport it. more, it is my opinion that the facts of this case do not

fit tLhoerdDiplockaccepteSdnodoekfinciatsioengenerally ofsham provided/
by in the ....

B. Analysis of the decision
On the uncontradicted evidence in this case, particti-

1. Sham-businesspurpose doctrine larly the evidence detailed supra with respect to the
purchase by the Appellant and the sale by Tepwin (the

The Crown argued that the arrangementslacked busi- offshore subsidiary) and with respect to the evidence of

ness purpose and therefore should be struck down as the complex accounting procedures carried out with

a sham. Madame Justice Reed, citing the 1984 Su- respect to the actual payment for subject crude oil, it is

preme Court decision in Stubart Investments Ltd. v.
not possible, in my view, to make a finding of sham. 13

the Queen, 84 DTC 6305,1o rejected this argument: It is difficult to reconcile this conclusionwith the find-

Thus the sham test when applied as a general principle ing in DominionBridge, having regard to the observa-

of statutory interpretation requires that for a transac- tion by the Court of Appeal in Spur Oil, that the
tion to be disregarded by the Court it must exhibit an evidence adduced at trial led to a finding that:
element of deception, not merely be found to have no It was never intended that the officers and directors of
businesspurposeother than tax avoidance. Tepwin in Bermuda would exercise management and

(at pages 6044 and 6045) control of Tepwin's business in any aspect... Instead

Her Lordshipin a findingof fact that no such deception they were to carry out the instructions given by the

existednotwithstandingthat there was someevidence officers and directorsof the U.S. parent, and, to a lesser

degree in certain matters, the instructions given by the
of direct dealingbetween Indalex and Alcan Ingot. . .

officers and directors of the Canadian parent and the
and I am sure that on a daily basis many aspects of the

Appellant. (at page 5169)
transactionswere dealt with directly by the plaintiff.
The Court also noted, in this context, that: 2. Ineffective/incompletetransaction doctrine

. . . Indalex of Indal, in the person of Mr. Stracey, The Crown argued strenuously that the purchases bywould have been the major source of market informa- Indalex from Pillar Internationalwere legally ineffec-
tion on which price negotiationswith Alcan respecting
the Canadian market proceeded. Equally, the quantity tive, that the underlyingcontractwas incompleteand

of billet to be purchased was determined by Indalex _ ineffective. It adducedexpert testimonyto that effect

by providing three year projections and then the yearly but the taxpayer countered with its own expert wit-
October request to Pillar International. The evidence ness, who testified that this agreementwas an enforce-
of Mr. Sechiari was that Pillar International 'distilled' able contract in Bermuda. Part of the issue was

the projectionsreceivedfrom the Pillargroup extruders whether the price under the contract was certain or

and passed them on to Alcan. I think a fair inferenceis ascertainable, bearing in mind the rather loose and
that Pillar International did not perform much more informalnatureofthe arrangementsdescribedabove.
than a collating or post office function in this regard.
But, the evidence indicates that Indalex did not directly
negotiate price with either Alcan or Alcan Ingot. The 10. See Nathan Boidman, Canadian Supreme Court Rejects the Busi-
price which Pillar paid to Alcan was negotiated by ness Purpose Test -- Stubart Investments Limited v. The Queen, 13 Tax
Messrs. Fredjohn (later Mr. Greenwood (and some- Management InternationalJournal, 8 (August 1984) at 251. In its 18 June

times Paterson). The price which Indalex paid to Pillar 1987 and 16 December 1987 tax reform proposals, the Department of

Internationalwas equallydictatedby these gentlemen. Finance proposed a form of statutory business purpose test. See Allan R.

(at page 6045) Lanthier, Canada: Proposals for Tax Reform, 41 Bulletin for Interna-
ional Fiscal Documentation11 (1987) at 495.

The Court distinguishedits prior decision in Dominion 11. Dominion Bridge similarly involved the purchase by a Canadian

Bridge, supra, without elaboration (in dismissing the operatingcompanyofraw materialsuppliedthrough an offshore transship-

sham argument):
ment company (Span) However, the facts were more egregious: Mr.
Justice Decary at page 5154:

Having so found it is not necessaryfor me to discuss the The means resorted to by the Appellant for the operations of the busi-
ness of Span and the manner in which Span was controlledand managedother cases cited on this point:.. . Dominion Bridge by the Appellantpreclude being able find that the businessof Spanto

Co. Ltd. v. The Queen.... (footnote 1 at page 6045)11 my
was its own and was not that of the Appellant. I believe that the Appel-
lant has camouflaged, disguised the operations of Span to make them

It can also be noted that the other major Canadian appear as independentof the Appellant'swhereas, in fact, the evidence,
case involving an offshore transshipment company, documentary and oral, is pervaded with the control, management and

Spur Oil Ltd., supra
12 involving the purchase by a presence of the Appellant, ts sole client. (at page 5154)

Canadian company of oil through a related Bermuda It is deception of this type (found not to exist in the Indalex case) which
was

company, was not attacked by Revenue Canada on
seemingly distinguished in Indalex.
12. There has also been a criminal tax charge in respect of an offshore

the basis of sham but rather under the Sec. 245(1) transshipmentcompanyon the basis of criminalsham. The taxpayerwas

artificial expense rule discussedelsewhereherein. The acquitted. Redpath Industries Ltd. et al. v. The Queen, 84 DTC 6349

Federal Court of Appeal, in reversing the finding of [Quebec Superior Court, upholding the decision of the Quebec Court of

the Trial Division,did note that the Crownargued that Sessions of the Peace (83 DTC 5117)]. See Nathan Boidman, Criminal

the finding of the lower court amounted to a finding
Sham: R. v. Redpath Industries, Tax ManagementInternationalJournal,
83-10 (October 1983), (Trends - Canada) at 28, and Nathan Boidman,

of sham. In response the Federal Court of Appeal Appeal Court Rejects Government Prosecution for Criminal Sham in

stated: Respectof an OffshoreTradingCompany,57 Taxes International7(1984)
at 21.

First of all, it is clear from his reasons that the learned 13. 81 DTC 5168, at 5174.
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Madame Justice Reed found in favor of the taxpayer there are no detailedrules addressingthe mattereither
on this point in the followingsomewhatironicfashion: under the statute, regulationsor case law.17

I think a fair inference to be drawn from the evidence 2. It hasbeen general)ybelievedthat Canadiancourts
as a whole is that the price which Indalex would pay to would effectively adopt the principles underlying thePillar Internationalwas not uncertain because when all U.S. Code Sec. 482 rules and the 1979 OECD report.18
was saidand done, Messrs. PatersonandFredjohn(later This would entail determinationsin accordancewith 4Mr. Greenwood) would determine that amount. Mr.
Mello was naturally reluctant to expresslybase his opin- methods,appliedin the followingorder ofpriority:
ion on that fact. Nevertheless, I consider it to be the (a) an intercompanyprice is to be determinedby refer-
unspoken premise of his opinion and to follow as an ence to transactions with third parties in compar-inference from the reference to discussions with Mr. able circumstances,that is the comparableuncon-Stracey, the previousdealingsbetween the parties, from trolledpricethe rest of the ev(iadtepnacgeetsh6a0t4h5asabnede6n0gi6ve-niitnaltihcissacdadsee.d) (b) in the absence of valid comparable,eitherof 2a

secondary methods would be used: the cost-
plus or the resale price method. The resale

3. Artificialor undue reductionof income (Sec. 245(1) ITA) price method is consideredappropriateonly when
the purchaseradds little, if any, value to the prod-

In Spur Oi4 supra, the Crown relied on the rules of uct;
Sec. 245(1) of the Act dealing with artificial or undue (c) where such methods are inapplicable, resort may
reduction of income in assessing the transshipment be required to fourthmethods, entailingso-call-
arrangement. In that case the FederalCourtofAppeal ed profitsplits, functionalanalysisand so on.
decided that:

3. Revenue Canada's Information Circular, #87-2,
. . the finding of artificiality in the transaction being issued 27 February 1987, InternationalTransferPric-

examined, does not, per se, attract the prohibition set ing and Other InternationalTransactions,adopts the
out in subsection 137(1) of the Income Tax Act (pre- foregoingprinciples.19

'

245(1)) To be caught by that sub-decessor to Sec. . . .

section, the expense or disbursementbeing impeached Madame Justice Reed's conclusion that the price paid
must be in an artificial or undue reduction of income. by Indalex to Pillar Internatonalwas excessive results
'Undue' when used in this context should be given its from her determination that the matter could not be
dictionary meaning of 'excessive'. In light of the evaluated by reference to valid comparables and, in-
Crown's concession referred to supra, that under the stead, fair market was to be arrived at by assessing theTepwin contract the appellant would be paying slightly relative economiccontributionand purpose served byless than fair market value, it cannot be said that the
Tepwin contract and the Tepwin charge result in an the respective companies, Indalex and Pillar Interna-
excessive reduction of income. 14 tional, in relationto the overallbusinesscycle. In other

words, she used a fourth or other method entail-
In other words, the undue aspect of the Sec. 245(1) ing functional analysis. Her Lordshipmakes no refer-
rule in the context of a transshipment company ar- ence whatever to the cost-plus method or the resale
rangement becomes nothing more than an issue of method, as such.
arm's length price under Sec. 69(2) of the Act.
Madame Justice Reed in Indalex follows this interpre-
tation. She notes that notwithstanding the artificial-
ity of the arrangementwhen viewed in light of nor-
mality in relation to transactionswhich as usual and 14. 81 DTC 5158 at 5173.

natural ones 15
a levy under Sec. 245(1) requiresnot 15. The interpretation of artificiality for Sec. 245(1) in such term was

only a finding of artificialness but also a reduction of expressly advanced in 1985 in the decision of the Federal Court Trial
Division in Consolidated Bathurst Limited v. The Queen, 85 DTC 5150income (at page 6046), referring to Spur Oil. She (and the Federal Court of Appeal,87 DTC 5001), a case involvinga captive1 concludes: offshore insurance company. See Samuel Minzberg, Carnation North -

Thus, subsection 245(1) will only be applicable if the
The Federal Court of Canada Disallows Deduction of Premiums Paid to

Captive Insurance Company, 14 Tax Management InternationalJournal,
price paid by the plaintiffto Pillar Internationalresulted 6 (June 1985) at 202 and Samuel Minzberg, CanadaRejects the Economic
in a reduction of income otherwise payable. The sole FamilyTest, 16 Tax ManagementlnternationalJournal,No. 6 (June 1987)
issue becomes a determinationas to the reasonableness at 245.
of the price paid or fair market value under sections 67 16. See footnote 3.

and 69. (at page 6046) 17. See discussion in IBFD Service (footnote 1) of J. Hofert Ltd. v.

M.N.R., 62 DTC 50, and CentralCanada Forest Products Ltd. v. M.N.R.,
52 DTC 359. In Spur Oil, supra, fair value for purposesof pricing intercom-

4. Fairpricing(Sec. 69(2) ITA) pany shipments of oil was considered to turn strictly on prices in the

organized international market.

(a) Overview 18. Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises, Report of the
OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs (1979) Organisation for Economic

Madame Justice Reed reduced the issue to one of fair Co-Operationand Development, Paris.

pricing under Sec. 69(2) of the Act. 16 In order to fully 19. See IBFD Service (supra footnote 1). See also Nathan Boidman,
-- -

-

understand the Court's finding, several background
'Canada Transfer Pricing Issues A Critical Discussion of the Revenue
Draft InformationCircular,38 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documen-

factors should be noted: tation 8/9 (1984) at 399, and Allan R. Lanthier, Canada: Draft Guidelines

1. Apart from the brief statutory rule in Sec. 69(2)
on International Transfer Pricing, 40 Bulletin for International Fiscal
Documentation11 (1986) at 487.
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(b) Comparables2o price paid by Indalex to Pillar over that paid by Pillar
to Alcanwouldbe disallowedas an expense to Indalex.

The followingpoints of interest arise in the Court's as- But then Her Lordship felt a determinationhad to be
sessmentofcomparables: made of:
1. Both parties adduced expert evidence as to which what adjustmentshould be made for the purposeof
market should be used to determine a comparable

. . .

equating an Indalex purchase from Pillar International
price. The Court seems to conclude that prices for a to a Pillar Internationalpurchase from Alcan. There is
North American purchaser would be determined by little dispute that some adjustmentshould be made; the

supply and demand conditions in the North American dispute is with respect to quantum. (at page 6048)
(or smaller) market and not by conditions elsewhere
(at page 6047). In fact, the prices paid by Pillar Inter-

In otherwords, the issue was reduced to determininga

national for aluminum billet in the various countries profit split between related parties based presumably
from the various Alcan group companies were

on some sort of functional analysis. This is precisely
negotiatedon a marketby marketbasis: Canada, the whatMadameReedproceededto do.

United Kingdom, Germany and Portugal being sepa- (c) Functionalanalysisrate markets... (at page6047).
2. Madame Justice Reed questioned the availability (i) Burdenofproofandthe taxpayer'sposition
of comparablesin an industry such as aluminumwhich UnderCanadian tax law the Crown may presume facts
is highly integrated. which the taxpayer then has the burden of disproving.

Madame Justice Reed put the matter this way3. The Court also showed reluctance to use, as com-
. . .

parables, prices paid between third parties in substan- the burden of proof demonstratingthat the price paid
tially different circumstances. In other words, the to Pillar International was reasonable rests with the

Court did not subscribe to the theory that all differ- plaintiff (at page 6049). In the absence of real com-

ences can be quantified and factored out. In order to parables, the taxpayer's task was to demonstrateby a

use such third party pricing, adjustmentswere made functional or conceptual analysis the propriety of the

for: differencesin the credit terms; differences in geo- pricing arrangementand in particular the price differ-

graphical location; different contract terms respecting
ential in favorofPillar International.

scrap returns; and different discount terms in the vari- Indalex's prime argument was that the discounts
ous contracts.However,one of the situations(involv- earned by Pillar Internationalwere attributable to the
ing a companycalled Zimmcor) was considerednot to worldwidepurchasingpower of the RTZ-Pillargroup
constitute a valid comparable, apparently because it and therefore were properly earned by Pillar Interna-
(Zimmcor)was in considerablefinancialdifficultydur- tional and not by Indalex. This stemmed, in part, from
ng the time in question and the third party supplier the umbrella contract which Pillar International had
(Alcan) apparently took an active participation in the with Alcan for the worldwide subsidiaries and mar-

management of the company. A second comparable, kets. However,MadameJustice Reed rejected the im-
involving a company called Daymond, was also found portanceoftheumbrellacontract:
not to offer a valid comparable because it purchased I have looked at the documents and the evidence...
only one-thirdthe volume, from Alcan, whichwas pur- and am not convinced that they are attributable to the
chasedby Indalex (throughPillar International): factorswhich the plaintiffclaims. (at page 6049)

While it may be true that there are no volume discounts HerLordshipalso stated:
(in the sense of a price per unit discount) in the
aluminum billet market (apart from premiums paid for Mr. Fredjohn's statement was obviously designed to

very small orders) that does not make Indalex as a cus- leave an impressionwith the Court that was some con-

tomer comparable to Daymond. Mr. Culver's evidence siderable distance from the truth. In light of all these
is significant . ..He indicatedthat size was a significant factors I cannot accept that the pre-1970 5% discount
factor in determiningcomparabilityas betweencustom- was given to Pillar on account of its world purchasing
ers... (at page 6048) power and that the new pricing arrangementsbetween

Pillar Internationaland Indalex merely rolled the previ-
4. MadameJusticeReed found that: ous discounts in to a different form. (at page 6050)

. . . the closest arm's length comparableto a sale by Pil- (In light of these findings, the Federal Court of Ap-
lar Internationalto Indalex is that by Alcan to Pillar In- peal's criticismof the judgment (at III.D below) is dif-
ternational. Each shipment of billet to Indalex was in ficult to understand.)
fact purchased at arm's length by Pillar International
under circumstances that are virtually identical to the

purchases of the same billet by Indalex: same product;
same quantity; same shipping destination; same trans_ 20. It is interesting that an unresolved threshold issue did not arise in

portation logistics; same credit terms; same scrap return this case. Sec. 69(2) requires a reasonable price between units of a

arrangements. (at page 6048) multinational. Sec. 69(1)(a) provides a more general rule for non-arm's

length transactions requiring a price equal to the fair market value.

This therefore led Madame Justice Reed to conclude, Madame Justice Reed notes that:

in principle, that at a first approximation an arm's Whether an expense 'reasonable in the circumstances' for the purposes

length price for Indalex is that which Pillar paid (at
of section 68 and subsection 69(2) requires the same test as 'fair market
value' in subsection69(1)(a) has not been raised. Theyhavebeen treated

page 6048). Obviouslyon this basis the entire excess of by counsel as raising identical considerations. (at page 6047)
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The taxpayer then argued that the profit margin for by an expert witness, a Dr. Berry, who testified as to
Pillar International could be justified on the ground the internationalaluminumbilletmarket.
of additional economic benefits which flowed to In-
dalex as a result of that contract (at page 6050). In 3. The third factorwas the Court's assessmentof evi-

particular, the followingadvantageswerecited: dence given by Mr. Culver (now Chairman of Alcan)
who had testified with respect to the discount struc-

. . . the possibility of metal switches with other mem- ture:
bers of the Pillar extruder group (if Indalex should
under-estimate or over-estimate its billet require- In my view, had the extra been anythingmore than very
ments); the extensionof the billet purchasecontractsby small (i.e.: 1% or less) Mr. Culver would have spoken
Alcan in December4, 1973 in tight market conditions; in more expansive terms. I think he would not have
refusal in 1974 to allow Alcan to call force majeure be- talked aboutPillar's importanceas a'shadow'effect.

cause of a strike at Arvida, Quebec on the ground that (at page 6051)
the contract for billet was with Alcan Aluminum Ltd. It is obvious, and clearly not at all surprising, that the
and not with Alcan AluminumofCanadaLtd.; discount decision of the Court came down to nothing more or
payments on billet upcharges as well as on the base
metal price; 90 day credit terms, instead of the 30 days less than an appreciation of the specific factors and a

prevailing in the North American market; excellent judgment as to what persons would have done acting
scrap return terms; simultaneous settlementof invoice reasonablyin theirown interest,21
paymentsand discounts; regular efforts by Pillar to pre-
vent or defer price increases in scrap tolling charge or (ii) Crown witness and functionalanalysis
reduction in the credit term. (at page 6050) It is both interestingand significantthat, notwithstand-

MadameJustice Reed systematicallyanalyzed each of ing that the burden of proof was on the taxpayer (In-
these alleged benefits (her words). She saw little in dalex), the Crown brought forward a witness to sup-
the first three alleged benefits. With respect to the port its own contentions on the basis of functional
others, she stated the propositionas follows: analysis, in a fashion not dissimilar to the approach of

In my view in order to conclude as counsel suggests, I the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) in the well known

have to find: (1) that these advantages are ones of an Du Pontcase, also involvinga transshipmentcompany
economicallyequivalentnature and ones which Indalex arrangement.22 The IRS used an economist to do a

could not have obtained for itselfwithout the interposi- rate-of-return analysis, the results of which were fac-
tion of Pillar International (RTZ-Pillar);and (2) that as tored into the transfer pricing computation made by
a matter of quantum they are worth the additional the IRS and accepted by the Court. In the Indalex
amount paid by Indalex to Pillar International over case, RevenueCanadaadducedexpertevidencefrom
what Pillar Internationalpaid Alcan. That is, the ques- Professor Quirin, to the effect that the reasonableness
tion becomes whether the plaintiff negotiating on his of the price charged to Indalex by Pillar International
own could have obtained the price in the same range as

could be assessed by reference to the profit marginthat which Alcan charged Pillar International or
on

whether the plaintiffcould only have obtained the price its sales to the plaintiffand by makinga directcompari-
similar to that which it paid Pillar International. son between such and the markups received by firms

(at page 6050) performing similar functions but dealing at arm's

Madame Justice Reed then proceeded to answer the
latterquestionas follows:

21. This point ard the vulnerabilityof a taxpayer in an issue involvingan

Despiteexcellentargumentand presentationby counsel aggressive intercompany tax plan is quite evident where reference is made
for the plaintiff I cannot find that the plaintiff negotiat- to the subtleties underlying the last (third) point noted in the test. In

ing on its own would have had to pay Alcan a price of particularMadame Justice Reed goes on in her judgment to note that:

the same order that it paid Pillar International. On re- There is other testimony by Mr. Culver which at first glance seems to

viewing the evidence carefully, I cannot find that the contradict that (her) conclusion. He responded affirmatively to a ques-

plaintiff has discharged the burden of proof on it and tion asking whether Pillar International had obtain-ed a significantly
demonstrated that the price it paid was reasonable in higher percentage discount than that which Indalex could have

on own . not
the circumstances. (at page 6051) negotiated its But that does assist this plaintiff since

there is no price evidence as to what Culvermeant by 'significant'.There
is no evidence for which I can conclude that he had in mind a 5%

This conclusionwas based on 3 factors: differential as opposed to a 1% differential.Mr. Culver, when discussing
the weight based and time based comparative price analyses he had

1. ... there was no particular rationale for the done, referred to differences of q2 cent a Ib. as significant. In dealing
amount of money retained in Bermudaby Pillar Inter- with purchases of a commodity such as aluminum billet I see no reason

national (at page 6051) and there was no atternpt to think that a price differential of 2% or even less, would not be

made to quantify the so-called extra benefits... (at significant. Accordingly,Mr. Culver'sstatementthat Pillar International
obtained a discount 'significantly'better than Indalex alone could have

page6051). obtained is quite consistent with a finding that 1% or less differential

2. As part of its position, Indalex had argued that was the additional discount obtained by Pillar International over what
the plaintiffcould have negotiated on its own.

Alcan gave Pillar International a much better price (parentheticalwords added - at page 6051)
than it would have given Indalex alone in order to ob- 22. E.1. Du PontNemoursCompanyv. The UnitedStates,79-2U.S.T.C.,

tain a share ofPillar'sEuropeanmarket (the European para. 9633, 608 F. 2d 445 (Ct. Cl. 1979) Crt. Den. 100 S.Ct. 1648 (1980)
market being much more highly competitive than the Reference can also be had to the case of HospitalCorporationofAmerica,

81 TC 510 (1983), in which the interpositionof an offshore corporation to

f Canadianone) (at page 6051). MadameJustice Reed carry out contracts abroad resulted in functionalanalysis to attribute75%

rejected this argument on the basis of evidence given of incomeearnedby theoffshorecaptiveback to the U.S. parentcompany.
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length in a competitive setting (at page 6048). The the IRS's approach in Du Pont, is but one manifesta-
Court reviewed in much detail Professor Quirin's far tion of such coordination.
ranging analysis which:

(d) The allocationand fair pricing determination
. . involved: (1) determining an appropriate rate of

return of inyestment for an enterprisewith risk charac- Although it is not entirelyclear, MadameJustice Reed
teristics of Pillar International; (2) determining the seems to conclude that the prices paid by Indalex to
amount of capital needed to.support Pillar Interna- Pillar International should be reduced by an amount
tional's sales; (3) using the aforementionedfactors to equal to 80% of the net spread earned by Pillar Inter-
determine an appropriateprofit margin as a percentage national in order to conform with a reasonable arm'sof sales. (at page 6048) length pricing standard. Pillar International was en-

The analysis entailed reference to certain banks and titled to discounts, or a profit spread of 1%, not the
utility companies to determine a risk factor compara- 5% it earned in the transaction.
ble to that assignable to Pillar International.Based on

this analysis, ProfessorQuirin testified that the profit
margin necessary to support a firm like Pillar Interna- C. Ancillarytaxon excessprice as disguised
tional was between 0.4% and 0.8% of sales. In fact, distribution
Pillar International realized between 3.14% and
5.27% of sales, which, Professor Quirin concluded, In general terms, the finding of an excessprice paid by
was not reasonableand was excessive.The Courtnotes a Canadian company to a foreign parent or another
that the taxpayerchallenged the analysis on 2 grounds related corporationgives rise (in addition to the disal-
that: lowance to the payer company) to a tax on the reci-

excess assess-
. . the companies chosen as comparables from pient of the payment. Revenue Canada

Moody's carried on activities considerably different ed such a tax in the Indalexcase, on the basis of either
from those of Pillar International; and in any event the (1) the rules governing deemed dividendswhich are

analysis did nothing to assess the value of the Pillar subject to a 25% tax under Part XIII of the Act when
Internationalcontract with Alcan (i.e.: if that contract paid by Canadian companies to a non-resident and
were indeed a very advantageousone, there is nothing involveinterrelatedshareholderappropriationrules
in ProfessorQuirin'sanalysisto reflect that fact). of Sec. 15(1) of the Act23 or (2) the broaderanti-avoid-

(at page 6048) ance rules of Sec. 245(2) of the Act, which deal with
Madame Justice Reed stated thatshe found the the conferringof a benefiton a non-arm's length party
analysis done by Professor Quirin useful as a bottom which can also lead to a 25% PartXIII tax. The distinc-
line approach, i.e. the analysis shows whtprofit mar- tion between the 2 regimes is not terribly important
gin would have been required to sustain a company unless it serves to actuallydifferentiatebetweenpossi-
such as Pillar Internationalin business (with a reason- ble taxpayers on which the tax can be levied,
able return on investment) (at pages 6048 and 6049). perhaps resulting in differingnet tax results becauseof
However,having regard to the foregoing,not onlywas applicable tax treaty provisions. (Such differentiation
it unnecessary for Her Lordship to decide the case in did not arise in Indalex.)24
favor of the Crown on this basis but, indeed, she stated Madame Justice Reed decided that the shareholder
that she was not.convinced that the analysis, without appropriationrule of Sec. 15(1) did not apply because
more, demonstrates a lack of reasonableness in the there was no direct shareholdingbetween Pillar Inter-
price charged. nationalor even RTZ-Pillarand Indalex (whoseshares
It is well known, of course, that tax authorities are were directly owned by Indal). The Court concluded

increasinglycoordinatingtheir efforts and approaches that tax would arise under Sec. 245(2) which reads as

in dealing with tax planning and avoidance, both follows:
within the purely domestic context and that involving Indirect payments or transfers. Where the result of one
multinationals. Revenue Canada's use of an expert or more sales, exchanges,declaratonsof trust, or other
witness in this fashion,which is obviouslypatternedon transactionsof any kind whatever is that a person con-

fers a benefit on a taxpayer, that personshall be deemed
23. See also Secs. 212(2) and 214(3)(a) of the Act. to have made a payment to the taxpayer equal to the
24. In the years in question the withholding tax rate under the Act was amount of the benefit conferred notwithstanding the
only 15%. This rate did not exceed that exigible under Canada's treaties form or legal effect of the transactions or that one or
at that time in respect of dividends paid by a Canadian company. In other
words, for those years the Court's conclusion did not affect the overall

more other persons were also parties thereto; and,
Canadian tax liability on disguised distribution. However, in 1976 the Part whetheror not there was an intention to avoid or evade
XIII withholdingtax rate increased from 15% to 25%, and accordinglythe taxes under this Act, the payment shall, depending
choice of regimes and identificationof the recipient becomes more impor- upon the circumstances,be
tant. Had the issues in Indalex occurred after 1975, the Court'sconclusion, (a) included in computing the taxpayer's income forwhich entailed a tax on Pillar International, a Bermuda company which
does not benefit from any treaty protection, would have resulted in a 25% the purpose of Part I,
tax rate. Had the Court decided that the rules of Sec. 15(1) et al. apply (b) deemed to be a payment to a non-resident person
(giving rise to a deemed dividend pursuant to Secs. 212(2) and 214(3)(a)), to which Part XIII applies, or
this would presumablymean that the taxpayer is the ultimate shareholder, (c) deemed to be a disposition by way of gift.
Pillar Holdings, a U.K. corporation which normally would be entitled to
a reduction in tax rate to 10% under the Canada-U.K. Income Tax Con- Such tax would apply to the excess (80%) profit earned 4

vention, as modified by a 1985 Protocol. by Pillar International.
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III. THE DECISION OF THE FEDERAL COURT for billet and that in the context of the case the
OF APPEAL market price ofbillets in North Americadependedon

North American conditions and... that the best
arm's length comparablepriceswere those established

A. Overview from time to time between Alcan and Pillar Interna-
tional for bilet delivered to the appellant.In the decision handed down 21 December 1987, the

Federal Court of Appeal not only rejected the tax- The Appeal Court reviewed the process adopted by
payer's appeal but upheld the cross-appeal by the the Trial Division (detailed above) to determine
Crown from the allowanceof 20% of the markup, thus whether in fact there should be any adjustmentmade

resulting in a total reallocation to the Canadian sub- (to the price paid by Pillar to Alcan) so as to allow

sidiary (Indalex). profitmargin to the Bermudacompany. As noted, the
taxpayerhad contendedat trial tht the price differen-
tial in favorofPillarwas justifiedby a variety of factors

B. Sham so as to render the price charged to Indalex consistent
with an arm's length price. The Appeal Court ap-As noted above, the Trial Divisionhad concludedthat proved the trial judge's refusal to find that any partthere was no sham. In this respect the Federal Court of the retentionhad been establishedto be a fair return

of Appeal stated: on capital employedby Pillar Internationalin benefit-
Neither determinationwas questioned in this proceed- ting the Appellant (at page 6058).
ing but I should not wish silence to be taken as necessar- The Appeal Court also confirmed the trial judge'sily acquiescence in the latter. (at page 6055) rejection of the taxpayer's arguments that the price

differential was justified by the alleged benefits of
C. Pricing continuationof supply and lack of force majeure.
The Appeal Court approved the Trial Divison's find-
ing (based itself, as noted earlier, on Spur Oil) that the
matter, resting on Sec. 245(1), required a showing of
excessive pricing, that is pricing beyond the arm's

D. The difference in the judgment
length standardeffectivelyarising under Sec. 69(2). In
dealing with the question of so-called hard bargain-

The 1% differentialwhich the trial judge had allowed

ing between the parties and the taxpayer's claim of (comprising roughly 20% of Pillar's profit) was based
on a conclusion that Pillar's global purchasing powererror by the trial judge for not accepting the uncon-

tradicted testimony of 3 witnesses the Appeal Court permitted it to obtain from Alcan a price much better
than the appellant could have obtained in directstated:
negotiation with Alcan. This was rejected and re-

Counsel's indignation that the word of these witnesses versed by the Federal Court of Appeal (at pages 6058
was not acceptedat face value seemed to me not entirely and 6059):
unrelated to the indignation that impelledhim to make
so much of the outside directors of the appellant's im- In my opinion the learned trial judge erred in law in
mediate parent. It is, therefore, perhaps necessary to resolving the issue on the apparent assumption that

point out that a trial judge does not err in viewing the Pillar International was entitled to the benefit of the
uncontradictedevidence of respectable participants in better price obtained from Alcan because of greater
a non-arm's length arrangementhaving income tax con- bargaining power. That greater bargaining power was

sequences with some skepticism. In the usual absence exclusively due to the pooling of the purchasing power
of direct contradictoryevidence, it is entirely proper to of a number of members of the Pillar group to which
measure the outcomeof a non-arm's length transaction the appellant was an importantcontributor. There was

against evidence, expert or otherwise, as to the value, no evidence whatsoever that Pillar International itself
in the presentmarketplace,of that outcome. contributed an iota of that pooled purchasing power.

(at page 6057) On the contrary it bought no billet for its own account.
When non-arm's parties combine to obtin an advan-

The Appeal Court found that the trial judge did not tage from an outsidernot available to them individually,
err in rejecting the taxpayer'scontention that the price any allocation of the advantage among them except on

paid. by the Bermuda company (to Alcan) was the a pro rata basis has to be justified. Nothing in the

price that would have been establishedby arm's length evidence or in the findings of fact by the learned trial

negotiations.The FederalCourt of Appealalso agreed judge support the allocation of any part of that advan-

with the trial judge who had stated: tage to Pillar International.

It is clear that the arrangementsexisting in the present It is interesting that the Appeal Court reversed the
case had a great deal of artificiality about them and I Trial Division on the basis of manifest error in ap-would hold that the purchasing by Indalex from Pillar preciating the facts. Most intercompany disputes areInternational and by Pillar International from Alcan

aIngot were artificial transactions. (at page 6057) primarily question of fact, given the imprecision of
the legal requirement that intercompany prices con-

Nonetheless, the Appeal Court agreed (at pages 6057- form to an arm's length standard. And to that extent
6058) with the trial judge that the issue turned on the it is unusual that a trial judge's decision in this type of
reasonableness of the price paid Pillar International issue will be reversed on appeal.
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E. The role of minority shareholding V. POSTSCRIPT

Finally, it is quite interesting to note that the Court of In a decisionhandeddown after the articlewas submit-
Appeal had no difficulty in dismissing a seemingly ted for publication, involving another transshipment
valid argument that the existence of an outside 42% case, Irving Oil Limited and Her Majesty the Queen,
minority shareholding in Indalex (noted earlier) mili- the Federal Court Trial Division (T-3100-79, 4 March
tated against impropriety in the intercompanyprice. 1988) guashed a reassessment by Revenue Canada
In a footnote at page 6055 of the case report Mr. (involvingover $100 million) ofa Canadiancompany,
Justice Heald stated: Irving Oil Limited, which imported crude oil through

I mention the public shreholdings only because the a Bermuda-based wholly-owned subsidiary. The

Appellant made much of it, apparently being of the Court's decision was based on findings that (1) the
view that the trial judgrnentwas tantarnountto a finding Bernudasubsidiarywas establishedfor valid purposes
that income had been improperly diverted to the con- (to allow the Canadian importer to share in the non-

trolling shareholder in a manner oppressive to the Canadianproduction and transportationprofitsof the
minority. We were invited to infer that the Appellant's supplier, Standard Oil of California, which owned
many prominent outside directors would not have per- 50% of Irving), and (2) the transshipmentprice ($ 2.90
mitted such a thing and that the trial judge must, there- per barrel) represented a competitive market price
fore, have erred in her conclusion. Insofar as this Court (Standard Oil selling the crude to the Bermuda sub-
is concerned, this is purely a tax case. We are not con- sidiary at $ 2.10 and $ 2.24 per barrel). It is probablecerned with, nor have we jurisdiction to adjudicate ei-

that the Crown will appeal the decision.ther at trial or on appeal on, any obligationsbut those
of the Appellant as a taxpayer.

IV. CONCLUSION

The decision in Indalex shows the role in Canada of 25. In this respect see: Internal Revenue Service Study of International
the 1979 OECD recommendations for multinational Cases Involving Section 482 of the Internal RevenueCode, Report to the

intercompany pricing as well as the predeliction for Associate Commissioner (Operations) by the Assistant Commissioner

disputes, particularly those involving transshipment (Examination), Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service,

company arrangements, are to be resolved by refer-
Publication 1243 (4-84). See also, Guenter Schindler and David Hender-
son, Intercorporate Transfer Pricing - The Role of the Functionally

ence to fourth methods (functional analysis) rather Determined Profit Split Explored, 39 Bulletin for International Fiscal

than comparables.25 Documentation3 (1985) at 108.
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S \GADORE:
- picture of how the economyperforms in the first quar-

ter of 1988.

A Summaryof The Minister clarified that for the time being a con-

sumption tax would not be introduced; however

the 1988 Budget's
studies and preparatory work are continuing so that
the administrative machinery will be available when
such a tax change becomes necessary.

Tax Proposals The followingare some of the highlightsof the Finance
Minister's 1988 Budget.

By Lee Fook Hong, MBA, FCIS, FAIA
II. CHANGES IN INCOME TAX

A. Revision of tax rates in Part B of the Second
Schedule

I. INTRODUCTION

With effect from year of assessment 1988, the highestOn 4 March 1988, the Minister for Finance, Dr. effective rate of tax imposed under Part B of the Sec-
Richard Hu, presented Singapore's 1988 Budget to ond Scheduleof the IncomeTax Act shall be restricted
Parliament.The 1988 Budgethas been viewedby most to 33%. The maximum rate is currently55%. Entities
people as the budget for business since all proposals other than cornpanies and resident individuals (e.g.
seem to aim at further developing the service sector management companies, clubs and associations) will
and promoting Singapore as a business centre. benefit from this change. These entities will not be
One of the major proposals is the introductionof the required to pay tax above the existing corporate tax

Overseas Investment Incentive Scheme which allows rate.

a 100% tax write-off for losses from the sale of shares
in or liquidation of approved overseas investments. B. Tax treatment of unit trusts and investnent
Larger local companies will therefore be encouraged holding companies
to venture abroad to gain access to new technology
and markets. With effect from year of assessment 1988, unit trusts

Anothernotableproposal is the extensionof a number and investment holding companies may elect to have
of incentive schemes to the service sector. This will their profits from stocks, shares or other marketable

help Singapore achieve its goal of developing into a securities taxed according to a schedule based on the
world-wide business centre. A larger inflow of length of time the stocks, shares or marketable se-

offshore business and foreign-source income is antici- curities have been held (see Table I). This alternative

pated. Among the measures to pronote services is method of taxation will only apply to investmenthold-
extension of the unilateral tax credit scheme to ing companies and unit trusts approved for this pur-
foreign-source income earned on activities of ap- Pose.
proved Operational Headquarters (OH).

C. Deduction of trade losses by companiesThe Minister also announced that the double tax de-
duction of research and development (R & D) ex- With effect from year of assessment 1988, the Compt-penses for manufacturing companies would be ex- roller of Income Tax will be granted discretion totended to service companies. allow companies with substantial shareholding
With respect to tax rates, the Ministerannounced that changes arising from legitimatepurposesunconnected
while there would be no change in corporate tax rates, with considerations deduct trade losses incurredtax to
the highest effective rate of tax imposed under Part B in one year against the profits of a subsequent year.
of the Second Schedule of the Income Tax Act would The losses will, however, only be deductible against
be limited to 33%. Such a limitationwould help ensure income from the same business. This change will ben-
that those entities (e.g. management corporations, efit companies whose change in shareholding is
clubs and associations)taxableunder the existing rates beyond their control but due to nationalization or

1 in Part B of the Second Schedule would not have to privatization of industries. Under current legislation,
pay tax higher than the effective rate of 33%. companiesare allowed to deduct tax losses incurredin

Two measures which might not be well-received by
one year against profits in a subsequentyear provided
there is no substantial change in shareholders.

employersand smokers are the increase in the Foreign
Workers Levy and the higher import duty on cigaret-
tes. There is also some concern over the Minister's D. Unilateral tax credits
statement that the Government would decide on the
rates of contribution to the Central Provident Fund Under current legislation, unilateral tax credit is

' (CPF), the levy for the Skills Development Fund granted to selected service income remitted to Singa-
(SDF) and property tax rates after obtaining a clearer pore from certain non-DTA countries. The services
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Table I Table Il

Tax treatment of unit trusts and Duties on cigarettes and tobacco

investment holding companies

Proportionof Effective Existing Existng New New

Lengthof gainssubject corporate CCCNNo. Description importduty exciseduty importduty exciseduty

holdingperiod to tax(%) taxrate 24.02 100 Cigars,cherootsand

Upto 6 months 100 33.00 cigarillos $ 70 per kg $ 70 per kg $ 75 per kg $ 75 per kg

Upto 7 months 95 31.35 24.02200 Cigarettes $ 70 per kg $ 34 per kg $ 75 perkg $ 36 per kg

Upto 8 months 90 29.70 24.02400 Snuff $ 70 per kg $ 70 per kg $ 75 per kg $ 75 perkg

Upto 9 months 85 28.05 24 02 810 Othermanufactured

Upto 10 months 80 26.40 tobacco:

Upto 1 1 months 75 24.75 Packed for retail sale $ 70 perkg $ 70 perkg $ 75 per kg $ 75 perkg

Up to 12 months 70 23.10 24.02820 Not packed for retail

Up to 13 months 60 19.80 sale

Upto14 months 50 16.50 Pipetobacco(bulk) $ 70 perkg $ 70 perkg $ 75 per kg $ 75 perkg

Upto 15 months 40 13.20 24.02899 Tobacconot elsewhere

Up to 16 months 30 9 90 specifiedorincluded $ 70 perkg $ 70 perkg $ 75 perkg $ 75 perkg

Up to 17 months 20 6.60

Upto 18 months . 10 3 30

More than 18 months 0 0.00

SUMMARYOF BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS

A. Changes in income B. Tax incentives C. Changes in duties D. Other tax changes
1. Presently maxmum tax rate 1. Wth effect from Year of As- 1. Transactions in ,non-Singa- 1. No change to 50% rebate on

for those taxed under Part B of sessment 1988, double tax deduc- pore Dollar stocks or shares are property tax which expires on 31
Second Schedule of Income Tax tion of research & development exemptedfrom stamp dutieswith December 1988. Rates for 1989

Act is 55%. The maximumeffec- expenses is extended to service immediate effect. will be reviewedafterJune 1988.
tive tax rate for this category will companies, e.g. computer soft-
be 33% with effect from Year of ware, information services, ag-
Assessment 1988. rotechnology services, labora-

tory and testingservices, medical
research services and other ser-

vices as may be prescribedby the
Minister.

2. With effect from Year of As- 2. With effect from Year of As- 2. $ 500 ceiling on stamp duties 2. No liftingof suspensionon tax

sessment 1988, Unit Trust and sessment 1988, Industrial Build- payable on lease transfer docu- of 10% and 20% respectivelyon

Investment Holding Companies ing Allowances Scheme is ex- ments with effect from 1.4.88. electricity and gas and on tele-
can elect to have their profits tended to service companies. Ag- phone calls. Taxes are further
from stocks or shares taxed ac- rotechnolog, horticulture and suspended until 31.3.89.

cording to length of period they agrculture and other approved
held them. services can now claim deprecia-

tion of certain specialized build-
ings & other structures.

3. With effect from Year of As- 3. With effect from Year of As- 3. No more import duties or 3. Increase in Foreign Workers
sessment 1988, companies can sessment 1988, new incentive for quotas on refrigerators and air- Levy from $140 to $170 per
deduct trade losses against pro- overseas investments- 100% tax conditioners with effect from month with effect from 1.4.88.
fits in subsequent years even if write-off for losses from sale of 1.4.88. Maids and construction workers
there is major change in share- shares in or liquidation of ap- are not affected by this change.
holders provided such change is proved overseas investments.
for legitimatereasons and deduc-
tion is against income from same

business.

4. With effect from Year of As- 4. With effect from Year of As- 4. Increase in import duties on No change
sessment 1988, unilateral tax cre- sessment 1988, 90% tax exemp- cigarettes from $ 70 per kg to 1. No change in personal tax
dit scheme is extended to foreign tion on royalties or other income $ 75 per kg and excise duties

rates and corporate tax struc-
income earned on approved Op- from inventions. Only individu- from $ 34 per kg to $ 36 per kg
erational Headquarters (OHQ) als can qualify for approved in- with immediate effect.

ture.

activties not on original list. ventions and product innova-
2. No consumption tax for the

time being.tions.

5. A further 5-year tax holiday
To be reviewed

for Singapore International 1. CPF rates, after 1st quarter
Monetary Exchange (SIMEX). economic results.

2. SDF rates, after 1st quarter
economic results.

3. Property tax rates for 1989,
after review in 2nd half of
year.
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covered include professional services, construction These spin-offs should include one or more of the
services, computer-related, technical and other con- following:
sultancy services. (1) allow access to overseas technology, including ac-

The unilateral tax credit scheme will be extended to
cess to design arid engineering facilities, equip-

foreign-source income earned on approved OH ac-
ment, engineering and scientific personnel, de-

tivities which are presently not included in the signs, patents or other specialized know-how;
specified list of services. The purpose of the scheme is (2) create high value-addedengineeringand technical

to avoid double taxation of the foreign-sourceincome (3)
employment;

earned by these headquarter companies from coun- provide access to overseas markets which would

tries which are currently covered by the scheme. The substantially increase the company's activities or

extend its scope of operations in Singapore.extension will be effective from year of assessment
1988. Companies incorporated in Singapore which have in-

vested or intend to investoverseas are eligible to apply
for the incentive. The incentive is effective from year

III. TAX INCENTIVES of assessment 1988 and applications must be made
through the EDB.

A. Extension of double deduction of R&D
expenses to services

D. Tax concession on royalty income for product
The incentive scheme under which manufacturing design and development

companies may deduct twice approved R&D ex- The existing incentive which provides for 90%
penses incurred in any R&D projectwill be extended

a

to the following selected services with effect from the exemption on royalty income earned by authors and

1988 year of assessment: composers will be extended (effective year of assess-

Iii
1) computersoftware;

ment 1988) to royalty income or incentive payments

2) information services;
from approved inventions and product innovation.

3 agrotechnologyservices; Only individuals will be eligible under the incentive.

laboratory and testing services; The applicant must be a Singapore citizen or perma-
5) medical research services; and nent resident, and the originator (or one of the

6) any other services or activities as may be pre- originators) of the invention. The activities covered
scribed by the Minister. under the incentive scheme include development of

As usual, the Economic Development Board (EDB)
new products or processes, significant improvements
on existing products or processes or significant designwill continue to administer the scheme on a case-by- mprovements.The designmustbe capableof industri-

case basis. al application and eligible for a patent or protection
under copyright law.

B. Extension of industrial building allowances The incentiveschemewill be administeredby the EDB
to services

on a case-by-case basis.

To help certain service industries develop in size and
sophistication, industrial building allowances are ex-

E. Extension of tax holiday for SIMEX

tended to approved companies in the following indus-
tries with effect from the 1988 year of assessment: The Singapore International Monetary Exchange

!ii
l agrotechnology; (SIMEX) was establishedin 1984. Since that time, the

2) horticulture; exchange has been granted a 5-year tax holiday. In line

3 agriculture; and with the Government'scontinuing support for the de-

(4) other approved services with specialized struc- velopment of the exchange, the tax holiday will be
extended for an additional 5 years.tures.

Previously, only companies engaged in manufactur-
ing, warehousing and other selected activities were IV. CHANGES IN DUTIES
allowed building allowances.

A. Stamp duty exemption for transactions in

non-Singapore dollar stocks or shares

C. Incentive for overseas investment
With immediate effect, exemption from contract note

Under a new incentive scheme designed to encourage duty will apply to transactionsin non-Singaporedollar
local companies to invest overseas, losses from the stocks or shares by an Asian CurrencyUnit (ACU) or

sale of shares in or liquidationof an approvedoverseas approved securities company in the following situa-
investmentwill be allowed as a deductionto an eligible tions:
investor. The incentive is targeted at overseas invest- (1) when the transactions are with persons outside
ments which provide significant economicspin-offs to Singapore, or with other ACUs or approved se-

the Singapore company. curities companies; and
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(2) when the transactions are on behalf of persons V. OTHER TAX CHANGES
outside Singapore.

Stamp duty is currently levied at the rate of $ 1 for A. Property tax

every $ 1,000 or part thereof on contract notes issued The present 50% rebate on property tax is due to
or received in Singapore for transactions in stocks or

expire on 31 December 1988. Property tax rates for
shares. The exemption is extended to facilitate the 1989 will be reviewed during the second half of 1988.
trading of non- Singapore dollar stocks or shares in
Singapore.

B. Suspension of taxes on public utilities and

telephone services
B. Stamp duty for assignment of leases

A $ 500 eiling will be introduced from 1 April 1988
The 10% tax on electricity and gas was suspended for
the period 1 November 1985 to 31 March 1988. The

on the stamp duty payable when the interest in a lease 20% tax domestic telephone services and trunk
agreement, other than an agreement for the lease of on

calls to West Malaysia have been.suspended since 1
immovableproperty, is assigned. Currently, the stamp April 1985. Taxes on public utilities and telephoneduty on such a lease agreement is subject to a

services further suspended until 31 March 1989.
maximum of $ 500. However, there is no ceiling if the are

interest in the lease agreement is assigned to another
party, i.e. stamp duty is levied on the transfer docu- C. Foreign workers levy
menton the basisof the value of the interestassigned.

With effect from 1 April 1988, the levy for foreign
workers, except construction workers and domestic

C. Import duty on refrigerators and quota will be increased from $140 $170 perservants, to
restriction on air conditioners month. The increasewill not affect Singaporeanwork-

ers and permanent residents. Those foreign workers
The Singapore Governmentadvocates and practices a who recruitedbefore 1 April 1987 and those who
policy of free and fair trade. In order to promote

were

fall within the CPF scheme are also not affectedunless
greater trade liberalization, import duty on re-

they change jobs.frigerators and quotas on imported air conditioners
will be removed, ranging from $184 per unit to $ 368
perunit. The importduty is lifted as from 1 April 1988. VI. CONCLUSION

D. Daty on cigarettes The Minister cautioned Members of Parliament the
expected slowdown of the economy might materialize

As part of the continuingnational effort to discourage in the latter half of 1988 and the distinct possibility of

smoking, import duty on cigarettes will be increased an increase in trade protectionism. Although these

(with immediateeffect) from $ 70 per kilogram to $ 75 developments are possibly beyond control, the Gov-
per kilogram. At the same tme, excise duty on cigaret- ernmenthas taken definite steps to face the uncertain-
tes will be increased from $ 34 per kilogram to $ 36 per ties. At the same time, the long-termgoal ofSingapore
kilogram (detailsof these increases are shown in Table becoming a developed nation by the 1990s has not

II). been overlooked.
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S \GAO::{E: made or entered into on or after 29 January 1988. The
Comptroller may now disregard or vary an arrange-
ment and make such adjustments as he considers ap-

Changes to propriate where he s satisfied that the purpose or

effect of the arrangement is directly or indirectly:
(a) to alter the incidence of any tax which is payablethe Income Tax Act by or whichwould otherwisehave been payableby

any person;
(b) to relieve any person from any liability to pay tax

By Alain Ahkong or make a return under the Act; or

(c) to reduce or avoid any liability imposed or which
would otherwisehave been imposedon any person
by the Act;

even though the arrangement is valid in any other
Alain Ahkong is a partner and Director of Taxes for Arthur respect.
Young International, Singapore. He joined Arthur Young in Any arrangementcarried out for bona fide reasonsbut
1974 at the London office and transferred to Singapore in which has as one of its main purposes the avoidance
1979.

or reductionof tax wouldbe caught by the new amend-
ment.

While it is recognized that the old anti-avoidancelegis-The Income Tax (Amendment) Act 1988 was passed lation needs to be more specific, the new legislationin Parliamenton 13 January 1988 and came into oper- has far-reachingimplications and creates a great deal
ation on 29 January 1988. The Act introducedchanges of uncertainty. Read in its ordinary meaning, the
to the existing legislation, some of which were recom- amended provisions would appear to apply to bona
mended in the 1987 Budget. Notable changes are: fide commercial transactions which also result in sig-

Modificationof the anti-avoidancelegislation (i.e. nificant tax savings through effective tax planning. For-

Sec. 33) to empower the Comptrollerto disregard example, the injection of profitable activities into a

or vary any arrangementwhich was carried out for loss-making company would seem to come within the
bona fide commercialreasons but whichhas as one ambit of the amendment even though the consolida-
of its main purposes the avoidanceor reductionof tion of such activities may be carried on for bona fide
tax. commercial reasons.

Amendment to the dividend franking system (i.e.-

Representationshave been made by several interna-
Sec. 44) to allow the offset of any Sec. 44 charge tional accounting firms to the relevantauthoritiessince
against any tax subsequently assessed on the com- the Income Tax (Amendment) Bill was first read in
pany. Parliament in November 1987, seeking further clarifi-
Extension of the withholding tax provisionsunder-

cation this important issue. When the Bill read
Sec. 45 to all payments made to non-residents

on was

a second and third time in Parliament on 13 Januaryunder Sec. 12(6), i.e. interest, commission, fee or 1988, the Ministerfor Finance assured Parliamentthat
any other payment in connectionwith any loan or the amended provisions of Sec. 33 were aimed at re-
indebtedness or with any arrangement, manage- ducing blatant or contrived tax avoidance arrange-ment, guarantee or service relating to any loan or

ments and were not intendedto affectnormalcommer-
indebtedness. cial transactions. The relevant sections of his speechExtensionof industrial building allowancesto cap- are as

-

follows:
ital expenditure incurred on an approved project
for the promotion of the tourist industr (other The need to strengthen Sec. 33 stems from the fact that
than a hotel). tax avoidance schemes are getting increasingly complex
Extension of the 10% concessionaryrate of tax to and are becoming more tailor made to suit specific-

a securities dealer. clients thereby adding to the difficulty in identifyingthem.
The existing Sec. 33 is grossly inadequate to deal with

The Act is summarized in the following pages. these schemes. Most countries have taken steps to

strengthentheir legislationto combat tax avoidance.Even
Hong Kong has far wider provisions than our proposed
amendment.ANTI-AVOIDANCETAX LEGISLATION '/
In assessing whether a particularscheme would fall under

On 29 January 1988 Sec. 33 of the IncomeTax Act was the ambit of Sec. 33, the Inland Revenue Department
repealed and re-enacted. The old Sec. 33 empowered would, among other things, look for the presence of arti-

the Comptrollerof IncomeTax to disregard a transac- ficiality, the interposingofvarous intermediariesor trans-

tion only if it was artificial or fictitiousor a disposition actions to reduce or avoid tax and transfer pricing. It

which was not in fact given effect to, and to assess the should be stressed that the aim is to reduce blatant or

contrived tax avoidancearrangementsand is not intended
persons concerned accordingly. It did not empower
the Comptroller to substitute or vary the transaction.

The new Sec. 33 shall have effect on any arrangement 1. Both the old and new Sec. 33 are reproduced in Appendix I.
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to affect normal commercial transactions. I would also is assessable to Singapore tax at his personal tax rate.
like to clarify that companies and individuals granted tax However, he is entitled to a credit for the tax of 33%
exemptions and concessions under specific incentive deductedor deemeddeductedfrom the dividend. Any
schemes would not be affected by the new Sec. 33. They unutilized credit will be refunded to the shareholder.
will continue to enjoy the tax concessions.

Additionally,I would like to suggest that financial institu- 2. Sec. 44 is amendedretrospectivelywith effect from

tions and other companies approach the MonetaryAuth- 1 January 1987 to treat the Sec. 44 charge as tax paid
ority of Singapore and the EconomicDevelopmentBoard in advance to the Singapore tax authorities, which

respectively, for assistance, in the event of any uncer- would be available for offset against any tax sub-

tainty. The Monetary Authority of Singapore and sequently assessed on the company. Thus, it is now

EconomicDevelopmentBoardwould assist companies in possible for a resident company to declare and pay
their consultation with Inland Revenue Department to dividends to its shareholders even though it does not
determine whether their proposed schemes or transac- have sufficientfrankingcredits,by payingits corporate
tions fall within the ambitof the new Sec. 33. If necessary, taxes in advance.
the matter would be referred to the Ministry of Finance
where a decision will be taken, after considering the sub- 3. Illustrations of the effects of the amendment to
stance of the transactions and the benefits they would Sec. 44 are included in Appendix II. Key points to

bring to Singapore. note are:

I believe the measures I have just enumeratedwould give (i) A Sec. 44 charge or credit balance will now be
businesses sufficient degree of certainty in respect of the determinedupon every dividendpaymentby com-

new Sec. 33. I would like to reiterate that the sole objec- paring:
tive of the amendment is to curb the proliferation of (a) the tax deducted (or deemed deducted) from
blatant tax avoidance schemes in Singapore and is not dividends paid, with
intended to affect normal commercial transactions. (b) the aggregate of the Sec. 44 credit balance

We draw particular comfort from the Minister's reas-
after the precedingdividend payment and any

surance that the sole objective of the anti-avoidance tax assessed during the period from the date of

legislation is to curb blatant tax avoidance schemes the preceding dividend payment to the day
before the payment of the current dividend.

and is not intended to affect normal commercialtrans-
actions. The businesscommunityand professionalad- If (a) exceeds (b), a Sec. 44 charge arises. If (b)
visors such as lawyers and accountants are currently exceeds (a), the balance will be carried forward to

lobbying support for some type of ruling policy to
the next dividend payment.

provide guidance on the interpretationof Sec. 33 and While specific provisions have been introduced to

some other areas of tax legislation which are unclear deal with the transition from the existing Sec. 44

at present. It is hoped that such a ruling policy will system to the new system, there are questions
eventually form the basis from which a set of State- which need further clarifications.

ment of Practiceswill be issued by the authoritieson (ii) The Sec. 44 charge must be paid over to the tax
various tax issues. authorities within 14 days from the date of pay-

ment of the dividend, failing which late payment
penalties of up to 17% of the tax will be imposed.

DEDUCTION OF TAX FROM DIVIDENDS Any tax assessed on the company and which is
(FRANKING OF DIVIDENDS) taken into account in (i) above and which is unpaid

as of the date of paymentof dividendmust be paid
1. Under the old legislation (i.e. Sec. 44), every com- immediately to the Comptroller, notwithstanding
pany resident in Singapore is entitled to deduct income that t is not due or it is under dispute.
tax at the rate of 33% upon payment of a dividend.

(iii)Where tax assessed which has been taken into
Where no deduction of tax is made, the dividend is any

deemed to be a dividend of a gross amount which, account under (i)(b) above is subsequently re-

after deduction of tax of 33%, would be equal to the duced and as a result a Sec. 44 charge or additional

net amount paid. charge arises, such charge or additional charge
must be paid to the Comptrollerwithin 14 days of

At the end of each year of assessment, every resident the notice of the charge or additional charge; fail-

company must file a statement comparing: ing which late payment penalties of up to 17% of
(i) taxes paid/payable to the Singapore tax auth- the chargeor additionalchargewouldbe imposed.

orities; with

(ii) taxes deducted (or deemed deducted) from divi- (iv)Every company must now submit a statement of

dends paid,
its Sec. 44 account immediately after payment of

both figures being cumulative from year to year.
the dividend, in addition to filing a statement of
Sec. 44 account at the end of each year of assess-

If (ii) exceeds (i), a Sec. 44 charge equal to the ment.
difference is imposed on the company. The charge is

(v) Any Sec. 44 charge additional charge paid bynot treated as tax paid in advance to the Singapore
or a

tax authorities. If (i) exceeds (ii), the balanceis carried company will be used to offset any tax sub-

forward as a Sec. 44 credt balance. sequently assessed on the company. There is no

provision for any refund of any unutilized charge
From the shareholder'sviewpoint, the gross dividend in the event of winding up.
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(vi)Where the Sec. 44 charge or additional charge is respect of any work published in any newspaper or
not paid within 14 days, or by 31 Decemberof the periodicals.
year in which the dividend is paid, whichever is
later, the shareholder will be taxed on the net (2) Industrialbuilding allowances (IBA)
dividend received and no underlyingtax credit will
be given to him. IBAwouldbe granted in respectofcapitalexpenditure

incurred on or after 1 January 1986 on an approved
project for the promotionof the tourist industry (other
than a hotel). The rate of allowances would be 20%EXTENSION OF THE WITHHOLDINGTAX
for initial allowance and 2% for annual allowance.PROVISIONS

(1) Currently, under Sec. 12(6), any interest, commis- (3) Tax incentivefor securities trading
sion, fee or any other payment in connectionwith The 10% concessionaryrate of tax applicableto ACUs
any loan or indebtednessor with any arrangement, and approved fund managers has been extended to a

management, guarantee or service relating to any companywhose business includes dealing in securities
loan or indebtednessis deemed to be derivedfrom and which is licensed as a dealer or is exempt from
Singapore where it is borne directly or indirectly holding a dealer's licence under the SecuritiesIndustry
by a person resident in Singapore or a permanent Act.
establishment in Singapore except in respect of
any businesscarried on outside Singaporethrough (4) CPF MinimumSum Topping-up Scheme
a permanent establishment outside Singapore or

any immovable property situated outside Singa-
Tax relief would be granted to an individual resident

pore. Where, however, the arrangement,manage-
n Singapore in respect of contributions made on or

ment, guarantee or service is performed outside after 1 April 1987 to top up the Minimum Sum Ac-

Singapore, the Minister of Finance issued a Press counts of his parents. The maximum relief, however,
is restricted to SS 6,000.Statementin 1977 to confirm that the paymentsfor

such arrangement,guarantee,managementor ser-
(5) Exemption withdrawalsfrom approvedvice do not fall within the ambit of Sec. 12(6). on any

pensionorprovidentfunds
(2) While a payment may be deemed to be derived Sec. 13(1)(j) has been amended to restrict the tax

from SingaporeunderSec. 12(6), the old withhold- exemption granted in respect of withdrawalsfrom anying tax provisions (i.e. Secs. 45, 45A and 45B) approved pension or provident funds to withdrawals
cover only interest (other than inter-bank in- which satisfy the conditions relating to withdrawals
terest), royalties, technical fees, rental, manage- under the Central Provident Fund Act and Regula-ment fees and directors' fees. Commission, fees or tions.
any other payment (e.g. discounts) falling within
the ambit of Sec. 12(6) were not subject to with- (6) Tax ratefornon-exemptdividendsreceivedby anyholding tax. The withholdingprovisionshave now institution,authority,personorfundspecifiedin
been extended to cover such payments. The effec- the FirstScheduleto the Income.TaxAct
tive date for the change will be 29 January 1988.

The tax rate would be specified as the normal corpo-We understand that the Press Statement issued by rate tax rate which is 33%.
the Ministry of Finance in 1977 will continue to

prevail and that the current concession given to

exempt inter-bank interest from withholding tax APPENDIX I
will be extended to cover inter-bankpayments for
commission, fees, discounts and other payments ANTI-AVOIDANCETAX LEGISLATION
on debt instruments. (SEC. 33 OF THE INCOME TAX ACT)

Old legislation
OTHERCHANGES

33(1) Where the Comptroller is of the opinion that any

(1) Specialtaxconcessionforroyaltiesorother transaction which reduces or would reduce the

paymentsreceivedfromapublishercarryingon the amount of tax payable by any person is artificial or

businessofpublishingin Singapore
fictitious or that any disposition is not in fact given
effect to, he may disregard any such transaction or

Sec. 10(9) was introducedin 1983 to encourageauthors disposition and the persons concerned shall be as-

and composers, living in Singaporeor abroad, to pub- sessable accordingly.
lish their works in Singapore. The concession limits (2) In this section dispositionincludesany trust, grant,
the taxable income of the authors or composers to the covenant, agreement or arrangement.
lower of the net royalties (i.e. after allowingfor tax-de-
ductible expenses) and 10% of the gross royalties. New legislation

The concession granted under Sec. 10(9) is now re- 33(1) Where the Comptroller is satisfied that the purpose
stricted to exclude royalties or payments received in oreffect of any arrangementis directlyor indirectly:
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(a) to alter the incidenceof any tax which is payable Tax to be paid to the CIT immediately upon payment of

by or which would otherwise have been payable dividend:
by any person; SS '000

(b) to relieve any person from any liability to pay tax Tax deducted from dividend 9,900
or to make a return under this Act; or Taxes paid brought forward (5,000)

(c) to reduce or avoid any liability imposedor which Taxes paid by instalment from January to March 1988 (3,000)
would otherwise have been imposed on any per- Tax to be paid on 1 April 1988 1,900
son by this Act, The instalment plan from April to October 1988 would be

he may, without prejudice to such validity as it may revised to take into account the SS 1,900,000paid on 1 April
have in any other respect or for any other purpose, 1988.
disregard or vary the arrangement and make such

adjustments as he considers appropriate, including
the computationor recomputationofgains orprofits, Illustration2
or the imposition of liability to tax, so as to coun- Facts
teract any tax advantage obtained or obtainable by
that person from or under that arrangement. (i) As of 31 December 1986, the Sec. 44 account of Com-

X shows NIL balance.
(2) In this section, arrangement means any scheme, (ii)

pany a

On l February 1987, CompanyX declared a gross divi-
trust, grant, covenant,agreement,disposition,trans- dend of SS lm.
action and includesall stepsby which it is carried into (iii) The tax computationof Company X shows that Com-
effect. X will have chargeable income of SS 1.5m forpany a

(3) This section shall not apply to: YA87.

(a) any arrangement made or entered into before (iv) On 31 December 1987, an estimated assessment was

the commencementof the IncomeTax (Amend- raised on Company X for SS 495,000 based on an esti-

ment) Act 1988; or mated chargeable income of SS 1.5m.

(b) any arrangementcarried out for bona fide com-

mercial reasons and had not as one of its main Solution 2
purposes the avoidance or reduction of tax.

Before

Sec. 44 account is prepared by Company X at the end of
APPENDIX 11 each YA.

ILLUSTRATIONSON THEAMENDMENTSTO SEC. 44 At the end of YA87, the Sec. 44 accountof CompanyX will

appear as follows:
Illustration1 S$ '000

Balance at 31 December 1986 NIL

(a) Where an assessmenthas not been raisedbut a company Tax payable for YA87
i

495*

commenced to pay the tax by instalment, the instal- 49

ments paid will not be taken into account in computing Less: Tax deducted from dvdends pad on

the Sec. 44 account balance on the date of dividend 1 February 1987 (330)
payment. An arrangement,however,would be made to Balance as of 31 December 1987 165

revise the instalmentplan to reflect the tax charge paid
to the Comptrollerof Income Tax (CIT).

* To be paid to the CIT before 30 January 1988.

(b) Where an instalment arrangementhas been made with
the tax authorities in respect of an assessment raised, Now
the following special arrangementswould apply: Sec. 44 account is prepared by Company X on payment of

a dividend and at the end of each YA.
Facts

S$ '000
(i) Company X's Sec. 44 account balance as at 31 De- Balance as of 31 December 1986 NIL

cember 1987 was S$ 5,000,000. Add: Tax assessed during the period 1 January
(ii) Company X arranged an instalment payment plan for to 31 January 1987 NIL

year of assessment (YA) 1988 estimated tax of Less: Tax deducted from dividends paid on
SS 10,000,000 to be paid by 10 instalmentscommencing 1 February 1987 (330)
31 January 1988. Sec. 44 charge (330)*

(iii) CompanyX receivedan estimatedassessmentforYA88 Add: Tax assessed during the period 1 February
for SS 10,000,000on 1 February 1988. to 31 December 1987 495**

(iv) Company X paid a gross dividend of SS 30,000,000 on Balance as of 1 January 1988 165
which the tax deducted is SS 9,900,000on 1 April 1988.

* Strictly speaking, the charge has to be paid to the CIT within 14 days

Solution 1 by 15 February 1987. The CIT has indicated that for charges arising
before the enactmentof the Act, the companymay comply with the
new provision within 14 days from the date otenactment.

Sec. 44 account as of 1 April 1988: **

OnlySS 165,000needs to be paid tothe ClT before30 January 1988.

SS ''000
Balance as of 1 January 1988 (credit) 5,000 Illustration3
Add: YA88 tax assessed on 1 February 1988 10,000

15,000 Facts

Less: Tax deducted from dividendspaid on 1 April 1988 (9,900) (i) Company A closes its financial year annually on 31
Balance as of 1 April 1988 (credit) 5,100 December.
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(ii) It has accumulated tax losses of S$10m up to 31 De-
cember 1986, which have yet to be agreed with the CIT,
and no Sec. 44 credits as of 31 December 1987. Taxesand Investment(iii) During financial year ending 31 December 1987, its
trading activities resulted in a taxable profit of SS 9m.
Company A also received a net dividend of SS 1.34m in Asia and the Pacific(gross dividend of S$ 2m on which tax of SS 660k has
been deducted at source). The tax computation shows
the position of Company A for YA88 to be as follows: (8 binders)

SS '000
Adjusted proft 14,000
Less: Capital allowances (5,000)
Taxable trading profit 9,000 in-depth andpracticalguideDividend (gross) 2,000

an survey
11,000 to the taxand foreigninvestment ,

Less: Tax losses brought forward (10,000)* legislationofpracticallyall countries
Chargeable income 1 000

in the region
SS'' 000

Tax at 33% 330
Less: Tax deducted at source (660)
Tax refund (330) relevantdouble taxationtreaties

To be agreed.

(iv) On 30 June 1988, CompanyA paid a gross dividend of
SS lm to its shareholders. updated6 timesperyear

(v) No notice of assessment had been issued to Company
A for YA88 as the prior year's assessments had not
been finalized.

furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom
[]

Solution 3 I InternationalBureauofFiscalDocumentation
P.O. Box20237-1000HE Amsterdam

Before @FI the Netherlands

Sec. 44 account is prepared by Company A at the end of
Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217 intaxnleach YA. _

Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58
At the end of YA88, the Sec. 44 accountof CompanyA will
appear as follows:

SS ''000 (ii) On 31 December 1987, the company's Sec. 44 credit
Balance at 31 December 1987 NIL balance was calculated as follows:
Tax payable for YA88 330 SS '000

330 Tax provisionallyassessed and paid for YA86
Less: Tax deducted from dividendspaid on 30 June 1988 (330) based on computation submitted 20,000
Balance at 31 December 1988 NIL Less: Tax deducted from dividends paid in 1986 (NIL)

Balance as of 31 December 1986 20,000
Now Tax payabie for YA87 - provisionallyassessed

and paid in 1987 5,000
Sec. 44 account is prepared by Company A on payment of Less: Tax deducted from dividends paid in 1987 (NIL)
a dividend and at the end of each YA. When Company A Balance as of 31 December 1987 25,000
makes a payment of dividend on 30 June 1988, the Sec. 44
account will be as follows: (iii) The following dividends were paid during 1988:

S$' 000 Net
Balance as of 31 December 1987 NIL Date of Gross Tax deemed dividend
Add: Tax assessed during the period 1 January payment dividend deducted paid

to 29 June 1988 NIL $S'000 $S'000 $S'000
Less: Tax deducted from dividends paid on

30 June 1988 (330) 1 st 9 Oct. 1988 100,000 33,000 67,000
Sec. 44 charge (33)* 2nd 9 Dec. 1988 10,000 3,300 6,700

' This must be paid to the CIT within 14 days by 14 Juy 1988 not- (iv) The following assessments were received during 1988:
withstanding that the company has a potential tax refund of Date of Tax
SS 330,000, because no assessment for YA88 has been raised. assessment Type YA assessed Status

SS '000

Illustration4 1 Oct. 1988 Original 1988 5,000 Provisional
15 Nov. 1988 Additional 1986 2,000 Agreed

Facts 1 Dec. 1988 Original 1989 6,000 Provisional
, (i) Company X, which has a September 30 year-end, was 15 Dec. 1988 Amended 1987 3,000 Agreed*

incorporated on 1 January 1985. * Refund of SS 2,000,000 due under Sec. 93(1 ).
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Solution4 Step 5

Payment/ 9December1988-Grossdividendof
(Refund) SS lOmpaid

S$ '000 S$ '000 Sec. 44 balanceas of 1 December1988 5,000
Step 1 Less: Tax deductedfrom dividend

1 October1988-YA88Originalassess- (9 December1988) 3,300
mentofSS5m Sec. 44 balanceas of 9 December1988 1,700

Sec. 44 balanceas of 31 December1987 25,000 25,000
Add: Tax assessedfor YA88 (1 October Step6

1988) 5,ooo 5,000
Sec. 44 balanceas of 1 October1988 30,000 15 December1988-YA87Amended

assessmentofSS3m

(ReducedfromSS5mtoSS3m)
Step2 Sec. 44 balanceasof9 December1988 1,700

9October1988-Grossdividendof Add: Sec. 44charge in respectof
SS lOOmpaid reducedYA87 tax (15 December

Sec. 44 balanceas if 1 October 1988 30,000 1988) 2,000
Less: Taxdeductedfrom dividend Sec. 44 net chargeas at 15 December

(9 October 1988) (33,000) 1988 3006 (1,700)
Sec. 44 chargeas of 9 October1988 (3,000)2 3,000 36,300

Step3

15 November1988-YA86Additional
assessmentofSS 2m
To restate31 December1986
Sec. 44balance

Sec.44 balanceas of 31 December1986 20,000 1. Although the tax is not due for payment untl 31 October 1988 under

Add: Additionaltax assessed for YA86 Sec. 86, Company X will now have to pay it immediately to the CIT on 9
October 1988 (the date of payment of dividend) (see Step 2)

(15 November1988) 2,0003 2,000 2. The Sec. 44 charge has to be paid to the CIT by 23 October 1988
Revised Sec. 44 balanceas of 31 De- (within 14 days)

cember 1986 22,000 3. Sec. 44 charge overpaid ot SS 2,000,000 will be used to offset the

Add: Taxpayablefor YA87 YA86 Notice of Additional Assessmentof SS 2,000,000.

provisionallyassessedand
4. See footnote 3.

--

5. If Company X has not paid the tax payable of SS 5,000,000 by 9

paid in 1987 5,000 December 1988 (the date of payment of dividend) (see Step 5), it has to

27,000 pay SS 3,300,000 to the CIT immediately. The balance of SS 1,700,000
Add: Tax assessedfor YA88 (1 October can be paid on or before the normal due date as provided for under Sec.

86 (i.e. on or before 31 December 1988).
1988) 5,000 6. The chargeof SS 300,000would normally be payablewithin 14 days

32,000 of the Notice of Charge to be issued by the CIT under Sec. 44(5) but as

Less: Taxdeductedfrom dividend a result of the amended assessment for YA87 there is a tax refund of

(9 October 1988) (33,000) SS 2,000,000 due under Sec. 93(1). The tax refund will be reduced by
Revised Sec. 44 chargeas at 15 Novem-

the net charge unutilized of SS 300,000 so that Company X will only
receive a tax refund of SS 1,700,000 in respect of YA87.

ber 1988 (1,000)4 (2,000) Thus:
SS '000 SS '000

Tax assessed-

Payment/ Broughtforward 25,000

(Refund)
YA86 Additional 2,000
YA87 Amended

S$ '000 S$ '000 (Amended from SS 5,000,000to SS 3,000,000) (2,000)
Step 4 YA88 Oriiginall 5,000

YA89 Oriigiina 6,000
1 December1988-YA89Original Total tax assessedand payable 3--,

assessmentofSS 6m Tax chargeunutilized 300

SS '000 Total taxdeductedfrom dividendspaid in 1988 3
Sec. 44 balanceas of

Less: Taxes paid
Broughtforward 25,000

15 November1988 NIL YA86 (Offset chargeSS 2,000,000)(Step3) 2,000
Add: Tax assessedfor YA89 YA88 (Paid SS 5,000,000) (Step 1) 5,000

(1 December1988) 6,000 YA89 (OffsetchargeSS 1,000,000, paid
Less: Revised Sec. 44 SS 5,000,000)(Step 4) 6,000

Total payment (38,000)
chargeas of 15 Refund dueto CompanyX 1,700
November1988 (1,000)

5,0005 5,000
Sec. 44 balanceas of 1 December1988 5,000
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1988/89 Budget
By I.W. Harris

Mr. Harris is GroupTax AdviserofThe Hongkongand Shang-
hai Banking Corporation.

I. INTRODUCTION domestic exports of 6%. Re-exports are expectedt
grow by 12% to give an overallincreasein the forecast

Hong Kong's Financial Secretary Piers Jacobs was in rate of exports of 9%.
an enviable position on Wednesday, 2 March 1988
when he presented his Budget for 1988/89 by having a

Domesticconsumption is expected to grow more mod-

surplus of some HK$ 7.6 billion (USS 970 million) erately in 1988 which, coupled with a similar modest

comparedwith the original forecastsurplus in the 1987 growth in capital expenditure, will provide a forecast

Budget of HK$1.4 billion. The Financial Secretary growth rate of GDP for 1988 of 5%. This in turn

stated that the surplushad been occasionedpartly due provides the following scenarios:

to the abilityof the HongKongGovernmentto contain
- Given the tight labour market in 1987, the un-

increases in expenditure but more particularly due to employment rate is likely to remain low (it was

the buoyant revenue which had not been unduly af- 1.8% for much of 1987).
fected (other than in respect of stamp duty on share

- The rate of inflaton is expected to average about

transactions)by the events of 19 October 1987. 7%.
Imports are expected to increase by 9.5%.-

In presentinghis BudgetMr. Jacobs noted that he was - The rise in GDP in money terms is expected to be
well aware of the need for increasedexpenditure,par- about 13% in 1988 togive a per capita GDP figure
ticularly in relation to medical and social welfare ser- of some HK$ 72,000 (USS 9,200).
vices, but also of the fact that HongKong, being reliant
on exports for its living, was under continuedpressure
from its importingcustomernations. Mr. Jacobsstated III. THE MEDIUM RANGE FORECAST
that although the surplus for fiscalyear 1987/88was far
greater than forecast last year, it wouldbe mostunwise A. General strategy
to dissipate the whole of the increased surplus on ei-
ther increased expenditure or reduced taxes. Con- The Financial Secretary highlighted 3 major features

sequently, his proposals had been framed with a of the forecast for the period to 1991-92 as the forecast

proper amount of caution. forms the basis of the Government's budgetary
strategy:
1. With revenue running well ahead of expenditure,II. THE CURRENT ECONOMIC CLIMATE

the average amount of surplus for the forecast

In framing theseproposalsfor 1988, Mr. Jacobs looked period would be some HK$ 5.9 billion if no fiscal

first at the economicprospects which, particularlyfor measures are taken.

Hong Kong, are always a difficult task. 1988 would be 2. This surplus is well ahead of the HK$ 2 billion

no easer gven the prevailing climate of uncertainty, required each year to maintain the real value of

despite a buoyant economy at present. However, he Hong Kong's reserves.

expected 1988 to be a year of consolidation with a
3. With Government expenditure remaining below

the 16% mark as a proportion of total GDP, the
more balanced pattern of growth between external aim of Government expenditure not shutting out
and domestic demand. The growth in the economy of

private sector demand is being achieved.
Hong Kong's major customer, the United States, was

expected to be slack which, coupled with changes in
the U.S. generalized system of preference, is unlikely B. Expenditure
to produce increased export in that area. However,
exports to Japan, Germany and the United Kingdom Expenditure is expected to increase by 5.4% per
are expected to increase, to give a forecast increase in annum in real terms over the forecastperiodcompared
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with the revised estimate for 1987 of 5%. The 1988 it would be in order to introduce a package of conces-

Budget estimates include a higher than normal rise in sions which would reduce the revenue yield by
the size of the civil service by some 4%. This increase, HK$1.8 billion in 1988/89 increasing to HK$ 2.7 bil-
however, is largely due to the staffing impact of some lion in a full financial year. Despite the overall inten-
major new medical facilities and the build-up of the tion to reduce taxes, the Financial Secretary intro-
police force in preparation for taking over the work of duced some revenue-raising measures to reflect the
the British garrison in Hong Kong. The FinancialSec- real value of the duties and charges in relation to
retary was particularly aware of the need to contain inflation. These would produce HK$ 390 million in
thegrowth and size of civil service, particularlygiven 1988/89 rising to HK$ 507 million in a full year. The
the general labour shortage in Hong Kong. measures proposed are as follows:

The expenditure side, however, is likely to command 1. Motor spirit from HK$ 2.40 per litre to HK$ 2.55
additional rersources and included in the expenditure per litre.
for 1988/89 are measures to improvewelfareassistance 2. Motor diesel from HK$1.20per litre to HK$1.27
for the elderly and the disabled who require constant per litre.
attendance, planned xpansionof variouswelfare ser- 3. Cigarettes from HK$ 165 per l,000 sticks to
vices and major new facilities such as the Hong Kong HK$175 per 1,000 sticks.
Universityof Science and Technology, the Tuen Mun 4. CigarsfromHK$ 220 to HK$ 233 per kilogramme.
Hospital and the Pamela Youde Hospital. Taken to- 5. Chinese prepared tobacco from HK$ 43 to
gether, these measures result in a growth rate in re- HK$ 45.5 per kilogramme.
spect of social services which will ensure that this sec- 6. Vehicle and driving licence fees to be increasedby
tor obtains an increasinglylarge slice of the cake in the around 6%.
future. Although this should be accepted as a trend to 7. Bank and deposit taking company licence fees to
reflect the aspirationsof a developingcommunityas it be increased by 8%.
grows more prosperous, it is importantto bear in mind 8. Sundry other charges and fees will be reviewed
that this expenditure largely benefits the less affluent during the year.
membersof the community. Othermajor Government
areas of expenditure are to be focused on transport
where work is progressing on a new road and rail V. SALARIES TAX
harbour crossing, and an additional tunnel to connect
Kowloon with the New Territories. The major focus of the tax concessions centred on

personal tax. The FinancialSecretarydeclared that his
intentionwas to slow down the rate at which individu-C. Revenue
als moved into higher tax brackets and, in fact, to

While revenue from earnings and profits tax hasbeen come within the tax net at all. Therefore, he raised

particularly buoyant in 1987/88, the Financial Secre- allowancesbroadly in line with inflation but it was his

tary continues to express concern about the cyclical view that increasesin real incomewill have the overall

nature of revenue from this source and his desire to effect of increasing the number of taxpayers. Mr.

look at a more stable tax base. He announced that a
Jacobs stated that through the combination of these

number of studies had been undertaken during the features he seeks to move towards a more robust and

year towards the introductionof an indirect tax which equitable fiscal regime. Therefore, he proposed not

should produce a stable and worthwhile revenue yield only to reduce the standard rate, but to change the

at a low tax rate but, at the same time, cause minimum bands to.provide both a lower initial rate and a more

distortion to the economyand which is also simple and gradual progression through the various marginal
cheap to administer. Although work is still progress-

rates. The changes are as follows (1987/88 rates are

ing, the studies so far suggest that some form of sales included for comparison):
tax, probably at the wholesale level, would meet the HK$ HK$
criteria, but further study is required before a docu-
ment is available for public discussion. Personalallowance (single) 29,000 29,000

(married) 60,000 60,000
Additionalpersonal allowance (single) 5,000 7,000

(married) 10,000 14,000IV. TAXATION REVENUE MEASURES
Workingwifeallowance -- 15,000
Child allowance-I st child 11,000 12,000In preparing his draft estimate of revenue, the Finan- 2nd child 8,000 8,500cial Secretary forecast that the general revenue ac- 3rd child 3,000 3,000

count for 1988/89before any proposalsforadjustments 4th-6thchild (each) 2,000 2,000to taxation would be HK$ 55.5 billion, an increase 7th-9thchild (each) 1,000 1,000from the revised estimate of HK$ 50.5 billion for
1978/88 of some 10%. This, together with the in- Dependentparent allowance 9,000 10,000

Additional independentparentallowance 3,000 3,000creased estimated expenditure for 1988/89, would re-

sult in an estimated surplus on general revenue ac- The FinancialSecretarymade a particularreference to
count for 1988/89 of HKS 5.6 billion before any reve- the question of taxation of married women; although
nue measures. The FinancialSecretaryconsideredthat (in his 1987 Budget Speech) he had not been in favour
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of separate taxation for married women in view of the sures are designed to facilitatewider home ownership
complexitiesof its administrationand the cost to Gov- and assist the middle income group.
ernment revenue, he now undertook to review the
various options. In the meantime, he proposed an

allowanceof HK$ 15,000 as a measureof reliefagainst VIII. AIRPORT TAX
the income of a married woman or her actual income,
whichever is less. A final measure was a proposal to reduce the rate of

airport departure tax from its present rate of HK$120
for an adult and HK$ 60 for a child to HK$100 for an

adult and HK$ 50 for a child.
VI. PROFITS TAX, INTEREST TAX AND

PROPERTY TAX

IX. CONCLUSION
As regards profits tax, the Financial Secretary pro-
posed a reduction in the rate from 18% to 17% at a In his concluding remarks, Mr. Jacobs stated that in
full year cost of some HK$ 760 million. He mentioned putting together his tax proposals, he deliberatelythat a number of arguments had been put forward for sought a broadeningof the tax base to achieve greaterconcessions to stimulate various sectors of the fiscal stability. In the contextofhis theme ofcontinuity
economy,but it was his view that selectedinducements in forward planning, Hong Kong must be remindedof
were not what was needed at this time; rather the the need for prudence. Hong Kong is becoming in-
proposed reduction in the rate of tax on corporate creasinglycomplexand the range of functionsrequiredprofits would provide appropriateand proper encour- of the administration is expanding. The private sector
agement to all those in business. It remains to be seen also plays its part, particularly in the provision of in-
whether this argument is acceptable to the business frastructure, and the Governmentis increasing its use
community. The standard rate for unincorporated of statutory bodies. Mr. Jacobs submitted that all this
businesses and for interest tax and property tax was is evidence of dynamism and change but he remains
reduced from 161/2% to 151/2%. aware of the need of the continuingvigilance regarding

the growth in public sector expenditure. Experience
elsewhere shows that an expanding public sector in
relation to the economy as a whole is a major factor inVII. OTHER TAXES
dampening long-term economic prospects and this

No changes were proposed to estate duty; however, should not be allowed to happen in Hong Kong. His

the Financial Secretary proposed an increase in the concluding remark was in relation to his theme of

threshhold of the stamp duty at which the 2.75% rate continuityof policies and he concludedwith the words

in respect of assignments of property begin to apply
of T.S. Eliot:

from the present HK$ 500,000 to HK$1.5 million, What we call the beginning is often the end
and to cut the rate of duty for properties costing be- And to make an end is to make a beginning
tween HK$ 250,000 and HK$1.5million. These mea- The end is where we start from.
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''I 11\ DO \ ES A:

Taxation of Income from
Y
r.& **

Capital: Two Issues

/t By R Masury*

I. INTRODUCTION a general rule, all interestshould be taxed in the hands
of the recipient. For example, if a borrower partici-

For income tax purposes, income is classified (accord- pates in business activities and uses the borrowed
ing to the source from which it derives), as employ- funds to produce goods and services, he must pay a

ment income, business income, income from capitalor remunerationout of the gross income he earns to the
income derived in the form of social securitybenefits.1 owners of the factors of production.2 He must pay
Income from capital can be defined as the earnings interest to the lender of the funds, who, in turn, must
receivedfor placingcapital in the formofcash, durable include the interest received in his taxable income.
goods or intellectualpropertyat the disposal of a third As a further illustration, consider the case of an indi-
party. For example, income from capital comprises: vidual who does not participate in a business but who

interest, by which is meant the remuneration a borrows funds to purchase a house which he rents to-

lender receives from a borrower for the use of a third party: the rent received constitutes taxable

capital; income but the borrower should be allowed to deduct
dividends paid on company shares, including the interest on the loan used to finance the house. The-

founders' shares and other similar rights, but recipient of the interest should include the interest in
excluding debt-claims; dividends are the remune- his taxable income.3
ration receied for participating (with limited lia- In practice, however, it appears that althoughbility) in the capital of a company;

many
tax systems profess to utilize a comprehensivemean-

royalties, which are the remuneration received-

ing of income, they exclude certain interest from
from a licensor for the use of copyrights, patents,

taxa-
tion. In the United States, for instance, interest re-

secret formulae and know-how; and ceipts included in a pensionplan are not taxed nor are
rentals, which are the remuneration received by a

nterest receitsfrom insurance and State and
-

lessor from a lessee for the use of land, buildings
reserves

local bonds.4 Similarly, by virtue of the Indonesian
or equipment. Income Tax Law 1984, interest included in payments

This article examines2 significant issues relating to the received from an insurance company under an acci-
taxation of income from capital in Indonesia: dent, illness, life or educationalinsurancecontractare

the taxability of interest received and the deducti- exempt from income tax as is interest from time de--

bility of interest paid; and posits and other savings. Thus, tax systemsmay depart
the different tax treatment of interest and divi- from the comprehensive taxation of income by-

dends, a difference which is closely related to the exemptingparticular types of interest.
issue of integration of the taxation of distributed
company income at the corporateand shareholder . Director of Tax Regulations and International Tax, Ministry of Fi-

level. nance, Indonesia.
1. See Cnossen, Sybren, Agenda for Income Tax Reform in the Neth-

The theoretical concepts of both issues are examined erlands,27 Public Finance/FinancesPubliques2 (1982) at 207-209.

as well as practical implementationin Indonesianlegis- 2. The factors of production are land (including natural resources),
lation; the author then expresses his own views. labour and capital.

3. A common fallacy should be mentioned here. Some people feel that
it is unfair to subject income from investments to taxation (for example, a

house which is rented to a third party) because this results in double
II. TAXABILITYAND DEDUCTIBILITYOF taxation, i.e. first the income from which the investmentwas made is taxed

INTEREST and then the income derived from investment is taxed. Needless to say,
this is not a case of double taxation. However, income tax is levied on

income regardless of whether the income is used for consumption or

A. Theoreticalviews savings purposes. Interest or other returns from investment are subject to

income tax, not because they are related to saving, but simply because they
fall within the scope of the definition of income.. See Goode, Richard,The

(1) Comprehensive income tax base Individual Income Tax, Studies of Government Finance Washington,

An income tax system which imposes tax on a com-
DC; The Brookings Institution, Revised Edition (1976) at 25-26.
4. Steuerle, Eugene: Tax Arbitrage, Inflation and the Taxation of

prehensive basis ideally should include all interest re- Interest Payments and Receipts,30Wayne Law Review 3 (1984) at 991-

ceipts in the taxpayer's taxable base. Consequently,as 992.
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(2) Equal taxation of investment income a final tax and that the average rate of income tax

For efficiency and equity reasons, all kinds of interest imposed on the taxpayer's other income of 500,000

should be taxed in the same manner as other income Rp. is 30%.

from capital.5A differential treatmentof income from His income tax can be computed as follows:

capital would result in economicinefficiencyas a result Other income 500,000 Rp.
of the distortion of the allocation of resources. If all Interestpaid 100,000 RP.
interest receipts were not treated in the same manner Income tax 30% of 400,000 Rp. = 120,000 Rp.
as other income items, inequity in the distribution of Income tax on interest received
income would result as well. 15% of 100,000 = 15,000 Rp.

Total income tax 135,000 Rp.

(3) Link between taxability and deductibilityof interest If the taxpayer had not borrowed any money to place
in a time deposit, he would have been subject to an

A close link exists between the taxability of interest =

receipts and the deductibilityof interest payments. In
ncome tax of 30% of 500,000 Rp. 150,000 Rp.

this respect, 2 additional issues must be clarified. The Tax arbitragewill be advantageousso long as the after-

first is connectedwith the taxabilityof income derived tax net income is higher than the tax due in the situa-

1 from an asset purchasedwith borrowed funds and the tion in which no tax arbitrage was performed. The

second relates to the different treatment of interest lower the tax on the interest income (in this case the

income and interest expense. interestreceivedon the time deposits) the more attrac-

tive tax arbitrage becomes.

(a) Borrowedfunds Preferential tax treatment of interest will create a tax

If borrowed funds are used to purchase a house or arbitrageproblemwhich- if accepted for tax purposes
other durable good for the private use of the owner,

- wll result in distortions in the economy and vast

the benefit of using the good (undersome tax systems) amounts of energy will be wasted on tax planning
is translated into monetary terms and added to the which, as such, has no value to the economy.7Steuerle

taxpayer's taxable income in the form of an imputed offers a solution for the tax arbitrage problem by not

income. This method is utilized in Belgium, the Fed- treating interest receipts separately but rather by ag-
eral Republic of Germany, the Netherlands and In- gregating them. He also advocates a comprehensive
donesia under the pre-1984 income tax system. If no tax reform bv broadening the tax base and lowering
income is assumedbut the interestpaid is still deducti- the tax ratesIncontrast,Bird suggests a more limited

ble for purposes of income tax, the interest is a nega- action by issuing rules to allocate interest deductions

tive item in computing taxable income because it may between taxable and non-taxable assets and limiting
be deducted from income from other sources. The the deductibilityof interest only to loans used to pur-
situation in France is illustrative. Imputed income is chase assets producing taxable income.9

not added to the income of an owner-occupier but The deductibilityof interest payments can be limited
interest paid to finance the house is deductiblewithin by:
certain limits. This process of borrowing funds to pur-
chase an asset when the income of the asset receives - Denying an interest deductionfor interest paid on

privileged tax treatment or is not taxed at all, but the loans if it can be establshed that the loans were

nterestpaid is fully deductible, is knownasarbitrage.6 merelyused to acquireassets producingtax-prefer-
red income. Employing this limitation requires an

(b) Tax arbitrage efficient tracing system to link interest payments
to the use of the loan proceeds; otherwise the

Tax arbitrage can also occur in those instances where will be ineffective.0
interest is taxed at a lower rate than that applicable to

system

the income from which the interest may be deducted. Deductbility of interest can also be made condi-

For example, this wouldbe the case if interest received tional on the purpose of the loan rather than the

iS subject to a reduced flat rate of income tax or with- actual use of the loan. For instance, interest paid
holding tax which satisfies the recipient's tax liability, on loans obtained for business purposes can be

whereas the interest paid could be deducted as an made deductible whereas loans obtained for pri-
expense from income which is subject to steeply pro-
gressive rates. It would then be advantageousfor tax-

payers to borrow money from a bank, invest the 5 Steuerle, op. cit. at 1,011.
reverse

money in the pertinent assets (e.g. interest-bearing
6. Ibid.,at 1,002-1,003. The situation would result if the income

derived from the asset was taxable but the interest paid to finance the

securities) and benefit from the discrepancy between purchase of the asset was non-deductible.Holdingsuch an asset, however,

the rates of income tax on the interest receivedand the is obviously less attractive.

income from which the interest may be deducted. 7. Bird, Richard, Comments on Tax Arbitrage, Inflation, and the

Taxation of Interest Receipts and Payments 30 Wayne Law Review 3

The following example is illustrative. Assume that an (1984) at 1,017.

individualborrows 1,000,000Rp. at a rate of 10% and 8 Steuerle, op. cit. at 1,012.

places this amount in a time deposit from which he 9. Bird, op. cit. at 1,018. 2-.

10. McIntyre, Michael J., Symposium: Canadian and American

receives 10% interest. Assumefurtherthat the interest Perspectives on the Deduction for Interest Payments. Foreword, 30

received is subject to a 15% withholding tax which is Wayne Law Review 3 (1984) at 941.
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vate purposes (e.g. mortgage loans for financing Under the Income Tax Law 1984, a governmental
the taxpayer's own dwelling-house)would not be regulation explicitly exempts from taxation interest
deductible,11 derived from time deposits and other savings. Interest

A second method allows taxpayers to deduct in- paid to earn, recover or secure income is deductible

terest only if it is paid on loans obtained to produce
when computing taxable income. However, the in-

investment income or business income. For n-
terest exemption is limited to the amountof borrowed
funds which exceed the amount on deposit.16stance, the interest could be limited to the amount

of taxable income which the taxpayer receives
from investmentsacquiredwith the loan funds and C. Comment
which he reports in his return. Employing this sys-
tem implies that interest paid on home mortgages (1) Insurance payments
maynotbededucted.12Eveniftheimputedincome
of an owner-occupieddwelling is taxed, the deduc- As set forth above, insurance payments under acci-

tibility of interest paid on home mortgagescannot dent, illness, life and educationalinsurancepolicies as

be justified since payment of the interest is more
well as the interest included in these payments are

in the nature of consumptionthan of acquisitionof excludedfrom taxable income. By disallowingthe pre-
mium deduction, all savings through insurance com-income.13
panies are taxed and the principal amounts do not

escape taxation. Thus, the exclusion of interest from
B. Practice in Indonesia taxable income can be considered as a small sacrifice

to collect a much higher tax revenue. Taxing the in-
(1) Before 1984 terest would impose unwarranted complications on

the tax authorities, i.e. it would be extremelydifficultBefore 1984 interest income received by residents of
Indonesia was not taxed in practice. Interest earned to determine the interest element in insurance pay-

and the ambiguitiesattendingsuch a determina-
on rupiah time deposits made for at least 30 days was

ments
tion pave the way for potential abuse by officials.

exempt from income tax. Interest on time deposits in
current taxother currencies,and on demanddeposits,was taxable Therefore, this author believes the policy

under the law, but since no effective withholding tax
with respect to insurance payments is a sound and
realistic one. A golden rule dictates that if the best

was levied on such interest it also escaped taxation in
practic.14 option is unattainable, the second best should be cho-

sen.

(2) From 1984
(2) Time deposits and other savings

As indicated above, under the 1984 Income Tax Law,
interest included in paymentsmade by insurancecom- Any receipt of interest enhances the economic power

panies under an accident, illness, life insurance and of the taxpayer so an exemption of interest on time

educational insurance contract is not included in tax- deposits violates the equity principle. Such an exemp-
able income. On the other hand, premiums paid for tion also reduces tax revenue which creates a conflict

with the revenue-adequacyprinciple. However, ifthese types of insurance are generally not deductible.
This system was designed to simplify the deductibility

interest was subject to tax, funds now invested in In-

of insurancepremiumsand taxabilityof insurancepro-
donesian time deposits could potentially be transfer-
red toneighbouringcountries, like Singaporeor Hongceeds.15 These insurance premiums are deemed to be

income of the employeeonly when the premiumshave Kong, where interest is exempt from income tax. It is

been paid by the employer. Under this system, the true that Indonesia may decide to tax foreign-source
insurance premiums represent savings which are paid

interest received by Indonesian residents. However,
such a provision would soon prove unworkable be-from taxable income. In other words, the income is

taxed when received and not when used for consump-
cause recipients of the interest would be required to

tion, and the return of the savings in the form of report the income and it would be practically imposs-
ible to obtain information from the foreign tax auth-interest on the income thus saved is excluded from the

recipient's taxable base. orities (in particular in those cases where no tax treaty
exists, as is the case between Indonesiaand Singapore,
and Indonesia and Hong Kong). Until the Indonesian

11. Goode, op. cit. at 151. Governmentdevelops an efficient administrativepro-
12. McIntyre, op. cit. at 941-942. cedure in this area, exempting the interest on tme
13. Goode, op. cit. deposits is the second best, but the only sensible, solu-14. Other interest payments made to Indonesian residents were also
taxable under the law but exempt in practice because the withholding tax tion.
could only be enforced for larger corporations in the public sector. See
Internal Memo on the 1984 Tax Reform of 16 August 1982. (3) Limitation of the interest deduction
15. In addition, Indonesian society considers it inhumane to tax a reci-

pient's insurance proceeds at a time when he suffers such a loss. Tax arbitrageviolatesboth the equityand the revenue-
16. This may be illustrated by the following example: assume that a adequacy principles. The limitationof the interest de-
taxpayer has a time deposit of 1,000,000 Rp., at an interest rate of 17% duction is an effort to eliminateor at least mitigate the
per annum. In addition, he borrows 1,500,000 Rp. for his business at 19%

effects of tax arbitrage. First, interest paid to finance
per annum. The taxpayer is permitted to deduct 19% of (1,500,000 _

1,000,000) or 95,000 Rp. expenditure on consumption is non-deductible. Sec-
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ondly, interest paid on loans obtained to finance in- adopting an integration system applying the imputa-
come-producingactivities is only deductible to the ex- tion method, the dividend-paiddeductionmethodor

tent that the borrowed funds exceed the amount of the split-rate method.17Under the imputationsystem,
time deposits. If no limitationexisted, taxpayers (even all or part of the corporate income tax is credited
those who have adequate financial resources) would against the personal income tax due on the dividends
be encouraged to borrow funds for investmentin time received by the shareholder.18 The dividend-paid
deposits. In other words, the limitationof the interest method allows a deduction for all or part of the divi-
deduction is an effective tool to prevent tax arbitrage dends which are distributedby the corporation.19The
and, in the author's opinion, an appropriate policy split-ratemethod adopts different rates for distributed
option. and undistributed corporate profits, i.e. a lower rate

From the revenue-collectingperspective, application applies to distributedprofits.2o

of the equity principle and imposition of a easily-ad-
ninistered procedure, the provisions introduced by (3) Elinination of econorric double taxation

the 1984 Income Tax Law substantially improve the The view that double taxationof distributedcorporate
provisions of its predecessor. income must be avoided (at all costs) by integrating

corporate and personal income taxes seems to be an

overs''_mplificationof the problem. The following con-
III. DIFFERENT TAX TREATMENT OF siderations also bear on the issue:

INTEREST AND DIVIDENDS
(a) The mere fact that an enterprise is conducted as a

A. Theoreticalviews corporation offers a certain benefit to the sharehold-
ers.

(1) Business income (b) So long as corporateprofits are not distributed to

Business income is earned by combining the factors of the shareholders no personal income tax is due. It

production (i.e. labour and capital (including land)). should also be noted that most equity capital is raised
The owner of an enterprise must normally pay wages by accumulationof the corporation'sretainedearnings
to workers, interest to lenders on borrowed capital which have not suffered double taxation. In this re-

and rentalpaymentsfor the use of land. The remaining spect, there is no bias in favour of equity capital
net revenuecomprisesthe incomeof the entrepreneur. formed by accumulating profits over debt financing.
This system of income computation is also used to Dividendreliefis only necessaryfor new equitycapital
determine taxable income. However, if the entrepre- which is not raised by accumulatingretained earnings.
neur uses his own capital in the enterprise, the interest By granting the dividend relief only with respect to

imputed to the use of this capital is not tax-deductible. new equity capital, the revenue loss and the distribu-
If the enterprise operates as a corporation, dividends tional impact in favour of equity holders would be

(which, to a certain extent, are remuneration for the much smaller than under an integrationsystem (under
use of equity capital) are also not tax-deductible. which a relief is given for all distributed dividends).

Therefore, relief measures limited to dividends on

(2) Classical versus integration system shares issued under new share issues could eliminate
Under the so-called classical system, income of the the bias against equity financing which otherwise

corporation and its shareholders is taxed separately. would exist under the classicalsystem. The reliefcould

The income is first taxed at the corporate level; then be provided by granting a deduction for dividends
the after-tax income (to the extent it is distributed to paid, but the deduction should be limited to the

the shareholders)is again taxed as the personalincome amount of a reasonable rate of interest on the new

of the shareholders. Distributed corporate profits are equity.21
therefore taxed twice, a situation often described as

economic double taxation. (4) Tax neutrality
This double taxation can be eliminated or reduced by If the policy is to realize tax neutrality between debt

and equity financing, all distributions to shareholders
- (includingredemptiondistributions)shouldbe subject

to income tax in the same manner. Accumulatedearn-17. McLure, Jr., Charles. E., MustCorporate Incomebe TaxedTwice,
Studies of GovernmentFinance, Washington DC: The Brookings Institu- ings convertedinto equitycapital (and thus not subject
tion (1979) at 2-3. to personal income tax) should be subject to tax at a
18. A partial imputation credit is granted in Belgium, Denmark, France, later date when the pertinent shares are redeemed.
Ireland, Italy and the United Kingdom. A full credit is given by the Federal Undersome tax systems, redemptiongains are subjectRepublic of Germany. The Sri Lankan 1988 Budget proposals contain a

50% imputation credit. to capital gain tax rates which are lower than the
19. Under Greek law, distributed dividends are fully deductible. general tax rates applicable to ordinary income.22 If
20. Austria subjects distributed corporate income tax to a rate which is intereston debts used to acquire assetsproducingnon-
50% of the rate applicable to undistributed income. taxable income (e.g. tax-exempt bonds) or income
21. Andrews, William D., Tax Neutrality Between Equity Capital and

subject to preferred rate is disallowed deduction,Debt, 30 Wayne Law Review 3 (1984) at 1,057-1,071. a as a

22. Ibid. at 1,066-1,067. a similar disallowance should apply to dividends on

23. Ibid. at 1,068-1,071. newly-issuedequity.23
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The views set forth above suggest that a tax system poration owns 25% or more of the capital of another
favouring a method of raising additional capital by corporation or 2 or more corporations are under the

accumulating its earnings, should be neutralized. common ownership or control of a third corporation
Those views could be challenged because they are or individual.
based more on value judgements rather than on a

realistic perspective. Admittedly, the economic be- The Ministerof Financehas authority to issue a decree

haviour of a system which does not impose tax would concerning the ratio of debt and equity of a firm for

be different from that in our society because we have purposes of income tax. The Minister exercised this

creted a bias in favour of a particular type of be- authority in 1984 but the decree was repealed before

haviour by introducing income tax. Inevitably, intro- implementation as a result of strong taxpayer resist-

duction of an income tax system creates bias affecting ance.

market behaviour and there are no guarantees that As stated earlier, interest from time deposits is not

eliminatingone bias will not create another. Only tax taxable, but the interest deduction is limited if the
biases which create major problems in broad sectors taxpayer simultaneouslyinvested money in a time de-
(with considerableeconomic, politicalor social conse- posit and obtained a loan. In such a case, interest is
quences) offer sufficient justification for a change in only deductible to the extent that it relates to the part
the tax system.24 of the loan which exceeds the amount of the deposit.

Finally, in determiningnet taxable income, payments
of dividends or other profit distributionsby a corpora-B. The practice in Indonesia
tion to its shareholders,dividendspaid by insurancean

(1) Before 1984 company to its policy holders, and costs incurred for

Under the (old) Individual Income Tax Ordinance
the benefit of shareholdersare not deductible.

1944, a taxpayer computed his net taxable income by
deducting from gross income all interestpayable (pro- C. Comment
vided that the interest was legally due to a creditor).
However, interest could be deducted regardless of Certain biases inevitablyfollow in the wake of new tax

whether the loan was obtained for business or private systems. These biases often affect economie be-

purposes. Consequently, interest on loans for con- haviour. Every income tax system establishesprimary
sumptionpurposeswas also deductible. Becausethere objectives, but certain side-effectsmay emanatewhen

was no actual interest due when an enterprise owner the system is implemented. The side-effects may be

used his own funds as capital for the enterprise, no Positive or negative. Positive effects can be construed
interest deduction could be taken. as additional goals. If a tax system can achieve its

objectivesbut the system gives rise to negativeeffects,
Under the (old) Corporation Tax Ordinance 1925, the system should be reconsidered since the negative
interest paid was also deductible if it constituted part effects may outweigh the advantages and even ulti-
of the cost ofproducingincome. However, the interest rnately prevent fulfilment of the goals. Undesirable
deduction was limited when paynent was made to a effects may also be created in that the final outcome
related enterprise in that the rate of interestpaid could of the income tax is completely different than antici-
not exceed the prevailing market interest rate. No pated. This author believes that a minor bias should
deduction was allowed for a distribution of income, not be too hastily eliminated.
except for distributions to the State not acting in its
capacity as a shareholder. Corporate taxpayers were If the objective of imposing income tax is to tax the

not permitted to compute interest on their equity cap-
ncome of the owner of an enterpriseand if this owner

ital for deduction from their taxable income. uses his own capital in the business, the interest which
may be imputed to the owner's capital should not be

(2) As of 1984 deductible (if the tax base is to be comprehensive).
Thus, if the enterprise operates as a corporation, the

The Income Tax Law 1984 contains similar provisions owner of the equity capital is legally the owner of the
for the calculationof net taxable income of individuals corporation. Consequently,imputed interest for using
and corporations.The only interestwhich is deductible this capital should not be deductible for purposes of
in computing net taxable income is interest paid as a determining the corporation's net taxable income.
cost of earning, recovering or securing income. In- However, one could also reason that, economically,
terest paid on personal loans for purposes other than the shareholdersare.the owners of the equity but their
producing incone cannot be deducted for purposes of earnings in the form of distributed dividends cannot
computingnet taxable income. be considered as a deductible item for computationof

The Director General of Taxation is authorized to the corporation's income tax.

recompute the amount of income or deductions and The architects of the classical system had good reason
he may also consider debt as equity in calculating net to design it.25 Features which are relevant to the In-
taxable income if a special relationshipexists between donesian situation include:
2 taxpayers. For individuals, a special relationship re-

fers to family relations by blood or marriage in the 24. Khan, Douglas A., Comments on Tax Neutrality Between Equity
direct line or in the second degree of consanguinity. Capital and Debt, 30 Wayne Law Review3 (1984) at 1,081-1,085.
For corporations, a special relationship exists if a cor- 25. These reasons were enumerated in McLure, op. cit. at 28-38.
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The system can be justifiedon the basis of elemen- cations to defend the classical system. The current-

tary tax principles, especially because it enhances income tax system was carefully designed, inter alia,
the progressivity of the income tax. Distortions to be simple and easy to implement. Simplicity in this
which allegedly result from its implementation context means that, once the method is explained,
have never been proven. computationof taxable income and the tax due can be
Full integration involves considerable practical effectuated without major difficulties by the average

-

problems. Even dividend relief schemes (consi- Indonesian taxpayer. This simple calculation also
dered to be less equitable) also create many prob- facilitates the ease with which the taxpayers can be
lems. audited and increases the speed with which the tax
The interests of the corporationmay substantially officials can perform their tasks and the speed with-

differ from those of the shareholders,in particular which the officials' performance can be monitored.
where the corporation's dividend policy is in-
volved. Thus the corporation cannot normally be These objectiveswere selected because:
viewed as a conduit through which earnings pass

- taxpayer knowledge of tax laws is minimal;
on the way to the shareholders. - the knowledge,skill and professionalismof the tax
Under the separate entity approach, the corporate officials need to be improved; and-

income and personal income taxation are separate - the bargaining practices between tax officials and
kinds of taxation. It is a basic misconception to taxpayers should be eliminated.
consider them as a joint system because they have
their own existence, nature and level of tax. This author is of the opinion that Indonesia shouldThe corporate income tax might be shifted to con- maintain the classical system and not attempt to intro-

-

sumers or workers, rather than be borne by share- duce an integrationsystem or other schemesprovidingholders. Such shifting implies that the corporate tax relief for dividends, because such systems are notincome tax should be reduced rather than be inte-
grated in the personal income tax. yet feasible in Indonesia. If the legislature opts for a

classical but also wishes provide relieffor
1 If it is accepted that the incidence of the corporate dividends distributed with respect to new equity capi-

- system to tax

income tax is shifted to the shareholders and that
the ownership of the equity is concentratedin the tal, complicatedmachinerywould necessarilyneed to

be introduced. Dividend relief would not result in
upper income groups, the reduction in progressiv- neutrality but it would reduce andity which the dividend relief would entail must be

more tax revenue

condemned. complicate the system. This author counsels against
introduction of such relief measures and advocates

1 The Indonesian legislature also relied on other justifi- maintenanceof the classical system.
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*. 7 .': Consolidationof Net

:
Income and Losses

'.

By Armando Montilla

I. IN GENERAL limited liability companies, must consolidate (for cor-

porate tax purposes) their profits or losses if the fol-
As of October 1986, certain groups of companies lowing conditions are cumulativelymet:

which receive income in Venezuela must submit con- 1 if 50% or more of the registered capital is held by
solidated income tax returns, i.e. file a return as only

.

the same shareholderor group of shareholdersor
one taxpayer. 1 To this effect, the nationalGovernment if less than 50% of the registeredcapital is held by
passed a regulation2 relating to the consolidation of the same shareholder or group of shareholders,
net incomeand losses for the paymentof income taxes. that shareholder or group, directly or indirectly,
Decree 1,739/87 implements the principlesestablished and controls the and
in Arts. 75, 76, 78 and 110 of the new IncomeTax Law manages company;

(hereinafter the Law).3
2. if the businessactivitiesof the companiesare inter-

related; i.e. vertically or horizontally integrated
An examination of the statute and new Regulation companies. For example, a vertically integrated
relating to consolidation for tax purposes reveals the group exists in a situationwhere CompanyA man-

following definitions and procedures. ufactures a product and Company B markets or

sells it. A horizontally integrated group exists in a

situation where CompanyA engages n the sale of

II. CONDITIONSREQUIRED FOR household furnishings and Company B engages in
CONSOLIDATION the sale of lamps, i.e. the companies sell related

products.
Corporations4, taxpayers considered as corporations If either of these requirements are missing, the tax
for tax purposes5, limited liability companies,or those '

return cannot be consolidated.6
entities having the characterstics of corporations or

Armando Montilla is a partner in the tax division of the public 1. Petroleum enterprises and enterprises engaged in activities ancillary

Accounting firm of Krygier, Morales y Asociados He to oil enterprises (i.e. refining and transportation),however, are expressly
excluded from consolidation by Art. 75 para. 1 of the Law. Oil enterprises

graduated from the Universidad Central de Venezuela with
are thereforetaxed underTariffNo. 3(b) at the proportional rate of67.7%.

an accounting degree in 1960, and earned a law degree 2. Published in the Official Gazette of 16 September 1987.
from the same university in 1965. He began his professional 3. Law of 16 October 1986.

accounting career in 1959 in the audit division of Krygier, 4. Under Venezuelan law, a corporation and joint stock company are

Morales y Asociados where he rose through the ranks to considered the same form of business organization, i.e. they are known as

occupy the position of Audit Manager. Upon receiving his SA (Sociedad Annima) or CA (Compaa Annima) and the terms are

law degree, Mr. Montilla transferred to the firm's tax division interchangeable.
and presently is the partner in charge of the division which 5. This includes any type of foreign companyor entity operatingthrough

provides tax consulting services. As head of this division, Mr. a branch in Venezuela, partnerships limited by sharesand civil associations

Montilla has acted as tax consultant to many of Venezuela's adopting the legal form of SA, SRL (Sociedad de Responsabilidad
Limitada) or partnership limited by shares.

important companies and economic groups 6. The regulation contains no special provisions indicating whether or

At present, Armando Montilla is President of the Tax and not a non-domiciled company engaging in activities in Venezuela must

Legislation Committeeof the Venezuelan Institute of Finance consolidate its income with that of its related Venezuelan company. Art.
75 of the law requires taxpayers to consolidate whether or not they have a

Executives (IVEF) and Professor at the Administration and different name or are domiciled in the country. This author is of the
AccountingSchool of the UniversidadCatlica Andres Bello, opinion that this phrase may be interpreted to mean that consolidationwll
where he specializes in income tax courses. apply only to taxpayers domiciled in Venezuela. If this were not the case,

there would be no purpose for including the phrase in the legislation. The
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III. INCOME TO BE CONSOLIDATED Should such losses still not be exhausted, they can be
carried forward individually for 3 years following the

The total aggregate income of each of the companies year in which they were incurred(Art. 74 of the Law).
subject to consolidation, less qualifying fiscal losses, if
any, determines the total net taxable income of the
group during the taxable period. V. TAX REBATES

Each companyshould calculate the amount of any tax
IV. FISCAL LOSSES rebate to which it may be entitled in accordance with

the pertinent Decrees. The amount of any rebate due
A. Losses during the taxable period will reduce the tax based on consolidated income.

Should the amount of any rebate exceed the tax paya-
Losses incurred during the taxable period by one or ble by the group, it will be allocated in the same prop-
more of the consolidated companies may only be in- ortional manner established for losses.
cluded in the consolidated return, up to the aggregate Generally speaking, the same rules apply to fiscal
amount of the income of the rest of the consolidating losses and rebates as regards taxes payable by the
companies. If the losses of one of the group's com- The only differenceis that losses be carried
panies exceed the aggregate of the remaining com-

group. may
forward for 3 years and rebates for only 2 years.panies' income, the net loss arising from consolidation

may be carried forward for up to 3 years. Such losses
must first be set off against income of the companY VI. PRESUMPTIONS
which incurred them and then against consolidated
income. To prevent companies from attempting to evade con-

Where several companieshave incurred losses and the solidation through stockholder or member combina-

aggregate amount of the losses exceeds the income to tions, the Law and Regulationcreatecertain presump-
be consolidated, each loss company must apportion a tions. Consequently, unless facts to the contrary are

proportional amount of its loss for set-off against the proven, the following are considered to be one stoc-

consolidated income, in conformitywith the following kholder or partner:
formula: (1) individuals who are related by ties of up to the

third degree of consanguinityand second of affin-

aggregate income x loss of the company concerned ity;
(2) parent companies or subsidiaries which (as

aggregate losses partners or stockholders)directly or through third

Example: parties, exercise the management or administra-
tion of the companies consolidating income; or

Assume the followingsituation in a certain assessment (3) a group of legal persons who are stockholders or
year partners in other companies, when 50% or more
CompanyA: loss 500 of the capital stock of each of the consolidatingCompanyB: loss 700 1,200 companies belongs to such legal persons, or to a

CompanyC: income 300 similar group of natural and legal persons.
CompanyD: income 600 900 The variety of combinations which may arise from

Aggregate loss in excess of aggregate income 300 application of the above paragraphs requires a case-

by-case determination.
Company A may set off 900 x 500 = 375

1,200

Company B may set off 900 x 700 -- 525 VII. RATES

1,200 900
Total net consolidated income will be taxable accord-

Obviously, several companies now have losses to be ing to TariffNo. 2.7 Miningenterprisesand enterprisescarried forward in the same manner indicated as engaged in activities which are ancillary to miningabove. whose annual profits do not exceed 30 million Bs.8 are

B. Losses during years prior to a first opinion of the tax authorities, however, is different (although as yet not in

consolidation writing). The tax authorities have mentioned that if certain non-domiciled

companies have taxable income in Venezuela and meet the conditions set

forth in 1 and 2 of the text, such income must be consolidated with
Should there be losses to be carried forward from that of its subsidiaryor of anotherrelatedcompanyoperating in Venezuela.

years prior to the first consolidation, such losses will 7. Tariff No. 2 (i.e. income tax rates for companies in general and for

first be set off against the income of the companies mining enterprises whose income from mining related activities does not

which incurred them. In the event that the losses can- exceed 30 million Bs.) is a 3-bracket tax scheme under which corporate

not be utilized in this manner, they must be set off
income is assessed at progressive rates as follows: 15% on the first 500,000
Bs.; 35% on the next 2.5 million Bs.; and 50% on the excess over 5 million

against the aggregate of the income of the remaining Bs.

consolidating companies for the same taxable period. 8. See footnote 7.
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taxed at the proportionalcorporate rate of 60% under
Tariff No. 3(a) if the consolidatedprofits of the group
exceed an annual 30 million Bs. Taxationin
VIII. THE REPRESENTATIVE LatinAmerica
The company within the group which has the highest (3 binders)
amunt of paid-up capital or the largest net income

during a taxable period may represent the group (at a detailed,practicalguide to the tax and
the group's discretion) for the following purposes: foreigninvestmentlegislationof the
(a) filingof the group'sestimatedand final tax returns; PortugueseandSpanishspeakingcountriesof

(b) determinationor settlementofthe taxes payable;
Centraland SouthAmerica.

(c) payment of the tax and any additional costs; and

(d) audits conducted on the basis of the Law, its reg-
relevantdouble taxatontreatesAndean

ulatory provisions and other instructions of the GroupDecisions,andextensivebibliography
Tax Authorities.

recentlycompletelyrevisedand expandedto

includealsopersonalincometaxes

IX. RETURNS
updated4 timesperyear

Returns must be filed when any one of the companies
of the consolidatinggroup falls within parameters set

by the Law. furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom

InternationalBureauofFiscalDocumentation
-

X. FISCAL PERIOD .F!
-

tPh'Oe'NBeotxh2e0rl2a3n7d-s1000HE Amsterdam

When all the group's companies have the same fiscal Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217intaxnl

period, there is no problem in determiningthe taxable Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58

period for which the final return should be filed. How-
ever, if the fiscal periods differ, certain rules must be
followed:

XI. NOTIFICATIONOF TAXPAYERS

1. The fiscal period for filing the first return is that of The company representing the group must notify (in
the company which first initiated its fiscal period writing) the Fiscal Control Administrationof the Sec-
within the terms of the reformed law. torial Income Administration of the Ministry of Fi-

2. A company which is obliged to consolidate and nance and the Finance Office of its jurisdiction:
which, on the date specified for the fiscal closing
according to 1 above, has not completed 12 (1) when any one ofthe companiesformingpart ofthe

months of activity, must include in its return the consolidatinggroup leaves the group; and

tax results obtained at that date. (2) of any change in the consolidated group's rep-

3. For the second period, the companiesmust modify resentation.

their fiscal periods so that all fiscal periods end on Notification must be made as close as possible to the
the same date. No prior authorizationfrom the tax term specified for filing an estimatedor final return of
authorities is required to make this change. consolidated income.
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TAX REFORM IN HUNGARY:

Excerpts of the Information Material
of the Ministry of Finance

1. OBJECTIVE OF THE TAX REFORM that a more up-to-date economic mech- an increasingproportionof the incomegen-
anism relying on the linking of plan and erated. There is a confusing multitude of

As an integral part of upgrading the market can become a decisive factor in in- subsidies and exemptionswhichconceal the
economic management system, prepara- fluencingeconomicprocessand the market. profitability as well as the deficiencies of
tions are under way to implement a prce It is considered as a major objective to business activities. All this considerablyag-
and tax reform pursuant to the resolution widen the elbowroom for enterprises, to gravates our economic problems and ham-
taken by the Central Committee of the promote their active involvement, initia- pers the effectiveness of reform actions ai-
HungarianSocialistWorkers'Party in April tives and entrepreneurshipand to increase ready taken.

1984, which set forth the tasks concerning the economic pressure to improve effi-
Owing to the burden of direct taxes, the

the intensive develoment of the Hunga- ciency. enterprises' efforts centre around bargain-rian economy, as we l as the improvement At the beginning of 1987, the Government ing for exemptions and preferences, and
of the externaland internalbalanceposition passed decisions on the principles of the efficiency improvement, aim, isas an
also from the aspect of the set of instru- reform, its institutional conditions and the pushed into the background. The fact that
ments. It specified the need for concerted
actions which cover all elements of the ways of organizingwork with a view to pre- the tax burden of the population is also

1 economicmanagementsystem, promote an paring the new system for introduction on incorporated in the taxes paid by enter-

autonomous, entrepreneurial, active, dy-
1st January, 1988. The Ministerof Finance prises, results in the distortion of real rela-

namic and innovative enterprise manage-
was appointed to control the exercise and tive costs. Instead of aiming at reducing

ment, help to mobilize the inherent re-
to act as head of a CoordinatingCommittee wage costs and thus at a more efficient
which was set up to ensure the involvement labour management, enterprises focus on

sources of the economy, and provide incen-
tives for managers, collectivesand workers

-n addition to several enterprisemanagers achieving wage preferences and wage-tax
to improve economic efficiency. The reso-

- of state and social organizationsas well as reliefs. Realizing the bulk of the net income

lution defined the period of the 7th Five- interest-representingbodies and to support in the process of production, coupled with

Year Plan starting in 1985 to implementthe through its activities the reconciliation of a distorted turnover tax systems, has an ad-
the emergingproposals in a wide scopewith verse impact on the structure of final con-

changes. government agencies. The Committee's sumption and is a significant factor in pre-
In implementingthe resolution, new enter- work has been backed up by an advisory serving the existing production structure.

prise management formsj have been intro- team of academicians and experienced
duced, a two-tier banking system2 has been practical experts.

The new prevailingpersonal tax system6 it-

established, the forms of direct capital flow
self is inconsistent and unfair. The regula-

amongenterpriseshave been expanded,the The Government subsequently dealt with tions in force treat different activities and

modernization of planning has continued,
the progress of preparations in several in- sectors differently and do not ensure taxa-

the local councils' management has been stances, passed decisions on the principles tion that is proportional to income. This

improved3, and the procedures and legal
of the tax reform, on establishinga uniform fact together with the system of earnings

framework concerning the enterprises' in- tax authority and on the principles of legal regulation7 leads to the degradationof full-

solvency problems have been created4. regulation. The work was based on com- time employmentand to the withholdingof
prehensive modelling, which at the same performance, granting more favourable

However, all these actions have provided time formed a basis for the Government to treatment to income earned form several
insufficient to unfold or to accelerate the modify the set ofconditionsthrougha series small sources.

intensive phase of economic development. of operative decisions and to discuss at two
Stabilization and subsequent recovery re- meetings the drafts of the Acts and decide The accumulatedproblemsof the price and

tax systems cannot be handled with addi-
quire a more definite action programme of on open issues.

tional patchwork solutions longeranyeconomic policy; a new, comprehensive At the request of the Government, discus- overall changes needed. There is need
-

are a
and well-coordinated process is to be

sions about the drafts and their preambles for such price and tax systemswhichwould
started and consistently pursued in the

were held with the social and interest-repre- eliminate the excessive direct tax bur-
years to come, relying primarily on long- senting organizations, the Presidium of the

-

dens producers, signifi-on remove a
term, permanent instruments but yielding Hungarian Academy of Sciences, the Pres- cant portion of the direct taxes from
short-term results as well. The way towards idium of the HungarianEconomicAssocia- production and make it possible and
stabilization and recovery mainly leads

ton, the FederationofHungarianScientific unavoidable to eliminate the bulk of
through restructuring production, ac-

celerating technological development and Associations (MTESZ), the sections and subsidies;

strengtheningadjustment to changes in the
the Presidium of the Hungarian Chamber - help to reduce the level of producers'
of Commerce, etc., as well as with the prices as well as the profit elementworld economy. The implementation will
Budapest and country councils. The Par- realized in producers'require the whole society to join forces, to prces;

reach a consensusthat is constructive,while liamentary committees were also informed - provide the budget resourcesnecessary

it is equally important to face transitional on the progressofwork in several instances. to finance public expenditureand wel-

difficulties and endure the resulting ten- The experience gained during the exercise,
fare actions in a greatervolumethan at

sions. the conclusions of the debates, the princi- present through turnovertaxes-essen-

tially tied to the final consumption
The new programmecalls for an efficientset ples and intentions expressed in statements and the taxation of personal incomes.

-

and decisions can be summarized as fol-
of instruments in all fields of economicman-

agement. From this viewpoint, the immi- lows: 1. See Vol. 21 Public Finance in Hungary
nent task is to improve and coordinate the Under the present price and tax systems, it 2. See Vols. 33 and 34.

conditions under which existing measures is not their own performance and the mar-
3. See Vol. 26.

and systems introduced in the process of ket conditions that basically determine the
4. See Vol. 32.
5. See Vol. 24.

upgrading economic managementoperate, developmentpotentials of enterprises. The 6. See Vol. 9.
as well as to step up the reform process so State budget withdraws and re-distributes 7. See Vols. 22 and 36.
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To achieve this, it is necessary to introduce satisfy social expectations would imply im- An issue was raised during the preparation
a general turnover tax (in the following: pairment of vested rights. Irrespective of that tax reliefs should be attached to the

GTT) system which would ensure the two- the tax reform, this cannot be undertaken costs incurred in rearingchildren under the
tier nature of consumer and producers' in the present position of our economy. We personal income tax system. If the rate of

prices and a personal income tax system (in have therefore adopted the principle that such reliefs were proportional to income, it
the following: PIT) which wouldbe applica- the tax reform should not result in major would strongly favour higher income
ble to personal incomes in the widest possi- shifts in the income positions as they have groups, which is, on the one hand, unfair
ble scope and operate with a minimum of developed under the social benefit system. and would, on the other hand, require to

privileges, while individual and associated To this effect, the income of certain groups maintain a system of allowances for low

entrepreneurs would pay a 'venture' tax (old-age pensioners, familieswith children) income groups. Apart from problems of
under a system which would be harmonized will be increased to compensate for rising principle, this fact would also imply the dis-
with the income regulation of enterprises. prices in order to safeguard social security. tribution of additional income that is not

In addition, relative incomes will also be available. In addition, a considerable pro-
In addition to the price and tax reforms, the shifted to some extent as people with sev- portion of taxpayers do not pay taxes be-
tensions that can be observed in relative eral sourcesof incomewill pay higher taxes, cause their income is below the tax-free
income positionswould also require the re- due to their being summarized,and the re- limit. Hence, there would be no resources
form of (a) wages and (b) social benefits sulting incremental fiscal revenue will fully to give allowancesfrom. Consequently, the

(a) According to the statements and deci- be spent on increasing the allowancesgiven same allowance that high income groups
sions that have been approved, the system to families with children (over and above receive as tax relief should be given to such

to be introduced is based on the require- the increase to compensate for rising low income groups as a negative tax,
ment that the employees'net nominal earn- Prices). which would only increase administrative

ings from full-time employment cannot Initial steps have been made to modernize
burdens and lead to the same result as if

change significantly, assuming an un- everyone who s eligible were to be given
changed performance. At the time of tran-

the pension scheme comprehensively, but the allowancein question through the exist-
it can only be implemented in gradual of family benefits. (In thesition, theywill have to receive in theirgross phases. ng system course

wages an additionalamountwhich they pay of the final discussionan exceptionhas been

as personal income tax. Its source will be We shall, however, come back to this ques- made for familieshaving three or more chil-
the taxes currently paid by the enterprises tion below, in point 4. dren.)
and to be abolished or reduced in the fu-
ture, and central sourceswill be available in 2. FAMILY INCOME TAX AS AN

3. THE IMPACTS OF THE TAX

the case of non-profit institutions financed ALTERNATIVE
REFORM

by the budget. Wages will be grossed-up-

The GTT, the PIT and the 'venture' tax8 to
besides the aim to safeguard the attained There are several developed, as weil as de- be introducedin the frameworkof the pricelevel of net wages - with a view to making veloping, countries which have adopted
business entitiesuniformlyand increasingly family income taxation to tax personal in-

and tax reforms, as well as the changeof the
to

aware of the social costs of reproducing come. Hence, there have been arguments enterpriseincome regulation be expected
the 1988, will makethefnancial(monetary)labour and identifying activities which are that we should also introduce a similar tax

unable to bear the costs of labour they in Hungary. It must be remembered, how- management more systematic and transpa-
rent for economic management, business

employ. Enterprises which may run into ever, that wherever such systems operate, entities and individualsalike. Performance-
liquidity problems because of grossed-up they have evolved naturally.The tax sys- related differentiationwill be strengthened,
wages can receive credits with a State tem in those countries has developed to- there will be increasing to make
guarantee to finance wages in 1988 until gether with the social security system and it

an pressure

they are able to settle such problems from has taken the family position into account, unprofitable operations efficient or elimi-

their own means. in close relation to the given level of
nate them, the elbowroom for enterprises
will widen as the processes evolve and they

However, we cannot reckon to date with a
economic development over time (differ- will have greater freedom in making deci-

wage reform that would basically transform ently in each country). The delay in similar sions on the use of their own resources from

existing relative wages, because: gradual development could only be made the very start.
it is impossible to create socially fair up with a major rearrangement which, as

-

relative income positions which reli- we have already pointed out, cannotbe un- The contemplated changes will, however,

ably reflect qualification,workingcon-
dertaken for lack of sufficient resources at have their impact felt gradually since the

ditions, age, etc. solely on theoretical present. Besides, there is a noticeable re- general difficulties inherent in our econ-

grounds; they could only be the result cent trend of moving away from a uniform omic situation - and the tensions resulting
of a genuine labour market; family income taxation to the individual to some extent from the transition-will not

a significantcentral modificationof re-
us remove

- personal income taxation. allow to restrictive conditions

lative wages would involve an upward A family income tax would adversely affect immediately. The market elements of the
en-

move requiring considerable wage in- families with more than one income earner
price mechanism and the autonomy of

creases which cannot be undertaken as a result of adding up incomes (e.g. due terprise policies may be strengthened, the

with the present performance of the to the scale of progression). In the given
restrictions of earnings regulation eased

economy. Since, if we were to imple- position, when most familiesbadly need the
and the rules preventing competition
abolished only in keeping with the pace of

ment a wage reform without sufficient income earned by every family member of the reform and the improvementof
resources, it would have to be defined working age, such a change would be re-

process
conditions. A key requirementfor continu-whose wage would be reduced to give ceived unfavourably by the public, just as ng the economc reforms implement thetoit to someoneelse, or wages could only much as many believe the solution lies in
price and reforms, which howeverbe increased parallel with further ex- family income taxation. On the other hand,

tax can-

cessive price increases. the social benefits to be given to dependents
not substitutefor the overall reformprocess
in a broad sense that the Government is

On the other hand it should be obvious that would either require the revision of the continuouslyworking on.

changes encompassingthe overall financial existingoverall system of socio-politicalob-

system will result in shifts in income posi- jectives and instruments, which we are not *

tions. There may also be some slight wage prepared to accomplish, or they would be

corrections, first of all in order to prevent
sufficient to grant tax reliefs while the pre- The Government'sintention to create more

an unreasonable levelling of net earnings. sent instrumentswere maintained. Such ad- stable and better computableconditionsfor
ditional funds are, unfortunately,not avail-

(b) It is also impossible to'take reform ac- able. Nevertheless,the Governmentwishes 8. It is intended to introduce this tax later in
tions to ease the tensions of the socio-pol- to leave open the way for a possible move 1987 in the form of a Law-Decree. (The Editor
itical system, because for lack of additional towards family income taxation at a later intends to publish this Law-Decree in one of the
resources, any rearrangement that would stage. next volumes of this series.)
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business activities is clearly reflected at the 5 or 10 thousandpeople cannotprevail over of monetary regulation of economic pro-
very start by the fact that the new tax system the interest of 10 million Hungarians, an cesses using financial and credit instru-
will be introduced at a superior level of effective support is needed from the Parlia- ments. Parallel with computableand dura-
legislation (as an Act) and at the same time ment for the success of the Government's ble tax schemes, the regulation of produc-
it is also initiated that all substantial ele- policy to reduce subsidies and improve the tion, consumption, investment and export
ments of the enterprises' relations with the balance position. The same applies to the processes with credits and by changing the
budget should be regulated in an Act, in a issue of loss-making or inefficient enter- money supply in the whole economy will
not distant future. prises. come to the fore. The role of the Bank of
The new taxes will demand extra efforts Unless we achieve satisfactory results in Issue in influencing central economic man-

and that of commercial banks in
from both the enterprises and the popula- cutting back subsidies, in transforming- or agement
tion. Centrally controlled computer pro- winding up, if necessary - inefficient ac- influencingbusinesseswill increasedramati-

grammes, the enquiryoffices of the new tax tivities, we may have to resort to two sets cally
authority and a systematic consulting ser- of measures: These tasks need appropriate interest rate
vice will all help to understand and to ad- -- either consumer prices will have to be and credit policies and call for a new kind
minister those taxes which are more compli- increased over and above the planned of coordination of fiscal and monetary in-
cated than the present ones. level; or struments.

The new taxes and the transitional - we will have to adopt measures in the

provisions are described in volumes enterprise income regulation (e.g. in- The changes will equally affect national

39/A and 39/B of the series. creasing the profit tax, narrowing the economic planning and the Government's

scope of taxes proposed to be re- economic management functions together
moved, etc.) which would ensure the with their full set of instrumentsand institu-

required balance. tions.

The tax reform and the relatedprice reform Such measures are, however, to be avoided, In preparing the new tax system, we have
will be implemented at a time when the if possible. fully consideredthe possible impactson the
country is facing the difficultiesof stabiliza- standard of living (e.g. the wide scope of
tion and the economy is in the phase of As it is planned, within the enterprise in- 0-rated goods and services in GTl, in-
recoveryand not in that of evolution. come regulation we shall-as far as possible cluding housing, etc. which are basic items

a furthermorethe-

The Governmentprogrammepresented to uniformly value labour costs, and but in householdconsumption,
the Parliament simultaneouslywith the tax single linear tax will be levied on profit. reliefs granted in PIT for housing).
reform constitutesa lengthyand often pain- The practice of treating different kinds of Nevertheless, a separate socio-political
ful programme for consolidating the enterprise assets as separate funds will be package has also been compliedwith a view

economy. It requires the improvementand abolished and the aggregate enterprise to possibly stabilizing the position of social

modernization of all elements of the property fund will become the major reg- groups most in need, such as old-age pen-

economiccontrol and managementsystem. ulator of managementand liquidity. In ad- sioners, familieswith children and to easing
But it would be impossible to implement dition to the profit orientation, a perspec-

the difficulties in the year of introduction

even the best programmewithout the active tive thinking and interest orientationof en- (see Section 4).
support and involvementof the society and terprises'willbe strengthened.Owing to the It should clearly be understood, however,
without a proper set of instrumentsand in- uncertaintiesof the transition and the strict that - irrespective of the tax and price re-

centives. The tax and price reformsare pos- balance requirements a central regulation forms - the 1988 balance requirementsand
sible instruments in carrying out the pro- will have to be applied to earnings in 1988 the launching of the stabilization pro-
gramme. and this will mean a significant improve- gramme will anyhow necessitate measures

In addition to the need for a long-term and
ment over the existing system which is which adverselyaffect the standardof living
based on the tax-bearingcapacityand oper- as they are consequences of having distri-

permanent regulation due consideration
had to be given to the short-term balance

ates with numerousexceptions.The regula- buted more than produced and of insuffi-
tion will only apply to wages and not to cient performanceof the national economyposition and the given features of our earnings9 and concerning the latter the inen- the past.economy. terprises will have a greater freedom to de-

The taxes now adopted are, first of all, to termine them in harmonywith their perfor- The two types of impacts cannot be segre-

promote an evolvement and technological mance. Our aim for the future is to further gated, but it is important to explain to the

as well as intellectual progress, but they liberalize the enterprise wage regulation public the origin of deliberate, howeverun-

also serve the purposesof consolidationand and to strengthen its incentive function. pleasant, measures arising from the present

equilibrium. The final rates may only be presented later, economic situation, so that the price and

but the latest in October, n accordance tax reforms be accepted by the public and
Both the economicsituation and the stabili- with the national economic plan and State its long-term benefits become effective.
zation programmemake it an imperative to budget for the year 1988.
increasingly focus not only on continuous
restructuring and greater labour mobility In line with the Government programme,

4. SOCIO-POLITICALMEASURES

but also on the issue of equilibrium,primar- of course, the financiai balance and RELATED TO THE TAX REFORM

ily the equilibriumof the national economy economic stability will also require, as an
Besides the preferencesincluded in the PIT

in 1988. This becomes necessary in order to integral element, a reasonable transforma-
for families educating at least 3 children,maintain external solvency on the one hand tion of budgetary institutionsand organiza- as

and to avoid uncontrollable price trends, tions, as well as the reduction of their ex-
well as for other socio-political reasons (a

on the other. penditure. The necessary actions are under personal income tax relief amounting to

preparation. 12,000 Forints/year and per child has also
The appropriatemanagementof the transi- been accepted for those families having at

tion to the new systems and the due mainte- The tax and price reforms, as well as the least 3 children; see Vol. 39B), the follow-
nance of financial processes are crucial to new system of enterprise income regulation ing measures are intended.
the balance position in 1988 and in the sub- will change the economic environment, by
sequent years. creating new conditions for national (a) Compensatingmeasures

economic planning and central economic The introduction of the tax and price re-

As our present estimates show, the sub-
management.

forms on 1st January, 1988 will be accom-

sidies given to enterprises should, in line panied by consumer price increases. Ac-
with our original plans, be reduced signifi- The tax schemes governed by high-level cording to current estimates, the rate of this

cantly in order to ensure a financialequilib- legislation will - in accordance with our

rium. This is an extremely difficult step to aims - narrow the scope of budgetary (fis- 9. The notion of earnings comprises beside-

take, as it will violate sectoral, regional, cal) regulation and will automatically in- the regular wages - premiums, rewards, profit-
etc. interests. As, however, the concernsof crease the possibilities and responsibilities sharing, etc.
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increasewill be 6% for the total price levei. ranging relative proportions will also be to the Government programme to

However, adding the impacts of the 1987 mitigatedasfamilieswiththreeor morechil- priority projects (e.g. World Bank fi-
price increases spreading over (2%) and dren will only pay 50% of the charges nanced projects), or to specific socio-
otherexpectedchanges in 1988 not initiated (which equal the raw materialcost of cater- political objectives (e.g. employment
by the authorities (5-7%) it will amount to ing). This system will be introduced in the of the disabled).
about.15%. 1988-89 school year. The guiding principle of the revision and
It should be considered that Further, it is planned that in case the actual the new regulationcan only be based on the

as a result of adding up incomes under 1988 consumer price index exceeds the esti- requirementsof the 1988 nationaleconomic-

the PIT the nominal income of those mated level by at least 1 percentage point, and financial equilibrium which should be
with several sources of income and the that increment will be compensated for ac- observed strictly in this field as well.
incomes not taxed so far (e.g. cordingly in the family allowances. (In the
gratuities)wlo will be reduced; case of old-agepensionersover 70, this pos-
the consumer price increases due to sibility is automaticallygranted.) 6. PRINCIPLES OF TREATING-

the transitionon 1st January, 1988 and ENTERPRISESFACING FINANCIAL
the overall expected increase in the The above concepts on compensation will DIFFICULTIESAS A RESULT OF
price level for 1988 will result in a re- moderate the unavoidable decline in the THE TRANSITION
duced income in real terms for those standard of living in 1988 for families with

concerned. children and for old-age pensioners. The tax and price reforms are intended to

When we considered the compensation for (b) Some issues of social insurance
serve our long-term economicpolicy goals,
and we aim at a stable and computablereg-such impacts, our basic approach was that ulation. For this the momentarythe price changes as of the day of transition In view of the introduction of the PIT and reason,

(lst January) must be offset by all means in the change from the present progressive difficulties and short-term interests of the

the case of those in need (i.e. children and schedule (3-15%) to a linear pension con- individual sectors and operationscannot be
taken into

old-age pensioners) and sufficient compen.
tribution (10%), the base o calculation account.

sation should also be provided to cover the should be regulated anew as regards in- One of the key issues of the transition is to
consumer price increases in the course of come-related benefits. Accordingly, it is strengthen the economic environment
the year.

foreseen that which promotesthe autonomyand risk-tak-
the sick-pay and other social security-

ing attitude enterprises (and partlyAccordingly, benefits compensating labour income among
of the population), to make relative values

for families with children on a gross more realistic and transparent, ensuring- foregone will be calculated

the amount of family allowances basis; thereby or even forcing the process of re-=

should be raised in proportion to
- the calculation of pensions requires a structuring to evolve.

the price increases as of 1st transitional regulation.in 1988 (and in

January (as we estimated, this subsequentyears, dependingon the in- The tax and price reforms, which imply the
troduction of a new pension law); transformation of these elements of thewould mean 400 Forints increase

per month and per child), hence, pensions will be calculated on economic environment,cannot be brought
the amount of child-carepayu and the basis of the net earnings.afterde- in a direct and definite relation with the

=

child-care aid12 is 500 Forints/ ductingPIT, but not deductivethe pen- operating results of any enterprise or co-

a year.month, and the child-care pay will sion contribution. operative in given Enterpriseshave

in the future be granted until the to respond to the changes in the price and

child reaches 3 years of age, 5. PRINCIPLES OF TREATING
tax regulationsautonomously,just as to the

the one-off maternity benefit EXISTING PREFERENCES changes in any other economic conditions
=

should be raised by 2,000 Forints (SUBSIDIES, EXEMPTION,ETC.) (market, technologicaldevelopment,credit

(from 4,000 to 6,000 Forints), policy, labour market, etc.). (The reason

for revaluing the costs of labour is not justThe present enterprise (and partly the per-for old-agepensioners to have them offset with central subsidies,-

sonal) income regulation includes
fullcompensationshould be given system a and if an enterprise is not efficient today,=

to old-age pensionersover 7013 for variety of subsidies, subsidy schemes, pre- we are even less willing to take it for grantedferences, exemptions and provisions for under the new conditions.)the price increases as of the day of special treatment.
transition as well as over the whole Therefore, the Government intends to de-
year 1988 (the increase should be The following procedure is required to clare no central principle with regard to
at least 330 Forints per month), handle them: offsetting or even mitigating the economic
those under 70 will be granted 330 the preferences, exemptions, special= -

impactsof the changewith central interven-
Forints increase per month all provisions, etc. which are attached to tion. The impacts of the change may even
across the board. taxes to be removed (wage tax, prop- be assessed realistically only after all the

The funds allocated to localcouncilsto give erty tax, tax on turnovertax, municipal results of 1988 will be known.
benefits to those in need (emergencyallow- and communal contribution, general

income tax, tax on accumulation, as- The impactsare expected to manifest them-
ance, child care allowance, social catering, sociation tax, etc.) to those to be selves primarily in the financial position of
etc.) will also be increasedby about 500-700 or

million Forints. newlyregulated(profit tax, tax on earn- enterprses (liquidity problems), insol-

ings, etc.) will automaticallycease as of vency, financial loss). Liquidity problems
In line with the tax reform, we also plan to 1st January, 1988; should first and foremostbe settled through
upgrade the schedule of charges paid for - each subsidy scheme (e.g. for agricul- commercial banks since they are in a posi-
child and student care in institutions. This tural co-operatives operating under tion to judge the actual financial position,
will not influence the average level of unfavourable natural conditions) prospects and changes of recovery in the

chargessignificantly,and its impact on rear- should be revised and newly regulated case of individualenterprises.
in compliance with the new income

10. See in Vol. 39/B. regulation system;
As regards permanently loss-makingenter-

case11. An allowance proportional to the mother's - revision should also be undertaken in prises, their should be settled accord-

income, granted from birth of the child for one the case of agreementsand special pro- lng to the rules applicable to insolvency
and a half year. visions between the state and enter-

such as economicrehabilitation4and wind-
12. An allowancegranted as a flat sum until the

prises based on resolutionsof Govern- ing-up procedures.
child reaches 3 years of age.
13. The old-age pension of those over 70 years

ment committees. They should be ad- We should, however, also be prepared to

has been increased for some years linear with the justed to the conditionsof the new in- apply settlement procedures for socio-pol-
planned price increases. come regulation system and they can itical rather than economic considerations
14. See Vol. 32. remain in effect only if they are linked in the case of certain sectors or regionswith
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unfavourableendowments.An appropriate consumer prices and the increase of nomi- velopment and scientific research;
central fund should be ensured for ths pur- nal income. The real income of the popula- - finally, the incentives for exports ac-

pose. tion is planned to decrease by 3-4 percen- counted in Roubles will remain un-

tage points in 1988, which will be moder- changed (the Rouble exchange rate

ated - as discussed earlier here - by the will namely change parallel with pro-
7. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC compensation given to those in need ducers'price changes),while the incen-

IMPLICATIONS (families with children and the old-aged). tives for exports against convertible
currencies will improve (producers'

The tax and price reforms will bring about The position of those saving up for housing prices will be reduced, but the given
major shifts in the position of all income purposes will considerably improve as the exchange rates of convertible curren-

holders- i.e. of the enterprises,the popula- tax system gives a particularly favourable cies will remain unchanged).
tion and the State budget - and will also treatment to this group. Their position will

reshuffle the major economic processes be further strengthened by the exemption Beside the favourable impacts, considera-

(production, consumption, accumulation, ofsuch savingsfrom the taxationofincomes ble uncertaintiescan still be expected- first

export and imports). from interest. of all as regards the financial balance posi-
tion of the national economy. Such general

(b) The income positionofenterpriseswill, tensions could mostly be mitigated if the
1. Computationsperformed with centrallY in line with the original goals, become dif- reductionof subsidies consistentlyim-
fixed price indexes show that producers' ferentiated, reflecting the efficiency and

were

prices will go down in the whole economy profitability differentials. plemented; although it rray lead to mount-

by 3%, including a 5% decline of the pro- ng tensions in some areas, it will improve
ducers' prices in the productive sectors as A major improvementof more than 25% as the overall economic balance position and

of 1st January, 1988. cmpared to the present interestedness thus the prospects of enterprises.
funds5 will take place for about one third (c) The positionof the State budgetisunder

In the case of goods for final consumption, of economic units. Such an improvement strain.the price index investmentswill be reduced will not be sector-specific; it will equally
by 6 and that of stock-pilingby 3-4%. affect large-scale agricultural farms, enter- Although the 140 billion Forints of lost rev-

As a result, the relativeproportionsof con- prises in the light industry, engineeringin- enue due to the removal of some enterprise
sumption and accumulation will change in dustry or tradingcompanies.Typically, this and individual taxes will be made up for by
the national economy. The share of con- group will mostly comprise enterprises the additional revenue from the GTT and

sumption will increase due to rising prices which are already among the most efficient PIT, each representingabout70 billionFor-
.

and that of accumulationwill decrease due and most profitable exporting ones. ints, this is still not sufficient to cover the

to reduced producers' prices. The positionof about a quarterofeconomic necessary socio-politicalcompensationand
to finance the incremental expenditure of

units will significantly worsen. This mainly institutions financed by the budget (i.e.2. The positions of the individual income includes enterprises operating in the crisis grossing-up of compensationof the
holders are characterizedby the following sectors (i.e. coal-mining, metallurgy, some

wages,
GTT, etc.).1 (a) The tax and price reformswill have dif- foodprocessingindustries) and those enter-

ferent impacts on the population. prises operating in the manufacturing in- It is therefore absolutely necessary to re-

dustries and agriculturewhich are even now duce enterprise subsidies and to adopt in-
For those with only a single source of in- inefficientor loss-makers. creased cost savings for budget-financedin-
come i.e. full-time employment, the new stitutions.
tax system will not affect the net earnings One reason why such unfavourable posi-
because of grossed-up wages.

tions will become manifest is that the pre- 3. Under the new system, the GTT will be
sent tax system has concealed the deficien- a revenue item of the central budget, while

The income position of entrepreneurswill cies in a company'sprofitabilityby allowing the PIT (and the venture tax) will replacebasically reman unchanged: the aggregate the inclusion of depreciation allowances in taxes formerly paid into the budgets of the
average impact of the new 'venture' tax tax payment (taxes to be paid from the in- now to

- --

local councils and be abolished
and the PIT will equal the present tax pay- terestedness fund are: the tax on earnings, (wage tax, municipal and communal con-
ments. on accumulation,etc.). tribution, etc.).
Those with several sources of income will, In general, the enterprises' positions will As it is planned, the PIT will become later
however, get into a less favourableposition improve for the following reasons: a revenue item of the local council'sbudgetwhether the income is earned from - labour costswill be valued more uni- to
-

which it is paid by the place of residence,
supplementary activities outside the full- formly in the different sectors of the but these revenues will be allocated until
time employment or the income earned b economy, as to the social security paid 1990 on the basis of financingprinciples laid
artists, etc. -, since they will pay taxes on by enterprises; down in the 7th Five-YearPlan (i.e. distri-
their summarizedincome. - the level of enterprise profits will fall buted according to the numberof the popu-
The position of small-scaleagriculturalpro-

to about half of the present one and lation living in the territory of a council).
ducerswill improve as compared to the pre-

this will be subject to a single linear

sent, because the increased tax-free profit tax of 50% (which will be ap- Budapest, September, 1987.

threshold in termsof theirsales receiptswill propriately moderated for basic ag-

amply offset the impactof incomesummari- ricultural activities and public
zation. utilities);

the relative proportionsof capital and-

The real income position is - as always - Jabour costs will become more realis-
determined by two factors: the increase of tic; the G[T favours technologicalde- 15. See Vol. 22.
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Budget 1988/89:

May the Rain Gods Come
to Our Rescue

..I By Kailash C. Khanna

India's Finance Minister, Mr. N.D. Tiwari, presented problem involved. Whether water will actually flow
the Union Budget for the fiscal year 1988/89 to Parlia- out of the pumps or whether lights will actually burn
ment on 29 February 1988. As usual, the Budget has are questions which can only be answered in the fu-
evokedmixed reactions. The Federationof Chambers ture. With regard to the present, a cynical comment
of Commerceand Industry and the AssociatedCham- has coined Jaldhara and Kutirjyoti as valuable catch-
bers of Commerce, the 2 apex bodies of business and phrases for the mass of illiterate electorate.
industry in the country, welcomed the Budget as

pragmatic and constructive. However, eminent
economistsand analystsconsiderthe Budgetproposals In a nutshell
directionlessand withoutdepth. Politicalopponents (ln Rs. crore*)describe the Budget as a please-all Budget by a

vote-consciousMinister.The commonman, already 1987-88 1987-88 1988-89
1986-87 budget revised budgetgroaning under the burden of 2-digit inflation, is ex- actuals estimates estimates estimates

tremely apprehensiveof a further increase in the price
of consumergoods. Revenue receipts 32898 36688 38122 42798

Revenueexpenditure 40674 43430 46619 52640
Undoubtedly, Mr. Tiwari had to frame his Budget Revenuedeficit 7776 6742 8497 9842
proposals in a difficult situation. India suffered a se- Capital receipts 18529 20566 21959 23278
vere drought last year, one of the worst in this century, Capitalexpenditure 19014 19512 19542 20920
with 21 out of 35 meteorologicalsub-divisions receiv- Total receipts 51427 57254 60081 66076
ing decient or scanty rainfall during the monsoon Total expenditure 59688 62942 66161 73560
months. The drought year followed 3 successive years Overalldeficit 8261 5688 6080 7484
of poor monsoon. For a country of approximately800 Increasen net RBI
million with almost 3/4 of its population dependent on Credit to Central
agriculture, this has been a real calamity. However, it Government+ 7091 5688* 6230 7484
goes to the credit of the Government and the people * 1 cr 10,000,000.=

that the difficultieswere faced and the problems tack- + Including other variations in Reserve Bank of India's credit to Central
led as best as possible under the circumstances. The Government.

** Not independentlyestimated.decline in agriculturalproduction is estimatedat about Reprinted from the Business Standardof 1-3-88.
10% with a consequential reduction of the GNP
growth (expected to be in the range of 1 to 2%).
Accordingly, the Finance Minister chose to give a The Budget shows an overall deficit of 74,840 million

major thrust to agriculture. The Budget's package for Rs. The major items of receiptand expenditurefor the
farmers is impressive and exhaustive. It includes in- fiscal years 1987/88 and 1988/89, as per revised and

1 terest concessions on crop loans, a fertilizer subsidy Budget estimates, are as follows:

through a 7.5% discounton sales, an increase in direct 1987/88revisedestimates 1988/89Budgetestimates

financing of agriculture by banks and easier housing (in million Rs.) (in million Rs.)

financing for farmers. A special programme called Revenue receipts 381,220 427,980
Jaldhara (stream of water) will be launched to pro- Revenueexpenditure 466,190 526,400
vide pump sets for irrigation. Likewise, a massivepro-

Revenuedeficit 84,970 98,,420

gramme named Kutirjyoti (light in a hamlet) has Capital receipts 219,590 232,,780
Capitalexpenditure 195,420 209,200been proposed which will extend electrical connec- Total receipts 600,810 660,760

tions to rural households. For these purposes, outlays Total expendture 661,610 735,600
for agriculture and irrigation are being increasedby as Overal deficit 60,800 74,840
much as 40%. Laudable as these measures may ap- 4

pear, however,1 they are unfortunatelya mere trickle
ln absolute terms considering the magnitude of the 1. The increase seems high in percentage terms.
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For several reasons, economistsopine that the Budget taxpayerswill be taken into account and genuine grie-
betrays a lack of good public finance management. vances redressed.

First, the non-plannedexpenditureof 478,960 million Once in the statute books, taxes have a notorous
Rs. is rising faster than the plan outlay and approxi- tendency to remain in place. Only the inexperienced
mately 83% of this expenditure is accounted for by 4 would have expected the drought surcharge
main heads, i.e. interest payments (141,000 million which

taxpayer
imposed last be withdrawn in the

Rs.), defence (130,000million Rs.), subsidies (73,160
was year to

currentFinance Bill. As early as 1963, a tax on super
million Rs.) and general services (52,130 million profits of companieswas levied for a one-yearperiod
Rs.), all of whch show large increases over the last in order to meet an emergency. The tax remained in

year. Second, the revenue budget deficit is larger than the statute book, however, for 2 decades (albeit with
the final overall deficit by a sum of 23,580 million Rs., slight modifications and under a different title). The

meaning that the capital budget surplus is being used drought surcharge is, in fact, not being withdrawnand
to meet part of the revenueexpenditurerequirements. Mr. Tiwari is simply following the traditionalpath!
This violates the basic tenets of sound economics be-
cause the capital budget is designed for asset creation The Finance Minister has proposed that the standard
and not maintenanceof administrationand other ser- deductionfor salaried taxpayersbe increased from the
vices. Third, the real deficit is understateddue to large existing 30% to 331/3%, subject to a monetary ceiling
scale and excessive Government loans. of 12,000 Rs. Accordingto Mr. Tiwari, approximately
Government borrowing totalling 177,280 million Rs. one million taxpayerswill benefit from this change but

constitutes approximately 24% of the total Govern- the advantage is likely to be negated by the inevitable

ment expenditureand has been necessitatedby rapidly rise in prices. One point worth noting is that the pro-

growing unplanned, non-development expenditures, posed change manifests a distinct bias against the self-

35 to 45% of which goes down the drain, according employed, particularly when the so-called fixed in-

to statements of prominent public servants, both come group are the beneficiariesof regularly increas-

within and outside India. The largest single item of ing dearness allowances and rising values of perquis-
unplannedexpenditure is interest on loans. Some offi- tes.
cials of the ReserveBank of India have warned that in The rapid erosion of the tax base of the salaried indi-
due course there may be no money to borrow to pay vidual calls for an upward revision of the threshold of
the interest charges! Reliable sources indicate that in taxable income for non-salaried assessees to take ac-

1988/89 the national debt burden may reach the

dangerous figure of 2,240,000 million Rs., but the
count of falling currency values. Discriminatory legis-

Budget appears to treat this impending debt trap
lation only encourages taxpayer revolt and makes

lightly and is complacentabout it. Of course, the Gov-
full compliance difficult. Surely, the taxpayers en-

are not so
ernmentdenies any injudiciousborrowingor extravag- gaged in the noble professons ignoble in the

tax as to any
ant expenditure and casts aside statements of the so- discharge of their obligations forfeit claim

called prophets of doom. Last, but not least, the
to relief!

huge deficit of 74,840 million Rs. on top of the high Currently, the remunerationpayable to a foreign tech-

deficits of 3 earlier years, constitutes a disturbing fac- nician employed in India is exempt from tax up to

tor. The aggregate deficit in the first 4 years of the 4,000 Rs. per month for a period of 24 months. In

current Five-Year,Planhas already reached a stagger- addition, the tax paid by his employer on the taxable

ing figure of 270,000 million Rs. as against the pro- part of the remuneration is not liable to tax. It is

jected 150,000 million Rs. deficit. Coupled with the intended to withdraw this exemption in respect of a

steep hike in administeredprices of petrol, coal, steel, foreign technician employed on or after 1 April 1988,
etc. and the increase in rail freight and fares and postal so as to check the brain drain from the country .

charges announcedearlier, the deficit fuels the flames While the withdrawalof the exemptionmay be justifi-
of inflation. able, the rationale behind it is peculiar. Far more

Against this background, the Budget's tax proposals
varied and complex causes lead to brain drain than

pale into insignificance, particularlywhen the net tax
the mere presence of a few foreign technicians in the

burden suggested for the financial year 1988/89 country. To reduce the cost of projects, it is proposed
amounts to only 6,150 million Rs. Let us take direct that, with effect from the assessment year 1988/89, the

tax paid by the Governmentor an Indian concern on
taxes first. In the last session of Parliamentheld a few the income of non-resident will not be included in
months ago, a Direct Tax Law (Amendment) Act,

a

1987, was passed in a devious manner and with such
the income of such non-resident.

unprecedentedhaste that even a national daily of the With a view to encouragingsavings, a 100% deduction
stature of The Statesman was constrained to comment (as opposed to the present 50% deduction) from total
in an editorial that the integrity of the legislative ncome of deposits made under the National Savings
process was as important as the legislation itself. The Scheme is proposed. The monetary ceiling will be in-
Finance Minister very fairly conceded the original creased from 20,000 Rs.to 30,000 Rs. Interest on de-

error and promised an amendment bill in the near posits will also increase from 9% to 11%. To induce
future to modify the AmendmentAct. This may be a further investment in shares of Indian companies, it is

novel method of generating additional employment intended to allow an additional deduction of up to

but it is hoped that now the valid arguments of the 3,000 Rs. of dividend income received from such com-
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panies. The additionaldeductionwill includethe exist- resident Indian is not liable to capital gains tax on

ing deduction of 2,000 Rs. available in respect of the long-term capital gains arising from the transfer of a
national deposit scheme, so that in certain cases the foreign exchange asset if the net consideration is
extra benefit will be restricted to only 1,000 Rs. deposited in a non-resident (external) account. It is

intended to exclude the said account from eligibleExporters and their manufacturing supporters have modes of investment. A controversial topic is the Fi-
cause to be happyprovided the minimumtax on book nance Minister'sproposal to provide for assessmentof
profits is either withdrawn or modified. Subject to income of persons engaged in certain trades2 at a

prescribed conditions and limitations, 100% of export reasonably fixed percentage of the amount payableprofits are to be exempt from income tax. Likewise, a when purchasing certain goods. The tax will be col-
5-year tax holiday is proposed for 100% export- lected at source. In short, it is intended that 60% of
oriented units. Regrettably, these tax benefits are not the amount paid or payable by the purchaser shall be
being extended to the export of services although deemed to be the profit and gain of such purchaserliberalization in this respect is warranted. Linked to from the businessof trading in the relevantgoods. Tax
these changes is the proposal to offer individual pro- at the rate of 20% of the purchase price shall be col-
jects protection from exchange rate fluctuations. As lected by the seller as income tax. Apparently, the
stated by the Finance Minister in his Budget speech, proposal aims to overcome difficulties in properly as-

sharp fluctuations in international exchange rates sessing such income but the proposal is contrary to all
have posedproblemsfor exportersas well as for Indian accepted canons of income taxation and, in addition,
industry. Financial institutions will introduce a new s possiblyunconstitutional.Strongprotests have been
scheme whereby promoters of projects can have their voiced against the proposal.
foreign currency loans designated in rupees. The in-
terest on such loans will be variable and will include A proposed amendment to the Wealth Tax Act seeks
an exchange premium. to bring debenturesand bonds issued by public sector

companies within the overall exemption of 500,000
Replacement and rejuvenation subsidies for rubber, Rs. Such an amendment is patently against the terms
coffee and cardamon plantations are intended to be of issue wherein the said companies have specifically
exempt from tax. highlighted a total exemption from wealth tax. The

The existing tax concession for investment in equity proposal warrants serious reconsideration.

sharesof new industrialundertakingswill also be avail- In the words of the FinanceMinister, there is a strong
able for direct investment in special units of mutual case on grounds of social justice for taxing the transfer
funds where the resources are earmarked for invest- of wealth through inheritance especially where the
ment in new projects. These are steps in the right volume of wealth involved is large. He has accord-
direction and will help improve exports as well as ingly proposed levying a modified estate duty on the
investment in new ventures. Mention may also be transfer of wealth which will apply to all wealth tax
made at this juncture of a proposed concessional tax assessees. The tax will be charged in respect of assets
treatment for capital gains on nvestments made by subject to wealth tax. The method for valuationof the
venture capital companies to funds in new companies. assets will be the same as for wealth tax. The rate of
The objective of this tax concession is to encourage the wealth transfer tax will be 5 times the applicable
new entrepreneurship. wealth tax rates. While detailed comment must await

introduction of the promised separate legislation inGovernment attaches considerable importance to this respect, it must be said at this stage that thestrengthening economic and cultural ties with Indian posed the long-term fiscal policy
pro-

tax runs counter tonationalssettled abroad,statedthe FinanceMinister; and adversely affects the State's credibility.3he went on to offer assurance that no changes will be
made in the tax treatmentwhich might adverselyaffect In the area of indirect taxation, in the proverbial fash-
investments already made by non-resident Indians. ion of the honey bee, Mr. Tiwari has politely given a

The Ministeralso announcedthe Government'sinten- sting in the form of a special excise duty which is best
tion of introducing a new scheme of non-repatriable explained in his own language: In addition, it is now

foreign currency denominated bonds/certificates for proposed to levy a surcharge by way of special excise
non-resident Indians. The maturity period of these duty at the rate of 1/20 of the basic duty of excise. The
bonds/certificates will be 7 years and will carry an incidence of this surchargewill generally be small; for
interest rate higher than that applicable to the repatri- example, it will be only one quarterof 1%, i.e. 0.25%,
able foreign currency non-resident deposits. These where the basic duty is 5% ad valorem and 1% where
bonds/certificateswill be free from income tax, wealth the basic duty is 20%. Yet, this apparentlyinnocuous
tax and gift tax. levy will fetch to the exchequer a hefty sum of 6,500

million Rs. !
Some changes are proposed with respect to the taxa-
tion of capital gains. The income from the transfer of
a capital asset by a holding company to its subsidiary
and vice versa will be subject to capital gains tax if the 2 Alcoholic beverage contracts, trading in forest products and scrap or

capital asset is taken over as stock-in-tradeat the time waste products are among the trades included in this proposal.
3. Editor's note:The Finance Minister recentlystated that the proposedof transfer. This amendment is considered necessary wealth tax limits with respect to debentures and bonds issued by public

to check tax avoidance. Under existing law, a non- sector companies will only apply to issues made after 1 June 1988.
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We need not dwell further on the numerous trifling promising them more water, power, jobs, cheaper
reductions in indirect taxes over a host ofitems. While utensils and inexpensive toys. Regrettably, an un-

collectively, these may be of significancefrom a reve- biased analysis of his budgetary allocations and tax

nue angle, it is a moot point whether the individual proposals leads to the inevitable conclusion that, by
impact will be of much consequence to the consumer. and large, most of the promises may remain unfulfil-
As a former Finance Minister of a state government led. The need of the hour is increasedproductivityand

commented, the excise reliefs constitute titbits and optimum utilization of resources and not a prolifera-
are of no substance. Citing an example of meager tion of pet schemes or extravagantprogrammes.
relief, the eminent jurist and chairman of one of the Mr. Tiwari's maiden Budget is a good exercise in pub-largest cement manufacturing units, Mr. Nani Pal- lic relations but not so good in public finance. It con-
khivala, observed that no Indian coin was small firms the view that political factorswill always impingeenough to pay out the per unit relief as will accrue to
the consumerof cement !

on economicdecisions and that statisticscan tell many
lies. It provides no positive thrust for industrial

Finance Ministry officials quote chapter and verse to growth, and ifpast experenceis any guide, agriculture
assert that the deficit is within manageable limits, that will not receive the desired boost because only a small

prices will not rise and that the poor will benefit. Mr. percentageof the allocated funds will reach the target
Tiwari has, no doubt, tried to project himself as a groups due to seepage en route. A whopping deficit,
benevolentFinance Minister out to improve the lot of preceded by a steep hike in administered prices of

impoverishedfarmers, landless labourers, jobless arti- petrol, coal, steel, etc., may add agony to misery un-

sans, harassedhousewivesand disgruntledchildrenby less the rain gods come to our rescue!
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HO\G KO\G:

Salaries Tax: The Goepfert Case
By I.W. Harris*

Regular readers of the Bulletin will recall a recent work in Hong Kong, this locationwas merely a matter
article concerning an individual's liability to Hong of convenience; the local company rendered only sec-

Kong taxation in respect of visits to Hong Kong while retarial servicesand providedMr. Goepfertwith tech-
employedand residing outside Hong Kong. In a more nical advice for the Far Eastern-affiliatedcompanies
recent case (Commissioner of Inland Revenue vs. of the parent.
George Andrew Goepfertz, Sec. 8 of the Hong Kong In March 1987, the.case came to the High Court ofInland Revenue Ordinance once again received the

Hong Kong before Mr. Justice Macdougall.The lowerattention of the High Court.3 However, this time the tribunal (Board of Review) had found as a matter ofissue related to an individual residing in Hong Kong fact that Mr. Goepfert did not have a Hong Kongbut who spent part of his time outside Hong Kong employment. In the course of his judgmentduring theconducting business for his employer. This is a fre- 3-day hearing, Mr. Justice Macdougall stated that inquent occurrence in Hong Kong, which is used as a order for the Commissioner to succeed, it must beregional base by many multinationalenterprises. shown that the income arose in, or was derived from,
The crucial issue in this (and many similar) cases was Hong Kong. In other words, the Commissionerwould
whether the individualhad a Hong Kong employment have to show that the taxpayer had a Hong Kong
and thus fell under the general charging section (Sec. employment, and therefore the extension of the
8(1)) or whether he had a foreign employment. In charge under Sec. 8(1A)(a) w-as not relevant.
addition, whether Mr. Goepfert came within the ex- In support of his arguments, the Commissionerreliedtended charging section (Sec. 8(lA)(a)) was also at

previous Hong Kong Board of Review decisionsissue. on

and some Australian cases. The Revenue argued that
If the taxpayer had a Hong Kong employment, all because the bulk of Mr. Goepfert's services were car-
services in connectionwith that employmentwouldbe ried out in Hong Kong he had a Hong Kong employ-
subject to Hong Kong tax unless the services were ment; the fact that some time was spent outside Hong
renderedoutsideHong Kong (for this purpose,certain Kong was irrelevant.
visits to Hong Kong are ignored). On the other hand, Counsel for Mr. Goepfert, on the other hand, argued

1
if a foreign employment existed, only so much of the that it was first necessary to determine whether theremuneraton as is related to services rendered in income fell within Sec. 8(1), and if not, whether theHong Kong are subject to Hong Kong Salaries Tax.

ncome fell within the extended definition of Sec.This is the so-called days in and days out or time 8(1A)(a). To ascertainwhetherSec. 8(1) applied, Mr.basis method of assessmentwhich has caused consid- Goepfert'scounsel relied on a numberof UnitedKing-erable problems for both taxpayers and the Revenue dom cases, includingPicklesvs. Foulsham4 in contend-for more than 10 years. An authoritative judgment of
the Court has therefore been most welcome.

The facts of the case are as follows: Mr. Goepfertwas
* Mr. Harris is Group Tax Adviser of The Hongkong and Shanghai

employed by a major U.S. corporation, incorporated Banking Corporation.
in the United States. His contract of employmentwas 1. See I.W. Harris, The So-CalledKwong Case, 41 Bulletinfor Inter-

entered into outside of Hong Kong. During the rele- national Fiscal Documentation 11 (1987) at 523.
2. Inland Revenue Appeal 5 of 1986.

vant years of assessment,Mr. Goepfertwas seconded 3. Sec. 8, in relevant part, reads as follows:
to a U.S.-incorporatedsubsidiaryof the U.S. corpora- (1) Salaries tax shall, subject to the provisions of this Ordinance, be
tion but which was also registered as an overseas cor- charged for each year of assessment on every person in respect of his

poration in Hong Kong. The taxpayer's salary was income arising in or derived from Hong Kong from the following

paid to him in the United States, in U.S. currency and sources--

(a) any office or employmentof profit; and
was borne by the U.S. parent. The master and servant (b) any pension.
relationship existed with the parent company and not (IA) For the purposes of this Part, income arising in or derived from

with the subsidiary. Mr. Goepfert's duties in the Far Hong Kong from any employment-

East were for the benefitof the various affiliatedcom- (a) includes, without in any way limiting the meaning of the expression
to

panies of the parent in the Far East outside of Hong
and subject paragraph (b), all income derived from services rendered
in Hong Kong including leave pay attributable to such services.

Kong. AlthoughMr. Goepfertperformedmuch of his 4. 9 Tax Court 261.
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ing that the totality of the circumstancesshould be the Mr. Justice Macdougallconcluded that since the place
governing factor in determining the source of the in- where services are rendered is not relevant to the
come. enquiry under Sec. 8 as to whether income arises or

derives from a Hong Kong employment, it should be
The judge reviewed a number of other Board of Re- completelyignored. He held that the correctapproach
view decisions on the same subject in an effort to (which is entirely consistent with Sec. 8) is the ap-determine whether the relevant criteria to determine proach adopted by the U.K. courts, i.e. the place
source is the income or the employment. Mr. Justice where the income really comes to the employee,which
Macdougall concluded that it was incorrect to deter- iS where the source of income for the employment ismine that if the income itself falls within the wording located (in this case, in the United States). The
of Sec. 8(1) then it cannot fall within the wording of originatingcause,mustbe the contractof employment,
Sec. 8(1A)(a). and although this is capableofmanipulation,the Com-
The judge rejected the law set forth in the Australian missioner is clearly required to examinethe surround-
cases and also sought to distinguish the facts in the ing circumstances to determine where the real source

Board of Review cases quoted on behalf of the Reve- of employmentarises.
nue. Mr. Justice Macdougall found support in United Consequently, the Court found in favour of the tax-
Kingdom case law which held that the source of and held he did not fall within the basic charge
employment income did not depend on the locality payer

where the employmentwas carriedout; rather the real imposed by Sec. 8(1) since Mr. Goepfertdid not have
a Hong Kong employment. The taxpayer was there-

issue in ascertaining the source of income is to look at fore only liable under Sec. 8(1A)(a) to the extent that
the place where the income actually comes to the services were rendered in Hong Kong.
employee. In Foulshamvs. Pickles, the court held that
the locality of the source of income is not the place It is hoped that publication of this case and the sub-
where the activitiesof the employeeare exercised,but sequent Statement of Practice issued by the Revenue
the place either where the contract for payment is will settle once and for all the innumerabletime appor-
deemed to have a locality, or where the payments for tionment cases which have caused the Revenue and
the employment are made which may mean the same the taxpayer considerable problems in Hong Kong.
thing. Clearly, multinationals considering locating an

In rejecting the Australian cases quoted by the Reve- employee in Hong Kong but requiring the employee
to also render servces outside Hong Kong will need

nue, Mr. JusticeMacdougallremarked that the Master study this case carefully ensure that any necessaryof the Rolls Wilfred Greene succintly dealt with the
to to

problem in Bennet vs. Marshall:5 In my opinion if planning takes place in light of this decision.

there is one thing that [Foulsham vs. Pickles] did, it
was entirely to negative the proposition that the local-

ity of the employmentdependedupon the place where
the employmentwas in fact carried on. 5. 22 Tax Court 73.
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AF9 CA:

Managementof GovernmentFinance
in Africa
By Professor Ali Ahmed Suliman

of well-trained administrative staff and advanced ap-
AIi Ahmed Suliman s a professor of Economics and the plied research.1
Dean, Faculty of Economic and Social Studies, University of
Khartoum, Sudan. A good tax administration is an essential prerequisite

to enforcementof an income tax regime. Tax adminis-
tration in Africa is ineffective because administrators

The purpose of this article is to illustrate the need for are not trained adequatelyor effectively.2A combina-
African governments to mobilize domestic resources tion of other factors, such as the shortage of support
in order to improve management of their public fi- facilities (e.g. suitable buildings, computers, transpor-
nances. As African States continue to develop, they tation), also contribute to the dilemma.
will require more sophisticated tax systems and tax
administrations. This article emphasizes the new role
of public finance and advocates establishment of re- THE NEW ROLE OF INCOME TAXATION IN

gional facilities to develop management of govern- AFRICA
ment finances, primarily through training, research, J

documentationand consulting services. In their efforts to mobilize domestic resources, many
African governments have attempted to further de-
velop income taxes.3 However, in practice, and as a

AFRICAN PUBLIC FINANCE consequenceof weak administrations,regressive indi-
rect taxes have been utilized whereas equity required

A reformulationof the developmentstrategies of the progressive taxes.4 Governments have therefore had
1960s (or even the 1970s) seems inevitable. Accelera- to rely on customs duties, sales taxes and excise duties
tion of economic and social development through in spite of their regressivenature. Even in those cases

medium or long-term plans financed by foreign loans where income taxes were introduced, taxpayer com-

is no longer the most pressing issue; rather the focus pliancewas minimal. Onlygovernmentemployeesand
has shifted to determining methods of mobilizing large companies paid their taxes in full; a large sector
domestic resources (public or private) as effectivelyas of the populationevaded the tax.5 The actual tax-pay-
possible. ing sectorofthe countryassumeda heavy tax burden.

Obtaining foreign loans in the 1980s has become in- Striving to increase revenue from income taxes, gov-
creasingly difficult and African countries are facing ernments also increased the tax rates themselves,
the well-known debt crisis. Direct private investment which led to even more inequitywithout a consequent
is waning. Various governments, lacking adequate increase in revenue because the tax laws could not be

public revenue and confronted with other serious in- applied effectively. Again, the lack of efficient tax
ternal obstacles (such as war), have resorted to deficit administrationsunderminedany measures the govern-
financing. These approacheshave resultedin an excess ment implemented.
money supply and aggravation of inflationary pres- The contribution from income (on individualsandtax
sures.

companies) as a percentage of GNP varies greatly
Broad and sweepingpolitical changes are occurringall among African countries. For example, individual in-
over Africa and creating a new awareness and popular
demand for increased and improved public services.
These demands, coupled with inadequate revenues, 1. To cite one example of the deficiencies in ths area: there is no

have forced African governments to attempt reforms coordination between .fiscal and monetary policies. Consequently, the

in the hope of reducing budget deficits. The reforms measures adopted by governments to stabilize their economies have been

basically aim to improve accounting systems, re- rendered ineffective.

examine public enterprises (in particular those incur- 2. Currently,some countriesprovide advanced training in Europe or the

ring losses), reduce subsidization and public invest-
United States. However, the costs of this training are extremely high.
3. This trend has been strengthened by increased political awareness

ment in new projects and engage in mOre rational and the quest for more social justice.
budgeting. On the whole, these reformshave not been 4. Mtatifikolo, P. Fields, An Economic Analysis of Tanzania's Tax

very successful, particularly those which attempt to Performance: Experience Since the 1973 Tax Act; paper presented at an

raise revenue or improve budget policies. Several Economic Research Bureau seminar, 9 July 1985 at 1.
5. Suliman, Ali Ahmed and de Brauw-Hay,Elizabeth, IncomeTaxation

reasons underlie the failure of the reforms but this in EasternAfrica, InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation,Amster-

article focuses only on one of the causes, i.e. the lack dam, 1980 at 11-13.
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come tax contributes 1% of GNP in Uganda while it planned training programmes for their respective tax

contributes 6.59% in Zimbabwe.6 This disparity may administrations.
indicate that some excess taxablecapacityexists which
can be studiedand potentiallytapped. However,hard- REGIONAL TRAINING AND RESEARCH
to-tax groups such as small retail establishments,pro- FACILITIES
fessionals and agriculture may be involved.7 Well-
trained staff, a competent tax adminstration and Traning institutes now exist at both the national and

meaningful research are pre-conditions to developing regional levels. These institutions are generally
methods of bringing hard-to-tax segments of the broadly-based and concern themselves with various

economy into the tax net. aspects of public administration and management.
Some institutions specialize in the areas of accoun-

Urbanizationhas acceleratedin the last 10 years; some
and materials As general rule,

towns have doubled (Dakar) and some have even tancy management. a

quadrupled (Leopoldville) in size.8 In more recent however, these facilities are not equipped to meet
eithernational or regionalneeds for training in Africa,

years, the influx of persons into the cities has reached
particularly in the of public finance. The institu-

an annual rate of 6% (8.5% for 35 major African area

capitals). If these percentages are maintained, the tions lack qualified personnel, their libraries are in-

cites will double in size every 9 years. Currently, 28 adequate, they lack equipment and even the premises
African cities have a populationof more than 500,000; of the institutionsare not always suitable. Because the

20 years ago only 3 citieshad such a large population.9 nsttutons
. .

engage in little or no research, their train-
ing programmes are conducted without an awareness

The urbanization and modernization of African of changing needs and conditionsin a dynamicworld;
economiesprovide a widerbase upon which to impose consequently, the institutes are unable to effectuate
income tax. Concomitant with urbanization is an in- any substantial improvementin the training process.
crease in the number of services offered to the public
which in turn creates additional income. In fact, the The question of whether to expand existing training
share of servicesof the GDP in Africahas substantially institutionsinto new regionalones or to establishcom-

increased. For example, in the Sudan, the share of pletely new institutes is controversial. Looking objec-
trading in the GDP has increased from approximately tively at the resources at the disposal of these institu-

4% to approximately15% in the past 10 years.
tons, however, it would appear that they are far from

satisfying national or regional training needs. If an

The industrializationof Africa continues and it, too, existingnationalinstitute is expandedto cover regions,
has contributed to urbanization. Industrializationhas national needs and objectivesmay sufferbecause they
also played a role in the development of commercial diverge from regional needs and objectives. On the

agriculture and agri-business. other hand, existing regional training facilities are

Income generated in the agriculturalsector has caused rather limited and may be unable to cope with

serious problems for tax administrationsprimarilybe- specialized training in public finance or management
of government finance.

cause this sector of the economy has not been
adequately taxed (for example, the agriculturalsector This author is of the opinion that the above factors

may be subject to export tax (e.g. Uganda); it may not militate againstexpandingexisting institutions.An en-

be Jighly taxed as an incentive for developmentor to tirely new regional facility would best fulfil the need
encourage improvement or investment (e.g. Zam- for improved management and administration of fi-

bia)). Various reasons are advanced to explain this nances. The primarymethod to achieve the objectives
deficiency. However, one of the principal reasons for of such an institute would be to prepare a long-term
the lack of revenue from the agriculturalsector is the plan for training based on surveys of the needs of the
weak tax administrationswhich are unable to compe- African countries.wlo In addition, the institutes should
tently deal with the complex problems of taxing this [continued on page 283]
sector of the economy, i.e. issues concerningtaxpayer
identification,assessmentof the value of output,costs,
rental values, net taxable income, etc.

6. David Newberry and Nicholas Stern (eds.), The Theory of Taxation
for DevelopingCountries, World Bank, Oxford UniversityPress (1987) at

Large-scalecommercialagricultureis being developed 224, Table 8-1.
7. Taxing this segment of the economy in less developed countries pre-in Africa (in part by industrial concerns in search of sents an acute and well-known problem. In addition to the administrative

raw materials). Coupled with the promotion of com- deficiences involved, the structureof the economy is such that it affords

mercial agriculture is the fact that small farmers, at- fewer and less adequate handleson which to attach taxes, i.e. imposing
tracted by higher prices in urban areas, are marketing withholding tax is difficult because most income is derived from self-

more of their surplus in urban centres. Consequently, employmentand accountingpractices'are inadequatelyutilized. See Mus-

despite the fact that taxation of agricultural income grave, Richard A., Public Finance In Theory and Practice, McGraw-Hill
Book Company (1973) at 131.

remains cumbersome, it is becoming more feasible 8. Social Implications of Industrializationand Urbanization in Africa

and can potentially yield large amounts of revenue. South of the Sahara, The International African Institute, Greenwood
Press Publishers, London (1956) at 495.

The combination of all of these circumstances em- 9. Accelerated Development in Sub-Saharan Africa: An Agenda for

phasizes the urgency of the problem and supports the Action, World Bank (1981) at 115.

proposition that African governments should devote
10. A varietyof subjects such as economics, law, accountancy, auditing,
statistics, taxation, budgeting, computer studies, public administration,

more attention to developmentof substantialand well- etc. must be offered and each subject must include a number of courses in
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Z V 3ABWE:

Foreign Shareholders'Liquidation
Dividends
By D.G. Murphy

The purpose of this article is to highlight and examine in excess of Z$ 33,000 suffering 60%. Companiespay
the tax complexities that can arise in connection with a flat 50% of their taxable income with foreign com-

liquidation dividends in respect of shares held by paniespayinga further8.4%oftheirtaxableincome.
foreign shareholders in companies incorporated in
Zimbabwe.The taxes involved are income tax, capital
gains tax (CGT) and the non-resident shareholders' CGT
tax on dividends (NRST). Any mitigating provisions
of the double taxationconventionbetweenZimbabwe CGT is levied as a flat 30% on capital gains from
and the United Kingdom (U.K.) will also be sources within Zimbabwe in respect of sales and
examined. This convention and the convention with deemed sales of immovable property, deeds of sale
the Republic of South Africa are the only 2 double and marketable securities. The latter term is defined
taxation conventions that Zimbabwe has acknow- to mean any debenture,share or stockor rightpossess-
ledged as being operative at the time this article was ed by reason of a taxpayer's participation in any unit
written. No doubt Zimbabwe will enter into many trust, whether or not capable of being sold in a share
more conventions with other countries in the future; market or exchange. Sec. 16 of the CGT Act deals
it is understood that a numberof treaties are currently with receiptsand accruals,whetherby way of recovery
being negotiated. or recoupment or otherwise, relating to the cost of a

chargeableasset. Under Sec. 16, shares are deemed to
have been sold for the total amount received or ac-

INCOME TAX crued by way of liquidation dividends from a source

within Zimbabwe that are not subject to income tax.

Liquidation dividends which accrue in respect of In calculating the amount of any capital gain or loss,
shares held as capital assets are not subject to income the deductible cost of the chargeable shares is in-
tax, regardlessofwho the shareholderis because liqui- creased by an amount equal to 5% of such cost for
dation dividendsrepresentaccrualsof a capitalnature. each tax year, or part of a year, from the date of
Accruals of a capital nature can only become subject acquisition of the shares. This notional cost factor is
to income tax if they are expressly included in taxable clearly intended to soften the effects of inflation. The
incomein terms of a specificprovisioncontainedin the question is clearly intended to soften the effects of
Income Tax Act [Chapter 181]. Liquidationdividends inflation. The question of source in relation to pro-
are not the subject of any such provision. ceeds of a capital nature is now before the Courts in

to say present purposesLiquidation dividends which accrue in respect of Zimbabwe. Suffice it for that
the practice of the Commissionerof Taxes has been toshares held as trading stock are income subject to

capital proceeds from the sale or deemed sale ofincome tax but only if the liquidation dividends are
treat
shares in companiesincorporatedin Zimbabweas hav-from a source in Zimbabwe. A foreign sharedealer

would not be subject to income tax if none of his ng a Zimbabwean source. Unless this practice is
abusiness activities were conducted in Zimbabwe since changed by ruling of the Courts, the foreign share-

holder is liable for CGT on the capital gain calculatedthe source of the sharedealer's profits, including the in terms of Sec. 16 in relation to liquidationdividendsliquidation dividends, would be located outside Zim- from Zimbabweancompanies.babwe. Mere ownership of shares in Zimbabwean
companiescould not, by itself, be regarded as carrying
on a business activity in Zimbabwe. NRST
Dividends distributed by taxable Zimbabwean com-

panies which are not in liquidation are expressly NRST is a withholdingtax and is levied at the statutory
exempt from income tax in the hands of all sharehold- rate of 20% on gross dividends distributed by com-

ers. panies incorporated in Zimbabwe to foreign com-

, The 1988/89 rates of income tax for individuals are:

20% for taxable income in excess of Z$ 1,800 but less Mr. Murphy is Lecturer in taxation at the University of Zim-
than Z$ 4,501; 30% on the next Z$ 4,500; 40% on the babwe and tax consultant to Peat Marwick, Mitchell & Co.,
next Z$ 4,500; 50% on the next Z$ 9,500; and 55% on Harare, Zimbabwe.
the next Z$ 10,000 with each dollar of taxable income
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panies and non-residents. Shareholders exempt from Liquidationdividendsin respectofbonusshareswould
NRST are pension funds, benefit funds and medical incur NRST on their full amount and, in the case of
aid societies. the shareholderwho is the original allottee, the capital
The word dividendis defined for NRSTpurposes to gain subject to CGT would be the full amount of the

mean any amount which is distributed by a company
liquidation dividends.

incorporated in Zimbabwe to its shareholders, but There is no provision in the legislation which could
excluding any amount so distributed: by a building provide any relief should double taxation actually be

society and subject to a separate withholding tax of suffered. The Commission of Inquiry into Taxation,
10% as if it were interest; as bonus shares; as an whose Report was published on 5 August 1987,
amount which is a return of the amount received by examined the question of the levy of both a withhold-
the company for its shares; by the IndustrialDevelop- ing tax and CGT in respect of liquidaton dividends
ment Corporationof ZimbabweLimited in respect of and the Commission's response, which appears at

its issued share capital; from profits subject to branch paragraph 10.48 of its Report, is reproducedbelow in

profits tax; by the Zimbabwe DevelopmentBank; to full:
the International Finance Corporation; to a foreign
life insurance company in respect of any shareholding Companies in Liquidation
acquired from funds arising from its life insurance 10.48 When a company is closed down or liquidated, the
business in Zimbabwe;and to the CommonwealthDe- return to the shareholders by way of share capital,
velopment Corporation in respect of its operations reserves and undistributedprofits is subject to share-
that are connectedwith specificallyapprovedprojects. holders' taxes except for the amount representingthe

originally subscribed capital. In addition, the total
Dividends distributed in specie by Zimbabweancom- amount of the liquidationproceeds is deemed to rep-
panies are quantified in relation to their market value resent the selling price of the company's shares for
at the time of their distribution.A dividend is deemed capital gains tax purposes.Forownerswho purchased
to be distributed when it is paid to the shareholder, the shares at a lower price, a capital gains tax liability
credited to the shareholder'saccount or so dealt with can therefore arise as well. It has been suggested to

that the shareholderbecomes entitled to it, whichever the Commission that this brings about the possibility
occurs first. Thus NRST is levied when the dividend of double taxation and an anomaly which should be

becomes a debt owing to the shareholderregardlessof removed. This seems incorrect. Capital gains tax lia-
one at

the fact that it is not payable until some future date. bility results because has bought something
one price and sold it at a higher one. Shareholders'

The NRST is payable to the receiving officer in the taxes arise because a company is distributing funds
Department of Taxes within 30 days from the date of which can be used by its shareholders. The value of
distribution unless, upon a showing of good cause, a a company to its shareholders is determined by the

longer period of time s allowed. The penalty for de- future dividendswhich it is expectedtodistribute. In
fault can be as high as 15% of the tax and, in addition, the normal course of events, shareholders will be

the company distributing the dividend becomes liable liable for taxeson theseproceeds.There is no obvious

for the tax itself. The dividend chargeable to NRST is reason why, if the companypays out everythingit can

reduced if more than 15% of the total gross receipts by way of liquidation, such proceeds should not be

(as defined) of the company distributing the dividend subject to taxes payable by shareholders. Capital
gains tax and shareholders'taxes serve differentpur-

are from sources outside Zimbabwe. and their both being levied cannot be consi-poses
dered as double taxation. To exempt liquidationpro-
ceeds from either would open the way to avoidance

POSSIBILITYOF DOUBLE TAXATION of capital gains tax or shareholders' taxes by means

of liquidating a company (possibly simply to form a

As can be seen from the above discussion liquidation new company running the same business with the

dividendsin respect of shares held as tradingstock can same assets and owners). We therefore recommend

possibly involve the foreign shareholder in a liability against changing the current treatmentof liquidation
for both income tax and NRST, although the liability proceeds.,
for income tax could only arise if the foreign With not so much as the hope of even a credit to

sharedealer were carrying on a business activity in relieve an actual case of double taxation - say, by
Zimbabwe. The foreign owner of shares in Zimbab- allowing the lesser of the 2 taxes chargeable against
wean companieswho holds the shares as capital assets the higher - it is up to the companies themselves to

is in greater danger of incurring a liability for both take whatever steps they can to avoid this trap of
CGT and NRST. It is important to note that whereas double taxation the existence of which is officially
the capital gain that is subject to CGT is calculated in recognized, as evidenced by the above extract from
relation to the cost of the shares, the liquidation divi- the Commission's Report (although not as a classic
dends that are subject to NRST are calculated as the example of double taxation). The unfortunate share-
excess over and above the amount received by the holder who suffers the charge of 2 lots of taxes on the
Zimbabwean company for its shares. The cost of the one amount received by way of liquidation dividends
shares and the allotmentprice need not necessarilybe may not be able to appreciate the subtle distinction
the same; the foreign shareholdermay have acquired made in the Report between classic double taxation
the shares from the original allottee for a purchase and actual double taxation. This author also finds dif-

price which is more or less than the allotment price. ficulty in making the distinction and is only grateful for
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the fact that the foreign sharedealer's income by way Exemption from CGT is granted in respect of the
of liquidation dividends from a source within Zim- alienationofshares in a companyif the companyis one
babwe is expressly non-accountable under the CGT whose assets do not consist principally of mmovable
legislation and cannot therefore be subject to triple property, as definedin Art. 6, provided that the shares
taxation, i.e. income tax, NRST and CGT. It should are neitherbusinesspropertyofa Zimbabweanperma-be noted that the Commissiondid not commenton the nent establishmentnor property pertaining to the op-levy of both income tax and NRST. Admittedly, the erationofships or aircraftin internationaltrafficwhich
foreign taxpayerwh would suffer both of these taxes has its effective management situated in Zimbabwe
is something of a rare bird. However, the local (Art. 14). The word alienation is not defined in the
sharedealerwho does not operate as a company is less convention. However, Art. 3(2) stipulates that a term
uncommon and he is open to the double charge of not defined in the conventionshall, unless the context
income tax and a 20% withholdingtax, which is called otherwise requires, have the meaning assigned to it in
resident shareholders' tax (RST). Since the Commis- the legislation relating to the taxes concerned. Since
sion did not consider this taxpayer's situation it is not Sec. 16 of the CGT Act deems the liquidation to be a
known whether the Commissioncould or would have sale of the shares it seems clear that Art. 14 applies to
justified his charge to double taxation on the basis of liquidation dividends since the word alienation is
the purpose of the 2 different taxes. wide enough to cover all disposals including sales.
The numberof steps which mightbe available to avoid The rate of NRST is reduced from 20% to 5% in the
or lessen the effects of the charge to double taxation case of a U.K. company for dividendsand liquidationby way of NRST and CGT would depend on the cir- dividends from shares which are not effectively con-
cumstances that existed in any particular case. Com- nected with a permanent establishment operated by
mon to all foreign shareholderswould be the desire to the U.K. company in Zimbabwe provided that the
avoid the higher charge for CGT if this could be U.K. company controls directly or indirectly 25% or
achieved by the company distributing a sufficient more of the votingpower in the Zimbabweancompanyamount as dividends before the company went into paying such dividends. (It is understood that the Zim-
liquidation. Any such distribution would reduce the babwean authorities have initiated negotiations with
amount receivableby way of liquidationdividendsfor the U.K. authorities for the purpose of securing a
CGT purposes. In a case where the cost of the shares chargeablerate of NRST higher than 5%.) The rate of

-exceeded their allotmentprice it might be better to sell NRST cannot exceed 20% (Art. 10).the assets so as to avoid the liability for NRST. A If a local individual receives liquidation dividendssuitable purchaser would be a local company since which take the characterof incomebecause the shareslocal companiesare not subject to any withholdingtax
were held as trading stock, it can be seen from whaton their receipts and accruals. Similar considerations
was explained earlier that the individual is open to awould apply in the rare case of a foreign sharedealer charge for both income tax and RST in respect of thewho encountersa possible liabilityfor both income tax liquidation dividends. The U.K. individual who isand NRST.
similarlycaught for both income tax and NRST would
not, therefore, appear to have grounds for arguingDOUBLE TAXATION CONVENTION that the charge by way of 2 lots of taxes on his liquida-WITH THE U.K. tion dividends is in any way discriminatoryin the sense
that his Zimbabweanpermanentestablishment(one isThe U.K. resident that is subject to U.K. tax on liqui- required before there can be an income tax liabilityondation dividends and capital gains in respect of shares his profits) is treated less favourably than that of hisin Zimbabweancompanies is alwaysentitled to double Zimbabweancounterpart.However,Art. 24(2) wouldtaxation relief, against the U.K. tax, for any Zimbab- appear to prohibit the levy of Zinbabwean tax on the

wean tax suffered. And in the case of a U.K. company profits of a Zimbabweanpermanentestablishmentofwhich by reason of its shares controls directly or indi- a U.K. company which is more than 212o above therectly 10% or more of the votingpower in the Zimbab- rate of tax chargeable on the profits if the companywean company, the U.K. will, in respect of dividends, were resident in Zimbabwe.A Zimbabweancompanyalso grant relief for the Zimbabwean tax payable on is not liable for any withholding tax on liquidationthe profits out of which the dividends are paid (Art. dividends. ' It would therefore appear that the U.K.23). company which is subject to Zimbabwean income tax
The convention contains certain special provisions on its profits at 521/2% - the company rate of tax for a

which can reduce the rate of Zimbabwean taxes local company is 50% with a further 8.4% chargeable
chargeableor grant exemption from some of the Zim- on the taxable income of a foreign company with the
babwean taxes. Income tax is not chargeable on a latter being reduced to 21/2% in the case of a U.K.
U.K. sharedealer'sprofits if the profits are not earned company by virtue of Art. 24(2) - could successfully
through a permanent establishment operated by the contend that NRST is not leviable on its income by
sharedealer in Zirnbabwe (Art. 7). If the U.K. way of liquidation dividends. However, no locally re-

sharedealer is a company and has profits that are at- corded decision or ruling lends authority in support of
tributable to a Zimbabweanpermanentestablishment, this point of view.
the rate of income tax is reducedfrom 58.4% to 52.5% In the case of the levy of both CGT and NRST on

(Art. 24(2)). liquidation dividends, the U.K. individual, again, for
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reasons similar to those given in relation to a charge is a Zimbabweancompany) by way of addition to an

for both income tax and NRST, would not appear to existing liability for CGT is prohibited by Art. 24(1),
have grounds for relying on the non-discrmination whether the U.K. company operates through a Zim-

provisions of Art. 24 for relief. In Art. 24 the word babwean permanent establishment or not. However,
66taxation s defined to mean taxes of every kind and again, there is no locally recordeddecision or ruling to

descriptionand the Article covers not only the income lend authority in support of this point of view.
of the Zimbabwean permanent establishment of a

U.K. company, but also the subjection to Zimbab- If shares that are subject to the Art. 14 exemption
wean taxationof a U.K. national.Thewordnational from CGT are sold before any liquidation dividends

is defined and includes any legal person, association accrue, the seller clearly avoids both CGT and NRST.

or other entity deriving its status as such from the law The shares could be purchased by a local company.

in force in the U.K. The word person is definedand The local company is not subject to any withholding
includes a company and this is defined to mean any

tax on dividends or liquidation dividends. The local

body corporate or entity which is treated as a body company's liability for CGT one would expect to be

corporate for tax purposes. Art. 24(1) can therefore minimal, or non-existent due to the 5% allowance, if

be read as saying that U.K. companies or bodies cor- liquidation commenced shortly after the purchase of

porate shall not be subjected in Zimbabwe to any
the shares; the purchaser would not normally expect

taxation which is other or more burdensome than the to receive a great deal more, by way of liquidation
taxation to which Zimbabwean companies or bodies dividends, than the purchase price. As was pointed

corporate in the same circumstances are, or may be, out earlier, dividends distributed by a Zimbabwean

subjected. In the contextof a charge for both CGTand company which is not in liquidation are exempt from

NRST on the liquidation dividends which accrue to a
ncome tax. Dividends distributed before liquidation

U.K. company as capital gains, it would appear that obviously decrease the amount receivable as liquida-
the U.K. companycould successfullycontend that the tion dividends. This decrease would be valuable if the

levy of NRST (which as a tax has no counterpart in liquidation dividends were subject to either income

relation to a recipient of liquidation dividends which tax or CGT which gave rise to a liability greater than
the NRST payableon the dividendsdistributedbefore

liquidation commenced.

AfricanTax Systems/
COMPANYRECONSTRUCTIONSAND
MERGERS

SystmesFiscaux Sec. 14 of the CGT Act allows for the transfer of
chargeable assets between companies under the same

Africains control on a no-profit no-loss basis for CGT purposes
if the transfers are made in the course of or in further-
ance of a scheme of reconstructionof a group of com-

(each in 3 binders) panies or a mergeror other businessoperatonwhich,
in the opinion of the Commissionerof Taxes, is of a

separateEnglishandFrencheditions,both similar nature. Control is determined in relation to

comprisingdetailed,practicalguidesto the share voting rights. The no-profitno-lossbasis applies
taxand foreigninvestmentlegislationof for CGT purposes regardless of the actual considera-

tion passing in respect of the transfers. The foreign
AnglophoneandFrancophoneAfrica

controlling company, or companies, planning the

relevantdoubletaxationtreaties,official liquidation of a Zimbabwean company for the pur-
poses recognizedby Sec. 14 should consider the provi-

documents,extensivebibliography sions of Sec. 14 since they could possibly operate to
reduce or extinguish accumulatedprofits and reserves

eacheditionupdated4 timesperyear and thereby reduce or avoid the NRST and CGT in
respect of the shares in the liquidated company. The
accumulatedprofits and reserves would be decreased

FCI furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom by any loss that arose from the transfers made under
the protection of Sec. 14.

@m
InternationalBureauofFiscalDocumentation
P.O. Box20237-1000HE Amsterdam In conclusion, it must be pointed out that there are
theNetherlands exchangecontrol regulationsgovernng the transferof

Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217intaxnl Zimbabwean assets where a party to the transfer is

Telephone: (020) 26 7726 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58 non-resident. Local professional or banking advice
should be sought in this connection.
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SOUT- A-R CA: higher tax rate which would have been payable above
R 20,000.

The 1988 Budget B. Rebate for medicaiexpensesand expensesin

By Dr. Erwin Spiro
connectionwithphysicaldisability

Implementinganother recommendationof the Margo
Commission (with effect as of this year), the Minister

I. THE BUDGET AND THE WHITE PAPER ON of Finance proposed that medical costs be allowed as
THE MARGO REPORT

a deductiononly if they exceed 5% of taxable income,
with no restriction on the amount deductible. The

16 March 1988 was not only Budget day but also the current system of unlimited deductions for taxpayersday the Government'sWhite Paper on the Report of older than 65 years will be retained.
the Commission of Inquiry into the Tax Structure of .

the Republic of South Africa (the Margo Report)1 The existingseparatedeductionsfor physicaldisability
was laid upon the table in Parliament. One of the and medical expenses will be combined. Apart from

outstandingevents of 1987 was the release (in August) the 5% rule, there will be no limit to the deduction a

of the Margo Report. Some of the more than 300 physically disabled individual can claim for expenses
proposals contained in the report are already being arising from the disability.
implementedvia the Budget. Otherproposals (but, by
no means, all of them) will be implemented in the C. Rebatefor insurancepremiumsand
1989/90 tax year.2 According to the Minister of Fi- contributionstoprovidentandbenefitfunds
nance, Mr. Barend du Plessis, the time is not yet ripe and to theunemploymentinsurancefund
for large-scale tax concessions aimed at further struc-
tural adjustments. More particularly, the introduction The present rebate (maximum R 75) for insurance
of a value added tax will not take place before 1989. premiums will be abolished as per the recommenda-
The reform action will continue for the next year or 2 ton of the Commission.
while the Government'sdecisionson the Margo Com-
mission's proposals are implemented, as indicated in
the White Paper. D. Dependant's rebate

This rebate will also be abolished.

II. POLICY
E. Rates and rebate adjustments

Last year's Budget was described as a non-event.
However, the present Budget seeks to facilitate the With the objective of'granting at least some relief in
creation of a sound and well-disciplined economy in connection with the impact of bracket creep on the
which the private sector (in particular) necessarily taxation of individuals, the Minister of Finance pro-
plays a vital role and which promotes the welfareof all posed:
the people of South Africa. - to increase the primary rebate for married tax-

payers from R 920 to R 1100, and for other tax-

payers from R 650 to R 750; and
III. INDIVIDUALINCOME TAX - to reduce the rates so that the maximummarginal

rate of tax now becomes payable at a taxable in-

A. Standard income tax on employees (SITE) come ofR 80,000 insteadofthe existingR 60,000.
The interactionof the various concessionsmust not be

In accordance with a recommendationof the Margo overlooked.
Commission, the following provision will be im-
plemented this year: the tax liability of a man or a

single woman earning remunerationnot exceeding R F. Taxationof long-term insurers

12,000per annum (or R 20,000 in the case of a married
Long-term insurers taxed 40% of their invest-woman) will be finally determined by deductions in are on

accordance with the PAYE system. These taxpayers
ment income and receipts from affiliated companies.

will no longer be required to submit tax returns.
In comparisonwith other sectors of the economy, and
given the magnitude of the investment funds which

If a married woman's income exceeds R 20,000 (less have been and which are being channelledto the insur-
22.5%, so the existing tax concession remains intact), ance industry, the Ministerwas of the opinion that the
it will be added to her husband's income and be taxed .

at his marginal rate. The joint tax burden will be con-

siderably higher in this case than if the woman had 1. For a discussionof the major recommendationsof the MargoReport,
been subject to the SITE system. To ease the impact

see Dr. Edwin Spiro, The Margo Report, 42 Bulletin for International
Fiscal Documentation1 (1988) at 37.

of this transition, a system of shrinking deductions is 2. These proposals are not yet final and will not be dealt with in this

provided for so as to allow a gradual phasing-in of the article.
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long-term insurance sector should make a larger con- profits (and declareddividendsout of those profits) by
tribution to the fiscus. He proposed that with effect availing themselves of existing concessions and incen-
from years of assessmentending between 1 April 1988 tives but failed to contribute to the fiscus. As more or

and 31 March 1989, the 40% factorshouldbe increased less proposed by the Commission, tax is to be levied
to 70%. on companies at the rate of 25% or so much of the

dividends declared during a year of assessment as ex-

ceeds the sum of the normal tax paid for that year and
IV. COMPANIES the quantum of dividends received or accrued in that

year.
A. Minimum tax on companes

To ensure an income flow from this source in the
The Margo Commission Report referred to wide- 1988/89 financial year, companies will be obliged to

spreadcriticismofcompanieswhichearned substantial make a payment on the basis of figures for the most

Table I

Taxable income Rates of tax in respect of maried persons

Where the taxable income-
does not exceed R 12,000 ............................................... 14% of each R 1 of the taxable income;

exceeds R 12,000 but does not exceed R 13,000 R 1,680 plus 15% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 12,000;

exceeds R 13,000 but does not exceed R 14,000 R 1,830 plus 17% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 13,000;

exceeds R 14,000 but does not exceed R 15,000 R 2,000 plus 19% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 14,000;

exceeds R 15,000 but does not exceed R 16,000 R 2,190 plus 21% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 15,000;

exceeds R 16,000 but does not exceed R 18,000 R 2,400 plus 23% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 16,000;

exceeds R 18,000 but does not exceed R 20,000 R 2,860 plus 25% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 18,000;

exceeds R 20,000 but does not exceed R 22,000 R 3,360 plus 27% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 20,000,

exceeds R 22,000 but does not exceed R 24,000 R 3,900 plus 29% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 22,000;

exceeds R 24,000 but does not exceed R 26,000 R 4,480 plus 31% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 24,000,

exceeds R 26,000 but does not exceed R 28,000 R 5,100 plus 33% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 26,000,

exceeds R 28,000 but does not exceed R 30,000 R 5,760 plus 35% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 28,000,

exceeds R 30,000 but does not exceed R 35,000 R 6,460 plus 37% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 30,000;

exceeds R 35,000 but does not exceed R 40,000 R 8,310 plus 39% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 35,000,

exceeds R 40,000 but does not exceed R 50,000 R 10,260 plus 41% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 40,000;

exceeds R 50,000 but does not exceed R 60,000 R 14,360 plus 42% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 50,000;

exceeds R 60,000 but does not exceed R 70,000 R 18,560 plus 43% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 60,000;

exceeds R 70,000 but does not exceed R 80,000 R 22,860 plus 44% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 70,000,

exceeds R 80,000 ........................................................... R 27,260 plus 45% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 80,000.
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recent year of assessmentending on or before 29 Feb- justed upwardsonce warrantedby circumstances.The
ruary 1988. The tax for a particular year should be necessary adjustments will be made. The Ministerof
based on the figures for the immediately preceding Financewas anxious to point out that this decisionalso
year; the tax is payable on 30 September 1988 upon accords with the recommendationof the Margo Com-
submission of a declaration.3 mission.

B. Company cars V. NON-RESIDENT'STAX ON INTEREST

As a result of urgent requests from the automobile In the view of the Minister, so long as South Africa
industry, the values for company cars in the Seventh
Schedule to the Income Tax had been scaled down, 3. The tax is not a final tax but will constitute a credit retained againstbut with the understanding that they would be ad- the company's future liability for normal tax.

Table Il

Taxable income Rates of tax in respect of persons who are not married persons

Where the taxable income-
does not exceed R 10,000 ............................................... 14% of each R 1 of the taxable income;

exceeds Rl 0,000 but does not exceed Rll ,000 R 1,400 plus 15% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 10,000;

exceeds R 1 i ,000 but does not exceed R 12,000 R 1,550 plus 17% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 11,000,

exceeds R 12,000 but does not exceed R 13,000 R 1,720 plus 19% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 12,000;

exceeds R 13,000 but does not exceed R 14,000 R 1,910 plus 21% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 13,000;

exceeds R 14,000 but does not exceed R 15,000 R 2,120 plus 23% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 14,000;

exceeds R 15,000 but does not exceed R 16,000 R 2,350 plus 25% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 15,000;

exceeds R 16,000 but does not exceed R 18,000 R 2,600 plus 27% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 16,000;

exceeds R 18,000 but does not exceed R 20,000 R 3,140 plus 29% of the amount by which the taxable
Income exceeds R 18,000,

exceeds R 20,000 but dos not exceed R 22,000 R 3,720 plus 31% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 20,000;

exceeds R 22,000 but does not exceed R 24,000 R 4,340 plus 33% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 22,000;

exceeds R 24,000 but does not exceed R 26,000 R 5,000 plus 35% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 24,000;

exceeds R 26,000 but does not exceed R 28,000 R 5,700 plus 37% of the amount by whch the taxable
income exceeds R 26,000,

exceeds R 28,000 but does not exceed R 30,000 R 6,440 plus 39% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 28,000;

exceeds R 30,000 but does not exceed R 36,000 R 7,220 plus 41% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 30,000;

exceeds R 36,000 but does not exceed R 42,000 R 9,680 plus 42% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 36,000;

exceeds R 42,000 but does not exceed R 48,000 R 12,200 plus 43% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 42,000,

exceeds R 48,000 but does not exceed R 54,000 R 14,780 plus 44% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 48,000;

exceeds R 54,000 .......................................................... R 17,420 plus 45% of the amount by which the taxable
f rncome exceeds R 54,000.
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requires foreign debt financing and is simultaneously 1. On each rand of the taxable income (excluding
constrained by foreign debt arrangements, the non- taxable income derived from mining operations and
resident's tax on interest is an obstructive and cost- taxableincome referred to in 2(c)below),50 cents.

raising factor. Its base has already been eroded by
many exceptions. With effect from 17 March 1988, 2. In respect of taxable income derived from gold
interest accruing to foreign lenders will no longer be mining:
taxed. (a) in the case of any mine other than a post-1966

gold mine, an amount determined in accord-
ance with one of the prescribed formulas plus

VI. DONATIONSTAX AND ESTATE DUTY a surcharge equal to 25% of such amount;
(b) in the case of post-1966gold mines, an amount

The Governmentaccepts the Margo Commission'sre- determined in accordancewith one of the pre-
commendation that a capital transfer tax replace the scribed formulasplus a surchargeequal to 25%
existing donations tax and estate duty. The capital of such amount;
transfer tax will be imposed at a flat rate of 15% on (c) for excess recoupment over capital expendi-
the value of transfersof capital for which full consider- ture accruingto companies,the averagerate of
ation has not been paid. However, the Government tax as determined in accordance with the Act

proposal.is more generous than that of the Commis- or 35 cents per rand, whichever is higher (the
sion, i.e. the deduction for the annual lump sum is R average rate is to be determined as pre-
20,000 and for an estate R 1,000,000. If the estate is scribed).
not worth more than R 1,000,000, the tax is not at-

tracted. The amended provisions will apply to the es- 3. In respectof taxableincomederivedfromdiamond

tate ofany personwho des on or after 16 March 1988. mining, 45 cents per rand of taxable income plus a

surcharge equal to 25% of such amount.

4. In the case of mining companies, other than gold
VII. RATES OF NORMAL TAX or diamond mining companies, 50 cents on each rand

of the taxable income so derived plus a surcharge
A. Persons other than companies equal to 15% of such amount.

Taxable income derived from sources within or The taxes determined in accordance with these rules

deemed to be within the Republic for the year of are cumulative,i.e. one tax does not exclude any other

assessment ending on 28 February 1989 or 30 June tax.

1989 (whichever is applicable) is subject to (normal)
income tax calculated in accordancewith Tables I and
II. VIII. RATES OF OTHER TAXES CONTAINED

IN THE INCOME TAX ACT

B. Companies
The non-resident shareholders' tax is 15% of the

Taxable income derived from sources within or amount of dividend (or interim dividend) in question.
deemed to be within the Republic for every year of The undistrbuted profits tax is 331/3 cents on every
assessment ending during the period of 12 months rand by which the distributableincome (as defined)
ending on 31 March 1989 is subject to the following exceeds the amount of dividends distributed during
rates of (normal) income tax: the specifiedperiod (as defined).
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The Nigerian Experiencewith
Tax Clearance Certificates
By J.M. Elegido

(q) stampingofguarantor'sform for Nigerianpassport;Dr. J.M. Elegido is a Senior Lecturer and Ag. Head of the (r) application for registration of a limited liabilityDepartmentof Business Law in the Facultycof Law, Anambra company or of a business name;State University of Technology, Nigeria. (s) application for allocation of market stalls.

In addition, an applicant for exchangecontrolpermis-
sion to remit funds to a non-resident recipient in re-

I. INTRODUCTION spect of income accruing from rents, dividends, royal-
ties or any other similar income must produce a TCC

A Tax Clearance Certificate (TCC) is a document which states that tax on the funds has been paid or that
issued to a taxpayer by the tax authorities certifying no tax is payable.3
that the taxpayereitherhas paid in full the tax to which
he was liable for the period indicatedin the document
or that the taxpayer was not liable to pay tax for that II. HISTORY OF TCCs IN NIGERIA
period. In Nigeria, the presentation of a TCC is a

prerequisite to entering into a wide range of transac- This author maintains that many of the problems
tions with the Federal or State Governmentand many caused by the introduction of TCCs derive from the
of their agencies. The document must also be pre- informal manner in which their use was prescribed.
sented prior to obtaining certain permits and licences The ll effects of the free-for-all which ensued after
and for certain registrationpurposes. TCCswere introducedare still presentand it will prob-
TCCs have been of great assistance in tax collection ably take several years to remedy these effects. To

amatters but they have also exposed taxpayers to op-
fully understand the issues involved, brief history of
the introductionof TCCs in Nigeria is necessary.pressive tactics by the tax authorities. This article re-

ports on the main results of the Nigerian experience TCCs appear to have beenpioneeredbyBendelState.4
with TCCs in the hope that this experience will be of As far back as 1969, the State Ministry of Finance
value to other countriesalreadyusing TCCs or consid- issued a directive to all ministries stating that contract
ering introductionof such documents. awards would be contingent on the production of tax

In Nigeria, TCCs disclose (in respectof the last 3 years
receipts (not TCCs) for the previous 3 years. In fact,
this directive was never fully implemented and theof assessment) the chargeableincome of the taxpayer, practice quickly died out. A directive issuednew wasthe tax payableby him, the tax paid and any tax which in 1976 which required all ministries and departmentsremains outstanding or, alternatively, a statement to of the State to demandTCCs from self-employedindi-the effect that no tax is due. The presentation of a vidualsprior to enteringinto any financial transactionsTCC is a prerequisite in relation to:L with such persons. This directive was contained in the

(a) application for Government loan for industry or Military Governor's budget speech and in the pub-
business; lished memorandum on the approved estimates for

bi registration of motor vehicles; the 1976/77 fiscal year. This directive was enforced
c) application for firearms licence; and it had a dramatic impact on the tax revenue col-d) application for foreign exchange or exchange con- lected from self-employed individuals in that State.trol permission to remit funds outside Nigeria; Other States followed suit.

/(e) application for certificate of occupancy;
soon

(f) application for award of contracts by the Govern- In the wake of this experience, the Federal Govern-
ment, its agencies and registered companies; ment decided to adopt this method of tax collection in

(g) application for approval of building plans;
(h) application for trade licence;

/i() application for transferof real property;
(j) application for import or export licence;
k) application for a plot of land; 1. Sec. 33 Income Tax ManagementAct, 1961 (hereinafter referred to

1) application for buying agent licence; as ITMA 1961), introducedby Decree No. 4 of 1985. Sec. 74A Companies
) application for pools or gaming licence; Income Tax Act, 1979 (hereinafter referred to as CITA 1979) introduced

ii}(n) application for registration as contractor; by Decree No. 4 of 1985.

(o) application for distributorship;
2. Sec. 33(4) ITMA 1961; Sec. 74A CITA 1979.

,

3. Id.
(p) confirmition of appointment by the Government 4. Omorogiuwa,p. Ada, UsingTaxClearanceCertificatesas an Instru-

as Chairman or members of a public board, institu- ment of Tax Enforcement in Nigeria: the Experience of Bendel State, a

tion, commission, company or to any other similar paper presented at the National Conference on State Taxation, Zaria
other position made by the Government [sic]; (November 1984).

1
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a more limited manner. A 1977 Decree5 empowered revenue collected from this tax group in Bendel State
the Commissionerfor Stamp Duties to demand TCCs increasedfrom N 543,060 in 1975/76 to N 1,469,306 in
from companies before stamping certain documents. 1977/78.17It has also been reported that in other states

The Federal Military Government, which at the time the income tax collected almost doubled following the
was implementinga programme to return the country introductionof TCCs.18 On several occasions tax offi-
to civilian rule, also enacted a provision making pre- cials have reported how effective TCCs have been in
sentation of a TCC a prerequisite to running for elec- reducing tax evasion in Nigeria.19 Specifically, it has
tion in the ConstituentAssembly.6This provisionwas been reported (as expected) that the introduction of
later strengthenedby a clause stipulating that a candi- TCCs has been especially effective in identifyingnon-

date would be disqualified if he had paid his income reidents deriving income in Nigeria who previously
tax in arrears for any 2 of the last 3 financial years escaped taxation and in bringing into the tax net many
preceding the date of the election or for all of those 3 self-employedindividualswhosenameswere not listed

years during this financial year.7 A number of candi- on the Revenue's taxpayerrolls,20 Such a conclusion is
dates were disqualified because they belatedly dis- hardly surprisingsince tax administrationproblems of

charged their duties to pay tax. less-developed countries typically include identifica-

Finally, the 1977 Electoral Decree8, which regulated tion of assessees and their addresses. Measures (lke
the forthcomingparliamentaryelection, provided that TCCs) which force taxpayers to come forward are

any person running for office was required to have bound to produce a positive effect on tax administra-

fully paid as and when due, in respect of each of the tions.

3 financial years preceding the date of the election,
income tax anywhere in the Federation.In one of the IV. PROBLEMS POSED BY THE USE OF TCCs

States, for example, only 9 out of the more than 40
candidatesfor seats in the FederalHouseof Represen- It is unanimously recognized that the introduction of

tative met the tax requirements.Two of the governor- TCCs has enhanced tax collection and reduced the

ship candidates in that same State failed to qualify disparity in the incidenceof tax as betweenemployees
because they failed the tax test.9 As set forth below, whose tax is deducted at source through the PAYE

this provision caused serious problems and the re- (pay as you earn) system and the self-employed.How-

quirement for TCCs in these instanceswas not carried ever, TCCs have also raised serious issues, most of

over to the Electoral Act 1982.10 which relate to an erosion of the rule of law in tax

matters.
In 1979, following the report of a Task Force on Tax
Administration set up by the Federal Government, As noted above, many problems appear to have de-
TCCs were introduced throughout the country and
were required for a wide varietyof transactions. Legal
backing, however, was not provided for until 1985.1 5 Finance (MiscellaneousTaxationProvisions)Decree No. 42 of 1977.

6. ConstituentAssembly Decree No. 50 of 1977.
7. Sec. 1 Constituent Assembly (Special Provisions) Decree No. 60 of
1977.

III. EFFECT OF TCCs ON TAX ENFORCEMENT 8. Electoral Decree No. 73 of 1977.
9. See footnote 4.

The effectivenessof tax administrationin Nigeriaprior 10. Electoral Act No. 8 of 1982.

to the introduction of TCCs was undoubtedly very
11. Sec. 34 Fnance (MiscellaneousTaxaton Provisions) Decree No. 4 of

1985.
low. There are no data for many areas of the countrY 12. One of the 3 regions into which Nigeria was divided at the time of
but data which are available reveal a dismal story at independence. The country is now composed of 21 states and a Federal

least as compared to developedcountries. The overall Capital Territory.

range of personal income tax evasion for the former 13. See Omorogiuwa, P. Ada, An Evaluationof Personal Income Tax-

Western Regionl2 has been estimated to be 61 to 73% ation in the Mid-Westernand Western states of Nigeria; an unpublished
Ph.D. thesis, University of Ibadan, Department of Economics, Ibadan

for the years 1965/66 to 1971/7213,and 70% for theyear (1977).
1971/72.14 These percentages can be compared to a 14. See Orewa, G.O., Problems and Prospects of Tax Administration

1980 estimate of approximately 14% in the United at the Local Level in Western and Mid-Western Nigeria, a paper pre-

Kingdom.15 Similarly, another study yielded an esti- sented at the Conference on Tax Enforcement in Nigeria, Zaria (May

mate of personal income tax effort of under 2% com- 1973).
15. Binghan, Tom, Tax Evasion: The Law and the Practice, London,

pared to 14% and 15% in the UnitedKingdomand the Alexander Howden Financial Services Ltd. (1980) at 7.

United States, respectively.16These results.canbe put 16. See note 13; see also Omorogiuwa, P. Ada, Tax Administration in

in perspective by observing that the tax rates pre_ Nigeria, in Proceedings of the National Symposium on Taxation, Lagos

scribed by Nigerian law were steeplyprogressiveat the (1981) at 14-38.
17. See footnote 4.

time (i.e. they reached percentagesof more than 50% 18. Sulaimon, I., The Phenomenonof Tax ClearanceCertificates,Pro-

at relatively low levels of taxable income). The low ceedings of the NationalSymposiumon Taxation, Lagos (1981) at 62-67.

level ofpersonal income tax effort was clearly attribut- 19 Majota, E.T., Tax ClearanceCertificate: Its Impact on the Ordinary
able to a weak tax admnistration. Taxpayer, Proceedingsof the lth Annual Senior Officers' Conference

of the Federal Inland Revenue Department, Lagos (1981) at 42-44. See

The effect of TCCs on tax compliance by self- also, in the same publication, the Board's Secretary Annual Repot at

employed individuals was quite dramatic. Although 14, on the effect of TCCs on the InternationalTax Divisionof the Depart-
ment. See also Final Report of the Task Force on Tax Administration,

only sporadic data are available, these are conclusive. Lagos (1979), para. 9.30.

Coinciding with the introduction of TCCs, the tax 20. Ibid.
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rived from the fact that TCCs were introduced via An even more significantresult ofTCCs is the fact that
administrative directives with no legal backing. Tax the requirement to obtain the document for an urgentofficials found themselves in possession of a powerful transaction tends to exert immense pressure on tax-
weapon which they could wield almost at leisure with- payers to accept imposed assessments even if theyout the threat of legal sanctions. As a past president would otherwisecontest the assessment. This, in turn,of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria appears to have encouraged some tax authorities to
graphically stated, the result, of course, has been imposeoutrageousassessmentsin theconfidetexpec-everybody for himself and God for us all! tation that no challenge will be raised. A well-known
The first striking effect of TCCs was the belief among example is the practice of demanding payment of a

minimum amount of tax of N 400 from each taxpayerGovernmentofficials that lack of a TCC was sufficient
to disqualify a taxpayer from the enjoyment of who requests a TCC. If it is realized that the tax paya-
amenities or rights to which he was legally entitled. ble (according to law) by a married taxpayer with 4
While the original Federal Governmentdirectivepre-

children and a dependent and whose total income is
scribed a TCC only in respect of a limited number of N 2,700 is only N 27, the injustice implicit in such a

transactions, many States (and even some depart- practicecan be betterappreciated.For such a taxpayer
ments on their own initiative) felt free to add to the to have a tax liability of N 400 his total income would
list. The Final Report of the Task Force on Tax Ad- have to be at least N 6,900.26 If the taxpayermust send
ministration had occasion to complain that in some

his children to school, he must pay the tax.27
states, tax clearance certificates are demanded, for A similar difficulty (involvingfar higher amounts) was
example, before pupils are admitted into schools or faced by many banks when a special levy was imposedbeore scholarships are granted.21 on their excess profits in 1978. A dispute arose be-
A similar example can be seen in the case Fairlakes tween the banks and the Federal Board of Inland
Hotels Ltd. vs. The Registrar of Companies and Revenue concerning the first year in which the levy
Others22, in which the plaintiffrequesteda court decla- was to be payable. The banks had an arguablecase but
ration that it was entitledto have a company registered a senior tax official reported they were forced to aban-
notwithstandingthe fact that one of the subscribers to don their objections and accept the Revenue's in-
the memorandum had been unable to produce his terpretation of the statute because of the banks' pres-
TCC. The Court held that because the TCC require- sing need to obtain the TCCs.28
ment lacked statutory force, the Registrar of Com- In their eagerness to maximize revenue, sorne statespanies was not entitled to refuse company registration have refused to recognizeTCCs issued in other states,on the basis that the docunenthad notbeen produced. even in cases where, according to law, the taxpayerThe Registrar lacked discretion to take this fact into was resident for tax purposes in that other state. Asconsideration. Fairlakes Hotels is the only known case has been reported: The result, of course, is that thewhere a citizen successfullychallengeddenialof a right Nigerian taxpayerpays as much tax as he can afford inbecause he lacked a TCC; in countlesscases the matter
ended with the official's denial.
The victimization of innocent employees by the tax 21. At para. 9.30.

authorities due to employer misconduct is another
22. Suit No. FRC/L/74/79, decided by the Federal High Court in Lagos
on 11 November 1982 (an unreported decision)area of conflict. A common, occurrence is for 23. The Revenue appoints each employer as collecting agent for the

employers to make PAYE deductions from the purpose of operating the PAYE system, either specifically (e.g under the
salaries of the employees and then fail to pay the Finance Law 1962, in force in Eastern states) or by a general direction in

amount deducted to the Revenue. To force the the Gazette to a class of employers (e.g. under the Personal Tax Act 1961
in force in Lagos).employers to settle their PAYE accounts, the tax ad- 24. Th Joint Tax Board is a body established by the ITMA 1961. Itsministrationrefuses to issue TCCs to any employee of members are composed of the Chairman of the Federal Board of Inland

an enterprise which is not current in its PAYE remit- Revenue, one representative of each state, usually the Director of the
tances in the hope that the employeeswill pressure the respective Board of Internal Revenue or equivalent body and a Secretary
employer to settle its debts. Such practices constitute

who is not a member. The primary functions of the Board are to advise the
Federal Government in respect of tax matters having effect throughouta flagrant abuse of power. The law is clear that when Nigeria and promote uniformity in the application of tax laws throughoutthe employeepays his tax liabilityto the employer (the the country.

lawfully appointed agent of the Revenue)23, he has 25. See footnote 4.

discharged his liability. To hold the employee to ran-
26. The rules in force on 31 December 1987 were used as the basis for
this computation.The Nigerian GNP per capita is estimated to be approx-som in order to force the employer to fulfil its own imately N 1,800 ($ 450)

legal obligations is blackmail; this practice is even 27. Apparently, many taxpyers were of the opinion that a better option
more unjustifiablewhen consideringthat the Revenue was to obtain the TCC by fraudulent means. During the admission period
is endowedwith more than adequate legal authority to to Lagos State Primary Schools in September 1984, 6,200 forged TCCs

were identified (see New Nigerian of 13 September 1984). It should alsocompel the employer to pay. Even though the Joint be noted that no law has ever required the presentation of a TCC as aTax Board condemned this type of procedure in its prerequisite for registration in a school.
50th meeting held in Calabar in 1986, tre practice has 28. Ejenobi, A.O., The Taxation of Foreign Companies Operating
not yet been eradicated.24 Insult is added to injury by Ships and Aircraft in Nigeria, Life AssuranceCompaniesand Commercial

the fact that the defaultingemployers are often public Banks, Proceedingsof the lOth Annual Conferenceof the Senior Staff of
the Federal Inland Revenue Department, Lagos (1980). The authorof thisbodies or agencies such as local government councils article was an Assistant Chief Inspector of Taxes in the Federal Inland

or Government-ownedcompanies.25 Revenue Departmentat the time.
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as many states as necessaryfor his operations. He then of a presidentialcampaign (whatever the final verdict
uses the relevant tax clearancecertificatesin appropri- may be), supporters of the losing party will be con-

ate circumstances.29This practice, however, appears vinced that legal technicalitieshave been manipulated
less prevalent nowadays. to cover up a political decision. In the end, the entire

affair only succeeded in raising the political tension of
Anothergrave issue consequentto the introductionof

the country and it probablywise that the require-TCCs has been the administrative inconvenience to
was

taxpayers. Immediatelyafter TCCs were introduced, ment of proof of payment of tax was dropped in the

huge crowdswere reportedto have surroundedthe tax
1982 Electoral Act.

offices in an effort to obtain the indispensible docu-
ments. The phenomenon became especially acute at V. IMPROVEMENTSALREADY EFFECTED IN

the beginning of the school year when it became THE REGULATION OF TCCs

known that several states were demanding the presen-
tation of current TCCs by parents as a prerequste to Reform legislation has already been enacted to cope
school registration. Even now, businessmen bitterly with some of the aboveproblems. The legislationaims

complain of the inconvenience caused by frequently to give a clear legal status to the requirement of

having to travel to Lagos to contact the International TCCs.33 As a result, there is now a precise definition
Division of the Federal Inland Revenue Department. of the transactions which require TCCs. The provi-
This Division (which has no office outside Lagos) en- sions also prescribe that whenever a tax authority is of

sures that the tax due has been paid before TCCs are the opinion that the tax assessed on the income of any
issued for the purpose of remitting management fees, person has been fully paid or that no tax is due on such

dividends, royalties, etc. abroad. ncome, the tax authority is obligated to issue a TCC
within a reasonable time after a TCC has been re-

The introduction of TCCs has also imposed an ad- quested. On the basis of this provision, the High Court
ministrative burden on the Revenue Department it- issue order of mandamus to the tax authority
self. As a Senior Revenue official reported, routine may an

if the administration unreasonably refuses or delays
work on examination of accounts and attention to the issuance of a TCC. No doubt this provision will
other normal tax work were disrupted as almost all curb the arbitrary manipulationof TCCs by some tax
hands were on deck to deal with the massive demand officials. The fact that the transactionsfor whichTCCs
for tax clearance certificates.30 are required are now clearly defined in the law, to-

At an even more basic level, the use of TCCs has gether with the Fairlakes decision, will make it more

caused most harm by tending to pervert the tax assess- difficult for Governmentofficials to demandTCCs on

ment procedure. Many officials have come to regard their own initiativefor transactionsin respectofwhich
the request for a TCC as an invitation to issue addi- there is no legal requirement for the document.
tional or best of judgementassessments,and, in some

cases, advance assessments. These practices became Finally, it must be mentionedthat a 1987 amendment34

so prevalent that the FederalBoardof Inland Revenue
issued an official declaration to remind the over-zeal- 29. Sulaimon, I., footnote 18 at 65.

30. See Majola, E.T., footnote 19 at 43.
ous State officials of the provisionsof the Nigerian tax 31. Guidance Notes on Individuals' Requests for Tax Clearance Certifi-
laws.31 The warning, however, appears to have had cate, Federal Inland Revenue Department, Lagos (1981). A relatively
only a limited impact. lengthy quotation from this document best conveys the situation:

Finally, the requirement that candidates for election (b) RelevantTax Authoritiesare not expected to raise additionalBest
of Judgement Assessment other than the one which might have been

should have paid tax as and when due.n respect of settled before application for clearance certificated is lodged.an a tax

the 3 financial years preceding the date of election (c) Arbitrary Best of Judgement assessments quickly raised only after

deserves comment. The phrase as and when due the taxpayer has requested a tax clearance certificate are not in accord-

provedhopelesslyambiguouswhentested in litigation. ance with proper procedure and should be discouraged...
on as

A presidentialcandidatewho was initiallydisqualified
(d) Tax Clearance Certificates should be issued demand and
promptly as possible if the taxpayerwho is requesting it fias in fact paid

successfully argued before the High Court and the all existingassessmentsand no further assessmentsneed be raised except
Court of Appeal32 that tax is only due after a notice on substantiatedevidencewarrantingan additionalassessment,e.g. new

of assessmenthas been served on the taxpayer and no evidence of rental income not previously included in the original assess-

objection has been raised by him. Accordingly, even
ment.

(e) The request for a tax clearance certificateshould not be regarded as

though the taxpayer had not fully paid his income tax an invitation to raise...assessmentsin advance. It has been observed
in respect of the financiai year 1977/78 (which ended that some taxpayers have been asked to pay 1981 tax in January 1981.

in March 1978) until March 1979, it was held that This amounts to assessing in advance, because the taxpayer is expected
because he filed a timely objection to the assessment to be given an opportunity to make a return of his income up to De-

and negotiations with the tax authorities had been
cember, 1980 and has a right to object to the assessment when raised.
Because of this normal process of assessment, which is clearly stated in

on-going the taxpayer had paid his tax as and when the Income Tax Laws, the Tax Clearance Certificate which is valid for

due. Similarly, the additionalassessmentimposedon 1981 is that which shows that all taxeshave beenpaid for the 3 assessment

him in 1979 in respect of the 1976/77 financialyear did years up to 1980...
32. Zik vs. FEDECO, PLR 531 (1980). The judgement of the,Court of

not mean that tax in respectof that assessmenthad not Appeal was delivered on 24 July 1979.
been paid as and when due . 33. See Sec. 33 ITMA 1961 and Sec. 74 CITA 1979, both of which were

introduced by Decree No. 4 of 1985.
If a court must reach a decision on the basis of such a 34. Sec. 5 of the Finance (Miscellaneous Taxation Provisions) Decree
confused test in the emotionally-chargedatmosphere No. 12 of 1987.
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has made it impossible to use a taxpayer's request for Finally, specific statutory provisions should be intro-
a TCC to justify making a tax assessment in advance. duced to the effect that a taxpayer from whom deduc-
The amendmentprovides that the paymentofcurrent tions have been made pursuant to PAYE regulations
year tax shall not be made a condition for the issuance is entitled to a TCC even if his employer has failed to
of the certificate unless the applicant is leaving the pay the deductions to the Revenue.
country finally.

VII. CONCLUSION
VI. FURTHERSUGGESTEDREFORMS

While TCCs have proved to be a most effectivemeans
It is suggested that further reforms are necessary to of increasing voluntary tax compliance, the system
overcome the drawbacks of TCCs. Although it is use- lends itself to great abuse. The Nigerian experiencefui to have access to the judicial system to obtain an suggests that this problem will be exacerbated in the
order of mandamusfor the ssuanceof a TCC, in many absence of specific legislation. The purpose for which
cases cost and time considerations will render this TCCs can be legally demanded must be specified and
course of action impractical. If the Appeal Commis- a duty must be imposed on the tax authorities to issue
sionerswere given jurisdictionto issue TCCswhen the the TCC when the conditions are fulfilled. A clear
tax authority refuses to do so, another avenue of re- frameworkwill prevent arbitrary conduct on the partdress would be open to the ordinary taxpayer. Of of the Revenue or other Government authorities. To
course, such an improvement is merely cosmetic so minimize abuses, a rapid and inexpensive channel of
long as the states do not establish bodies of Appeal appeal must be available to taxpayerswho are denied
Commissioners (as they are enjoined to do by law). a TCC.

Leaving aside this circumstance which is believed to In conclusion, if TCCs are introducedwithout appro-be peculiar to Nigeria, a pointofmore general interest priate safeguards, the damage to the professionaland
to other countries is that the power conferred on the ethical standardsof the tax officialsand the confidence
tax authorities to deny a TCC can only be compatible of the publiccan easily outweigh the gainswhichTCCs
(in practice) with the preservationof the rule of law if can undoubtedlymake in manydevelopingcountries.
rapid and inexpensivechannelsof appeal are available
to the taxpayers. It is submitted that only an adminis-
trative tribunal similar to the Appeal Commissioners
which exist in many of the Commonwealthcountries
can fulfil this need.

A further improvementcould be attainedby providing 35. Under Sec. 24(5) of the Finance Law 1962, a taxpayer who appeals
that a taxpayerwho has appealedan assessmentshould from an assessmentmust pay half of the amount of the tax in dispute. Sec.

54 of the Income Tax Law 1957 and Sec. 29 of the Personal Tax Law 1962be entitled to obtain a TCC as soon as he has paid a require payment of the entire tax assessed. Under Sec. 47(2) of the Per-
portionof the tax assessed. The tax laws ofmanystates sonal Income Tax Law 1961 and Sec. 36(2) of the Income Tax (Armed
prescribe that the entire tax must be paid before an Forces and Other Persons)(SpecialProvisions)Act 1972, the Revenuemay
appeal to the Commissionerscan be filed.35This would enforce the payment of the portion of tax which is not in dispute. Under
remove the pressurewhichnow existson the taxpayers

Sec. 54(7)ofCITA 1979, the Appeal Commissionersmay order the appel-
lant to deposit with the Revenue an amount equal to that paid by theto abandontheirobjectionsto the assessmentsin order taxpayer in the last year or one-half the tax charged by the assessment

to obtain the TCCs. under appeal, whichever is less, plus 10% of the said deposit.

Innextissues:

Shapinga new internationaltax order
by RichardM. Bird

Recentamendmentsto tax lawsin Nigeria
by A.C. Ezejelue

Summaryofvalue added tax in CIATmembercountriesin the Americas
by Inter-AmericanCenterofTaxAdministrations

India: Problemsand paradoxes-The elusive tax incentives
by JonannaC. Wheeler
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SOVA_ A:

NEW FOREIGN INVESTMENTLAW:
RATIONALE AND HIGHLIGHTS

Private Sector Promotion Unit, Ministry of National Planning

The new Foreign InvestmentLaw No. 19 of May 1987 merce, Revenue, Labour and the Governor of the

replaces the previous Investment Law No. 7 of 29 Central Bank and the Chairman of the Chamber of

January 1977. There are basically 3 reasons this legis- Commerce.

lation was enacted: 4. The Foreign Investment Board is assisted by the

the Government'sdecision and effort, since about Foreign Investment Promotion Office which, apart-

1980, to involve (in a much larger degree than in from performing other duties, provides advice and

the past) the private sector in the country's socio- guidance to the foreign investor on Somalia's legal,
economic developmentprocess; regulatory and institutional framework, and assists in

renewed awareness of the contributionprivate in- the incorporationand setting up stages.-

vestment can make to the country's development 5. The original foreign investmentand any reinvested
and of the mutual benefits that foreign marketing, profit will be registered in convertiblecurrency.
technical and managerialknow-howand risk capi-
tal can create; and 6. There are no restrictions to reinvestmentof profit.
the necessity to revise, in both substance and lan- not- 7. Profit is freely transferableand profit transfer-
guage, the previous legislation in order to har- red, or portions thereof, may be transferred in any
monze it with Somalia's new economic policies following year.
and objectives.

8. Foreign investment (original investment plus any
The new Foregn Investment Law establishes clear profit reinvested) can be freely repatriated 5 years as

priorities for foreign investment in areas where of the date of registration of the original investment.
Somalia has competitiveinternationaladvantages, i.e. Repatriation is to be effected in convertible currency
agriculture, raising livestock, fishing, mining and at the investor's option, in the form of physical
tourism, as well as industrial and service activities or,

assets. The Foreign InvestmentBoard may reduce the
linked to these sectors or strongly supporting them. 5-year period.
The highlights of Somalia's new Foreign Investment 9. Capital gains resulting from the sale of shares or

Law are as follows: liquidation of assets are freely transferable after pay-
1. Besides the transferof convertiblecurrency, invest- ment of normal taxes.

ment can also be made in the form of machinery, 10. The law restricts the possibility of expropriation
equipment, current production input and intangibles
(e.g. patent rights, trade marks and studies and

to the situation where the public interest cannot be
satisfiedby measuresother than expropriation.In such

documentation prepared in connection with the in-
tended investment).

a case, prompt and freely transferable compensation
is payable in an amountwhichreflects the investment's

2. There are no outright ownership and sectorial re- fair market value as a going concern.

strictions to foreign investmentor any phase-outprovi- 11. Investment disputes are to be settled in a manner

sions, nor does the law prclude the possibility of to be agreed upon with the investor or in the absence
participatingin, or acquiringstock in, an existingSom- of such an agreement, under the agreementsn force
ali enterprise. between the investor's home country and Somalia or,

3. In each case, proposed foreign investment is re- if no such agreements exist, under the 1985 World

viewed for approval within a 60-day period by the Bank Convention for the Settlement of Investment

10-memberForeign InvestmentBoard. The Board has Disputes. If neither option is available, the law pro-
the supreme decision-makingauthority over all mat- vides for a 3-member arbitration board whose chair-

ters concerningforeign investment.The Board is com- man is to be appointedby agreementor, in the absence

posed of the Permanent Secretaries of the Ministries of an agreement, by the President of Somalia's Su-

of Planning,Foreign Affairs, Finance, Industry,Com- preme Court.
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CA\ADA: B. The near term economic outlook

Federal Budget Mr. Wilson presented the Department of Finance's
view of the Canadian economicoutlook over the next

10 February 1988
5 years, and it is generally rosy. Finance's views have
not changed substantiallyfrom those expressed at the
time of the 18 June 1987 Tax Reform proposals. In
Finance's view, Canada faces several more years of
good, solid, middle-of-the-roadeconomic growth, at

This article was prepared by membersof the KPMG Canadi- rates a little slower than the surprisingly strong 1987
an firm, Peat Marwick, and was presented to the Bulletin one. Mr. Wilson expresses the view that the Canadian
through the KPMG International Tax Centre in Amsterdam.

economyremains fundamentallysound and that there
are few signs of the domestic imbalances which nor-

mally suggest that a down-turn is imminent. Thus,
Finance'sprojectionactuallyshows a pickup in growthI. MINI BUDGET 1988
in 1989.

On 10 February 1988, the Honourable Michael H. The generally optimisticviewpoint extends across the
Wilson, Minister of Finance, handed down his fourth other key economic indicators as well:
budget - with no substantive tax changes proposed. - In Finance'sview, inflation is generallyundercon-
While it was thought that this might be an election trol, and will average about 4% annullyover the
budget with some goodies for individual taxpayers, next 2 years,with a mild decline in the early 1990s.
Mr. Wilson effectively stole his own thunder by intro- - Continued slow improvementis anticipated in the
ducing, on 16 December 1987, a Notice of Ways and unemploymentrate.
Means Motion to implement Tax Reform including - Interest rates are projected to decline as well, re-

significant personal tax cuts. flecting both improvements in inflation and lower

With the exception of federal sales and excise tax
real interest rates.

changes and proposed technical amendments to the Information on recent economic forecasts provided
associated corporation provisions in the Income Tax with the budget documents indicates that Finance's
Act, no significant tax measures were introduced. views are more optimistic than the consensus fore-

By adroitly manoeuveringto accelerate remittance of cast. Finance believes that both Tax Reform and the

payroll withholdings,personal income tax instalments proposed Free Trade Agreement will buttress
economie activity in the period from 1989 onward.and federal sales tax collections, Mr. Wilson has been

able to contain his budgetarydeficit estimate for 1987- This is consistentwith the views that Finance has pre-
88 to $ 29.3 billion and budgetry deficit forecast for viously expressed, both in the papers accompanying

the Tax Reform proposals and in its recently released1988-89 to $ 28.9 billion, still enormous amounts con-

sidering the overall Canadian economy. study on the impact of free trade.

1 The Department of Supply and Services said it all. C. The fiscal positionWhen delivering the budgetpapers to the Department
of Finance the label on their box read Mini Budget Mr. Wilson's estimates of the budget deficit this1988. year

and next are unchanged from the estimates provided
with the Tax Reformproposals. Therehave been some

II. ECONOMICASPECTS significant increases in estimatedbudgetary revenues,
particularly in the forecasts for the 1988-89 fiscal year,
but these are offsetby anticipatedincreasesin program

A. Overview expenditures, and, more importantly,higher than an-

ticipatedpublic debt charges. The increase in program
Mr. Wilson provides considerable detail on both the expendituresprimarilyreflects the $1.1 billionSpecial
Canadian economic outlook and the performance of Canadian Grains Program, as well as additionalpolicy
the Canadian economy since the Progressive Conser- initiaves such as child care. Public debt charges are up
vative Government took office on 4 September 1984. throughout the forecast, primarilydue to upwardrevi-
He provides parallel comments on his Government's sions n Finance's projectionsof interest rates.
past and expected fiscal performance. Lastly, he pro- On balance, small reductions expected in thevides a number of perspectives on the magnitude of very are

Government deficit, which is projected to remain inand trends in the budget deficit - the general thrust the of $ 29 billion annually for the fiscalsuggesting that the Government's approach toward area years
the budgetary deficit is the appropriate one in the 1987-88, 1988-89 and 1989-90. The extent to which this

should be a cause for concern depends on one'scircumstances.
perspective. As noted above, Mr. Wilsongoes to some

In our comments below, we focus on the economic length to illustrate that the impactofthe federaldeficit
outlook, particularly over the short term, and the as- on the economy, for example measured as a percen-
sociated budgetary projections. tage of GDP, has declinedsignificantlysince the peak
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years of 1984-85. However, it is a legitimate reason for will be deductible by the payor and included in the

concern that, in the sixth year of an economic expan- income of the beneficiary only where both parties so

sion, the budget deficit remainsvery high by historical agree, thus restoring the status quo that existed prior
standards and is expected to improve only slightly in to the court decision.
the near term. In a related measure, it is proposed that allowances
This concern is accentuated by an element of sleight paid pursuant to provincialcourt orders made after 10
of hand in recent budgets. Budgetary revenues will February 1988 for support of common law spouses
have been enhancedby $ 3.9 billion through a number may be deducted from the income of the payor and

of once-only changes, including: shall be inlcuded in incomeof the payee. This measure

the accelerationof remittancesof personal income will also apply for orders made on or before 10 Feb--

tax source deductionsby large employers; ruary 1988 where the parties jointly elect to have this
the acceleration of quarterly personal income tax treatment apply.-

instalment payments;
the acceleration of federal sales and excise tax-

B. Child care expenses
payments.

It is proposed that for 1988 and subsequent taxation
D. Conclusion years the annual deductionfor child care expenseswill

be increasedfrom $ 2,000 to $ 4,000 in respect of each

The biggest structural problem which Mr. Wilson has child who is under 7 years of age or who is disabled.
faced in recent years is the apparently intractable In addition, the current annual family limit of $8,000
budget deficit, even after several years of strong will be eliminated entirely.
economic performance. Despite relatively optimistic
economic projections, a significant improvement in
the situation is not anticipated in the near term. If any

C. Other

combination of forecasted real growth, inflation, or Minor changes have been proposed to the refundable
interest rates turns out to be overly optimistic, the

magnitude of the federal budget deficit could quickly
child tax credit system. Social insurance numbers will
be required to be shown on tax returns claiming re-

re-emerge as a crisis issue. fundable child and federal sales tax credits. A new

National Labour-SponsoredVenture Capital Corpo-
ration will be introduced entitling the purchaser to a

III. INDIVIDUALS tax credit equal to 20% of the cost of the shares,
limited to the overall $ 700 per annum maximum for

A. Alimony and support payments labour-sponsored venture capital corporations. Fi-
ensure

Following a Department of Finance release in De- nally, amendmentswill that, for 1982 and sub-
third parties who receive social assist-

cember 1987, amendments are being proposed to al- sequent years,

leviate hardship to the beneficiariesof certain alimony
ance payments directly will not be entitled to a deduc-
tion for the amounts received, as are the beneficiaries

and support payments. This hardship might arise as a of the payments. An exceptionwill exist to allow foster
consequenceof a Supreme Court of Canada decision. parents to exclude thesepaymentsfrom their income.
The amendmentsrelate to the tax treatmentof certain

support payments made by an individual to a third

party, such as a mortgage payment on the house in IV. CORPORATIONS
which the spouse resides.

As a result of this court decision, the beneficiary will The ability to multiply access to the small business

be required to include any such payments in income deduction, which reduces the corporate rate of tax

although the tax consequences of these third-party from 40% to 20% on the first $ 200,000 of active

payments could not have reasonably been con- business income earned annually by an associated

templated before the decision was rendered. group of Canadian-controlled private corporations,
will be severely restricted as a result of the changes

The amendments will provide that for the 1986 and proposed in the budget. What constitutes a group of
1987 taxtion years, these types of third-partypayments associated corporations for purposes of sharing the
made under arrangementsconcluded on or before 27 small business deduction will be much broader as a

March 1986 - the date on which the decision was result of the budget proposals.
rendered-will be deductibleby payorswithouthaving
to be included in the beneficiary's income. To prevent corporations from mplementing arrange-

For separation agreements and court orders made
ments to avoid being consideredassociated, the fol-

after 27 March 1986 and before 1 January 1988, allow- lowing changes have been proposed to the rules gov-
erning whether or not corporations are associated:

ances paid to a third party will be deductible by the The meaning of control will be extended from de-

payor and included in income of the beneficiary. jure control, under which the most important
Finally, for separation agreements and court orders single factor considered is the voting rights at-

made after 31 December 1987, third-party payments tached to shares, to circumstancesof factual con-
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trol. This change is intended to prevent corpora- Class 34 includes equipment used for the generation
tions from using special voting agreementsor spe- of electricityor the productionor distributionof heat,
cial classes of shares to circumvent the association active solar heating equipment, heat recovery equip-rules. ment, small-scale hydroelectric projects and wind
In order to prevent the use of indirect ownership equipment.

-

energy
arrangements, shares of a corporation held by a

holdingcorporationwill be treated as being owned This change will be applicable to property acquired
by the shareholders of the holding corporation in after 9 February 1988. Transitional provisions will

proportionto their fair marketvalueshareholdings exempt property acquired after 9 February 1988 pur-
n the equity shares of the holding corporation. suant to an obligationin writingenterednto before 10
Similar changes are proposed for ownership February 1988 or pursuant to the terms of a prospectus
through partnershipsand trusts. or offering memorandum filed before that date.
To prevent the avoidance of the association rules-

through the ownershipofsharesby minorchildren_
shares of corporations owned by children under VI. RESOURCE TAXATION

the age of 18 years will be treated as being owned
by each parent. Two measureswere announcedaffecting the resource

sector.
The rules are, however, to be somewhatrelaxed in the
determination of association of corporations control- It is proposed that the definition of Mineral Re-
led by related persons. The present 10% cross-owner- source be extended to include a depositwhereKaolin

ship test is to be increased to 25%. is the principal material extracted. (Kaolin is a white
clay used in porcelain, paper, paint, plastics and

Althoughthe conceptofassociationis relevantprimar- medicine.)The exploration,developmentand produc-
ily for purposes of the small business deduction it also tion of Kaolin will now be treated as are other mininghas relevance in the following areas: ventures and its exploration and developmentwill be

investment tax credits 35% rate vs. 20% rate; able to be funded with flow-throughshares.
-

-

capital tax minimum thresholds;-

Specified Financial Institution status; The second change affecting the resource industry is-

characterof income flowing from one corporation to treatproductionincomefrom tar sands as oilincome-

to another. rather than mining income. This will allow the produc-
ers to claim a larger resourceallowancesince the calcu-

Other changes to the small business deduction eligi- lation of that allowance will be on income before the
bility rules include: deduction of royalties (other than production royal-introduction of an anti-avoidance rule to prevent ties). Presumablythis will also result in the loss of the
-

eligibility by virtue of carrying on a business resource allowance to the recipientsof these resource

through a partnership instead of a corporation; royalties.
denial of the small business deduction for busines--

ses carried on by a partnership that is effectively
controlled by non-residentsor by public corpora- VII. NON-RESIDENTWITHHOLDINGTAX
tions. (Interestpayments)

The Income Tax Act generally requires that a with-
V. CAPITAL COST ALLOWANCE holding tax of 25% (reduced to 10% or 15% under

(Class 34) Canada's various income tax treaties with other coun-

tries) be applied to interest paid to non-residents of
It is proposed that the accelerated capital cost allow- Canada. However, an exemption has been available
ance n respect of Class 34 equipment, currently a for a number of years on certain Government-guaran-3-yearwrite off, be restricted to taxpayerswho use the teed obligations and long-term (5 years) corporateequipment primarily in the course of earning income arm's length debt obligations to allow Canada and
from their own business or property, other than earn- Canadian businesses access to foreign capital. This
ing income from selling the product derived from the exemption was scheduled to expire for such obliga-equipment. This change will prevent non-taxable and tions issued after 1988. The Governmentproposes to
tax-exempt entities from entering into arrangements eliminate this expiry date.
by which passive taxable investors provide after tax

financing in respect of the acquisition of such equip-
ment and in exchange the investors gain access to the VIII. ADMINISTRATIVEMEASURES
accelerated capital cost allowance deductions for tax
shelter purposes.

A. Provincial deductions at source

However, the accelerated capital cost allowance will
continue to be available to corporationswhose prim- The budget proposes that in the future, income taxes

ary source of income is from selling the product de- deducted at source on behalf of a provincial govern-
rived from such equipment or from selling other simi- ment will be held in trust for that government similar
lar products. to the favourable treatment currently afforded
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amountswithheld for the Federal Government.Thus, what the tax dispositionof affectedgoodswill be where

the province will be protected from the provisions of such items are held by a wholesaler at 1 November
the Bankruptcy Act in the event of the liquidation, 1988. Transitionalprovisionsshould ensure the ability
assignment, receivership or bankruptcy of the person of wholesalers to pay tax only on the cost of goods on

withholding. hand at 1 November 1988 when they are ultimately
sold at a later date.

B. Jeopardycollection Because of structuralproblems in applying the sales

The jeopardy.collectionprovisionsof the Income Tax tax at the manufacturer's level on motor vehicles,
Act allow the Minister of National Revenue irn_ cosmetics, health goods, prerecorded video cassettes

mediately to collect tax owing where a delay might and pet litter, these items will continue to be taxed at

jeopardize its collection. This budgetproposes to limit the wholesale trade level, in perpetuty (we assume).
the exercise of this power to cases where prior judicial
approval has been obtained.

B. Increased sales tax base

In order to correct problems with the manufacturer's
tax, the Government attempted to introduce related-

C. Limitationperiod on prosecutions taxingprovisionsin the 18 June 1987 Tax Reformparty
The Income Tax Act provides that criminai prosecu- proposals effective 1 January 1988. These proposals
tion must be initiated for an offence under the Act appeared unduly complex, unfair and unworkable.
within 5 years from the offence occurrng unless the Temporarily postponed to 1 July 1988, the related-
Minister of National Revenue is aware of sufficient
evidence to justify prosecutionfor the offence. Where party proposalsare out of businessfor good. In their

the Ministerof National Revenue has personal know- place, however, the Governmentis proposingan alter-
native that at first glance appears to be cumbersome

ledge of this evidence he must prosecute within one and, in the long run, possibly unworkable.
year of the day on which he became aware of the
evidence. The budget proposes to extend this power Insteadof attemptingto tax all marketingand distribu-

to the Deputy Minister and other prescribed officials tion (M & D) endeavours, the new proposals at-

to avoid the necessity of the Minister becoming in- tempt to strip the tax base to its lowest common de-

volved with all such cases. nominator for both manufacturerand importer alike.

The proposed formula to compute the tax liability is

D. Certificatesfor unpaid amounts deceptivelysimple:
Revenue Canada can register a certificate with the Taxpayable= [(Saleprice- M&Dcosts) x 1.25] x 12%
Federal Court specifying an amount payable by a tax-

payer. Under the Income Tax Act this certificate is Items taxed at the wholesale level, as well as construc-

then filed or registered against any land owned by the tion materials, alcoholicbeverages, tobacco products,
taxpayer. A proposedamendmentwill ensure that this gasoline and diesel fuel, are not covered by the above

charge against a taxpayer's land is enforceable in all formula and tax will continue to be computed under

provinces. the old method.

The sale price in the formulais the full amountcharged
IX. FEDERAL SALES AND EXCISE TAXES by the Canadian manufacturerof finished goods to its

customer. In the case of imported goods, sale price is

It comes as no surprise that the Governmenthas again duty-paidvalue. M & D represents the actual Canadi-

turned its attention to federal sales tax in the current an marketingand distributioncosts of the manufactur-

budget. The second stage of the 1987 Tax Reform er and importer for taxable goods only.
proposals on the multistage sales tax appears to have However, where the manufacturer or importer has
become bogged down in pre-election jitters. While it difficulty determining this M&D amount, he will be
does not appear to be safe to introduce a new tax in a permitted to deduct a standard 25% of the sale price
potential election year, it pays to tinker with the on the first $ 250,000 of annual taxable sales and 7%
grandedame of taxes- the 68 yearold federal sales tax. on subsequent sales. This has the effect of allowing a

small manufacturerwith less than $ 250,000 of annual

A. Taxes at the wholesale level taxable sales to be exempt from using the formula.

The proposal to shift the sales tax to the wholesale Costs reasonably attributable to the marketing and
level for household chemicals, toys, games and sport- distribution of taxable goods will be deductible.

ing goods and records and tapes (to have been im- These include: discounts and allowances, samples,
plemented 1 January 1988, then postponed to 1 July outboundfreight, warehousingbeyondmanufacturing
1988) will not be implemented. premises, sales department, salaries and commissions

The sales tax on pet foods, snack foods; candy and of sales personnel, advertising expenditures, war-

confectionery,microwave ovens, television and video ranty, after-sales service, installation costs, customer

recorders and players, moved to the wholesale level relationsand some indirectcosts- administrative,data

prior to 1988, will be shifted back to the manufactur- processing, personnel.
er's trade level effective 1 November1988. It is unclear The legislation will provide specific lists of certain
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costs not deductible. Examplesinclude: product liabil- The associated company rules in section 256 of the
ity, pre-production market research, engineering/ Income Tax Act will ensure that the $ 250,000 deduc-
product research and development, royalties, financ- tion is allocated only once to an associated group.ing charges and profits.
Before preparing regulations and guidelines the Gov- G. Wholesale licence provisions
ernmentwill consultwith taxpayers- they will have 33 The Excise Tax Act provides that wholesalers whodays. To be considered, written submissions are ex- make a majority of sales under federal sales tax-pected by the Departmentof Finance no later than 15 conditions obtain all taxable goodsMarch 1988. exempt can on a

tax-free basis by use of a wholesaler's licence.

To obtain a wholesaler's licence the only current re-C. Determinedand establishedvalues quirement is that 50% of an applicant's sales in anyRevenue Canada has built a system of administrative previous 3-month period are made under tax-exemptguidelines to reduce the variation of sales tax payable conditions. Once granted it is difficult to lose a
where goodsare sold at differentpricesto wholesalers, wholesaler'slicence. Bondingrequirementsfor licence
retailers and users. These rules are often outdated, holders are also minimal.
arbitrarily administered, not provided for in law and
therefore not subject to appeal. These notionalvalua- Effective 1 November 1988 it is proposed that licence
tion systems will be terminated effective 31 October applicantswill have to sell at least 50% of their taxable
1988 for all goods subject to tax at 12% and will be goods under exempt conditions in any 6-monthperiod
replacedby the formuladiscussed above. The Govern- ending in the 12 months preceding application. In ad-
ment believes the allowance for M&D costs will dition, licensees will be required to file an annual
eliminate the inequity of differing prices at different report by 15 February in each year to account for
trade-levels. exempt or taxable goods in the preceding calendar

year. To retain a licence at least 45% of their taxable
goods must be sold under exempt conditions in anyD. AlternativeM&D deductions 6-month period ending in the reported year. Upon

In certain situations the 25%/7% deductions will be licence cancellation tax-free inventory must be tax-

replaceable by certain industry wide determined val- paid in 6 equal instalmentsover the coming year.
ues. The tax reform proposals do not clearly indicate Security for such licences will be increased to a
how such determinedvalues will be established, legis- maximum of $ 100,000. Transitional rules will be in
lated and utilized. place and where taxpayers do not meet new criteria,

licences will be cancelled 1 April 1989 with tax repay-
E. What is the impact ments occurring during the following 12 months. The

cancellation of such licences is expected to bring in aThe Governmentclaims two-thirdsof domesticmanu-

facturers will be below $ 250,000 per year in taxable one-time $ 200 million of revenue in the 1988-89 and

sales. Theyshouldnot be impactedby these changes. 1989-90 fiscal years.

For domesticmanufacturerswith M&D costs greater
than 20% of taxable sales, tax liability should de- H. Miscellaneoussales tax matters

crease. Conversely,with lowerM&D costs, tax liabil- Effective 10 February 1988 it is proposed that original
ity will increase. prints such as serigraphs, woodcuts, lithographs and

Importers will suffer the most. Their federal sales tax engravings will be exempt from federal sales tax.

liabilitywill increase by 16.25% effective 1 November Effective 11 February 1988, the Excise Tax Actwill be
1988. This represents an increase in the nominal fed- amended to liberalize the transportation deductions.
eral sales tax rate from 12% to 13.95% .

All transportationcosts incurred to ship goods from a

manufacturer's plant to last storage site will now be
deductible from the manufacturer'ssales tax base.

F. Other details
The proposals expect that where manufacturers sell The annual threshold for quarterly or semi-annualfil-
both taxable and non-taxablegoods, M & D costs are ing of federal sales tax returnswill be doubled to a new

to be allocated in a manner that is reasonable in the tax threshold of $ 4,800 per annum. The Government
circumstances. promises that 2,000 licensees will benefit from this

change.As for imports, since it is difficult to determine when
an importer has reached the $ 250,000plateau, a stan-
dard 7% deduction in the computationwill be allowed I. Excise tax

during the year with a refund claimed for the other Effective 1 April 1988 the excise tax on gasoline and
18% on the first $ 250,000 of imported goods at the aviation gasoline is increasedby one cent per litre. The
end of the year. Becauseof the 25% mark-up, this has fuel tax rebate for farmers, fishermen and other prim-the effect of overstating the tax base by 22.5% or ary producers will also be increased by one cent per$ 56,250 with a maximum refund of 12% of that or litre. This cosmetic change will result in additional
$ 6,750 per importer. revenuesofapproximatelya thirdofa billiondollars!
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Comparative Income Distribution
and the Impact of Taxation
By Gebre Hiwet Tesfagiorgis, Ph.D.* '. -:

o

I-

I. INTRODUCTION

The subject of income distribution is a key problem in any society and

failure to deal with it in a satisfactorymanner can lead to social upheaval.'
The problemof income distribution is closely linked to the issue of inequal-
ity, a concept that is highly controversial. As Pen states, The inequality ,..fs.,

of incomes has been debated for centuries without passions waning or a
I..'

clear picture emerging.2 There are those who contend that an equal
distribution of income may not be a socially desirable social objective so

long as there exist individualdifferences in skills and productivity.3On the

other hand, there are those who advocate equal treatment in the sense of -
equality of economic welfare as the goal of distributive justice.4 Still i. a

others, perhaps the majority of policy framers, forward the notion of Gij /. g .A y

{,,
acceptable degrees of inequality, i.e. the degrees of inequality which

,

different societies will find tolerable..5 They think in terms of some range yF

of inequalities, rather than unrealizable ideal of egalitarianism, that can

be set up as a practical objective.
The systematicanalysis of the subject of income distributiongoes back to

Aristotle.6The subject has lately becomeof great internationalinterest as

part of a general revival of interest in inequality.7 This is partially due to
Gebre Hiwet Tesfagiorgis received a

the situation in the economically-underdevelopedcountries, where the
Bachelor of Business Administration
from Hajle Selassie I University, Addis

plight of the majority of the population appears to be worsening: witness Ababa in 1971 He earned a Ph D in

the recent widespread draught and famine in several African regions. Educational Administration, with a'n

Most studies on the so-called developing countries, if indeed they are emphasis on the Planning and

developing, indicate that the rich tnd to benefitmore than the poor from Economicsof Education, from the Uni-

any increases in national income.SInternationaland national agenciesand versity f Wisconsin at Madison in

scholars have responded to this interest by studies and data compilations 1978. Currently Mr. Tesagiorgis is a

purporting to show comparative distribution of income in various coun- Senior Policy and Plannng Analyst

tres (World Bank, the International Labor Organisation and United with the University of Wisconsin Sys-

NationsStatisticalOffice). Suchdata are intendedto influenceperceptions
tem Administraton.He is studyng law

of policy-makersand developmentanalysts.
on a part-time basis and expects to

'

earn a J.D. n December 1988.

Notwithstandingthe controversiessurroundingits operationaldefinition,
income distribution as a societal goal exists in all countries. The degree of

emphasis accorded income distribution may vary depending on the pre- * The author wishes to thank Professor

vailing socio-political factors. Some countries have taken revolutionary Charles Irish of the Law School at the University

paths to achieve the goal, perhapsat the expenseof otherequallydesirable of Wisconsin-Madison, for his stimulating lec-
tures which inspired the writing on th topic, and

societal values. Others have opted for less dramatic means, such as public for his useful comments in the process of writing

ownership of major productive resources. Still others have employed the paper.

control mechanisms through fiscal policies to achieve some degree of the 1. M. Schnitzer, Income Distribution:A Com-

same goal. Prominentamong these policies is taxation, which is employed parativeStudy,New York: Praeger, (1974) at (v).
2. J. Pen, Income Distribution, at 23 (1971).

by all countries although its primary purpose may not necessarily be 3.' See, generally, E. Sadka, Social Welfare
income distribution. and Income Distribution, Madison: Institute for

Research on Poverty, University of Wisconsin-

The primary purpose of this article is to provide a descriptive analysis of Madison (1976)

pre-tax and post-tax income distribution in 5 developed/industrialized
4. See e.g., L.O. Ericsson, Justice in the Dis-
tribution of Economic Resources: A Criticai and

countrieswhich will enable inferenceson the importanceof taxation as an Normative Study, Stockholm: Almquist & Wik-

instrument of income distribution. A secondary purpose is to attempt to sell International (1976).

draw lessons for developingcountries in dealingwith income distribution
5. See, generally, I. Bowen, Acceptable In-

equalities: An Essay on Distributionof Income,

problems.
Montreal: McGill Queen's University Press

(1970).
A generalbackgroundis first providedwhich discusses: (1) conceptualand 6. See L.o. Ericsson, supra note 4, at 27.

definitional problems, (2) scope and source of data and (3) measures of 7. See M. Sawyer, Income Distribution in
OECD Countries, Organization for Economic

income inequality. This is followed by a descriptive analysis of income Cooperation and Development (1976)
distributionof 5 developed/industrializedcountries. The article concludes 8. See J.C.H. Fei, W. Ranis and J. Park

by inferring lessonswhich developingcountriescan learn from the experi- (eds.), Growth with Equity: The Taiwan Case,
New York, published by the World Bank, Ox-

ences of the developed countriesin the area of income distribution. ford University Press (1979), at (v).
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II. GENERAL BACKGROUND economic structures, to make a comparative analysis
not unreasonable.

A. Comparabilityproblem In spite of the comparabilityproblems outlined in the

Data on income distribution are not readily available preceding section, reasonably standardized concepts
and definitions do exist, mainly through the efforts ofespecially for most developingcountries. Those which internationalorganizationssuch as the UnitedNations

are available generally suffer from several limitations Statistical Office (UNSO), the Organization forfor internationalcomparisonpurposes.9There are bas- Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),ically 2 major problems which make inter-country the World Bank and the InternationalLabor Organi-comparison of income distribution difficult. The first zation (ILO). In some instances, some of these agen-is related to the definition of income and the second cies have undertaken joint projects aimed at develop-to the definition of the income unit. ing reasonably comparable data definitions for inter-
Defining the term income, appropriate for income national comparison purposes. (e.g. the World Bank
distribution, is far from settled. Income distribution and the ILO). In many instances, they have taken
data are rarely collected for the purpose of distribu- data, obtained through national survey studies, made
tional analysis. They are usually collected through in- adjustmentsto make them internationallycomparable
come tax returns, census,or householdsurveys.10Each and published them. For these reasons, and more im-
purpose has its own definitionof income. Forexample, portantly,becauseof their relativeease of availability,
the income tax definition of income is usually a politi- data from such organizations have been relied upon
cal-legal definition rather than an economic or social for the analysis here.
one. Thus different national definitions set different Reliance on these sources, however, does not elimi-standardsof reportable income for tax purposes.11The
traditionalapproachof estimatingincome for distribu-

nate the comparabilityproblems discussed above. All
that it means is that the sources are the best availabletional study purposes has been the monetaryvalue of

cross-countrygoods and services that satisfy individual needs, i.e.
n the area of comparison of income
distribution. The specific sources are cited with eachthe consumptionexpenditures.12However, this limited set of data used in the analysis, but in general, thedefinition leaves many problems unresolved. For followingcriteriawere applied in selectingthe sources:example, there is no consensus as to what length of (1) the latest available data were used for each coun-time income should be measured nor as to the expan- try, (2) income included both monetized and in-kindsion of the compositionof income from the monetized

to the in-kind types.
xncomes to the extent possible and available, (3) pre-
tax and post-tax incomes from the same source were

The definition of the income unit further compli- used to the extent possible and (4) the income unit
cates the comparabilityproblem. To estimate income used is the householdunitwith no adjustmentfor size.
distribution, there must be a commonincomeunit, i.e.

1 a common recipient of income upon which the mea- C. Measures of income inequalitysure of inequalityis based. The 2 most commonlyused
income units for distributive analysis purposes are an There are many measures of income inequality. Theindividual (e.g. an individual taxpayer) and a house- Lorenz curve and Gini coefficients have been chosenhold. The latter is the generally preferred unit. A for the analysis in this article. The 2 measures werehousehold is defined as a single person or group of 2 chosen for 2 reasons: (1) they are the most commonlyor more persons who share a common dwelling and used methods in inter-country comparisons, and (2)make common provisions for food or other essentials
for living.13 they are relatively easy to apply to the available data

which are reasonablycomparable.
Some argue that the. present state of income distribu-
tion statisticsdoes not permitvalid cross-countrycom- 1. The Lorenz curve

parisons.14 Others, while not denying the problems, The Lorenzcurve (whichbears the name of its deviser)argue that some inroads have been made that enable
representation which depicts theanalysts and policy-makers to draw tentative infer-

s a mathematical

ences and conclusions albeit with great caution.15 It is degree of income distribution. It relates percent of
income recipients and percent share of total income.the latter view which influenced the undertaking of

this article.

9. See The World Bank, Handbookon Income DistributionData, at 1-4

B. Scope and source of data (1981).
10. See D. McGranahan, InternationalComparabilityof Statistics on In-
comeThe problemof internationalcomparabilityof data on

Distribution, United Nations Research for Social Development
(UNRISD), Geneva (1979), at 1.

income distribution mainly arises from differences 11. Id., at 5-20.

amongcountries in economicand socio-politicalstruc- 12. The World Bank, supra note 9, at 3.

tures. Five developed/industrializedcountries- the 13. Id.

United States, the United Kingdom, West Germany,
14. See, generally, McGranahan,supra note 10.
15. See, generally, T. Stark, Distributionof Income in Eight Countries,

Sweden and Japan - have been selected for this study Background Paper N. 4, Royal Commission on the Distribution of In-

hoping there exists sufficientsimilarity, at least in their come and Wealth, London, (1977).
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The starting point of a Lorenz curve is the assumption
of income equality. Equality exists when every in- Chart 1

come-receivingunit (in this case household) receives

its proportionateshare of the totalincome.16Forexam-
Income distribution in the United States, 1972

ple, if incomes were uniformlydistributed, the lowest
20% of households would receive exactly 20% of the - '00

total income. In the Lorenz curve, the curve of abso- _ ,G

lute equalitywouldactuallybe a straightline extending
from the bottom left-handcorner of the box to the top

- 80

ljUnqSOpright-hand corner (see Chart 2). The measure of the -,

degree of inequality in income distribution is repre- /
sented by the concavityof the Lorenzcurve relative to

-

this straight line of complete equality. -50

The Lorenz curve carries the advantage of enabling - .o ULUOOe
visual presentation of inequalities in the distribution
of income. More importantly, it can measure the ef- -O

fects of changes in distributive policy measures, such - o

as taxation, on the distribution of income. This attri-
bute was a majorconsiderationin choosingthe method

-

lO

for the purpose here. T i i i

O IN0 40 .O IO '00

2. Gini coefficient % Household

The Gini coefficient is a measure of income distribu- [] Complete equality + Pre-tax 0 Post-tax
tion closely related to the Lorenz curve. It is a ratio of
(a) the area on a graph that lies between the Lorenz
curve and the line of perfect equality to (b) the area of Table 1
the entire triangle formed by the line of perfect equal-
ity and the x-and-yaxes (Chart 1). The Gini coefficient Income distribution by percentile household

ranges from 0 to 1. The larger the coefficient, the in the United States, 1972

larger the inequality. Thus, zero represents perfect
equalityand 1 represents perfect inequality. The ad- Percenthousehold Pre-tax Post-tax

vantage n Gini coefficient is that it can be calculated Lowest20% 3.8 4.5
directly from the data used for the Lorenz curve.17 Second quintile 10.0 10.6

Third quintile 16.1 17.3

Fourth quintile 23.7 24.7
III. ANALYSIS OF INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN Highest20% 46.4 42.9

5 DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
Gini coefficient 0.404 0.381

The 5 selectedcountries (the UnitedStates, the United
Kingdom, West Germany, Sweden and Japan) are there general frame of reference for the
characterized as industrial market economies.

serves as a

analysesof the othercountries.Followingthe by-coun-
Pre-tax and post-tax income distributiondata are pre- try analyses of income distribution, the data on indi-
sented and discussed for each country. The specific vidual countries are brought together in summary
data presented in this section were selected through charts in order to aid summaryconclusionsfrom which
the following procedure. First, available data on in- distributivepolicies are inferred as lessons to develop-
come distribution, measured in terms of percentage ing countries.
share of household income by percentile, were com-

piled for each country and categorized into pre-tax
and post-tax (see Appendices 1-5). The sources con-

A. The United States

sulted were reports by the international and regional
agencies cted n the introductory section or by indi- Two sets of data are used for the United States: (1)
viduals associatedwith those agencies. Then, from the data for 1972, which are comparable to the period in

data compiled for each country, a specific set was
which latest pre-tax and post-tax income distribution

selected for presentation and analysis in this section. data are available for the other countries, and (2) data

The selectioncriteria, in the orderof their importance,
for 1980, the latest available for the country. The use

were as follows: (1) pre-tax and post-tax income dis-
of 2 periods provides an opportunity to determine

tribution data existed from the same source, (2) the whether there has been significantchange in the coun-

most recent ones were preferred, and (3) the data try's patternof incomedistributionin the last decade.

which included Gini coefficientswere preferred.
16. See Schnitzer, supra note 1, at 25-27.

The analysis of income distribution by country starts 17. S. Jain, Size Distribution of Income: A Compilation of Data,
with the United States, and the procedure followed Washington: World Bank, (1975), at (xiv)
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Table 1 presents the pattern of pre-tax and post-tax
income distribution in the United States in 1972. The Chart 2

pre-tax data show that the income share of the lowest
20% of the 1972 householdswas 3.8%, while the share Income distribution in the United States, 1980

of the highest20% was 46.4%. The post-taxdata show
- 100

that the income share of the lowest 20% of the house- - 90

holds in the same year was 4.5%, while the share of
the highest 20% was 42.9%. This means, taxation had -. 80

the effect of increasing the income share of the lowest
70 /

-

20% from 3.8% to 4.5% (an increase of about 18%),
and of decreasingthe incomeshare of the highest20% -6o !Sp

./from 46.4% to 42.9% (a decrease of 8%). It is also

IOUJOUe / //observablethat marginal increaseshad occurredin the
- 50

/ iilrelative income share of the 3 intermediaryhousehold - ,o .

quintiles. The overall impact of taxation on income
distribution is reflected in the decrease of the Gini

- 30

coefficient from 0.404 to 0.381. The Gini coefficient, - 20
it is to be recalled, ranges from 0 to 1, and the larger
the coefficient, the larger the inequality. - 10

% HouseholdChart 1 is a graphic presentation of the same data l i w i , w = Tr Tr 1shown in Table 1. The 2 Lorenz curves, representing 20 40 60 80 100

pre-tax and post-tax, measure the overall income in-
[] Complete equality pre-tax 0 Post-taxequality. The area between the diagonal line of com-

+

plete equality and each of the 2 curves represents the
degree of inequality. The area between the 2 curves

themselves, the pre-tax and post-tax, represents the Table 2

overall change in income inequalitydue to taxation. Income distribution by percentile household
Table 2 presents the pattern of pre-tax and post-tax in the United States, 1980
income distribution in the United States in 1980. The
inclusion of the 1980 data was not for the purpose of Percenthousehold Pre-tax Post-tax

intercountry comparison but, as previously men- Lowest20% 4.1 4.9
tioned, for the purpose of obtaining some indication Secondquintile 10.2 11.6
as to whether any change has occurred in the pattern Th rd quintile 16.8 17.9
income distribution in the United States over the dec- Fourth quintile 24.8 25.1
ade. The literature on income distribution in the Unit- Highest20% 44.2 40.6
ed States indicatesthat the degreeof income inequality
in the country had not improved in the previous 2 Gini coefficient N.A. N.A.

decades.18

A comparisonof the data in Tables 1 and 2 shows that between 1972 and 1980. This is reflected in area be-
the pre-tax income share of the lowest 20% of the tween the 2 Lorenz curves in the 2 years.
households in the United States increased from 3.8%
in 1972 to 4.1% in 1980, while the share of the highest B. The United Kingdom20% decreased from 46.4% to 44.2% between the
same 2 years. Likewise, the post-tax income share of Table 3 presents the pattern of pre-tax and post-taxthe lowest20% of the householdsincreasedfrom4.5% income distributionin the United Kingdom. The latestto 4.9%, while the share of the highest 20% decreased available data are for 1973. The pre-taxdata show thatfrom 42.9% to 40.6%. Whether this change is signifi- in 1973, the income share of the lowest 20% of thecant enough to refute what the literatureindicates is a households in the United Kingdom was 5.4%, whilematter of opinion. Nevertheless, it can reasonablybe the share of the highest 20% was 40.3%. The post-taxclaimed that the data show a tendency for a slow, data show that during the same year, the income sharegradual improvement in the income inequality in the of the lowest 20% of the householdswas 6.3.%, whileUnited States. A comparison of the Lorenz curves in the share of the highest 20% was 38.7%. This meansCharts 1 and 2 does show this tendency; it is almost taxation had the effect of increasing the income sharedifficult to tell there is a difference in the size of the of the lowest 20% from 5.4% to 6.3% (an increase ofarea between the line of complete equality and the about 17%), and of decreasing the income share ofthecurves in the 2 charts. A comparisonof the Gini coef- highest20% from 40.3% to 38.7% (a decreaseof4%).ficients might have been more revealing. However, It is to be noted that the change in the relative sharecoefficientswere unavailable in the 1980 data.

Another aspect of interest in the comparison of the 18. See, e.g., M. Reynolds and E. Smolensky, Post-Fisc Distribution ofdata of the 2 years is that there does not seem to be Income, 1950, 1961 and 1970, Madison: Institute for Research on Poverty,any difference in the distributive impact of taxation Universityof Wisconsin-Madison(1977),
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of income of the 5 quintiles as the result of taxation is
almost symmetrical- the lowest 2 quintiles as the Chart 3

result of taxation is almost symmetrical- the lowest 2

quintiles positive, the third almost constant and the
Income distribution in the United Kingdom, 1973

highest 2 negative. The overall impact of taxation on
100-

,

income distribution is reflected in the decrease of the - 90

/Gini coefficient from 0.344 to 0.318.
80-

Chart 3 is a graphc presentationof the data shown in C

Table 3. The 2 Lorenz curves, representing pre-tax - o J /
and post-tax, measure the overall degree of income t j

inequality in the United Kingdm, as represented by
- 60

the area boundby the straight lineofcompleteequality - 50 2 zU
and each of the 2 curves. The impact of taxation on 8 // jredistribution of income is represented by the area

- 40 -C \
#

bound by the 2 curves themselves. - 30

20-

C. West Germany
10-

Table 4 presents the pattern of pre-tax and post-tax
% Househoid

income distribution in West Germany. Again, the o

'

20

1

40 60 80 100

r T

latest available data are for 1973. The pre-tax data
show that the income share of the lowest 20% of the [] Completeequality + Pre-tax 0 Post-tax

Germanhouseholdsin 1973 was 5.9%, while the share
of the highest20% was 46.8%. The post-taxdata show
that the income share of the lowest 20% of the house- Table 3

holds was 6.5%, while the share of the highest 20%
was 46.1%. This means, taxation had the effect of Income distribution by percentile household

increasing the income share of the lowest 20% from in the United Kingdom, 1973

5.9% to 6.5% (an increase of about 10%), and of

decreasing the income share of the highest 20% from Percenthousehold Pre-tax Post-tax

46.8% to 46.1% (a decrease of a mere 11/2%). It is Lowest20% 5.4 6.3

interesting to note that with the exception of the first Secondquintile 12.0 12.6

quintile of households, the redistributive impact of Third quintile 18.1 18.4

taxation in West Germany was marginal. The 10% Fourth quintle 24.2 23.9

increase in the share of income of the lowest quintile Highest20% 40.3 38.7

was accomplished through the mere l1h% decrease in
the share of the highest quintile. The overall impact of

Gini coefficient 0.344 0.318

taxation on income distribution is also reflected n the
decrease of the Gini coefficient from 0.396 to 0.383.

Chart 4 is a graphic presentationof the data shown in in Sweden, only the income share of the highest one

Table 4. The marginal effect of taxation on income
showed a decrease as the resultof taxation.This means

the tax burden in Sweden tended to be on the house-
distribution in West Germany is reflected in the 2

holdswith the highest income. This be reflection
Lorenz curves, which represent the pre-tax and post-

may a

tax measures but are almost indistinguishable from
of the effectiveprogressiveincometaxationoftencited
in the literatureon Sweden's income distribution. The

each other. overall impact of taxation on income distribution is
reflected in the decrease of the Gini coefficient from

D. Sweden 0.335 to 0.302.

Chart 5 is a graphic presentation of the data shown in
Table 5 presents the pattern of pre-tax and post-tax Table 5. Again the 2 Lorenz representing
income distribution in Sweden in 1972. The pre-tax

curves, pre-

data show that the income share of the lowest 20% of tax and post-tax,measure the overall degreeof income

the households in 1972 was 6.0%, while the share of inequality in the country. Particularlynoticeable is the

the highest 20% was 40.5%. The post-tax data show
rather significant size of the area between the two

that the income share of the lowest 20% of the house-
curves themselves,which representsthe overall impact

holds in the same year was 6.6%, whle the share of
of taxation on income distribution in Sweden.

the highest 20% was 37%. This means, taxation had
the effect of increasing the income share of the lowest E. Japan
20% from 6% to 6.6% (an increase of about 10%),
and of decreasing the incomeshare of the highest20% Japan presented a particularproblem in that the latest

from 40.5% to 37% (a decrease of about 9%). It is available data, with pre-tax and post-tax information

interesting to note that of the 5 quintilesof households in one source, were for 1969. Even then, the compara-
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Chart 4 Chart 5

Income distribution in West Germany, 1973 Income distribution in Sweden, 1972
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Table 4 Table 5

Income distribution by percentile household Income distribution by percentile household
in West Germany, 1973 in Sweden, 1972

Percenthousehold Pre-tax Post-tax Percenthousehold Pre-tax Post-tax
Lowest20% 5.9 6.5 Lowest20% 6.0 6.6
Secondquintile 10.1 10.3 Secondquintile 11.4 13.1
Third quintile 15.1 15.0 Third quintile 17.4 18.5
Fourth quintile 22.1 21.9 Fourth quintile 24.3 24.8
Highest20% 46.8 46.1 Highest20% 40.5 37.0
Gini coefficient 0.396 0.383 Gini coefficient 0.346 0.302

-

bility of the data with those of the other countrieswas Chart 6 graphically presents the same data shown in
not very convincing. Nevertheless, these data are pre- Table 6. The 2 Lorenz curves, representing pre-taxsented in Table 6. The pre-tax data show that the and post-tax, measure the overall degree of incomeincome share of the lowest 200 of Japan's households inequality in Japan. The area between the 2 curves,was 7.6% in 1969, while the share of the highest 20% which represents the impact of taxation on income
was 42.5% for the same year. The post-tax data show inequality in Japan, appears to be marginal.that the income share of the lowest 20% of the house-
holds in the same year was 7.9%, while the share of

F. General comparisonsthe highest 20% was 41%0. This means, taxation had
the effect of increasing the income share of the lowest
20% from 7.6% to 7.9% (an increase of about 4%), The specific data pertaining to each of the 5 countries
and of decreasing the income share of the highest20% discussed above have been pulled together in Table 7
from 42.5% to 41% (a decrease of about 4%). The and are graphically presented in Charts 7 and 8. This
pattern of the impact of taxation on income distribu- was done in order to facilitatea comparisonamong the
tion is similar to that of Sweden, although not as

countries as well as a generalizationon the pattern of
income distribution in those countries.dramatic, in that the tax burden seems to have been

on the highest 20% of the households. The remaining It was previously stated that the 5 developed/indus-4 quintiles showed some increases in their relative trializedcountrieswere selectedwith the hope of find-share of income as the result of taxation. The impact ing sufficient similarities so as not to render the at-of taxation on income distribution is also reflected in temptat comparisonunreasonable. Indeedsimilaritiesthe decrease of the Gini coefficient from 0.335 to do exist as can be observedfromTable7 and in particu-0.316. lar Charts 7 and 8, whichprovide the added advantage
1988 International Bureau of Fisca Documentaton
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Chart 6 Chart 7

Income distribution in Japan, 1969 Pre-tax income distribution
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Table 6
Table 7

Income distribution by percentilehousehold
in Japan, 1969 Income distribution in selected five developed countries

Percenthousehold Pre-tax Post-tax Pre-tax income
Percentage share of household income by percentile

Lowest20% 7.6 7.9

Second quintile 12.6 13.1 Lowest Second Third Fourth Highest Gini

Third quintile 16.3 16.8
Countres Year 20% quintle quintie quintile 20% coeff.

Fourth quntle 21.0 21.2 United States 1972 3.8 10.0 16.1 23.7 46.4 0.404

United Kingdom 1973 5.4 12.0 18.1 24.2 40.3 0 344

Highest20% 42.5 41.0 WestGermany 1973 5.9 10.1 15.1 22.1 468 0.396

Sweden 1972 6.0 11.4 17.4 24.3 40.5 0.346

Gini coefficient 0.335 0.316 Japan 1969 7.6 12.6 16.3 21.0 425 0.335

Post-tax income
of visual effect. The similarity of the patterns in the Percentage share of household income by percentile
distributionof income in those countries is depicted in

Lowest Second Third Fourth Highest Gn

the similar curvature of the Lorenz curves. It is also Countres Year 20% qunte quintile quintile 20% coeff

depicted in the closeness of the Gini coefficients, United States 1972 4.5 10.6 17.3 24 7 42 9 0.381

which range from 0.335 in Japan to 0.404 in the United United Kingdom , 1973 6.3 12.6 18.4 23.9 38.7 0.318

States in pre-tax income and from 0.302 in Sweden to WestGermany 1973 6.5 10.3 15.0 21.9 46.1 0.383

0.383 in West Germany in post-tax income.
Sweden 1972 6.6 13.1 18,5 24.8 37.0 0.302

Japan 1969 7.9 13.1 16.8 21.2 41.0 0.316

In general, the lowest 20% of the households in these

developed countries controls about 5.5% of the total How about taxation as an instrument of income dis-
household incomebefre taxes, while the highest20% tribution Again if we look at the lowest and the high-
controls about 43%. Does this reflect a high income est quintiles in the distributional patterns of post-tax
inequalityThe answerdependson how one perceives observe that their relative shares have

'

the conceptof inequalityand how one views the desira- ncome, we

as average,
bility of the attainmentof equality as a social goal. To changed the result of taxation. On the the

share of income for the lowest 20 percentile has in-
those who believe in the equality of economicwelfare creased from about 5.5% to about 6.5%, while that
as a goal of distributivejustice, the situationdescribed for the highest 20 percentilehas decreased from about
may be unjust. To those who believe in the legitimacy 43% to about 41%. The impact of taxation on income
of inequal distribution to the extent that differences distributioncan be observedby comparing the Lorenz
exist in individual skills, abilities and other attributes, curves in Charts 7 and 8, which were drawn from the
the situation may be about right. Finally, to the

pre-tax and post-tax incomes respectively.
realists, who believe in the desirability of a tolerable
degree of inequality, the situation may be just tolera- In spite of the similarities,there are also markeddiffer-

ble. ences in the patterns of incomedistributionamongthe
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5 countries. For example, the share of pre-tax incomeChart 8 for the lowest 20 percentileof householdsranges from
3.8% in the United States to 7.6% in Japan, while thePost-tax income distribution

-.-
IOO share of the highest 20 percentile ranges from 40.3%

in the United Kingdom to 46.8% in West Germany.B- 90

Similarly, the Gini coefficient, which fromranges-

0.335 in Japan to 0.404 in the United States, indicates1800

n the difference in the overall income inequality.- 70

Marked differencesare also observed in the impact of60
(D taxation by comparing the post-tax and pre-tax sets ofE

data. For example, the share of income for the lowest50- 0
0
E 20 percentile of households in the United States in-

40
creased from 3.8% to 4.5% (that is 0.7 percentage

-

30 point) as the result of taxation. In Japan, the share of-

the same percentile increased from 7.6% to 7.9% (0.3-- 20

percentage point). Similarly, the share of the highesti
i 20 percentilein Sweden decreasedfrom 40.5% to 37%- 10 ./

% Household (3.5 percentage points) as the result of taxation. In
1 West Germany the other hand, the share of the

1 T 7 , f i

on0 20 40 60 80 100

O.[] Equality + U.S. 0 U.K. A West Germany same percentile decreased from 46.8% to 46.1% (a
mere 0.7 percentagepoint).x Sweden V Japan
Overall, the summary data show that taxation has

Table 8 some distributive effect in all 5 countries. The degree
of its effectiveness, however, varies from country toIncome distribution in selected countries
country. Whether one should conclude that taxation,Percentage share of household income by percentile as a distributional tool, is effective or not, is again a

Low-income Lowest Second Thrd Fourth Highest Highest matterof opinion. What seerns to be inescapablyclear,countres Year 20% quintie quintie quintile 20% 10%
especially from the point of policy inference, is the

Bangadesh 1973-74 6.2 109 15.0 21.0 46.9 32.0 need to examine the income and tax structuresof eachIndia 1975-76 7.0 9.2 13.9 20.5 49.4 33.6
Kenya 1974 2.6 6.3 11.5 19.2 60.4 45.8 countryat a less macro level thanhas been donehere.
Middle-income
economes IV. CONCLUSIONAND IMPLICATIONS
Zamba 1976 34 7.4 11.2 16.9 61.1 46.3
Mauritius 1980-81 4.0 7.5 11.0 170 60 5 46.7 The primary purpose of this article was to provide aEgypt 1974 5.8 10.7 14.7 20.8 48.0 33.2
Indonesia 1976 6.6 7.8 12.6 23.6 49.4 34.0 descriptive analysis of the pre-tax and post-tax pat-
Thailand 1975-76 5.6 9.6 13.9 21.1 49.8 34.1 terns of income distribution in 5 developed countries
Phlppines 1970-71 5.2 9.0 12.8 19.0 54.0 38.5 and obtain an indicationof how effective taxation canPeru 1972 1.9 5.1 11.0 21.0 61.0 42.9
CostaRica 1971 3.3 8.7 13.3 19.9 54.8 39.5 be as a distributive tool. It is appropriate to conclude
Turkey 1973 3.5 8.0 12.5 19.5 56.5 40.7 by attempting to infer policy lessons for developing
Upper middle- countriesin view of the fact that the problembf income
incomeecons. inequality is even more serious in the developing than
Korea (South) 1976 5..7 11 2 15.4 22.4 453 27..5 in the developed/industrializedcountries.Moststudies
Malaysia 1973 3.5 7.7 12.4 20.3 56.1 39.8 on developingcountriesshow that, even in those coun-
Panama 1970 2.0 5.2 11.0 20.0 61.8 44.2 tries which in fact are developing in terms of growth-

Brazil 1972 20 5.0 9.4 17.0 66.6 50.6
Mexico 1977 2.9 7.0 12.0 20.4 57.7 40.6 in gross national product - the rich tend to benefit
Argeritina 1970 4.4 9.7 14.1 21 5 50 3 35 2 more than the poor fromthe rise in national income.19Yugoslavia 1978 6.6 12.1 18.7 23.9 38.7 22.9
Venezuela 1970 3.0 7.3 12.9 22.8 54.0 35.7 Data on incomedistribution, as previouslymentioned,Hong Kong 1980 5.4 10.8 15.2 21.6 47.0 31.3 in general, rare. It is even near absentfor develop-Trinidad/Tobago 1975-76 4.2 9.1 13.9 22.8 50.0 31.8 are,

ing countries. What is availableagain is attributableto
Industral the efforts of internationalagencies. The World Bankmarket econs.

has over the years compiled indicators of income in-
Spain 1980-81 6.9 125 173 23.2 40.0 24.5
Italy 1977 6.2 11.3 159 22.7 43.9 28.1 equality for several countries including developing
Unted Kingdom 1979 7.0 11.5 17.0 24.8 39.7 23.4 ones. Table 8 presents a compilation of data from the
Finland 1981 6.3 12.1 18.4 25.5 37.6 21.7 Bank's latest publications.20 post-tax distribution ofCanada 1981 5.3 11.8 18.0 24.9 40.0 23.8
Netherlands 1981 8.3 14.1 18.2 23.2 36.2 21.5 total disposablehouseholdincomeby percentilegroup
France 1975 5.3 11.1 160 21.8 45.8 30.5 is shown for several countries, which are categorizedUnited States 1980 53 119 17.9 25 0 39,9 23.3 by economicdevelopmentalstages, ranging from leastDenmark 1981 5.4 12.0 184 25.6 38.6 22.3
West Germany 1978 7.9 12.5 17.0 23.1 39.5 24.0 developed to the most developed group.
Norway 1982 60 12,9 18.3 24.6 38.2 22.8
Sweden 1981 7.4 13.1 16.8 21.0 41.7 28.1
Japan 1979 8.7 13.2 17.5 23.1 37.5 22.4 19. See, generally, Fei, Ranis and Kou, supra note 8.

20. The World Bank, World DevelopmentReport, Washington, (1986).
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It is evident from Table 8 that in general the income Stark, 1977 Thomas Stark, Distributionof Income

inequality is higher in the less developed than in the in Eight Countries, Background Paper
most developed countries. If we look at the share of No. 4, in Royal Commissionon the Dis-

the highest 20 percentile, for example, there are sev- tribution of Income and Wealth, Lon-

eral developing countries where the percentage is don (1977).

greater than 60. In contrast, none of the countries in Schnitzer, 1974 M. Schnitzer, Income Distribution: A
the developed, industrial market economies show a ComparativeStudy, New York: Praeger
share of income of the same percentilewhich exceeds (1974).
50%. Particularlynoticeableare countries like Brazil,
Mexco, Panama, Peru and Malaysa, which are often WorldBank, 1986 The World Bank, World Developnent
cited as experiencing actual economic growth, where Report, Washington (1986).
the share of income of the lowest percentileof house-
holds is very low. This confirms an earlier statement 1980Census U.S. Department of Commerce, Bu-

that the rich tend to benefit more than the poor from reau of Census,CurrentPopulationSur-

the economic growth. vey, (August 1983).

Given this situation, one of the most important ques- APPENDIX 1
tions facingmany developingcountries is whethergov-
ernments can formulatepolicies capable of producing INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN THE UNITED STATES
a more equitabledistributionof the benefits ofgrowth
or should they initiate drastic structural changes, or Pre-tax income

worse yet, face the risk of social upheavals whose Percentageshare of household income by percentile
outcomes are often unpredictable This is where the Lowest Second Thrd Fourth Highest Hghest Gini

question of taxation comes. Source Year 20% quntle quintile quntde 20% 5% coeff

Can governmentsin developingcountriesuse taxation IILO, 1984 1979 N.A N.A. NA. N.A. NA. N.A. N.A.

OECD, 1976 1972 3.8 10.0 16.1 24.5 44.8 N.A. 0.404

in order to produce a more equitable distribution of Stark, 1977 1974 3.8 10.0 16.1 23.7 46.4 19.9 0.412

income than now exists The answer should be a qual- Schnitzer, 1974 1971 N.A. NA N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. NA.

World Bank, 1986 1980 4 1 10.2 16.8 24.8 44.2 16.5 N.A.
ified yes. As was summarizedin the precedingsection, 1980 U.S. Census 1980 4.1 10.2 16 8 24.8 44.2 16.5 N.A.

taxation does have a distributive effect. There are,
however, serious limitations as to how far govern-
ments in developing countries can go with taxation.

Post-tax income

First, most developing countries have large non-
Percentageshare of household income by percentile

monetized agrarian sectors which make the applica- Lowest Second Thrd Fourth Highest Hghest Gini

Source Year 20% qunte quintile quinte 20% 5% coeff.

tion of taxes difficult. Second, in most developing
countries, those who earn high income are mainly

IILO,, 1984 1981 5..0 10.8 16.4 23.2 44.6 N.A. 0.390
0ECD, 1976 1972 4.5 10.6 17 3 24.7 42.9 N.A. 0 381

foreign investors, and the governmentsare faced with Stark, 1977 1973 N.A. N.A N.A. NA. N.A. N.A. N.A.

the difficult task of maintaininga balance between the Schnitzer, 1974 1971 5.5 11.9 17.4 23.7 41.5 N.A N.A.

need for high taxes and the equallydesirable needs for
World Bank, 1986 1980 5.3 11.9 17 9 25.0 39.9 NA NA.

1980 U.S.Census 1980 4.9 11.6 17.9 25.1 40.6 14.1 N.A

maintainingand attractinginvestors.Finally, there are

many socio-politicalfactorsin eachcountrywhich limit APPENDIX 2
the government'sability to tax the rich.

It was previously stated that for policy inference pur-
INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

poses, one should examine the income and tax struc- Pre-tax income
tures of each country at a less aggregate level than has Percentageshare of household income by percentile
been done here. That is perhaps the main limitationof
this paper, but one can take solace in the challenge it

Lowest Second Thrd Fourth Highest Highest Gn

Source Year 20% quintile quintile quinlile 20% 5% coeff.

presents for further investigation in the future.
ILO, 1984 1979 N.A. N.A. NA. NA. N.A. N.A. N.A.

OECD, 1976 1973 5.4 12.0 181 24.2 403 N.A. 0.344

Stark, 1977 1973 5.5 12.0 18.1 24.1 40.3 N.A. 0.332

Schnitzer, 1974 1967 6.3 11.9 16.8 22.5 42.5 19.2 0332

APPENDICES Word Bank, 1986 1979 N A N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

George & Lawson,
1980 1972 5.8 10.7 16.7 24.1 42.7 17.2 0.374

The sources of data indicated on the left-hand side of the

appended tables are as follows:
Post-tax income

ILO, 1984 W. Ginneken and J. Park, Generating Percentage share of household income by percentile
Internationally Comparable Income Lowest Second Third Fourth Hghest Highest Gnt

Distribution Estimates, Geneva: Inter- Source Year 20% quintie quintie quntile 20% 5% coeff

national Labor Organization (1984). ILO, 1984 1979 7.3 12.4 17.9 23.4 39.3 N.A. 0.320

OECD, 1976 1973 6.3 12.6 18.4 23.9 38.7 N.A. 0.318

OECD, 1976 M. Sawyer, Income Distribution in Stark 1973 6.3 12.4 18.0 24.1 39.3 NA. 0.333

OECD Countries, Organization for Schnitzer, 1974 1967 7.1 12 2 18.3 23.7 38.7 15.5 0.298

Economic Cooperation and Develop-
World Bank, 1986 1979 7.0 11.5 17.0 24.8 397 N.A. N.A.

ment (1976).
George& Lawson,
1980 1972 6 8 12.0 17.5 24.4 39.4 14.2 0.331
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APPENDIX3 Post-tax income
Percentageshare of household income by percentile

INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN WEST GERMANY
Lowest Second Third Fourlh Hghest Highest Gini

Source Year 20% quintile quintile quintile 20% 5% coeff.
Pre-tax income

Percentageshare of household income by percentile
IILO,, 1984 1979 7.2 12.8 17.4 25.4 37.2 N.A. 0.300
OECD, 1976 1972 6.6 13.1 18.5 24.8 37.0 NA 0.302

Lowest Second Third Fourth Highest Highest Gini Stark, 1977 1972 6.6 13.1 18.5 24.8 37.0 N.. 0.302
Source Year 20% quintile quintile quintile 20% 5% coeff. Schnitzer, 1974 1970 7.2 13.2 21.4 24.2 34.0 N.A. N.A.

WorldBank,1986 1981 7.4 13.1 16.8 21.0 41.7 NA. N.A.
ILO, 1984 1979 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
OECD,, 1976 1973 5.9 10.1 15.1 22.1 46.8 N.A. 0.396
Stark, 1977 1973 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Schnitzer, 1974 1967 5.7. 8.3 14.1 19.3 52.6 N.A. 0.419
World Bank,1986 1978 NA. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

APPENDIX5

Post-tax income INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN JAPAN
Percentageshare of household income by percentile

Lowest Second Thrd Fourth Highest Hghest Gini Pre-tax income
Source Year 20% quinte quintile quntile 20% 5% coeff. Percentageshare of household income by percentile
ILO, 1984 1979 6.9 11.0 15.4 21.9 44.8 N.A. 0.370 Lowest Second Third Fourth Hghest Highest GiniOECD, 1976 1973 6.5 10.3 15.0 21,9 46.1 N.A. 0.383 Source Year 20% quintle quintile quintile 20% 5% coeff.Stark, 1977 1973 6.2 13.1 17.5 23.3 39.9 N.A. 0.335
Schnitzer, 1974 1968 6.7 9.5 15.6 20.7 47.5 NA. 0.371 ILO, 1984 1979 N.A. N.A. NA N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
World Bank, 1986 1978 7.9 12.5 17.0 23.1 39.7 N.A. N.A. OECD, 1976 1969 7.6 12.6 16.3 21.0 42.5 N.A. 0.335

Stark, 1977 1971 3.8 10.9 16.3 22.8 46.2 N.A. 0.407
Schnitzer, 1974 1972 N.A. N.A. NA. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

APPENDIX4 WorldBank, 1986 1979 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. NA. N.A. N.A.

INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN SWEDEN
Post-tax income

Pre-tax income Percentageshare of household income by percentile
Percentageshare of household income by percentile Lowest Second Third Fourth Hghest Highest Gini

Source Year 20% quintile quintile quintile 20% 5% coeff.
Lowest Second Third Fourth Highest Highest Gini

Source Year 20% quintile quintie quintile 20% 5% coeff. ILO, 1984 1979 N.A. N.A. N.A. NA. N.A. N.A. N.A.
OECD, 1976 1969 7.9 13.1 16.8 21.2 41.0 N.A. 0.316ILO, 1984 1979 N.A. N.A N.A. N.A N.A. N.A. N.A. Stark, 1977 1971 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.OECD, 1976 1972 6.0 11.4 17.4 24.3 40.5 N.A. 0.346 Schnitzer, 1974 1972* 8.4 13.4 17.8 22.2 38.2 12.9 N.A.Stark, 1977 1972 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A N.A. N.A. WorldBank, 1986 1979 8.7 13.2 17.5 23.1 37.5 N.A. N.A.Schnitzer,, 1974 1970 5.4 9.9 17.6 24.6 42.5 N.A. N.A.

World Bank, 1986 1981 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. Based on taxpayers instead of household units.

[continued from page 254]

promote an exchange of staff, documents, etc. and The institute would also facilitate the exchange of
coordinate research techniques and results. ideas, experience and information among African
The proposedregional facilitywould combine training countries through the development of comparative
programmes (including the training of individuals to teaching materials, adequate documentationand con-

work at the national institutes)11 with developmentof sulting services to both the private and public sectors.

fiscal policy issues and related inter-disciplinarymat- Furthermore, it would promote collaboration among
ters. The results of the research would keep the train- African tax administrators, experts and training insti-

ing programmeupdatedand an improvedtrainingpro-
tutes in the field of public finance.

gramme would cultivate a keen and analytical under- The development of local and regional African gov-
standing of fiscal matters. As a result, the institute ernments requires sound financial policies and well-
would not only upgrade the professionalstaff, but also trained staff. The proposed institute would assist local
promote formulation of better fiscal policies and sys- and regional governmentsand thus further the demo-
tems and an understandingof administrativeproblems cratization ard modernizationof Africa.
through applied research.

Moreover, the institute would foster other important
objectives, e.g. streamliningtax policies to the advan-
tage of African States by eliminating competition
among them. Such an institute would be well-placed
to conduct studies on tax harmonizationamong Afri- order to achieve a comprehensive training programme. In addition, re-

can States as well as offer valuable advice on tax
search, documentationand consultingservices will also be carried out,
11. It should be emphasized that the proposed regional institute willtreaties. neither replace nor duplicate existing national or regional facilities.
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Retentierechtin beweging. (B. 107.939) taxreformproposais.Een rechtsvergelijkendebeschouwing (B. 108.010)betreffenderecenteontwikkelingenvan het BECKERMANN,H.; KUSSMANN, M.;
retentierechtin Nederland,Frankrijken West- MARTIN,K.;RICK,E.
Duitsland. Lehrbuchder Einkommensteuer.5. Auflage.
Rotterdam,ErasmusUniversity, 1987. Herne/Berlin,VerlagNeue Wirtschafts-briefe, Greece
Mededelingenvan het Juridisch Instituutvan de 1987.954pp.,37.50DM.
ErasmusUniversiteitRotterdam,No. 42.45 pp. Studyguide for all facets ofthe individualincome ECONOMICREVIEW: GREECE.
Legal comparativestudy on the developmentin tax. The book dealswith the historyof the tax, Athens,Coopers& Lybrand, 1987. 25 pp.
the retentionlaw in France, GermanFederal the conceptof taxable income,deductibleand Reviewof the Greekeconomy to assist
Republicand the Netherlands. non-deductibleexpenses,taxationof the spouse, companiesalreadyestablishedin Greece and
(B. 108.061) the income tariffs, methodsof assessment, companiesconsideringinvestmentand trading

limited tax liabilityof non-residents,etc. opportunitiesin the country.
(B. 108.007) (B. 108.041)

Germany (Fed. Rep.)
SONDERAUSGABE

REUTER, Hans-Peter. Umsatzsteuer1988 mit den UStR 1988.
Die Lebensversicherungim Steuerrecht.7. Munich, VerlagC. H. Beck, 1988. 537 pp., 49 Ireland
Auflage. DM.

Herne/Berlin,VerlagNeue Wirtschafts-Briefe, Schriftendes DeutschenWissenschaftlichen BUDGET 1988.
1987.315pp.,39DM. Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund Presented to Dail Eiremannby Mr. Ray
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MacSharry,T.D., Minister forFinance,27 BELASTINGENIN NEDERLAND. reference to administrativeproblemsfor

January1988. The Hague,MinistryofFinance, 1987. 32 pp. employers.
Dublin,StationeryOffice,1988.200pp.,£5.20. Informatongudeon taxesn the Netherlands, (B.107.787)
(B. 108.158) in effectas of 1 January1987.

(B. 108.034) PAGTER, H. de; KATTENBUSCH,W.F.F.

SIXTY-FOURTHANNUALREPORTOF Gecombineerdenomenclatuur.Toelichtingen

the RevenueCommissioners. BELASTINGPRAKTIJKBOEKVOOR beslissingen.
Yearended31stDecember,1986. de ondernemer. Deventer,Kluwer/Alphena.d. Rijn, Samsom,

Dublin, StationeryOffice, 1987. 259 pp. Onderredactievan L.G.M. Stevens,W.A. 1987.

(B. 108.098) Vermeenden J. Doornebal. Handboekvoor in- en uitvoer. Deel B2.

Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. 791 pp., 135 Dfl. Loose-leafpublicationofhandbookon

regulationsfor importand exportscomprises

Italy
Tax handbookfor the businessmanexplaining
relevanttax, subsidiesand social contribution fourvolumes.This volumeB2 dealswith

aspectsan entrepreneurmayencounter.The explanatorynotes and decisionsto the combined

CODICETRIBUTARIO. materialis updatedas of 1 January1988. Legal nomenclaturefor customsduties. The material is

Aggiornamentoal30 Settembre1987. entitiesare also dealtwith. updatedby supplements.
Palermo,Cort & KlingerEdtori, P.zzaS. (B. 108.157) (B. 109.012)
Chiara, 9, 90134Palermo, 1987. 90 pp.
Supplementto update the main volume entitled BIJL, D.B.; SMIT, D.C.

CodiceTributario,a compilationof tax laws and JORION, Guy. Onroerendgoed: omzetbelastingen

decrees.
Le principede neutralitdans les fusionsentre overdrachtsbelasting.4th Edition.

(B. 108.046) socitmreet filiale. Deventer,Kluwer,1987. 303 pp., 56.75Df.

Aspectsjuridiquescomptableset fiscaux. FiscaleMonografien,No. 30.
Prfaced'IgnaceClaeysBoaert. Fourth edition ofmonographdealingwith value

Luxembourg Brussels,EtablissementsEmileBruylant, 1987. added tax and transfer tax with emphasison real

Bibliothquede l'EcoleSuprieuredes Sciences property.
Fiscales,TomeXIX. 199 pp., 1.528Bfrs. (B.108.156)WINANDY,Jean-Pierre. Monographconsideringlegal, accountingand

Investmentfunds in Luxembourg. tax aspects in of between parent ELGERS, R.W.
Tax aspectsof the law ofAugust25, 1983.

case merger a

and subsidiaryunder the laws in be van
Fourth annual Europeantax seminar,

company a gebondenheid de vennootschap.
Belgium,Franceand the Netherlands. Doeloverschrijdingen vertegenwoordiging;

Luxembourg,Friday23 October1987. (B. 107.980) ultraviresand
London,ToucheRoss International,1987. 85 pp.

agency.
Rotterdam,ErasmusUniversity, 1987.

Compilationof papers includinginvestment EESTEREN,H.L. van. Mededelingen het JuridischInstituut devan van
funds in Luxembourg,the economic Dutch taxationfor expatriates. ErasmusUniversiteitRotterdam,No. 40. 100 pp.
developmentpolicy and the investment Wassenaar,StichtingMentor, 1987. 208 Comparativestudy the doctrineofultra
incentivespackageof Luxembourg,holding

pp., on

24.50Df. viresof a companyand of an agencyunder
companiesin Luxembourgand taxationaspects .rhis book summarizesthe main featuresof the Dutchand English law.company
ofnternatonaljointventures. Dutch tax laws which expatriateswill have to (B. 108.060)
(B.107.779/B.107.831) deal with while living in theNetherlands.

4

LUXEMBOURG:A MULTINATIONAL (B. 108.059) FINANCIELEVERWEVENHEIDBIJ

financialcentre.
concerns.

MEERING, A.; JONKER, E.N.; BUIS, W. Bilthoven,BDO/DijkerGroep, Postbus 11,
Luxembourg,The LuxembourgBankers' Elseviers-Belasting-Almanak1988. 3720AA Bilthoven,1987. 20 pp.
Association, 1987. 40 pp. 33ste Editie. Brochurediscussingthe financial
Legaland fiscal frameworkof the financal Amsterdam,Annoventura,1988. 384 interrelationshiparising from (groupof
marketin Luxembourgconsidered.

pp., concerns

21.75 Dfl. companies).
(B. 107.844) Annualedition of aguideforfilingtheindividual (B 107.772)

tax return for 1987 and the net wealth tax return

for 1988. An extensiveexplanationis given of the OVEREEM, R.

Netherlands questionsasked in the returnand a large number Retentierechtin beweging.
of specialsubjects,such as sicknesscosts, study Een rechtsvergelijkendebeschouwing

BELASTINGHEFFINGVAN N.V.'S EN costs, travel costs and deductions, is dealtwith. betreffenderecenteontwikkelingenvan het

b.v.'senvan haar aandeelhouders. In additiontothisguideacomputerprogramme retentierechtin Nederland,Frankrijken West

Fiscaleproblemenrondomde familie- for filing the individualtax return is publishedon Duitsland.

vennootschap. a floppydisk for an IBM compatiblepersonal Rotterdam,ErasmusUniversity,1987.

EditorsH.G.M.Dijstelbloemand M.V.M. van computer (price 50 Dil.) and on a cassette for the Mededelingenvan het JuridischInstituutvan de

Leeuwe. ZX-Spectrum(48K), Commodore63 and MSX ErasmusUniversiteitRotterdam,No. 42.45 pp.

Alphen a.d. Rijn, SamsomUitgeverij, 1987. computers(price 27.50 Dfl.). The programmes Legal comparativestudy on the developmentin
Loose-leafpublicationcontainingextensive follow the samepattern as the papereditionand the retenton law n France, GermanFederal

explanationof the taxationf th corporation refer to the pages dealingwith the questions. Republicand the Nederlands.

(naamlozevennootschap(N.V.)) and limited (B. 108.053) (B. 108.061)
liabilitycompany(beslotenvennootschapmet

beperkteaansprakelijkheid(B.V.)) andtheir FISCALE ASPECTENVAN SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN

shareholders.It dealswith the concept of taxable uitzendingvanpersoneelnaarhetbuitenland. de socialeverzekeringswetten.
income, computationof businessprofits, In: BeloningenBelasting,Vol. 3, December16, SamengestelddoorL. Opheikensm.m.v.H.C.

depreciation,specialprovisionsand reserves, 1987. Eindhoven,Euroforum,Postbus845,5600 de Groot. 56th Edition.

valuationof inventory,WIR incentives,wage AVEindhoven.22 pp Deventer.Kluwer, 1988. 20pp.
taxes, pensions,VUT (early retirement Tax aspectsof employeessent abroad under Systematicsummaryof the social insurancelaws.

regulation),fiscal unity, the fiscal positionsof Dutch individualincome tax law and regulations. (B. 108.070)
the shareholders,capital taxes, etc. (B. 108.071)
A descriptionof a changeoverfrom a general
partnershipto a B.V. or N.V. is included.The EVALUATIERAPPORT
textof the corporateincome tax and relevant Tweeverdienerswetgevng Spain
articlesof the individualincome tax and the text The Hague, Ministryof Finance, 1987. 78 pp.
of the standardconditionsare included. Assessmentreporton the two-earnersregulation MONTAGENUND BAUKONTRAKTE

(B. 108.072) (individualincome tax) consideredwith in Spanien.
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13. berarbeiteteAuflage. StandNovember London,Butterworths,1988. 733 pp. decisionmakingproceduresis discussed.
1987. (B. 108.079) (B. 108.022)
Barcelona,DeutscheHandelskammerfr
Spanien, 1987. 30pp. SMAILES, David. RITZEN, Jozef M.M.
Explanationto constructionand building Tolley'stax computations1987/88. A manualof Humancapitaland privatesectorperformance.
contractsin Spain. Tax aspectsare also practicalexamplescoveringincome tax, Rotterdam,ErasmusUniversity,1987. 18 pp.
considered.The law is stated as ofNovember corporationtax, capitalgains tax, inheritancetax Paperof the InternationalInstituteofPublic
1987. and value added tax. Finance,43rd CongressParis, Franoe, August
(B. 107.995) Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., 24-28, 1987 on public financeand the

1987.510pp.,£20.95. performanceofenterprises.
Sweden The materialisupdatedas of 1 September1987. (B. 108.066)

(B. 108.170)LINDENCRONA,Gustaf.
Die Verfahrensrechtlichen INTERNATIONALCOMPARISONSOF NORTH AMERICAVorschriftenim Entwurfdes neuen deutsch- direct tax on employmentincome.
schwedischenDoppelbesteuerungabkommens. London,Boardof InlandRevenue, 1987. 18 pp.Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund Notecomparingthe UnitedKingdom Canada
InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,Heft

revenue

fromemploymentincomeand social security19. 15 pp. contrbutionswith someOECD countries TAX REFORM '87
The proceduralprovisionsin the new draft

(Denmark,France,Federal Republicof ProposedLegislativeand RegulatoryGerman-Swedishtax treaty. Germany,Italy, Japan, Netherlandsand the Amendments,relating to income tax and federal
(B. 107.839) U.S.A.). sales tax, tabled in the HouseofCommonson

(B. 107.951) December16, 1987.
Switzerland Don Mills, Richardde Boo Publishers,1987.

RAY, Edward E.; DAVEY, Nigel T. 335 pp.
HUNZIKER,Walter. Partnershiptaxation. Reproductionof the full six documentswhich

The taxationofdirectorshipsin Switzerland. 3rd Edition. representboth the first stageof tax reform
Textof his speechpresentedon 28 September London,Butterworths,1987. 331 pp., £ 25. implementationand the government'sformal
1987on the occassionofThe BureauofEuropean Extendedthird editionofmonographon response to the Committee'srecommendations.
Taxation& Trade Symposiumon the theme partnershiptaxation includingcapitalgains tax (B. 108.016)
Thetaxationof directorshipsin Europe. and inheritancetax plus a new sectionon double

Zrich,VsuraTreuhandGesellschaft,1987. taxationreliefand referencesto national TAX REFORM'87.
10 pp insurancecontributions. Reportof the StandingCommitteeon Finance

(B. 107.898) (B. 108.000) and EconomicAffairs tabledin the Houseof
1 Cmmonson November16, 1987.

GOREN, Simon L. TOLLEY'SVAT PLANNING 1988. Don Mills, Richardde Boo Publishers,1987.
The SwissFederalCodeofObligations(as of Editedby PatrickNoakesand RobertWareham. 276 pp.
January1, 1984). A practicalguide to value added tax planning, Committee'sreporton the examinationof the
Littleton,Fred B. Rothman& Co., 10368West includingthe legislationand relevantcase law to White Paperon Tax Reform (Stage 1 of the

CentennialRoad, Littleton,Colorado,U.S.A. 1 October1987. Proposal) tabled in the Houseof Commonson 18
80127. Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., June 1987.

Deventer,Kluwer, the Netherlands.1987. 1988. 371 pp.,£ 16.95. (B. 108.015)
305 pp. ThirdeditionofVATPlanningpublication
Consolidatedtext of the SwissFederalCodeof designedas a sisterpublicationto Tolley'sTax CANADIANMASTERTAX GUIDE.

Obligationsas ofJanuary1, 1984. Planning. A guide to Canadian income tax. 43rd Edition.

(B. 108.020) (B. 108.169) Don Mills, CCH CanadianLimited, 1988.
CanadianTax Reports,No. 827, January 14,

Turkey ELGERS, R.W. 1988. 841 pp.
De gebondenheidvan de vennootschap. Annual revisedguide for filing 1987 income tax

INTRODUCTIONTO TURKISHLAW. Doeloverschrijdingenvertegenwoordiging; returns for individualsand to serve as a handy
Editedby TugrulAnsayand Don WallaceJr. 3rd ultraviresand agency. referencesourceon federal income taxation.

Edition. Deventer,KluwerLaw and Taxation Rotterdam,ErasmusUniversity, 1987. (B. 108.102)
Publishers,1987. 279 pp., 99.64 Dfl. Mededelingenvan het JuridischInstituutvan de

Compilationof papersdealingwith a certain ErasmusUniversiteitRotterdam,No. 40. 100 pp. U.S.A.

subjectofTurkish law preparedby various Comparativestudyon the doctrineofultra vires

authors.The subjects includeconstitutionallaw, of a company and of an agencyunderDutch and WIMAN, Bertil.

administrativelaw, law of persons, legal person, Englishcompany law. Prissttninginom multinationellakoncerner.

family law, law of succession, law ofproperty, (B. 108.060) Amerikanskaskatteregleri svenskbelysning.
law ofobligations,criminal law, law of Uppsala, IUSTUSFrlagAB, Box 16031,75016
procedures. SIMON'STAX CASES. Uppsala,Sweden. 1987.

(B. 108.003) Cumulativetables and index 1973-1987. Skrifterfran JuridiskaFakulteteni Uppsala,No.
London,Butterworths,1988. 214 pp. 13.424pp.,406Skr.

United Kingdom (B. 108.079) Transferpricing in multinationalenterprises.
UnitedStates ruleson transferpricingas seen

BUTTERWORTHSHANDBOOKON from a Swedishperspective.
the Income and CorporationTaxes Act 1988. INTERNATIONAL (B. 108.101)
Editedby ButterworthsEditorialStaff.
London,Butterworths.1988. 1050pp.,£ 18.95. POLLARD,D.E. REVENUEADMINISTRATION,1986.
Annotatedtext of the Income and Corporation Law and policyofproducers'associations. Proceedingsof the fifty-fourthannualmeeting
Taxes Act 1988; the new consolidationof the Tax NewYork, OxfordUniversityPress, Walton NationalAssociationofTax Administrators,
Acts excludingcapital gains tax, capital Street, OxfordOX26DP. 1984. 372 pp. Washington,D.C., June29 - July 2, 1986.
allowancesand the taxes management Studyexaminingthe historicaldevelopmentof Washington,FederationofTax Administrators,
provisions. internationalcommoditytrade. Producers 1986. 159 pp.
(B. 108.168) associationnow introducedby developing Compilationof the proceedingsof the meeting

countriesare potentialeffectiveinstrumentsfor and the variouscontributionsby authorson tax
SIMON'STAX CASES 1987. restructuringthe internationaleconomicorder. matters.
Editor Rengan Krishnan. Theirstatusin internationallaw,policies

.

and (B. 107.973)
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Compact Disc
IBFD LAUNCHES FIRST TAX TREATY COMPACT DISC

The annual meeting of the Board of Trustees and the
Board of Directors of the International Bureau of
Fiscal Documentation- held on 30 May 1988 - was an

especially festive occasion. The IBFD's 50th anniver-
sary was commemorated in the presence of a large -
number of trustees and members of the IBFD's multi- 1

'

natonal Advisory Council, and the first compact disc ..

(CD-ROM) was launched as weil. This compact disc
contains a data base with the text of nearly all tax 4. '' 2

t/:.''. ':

1treaties concluded by countries all over the world. It '..#

was presented to the Dutch Under Minister of Fi- 41 -r'- -f
nance, Mr. H.E. Koning, at the luncheon concluding .

the annual meeting, during which the Under Minister f.

complimented the IBFD on its achievements of the

1 last 50 years. The IBFD has grown from a very small
operation into a healthy organization employing a

multinational staff of 25 lawyers and economists. 1

The IBFD considers the CD-ROM as the ideal vehicle ,

for bulky information which is now compiled in its
,

'4.,

loose-leaf publications. Preparation for a data base '

containing the texts of the tax treaties which are now

to a great extent spread over the IBFD's loose-leaf
publications began in 1987. These treaties are pre-
sented in the English language, in the original text if '

English, or an English translation prepared by the t

IBFD. A'retrieval system which makes the contentsof 'tn
.

the tax treaties easily accessible to readers greatly en-

hances the usefulnessof this new service. Users of the 4' A,

programme can check which tax treaties have been ,, 4S

.'

oncluded, spot tax treaties which, for instance, con-

tain provisions for offshore companies, for joint,ven-
tures, for computer programmes etc. Using the re- in international taxation in French, German and
trieval system will enable users to avoid overlooking Spanish) will be soon available both in print.and on

crucial information contained in additional protocols CD. A dat base on corporate taxation in Europe will
to the respective tax treaties. The service will be up- follow and other data bases will follow in 1988 and
dated twice a year; the first update will be in January 1989.
1989.

A dernonstrationof the Tax Treaty CompactDisc will The Tax Treaty Compact Disc will be for sale as of Julybeheld during the Congressof the InternationalFiscal 1988. Its introductory price is 5,000 Dfl. (approximately
Association from 12 to 16 September 1988 in Amster- USS 2,600) with subtantial discounts for large purchases.
dam and the delegatesare cordiallyinvited to convince This.price includes the January1989 update. As of 1 January
themselvesof the usefulness of this new product. 1989 the pricewill be 6,000Dfl. (approximatelyUSS 3,100).

For further information please contact Mr. Robert King,The introduction of the Tax Treaty Compact Disc is publications manager c/o International Bureau of Fiscal
only the first step towards the IBFD's goal of offering Documentation, Postbox 20237, 1000 HE Amsterdam,
its data via electronic means. An Internatinal Tax phone 020-26 77 26.
Glossary (the-explanationin Engl!sh of current terms

1988 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentatin
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Shaping a New
t

InternationalTax Order Li.if///ZL:
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-

:,By Richard M. Bird
* t

6.i
INTRODUCTION

No man ts an Island, entire of itself; every man is a piece
of the Continent, a part of the main. f4-/

John Donne

The world today is a small place. Technological change, improved
communications arid expanded international trade and investment Mr. Bird is Professorof Economics, Univer-

have, for good or ll, increasinglylinkedpeoplesand nations. Whether sity of Toronto, and Tinbergen Professor,

through the effects of acid rain on the envirnment,AIDS on public Erasmus University Rotterdam.

health, drought in Africa on the public conscience, or oil crises and

currencyfluctuationson employmentand income, we have all become
aware that we live in an increasingly integrated world.

SUMMARY

Politically, however, the sovereignty of nations remains paramount.
New nations are understandablynervous about again subordinating The taxation of international income flows

themselves to influences from beyond their borders. Old nations are in most countriesand in the world as a whole

equally reluctant to give up their right to shape their own destiny. is seriouslydeficient. The difficultyof effec-

International policy coordination is sporadic, loosely if at all in- tively implementing the present complex
system of national rules and tax treaties

stitutionalized, subject to substantial national variation, and at best means that international capital flows are,

partially effective in achieving its supposed objectives. as a rule, both excessive and distorted.
Moreover, the weaknessof internationalin-

Nevertheless, the international dimension of economic policy has come taxation calls into question the viabil-

become increasinglyimportant. Monetaryinterdependence,trade im- ity of the income tax itself.

balances, international capital flows, direct foreign investment, and The basic problems with the present system
other transborderlinkagestrouble the minds and influence the actions are two. First, the rules applied to the taxa-

of policy-makers in all countries, large or small, rich or poor. tion of direct investment income assume, in
complete contradiction to reality, that each

The sensitivity of international capital flows to taxation for instance, subsidiary of a firm operating across na-

tional bordersis a completelyseparateentityhas induced countries to reduce or abolish taxes on capital income dealing at arm's length with its parent and

going to non-residents. An example is the 1984 exemption of interest other subsidiaries. Secondly, the generally
on portfolio investment from withholding tax by the United States. successful attempt by capital-exporting
The stated objective was to place American borrowers on an equal countries to limit source-countrytaxation of

footing with those in European countries who were already exempt
non-resident portfolio income, combined
with the increasing tendency to reduce their

from such taxes. This move, however, also made the U.S. a more own taxes on such income, means that the
attractive destination for foreigners with mobile capital. One result ease and temptation of international tax

was to encourage even more capital flight from Latin America, thus avoidance is greater than ever before.

weakening the economies and tax systems of that region (McLure,
1987). The consistencyof this outcomewith U.S. policy, let alone with

If something is not done to rectify these
problems soon, the future of the income tax

world stability and well-being, seems questionable. is bleak. Countries acting on their own can,
in the face of international competition, do

The fiscal aspects of internationaldirect investment may equallybe a relatively little. If international income
matter of concern. A good proxy of the welfare gain to host countries flows are to be taxed effectively, a consider-

from such investment is the amount of taxes paid by multinational able degree of international consensus will
be required, which will not be easy to

enterprises (Hartman, 1985). Such payments may be substantial. In achieve. Two essential elements in any such

Canada, for example, net taxes paid by foreign firms are around 2% consensus appear to be the reinstatementof
of GDP (Jenkins, 1979); in New Zealand, close to 40% of corporate source-country primacy in the taxation of

tax revenues come from foreign firms (Bird, 1987). Moreover, to portfolio investmentand a move to formula

judge from the many fiscal incentives for investment that are in place apportionment (the so-called unitary
method) in the taxation of direct invest-

throughout the world, policymakers must think that taxation also ment.

influences foreign investment decisions in the first place.
1988 International Bureau of Fiscal Ddcumentation
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International fiscal interaction is thus important. (Bird, 1986a). If capital income from abroad is not
There is, however, no institution equivalent to the properly taxed, however, it invariably becomes in-
GATTor the IMF which is chargedwith ensuring that creasinglydifficult to tax domesticcapital income fully
the tax treatment of international investment con- or fairly either (New Zealand, 1987). Indeed, the very
forms to certain rules. Taxation is entirely a matter of rationale of the income tax itself may be called into
national jurisdiction. Each country decides unilater- question, as has already happened in some countries
ally how to tax international income, although such for this and other reasons. Getting international taxa-
national tax rules have in recent years been increas- tion right is thus an important task for tax policymak-
ingly supplementedby a network of tax treaties, most ers everywhere.
of which broadly follow a model set by the OECD
(1977).

THE PRESENT INTERNATIONALTAX SYSTEM
Unfortunately,both the OECD Model Treatyand the
more important unilateral rules applied to nterna- Look roundthe habitableworld! how few
tional investment in most countries are deficient in Know their own good; or, knowing it, pursue.
some critical respects. Tax rules which may at first John Dryden
glance appear to provide for capital flows a regime
equivalent to free trade- and which economistswould As I noted earlier, strictly speaking, there is such
therefore tend to consider economically efficient-

no

thing as an international tax system. No law limits
may in fact induce excessivecapital export (Musgrave, national tax jurisdiction. Each country may adopt
1975). Tax treaties which may appear to divide the whatever taxing rules it sees fit (whether it can enforce
gains from foreign investment evenly between host the rules it adopts is quity another matter). Over the
and home countriesmay in fact produceoutcomesthat course of this century, as the importanceof the income
would be recognized as fair only in exceptional cir- tax as a means of state finance increased and the im-
cumstances of equal taxes on evenly balanced capital portanceof internationalincomeflows grew, countries
flows (Sato and Bird, 1975). The combinationof rules have had to adapt their tax systems to accomodate
and treaties found in many countries,while ostensibly international reality. Often, however, thekey tax fea-
intended to achieve both efficiency and equity, may tures affecting international income have been acci-
thus yield results in practicewhich are neitherefficient dental, as when policies adopted for other reasons
nor equitable. (such as interestdeductibility)have turned out to have
Revision in the international tax order thus seems mportant international implications. Or they have
needed, whether viewed from the point of view of the been additions patched onto the system to cope with
world economy as a whole or from the point of view specific problems as they became apparent, such as

of any particular country. Economic reformers, for limitations on interest deductibility through thin
instance, have long urged freer trade to improveworld capitalization and expense allocation rules. In yet
welfare. The freedom of factormarkets is obviouslyof other instances, countries seem simply to have copied
equal concern and, indeed, has long been a stated such complex rules as those on transfer pricing and

objectiveof internationaltax policy (Musgrave,1969). controlled foreign corporations from the United
Those interested in the efficient use of the world's States, which has been the dominant exporter of both
resources should therefore be concerned that this aim capital and tax policy notions throughout most of the
is not now being achieved. Those who doubt the uni- postwar period. The taxation of international income,
versality of the benefits resulting from the free trade although sometimes portrayed as though it is, or

prescription may equally well be unhappy at the dis- should be, purposeful and coherent (Kingson, 1981),
tributional consequencesof international factor flows has thus developed more by chance than by design.

even when, or perhaps especially when, such flows The present international tax order as a whole is a-

are in fact far from free of fiscal (and other) impedi- patchworkstructure that makes little sense in terms of
ments and inducements. ts purported objectives.
Those more concerned with such national policy aims Nonetheless,a certain degree of uniformitydoes exist.
as the achievement of an equitable and efficient For example, two basic jurisdictionalrules have devel-
domestic tax system also have reason to be unhappy oped in capital-exportingcountries: the source princi-
with the prevailing internationaltax order. The extent ple and the residence principle. Under a pure source

to which international income flows are taxed any- principle, all income arising from sources within a

where depends largely on the voluntarycomplianceof country, and only such income, is taxed. Income aris-
taxpayers, and the evidenceis that it is becomingmore ing abroad is therefore exempted. This is basically
difficult to rely on such compliance (Karzon, 1983). how the Netherlands taxes foreign business income,
As the OECD (1987, p. 15) said in 1977: ...tax for example. This approach,however, is clearly incon-
avoidance and evasion schemes involving interna- sistent with the fundamentalconcept of an income tax
tional transactionshave become increasinglycomplex as a comprehensive tax on ability to pay (Musgrave,
and more difficult to detect. Matters have not im- 1969). Partly for this reason, most countries with sig-
proved since. Even in the absence of the problem of nificant investmentabroadhave abandonedthe source

asymmetricinformation, importantaspects of the pre- principle, at least so far as their own residents are

sent system of taxing internationalinvestmentincome concerned, replacing it by some sort of residenceprin-
are conceptually untenable, as I shall discuss later ciple, under which all income accruing to residents,
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irrespective of its source, is subject to tax, at least in These problems largely arise from the widespread ac-

theory. ceptance of the fiscal myth (Rotterdam, 1979, at

As capital importers, however, even residence-princi- 251) that everysubsidiaryof a multinationalenterprise
ple countriesalmost invariablyapply the sourceprinci_ s a completely separate entity operating at arm's

ple to income derived by non-residents from sources length from its parent and other subsidiaries.That this

within their territory. More precisely, in line with the is a myth is obvious from the very existence of such

OECD Model Conventionmentionedearlier, the gen- enterprises. The essence of a multinational firm, its

eral pattern among developed countries is to give competitive edge as it were, is its ability to operate as

primary jurisdiction to the country of source with re- a single entity in world financial and technological
spect to taxes on the profits of subsidiariesof multina- markets, thus achieving higher net revenues from its

tional enterprisesand to the countryof residencewith operations as a whole than could be achieved under

respect to other capital income (such as dividends, separatemanagementon an arm's length basis (Caves,
royalties and interest) going to non-residents. 1982). To attempt, as most tax systems do - and as

recently codified by the OECD (1979) - to treat such

The latter aim is achieved as a rule by reciprocally intrafirm transactions as loans, managementfees, and

limiting through treaties the tax rates appliedby source
sales of intermediate products as if they took place

countries. As noted earlier, some source countries go
between independent, competitive firms flies in the

even further and completely exempt some payments
face of reality.

to non-residents (notably interest). Since one univer- Moreover, to expect tax administrators to construct
sal truth of tax policy is that it is much more difficult such a mythical world out of figures for which theyto tax capital income on receipt than by withholding must depend almost entirely on the firms they are
at source (Steuerle, 1982), and another is that interna- trying to tax is to expect too much. At best, the result
tional finance is fungible in the sense that the border- in developedcountries is to turn the taxation of multi-
line between interest, dividends, royalties and other national enterprises into a game of bargaining and
payments between components of the same firm is negotiation. At worst, the result in some developing
vague and shiftable (Brean, 1984), the practical result countries is to leave the amountof tax paid up to either
of this policy is often effectively to exempt interna- the conscience of the company or the arbitrary deci-
tional portfolio investmentincome from tax. Not onlY sion of the authorities. The fungibilityand complexity
are internationalcapital flows thus encouragedby tax- of internationalfinancialtransactionsvirtuallyguaran-ation, often beyond any conceivably efficient level tees that the true profits of any particular compo-from a world point of view, but investment abroad is nent of a multinationalfirm can never be discovered-
favored over investment at home, to the detriment of even if it were meaningful to seek such a goal, which
national welfare. Indeed, a strong inducement exists t s not.
to convert what may really be domestic income into
foreign income, thus subverting the income tax system Nor are the results of the present system of taxing
as a whole. Real investmentmay not leap around the international business more satisfactory in residence
world in response to tax differentials, but it is all too countries. In the first place, they too have the same

easy to create foreign subsidiaries and, with the help problemof attemptingto disentanglewhichprofits are

of friendly financial intermediaries, to rearrange the theirs to tax. If funds are borrowed by one firm in
books of firms operating internationally so as to countryA to be invested in another firm in country B,
minimize taxes. An international tax system that and both firms are owned by yet a third firm in country
places the main burden of taxing portfolio investment C, it is perfectly possible under existing rules for no

on the countries in which investors reside rather than tax to be paid anywhere even though the activity is
those in which they earn their money is a system that clearly a profitableone for those engagedin it. Indeed,
both encourages excessive international capital flows if the parent firm has its financing subsidiary in the
and undermines the domestic taxation of income in right country, it may even end up with a useful tax loss
general. on the transaction to offset against other taxable in-

come. Canadian tax practitioners, for example, have
The other side of the prevailing international tax long availed themselves of the friendly services of the
order, the primacy of source countres in taxing busi- Netherlands and the Netherlands Antilles to achieve
ness income, s not so subject to abuse, since, as al- such results. They are hardly unique in so doing, nor

ready mentioned, clearly source countries can and do is this Dutch treat (Brean, 1984) the only route
tax such income. Indeed, the reason for the ready available to tax minimizers.
acquiescsenceof capital-exportingcountries to source

primacy in this respect is probably less on grounds of One reaction in some capital-exporting countries to

principle, such as locationalneutralityor international the ingenuity of tax lawyers and accountantshas been
equity (Musgrave, 1987), than the simple reality that continualchanges in tax law in an attempt to limit such
the source country will in any case inevitably get first financial maneuvers through complex legislation on

crack at any profits. This is not to say, however, that controlled foreign corporations (Arnold, 1986), thin
it is by any means easy to tax foreign subsidiariesfairly capitalizationrules and other limits on interest deduc-
or effectively. On the contrary, tax administratorsface tibility, and so on. Another reaction has been to urge
substantial problems in determining precisely what much more internationalexchange of tax information
profits are subject to tax. (OECD, 1987). The degree of success attained to date
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by such endeavors in either the nationalor the interna- a product of accidental circumstance than is often
tional sphere has been, at best, limited. thought, in someways it reflectsa lengthyevolutionary
Some capital-exporting countries, as already men- process begun in the 1920s under the auspices of the

tioned, concede primary jurisdictionover business in- League of Nations and carried through to fruition in

come to source countries simply by exempting such the last few decades under the aegis of the OECD

profits from tax. A common rationale for this ap- (1977). It also has the strong support of most govern-

proach is to enable business to compete on a level ments, business firms, and tax practitioners.Nonethe-

playing field with its foreign competitors, in the sense less, as I have already suggested - and developed
that source-countryfirms operatingin any countrywill elsewhereat greater length (Sato and Bird, 1975; Bird,
be subject only to the taxes of that country. (This is 1986a; Bird, 1987) - the present treatment of intrna-

sometimes called capital-importneutrality.) tional capital flows is inefficient and inequitable, al-
most irrespective of how one defines those words.

The problems with this rationale are twofold (Mus-
grave, 1969). In the first place, the result is obviously
to encourage investment in low-tax countries, an out- TOWARDSA NEW ORDER

come which, especiallyin view of the ready availability
of tax havens, does not obviously accord with either Yes, we must, indeed, all hang togetheror,

world or national interests. Secondly, exemption
most assuredly, we shall all hang separately

favors investment abroad relative to investment at Benjamin Franklin

home, a result which is even more clearly inconsistent
with maximizing national well-being. A policy which These deficiencies might be resolved either unilater-

is neithernationallynor internationallyefficientwould ally or multilaterally.Any one country, faced with the

seem to have little going for it. The continued exist- difficultyofcontaininginternationaltax avoidanceand

ence of exemption systems in countries such as the the dubious national benefits of excessive capital out-

1 Netherlands, France, and to a considerable extent flow, might, for example, take the extreme path of

Canada, provides strong evidence, however, of the imposing full exchange controls. In the unlikely event

continuing strength of the modern mercantilist doc- that such controls could be made fully effective, the

trine that it is, for reasons economistsfind rather mys-
connection between international and domestic tax

tifying,better to exportcapital than to use it at home. policy will have been severed, and the tax system can

be determined solely in accordance with domestic
In the more common case where capital-exporting needs. The economicprice that must be paid to attain
countries follow the residence principle, source-coun- such peace of mind for tax administrators seems too

try primacy in the taxation of business income is at- high, however, for countries to choose this isolationist
tained in two stages. The first, and more important, path.
step is by deferring any attempt to impose tax until At the otherextreme,countriesalwayshave the attrac-
profits are actually repatriated. The second step is by tive option of doing nothing. Over time, the effective
crediting against any tax due on repatriation the taxes rate of taxation on internationalbusiness is then likely
already paid to the source country, generally both to fall to the level of the least common denominator
taxes withheldon dividendsand the underlyingforeign among the various countries competing for such in-
corporate tax. vestmentwhich means, in practice, somethingclose to

Deferral, like exemption, clearly encourages invest- zero. (Indeed, a country foreseeing this outcome

nent abroad relative to investnent at home, which might even decide to anticipate it and deliberatelyturn

has to pay tax at once. Indeed, deferral rnakes even itself into a tax haven to forestall the competition.Tax
less sense than exemptionsince by discouragingrepat- haven countries, however, as distinct from a few
riation it makes it even less likely that the country of lawyers and accountants, derive few noticeable bene-
residence will get much benefit from investment fits from the services they provide.)
abroad (Hartman, 1977). Even the creditingof foreign This prospect perhapsbe applaudedby those who
taxes, while more understandablethan deferralinboth may

equity and (if on a current rather than deferred basis)
think that business taxes are so economicallydamaging

world efficiencyterms, can only dubiouslybe extended
that the sooner they disappear the better (Walters,

to the corporation taxes paid in the source country. 1987). This extreme view, however, ignores the essen-

Such indirect foreign tax credits are clearly incom-
tial role that corporate taxes play both as a backstop

patible with the basic tenet underlying the determina-
for personal taxes and as the principalmeansofcollect-

tion of taxable profits (Musgrave, 1984). Either sub- ng revenue from the economicallymost efficient tax

sidiariesand parentsare completelyindependentcom- base, economic rent (Broadway, Bruce and Mintz,

panies, or they are not. A system that simultaneously 1982). Corporate taxes could doubtless perform these
tasks more efficiently than at present, but abolishingmakes these two incompatible assumptions is as illog- them completely would hamper rather than facilitate

ical in structure as its results are undesirable in prac- mportant aims of public policy. Moreover, corporatetice.
taxes are also the principal means by which the public

The present international tax system, if such it may sectors of host and home countries divide their share
be called, is of course far more complexand variegated of the profits of foreign investment (Musgrave, 1987).
than can be indicated here. Moreover,although more Reducing the public share of such profits to nil seems
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a rather drastic way to resolve any differencesof opin- notably in Latin America, have long strongly advo-
ion as to who should get how much. Business taxation cated the source basis (Atchabahian,1975), it is wrong
is too critical to be allowed to wither away without a to assume that all developing countries are low-tax

struggle. countries (Modi, 1987) or that, especially where

Settingaside the extremesof isolationismand acquies- foreign investment is concerned, all low-tax countries
are developingcountries (Alworth, 1987). As I noted

cence, there remain several routes that might be pur- earlier, many developedcountries levy low or no taxes
sued unilaterallyby countriesconcernedwith interna- capital incomepaid to foreigners-and, by doing,tional taxation. A radical solutionwouldbe to replace

on so

the corporate income tax by a substantially revised encourage foreigners, including those in developing
countries, to invest in such countries. The interests of

business tax. The investment distortion arising from developing countries would indeed be served if such
the de facto exemption of much internationalcapital developed countries, some of which are already sup-income would obviously be removed if most domestic posedly on a source basis, actually taxed all incomeon
capital income were similarly freed from tax by capital arising in their jurisdiction, although it seems
exempting interest and dividends from tax, allowing unlikely that this is what most advocatesof the source
the full deduction of all business purchases, and disal- principle have in mind.
lowing the deduction of interest expense.

Such a consumption-based business tax has been Since the taxation of most direct investmentincome is

urged as more efficient, more equitable, and easier to already really on a source basis in most countries, the
administer than the conventional business income tax main effect of a change to the source principle in

(Boadway, Bruce, and Mintz, 1982). In addition, al- capital-exportingcountries would be to eliminate the

though the effects of such a drastic change in any complex foreign tax credit provisions, thus freeing
country on domesticand foreign investmentare by no from a little additional tax the unhappy few caught in

means obvious, since eliminating the interest deduc- their toils. Such simplification would not necessarily
tion would raise the marginal tax rate on debt-financed be efficientin eitherworldor national terms, however.

portfolio investment abroad from less than zero to Just as the optimal tax rate for foreign investment

zero, the existing tax inducement to excessive interna- from a national point of view is an exceedingly com-

tionalcapital flows shouldbe reduced (McLure,1987). plex question for both large (Hartman, 1985b) and

A move to a consumption-based rather than an in- small (Gersovitz, 1987) capital-importers, so the ap-
come-based business tax is too important to be deter- propriate tax treatmentofdomesticinvestmentabroad
mined on international grounds alone, however, and is far from clear for capital-exporters also (compare
the viability of introducing a consumption-basedsys- Musgrave,1969, Hartman,1980, and Alworth,1985).
tem in one country in an income tax world remains to

Residence countries, such as the United States andbe seen.
Japan, are in any case unlikely to change to the source

A less radical alternative that to some extent achieves basis. An alternative way for such countries to cope
the same internationalbenefits would be to move to a unilaterallywith some of the problems in taxing inter-
source rather than a residence basis for taxing capital national incomewouldsimplybe to eliminatedeferral.
income. Such a move has been urged for two quite Deferringtaxes until income is repatriatedis, as I have
different reasons. One reason is to reduce tax evason mentioned, equivalent to an exemption system with a

by international portfolio capital income, and espe- bias against repatriation. It is clearly not the best pos-
cially by domestic income masquerading as interna- sible system from the point of view of maximizing
tional income, by giving primaryjurisdiction to source national welfare (Hartman, 1977). For this reason,
countres, which can effectively tax such income New Zealand (1987) has recently proposed to tax the
through withholding, rather than to residence coun- profits of foreign subsidiaries of New Zealand com-

tries, which cannot (Karzon, 1983). The other reason panies currently as earned, while allowing full credit
is to remove the impediment to international invest- for taxes paid to the source country (both corporation
ment created by the imperfect crediting of foreign and withholdingtaxes) up to the limit of the taxes due
taxes in residence-based systems (Vogel, 1987). The on the income in New Zealand. This is basically how
first of these reasons is, as I have alreadynoted, quite foreign branches are already taxed in most countries.
legitimate. The second, however, given the impor- From the point of view of both world efficiency and
tance of deferral and the ease of reducing tax burdens tax principle, this approach seems correct (Sato and
on international income by such methods as the judi- Bird, 1975). Moreover, it has the substantial advan-
cious use of financing subsidiaries, seems greatly tage of reducing the presentstrong incentives to adjust
exaggerated. (For similar reasons, the much-discussed the financial structures of subsidiaries in order to

problem of tax sparing, or the cancelling out of tax minimize taxes (Alworth, 1985). On the other hand,
concessions granted in poor countries by the foreign international tax policy is not made in a political or

tax credit systems of rich countries, is much less of a international vacuum, and it remains to be seen

problem in practice than some seem to think.) whether the strong opposition of New Zealand-based

In any case, the merits or demerits of the surce prin-
multinationalsto this system (on the grounds that they

ciple must not be confused with the desirability or
have to compete with more favored firms from other

otherwise of increasing foreign investment in develop- countries) can be overcome.

ing countries. Although some developing countries, Short of eliminatingdeferralcompletely,an increasing
1988 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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number of countries have already done so for those attainable only through better internationalco-opera-
foreign operations which are considered to be largely tion. It is also difficult to avoid being pessimisticabout
motivated by the desire to shelter income that would the chance of success in such co-operativeendeavors,
otherwisebe subject to domestictaxation. Most major unless perhaps one is willing to make the excessively
capital-exporting countries now have some form of naive assumption (Mueller, 1979) that governments
anti-tax haven legislation (Arnold, 1986). Such always act as disinterested maximizers of social wel-
legislation is invariablycomplexand generallnotvery fare. Nevertheless, it is obviously important to deter-
effective. Nonetheless, it may serve a useful function mine the minimal level of agreement that will both let
both in protecting the revenueby raising the real costs countries do what they want in the tax field to the
of such international tax avoidance (in terms of the extent possible and at the same time remove the pre-
need to hire still more accountants and lawyers) and sent distortionaryset of tax impedimentsand induce-
in making clearer what is, and what is not, considered ments to internationalcapital movements.
to be an acceptablebusinesspractice in the eyes of the Those who have considered these questions havelaw.

sometimes, however, asked for too much. Some have
Much the same purpose is served by such other possi- argued, for instance, that what is neededis no less than
ble unilateral defenses as thin capitalization limits a truly international tax system, probably adminis-
on interest deductibility (as in Canada) or arbitrary tered by some United Nations agency (Tinbergen,
allocationsof expensesbetweendifferentjurisdictions 1976; Steinberg and Yager, 1978). Others have
on the basis of factors such as the ratio of book values suggested that to attain economicallysatisfactoryout-
of assets (as in the UnitedStates). Such measures, like comes (whether in the world as a whole or within an
tax haven legislation,are inevitablyboth arbitraryand economc union), countries must adopt substantially
not all that effective. Nevertheless, they may at times the same tax system (Commission, 1980). Indeed,
be useful, even essential, in ensuring that both capital- some American writers have come suspiciously close
importers and capital-exporters secure a reasonable to saying that the system that should be adopted is the
share of the gains from foreign investment. Even American system (Kingson, 1981). Still others have
source-principlecountries need such rules to act as a urged increased information exchange among coun-
check on the allocation of expenses between jurisdic- tries and even the creation of a sort of international
tions - unless, of course, they are prepared to accept tax police - Intertax! (Surr, 1966).
as gospel truth whatever taxpayers tell them.

The world tax system approach too utopianseems
Faced with the impossibility of verifying the income in its idealizationof the imperfectpolitical instruments
and expense attributionsof multinationalfirms, some called governments, let alone those even more imper-
subordinate jurisdictions in the United States have fect instruments of governments called international
taken the logical next step in this process by applying institutions, to be worth furtherdiscussionhere. There
a formula allocation approach to internationalopera- is no explicit internationallyredistributive tax system,
tions. The worldwide profits of a firm are allocated and there is not likely to be one soon.
between the jurisdictions in which it operates in pro- Nonetheless, it is important to realize that of theportion to such measurable factors as capital assets,

one

payrolls, and sales (McLure, 1984). Such formulae major effects of the existing set of mperfect national

have long been accepted as the only workable way of rules is precisely that they distribute the income from

dividing the tax base within countrieswith subnational international investment to different countries in a

taxes on business income such as Canada, the United particular fashion (Musgrave, 1972). Those who want

States, Japan, Switzerland and West Germany (Bird to lower taxes on capital income may think the most

and Brean, 1986). mportantquestion about taxes is what share of profits
s taken by the public sector and that the main prob-

Nonetheless, the internationaluproar against this so- lems arise when taxes are too high, regardless of who
called unitary system subsequently induced most gets them. Those who want more effective income
Americanstates to retreat. Contrary to what many tax taxes in any country may equally think that the main
practitioners seem to think, however, this episode il- international tax problem is to ensure that the total
lustrates not the inadequacy of the worldwide alloca- taxes levied on incomes of a particular size are the
tion approach but rather the non-viability of any ap- same regardless of the source of the income. They are

proach increasing taxes on internationallymobile cap- consequentlymore concerned about internationalun-
ital that is applied in only a few jurisdictions (Brean dertaxationthan overtaxation.Both these views, how-
and Bird, 1986). The moral of the unitary story is not ever, neglect unduly the main practical function of
that the present system is in any sense better or more international tax rules, namely, the division of the tax
workable. It demonstrably is not (Bird, 1986). The take between source and residence countries.
moral is rather that no substantial improvement can

be expected in the international tax order so long as Despite the emphasis commonlyplaced on increasing
countries (let alone parts of countries) act on their informationexchange as the key to salvaging the exist-

own. ing internationaltax system (OECD, 1987), the future
of this approach too does not seem too promising. One

Indeed, no matter from what perspective one ap- reason for this pessimism is simply that effective infor-
proaches international taxation it is difficult to avoid mation exchange itself requires a high degree of inter-
the conclusion that better outcomeswill ultimately be national co-operation. Hence, such schemes are sub-
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ject to the same constraint as the more utopian ap- come from the United States, conscious as it is of its
proach in that recalcitrance on the part of even one new role as the world's largest capital importer; or

significant country could render them unworkable. from Japan, the new giant ofworld capital markets;or

Moreover,even with the best will in the world, no one even from the European Community, in the not too
can endow most developingcountrieswith the consid- likely event that it can get its act togetherwith respect
erable expertise needed to make use of any informa- to the taxation of capital income (Bird, 1986b). It may
tion they might receive from other countries, whether also come from the developing countries (Oldman,
through treaties or some future multilateral clearing 1984) or some ofthe smallerdevelopedcountries (New
house. Most fundamentally, however, even perfect Zealand, 1987). The increasingly obvious failure of
informationunderstoodand acted upon by perfect tax the presentsystemmakes it likely that someone,some-

officials would not rectify the basic mismatchbetween where will start the ball of reform rolling within the
the underlyingpremiseof the present internationaltax next decade or so.

system - that all firms operating internationally are

independentof one another and operate in a perfectly
As to where exactly that ball will stop, however, only
time will tell. Reform of the taxation of internationalcompetitive environment- and the reality of interna-

tional business. Indeed, the main thing the tax admin- portfolio investment, although more needed by most
criteria than that of direct investment, seems likely toistration of a country would learn if it had full access

to the tax files of other countries is that they too do prove more difficult. Direct foreign investment is visi-

not really know what the proper tax base is for firms ble, and often resented by significant political groups

operating across national boundaries.
in both sending and receiving countries. Measures to
ensure that such firms pay their fair share of taxes

The harmonization approach rnentioned above, thus may have some chance of success. International
when interpreted as it sometime is to mean that taxes financial flows, however, are virtually invisible, often
must be virtually the same in all countries is logically consisting of no more than a bookkeeping entry in a

incorrect, as I have shown elsewhere (Bird, 1986b). computer somewhere. Moreover, the non-taxationof
When more correctly interpreted in terms of optimiz- such flows is politicallypopularwith three powerful (if
ingpolicy instruments so as best to achieve different unspoken) allies: businessenterprisesseekingcheaper
policy objectives (Dosser, 1967), it too suffers, like the capital, the financial institutions that run the system,
utopian approach, from postulating an unattainable and the increasingly large group of tax minimizers

degree of international agreement. Nonetheless, it is (evaders or avoiders, as the legal nicety may be) who

probably along these lines, if at all, that the salvation supply much of the money. Change will not come

of international taxation lies. Circumstances will in easily, or soon, in the face of such opposition. But it

any case force countriesgraduallyto approximatetheir must, in the end, occur- perhapsthrough a reassertion
tax rules (if not necessarily rates) in order to achieve of the source principle - if anything like the present
more acceptable policy outcomes. The question is income tax is to continue to exist in this increasingly
whether by working together the results will be better integrated world.
for all concerned than by leaving the outcome entirely As for the taxation of direct investment, in my view
up to the market. As I have already suggested, unless any viable new international tax order must to a large
one favors the complete demise of income taxes - as extent rest on precisely the unitary or worldwide allo-
of course some do - the answer seems clear. cation approach that has been so vilified over the last

decade. As every country which has seriously attemp-The fundamental aims in taxing international income ted to cope with its international tax problems has
flows are three: to allocate tax revenuesbetweenjuris- discovered, there is no effectiveway to deal with manydictions in a way recognizedby each as fair (Musgrave ntercountryallocationproblemsexcept throughsome
and Musgrave, 1972); to neither encourage nor dis-

type of formula apportionmentof the tax base. What
courage international capital flows; and to enable is needed to avoiddistortionand to make such a systemcountries, within reason, to impose the domestic tax viable is primarily agreement on the formula by all
system of their choice. The present international tax parties concerned. The present formula of separateorder does not succeedwell at any of these objectives. entity arm's length pricing has, as one of its
It produces what all would accept as fair results only originators, Stanley Surrey (1978) urged more than a
in exceptional circumstances (of equal flows between decade ago, by now received a fair test. It has also, as
countrieswith similar tax systems); it both discourages he recognized might well turn out to be the case,and especially encourages capital flows of various clearly failed that test. Increasingly, this approach has
sorts, thus biasing the internationalallocationof capi- had to be supplanted by separately devised formulae
tal and making the world a poorer place; and it inevit- for specific expense items such as interest or research
ably undermines the viability of domestic tax systems. and development expenses and by arbitrary cost-
It is clearly time for a change. plus and similar adjustments to intrafirm transac-
The precise nature of the needed change, however, tions. Such haphazard methods will produce fair, ac-

can only be worked out by the interestedparties over ceptable, and efficient results only by chance. As this
a long period of time throughcontinued, and no doubt truth becomes more widely recognized the discussion
painful, negotiations in some appropriate interna- of how to go about taxing internationalincome may at
tional forum. The lead in launching this needed re- last leave the sterile realm of trying to quantify non-

thinking of international taxation may conceivably existent arm's length prices. In the international as
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in the nationalcontext, the fiscal myth that the compo- osser, D. (1966) Economic Analysis of Fiscal Harmoni-
nent parts of a multiunit firm are separate and inde- zation, in C.S. Shoup, ed., Fiscal Harmonization in

pendent has long outlived its usefulness. A central Common Markets (New York: Columbia University
element of any new internationaltax order will almost Press), vol. 1.-

certainly be a move to an agreed formula basis for Gersovitz, M. (1987) The Effects of Domestic Taxes on

allocating tax base among jurisdictions. To work out Foreign Private Investment, in D. Newbery and N.
the exact nature of such a formula, let alone to secure Stern, eds., The Theory of Taxation for Developing
agreement on adequate source taxation of portfolio Countries (New York: Published for the World Bank by
income, will clearly be no small task. Until that task Oxford University Press).
has at least been begun, however, I am afraid that, for Hartman, D.G. (1977) Deferral of Taxes on Foreignbetter or worse, the future of international income Source Income, National Tax Journal, 30: 457-62.
taxation, and indeed of the income tax itself, looks far
from bright. Hartman, D.G. (1980) The Effects of Taxing Foreign In-

vestment Income,Journalof PublicEconomics, 13: 213-
30.
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The Debt-EquityConversionProgramme:
A Follow Up
By Antonio Mendes

(a) the investment registration will be equal to the
Mr. Mendes is a partner in the Law Offices of Pinheiro Neto- face value of the obligations less the discount to be
Advogados, So Paulo, Brazil. determinedby the Central Bank;

(b) the Central Bank will establish the discounton the
basis of the auctions to which the conversions of

The February 1988 issue of the Bulletin contained an
Debt RenegotiationFunds are subject; and

article discussing the Brazilian rules on debt-equity (c) the difference between the face value of the con-

conversion.1 Since that article was prepared several verted obligations and the amount of the invest-

developmentshave occurred: ment registrationcorrespondingto the discount (if
capitalized) will be treated as Brazilian capital.

1. ResolutionNo. 1416 was replacedby CentralBank
Resolution No. 1460 of 1 February 1988; Once a conversionunder Art. 10 is made, the investor

may receive a cruzado amountgreaterthan the equiva-
2. On 18 March 1988, the Central Bank entered into lent of the face value of the convertedobligation, less
a Convnio (Agreement) with the Rio de Janeiro the discount.5 If so, the foreign investor will be
Stock Exchange (Bolsa de Valores do Rio de Janeiro penalizedbecause the investorwill have Braziliancur-

BVRJ), the So Paulo Stock Exchange (Bolsa de when capitalizingthe proceeds from the-

rency conver-

Valoresde So Paulo- BOVESPA)and the Securities sion, i.e. Brazilian capital that is not registered for
Commission (Comisso de Valores Mobilirios -

purposes of future repatriation or profit remittances.
CVM), establishing the rules for the auctions applica- This capital is known as contaminatedcapital. It is
ble to certain debt conversions; and neither fair nor reasonable for an investment made

3. On that same date, the Central Bank issued Circu- according to rules promulgated by the Central Bank

lars Nos. 1302 and 1303, which supplement the rules itself to result in contaminatedcapital. The rules of the

of Resolution No. 1460. former Resolution No. 1416 were more reasonable
because they simply established that the foreign cur-

This article reports on these 3 developments. rency registration would be made at the face value of
the converted obligations less the discount. Art. 10 of

I. RESOLUTIONNO. 1460 ResolutionNo. 1460 should be reassessedby the Cen-
tral Bank.

Resolution No. 1460 contains regulations for the con- Resolution No. 1460 makes it clear that 432/230 De-
version programme.2 The regulations are simple and posits derived from the public sector can only be con-

objective in nature. The most important amendment verted into public sector investments.
introduced by Resolution No. 1460 (an expected
change) is abolition of 2 conditionscontained in Reso- Any company taking advantageof the debt conversion

lution No. 1416, i.e. (i) that the original creditorof the programme must deposit with the Central Bank the

amountbeing convertedformallyagree to the required amounts of any transferson account of repatriationof

contractual provisions to be included in the foreign capital or remittance of capital gains (up to the con-

debt restructuring agreements to permit issuance of verted amount).6
securites by Brazil and implementationof the debt- Conversion proposals submitted to the Central Bank
equity conversion programme; and (ii) that the origi- before 20 July 1987 remain subject to the rules of
nal creditor of the amount being converted acquire Central Bank CircularLetter No. 1125 of 9 November
such securities.3 This amendment will foster the suc- 1984. However, beginning 1 February 1988, im-
cess of the conversionprogrammewhich would other-
wise be hampered by compliance difficulties because

foreign creditors already voiced strenuous objections 1. See Mendes, A., The Debt-Equity Conversion Programme, 42

to these conditions. Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation2 (1988) at 75.
2. The same credits are eligible for conversion, i.e. Debt Renegotiation

One of the new regulations, however, provokes con- Funds, Unmatured Public Sector Debt, Unmatured Private Sector Debt

siderable concern. Art. 10 deals with conversionsout- and 4321230 Deposits. For a definition of these terms see footnote 1.

side the auction system (Unmatured Public Sector 3. See footnote 1.

Debt; Unmatured Private Sector Debt; and 432/230
4 Id.

Deposits).4 It provides that:
5. Id at 76.
6. Conditions for deposit are to be established by the Central Bank.
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plementation of the proposals must comply with the stock exchange as well as the deadline for delivery of
following deadlines: such documentation. The current requirements are

(a) 75 days for confirmationof the proposalsand satis- found in Circular No. 1302 and non-compliancewill
faction of the Central Bank requirements; result in a fine of0.1% ofthe amountofthe transaction

(b) 90 days for the Central Bank to reply; and as well as suspension of a brokerage company's right
(c) 180 days for the withdrawalof the funds. to participate in 6 subsequentauctions. The brokerage

company may charge this fine to the client if the client
caused the default.

II. AGREEMENT- AUCTIONRULES

A. Place of auction III. CIRCULARNO. 1302

The auctions will be alternatelyheld in Rio de Janeiro
and So Paulo on the premises of the respective stock Circular No. 1302 establishes the basic rules for con-

exchanges. The first auction will be held in Rio de versions subject to the auction system. The text of the

Janeiro. Circular repeats some of the rules of the Agreement.

B. Call notice A. Documentationfor conversion- deadlines

The auctions will be called by means of notices pub- The documents to be submitted to the Central Bank

lished in the Official Gazette of the Federal Executive for auction conversions are as follows:

and in other leading newspapersat least 5 days before 1. Up to 12:00 noon on the businessday following the
the first auction and at least 10 days prior to all sub- date of the auction: notice from the stock exchange to
sequent auctions. the Central Bank, specifying the winning bids and

forwarding information supplied by the brokerage
C. Amount to be auctioned company which identifies the investment corre-

sponding to each bid.
Before each auction, the Central Bank will establish: 2. Within 2 business days of the auction: notice to the
(a) the amount of the net discount debt to be con- nvestor authorizing immediate blocking of the con-

verted, i.e. the amount of debt eligible for conver- verted deposits and debit of the discount.
sion less the discount that may be obtained at the
auction; 3. Within 10 business days of the auction: submission

(b) the standard lot of bids; of the requireddocumentationto the CentralBank for

(c) the minimum discount rate, if the Central Bank examination of the application for conversion.
decides to apply such a discount rate; and

(d) the order in which the auctions are to be held, B. Disqualificationaccording to the area of investmentof funds (Cir-
cular No. 1302, item 2). Failure to submit the necessary documents before the

established deadlines will result in automatic disqual-
ification of the bids, without prejudice to impositionD. Participation in auction
of the 0.1% fine (see above).

Any individual or legal entity may participate in an

auction if represented by a Brazilian brokerage com-

pany, regardlessof whether the brokeragecompany is C. Rejection of application for investment

a current member of the stock exchange organizing The CentralBank may reject an applicationfor invest-
the auction. It is sufficient if the brokerage companY ment if the project is incompatible with applicable
previously qualified under the rules of the relevant rules or if its field of activity is inappropriate. In reach-
stock exchange. ing its decision, the Bank will take into account rules

which govern the registration of foreign investments
E. Costs as previouslyadopted by the Central Bank and now in

effect. However, there are doubts as to the Central
The costs of the aucton are as follows: Bank's position regardingcertain types ofactivity (e.g.
(a) brokerage fees are to be charged by the brokerage real estate investments).An interestedinvestorshould

company, i.e. 0.15% of the amount of the transac- take the precaution of examining this aspect of its
tion; and investment project before participating in the auc-

(b) fees are to be paid by the brokerage company to tions. If an application for investment is rejected, the
the stock exchange which organizes the auction, Central Bank will release the relevant deposits and
i.e. 0.015% of the amount of the transaction. annul the debit of the discount. In these cases, the

0.1% fine will not be imposed.
F. Documentationfor conversion

D. Withdrawalof funds
The Central Bank will specify the documentation to

be deliveredby the brokeragecompany to the relevant The investor must withdraw the net amount of the
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funds, less the respectivediscounts, within a period of change information which identifies their clients
30 days of the authorization for conversion. If the and the proposed investments. Failure to comply
funds are not withdrawn within this time period, the with this rule will result in the above-mentioned
right to conversionwill automaticallylapse. The funds 0.1% penalty and suspensionfrom participationin
must be withdrawn through a bank authorized to deal 6 subsequent auctions.
in foreign exchange (in the respective currency) by
applying the exchange rate for onlending.

V. CIRCULARNO. 1303

E. Hedging Circular No. 1303 sets forth the rules which apply to
The funds of an authorized conversion can be depo- debt conversions not subject to the auction system,
sited in foreign currency with the Central Bank under i.e. Private Unmatured Debt, Public Unmatured
the following conditions: Debt and 432/230 Deposits. The proceeds from

1. The deposits will not earn any interest;
these conversions will be invested as follows:

in payment of the capital of new companies;-

2. The deposits may be made once within 30 days of - in increases of the capital of existing companies;
the date of the authorizationfor conversionor the date in purchases of corporate interests; and.

-

of capitalization; - in Foreign Capital Conversion Funds.

3. The withdrawal of the funds will follow a time The funds of 432/230 Deposits will be released in full
schedule established by the Central Bank and the de- without any discount. The releaseswill be made in the

posit of uncapitalized funds can only be made for order in which the proposals were submitted as from

capitalizationof such funds; and 18 March 1988, within the monthlyceilings to be estab-
lished by the Central Bank. The funds are to be with-

4. These deposits must comply with the rules of Cen- drawn within 30 days of authorizationunder penaltytral Bank Circular No. 349 of 23 June 1977 which
of automatic lapse of the conversion right.

governs the mechanics of voluntary deposits with the
Central Bank. The investmentmust be registered in the face value of

the converteddebt, less the amount mentionedbelow,
whichever is greater:IV. REGULATIONSATTACHED TO CIRCULAR the discount negotiated between the interested-

NO. 1302 parties; or
-

The regulations establish the rules for the conversion
the discount established by the Central Bank on

the basis of the weighted average of the winningauctions. The winning bids are those which offer the bids of each auction, i.e. the general auction and
highest discount rates. The discount rates will be an- the auction for areas enjoying incentives. This dis-
nounced by the auction director at variationsof 0.5%.
The brokeragecompanyshouldbid the amountsofnet

count will be established after each auction and
will remain in effect until the business day preced-dollars, less the discount, that it wishes to acquire at ing the date of each auction.8

the respective rate. The bids made at the auction shall
new

be considered firm bids and cannot be withdrawn. The problem already discussed in connection with
When the total bids exceed the quantity offered at a Resolution No. 1460/88, i.e. the possibility of having
given rate, the rate will be increased and the auction an unregistered investment (national capital) if the
director will announce the change.7 capitalized sum is greater than the face value less the

discount determinedby the Central Bank is also rele-
The auction will be closed when the sum of bids at a

new rate is equal to or does not reach the total quantity
vant in this context. Interested investors should take

offered. The procedure for allocation of the funds is
care to avoid this situation.

as follows: The public sector debt can only be converted into
first to the bids at the highest discount rate; investment in the public sector but not necessarily in-

the balancewill be apportionedamong the broker- the debtor company. The investment can be made in-

age companies which bid for the next lowest rate, any other public sector company.9
in proportion to such bids;
if the brokerage company is not interested in the-

The first 2 auctions were held on 29 March and 28 April 1988. On
amount allocated to it in the apportionment,it can each occasion, USS 150,000,000 were auctioned, i.e. USS 75,000,000 for

irrevocably waive its lot. This lot will then be ap- general auction and USS 75,000,000 for investments in areas enjoying
portioned again among the remaining brokerage incentives. The discount prevailing in the first auction was basically 27%

companies qualifying for this apportionment; for conversions for general use and 10.5% for incentives. The discount

at the end of the auction, the organizing stock was
-

prevailing in the second auction basically 32% for conversions for
use

exchange will issue a declaration to the Central general and 15% for incentives.
8. After the first 2 auctions (see footnote 7), the Central Bank estab-

Bank and the brokeragecompanies specifying the lished the following discounts for conversions for general use and for

lots acquired and the discount rates; incentiveareas, respectively:26.99% and 10.5% after the first auction, and

before 12:00 noon on the business day following-

31.98% and 15% after the second auction.

the date of the auction, the brokerage companies
9. Transactions of onlending of loans under Central Bank Resolution
No 63 of 21 August 1967 in favourof public sector conpaniesare included

with winning bids must submit to the stock ex- in these rules.
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The proceeds from debt conversions under Circular - they involve symbolic exchange transactions;
No. 1303 can also be deposited in foreign currency

- registration is made at the full amount of the debt
with the Central Bank according to the system de- in foreigncurrencyand thus withoutany discount.
scribed above.

Medium and long-term debts not covered by Resolu- Finally, depositsmade at the CentralBank underCen-
tion No. 1460 (basically the so-called intercompany tral Bank ResolutionNo. 229 of 1 September1972 and
loans) continue to be subject to the procedures of Circular No. 600 of 22 January 1981 can be converted
Central Bank FIRCECommuniquNo. 28 of 10 April into investment in private or public sector companies
1978, as follows: at the investor'soption. These funds can then be with-

they require the prior approval of the Central drawn according to the rules which apply to this kind-

Bank; of deposit.
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SUMMARY OF VALUE ADDED TAX

IN CIAT MEMBER COUNTRIES

IN THE AMERICAS

By the Inter-American Center of Tax Administrators*

INTRODUCTION
Contents

The general sales tax has traditionallybeen the basis of indirect internal
INTRODUCTIONtaxation in the Americas. In a majorityof cases, indirect internal taxation

has been complementedby an extended system of stamp taxes on docu- 1. BASIC FEATURES OF VALUE
ADDED TAX IN CIAT MEMBER

ments, and specific taxes on the production and sale of certain goods COUNTRIES IN THE AMERICAS
(mainly alcohol and alcoholic beverages, tobacco, cigars and cigarettes,
gasolineand fuel oil, wine, beerand non-alcoholiccarbonatedbeverages).

2. SUMMARY OF VAT LEGISLATION
IN FORCE IN CIAT MEMBER

In the Americannations, the general sales tax was originallyof a cumula- COUNTRIES IN THE AMERICAS

tive or cascadenature even though there are cases of single-phasetaxes ARGENTINA

(frequently at the manufacturer or importer's level). However, in the BOLIVIA

mid-1960s, Colombia and Brazil adopted the value added tax system, BRAZIL
and from then on, the countries of the region have shown a clear trend CHILE
toward this form of taxation, which became well establishedby the 1970s,
when 11 countries transformed or initiated their system of levying taxes

COLOMBIA

on sales, based on the value added tax system (VAT). This trend has COSTA RICA

continued during the 1980s, when 6 countries adopted the VAT system: DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Guatemala and the Dominican Republic were the last to do so in 1983. ECUADOR

Meanwhile, Canada is currently studying a project to replace the existing GUATEMALA
federal tax, levied on manufacturers and importers, with a multi-phase, HAITI
VAT-type tax. Lastly, in Jamaica a proposal was submitted early in 1987
for the establishmentof a VAT-type, general tax on sales, as part of a tax HONDURAS

reform proposal which has not yet been implemented. MEXICO

It should be stated that the trend toward the establishmentof VAT in the NICARAGUA

American nations has been largely determined by the fiscal needs of PANAMA

governments and by the intrinsic advantages offered by this tax, such as PERU

ts elasticity and neutrality. In general terms, the vast bibliographyavail- URUGUAY
able on VATacknowledgesthese advantages,as well as certain limitations TABLE II
in the structure of the tax which may affect its management such as the General sales tax in CIAT Member
existence of tax exemptions and multiple tax rates. However, the pos- Countries in the Americas

sibilities offered by VAT for information crosscheck, and the special
systems adopted for the treatment of small businessmen and taxpayers,
have proven to be important features for the acceptance of this tax.

According to the information shown in Table I, by 30 June 1987, of the
27 CIAT membercountries, 19 (i.e. 70%) levied a general sales tax at the
national or federal level. One should bear in mind that the United States
does not have a federal tax on sales; instead, most states and the District
of Columbialevy such a tax, usually at the retaillevel.Likewise,Barbados
and Jamaica, which do not levy a general sales tax currently tax certain
services (Barbados) and the sale of specific goods at the retail level
(Jamaica), respectively. Lastly, El Salvador and Venezuela,which do not

levy a general sales tax, rely on broad systems of stamp taxes.

According to Table I, of the 19 countries which currently levy a general
sales tax, 16 apply a VAT-type tax. The remaining3 countries levy the tax * This article is printed with the express per-
at the manufacturerand importer levels. mission of the Executive Secretary of CIAT.
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. BASIC FEATURES OF VALUE ADDED TAX entirely by the constructioncompanies that engage in
IN CIAT MEMBER COUNTRIES IN THE their sale. Taking these facts into consideration,VAT
AMERICAS may be said to have a broad tax base, mainly in Argen-

tina, Bolivia, Chile, Mexico and Uruguay.
(a) In general terms, VAT is an importantcomponent (d) Nine countries have adopted single tax rate; 6of the current revenue collected by governments,

a

reaching levels as high as 20% in Costa Rica, 23% n apply a rate plus additional, differential rates, while
Brazil applies numerous tax rates, depending on the

Haiti, 25% in Brazil and Ecuador, 28% in Colombia,
30% in Argentina,40% in Uruguayand 50% in Chile. nature of the product.
This tax is not as importantin countries like Honduras, (e) The majority of countries require that the tax be

assessed and paid on a monthly basis. Among these,Panama and Mexico, where it ranges between 13 and
Argentina, Brazil, Dominican Republic, Mexico,15%.
Nicaragua and Peru require that an additional annual

(b) All countries levying VAT use the subtraction tax return be made, essentially for information pur-
system, i.e. they calculate it by determining the dif- poses. As a general rule, Colombiarequiresbimonthly
ference between the tax on sales and the tax on pur- payments, while Uruguay requires that monthly pay-
chases during the assessmentperiod. ments be made in advance and that returns be pre-

pared every 3 or 6 months, dependingon the case, plus
(c) Only Brazil levies VAT exclusively on operations an annual tax return.

involving goods. The rest of the countries levy the tax
(f) Nearly country levies VAT generalon the transfer of goods and the renderingof services, every on a

although with different exemptions and restrictions. basis, including small businessmen and craftsmen.

In general,VATaffects the transferofmovablegoods, Nonetheless, Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Costa

although in 1987, Chile broadenedthe scope of this tax Rica, Ecuador, Mexico and Peru give said taxpayers
to include the sale of buildings (real property) built special or simplified treatment. In Nicaragua, some

Table I

General sales tax in CIAT member countries in the Americas

Countries Nogeneral General sales tax Comments

sales tax VAT type Othertypes
All stages General rate Single stage General rate

Argentina X 18
Barbados X 5% specific tax applied to hotel and

restaurantservices
Bermuda X
Bolivia X 10
Brazil X Several Atthefederal level, IPI at a singlestage.

Atthestate level, ICM at all stages.
Canada X 12 Manufacturersand importers.
Chile X 20
Colombia X 10
Costa Rica X 10
DominicanRepublic X 6
Ecuador X 10
El Salvador X Broad systemof stamp taxes.
Guatemala X 7
Haiti X 10
Honduras X 5
Jamaica X Singestage tax on specificgoods

(retail sales taxes)
Mexico X 15
NetherlandsAntilles X

Nicaragua X 10
Panama X 5

Paraguay X At the manufacturers'level.
Peru X 10
Suriname X
Trinidad& Tobago X 10 Wholesalersand retailers

(purchasetax)
United States X Salesare taxed at the state level.

Uruguay X 21
Venezuela X
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taxpayerspay fixed monthly amount, and others are (a) The tax affects imports and the transfer of mov-

authorized to include VAT in the sales price while able goods at all stages of merchandising.VAT is also
certain small businessmen and craftsmen are exempt levied on work and labor performed either personally
from this tax altogether. Panama, for example, or through third parties, on one's own or on someone

exempts small businessmen and craftsmen from the else's real property, the making, constructionor man-

payment of VAT. ufacture of movable goods, and the acquisition of the

(g) To monitor compliance, Chile and Peru have es-
fruits of Nature, at the request of third parties.

tablished a system of periodic random drawings of The long list of final services taxed includes those
forms or invoices (tax lottery). Boliviaauthorizesindi- rendered by pubs, restaurants, dance halls, hotels,
vidual taxpayers to deduct from their personal income game rooms, public bath houses, swimming pools,
tax any VAT they may have paid, provided that they beauty parlors, parking lots, dry cleaners, water and
are the ultimate buyers of the taxed product. In electricity services, decorations and public entertain-
Guatemala, taxpayersmay lose part of their tax credit ment in general, as well as the leasing of movable
if they fail to submit timely tax returns. goods and real property for recreationalpurposes.

(h) In countries that have Tax Codes or similar tax (b) Exemptionscover the import of merchandiseand
laws, provisions relating to substantive, administra- items ofpersonaluse made by individuals,associations
tive, proceduraland criminal aspects of tax law are not and institutions, both secular and religious, who have
to be found in VAT legislation (such is the case with obtained tax exemption certificates. Also exempt are

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecua- operations carried out by persons who, during the
dor, Mexico, Peru and Uruguay). calendar year, simultaneously have a minimum

amount of capital, and a minimum volume of sales.
2. SUMMARY OF VAT LEGISLATIONIN Said minimum volume is subject to periodic revision.

FORCE IN CIAT MEMBER COUNTRIES IN Lastly, tax exemptionsare also extended to the sale of
THE AMERICAS crude oil products and petroleum gas, special paper

and cardboard, newspapers, books and periodicals in
The following is a summaryand broad overviewof the general, aircraft, shipsand a few othergoods identified
structure adopted by the different American nations by name.

which currently levy VAT. In this synthesis, we have
tried to identify the essential features which charac- Exports are taxed at the zero rate, and exporters can

terize current legislation in force in each country, such deduct any taxes paid in purchasinggoods and services

as the origin and structure of the tax, goods and/or from taxes stemming from their taxable operations. If
services subject to VAT, exemptions, rates, and the the above compensationcannot be carried out, or only
manner in which the tax is assessed and paid. partially so, the tax credit balance may be used to pay

other taxes, or the taxpayer may obtain a tax refund,
As pointed out earlier, in most countries,substantive, or be allowed to transfer his tax credit to other tax-
administrative, procedural and criminal aspects of payers.
VAT, plus applicable penalties for violations of VAT
legislation, are found in general tax laws (such as the (c) The general rate of taxation is 18%. A 50% reduc-

Tax Code) and, consequently, are not covered in this tion in tax is anticipated when dealing with taxable
operationsstemming from work done to real propertysummary. belongingto third parties,work done to one's own real

property and premises, or personal services rendered

ARGENTINA n connection with work done to real property, pro-
vided that said property is intended for housing.

Value added tax has been in force since 1 January 1975 The Executive Branch is empowered to reduce the
and its adoptionprompted the repeal of a single-phase general rate and to modify the list of tax-exempt
tax established in 1935. The tax has experienced im- goods, only with regard to personal items of mass

portantmodifications,the last ofwhichwas introduced consumption, or in order to avoid distortions arising
by Act 23,349, published in the Boletn Oficial (Offi- from the competitiveness of imported goods in the
cial Bulletin), dated 25 August 1986. It should be domestic market.
stated that, concurrently with this tax, there are a

With regard to investments in durable goods,number of Internal Taxes levied at the national appro-

level, mainly on the consumptionof tobacco, alcohol, priate tax credits will be calculated and spread over 3

alcoholic beverages, automobile coverings, fuel and consecutive annual installments.

lubricants, wine, toiletries, luxury goods, insurance, (d) The tax is managed by the General Directorateof
carbonated beverages and refreshments, syrups, ex- Taxation and must be assessed and paid on a monthly
tracts, photogiaphic items, outboard motors and hi-fi basis. In addition, taxpayersare required to file annual
audio equipment. Stamp taxes ares also applied at the information returns.
national level. Lastly, at the provincial level, cumula-
tive-type taxes are levied on gross income. Taxpayers are required to itemize the tax separately

on every sales invoice, except taxpayerswho sell goods
The basic features of VAT in force in Argentina are or render services for which the ultimate consumer is
the following: taxed.
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The law establishes the simplifiedsystem, for small payers who meet specific requirements (small tax-

taxpayerswho pay a fixed tax based on theirnet capital payers). Likewise, Supreme Decree 21642, dated 30
and the number of employees. Tax credit is included June 1987, established an Integrated Tax System,
in these taxpayers' tax return; however, they are not also transitory in nature, for individual taxpayerswho
permitted to include the tax in their sales invoices. own motorvehicleswhich providepublic, urban trans-

The amount of tax assessed is based on an annual tax portation services between provinces and depart-
return, requiring advance payment of 11 monthly in-

ments.

stallments. To offset the amount of tax assessed, tax- The main features of VAT are as follows:
payers may resort to their tax credit, which will cancel (a) VAT is levied on the sale of movable goods, ser-
out 70%, 25% or 45% of all taxes due, dependingon vice contractsand services in general, and on importedwhether the taxpayers' activities are centered on the goods.commercial,serviceor industrialsectors, respectively.
Among the taxpayers excluded from the simplified (b) Exemptions are limited to imported goods intro-

duced into Boliviaby membersof the diplomaticcorpssystem are exporters, those who perform work on and goods introduced by bona fide travellers (up to
someone else's real property, and corporations and $ 300).joint-stockcompanies.

Non-traditionalexports are exempt from this tax, and
The system is optional for taxpayers carrying out in-

exporters may deduct from their taxable income anydustrial activities. tax they may have paid for their purchases in the
domestic market, and for imported goods destined to
be incorporatedinto their exports. If it were not possi-BOLIVIA ble to realize this compensation, the tax credit due to
the exporter shall be paid to him by means of a credit

In 1957, Supreme Decree 4592 established a tax on note. Regarding tax exemptions, the guaranteespro-consumption, better known as the tax on sales and vided by the Law on Investments are fully acknow-
services. Said tax was a multiphase cumulative tax, ledged.selectively levied on goods and services, at rates of
10% for goods and 3% for services. (c) The tax rate is 10%.

The value added tax on the sale of goods has been (d) The tax is levied and paid on a monthly basis.
in force since 26 October 1973. The current tax struc- When the net sales price is less than 2 bolivianos (ap-
ture stems from Tax Reform Act 843, dated 20 May proximately USS 1), there is no obligation to issue an

1986, published in the Gaceta Oficial (Official invoice; however, taxpayers must keep a daily record

Gazette) dated 28 May 1986. This law extends the of these small, retail sales and issue the corresponding
scope of VAT to include services rendered; in addi- tax note at the end of each day, detailing the total
tion, tax exemptions have been repealed, and the tax amount of these sales, in order to determine the tax
rate set at 10%. due.

Notwithstanding VAT, a tax on transactions is (e) Invoicing should include VAT, i.e. VAT should
levied, at a rate of 1%, on gross income stemming be incorporatedinto the net price ofgoods and services
from the sale of goods, fees for services rendered, sold.
interest on loans, and every other type of activity,
whether or not for profit, regardless of who performs
the activity or service. BRAZIL

Likewise,notwithstandingthe law on value added tax,
the tax on specific consumption sets different tax Sales are currently subject to a value added tax at 2
rates on local sales and on the import of beer and different levels: at the federal level, there is the Im-
alcoholic beverages in general, cigarettes, cosmetics posto sobre Produtos Industrializados (IPI) (tax on

and perfume products, imported jewelry and precious manufactured goods); and at the state level, there is
stones. the Imposto sobre Circulao de Mercadorias

on
In addition, individual taxpayers and estates are sub- (ICM) (tax the circulation of merchandise).
ject to a 10% surtax on VAT, levied on monthly IPI was establishedby Act 4,502, dated 30 November
income from personal services, rent, interest, divi- 1964; said tax replaced the previous consumption
dends, royalties, profit-sharing in partnerships, and tax. ICM arose as a result of the distribution of re-

professional fees. Taxpayers may offset from the sur- sponsibility for tax matters set forth in Constitutional
tax levied all the VAT paid in purchasing goods and Amendment No. 18, dated 1 December 1965, and is
services. levied in accordancewith Act 5,172, dated 25 October

' 1966. Said tax replaced the tax on sales and consign-A transitory SimplifiedTax System was established
ments, a cumulative-typetax. The latter amendment

' through Supreme Decree 21521, dated 13 February also repealed stamp taxes.
1987. Said tax system has replaced VAT, the tax on

transactions, the surtax on VAT, and the tax on pre- Sixty-seven percent of the tax revenue generated by
sumptive business income, and affects individual tax- IPI is set aside for the Federal Government (Uniao),
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whereas the remaining 33% goes to the states and east and West Central regions and to the State of

municipalities (16% to the states and 17% to munici- Espiritu Santo is taxed at the rate of 9%. While ICM

palities). Meanwhile, 80% of the revenue generated is a state tax, insofar as managementand final destina-
by ICM goes to the states themselves, while the re- tion of the revenue are concerned, the tax is national
maining 20% goes to the municipalities within the in scope, by virtue of the uniformityof its regulations
state that collected the tax. ICM representsabout 90% and its fixed rates.
of all collections made by the states. On the other hand, the grantingof exemptions, incen-
It should be pointed out that, at the present time, the tives and fiscal benefits in general is subject to agree-
National ConstituentAssembly is studying a proposal ments with Federal Governmentauthorities.
to amend the Constitution, whose final approval
would include a substantial restructuring of the Na-
tional Tax System. CHILE
The basic features of IPI are:

In 1974, Decree-Law 825 established a tax on sales
(a) IPI affects goods producedby industrialmanufac- and services,which went into force on 1 March 1975,turers and other manufacturers comparable to the

thereby replacing the old, cumulative-typetax on sales
former, manufacturedgoodswhich have gone through and purchases.Customs, goods acquired through auction or bids for
manufactured goods declared lost or abandoned by The tax system is currentlystructuredon a dual basis:
the Secretariatof Federal Revenue. A product is con- (1) Value added tax, affecting goods and services in
sidered a manufacturedgood, if it is the result of any general.operation defined as such in the Regulations, even

though said operationsmight be incomplete,partialor (2) Special taxes on sales and services. Under this
intermediate. Services are taxed only when they con- heading, additional taxes have been levied on luxury
sist of operations to assemble, renovate, improve or items, such as color televisionsets and alcoholicbever-
refurbish manufacturedgoods. ages, as well as specific taxes on the sale of used cars,

the purchase of foreign exchange and various other
(b) There are various exemptions, relating mainly to
the type of product and to considerationsof a social, goods.
economic and political nature, which allow the manu- The main features of VAT are the following:
facturer to waive his right to the exemption. (a) Among other activities, VAT affects the sale of
Exports are exempt from IPI, while exports of man- goods by persons habitually engaged in this activity,
ufactured goods are also exempt from ICM. the import of goods (whethercarried out habituallyor

(c) To assess the amount of tax due, products are occasionally), capital contributions to corporations,
and other transfers of material movable goods, the

grouped in accordancewith the BrazilianMerchandise
sale of businesses and certain services, such the

Nomenclature, itself based on the Brussels Customs as

Nomenclature. Rates vary greatly, depending on the staging of public entertainmentevents, the leasing of

nature of the product (ranging from 4%, to 365% for movable goods and furnished housing, car parking
cigarettes). services, and the insurance premiums of insurance

cooperative associations.
(d) The tax is usually assessed and paid by means of

(b) Exemptionsare limited, and basicallyare reserved
a monthly tax return, which must be submitted to the for certain imports made by the state, few socially-bank branch where the taxpayer plans to pay the tax.

a

relevant, public services, passenger transportation
Every year, an additional tax return with economic companies, and television stations, subject to certain
and tax information is required. restrictions. Exports are subject to the zero rate.

The Secretariat of Federal Revenue, which manages (c) The general rate of VAT is 20%. Special taxes or

IPI, has entered into agreements with the states' tax surtaxes are 50% for luxury items in general, and
authorities to better coordinate the collection of both range between 15% and 30% for alcoholic beverages
taxes. and television sets. The tax on the sale of used cars is

Meanwhile, ICM affects all stages of merchandising, 0.5%, and 50% on the sale of foreign exchange.
including goods produced by commercial, industrial Likewise, there are various rates for specific items
and manufacturing plants, goods imported by the (e.g. gasoline).
owner of commercial, industrial or manufacturing
plants, and the supply of food, beverages, and other (d) VAT is managed by the Internal Tax Service and

goods to restaurants, bars, cafs and similar busines- assessed on a monthly basis by means of a tax return.

ses. Other items subject to ICMincludeservices incor- Payment of the tax is made through bank branches

porated into the cost of the product. General tax rates
authorized to act as collection agents. The law auth-

for intra-state transactionsare 17%, for interstate op-
orizes the Internal Tax Service to require the filing of

erations the rate is 12%, and 13% for exports. The monthly or yearly returns, the latter being summares '

movement of goods from states in the Southern and of monthly returns.

Southeasternregions to the states in the North, North- A simplified system of taxation applies to small
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businessmen, craftsmen and small service businesses, (d) The general tax rate is 10% of the total value of
who pay the tax on a monthly basis at a fixed rate set the commercial transaction. A rate of 35% is applied
according to the type of activity or taxpayer, taking to the import and production of goods deemed to be
into account such factors as the real or estimatedvol- luxury items, and a rate of 20% is applied to cars,
ume of sales or services, the turnover index, the value camping vehicles and motorcycles, within certain
of facilities, and other factors which indicate the vol- horsepowerlimits. Services are also taxed at the gener-
ume of businessoperations. Taxpayerscoveredby the al rate of 10%, with rates of 15% and 6% for insur-
system are entitled to tax credit, which they can use to ance, and domestic telegram and telephone services,
offset an equivalent amount of tax paid when making respectively.
their purchases, up to the limit of the fixed rate.

(e) The tax is managed by the General Directorateof
Taxpayersare required to issue sales invoicesof forms National Taxes, an agency of the Ministryof Finance
which have been duly stamped or authorized by the and Public Credit. Taxpayers must submit an annual
Internal Tax Service, on which the tax is itemized tax return; however, they must pay the tax bimonthly.
separately. Nonetheless, in certain cases, the Service A special system, known as the simplifiedsystem, is
may exempt taxpayers from complying with this re- available to small retailers who pay a fixed annual
quirement. amount established as a proportion of their income

In order to stimulate the issuanceof sales invoices and during the previous year, which small retailers can

proof-of-purchaseforms by taxpayers, periodic draw- offset against taxes paid when acquiring the goods
ings of said forms take place. they sell.

(e) Since 1 October 1987, construction activities are
As a rule, the tax is not itemizedseparatelyin the sales

subject to VAT; however, it is possible to recover invoice, unless the buyer happens to be liable for the

VAT paid when purchasing material movable goods paymentof the tax and wishes to have the tax itemized

or when obtaining services relating to building con- separately, in order to deduct all VAT paid in acquir-
struction. ing goods and services for his business.

COLOMBIA COSTA RICA

Originally established in 1963, the sales tax was, for a In 1975, the structure of the sales tax was changed
long time, a single-phase tax levied exclusivelyon im- to a value added tax, thereby replacing the single-
ports, the production of material movable goods and phase tax in force since 1967. Within the broad
the renderingof certain services. Decree3541 of 1983, framework of the Central American countries, all of
in force since 1 April 1984, extended coverage to in- whichbelong to the CentralAmericanCommonMar-
clude merchandising, adopting the form of a value ket, Costa Rica levies an additional tax, known as the
added tax (VAT). selective tax on consumption, affecting a large
The basic features of the existing tax system are as

number of products. A variable tax rate is applied,
follows: according to the product classification established by

the Uniform Central American Customs Nomencla-
(a) The tax is levied on all activities involving the ture (NAUCA).
transferof ownershipof materialmovablegoods, their

import and the rendering of specific services (social The main features of VAT are the following:
and sports clubs, car parking, photographic develop- (a) The tax affects all stages in the merchandisingof
ment and copying, repar services, internationaltrans- goods and imports, as well as the amount charged for
portation of passengersby air or sea, leasing of mate- certain services, such as those renderedby restaurants,
rial movable goods, computer services, hotels, tele- hotels, nightclubs, social and recreational clubs, telex
gram, telex and telephoneservices, insurance,and the and telephoneservices, dry cleaners and car paint and
manufactureof goods for third parties). repair workshops.
(b) The tax does not affect a series of animal, vegeta- (b) Among others, the followingactivitiesare exempt
ble and mineral products (mainly those in theirnatural from VAT: the sale of goods identified as part of the
state), power and light, hand-renderedpaintings and basic householdgrocery list, medicines, agricultural
drawings, postage stamps, coins and other goods ex- produce in general, and goods imported by the Gov-
pressly identified. ernment.

(c) Some of the items exempt from this tax are: trans- Exports are taxed at the zero rate.
actions involving prepared foods in general, phar-
maceutical drugs for human and veterinary use, fer- (c)

.

The single tax rate is 10%.
'

tilizers, fungicides, insecticides,books and periodicals (d) The tax is assessed on a monthly basis by the
of a cultural or scientific nature, school notepads and Directorate of Direct Taxation, by means of a tax

many other goods, together with tire retreading ser- return. The bankingnetwork is used to collect the tax.

vices, repair services to foreign flag ships and aircraft, A special system of payment is in effect for each fac-
and export goods. tory producingcigarettesor beer. For small taxpayers
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who do not engage in industrial or commercial ac- restaurants, dance halls and game rooms, leasing of
tivities, the tax is assessed on the basis of their pur- housing for recreational purposes, document copying
chases, with no entitlement to tax credits. services and computerservices).
Excluded from the tax are companies or individuals (b) Exemptionsare limited to essentialfoodproducts,
who sell goods or render services falling below a pharmaceutical products and medicines for human
specificamount. The law requiresseparateitemization consumption, machinery and equipment for agricul-
of the tax in each invoice; however, the tax administra- tural production and the professional activities of
tion is empowered to authorize taxpayers who sell at craftsmen. Exports are taxed at the zero rate.
the retail level to include the tax in the sales price. No

special treatment is given to small taxpayers. (c) The single rate for the transfer of goods and ser-

vices is 10%.

(d) The tax is administered by the General Directo-
rate of Revenue, and is assessed and paid by means of

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
a monthly tax return. Small taxpayers pay every 6

Act 74, dated 12 January 1983, established a tax on months, since they are able to benefit from the

the sale of manufacturedgoods (ITBI), in force since simplifiedsystem. Under said system, they pay a fixed

November 1983. The tax adopted the VAT format,
tax and are not entitled to a tax credit.

and its main features are the following: The General Director of Revenue may authorize the
non-itemizationof the tax on sales invoices or similar

(a) The tax affects individual or corporate taxpayers proof-of-purchase documents, when sales madewho sell manufactured goods (including goods that are

have been manufacturedabroad) as part of their indus- directly to the ultimate consumer.

trial and commercial activities, if their average gross
monthly income from said activities during the fiscal

year is equal to, or greater than, RD$ 5,000 (official
rate of exchange: USS 1 = 3.60 Dominicanpesos). GUATEMALA

The tax affects all sales of manufactured movable The Law concerning a value added tax on the sale of
goods and services rendered by hotels, motels, tele- merchandise and services (VAT) and Regulations
gram and telex services, cable or closed circuit televi-
sion companies (Act 304, dated 29 September 1985).

were established in Guatemala through Decree-Law
72-83 and Governmental Agreement 571-83, respec-

(b) Exemptions apply to the sale of imported goods tively, both ofwhich have been in effect since 1 August
and food products in general, primarysectorproducts, 1983. Value added tax replaced the stamp tax on

medicines, fuel oil and petroleum by-products, and sales, a cumulative-typetax. A few amendmentswere

certain raw materialsused in agriculture. Also exempt made to Decree-Law72-83 through Decree-Law 120-
from the tax are cigarettes, beer, alcoholic and carbo- 83, dated 1 October 1983, broadeningexemptions for
nated beverages, which are subject to specific taxes. non-personalservices and essential food items, as well
Exports are taxed at the zero rate. as reducing the single tax rate from 10% to 7%.

(c) The single tax rate is 6%. On 1 October 1984, Decree-Law 97-84 and Govern-

(d) The tax is managed by the General Directorateof ment Agreement 907-84 were issued, containing the

Income Tax. The taxpayer is required to pay the tax Law on value added tax and Regulations, and repeal-
on a monthly basis, but he must also submit an annual ng Decree-Law 72-83 and amendments contained in

tax return for control purposes. There is no require- Decree-Law 120-83, thereby bringing under a single
ment for the tax to be itemized separately in the sales text all provisions relating to this tax, for the purpose

invoice, at the retail level. of making it easier to understand and implement said
tax, and to cover various aspects which enabled its
avoidance. At the same time, certain services were

excluded from the tax and the zero rate was set for
ECUADOR certain economic activities and merchandise included

in the family breadbasket.
The sales tax established in 1941, adopted the VAT
format in 1970, following the creation of a tax on

The main features of the tax are the following:
business transactionsand services. (a) The following activities are subject to VAT:

The main features of the tax in force include: - all activities whose purpose is the transfer of own-

(a) The tax affects all stages of merchandisingof the ership, or the sale of merchandise, regardless of

goods taxed, and is applied under 2 modes: sales the name given to the transaction, and the condi-
tions agreed to by the parties involved;

among registered taxpayers, and sales to ultimatecon-

sumers. The tax affects the sale and import of goods, - non-personal services rendered in Guatemala by
as well as various services (dry cleaners, repair shops, companies owned by individuals or corporations,
telecommunications, leasing of vehicles and machin- whether or not based in Guatemala, regardless of
ery, ice cream parlors, storage and packing, hotels, the domicile of the party served;
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non-personal services derived from future con- a fine equal to said tax, and hand over to the Treasury-

tracts at the time that those services are actually the sum improperly collected. At the same time, a

rendered; formal report will be submitted to the authorities, so

import of merchandise into the country regardless that the penalty set forth in Art. 263 of the Penal Code
-

of the country of origin; and may be imposed.
the leasing of movable goods. Taxpayers who are registered to pay this tax are re-

-

quired to issue sales invoices (or similar documents)
(b) Tax exemptions cover the import of merchandise approved by the General Directorateof Internal Rev-
carried out by the Government, diplomatic missions enue. When taxpayers sell a variety of merchandise,
accredited before the Governmentof the Republic of some of which is taxed at the 7% rate while the rest is
Guatemala (on a reciprocal basis), international or- taxed at the zero rate, first, they must itemize the price
ganizationsof which Guatemalais a member, associa- of the merchandiseand then add the applicablerate of
tions, foundations, aid or social service institutions, 7%; then, to this subtotal they will add the price of the
cultural, scientific, educational and other institutions, merchandise taxed at the zero rate. In addition, tax-

provided they are non-profit institutionsand that they payers are required to maintain up-to-date registers:
do not distribute earnings among their members. To one for purchases, and one for sales.
obtain a tax exemption, the appropriate certificate
must be obtained from the Ministryof Public Finance (e) The General Directorate of Internal Revenue is

providingproof of tax-exemptstatus.
the agency entrusted with managing the tax.

Tax exemptions also cover funeral services, services
rendered by banking institutions, finance, insurance HAITI
and similar institutions, general bonded warehouses,
and services rendered to public or private teaching A value added type tax, known as taxe sur le chiffre
institutions,and the sale and leasingofrealproperty. d'affaires (TCA), was introduced in Haiti with the
Professionals and other businessmen are required to enactmentof a law dated 19 September1982. Said law

register under the Value Added Tax System, when amended the law of 3 September 1971, dealing with
1 their gross annual income is equal to or greater than specific taxes on consumption.

Q. 12,000, or when they employ 3 or more persons. In The main features of the above-mentionedtax are:
the case of self-employed individuals who practice a

profession, the 2 requrementsmust be met simultane-
urchasesa) The tax affects transactions involving sales and

ously in order to be required to registerunder this tax habituallyor occasionallymade by individu-

system (USS 1 = 2.7 quetzales). als, other than transactions relating to labor (i.e.
wages) or agricultural matters. Imports, services and

(c) Tax rates are 7% and 0%, respectively. The 7% personal consumption are also affected by this tax.
rate is applied to all activitiestaxed in accordancewith
the law. The zero rate is applied to the following ac- (b) Among the operations exempt from TCA are

those performedby small businessmenand companiestivities:
that render services, professional fees, financial ser-

the export of merchandise; vices, services rendered by international maritime-

transportationby land; the sale and import of food products in general,
- transport companies (under certain conditions), and

building constructionand civil engineeringworks, medicines, fuel oil, books and publications in general,-

regardless of their nature; and as well as services rendered by insurance companies,
import or sale of merchandisewhose classification schools and non-profit welfare institutions. Exports-

is given in special customs lists. are also exempt from TCA. The right to deduct tax
credits does not extend to investments.

(d) The tax coverage period is 1 month. The tax is (c) The tax rate is 10%.
assessed each month upon submissionof a tax return,
no later than 20 days following the expiration of the (d) The tax is managed by the General Tax Adminis-
tax period covered by the tax assessment. Taxpayers tration and the Tax Inspection Directorateof the De-
who do not submit their returns on time risk losing partment of Finance and Economic Affairs. The tax-

10% and 30% of the tax credit to which they may be payer must submit tax returns and pay the tax every
entitled. month.

Tax credits are available to taxpayerswho purchaseor

import merchandise, lease movable goods or use non-

personal services, in each tax period; credits are also HONDURAS

given for capital goods, furniture and equipment ac-
The sales tax introduced in 1964, single-quired for production activities, provided taxpayers

was as a

request that their names be included in the registry. phase tax. The tax was later restructured so that it
became a value added tax, in effect since 1 January

When a person who is not registered as a taxpayer 1976. VAT is completed by an extended system of
charges his customers for the tax, he will have to pay selective taxes on consumption.
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The main features of the tax currently in force are: professionaland employers'associations,publicenter-

(a) The tax affects the transfer of merchandise at all tainment, not including that which has been provided
stages of merchandising, imported goods in general, by restaurantsand nightclubsand professionalmedical

services furnished by individuals, or through profes-and services rendered by, among others, restaurants, sional partnerships.advertising agencies, hotel laundry services, telegram
and telephone service, nightclubs, and the leasing of (c) The general tax rate is 15%. In addition, there are

movable goods. Hotel and guest house accommoda- 3 special rates. A 6% rate is applied to the sale and
tion is subject to this tax. import of certain goods. This same rate is also applied
(b) Exempt from the tax are transactions involving to sales and import of goods carried out in border

essential goods, those relating to agriculturalmachin- areas or zones, notwithstanding the fact that there

ery and equipment, goods imported by the State and are various operations and imported goods in said

by churches, and export goods. Exemptionsalso cover
zones which are taxed at the 15% and 20% rates.

transactions involving insecticides, herbicides, pes- Likewise, a special 20% rate is imposed on the sale
ticides, fungicides, fertilizers, concentratesfor animal and import of certain items of selective consumption,
use, and pharmaceuticalproducts for veterinary use. such as caviar, membership dues in exclusive clubs,
Businessmen and service-oriented businesses whose the temporaryuse or enjoymentoffilmor video recor-

operations total less than 12,000 lempiras a year (ap- der equipment for use in private viewings, etc. Lastly,
proximatelyUSS 5,500) are also exempt. there is a zero rate, applicableto the majorityofessen-

(c) The basic tax rate is 5%. In addition, a special
tial food products, primarily those which have not

10% rate is applied to the sale of beer, cigarettes and been produced industrially, together with the sale of

alcoholic beverages in general. agricultural machinery and equipment, services ren-

dered in connectionwith agricultureand cattle raising,
(d) The tax is managed by the GeneralDirectorateof the temporary use or enjoyment of agricultural
Taxation (DGT) and is assessed and paid on a monthly machinery and the export of goods and services.
basis by means of a tax return. Small taxpayerssubmit

(d) The tax is paid by of provisional monthlytheir tax return and pay the tax on an annual basis. means

installments and an annual return must be submitted
With regard to sales amounting to less than 0.20 lem- for adjustment purposes. Regarding imports, provi-
piras, it is understood that the tax is included in the sional payment is made jointlywith the general import
sales price. The DGT may authorize retailers to tax. With regard to services renderedor the occasional
itemize the tax separately on the invoice. No special sale of goods, the tax is paid by means of a tax return
treatment is given to small taxpayers. submitted within 15 days, immediately following the

date on which the goods or services are received,with-
out entitlement to credit for the tax paid.
Small taxpayers, who are deemed to be those personsMEXICO
so categorized by the Income Tax Act, pay the tax

A value added tax has been in force since 1 January according to an estimate made by the tax authorities,
1980, following the enactment of a law (Fiscal Mis- crediting the percentage fixed by the Secretariat of

,

celanea for 1979), dated 22 December 1978. This tax
Finance and Public Credit, by means of a general
resolution. The tax is paid in bimonthly installments,replaced the old, cumulative-type tax levied on busi- in addition to which an annual tax return is required.ness income, and some 29 other federal taxes.
Since 1 January 1985, it is no longer a requirementtoThe most significant features of the VAT are: itemize the tax separately in the invoice, when refer-

(a) The tax affects the sale of goods, the renderingof ring to operations involving the ultimate consumer.

services, the temporal use or enjoymentof goods and However, taxpayersmay request separate itemization
the import of goods and services, without requiring of the amount paid for the goods they purchased and
that the person engaging in the activity be a the amount of VAT paid in any sales invoice.
businessmanor that he habituallyengage in the above The 31 states and the Federal District, which makeactivities (these were requirements when the old tax the Federation (i.e. the United States of Mexico),

up
was in effect). VAT affects services in a broadmanner,

are

includingprofessionalservices (exceptveterinary,and
in charge of managing this tax, in accordancewith the

onmedical .services), transportation of persons and
Law Fiscal Coordination. Said law establishes a

goods, technical assistanceand the transferof technol-
national system of fiscal coordination through ad-

ogy, financial leasing, and in general, any obligation.
ministrativecollaboration agreements,which specify
the powers conferred on the states, while the Sec-

(b) Exemptions are limited, comprising mainly the retarat of Finance and Public Credit is solely empow-
sale of buildings when they are intended for use as ered to interpret the law and, consequently, to issue
housing, books and magazines, used movable goods, instructions, circulars and resolutionsof a general na-

except those sold by companies and partnerships; ture. Upon joining the system, the federative entities
teaching services in general, public transportation by participate in the revenue generated by VAT and by
land (except railways), life insurance, services render- other federal taxes which make up the general fund of
ed to members of labor unions, political parties and tax revenue, except for additional taxes generated by
( 1988 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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importsand exports,which are reservedfor municipal- complementedby an extended system of stamp taxes
ities. and taxes on the consumptionof specific goods.

The most important features of the tax are:

NICARAGUA (a) The tax affects all levels of merchandising,essen-

tially taxing the sale of movable goods during the
The generalsystem of sales taxationwas initiallyestab- course of commercial and industrial activities, impor-lished through a LegislativeDecree, dated 18 January tation of goods (whether done habituallyor occasion-
1958, separating said tax from the general law on ally), and the leasing of movablegoods. It also appliesstamp taxes. Originally, the tax was a single-phasetax, to non-laborservices, meaning activities involving the
but in 1978 it was given a VAT format. At the present transformationof raw materials and entailing the use
time, the tax is known as a general tax on value, a ofpersonnelfor which an industriallicenseis required.value added type tax, structured according to Decree

(b) Exemptionsapply mainly to the transfer of1531, dated 21 December 1984, and in effect since 1 essen-

April 1985. In addition to this tax, a tax on selective tial items, fuel oil, and commodities. Small businesses
consumption is levied on the productionand importof are exempt from paying VAT. Sales carriedout by the
a wide range of goods. Governmentare exempt from VAT, but not the direct

import of goods made by public institutionsand Gov-
The most important features of the new tax are: ernment departments. Exports are taxed at the zero

(a) The tax affects all stages of merchandising, the rate, and exportersmay request CancellationCertifi-
sale and importation of merchandise, the sale of real cates for the VAT included in their purchases.
property, as well as a number of services, such as the (c) There is a single tax rate of 5%.
retreading of tires, mechanized laundries, dry clean-
ers, automobile insurance, professional public enter- (d) The tax is assessed by means of a monthly tax

tainment, film rental, advertising,air fares for foreign return and paid at the offices of the General Directo-
travel, hotels, restaurants,bars, nightclubs,car rentals rate of Revenue. Small taxpayers must submit their
and the right to use or enjoy goods. Servicesprovided tax returns and pay the tax on a quarterly basis.
by counselors, accountants, auditors and planners in
the technical, economic and scientific fields are also

PERUtaxed.

(b) Among tax exemptions granted are the sale of The tax was established in 1972; a VAT format was
essential items, fuel oil and petroleum byproducts, adopted through Decree-Law21,070, in effect since 1
books, and items with specific taxes already included May 1975. Originally applied at the wholesale level,in the sales price. Exports are taxed at the zero rate, the tax was broadened to cover retail sales throughand exporters can acquire raw materials free of VAT Legislative Decree 190, dated 12 June 1981, which
according to specific lists authorizedby the DGI. gave it the name General Sales. LegislativeDecree
(c) The general rate of taxation is 10%, with differen- 190 also created a selective tax on consumptionand
tial rates of 15% (for services), 6% (for real property) a special tax. The selective tax imposes differential
and 25% (for airline tickets for travel abroad, quoted rates of taxation on the sale of certain goods by impor-
in local currency). ters and producers, as well as certain services, such as

revenue from bank commissions and interests, insur-
(d) The tax is managed by the General Directorateof ance premiums, sale of airline tickets to passengersRevenue (DGI) and is assessed and paid by means of travellingabroad, telegramand telephoneservice,and
a monthly tax return. An annual tax return is required leasing of real property. The special tax affectsexports

1
for adjustment purposes. Individual taxpayers whose of traditional goods, with differential rates of 2% and
annual sales of goods and services fall below a specific 3%. Originally, the sales tax replaced the stamp tax
amount, periodically set by the Ministry of Finance, and other taxes applied on the production of goods
may be subject to one of several special tax systems, and services.
should the Ministry so resolve. Under these systems,
some taxpayerspay a fixed monthlysum, while others The main features of VAT are:

are authorized to include VAT in the price of the (a) The tax affects all stages of merchandising,includ-
product, and still others who are not subject to VAT ing the sale of movable goods, imports, personal con-
at all. sumption and the rendering of various services, such

as bondedwarehouses,computers, advertising,clean-
ng and fumigation services for buildings, radio and
television broadcasts, repair shops, laundries, beautyPANAMA
parlors, barber shops, interior decoration, photo-

This country did not levy a general sales tax until 1 copies, photo studios, leasing of movable goods, and
so-called manufacturingservices.March 1977. Thereafter, a law dated 22 December

1976 established a tax on the transfer of material (b) Tax exemptionscover the domesticsale or importmovable goods with tax credit. This tax was struc- of essential goods in general, mineral products, avia-
tured along the lines of a value added tax. The tax is tion fuel and partially refinedpetroleum,construction
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machinery, books, notebooks and similar items, ag- all those rendered in exchange for valuableconsidera-
ricultural machinery, the sale of used items, and the tion, which, although they do not involve the change
import of goods for personaluse (undercertain condi- of ownership, provide the other party with an advan-

tions), the importof goods intendedfor use by govern- tage or benefit (this includes leasing of goods and
ment institutions, or donated by foreign nationals to servicesinvolvingcivil workswithoutdeliveryofmate-

public or private non-profit institutions operating in rials, concessions for the use of non-material goods,
Peru. insurance and re-insurance, transportation, loans and

Exports are zero rated. financing and middleman activities in general). Bank
interests on personal loans are also included.

(c) Currently, the single rate ofVAT (IGV) is 8.5%1; b) Exemptions limited to the sale and import1.5% local sales tax2 for Municipal Promotion is also
are

where applcable), of fruit and vegetables, foreignimposed in addition to VAT but it is not creditable
against VAT. exchange and precious metals, public and private

stocks and bonds, real property, agriculturalmachin-

(d) The tax is managed by the General Directorateof ery, tobacco and cigarettes, fuel oil, milk, goods to be

Taxation, and is assessed and paid on a monthlybasis. used in agricultural production, water and electricity
Taxpayersare requiredto submit an annual tax return. supply, lambsmeat and fish, when authorized by the

Taxpayers subject to this tax, whose total sales during Executive Branch, as well as interests on public and
the previous year do not exceed 200 Tax Units, may private stocks and bonds, bank deposits, transporta-
benefit from the simplifiedsystem, by paying 1% of tion of passengers, leasing real property, bank opera-
the tax base, as determined by the general tax rules. tions in general, personal retributions obtained out-

Importers and business companieswith economic ties side employment (relating to human health), and oil
to other manufacturersor businesses may not benefit imports.
from the simplifiedsystem. Credits for purchasesof

Exports taxed at the rate, and if there is
durable goods can be deducted in 2 annual install-

are zero a

credit balance in favorof taxpayers, it will be returned
ments.

or credited to the balance of other taxes due. Exemp-
tions also apply to the sale of newspapers, magazines
and books. The tax paid in purchasingimportedmate-

URUGUAY rials to be used in the printing of the above items will

The general sales tax system originated in 1941, and
be reimbursed.

later evolved from single-phase and cumulative tax (c) The basic tax rate is 21%, with a minimum rate of

systems (at times operatng simultaneously) into the 12% applied to the sale of items of popular consump-
currentvalue added tax, in effect since 1 January1973. tion, imported medicines and fertilizers.
This tax eventuallyabsorbed the old stamp tax applied (d) Taxpayers obligated to monthly install-
to documents relating to commercial operations. To-

are pay
on

gether with VAT, there remains in effect a tax system
ments in advance and account, without submitting

affecting specific goods, known as the specific inter-
a monthly tax return. These returns are to be submit-

nal tax (IMESI), togetherwith a tax on the transfer
ted every 3 to 6 months (depending on the category
and location of the taxpayer) wherein the tax due for

of agriculturaland livestockproductsand the tax on the entire must be declared.
the sale of foreign exchange. year

The most significant features of VAT are:
Taxes paid on account, from the start of the fiscal
period up to the previous month, are to be deducted

(a) The tax has a broad base, covering the circulation from the tax accrued at the end of each month, so that
of goods acquiredby purchaseat all stagesofmerchan- the net balance goes either to the Treasury or to the

dising regardlessof the name given to the transaction, taxpayer each month. The tax must be itemized sepa-
and including agricultural and livestock activities de- rately in each invoice. However, this requirementmay
veloped by taxpayers subject to the tax on agricul- be omitted in cases involving retail operations unless
tural income. However, it shouldbe pointedout, that the buyer wishes to have the tax itemized separately.
in the sale of natural agricultural and livestock prod-
ucts, the tax is held in abeyance at all stages of mer-

chandisinguntil the product is processed. The tax also
affects the habitual and occasional import of goods, 1. SeeLegislativeDecree465 of 8 March 1988, effective12 March 1988.

professional services except those relating to human 2. See the 1988 Finance Law 24,750 of 3 December 1987, retained by
health and other services in general, the latter being Legislative Decree 465.
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Recent Amendments to
:* -

Tax Laws
By A.C. Ezejelue
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A. Lower personal and corporate tax rates
ProfessorEzejelue is professorofaccountingand coordinatorforthe and incentivesSchool of Business Administration, Imo State University, Okigwe,
Nigeria.

1. Personal income tax

One of the main thrusts of the 1988 reflationaryI. INTRODUCTION Budget is to foster an improvement in the general
standard of living. In order to effectuate this policy,Prior to the 1986 introductionof the StructuralAdjust- the lower personal (and corporate) income tax rates

ment Programme (SAP) by Nigeria'sFederal Govern- which were introduced in 1987 have been retained.
ment, Nigeria was on the edge of a socio-economic The generous personal income tax reliefs introduced
precipice,t The pre-SAP era was, inter alia, charac- in 1987 have also been retained. The former and cur-
terizedby structuraleconomicimbalanceand a decline rent reliefs affected are shown in Table I.
of investment in both the private and public sectors.2

Table I
SAP is the most comprehensive and rational macro-

economic policy reform measure embarked upon by Reliefup to Reliefeffective
Dec. 1986 from Jan. 1987

any administrationin the country. Since its inception,
materialprogress has been made to steer the economy Personalallowance N1,200plus N 1,000 plus
to economicrecovery, self-relianceand growth. How- 121/2% of earned 121/2% of earned

ever, certain problems remain unsolved, includingun- income in excess income

employment, the reducedreal income of workers, low of N6,000

aggregate demand and non-liquidity. These issues,
Wife allowance N300 N500
Childrenallowance N250 perchild N400 perchildtherefore,comprise the primarypolicyelementsof the to maximum to maximum

1988 reflationary federal Budget. For instance, the
up a up a

of 4 children of4 children
Budget advocates: Dependentallowance N400 N600
(1) the need to augment SAP in order to promote

output, enhance capacity utilization, mitigate un- The conditions under which these allowances may be
employment and improve the general standard of claimed remain unchanged. In addition, the rates of
living; and personal income taxes have been amended as an addi-

(2) a determined multi-pronged attack on the un- tional incentive as follows:
employmentproblem. Table Il

Various fiscal measures, such as the new tariff struc- Income to be taxed Rate of tax

ture, the tax policy reassessment and amendments, Upto Dec. 1986 Effectivefrom
and monetary and credit policies, have been intro- Jan 1987

duced in the 1988 fiscal Budget. This article highlights ForeverynairaofthefirstN 2,000 10kperN=10% 10kperN=10%
the tax policy reassessments and recent amendments ForeverynairaofthenextN 2,000 15kperN = 15% 15kperN =- 15%

to the tax laws as contained in the Budget.3 Foreverynairaofthe next N 2,000 20k per N = 20% 20k per N = 20%
Foreverynairaofthe next N 2,000 25k per IN = 25% 25k per IN == 25%
Foreverynairaofthenext N 2,000 30k per N = 30% 30k per N = 30%

II. MAIN AREAS OF TAX POLICY REVIEW Foreverynairaofthe next N 5,000 40k per IN = 40% 35k per N = 35%
Foreverynairaofthe next N 5,000 45k per IN -= 45% 40k per IN = 40%AND TAX INCENTIVES Foreverynairaofthe next IN 10,000 55k per N = 55% 46k per IN = 45%
Foreverynairaofthenext N 10,000 NI 50k per IN = 50%

Some of the new tax policies which aim to stimulate Foreverynairaofthenext N30,000 70k per IN = 70%
Foreverynaraofthe next N40,000 -- 55k per N = 55%

investment and economicgrowth are found in the fol-
lowing areas: personal and corporate income tax rates 1. Chu, P.S. Okongwu, Nigeria's Minister of Finance and Economic
and incentives,withholdingtax on investmentincome, Development, Statement on Nigeria's 1988 Fiscal Budget.
small business relief, additional capital allowances, 2 Ibid.

tax exemptions for dividends and tax relief on
j. Although this article primarily emphasizes the changes implemented

mortgages for owner-occupierdwellings.
by the 1988 Budget, some of the amendments discussed are those from
1987 which remain unchanged.
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To stimulate research and development (with effect longer be contained in any agreement with a govern-
from 1987), a deduction equal to the total amount of ment agency without prior approval from the govern-
the equity shareholdingheld by a taxpayer, or 25% of ment.11
his total income in an assessmentyear, whichever is
less, -may be claimed by an individual taxpayer who 2. As a method of collecting tax

holds equity shares in a research and development With effect from 1 January 198712, and continuinginto
company incorporated in Nigeria.a The total cost of 1988, taxes at the rates specified below are deductible
the equity shareholdingmay be releved.5 at source from gross payments made to individuals,
The gratuities6 exemption, which took effect as from partnerships, trustees, executors, families, and bodies
1 January 1986, for gratuitiespaid in the privatesector, of individuals in respect of the following sources of
remains unchanged in 1988. By virtue of this exemp- income:13
tion, a gratuity paid to any employee in the private
sector is exempt from tax subject to a maxmum

4. In order to qualify for the relief, the research and development
must fulfil the following conditions:

amount of N50,000. Any amount in excess of this company
(a) the company must be a Nigerian company, incorporated in Nigeria

maximum is taxable income. on or after 1 January 1987;
(b) the primary objective of the company must be for the purpose of

2. Companies income tax carrying on research and developmentactivities; and

(c) the research and development project must commence within 2

With effect from 1987, the rate of company tax is months of incorporation.
reduced from 45% to 40% of total profits as adjusted 5 If any part of the amount of the shareholding is not relieved in an

for tax purposes, i.e. after deducting losses and capital
assessmentyear because of the 25% restriction, it may be carried forward
to the next assessment year until the total participation is relieved.

allowances. This rate is continued in 1988.7 6. The term gratuities refers to the amount paid or credted to an

employee for past services rendered in Nigeria for a period of not less than
10 years.

B. Withholdingtaxes 7. In view of the fact that the 1988 Budget is reflationary, it was felt that

the rate should have been lower than 40% for 1988 so as to facilitate

1. Investment income economicrecovery and growth for companieswhich sustainedheavy losses

during the last few years.
Since 19858, a withholding tax of 15% of the gross 8. See Finance (MiscellaneousTaxationProvisions)DecreeNo. 4, 1985.

amount is imposed on dividends, irterest, royalties 9. A recognized payer or company includes any company (whether or

not incorporated), government ministries and departments, statutoryand rents paid or credited to any person by a recog- bodies, institutions and other established organizationsapproved to oper-
nized payer9, or wheneversuch paymentbecomesdue ate the pay as you earn (PAYE) system.
from one company to another or to any person to 10. Previously, the 15% withholding tax on investment income was not

whom the provisions of the Income Tax Act 1972 regarded as a final tax, i.e. it constituted an interim deduction in lieu of

(Armed Forces and Other Persons) (Special Provi- tax on incomefrom the investment.When determiningthe final assessment
of tax, the jnterim deduction withheld at source would be set off against

sions) apply. The tax is deducted at source and paid to tax charged (at the appropriate rate of tax) by an assessment of total
the tax authorities. With effect from the 1988 year of income for the relevant year. Under the 1988 Budget, the 15% becomes a

assessment, this investment income (dividends, in- final tax since such investment income is specifically exempt from further

terest, royalties and rents) is specificallyexempt from taxation once the 15% withholding tax is deducted.

further taxation once the 15% withholding tax is de-
11. A proposal for a tax exemption clause must first be cleared with the
Federal Ministry of Finance and Economic Development.

ducted, i.e. the income will no longer be taxed over 12. These changes were introduced by directives, pursuant to provisions
and above the 15% wthholdingtax. lo The incomewill, of Sec. 59C of Companies Income Tax Act 1979 (CITA), as amended by
however, be aggregated with the recipient's income Sec. 33 of Finance (MTP) Decree 1985 and the new Sec. 2lEE(1)-(7) of

from other sources in order to compute the appropri- the Income Tax ManagementAct 1961 (ITMA), as amended.

ate rate of tax applicableto the recipient.The rationale
13. These rates are without prejudice to the rates which, since 1985, any
person or organization must deduct from gross payments made to com-

behind this new policy is to reduce the tax on such panies, i.e.:

income and encourage further investment. The policy Payment in respectof: Rates of tax on gross

of aggregatingincome before arriving at the appropri- payments

ate tax rate probablywill not affect the tax payable by (a) all aspects of building,
construction, civil works and

companies since the present rate of company tax is related activities 2/2%

40%. (b) all types of contract activities
or agency arrangementsother than an

The investment income policy makes it compulsory outright sale and purchase of goods and

for any organization, corporation or sole proprietor property in the ordinary course of

(irrespective of whether the entity is tax-exempt) business 2V2%

which carries on investment activities through invest- (c) consultancy and professional
services 10%

ments to pay the withholdingtax. However, the prin- (d) managenentservices 10%

ciple of taxing income brought into Nigeria has been (e) technical services 10%

relaxed for such investment income. Henceforth, div- (f) commissions 10%

idends, interest, royalties and rents derived from With effect from 1985, these rates were applicable to individuals and

sources outside Nigeria will no longer attract Nigerian companies. However, as from 1 January 1987, the rates mentioned in the
text became applicable to indivduals and bodies of individuals. The 1985

tax provided such income is brought into Nigeria rates, as set forth in this footnote, were retained and apply to companies.
through government-approvedchannels. See Official Gazette No. 34, Vol. 72 of 27 June 1985, GovernmentNotice

No. 450. See also, Finance (MiscellaneousTaxation Provisions) Decree
Effective as from 1988, tax exemption clauses may no 1985.
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Payments in respectof Rates of tax on representeda patent lacuna in public policy over the
gross payments past quarter of a century.15

(a) all aspects of building, To redress this situation, a preferential lower tax rateconstruction,civil works has been introduced in 1988 to boost activities in theand related activities 21/2% small business subsector. With effect from 1 January(b) all types of contract 1988, new small and medium-size companies, havingactivities or agency a turnover of N500,000 or less in the year of assess-
arrangementsother than an ment, and which are engaged either in manufacturing,outright sale and purchase of agriculturalproductionortheminingofsolidminerals,goods and property in the shall be subject to a lower rate of company tax (20%)ordinary course of business 21/2% for 3 years from the date business activities are com-

(c) consultancyand professional menced.
services 5 % A similar concession is also granted to existing com-(d) managementservices 5 0/%/ paniesmeeting the above qualifications.No doubt this

(e) technical services 5 % incentive will stimulate investment and growth in the
(f) commissions 5 % affected subsector and generate employment. The in-

centive may also motivate self-employed individualsThese deductionsare not to be regarded as additional engaged in these lines of activities to incorporatetheircosts of contractsor services rendered, i.e. they should businesses.not be built into the cost of the contract or services.
Rather, the costs are considered as an advance pay- D. Additionalcapital allowance
ment of tax on income or profits derived from such
activities. When determining the final amount of tax, Nigerian tax laws, i.e. the Income Tax Management
the advance tax deducted at source shall be set off Act 1961 and the Companies Income Tax Act 1979,
against the tax due for the relevant year. expressly disallow depreciation charges as expenses

against taxable profits. In place of depreciation, the

C. Small business relief legislation grants a series of capital allowances.16

Capital allowancesare composedof initial allowances,
Among the problems facing Nigeria (both before and annual allowances,balancingallowances(or charges)17
during SAP) are widespread reduction in both the and investment allowances.18 Initial allowances are

private and publicsector, reducedproductioncapacity granted in respectof all qualifyingcapitalexpenditures
and the liquidation of many businesses, in particular, incurred in the year of acquisition. The allownce is
small and medium-size companies. Since the policy available if the asset was in use on the last day of the
underlying the 1988 Budget is to stimulate investment basis period of the relevant year of assessment and is
and economic growth (and the government realizes granted on a one-time basis irrespective of the length
that small and medium scale activitiesprovidepotent of the basis period or the period of ownership.19
policy instruments for growth)14, fiscal policies to en- Annual allowances are available whether or not an
courage small business have also been introduced. initial allowance has been granted in respect of a qual-Until recently, the absence of a viable small and ifying asset. Annual allowances are granted for assetsmedium-scaleactivitiessubsectorin our economyhas used for purposes of a trade, business, profession or

vocation so long as the assets are in use at the end of
the basis period. Up to and including the 1984 year of

14. Okongwu, op. cit. assessment, annual allowanceswere computed on the
15. Ibid. written-downvalue of the fixed assets at the end of the16. These allowances are provided for under the fifth schedule and the base period for each year of assessment (i.e. decliningsecond schedule of the ITMA and the CITA, respectively.
17. If a company disposes of an asset on which an initial or annual balance depreciation). However, with effect from 1
allowance has been granted, a balancing allowance is deductible. This January 198520, annual allowancesare computedunder
allowance is equal to the excess of the tax written-downvalue of the asset a straight-linemethod. The rates of capital allowances
over the amount realized upon disposal of the asset. See African Tax

as of 1985 were as follows.z1

Systems, Chapter Nigeria, Sec. 2.5.6., International Bureau of Fiscal_

Documentation, 1987. Qualifyingexpenditurein Initial Annual
18. Individualsand companiesengaging in agriculturalproductionwhich
incur qualifying expenditures on new plants and equipment are granted, respectof: allowance allowance%
in addition to the capital allowances, an investment allowance of 10% of rate%
the expenditureincurred to acquire the asset. This is a one-timeallowance.
See Finance (MiscellaneousTaxationProvisions(DecreeNo. 4, 1985, Sec. Buildings 5 10
26(1)(c). See also CITA Sec. 27 (2A). Industrialbuildings 15 10
19. The basis period normally refers to the 12-monthperiod ending in the Mining 20 10

' previous fiscal year. See African Tax Systems, Chapter Nigeria, Interna-
tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation(1987). Plant 20 10
20. Finance (Miscellaneous Taxation Provisions) Decree No. 4, 1985, Motorvehicles 25 20
Sec. 36. See also, A.C. Ezejelue, Nigeria: Crucial Amendments to In- Plantationequipment 20 331/3
come Tax Laws, 39 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation12
(1985) at 533. Housingestate 20 10
21. Ibid. Ranchingandplantation 25 15
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With effect from 1 January 1987, the classificationfor proved and recognized research institutions and
' plant expenditurewas modified by separating it into 2 centres for specific research and development pro-

categories, i.e. jects. These donations may now be claimed as relief

(i) plant and machinery - comprising manufacturing against income but subject to a maximum of 10% of

plants, industrial machinery and plants, including chargeable income.27

equipment normally used in factories and factory
warehouses; and F. Tax relief for owner-occupierbuildings

(ii) furniture and fittings - consisting of furniture and
fittings normally used in offices, including air con- In order to encouragehouse ownership, the 1988 fiscal
ditioning units, office furniture, cupboards, fans, Budget introduced a tax relief for owner-occupiertypewrters, calculators, computers, etc. dwellings. The tax relief is granted by way of a tax

The capital allowance rates, which also took effect as rebate on interest paid on mortgages used to finance
of 1 January 1987, for the modified classification are such dwellings. The interest paid in the immediate
as follows: precedingyear is deductibleand only one mortgage at

a time per individual is eligible for the relief.
Initial Annual

Plant and machinery 20% 10% Although this ncentive aims to make more funds
Furnitureand fittings 15% 10% available in order to increase the numberof owner-oc-

cupier dwellings, it is only an amendment to a similar
In view of the government'sdesire to encourageindus- incentive provided for in Sec. 17(1)(aa) of the ITMA
tries in certain preferred sectors, the 1988 Budget in- 1961. This subsection provides that interest on loans
troduced an additional 5% initial capital allowance to for developingan owner-occupierdwelling, where the
be available in respect of new qualifying expenditure value of the property does not exceed NIOO,000, is
on plants and machinery used in manufacturing,con- tax-deductible. The 1988 Budget therefore simply re-
struction and agricultural production, including qual-
ified ranching and plantation expenditures.22

moves the ceiling of N100,000. Until the Enabling
Decree is promulgated, it is not clear what the upper

E. Tax exemption for dividends limit (if any) will be. However, if an upper limit is
imposed, the limitwill be much higher than the former

A tax exemption for dividends was introduced with ceiling in view of the inflation in the prices of building
effect from 1 January 1987 to encourage foreign cur- materials.

rency equity participation in Nigerian companies.23
The exemption and the prerequisites for the exemp-
tion are to continue in 1988.24 III. CONCLUSION

An individual or company, whether resident or non- Although the 1988 Budget tax policy reassessmentand
resident, which derives dividends from any company amendmentscovers but few topics, it will nevertheless
in Nigeria, will be exempt from tax for a period of 3 have far-reaching effects. The measures boldly strive
years in respect of such dividends if: to stimulate investment and achieve reasonable
(1) the company paying the dividends is incorporated economic growth which have, to date, been in a de-

in Nigeria; pressed and imbalanced state. It is hoped that if the
(2) the shareholder'sequity participaton in the com-

new policies are rigorously applied and implemented
pany is imported into Nigeria (either in foreign (along with the other fiscal, monetaryand credit mea-

currency or by way of assets brought into Nigeria
for the company's use) between 31 January 1987

sures in the 1988 Budget), the anticipated objectives
of economic growth, generation of employment and

and 31 December 1992; and improvementof the general standard of living may be
(3) the shareholder's equity share of the company is achieved.

not less than 10% of the share capital of the Nige-
rian company.

If the company is engaged in agricultural production
in Nigeria or in the production of petro-chemicalsor 22. A similar incentive is extended to companies or businessesoperating

liquified natural gas, the tax-free period is 5 years.25
a public transportationsystem with a fleet of not less than 3 buses.
23. See generally,J.M. Elegido, Taxationof Dividends,41 Bulletinfor

The exemption is granted in the year of assessment InternationalFiscal Documentation6 (1987) at 271.

following the accounting year in which the capital is 24. See Notes for guidance on income tax, in particular the Finance

brought into Nigeria, so long as the Federal Board of (MiscellaneousTaxation Provisions) Decree 1987, Federal Inland Reve-

InlandRevenueis satisfied that thecompanyor impor- nue Dept., Lagos at 6.
25. In all other cases, the tax-free period is 3 years.

ter of the capital obtained an approvedstatus.26
26. An approved status certificate is to be obtained from the Central

A further relief, also introduced in 1987 and which Bank or the Federal Ministry of Finance and it must accompanyall claims
for exemption in this respect.

continues into 1988, concerns donations made to ap- 27. See footnote 20.
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I\TER\A-OIkA_:

Problems and Paradoxes- The Elusive
Tax Incentive
An Article Inspired by the First South Asia Regional
IFA Conference, New Delhi

By Joanna Wheeler

INTRODUCTION
JoannaWheeler is an English solicitor.
She studied law at the University of

The first South Asia RegionalConferencewas held in New Delhi on 18-20 Hull and followed the International
February 1988. The conference was attended by some 200 participants, Course in European Integration at the
including many IFA officials and delegates from as far aeld as Japan, Europa Instituut of the Univerity of

Hong Kong and the United States. Most of the delegates, however, came
Amsterdam. Since 1982, Ms. Wheeler
has been a staff member of the Inter-from the Indian sub-continent. The conference included 3 working ses- national Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-

sions, each dealing with a different aspect of the taxation of foreign tion
enterprises investing in a host country.1 It was clear that the topic of the
greatest interest to participants from South Asia was that of incentives.
This article examines the problemswhich tax incentivespose for develop-
ing countries in particular and the steps which can be taken to minimize
those problems. In doing so it will try to bring togetherthe pointsdiscussed
during the conference in connection with incentives. It will not be a

systematic report of the conference proceedings, but will draw on other
sources of information as well. The definition of a developingcountry is
no easy matter, but it is sufficient for the purposes of this article that all
the participants from South Asia acknowledged that theirs were develop-
ing countries.

The principal concern of the delegates was the effectivenessof the incen-
tives offered by their countries. Many of these incentiveswere described
in the national reports presented to the conference.2Most of them are in
the form of exemptions from tax, partial reductions of tax or generous
deductions from the taxable base. The aim of most of these incentives is
to attract foreign investment or to encourage various types of business.
Many of them require enterprises to satisfy a number of conditions in
order to qualify. There is often an approval or screening procedure in-
volved and in some cases the incentive is discretionary.3 The questions
which concerned the conference delegates were whether these incentives
attract the desired foreign investmentand technologyShould other types
of tax reduction be offered Or is there a better, different way to achieve
that end

THEORIES 1. The titles of the workingsessionswere: Di-
rect taxes structure with reference to provisions
relating to foreign entities doing business in/with

The most important arguments for and against tax incentives were de- the hostcountry;Situationvis--visdouble tax-
ation treaties; and Tax incentives cum highscribed by Mr. Gaston Perara in a paper submitted to the conference.4 taxes vs. no incentives cum low taxes

The arguments for incentives can be summarized under 2 general head- 2. Reports were presented on Bangladesh,

ings: Bhutan, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
3. For details of the incentives available in
these countries,see Taxes and Investmentin Asia

(a) tax incentivesencourageinvestmentwhichengendersa range of bene- andthe Pacifc.
ficial consequences;and 4. Perara, Gaston, Commissioner of Inland

Revenue, Sri Lanka, Tax incentives vs. low
(b) tax incentives are convenient and easy to apply. taxes.
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As Mr. Perara showed in his paper, not only is neither ernmentneed not be seen to be handingout large sums

of these argumentsconvincingbut thereare also plenty of money to people who are very often among the
of other arguments against tax incentives. wealthiest in the country. Herein lies the danger that

tax incentives are used for purely political purposes.The first argument in favour of incentives is that a low Because of their invisibility, incentives not
tax bill attractsenterprises to invest in countrieswhere

are re-

viewed as frequently as they should be and eventually
they would not have invested had there been a higher they become embeddedin the tax system. After a long
tax bill. The attraction of incentives is that they in- enough period of time they come to be regarded
crease the rate of return on an investment, reduce the

as a

risk involved and release funds for reinvestment. The right and are even more difficult to dislodge.
argumentmaintainsthat no tax is lost, becausewithout The arguments against incentives do not stop at this
the incentive there would have been no investment point. There are a number of ways in which incentives
and no taxable income. Even if the income from the can be exposed as undesirable or even damaging. In-
investment is entirelyexempt from tax, the investment centives offend the principle that tax should be levied
will still produce tax revenue from employment in- equitably. In a system with tax incentives, similar

come, sales, etc. Incentives are also said to be neces- groups of taxpayers are treated differently. As a line

sary in order to present the image internationallyof a must be drawn somewherebetween those who receive

country which welcomes foreign capital, and to stop incentives and those who do not, and as that line is
investment from being drawn to other countries on often rather a fine one, disparities appear in the tax

account of their incentives. system which are difficult to justify. The disparities
ncrease as those who do not receive the incentive are

This first argument assumes that taxation is one of the required to pay more tax to make up the revenue lost.
most importantfactorsconsideredby enterpriseswhen Matters only become worse when it appears that the
decidingwhere to invest. That assumptionis now gen- people who can take advantageof incentivesare often
erally accepted to be incorrect, and t was accepted as those with the greatest ability to pay, such as entrepre-
incorrect at the Delhi conference. Taxation is one of
the factors taken into account, but it is rarely true'that

neurs or individualswith money to invest.

an investmentdecision turns on the size of the tax bill. Incentives also contain in-built inequities. An enter-

Unfortunatelyvery few studies have been done on this prise suffering losses, for example, can derive no ben-

question, but all those that have been done point to efit from a tax exemption, although it may need bene-
the assumption being false. Other factors, such as a fits much more than an enterprise raking in profits.
stable economy, adequate infrastructurend a skilled Under a system with progressive rates, deductionsare

work force, are equally, if not more, important than much more valuable to persons with a high income
taxation. If those ingredientsare present in a country, than to those with a low income.
investment in that country is already an attractive Even if an incentive manages to escape offending the
proposition.5 principles of equity, it may very well defeat its own

The second argument for tax incentives builds on the purpose by ending up in the wrong hands. Incentives
first one and therefore fails if the first argument fails. intended to promote owner-occupied housing may
Nevertheless there are valuable lessons to be learnt principally benefit the construction industry by push-
from examining it. Assuming that incentives encour- ing up housingprices. Anotherwell-knownexample is

age investment, they are said to be the most conve- the problem that tax exemptions or reductions for

nient way of doing so. Whereasgrants and cheap loans foreign investors often benefit only the foreign inves-

requiresubstantialadministrativemachinery,often in- tor's home country, as the tax reduction is eaten up by
volving yards of red tape, tax incentives are said to be a correspondingreduction in the tax credit. Of course

virtually self-administering. This argument has been tax-sparingclauses in double taxation treaties provide
refuted many times, although it is interesting that the a solution, but it is at best a partial solution. A tax

participants at the fifth CATA Technical Conference sparing credit must be negotiated as part of a treaty,
preferred incentives to grants for developingcountries which is time-consumingand not always possible. The

for that very reason.6 The reason that grants must be United States, for example, will not give tax sparing
backed up by administrative machinery is to ensure credits and it was stated during the conferencethat the

that they are policed properly, that is to say that the negotiation of a new treaty with India has been held

right people receive them and the wrong people do up for several years as a consequence.The authors of
not. Tax incentivesneed policing for the same reasons the general report for the 1961 IFA conference
and to the same extent. Many incentives are offered thought it very unlikely that a tax sparingcredit would

on conditions just as complicated or discretionary as become part of the normal rules for unilateral credit

those attaching to grants, and there is no reason that relief and the reasons given for that statement remain

one should be inherently simpler than the other. to a large extent valid today.7
Another aspect of the second argument for tax incen- f

tives is their political convenience.Whetheror not this 5. See also, for example, the Report of the Fifth Technical Conference

is truly an advantagedepends heavilyon one's view of of the Commonwealth Association of Tax Administrators held on 6-12

the political and legislative processes. Incentives are September 1984 in Apia, Western Samoa (CATA Report) at 40.

6. CATA Report at 26.
not as conspicuous as grants and do not appear in 7. The general reporter argued that the general adoption of unilateral

governmentaccountsand budgetstatements.The gov- tax sparing relief would not be acceptedby developedcountries for several
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Incentives can have harmful side effects which out- many developing countries, not only in respect of in-
weigh any benefit derived. The classic example is an centives but also in respect of the tax system as a
incentive deduction for heavy machinery designed to whole. As stated earlier, a stable and properly en-

promote industry in a country with high unemploy- forced administrative machinery is one of the ingre-
ment; the result may well be an increase in investment dients which make a country attractive to foreign in-
in machinery at the cost of employment. Even if the vestors and is at least as importantas the details of the
real result of an incentive is not so startlinglycontrary tax structure. Unfortunately many developing coun-
to its aim, there re often many undesirableand unex- tries do not have the trained staff to deal with compli-
pected side effects. cated tax legislation. The Bhutan delegate at the con-

notFinally, the economy of a country offering incentives ference, for example, reported that Bhutan does
have enough adequatelytrained staff to deal with a taxrarely benefits as a whole from the incentives. Either
on net income. In such a case it would be sheer lunacythe incentives attract the wrong type of investor, or
to introduce tax incentives involving a detailed appli-the investments which are attracted have little effect cation procedureand the interpretationof subtle legalon the economyas a whole. Thewrong typeof investor
concepts. Large amounts of red tape are not an entic-is one who invests in a country for as long as the

incentives are available and who retreats immediately ing prospect; large amounts of inefficient red tape
afterwards, leaving behind him nothing of enduring

even less so.

value to the host country. In the second case, invest- Some developingcountries, aware of the need to keep
ments of lasting benefit are attracted, but they are their tax systems simple for administrative reasons,
concentratedin some small sector of the economyand impose taxation on a gross basis. Bhutan, for example,
have little effect on the economyas a whole; for exam- levies taxes on gross income or turnover. This practice
ple, incentives to promotecertain areas and incentives was called into question at the conferencebecause, it,
for certain industries, both of which create only small too, can create an obstacle for foreign investors. A
pockets of wealth. credit for foreign taxes in an investor's home country

iS usually limited to taxes of a similar nature as the
income tax in that country, and taxes on gross income

PRACTICE may not be accepted as being similar.

Another way in which administrative burdens can bePerhaps the strongest argument against incentives is reduced is by the use of private incentives, that is tothat in practice they generally do not work, i.e. they that the indigenousfail to achieve the desired result. There was strong say an arrangement party to a

contractpays the tax payable by the foreigncontractorevidence to support this conclusion at the conference
from Sri Lanka, which is reducing the number of its

on the contractincome. This phenomenonwas discuss-
ed at the conference. In answer to the questionincentives. It was reported that the results of the 2 whether it is fair to allow domesticenterprises to bearspecial zones in India were not very encouragingand the burden of attracting technologyin this way, it wasit was questioned whether the incentives designed to concluded that the domestic enterprise bears the bur-attract back to India the earnings of non-resident In- den in any event; if the foreign contractor bears thedians had helped. It was noted that the world-wide tax he calculates it into the price. It was argued thattrend in taxation is now away from incentivescoupled this phenomenon is a purely business propositionandwith high rates of taxation to a system with low rates that it is not for government to interfere.and few exceptions.

This trend is being followed mainly by developed
Discussions on tax incentives tend to concentrate on
direct taxation. The pointwas made during the confer-countries and aggravates in severalways the problems

experiencedby developingcountries in offering incen-
ence that in many developing countries indirect taxes
are as important,or more important, than direct taxes.tives to attract technologyand know-how. An exemp- Although the chairman accepted the point as a goodtion or concessionaryrate of taxation loses much of its
one he declined to extend the discussion to includeattraction if tax rates elsewhere are not noticeably indirect taxes, as he feared broadening its scope sohigher. If no concessionary rate applies, or the tax much as to make it unmanageable.The general reportincentive period has expired, higher rates of tax in the for the 1961 IFA Conference also mentioned brieflyhost countrycreate an obstacle for foreign investors as the relative importance of indirect taxes in many de-part of those higher rates cannot be credited against veloping countries in connection with unilateral dou-their tax liability in their home country. ble taxation relief, but did not consider it further for

As Dr. LeifMutenpointedout in his keynoteaddress8' the same reason. There seems to be very little research
the trend towards lower tax rates in developed coun-
tries can also aggravate the brain drain problem. reasons. It would allow developingcountries to take the lead in tax policy

1 Lower tax rates enhance the attraction for the brains matters; make the computation of tax excessively difficult; in effect mean

from developing countries of working in developed the introduction of a general exemption system, given the higher rates
which generally prevail in developing countries; deprive developedcoun-countries. And the brains in developedcountriescome tries of the possibility of checking whether developing countries wereto expect a higher net salary which is expensive to turning into tax havens; and would not be acceptable to countries which

provide in developingcountries. maintain that tax should be levied on the principle of residence.
8. Keynote address by Dr. Leif Muten, senior advisor, InternationalAdministrative problems are a cause for concern in Monetary Fund, during the third working session of the conference.
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on this topic, and on the relationship between the tween these 2 extremes is a range of cases in which an

functions of the different types of taxes in different incentive is increasingly worth its cost in that it is
countries generally. Such a lack of information is re- increasingly effective in attracting the desired invest-

grettable as it hampers productive discussion about ment or technology. The problem facing developing
incentives and many other matters. countries is to define adequately the margin within

which the cost of an incentive is worth incurring. An
The conference discussion was also limited to incen-
tives in the form of tax incentives, that is to say mea-

incentive which is the one ingredientattractinginvest-

sures reducing the amount of tax payable. This is ment and which therefore costs nothing is a desirable

perhaps understandablein a gathering of tax experts.
incentive to have, but how far along the scale towards

Yet other types of incentives, such as grants or cheap the other extreme does a country wish to go Just as

loans, are no different in nature from tax incentives. mportant, in practical terms, are the problems of

This much was made clear by Prof. Stanley S. Surrey adequately defining the margin and policing it.

who introduced the idea of a tax expenditure budget The reason that incentivesare generallysubject to the
in the 1970's.9 A tax expenditurebudget aims to mea- criticismsarticulatedin this article is that most of those
sure the cost of tax incentives on the assumption that offered, at least by developing countries, are at the
the cost is equal to the revenuewhichwouldhave been wrong end of the scale. A study written for the IMFlo
collected from the same enterprise doing the same lays down a number of guidelines which should be
business if the tax reduction was not available. A tax followed in order to avoid this result. The CATA

expenditure budget as a cost measuring exercise is report also lays down guidelinesfor making incentives

generally accepted to be inadequate as it takes no effective and the areas in which tax incentives have
account of secondary effects, such as increased been used to advantage by member countries.

employment, or the cost of diverting resources to ad-
Incentivesshouldbe predictable,whichdoes not

minister the incentive which could have been used
mean

that they shouldbe permanent.They shouldbe stable,elsewhere. Neverthelessthe concept is valuablein that
it demonstrates clearly how little difference there is and not change with every change in a country's
between a hand-out of money and the waiver of a economy. Incentives which are continuallysubject to

demand for money; both are a burden on government change do not form a sound basis for investmentdeci-
sions and, rather than attracting investment, they be-

resources and should be accounted for as such.
come merely a windfall benefit for the lucky investors

MORE THEORY who happen to qualify for them. The CATA report
adds that an incentive should be generous, and that

Given all the problems with incentives described in the conditionsattachedshouldbe reasonableand prac-
this article, the best approach might seem to be to ticable, presumablyso that the incentive is capable of
abolish them completely. As Dr. Leif Muten said at

influencing investment decisions.
the conference, it is hard to resist the conclusion that

developing countries should follow the world-wide The IMF study considers that incentives should be

trend in lowering their tax rates and reducing the automatic, not discretionary,although the CATA re-

number of incentives they offer. Yet none of the criti- port obviously contemplates incentives which require
cisms discussedleads necessarilyto the conclusionthat approval. The reason for making incentivesautomatic
incentives should be done away with. Seen in a con- is to remove the need for lengthyapplicationand selec-
structive light, these criticisms point the way to an tion procedures. Such procedures only deter enter-

effective use of incentives. More importantly, prises which really are on the margin of investing. If

perhaps, incentives have too much charm for politi- the incentive is necessaryto attract the investment, the
cians for it to be likely that they will disappear in cost of the applicationproceduremay well be enough
practice. Developing countries competing with each to tip the balance against the decision to invest. On the

other for investment often do so by means of incen- other hand, enterpriseswhich would make the invest-

tives, and even in the augustcirclesofnationalgovern- ment regardlessof the incentivewill be prepared to go
ment there is an urge to keep up with the Joneses. through the applicationprocedure. If an approvalpro-

cedure is involved, it should be as cheap and painless
As incentives are here to stay, the problem becomes

as possible.
one of ensuring that they achieve their desired effect
with the minimum possible disturbance to the rest of Incentives are economic instruments and should be

a country's economy. The crux of the matter lies in the directed at economic goals, not political goals. They
paradox described to the conference by Dr. Muten; should be removed as far as possible from political
the more useless an incentive is, the more expensive it influences, also because one would expect incentives
is. It was stated above that investmentdecisions rarely to be more changeable the more they are subject to

turn on the size of the tax bill; in those rare cases in political influences. Because incentives are economic
which an incentive is the deciding factor tax incentives
cost nothing, as without the incentive there would be 9. See, for example, the general report on the first subject of the 1976

nothing to tax. Although this argument is not so easily annual IFA congresswritten by Prof. StanleyS. Surreyand Emil M. Sunley

applied to other forms of incentives, the cost is in any Jr.

event not wasted. On the other hand, incentivesgiven 10. Sanchez-Ugarte,Fernando,A Supply-SideLook at Tax Incentives:

to enterpriseswhich would have invested in any event
Definition, Design, and Selection Criteria of Efficient Tax Incentives,
DepartmentalMemorandumNo. DM/85/35,for the Fiscal Affairs Depart-

are costly as the expenditure is simply wasted. In be- ment of the International Monetary Fund, 5 June 1985.
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instruments, they have economicside effects and these nationally recognized one and the policing of it does
should be taken into account when the incentive is not impose an intolerable administrative burden.
designed. Other ideas were incentives to encourage the indigen-
Finally, incentives should be aimed at a limited ous development of technology and incentives to en-

number of objectives and should be directly related to courage the unpackaging of imported technology.
those objectives. A large number of incentives aimed By unpackagingis meant a move away from turnkey
at a wide range of objectives will have only a diffuse contracts towards a more piecemeal importation of
impact on a country's economy and will have unde- technology, so that the host country is able to absorb
sired side effects. It is not enough simply to introduce the parts that are imported. The suggestion was also
exemptions for investment and hope that, as a result, made that the South Asian countries should develop
various goodies will follow, such as increased employ- regional Caribbean-style offshore centres, although
ment, rural developmentand import substitution.The whether such centres would in fact contribute mate-
terms of the incentive should be carefully designed to rially to the development of the region as a whole
ensure that the incentive reaches its true target. For seems doubtful.
example, exemptions which depend on a tax sparing Designing incentives carefully means that existing in-clause in order to be effectivecan be made conditional centives should be monitoredin order to draw on paston the existence of such a clause in the relevant treaty experience and learn what happens with incentives in
or foreign country's legislation. Incentives to increase practice. Although there are difficulties,still there are
employment should be related to the number of measures which a country can take to obtain some of
employees,or new employees,in an enterprise. Incen- the informationit needs. The difficultiesare, for exam-tives to encourage regional developmentcan be made ple, that it is a cornplex matter to assess the cost of anconditional,not only on the location of the enterprise, incentive and inevitably involves sone guesswork. Abut also for example on the amount of local labour thorough statistical analysis of the information re-used. If it is not possible for an enterprise to prove that ceived may not be possible for sorne developingcoun-it satisfies these conditions at the outset, when it most tries. Nevertheless, some basic information can beneeds encouragement,the incentivecan be grantedon obtained, for example,by requiringenterprisesenjoy-condition that the desired policies are formally ng an incentive to make a return of income even if itadopted by the enterprise. A condition relating to the is exempt and by taking note of the numberofapplica-use of local labour is relatively easy to monitor, and tions received.
the danger that the incentive will be retracted should
ensure that the enterprise sticks to the policy once it CONCLUSION
has been adopted. In order to work, incentivesshould be precision-madeThe inequitieswhich are said to be built into incentives tools rather than blunt instruments. All too often a
can also largely be avoided by careful design. Deduc- problem, such as a lack of technology, is perceivedand
tions can be given the same value for both higher and a blunt instrument is wielded in an attempt to solve it.
lower rate taxpayers by specifying the rate of tax at Further considerationof the problem would often re-
which the deductin is to have effect. A suitable alter- veal that it is not one that can be solved by the use of
native means of achieving the desired result might be incentives, even of the precision-made variety. The1 a tax credit. If the deduction or credit is supposed to IMF working paper argues that the use of incentives,benefit new enterprises, it may well not work because particularly a large array of incentives, often points to
many enterprises suffer losses in their first years and fundamental flaws in the basic system. Incentives are
therefore have no tax bill to reduce. In that case, only a means of achieving specific, narrowly-definedconsiderationshould be given to making a payment to objectives. Fundamentalflaws require a reform of the
the enterprise, either in the form of a grant or a nega- whole system. The argument has returned to the con-
tive assessment to tax. The same alternatives apply to clusion drawn by Dr. Muten and, implicitly, by the
exemptionswhich fail to reach their target. The impor- Delhi conference, that developing countries should
tant point is not the form of any particular incentive, devote most of their time and energy to following the
but the flexibility to choose the most effective form. world-wide trend and reforming their tax systems.Nor is it necessary that an incentive be restricted to
one form; the most effective incentive may be one

The title of the third working session of the confer-
which is either a credit or a grant, depending on the ence, tax incentives cum high taxes vs. no incentives
financial position of the enterprise. cum low taxes, is slightlywide of the mark. Tax rates

and incentives are not so closely connected that theySome ideas were offered at the Delhi conference as to should necessarilygo up or down by a commensurate
the types of incentive which developing countries amount. Incentivesneed a sound, stable economyand
could profitably use. The idea of a liaison office with tax system in which to work and an array of incentives
a non-taxable status is not new, but it was agreed at is often symptomatic of a flawed economy and tax
the conference to be effective in attracting new busi- system. Neverthelessthe two are separatepolicy ques-
ness. Such offices are normallynot taxed because they tions. Developing countries should realize the limita-
do not carry on any business in their host country. tions on the effectiveness of incentives and strive to
They give an enterprise an opportunity to explore restrict their use to a small number of carefully de-
investment possibilities. The borderline between signed incentivesaimedat specific,well-definedobjec-liaison activities and carrying on a business is an inter- tives.
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U \ -E3 S-ATES:

The Definitionof Residency
for Federal Income Tax

Purposes 7'

An Analysis of the Proposed
Regulations
By Leonard W. Rothschild, Jr. and Robert J. Magilligan

Mr. Rothschild is a Certified Public Accountant
and Attorney, having graduated from the Univer-
sity of San Francisco (B.S. 1969, J.D. 1976).

Residency status is critical to the determinationof an individual'sUnited Mr. Rothschild is a RegularCorrespondentfrom
the United States for the Bulletin, and has pub-

States tax liability. United States residents,whethercitizensof the United lished several articles in the Bulletin, as weil as

States or other countries, are taxed on worldwide income. Nonresidents, n The Tax Advisorandthe JournalofStateTax-

in contrast, are taxed on income from United States sources (with limited ation. He also lectures frequently on interna-
tional tax subjects.

exceptions) but are denied several tax deductions allowed to U.S. resi- Mr. Rothschild is a member of the United States

dents. Branch of the International Fiscal Association,
the California Council of InternationalTrade, the
San Francisco International Tax Group, and a

Prior to the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1984, the United States co-founder of the San Francisco Foreign Tax

InternalRevenueCode providedno definitionof a UnitedStatesresident. Club. Heisalsoamemberofthe American Insti-

Regulationsissuedby the TreasuryDepartmentprovided a subjectivetest tute of Certified Public Accountants, the Califor-
nia Socety of Certified Public Accountants,and

to determine United States residencywhich was based on the individual's the State Bar of California.

intentions with regard to the length and nature of the individual'sstay in Mr. Rothschild is a partner in the San Francisco

the United States.
office of Deloitte Haskins & Sells, and is the
Regional InternationalTax Partnerfor the Pacific
Northwest Region.

The Tax Reform Act of 1984 provided a new, objective test of U.S.

residency in Internal Revenue Code Sec. 7701(b). An individual who is
not a citizen of the United States is considered to be a resident if he
satisfieseitherof two tests: the greencard test orthe substantialpresence
test. The green card test is based on immigrationstatus, and the substan- :.'..

..Z

tial presence test is based upon the number of days an individual is

physically present in the United States during a 3-year period. '*
.*

On 9 September 1987, the Treasury issued proposed regulations which ''
:

'

discuss in detail the green card and substantial presence tests. These

regulations have added significant complexity to this area of the law, but ..

at the same time provide an objectivecriterion to determine the definition
of a United States resident. ' .'.

GREEN CARD OR LAWFUL PERMANENTRESIDENT TEST

Under the green card test an alien individual is considered a resident if
the individual may lawfully reside permanently in the United States ac-

cording to the immigration laws of the United States. The regulations
provide detailed rules governing the rescissionof residentstatus under the

green card test. The individual, the Immigration and Naturalization Mr. Magilligan is a Certified Public Accountant
Service (INS), or a United States consular officer may initiate a determi- and Attorney, having graduatecl fromtheUniver-

nation of abandonment of resident status. If initiated by the individual, sity of California (B.A. 1971) and Northwestern

resident status is consideredabandonedwhen the appropriatedocumenta- University (J.D. and M.B.A. 1975)
Mr. Magilligan is a Senior Tax Manager n the

tion is filed with the INS or a consular officer. If the determination is San FranciscoofficeofDeloitteHaskins& Sells

initiated by the INS or a consular officer, resident status is considered
abandoned upon the issuance of a final administrative or judicial order
(Reg. 301.7701(b)-l(b)(2and 3)).
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SUBSTANTIALPRESENCETEST United States for purposesof the substantialpresence
test (Reg. 301.7701(b)-3(b)(3and 4)). There are sev-

Individualswho are present in the United States for at eral limitationson the use of this exception. First, the
least 183 days during a 3-year period, including the individualmust substantiallycomplywith the require-
current year, are resident aliens. Each day in the cur- ments of an F or J visa. The test of complianceis made
rent year is counted as a full day; each day in the first independentlyby the Internal RevenueService, which
preceding year is counted as one-third of a day, and may determine noncompliance even though the visa
each day of presence in the second preceding year is has not been revoked (Reg. 301.7701(b)-3(b)(6)).Sec-
counted as one-sixth of a day. Partial days of presence ond, an individualwill not be able to exclude days of
are counted as full days (Reg. 301.7701(b)-1(c)(1)).In presence if the individual has been exempt as a

counting days, an example in the regulation does not teacher, trainee, or student for any part of 2 of the 6
allow an individual to round down a mathematical precedingcalendaryears. If all of an individual'scom-

fraction. If an alien spends 122 days in each of the pensation in the currentyear and for 4 of the 6 preced-
current, first preceding, and second preceding years, ng calendar years s income described in Sec.
the total days are 183 (122 x 100% or 122; plus 122 x 872(b)(3) the individual will not be able to exclude
1/3 or 402/3; plus 122 x 1/6 or 201/3). days of presence from the substantial presence test as

a teacher or trainee if the individualhas been exemptIf an individual is present in the United States for
as a teacher, trainee, or student for any part of 4 of thefewer than 31 days in the current year, the individual 6 preceding calendaryears.will not be considereda United States resident for the

currentyear, even though the total days for the current Finally, an individualwill not be able to exclude days
year, one-thirdof the days for the first precedingyear, of presence from the substantial presence test as a

and one-sixth of the days for the second preceding student if the individualhas been exempt as a teacher,
year total at least 183 days. Note that each day in the trainee, or student for any part ofmore than 5 calendar
first and second preceding years count, even though years, unless the individual establishes intent not to
the individualmay be present in the United States less reside permanently in the United States and com-

than 31 days in eitherofthoseyears (Reg. 301.7701(b)- pliance with the student visa (Reg. 301.7701(b)-1 1(c)(4)). 3(b)(7)). A transitional rule applies to individualspre-
sent in the United States as studentsprior to 1985. TheThe term United States is defined to include the above rules apply only for those stated periods occur-states and the District of Columbia, but does not in-

clude the possessions and territories of the United ring after 1984. Thus an individualwho is present as a

student during the calendar years 1982-1990 will notStates. Therefore days spent in Puerto Rico or the be subject to the 5-year rule for students until 1990.U.S. Virgin Islandsare not countedas days ofpresence
in the United States (Reg. 301.7701(b)-1(c)(2)(ii)).
Geographically, the United States also includes the Medical condition
territorial waters of the United States, the air space
over the United States, and the seabed and subsoil of Days spent in the United States because of a medical
those submarine areas over which the United States condition that has prevented an individual from leav-
has jurisdictionunder international law. ing the United States are not counted for purposes of

the substantial presence test (Reg. 301.7701(b)-
3(c)(1)). However, the proposed regulations impose

DAYS EXCLUDED FOR PURPOSES OF THE substantial limitationson the use of the medical condi-
SUBSTANTIALPRESENCE TEST tion exception to the substantial presence test, as this

exception will not be available in the following situa-
Certaindays ofUnitedStatespresenceare not counted tions:
for purposes of the substantial presence test: 1. Individuals who were aware of pre-existing medi-

cal conditions prior to their arrival in the United
Foreign Government-relatedindividuals States (Reg. 301.7701(b)-3(c)(2));

2. Days spent in the United States beyond a reasona-
Days spent in the UnitedStates as a full-timeemployee ble time after recovery for making travel arrange-of an international organization, or as an individual ments to depart.with diplomatic or consular status, are not counted as

days of presence in the United States for purposes of
the substantial presence test. Members of such per- Days in transit
sons' immediate families also qualify for this excep-
tion. Any individual who is present in the United Generally, an individual may exclude days in transit
States as a lawful permanentresident does not qualify within the United States if he is present for less than
for this exception (Reg. 301.7701(b)-(3)(b)(2)(i)). 24 hours (Reg. 301.7701(b)-3(d)).However, the use-

fulness of this regulation is severely limited as there is
no extensionof time granted for transportationdelaysStudents, teachers, trainees
or other reasonable causes. Further, the exception

Days spent in the United States as a student with an F does not apply if an individualattendsa businessmeet-
or J visa are not counted as days of presence in the ing during the 24-hour period.
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Days spent in the United States as a professional determiningwhetheran individualhas a closerconnec-

athlete competing in a charitable sports event are tion with another country include the following (Reg.
excluded from the substantial presence test under the 301.7701(b)-2(d)):
proposed regulations (Reg. 301.7701(b)-3(b)(5)).An
additional exception is provided for regular commut-

1. the location of the individual's permanenthome;
ers from Canada or Mexico (Reg. 301.7701(b)-3(e)). 2 the location of the individual's family;

3. the location of personal belongings, such as au-

tomobiles, furniture, clothing and jewelry owned

CLOSER CONNECTIONEXCEPTIONTO THE by the individual and his family;
4. the locationofsocial, political,culturalor religiousSUBSTANTIALPRESENCE TEST

organizations in which the individualhas a current

The new regulations provide extensive rules for the relationship;
applicationof the closerconnectionexception to the 5 the location of the individual's personal bank ac-

substantial presence test. The closer connection counts;
rules are important not only in establishingan excep-

6. the type of driver's license held by the individual;
7 the country of residence designated by the indi-tion to the substantial presence test, but also may vidual forms and documents;allow an individual to delay his residencystartingdate on

or accelerate his residency termination date. Resi- 8. the types of official forms and documents filed by
dency starting and ending date rules are discussed in the individual, such as Form 1078 (Certificate of

the following section. Alien ClaimingResidence in the United States) or

Form W-9 (Payer's Request for Taxpayer Identifi-
An individual who is present in the United States for cation Number); and
the requisite number of days under the substantial 9. the location of the jurisdiction in which the indi-
presence test may nevertheless be considered a non- vidual votes.
resident if the following conditions are satisfied:

The individual's permanent home of residence must
1. The individual is present in the United States for be available at all times and not solely for stays of a

fewer than 183 days in the current year; short duration. This implies that an individual cannot
2. The individual maintains a tax home in a foreign rent out his home in a foreign country and claim the

country during the current year; and closer connection exception (Reg. 301.7701(b)-2(d)).
3. The individual has a closer connection to the

Individualswho have applied for permanentresidence
foreign country in which he maintains a tax home

in the United States not claim the closerthan to the UnitedStates (Reg. 301.7701(b)-2(a)). may connec-

tion exception. This rule may be disadvantageous if
The possessions and territories of the United States there is a delay between the time the application is
are considered foreign countries for purposes of the made and actual presence in the United States.
closer connection exception (Reg. 301.7701(b)-2(b)).
An individual's tax home is considered to be located
at his regular or principal place of business, or, if the RESIDENCY STARTING AND ENDING DATES

individual has no principal place of business, his tax
home is his place of abode (Reg. 301.7701(b)-2(c)(1)). Starting date

The definition of tax home is cross-referencedto IRC
Sec. 911(d)(3), without regard to the second sentence

Under the green card test, an individual'sresidence

of that provision. The second sentence of Sec. is deemed to begin on the first day the individual is

911(d)(3) reads: An individualshall not be treated as physically present in the United States as a lawful

having a tax home in a foreign country for any period permanent resident. Similarly, under the substantial

for which his abode is within the United States. An presence test, residency is deemed to begin the first

alien individual may have an abode in the United day the individual is present in the United States dur-
test

States but still have a tax home in a foreign country. ing the year in which the is satisfied (Reg.
Further, an alien individualmay be able to claim away- 301.7701(b)-4(a)).
from-home business expenses if he is temporarilypre- If an individual satisfies both tests, residency is
sent on business in the United States and meets the deemed to begin with the earlierof the residencystart-

requirementsof Revenue Ruling 83-82. ing dates under either of the two tests.

The individual must maintain his tax home for the
entire year, and further, the tax home must be located Ending date
in the same foreign country for which the individual is
claiming to have a closer connection. Generally, the residency termination date will be the

This requirementwill make the closer connection ex-
last day of the calendar year under either test, unless

a
ception unavailable to many individuals who are

the individual establishes a closer connection to
to

employed in one country (tax home) yet reside in foreign country than to the United States prior the

another foreign country (Reg. 301.7701(b)-2(c)(2)). end of the year. Once this closer connection is estab-
lished, the residency termination date for an alien

The facts and circumstances which are considered in meeting the lawful permanentresidence test is the first
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day the individual is no longer a lawful permanent establishedprior to residency. An individual is consi-
resident; and under the substantial presence test, the dered to have established a fiscal year if the annual
last day the individualwas present in the UnitedStates period on which the individualcomputeshis income is
(Reg. 301.7701(b)-4(b)). a fiscal year (Reg. 301.7701(b)-(6)(a)). Accordingly,

a citizen of the United Kingdom would appear to be
able to continueusing the UnitedKingdom tax year asDe minimis presence
his United States tax providingappropriatefiscalyear,

An individualmay be present in the United States for year books and records are maintained for U.S. tax

up to 10 days without triggering the residency starting purposes.
date for purposes of the substantial presence test or

extending the residency terminationdate under either Tax treaties
test, provided during this period the individual has a
closer connection to a foreigncountry. Note that these Tax treaties are not overriddenby Sec. 7701(b). Resi-days are included as days of United States presencefor dents of countries with which the United States has
purposes of the substantial presence test (Reg. income tax treatiesmay be able to claim treatybenefits301.7701(b)-4(c)). provided the applicable treaty has a provisionfor reso-

lution of conflicting claims of residence (Reg.
First year election 301.7701(b)-7).

Alien individuals who are considered nonresidentsAn election to be treated as a full year United States under a treaty for purposes of conputing their U.S.resident is available to certain individuals who meet tax liability may be considered residents for purposesneither the green card or substantialpresence tests. of other Internal Revenue Code provisions. For in-To qualify for the election in a year, the individual stance, an alien may be deemeda residentforpurposesmust satisfy the following requirements: o

of Subpart F which could cause a foreign corporation
1. meet the substantial presence test for the im- in which the individual is a shareholderto be classified

mediately following year; as a controlled foreign corporation (Reg.
2. be present in the United States for at least 31 301.7701(b)-7(a)).

consecutive days in the current year; and Individuals determined to be nonresidents under an3. be present in the United States for at least 75% of ncome tax treaty are subject to special return filingthe number of days beginningwith the first day of requirements. Such individuals nust file Form 1040the 31-day consecutiveperiod and ending with the conpleted without regard to any treaty benefit, andlast day of the year of arrival. For purposes of this attach Form 1040NR with the tax liability computed75% requirement,up to 5 days of absence from the as a nonresident alien. A statement attached to theUnited States may be treated as presence within return should explain any items of income subject tothe United States (Reg. 301.7701(b)-4(c)(3)(iii)). a treaty benefit. The full return is filed with the local
Internal Revenue Service Center, rather than in

No lapse rules Philadelphia.

Under a special no lapse rule residency may be Electionsextended for periods when the substantial presence
test is otherwise failed. If an individual is treated as a The regulations contain stringent documentation re-United States resident during at least 3 consecutive quirements for individualsclaiming to be exempt indi-calendaryears after 1984, ceases to be a U.S. resident, viduals, claiming the closer connection exception, orand then again becomes a United States resident

claiming the 10-day exception for residency startingwithin 3 calendar years after the initial residency and ending dates. Generally an individual qualifyingperiod, the individual is taxed as a U.S. citizen who for any of these exmptionsmust file a detailed state-expatriated to avoid tax. This special tax applies only ment with the Internal Revenue Service in Philadel-if it is greater than the tax normally applicable to a phia. The regulations require that these statementsbenonresident alien individual (Reg. 301.7701(b)-5). filed whether or not the individual files a tax return.
Anotherno lapse rule applies to individualswho are Whetheror not a return is filed, the statementsare due
residents in 2 consecutiveyears, but who are not resi- on or before the due date (including extensions) for
dents under either test for some portionof eitheryear. filing a return, had a return been due (Reg.
In this situation, the individual is treated as a resident 301.7701(b)-8).
of the United States without interruption (Reg. The penalty for failure to comply with the statement301.7701(b)-4(e)). requirements is loss of the claimed exemption. Days

that would not be counted as days of United States
Tax year presence under an exemption are considered days of

United States presence. Exempt students, teachers,
The regulations generally requirean alien individual and trainees are not subject to these penalties (Reg.
to adopt a calendar year unless a fiscal year has been 301.7701(b)-8(d)).
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Effective date tions are retroactive, indivduais claiming an exemp-
tion for the years 1985 and 1986 may be ineligible for

The proposed regulations are effective for tax years the exemptions if the required statements were not

beginning after 31 December 1984. Since the regula- attached to their returns for those years.

APPENDIX

UNITED STATES RESIDENTOR NONRESIDENT
(Internal Revenue Code Sec. 7701(b))

YES NO

I. Were you a citizen of the United You are considered a residentoftheUnit- You will betreatedasaresidentonlyifyou
States or did you have a green card ed States for the entire year. The tests satisfy one of the tests below.
at any time during the current year below do not apply

Il. Were you physically present in the You are a resident, unlessyou are a: You are not a resident.
United Statesfor 31 days or more dur- - student

ing the currentyear anddoesthesum - teacher
of 100% of days of physical presence -- scholar
in the United States inthe currentyear - diplomat
plus 1/3 of the days in the preceding or you are present in the United States

year plus 1/6 of the days in the second because you are:

preceding year equal or exceed 183 - ill

days - n transt
commuting to a job in Mexico or Cana--

da
a professional athlete participating in a-

charitable event
or you claim a closer connection to a

foreign country

Ill. Can you establish a tax hme in and You are a nonresident. You may be a resident if you satisfyone of

a closer connection to a countryother the above tests.

than the United States and were you
in the United States for less than 183

days in the current year

IV. Does your country of citizenship r Consult the treaty for additional exemp- The above rules apply
residency have a tax treaty with the tions from United States residency
United States

V. Were you present in the United States You may be able to elect U.S. residency
for at least 31 days n the currentyear status forthe entre currentyear. (See Sec.
anddo you satisfy the test in II. above 6013(g) and (h) )
for the following year,

orwere you married and were you or

your spouse residents at the end of
the current year
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CIRKEL, Dagmar. propertyetc. A surveyof the variousaspectsof AllgemeinesSteuer- und Verfahrensrecht.
Par. 6b EStG im System der Besteuerung leasingis also includedfor the following Abgabenordnung;Finanzgerichtsordnung;
betrieblicherVerusserungsgewinne. countries: France, Austria and the U.S.A. Nebengesetze;Verwaltungsregelungen;
Osnabrck,UniversittOsnabrck,Fachbereich (B. 108.201) Rechtsprechung;Stichwortverzeichnis.
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Bearbeitetvon JochenThiel, Heinrich company(GmbH);balancesheet directiveof the internationaalzakendoen,No. 20. 216 pp.
Steinwachsund RolandSchiefer. 3. Aufage. new GermanCommercialCode; ordinanceon Monographconsideringtaxationand social
Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH., 1988. Pp. fees chargeableby tax advisorsetc. securitycontributionsin internationalperspectif
1618. (B. 108.095) with emphasison the Netherlandssituation.
Practicalguide to the generalaspectsof fiscal (B. 107.985)
procedures,includingcourt procedures. BETRIEBLICHEALTERSVERSORGUNG
(B. 108.064) und Jahresabschluss.Grundlagen BEKKERING,J.M.; GRIFT, Y.K.;

GestaltungsmglichkeitenBelastungsvergleiche. SIEGERS,J.J.
KLEIN, Franz. Dsseldorf,IDWVerlag, 1987. Pp. 308. 78 DM. Belasting-enpremieheffingen de
SteuerreformundWirtschaft. Practicalguide of employeesold ageprovisions, arbeidsmarktparticipatiedoorgehuwde
Berlin, Duncker& HumblotGmbH.,Postfach dealingwith the consequencesfor the employer's vrouwen.

410329, 1000Berlin41, 1987. capital, result and publicationrequirements. Een econometrischeanalyse.
WirtschaftspolitischeKolloquiender Adolf (B.107.848) The Hague,Ministerievan SocialeZakenen

Weber-Stiftung,Band 15. Pp. 53. 24 DM. Werkgelegenheid,1986. 39 pp.
The tax reformis the most importanteconomic NIEHAUS,Hans-Jrgen. An econometricanalysisof the effectsof tax
measurefor 1987 Governmentexpenditures Frherkennungvon Unternehmenskrisen.Die policy (individualincome tax and socialsecurity
increasedunder the socialliberalcoalition statistischeJahresabschlussanalyseals contributions)whenboth partnersenjoy earned
between1969 and 1982 from 39% to 50% of InstrumentderAbschlussprfung. incomewith respect to the participationin the
grossnationalproduct.The presentcoalition Dsseldorf,IDWVerlag, 1987. Pp. 234. 48 DM. labourmarketby marriedwomen.
intends to reduceexpendituresto 45% in 1989. Conceptfor early and objectiverecognitionof (B. 107.786)
The main problemsare how to reduce negativedevelopments,and producingthe
expendituresforsocial securityand how to annual reportof an enterprise. DE WET WOG NAARNWET
stimulatethe economyin order to reduce (B. 107.808) waardebepalingonroerendgoed.
unemployment.The resultsof the discussion Inkomstenbelasting- Vermogensbelasting-

betweenrepresentativesof businessand the ROTH, Gnter H. Onroerend-goedbelastingen-

academicworld relatingtothe tax reform are Gesetzbetreffenddie Gesellschaftenmit Waterschapsomslagen.
reported. beschrnkterHaftung(GmbHG).2. Aufiage. Apeldoorn,VoorlopigeRaadvoor
B. 107.987 Munich, VerlagC.H. Beck, 1987. Pp. 709. vastgoedinformatie,Waltersingel1,7300GH

68 DM. Apeldoorn.1987.
REICHERT,Bernhard; Commentaryon the complete law on the limited RAVIRapportNo. 8.46pp.
DANNECKER,FranzJ.; KHR,Christian. liabilitycompanyand thecorresponding Reporton thevaluationof real estatewith
Handbuchdes Vereins-undVerbandsrechts.4. jurisprudence. reference to the taxeson income from and capital
Auflage. (B. 108.128) in real estatepreparedby the ProvisionalCouncil
Neuwied,HermannLuchterhandVerlag, 1987. forRealProperty Information.
Pp. 1100. 198 DM. (B. 107.880)
Extensivemanualon all kinds ofquestionsand Italy
problemsin the fieldof associations. KNOESTER,A.
(B. 107.805) FERRARO, Giovanni. Wisselkoersenen economischepolitiek.Gli atti dellesociete la loro disciplinatributaria. Nijmegen,UniversityofNijmegen, Instituteof
BAETGE, Jrg. Impostadi registrosecondoil testounicon. Economics,1987.
RechnungslegungundPrfungnachneuem 131/1986, imposteipotecariee catastali, Invim, ReprintNo. 8604.26pp.
Recht. Iva ed impostesui redditi.

Exchangerates and economicpolitics.
Dsseldorf,IDWVerlag, 1987. Pp. 162.38 DM. Rome, Il Fisco. (To be obtainedfrom: ETI srl., (B. 107.818)
Paperson variousaspectsof the 1986Law on

Via E. Fermi 14-16, 00016 MonterotondoScalo
BalanceSheet Guidelines. (RM), Italy), 1987. Pp. 258.

VERMEEND,Willem; MOLENAAR,Rob;
(B. 107.849) The registrationtax and the other indirect taxes NAHUIJS,Carel van; BARSKE,Anton.with respect to differentforms of reorganizations Studiefinanciering1987/1988.
BEITRGEZUR REFORM DES of companiesand contributionsto companies, Financilewegwijzervoorscholieren,studenten
Insolvenzrechts. direct taxes and VAT.

en hun ouders.
Vortrgeund Diskussionendes IDW-Insolvenz- (B. 108.104) Deventer,Kluwer,1987.125pp., 9.90 Dfl.
Symposionsam 11./12. Juni 1987. Guideprovidinginformationwith exampleson

Dsseldorf,IDWVerlag, 1987. Pp. 248. how to get a scholarshipfrom the Government
Variousaspectsof the revisionof the German Netherlands for studypurposes.
BankruptcyLaw. (B. 107.923)
B. 107.869 REGELINGENVOOR HANDEL,

ambachten dienstverlening. SAMENWERKENIN
KAMMANN,Evert. Overzichtvan in Nederlandbestaande ontwikkelingssamenwerking.
Stichtagsprinzipund zukunftsorientierte regelingenvan belangvoor handel, ambachten 4 Rapportenmet concretevoorstellentot
Bilanzierung dienstverlening,in het bijzondervoorhet versterkingvan samenwerkingBedrijfsleven-
Cologne,PeterDeubnerVerlag, 1988. midden-en kleinbedrijf.July 1987. Overheid ten behoevevan ontwikkelingslanden.
Steuerwissenschaft,Band27. Pp. 417. 148 DM. The Hague, Ministryof EconomicAffairs, 1987. (1) Investeringsvoorbereidendeinstrurnenten;
Expandedresearcharisen from a dissertation 102 pp. (2) Financileen fiscale instrumenten;
consideringthe draftingof a balancesheet Publicationof the Ministryof EconomicAffairs (3) Projectdevelopmentfacility;
method. providingoutlineof all relevantregulations (4) Trainings-en opleidingsinstrumenten.
(B. 108.008) necessaryto know for trade, handicraftsand Den Haag, Ministerievan BuitenlandseZaken/

servicesrenderingactivitiesin the small and CommissieOntwikkelingslanden,1987,85pp
STEUERBERATERKONGRESSREPORT medium-sizedbusiness. Situationas of 1 July Fourreports to coordinatepoliciesbetween
1987. DeutscherSteuerberaterkongress1987 der 1987. businessmenand governmentin developing
Bundessteuerberaterkammer.Ansprachen, (B. 108.004) countries. It containsreportson project
Referate,Diskussionen. developmentfacility, trainingand educational
Munich,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1987. Pp. 522. HUND, D.; LUCAS LUIJCKX, B.J.J.M.; programs,and financiaiand fiscal policies.
98 DM. SCHMITZ,G.J.;TIMMERMANS,A.J.M.; (B. 107.850)
Reportof the paperspresentedat the German WIJNEN,W.F.G.E.J.M.
TaxAdvisorsCongressat Hamburgin 1987. Belastingenen socialezekerheidin FELIUS, Johan M.

Topicsdealt with are: the necessaryreformof internationaalperspectief. Fiscaleaspectenvan grensoverschrijdende
corporateincome tax; the tax and social Deventer,Kluwer/TheHague,Fenedex, 1987. fusies. In het bijzonderde voorschriftenvan de
treatmentof a managerof a limited liability Fiscaleen juridischedocumentatievoor Ontwerp-Fusierichtlijn1969 der EG.
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Rotterdam,ErasmusUniversiteit/J.M.Felius, BUDGETCOMMENTARY,15 MARCH 1988. France, GreatBritain,Japan and the United

Adamshofstr.58, NI-3061ZG Rotterdam,1987. London,BinderHamlyn,8 St. BrideStreet, States. The topicof the studywas how these tax

Pp. 264. LondonEC4A4DA, 1988. Pp. 63. legislationstake accountof inflatonwhen

Dissertationconsideringthe DraftEEC (B. 108.191) calculatingtaxable income.Typical issuesare the

Directiveon MergersandTakeoversof 1969 depreciationon assets, the taxationof capital
with reference to Dutch tax law. PACKER, Bill. gains and the valuationof inventories.

(B. 108.182) VAT: abusinessby businessguide. Finally, the authordoes recommendationsto
London,Butterworths,1988. Pp. 345. £ 23.95. mpose the German legislationwith respect to

1,2,3,4, Monographdescribingthe value added tax per the taking into accountof inflation.
FISCAALMEMO 2, 1988. businessactivityin law and practiceas it reflects (B. 108.002)
Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Pp. 126. the situationappliedon 15 October1987.

Complementto FiscaalMemo 1 containing (B. 108.195) REPORT ON THE EIGHTHTECHNICAL

summaryofrelevanttaxinformationand Conferenceof the CommonwealthAssociation

connectedsubjects. SIMS, B.J.; HINSON, J.F.W.; ofTax Administrators(CATA)held in Kuala

(B. 108.147) SIMS,E.M.E.;FULTON,R.D. Lumpur/Penang,Malaysiafrom 11 to 17

Sergeantand Simson stamp duties and capital November1987.
BELASTINGWETTEN1988. duty and stampduty reserve tax. 9th Edition. London,The CommonwealthAssociationof

Meteen inleidingvan Mr. Ch.P.A. Geppaart. London,Butterworths,1988. Pp. 739. £ 115. Tax Administrators,MarlboroughHouse,Pall

19deEditie. The law is stated as of 1 November1987 and Mall, LondonSW1Y5HX. 1988. 167 pp.
Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Pp. 670. includesthe capital duty and the stampduty Proceedingsand reportson the subjects:
19th Editionof pocketeditionof tax laws of the reserve tax designed to implementthe Directives including:corporatetax systems (Australia,
Netherlandsupdatedfor the tax year 1988. of the EuropeanEconomicCommunityfor the Malaysia);problemsofdealingwithprivately
Implementingregulationsare jncluded. harmonizationof taxeson contributionto capital ownedand controlledcorporations(United
(B. 108.199) and on certain transactionsin securitieswhich do Kingdom,The Gambia); taxation treatmentof

not attractstamp duty. dividendsand treatmentsof distributedand

LANDBOUWEN FISCUS. 2ND EDITION. (B. 108.112) undistributedprofits (New Zealand,Kenya) and

Ondereindredactievan G.H.J.Tuinte. panel discussionson tax avoidancethrough the

Deventer,Kluwer,1988. Kluwer DAVIES, D.T. use ofcorporations(Malta, HongKong,
Belastingwijzers,No. 20. Pp. 187. 24.90 Dfl. Will precedentsand inheritancetax. 3rd Edition. Zimbabwe)etc.

2nd Revisededitionof monographdealingwith London,Butterworths,1988. Pp. 285. £ 27.50. (B. 108.057)
tax and financiaiaspectsof runningan agriculture Thirdeditionof manualdesgnedfor

businessconsideredby variousauthors. practitionersin this fieldofwork and inheritance

(B. 108.155) tax law as in effecton 30 September1987. INTERNATIONALTAX ASPECTS OF

(B. 108.129) executveremuneration.

ALMEKINDERS,A.; PAGTER, M. de;
EditorsJean-MarcTirardand CharlesScheer.

TAKENS,W.; WIT, J.P. de. Paris, Ernst& Whinney,1987. 92pp.
Douanememo1988.

Based on responsesreceivedfrom 25 countries

Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Pp. 205. 26.50 Dfl. INTERNATIONAL this booklethighlightsthe most effective

Annualeditionprovidingrelevantsummarieson
nternationaltaxplanningtoolsfor reducingthe

customsdutiesprovisionsas of 1 January1988. tax and otherrelatedcostsofexecutive

(B. 108.188) Developing countries
remuneration.
(B. 107.881)

United Kingdon THE THEORYOF TAXATIONFOR

developingcountries.Editedby David Newbery TREATY SHOPPING: AN EMERGING

TOLLEY'STAX PLANNING 1988. and NicholasStern. tax issue and its presentstatus in various
countries. Edited by HelmutBeckerand FelexJ.

A practicalguide to tax planning, includingthe Washington,The InternationalBank for
Wurm.

legislationand relevantcase law to 1 October Reconstructionand Development/TheWorld

1987, Vols. 1 and 2. Bank. (To be obtained from OxfordUniversity Deventer,KluwerLaw and TaxationPublishers,

Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., Press, WaltonStreet, OxfordOX2 6DP, 1988. Intertaxspecial issue 1987. 342pp.

1987. Pp. 532. £ 35. England), 1987. Pp. 694. £ 39.50. The concept treatyshoppingis explained.The

In two boundvolumes this edition takes account Variouscontributorsdescribebasic theories, paperspreparedas a response to the

of the majo changesin the law made by the 1987 factsand experienceuseful foreconomists questionnairefromdifferentcountriesfor an

InternationalTax WorkshopofDeloitteHaskins
FinanceActs and othercase law, etc. There are interestedin developmentand taxationwho wish

& Seils in Dsseldorf,Germanyare published.
seven completelynew chaptersin this edition to keep abreastof theoreticaland empirical The countriescovered Australia,Austria,are:

such as ForeignTax Planning; Non-resident developmentsin contemporaryresearch. Many
Entertainersand Sportsmen;OffshoreTax of the chaptersn ths bookare techncal because Belgium,Canada,Cyprus,Denmark,Finland,

PlanningthroughTrusts. theycontain the formalexpressionsand France, GermanFederal Republic, Italy,

(B. 108.196) theoreticalargumentsthat are quantifiedin Luxembourg,the Netherlands,Norway,

empiricalanalysis. Singapore,Span, Sweden, Switzerland,the

GUIDETO UK CORPORATIONTAX. (B. 108.204)
UnitedKingdomand the U.S.A.

4th Edition.
(B. 108.054)

London,ArthurAndersen,1988. Pp. 68. International
Broadsummaryof the UK corporationtax. A THE EMPLOYMENT,TAX REVENUEAND

briefdescription is also given ofoverseasaspects GROTHERR,Siegfried. wealth that the tobacco industrycreates.

and the position regardinggroups and close Die Scheingewinnbesteuerungim An economicstudy by Agro-economicServices

companies.The materials updatedas of30 internatonalenVergleich. Ltd and TobaccosmosLtd.
November1987. Analyseder steuerlichenLsungsanstzein der Thame, Agro-economicServicesLtd., 13 Upper
(B. 108.190) BundesrepublikDeutschland,Frankreich, High Street, Thame, OxfordshjreOX93HL,

Grossbritannien,Japanund den USA. England. 1987. 65 pp.
INCOME AND CORPORATIONTAXES Baden-Baden,NomosVerlagsgesellschaft,1987. This study aims to establishand quantifythe

Act 1988. Chapter 1. Schrftendes InsttutsfrAuslndischesund mportanceof the tobacco industry to 69

London,HerMajesty'sStationeryOffice, 1988. InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesender countriesinhabitedby more than 90% of the

Pp. 1037. £ 35. UniversittHamburg,Band 12. 438 pp., world'spopulation(which have tobacco

The new consolidationof the Tax Acts (the 158 DM. industriesofsignificantsize). The data presented
income tax and corporationtax). The bookletcontainsa comparativestudyon tax refer to 1983.

(B. 108.171) legislationsin the Federal RepublicofGermany, (B. 108.067)
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GROSS, Leo. amongunequals,or do the poorgetmoore; MEYDAM, A.
Essayson internationallawand organization. Intergenerationaltransfersand the distribution Simulationwith modelscombiningperfect
VolumeI. of incomeand wealth. foresightand rationingin markets, a sensitivity
NewYork,TransnationalPublishersInc., P.O. (B. 108.205) analysis.
Box 7282, Ardsley-on-Hudson,NY 10503.1984. Nijmegen,Universityof Nijmegen, Instituteof
605 pp ASPECTSOF INTERNATIONAL Economics,1987.
Compilationofessays by Leo Grosson cooperationin public finance. International ResearchMemorandumNo. 8603.24pp.
internationallawand organizationin two ConferenceReport, 26 to 30 October1987 in (B. 107.820)
volumes. Volumeone containsthe subjects: Berlin (West). EditorReinholdBasse.
developmentof internationallaw;development Berlin, GermanFoundationfor International
of Internationallaw by the UnitedNations; Development,Rauchstrasse22, D 1000 Berlin
Internationallawand individualresponsibility; 30,1987. Pp. 270. MIDDLE EAST
problemsof interpretation;problemsof voting; Introductorylectureon the Tax systemsand tax
some problemsof organizationin the United administrationsofdevelopingcountriesby
Nations. HubertHamaekers,chiefexecutiveof the Bahrain
(B.108.021) InternationalBureauof Fiscal Documentation,

includingtwobibliographiesdistributedby him BUSINESS PROFILE SERIES:KRGENAU,Henry. on TransferPricingand DevelopingCountries. Bahrain. 5th Edition.
InternationaleDirektinvestitionen. The second introductorylectureentitled Hong Kong, The Hong Kongand ShanghaiHamburg,VerlagWeltarchivGmbH.,1987. Prioritiesof governmentauditingin developing BankingCorporation,1987. 40 pp.670 pp. countrieswas held by HubertWeber. The Revisededitionof informationguideondoing5th Revisededitionof statisticaldata on institutionalreportswere contributedby the businessin Bahrainwith reference to taxation.internationaldirect investmentin major Audit Institutionsand Tax Administrationof (B. 57.076)industrializedcountriesdivided in total Africa, Asia, Caribbean,Latin America,etc.
investmentamountsand amountsperbusiness and give a discriptionofobjectivesand functions
sectorsand otherrelatedsubdivisions. of these organizations. Jordan(B. 108.056) (B. 108.203)

BUSINESS PROFILE SERIES:GRUNDY,Milton. ORTLEPP, Beate Christina.
Grundy'staxhavens: a world survey. 5th Das Vertragsverletzungsverfahrenals

Jordan. 5th Edition.

Edition. Instrumentzur SicherungderLegalittim HongKong,The HongKongandShanghai
1 London,Sweet & Maxwell, 1987. Pp. 100. £ 15. EuropischenGemeinschaftsrecht. BankingCorporation,1987. 48 pp.

(B. 108.183) Baden-Baden,NomosVerlagsgesellschaft,1987.
Revisededitionofinformationguideon doing
business in Jordanwith reference to taxation.SchriftenreiheEuropischesRecht, Politikund (B. 57.074)101 CHECKLISTSFOR COPING WITH Wirtschaft,Band 126. Pp. 195. 77.50Dfl.

worldwidecountertradeproblems.Preparedby Monographon infringementof a treaty TAX AND INVESTMENTPROFILE:Business InternationalS.A. procedureas an instrumentto securevalidityin Jordan.Geneva,BusinessInternationalS .A., 1985. Pp. EuropeanCommunitylaw. London,ToucheRoss International,1987.155. (B. 107.955)
Manualwhich highlightsthemain risks and Pp. 36.

problemsconfrontedin countertrade GRAY, H. Peter.
Generalinformationon investmentand taxation
in Jordan.transactions.Selectedcountriesare described Some thoughtson currentglobaleconomic (B. 57.096)with respect to theircountertraderegulations. problems.

(B. 108.090) Port Moresby, Instituteof NationalAffairs,
1987.

STRUCTURALADJUSTMENTAND INAWorkingPaperNo. 10. 25 pp. NORTH AMERICA
economicperformance. Reprintofpaperpresentedfor International

Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation SymposiumNorthAmericanEconomiesin the
and Development,1987. Pp. 371. 195 Ffrs. 1990s, held from 18-21 June, 1987 in Laredo,
This reportexamines the structuralfeaturesof Texas. CANADA
nationaleconomies(the supplyand allocationof (B. 107.893)
factorsofproduction,the market for goods and TAX REFORM 1987. NOTIC OF WAYS
services,and the taxing, spendingand regulatory INTERDEPENDENCEAND CO-OPERATIOb and MeansMotion to amendthe IncomeTax
functionsof the publicsectors) and the flows of in tomorrow'sworld. Act, December1987.
internationaltrade and investment. A symposiummarking the twenty-fifth Ottawa, Departmentof Finance, 1987. Pp. 80.

(B. 108.185) anniversaryoftheOECD. (B. 108.042)
Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation

DIRKSEN,Willem. and Development,1987. 236pp., 135 Ffrs. DOMINIONTAX CASES. VOLUME 41, 1987.
IFA InternationalFiscalAssociation1938-1988. Compilationof contributionsby leading The full text ofall reportedjudgmentson federal
Deventer,KluwerLaw and TaxationPublishers, politicians,academics,businessmen,senior tax questions.
1988. Pp. 423. officials,etc. for a symposiummarkingthe 25th Don Mills, CCH CanadianLimited, 1988.
Jubileebook devoted to 50 years activitiesby the anniersaryof the OECD. It contains Pp. 2600.
InternationalFiscal Association:an historical contributionson fiscalpolicy,debt management, (B. 108.173)
overviewof the majorevents. the future of internationalfinancial flows, the
(B. 108.194) impactof industrializedcountries'economic CANADATAX CASES. JUDGMENTSOF

policieson internationalinterdependenceat the SupremeCourtofCanada, Federal Court of

MODELLINGTHE ACCUMULATIONAND globallevel,and specificallyon the Third World. Canada,Tax Courtof Canadaand provincial
courts taxationmattersreportedby Canada

distributionofwealth. Editedby DenisKessler (B. 107.832) on

Tax Cases from July to December1987 inclusive.
andAndrMasson. 1987 Volume2. EditorsH. HewardStikeman,Oxford, OxfordUniversityPress, WaltonStreet, KNOESTER,Anthonie. MichaelG.H. Bunn and AnnaLangleben.Oxford OX26DP, 1988. Pp. 334. £ 32.50. Supply-sideeconomicsand the inverted DonMills, Richardde Boo Publishers,1988.
Compilationof 12 contributionson household Haavelmoeffect. Pp. 700.
wealthaccumulationand distributionmade by Nijmegen,UniversityofNijmegen,Instituteof (B. 108.208)variousauthors. Amongothers: Equalvs. Economics,1987. ResearchmemorandumNo.
unequalestate sharing; inheritanceand 8701. 16 pp. INCOMETAX ACT ANNOTATED.
inequalitywithin the family: equaldivision (B. 107.946) 17th Edition, January 1988. Consolidatedwith
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Amendmentsto January18,1988with related Don Mills, Richardde Boo Publishers, 1988. Gainsand LossesbyJ.I.Dean;Tax treatment

Tax Legislationand the IncomeTax Regulations. CanadaTax ServiceStikeman,Special release, of intercorporatedividends,grandfathering
EditorsH.HewardStikeman,Barbara February10,1988. Pp. 115. provisions,and the use of the press releasesby
Broughamand Janice A. Munro. Editorialcomment,noticesofWays and Means K.T. Pullen and J.J. Kellough;
DonMills, Richardde Boo Publishers,1988. Motions,supplementaryinformation,Draft Deductibilityof reserves:contractors,

Pp. 1354. CS 31.50. Legislationand TechncalNotes. maintenancecontracts,captivensurance

(B. 108.207) (B. 108.136) arrangementsbyI.J.Mida;Apotpourriof
elementsin computingbusinessincomeby

SUPPLEMENTARYINFORMATION NOTICE OF WAYS AND MEANS MOTION. B.R. CarrandW.D. Anderson;Thecurrent

relatingto tax reformmeasures.Tabled in the Phaseone of tax reform. December16,1987. At-RiskRules by E.A. Heakes;Tax

Houseof Commonsby the HonourableMichael DonMills,CCH CanadianLimited, 1987. treatmentof interest:BronfmanTrust and the

H. Wilson,MinisterofFinance. December16, CanadianTax Reports. SpecialReportNo. 822, June2, 1987 releaseby R. Couzin, J.R.

1987. ExtraEditionNo. 2. Pp. 429. Daman,M. Hiltzand W.R. Lawlor.

Ottawa,DepartmentofFinance, 1987, Pp. 151. Noticeof Ways andMeansMotiontoamendthe (B. 108.080)
WhitePaperoutliningdetailedproposalsfor IncomeTax Act, draft income tax regulations
comprehensivereformof the Canadian tax and explanatorynotes, supplementary
system. information,and tax treatmentoffarmlosses.

(B. 108.043) (B. 108.018) U.S.A.

THE FEDERALBUDGET, CURRENTDEVELOPMENTSIN THE MOTOR FUEL TAX SECTION OF

February 10, 1988. measuringbusinessincomefor tax purposes. the NationalAssociationof Tax Administrators.

DonMills, CCH CanadianLimited, 1988. Pp. 53. Toronto,CanadianTax Foundations,1987. Pp. Presentationsat the 1986 annualmeetingCoeur

Surveyofand commentaryto the Federal 390. C$ 47.50. d'Alene, Idaho,September14-16, 1986.

Budget. Printedpapersof the 1987 Corporate Washington,FederationofTax Administrators,

(B.108.135) ManagementTax Conference,the 24th of this 444 North CapitolStreet, N.W. Washington,
series ofmeetingsorganizedprimarilyto discuss D.C. 20001, 1986. Pp. 39.

BUDGET 1988. BUDGETARYPROPOSALS a wide range ofincometax topicspertainingto Proceedingsand printedpapersof the annual

introducedby the Ministerof Finance, the Hon. the measurementof businessincome.Contains meetingincludinga reporton the HouseWays
MichaelH. Wilson, in the HouseofCommons amongothers: The new Stop-LossRules by and MeansCommitteeHearingon taxevasion

.

on February 10,1988,with commentaryby W.J. Stran;The January 15, 1987Draft by LeonRothenberg.
ElliottStikeman. Amendmentsrelatingto the Acquisitionof (B. 107.975)

Loose-LeafServices
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release70
Skattenyt-Kronologisk-

Africa Canada releases8-10
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FIDAFRICA CANADATAXSERVICE releases 188 and 189
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Deventer,Kluwer.
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doubletaxatonprecede the mainpartof the aticle.

TREATYSTRATEGYOF THE NETHERLANDS-
Unilateral relief and tax treaties .................... 374-
In December1987the Dutch UnderMinisterof Financesent a letter BIBLIOGRAPHY .................................401

to ParliamentexplainingthemajorissueswthwhichDutchtaxtreaty
- Books 401...............................

negotiatorsareconfrontedandwhichpolicytheGovemmentwishes - Loose-leafservices 406....................

to follow in concludingtax treaties. The authors have attemptedto

make thecontentsofthe letteraccessibletoan internationalreader- CUMULATIVE INDEX .............................408

SOMMAIRE Ia publication de certaines mesures, celles-ci sont parfois publies
tandis que d'autres restentsecrtes. Le Dr. Nobel, en s'appuyantsur

1938-1988 des exemples concrets, plaide en faveur de l'obligation de publier
ces rglementset ces mesures afin d'assurer l'galitde traitement

Le Bureau Internationalde DocumentationFiscale des contribuables.
clbre son 50me anniversaire

Voir encartau milieu du numro Carnetdes Congrs .......................... 354

Le Bureau International de Documentation Fiscale (B.l.F.D.), fond Frankvan Brunschot:
en 1938, jette un regard sur son pass et fte ses 50 ans. Ce Bureau,

l'origine trs modeste, a beaucoup grandi, il est devenu une orga- Pays-Bas: Fraus legiset entreprisesmultinationales ......... 355

nisation prospre employant 65 personnes de 12 natonalitsdiff- Le concept lgal de fraus legis et es dispositions portant sur une

rentes. Il entre prsent dans l're de l'nformatique offrant ses imposition correcte nonces dans la loi fiscale nerlandaise re-

informations fiscales grce ses banques de donnes et ses dis- prsentent les armes les plus importantesutilises par l'administra-

ques compacts. Le premier disque compact contenant pratique- tion fiscale nerlandaise pour lutter contre les transactions ayant
ment tous les textes des conventionsfiscalesexistanteset muni d'un pour but d'viter le paiement de l'impt. Il y a encore peu de temps,
systme de recherche vient en effet d'tre mis au point. la doctrine de fraus legis n'tait utilise que pour lutter contre les

arrangementsmis en place par les contribuables personnes physi-
ques, dsirant contourner l'impt sur le revenu. Un certain nombre

Richard M. Hammer: d'arrts de la Cour ont toutefois permis d'envisager la possibilit
d'tendre la position de la doctrine afin de lutter contre l'vasion

Congrs-Anniversairede l'IFA, Amsterdam 1988 .............. 341
fiscale dans des situations internationales. Le Professeur Brun-van

H.E. Koning, Ministred'Etatchargdes Finances: schot considre que la fraus legis n'est pas l'instrument adquat
auquel iI faut recourirdansdescascomportantdes lmentsinterna-

Rductiond'mpts: Les Pays-Bassuivent la tendance tionaux.
actuelleet introduisentde nouvellesdispositionsradicales ... 344
Les Pays-Basn'apprcientpas l'exemptionqui ressort de la tendan- J. Kooi:
ce gnrale vouloir rationaliser et simplifier les systmes fiscaux.
M. Koning analyse dans son article les propositions actuelles de Pays-Bas:Retraites: Rsumdes

rductiondes taux de l'imptsur le revenu des personnesphysiques dveloppementsrcents ................................. 360
Cet article met l'accent sur diffrentsaspects fiscaux internationaux

et des socits. des versements de retraites aux Pays-Bas; savoir: le traitement

Kees van Raad: actuel et futur des versements forfaitaires de retraites, les cons-
quences internationalesdes modificationsproposesen matirede

Pays-Bas: Solutionsdonnes l'applicationdes clauses versements de retraites (Brede Herwaardering) et les plans de
de non-discriminationcontenuesdans les conventionsfiscales .. 347 retraitesconcernant les expatrisayant vcu aux Pays-Baspendant
L'auteuranalyse les diffrentessolutions portant sur l'applicationde une priode limite.
la disposition de non-discrimination de la Convention Modle de
l'OCDE (art. 24). L'article insiste particulirementsur les solutions M. Plante-Failet J.W. Zwemmer:
offertes en gnral quant aux clauses de non-discrimination des
conventions fiscales, des dispositions spcifiques la lgislation Pays-Bas: Intrts: Retenue la sourceou

fiscale nerlandaisesont toutefoismentionnes.Les clauses portant absencede retenue la source .......................... 365

sur l'tablissementstable, la nationalit et le contrlede l'article 24 Il n'existe pas aux Pays-Bas de retenues la source sur les intrts.

sont galementanalyses.
Des accordsdestins viter une double impositionconclus par les
Pays-Basprvoientsoit qu'aucune retenue la source ne sera appli-

Dr. Nico Nobel: que aux intrts dus aux rsidents nerlandais par un rsident de
l'autre pays, soit que le taux de retenue la source sera rduit. Les

Pays-Bas: Lapublicationobligatoiredes rsolutions revenus d'intrts reus par un rsident nerlandaisconstituent, de
et des rglementsest indispensable par la loi nerlandaise,une partie de son revenu imposablebien qu'il
une impositionquitableet juste .......................... 352 n'y ait pas eu moyen dans le pass d'identifier les pajementsd'int-
Cet article est un commentairesur la capacit des services fiscaux rts. Beaucoup de contribuables ont pu de cette faon viter de
nerlandais de prendre des mesures concernant l'imposition de payer un impt sur les intrts. Cet article examine si une solution
groupes de contribuables ou de personnes physiques. Il n'existe ntroduisant une retenue la source sur les intrts rsoudrait ce

aucune politique lgislativeou gouvernementalerendantobligatoire problme.
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de mieux comprendre les problmes poss.la base lgislativeactuelle applicable l'exemption avec participa-

tion, les diffrentes lacunesde la loi en la matireainsi que quelques-
unes des propostinsdestines y remdier.

Nouvellesde l'IFA ......................................373
BibliographieRoyaume-Uni ...............................373

Livres 401
..........................................401

-

-

.

Susan M.C. Lyonset D.A. van Waardenburg:
- Priodiquessur feuilles mobiles ................ 406

Pays-Bas: Quelquesaspectsde la stratgienerlandaise
en matirede conventionsfiscales internationales-

Dispositionsunilatraleset conventionsfiscales .............. 374
Le Ministre d'Etat nerlandais charg des Finances a envoy en Index rcapitulatif ......................................408

1 INHALTSVERZEICHNIS Dr. Nico Nobel:

Niederlande:Die obligatorischeVerffentlichungvon1938-1988:,

Durchfhrungsbestimmungenund Erlsse ist notwendig
Das IntemationaleSteuerdokumentationsbro freinefaire und gerechte Besteuerung ..................... 352
feiert seinen 50. Geburtstag Dieser Artikel bespricht die Zustndigkeit der niederlndischen

Steuerverwaltung,um Anordnungensowohl frGruppenvon Steuer-
SieheeingefgtenTeil in der Mitte dieser Ausgabe zahlern als auch fr individuelleSteuerpflichtigezu machen. Weder

Das Internationale Steuerdokumentationsbro, welches im Jahre gesetzliche Regelungen noch behrdliche Verfahrensvorschriften
1938 gegrndet wurde, blickt auf einen Zeitraum von 50 Jahren zwingen die Steuerverwaltung, diese Anordnungen zu verf-
zurck, n dem es von einer kleinen Organisatonzu einem gesunden fentlichen, so dass manche publiziert werden und andere geheim
Bro mit 65 Arbeitnehmernvon 12 Nationalittengewachsen ist. Es bleiben. Dr. Nobel empfiehlt die obligatorische Bekanntmachung
tritt jetzt ins Zeitalter der Datenverarbeitungein, in dem es Interes- der Durchfhrungsbestimmungenund Erlsse, um eine gleiche Be-
senten Information durch seine Datenbanken und Compact-Discs handlung von Steuerpflichtigenzu gewhrleisten und sttzt sich fr

anbieten wird. Daserste Compact-Discwelches fast alle Doppelbe- seine Argumentierungauf Beispiele aus der Praxis.

steuerungsabkommen und ein Informationserschliessungssystem
enthlt, wurde vor kurzem hergestellt. Veranstaltungskalender .... 354

Richard M. Hammer: Frank van Brunschot:

Niederlande. ,Fraus legis und multinationaleKonzerne ........ 355Der IFA-Jubilumskongress1988 in Amsterdam .............. 341
Das fraus egis Konzept und die gesetzlichen Bestimmungen

H.E. Koning, Staatssekretrfr Finanzen: richtiger Besteuerung in der niederlndischen
Steuergesetzgebung sind die wichtigsten Waffen der niederndi-

Senkungder Steuem: Die Niederlandefolgen dem Trend schen Steuerbehrden,um Missbrauchdes brgerlichenRechts mit
mit radikalenNeu-Antrgenzur Steuernderung .............. 344 dem Zweck, Steuern zu vermeiden, zu bekmpfen. Bis vor kurzem
Die Niederlande sind nicht immun gegen den weltweiten Trend, die wurde das fraus legis Konzept nur zwecks Bekmpfung von Ge-
Steuersysteme zu straffen und zu vereinfachen. Herr Koning schften natrlicher Personen, die Steuervermeidung bezweckten,
analysiert in diesem Artikel die derz'eitigen Antrge zur Senkung der auf nationaler Ebene angewendet. Verschiedene neuere Urteile
Stze der Einkommensteuerund Krperschaftsteuer. jedoch haben die Mglichkeitgeschaffen, das fraus legis Konzept

auf internationale Verhtnisse auszudehnen. Professor van
Kees van Raad: Brunschot steilt die These auf, dass das fraus legis Konzept fr

Flle, in welchen internationaleAspekte eine Rolle spielen, ungeeig-Niederlande:Fragenbezglichder Anwendungvon

Nichtdiskriminierungsklauselnin
net st.

Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen.... ....................... 347 J. Kooi:
-

Der Autor analysiertverschiedeneFragen bezgllchder Anwendung
der Nichtdiskriminierungsbestimmungdes OECD Musterabkom- Niederlande:'Ruhegehlter:Ein brblickber
mens (Art. 24). Der Artikel beschftigt sich hauptschlich mit neueste Entwicklungen .................................. 360
allgemeinen Fragen, welche im Zusammenhang mit den Nichtdis- Dieser Artikel befasst sich mit den verschiedenen internationalen
kriminierungsklauseln in Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen stehen, Steueraspekten von Ruhegehltern und hnlichen Vergtungen in
besondere Merkmale der nederlndischen Steuergesetzgebung den Niederlanden, d.h. der heutigen und zuknftigen Besteuerung
werden jedoch auch bei der Betrachtung erwhnt. Die Analyse be- von Rckkaufsummenan der Stellevon Ruhgehltern,internationa-
zieht sich u.a. auf die Betriebsttte-,Nationalitts-und Tochtergesell len Aspekten der vorgeschlagenen Anderungen bezglich
schaftklauseln des Artikels 24. Ruhegehlter, sowie hnlichenVergtungen (die breite Neubewer-
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tung) und Alterssicherungsregelungenfr auslndische Arbeit- zu inkorporieren. Die Autoren haben fur..ein besseresVerstndnis
nehmer, die im Rahmen ihres Arbeitsverhltnissesvorbergehend der betreffenden Probleme auch einen Uberblick des niederlndi-
in die Niederlande versetzt werden. schen Steuersystems und der einseitigen Massnahmen zur Ver-

meldung der Doppelbesteuerunggegeben.
M. Plante-Failund J.W. Zwemmer:

Bibliographie 401
Niederlande:Zinsen: Kuponsteueroder keine Kuponsteuer .. 365

..........................................

Bcher . 401-

Zinsen unterliegen in den Niederlanden keiner Kuponsteuer. Von Loseblattausgaben 406-

den Niederlanden abgeschlossene Doppelbesteuerungsabkom-
..........................

men bestimmenbezglichZinsen, die von einem Schuldner-wohn- FortgeschriebenesInhatsverzeichnis 408
haft iri einem Vertragsstaat- an einen Ansssigender Niederlande

.......................

bezahlt werden, dass sie entwedervon einer etwaigen Kuponsteuer
befreit werden oder der Satz solch einer Kuponsteuer ermssigt
wird. Zinsen unterliegen jedoch vllig der niederlndischenEinkom-
mensteuer, obwohl es bis vor kurzem fr die Steuerbehrden fast
unmglich war, den Empfang von Zinszahlungen nachzuweisen.
Viele Steuerpflichtige konnten deshalb die Besteuerung von

Zinszahlung'enumgehen. Dieser Artikel untersuchtdie Frage, ob die
Einfhrung einer Kuponsteuereine Lsung dieses Problems bieten
knnte.

monthlyjournal
IFAMitteilungen .......................................367

Schweiz ...................................367-

USA ......................................368-

EuropeanTaxationE.A. Brood:

Niederlande:Das Schachtelprivileg:
Gegenwartund Zukunft ................................. 369 in-deptharticles,case notes, rulings,
Das niederlndische Schachtelprivileg ist eine der bekanntesten
Ingredienzenfr Steuerplanung. In seiner heutigen Form bietet das decisions; indexed
Privileg eine Befreiung von Krperschaftsteuerfr alle Vorteile, die
eine Krperschaftaus einer wesentlichen Beteiligung erzielt. Dieser
Artikel analysiert die heutigen gesetzlichen Grundlagen, dle ver- one-yearbinder(optional)
schiedenen gesetzlichen Mngel und die Vorschlge, um die
Gesetzgebung zu verbessern.

back-volumesincl. indexes
IFA Mitteilungen .......................................373 availablein binders

Grossbritannien .............................373--

Susan M.C. Lyons und Dirk A. van Waardenburg microficheeditionsalso available
EinigeAspekte der niederlndischen
Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenstrategie-
Einseitige Massnahmenzur Vermeidungder
Doppelbesteuerungund Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen .... 374 O furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom

Der niederlndischeStaatssekretrfr Flnanzen sandte dem Parla- I
ment im Dezember 1987 einen Brief n dem er die wichtigsten Pro- InternationalBureauof FiscalDocumentation
blemen erlautert, mt denen de nederlandschenUnterhandler der rl| P.O. Box20237-1000 HE Amsterdam
Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenkonfrontiert werden, und er stellt the Netherlands
dar, welche Politik die Regierung fr den Abschluss von DBAs zu

befolgen wnscht. Die Autoren haben versucht, den Inhalt des
Briefes fr auslndische Leser zugnglich zu machen und haben Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217intaxnl

analysiert, in welchem Masse es den niederlndischen DBA-Un- Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58

terhndlern gelungen ist, die Wnsche ihrer Regierung in die DBAs

In the article by Mr. Alain Akhong in the May 1988 issue,
the followingcorrectionshould be made:

P.217: Alain Akhong is Director of Taxes for Arthur
Young Singapore.
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IFA 1988 Jubilee Congress 5--IL /////

at Amsterdam 34.

.£.- .

By Richard M. Hammer 5'

Mr. Hammer s a panner wth Prce Waterhouse and s the Natonal Drector of 2*,W
t2'.

.

Internaonal Tax Servces based n New York He s also the Chairman o Price
Walerhouse World Frm Inlernatonal Tax Servces Panel He s a graduate of
Prnceton Unversty and the Harvard Graduate School of Business He s a M-

membero the Amercan and New Yorlc Inshtutes o CPA's Currently, he serves

as President of lhe Inlernatonal Fscal Assocaton and Vce Charman of lhe
Fscal Committeeof the Businessand IndustryAdvisory Committee to OECD Mr
Hammer s a requent lecturer and has authored many artcles on the sublect of
taxaton

*

INTRODUCTORYNOTE THE SCIENTIFIC AGENDA: MORE
IMPORTANTTHAN EVER

It is indeed fitting that the 1988 IFA Congress returns
to the Netherlands,this year markingthe 50th anniver- The global economyis here, and it is IFA's purpose to

sary of its founding in The Hague in 1938. In effect, fosterdevelopmentof fiscalpoliciesand laws that least
this year's Congress represents a homecoming to impede the free flow, internationally, of goods, ser-

commemorate the golden jubilee. vices, ideas, technology, capital and labour. Before I
leave home for work each morning in New York, the

The Netherlandshas nowhostedthe Congressa record radio reports the closing prices of the Tokyo stock
5 times. It is also rrost fitting that the organization's exchange, the U.S. dollar/yen trading in Tokyo, how

birthplacegains this distinction.The first 2 DutchCon_ the dollar is faring in Europe and the opening gold
gresses unfolded in The Hague, the ninth Congress price in London. And those outside the United States
was held in Amsterdam, the twenty-thirdCongress n follow the U.S. trade figuresand U.S. trade legislation
Rotterdam and now the forty-second, again n with interest and, I must add, apprehension. If further
Amsterdan. The Netherlands trails only the United evidence of interlocking economies were needed,
States and the United Kingdombranchesin totalnem- black Monday, 19 October 1987, emphatically fur-

bership (on a population base only about 5% of that nished it. On that date, therewere recordstock narket
of the United States). And, of course, IFA renains declines in every stock exchangeand organizedsecuri-

headquarteredin the Netherlands. ty market around the globe.

The Netherlandsbranch has spared no effort in mak- The 2 scientificsubjects are timely. Subject I is recog-
ing the social side of this jubilee Congress something

nition of foreign enterprises as taxable entities. Na-

special. This will require some doing, considering re-
tional standardsvary. The United States and the Unit-

cent competition. Those who were there will never
ed Kingdom are prime examples. The United King-

forget the Goucho outing in Buenos Aires, drinks by
dom treats an unlimitedcompany formedunder the

the Rosetta Stone in London, more drinks (and CompaniesAct 1985 as a corporationfor tax purposes.

music!) at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New But the U.S. Treasury has ruled that such an entity is

York and the special ballet performance in Brussels. not a corporationfor U.S. tax purposes in cases where,
An event that I am particularly looking forward to is in addition to lack of limited liability, shareholdings
the Wednesday concert and the festive supper party.

cannot be transferred without the board of directors

The latter will be uniquely Dutch. I know you will all approval. (It is not a corporationfor U.S. tax purposes

enjoy it. because there are insufficient corporate characteris-
tics). Questions for discussion, debate and hopefully

The Dutch branch has also arranged spectacularven-
resolution at the Congress include (1) whether or not

ues for other events. The official reception of the there should be harmoniousentity characterizationas

Dutch Governmentat the Beurs van Berlagewill be a matter of international policy; and (2) whether or

a treat, and the closing dinner dance at the TV studio not income tax treaties should deal with harmoniza-

in Aalsmeer should rival the Seventh Regiment Ar- tion.

mory in New York as a one-of-a-kindlocation for this Subject II is tax treatment of computer software, a

Congress wrap-up social event. topic ripe for tax policy analysis. It is an example of
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new technology not fitting comfortably into existing gers, and on arbitration, a topic of wider-than-EC
tax concepts (including,prominently,the customs and interest because of the EC's central position in world

permanent establishment areas). I believe IFA can commerce and its role as a trend-setter for company
help in the important task facing national legislatures law and for cross-borderharmonization.
of bringing the tax systems up to speed with this
technologyexplosion. TWO SAD NOTES
The seminar subjects are also timely. SeminarA con-

siders data processing in taxation an importantsub- The death of Mitchell Carroll and the resignation of
ject for all MNCs, and a particularlyimportantsubject Jan Christiaanse as Secretary-General of IFA for
for U.S. MNCs (who must deal with a tax system that health reasons are a loss to everyone associated with

virtually cannot be complied with without sophisti- our organization. Mitchell was a founder of IFA and
cated computer programmes). Seminar B is on tax its second president, and has remained an important
consequences of pension provisions for the interna- presence. Jan has been Mr. IFA for almost 2 dec-

tionally transferredemployee.The deductionof pen. ades. His energy and zest for life have been evident in
sion costs ofsecondedemployees,often a thorny issue, all aspects of his professionalcareer, his work for IFA
will be discussed. Seminar C, on recent issues in tax and his tennis. We wish Jan a speedy recovery.
conventions,will considertopicssuch as how to adapt
treaties to imputation tax systems. Seminar D consid. Again, welcome to what I am sure will be a fruitfuland
ers draft EC directiveson parent-subsidiary,on mer- enjoyable jubilee.
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Subjects and Seminar of the 1988 IFA Congress

Subject I Thme I Thema I Tema I
Recognitionof foreign La reconnaissancede la Anerkennungder Identificacinde las
enterprisesas taxable personnalitfiscaledes steuerlichenRechtsfhigkeit entidadescomerciales .

entities entreprisestrangres. auslndischerUnternehmen extranjerascomo
General reporter: contribuyentes
Prof. K. van Raad, the
Netherlands

Subject Il Thme Il Thema 11 Tema Il
Tax treatmentof computer Le traitementfiscal du SteuerlicheBehandlungvon Rgimenfiscal de los
software computersoftware Computer-Software programasde computacin
General reporters:
Messrs. Robert N. Mattson
&J.B. Jones Jr., U.S.A.

SeminarA: SminaireA SeminarA SeminarioA
Data processing in taxation L'informatiqueet l'impt ElektronischeDaten- Procesamientode datosen
Chairman: verarbeitungund Steuern impuestos
Dr. H. Sebiger, Fed. Rep. of
Germany

SeminarB: SminaireB SeminarB SeminarioB
Tax consequencesof Le rgime fiscal des SteuerlicheAuswirkungvon Disposicionesfiscalessobre
pension provisionsforthe pensionsdessalaris Pensionsvereinbarungenfr las pensionesde los
internationallytransferred envoys l'tranger internationalversetzte empleadostransferidos
employee Angestellte internacionalmente
Chairman:
Mr. P. den Boer, the
Netherlands

SerinarC: SminaireC SeminarC
'

SeminarioC
Recent issues in tax Evolutionsrcentesen AktuelleProblemeder Evolucn recientede los
conventions matirede conventons Doppelbesteuerungs- tratadosfiscales
Chairman: fiscales internationales abkommen
Mr. M.J. Ellis, the
Netherlands

SeminarD: SminaireD SeminarD SeminarioD
Draft EC directiveson Propositionsde directives EG-Rchtlinienentwrfeber Proyectode Directivas
parent-subsidiary,on communautaires Mutter-Tochtergesell- Comunitariassobre las
mergersand on arbitration concernantles socits schaften, Fusionenund matricesysussubsdiarias,
Chairman: mresetles filiales, les Schiedsverfahren las fusionesyelarbitraje
Mr. R. Baconnier, France fusionset la procdure

arbitrale

F
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Cutting Taxes
-.r

The Netherlands Follows the Trend

by Introducing
Radical New Proposals

I*
By H.E. Koning, Under Minister for Finance

t

INTRODUCTION

National tax policies have been stimulated in recent years by international
trends. The open Dutch economy must necessarily be aware of such
trends. In the era of modern technology, in which companies operate on

a worldwide scale, this awareness has emerged as an important factor in

formulating Dutch fiscal policy. This development has augmented the

significance of the International Fiscal Associaton (IFA) as a forum in
which international fiscal experts can meet and confer. Accordingly, it Hendrik Elle Koning was born on 7

gives me great pleasure that the year IFA celebrates its 50th anniversary, June 1933 in Beilen. From 1952-1958
he attended the Tax Officers College

the congress should once again be held in the Netherlands.1 in Rotterdam, with a break for military
service between 1953 and 1955. He
read Dutch law as an external student

THE SIMPLIFICATIONOF TAXATION at the University of Leiden, taking his
final doctoraal examination in 1962.
Mr. Koning was an assistant tax in-

Tax legislation has evolved into a state of bewildering complexity. A spector from 1958 to 1961; in 1961 he

multiplicityof reasonscan be advancedto accountfor thesecircumstances, became an inspector. He was

i.e. society itself has becomemore complex, the expandingtax burden has employed in the General and Legal
led to refinement of regulations, the level of the tax rates necessarly Affairs Departmentof the Tax Depart-

compelsmore attention to the personalcircumstancesof taxpayers,efforts ment (Ministry of Finance) from April

to combat tax evasion and fraud have necessitated additional legislation
1962 to February 1967.

and executivemeasuresand a varietyof non-fiscalobjectiveshave become Mr. Koningwas a memberof the South

crucial factors to be taken into account in formulating taxation policies. Holland Provincial Council and leader
of the VVD Party (Liberal Party) on the

Combined, these elements have contributed to a generation of intricate RotterdamMunicipal Councilbetween
taxation systems. Gradually, however, it has become patently obvious 1971 and 1974, between 1976 to

that this patterncannotendure, that bureaucraticoverlaysmustbe stream- 1977, and from 7 September1982 until

lined and that simplicity is the primary requirement of a tax system. A his appointment as Under Minister.

similar realization has been dawning all over the world and has led to From 23 February 1967 to 28 De-
cember1977, he was a memberof the

overhauls of numerous tax systems.2 Lower House. Mr. Koning was Under
Mnster for Home Affars from 28 De-

The Netherlands has not enjoyed immunity from this global trend. The cember 1977 to 11 September 1981,

Parliament as well as the general public have joined the bandwagon in after which he returned to the Lower

raising clamours for simplification of the tax system (in particular the House. Mr. Koning was appointed
on

income taxes). These overtures led to the 1985 creation of the Oort
Under Minister for Finance 5
November 1982 (re-appointment on

Committee. The Commission, drawn from a wide political spectrum,was 14 July 1986)
assigned the task of investigating possibilities of streamlining the Dutch
tax system.3 The Report, which was produced in record time, advocated

far-reaching proposals on income tax, wages and salaries tax (i.e. the

pay-as-you-earncomponent of income tax) and social security contribu-
tions.4 The proposals included combining income tax and social security
contributionsand a broadeningof the first tax bracket.5
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Under the existingsystem, income tax and social secu- the leveis of income tax and the number of tax brack-
rity contributions are structured differently. Income ets. The UnitedStates 1986 Tax ReformAct paved the
tax rates are progressive, while social security con- way in this respect. Secretary of th Treasury, James
tributions are levied on a proportional basis. All tax- Baker III, asserted that the trend was induced by the
payers are granted a tax-free allowance on annual fact that individualsgenerally do not want to invest or
income.6 No general tax-free allowance exists for the work in a countrywith high taxes. This mightbe coined
social security contributions. The Oort Commission the American challenge. It is partly in the light of
proposal reduces the number of rate scale brackets, these internationaldevelopmentsthat the DutchGov-
i.e. probably 3 brackets rather than the current 9.7 ernment favours a reductionin the individualand cor-
Thus a uniform rate would encompass a broad spec- porate income taxes.
trum of income.

In particular, the marginal rates of tax should be re-

Introducinga broadly-basedfirst bracketwould elimi- duced because high marginal rates of taxation have an
nate various complicationsassociatedwith the present adverse (in fact paralysing) effect on the labour mar-

system. If the bracket applied to the first 45,000 Dfl. ket. For example, the black market economy tends
over and above the generallyapplicabletax-freeallow- to flourish under these conditions. The Netherlands,
ance (i.e. one of the options suggested by the Oort in an effort to adhere to its open economy policy,
Committee), approximately 85% of the taxpayers cannot afford to ignore measures adopted by its com-
would only pay tax at the first rate. Consequently, petitors.
more individualswould only be required to pay wages Higher tax yields due to, inter alia, efforts to combatand salaries tax and not income tax.8 fraud, major remedial new legislation and a cut in the

number of expenses which can be offset against tax
would therefore be used to reduce the basic rate ofREDUCING INDIVIDUALINCOME TAX RATES taxation under the Oort Committee's proposals. To-

measureThe Oort Committee's proposals received a favoura- gether with another (described below), this
would make it possible to cut the basic rate from theble reception. In December 1986, the Government 40%, which was originally proposed, to 35%.committed itself to simplify taxation along the lines of

the Committee'sreport. However,actualimplementa- It is also proposed that there should be only 2 other
tion of such a radicalproposalisan arduousoperation, tax rates besides the basic rate of 35%, namely a mid-
requiring much time and labour. As a result, the new dle rate of about 51% and a top rate of 60%. This
system is not expected to enter into force until 1 change would be implemented in such a way tht the
January 1990. Meanwhile, revenue from wages and reduction in number of tax-deductible expenses and
salaries tax and income tax was reduced by 1.7 billion allowances and the reduction in tax rates more or less
Dfl. (or about 4%) on 1 January 1988. This may be balanced out against each other overall. Naturally,
regarded as a first step towards the badly-needed individuals would gain or lose as a result of the
rationalizationof tax rates. Reducing the tax burden changes. Taxpayerswith large incomesand fewtax-de-
(which is heavierin the Netherlandsthan in most other ductible expenses would gain. Taxpayerswith numer-

OECDcountries) is essential to bolster the economy. ous tax-deductibleexpensesmightbe worseoffin spite
of the lower rates of taxation.There is a global trend towards substantiallyreducing
REDUCING CORPORATE INCOME TAX

1. IFA was established on 12 February 1938 in The Hague. Its first In contemplationof the increasing mobility of invest-
internationalcongresswas also held in The Hague, from 13 to 16 July 1939. ment and skilled labour and the continuingintegration2. For example, tax reforms have taken place in the United States and of the European Community, it is imperative that thethe United Kingdom. Reforms are under way in the Federal Republic of

Netherlands respond to relevant international de-Germany and Belgium.
3. For a discussion of the Report of the Oort Commission,see van den velopments. The question has arisen as to how the
Broek, P., A Step Towards Simplicity, 26 European Taxation 7 (1986) burden of taxation and social securitycontributionson
at 226. business could be reduced.4. Five general social securit funds exist in the Netherlands, i.e. the
retirement pension fund (AOW), the widows and orphans pension fund The Government has concluded that the funds allo-
(AWW), the disability pension fund (AAW), the child allowance fund cated under the 1978 Investment Account Act (Wet(AKW) and the fund for extraordinarymedical expenses (AWBZ).
5. Other proposals related to deductionsand special provisions. Certain Investeringsrekening, hereinafter WIR) should be
limits were imposed on the Oort Committee's outlines, i.e. its proposals put to different use.9 Reform plans for WIR were
should have no effect on the budget. Thus, the Committee was unable to premised on the idea that if economic growth and
propose a rate reduction. employment were to be stimulated, the full amount
6. Thecurrent tax-freeallowancerangesbetween7,392 and 18,185Df.

previouslyallocatedunderWIR should continue to be7. Actually, the Commission proposed 2 options for reducing the rate
scale brackets, i.e. one scale with 44 brackets and one with 3 brackets. See, used to assist trade and industry. In view of other fiscal
A Step TowardsSimplicity,40 BulletinforInternationalFiscalDocumen- trends (notably in the EC) and because the Dutch
tation 6 (1986) at 260. Governmentis anxious to maintain the country'scom-
8. Far fewer people would have to complete an income tax return and petitive position in fiscal terms (in which WIR playedthe taxpayer's financial obligationsvis--vis the State would be clarified.
9. The law was repealed on 29 February 1988. However, the premium an important role), a substantial cut in corporate in-
for small investments remains in force. come tax is considered vital. A reduction in corpora-
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tion tax should also be considered in connection with CONCLUSION
the more general reductions in tax rates and tax-de-
ductible allowances referred to above. The Netherlands was in the vanguard in 1984 and
Both labour and managementorganizationswere con- 1986, when it was one of the first countries to reduce
sulted in an effort to determine the most effective corporation tax. The new proposals for changes in tax

method of utilizing the available funds. Both concur- rates are radical measures, but essential ones: the
red that wage costs could be best reduced by cutting Dutch economy is vulnerable to foreign competition
social security contributions.The final decisionwas to and the country cannot afford to be out of step with
abolish child allowance contributions,which will lead other countries. Companies must not be discouraged
to an approximate2.5% reduction in wage costs. As a from operating in the Netherlands and skilled labour

result, the basic rate of the combined levy of income must not be deterred from seeking employmentin the

tax andpremiumscanbe 1.5 percentagepoints lower. country. From an international perspective, the new

corporationtax rates are still highlycompetitive,while
It has also been proposed that the corporate income the changes in wages and salaries tax and income tax
tax rate for profits exceeding 250,000 Dil. should be rates will bring the Netherlandsmore into line with the
reduced from the present 42% to a top level of 35%, international trend. In conjunctionwith structural tax
a percentagemoren line with internationalstandards. reforms, thesemeasureswill fostera flexibleeconomy.The rate for profits up to 250,000Dfl. is to be reduced
to 40% in order to discourage abuse of the besloten The recent fiscal developmentsin the Netherlandsout-

vennootschap (BV) form of company by entrepre- lined in this article emphasize the unavoidablene'ces-
neurs liable to income tax, who set up BVs for purely sity for individual countries to tailor their tax policies
fiscal reasons. The assets allowance for purposes of to international developments. IFA and the Interna-
corporate income tax will be reduced to zero. The tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation can perform
changes in corporate income tax should become effec- an extremely useful function in assisting countries to
tive on 1 October 1988. achieve such goals in the years ahead.
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By Kees van Raad
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I. INTRODUCTION 4 * :* J

,4
Y '

Non-discrimination is a relative subject. It concerns the treatmentof one
' .i.

person or object in comparison to that of another person or object: the , .'t
' *.*r

former person (object) may not be treated differently from the latter. In '..F **Z.
tax treaty non-discrimination clauses, not differently is usually inter- --*C:f4==2'

''
'

*k = 'pbr*T-preted to mean not less favourably.
S

When the concept of non-discrimination is applied to international taxa- .. 1'

tion, one would expect that (since tax law distinguishes among taxable
persons and taxable objects on the basis of being domesticor resident *, .--

A@.*G:

vs. foreignor non-resident),tax treaty non-discriminationruleswould .1 -@Rf
-

*

focus primarily on tax treatment differences between such 2 persons or *-- :,'
'

objects that amount to a less favourable treatment of the foreign person
or object exclusively on the basis of foreignness. This statement needs
clarification. Ifa country taxesnon-residentpersonsonly on certain income
from domestic sources but taxes resident persons on their world-wide
income, non-discriminatorytaxation of non-resident taxpayerswould, of
course, not imply that they too should be taxed on their world-wide
income. Rather, to the extent that non-residentsare subjectedto taxation,
they should be taxed not less favourably than resident taxpayers. For
nstance, if resident taxpayers with employment in'come are entitled to a

standard deduction for employment expenses, non-resident employees Mr. van Raad received his legal train-

should be allowed the same deduction. ing at the law school of the University
hf Leiden. Following his graduation,

Similarly, non-discrimination in respect of foreign vs. domestic income he studied international tax law
would mea'n that if a taxpayer has a choice between e.g. straight-line (M.C.L.) at Georgetown'Universit-y.in
depreciation and the declining balance method in determining incom the United States. Upon his return to

the Netherlands,Mr. van Raad workedfrom domesticbusinessactivities, a taxpayerwith foreignbusinessincome in the Departmentof International Tax
should, in computing his foreign profits for purposes of double taxation Affairs of the Ministry of Finance until
relief, be entitled to the same choice. 1975 when he joined the tax faculty of

the University of Leiden. From 1979,In addition to these jurisdiction-relatedclauses, a non-discriminationpro- he also served as a part-time tax in-
vision shuld also take into account undesirable differentiations in tax spector and counsl for international
treatment countries sometimes make in respect of, for example, deducti- tax affairs at the Amsterdam office of

bility of certain payments (interest, pension premiums) to non-residents. the Corporate Income Tax Division of
the Netherlands Revenue Service. In

The existing non-discriminationclauses of tax treaties which are based on 1982, Mr. van Raadwasavisiting pro-
the 1977 OECD Model Convention do not take a broad neutrality ap- fessor at the University of Florida

proach in respect of either taxable persons (non-residentsvs. residents) School of Law where h taught a

course on tax treaties. He earned his
or taxable income (foreign income vs. domestic income) nor do they doctorate in law in 1986 at the Univer-
effectively deal with the entire catalogudf foreign-unfriendlypractices sit of Leiden (dissertation: Nondis-
of many countries. Rather, the non-discriminationArticle as laid down in crimination in International Tax Law)
Art. 24 of the OECD Model Conventionconstitutesan incoherentcollec- and shortly thereafter he was ap-
tion of fairly narrow clauses. pointed Professor of International Tax

Law at the same university. In Sep-
This article examines a few of the issues concerningthe applicationof the ,

tember.1986, he joined the .tax law firm _.

OECD non-discriminationprvision. Some of these issues arise in respect of.Loyens & Volkmaars in an of coun-
.

Raad has writtenof specific features of Dutch tax law whereas others are of a more general
sel position. Mr. /an
extensively on subjects of interna-

nature. References to treaty provisions are to Articles of the OECD tional tax law.
Model Double Taxation Convention of 1977 unless otherwise indicated.
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II. THE PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT by State S of its tax on the interest to 10%, and (ii) a

CLAUSE OF ART. 24(4) OECD credit by State PE of the 10% S-tax.

The only clause in Art. 24 which (to an extent) fits in R PE S

the broad non-discriminatoryapproach to exercising ', interest
jurisdiction as described in the preceding paragraph, I

is the permanent establishment (hereinafter referred
i

I

to as p.e.)clauseofpara. 4. The first sentencereads:

The taxation of a permanent establishment which an

enterprise of a ContractingState has in the other Con-

tracting State shall not be less favourably levied in that Under the generally accepted relative effect of

other State than the taxation levied on enterprises of treaties, State PE cannot unilaterallyexpand the cat-

that other State carrying on the same activities. egory of persons who are entitled to invoke the treaty
with State S in order to include residents of State R.

Such a clause in a Dutch tax treaty entitles a non-resi- Under Art. 1 of the PE-S treaty, application of the
dent of the Netherlands(who as a residentof the other treaty is restricted to persons who are residents of
treaty State carries on business through'aDutch p.e.) State PE and/or State S. It would be unacceptable to
to Dutch taxation of the income of the p.e. not less State S if State PE, on the basis of an obligation as-
favourablethan the taxation of similar enterprisescar- sumed under a treaty concluded with a third State
ried on by Dutch residents. Although the clause pro- (State R), could expand the groupofpersonsin respect
vides for non-discriminatorytax treatmentof non-res- of whom State S would have to reduce its source tax.
idents in comparison to residents, this treatment is Therefore,no reductionof S-tax can be claimedunder
restricted to the business income the non-residentde- the non-discriminatorytreatmentofp.e. incomeunder
rives through a Dutch p.e. Despite the limited scope the R-PE treaty.
of this clause, States which have concluded double
taxation conventions containing this non-discrimina- The second effect of the PE-S treaty is the credit that
tion provisionstill appear to be reluctantto fullyaccept State PE must grant for the reduced S-tax. Under the

its consequences. Many States (the Netherlands in- p.e. non-discriminationclause of the R-PE treaty, this

cluded) have difficulty in accepting that the restriction credit must also be granted in respect of the p.e. in-
in the personal scope of their unilateral double taxa- come. If under its unilateral double taxation relief
tion relief rules to resident taxpayerscannotbe applied rules, State PE either does not grant a foreign tax

in respect of foreign income derived by Dutch p.e.'s credit to non-resident taxpayers or grants it under
of companies residing in treaty States. Typically, conditionswhich produce a less favourable result than

whereas under the p.e. non-discrimination clause of under the PE-S treaty, then under the p.e. non-dis-
Art. 24(4), a non-residentcompanyoperatinga Dutch crimination clause of the PE-R treaty, State PE is

p.e. with which real property situated in a third coun- obliged to grant (in respect of the p.e. profits) the

try is effectively connected, is undeniably entitled to same foreign tax credit as it grants under the PE-S
unilateral relief in respect of any income derived from treaty to its own residents. However, since these resi-
the third country real property. This result may not be dents would be taxed by State S under the PE-S treaty
readily accepted by some countries. However, to ex- at a rate of only 10%, the credit granted by State PE

culpate these countries it must be admitted that they in respect of the p..e. profits would equally be limited
do not meet much opposition. Taxpayerswho are de- to 10%, whereasState S, as a result of the inapplicabil-
nied unilateral relief rarely take their case to court, ity of the PE-S treaty, imposes an unreduced25% tax.

and as a result, even on a world-widescale, the number State PE must apply its unilateral relief rules to the
of court decisions involving application of non-dis- remaining 15% even if these rules are reserved to

criminationclauses remains very small. resident taxpayersbecause State PE is obliged to place
the p.e. on a non-discriminatoryfooting with resident

Applicationof the p.e. non-discriminationclause may taxpayers.evoke questions which are not easy to answer. For

example, assume that a corporationwhich is a resident A peculiarconsequencearises at this pointwith regard
of State R maintains a p.e. in State PE. Among the to the Netherlands. Until 1970 the Dutch unilateral
assets attributable'to the p.e. is a debt-claim on a relief rules were restrictedto, generally, active foreign
debtor who is a resident of State S. Further assume income such as business income and employmentn-

that States R and PE have concluded a tax treaty come. The Netherlands grants a tax exemption (a
which contains a p.e. non-discriminationclause and proportional reduction of the tax on the world-wide
that there is no treaty between the States R and S. income) for these types of income.2 In 1970, the Neth-
States PE and S have concluded a treaty providing for erlands, which traditionally favours exclusive resi-
a reduction to 10% of the 25% withholding tax State dence State taxationof interestand royalties, included
S applies to outgoing interest payments. Under the

p.e. non-discrimination clause of the R-PE treaty,
State PE is required to treat the p.e. as if it were the 1. See Sec. 54 of the 1977 OECD Commentary to Art. 24.

2 Decree for the Avoidance of Double Taxation of 4 April 1965 (as
enterprise of a resident taxpayer. Under the PE-S amended). For a discussion of this Decree, see n this issue, Lyons, S.M.

treaty, a resident of State PE who receives interest and van Waardenburg,D.A., Some Aspects of Dutch InternationalTax

income from State S will be entitled to (i) a reduction Treaty Strategy.
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in its unilateralrelief rules foreign tax credit provisions discriminationclause would result in extending all at-
for these types of income if derived from sources in tributes of full tax liability (e.g. consolidation
developing countries.3 Countries qualifying as de- privilege, dividend received deduction) to restricted
velopingcountries are enumerated in a ministerialde- liability taxpayers. Some States employingnationality
cree.4 This decree, issued in 1970, was updated in as a full tax liability criterion (like the United States)
1984.5The update removedfrom the list all developing recognized fairly early that unrestrictedapplicationof
countrieswith whicha treatyhad been concludedsince nationalitynon-discriminationclauses would enhance
1970. In the preceding example, if State S had been such undesirable effects. Consequently, the United
one of the countriesremovedfromthe list ofqualifying States has limited application of the nationalitynon-

developing countries because a treaty had been con- discriminationclause where individualsare concerned
cluded with it, no credit would be available in respect to foreigncitizenswho are subject to unrestrictedU.S.
of the p.e. income, as such unilateralcredit is restricted tax liability, i.e. U.S, residents.7Such a deviationfrom
to interest, etc., derived from a developing country the OECD Model non-discriminationclause to pre-
listed in the decree. vent unwanted equal treatment claims has not been

made by the Netherlandsthus far. As a result,non-res-
A similar issue arises if the income from State S at- idents of the Netherlands who are subject to Dutch
tributable to the p.e. is derivedfrombusinessactivities taxation may in certain cases reduce this tax by apply-in State S which may qualify as a p.e. in itself, i.e. a ing the nationality non-discrimination clause of the
sub-p.e.. The phenomenon of a sub-p.e. has re- treaty between their residence State and the Nether-
ceived scant attention in legal literature on taxation. lands. One of these cases is discussed below.
If the State S sub-p.e. fulfils the requirementsof a p.e.
as defined in the treaty between the States PE and S, Under Dutch tax law, a corporation is subject to unre-

State PE must (under the non-discriminationrule pro_ stricted tax liability if it is resident in the Netherlands.8
vided by the R-PE treaty), grant double taxationrelief According to Art. 4 of the General Act on Taxation9,
in respect of the sub-p.e, income. The outcomewould residence is determined on the basis of the cir-
be the same in the absence of a PE-S treaty if the cunstances. Under Dutch case law, the place from
unilateral relief rules of State PE apply to foreign p.e. which a corporation is effectivelymanaged ranks high
income. among these circumstances. In addition, a company is

deemed to reside in the Netherlands if it is organized
under Dutch law.10

III. THE NATIONALITYCLAUSE OF ART. 24(1) Consequently,a corporationwhich is effectivelyman-
OECD aged abroad but incorporated in the Netherlands is

treated as a residentcorporation.If a residentcorpora-The nationalityclause, which is a remnantof a biblical tion receives a dividend from another (resident or
commandment (Leviticus 19:34: The stranger who non-resident)corporation,the dividend is not taxable
sojourns with you shall be to you as the native among for corporatencome tax purposesif the dividendqual-
you, and you shall love him as yourself) and 19th ifies for the so-called participationexemption.11More
century trade treaties6, is laid down in the first sentence important in this context, the dividend is not subjectof Art. 24(1) of the 1977 OECD Model: to withholding tax.

The nationals of a Contracting State shall not be sub- Let us assume that a second corporationwhich is also
jected in the other ContractingSta.te to any taxation or

effectivelymanagedabroad and which receivessimilar
any requirementconnected therewith which is other or

dividends from the Netherlandsis incorporatedunder
more burdensome than the taxation and connected re-

quirements to which nationals of that other State in the foreign law. The difference from the first-mentioned
same circumstancesare or may be subjected. foreign-managed Netherlands-organizedcorporation

is only the law under which it is incorporated, i.e.
Art. 24(2) reads:

The term nationals means: 3. The credit was extended to dividends in 1976.

(a) all individuals possessing the nationality of a Con- 4. MinisterialDecreeof 28 May 1970. See also articlecited in'footnote2.

tracting State; 5. Ministerial Decree of 17 May 1984.

(b) all legal persons, partnerships and associations de- 6. See Sec. 2 of the CommentaryonArt. 24ofthe 1977 OECD Model.

riving their status as such from the laws in force in 7 Under U.S. tax law, the term resident has no meaning with respect

a ContractingState.
to corporations. Therefore, it appears that treaty non-discrimination
clauses which apply only to taxpayers who are residents of the Unied

In modern tax treaties, the prominent position of this States rather than persons who are subject to unlimited tax liability in the

clause in the provision on non-discriminationcan be United States, are not effective in excludingforeign corporationsfrom the
van

consideredslightly odd since, apart from States which
nationality non-discriminationclause. See Kees Raad, Nondiscrimina-
tion in International Tax Law (with special reference to The Netherlands

employ nationalityas a jurisdictionalbasis for full tax and the United States), Kluwer, Deventer (1986) Part IV.2, Sec. 3.3.2.

liability, nationality does not score high among cir- 8. Corporate Income Tax Act, Art. 2(1) (Wet op de Vennootschaps-
cumstances on which States base differentiations in belasting 1969, hereinafter referred to as CITA).

taxation.
9. Algemene wet inzake rijksbelastingen.
10. Art. 2(4) CITA.

For States which use nationality as a criterion for per-
11. For a discussion of the participation exemption, see in this issue,

sonal tax liability in respect of world-wide income,
Brood, E.A., The ParticipationExemption: Present and Future at 369.
See also, Hamulyk, A., Revision of the Participation Exemption, 27

unrestrictedapplicationof the OECD nationalitynon- European Taxation l0 (1987) at 311.
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foreign versus Dutch. This, however, is precisely the specificground for non-discrimination,such as nation-
differenceneutralizedby the nationalitynon-discrimi- ality, by providing, for example, that nationals may
nation clauseofArt. 24(1). Consequently,the foreign- not be extraditedwhereas foreign citizens may be ex-

managed foreign-organizedcorporation also qualifies tradited, then a foreign citizen is not in a similar legal
for the exemption from withholding tax. The imposi- position to a national. Consequently, for purposes of
tion of any withholding tax the Netherlandsmay levy this nationalitynon-discriminationrule, the treaty lan-
under an OECD-typeArt. 10 (Dividends)of its treaty guage does not permit the foreign citizens to invoke
with the foreign country concerned is prohibited by this rule because the law provides a type of differential
the non-discriminationprovision of the same treaty. treatmentbased on nationality;the result is impossibil-
This application of the nationalitynon-discrimination ity of similarcircumstancesin law. As this wouldnot
clause effectivelyeliminatesall Dutch withholding tax make sense, the requirementofsimilarcircumstances
on dividends distributed to companies which hold at in law must be dismissed.
least 5% of the outstanding shares of the Dutch dis- The drafters of the OECD Model and the Commen-
tributing company and which are residentin a country tary possibly had something else in mind. They maywith which the Netherlandshas concludeda tax treaty have thought that with regard to specific grounds for
providingfor a nationalitynon-discriminationclause.12 non-discrimination(e.g. nationality)differentialtreat-
To escape this consequenceone may try to argue that ment should be permitted if the differentiation is
the same circumstancesrequirementofArt. 24(1) is reasonable.For instance, it may be consideredreason-

not met in the above situation since the former corpo- able to base extradition policies on the nationality of
ration, incorporated under Dutch law, is a resident the person concerned whereas taxing foreign citizens
taxpayer and subject to world-wide tax liability at rates double that of nationals may be considered
whereas the second corporation, not incorporated unreasonable. If this is what the drafters of Art. 24(1)
underDutch law (nor effectivelymanagedin the Neth- had in mind, theywere unsuccessfulin expressingtheir

erlands) is not subject to world-wide taxation. This actual intentions. The drafterscould have thought that
difference,so the argumentgoes, amountsto a dissimi- nationals of a Contracting State shall not be treated
larity in circumstanceswith the result that the non-dis- in the other ContractingState with regard to any taxa-
crimination clause is inapplicable. tion or any requirement connected therewith un-

The question arises whether this argument based on reasonably different from nationals in that other
State. Alternatively, and more in line with non-dis-

the same circumstances requirement is valid. Ac- crimination provisions in international human rightscording to the OECD Commentary3, the same cir- instrumentsand constitutions, the drafters could have
cumstances requirementrefers to taxpayerswho are, written that nationalsof a ContractingState shall not
from the point of view of the applicationof the ordi- be discriminatedagainst in the other ContractingState
nary taxation laws and regulations, in substantially with regard to any taxation or any requirement con-similar circumstances both in law and in fact. As nected therewith, with non-discriminationmean-
explained below, this requirement is conceptually in- ing differential treatment based on an irrelevant or
correct. For purposes of discussion, the required unreasonableground.similar circumstances in fact will be distinguished
from the similar circumstances in law . If exceptions must be permitted in a specific non-dis-

crimination clause 'uch as Art. 24(1), it is preferableWith regard to similar circumstances in fact, the fol- that the exceptions,,be enumerated. Only then can a
lowing should be noted. If one wants to determine non-discriminationclause serve the purpose for which
whether, in a given situation, the prohibited type of it was designed, i.e. to offer security to foreign per-discrimination occurs, one must construe in the and in of objects and relations. A criteri-
abstract a situation in which all facts are identical to sons, respect

on which inevitablyneedsa court in order to determine
the given situation except for the very aspect (e.g. its applicability is inadequate.nationality, age, sex) protected under the non-dis-
criminationclause. If the construedsituation is subject
to a more favourable treatment than the existingsitu- IV. THE CONTROL CLAUSE OF ART. 24(6)ation, discrimination takes place. Identity of all facts OECD
except for the aspect protectedby the non-discrimina-
tion provision is a postulate for determiningwhether In addition to rules against less favourable treatmentdiscrimination occurs. The requirement of similarity of taxpayers who are subject to limited taxation (Art.in factual circumstancesis therefore superfluous. The 24(1), foreign nationals; Art. 24(4), certain non-resi-
required similarity flows from the very concept of dents), tax treaties may contain clauses against tax
specific non-discrimination. differentiationsbased on other factors as well. Exam-
The requirement of similar circumstances in law 1s ples include non-deductibility (for individual income
of a different nature. Only if a given basis for non-dis- tax purposes)of pensionpremiumspaid under foreign
crimination (e.g. hair colour) has no legal conse-

quences whatsoever, will persons differing from each
other in this respect (e.g. red-hairedpersonsand blond 12. See van Raad, Kees, Netherlands Withholding Tax on Dividends

persons) be in identical circumstancesin law. How-
Paid to ForeignParent Companiesand NondiscriminationClauses, Inter-
tax (1982) at 183.

ever, if the law does make a distinction in respect of a 13. See Sec. 3 of the Commentary to Art. 24.
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pension plans14 and denial of tax benefits to sub- corporationand not a residentof an EC MemberState
sidiaries if the parent company is non-resident rather (and thereforedoes not qualify for the reducedcapital
than resident. This latter clause is laid down in Art. duty under Dutch national tax law), the parent still
24(6) of the 1977 OECD Model Convention: appears to be entitled to the tax reduction under a

Enterprisesof a Contracting State, the capital of which non-discriminationclause similar to Art. 24(6) of the
is wholly or partly owned or controlled, directly or OECD Model. Because a transfer by a parent com-

indirectly, by one or more residents of the other Con- pany resident in the Netherlandsand thereby a resident
tracting State, shall not be subjected in the first-men- of an EC Member State would qualify for the capital
tioned State to any taxation or any requirement con- duty reduction, a parent company resident of a State
nected therewith which is other or more burdensome that has concludeda treatywith the Netherlandswhich
than the taxation and connected requirementsto which containsan Art. 24(6)-typenon-discriminationclause,
other similar enterprises of the first-mentioned State may claim the same reduction (irrespective of EC
are or may be subjected. membership).18

The provision is poorly drafted. The taxation of a According to Art. 2 OECD (Taxes covered), capitalresident-controlled enterprise of one State must be duty is generallynot one of the taxes to which treaties
compared with the taxation of an other similar en- apply. Art. 24(7), however, provides that the non-
terprise. Comparisonof this clause with the othernon- discrimination clause of Art. 24 applies to taxes of
discriminationclausesofArt. 24 and consultationwith kind and description.Sec. 57 of the OECD Commentary shows that the every

object [of the provision] is to ensure equal treatment It appears that similar non-discriminationclaims can

for taxpayers residing in the same State, and not to be broughtagainst the applicationofcapitalduty legis-
subject foreign capital...to identical treatment ap- lation of other EC Member States.

plied to domesticcapital (emphasisadded). Although
this explanationprimarily indicates that the provision
aims at equal treatment of resident enterprises (irre. V. CONCLUSION

spective of whether they are resident-or non-resident-
controlled)rather than equal treatmentofthe non-res- In his comparative analysis of the U.S. and OECD
ident and residentpersons controllingthem, the Com. Model Conventions,RobertJ. Patrick, Jr. observes in

mentary makes clear that a non-resident-controlled respect of the non-discrimination clauses of Art. 24
residententerpriseshould not be taxed less favourably that the ramifications [thereof] are probably more

than a resident-controlled resident enterprise. The uncertain than those of any other article.19 The 10

provision should explicitly state this by replacing the years that have passed since this pronouncementwas

words other similar enterprises with enterprises made have proven its correctness. Non-discrimination
the capital of which is wholly or partly owned or con- is a concept sympathetic to subscribe to. Still, most

trolled, directlyor indirectly, by one or more residents States apparently fail to recognize the commitments
of the first-mentionedState.1 they make when signing a treaty with the - narrowbut

at the same time far-reaching- OECD Model non-dis-
The issue to be discussed here, however, does not crimination clauses. Given the growing awareness on
concern the poor drafting of this OECD provision but the side of taxpayers of the rights they are entitled to
rather its application to Dutch taxation. Arts. 32-39 of under these clauses, it may be fair to assess that in the
the Dutch Legal Transactions Tax Act (hereinafter next decade the focus will shift from theoretical
referred to as LTTA)16 provide for capital duty to analysis to courtroom action.
be levied on corporations resident in the Netherlands
when capital is contributedin any form. In accordance
with the EC Directive of 17 July 196917, Art. 35(4)
LTTA, read in conjunction with Art. 12(2) of the
LTTA ImplementingDecree, provides for an excep-
tion from this duty in case of an internal reorganiza- 14. See Art. 24(4) of the 1986 tax treaty between the Netherlands and
tion. If, in a reorganization,shares are transferred to Canada.

a company resident in the Netherlands, the capital 15. Many treaties concluded by the United States contain this more

duty due in respect of this transfer is reduced by the accurate language. See footnote 12 at 197, note 28.
16. Wet op belastingen van rechtsverkeerof 24 December 1970.

amount of tax computedover the nominal value of the 17. Council Directive of 17 July 1969 concerning indirect taxes on the
shares transferred provided the transferringcompany raising of capital.
is a resident of an EC Member State. This reduction 18. This application of Art. 24(6) was brought to my attention by Dick

aims to prevent the capital duty otherwise imposed Hund, Senior Vice President Taxes, Douwe Egberts Royal Factories

from cumulating with the duty levied upon formation (Utrecht, The Netherlands).
19. Patrick, Robert J., Jr., A Comparison of the United States and

of the company whose shares are transferred. If the OECD Model Income Tax Treaties, 10 Law & Policy InternationalBusi-
transferor is the parent company of the transferee ness 613 (1978) at 705.
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\E--IER_A\IDS:

MandatoryPublicationof Resolutionsand

Rulings is Necessary for Fair and Just

Taxation
'..:. '

+..-..... ..--*-.-.*-. ..--p.##..'

By Dr. Nico Nobel
..

...-

The NetherlandsRevenue Service (Rijksbelastingdienst)has authority to , ,:' e t '/ /.#-

make arrangements for the taxation of groups of taxpayers as well as for
individual taxpayers. In this respect three categoriesmay be distinguished. *:

1. In certain instances the authority of the Revenue Service is derived j, ,, . . r:I...

from legislative provisions delegating competence to it. In such cases the
Dutch legislature2 has given only the general frameworkof the legislation '

and stipulated that it will further be implemented by the Minister of .., '..

Finance. Regulations based on such legal provisions are of a collective
V

%.

.r -:**

nature and are always made public in the official State Gazette
(Staatscourant).

...''.2/,

2. Art. 63 of the General Code of Taxation (Algemene wet inzake
rijksbelastingen)contains a unique feature. Art. 63 authorizes the Minis-
ter of Finance to enter into special arrangementsin order to meet injus-
tices of a predominant nature which may appear in the application of the *.=
tax laws in certain individual cases r groupsf cases. By virtue of this
provision3, the Ministerispermitted to deviate from (other) legal provi-

'

sins and grant'appropriaterelief from implementationof the lawsif such
Dr. Nico Nobel studied law at Leiden

provisions would lead to injusticesof a predominantnature. However, University (1950-1955) and received
there is no firmly established (governmental or legislative) policy with his doctorate in law from Amsterdam

respect to publication of rulings entered into on the basis of Art. 63. University in 1970. He has been prac-
Sometimes they are made public and sometimes they are kept secret. ticing nationaland internationaltaxlaw

in Amsterdamsince 1'960. He recently
3. The third and most important category of situatons in which the accepted the position of counsel for
Revenue Service may make arrangements isthe interpretation and im- Caron & Stevens, a Dutch law firm,
plementation of existing legal provisions. ,These may consist of general which operates internationally as the

arrangementsfor mportantgroups of cases, but also other arrangements,
Amsterdam office of Baker & McKen-
zie, United States. Dr. Nobel contri-

some of a collective nature but others - which are most numerous -

butes articles to tax periodicals on a

applicable to one or a few persons. Again, no formulatedpolicy dictates regular basis and often lectures on in-
whetherthese resolutionsand arrangementsmust be officiallypublished. ternational taxation.'

Among the general arrangementsfor important groups of cases are those
rulings which are issued for the allocation of profits of Dutch hlding,
finance, royalty and supportcompaniesbelonging to multinationalgroups
of companies. Rulings can be granted as a result of negotiationsbetween 1. The Revenue Service falls under the juris-
the corporate income tax inspector4and the tax consultantsof the multina-

diction of the Ministry of Finance.
2. Taxes are imposed on the basis of the Con-

tional as to the proper allocationof the profits of the group to such Dutch stitution of the Netherlands, Chapter 5, Sec. 2,
Art. 104. Fiscal legislation is passed through the

companies. These rulings are valid for a certain period of time and are cooperative efforts of the responsible Minister,
binding on both parties.5 the Queen and both Houses of Parliament.

3. Art. 63 is sometimes called the hardship
Another facet of Dutch ruling policy which has vital significance for clause.

activitis
multinational groups of companies is the so-called 35% arrangement

4. Tax inspectors engaging in these

(they are called ruling inspectors)consult each
which applies to foreign employees,i.e. non-Dutch nationals who are other on a regular basis to coordinate their

posted temporarily to the Netherlands.6Under this arrangementqualify- policies. The consultations are held under the

supervision of the Ministryof Finance.

ing employeesmay benefit from a fixed 35% expensedeductionfromtheir 5. For a discussion of advance rulings, see

Administration's Policy Con-
income. The rationalefor this deduction is that expensesincurredby these Hamulyk, A.,

cerningAdvanceRulings Disclosed,27 Europe-
individuals as a result of their temporary stay in the Netherlands (e.g. an Taxation 6 (1987) at 191.

education of their children) are generally considerablyhigher than those
6. An official translation of the 35% ruling is

reproduced in 26 EuropeanTaxation6 (1986) at

of their Dutch counterparts. 303.
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It is often problematicto ascertainwhether these indi- by the MinistryofFinance (on the basisof a delegation
viduals have fiscal residence in the Netherlands.To of powers). Since the 1970s, Tax Courts have granted
avoid difficult and lengthy argumentsbetween the tax more appeals based on arrangementsstemming from
authorities and these foreign individuals, the Ministry other categories of arrangementsloand even ruled in
of Finance issued a ruling by virtue of which (under favourof taxpayerson the basisofarrangementswhich
certain conditions) (i) a foreign employee is deemed contravene legislation.
to be non-resident in the Netherlands7and (ii) a 35%
deduction is available as a reduction in the foreign The Courts only allow these appeals provided strin-
employee'sgross salary for the first 5 years of his stay gent conditions are fulfilled. The most importantcon-
in the Netherlands. dition generally requires that the taxpayer prove the
The 35% arrangementmay also be used to illustrate arrangement has been promulgated by the Revenue
the approach the Revenue Service may take vis--vis Service. Specifically, the taxpayer must demonstrate

that a reasonable interpretation of the resolutiona matter which it believes to be sensitive. As of the
1950s, a fixed deduction8has been available on a sub- would lead one to expect that it would be applied in

stantial scale albeit only to American,Britishor Cana- the particularcase (the confidenceprinciple).
dian nationals employed in the Netherlands and the The taxpayer'sappealmay in certain cases be accepted
fact that such a deductionwas grantedby the Revenue if he is able to prove that the tax office in his jurisdic-
Service was not made public until 1986. Multinational tion applies certain arrangementsas a matterofpolicy
groups and their employees could obtain information to individualsin the same or similarcircumstances(the
about the existence and contents of the concession equalityprinciple).Proofof the existenceandcontents
only through indirect and informal channels (e.g. em- of such regulationsand rulings is onerous (ifnot impos-
bassies, contacts with tax advisers or chance informa- sible) when the arrangements have not been made
tion from other sources). It was not until 1970 that public.
certain aspects of the fixed deduction ruling became

interesting decided by the Tax Court inpublicknowledgewhen a Memberof Parliamentspec-
An case was

ifically addressed the Minister of Finance about the The Hague in 1987.11 In that case a barge skipper
matter. Even then only the general outline of the ar-

obtained access to information contained in a secret
Inland Revenue Bulletin which described a particularrangement was disclosed since the Minister of Fi-

nance's response to the queries did not reveal the policy of the Revenue office, i.e. that the tax office in

details of the arrangementor its practical application. the taxpayer's jurisdiction treated barge skippers in a

In 1985, Parliament pressed the issue with the result certain (favourable) way for the VAT. He had also
that the arrangementwas publicized in more detail in been able to make a photostat of the pertinent Bulle-
1986. However,many detailssignificantfor the practi-

tin. When the tax office refused to accord the same

cal application of the arrangement remained hidden. treatment to this taxpayer, he appealed to the Court

Application of the 35% deduction is continually requesting that the arrangement be applied to him.

changing and these alterations are not made public.
The Court granted the appeal. Of course, the decisive
factor in this case was the fact that the taxpayerproved

A similar development is discernable with respect to the existence and contentsof the regulation.This case
the arrangementscalled rulings. These rulings were patently demonstrates how the lack of or defective
not made public until 1985 when Parliament initiated publicationspawns arbitrary behaviour and injustice.
a series of penetratingquestions. The general outlines
of rulingswere publicizedbut, like the 35% deduction,

An Act was passed in 1978 (Open Access to Informa-

many changes have occurred which have not been tion Act)12 which obliges the administration to supply
made public. on demand information to the public on its policy

decisions unless sound reasons compel secrecy. This
If such rulings remain unpublicized (or are only pub- Act led to the publicationof a numberof rulingsprom-
lished in part) qualifying taxpayersmay remain ignor- ulgated by the Revenue Service. Simultaneously,Par-
ant of the existence and/or contents of favourable ar- liament exerted pressure on the Revenue to exercise
rangements.If a taxpayeris requiredto make a specific more openness with respect to its policies. However,
request to obtain the benefitsof a particularruling, he the Ministry of Finance has stubbornly refused to
will be at a marked disadvantageif he is denied access yield, i.e. it has only publishedits policiesaftercensure
to essential information. Consequently, these tax- by the Administrative Court, after repeated pressure
payers are taxed differently (and usually less favoura- from Parliament and after considerable delays.
bly) than other taxpayers similarly situated but who
have obtained sufficient information to avail them-
selves of the benefits of the ruling. In addition, lack of 7. This will generally result n the exemption of non-Dutch-sourcen-
or defectivepublicationand rigid adherenceto secrecy come from Dutch individual income tax.

also leads to inequality in taxation and - because tax. 8. The rates of this deduction have varied over the years.
9. Discussed under Category 1 the beginning of this article.payers cannot invoke non-publishedrulings- the Tax at

Courts are unable to intervene. 10. Id.
11. Decision of the Court of the Hague of 20 February 1987, No. 2346/84-

Until about 20 years ago, the Dutch Tax Courts took MI, published in Fiscaal Up to Date 1987/396.
12. Wet Openbaarheid van Bestuur of 9 November 1978, 55/581the position that an appeal had to be founded on an (WOB). See also Beukers-van Dooren, A.F.M.Q., Access to Informa-

allegedmisapplicationof the law or regulations9issued tion in the Netherlands,26 European Taxanon 9 (1986) at 281.
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Moreover, as already mentioned, changes im- accessabilityto the affairs and policiesof the Revenue

plemented to already-publishedresolutions are often Service in the Netherlands remains deficient. Vast
either not published at all or publishedafter consider- numbersofpolicy decisionsare known only by experts
able procrastination. with inside information, which results in preferential

treatment for such experts, inadequate intervention
Although noticeable improvements have been by the judiciaryand consequentlyarbitraryand unjust
achieved as a result of the introductionof the Access taxation. Mandatory publication of rulings and ar-

to InformationAct and the interventionofParliament, rangementsis indispensablefor fair and just taxation.
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Fraus Legis and
MultinationalEnterprises*

.

By Frank van Brunschot

Mr. van Brunschotstudied civil law and tax

I. INTRODUCTION law at Amsterdam University. Since 1969
he has held the position of professor of
international tax law, Amsterdam Univer-

The Dutch tax administrationhas long been equippedwith 2 sharp-edged sity. He worked as tax attorney for the
weapons to attack tax avoidance schemes: the fraus legis principle Dutch Ministryof Finance from 1979-1984.

(abuse of law doctrine) and the correct imposition provisions (richtige He is a partner in the law firm of Stibbe,

heffing) as set forth in the General Law on State Taxes.1 BaSically, both Blaisse & De Jong, Amsterdam.

devices serve the same purpose. However, before the tax authorities can

invoke either doctrine, several conditions must be met: (1) the taXpayer 1. Art. 31 of the Algemene Wet inzake

must have entered into a sham or relatively sham transaction; (2) the Rijksbelastingen (hereinafter referred to as

AWR)introducedby the Law of29 April 1925,
primary purpose of the transaction is to avoid imposition of tax; and (3) entitled Law for the Correct Imposition of Di-

the acts of the taxpayer, although apparently in conformitywith the law, rect Taxes.
2. See also van Brunschot, Abuse of Law,

frustrate the spirit and purpose of the tax legislation.2 28 European Taxation 1 (1988) at 29.
3. Art. 31 provides:

No regard shall be paid, for the levying of
The correct imposition provisionsare set forth in Art. 31 of the AWR3 direct taxes, to legal acts of which it must be

and its use is limited to direct taxes.4Art. 31 empowersthe tax administra- assumed, based on the circumstancethat they
1 were not aimed at bringingabout any essential

tion to scrutinize a particular transaction in order to ascertan whether a change in the actual relations or based on cer-

tax avoidance motive exists, and if such a motive is established (i.e. if it tain facts and circumstances, that they would
not have been performedhad they not had the

is likely that the taxpayer would not have otherwise entered into the effect of totallyor partiallyfrustratingthe levy-
transaction), the entire transaction can be disregarded.5 For instance, ing of tax.

4.
. Direct taxes include the individual income

correct imposition has been used to adjust situations where individual tax, the net wealth tax, the corporateincometax,

taxpayers contributed capital to a corporation to avoid imposition of the dividend tax and the gambling tax.
5. However, authorization from the Ministry

income tax.6 of Finance must be obtained before the tax auth-
orities can apply Art. 31. See Art. 32 AWR.
6. Although Art. 31 was originally passed in

The second line of attack available to the tax authorities to prevent 1925, the Dutch tax authorities had relatively
taxpayers from abusing the law is impositionof the fraus legis principle little success in its application until 1967. How-

ever, in 1967, the SupremeCourt upheld applica-
which is based on Dutch jurisprudence. Fraus legis embraces a broader tion of the correct imposition in the following
domain than correct imposition, i.e. it is not limited to direct taxes and case: The shareholders of corporation A estab-

lished a new corporation B and transferred all
may result in either the tax authoritiesdisregardinga particulartransaction their shares in corporation A to corporation B.

or substituting another (normal) transaction for the taxpayer's alleged Corporation B paid the transfer price of the
shares to the shareholders out of dividends re-

normal transaction. In other words, tax will be imposed as though the ceived from corporationA. According to Dutch

taxpayer did not enter into a spurious transactionbut rather entered into law, a taxable event (receipt of a dividend) was

converted into a non-taxable event (repayment
a taxable transaction.Becauseof the more encompassingnature of fraus of a debt). The tax inspectorapplied the correct

legis, the Under Ministerof Finance recently instructed tax inspectors to imposition provisions in order to disregard the
incorporation of corporation B with the result

utilize this principle when dealing with sham or relatively sham transac- that dividendswere deemednot paid to corpora-
tions.7 tion B but to the originalshareholdersofcorpora-

tion A. Published in Beslissingen in Belastingza-
ken/NederlandseBelastingrechtspraak(hereinaf-

Until recently, the fraus
-

legis doctrine was only applied to attack tax- ter referred to as BNB) 1968/80.
-

i. Vakstudie-Nieuws,15 August 1987 at 1768-
payer arrangementswhich frustrated impositionof income tax. However, 1769. The term fraus legis shall be used, for

based on 4 recent decisions of the Dutch tax courts (2 Supreme Court purposes of this article, to include the correct
as

decisions and 2 Court of Appeal decisions), it is envisioned that the fraus
mpostonprinciple well.
8. Decision of the SupremeCourtof 8 January

legis doctrine will also be extended to cases with international compo-
1986, published in BNB 1986/127; decisionof the
Supreme Court of 15 October 1986, publishedin

nents.8 BNB 1987/72; decision of the Court of Appealof
Amsterdamof 14 January 1986, No. 5187/82 and
decision of the Court of Appeal of Amsterdam
of 29 January 1986, published in Fiscaal

* This article is an expandedversionof a note appearingin 28 EuropeanTaxation 1 (1988)at29. Weekblad FED of 11 December 1987/464.
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II. THE ACCEPTABILITYOF FRAUS LEGIS D. The Dutch ruling practice13
IN INTERNATIONALSITUATIONS

The Dutch ruling practice towards multinational en-

Traditionally, fraus legis has involved an individual terprises is based on the premise that these enterprises
taxpayer; application of the doctrine in such cases is should have freedom to establishtheir group structure
reasonable and enhances the credibilityof the tax sys- in a tax-efficientmanner. Applicationof fraus Iegis
tem. Whether fraus legis is an appropriate instru- to international group structureswhich are unaccept-
ment to be employed in international situations with able to the tax authorities is difficult to justify in situa-
respect to corporations is an issue yet to be decided. tions which are normally covered by the ruling prac-
Based on the arguments advanced below, this author tice.14Prohibitingundesirablestructuresis a legislative
contends that the answer to that question is in the functionrather than the functionof the tax administra-
negative. tion.

A. Internationalgroup structures
III. CASES

In principle, multinational enterprises constitute an

economic unity and thus there is no need to separate
an international enterprise into several legal entities A. Leveragedbuy out

all doing business with each other. Legally, however,
it may be necessary to establishdifferententities. One A foreign parent company has a wholly-ownedDutch

decisive motive in group structuring (in one form or subsidiary. The parent company establishes another

another) is taxation.9 Dutch company and transfers the stock in the sub-
sidiary to the new company while the purchase price

If a multinational is structured in such a way so as to remainsdue against interest. In principle,interestpay-
minimize its tax liability and this structure is deemed ments are tax-deductible in the Netherlands. In this
to conflictwith the intent of the legislature, almost all case, a fiscal unity will have been created between the
multinationalgroupswill be susceptible to application new subsidiary and the subsidiary in which the enter-
of fraus legis. The tax administrationwould be able prise is carried out. The interestpaymentswill thus be
to decide, at its discretion, which group structures deductible from the profits of the enterprise.15
would be attacked. An appeal to the tax court would
be of no avail since the fraus legis test would always The above-mentionedsituation is roughly analogous
be met.10 to the case adjudicated by the Court of Appeal of

B. Arm's length dealing

Transfer pricing is another area of fiscal importance,
i.e. the price of goods, services and capital between 9. See also the annotationof van Brunschot, F. to BNB 1987/72.

10. See also Verburgh, M.J.P., Eenvoud en doeltreffendheid at 240.
associated enterprises. If the price put on a particular Verburgh argues that broad application of fraus legis could have a

transaction is less than that which would have been negative impact on the independenceof tax court judges.

expected had the parties been independent persons 11. See the decisionof the Courtof AppealinBNB 1978/252with accom-

dealing at arm's length, the Dutch tax authoritieshave panying note of Hofstra, H.J. See also the decision of the Supreme Court

of the Netherlandsof 27 January 1988, No. 23,919 (not yet published).In
the power to adjust intercompany transfers. Artificial that case, the Supreme Court held that under certain circumstances (e.g.
(or irregular) financing structures or conditions may the expectation that money loaned to the subsidiarywould not be repaid),
also be adjusted.11The fraus legis doctrine iS super- a loan to a subsidiarymust be characterizedas a capital contribution. The

fluous if Dutch international tax law provides approach adopted by the Supreme Court, however, is a tax law qualifica-

mechanisms to adjust transactions failing to meet the tion (i.e. the transaction was characterized for tax purposes) and not

arm's length requirements.12
applicationof the fraus legis doctrine.
12. The University of Groningen in the Netherlands reached the same

conclusion in its report on Dutch case law Nederlandse belasting-juris-
prudentie op vier internationalegebieden, published by the International

C. Profit connected to the Netherlands Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,Amsterdam (1987) at 299-302.
13. Because of the availability of the Dutch participation exemption in

Applying fraus legis to tax profits which, economi- combination with the extensive treaty network and the arrangement be-

cally, are not connected to the Netherlandsmay result tween the Netherlands and the Netherlands Antilles (Belastingregeling

in adverse consequences. The Dutch tax authorities
voor het Koninkrijk see footnote 24), many international (sub)holding
companies are established in the Netherlands. Under certain conditions,

do not approve of structures in which Dutch groups it is possible for international enterprisescontemplatingthe establishment

establish a foreign subsidiary (fully capitalized with of a Dutch company to obtain an advance ruling on important tax issues

equity), which in turn finances its own Dutch sub- from the corporate tax inspectors. Advance rulings often confirm the

sidiaries with debt. The administrationmaintains the applicability of the participation exemption. See also, Hamulyk,A.,
Revision of the Participation Exemption, 27 European Taxation 10

position that these financing structuresare prime can- (1987) 311.at

didates for application of fraus legis. Clearly, how- 14. In at least one case (not yet published), the tax authoritiesattempted

ever, a non-Dutchgroup financingits Dutchsubsidiary to invoke fraus legis where a structure that would normally be covered

in this mannerwouldnot be at risk. A potentialexodus by an advance ruling was not.

of parent companies could reasonably be anticipated
15. For a discussion of the fiscal unity concept, see-Betten, R., The

Fiscal Unity- InternationalAspects and Recent Developments,27 Euro-

if fraus legis is used against Dutch enterprises. pean Taxation 3 (1987) at 78.
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Amsterdam.16 The Court concluded that the loan 95% of the takeoverwas financedwith junk bonds. A
agreement was entered into in fraudem legis and Dutch company (also part of the group) was involved
that the interest payments had to be gnored when ln the takeover. The purchasingcompany established
asessing the corporate income tax. a subsidiary in the Netherlands which purchased the

shares in the Dutch part of the enterpriseof the sellerThis case occasions some interesting ideas. Assume nd financed the acqustonwith a loan from a groupthat no subsidiary had been interposedbut that a div- finance cornpany established in the United States.idend had been paid to the foreign parent company. Caught off guard by the above-mentionedCourt deci-
Assume further that the dividend had been financed sion, the purchasingcompanyrequestedthe Dutch tax
through a loan from the parent to the subsidiary or nspector to render an opinion with respect to the
through a loan from a third party to the subsidiary. In deductibilityofthe interest. The tax inspectorrefused.
the above case, it was argued that payment of a divi-
dend would have been the normal method. It is The Under Ministerof Finance has instructed the tax

noteworthy that in this particular case some doubt inspectors9 to inform the Ministry of any structure in
existed as to whether the parent company qualified as which interest payments are made by a Dutch com-

a residentof the NetherlandsAntilles, a relevantpoint pany (which is part of a fiscal unity) to a Dutch non-

with respect to the withholding of dividend tax. The taxpaying legal entity, a company established in a tax

interestingissue, however, is whether the Courtwould haven or a company sustaining consecutive losses.
be inclined to apply fraus legis in situations de- Why this instruction is limited to the aforementioned
scribed as normal. lenders is unclear. From an economic point of view,

the destinationofpayments is irrelevantfor Dutch tax
In accordance with the reasoning of the Court, there purpses. Furthermore,what is preciselymeantby theiS no sound reason why fraus legis would not apply terms tax haven and a company sustaining losses
to all 3 situationssince, economically,very littlediffer- is ambiguous. Arguably, the UnitedStates shouldnow
ence is discernable between them.17 It is therefore be regarded as a tax haven since the top corporateinconceivable why any distinction need be made for ncome tax rate has been reduced to 34%. Fraus
application of fraus legis. If the primary goal of the legis is inappropriate for such cases.3 situations is to create tax-deductible interest pay-
ments, then the dividend distribution made possible Obviously, the particular arrangements in the
by the loan is as sham asinterposinga subsidiaryin the takeover case were devised to deduct interest pay-
way described. ments so evasion of Dutch orporate income tax was

the decisive motive for the chosen structures. The
On the basis of this analysis, Dutch subsidiarieswhich takeoverof a Dutchdivisionwouldnot have transpiredenter into loan agreements to finance dividend dis- if the interest paymentshad to be paid out of after-tax
tributions violate the spirit and purpose of the tax profits. Again, the substantivequestion is whether the
laws. This author is of the opinion that the Court is loan can meet the arm's length test, i.e. whether the
totally incorrect with respect to this particular point. loan was disguised capital. It is highlyunlikely that the
Neither civil law nor tax law impose restrictions on loan agreemententered into by the Dutch fiscal unitydividend distributions. In principle, a company is free would fail to meet the arm's length test because the
either to retain or distribute earnings. Even adhering parent company itself had been 95% financed with
to the Court's decision, part of the interest payments loan funds.
would be acceptable if, in a normal situation, a divi-
dend distribution would be made. The test should be Restricting the obligation to inform the Ministry of
whether and to what extent a loan agreement entered Finance to cases in which the interest is paid to particu-
into by the subsidiary assumes the character of equity lar entities enhances the potential for arbitrary be-
rather than debt. This is not a fraus legis test but
rather an arm's length test. 16. Decision of 29 January 1986, FED of 12 November 1987/464. The

Application of fraus legis in the described case is facts of this case were as follows: X, a residentof Belgium,was a sharehold-
er of the limited liability CompanyA. CompanyA was a 100% shareholderalso doubtful because in fraus legis cases the rele- of Company B, a profitable company. Companies A and B constituted a

vant transactionsmust be comparedto normal trans- fiscal unity. In 1987, X used his shares in Company A to purchase shares
actions (in order to substitute the normal transaction in Company C, a Netherlands Antilles corporation. In that same year,
for the sham transaction).The only normal transaction Company C sold its shares in CompanyA to CompanyD, a Dutch limited

one could envision concerningthe loan is one in which liability company wholly owned by C. The total purchase price of the
shares was 7,500,000 Dil. ; Company D paid 500,000 Dil. of this amount.

no dividend distributions are made. It is hardly con- The remainderofthe purchaseprice was to be paid in 15 annualinstalments
ceivable that distributing dividends not derived from at an interest rate of 9%. On 1 January 1979, Company D formed a fiscal
the cash flow of the company conflicts with the spirit unity with CompaniesA and B. As a resultof this structureand in particular
of the law. the fiscal unity concept, almost the entire profit of Company B was paid

to Company C (by way of interest) so that no corporate income tax could

In addition, the question could also be raised whether be imposed in the Netherlands.

the Court of Appeal's decision has any impact on
17. Th 3 situations being (1) the actual case (interposedsubsidiary), (2)

international takeovers and mergers.18 The following
the hypotheticalcase where the dividendhad been financed througha loan
from the parent, and (3) 'the hypothetical where the dividend had been

case might be instructive. financed through a third party loan.
18. See also the note by Danils, A.H.M. accompanying Fiscaal

Recently, a U.S. multinationalenterprise sold its nu- Weekblad FED of 12 November 1987/464.
trition division to another U.S. enterprise. More than 19. Vakstudie-Nieuws, 1987 at 2013.
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haviour on the part of the tax authoritiesand the issue sidiary contributes the dividend received to a Nether-
whether the spirit and purpose of the law is violated lands Antilles group finance company by way of a

becomes irrelevant. If fraus legis is to be applied at capital contribution.The NetherlandsAntilles finance
allit shouldbe applied to all setup structures.Furth- company intends to enter into a loan agreement with

ermore, if only interestpayments to one ofthe entities a U.S. subsidiary of the U.K. parent company. To

would be sufficient to invoke fraus legis, a non-sus- avoid U.S. withholding tax, the loan is made by the

pect company should be interposed to secure deducti- NetherlandsAntilles company to the Dutch company
bility of the interest payments. which passes the loan to the U.S. company with a

spread between received and paid interest of 1/4 of 1%
of the principal amount. The Dutch tax authorities

B. Upstream loans attack the capital contribution to the NetherlandsAn-
tilles company and the (return) loan to the Dutch

A Dutch-ownedcompanyfinancesa foreignsubsidiary
(e.g. a Swiss subsidiary). BecauseofArt. 13 para. 4 of company by invoking fraus legis .

the Dutch CorporateIncomeTax Act, theparentcom- Admittedly, the dividend distribution from Switzer-

pany should not make a capital contribution with land and the capital contribution to the Netherlands
debt.2o The Swiss subsidiary later enters into a loan Antilles, the (return) loan to the Netherlandsand the

agreement with the parent company or with a sub- loan to the United States are transactions with no

sidiary which is part of a fiscal unity with the parent other motive than tax avoidance. However, it is also

company. The Dutch tax authoritiesdo not accept the obvious that in a normalsituation, it would be likely
loan agreement entered into between the Swiss and that the profit would have originated in the United
the Dutch company and the connected interest pay- Kingdom and the capital needed by the U.S. sub-

ments. sidiary would have been provided for by the U.K.

Economically, this situation is similar to the following parent company. Viewed in that context, the structure
does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the

scenario: a subsidiaryborrowsmoney from a bank and intent and purpose of Dutch tax legislation is being
distributes a dividend to the parent company (with frustrated. Economically, the interest payments from
which the subsidiary forms a fiscal unity); a capital the United States through the Netherlands, have no
contributionis then made by the parent company to a relation whatsoever to the Netherlands. Isolated from
Swiss subsidiary which deposits the funds in a bank the overall structure applicationof fraus legis to the
account. If this type of structure does not invoke the 2 transactionswould jeopardize almost every interna-
fraus legis, it is difficult to conceive why the above- tional structure.
mentioned structure would. In both structures, the
transactions result in interest paid by the parent com-

pany and interest received by the Swiss subsidiary. C. Avoidance of withholdingtax

On the basis of CITA Art. 13 para. 721, the Dutch tax In a recent case22, fraus legis was applied to attacka
authorities could raise the argument that the Swiss structure set up to avoid withholding tax. On 20
subsidiary is not a real finance company but rather a November 1980, the shareholder of Dutch Company
portfolio investment and so the Dutch participation A (a BV) decided to distributea dividendon ordinary
exemption does not apply with respect to this sub- shares. Between20 Novemberand 1 December,Com-
sidiary. If so, Dutch tax is not being evaded, i.e. only A's articles of association amendedand the
an extensionof payment is granted. In fact, the Dutch pany were

were con-
tax authoritieshave granted rulings in many cases con- ordinary shares held by the shareholder

verted into preferred shares. New ordinary shares
cerning Swiss finance subsidiaries. If the debt : equity
ratio of the Swiss subsidiary is at least 4:1 (external

were issued to a Netherlands Antilles company. The
dividend was actually distributed on 15 December.

debt finance) or 7 : 1 (internal debt finance), the tax The tax inspector refused to refund the dividend tax
authorities will rule that the participation exemption withheld to the NetherlandsAntilles company on the
applies with respect to the shares in the subsidiary. ground that the sequence of transactionshad been set
The lack of consistencyis patentlyobvious: in one case with the primary of avoidingimpositionof
the Dutch tax authorities conclude that the shares in up purpose

tax. tax
the Swiss subsidiary constitute a portfolio investment withholding The inspector concluded that the

transactions conficted with the spirit and purpose of
if the subsidiary fails to meet the debt : equity ratio,
whereas in the same situation the capital contribution
and the (return) loan are deemed to contravene the
spirit and purpose of the law. The foregoneconclusion 20. Wet op de Vennootschapbelasting.Art. 13, para. 4 reads as follows:

Costs related to the participation or membership are only deductible to

to be drawn is that applicationof fraus legis s nap- the extent it is likely that they indirectlycontribute to profits taxablen the

propriate because abuse situations have apparently Netherlands.
been restricted by the ruling practice. 21. Art. 13, para. 7 reads as follows:

Ownership of shares in a non-resident joint stock company is deemed a

The following example may illustrate the ineffective- participation in the event a taxpayer owns at least 5% of the nominal

ness of fraus legis in the described cases. A U.K. paid-in capital of the company, unless it is likely that the shares form a

parent company owns a Dutch subsidiarywhich owns portfolio investment. Ownership of certificates of participation in a

non-residentmutual fund is not regarded as a participation.
a Swiss subsidiary. The Swiss subsidiary distributes 22. Decision of the SupremeCourt of the Netherlandsof 8 January1986,
dividends to the Dutch subsidiary. The Dutch sub- BNB 1986/127.
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the Dividend Tax Act 196523 and the Belastingrege- ed in the OECD Model Treaty (inter alia Art. 10,
ling voor het Koninkrijk''24.On appeal to the Supreme para. 2). The incorporationof anti-abuse rules in tax
Court it was held that fraus legis in this particular treaties is also an appropriatemechanism to preclude
structure was, in principle, possible. treatyshoppingpractices. Beneficialownershipmay

Basing his arguments on a technical nature, the Sol- be anotherappropriatemethod to combat treatyshop-
icitor General concluded that the Belastingregeling ping. In this respect, Art. 16 of the United States

voor het Koninkrijk does not prevent application of Model Treaty should be mentioned, under which the

fraus legis in such cases. However, the Solicitor place of residence of the ultimate shareholdersof the

General failed to ascertain whether structures set up paying company is the decisive factor.27

with the sole purpose of avoiding withholding tax
would (in generalor in particularcases) run the risk of
the tax authoritiesapplying fraus legis.

IV. CONCLUSION

Mr. J. Hoogendoorn, in a thorough analysis of the With respect to group structures, the Dutch tax auth-
case, argues that a tax court should be reluctant to orities should concentrate on the profits attributable
apply fraus legis in situations where a tax treaty is to the Netherlandsfrom an economicperspective.The
involvedbut he does not exclude the applicationof the profit connected to the Netherlands depends on the
doctrine in extreme cases. He concluded that, in gen- economicactivity and the profit allocationshould pro-
eral, the avoidance of withholding taxes on dividends ceed on the basis of the arm's lengthprinciple.28Fraus
in intercompanystructuresdoes not contraveneDutch legis can only be acceptableif the tax law is ineffective
tax legislation. to prevent arrangementswhich conflictwith the inten-

tion of the legislation. Fraus legis should not beThe above-mentionedcase is a clear case of treaty applied if the taxation ofprofit (i.e. distributedprofit)shopping. Treaty shopping, however, is not contro-
versial Dutch tax legislation. The Netherlands does

is concerned because the arm's length principle effec-

not levy withholding tax on outgoing interest and tively addresses this issue for profit allocation pur-

royaltiespaid by Dutch debtors. Interest and royalties poses.

1 paid into the Netherlands are reduced as much as

possible in Dutch tax treaties. In principle, dividends
are subject to a levy of 25% withholdingtax at source.

However,Dutch tax treatynegotiatorsalways attempt 23. Wet op de dividendbelasting1965.
to reduce withholding tax on dividends to the Nether- 24. The Belastingregelingvoor het Koninkrijkis an internal arrangement
lands.25 In fact, the Dutch tax authorities have never between the Netherlands and the Netherlands Antilles for the relief of

resisted routing dividends from a Dutch company
double taxation. It is comparable to a tax treaty although not a treaty in
fact because the Netherlands Antilles are part of the Kingdom of the

through a Netherlands Antilles conduit company Netherlands.
(until recently, this reduced the Dutch withholdingtax 25. For a discussion, see in this issue, Lyons, S.M.C. and van Waarden-
to nil).26 burg, D.A., Some AspectsofDutch InternationalTax Treaty Strategy.

26. It should be noted that the introductionof the 7.5% withholdingtax
An additional issue is whetherdividend routingvia the in intercompanystructureson dividendsto NetherlandsAntillescompanies
NetherlandsAntilles should be attackedby the fraus has been caused by pressure from the United States.

legis doctrine. The answer should be in the negative. 27. Art. 16 reads as follows:

Creation of a Netherlands Antilles conduit company
1. A person (other than an individual)which is residentof a Contracting
State shall not be entitled under this Convention to relief from taxation

in order to avoid,Dutch dividend tax is always a sham in the other ContractingState unless:
transaction because the sole purpose of this type of a. more than 75% of the beneficial interest in such person is owned,
structure is to avoid the tax. It is difficult to perceive directly or indirectly, by one or more individual residents of the

why fraus legis is not applied to these structures in first-mentionedContractingState; and
b. the income of such person is not used in substantialpart, directly or

normalsituations,yet if the structure is a last minute indirectly, to meet liabilities (including liabilities for interest or

creation, fraus legis is applied. If an Antilles struc- royalties) to persons who are residents of a State other than a

ture is not the normal structure, all Netherlands ContractingState and are not citizens of the United States.

Antilles arrangements will be susceptible to fraus For the purpose of subparagraph (a), a company that has substantial

legis, a consequenceobviouslynot in conformitywith trading in its stock on a recognized exchange in a ContractingState is

presumedto be ownedby individualresidentsof that ContractingState.
the intent and purpose of the law. The conclusionmay 2. Paragraph 1 shall not apply if it is determinedthat the acquisition or

be drawn that, under existingDutch legislation, trea- maintenance of such person and the conduct of its operations did not

ty shopping does not conflict with the spirit and pur_ have as a principle purpose obtaining benefits under the Convention.

pose of tax law even where last minute creations are
3. Any relief from tax provided by a ContractingState to a resident of

concerned.
the other Contracting State under the Conventionshall be inapplicable
to the extent that, under the law in force in that other State, the income

Such a conclusion also accords with developments in to which the relief bears significantly lower tax than similar income

international tax law outside the Netherlands. arising within that State derived by residents of the State.
28. See also the report Thin Capitalizationof the OECD Committee

Methods to counteract treaty shopping are express- on Fiscal Affairs, Issues in International Taxation No. 2.
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RLAkIDS:

Pensions: A Survey of
RecentDevelopments

.

By J. Kooi

I. INTRODUCTION

This article discussesvarious international tax aspects of retirementbene- I
fits in the Netherlands. Although a detailed examinationof all aspects of

retirement benefits is beyond the scope of this article, certain recent

developmentswarrant particularattention. The main topics covered are: /I
the present (and future) treatment of lump-sum retirement payments;
internationalconsequencesof the proposedchanges in retirementbenefits

-..
J-

(Brede Herwaarderingor Broad Reappraisal);and retirementplans
forexpatriatestransferredto theNetherlandsfr a limitedperiodoftime.

Mr. Kooi (1955) studied tax law at the

II. LUMP-SUMRETIREMENTPAYMENTS University of Amsterdam. He has
worked as a tax advisor since 1981

A. In general and with Loyens & Volkmaars since
1982.

For purposes,of this article, a lump-sum payment is a one-time payment
made in lieu of periodic pension payments. Pension, in this respect,
refers to payments made at regular intervals to which the beneficiaryi
entitled on the basis of past services rendered as an employee.1

B. Domestic taxation

Resident taxpayers are taxable in the Netherlands on their world-wide

income2, from sources indicated in the law3 and irrespectiveof form. The

law specifically mentions income from past employment.4 Con-

sequently, Dutch income tax (and, as the case may be, wage withhOlding
tax) will be due on lump-sumpension paymentsin respectof past Nether-
lands employmentunlesseitherdomesticrules for the avoidanceofdouble
taxation or a tax treaty exempt the payment from Dutch income tax,
leaving the right to tax the pension to another country.

1. Wages Tax Law Art. 11(3)(a) (Wet op de
Non-resident taxpayers are subject to tax on Dutch-source income as loonbelasting 1964, hereinafter referred to as

indicated in the law.5 This income includes Dutch-source pensions and L.B.) defines a pension scheme as a Scheme
the excluive- or almost exclusive - purpose of

lump-sum payments which are taxable under Art. 49(1)(b)(1) I.B. unless which is to support employees or former

protectedb a tax treaty. employees in case of infirmityor old age and to

support their spouses and minor children and
foster children through a pension which may not

Ifcertain conditionsare met, a beneficiarymay elect to receivea lump-sum exceed an amount which is socially reasonable

payment either upon retirement or prior to retiring.6 Private employers considering the duration of the employmentand

who guarantee their employees a pension upon retirement are subject to
remunerationreceived
2. See Income Tax Law 1964 Art. 3(1) (Wet

the provisions of the Pensioen- en Spaarfondsenwet 1952, as amended op de inkomstenbelasting, hereinafter referred

(Act Governing Pensions and Savings Funds, hereinafter referred to as
to as'l.B.).
3. I.B. Art. 4.

PSW).7 One of the circumstances under which the PSW permits the 4. See I.B. Art. 22(2) in conjunctionwith L.B.

payment of a lump sum in lieu of a periodic pension is emigration. How-
Art. 10(1).

I.B. Art. 49.

ever, payment of such a lump sum is only possible if the pension scheme 6. As a general rule, however, no such election

contains express provisions to that effect.
is possible if the beneficiary is covered by a gov-
ernment pension.
7. The purpose of the Pensions and Savings

If a lump-sum payment exceeds 1,000 Df. and if it replaces periodic Funds Act is to supervise the operation of pen-
1

payments in excess of one tax year, the taxpayer may elect to be taxed at
sion funds to ensure that invested funds are not
misused.The law also containsprovisions to pro-

a special rate which varies between 20% and 54%.8 The applicable rate is tect retired persons and certain limitationson the

computed on the base of both the amount of the lump-sum payment and possibilityof converting periodc payments into
one lump-sum payment.

the average taxable income from the past 4 years. 8. I.B. Art. 57.
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C. Internationalaspects/treatysituations tion should be made between 4 types of provisions
found in tax treaties:

Althoughmost tax treatiescontain some sort of provi-
sion for pensions, it is not always clear whether the 1. Category I: Treaties containing a special provision
provision also covers lump-sumpaymentssince an ex-

on lump-sum payments in lieu of private pensions. In

press reference to such payments is lacking. A distinc- these treaties, the lump-sum payments will always be
taxable in the country where the services are per-
formed. A recently published report on treaty negoti-
ations in the Netherlandsstates that all future treaties
will be Category I type treaties.9Category

Country I . I1 III IV 2. Category II: Treatieswhich do not contain a special
Aruba x provision for lump-sumpayments but which contain a

Austria x provision for pensions and other similar remunera-
Australia x tion (1977 OECD Model Treaty, Art. 18).10 These
Belgium x types of treaties allocate the right to tax lump-sum
Canada x paymentsto the countryof residenceofthe recipient.11China x

Denmark x 3. Category III: Treaties without either of the above
Finland x provisions but which contain a provision for other
France x income (1977 OECD Model Treaty, Art. 21(1)).12
Greece2 x Treaties falling under Category III allocate the right
Germany(FR) x to tax the lump sum to the country of residenceof the
Hungary3 x recipient.ndonesia4 x

reland x 4. Category IV: Treaties which contain only a rule for
srael x pensions and no provisions for other income. Accord-
talys x ng to Dutch case law13, if the treatyarticle on pensions

Japan x does not refer to other similar remuneration the
Korea x lump-sumpaymentsare not covered by the provision.Luxembourg x

The Supreme Court has held that the word pensionMalawi x
denotes a periodic payment in respect of services ren-Ma aysia6 x

Malta x dered in the past and that a lump-sum payment re-

Morocco x ceived in lieu of pension rights is not a pension within
NetherlandsAntilles x the meaning of the law.14
NewZealand7 x

The Dutch judiciary has ruled that pensions and otherNorway X
similar remuneration,when paid after retirement, arePakistan8 x

Poland x not covered by the article on dependent personal ser-

Romania x vices because that article (i.e. Art. 15 OECD Model
Singapore x Convention) applies only to income from existing
South Africa x employment.15
U.S.S.R. x

Spain x Until recently, uncertainty prevailed with respect to

Sri Lanka9 x lump-sum payments paid prior to the (official) retire-
Surinam x ment date. In a 1984 decision6 the Court held that
Sweden x

Switzerland x

Thailand x 9. Letter dated 3 December 1987, ParliamentaryPapers 20365/2. This
Czechoslovakia x letter is discussed in this issue. See Lyons, S.M.C. and van Waardenburg,
Turkey x D.A., Some AspectsofDutch InternationalTax TreatyStrategy- Unilat-
United Kingdom x eral Relief and Tax Treaties.

United States x 10. Art. 18 of the OECD Model Convention provides that Subject to

Yugoslavia x
the provisions of paragraph 2 of Article 19, pensions and other similar
remuneratonpaid to a resident of a ContractingState in considerationofZambia special provision which re-
past employmentshall be taxable only in that State.

sults in taxation in country 11. See Judgment of the Supreme Court No. 19,934 of 10 June 1981,
where services were render- reported in 29 Beslissingen in Belastingzaken/NederlandseBelastingrecht-
ed spraak (hereinafter referred to as BNB) (1981) at 1,1331. The case is

cited as BNB 1981/242. For a discussion of this case, see 21 European
1. Treaty of 27 May 1986. Taxation 9 (1981) at 301. See also BNB 1986/35.
2. Treaty of 16 July 1981. 12. Art. 21(1) reads as follows: Items of income of a resident of a

3. Treaty of 5 June 1986. ContractingState, whereverarising, not dealtwith in the foregoingArticles
4. Special provision. of this Convention shall be taxable only in that State.
5. New treaty shortly expected with category I provision. 13. See footnote 11.
6. Treaty not yet in force. 14. Id.
7. Pension defined in the protocol. 15. See, inter alia, BNB 1981/242, BNB 1984/249 and BNB 1987/207.
8. Treaty of 24 March 1982. 16. Decision of the Court of The Hague of 26 March 1984, published in
9. Treaty of 17 November 1982. BNB 1984/249. For a discussion of the case, see Pensions,25 European

Taxation 2 (1985) at 56.
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lump-sum payments in lieu of periodic pension pay- The Decree for the Avoidanceof Double Taxation of
ments should be treated as other similar remunera- 4 April 196524 contains unilateral measures for relief
tion, and therefore taxable in the State of residence for resident taxpayers (according to the exemption
of the recipient. Because lump-sumpayments lack the with progressionmethod). However, the income elig-
periodicity characteristic, they cannot qualify s pen- ible for exemption must be derived from present or

sions.17The lump-sumpayment in that case, however, past employment in another country and the income
was made after the txpayerretired. The UnderMinis- must be subject or deemed to be subject to a tax on

ter for Finance did not appeal this decision to the income or profits in that other State. Based on this
Supreme Court. However, he did argue that, on the provision it may be concluded that pensions and lump
basis of the Court's judgement, lump-sum payments sums received in lieu of pensionswould be eligible for
made prior to retirement should not be deemed a the exemption under the Decree so long as the pay-
pension or other remuneration; instead these pay- ments are paid by a foreign payer and are subject to
ments shouldbe governedby the articleson dependent tax in the country of the payer.
personal services (Art. 15 of the 1977 OECD Model
Treaty)or directors'fees (Art. 16) because they consti-

The Netherlands retains the right to tax pensions and

tute remunerationfor active servicescarriedout in the lump-sum payments received by non-residentson the
basis of Art. 49(1)(b)(1) I.B. (see above) when paidpast. in relation to (past) services rendered in the Nether-

In 2 recent decisions (concerningthe treatieswith Fin- lands.25
land and Ireland)18, the Supreme Court rejected the
Under Minister's conclusion and held that lump-sum
payments made prior to retirement did not mean that

E. Conclusion

the sum was not intended to provide the taxpayerwith
Followingthe SupremeCourt decisions (favouringthethe financialmeans to supporthimselfat a later time.19 taxpayer), the Government took steps to precludeThe Court concluded that payments which can be of lump sums in lieu of pensions after emig-characterized as securing the means to support the payments
ration. The PSW was, at the time, under review. The

taxpayer in his old age and which are made in respect Government proposed amendment to the PSWof past employment, are not governed by the article
an

which would prohibit lump-sum payments after emi-
on dependent personal services but rather are gov- gration withoutobtainingspecificpermissionfrom theerned by the article on private pensions. In the case

Ministryof Social Affairs, which would need approvalconcerning the Netherlands-Finlandtreaty, the Court from the Ministry of Finance.26 Permission would bealso held that even if the article on pensions was in- denied in those cases where it was expected that theapplicable20, the article on other income''21 would
have allocated the right to impose tax to Finland. foreign resident would pay a substantially lower tax

than the tax which would have been due by a resident
If the treaty does not contain a provision for other taxpayer. Strenuous objections to this amendment
similar remuneration or a provision for other in- were raised during a debate in the First Chamber of
come (Art. 21 of the 1977 OECD Model) allocating the Dutch Parliament on the grounds that the PSW
the right to tax such income to the country of the was not the appropriatevehicle to combat tax avoid-
taxpayer's residence, the taxing rights of the Contract- ance practices. Now, as a general rule, lump-sum
ing States are not restricted. Consequently, a lump- payments in lieu of pensions are permissible after
sum payment may be taxed in the country where the emigration so long as the interests of the spouse (or
services are performed. In 198122 the Supreme Court former spouse) of the taxpayerare protected.27Unfor-
held that a lump sum paid to a resident of Australia in tunately, however, an increasing number of tax

respect of Netherlandsemploymentwas taxable in the treaties will contain provisions allocating the right to
Netherlands. In that case, the treaty provision (Art.
18) did not contain a definition of pension but 17. See also commentary to Art. 18 of the 1977 OECD Model Conven-

anotherprovision (Art. 3(3)) stated that any term not tion, Point 3.

otherwise defined shall, unless the context otherwise 18. The case concerning the Finnish treaty has been published. See deci-

requires, have the meaningwhich it has under the laws
sion of the Supreme Court (Hoge Raad) of 13 May 1987, No. 24,314,
published in BNB 1987, No. 207 and in the periodical Vakstudie-Nieuws

of that State relating to the taxes to which this Agree- of 4 July 1987. For a discussionof both cases, see Dik, B.P., LumpSums,
ment applies. The Supreme Court held that Art. 3(3) 27 EuropeanTaxation9 (1987) at 295.

allowed the Dutch tax authoritiesto interpret the term 19. Id at 297.
20. See Art. 19 of the Netherlands-Finlandtreaty. An unofficial Englishpension as used in Art. 18 of the treaty in the same translationof this treaty is published in SupplementaryService to European

manner under Dutch law so it did not cover lump-sum Taxation, Sec. C.

payments in lieu of pension rights.23 21. See Art. 23.
22. See footnote 11.
23. Id.

D. Internationalaspects/non-treatysituations 24. Besluit VoorkomingDubbele Belasting.
25. As a practical matter, one could query whether the Netherlands, in

To a certain extent Dutch domestic law provides rules such a case, would enforce its right to tax these payments if they were made

for non-treaty situations. As mentioned above, resi_ by a non-resident (e.g. an international pension fund).
dent taxpayers are, in principle, taxable on their 26. The proposed bill, however, would allow lump-sumpaymentsbefore

actual emigration but since the taxpayer would still be a resident of the
world-wide income and non-resident taxpayers are Netherlandshe would incur Dutch tax liability at the time of payment.
taxable with respect to certain Dutch-sourceincome. 27. See article cited in footnote 18.
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tax lump-sum payments to the country where the ser- ally at least part of the accumulated interest will be
vices are performed. taxable.

II. INTERNATIONALCONSEQUENCESOF THE C. Proposals
BROAD REAPPRAISAL

The relevant proposedchanges (i.e. those concerning
international aspects) under the Broad Reappraisal

A. In general are as follows.32

Research and discussionsconcerning rules for private 1. In principle, thelimit on deductibilityof payments
pension annuities and other similar old age benefits on behalf of a future pension or annuity would be

have been conducted in the Netherlands for approxi- abolished. All future receipts would be fully liable to

mately 10 years. This procedure is generally referred ncome tax at ordinary rates. The rationalebehind this

to as the Brede Herwaardering or Broad Reap- change is that taxpayers themselveswould establish a

praisal. The results of the discussions remain uncer-
maximum deductible amount which would be in line

tain although some interesting proposals have been with their income and cash flow situation.

submitted which may have a substantial impact on Obviously, this change potentially creates interesting
international tax planning. This section of the article tax planning possibilities. A resident taxpayer would
briefly examines the existing structure for retirement deduct substantial amounts thus reducing his current
plans in the Netherlandsandvariousproposedchanges taxable income. Note that non-resident taxpayers are

which may affect international tax planning. (andwouldbe) only entitled to very limiteddeductions
(e.g. they wouldnot be entitled to the deductionmen-

B. Existing situation tioned in II. A.). After emigration, the non-resident
taxpayer would attempt to receive periodic and lump-

The existing tax system for old age benefitsis regulated sum payments in such a way so that little or no foreign
by a comprehensivesystem of intricaterules. The main tax would be due.

characteristicsof the system are that certain amounts To prevent this and other similar types of construc-
(which are tax-deductible)can be reserved out of pre- tions, it is proposed to introduce a new provision into
sent income to provide for future income. Since the Art. 48(3)(c) I.B. This amended provision would im-
present paymentsare deductible, future paymentswill pose tax on non-residentson any refund of amounts
be subject to taxation. The amounts which can be previously deducted in respect of pension plans. In
reserved are limited depending upon the type of re- most cases, the provisions of this amended article
serve created. The 4 main types of reserve are as would not actually result in the intended clawback
follows: because most tax treatieswould not yet containsimilar

1. Payments, withheld by the employer and paid rules (see text above).
under a qualified pension scheme to a qualified pen- Besides taxing amounts in the hands of the non-resi-
sion fund. These paymentsare deductiblecosts for the dent beneficiary, it is also contemplated to impose
employer and do not constitute taxable income to the corporate income tax at the level of the companymak-
employee. To qualify, however, the pension scheme ing a (lump-sum) payment to the non-resident. It is
may not provide for a pension exceeding a socially questionablewhether the Dutch tax authoritieswould
reasonable amount and should (except in the case of be able to effectuate such a claim in the event that
emigration) not be convertible into a lump sum.28 deductible payments were made to non-residents in

2. Payments providing for an old age annuity (lijf- the past.
rente) which are made to a Netherlandsentrepreneur
and which do not exceed a fixed annual amount (i.e.
16,812 Dr. for 1988).29 III. PENSION SCHEMES FOR NON-RESIDENTS

3. Part of the profit realizedeach year by an entrepre-
neur (individual) to form a special old age reserve.30 A. In general

4. Part of the profit realized upon termination and/or As previously mentioned certain payments in respect
sale of an enterprise provided this amount is used to of retirementplans result in a current deductionwhile
provide for an annuity and provided that it is subject
to certain precisely-definedconditions.31

28. See I.B. Art. 22, in conjunction with L.B. Art. 11. With respect to

As a general rule, all other payments to provide for normal employees, this system may be attractive if the right to receive
can

old age with the exception of social securitypremiums periodic payments be converted (after emigration) to the right to
receive a lump sum free of Dutch tax and preferably not taxed (or taxed

for the State old age pension are non-deductible.This at a Iow rate) in the country of residence.

does not necessarilymean that future income deriving 29. I.B. Art. 45.

from the current payments is exempt from taxation. 30. I.B. Arts. 44d-441.

Certain types of contracts (e.g. some life insurance 31. I.B. Art. 19.
32. This article does not deal with any possible changes which may be

policies) may result in tax-exempt income but gener- made concerning pension funds.
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future periodic (or lump-sum) payments will be tax- (c) both the relevant treaty (if any) and the domestic
able. The most importnt category of payments are legislation of the country of origin should provide
those made by the employer33 (and/or the employee) that the future paymentsunderthe foreign scheme
to a qualifiedpensionscheme. Specialattentionshould (insofar as they relate to Dutch employment) are

be devoted to expatriates who come to work in the subject to tax either in the Netherlands or in the
Netherlands for a limited period of time.34 As a rule, country of origin.
these individuals will wish to remain (insured) under
their original pension scheme in order to avoid forfei- The extent to which the proposed regulations under

ture or a reduction in pension rights.
the Brede Herwaardering will alleviate this diffi-
culty cannot be predicted. However, taking into ac-

If the employerwithholdsthe employee'scontribution count the tendency to include special provisions in tax
to the plan from the gross salary, (as a general rule) treaties with respect to lump-sum payments (i.e. al-
no problems should be encountered. Such payments, locating the right to tax to the country where the ser-

however, must also be made under a qualifiedpension viceswere performed),a substantialnumberof foreign
scheme. In practice,most foreignpensionplans do not pension schemes may qualify under the above rules.

qualify as such, i.e. they are either excessiveby Dutch
standards or the provisions of the plan are too lenient
with respect to the possibilitiesof receiving lump-sum B. Conclusion

payments.
With respect to the proposed changes, it is expectedIf the pension scheme fails to qualify the tax conse- that more attention will be paid to the actual cir-

quences in the Netherlands may be disastrous. Pay- cumstancesof taxpayers and consequently the level of
ments made to the fund would be deemed income to reserves formed during the taxpayer'sactive period of
the expatriateemployee,and dependingupon the type employment will be more in line with his personalof retirement arrangementin effect, this could lead to requirements. On the other hand, the Dutch Govern-
a substantial increase of Netherlandstaxable income, clearly will neither permit unlimited tax-deduct-
taxed at ordinary rates. Taking into account the fact

ment
ible payments during the years of active employmentthat no actual cash has yet been received (i.e. the nor tax-free cashing in of retirement benefits.

employee only has a future right to a pension), the
expatriate may find himself in an extremely awkward It is also anticipatedthat all new tax treatiesconcluded
cash flw position. Any reimbursement of the addi- by the Netherlands will contain provisions granting
tional tax paid by the employer would in itself be the country where the services were performed (in
considered income; consequently, this amount would relation to which contributions to pension funds have
also be subject to income tax. Obviously, the situation been made) the right to tax future lump-sum pay-
would worsen if, upon return to the country of resi- ments. Furthermore, it is likely that new provisions
dence, the pension payments received under the plan will be made which allow the Netherlands (subject to

are taxed there as well. treaty protection)to clawback those taxes which
have been saved by making tax-deductiblepayments.A small, but internationally-orientedcountry like the

Netherlands clearly cannot tolerate such a chain of
events. Upon request, the Ministryof Financemay, at
his discretion, issue a rulingwhich determinesthat the
foreign pension scheme is deemed qualified. Al-
though the conditions which the Ministry will apply
vary from case to case, as a general rule the following
applies: 33. The employerwithholdsthe contributionfrom the gross salary of the

employee. In most cases the pay slip will show the gross salary after

(a) the foreign pension scheme should be a qualifying deduction for pensio premiums.
scheme under the domestic legislationof the coun- 34. Most expatriatescan benefit from the special 35% ruling underwhich

try of origin; employees can obtain a fixed 35% from their gross salary for the first 5
of their in the Netherlands, and under which the employees

(b) the expatriate should be assigned to the Nether- years stay are

deemed to be non-residents.For an official translationof the 35% ruling,
lands for a limited period of time; and see 26 European Taxation 6 (1986) at 303.
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\E-- ER_A\DS:

Interest: WithholdingTax
or No WithholdingTax
By Marianne Plante-Fail and J.W. Zwemmer

INTRODUCTION

No withholdingtax is imposedon interest in the Netherlands. Because the
Netherlands is a capital-exportingcountry, no advantages accrue to the
economyif a withholdingtax on interest is imposed. Manydouble taxation
treaties concludedby the Netherlandsprovide that no withholdingtax will '

be imposed on interest payable to Dutch residents by a resident of the
other ContractingState. If such an agreementcannot be reached with the -

other State, treaty negotiators will attempt to obtain a reduction in the
rate ofwithholdingtax imposedon interestpaymentsto Dutch residents. Ms. Plante-Fail has a degree in civil

law and tax law. Since 1978 she has
Internal factors complicate the answer to the question whether it would taught tax law at the University of
be appropriate to introduce a withholding tax on interest in the Nether- Amsterdam and acted as a tax ad-
lands. According to domestic tax legislation, interest receivedby a Dutch visor.

resident constitutes part of his taxable income.1 In the past, however,
there was no means of tracing interest payments made to a taxpayer and
no exact record of a taxpayer's capital resources. Given these cir-
cumstances, avoidance of tax on interest payments was extensively prac-
ticed. In order to ascertain the extent of tax avoidance, in 1983 the Dutch
Government decided to conduct a random check on interest payments.
This investigationwas undertakenwith the assistanceof banks and savings
institutions. The results of the investigationclearly demonstratedthat vast
amounts of interest paymentshad not been declared. The purpose of this ,

article is to examine whether a withholding tax on interest offers an
.

acceptable solution to this problem.

INTERNATIONALASPECTS OF A WITHHOLDINGTAX
ON INTEREST

Incoming interest 1
A foreign withholding tax on interest flowing to the Netherlands, i.e.
payable to Dutch residents, only reduces the amount of tax receivable by
the Dutch tax authorities because the tax withheld, by virtue of tax :
treaties, can usuallybe credited againstDutch tax payableby the recipient.
However, where the recipient of the interest is tax-exempt as is, for L 3
instance, the case for pension funds, a foreign withholding tax will reduce
the return on the investment made abroad. Thus, if it is important for a

foreign country to attract Dutch capital but the country imposes a with- Professor Zwemmer has a degree in

holding tax on the interest paid to the tax-exempt investor, the latter may civil law and tax law. He earned his
no longer be interested in investing in the foreign country. LL.D. in 1975. He has been a professor

of tax llaw at the University of Amster-
dam since 1980.

A complication arises when the Dutch recipient of the interest is part of
an international chain set up to take advantage of the Dutch treaty net-
work. If interest payable by one foreign country to another is subject to a

withholdingtax, it may be more profitable to channel the interest through
the Netherlands if the treaty between the Netherlands and the payor
country provides an exemption from interest withholding tax. 1. Wet op de inkomstenbelasting,Art. 25.
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Some tax treaties include provisions against this type to create a deductible interest payment in the Dutch
of treaty-shopping.For example,Art. 11 of the United subsidiary. However, the Dutch tax authoritiesdo not

Kingdom-Netherlandstreaty uses the concept of be- encourage these constructions. If a withholdingtax on

neficial ownership. By virtue of this concept, the interestwas imposed, such schemeswould be discour-

treatyprovisions reducing the withholdingtax are only agedbut for the reasonsmentionedabove, this remedy
applicablewhen the Dutch recipient is also the benefi- may be worse than the disease itself in the Ministryof
cial owner of the interest. For example, if a foreign Finance's view. The imposition of a minimum
investor residing in a country with which the United debt : equity ratio could be an alternative solution to

Kingdom has not concluded a tax treaty is entitled to this problem.
interest paymentsby a U.K. company, the U.K. with-
holding tax will not be reduced even if the foreign
investor establishes a Dutch company to act as the DOMESTIC ASPECTS OF A WITHHOLDING
formal recipientof the interestpayments. Because the TAX ON INTEREST
Dutch company is not the beneficial owner of the
interest, the withholdingtax will not be reduced. Most
treaties, however, do not use the beneficial owner-

Effects of a withholding tax

ship test. If the Netherlandsintroduceda withholding Residentswho do not avoid paying tax on their interest
tax on interest it would be less attractivefor the treaty receipts would not be affected by the introduction of
shoppers to use the Netherlands as a go-between in

withholding For those who currentlytheir transactions.
a tax. taxpayers
do not pay any tax on interest, the withholding tax

represents a decrease in the return on their capital.
Outgoing interest payments They could be expected to invest their money

elsewhere if such a tax is introduced.
Generally,foreign investorsfrom countrieswithwhich
the Netherlandshas concludeda double taxation trea-

ty receive a full or partial credit in their own country
Preventionof tax avoidanceby other means

for the foreign tax withheld on the interest payment. to
In cases where a full credit is available, only a slight

As mentioned above, it is easy for Dutch residents
avoid tax on interest. The Dutch Parliament has fre-

decrease in the return on capital will result due to the

lapse of time between the withholdingof the foreign quently discussed measures to prevent this type of tax

avoidance. In April 1981, the Parliamentsubmitted a
tax and utilization of the domestic credit. In cases

where the .foreign investor pays no tax in his own report relating to bearer savings certificates.3The fol-
measureswere to prevent

country on the interest he receives, there may be a lowing discussed using these

significant decrease in the return on his capital (e.g.
certificates for tax avoidance purposes:

exempt pension funds). A similar decreasein return is (1)Ii withholding tax on interest;

experienced by investors from countries with which 2) registrationof the holder of the certificates;
3). restrictionson dealings in savings certificates.

the Netherlands has no double taxation treaty and
which do not impose a tax on interest (e.g. Middle Measures 2 and 3 have been introduced. The restric-
East countries). tions on dealings in savingscertificatesrequire all pur-

chases and sales of such certificates to be made via a
Investors naturally look to the return their investment recognized stockbroker.
will bring and will choose the country which provides
the best return. Foreign investors provide about 50% These transactions must be registered. The details to

of the borrowing requirement of the Netherlands. be registered include:4
There are, therefore, strong forces within the Ministry - name and address of the person(s) involved;
of Finance which oppose the introduction of a with- - nature of the transaction; and

holding tax on interest in case this would discourage - the number and type of savings certificates.
investment in the Netherlands. Following the announcement that a registration sys-
Companieswhich operate internationallycan take ad- tem wouldbe introduced,investmentin savingscertifi-
vantage of the opportunity to reduce the profits of cates ceased almost completely. Since a withholding
their subsidiaries by borrowing large amounts from tax on interest was expected to give rise to consider-
associated companies in low-tax countries. Interest able difficulties for investors living in countries with

paid by a Dutch company is fully deductible for tax which there is no double taxationconventionor where

purposes. There is no minimum debt : equity ratio no credit for such tax is given, the Dutch Government

required to prevent the payment of large amounts of preferred the above measures to a withholding tax.

interest by thinly-capitalizedcompanies. In order to Introduction of a registration system resulted in dis-
reduce Dutch corporate tax payments in international
structures, Dutch activitiescan be set up in a company
with a minimum of paid-in capital and a maximum of 2. In general, there is no possibility to consider substantial loans as

loans. As a result, the return on the investment takes paid-in capital either in whole or in part for tax purposes.
the form of tax-deductible interest on the loans.2 3. Nota Spaarbiljettenaan toonder, Kamerstuk 16,532.

4. However, when these details are registered, no proof of identity is
A dividendpaid by a Dutch companymay be lent back required due to an overwhelmingopposition to such a requirement.
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continued investment in savings certificatesbut it did against tax avoidancesince large amounts of potential
not stop the avoidance of paying tax on interest as investment funds have already been invested abroad
such. Therefore, a new measure was introduced.5As by those wishing to avoid tax. Exchangeofinformation
from 1987, Dutch banks are required to inform the between the membercountriesof the EuropeanCom-
Dutch tax authorities of all interest paid to their indi- munity will not solve this problem, i.e. it will only
vidual clients. This measure has not put an end to tax encourage tax avoiders to invest their funds outside
avoidance but rather (during 1987) caused large the EC. Likewise, introduction of a withholding tax
amounts of funds to leave the Netherlandsin one way will have a negative effect on the demand which the
or another. Netherlands places on the international capital mar-

ket. The thin capitalization problem can be better
solved by introductionof a debt : equity ratio. Based

CONCLUSION on these reasons, it is safe to conclude that no with-
holding tax on interest is to be expected in the near

From the resultsof the measuresintroducedto prevent future.
the avoidance of tax on interest, it can be concluded
that the introduction of a withholding tax on interest 5. Letterof 1 July 1987 from the Ministryof Finance to Parliament;see

for residents is too late to be of any effect in the battle Vakstudie-Nieuwsof 18 July 1987 at 1447.

\ -R\A-O\A_
J

- S'3A ASSC3A-O\ 1\/
SWISS BRANCH the 1986 Annual Report and the financial records for

that year were approved. As before, the Swiss Branch
1987 AnnualReport will be presented at Central IFA by Prof. Dr. J.M.

Rivier and Dr. A. Buckhardt. Their deputies are Dr.
1. Administration K. Stocker, Dr. H.K. Lscher, Dr. H. Gunz and J.P.

In 1987 the Board met on 5 February in Basle, on 10 Chapuis.
June in Zurich and on 26 October in Neuchatel. In The main theme of the meeting was a discussion of
addition to administrativematters topical nationaland Switzerlandas a financialcentre. Dr. G. Streichenberg
international tax problems were discussed. (Central Board of the Schweizerische Bankverein)

read a paper on Switzerland as a financial centre and
2. Membership internationalcompetition; Mr. Caflisch (main depart-
On 31 December 1987 the Swiss Branch had 340 indi- ment for stamp duties and withholding tax of the Fed-

vidual and 77 corporatemembers (cf. the 1986 Annual eral Tax Administration)discussed the solving of tax

Report in Bulletin 8-9/1987 at 471). problems by changing tax practice and Prof. Dr.
Bckli spoke on stamp duty reform.

3. Meetings - On 29 October 1987 a special meeting was held

On 6 February 1987 a special (winter) meetingwas
dedicated to a discussion of the proceedings of the

-

1987 IFA Congress in Brussels and of the reports toheld dedicated to Swiss measures for retirement and
similar pensions. Speakers were Mr. S. Tanner (legal be presented at the 1988 AmsterdamCongress.
department of the Cantonal Tax Administration of The proceedings of the Brussels Congress were dis-
Bern), Dr. M. Steiner (legal department of the Can- cussed by Dr. S. Zimmermann (Subject I: The fiscal
tonal Tax Office of Zurich), and Mr. A. Schneiter residence of companies)and by Dr. N. Burki (Subject
(WinterthurLebensversicherungs-Gesellschaft). II: Tax treatment of the liquidation of companies).
These papers were discussed under the chairmanship Papers the reports for the Amsterdam Congressof Mr. P. Spori (ATAG, AllgemeineTreuhandAG). on

In the secondpart of the meetinga furtherexplanation were read by Dr. R. Oesch (Cantonal Appeal Com-

was given of the Swiss legislation pertaining to this missionofZurich)on SubjectI: Recognitionof foreign
subject by Dr. G. Steinman (main department of the enterprises as taxable entities, and by Mr. Hess on

Direct Federal Taxes). Critical remarkswere made by Subject II: Tax treatment of computer software. A

Mr. L. von Deschwanden (Prevista Vorsorge AG). paper on incentives for the construction of dwelling-
houses was delivered by Mrs. G. Laffely; Dr. F. Ber-

On 11 June 1987 a meetingtookplaceduringwhich tossa (Swiss-Lex, Schweizerische Juristische Daten--
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bank AG) gave a presentation of the computer pro- will be held in Philadelphia (to be organized by Mr.

gramme SWISS-LEX. Dave Rachofsky).
On 21 and 22 May 1988 a joint meeting of the-

British and Swiss IFA Branches was held (cf. the re- Regionalgroups

ports which appeared in Bulletins 4/1987 at 180 and
10/1987 at 471). For 15 years all the members from the western States

were considered as part of the California group. This
meant alternating meetings and leadership between
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Since this dichotomy
is not in the interest of the members, the West has
been divided into two groups:

Southern California and Southwest (Los Angeles,-

USA BRANCH headed by Mr. Bill Norman); and
Northern California and Northwest (San Fran--

In June 1988 the USA Branch of IFA published a cisco, headed by Mr. John Nicolai).
Newsletter which contains information interesting to In view of the relocation over the past 10 years of a
members of other IFA branches. The Editors of the number of large companies from New York City and
Bulletin have made the following summary. the accounting firms which serve them, a regional

group will be formed which will be based in Stamford
Membership (Connecticut). This group will consist of members

based in WestchesterCounty, New York and Fairfield
The USA Branch is no longer a small organization. It County, Connecticut. The group will have approxi-
is approaching the 1,000-membermark and is now by mately 40 members when it commences its activities.
far the largest branch in the world-wideIFA organiza-
tion. Measures to improve its administrationare being Annual Congressconsidered.

Complaintshave been made about the format and the
Internationalmeetings contents of the technical part of the annual Congress

programme. It is understood that Central IFA will
One of the benefits of IFA is the possibility for each study the whole situation in the autumn. The USA
branch to hold meetings jointly with other country Branch will also conduct its own study in order to give
branches. In the past the USA Branch has organized the maximum effect to its views. A committee has

joint meetingswith branches from Canada, Germany, been appointed for this study chaired by Mr. Bob
Mexico, the Netherlands and the U.K. This year the Patrick, who is assisted by Messrs. Paul Farber, Chet
USA Branch has again scheduled a joint meetingwith Hilinski, John Huston and Max Stucker.
the German Branch. This time in Aachen (Federal
Republic of Germany) on 9 and 10 September 1988
(preceding the annual IFA Congress in Amsterdam

Publications

(the Netherlands) which will start on 12 September The speakers at the Annual Meetings are outstanding1988. Messrs. Carl Estes and Nick Campbell are co- technicians in the field of international taxation and
chairing the U.S. representation. this expertise is reflected in their outlines distributed
The USA Branch envisages making these interna- at these meetings. The USA branch is now investigat-
tional one-to-one meetings an annual event. ing the possibility of an outside organizationpublish-

ing these papers. It is hoped that the paperspresented
at the 1989 Meetingwill be the first to be printed. The

Annual meeting papers will probably be sold at a nominal charge to
members and at much higher price to non-members.

Because of the increased number of members and
their geographicaldispersion the USA Branch of IFA
must continue to hold its annualmeetingsin a different Meetings
place each year. The 1989 meeting will be held in San
Francisco (to be organzed by Messrs. David Foster, Meetings were held in New York City (10 June 1988)
Jay Gonzalezand John Stephan) and the 1990 meeting and Chicago (8 June 1988).
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N--Tt- -R_AX DS:

The ParticipationExemption:
Present and Future

I 'J' ,:.' '..'.
By E.A. Brood (

Edgar A. Brood ts an nternatonal tax consultant wth Begheyn & Sneep Melse n .#.-
Rotterdam The irm s a memberof Touche Ross International Mr Brood studed Dutch

company law al the Unverstty of Rotterdam and tax law at the Unversty of T:lburg

I. INTRODUCTION tional requirementsmust be satisfied for non-resident

The Netherlands' participation exemption or affilia- participations.
tion privilege (deelnemingsvrijstelling)ranks as one of
the most well-known international tax planning

1. Resident companies
schemes.1 The affiliation privilege has existed in one In order for a corporate taxpayer to benefit from a

form or another in Dutch legislation since 1893.2 In its participation in a resident companyseveral conditions

present form, companies are exempt from corporate must be fulfilled:
income tax on all benefits (including dividends and

capital gains realizedupon dispositionofshares)deriv- a. Participationof at least 5%7
ing from qualifying shareholdings. The basic The participationmust be at least 5% of the shares of

philosophy underlying the participation exemption is the nominal paid-in capital of the company invested
to avoid double taxation of profits, i.e. once a profit is in.8
distributed by one company to another company act-

ing as shareholder that income should not be retaxed. b. Annualpossession
Lacking such a privilege corporate income tax would The second requirementfor applcation of the affilia-
be imposed twice in the Netherlands, i.e. once at the tion privilege is that the shares be held for an uninter-
level of the distributingcompany and once at the level rupted period of time from the beginningof the share-
of the recipient corporate shareholder. holder's bookyear in which the benefit is received.

One of the basic principles of Dutch fiscal legislation
is that each legal entity is deemed a separateentity and 1. Combinedwith the extensivenetworkof tax treatiesconcludedby the
therefore (in principle), is subject to tax on its total Netherlands, the beneficial tax arrangementwith the NetherlandsAntilles

worldwide income. The ultimate owner of such an and the absence of withholding taxes on interest and royalties the country

entity cannot take the corporateincone tax due by the offers an extremely favorable investment climate.

entity into account when determining its own (corpo-
2. See the Enterprise Tax Law of 1893 (Wet op de Bedrijfsbelasting,

rate or individual) tax liability.3 However, there are 2 1893); the Income Tax Law of 1914 (Wet op de Dividend en Tan-

timebelasting, 1914); the Profit Tax Ordinance of 1940 (Besluit op de

important exceptions to these fundamentalprinciples, Wistbelasting, 1940); the Corporate Income Tax Ordinance of 1942 (Be-
i.e. the affiliation privilege and the concept of the sluit op de Vennootschapsbelasting,1942) and the Corporate Income Tax

fiseal unity (fiscale eenheid).4 Law of 1969 (Wet op de Vennootschapsbelasting,1969). For an historic
overview of the affiliation privilege, see Hamulyk, A., Revision of the

Under the aegis of the affiliation privilege, profits ParticipationExemption,27 European Taxation 10 (1987) at 311.

which have been subject to corporate income tax once
3. See, Betten, R., The Fiscal Unity: InternationalAspectsand Recent

will not be retaxed. The profits received (e.g. divi- Developments,27 European Taxation3 (1987) at 78.
4 Fiscal unities are permitted to file consolidated tax returns in which

dends) are, in fact, profits of the shareholderbut they the profits and losses of the group can be set off and assets can be transfer-

have already been subject to tax at the level of the red within the group without regard to capital gains and losses. For a full

participation. This article examines the present status discussion of the concept and consequences of the fiscal unity, see

of the affiliation privilege, its various loopholes and footnote 3.
5. Wet op de Vennootschapsbelasting1969 (hereinafter referred to as

some of the recently proposed revisions. CITA)
6. See Art. 2 ClTA. Certain other companies, however, are not eligible

Existing legislation for the benefits of the participation exemption (see Art. 28 CITA 1969)
and text below.

,The affiliation privilege is set forth in Art. 13 of the 7. A shareholderwithinthe meaningof Art. 13 is any corporate taxpayer'
Corporate Income Tax Act.5 In general, all corporate which has legal ownership of the shares. Certain exemptions, however,

taxpayers may avail themselves of the privilege.6 The have been granted toeconomicowners.See also artclected in footnote2.
Certain exceptionsapply to this rule as well. For instance, a less than

affiliatin privilege applies to participations in both 5. shareholding is approved if the investment serves the public intrest
resident and non-resident companies, although addi- or f it is held in the normal course of the taxpayer's business.
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This is commonly known as the annual possesson investmentcompanyfor the mere purposeof receiving
(annaal bezit) requirement. If a participation is ac- a return on an investment.A participationexists when

quiredduring the courseofthe shareholder'sbookyear a nexus between the business activities of the 2 com-

the exemption is unavailable in that year (this also panies can be established.17
means that losses can be deducted in that year).9 Passive investments have generated great deal ofa

c. Capital divided into shareslo controversy,particularlywith respect to holding com-

panies. Previously, it was of no consequencewhether
The third requirement is that the company invested in a holding company carried on business activities in
must be a company whose capital is divided into order to qualify for the affiliationprivilege; so long as

shares,n From the Dutch perspective, it is not always the holding company held the requisite amount of
clear whether a foreign companycan be considered to shares (and satisfied the other requirements), the af-
have capital divided into shares. As a general rule, for filiation privilege applied. However, based on a 1973
example, Liechtenstein Anstalts and trusts are not Supreme Court decision18, Parliamentary discussions
considered to satisfy this requirement. and a statement by the Under Minister of Finance,

now the shareholderin a qualifyingparticipationmust
be carrying on a minimum of business activities of its

2. Non-residentcompanies own in order to qualify for the privilege.
Participations in companies incorporated under The fundamental issue to be decided in such is
foreign law also gualify regardlessofwhetherthe com-

a case

whether the shareholder fulfills an essential function
pany is resident in the Netherlandsbut, as mentioned with respect to the group of companiesas a whole.19A
above, several additional requirementsmust be met. distinctionis made between top holdingand inter-a an

mediary holding company. A top holding company is
a. Subject to a profits tax the company which controls a group of companies. It
Art. 13(3) CITA provides that the participation may have individualor variouscorporateshareholders

exemption is only available for participations in non- but it is not controlled by other companies. An inter-
residentcompaniesifthenon-residentcompanyis sub- mediary holding company, however, is one where the
ject to a profits tax, i.e. the company invested in must Dutch holding company is itself a subsidiary of (and
be subject to income tax on its profits. Such a require- controlledby) a foreign parent and the Dutch holding
ment is logical in light of the underlyingphilosophyof company has, in turn, its own foreign subsidiaries.
the affiliation privilege, i.e. to avoid double taxation With respect to a top holding company which is con-
of profits. trolled by an individual, the holding company must

However, the subject to':. requirement does not fulfill some sort of management, policy-making or

necessarily mean that the company actually paid the supervisory function for the group. Lacking such a

tax. If the fiscal legislation of the State in which the function, the participationwill be considereda passive
participation is resident levies tax at the corporate investment.2oThe situation differs with respect to in-
level on companies divided into shares, the require- termediate holding companies, i.e. the affiliation
ment is satisfied. So long as an income tax similar to privilege only applies if a nexus is establishedbetween
Dutch corporate tax is imposed in the State of resi-
dence, the exemptionwill be available.

The amount of tax levied by the other State is irrele. 9. Consequently, if a parent company incorporates a subsidiary during
vant. Neither a low tax rate nor a tax holiday (e.g. the course of its bookyear and the subsidiary distributes dividends to the

Ireland and Sri Lanka)will precludeapplicationof the parent during that same bookyear, the exemption is not applicable.
10. Art. 13 para. 1.

affiliation privilege. However, if a participation is res- 11. A foundation is not considered to have a capital divided into shares.
ident in a no-tax country (e.g. the Bahamas), the However, a participation in a cooperativesociety or in a resident fund for

shareholdercannot avail itself of the exemption.12 joint account may qualify, but these participations are not discussed in
this article.

b. Country
12. This situation can be avoided by incorporatinga subsidiary in a low
tax country; the subsidiary can then maintain a branch in the no-tax

The tax to which the participation is subject must be country.
13. Ruling No. 084-2391 of 24 September 1984, as amended by Ruling

levied by a sovereign power. Doubts have arisen in a No. 086-2004 of 8 August 1986.
few instanceswhethercertain territoriescould be con- 14. Most Arab countries, however, do not levy any company tax so the

sidered countries (e.g. Hong Kong, the United Arab condition subject to tax will not be fulfilled in these cases.

Emirates). The Under Ministerof Finance has issued 15. For a discussion of the passive invstment issue, see te Spenke,

a statement13 which confirmed that both Hong Kong
Gerrit, Taxation in the Netherlands, Kluwer Law and TaxationPublishers,
Deventer, The Netherlands (1985) at 64.

and the United Arab Emirates will be deemed coun- 16. See Art. 28 CITA.

tries for the purposes of the affiliation privilege.14 17. See also the OfficialExplanationto the Bill introducingCITA 1969.
18. See decisionof the Supreme Court (HogeRaad) of7 November1973,

c. Passive investment (belegging)15 published in Beslissingen in Belastingzaken/Nederlandse Belasting-
rechtspraak(hereinafterreferred to as BNB) 1974/2. The case is discuss-

Passive or portfolio investmentsdo not qualify for the ed in 13 EuropeanTaxation 12 (1973) at 433.

participation privilege.16 A passive investment exists,
19. Ministerial Regulation of 15 October 1974, published in BNB 1975
No. 11.

for instance,whensharesare held in a foreignportfolio 20. See footnote 18.
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the foreign top holding company and the foreign sub- pation should be disregarded when calculating the
sidiaries. Three basic situations are discernable: shareholder's taxable income. The general rule laid

down in the law is, indeed, that losses of the participa-(1) The activities of the foreign parent company and ton not deductible. However, exception toare one
the foreign second tier subsidiaries are closely con- this rule exists: losses incurred upon a formal liquida-nected (for example, both operate supermarkets or tion of a subsidiary (if the subsidiary incurred the
the foreign parent has some other directly-held sub- losses) are deductible from the taxable profit of the
sidiaries which operate supermarketsor the 2 entities parent.26 Because the liquidated subsidiary cannot
operate in different lines of vertical production of forward its losses to assessment in which
goods). carry years

positive income can be derived, the law permits the

(2) The only asset of the foreign parent is the Dutch parent company a deduction at the time of liquida-
subsidiary with its own foreign subsidiaries. In such a tion.27
situation, an advance ruling should be obtained to Generally, the loss is calculated as the difference be-
ascertain applicability of the participation exemp- tween the cost price of the participation minus the
tion.21 However, so long as the Dutch intermediary liquidationdistribution to the shareholder.The cost of
holding companyperforms an essential function in the the participation includes the original amount paid to
group (e.g. financing the subsidiaries), no difficulties acquire the subsidiary, increased by any subsequentshould arise in qualifying for the exemption.22 increases in capital and decreasedby any distributions
(3) There is no foreign parent company, i.e. instead a out of the pre-acquisition surplus. 8 The liquidation
foreign individual holds this position as shareholder. loss may be deducted in the year in which the liquida-
As a general rule, in such a case, the affiliation tion process has been completed.29
privilege does not apply because such a scheme is
tantamount to the individual postponing payment of
income tax on dividends received by reserving the IV. LOOPHOLES
dividends in the Dutch holding company, unless the
holding company has an essential (e.g. managerial) The statutory languageof the participationexemption
function. is fraught with loopholes and recommendationshave

been submitted to Parliament to check the reins of
Art. 13. These recommendations are discussed in V

II. EXPENSES below. Examples of structures which can be created
by these loopholes are as follows:

Expenses in this context includeinterestcosts on loans
which the parent company has made to finance the A. Conversionof a branch into a legal entity
purchase price of the participation, capital tax with
respect to an increase in share capital in order to fi- If a Dutch company has a branch (permanent estab-
nance the epxuprecnsaesse.23purchase rice and management and ac- lishment) operating in a foreign country which incurs
countancy losses, the losses are deductible from thestart-up tax-
As indicated above, additional requirementsexist for
application of the participation exemption depending
upon whether the participation is in a resident or non- 21. An advance ruling is a determinationby the Dutch tax administration

residentcompany. One of theseprerequisitesconcerns of the fiscal consequencesof a particular transaction the taxpayer wishes

the deduction of expenses related to the participa- to engage in. Basically, the tax administrationwill discusswith the taxpayer
the particular tax consequencesof a proposed transaction. Such a ruling is

tion.24 Expenses related to a participation are only particularlyuseful with respect to applicabilityof the participationexemp-
deductible from the shareholder's taxable profit if tion, i.e. the tax authorities can confirm in advance whether foreign
these costs can be considered to contribute to profits shareholdings of a Dutch intermediary holding company are portfolio
which are taxable in the Netherlands. Profits distri- investments. See Hamulyk,A., Administration'sPolicy ConcerningAd-

buted by a Dutch subsidiary company are considered vance Rulings Disclosed, 27 EuropeanTaxation7 (1987) at 223.
22. However, the position will also depend on the activitiesof the foreign

to have contributed to such taxable profits so that parent.
expenses connected to a qualifying participation in a 23. Art. 13 para. 4 does not include losses of the participation.These are

Dutch company are deductible. However, expenses taken into account upon formal liquidation of the participation. See text

incurred in connection with a qualifying non-resident below.

participationare not deductible for Dutch income tax
24. See Art. 13 para. 4.
25. However, it should benoted that expensesincurredduring the period

purposes because they do not generate profits taxable of time when the annual possession requirement is not fulfilled can be

in the Netherlandssince the profits distributedwll be deducted. See also decision of the Supreme Court of 22 April 1970, pub-

exempt under the affiliation privilege.25 lished in BNB 1970/51.
26. See Art. 13 para 5.
27. In some foreign jurisdictions, the loss can also be carried over if the

subsidiarywhich is liquidated transfers its operations to anothersubsidiary
III. LIQUIDATION of the same group. This may result in a double loss deduction, i.e. in the

Netherlandsand abroad. See also Loopholesand Controversiesin Dutch

As a matter of logic, it would appear that if qualifying Corporate Income Tax Legislation, 26 European Taxation 11 (1986) at

benefits (losses) are to be exempt from company tax,
359.
28.,See note 26.

then negative benefits resulting from the same partici- 29. This process can involve several years.
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able profits of the Dutch company. The Dutch unilat- Assume foreign parent A has a Dutch subsidiaryB. A
eral provisions for the preventionof double taxation3o envisages to create or purchase a subsidiaryoperating
which have been incorporated in most tax treaties, company which will be located outside the Nether-
provide, in effect, that undercertaintime limits, future lands. Considering that a new company will, in its
profitsof the branch are taxableup to an amountequal start-up period, incur losses, A may wish to avail itself
to the sum of the former losses. However, the branch of the possibilityof the deductionof liquidation losses
(permanent establishment) can be converted into a under Dutch law. For this purpose it is decided to let
foreign participationduring the unprofitableperiod of the Dutch subsidiary create foreign subsidiary C,
time. It is preferable that the value of the branch, which in turn creates foreign subsidiary D. D is the
including goodwill, is more or less nil at the moment operating company in which the contemplated ac-

of conversion. In that case, the conversion of the tivities are to be performedwhereasC acts as a holding
branch into a companywillnot result in taxable income company in relation to D. If D indeed suffers a (sub-
for purposes of Dutch income tax law. Of course, stantial) loss, B will take the necessary steps to liquid-
valuationwill cause a seriousproblem. If the company ate C. The initial capital cost price contributed by B
later becomes profitable, any subsequentbenefits de- will exceed the liquidation proceeds, i.e. the value of
rived and distributed by the parent company are im- the shares of D which are distributed by C to B. This
mediately tax-exempt under the affiliation privilege excess amount may be deducted as a liquidation loss
without affecting the earlier deducted losses. by B.33 C will have disappeared after its liquidation

and B will directly hold the shares of D. When D's
activities become profitable, it may be able to make

B. Conversionof loans into share capital dividend distributions to B which will be exempt from

If a parent company finances its foreign subsidiary Dutch corporate income tax in the hands of B.

with a loan and the subsidiary incurs losses to the The main objection the tax authorities have against
extent that it cannot be expected to repay the loan, the this type of constructionis that the operation is carried
parent company may amortize, by means of creating out within a group of companies, that the activitiesare

a provision, this loan in its books (i.e. a tax-deductible not discontinued, but are only carried out by a third
amount) because the funds representeda loan and not tier company rather than a fourth tier company.
an investmentof capital.31 However, the loan must be
appreciated if it appears that in later years the foreign
subsidiaryderives better results, which willlead to the V. DRAFTS TO AMEND THE PARTICIPATION
impositionof corporate income tax on the appreciated EXEMPTION
amount. There is, however, a way to cover this situa-
tion. The Dutch Supreme Court has held that the loan The Under Minister for Finance and a member of the
(to the amount of its nominal value) can be used to Socialist Party, Mr. W. Vermeend34, have introduced
fulfill the obligation to pay for shares issued by the proposals to amend the legislationon the participation
subsidiary to the parent company.32 Therefore, after exemption. The proposed changes are not designed to

depreciation, the loan is converted into share capital alter the basic objectiveof the affiliationprivilege (i.e.
of the subsidiary, and if the results of the subsidiary profits deriving from qualifying participations remain
would warrant the appreciationof these shares, no tax tax-exempt),but rather to close the above-mentioned
is due since the appreciation of shares is tax-exempt loopholes. At this stage it is uncertain which of the
under the affiliation privilege. drafts will become legislation or whether further

amendments will be made to the drafts. Some of the

C. Holland routing proposed changes in both drafts are set forth in the
appendix.

A constructionwhich is used to take advantage of the
fact that losses incurred upon the liquidation of a

foreign subsidiary may be deducted from the taxable APPENDIX

income of the Dutch parent is the so-called Holland
routing. This construction can best be illustrated in Vermeend clraft
the following manner:

1. The annual possession requirementwill be abolished.

A 2. The affiliationprivilegewill applytochanges in the valueForeign parent

B 30. Decreeof 4 April 1965 (as amended),Art. 3(3) Note that losses must

Dutch sub be carried forward and deducted from the income of the next 8 years.
31. The loss is not deductible, however, if the loan was not made under
arm's length terms (e.g. if a bank would not have granted the loan), it will

C be considered an informal capital.
Foreign sub sub 32. Decision of the Supreme Tax Court of 26 April 1978, published in

BNB i978/140.
33. Of course, a taxable profit is needed to make the deduction really

D effective.

Foreign sub sub sub 34. Press Release Ministry of Finance, No. 86/366 of 1 December 1986.
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Built in 1771, on the road from Muiden,

the Muiderpoort is one of the last surviving gateways to the City of Amsterdam

It has been the headquartersof the Bureau since 1963 although
more recently some of the larger departmentshave been moved to modern premises nearby



THE INTERNATIONALBUREAU

OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION

CELEBRATESITS 50TH ANNIVERSARY

1988 marks the 50th anniversary of the International Bureau of Fiscal It seems a fitting tribute on the occasionof the
Documentation(IBFD). Various festivitieshav taken place to celebrate 50th anniversary to commemoratethe dedica-
the occasion of the Bureau's golden jubilee which coincides with the tion and commitmentof all the individualswho

golden jubilee of the International Fiscal Association (IFA) to be com- have contributed to the prominent position
memoratedduring the 1988 IFA Congress in September1988 in Amster- achieved by the IBFD. We are therefore pre-
dam. These festivities, reflecting the best of Dutch maritime tradition, senting a succinct overview of the IBFD's de-
included a trip by barquentineon the former Zuyder Zee offered to the velopment over the past 50 years and of its
members of IBFD's Board of Trustees and Advisory Council. The cele- place and functionin the worldofinternational
bration will culminate on 13 September 1988 with a grand reception in and comparative taxation. As a preface to this
the AmsterdamMaritimeMuseum. survey, the editors wish to express the IBFD's

gratitude to its staff, to the significant con-

( *k2:'Uc
rv, *r,r--.-

'

J tributions made by IBFD correspondentsand--

e$:rl.,8 T1\ ../A-

4=zlL
--.l.,....

__,

r for the world-wide support and interestN
.

,*; :.----*emt pledged by subscribers and clients ahke. In
-Ill- -.PI/J,amr/..fj, particular, we would like to express our

gratitude to the Membersof the Board ofTrus-

-
tees and the Advisory Council, without whose

- .-z-.Wb7 invaluable assistance the IBFD would not have

---1 *3 been able to function.

.
q As s true with any nsttutton, the Bureau's

*J- :, history has been largely characterized by its

14 ' leadership. Three phases are discernable- the

inception phase (under the management of
. Professor Adrian), the development and ex-

A
panson phase (under Professor J. van Hoorn
Jr. and D.A. van Waardenburg), and the

(further) expansion and computerization
phase (under the current drectors Hubert

_ j Hamaekers and D.A. van Waardenburg).
50th Anniversary- Boattrip with members of the Board of Trustees and the

Advisory Council Shortly after IFA was founded in 1938, its
members established the IBFD. Although the

*1-
r '

IBFD set foundation under
p

was up as a

Dutch law, its statutes were not officially
'

drawn up until March 1940, i.e. 18 months
after the institute came into existence. Profes-
sor Adriani was appointed the first director.
The statutes have been revised over the years,
a major revision taking place in 1956 after the

a 8 Dutch Foundation Act (Wet op de
L A Stichtingen) was enacted. The statutes were

again revised in 1981 to allow the appontment
of more than one managing director, and in

1987, the statutes were eompletely over

RsJR-*&*-u
v3'-1 * hauled. This latter revision not only rectified

t* _' a number of deficiencies and discrepancies
I :: 7,. .- e- which, over the years, had crept into the sta-

-41 :- ). .' tutes, but also created an entirely new organ,

IJ l
the Delegated Board of Trustees whose func-

L
tion would be to maintain close contact with

-'- .j_J the Board of Directors.

Annual Meeting - Chairman Prof. A. Nooteboom Spearheaded by the late Professor Dr. P.J.A.



., Professor van Hoorn further steered the (APTIRC) in Singapore. The centre is pat-
course of the IBFD as an independent, self- terned after the IBFD, and its objective is to

upporting research institute. In addition to research tax aspects of economicdevelopment
the expanded staff and publications, he in- in the Asian-Pacificregion. Harmoniouscoop-

. itiated contacts with literally hundredsof emi- eration between the IBFD and APTIRC en-

nnt tax specialists throughout the world. hances the services offered by the 2 institu-
Many of these individualsbecame regularcor- tions.
respondents for various IBFD publications. The expeditious development and expansionProfessor van Hoorn and his staff maintained within the Bureau necessitated the acquisitionthese contacts by extensive traveling, deliver- of and largerquarters. In 1963, the Munic-new
ng lectures, chairing tax conferences and ac-

ipality of Amsterdam made available to thetively participating in international organiza- IBFD the historic Muiderpoort building.tions.
Constructed in 1771 under the directionofmu-

The IBFD also played an instrumental role in nicipal architect Cornelis Rauws, the Muider-
the establishment (in 1982) of the Asian- poort was one of the survivinggateways to the
Pacific Tax and Investment Research Centre old city. The Muiderpoortoriginally operated

as a levying.stationwhere taxes were imposed
on all goods and persons passing through the
gateway.

IVL/:-5r ,17r The Muiderpoortwas restored both function-

4
ally and aesthetically by combining its unique
interior with the demands of a modern office.

.- Ji The Bureau revived the Muiderpoort's func-t t*
tion as a centre of taxation albeit in a different
perspective. The building which once served
as a levying centre for one city now houses an

.l-1 institutewhich researchestaxationon an inter-
national level. The building itself is represent-
ed in the Bureau's logo. The Bureau expan-
sion, however, demanded even more office

:i space, and n 1979, a second building located
near the Muiderpoort, was also acquired.

The heads of the In the conclusion of the IBFD's 1962 Annual
type-setting and Report, Professor van. Hoorn expressed the
proof-reading hope that the IBFD's clients would continue

'' departments to recognizethe value of the Bureau'sservices,
discussing the and if so, the IBFD could look forward to the
spelling of next 25 years with great optimism. That sn-Gewinnaus-1 . timent obviously came to fruition as is evi-schttung denced by the position achieved by the IBFD

in the past 25 years and it can be aptly applied,ycrl7-
-ly' on this, the 50th anniversaryof the IBFD.

...'

--Jip- Mr. Hubert Hamaekers, a former Director at

the Dutch Ministryof Finance,succeededPro-
fessor van Hoorn as Chief Executive of the
IBFD in 1985. Mr. Hamaekers was active in

R the field of international taxation for many
years and chaired the Working Group on Tax-

M ation of Multinational Enterprises of the
OECD as well. Mr. Hamaekers was selected
by the IBFD's Board of Trustees on the basis
of his knowledgeof internationaltaxationand,
in particular, because he successfully com-

bined practical experienceas a former tax con-
-' sultant and tax official with modern manage-

rial skills.

One of the first major tasks Mr. Hamaekers
set for himselfwas restructuringthe organiza-

J- J -

tion of the IBFD. He proposed - in consulta-
14 kilometres of shelves to store all the loose-leafpages tion with the IBFD's Chairman of the Board



*3ll'L ------ ' r-Mr!r-1

interrupted by World War II, the occuptioni
goal almost came to fruition in 1940 but was

lrz,- 'i i
'

,

'1''Il
of the Netherlands by Nazi Germany and the, j

consequent disruption of communications
j with other parts of the world. However, in

1 , ' j 1946, the first ssue of the Bulletin finally ap-
peared in print. Tday, the Bulletin ranks a
one of the authoritative sources for the inter-
national tax practitioner with its detailed and

-i comprehensive articles on world-wide tx
-

events. The Bulletin is the official organ of, .

IFA and occasonally publishes reports of its

Vf Ar%= , natonal branches. A special lFA Congress-'. ' V .*
'- ssue (like this issue) is generlly published in
-

-.* /';- =M- honour of the annual lFA Congress and con-

tains articles on topical aspects of the host
country. This year the Congress.issue focuses
entirely on Dutch taxation issues. The articles

-j have been written b eminent tax specialists in
the Netherlands.

Mr. Caballero preparing an article on Spain
Professor Adriani resigned as Chief Executive

wll1
in May 1954 and was replaced by Mr. J. van

Hrn -Jr., the then-assistant manager of the
IBFD. Mr. van Hoorn was later appointed
part-time tax professor for inteinational, tax
law at the Free Univelsity of Brussels His
appointment as Chief Executive ushered in.
the second phase of the IBFD, i.e. the period

i-..ikiiki
characterizedby developmentand expanson.

-r- In 1954, the IBFD staff was .composed of 5

-i-r persons, the Bulletin was the sole publication
and theIBFD itself was housed in a few rooms

throughout the premises of the Amsterdam

-, Municipal Tax Office By the end of Mr van

--A -fl Hoorn's in 1985, the staffhad expanded
'

tenure
'.i- to more than 55 persons of about 10

nationalities. The multi-national character of

the.professional staff guaranteed an ever-im-
proving service to all who availed themselves

Astonishing things happen in the computer department of the IBFD's facilities.

tmmI.,
1 t, The efforts of the IBFD were brougbt to the

t
1 attention of a larger internationaltax audience

.Uiu
in 1961, the year European Taxation com-

menced publication. Originally published
twice-monthly, ,European Taxation later be-

1 came a monthly journal specializing in taxa-
tion of European countries and it achieved a

high reputation for its penetrating articles on

the tax laws and developments in Europe.

Other IBFD publications followed in rapid
succession: Supplementary Service to Europe-
anTaxationandGuides to EuropeanTaxation,
1963; Tax News Service commenced in 1965;
The Handbookon the U.S.-German Tax Co-

vention, 1966; Corporate Taxation in .Latin
America appeared in 1970; African Tax Sys-
tems (volumes in English and French), 1971-
1972; TaxesandInvestment in the Middle East,
1977; and Taxes and Investmentin Asiaandthe

Serious faces. The directors Pacific, 1978.



Adriani (the first full professor of tax law in
the Netherlands) the goal of the IBFD was to
serve IFA and its members within the context
of IFA's activities in the field of international
and comparative tax law. Specifically, the
IBFD was to organize and maintain an inter-

- -
,

natinaldocumentationcentre for the purpose
f disseminating information concerning tax

p t legislation and applicationof taxation law, and

encourage the study of taxation, namely, it
\ was to act as a depository for books, rticles* and documentsconcerning international taxa-

tion.
-.

Substantial funds to finance the IBFD were

, lacking so these functions commenced on an

extremely modest scale. Thesum available to

- finance the. IBFD's activities during its first
year in operation was, in money terms, equal
to the amount now spent per hour! Neverthe-

Demonstrationof the tax treaty CD-ROM to guests: Dr. Tanzi, Prof. Valds less, under ProfessorAdriani's skillful leader-
Costa, Mr. Becker, Prof. Van Hoorn, Dr. Faist, Mr. Spinosa Cattela ship, the IBFD undertook the task of supply-

I,Ek
ing factual data on various taxation systems

- throughout the world. In 1939, the IBFD was
1 LI

alreadysupplying informationon 60 countries.

ml.
. / Professor Adriani correctly anticipated the

complex relationships which were to develop
f between natons with respect to taxation, and

that internationaltax patternswould represent
a vital force in determiningthe form and direc-
tion these relationships would assume in the
future. He foresaw the necessity for increased
cooperation between countries in order to
avoid double taxation, the tax relationships

77A hr,
/. between developed and developingcountries,

-7

/
harmonizationwith respect to tax treaties and

7 that cognizanceof the international aspects of
taxation was an integral part of dynamicsocio-

ii
// The IBFD at work: economic developments.-

The morning mail
--- Professor Adriani's predictions were verified

U'11'Et23. as businessesand governmentsthroughoutthe

%,
world employed the IBFD to perform services

1 rEy,M'Pe other than mere documentation. Professor
Adriani and his small staff committed them-

..'i
selves to the Herculean task of incorporating

&.I practical and scientific functions into the oper-\
ation of an independent internationalresearch
and documentationbureau.

A
The Bureau'ssphere of activitiesgrew steadily

I enlarge the ambit of its activities. The IBFD's
and consequently the IBFD was required to

role as a mere depositoryof tax data expnded
P--*/'F)7gl /--J, '' and it evolved into an active disseminator of

-

practtcal information and scentificdata in the
areas of comparative and international tax

law. The Bureau thus became one of the prn-
cpal sources of tax information in the world.

,

. One of the original goals of the IBFD was to
Team meeting - Mrs. Wheeler, Mr. Moore, Mrs. Salomons, publish a periodical as a forum for reviewing
Mr. Van Waardenburg, Mrs. Lyons, Mr. Webb, Mr. Kesti fiscal legislation, literature and cases. This



a

of Trustees, Professor A. Nooteboom- a re- other documents on transfer pricing. The

fined delineation of the responsibilitiesof the Dutch case law publication was prepared by
Board of Trustees and the Board of Directors the sub-facultyof tax law of the University of

as well as the creationof a DelegatedBoard of Groningen and edited by the IBFD at the re-

Trustees. These proposals were unanimously questoftheNetherlandsMinistryof Finance.

approved by the Board of Trustees and led to

the 1987 amended statutes. Mr. Hamaekers An international Tax Glossary is to be pub-
initiated improvements in the IBFD's orgni- lished in 1988 nd will be presented at the IFA

zational structure by creating 3 teams within Congress in September. The glossary explains
the IBFD's professional staff, each team as- (in English) all terms used in national and in-

signed specific responsibilities. Most staff ternational tax theory and practice. The equi-
members have been equipped with personal valent terms in French, German and Spanish
computerswhich facilitate theirwork and have will also be included.

substantially increased output. The IBFD's From the inception of the IBFD, the library
second office building has also been remodel- has been the core of the organization. The
led to accommodate computerization and in- library, ihich hosts hundreds of visitor each
crease working space. year, is the largest in the world in the field of

Commensurate with the change in manage-
international taxation. It stores almost 20,000
books on taxation and related topics on practi-ment, steps have been taken to further im-

prove the IBFD's publications and its com- cally every country in the world. Tax journals,
prehensive research projects. To accomplish newsletters, official gazettes and other rele-

its objectives, the IBFD must keep abreast of vant periodicals are also available. This

international tax developments, to dissemi- documenttion is systematically catalogued
and made available to the students, scholars

nate this information and maintain the neces-

sary contacts to ensure up-to-date informa- and professionals who visit the library on a

tion. Mr. Hamaekers has pioneered the con- daily basis.

version to advanced computer equipment to A policy was initiated in earlier years to offer
fulfill these objectives. facilities to tax experts from third world coun-

tries to-conduct research in the IBFD's library.
A limited.on-linecomputerdata base is antici- Representativesof such countriesre found at

pated to be in operation in 1988. Initially, the the IBFD luring the entire year..

data base will contain texts of approximately
900 tax treaties. The existence of tax treaties The tsk

.
of international research is to

is.of prime importancefor businessenterprises examine, without any bias as to political or

which must, of course, take into consideration economic interests, the consequences of the
the effect of treaty provisionswhere they exist. introductionof new tax provisionsand to align

the research efforts with tax developments
The first compact disc was prepared n May throughout the world. The IBFD's mission is
1988; it contains the texts of the tax treaties as to analyze and report, to make all those in-
well as a retrieval system. Eventually the data volvedwith taxation aware of what is happen-
base and the compact discs derived therefrom ing and why and to point out new trends in
will contain the texts of.all IBF loose-leaf taxation. The Bureau has discharged this task

publications which will enable the IBFD to during the past 50 years through its 'various

augment its position as an internationalcentre publications, its international tax service and
for practical and scientific information as well on the numerous occasions when IBFD rep-
as provide a departure point for examining resentatives have had the opportunity to dis-
new and/or complex issues materializing on cuss pressing fiscal issues with various gov-
the tax horizon. ernmental and business groups.

Since Mr. Hamaekers was appointed Chief Through the IBFD, these groups have been
Executive, 2 new publicationshave appeared: afforded the opportunity to meet each other
The Tax Treatmentof Transfer Pricing and an on an informal basis, to candidlydiscuss issues

analysisof Dutch case law on international tax of academic and practical interest and to
matters. Both books were published in 1987. achieve a mutual understanding of socio-
The transfer pricing book contains an intro- economic problems. One example of this de-
duction to the tax issues connectedwith trans- velopment is reflected in the cordial contacts
fer pricing and multinational enterprises. It which exist between the IBFD and tax experts
currentlycomprises 11 country chapterswhich in both capitalist and socialist states (like
offer detailed descriptionsof legislation, regu- the U.S.S.R. and the People's Republic of
lations, case law and examples. The book was China). In this way, albeit on a very modest

.
written by eminent tax specialists for the re- scale, the IBFD may contribute to improved
spective countries. The book will be com- human relationships and ultimately a greater
pleted with the texts of the OECD reports and understandingbetween nations.
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of loans insofar as these loans (either directly or indirectly) If the affiliation privilege does not apply only because the
are used to finance the subsidiaryon a long-termbasis. This subsidiary is not subject to a profits tax, costs incurred by
will applywith respect to depreciation(creatinga provision) the subsidiary and losses incurred by it will not result in a

of the loan (not deductible) and revaluation (not taxable). tax deduction at the level of the Dutch holding company,
i.e. unless the profits are higher than costs/losses, the result

3. When calculating the non-deductible interest costs with remains neutral for Dutch tax purposes. If, and as far as,
respect to a foreign subsidiary, the so-called mathematics the profits are higher than the costs/losses, the profits will
method will be used (i.e. a proportionatemethod of ascrib- be taxed.
ing the cost of loans to all assets including those of the

foreign subsidiary). 3. If a permanent establishment is converted into a sub-

4. Deductibilityof losses at the moment of liguidation: sidiary, the affiliation privilege will not be granted with

the loss will be decreasedby dividenddistributionsfrom respect to the dividends/capitalgains derived from this sub-
-

sidiary the that there still losses to beto extent were compen-the last 5 years and the year of liquidation; sated for in the establishment (losses from the 8
only liquidation losses are deductiblewith respect to-

prior the
permanent

conversion). An immediate claim
resident subsidiaries, and to the extent that these losses years to tax

would arise in a situation comparable with the claim dealt
have not been incurred (either directlyor indirectly) by with 2.n
a foreign or a resident subsidiary not to be liquidated.

4. In general, liquidation losses remain tax-deductible,tak-
5. These regulations are proposed to enter into force as ing into account that when calculating the loss, profits re-
from 25 September 1986. ceived from the subsidiary (dividends/capital gains) over

the last 3 years, the year of liquidation and the subsequent
Governmentdraft years will increase the amount of liquidation proceeds.

Liquidation losses will not be accepted if the business ac-

1. The annual possession requirementwill be abolished. tivities of the enterprise, in fact, continuewithin the group.
There will be no tax-deductiblelosses if a foreign subsidiary

2. If a depreciated loan (from a parent company to a sub- is liquidated within 3 years after acquisition.
sidiary) is convertedinto the share capital of the subsidiary,
the affiliation privilege will not apply to future dividends/ 5. The regulationswith respect to conversionsof loans and

capital gains of the subsidiary up to the amount of the permanent establishmentsand liquidations will apply only
depreciation.The conversionwill result in an immediatetax after the draft becomes law.
claim equal to the amount of the former depreciation if the

subsidiary (or part of it) is transferred to a foreign group
subsidiaryor to a foreign group company.

- capitalization,minimizingtaxes and profit repatriation
under Canadian law. In the afternoon their British

news colleagues will submit papers on investment in the
United Kingdom. Mr. Malcolm Gammie (Linklater&
Paines) will discuss tax aspects of planning a U.K.
investment, the use of U.K. holding companies and
this capitalization. Mr. Michael Aidin (International
Thomson PLC) will speak on the repatriation of in-
come and profits, withholding taxes and tax implica-

BRITISH BRANCH tions of divestment and Mr. Ian Sommerville (De-
loitte, Haskins & Sells) will discuss the international

On 9-10 September 1988 the British and Canadian aspects of U.K. VAT. The day will be concludedby a

branches of IFA will hold a joint meeting chaired by discussion of double tax treaty issues in Canada and
Mr. David F.A. Davidson (Arthur Andersen & Co.), the United Kingdom and planning through the Cana-
Chairman of the British branch. Chairman of the ses- da-U.K. tax treaty by Messrs. J.S. Wilkie (Stikeman
sion on 9 September will be Mr. Robert Dart (Price Elliott) and Jonathan Schwartz (Stephenson Har-
Waterhouse) and on 10 September Mr. John Avery wood).
Jones (Speechly Bircham). On the second day, 10 September, the conferencewill
The morningof9 Septemberwill be dedicatedto prob- focus on anti-tax avoidance measures. The Canadian
lems connected with investment in Canada. Mr. Bob approach will be discussed by Messrs. David Ward
Reid (Thorne, Ernst & Whinney)will speak on Cana- (Ward & Beck), Howard Kellough (Mawhinney &
dian taxation after. the tax reform and the impact of Kellough) and Brian Arnold (Professor of Law, Uni-
provincial taxation in Canada and Messrs. Bill Strain versity of Western Ontario). The U.K. approach will
and John Stacey (Deloitte, Haskins & Sells) on plan- be dealt with by Messrs. Stephen White (Slaughter&
ning an investmentin Canada, debt/equityratios, thin May) and Nick Prentice (Arthur Andersen).

/
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Some Aspects of the
InternationalTax Treaty Table of contents

Strategy of the Netherlands
.Ii INTRODUCTION

THE DUTCH TAX SYSTEM
A. Individual income tax
B. Corporate income tax

UnilateralRelief and Tax Treaties
C. Net wealth tax
D. Inheritance and gift tax
E. Value added tax (VAT)
III. UNILATERAL PREVENTION OF DOUBLE

By Susan M.C. Lyons and Dirk A. van Waardenburg TAXATION
A. Proportional credit method
B. Permanent establishment
C. Loss deduction
D. Income subject to tax abroad

I. INTRODUCTION
E. Overall limitation
F. Dividends, interest and royalties
G. Affiliatior privilege

The Netherlandsis a small countryof slightly over 13,000 square miles. It IV. TAX TREATIES

is densely populated, having approximately 14.5 million inhabitants, A. In general
which translates into roughly 1,111 per square mile. The country has no B Business income

substantialnatural resources except for natural gas, of which the Nether-
1. Income derived througha permanentes-

tablishment
lands now boasts the largest reserves in Western Europe. The only other a. Construction

resources of any significance are oil and salt. There are large deposits of b. Supervision and advice
c. Business representative

coal but these are situated so deeply that with the presentstate of technol- d. Continental shelf

ogy a profitable exploitation is unlikely. For a long time the Netherlands e. Force of attraction

was a predominantly agricultural society. However, because of its rela- f. Insurance companies
2. Shipping and air transport

tively vast coastline and good harbour facilities, international trade and a. Place of effective management
transport activities flourished during the last centuries and continue to do b. Leasing

so today.
3. Sale of shares of a subsidiary company
4. Special provisions

After World War II, the Netherlands industrialized rapidly and in the a. Contracts for work
b. Cost allocation

process other branches of activity with strong international affinities be- 5. Corresponding adjustments
came vital to the Dutch economy. Examples of such activity are the C. Withholding taxes

1. Dividends
electronicand chemical industry, construction,and financial services ren- 2 Branch profit taxation
dered by banks, insurancecompaniesand retail establishments.However, 3 Interest

agricultural produce (vegetables, flowers, meat and dairy products) con-
4. Royalties
5. Tax-sparing credit relief

tinue to be importantexport products. The need for internationalexpan- 6. Thin capitalization
sion is, of course, generated by the relatively small Dutch domestic mar- D. The use and abuse of tax treaties

ket. In order to benefit from the economiesof scale and to competeon an
E Frontier workers
F Other types of earned income

internationallevel,Dutchenterprisesmust necessarilyexpandbeyond the 1. Directors' fees

frontiers of the country.
2. Artistes and athletes
3. Governmentofficials

The internationally-orientedstructure of the Dutch economyhas resulted 4. Professors and teachers
5. Students

in substantial movementof goods and an important flow of money to and G. Pensions and other payments
from the Netherlands in the form of remittances of profits, dividends, 1 ln general
interest and royalties. Cross-border transactions and international pay-

2. Lump-sum payments
3. Deduction of pension premiums

ments for goods and services may easily result in more than one country 4 Social security payments

imposing its tax on income derived from such transactions. Double taxa- H. Other income
I Preventionof double taxation

tion is inevitable if such taxes are levied without taking into account In general
taxation in other countries. This could impair the profitability of the 1 Prevention of the double imposition of

enterprises concerned and would eventually damage the Dutch economy
the net wealth tax

2. The WIR premium
as a whole. The preventionof internationaldouble taxation is, therefore, 3 The profitshare of oil and gas companies
of primary importance to the Netherlands. J. Exchange of information

Appendix l: List of tax treaties

Appendix ll: Dutch Model Double Income Tax
Convention

1. This article is an expanded and revised version of an article published in 28 EuropeanTaxation
4 (1988) at 108, under the title The Netherlands:Tax TreatyPolicy. Like its predecessor, the present
article is based on a discussion of a letter of 3 December 1987 addressed by the Under Minister for
Finance to the Lower House of Dutch Parliament, Document Session 1987-1988 No. 20,355/1-2,
entitled AlgemeenVerdragsbeleid(General tax treaty policy). This document is cited as GTTP.
The authors have attempted to make the contentsof the letter accessibleto an internationalreadership Ms. Lyons is the Managing Editor of

and have examinedthe extent to which Dutch tax treaty negotiatorshave succeeded in translatingthe the Bulletin. Mr. van Waardenburg is

wishes of their Government into the tax treaties which have been concluded. For a critical discussion Executive Director of the International
of the letter, see Van Brunschot, F.W.G.M., Algemeen Fiscaal Verdragsbeleid,Maandbladvoor Bureau of Fiscal Documer)tation.
Belastingbeschouwingen3 (1988) at 91 (hereinaftercited as MBB Belastingbeschouwingen).

f
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II. THE DUTCH TAX SYSTEM payer's marital status, the number of dependents,
etc. 16 The income tax rates vary from 14% on the first

The Netherlandsranks as one of the countrieswith the 9,652Dfl. to 72% on incomein excessof229,625Df[.17
highest tax burden in the world. If it is admitted that Employees are also subject to the wages tax18, which
social security contributions are in fact a kind of (in- is an advance income tax withheldfrom taxablewagescome) tax and if its yield is included in total revenue, of employees or persons who are deemed to be
OECD statistics2demonstratethat in 1985 the Nether- employed by individual or corporate employers. The
lands was sixth on the list of OECD Membercountries tax has the same function as, for instance, the British
with a total tax revenue of 45% of gross domestic

pay-as-you-earnsystem because it permits the Dutch
product (GDP) at market prices.3 tax authorities to collect tax at the moment it is re-

The most important taxes are: ceived. For a large group of taxpayers- those whose
taxes on income, i.e. the individual and corporate income does not exceed 58,500 Dfl. - the wages tax is-

income taxes; a final tax, i.e. collectionof the wages tax satisfies their
taxes on capital, .e. the net wealth tax (also desig- income tax liability.19

-

nated as capital tax, in particular in tax treaties), Non-residentsare only subject to Dutch income tax on
the inheritance and gift taxes; and the certain Dutch-sourceincome as indicated in the law. 20

turnover tax (the value added tax or VAT). They may also be subject wages if theiremployer
-

to tax
is established in the Netherlands or if they are

A. Individualincome tax4 employed by a Dutch permanent establishment of a

non-residentemployer. 1

The individual income tax is levied on world-wide
income of resident5 individuals and on Dutch-source
income (as specified in the law) of non-resident indi- 2. Revenue Statistics of OECD Member Countries 1985-1986 (hereinaf-
viduals.6 The incomes of husband and wife are aggre-

ter cited as Statistics OECD).
3. This figure may be compared with those of Sweden (50.5%), Den-

gated, but narried persons are taxed separately on mark (49.2%), Norway (47.8%), Belgium (46.9%) and France (45.6%).
earned income (employment income, professional in- In 1985 these countrieshad a higher tax burden. The (unweighted)average
come and business incone), incone fron pension for the EEC in that year was 39.8%. But note that the comparable figure

rights, income from social security funds and certain for the United States was 29.2% and for Japan 28.0%. Statistics OECD at

periodic payments.7
82.
4. For a more detailed discussion, see SupplemenmryService to Europe-

In computing the taxable base, a fixed 4% deduction an Taxation (hereinafter cited as SUPP. SER.), Section B.

(minimum 200 Dil.; maximum 800 Dfl.) is available
5. For a discussion of residency, see van Waardenburg, D.A., The

Concept of Residence Under NetherlandsTax Law, 21 EuropeanTaxa-
for employment income. Actual expenses may be de- tion 516 (1981) at 178.
ducted if they exceed 800 Dfl. so long as the expenses 6. Individual Income Tax Law of 1964 (Wet op de inkomstenbelasting,
can be substantiated.8Upon request, non-Dutch resi- hereinafter cited as IB), Arts. 1, 3, 48 and 49.

dents seconded to the Netherlands within a group of
7. IB, Art. 5.
8. IB, Art. 37.

companies may obtain a fixed 35% deduction for a 9. See in this issue Nobel, Nico, MandatoryPublicationof Resolutions

period of 5 years.9 and Rulings is NecessaryforFair and Just Taxation.An official translation
of the 35% ruling is reproduced in 26 European Taxation 6 (1986) at 303.

Interest received is exempt up to an amount of 1,000 10. IB, Art. 47a.

Dfl. (2,000 Dfl. for married persons), to Dividends re- 11. IB, Art. 47b.

ceived from domestic companies are also exempt up 12. Under a tax system granting an imputation credit, the corporate
to an amount of 1,000 Dfl. (2,000 Dfl. for married income tax which is levied on income distributed by a company is fully or

tax

persons).11 However, under Dutch law no imputation
partially creditable against the income due by the shareholders receiv-

ing the dividend. An imputation credit is granted under the tax laws of
credit is available as is the case in a large number of most of the EC Member States, i.e. Belgium, Denmark, France, the

other EEC countries.12 Federal Republic of Germany, Ireland, Italy, Spain and the United King-
dom. Greece exempts any corporate distribution from corporate income

Capital gains are normally not subject to tax. Some tax. For more details, see Guides to European Taxation, Vol. III, The

notable exceptions to this rule are: Taxation ofPrivate InvestmentIncome (hereinaftercited as GET- III).

capital gains derived through a business or profes- 13. IB, Art.7 (implied).-

sion13;
14. IB, Art. 39. A substantialinterest is deemed to exist if a sharehold-
er, togetherwith his close relatives, owns (or has owned at any time during

capital gains realized on the sale of all or part of the past 5 years), either directly indirectly, at least one-third of a-

or

the shares of a resident or non-resident company company's share capital whereby the shareholder, alone or with his wife,

provided the shareholdingconstitutes a substan- owned more than 7% of such share capital. The concept of substantial

tial interest.14 If the gain exceeds 1,000 Df. it is interestoriginatedin Germanyand has been adoptedby many neighbour-

subject to a flat 20% rate of income tax; and ing countries, i.e. Austria, Belgium, France, Luxembourgand the Nether-
lands.

capital gains realized on the redemptionof shares. 15. IB, Arts. 29 and 57.-

If the shareholder sells shares representing more 16. IB, Art. 53.

than 5% of paid-in capital, a special rate (between 17. Id.
18. The Wages Tax Law (Wet op de loonbelasting, hereinafter cited as

20% and 54%) may apply.15 LB).
In computing the total taxable income, personal de- 19. Similar systems of withholdingof tax on employment income exist,

for instance, in Belgium and the Federal Republic of Germany.ductions are granted which range from 7,392 Dfl. for 20. IB, Arts. 48 and 49.
single persons to 18,185 Dfl. depending on the tax- 21. LB, Arts. 2-6.
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As a general rule no tax is due on Dutch-source in- business income derived through a permanent estab-
terest or royalties received by non-residents (see lishment situated in the Netherlands.31 Dutch-source

below). Dividends and interest from profit-sharing royalties and interest are generally not subject to
bonds are subject to a flat rate withholdingtax of 25% Dutch corporate income tax, but a 25% flat rate with-
unless a tax treaty provides for an exemption or a holding tax (unless this rate is reduced by a tax treaty)
lower rate.22 In nearly all other cases except for is due on Dutch-source dividends and interest from-

certain taxable capital gains - the normal progressive profit-sharingbonds.
rates apply, but non- residents are generallynot enti-
tled to deductpersonalallowances.However,non-res-

idents who derive most of their income from Dutch
C. Net wealth tax32

sourcesare permittedto deductcertainpersonalallow-
ances23 and some tax treaties also contain provisions

Resident individual taxpayers are subject to the net
wealth tax on the value of movable and immovable

under which non-residentsmay benefit from the per- property whether situated in the Netherlands
sonal allowancedeductions. Examplesare the treaties

or

abroad.33 Only net value is taxed so that liabilitiesmayconcluded by the Netherlands with Belgium [Art.
25(3)] and the Federal Republic of Germany [Addi-

be deducted. Personal deductions include a 56,000
tional Protocol].

Dil. deductionfor single personsunder27 years of age
without minor children; a 89,000 Dfl. deduction for
other single persons; and a 113,000 Dfl. deduction for

B. Corporate income tax24 married taxpayers. An additional deduction of 7,000
Dfl. is granted for each dependentchild up to the ageIn theory, Dutch corporate income tax is imposed on of 18 years and 35,000 Dfl. for students 18 to 27 yearsworld-wide income of resident companies, but as a of age.34result of the unilateralreliefprovisionsfor the preven-

tion of internationaldouble taxation25, the tax is gener-
ally only applicable to Dutch-sourceincome. Notable 22. Under the provisions of the Dividend Tax Law (Wet op de di-

exceptions are foreign-source interest, royalties and videndbelasting). For a discussion of the tax treatment of dividends and

portfolio dividends. No legislation extends Dutch tax interest received by resident and non-resident taxpayers, see GET-III

jurisdiction to foreign subsidiaries as, for instance, is (note 12)
the case in France and the United States. 23. In order to'remove the most glaring inequities, the Dutch tax auth-

oritjespermit non-residenttaxpayerswhose income is predominantlycom-

Double taxation of inter-corporate distributions is to Posed of Dutch-sourceincome (i.e. at least 90%) to deduct some personal
a large extent prevented by the so-called affiliation allowances on a pro rata basis, i.e. in the same ratio as Dutch-source

income bears to world-wide income). Ruling No. 284-2231 of 28 February
privilege, i.e. dividends distributed by a resident or 1984 as amended by Ruling 285-3508 of 20 March 1985.
non-resident subsidiary company to its Dutch parent 24. Wet op de Vennootschapsbelasting(hereinaftercited as Vpb). For

company are exempt from Dutch income tax provided a detailed discussion, see Guides to European Taxation, Vol. II, The

that the shareholding.26 Taxation of companies in Europe (hereinafter cited as GET-II) and

is not a portfolio investment; and SUPP.SER, Sec. A. (note 4 above)
-

25. For a discussion of these provisions, see III below.
that the Dutch parent owns at least 5% of the- 26. Vpb, Art. 13.

shares of its foreign subsidiary; or 27. For a more detailed discussion, see GET-II, Chapter The Nether-

provided that the Dutch Finance Ministerhas rec- lands, Sec. 9 (note 11). There is no requirement that the rate of foreign-

ognized the shareholding as a participationand corporate income tax be comparableto the Dutch rate of corporate income

approved the exemption;
tax; in certain cases the affilation privilege may be availablef no effectve

foreign tax is imposed. See also in this issue, Brood, E.A., The Participa-
in addition, where foreign-source dividends are tion Exemption: Present and Future.-

received, the subsidiary company distributing the 28. This relief is known as an indirect foreign tax credit and is available

dividend must have been subject to a foreign in- under, inter alia, United Kingdom and United States income tax law.

come tax. 27 29. Vpb., Art. 22.
30. See Tax News Service (hereafter cited as TNS) 1988 at 91. The

The Dutch affiliation privilege has a function similar higher rate for low incomeshouldprevent the conversionof too manysmall

to that of granting a credit for foreign tax, in particular private enterprises (such as partnerships) into companies for the sole
of benefiting from the low rate of corporate income tax. There is,

if a credit for underlyingtax28is also granted, i.e. for
purpose
however, a price tag attached to this rate reduction. In the first place the

corporate income tax levied on income from which a so-calledWIR investmentpremium (see notes 142 and 143 and accompany-

distribution is made. However, under the Dutch affili- ing text) was virtually abolished as of 29 February 1988 (see TNS-60

ation privilege capital gains derived from a qualifying (1988)). Secondly, the so-called net worth deduction, i.e. 1% of corporate
net worth deductiblefrom taxable income,will be abolishedas of 1 October

participation are exempt as well. 1988 (see TNS-91 (1980)). Some multinationalcompaniesasserted that the

The corporate tax rate is currently 42%.29 A proposal
Netherlands is effectively increasing the corporate tax burden despite the
reduction of the corporate income tax rate: A computation made for the

to reduce this rate to 35% commencing 1 October1988 average chemical industry indicates (according to these companies) that

was in preparation at the time this article was written. until now the average burden of Dutch corporate income was 26.7%. See

However, a higher 40% rate will apply to the first Financieel Dagbladof 25 March 1988 at 1.

250,000 Dfl. of taxable income to prevent tax evasion 31. Vpb, Arts. 3, 17 and 18.

practices.30
32. Vermogensbelasting(hereinafter cited as VB). During a meeting
on 3 May 1988, the Under-Ministerfor Finance stated that he was in favour

Non-resident companies are subject to Dutch corpo-
of abolishing the net wealth tax or that at least a drastic reduction woud
be in order. FinancieelDagbladof 4May 1988 at 1.

rate income tax on Dutch-source income as indicated 33. VB, Art. 3.
in the law, notably on income from real property and 34. VB, Art. 14.
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Self-employed taxpayers (e.g. businessmen) whose European Communities.45VAT's main characteristic
net business capital does not exceed 119,000 Dfl. are is that taxpayers may deduct the tax which has been
not required to declare this capital. If the business invoiced to them by their suppliers or which has been
capital exceeds 119,000 Dfl., only 40% is exemptwith paid by them upon importation of the goods from
a minimumof 119,000Dr. and a maximumof 530,000 VAT they charge customers.46 The standard rate of
Dfl.35The net wealth tax is imposedat a.rate of0.8%.36 the tax is 20% but a reduced 6% rate applies to basic

necessities.47Non-residentsmay also be liable to Dutch net wealth
tax if they own certain property in the Netherlands
such as Dutch-situs real property and business prop- III. UNILATERALPREVENTION OF DOUBLE
erty of a Dutch permanent establishment.37Non-resi- TAXATION48dent taxpayers are subject to the same rate of net
wealth tax but are generally not entitled to the per- The principle of world-wide taxation of residentssonal deductions.38 was

introduced in the Netherlands by the end of the 19th

century and this principle continues to be one of the
D. Inheritanceand gift tax cornerstones of Dutch income and net wealth taxa-

tion.49 Obviously, world-wide taxation potentially re-

The acquisition of property by inheritance or gift is sults in international double taxation so the need to

subject to tax provided that the deceased or donor is prevent such double taxation arises. Because tax
or was (or deemed to be) a residentof the Netherlands treaties for the preventionof double taxationwere not

or, if he is a non-resident,possessesor possessedprop- very common in the early 1900s, unilateral measures

1 erty in the Netherlands. Three types of taxes may be to prevent double taxation were introduced.50 Al-
distinguished:39 though these measures were originally rather

a succession tax on the entirevalue of the property straightforward,they haveevolvedinto a sophisticated-

acquired from a person who died resident in the system of rules. These rules are currently the subject
Netherlands; of the Decree for the Avoidance of Double Taxation
a gift tax on the entire value of the property ac- of 7 April 1965 (as amended) and are only applicable-

quired by gift if the donor is a resident of the in the absence of a tax treaty or other provision for the
Netherlands; and prevention of double taxation.51

a transfer tax on the value of certain Dutch-situs-

property (as indicated in the law) acquired from a

person who died resident outside the Netherlands 35. VB, Art. 7.

or from a donee residentoutsidethe Netherlands. 36. VB, Art. 14. Note that this tax is not deductible for purposes of the
individual income tax. However, the total amount of individualincome tax

A rather complex system of personal deductions is and the net wealth tax may not exceed 80% of taxable income.

available. For instance, if one spouse dies, the surviv- 37. VB, Arts. 12 and 13.

ing spouse is generally entitled t'o a deduction of
38. VB, Art. 14.
39. Succession tax law (Successiewet, hereinafter cited as Succ.), Art.

458,076 Dfl. but this amount is reduced by 50% of the 1.

capitalized value of his or her pension. The minimum 40. Succ., Art. 32.

deduction, however, is 130,878 Dr.4o The personal 41. Succ., Art. 33.

deduction for children who inherit from one of their 42. Succ., Art. 24.

parents is generally 13,088 Dl. The personal deduc-
43. Turnover tax law (Omzetbelasting,hereinaftercited as OB). For a

detailed discussion, see Guides to European Taxation, Vol. IV, Value
tions for purposes of the gift.tax are generally much AddedTaxation in Europe, Chapter The Netherlands.
lower.41 44. OB, Art. 1.

45. Sixth Council Directiveof 17 May 1977 on the harmonizationof the
The rates are a function of the value received and the laws of the Member States relating to turnover taxes; Common system of

degree of consanguinitybetween the deceased/donor value 'added tax: uniform basis of assessment. For the full text of the

and the person who acquires the property. For in- Directive, see SUPP. SER., Sec. D.
46. OB, Art. 15.

stance, the rates for acquisitions from a spouse or 47. OB, Art. 9.
parent range between 5% and 27%. The maximum 48. Foramoredetaileddiscussionsee GET-II,ChapterThe Netherlands,
rate between brothers and sisters is 53% and if there Sec. 8.

iS no blood relationship the maximum rate may be as 49. By virtue of the Law on Wealth Tax 1892.

high as 68% .42 50. The first comprehensivetax treaty concludedby the Netherlandswas

the tax treaty of 20 February 1933 with Belgium.
51. The Decree only applies to taxes on income and net wealth. It does

E. Value added tax (VAT)43
not apply to inheritanceand gift taxes or to VAT. Currently,new unilateral

provisionsfor the preventionof double taxation have been proposedwhich
will take effect as of 1 January 1988. These new provisionswill also apply

VAT is imposed on the supply of goods and services to the inheritance and gift tax and to the tax on betting and lotteries. See

in the Netherlandsby persons who have the status of TNS-60 (1988). For articles in Dutch on the proposed legislation, see

3 44 VAT is also imposed on the impor- Vollebrecht, H.A., Het conceptbesluit voorkoming dubbele belastingentrepreneur .

1988, 117 Weekblad Fiscaal Recht 5820 at 542; Coenen, M.E.P.M.
tation of goods irrespectiveof the status of the impor-

voor

and Vranken, G.G.A., Besluit voorkomingdubbele belasting 1988: een

ter. commentaar, 57 MBB Belastingbeschouwingen5 (1988) at 137; and van

Dutch VAT conforms to the model prescribed by the
Sonsbeek, H.J., ConceptBesluitvoorkomingvan dubbele belasting 1988
artikelen 11 t/m 16 (betreffende successie- en schenkingsrechten), 117

Sixth VAT Directive issued by the Council of the MBB Belastingbeschouwingen5 (1988) at 142.
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A. Proportionalcredt method C. Loss deduction

The Decree generallyuses the so-called proportional Since Dutch income tax is levied on world-wide in-
creditmethod to preventdouble taxation. Under this come, foreign-source losses may be deducted from
method, tax relief is granted in the followingmanner: domestic-sourceincome. This may result in a double
first, foreign and domestic-source income is aggre- loss deduction, i.e. for purposes of the Dutch income
gated and Dutch tax is computed on this aggregated tax and, assuming the foreign ncome tax provides for
income; then the tax attributable to foreign-source a loss carry-over, for purposes of the foreign income
income is credited against the tax thus computed. tax as well, in a later year. The Dutch legislature

considered this double loss deduction an abuse of theThis may be illustrated by the following simplified Dutch unilateral relief provisions. Under the currentexample.
Assume that IndividualA derives an income of 60,000 wording of the Decree, any foreign-source loss which

has been deducted from domestic-sourceincomemustDfl. from Dutch sources and a foreign-source income
which is eligible for the relief of 15,000 Dfl. Assume

be carried forward to the following8 years thus reduc-

that the tax computedon his aggregate income is 40% ing the foreign-source income eligible for relief.

of 75,000 or 30,000 Dfl. The amountof reliefavailable On the other hand, if there is a domestic-source loss
iS: and foreign-source income, the aggregation of losses

and income will result in a reduction of the amount15,000 x 30,000 = 6,000 available for unilateral relief. For relief purposes,
75,000 however, the taxpayer may carry this unused income

forward for the following 8 years. Most tax treaties
A's ultimate tax liability is (30,000 - 6,000 =) 24,000 concluded by the Netherlands refer to this provisionDfl. so that it is incorporated in many tax treaties.
Where a flat rate is imposedas is the case for the Dutch
corporate income tax (42%), this method is tanta- D. Income subject to tax abroad
mount to an exemption of foreign-source income. In
those cases where there is a progressive rate as is the A prerequisite for the application of the unilateral
case for the individual income tax, this method gives relief provisions is that the foreign-source income be
approximatelythe same result as the exemptionwith subject or deemed to be subject to an income tax
progression method which is generally used in tax imposed by the relevant State. No such condition is
treaties. imposed in a tax treaty situation. Employmentincome
This tax relief is granted mainly for business income iS deemed to have been subject to a foreign income tax

derived through a permanent establishment (branch) if the employmentis xercisedfor a continuousperiod
or a permanent representativeabroad52, income from of at least 3 months in a country with which the Neth-
certain activities abroad (e.g. employment) and in- erlands has not concluded a tax treaty. This provision
come from foreign-situs real property. The propor- was included, in particular, to grant tax relief to

tional credit method assurnes additional significance employees based in the Middle East.53
since it is generallyreferred to in tax treatiesconcluded
by the Netherlands. E. Overall limitation

B. Permanentestablishment The unilateral relief provisions granting the propor-
tional tax credit apply to the aggregateforeign-source

For purposes of the unilateral relief provisions (De_ income even if derived from several foreign countries.
cree, Art. 3(4), a permanentestablishment is defined There is no per country limitation.
as a fixed place of business through which the busi-
ness of an enterprise is wholly or partly carried on, F. Dividends, interest and royalties
including the place of the enterprise's management,
agricultural land, as well as projects lasting more than In principle, unilateral relief is unavailable with re-
12 months. The Decree expressly provides that no spect to foreign-source dividends, interest and royal-
permanent representative will be deemed to exist in ties unless they are derived through a permanent es-
the following situations: tablishment situated abroad, in which case they are

if the representative is fully independent; treated as business income. A majorexceptionapplies
-

if the representative is not authorized to conclude where such incomeis derived from a developingcoun-
-

contracts even if he holds a stock of merchandise try listed in the Ministerial Decree of 28 May 1970.
for the purpose of urgent deliveries. These countries are:

Similarly, neither a permanent establishment nor a in Africa: Algeria, Angola,Benin, Botswana,Bur--

permanent representative will be deemed to be pre-
sent where merchandise is being held on a commission
basis. Note that this definition does not apply in the 52. See below.

53 General Law on Taxes, Art. 38(2) (Algemenewet inzake rijksbelas-
reverse situation, i.e. where a foreign enterprise is tingen). See 'Cyprus Connection' Terminated,26EuropeanTaxation

carrying on business activities in the Netherlands. 4 (1986) at 127.
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kina, Burundi, Cameroun, Cape Verde Islands, Cen- i.e. to lose as little revenue as possible. Other impor-
tral AfricanRepublic,Chad, Comores,Congo,Egypt, tant objectives include.58

Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, the Gambia, Ghana, - non-discriininatorytax treatmentof Dutchnation-
Grenada, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, als, in particular Dutch enterprises, so that they
Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Mali, Morocco,Mauritania, receive the same treatmentas nationalsresident in
Mauritius, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, the treaty country; and
Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Swaziland, - exchange of informationprovisions to combat tax

Tanzania, Togo,'Tunesia,Uganda and Zaire; evasion and fraud.

in Asia and the Pacific: Afghanistan,Bangladesh, During the last few decades, the Dutch tax authorities-

Bhutan, Burma, China (People's Republic), Cam- have generally used the OECD Draft Conventionsof
bodia, Djibuti, Fiji, Haiti, India, Iraq, Iran, Jordan, 1963 and 1977 as guidelinesduring treatynegotiations.
Kiribati, Laos, Lebanon, Madagascar, Malaysia54, Attached to the letter of the Under Minister is the
Maldives, Mongolia, Nauru, Nepal, North Yemen, Dutch draft model treaty (hereinafterDutchModel)
Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Sao Tome and Prn- which is usually presented to the prospective treaty
cipe, Solomons Islands, Senegal, Syria, Tonga, partner and which serves as a manual during the treaty
Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Viet-Nam, Western Samoa and negotiations. This model treaty is largely based o the
South Yemen55; revisedOECDModelConventionof 1977.59A transla-

in Europe: Cyprus, Portugal and Turkey;
tion of the Dutch Model Convention is appended to

-

(Appendix II).this article
in Latin America and the Caribbean: Argentina, One significant issue the collision of tax

-

Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, concerns

Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El treaties and domestic legislation. The extent to which

Salvador, Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, Jamaica, treaty partners are bound by the conventions they
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Sant conclude is always relevant. As a general rule, tax

Christopherand Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincentand treaties provide for a procedure under which, after a

period of time, the treaty may be renounced. How-
Uruguay. ever, this point is not under discussion.
In principle, the proportional credit method also

applies. However, the amount to be credited may not
Some countries consider tax treaties as part of their

exceed the foreign tax actually imposed, increased by domestic legislationwhich may be supersededby sub-

any unused excess credits of the 8 previous years.
56 sequent domestic law. The United States adheres to

this doctrine. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 declared a

number of prior tax treaty provisions to be invalid.60

G. Affiliationprivilege A considerably different approach is adopted in the
Netherlands where the Constitutionprescribes that a

The Decreedoes not apply to foreign-sourcedividends
except in the above-describedsituations. However, an

54. Note that 7 March 1988 concluded between theon a tax treaty was

exemption of foreign-sourcedividendsmay be availa- Netherlands and Malaysia. This treaty is not yet in force.
ble under the so-called affiliation privilege as de- 55. Pakistan and Sri Lanka have not been listed since the Netherlands

scribed in II.B. above. has concluded tax treaties with these 2 countries so that the Decree is not

applicable to income derived from these countries. In February 1988, a tax

treaty between India and the Netherlands was initialled so India will

eventually be removed from this list.
56. Foreign tax imposed on dividends in excess of 25% is disregardedfor

IV. TAX TREATIES
purposes of computing the credit.
57. Note, however, that the non-discriminationarticle in such treaties

A. In general generally applies to all taxes imposed in the Netherlandsand the State with
which it has concluded a tax treaty. For instance, this is the case in the tax

treaties concluded by the Netherlands with Austria [Art. 25]; Belgium
Currently, the most importantmethod for the preven- [Art. 25]; Canada [Art. 24]; China (PR) [Art. 24]; Czechoslovakia [Art.
tion of double taxation is through applicationof bilat- 26]; Denmark [Art. 26]; Federal Republic of Germany [Art. 24]; Finland

eral tax treaties. Two main groups of treaties may be [Art. 26]; France [Art. 25]; Greece [Art. 26]; Hungary [Art. 25]; Ireland

distinguished,i.e. those which prevent double imposi-
[Art. 24]; Israel [Art. 27]; Japan [Art. 25]; Korea (South) [Art. 24];
Luxembourg [Art. 24]; Malta [Airt. 26]; Morocco [Art. 25]; Norway [Art.

tion of taxes on income or capital and treaties whose 26]; Pakistan [Art. 23]; Poland [Art. 25]; Romania [Art. 26]; Singapore
purpose it is to avoid double taxation of inheritances. [Art. 25]; Spain [Art. 26]; Sri Lanka [Art. 24]; Surinam [Art. 25]; South

The Netherlands has concluded both types of tax Africa [Art. 25]; Sweden [Art. 27]; Switzerland [Art. 10]; Thailand [Art.
treaties although the majorityof its treaties fall within 24]; U.S.S.R. [Art. 19]; United Kingdom [Art. 23]; Yugoslavia [Art. 24]

and Zambia [Art. 23].-

the first group: This article focuses on income and 58. GTI'P at 10.

capital tax treates.57 Bilateraltax treatiesare generally 59. Hereinaftercited as 1977 OECD Model. See SUPP. SER., Sec. D

bettersuited for this purpose than unilateralprovisions which reproducesthis draftconventionand the accompanyingexplanation.
since they can ref[ect the taxation structures and the 60. See 28 European Taxation7 (1988) for the textof the letterof 18 April

special relationshipsbetween the Netherlandsand its
1988 sent by the Ambassadorof the Federal Republic of Germany to the
Chairman of the U.S. Committee on Foreign Relations expressing his

treaty partner. Government'sconcern about the tax treaty overrdeprovisonsin the U.S.

Technical CorrectionsBill and the 1986 Tax Reform Act. This letter was

As may be expected,when negotiatinga tax treaty the endorsed by 9 other EC Member States, the EC Commission and the
Netherlandsgenerallystrives to obtain the best results, Governmentsof Canada, Japan and Switzerland.
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Courtmust ignore any domestic legal provisionswhich tary to Art. 5 of the OECD Model indicates that plan-
conflict with treaty provisions.61 It has been suggested ning and supervisionmay be included in the construc-
that the Netherlandsshould attempt to insert a clause tion activities if carried out by the buildingconstructor
in tax treaties to be negotiated under which the Neth- himself but not if carried out by another enterprise
erlandswould be authorized to sanction its treatypart- whose activities in connection with the construction
ner should the latter allow domesticlaw to prevail over work are restricted to such planning and supervision.
the treaty provisions.62

In contrast, developingcountries often wish to follow
the pattern laid down in the United Nations Model

B. Business income Convention which deems a permanent establishment
to be present in case of:

1. Income derived through a permanent establishment 1. any supervisoryactivitiesin connectionwith
(Dutch Model, Arts. 5 and 7)63

a con-

struction project if these activities last for more than 6
There is a general consensus that a State may tax a months; and
foreign enterprise on income derived from activities 2. the supply of services (including consultancy ser-

carried on in that State only if the activities rise to a vices) by employees or other personnel lasting for an

certain level and if the activities have a degree of aggregate period of more than 6 months during any
permanency, i.e. they are not of a temporarynature.64 12-month period.67

Consequently, tax treaties generallyprovide that only In a number of cases the Dutch Governmenthas been
business income derived by a foreign enterprise from

prepared to accede to the wishes of the developingactivities carried on through a permanent establish- with which it concludeda Examplesment are taxable in the relevant State.65 Implementa- country tax treaty.
of treaty provisionsunder which supervisoryactivities

tion of this principle may be problematic. Difficulties constitute establishment be
may be encountered, for instance, in negotiating tax may a permanent can

found in the tax treaties with Indonesia [Art. 5(2)(h)treaties with developing countries, particularly with and (i)], Korea[Art. 5(2)(h)], Malta Art. 5(2)(g)],regard to the right to impose tax on income from the Pakistan [Art. 5(3)], Singapore [Art. 5(3)], Sri Lanka
exploitationof natural resources (especially when the -Art. 5(3)(a)], Surinam [Art. 5(2)(h)i and Zambia
resources are located on the Continental Shelf). Art. 5(4)]. Examples where the supply of services

constitutes a permanent establishment may be found
a. Construction

Developingcountriesgenerallywish to subjectforeign 61. Constitution, Art. 94. The Netherlands has also signed the Vienna

enterprises to tax liability at an earlier stage than in- Conventionof 23 May 1969 concerning treaty law which provides in Art.

dustrial countries,e.g. income from construction ac- 27 that a Contracting Party may not invoke national law to justify its

tivities may be subject to taxation after a period of 3 non-applicationof treaty provisions.
62. See Ellis, M.J., Het Nederlandse Standaardverdrag,MBB Belas-

to 6 months rather than the more commonly applied tingbeschouwingen3 (1988) at 100.
12-month period.66 Examples of a 3-month time limit 63. GTTp at 13-16.

can be found in the treaties the Netherlandshas con- 64. See Commentary to the 1977 OECD Draft Convention (hereinafter
eluded with Indonesia [Art. 5(2)(h)] and Surinam cited as COMM) to Art. 5, para. 6.

[Art. 5(2)(h)] although in both cases a 6-month test
65. See 1977 OECD Model, Art. 7. The term permanent establishment
also covers certain types of representatives. Under Dtch domestic law,

applies to construction, installation or assembly ac- foreign enterprises are generally only subject to Dutch tax on business
tivities concerning machinery and industrial equip- income derived through a permanent establishment or a permanent rep-
ment. A 6-month test applies in the treaties concluded resentative located in the Netherlands (IB, Arts. 48 and 49 and Vpb, Art.

with South Korea [Art. 5(2)(h)], Morocco [Art. 17). However, these laws do not define the terms permanent establish-
ment or permanent representative, thus leaving it to the judiciary to

5(2)(h)], Pakistan [Art. 5(3) , Singapore [Art. 5(3)] decide when a foreign businesshas such an establishmentor representative
and Sri Lanka [Art. 5(2)(h)]. in the Netherlands.The definitionprovidedin the Decreefor the avoidance

Remarkably, socialist countries in Eastern Europe
of double taxation, Art.2(4), however, may have some interpretative
value. In its press release No. 87/205 of 13 July 1987, the Dutch Govern-

often insist on a much longer period of time before a ment announcedthat it contemplatesa change in the law, i.e. the definition

construction project is deemed to be a permanent es- of permanent establishment identical to the OECD definition will be

tablishment, e.g. the treaties concluded with Poland:
66.introduced19.77See OECD Model, Art. 5(3) and COMM, 17 in which

18 months [Art. 5(3)]; the U.S.S.R.: 12 months but para. a

12 month test is recommended. The UN Model Convention provides for
the cornpetent authorities may decide not to consider a 6 month test (Art. 5(a)) but states in its commentary (at 64) that some

a construction project to be a permanent establish- members of the Group from developingcountrieswould have preferred to

rrent [Art. 4(2)]. The treaty with Czechoslovakiaex_ remove the time limit alltogetherbecause (1) as a result ofmoderntechnol-

pressly provides that a construction project cannot ogy construction assembly and similar activities can be of short duration
and still generate substantial profits, and (2) the period during which the

constitute a permanentestablishment [Art.5(3)(f)]. foreign personnel involved in the activities remain in the source country is
irrelevant for the definition of the developing country's right to tax the

b. Supervisionand advice corresponding income. Another argument advanced was that enterprises
from capital-exportingcountries may abuse the time limit and thus evade

The'Dutch Model Convention as well as the OECD tax in the source country.
Model Convention do not list supervisoryor advisory 67. Some members from developing countries proposed to include a

activities connected with a construction or' assembly monetary limitation in the treaty provision, i.e. if the remunerationfor the
services supplied would exceed a certain amount it would constitute a

project as an example of a permanentestablishmentif permanent establishment. To our knowledge no such criterion has been
a certain time limit has been exceeded. The Commen- incorporated in any Dutch tax treaty
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in the treaties with Indonesia [Art. 5(2)(i)], Pakistan This objection also applies to the limited force of
[Art. 5(4)], Sri Lanka [Art.(3)(b)] and Surinam [Art. attraction rule found in Art. 7(1) of the U.N. Model
5(2)(j)]. Convention. Under Art. 7(1), income derived from

(1) sales of the same or similargoodsand merchandise,
c. Business representative or (2) income from business activities of the same or

Developingcountries often wish to deem the business similarkind in the countrywhere the permanentestab-
lishment is located is also attributed to that permanentrepresentativeof a foreign enterprise to be a perma- establishment. Nevertheless, in the tax treaties with,nent establishment even though the representative for example, Indonesia [Art. 7(1)] and Pakistan [Art.merely maintains a stock of goods or merchandisefor
7(1)], the Netherlandshas acquiescedto the inclusiondelivery to customers of that enterprise. In a number of such clause.68

of instances, the Dutch Government has complied
a

with this wish and accepted that such a representative f. Insurancecompaniesis to be deemed to be a permanentestablishmentpro-
vided he is not an independentagent (e.g. a broker or In one instance the requirement that a non-resident
a general commission agent). Examples can be found enterprise may only be taxed in the other country if it
in the treatiesconcludedwith Indonesia[Art. 5(4)(b)], carries out its business through a permanentestablish-

1
Israel [Art. 5(5)(b)], Pakistan [Art. 5(6)(b)], Surinam ment is waived if the pertinent enterprise is an insur-
[Art. 5(4)(b)] and Thailand [Art. 5(5)(b)]. ance company. In this respect, see the tax treaty with

Australia [Protocol, Clause 3, but life insurancecom-

d. Continentalshel panies are excepted].
A numberof coastal States, includingsome developed
countries, may impose tax liability on foreign enter-

2. Shipping and air transport (Dutch Model, Art. 8)

prise activities carried out on the Continental Shelf,
after expiration of a short period of time (i.e. if the a. Place of effectivemanagement
duration of the activities exceeds 30 days, the enter- With respect to income derived from international
prise becomes liable to income tax). In this respect, shipping and air transport, Dutch tax treaty policy
see the treaties concluded by the Netherlands with aims to obtain exclusive taxing rights in the State
Canada [Art. 23] and the United Kingdom [Art. I of where the effective management of the enterprise is
the Protocol of 12 July 1983 introducing a new Art. situated.69 Examples are found in the treaties con-

22A].The Netherlandsalso contemplatesformulating cluded with Austria [Art. 8(1)]; Canada [Art.8 (1)];
the definitionof permanentestablishment in such a China (People's Republic = PR) [Art. 8(1)]; Czecho-
manner that if a foreign enterprisecarries on business slovakia [Art. 8(1)]; Ireland [Art. 7(1)]; Luxembourg
activities for a continuous period of 30 days on the [Art.8(1)]; the Federal Republic of Germany [Art.
Dutch part of the Continental Shelf, such activities 7(1)]; Finland [Art. 8(1)]; Hungary [Art. 8(1); In-
will constitute a permanentestablishment. donesia [Clause II of the Protocol to the treaty in

conjunction with the Exchange of Notes published in
e. Force ofattraction the Dutch Ruling No. 07-500 050 of 27 October 1975];
The Dutch Government adheres to the principle that Israel [Art.9(1)]; Italy [Art. VI, but ships or aircraft

only income which can be attributed to a permanent
must be registered in the pertinent country; Korea

establishmentis taxable in the State where the perma- [Art. 8(1)]; Malta [Art. 8(1), however, the Nether-
lands may tax the incom of a Maltese shipping com-

nent establishment is situated. The Governmentvoi-
ces forcible objections to application of the force of pany if it is exempt from Maltese income tax unless the

attraction rule under which income which has not company shows that not more than 25% of its capital
been derived through a permanent establishment is iS directly or indirectly owned by persons not resident

nevertheless aggregated with the income derived in Malta, Protocol, Clause III]; Morocco Art. 8(1)];
through the permanent establishment in the country

NewZealand [Art. 8(1)]; Norway[Art.8(lj]; Pakistan

where it is situated. [Art. 8(1)]; Poland [Art. 8(1)]; Romania Art. 8(1)];
South Africa [Art.8]; Spain [Art. 8(1)]; Surnam [Art.
8(1)]; Sweden [Art.8(1)]; the U.S.S.R. [Art. 6(1)];

68. According to the commentary to the U.N. Model (at 82), the coun- the United Kingdom [Art. 8(1)]; Yugoslavia [Art.tries supporting the force of attraction rule generally do not extend this 8(1)] and Zambia [Art. 8(1)].rule to dividends, interest and royalties covered by other treaty articles or

to sales effected through independent commission agents and purchase In practice other criteria may also be used, such as the
activities. Developedcountries argue against introduction of the force of

country where the ships or aircraft are registered -

attraction rule on the basis that it is undesirable to tax income from
activities totally unrelated to the permanent establishment and it creates treaty with the U.S.A. [Art. VI(l)1 - or the country
uncertaintyfor taxpayers. where the person (individual or company operating
69. Note that it is generally the place of management of the enterprise the ships or aircraft) is resident- treaties with Austra-
which is decisive. In other words, if the place of managementand the place lia Art. 8(1)]; Belgium [Art. 8(1)1 and Greece [Art.of operation are different, the place of managementof the enterprisewill

8(1)]in conjunctionwith the treaty the preventionbe determinative. See van Raad, K., InternationaalBelastingrecht(inCur- on

sus Belastingrecht) (loose-leaf) at IBR 225 (hereinafter cited as van of double taxation of shippingand air transportprofits
Raad). of 26 July 1951.70
70. Note that ships operated by residents of the Netherlands which are

registered in Greece are not exempt from Greek taxation. A fourth criterion which may be established in tax
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treaties concludedby the Netherlandsis the shipping derived from the carriage of passengers, livestock,
or aircraftenterpriseof the countryconcerned[treaty mail, goods or merchandise shipped in a State for
with Denmark[Art.8]; Japan [Art. 9(1)]; Korea [Art. discharge at anotherplace in that State. As a rule, the
8(1)] and Thailand [Art. 8(1)]. However, since an taxable base may not exceed 5% of the gross receipts
enterprise of the country concerned is generally de- (net of rebates) but no rate reduction is available.
fined as an enterprisecarried on by a resident of the
pertinent country, the last criterion and this one are b. Leasing
practically identical.

The Commentary to Art. 8 of the OECD Model Con-
In some cases the Dutch Governmenthas accepted the vention states under Sec. 5 that profits obtained from
sharing of taxing rights, i.e. where the place of resi- the leasing of a chartered, fully equipped,mannedand
dence of the person operating the ships or aircraft is supplied ship or aircraft must be treated as profits
located in one country and the place of effective man- from the operation of ships or aircraft. This article
agement is located in the other country. An example does not apply to profits derived from leasing a ship
may be found in the tax treaty with France [Art. 8(1) or aircraftwithouta crew, i.e. on a bareboat charter
and (2)]. basis, unless it is an occasionalsource of incomefor an

In the opinionof the Dutch Government,the fact that enterprise engaged in the international operation of

the enterprise has a permanent establishment in the ships and aircraft.

other State in the form of an office, agent or otherwise The Dutch Government directs special attention to
should be immaterial. Two argumentsaccount for this income derived from the leasing of ships or aircraft
different treatment: (bare-boat charter) and the leasing of containers.

formulatinga satisfactorytheory for the allocation Some countries deem this income to be income from-

of income from shipping and air transport is prob- international transportationand wish to apply the per-
lematic since this income is mainly derived from tinent rules. The Dutch maintain that a distinction
activities carried on in the no man's land of the should be made between enterprises which carry on

high seas or international air space; and such activities as part of their transportationbusiness
it is difficult to allocate the income between the and enterprises whose main purpose is the leasing of-

countries which have been visited in the course of ships or aircraft. In the latter case, the Dutch Govern-
an internationalvoyage. ment embraces the view that no valid reason exists to

Some countries, in particular developing countries, apply the rules for internationalshippingand air trans-

are of the opinion that they are entitled to that part of port.71
the income derived from the transport of passengers Nevertheless, some of the more recently concluded
and cargo which have been taken on board in a sea or tax treaties contain express provisions with respect to
air port in the country concerned. In particular, this such leasing. For example, Art.8(2) of the 1986 treaty
theory is applied to international shipping and, to a with Canada provides that the term profits from the
lesser extent, international air transportation. When operation of ships or aircraft in international traffic
negotiating a tax treaty, these countres are usually includes the rental of ships and aircraft operated in
prepared to reduce their tax on internationaltranspor- internationaltraffic, the use, maintenanceor rental of
tation. The Dutch Government, however, considers containers (including trailers and related equipment
imposition of such a tax unsatisfactory. For example, for the transport of containers) used in international
Art. 8(2) of the treaty concluded with Sri Lanka pro- traffic and incidental rental operations. It should be
vides that if a shippingenterpriseestablishedin one of noted that rentals received for ships or aircraft which
the ContractingStates derives profits from the opera- are leased on a bare boat charter basis are generally
tion of ships in international traffic other than in a covered by the royalties article provided the defini-
casual manner, the enterprisemay also be taxed in the tion of royalties encompasses consideration for the
other ContractingState. However, the amountof such right to use industrial, commercialor scientific equip-
profits may not exceed 6% of the gross receipts from ment. The result may be that these rentals are subject
the carriage of passengers and freight and the tax due to withholding tax in the source country.72 The treaty
in that State must be reduced by 50%. Art. 8(2) of the with Korea, however, excludes rentals of bare boat
treatywith Thailandalso provides that the tax imposed charters from the royalties article [Protocol, ad
on profits derived by a shippingenterpriseestablished Art. 12].
in the other Contracting State must be reduced by
50% but such shipping profits will only be taxed if 3. Sale of shares of a subsidiarycompany73
derived through a permanent establishment in the Art. 13 of the CITA exempts dividends received by aState where the profits have been made.

Dutch parent corporation from its foreign subsidiary
The treatywith Australiacontainssomepeculiarrules,
1.e. t generallysubjects profits derived from the oper-
ation of ships and aircraft by a resident of one of the
ContractingStates to tax in that State [Art. 8(1)]. The 71. Se in this respect Dutch Model, Art. 8(3)
other State may also tax the income if it has been 72. In this respect, see Trends in International Taxation, the secton

derived from the operation of ships and aircraft con-
dealingwith The taxationof income derived from the leasingof industrial,
commercial or scientific equipment, in particularsub-sec, 17.

fined solely to places in that State, including profits 73. See GTrP at 14 and 15.
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from income tax as well as any profit derived from the the considerationis, for tax purposes,split into 2 parts,
alienation of the shares in the subsidiary.74 each relating to the activities performed in the coun-

tries concerned. In this respect, see, for instance, theUnder tax treaty provisions, normal usage prescribes
that capital gains derived from the alienationof mova-

tax treatiesconcludedby the Netherlandswith Canada
ble property (includingshares) are taxable exclusively [Protocol, Clause VI], New Zealand [Protocol,Clause
in the State where the seller is resident. Recently, III] and Sri Lanka [Protocol, Clause II].
however, certain countries, in particular developing
countries, have been treating the sale of shares by a

b. Cost allocation

parent company in a subsidiary company as if the The increasing penetration of Dutch business into in-
underlying assets were sold. In this way the State re- ternational markets has resulted in cmplex company
tains its taxing rights with respect to such capital structures consisting of top holding companies in
gains. 75 This attitude is difficult for the Netherlandsto the Netherlandswhich not only control their domestic
acceptbecause it dramaticallyconflictswiththe firmly- and foreign subsidiaries and other associated com-
embedded Dutch corporate income tax principle that panies but also often function as service centres for the
income in parent/subsidiary relationships should not associated companies. The top holding companies
be subject to double taxation.76 perform this function by coordinating activities, con-

In certain cases, the Netherlands is prepared to alter ducting research, etc. For this purpose they may enter

its policy if a participation is held in a real property
nto arrangements,such as cost-sharingarrangements

company. The Dutch Government is prepared to ac-
or general service agreements, for or based on the
allocationofexecutive,generaladministrative,techni-cept that the State where the companyis resident taxes cal and commercial expenses, research and develop-capital gains derived from the sale of its shares. In this

respect, see the tax treaties with Canada [Art.
ment expenses and other similar expenses. The costs

13(4)(a)], France [Protocol Clause II] and Pakistan relating to such services are charged to the associated

rArt.13(5)]. companiesand if the cost is chargedon an arm's length
basis there is no reason to reject the cost allocation.
To better protect Dutch enterprises against arbitrary4. Special provisions taxation, Dutch tax treaty negotiatorsusuallypropose

Some countries interpret tax treaty provisions in a less that this cost allocation rule be expressly included in
than customary manner. To protect Dutch taxpayers the tax treaty. In this respect, see the treaty concluded
against unexpectedlyburdensometaxation, Dutch tax with Canada [Art. 9(1)(b)]. If, however, the other
treaty negotiators attempt to include interpretative party deems an expressprovisionsuperfluous(because
provisionswhich guarantee a treaty applicationwhich it is in fact a corollary of the arm's length principle),
conforms to Dutch views. Two examples are illustra- the Dutch negotiators may agree to omit the express
tive: provision.
(a) Contractsfor work [DutchModel,ProtocolClause

II]; and 5. Correspondingadjustments (Dutch Model, Art. 9(2))
(b) Cost allocation in case of associated companies

[Dutch Model, Art. 9(1)]. If, due to special relationshipsamong associatedcom-

panies, their accounts fail to reflect the true taxable
a. Contractsfor work profits derived in a country, the tax authoritiesof that

country may (underArt. 9) rewrite the accountsof the
Some countries impose tax on the total consideration company or companies concerned. For instance, if a
received under a contract for work carried out in that companyestablishedin the Netherlandssells merchan-
countrywithout taking into considerationpreparatory dise at abnormally low prices to its foreign subsidiary,
work which may have been performed in the tax- the Dutch tax authorities (under domestic law as well
payer's home country. Such a policy conflictswith the as under Art. 9) are empowered to increase the sales
prevailingopinion that income from businessactivities price to a realistic price level in order to adjust the
should be subject to tax in the country where the company's taxable income. The foreign subsidiarywill
activities are actually carried out. For instance, if a have recorded a small purchase price and an inordi-
Dutch contractorconstructs a bridge in another coun- nately high profit so that a correspondingadjustment
try, the latter should only impose its tax ont.the income is appropriate. Obviously, the tax authorities of the
from the constructionactivitiescarried on in that coun- country where the subsidiary is established will be
try. The income connectedwith any preparatorywork reluctant to make the adjustment and undoubtedly
performed in the Netherlands (such as drafting blue- will voice strenuous objections if the adjustment fol-
prints, purchaseof materialsand manufactureof spare lows automatically from the action of the Dutch tax
parts) should fall under the Dutch taxing jurisdiction. authorities because automatic adjustments could
To prevent disputes in such cases, the Netherlands make the foreign tax authorities dependent upon the
generally suggests including a provision under which, views and policydecisionsof the Dutch tax authorities.

Dutch policy also mandates inclusion of a rovision
enabling the contracting partners to make corre-

74. See note 26 and accompanying text.
sponding adjustments but allows the partners to75. See in this respect the United Nations Model Convention,Art. 13(5)

and accompanying text. clearly express that no automatic adjustment is in-
76. See III.G above. tended. In such a case, it is expresslyprovidedthat the
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adjustment will only take place when the other State is imposed under the treaties with Italy [Art. VII(2)]
considers such an adjustment to be justified. This ex- and Malawi [Art. VI].
pression is, inter alia, to be found in the tax treaty Under Netherlands tax treaties dividends received byconcludedby the Netherlandswith Turkey [Art. 9(2)
Other examples of tax treaties which contain provi-

.

a company holding at least 25% of the capital of the

sions underwhich a profit adjustmenthas been render- payer company are considered to be substantial par-

ed possible are those concluded with Australia [Art. ticipation dividends, and as stated above, these divi-

9(2)], China (PR) [Art. 9(2)], Pakistan [Art. 9(2) and dends are generally exempt from withholding tax or

Sri Lanka [Art. 9(2)]. subject to withholding tax at a much reduced rate. 85

Tax treaties generallyprovide that a foreign withhold-
ing tax imposedon dividendsis creditableto the Dutch
incomeax imposedon that dividend.86 However, in a

C. Withholdingtaxes77
parent/subsidiaryrelationship such a credit or deduc-
tion is not possible since there is no Dutch income tax

1. Dividends78
on the dividend received. This results in an additional

Dutch fiscal legislation provides for a withholding tax charge to the Dutch parent company. Consequently,
on dividends at the rate of 25%.79 The tax is withheld the Dutch Government usually attempts to persuade
by the payingcorporationand is essentiallyan advance its contracting partner to eliminate withholding taxes

levy of income tax. Dividendsdistributedby a Nether- on such dividends.87 Examples of treaties where the
lands company to its foreign shareholderare also sub- foreign withholding tax has been eliminated are the

ject to the 25% dividend withholding tax although treaties with Czechoslovakia -Art. 10(3)]; Denmark
under a majority of the tax treaties concluded by the [Art. 9(3)]; Finland [Art. 10(3)]; Italy, but only if the
Netherlands the rate is reduced or eliminated (in par- Dutch company owns at least 75% of the paid-in cap-
ticular in the case of a subsidiary paying dividends to ital of the Italian company [Art. VII(2)1;Norway [Art.
its parent).80 10(3)]; Poland [Art. 10(3)]; Sweden Art. 10(3)] and

If a Netherlandscompany is the recipientof dividends, Switzerland [Art. 9(2)(a)[ .

it is imperative that a distinction be made between a Only the Dutch withholding taxes are eliminated in

portfolio dividend which is subject to corporate in- parent-subsidiary situations under the treaties with
come tax and a dividend distributedby a subsidiary to Austria, i.e. Austria may impose its 20% tax on in-
its parent which is exempt from income tax. 81 come from movable capital with a 10% refund in case

of a substantial participation [Art. 10(3) and Final
In accordancewith Art. 10 of the OECD Model Con-
vention, all tax treaties provide that dividends are Protocol] and Indonesia which may levy a 20% with-

taxable in the hands of the recipient; in many cases the holding tax [Art. 9(3)]. The Singapore treaty does not

treaty also grants the source State the right to levy tax.
mention parent-subsidiary relationships with respect

Under most treaties concluded by the Netherlands to dividend withholding tax imposed by Singapore.
dividendspaid by a Dutch companyto a foreign share- Under the terms of that treaty the Netherlands may

holder are subject to withholding tax rates which are

lower than those applicable to Dutch shareholders. 77. GTTP at 16 - 19.

Generally, the rate is reduced to 15%. See, for exam_ 78. Dividend Tax Law (Wet op de dividendbelasting)Art. 5. Dividends

ple, the treaties concluded with Australia [Art. include income from shares, profit certificates or any other rights of a

10(2)]82; Austria Art. 10(2)]; Belgium [Art. 10(2)]; corporationwhose capital is divided partly or wholly into shares.

Canada [Art. 10(2)]; Denmark [Art. 9(2)]; Federal
79. See note 22 and accompanying text.

80. For a detailed discussion, see GET-II, Chapter The Netherlands.

Republic of Germany [Art. 13(3)]; Finland Art. 81. See note 22 and accompanying text.

10(2)]; France [Art. 10(2)(b)]; Greece Art. 82. The shareholder, however, must be beneficially entitled to the

10(2)(a)(ii)]; Hungary [Art. 10(2)(b)]; Ireland Art. dividend. See D. below.
83. The treaty with the U.S.S.R., however, contains some deviations in

8(2) ; Israel [Art. 11(2)(c)]; Japan [Art. 11(2)]; Korea wording, i.e. Art. 7 states that taxation may be imposed in the State of

[Art. 10(2)(b)]; Luxembourg [Art. 10(2)(b)]; which the personpaying the dividends is residentas opposed to the usual

Malaysia [Art. 11(2)]; 1VIalta [Art. 10(2)(b) ; New company paying the dividends.

Zealand [Art. 10(2)]; Norway [Art. 10(2)]; Poland 84. The treaties with Canada, Greece, Hungary, Malaysia, Malta, New

[Art. 10(2)]; Romania [Art. 10(2)(b)];Singapore Art. Zealand, Poland, Sri Lanka and the United Kingdom all require the

shareholder to be the beneficial owner of the dividend. See D. below.

10(2)- ; South Africa [Art. 10(2)(b)]; Spain .Art. 85. Direct ownership of the capital is required in some treaties while in

10(2) ; Sri Lanka [Art. 10(2)(b)];Sweden [Art. 10(2)]; others indirect ownership also qualifies. See, inter alia, the treaties con-

Switzerland [Art. 9(2)(a)(iiJ ; the U.S.S.R. [Art. cluded with Austria [Art. 10]; Greece [Art.10]; Malta [Art. 10]; Pakistan

7(2)183; the United Kingdom [Art. 10(2)(b)]; the Unit- [Art. 10]; Singapore [Art. 10] and Sri Lanka [Art. 10]. Other treaties also

ed States [Art. VII(1)(a)];Yugoslavia [Art. 10(2)(b)] require that the recipient company be a company divided into shares (or a

other than partnership), Indonesia [Art. 9]; Israel.[Art.
and Zambia [Art. 10(2)(b)].84

company a e.g.
11]; Korea [Art. 10]; Morocco [Art. 10]; Singapore [Art. 10]; Surinam

[Art. 10]; Thailand [Art. 10] and Yugoslavia [Art. 10].
The following treaties contain other rates of Dutch 86. If a treaty does not provide for a tax credit, the foreign withholding
withholding tax: China (PR) [Art. 10(2)] and Czecho- tax is only deductible for the computation of taxable income.

slovakia Art. 10(2)], 10%; Indonesia [Art. 9(2) ,
87. The Dutch view is in conformity with the proposed EC Council
Directive concerning the of taxation applicable in the

Pakistan [Art. 10(2)(b)] and Surinam [Art.10(2)(c, ' of parent corporations and
common

subsidiaries
system

of different Member States. Ths
case

20%; and Morocco [Art. 10(2)(b)] and
-

draft directive is reproduced in GET-II, Section EEC Diectives, II. Tax

Thailand [Art. 10(2)], 25%. No Dutchwithholdingtax Law.
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not levy withholding tax in cases of a substantial par- 5% of the gross amountofthe dividendsif the recipient
ticipation and dividendspaid by a company resident in company owns (for a period of 6 months immediately
Singapore to a resident of the Netherlandsare exempt preceding the date the dividend becomes payable)
from tax in Singapore [Art. 10(2) and (3)]. No with- 25% or more of the voting shares.89 The treaty with
holding tax is imposed under the treaty with Malawi the Federal Republic of Germany also uses voting
[Art. VI(l) and (2)]. power as the determinative factor, i.e. 10% tax is

withheldif the recipienthas a substantialparticipationIf the treaty partner is unwilling to eliminate its with-
holding tax in the parent/subsidiary situation, the in the voting stock of the Dutch company[Art.13(4)].

The Ireland treaty exempts dividends from withhold-
Dutch will be equally unprepared to reduce its with-
holding tax to zero. In such cases, the Dutch will .ing tax if the recipientholds at least 25% of the voting

shares of the payer company [Art. 8(3)]. The United
endeavour to create a mirror effect in which the
Dutchwithholdingtax provisionsare identical to those Kingdom treaty provides that 5% dividend tax can be

of the treaty partner. The rationale underlying this withheldif the U.K. companyowns at least 25% of the

policy is twofold: voting power of the Netherlandscompany [Art. 10(2)]
to avoid a situation under which foreign parent

and the United States also provides for a 5%
-

treaty

companies with Dutch subsidiaries receive more
dividend tax if at least 25% of the voting stock of the
Dutch company is owned either alone or in combina-

favourable tax treatment than Dutch parents with
tion with anotherU.S. company (bothcompaniesmust

subsidiaries in the treaty country; and
in such a case there is no need for the Dutch to

own at least 10%) [Art. VII(1)(b)].
-

sacrifice tax revenue since Dutch enterpriss do
2. Branch profit taxation

not receive any benefits in these circumstances.

In the majority of treaties containing mirror provi-
Some countries, developingas well as industrialcoun-

sions, the withholdingtax is set at a rate not more than tries, take the view that profit remittances made by
branches of foreign companies should be subject to

5% of the gross amount of the dividends. See, in this
withholding tax if they dividends distributed

respect, the treaties concluded with Belgium -Art. as were

10(2)(a); France [Art. 10(2)(a)]; Hungary Art. by a subsidiary to its foreign parent. In this manner

10(2)(a)[; Spain (the 5% rate only applies when the equal tax treatment is accorded to income derived
from direct investment through a branch and indirect

Spanish company owns 50% or more of the capital of
the Dutch company or if the Spanish company owns

nvestment derived through a local subsidiary. Some
countries even go a step farther and impose withhold-

25% or more of the Dutch company and another
Spanishcompanyalso owns 25% or more of the Dutch ng tax on branch profits whether or not they have

company) [Art. 10(3)(a)]; Yugoslavia [Art. 10(2)(a)]
been remittedabroad. Thesecountriesusuallyattempt

and Zambia [Art. 10(2)(a)]. A 10% rate is provided
to have their branch profits tax recognized in tax

for in the treaties with Canada [Art. 10(2)(a)], Pakis- treaties. The treaty with Canada contains a provision
tan [Art. 10(20a)] and Romania [Art. 10(2(a)]; 15% for a branch profits tax of 10% which is calculated

in the treaties with Australia [Art. 10(2)] and New according to treaty provisions [Art. 10(7)]. According
Zealand [Art. 10(2)]; 7.5% in the treaty concluded to French law, branches of foreign companies are li-

with Surinam (but the maximum rate will be 15% if able to withholding tax on distributable incomenet of

the dividends are not included in the tax base in the corporate income tax; this tax is based on the fiction

country of which the recipient is a resident [Art.
that all after-taxincomeof the branch is distributedto

10(2)(a) and (b)]; and 2.5% under the treaty con-
the foreign head office as a deemed dividend.9o How-

cluded with Luxembourg [Art. 10(2)(a)]. ever, no such branch profits tax applies to Dutch com-

panies [Protocolad Art. 10]. The treatywith Indonesia
Under the treaty with Greece, the Netherlands may also containsprovisionsfor a branchprofits tax of 10%
impose a 5% dividend withholding tax but Greece [Protocol IV ad Art. 7].
may impose 35% [Art. 10(2)(a) and (b) and Protocol

The Dutch Governmentdeplores this practicebecausead Art. 10]. The disparityin rates is due to the fact that
it conflictswith the Dutch policy of not imposingdou-

in Greece dividends are deductible from the com-

pany's profits.88 The Israel treaty contains provisions
ble tax on business income. Negotiators attempt to

which allow the.Netherlandsto impose dividendwith- persuade the treaty partner to remove branch profit
holding tax at a rate not exceeding 5% in the case of taxation altogetherunder the pertinent tax treaty-or

should that prove infeasible to reduce the rate as
a substantial participation but Israel may impose tax

-

at a rate not exceeding15% [Art. 11(2)(b)]. Underthe much as possible and to limit the taxable base to the

treaty with Thailand the Dutch withholding tax on
amounts actually remitted to the head office.

participation dividends may not exceed 5% but Thai-
land may levy 10% [Art. 10(2)(A) and (B)].
In certain treaties the voting power of the shares is the
determinative factor for a substantial participation 88. Should this circumstance change, however, the 2 Governments will

rather than the percentage of share capital held. For review the applicabilityof these provisions. See Protocol ad Art. 10.

instance, in the treaty with Japan [Art. 11(3)(b)], the 89. The Japanese tax on dividends paid by a Japanese resident company
to a company resident in the Netherlands, however, may not exceed 10%

Dutch tax paid by a company resident of the Nether- of the gross amount of the dividends (under the same conditions).
lands to a company resident in Japan may not exceed 90. For a discussion see GET-II, Chapter France.
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3. Interest9 such a withholding tax. As a result, some countries
have decided to reduce the rate of withholdingtax on

The 1977 OECD Model Treaty allocates the right to outgoing interest if the debtors are establishedn cer-
levy tax on interest to the State of residence of the tain regions under developmentor if they are active in
recipient but the source State retains the right to im- certain sectors of industry or trade. See, for example,pose tax if its domestic legislation so provides. There- the treaty concluded with Indonesia which providesfore the source State may relinquish its right to tax for a 10% withholding tax if the interest is owed by an
interest or it may impose tax. As a general rule the enterprise primarily engaged in agriculture, planta-right to levy tax is limited by a ceiling, i.e. usually it ton, forestry, fishery, dairy farming, mining, manu-
may not exceed 10%. facturing industries, transportation, people's housing
Although many countries, both developed and de- projects or tourism [Art. 10(3)(a)]. The withholding
veloping, levy withholding tax on interest paid by a tax rate in the Pakistan treaty is reduced to 10% with
residentdebtor to a non-residentcreditor,Dutch legis_ respect to the sale of industrial, commercial or scien-
lation does not impose any withholdingtax on interest tific equipmentor the constructionof industrial,com-

derived from Dutch sources.92 The primary goal of mercial, scientific installations as well as public works
Dutch tax treaty negotiators is to persuade the treaty [Art. 11(2)(c)].
partner to eliminate any withholding tax on interest.93

In certain treaties the foreignwithholdingIn fact the foreignwithholdingtax has been eliminated
tax rates are

differentiatedin such a mannerso that no rate or a low
in the treaties concluded with Austria [Art. 11(1)]; rate of withholding tax applies to interest whose net
Belgium (if the interest is paid to an enterprise in the yield is relatively small. This is often the case with
other State) [Art. 11(3)]94; Czechoslovakia [Art. regard to bank interest see the treaties concluded-

11(1)]; Denmark -Art. 10(1)]; Federal Republic of with France, 0% [Art. 11(3)(b)]; Greece, 8% [Art.Germany [Art. 14(1)-]; Finland [Art. 11(1)]; Hungary 11(2)]; Indonesia, 10% [Art. 10(3)(b)]; Israel, 10%
[Art. 11(1)]; Ireland [Art. 9(1)]; Luxembourg [Art. [Art. 12(2)];Pakistan, 10% [Art. 11(2)(a)];Sri Lanka,11(1)]; Norway [Art. 11(1)]; Poland [Art. 11(1) ; Swe- 5% [Protocol III(a)], Surinam,5% [Art. 11(2)(a)] and
den [Art. 11(1)]; the United Kingdom [Art. 11(1)1; Thailand [Art. 11(2)(a)] and interest charged be--

the UnitedStates [Art. VIII]; the U.S.S.R. [Art. 8(1)]
and Yugoslavia [Art. 11(1)].

tween associatedcompanies (Pakistan, 15% if interest
is paid by a company with a substantial participation

If the treaty partner appears unwilling to remove the in the payer company [Art. 11(2)(b)] and 0% where

withholding tax on interest the Dutch negotiatorswill credit is given by suppliers of merchandise (Canada
endeavour to have the rates reduced. The fllowing [Art. 11(3)(a)]). The treaty with Korea provides for a

treaties contain a 10% limit for source State taxation 10% rate of withholding tax if the interest is paid on

of interest: Australia [Art. 11(2)]; Belgium [Art. loans for a periodofmore than 7 years [Art. 11(2)(a)].
11(2)]; China (PR) -Art. 11(2)]; France Art. 11(2)]95;
Greece [Art. 11(2)]; Japan [Art. 12(2)]'; Malta [Art. 4. Royalties96
11(2)]; Morocco (if the interest is paid by a resident of Most of the treaties concluded with European coun-
a State to an enterprise of the other State; otherwise tries and other developed countries fllow the 1963
the rate is 25%) [Art. 11(2)(a) and (b)]; New Zealand OECD Draft or the 1977 ModelTreaties. The Nether-
[Art. 11(2)]; Romania [Art. 11(2)]; Singapore [Art. lands supports the view expressed in the 1977 OECD
11(2)]; South Africa Art. 11(2)- ; Spain Art. 11(2)]; Model that no withholding tax should be levied on
Sri Lanka [Art. 11(2)]; Surinam [Art. 11(2)(b)] and royaltiespaid to a licensor establishedabroad, i.e. the
Zambia [Art. 11(2)]. royalties should be taxed exclusively in the country of
The treaty with Canada, however, -grovides for a 15% the beneficial owner's residence.97 This approach is
levy [Art. 11(2)]; Indonesia, 20% Art. 10(2)]; Israel consistent with Dutch domestic legislationwhich does

[Art. 12(2)] and Korea, 15% [Art. 11(2)(b)];Pakistan, not impose any tax on outgoing royalties (they are

20% [Art. 11(2)(d)]; Switzerland, 5% Art. 9(2)(b)]
and Thailand, a hefty 25% [Art. 11(2)(b)]. 91. Dutch Model, Art. 11.

Italy may, notwithstandingthe existenceof a tax trea- 92. In exceptionalcases, however, the Netherlands imposes tax on out-

a interest profit sharing bonds is
ty, levy its own withholding taxes on interest without going interest; withholding tax on on

grantedlevied and normal income tax iS levied on interest from loans to

any limitations [Arts. VII and VIII]. companies in which the lender has a substantial interest. For a discussion,
see in this issue Plante-Fail,M. and Zwemmer,J.W., Interest:Withhold-

The withholding tax is usually imposed on the gross ing Tax or No WithholdingTax.
amount of the interest and since the creditoris usually 93. Special provisionsmay existforintereston mortgage loans and profit-
taxed on net income, it often happens that the income sharing loans.

tax due from the creditor in his home country on the 94. However, a 10% tax may be levied on bonds and interest from loans

interest received is lower than the tax withheld. Con-
n parent-subsidiary(and vice versa) situations.
95. However, interest derived from bonds issued prior to 1 January 1965

sequently, any available credit is partially lost and this in France may be taxed in that State at a rate of 12%.

results in additional taxation to the creditor. Foreign 96. Dutch Model, Art. 12.

lenders frequently have to increase the interest rate 97. 1977 OECD Model, Art. 12 and COMM. para 1. With respect to para.

they charge their customers to compensate for this (1) of the OECD Model, Australia, Austria, Canada, Finland, France,

additional taxation. This practice is detrimental to
Greece, Japan, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Portugal and Turkey have

reserved the right to impose withholding tax on royalties (either in all

business enterprises in the countries which impose circumstancesor under limited circumstances).
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taxable when derived through a permanent establish- mercialor scientificequipmentor for informationcon-
ment in the Netherlands). If the prospective treaty cerning scientific experience and 5% for royalty pay-
partner refuses to exempt royaltiesfrom any withhold- ments relating to the right to use inventions or dis-
ing tax, Dutch negotiators will strive for the lowest coveries in the field of technology and industry, such
possiblewithholdingtax rate on industrial royalties (in as a patent, trade mark, design, etc. for information
particular, since the net yield is often very low as a concerningexperiencewith respect to productionand
result of high developmentcosts). sale, i.e. know-how [Art. 11(2) and (3)]; Korea, a

Various treaties deviate from the OECD Model and
rate not exceeding 15% for royalties received for liter-

allow the source State to levy tax. Source State taxa- ary, artistic or scientific works, including cinemato-

tion is often set at a rate not exceeding 10% of the graphic films, and 10% for patents, trade marks, de-

gross amount of the royalties. See in this respect the signs or models, plans, secret formulas or processes,
treaties concludedwith Australia [Art. 12(2)]; Austria industrial, commercial or scientific equipment or in-

or(tax may be imposed at a rate not exceeding one-half
formation concerning industrial, commercial scien-
tific experience [Art. 12(2) and (3)]; Pakistan [Art. 12of the statutory rate of tax but never more than 10% (2) and (3)] provides for a 15% rate for patents, tradeof the gross amount; this taxing right, however, only marks, secret formulas designs modelsor processes, orapplies in cases where the recipient owns more than concerningindustrial, commercialor scientificexperi-50% of the capital of the paying company) [Art.

13(2)]; Canada, althoughcopyrightroyaltiesand other
ence and industrial commercial or scientific equip-

like payments made with respect to various types of ment, and cinematograph films for television and

artistic work are exempt [Art. 12(2)]98; Israel, but the broadcasting,and 5% for literary, artistic or scientific

treatyprovidesfor 2 ratesof tax whichmaybe withheld work; the Surinam treaty also imposes 2 rates, i.e.

at source, i.e. 10% for cinematographfilms and films
10% for cinematograph films and films or tapes for
radio or television and 5% for all other royalties [Art.or video tapes for radio or television broadcastingand 12(2)] and Thailand, where 5% rate is imposed5% for all other royalties [Art. 13(2)]; Japan Art. a on

or on pa-13(2) ; Malta, but copyright royaltiesare exempt Art. literary, artistic scientific works, and 15%

12(2)i and New Zealand [Art. 12(2)]. The treatywith tents, trade marks, designs or models, plans, secret

Spain [Art. 12(2)1 allows a 6% tax to be withheld.
formulas or processes for information concerning in-
dustrial, commercial or scientific experience or

The wordingof the treatieswith the EasternEuropean cinematograph films or tapes for television or broad-
countries to a great extent follows the OECD Model casting [Art. 12(2)].
Conventionalthoughsome of the treaties allow source The Malawi treaty [Art. VII(l)] contains a generalState taxation of royalties. The treatywith Czechoslo- for taxationof royalties and interest, i.e. thevakia limits source taxation to 5% _Art. 12(2)1. The provson

treaty with Poland limits source taxation of 10% to
source State may not levy taxes on royaltieswhere the

industrial royalties [Art. 12(2)]. The Romaniantreaty recipient is a resident of the other State if the recipient
s subJect to tax in that other State. The Singaporeallows the source State to impose tax at a rate not

exceeding 10% of the gross amount of the royalties treaty, subject to the provision on immovable prop-

[Art. 12(2)]. The Hungarian treaty, however,does not erty, grants the State of residence of the recipient the
exclusive right to impose tax [Art.12(1) and (2)].impose source taxation on royalties [Art. 12]. The

U.S.S.R. treaty does not precisely define the term If it appears that a treaty partner refuses to reduce a

royalties, so the term copyrights and licences s
.

high rate of withholding tax, the Dutch negotiators
used. Royalty payments are exclusively taxed in the will attempt to define the concept of royalties as nar-

country of the recipient's residence [Art. 9]. rowly as possible. Fees paid for the use of equipment
Developing countries are less inclined to waive their lacking any technical aspects as well as fees for techni-

withholding tax on royalties.99 An examinationof the
cal services other than fees for know-how, should be
excluded from the royalty definition. These itemsvarious double taxation agreements with developing should be contained in the Articles applicable to busi-countries reveals a range of withholding tax rates

which may be levied by the source State. Several
ness income or income from independentservices.

treaties concludedwith developingcountriesgrant the
right to impose tax at source at a rate not exceeding

5. Tax-sparingcredit reliefoo

10% of the gross amount of the royalties, i.e. China As a measure designed to stimulate the economy and
(PR) [Art. 12(2)]; Morocco [Art. 12(2)]; Sri Lanka encourage foreign investment, some countries - in
[Art. 12(2)]; Yugoslavia[Art. 12(2)] and Zambia [Art. particular developing countries - have reduced (or
12(2)]. waived) the withholdingtax on dividends,interestand/

Some treaties, however, provide for 2 or more rates of
withholding tax. See, for example, the treaties with 98. This treaty was signed in May 1986 and basically follows the 1977

' Greece, 5% for royaltypaymentsreceived for artistic, OECD Model. UnderArt. 30(6), certain royalty paymentsmade through
literary or scientificworks (includingcinematographic 31 December 1988 are treated under the provisionsof the 1957 treaty. For

films) and a 7% withholding tax for all other royalties a discussion of this treaty, see Sapona, I., The Canada-NetherlandsTax

[Art. 12(2)]; Indonesia, a tax rate not exceeding20'0 Treaty, 27 European Taxation 5 (1987) at 163.

but the withholding tax is 10% for royalties deriving
99. See Art. 12 of the U.N. Model Conventionwhich provides for taxa-

tion of royalties in the source State.
from copyrightsof scientificworks or industrial, com- 100. GTTP at 18.
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or royalties in certain industrialsectors or in underde- Company financing is generally accomplished by the
veloped regions within the country. The efficacy of issuanceof shares in the company,by borrowingfunds
these reduced (or waived) rates hinges not only on the or by a combination of the two methods. The advan-
treatment accorded the income in the developing tages which accrue from one form of financing or the
countrybut also how the home countryof the recipient other may be influenced by several considerations,
of such income treats the income. e.g. economics, commercial requirementsor tax con-

Generally, double taxation agreementsprovide that a
siderations. While shareholders receive a return on

tax credit is only available if tax has actually been their investment in the form of profit distributions,
suffered in the other State. Any tax which is reduced nterestpaymentsto a foreignparent (or related) com-

or waivedby the developingcountrycannotbe utilized pany are treated as deductible expenses of the sub-

by the foreign investor if he must pay the full amount sidiary company in the computationof its taxablepro-
of tax on the income in his home State. If the home fits. Debt financing may enable a company to reap a

countrypreventsdoubletaxationby creditingthe with- tax advantageby injectingcapital in the form of loans.

holding tax against the income tax in the home country Consequently, the proportion of debt and equity
of the recipient, the advantageof the reduced rate may financing sometimes becomes a target of inquiry for

be lost because the recipient will encounter higher the tax authorities, i.e. the authorities will scrutinze

taxation in his own country. In other words, the relief the exact nature of a company's financing methods in

granted by the developingcountry is transformedinto order to determinewhetherprofits are being transfer-

increased tax revenue in the developed country.
red under the guise of interest payments.

This result obviously contravenes the purpose of the Although the Netherlandslegislationcontains no pro-
tax relief granted. To circumvent this occurrence, de- visions with respect to debt/equity ratios, a numberof

veloping countries frequently request inclusion of a
countries have thin capitalizationrules. Various ap-

tax-sparingclause in the tax treaty, i.e. that the treaty proaches have been adopted to tackle the situation

partner allow a credit for that part of the withholding where the ratio betweendebt and equitycontributions

tax which would have been imposed if the relief had is excessivelyhigh in favour of debt financing. Under

not been applicable. some systems the interest is disallowed as a deduction
and (sometimes)reclassifiedas a distributionofprofit,

The Netherlands usually agrees to the inclusion of a i.e. the rules for dividend distributions come into ef-

tax-sparingcredit in tax treatieswith developingcoun- fect.103
tries provided the developing country is prepared to

sufficiently reduce its withholding tax on the relevant The majority of OECD member countries oppose
income. In most cases the tax-sparing credit is then using a fixed ratio to determine when excessive debt

limited to the rate of withholding tax agreed upon in financing takes place. Under the fixed ratio approach
the tax treaty and will not be extended to the higher if the debtor company's total debt exceeds a certain

domestic rate of withholding tax. The reason for this proportion of its equty capital the excess of the loan '

restriction is that the Netherlands does not wish to over the allowed proportion is either disallowed or

grant (indirectly) development aid which falls under taxable as a dividend. 04 The general consensus is that

the competenceoftheMinistryfor DevelopmentAid. n international situations such fixed ratios cannot be
reconciledwith the arm's length and fiscal non-dis-

The following treaties the Netherlandshas negotiated crimination provisions which are generally included
contain tax-sparing provisions: Greece, applicable to in tax treaties.
interest.and royalties [Art. 25(4) and (5)1; Indonesia,
applicable to dividends, interest and royalties [Art. The Dutch Government disapproves of the use of a

24(3) and (4)]; Israel, applicable to dividends, interest fixed ratio for several additional reasons as well:

and royalties [Art. 26(4) and (5)]; Korea, applicable
- a fixed ratio approach will deprive the enterprise

to dividends, nterest and royalties [Art. 23(4) and of a free choice with respect to the debt/equity
(5)]; Malta, applicable to interest and royalties (other ratio most conducive to its business;
than royalties in respect of cinematographicfilms or

- if an enterprise's financial structure deteriorates

tapes for television and broadcasting) -Art. 25(4)]; because of substantial losses, thus affecting its

Pakistan, applicable to interest and royalties [Art. debt/equity ratio, the fact that interest payments
22(4)]; Singapore, applicable to interest and royalties would become fully or partly non-deductible

[Art. 24(4)]; Sr Lanka, applcable to dividends, in- would further impair the enterprise's chances for

terest and royalties [Art. 23(4)]; Surinam, applicable recovery; and

to dividends, interest and royalties [Art. 24(4)] and
- the possibility of international double taxation in-

Zambia, but tax sparing credit is limited to dividends creases if interest in one treaty country is labelled

[Art. 22(4)]. 101. GTTP at 18. See Juch, D., Faxadvantagesand Tax Risks in the Case

6. Thin capitalizationo of Financing Through the Netherlands,26 EuropeanTaxation8 (1986) at

243.

The term thin capitalizationis often used to describe 102. For a discussion, see the OECD Report on thin capitalization in

variousformsofhidden equitycapitalizations.102How- Issues in internationaltaxationNo. 2 (1987).
an a

ever, we are only concerned here with the situationin 103. Canada is example of such country. The Federal Republic of

which a company relies to a relatively high degree on
Germany and the United States contemplatedintroducingsimilar legisla-
tion but have abandoned the idea.

debt financing rather than equity financing. 104. See footnote 102.
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as a dividend and the other treaty country refuses the capital of the distributing company and provided
to abide by that decision.105 that the relationshipbetweenthe 2 companieswas not

established or not maintainedprincipally for the pur-On this basis, the Netherlandsrejects inclusionof fixed of benefitingfrom the reduced rate. This methoddebt/equity ratios in a tax treaty. It will a fortiori pose
refuse a provisionunderwhich the Netherlandswould appears to be a more effective way to prevent treaty
have to adjust its taxation to reflect application of shopping. Examples are the treaties concluded with

debt/equity provisions in the other treaty country.
Morocco [Art.10(2)(a)]; Surinam [Art. 10(2)(a)] and
Switzerland [Art. 9(1)(a)]. The tax treaty with theHowever, in consultationwith the treaty partner, the UnitedKingdomcontains detailedprovisionsdirectedDutch Government is willing to determine whether a

loan is genuine. The Dutch Government employs
at tax treaty shopping [Art. 10(3)]. 112

Dutch case law as a guideline in making such a deter- Generally, the tax treaties which use the beneficial
mination. ownershipconcept for dividends also employ this con-

cept to determinewhetherthe treatybenefitsare avail-

D. The use and abuse of tax treaties106 able to recipients of interest and royalties. The same

issues arise in these cases.

Domestic tax law and tax treaties contain provisions
the purpose of which is to promotecorrect application E. Frontierworkers113

of the text. These provisions primarily relate to the
determination of the beneficiary of income to which The general rule in tax treaties is that income from
the treaty rules apply, the exchange of information employment is taxable in the country where the work
between tax authorities and the mutual agreement is performed except in certain cases where the ac-

procedure under which tax authoritiesattempt to pre- tivities are only exercised for a limitedperiod of time,
vent double taxation in cases where there are lacunae usuallynot exceeding183 days. The countrywhere the
in the treaty. If the Netherlandsand its treaty partner employee is resident (residence State) must generally
are of the opinion that such provisionsare insufficient grant relief for taxation suffered in the country where
to warrant a proper application of the treaty, other the employee works (work State).
special provisions may be also included. The Nether-

Specific problems frequently materialize with respectlands will attempt to reach a solution whereby tax-

payers who act in good faith receiveprotectionagainst
double taxation which is normally offered by tax 105. This could occur, for instance, if the countrywhere the debtor resides
treaties.107 imposes a withholding tax on dividends but not on interest. If this country

deems the interest to be a dividend, withholding tax is suddenly levied.
The issue whether a recipient of income is in fact the The creditor'scountrymay then refuse to allow a credit for the withholding
beneficiary mainly plays a role with dividends since tax arguing that the tax was incorrectly imposed.
the creation of a holding company as a conduit for the 106. GTrP at 19-20.

mere purpose of obtaining the advantageof a tax trea- 107. This part of the Under Minister's letter clearly deals with treaty
term not or

ty, i.e. tax treaty shopping, is often frowned upon.
shopping although the is used. No approval disapproval of

Many tax treaties impose the condition that the share-
treaty shopping is expressed. However, because of the lengthy discussion
with respect to the importance of international trade and finance, the

holder be beneficially entitled to the dividend re- reader may receive the impression that a modest opportunity to engage in

ceived108 as, e.g., in the treaty with Australia [Art. some treaty shopping would not be unfavourable to the Dutch economy

10(1)] or that the shareholder be the beneficial
and would not be unwelcome at all times.
108. In Dutch: waartoe een inwoner van de andere Staat uiteindelijk

owner of the income1o9 - e.g. treaties with Canada gerechtigd is.

[Art. 10(2)]; China (PR) [Art. 10(2)]; Greece [Art. 109. In Dutch: de uiteindelijkgerechtigde.
10(2)]; Hungary [Art. 10(2)]; Malaysia [Art. 10(2)]; 110. The Commentary to the OECD Model Convention 1977 states that

Malta [Art. 10(3)]; New Zealand [Art. 10(2)]; Pakis- the rate reduction will be refused when an intermediary, such as an agent
or payer,tan [Art. 10(2) ; Poland [Art. 10(2)]; Sri Lanka [Art.

nominee, is interposed between the beneficiary and the unless
the intermediary and the beneficiary are resident in the same country. It

10(2)] and the United Kingdom [Art.10] - to obtain a does not expressly state that term beneficial owner will prevent the
reduction of the withholding tax rate in the source creation of a holding company to be used as a conduit in a treaty country.

country or to receive other relief under the treaty For a discussion, see the article prepared by the staff of the International

provisions. It is not clear whether the term beneficial
Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,FurtherAttacks on Treaty Shopping,
21 European Taxation 5-6 (1981) at 141. In particular, see pages '143 and

owner will prevent treaty shopping in cases where a 150 where the beneficiai ownership concept is discussed. In this respect,
foreign company creates a Dutch subsidiary for the see also in this issue, Plante-Fail, M. and Zwemmer, J.W., Interest:

sole purpose of benefiting from tax treaty provisions Withholding tax or No Withholding Tax. These authors conclude that

since (to our knowledge)no court decisionshave been beneficial ownership may indeed prevent tax treaty shopping.
'

rendered which deal with the beneficial ownership
111. For an article on the fraus legis doctrine, see van Brunschot, F.,
Fraus legis and MultinationalCompanies in this issue.

concept,u0 The frauS legis theory Could possibly be 112. See Staff of the InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation,The

invoked to attack the abuse (if it is agreed that this is U.K.-U.S. and U.K.-Netherlands Double Taxation Conventions, 21

abuse) of tax treaties in the form of tax treaty shop- European Taxation5/6 (1981) at 141; van Gorkum,R.A., The Controver-

pirg. 111 sial New sub-paragraph (d) to Article 10(3) of the Netherlands-U.K.

(income) Tax Treaty, 21 EuropeanTaxation5/6 (1981) at 157; Spierdijk,
Some treaties expressly provide that a reduction of J.F., Netherlands-U.K. Income Tax Convention: the New Article 10(3)

an-

withholding tax is only available if the dividend is subpara. (d) Warnings of Overkill, 21 EuropeanTaxation516 (1981)
at 159.

receivedby a companyholding a certain percentageof 113. GTI'P at 19 - 20.
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to frontierworkers. The work State generallydoes not Morocco [Art. 17(3)]; New Zealand [Art. 16(3)];
take the personal circumstances of non-resident Pakistan Art. 16(2)]; Romania [Art. 17(3)];Sri Lanka
employees into account on the assumption that per- [Art. 16(2)]; the United Kingdom [Art. 16(2)] and
sonal relief will be granted by the residence State Zambia [Art. 16(3)].
which generally subjects the employees' world-wide
income to tax. If the salary is the only sourceof income 2. Artistes and athletesn7

(which is often the case), the residence State can do
Foreign artistes and athleteswho perform in the Neth-little or nothing to mitigate this situation with the erlands are deemed to be employees and are thus

result that frontier workers are taxed less favourably subject to wages tax to be withheldby the person who
than their colleagues who live and work in one of the hired them. n8 In principle, artistes and athletes are
treaty countries. also subject to individual income tax (the wages tax is
To remedy this situation, the Netherlands has con- credited against the individual income tax).119 How-
cluded special agreements with its immediate ever, special rules apply to artistes who perform for a

neighbours, i.e. the FederalRepublicof Germanyand short period of time in the Netherlands, i.e. they are

Belgium. The Protocolof 13 March 1980 to the Dutch- not subject to the normal progressive rates of wages
German tax treaty provides that the work State may, tax but rather to a fixed 25% rate.120 This tax is a final
under certain conditions,grant personal relief to fron- tax so no further individual income tax is due.m121

tier workers as if they were residents. Under Art. Under tax treaty law the right to tax income from
15(3) of the Belgian-Dutchtax treaty, frontierworkers artistes and athletes is usually accorded to the country
are exclusivelysubject to tax in the residence State. where these individualsperform theirwork. No excep-
The Netherlands prefers that the income of frontier tion is made for individuals who remain for a limited
workers be taxed exclusively in the redence State. If period of time in the other country.
this proves unacceptable to the treaty partner, a li- Certain countries wish to include an exception where
mited right of taxation in the work State may be artistes or athletes perform their activities within the
granted. This tax should then be credited against the framework of a cultural or sports exchange pro-tax on the frontier worker's world-wide income im-
posed in his residence State. If the tax in the work gramme in which case the Netherlandswill consent to

taxation by the State of residence. Examples are the
State exceeds the tax in the residence State, the latter treatiesconcludedwith China (PR) [Art. 17(3)]; Hun-
would refund the excess to the employee but this ex- Art. 17(3)]; Malaysia [Art. 17(2)]; Poland [Art.cess credit will then be charged to the work State. 114 gary

17(3)]; 18(2)]; Singapore [Art. 17(2)];Romania [Art.
Turkey [Art. 17(3)] and Yugoslavia [Art. 17(3)].

F. Other types of earned income115 Artistes and athletes sometimes attempt to evade in-
come tax by entering into the service of a company of

Tax treaties usually contain special provisions for cer- which they and/or their spouse and other close rela-
tain types of income, thus deviating from the general tives hold the shares. They then contend that it is the
rule that the income should be taxable in the country company which carries on activities in the country
where the work is performed.The Netherlandsusually where they perform and, lacking a permanent estab-
conforms to the guidelines set forth in the OECD lishment, no tax should be due on the fee charged by
Model. the company.A numberof tax treatiescontainexpress

provisions to counteract such practices.122 Examples
1. Directors' fees116

The right to tax directors' fees and other remuneration 114. The problems connected with the taxation of frontier workers is
received by persons in their capacity as members of currently the subject of discussionwithin the EuropeanCommunities.The
the BoardofDirectorsof a company is usuallygranted points of view of the MemberStates differ to such an extent that the Dutch

to the country where the company is established. In Governmentdoesnot expectan earlysolution to the problem. GTI'Pat 21.

principle, the Netherlandsprefers to apply this rule to 115. GTIP at 21 - 22.

all kinds of remuneration received by such directors,
116. Dutch Model, Art. 16.

including fixed salaries, shares in the profit of the
117. Dutch Model, Art. 17.
118. LB, Art. 4 in conjunctionwith Regulations to the LB, Art. 2.

company, etc. 119. IB, Art. 49(2).
120. LB, Art. 34b.

Sometimes an additional provision is included under 121. Any non-resident taxpayer who is subject to the wages tax is, in

which directors' fees paid for work performed for a principle, also subject to the individual income tax unless his income does

permanent establishment located in the other treaty not exceed a certain amount. See II.A. above. However, IB, Art.

country are taxable in the latter country under certain 49(1)(b)(1')expressly provides that non-residentartistes performing for a

conditions. These conditions generally require that
short periodof time in the Netherlandsare exempt from individualincome
tax. This exemptionwas granted because it is extremelydifficult in practice

the activities performed are of a regular and substan- to assess these individuals.

tial nature and that the remunerationis deducted from 122. In the case of the Netherlands, such a provision is probably not

the income of the permanentestablishment.Examples necessary. In a decision dated 23 November 1983 (cited as BNB 1984/33),
the Supreme Court held that for purposes of Dutch Wages Tax Law, 5

can be found in the treaties concluded by the Nether- musicians employed by a Swiss company but hired by a Dutch impresario
lands with Australia [Art. 16(3)]; Belgium [Art. were deemed to be employed by the Dutch impresario and that he was

16(3)]; Canada [Art. 16(2)]; France [Art. 16(3)]; responsible for the withholdingof the wages tax.
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are the tax treaties concluded with Australia -Art. [Art. 15(4)(b)] and the United Kingdom [Art. 19
17(2)-; Canada [Art. 17(2) and (3)]; China (PR) Art. (2)(6)].
17(2) ; France Art. 17(2)]; Greece [Art. 18(2)]; Hun-

Although Governmentpensions often treated
gary [Art. 17(2)]; Israel Art. 19]; Japan [Art. 18(2)];

are as

Korea [Art. 18(1)]; Malt [Art. 18(2)]; Malaysia Art. any other pension (see below), they may in a number

17(2); New Zealand [Art. 17(2)]; Pakistan Art. of cases be treated as Governmentsalaries or be sub-

17(2) ; Sri Lanka [Art. 17(2)]; Surinam [Art.
-

18]; ject to provisions which closely resemble those for

Thailnd [Art. 17]; Turkey {Art. 17(2)]; the United
Governmentsalaries. Examplesare to be found in the

Kingdom -[Art. 17(2)]; Yugoslavia [Art. 17(2)] and treaties concluded with Australia [Art. 19(1)]; China

Zambia [Art. 17]. (PR) [Art. 19(2)]; Czechoslovakia [Art. 20(1)];
Greece [Art. 20(2)]; Hungary [Art. 19(2j]; Israel [Art.

3. Governmentofficials123 21(1)1; Italy [Art. XIV(l)];Japan [Art. 20(1) and (2)];
Korea [Art. 20(1)1; Luxembourg [Art 20(1)]; Malta

Government officials are generally taxable in the -Art. 20(2)]; New Zealand [Art. 19(2)]; Pakistan
source State, i.e. the state which pays their salary, Art.19(2)]; Poland [Art. 19(2)]; Romania -Art.
insofar as they receive a salary for the discharge of 20(1)]; Singapore [Art. 19(1)1; South Africa Art.
functions of a governmental nature. If the salary is 20(1); Spain [Art 20(1)]; Sri Lanka [Art. 19(2)];
paid by a Government (or a sub-division thereof) for Surinam [Art. 20(1)]; Sweden [Art. 21(1)]; Thailand
services renderedin connectionwith a businesscarried [Art. 19(1)]; the United Kingdom [Art. 19(2); the
on by such Government, the salary is usually taxable U.S.S.R. [Art. 13(1)] and Zambia [Art. 19(1)].
in conformity with the provisions which apply to pri-
vate employment, i.e. in the country where the work 4. Professors and teachers125

is performed.124Various versions of these rules can be The general policy is that professors and teachersfound; for instance, in the tax treaties concluded by (sometimes researchers as well) who remain abroadthe Netherlandswith Australia [Art. 19]; Austria [Art.
20(1) and (3)1; Belgium [Art. 19]; Canada [Art. 19];

for a limitedperiod of time (usually2 years or less) for

China (PR) [Art. 19(1)(a) and (3)]; Czechoslovakia teaching or research purposes, will be exempt from

[Art. 20]; Denmark [Art. 15(1) and (2)]; Federal Re-
ncome tax in the country they visit with respect to the

-gublicof Germany [Art. 11]; Finland -Art. 20]; France salary received for such activities. The following
Art. 19 ; Greece [Art. 20(1)(a) an (3)]; Hungary

treaties concluded by the Netherlandsprovide for the
orArt. 19(1)(a) and (3)]; Indonesia[Art. 19(1) and (2) ; 2-year less exemption: Australia [Art. 20]; Belgium

reland [Art.18]; Italy [Art. XIV(l)]; Jaan [Art. [Art. 20]; Czechoslovakia [Art. 21J; Denmark Art.

20(1) and (3)]; Korea Art. 20(1) and (2)-; Luxem- 18]; Federal Republic of Germany Art. 17]; Finland

bourg [Art. 20(1) and (2)]; Malta [Art. 20(1)(a) and [Art. 21(1)]; France [Art. 20(1)]; Greece [Art. 21];
(3)1; Morocco [Art. 20]; New Zealand [Art. 19(1)(a) Hungary [Art. 20]; Indonesia [Art. 20]; Ireland Art.

and (3) ; Pakistan [Art. 19(1)(a) and (3)]; Poland [Art
27- ; Israel Art. 22(1)1; Italy [Art. XVI]; Japan Art.

19(1)(a) and (3)]; Romania [Art. 20(1) and (2)]; Singa-
21 ; Korea[Art. 21(1); Malta [Art. 21(1)]; New Zea-
lad [Art.20(1)]; Norway [Art. 21(1)]; Pakistan [Art.oore [Art. 19(1) and (_2)]; SouthAfrica [Art. 20]; Spain 20(1)]; Poland [Art. 20(1)]; Romania [Art. 21(1)];Art. 201; Sri Lanka[Art. 19(1)(a) and (3)]; Surinam

Art.20(1)and (2)]; Sweden [Art. 21(1) and (3)]; Thai- South Africa [Art. 211; Spain [Art. 21 ; Sri Lanka

and [Art. 19]; U.S.S.R. [Art. 13]; the United King- [Art. 20(l];Sweden-Art.22(1)];Turke[Art. 20(1)];
dom [Art.19(1)(a)and (3)- ;Yugoslavia [Art. 15(4)(a)

U.S.S.R. Art. 14(1) and Yugoslavia [Art. 19]. China

and 5] and Zambia [Art. 191. (PR) provides for a 3-year or less exemption [Art.
20(1)].

An exception may be made for local personnel work- Not all tax treaties deal with this subject, however.ing for a foreign Government in their State of resi-
dence; for instance a Dutch secretary working in a Express provisions concerning professors, teachers

foreignembassyor consulate.This is usuallyexpressed
etc. are lacking in the treaties concludedwith Austria,

by stating that these individuaisare only taxable in the Canada, Luxembourg,Morocco,Singapore,Surinam,
residence State if the recipient of the income is a na-

Switzerland, the United Kingdom and Zambia.

tional of the residence State or (in the more recently
concluded treaties) a (permanent) resident of that

5. Students26

State provided he or she did not become a resident of Students (and sometimes business apprentices) will
that State solely for the purpose of rendering the ser- generally be exempt from taxation with respect to
vices. See for instance the tax treaties concludedwith income receivedunder a scholarshipfrom personsres-

Australia Art. 19(1)]; Belgium [Art. 19(1)]; Canada ident in the other country. The Netherlands is, in
[Art. 19(1)]; China (PR) [Art 19(1)(b)]; Federal Re- principle, not prepared to extend this exemption to

public of Germany [Art. 11(1)]; Greece -Art. income derived from other activities in the country
20(1)(b)]; Hungary [Art. 19(1)(b)]; Indonesia Art.
19(3)1; Israel Art. 21(3)]; Malta [Art. 20(1)(b)-; 123. Dutch Model, Art. 19.

Morocco [Art. 20(1)]; New Zealand [Art. 19(1)(b) ; 124. There may be exceptions to this rule if the employee is employed in

Pakistan [Art. 19(1)(b)]; Poland [Art. 19(1)(b)]; R_ the relevant State for a period not exceeding 183 days and if some other

mania [Art. 20(3)- ; Singapore [Art. 19(3)]; Sri Lanka
conditions are fulfilled.

[Art. 19(1)(b)]; urinam [Art. 20(3)]; Yugoslavia
125. Dutch Model, Art. 20.
126. Dutch Model, Art. 21.
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where the individual is studying. Exceptions to this Under many tax treaties concluded by the Nether-
rule under which such persons may (to a limited ex- lands, these lump-sum payments are deemed to be
tent) exercise salaried activities may, inter alia, be pensions and consequently they are exempt from
found in the treaties concluded by the Netherlands Dutch tax and only taxable in the country where the
with Austria [Art. 21(2)]; Finland [Art. 22(2)]; France beneficiary resides. Such countries often refrain from
[Art. 21(2)]; Indonesia [Art. 21]; Ireland [Art. 28; taxing such lump-sumpayments, or if they do impose
Israel [Art. 23]; Korea [Art. 22]; Malta LArt. 22 ; tax, the rate is very low. In practice, taxpayers some-

Morocco [Art. 21]; Norway [Art. 22]; Pakistan [Art. times move to a tax treatycountry for the sole purpose
21]; Poland [Art. 21(2)]; Romania [Art. 22(2)]; Singa- of redeeming the pension right, cashing the lump sum

pore [Art. 20]; Sri Lanka [Art. 21]; Surinam Art. 21]; and then returning to the Netherlands. Several at-
Thailand [Art. 21(2)];Turkey [Art. 21(2)]; Yugoslavia temptsby the Dutch tax authoritiesto halt this practice
[Art. 20(2)] and Zambia [Art. 20(2)]. by refusing to apply the pension article of the treaty

have proved unsuccessful because in most cases the

G. Pensions and other payments127 Dutch Supreme Court has ruled that the lump-sum
payments should be considered -gensions and thus be

1. In general exempt from Dutchincome tax.152The DutchGovern-

A distinction is made between private pensions and ment envisages including a special provision in tax

pensionspaid by the Governmentfor past governmen-
treatiesby which it reserves the right to tax these lump

tal services. Privatepensionsare generallyonly subject
sums. Such a provision is already included in the
treaties concludedwith Greece [Art. 19(2)]; Hungaryto tax in the country where the beneficiary resides. A
[Art. 18(2)]; New Zealand [Protocol ad Art. 18 and

few exceptions to this rule are as follows: 19]; Pakistan -Art. 18(2)]; Sr Lanka [Art. 18(2)]; Tur-

(i) some treaties provide that pensionspaid for a past key [Art.18(3)] and the UnitedKingdom[Art. 18(2)].
employment exercised in the source State are

under certain conditions taxable in that State (e.g. 3. Deduction of pension premiums
the treaty concluded with Zambia [Art. 18(a)]); Normally, tax treaties only contain provisions allocat-

(ii) other treatiesprovide that a pensionpaymentmay ing the right to tax incomebetween the treatypartnersbe taxed in the source State if the pension is paying little or no attentionto deductionsfrom taxable
charged against profits derived in the source State

by an enterprise of that State; e.g. the treaties
ncome. This is also the case with regard to pension

concludedby the Netherlandswith Indonesia Art. premiums. If, however, the treaty partner's domestic
are

18(a)- ; Korea [Art. 19(2)] and Thailand Art. legislation provides that pension premiums only
18(2) In contrast, Governmentpensions are also deductible if paid to a local pension fund or insurance

taxabe
.

in the country from which the pension is company, the Dutch Government attempts to per-
suade its treaty partner to make these premiums de-

paid. ductible if paid to a Dutch pension fund or insurance
A problem which is not urgent at present but which company in cases where employees are temporarily
may become so when the pertinent Dutch legislation seconded to the treaty country. The Dutch have suc-

has been adopted, concerns the situation in which a ceeded in this respect in the treaty concluded with
Government official accepts employment with a pri- Canada [Art. 27(4)1.
vate firm or where a person employed in the private
sector becomes a Government official and the indi- 4. Social security payments
vidual uses his current pension rights to secure a pen- If not dealtwith elsewherein the treaty, socialsecuritysion from the new employer. In such a case it will be
well nigh impossible to determine which part of the payments are covered by the treaty article applicable
penson s connected with private employment and

to other ncome (see below) which means they will
be taxable in the country where the beneficiary re-

which part pertains to Government service. This will sides. The Netherlands, however, prefers to have
result in a change of approach by the Dutch Govern- these payments also taxed in the source State, since to
ment. Under such circumstances, it only seems fair if
both types of pensions receive similar treatment, i.e.

a certain extent they are comparable to Government

both the source State and the residence State will pensions. A number of treaties are illustrative of this

receive the right to tax the incomebut the lattershould policy by providing that social security benefits in the

give relief for tax imposed in the source State. 128 nature of a pensionare taxable in the source State, e.g.
the treatiesconcludedwith Austria [Art. 20(2)]; China

2. Lump-sum payments129

Under the provisions of Dutch Income Tax Law pre- 127. GTrP at 22 23.
miums paid for approved pension schemes are deduc-

-

128. I'he Dutch tax authorities will urge the OECD Tax Committee to

tible from taxable income and the pensionspaid from study this issue.

these schemes are fully taxable.130 If pension rights are 129. For a detailed discussion, see the article in this issue by Kooi, J ,

redeemed against payment of a lump sum, the latter Pensions: A Survey of Recent Developments in the Netherlands.

will be fully taxable at a special rate which is computed
130. IB, Art. 22 in conjunctionwith LB, Arts. 10 and 11.
131. IB, Art. 57.

according to a distinct formula but which must be at 132. See Dik, B.P., Tax Liability of Non-Residentsfor Lump Sums Paid

least 20%.131 in Lieu of Pensions, 27 European Taxation 9 (1987) at 295.
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(PR) [Art. 18(2)1; Hungary [Art. 18(3)]; Korea wishes to use this method with respect to foreign-
[Art.19(3)] and Yugoslavia [Art.18(4)].133 source income derived by artistes and athletes, lump-
UnderArt. 18(3) of the treaty concludedwith Turkey,

sum payments in lieu of pension rights and capital
social security payments paid to a person resident in gains derived from the sale of shares.

one of the countries in consideration of past employ- The credit is usually limited to a certain maximum
ment in the other country is generally taxable in the which may be:
source Country. However, an exception is made if the (i) the formula which is often found in the older tax

person is a national of the country where he resides. treatiesconcludedby the Netherlandsunderwhich the
The treatywith Romania,however,expresslyprovides maximumreductionequals the average Dutch income
that social securitypaymentsare exclusivelytaxable in tax attributable to that income. See, for instance, the
the residence State [Art. 19]. treaties concludedwith Australia [Art. 23(1)1; Austria

Art. 24(2)]; Belgium [Art. 24(1)(c); Czechoslovakia
Art.25(3)]; Denmark [Art. 22(2)]; Finland [Art.

H. Other income134 25(3)]; France [Art. 24(A)(2)]; Indonesia [Art. 24(3)1;
Ireland [Art. 22(2)]; Japan [Art. 24(2)(c)]; Korea

The other income article applies to income which [Art. 23(3)]; Luxembourg [Art. 23(2)- ; Malta [Art.
has not been dealt with in the other treatyarticles. The 25(3)]; Morocco [Art. 24(A)(3)];Poland [Art. 24(3)];
general rule is that such income is taxed exclusively in Romania [Art. 25(3)]; South Africa [Art.24(2)];Spain
the State where the beneficiaryresides irrespectiveof [Art. 25(2)]; Surinam [Art. 24(3)]; Sweden [Art.

1 whether the income has been derived from sources in 26(2)]; Thailand [Art. 23(3)] and Zambia [Art. 22(3)];
the other treaty country or from sources in a third or (ii) the more recentlyconcluded treatieswhichlimit

country. However, some treatiescontainan additional the amount of reduction of Dutch income tax to the
formulawhichprovides that the otherincomearticle amountwhichwouldhave been granted if the propor:
does not apply (with the exceptionof incomefrom real tional credit method had been applied. See, for in-

property) if the recipient carries on activities in the stance, the treaties concluded with Canada Art.
other State through a permanent establishment or a 22(3)]; China (PR)[Art. 23(1)(c)]; Greece Art.
fixed base and the right or propertyin respectofwhich 25(A)(3)]; Hungary [Art. 24(3)]; New Zealand Art.
the income is paid is effectively connected with that 22(3)_; Pakistan[art. (22(3)]; Sri Lanka [Art. 23(3)];
permanent establishmentor fixed base. This formula Turkey [Art. 23(2)(c)] and Yugoslavia [Art. 23(3)].
may be found in the treaties concluded with Greece Currently, 3 major issues exist which the Dutch Gov-
[Art. 23(2)1; Poland [Art. 22(2)-; Turkey [Art. 22(2)];
the UnitedKingdom[Art.21(2)] and Yugoslavia[Art.

ernment endeavours to resolve under tax treaty provi-
21(2)1.

sons:

The United Nations Model Convention includes a 1. Preventionofthedouble impositionofnetwealthtax

paragraph which allows the source State to tax the The Netherlands imposes a tax on the net wealth of
income if it arises in that State. The State of residence individual persons as a supplement to the individual
must then grant relieffor the tax imposedby the source

State. Whether the Netherlands is prepared to adopt
ncome tax.138 The taxable basis is the value of prop-

situated in the Netherlands and abroad minus
this formula depends on the wording of the preceding erty

measures pre-articles on income. The more detailed the treaty the liability. The Dutch unilateral for the
vention of double taxation and most tax treaties con-

less significant the other income article; if its signifi- tain a provision under which tax relief is available for
cance is slight, the Dutch Governmentmay be willing certain qualifyingpropertysituated abroad. This relief
to adopt the United Nations formula although at the iS granted using the proportional credit method,time of writing this article no examples of this type of also applicable to income tax. 139

provision exist. A number of treaties lack an other
income article, e.g. the treaties concludedwith Aus- In a number of cases the Dutch Supreme Court has
tralia, Korea, New Zealand and Pakistan. held that when computingtreaty relief the gross value

of the foreign-situspropertymust be used whereasany

I. Preventionof double taxation135
133. The provision in the treaty with Yugoslavia only applies to Dutch

In general social security payments.
134. GTrP at 23 - 24.

The articlewhich regulates the methodfor the preven- 135. GTFP at 24 - 25.

tion of double taxation usually states which method 136. See Dutch Model, Art. 24.

will be used when giving relief for tax imposed on
137. For a discussion, see text at III above.
138. The underlying philosophy is that persons who own property have a

income derived by a resident of one of the countries greater taxable capacity than personswho do not own property. Under the
from sources in the other country.136 The Netherlands provisions of the IB, no differentiation is made between earned income

usually applies 2 methods, i.e. the credit method and and income from investment in that the latter is more heavily taxed. The

the proportional credit method.137 The credit differentiationis made through imposition of the annual net wealth tax at

method,underwhich the foreign tax is creditedagainst
the rate of 0.8%. Corporate taxpayers are not subject to net wealth tax.

See text at II.C. above.
the Dutch tax, usually only applies to dividends, in- 139. See note 36. Since net wealth tax is levied at a flat rate this method
terest and royalties. The Dutch Government also results in an exemption of qualifyingproperty situated abroad.
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,

liabilities connected with such property can only re- premature to indicate the effects on future Dutch tax

duce the value of total property.la)Althoughthis man- treaty negotiations.
ner of computation is consistent with the system of

Dutch net wealth tax, the Dutch Government feels it 3. The profit share of oil andgas companies
offers an undue advantage to taxpayers especially Companiesderiving income from the extraction of oil
when foreign-situs property is financed through
mortgage loans.141The DutchGovernment,therefore,

or natural gas on the Dutch portionof the Continental
Shelf are subject to a production profit tax at the

attempts to include a clause in tax treatiesunderwhich

mortgage loans will be deductible from the value of rate of 70% or 50%, as the case may be. This tax is

foreign-situs property for purposes of computing the levied in addition to corporate income tax but the

foreign net wealth relief. A provision to this effect can
latter may be credited against the corporate income

be found in the treaty concluded with Hungary [Pro-
tax.

tocol ad Art. 24]. The Dutch Governmentwishes any treaty partner to

recognize the productionprofit tax as an income tax

for which relief should be available in the treaty coun-

2. The WIRpremiuma42
try. Examples are the treaties concludedwith Canada

[Art. 2(3)], Chna (PR) [Art. 2(3)], Malaysia [Art.
Dutch law contains no general tax incentives which 2(1)] and Turkey [Art. 2(3)].
reduce taxable income, such as accelerated deprecia-
tion or investment allowances. Prior to 29 February Exchange of information146

1988, however, an investmentsubsidy was granted in
J.

the form of a premium (WIR-premium) increased Tax treaties generally serve not only as a means to

by a number of special bonuses. 43 The WIR pre- international double taxation but also af-prevent to
mium was abolishedon 29 February 1988 and only the ford the tax authoritiesof the contractingcountriesthe
small-scalenvestment bonus has been maintained. possibility of detecting tax evasion and tax fraud

The subsidywas a functionofthecost ofinvestmentin through mutual consultation and the exchange of in-

qualifying assets and was only available if, within one formation. The provisions of the 1977 OECD Model

year, qualifying investments exceeded 2,900 Dfl.144 Conventionoffer a useful guideline to the Dutch Gov-

The premium and bonuses were granted in the form ernment.

of tax credits. However, if in any given year subsidized
assets were alienated for a value exceeding2,900 Dfl.,
a disinvestmentpayment had to be made equal to 140. The Supreme Court rendered 3 decisions all dated 20 April 1983 in

the percentage of investment credit which had been which it held that under the treatieswith the FederalRepublicof Germany,

granted for those assets applied to the sales price. This Switzerlandand the United States, the gross value offoreign-situsproperty

disinvestmentpayment was generally only imposed if must be taken for purposesof the computatonof net wealth tax relief. For

the alienation occurredwithin 8 years after the begin-
a discussion of these cases, see Relief for the Avoidance of Double

Taxation, 23 European Taxation 12 (1983) at 400.

ning of the year in which the assets were acquired. 141. This may be illustrated by the following simplified example. Assume

A owns real property in the Netherlandswith a value of 5,000,000
The balance of the tax credit and disinvestment pay-

taxpayer
Dfl. Assume also that A purchased real property situated in a treaty

ments reduced or increased the taxpayer's income tax country with a value of 2,000,000Dfl. To partially finance the purchaseof

liability. If the creditexceeded the income tax liability, the foreign-situs real property, A took a mortgage loan of 1,000,000 Dfl.

a carry-back of 3 years and a carry-forwardof 8 years using the foreign-situs real property as collateral. Net wealth tax on his

was accorded.
total property (disregarding any deductions available to the taxpayer)
would be (5,000,000+ 2,000,000-1,000,000) x 0.8% = 48,000 Dfl. Under

Generally speaking, the Dutch system of granting in_ the theorydevelopedby the SupremeCourt the relief for foreign-situsreal

vestment incentives was a well-designed and highly property is:
2,000,000

sophisticatedsystem. It had, however, a disadvantage 7,000,000- 1,000,000
X 48,000 = 16,000 Dfl.

in international relationships where another country In other words A's total tax liability is 48,000 - 16,000 = 32,000 Dfl.

granted tax relief in the form of a credit for income tax In the opinion of the Dutch Governmenta more equitable result would be

imposed in the Netherlandson Dutch-sourceincome. reached if the relief were computed in the following manner:

In such a case the advantage offered by the Nether-
2,000,000- 1,000,000 x 48,000 = 8,000 Dfl.
7,000,000- 1,000,000

lands in the formof a tax reductionwouldbe absorbed Total tax liability would be 48,000- 8,000 = 40,000 Dfl.

by the correspondinglower credit in the other country. 142. For a discussion, see GET-1I, Chapter Netherlands, Sec. 2.3.5.

Thus, when negotiating a tax treaty with a country 143. The rate for the basic premium was 12.5%. In addition, a degressive

which used the credit method to grant tax relief the
small scale investmentbonus was available increasingthe basic premium

a ran

Netherlandsgenerally attenpted to persuade the trea-
by number of percentagepoints. This bonus from 6 percentagepoints
for investments between 2,900 Dil. and 49,000 Dil., to 0.25 percentage

ty partner to ignore the effect of the WIR premium points for investments between 1,106,000 Dfl. and 1,154,000 Dfl. No

on Dutch tax liability. In at least one nstance, the bonus was available for investmentsexceeding 1,154,000 Dil.

Netherlands has succeeded; see Art. 23(1)(c) of the 144. Most assets qualify; non-qualifying assets include land, dwelling-

treaty concludedwth Turkey.145
houses, private motorcars and securities (shares and bonds).
145. In fact the Netherlands is requesting that a tax-sparing provision be

Although abolition of the WIR premium (except
included in the tax treaty. See IV.C.5 above.
146. GTTP at 25. See Van Raad, K. and Milders, E., Uitwisseling van

the small-scale investmentbonus) apparently removes inlichtingen in de Nederlandsebelastingverdragenen de verhoudingdaar-

the above problems to a large extent it is somewhat van tot andere regelingen, MBB Belastingbeschouwingen3 (1988) at 58.
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A law was enacted in 1986147 which provided the legal treaty in the future. If a sufficientnumberof countries
basis for the international exchange of information in also ratify the treaty, a powerful tool will have been
the field of taxation thereby closing a gap in Dutch created to combat tax evasion.
legislationwhich had prevented the Netherlandsfrom
properly fulfilling its obligationsunder the EC Direc- The Dutch Government is also of the opinion that the

tive on Mutuai Assistanceand tax treaties.148 This law exchange of informationprovisions should not be ap-
aims to furnish administrativeassistance by supplying plied if a criminal investigation procedure has been

information to the tax authorities of EC or tax treaty
started. Such a procedure falls under the competence

countries to ensure a correct assessmentof taxes due. of the Minister for Justice and has been regulated in

The information may be provided automatically or
treaties for mutual assistance in criminal cases. The

spontaneously upon request of the foreign tax auth- tax treaty provisions concerning mutual consultation

orities. The law also provides for a procedure to pro- (the mutuai agreement procedure) contain a number

tect the rights of the taxpayer. Generally, the tax auth- of clauses which indicate under which conditions the

orities must notify the taxpayer that information will tax authorities of the treaty partners may initiate a

be supplied to foreign tax authoritiesand allow him 30 consultation procedure but these clauses do not pro-

days in which to lodge his objections. The taxpayer
vide for a certain period of time in which the consulta-
tion should be completed nor do they guarantee tax-

may also go to Court to attempt to reverse the decision
of the tax authorities.149 The law indicates on which payers that the tax authorities of the 2 countries will

grounds the exchange of informationmay be refused, reach a compromise.150Consultationproceduresmay,
i.e. the information requested does not fall within the therefore, take a considerable period of time. For

scope of the Dutch internationalobligationsunder the practical reasons, the Dutch Government advocates

EEC Directive or under tax treaties; it is contrary to invoking arbitration in such cases.

Dutch public policy; the informationis neither availa-
ble nor obtainableunder the Dutch law or administra-
tive practice with respect to the tax involved; the
foreign tax authorities have not exhausted their
methods of obtaining the requested information; the 147. Law of 24 April 1986, concerning the international assistance with

foreign tax authorities are unable to reciprocate and regard to the collectionof taxes. See Salomons, C., Exchangeof informa-

supply similar information to the Dutch tax auth-
tion, 26 European Taxation 8 (1986) at 262. See also Wisselink, M.A.,
,Informatieplicht ingevolge artikel 47 AWR in internationale ver-

orities; the informationwould reveal commercial, in- houdingen: Heroverweging nodig En informatieuitwisselingop grond
dustrial or professional secrets; or official secrecy is van de WIB, MBB Belastingbeschouwingen3 (1988) at 72, 79.

not safeguarded. 148. Directive of the Council of the European Communities of 19 De-
cember 1977 No. 77/799EC,OficialJournalofthe European Communi-

In March 1988, the Council of Europe and the OECD ties 1977, L 336.

approved the Multi-National Convention on Mutual 149. However, if compelling reasons exist, the Dutch tax authorities may

AdministrativeAssistancein Tax Mattersand it seems
supply the informationwithin the 30-day period and may postpone notifi-
cation to the taxpayer until 120 days after the decision has been made.

at least possible that the Netherlands will ratify this 150. 1977 OECD Model, Art. 25.

APPENDIX I

LIST OF TAX TREATIES via and Zambia. Special provisions which with Malaysia and Turkeybut both treaties
take the form of a tax treaty apply to the still require ratification. Similarly, a pro-
NetherlandsAntilles and Aruba. tocol amending the tax treatywith the Unit-

1. Comprehensive income tax treaties which ed Kingdom awaits ratification.
are in force

2. Existing treaties regarding international 4. New treaties whose text has been initialled
The Netherlands has concluded com- shipping and/or air transport
prehensive income tax treaties with the fol- In a number of cases new tax treaties have
lowing countries: Australia; Austria; Bel- The Netherlandshas concluded tax treaties been prepared by treaty negotiators and
gium; Canada; China (PR); Czechoslova- with respect to income derived from inter- have reached a stage in which the delegates
kia; Denmark; Finland; France; Germany nationalshippingand air transportwith Ar- of the contracting parties have reached
(Federal Republic of); Greece; Hungary; gentina; from international air transport agreement and have initialled the treaty.
Ireland; Indonesia; Israel; Italy; Japan; with Egypt; and frominternationalshipping However, these treaties still require ap-
Korea (South); Luxembourg; Malta, with Mexico. proval from the Dutch Parliament. These
Morocco; Malawi; New Zealand; Norway; treaties are new revised treaties with Italy
Pakistan; Poland; Romania; Singapore; 3. New treaties which have been concluded and Norway, new treaties with the Philip-
South Africa; Spain; Sri Lanka; Surinam; but which are not yet effective pines and Zimbabwe, and amending pro-
Sweden; Switzerland;Thailand; U.S.S.R.; tocols to the treatieswith Indonesiaand the
United Kingdom; United States; Yugosla- The Netherlandshas concluded tax treaties United Kingdom.
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APPENDIX 11

DUTCH MODEL DOUBLE INCOME TAX CONVENTION

CONVENTION BETWEEN include any person who is liable to tax in that
THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDSAND State in respect only of income from sources in

that State or capital situated therein.

FOR THE AVOIDANCEOF DOUBLE TAXATION AND
2. Where by reason of the provisions of para-THE PREVENTION OF FISCAL EVASION

WITH RESPECTTO TAXES ON INCOME AND CAPITAL graph 1 an individualis a residentof both States,
then his status shall be determinedas follows:
(a) he shall be deemed to be a resident of the

State in which he has a permanent home
The Governmentof the Kingdomof the Nether- CHAPTERII available to him; if he has a permanent
lands Definitions home available to him in both States, he

shall be deemed to be a residentof the State
and with which his personal and economic rela-Article 3
the Governmentof . . ., General Definitions tions are closer (centre of vital interests);
Desiring to conclude a conventionfor the avoid-

1. For the of this Convention unless
(b) if

interests
the State in which

be
he

determined,
has his centreof

if
vital

he
ance of double taxation and the prevention of purposes cannot or

the context otherwise requires: does not have a permanent home available
fiscal evasionwith respect to taxes on income and (a) the term State means the Netherlandsor to him in either State, he shall be deemed
capital, ., as the context requires: the term to be a resident of the State in which he has
Have agreed as follows: States means the Netherlandsand...; an habitual abode;

(b) the term the Netherlands means the part (c) if he has an habitualabode in both States or

of the Kingdom of the Netherlands that is in neitherof them, he shall be deemed to be
situated in Europe, including the part of the a resident of the State of which he is a na-

sea bed and its sub-soil under the North tional;
Sea, to the extent that area in accordance (d) if he is a nationalof both Statesor of neither

CHAPTER I with international law has been or may of them, the competent authorities of the
Scope of the Convention hereafter be designated under Netherlands States shall settle the question by mutual

laws as an area within which the Nether- agreement.
Article 1 lands may exercise certain rights with re-

Personal scope spect to the explorationand exploitationof 3. Where by reason of the provisions of para-
the natural resources of the sea bed or its graph 1 a person other than an individual is a

This Convention shall apply to persons who are sub-soil; resident of both States, then it shall be deemed
residents of one or both of the States. (c) theterm...means...; to be resident of the State in which its place ofa

(d) the term person includes an individual, a effective management is situated.
Article 2 body corporate and any other body of per-Taxes covered .

sons; Article 5
1. This Convention shall apply to taxes on in- (e) the term companymeans any legal entity Permanent establishment
come imposed on behalf of one of the States or or any entity which is treated as a legal 1. For the of this Convention, the
of its political subdivisions or local authorities, entity for tax purposes; purposes

irrespective of the manner in which they are (f) the terms enterprise of one of the States term permanent establishment means a fixed

levied. and enterprise of the,other State mean place of business through which the business of

respectively an enterprse carred on by a
an enterprise is wholly or partly carried on.

2. There shall be regarded as taxes on income resident of one of the States and an enter-
and on capital all taxes imposed on total income, prise carried on by a resident of the other 2. The term permanent establishment in-

on total capital, or on elements of income or of State; cludes especially:
capital, including taxes on gains from the aliena- (g) the term international traffic means any

a management;,

tion of movableor immovableproperty, taxes on transport by a ship or an aircraft operated b) a branch;
Ic) an office;the total amounts of wages or salaries paid by by an enterprisewhich has its place of effec-

(a)/!
/

place of

enterprises as well as taxes on capital apprecia- tive management in one of the States, ex- d) a factory;
tion. cet when the ship or aircraft is operated eJ a workshop;

so ely between places in the other State; (f) a mine, an oil or gas weil, a quarry or any

3. The existing taxes to which the Convention (h) the term nationals means:
other place of extraction of natural re-

shall apply are, in particular: 1. any individualpossessingthe national- sources.

(a) in the case of the Netherlands: ity of one of the States;
income tax (de inkomstenbelasting); 2. any legal entity, partnership and as-

3. A building site, or a construction or assem-
-

wages tax (de loonbelasting); sociation deriving its status as such a
- bly project constitutes permanent establish-

companytax (de vennootschapsbelast- from the laws in force in one of the ment more
- only if it lasts than. months.

ing); including the Governmentshare States;
n the net profits of the exploitationof (i) the term competentauthority means: 4. Notwithstanding the preceding provisions
natural resources levied pursuant to (i) in the Nethetlands, the Ministerof Fi- of this Article, the term permanent establish-

the MiningAct of 1810 (Mijnwet1810) nance or his duly authorized represen-
ment shall be deemed not to include:

with respect to concessions issued tative; (a) the use of facilities solely for the purposeof
storage, displayor deliveryof goods or mer-

from 1967, or pursuant to the Nether- (ii) in ...

chandise belonging the enterprise;lands ContinentalShelf Mining Act of to

1965 (MijnwetContinentalPlat 1965); 2. As regards the application of this Conven- (b) the maintenanceof a stock of goods or mer-

dividend tax (de dividendbelasting); tion by one of the States any term not defined chandise belonging to the enterprise solely
-

capital tax (de vermogensbelasting); therein shall, unless the context otherwise re-
for the of display deliv-

-
purpose storage, or

(hereinafter referred to as Netherlands tax). quires, have the meaning which it has under the ery;
law of that State concerning the taxes to which (c) the maintenanceof a stock of goods or mer-

(b) in the case of . ..: the Convention applies. chandise belonging to the enterprise solely
(hereinafter referred to as for the purpose of processing by another

Article 4 enterprise;
4. The Convention shall also apply to any Residence (d) the maintenanceof a fixed place of business
identical or substantiallysimilar taxes which are solely for the purpose of purchasing goods
imposed after the date of signature of the Con- 1. For the purposes of this Convention, the or merchandise or of collecting informa-
vention in addition to, or in place of, the existing term resident of one of the States means any tion, for the enterprise;
taxes. The competent authorities of the States person who, under the laws of that State, is liable (e) the maintenanceof a fixed place of business
shall notify each other of any substantialchanges to tax therein by reason of his domicile, resi- solely for the purposeof carryingon, for the
which have been made in their respective taxa- dence, place of managementor any other criteri- enterprise, any other activity of a preparat-
tion laws. on of a similar nature. But this term does not ory or auxiliary character;
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(f) the maintenanceof a fixed place of business of them as is attributable to that permanent es- ment, control or capital of an enterprise of
solely for any combinationof activitiesmen- tablishment. the other State, or

tionedin subparagraphs(a) to (e), 9rovided (b) the same persons participate directly or in-
that the overall activityof the fixet place of 2. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 3, directly in the management,control or cap-
business resulting from this combination is where an enterprise of one of the States carries ital of an enterpriseof one of the States and
of a preparatoryor auxiliary character. on business in the other State through a perma- an enterprise of the other State, and in ei-

nent establishment situated therein, there shall ther case conditions are made or imposed
5. Notwithstanding the provisions of para- in each State be attributed to that permanent between the two enterprises in their com-

graphs 1 and 2, where a person - other than an establishment the profits which it might be ex- mercial or financial relations which differ
agent of an independent status to whom para- pected to make if it were a distinct and separate from those which would be made between

graph 6 applies - is acting on behalf of an enter- enterprise engaged in the same or similar ac- independent enterprises, then any profits
prise and has, and habituallyexercises, in a Con- tivities under the same or similar conditions and which would, but for those conditions, have

tracting State an authority to conclude contracts dealingwholly independentlywith the enterprise accrued to one of the enterprises, but, by
in the name of the enterprise, that enterprise of which it is a permanent establishment. reason of those conditions, have not so ac-

shall be deemed to have a permanent establish- crued, may be included in the profits of that
ment in that State in respect of any activities 3. In determining the profits of a permanent enterprise and taxed accordingly.
which that person undertakes for the enterprise, establishment, there shall be allowed as deduc- It is understood, however, that the fact that
unless the activities of such person are limited to tions expenses which are incurred for the pur- associated enterprises have_ concluded ar-
those mentioned in paragraph 4 which, if exer- posesof the permanentestablishment- including rangements, such cost shring arrange-as
cised through a fixed place of businesswould not executiveand general administrativeexpensesso ments or general service agreements,for or
make this fixed place of business a permanent incurred, whether in the State in which the per- based on the allocationof executive, gener-establishmentunder the provisions oi that para- manent establishment is situated or elsewhere. al administrative,technicaland commercial
graph. for research and de-

4. In so far as it has been customary in a Con- expenses, expenses
6. An enterprise of one of the States shall not tracting State to determine the profit to be attri- velopment and other similarexpenses is not

in itself a condition as meant in the preced-be deemed to have a permanentestablishmentin buted to a permanent establishmenton the basis ing sentence.
the other State merely because it carries on busi- of an apportionment of the total profits of the
ness in that other State througha broker, general enterprise to its various parts, nothing in para- 2. Where one of the States includes in the pro-commission agent or any other agent of an inde- graph 2 shall preclude that Contracting State fits of an enterprise of that State and taxes-

pendent status, provided that such persons are from determiningthe profits to be taxed by such accordingly profits on which an enterprise of
acting in the ordinary course of their business. an apportionment as may be customary; the

-

the other State has been charged to tax in that
method of apportionment adopted shall, how- other State and the profits so includedare profits7. The fact that a company which is a resident ever, be such that the result shall be in accord- which would have accrued to the enterprise of

of one of the States controls or is controlledby a ance with the principlescontainedin this Article. the first-mentionedState if the conditions made
company which is a resident of the other State, between the two enterprises had been those
or which carries on business in that other State 5. No profits shall be attributed to a perma- which would have been made between indepen-(whether through a permanent establishmentor nent establishment by reason of the mere pur- dent enterprises, then that other State shallmake
otherwise), shall not of itself constitute either chase by that permanent establishmentof goods an appropriate adjustment to the amount of the
company a permanent establishment of the or merchandisefor the enterprise. tax charged therein those profits. In determin-
other.

on

to
6. For the purposes of the preceding para-

ing such adjustment, due regard shall be had
the other provisions of this Convention and the

graphs, the profits to be attributed to the perma- competentauthoritiesof the States shall ifneces-
CHAPTERIII nent establishment shall be determined by the consult each other.
Taxation of income same method year by year unless there is good sary

and sufficient reason to the contrary. Article 10
Article 6 Dividends
Income from immovable property 7. Where profits include items of income

which are dealt with separately in other Articles 1. Dividends paid by a company which is a

1. Income derived by a resident of one of the of this Convention, then the provisions of those resident of one of the States to a resident of the
States from immovable property (including in- Articles shall not be affectedby the provisionsof other State may be taxed in that other State.
come from agricultureor forestry)situated in the this Article.
other State may be taxed in that other State. 2. However, such dividends may also be taxed

Article 8 in the State of which the company paying the
2. The term immovableproperty shall have Shipping and air transport dividends is a resident and according to the laws
the meaning which it has under the lawof the of that State, but if the recipient is the beneficial
State in which the property in question is 1. Profits of an enterpriseof one of the States owner of the dividends, the tax so charged shall
situated. The term shall in any case include prop- from the operationof ships or aircraft in interna- not exceed...% of the gross amount of the divi-
erty accessory to immovable property, livestock tional traffic shall be taxableonly in the Contract- dend.
and equipment used in agriculture and forestry, ing State in which the place of effective manage-
rights to which the provisions of general law re- ment of the enterprise is situated. 3. The State of which the company is resident

specting landed property apply, usufruct of im- may - notwithstanding the provisions of para-

movable property and rights to variable or fixed 2. If the place of effective management of a graph 2 - not charge any tax on dividends distri-

payments as considerationfor the working of, or shipingenterprise is aboard a ship, then it shall buted by that company to a company the capital
the right to work mineral deposits, sources and be c eemed to be situated in the State in which of which is divided into shares and which is a

other natural resources; ships and aircraft shall the home harbour of the ship is situated, or, if resident of the other State and which directly or

not be regarded as immovable property. there is no such home harbour, in the State of indirectly holds at least 25 % of the capital of the

which the operator of the ship is resident. company paying the dividend.

3. The provisionsof paragraph 1 shall apply to
income derived from the direct use, letting, or 3. For the purposes of this article, profits de. 4. The competent authorities of the States

use in any other form of immovable property. rived from the operation of ships or aircraft in shall by mutual agreement settle the mode of

international traffic include profits from the ren- applicationof paragraph 2 and 3.

4. The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 3 shall tal of ships and aircraft without crew if these
also apply to the income from immovable prop- ships and aircraft are operated in international 5. The provisions of the paragraphs 2 and 3

erty of an enterpriseand to incomefrom immov- traffic and in so far as these profits ensue from shall not affect the taxation of the companies in

able property used for the performance of inde- profits defined in paragraph 1. respect of the profit from which the dividendwas

pendent personal services. paid.
4. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall also

Article 7 apply to profits from the participation in a pool, 6.
-

The term dividendsas used in this Article

Business profits a joint business or an international operating means income from shares, jouissance shares
or jouissance rights, mining shares, founders'

1. The profits of an enterprise of one of the agency. shares or other rights participating in profits, as

States shall be taxable only in that State unless Article 9 well as income from debt claims participating in
the enterprise carries on business in the other Associated enterprises profits as well as income from other corporate
State through a permanent establishment rights which is subjected to the same taxation
situated therein. If the enterprisecarrieson busi- 1. Where: treatment as income from shares by the laws of
ness as aforesaid, the profits of the enterprise (a) an enterprise of one of the States partici- the State of which the company making the dis-
may be taxed in the other State but only so much pates directly or indirectly in the manage- tribution is a resident.
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7. The provisions of paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 2. The competent authorities of the States Article 14
shall not apply if the beneficial owner of the shall by mutual agreement settle the mode of Independent personal services
dividend being a resident of one of the States, application for the waiver of the tax. 1. Income derived by resident of of thea onecarrieson business in the other State ofwhich the States in respect of professionalservices or other
company paying the dividends is a resident, 3. The term royalties as used in this Article activities of an independent character shall bethrough a permanent establishment situated meanspaymentsof any kind receivedas a consid- taxable only in that State unless he has fixedtherein, or performs in that other State indepen- eration for the use of, or the right to use of, any

a
base regularly available to him in the other Statedent personal services from a fixed base situated copyright of literary, artistic or scientific work for the purpose of performinghis activities. If hetherein and the holding in respect of which the includingcinematographfilms, any patent, trade has such a fixed base, the income be taxeddividends are paid is effectively connected with mark, design or model, plan, secret formula or in the other State but only much

may
is attribut-so assuch permanent establishment or fixed base. In process,or for informationconcerningindustrial, able to that fixed base.

such case the provisions of Article 7 or Article commercialor scientific experience.
14, as the case may be, shall apply. 2. The term professional services includes4. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall not

especially independent scientific, literary, artis-8. Where a company which is a resident of a apply if the beneficial owner of .he royalties- tic, educational or teaching activities wellState derives profits or income from the other being a resident of one of the States, carries on
as as

the independentactivitiesof physicians, lawyers,State, that other State may not impose any tax business in the other State in which the royalties engineers, architects, dentists and accountants.
on the dividends paid by such company, except arise, through a permanent establishment
insofar as such dividends are paid to residents of situated therein, or performs in the other State Article 15
that other State or insofar as the holding in re- independent personal services from a fixed base Dependent personal services
spect ofwhich the dividendsare paid is effectively situated in that State, and the right or property
connected with a permanent establishment or a in respect of which the royalties are paid is effec- 1. Subject to the provisionsof Articles 16, 18,
fixed base situatedin that otherState, nor subject tively connected with such permanent establish- 19 and 20, salaries,wagesand othersimilarremu-

the company's undistributed profits to a tax on ment or fixed base. In such case the provisionsof nerationderivedby a residentof one of the States
the company's undistributed profits, even if the Article 7 or Article 14, as the case may be, shall in respect of an employmentshall be taxableonly
dividendspaidor the undistributedprofitsconsist apply. in that State unless the employment is exercised
wholly or partly of profits or income arising in in the other State. If the employment is so exer-

such other State. 5. Where, by reason of a special relationship cised, such remunerationas s derived therefrom
between the payer and the recipient or between may be taxed in that other State.
both of them and some other person, the amount

Article 11 of the royalties paid, having regard to the use, 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of para-Interest right or information for which they are paid, ex- graph 1, remuneration derived by a resident of
1. Interestarising in one of the States and paid ceeds the amount which would have been agreed one of the States in respect of an employment
to a residentof the other State may only be taxed upon by the payer and the recipient in the ab- exercised in the other State shall be taxable only
in that other State if the recipient is the beneficial sence of such relationship, the provisionsof this in the first-mentionedState if:
owner of the interest. Article shall aply only to the last-mentioned (a) the recipient is present in the otherState for

amount. In suc a case, the excess part of the pay- a period or periods not exceeding in the
2. The competent authorities of the States ments shall remain taxable according to the laws aggregate 183 days in the tax year of that
shall by mutual agreement settle the mode of of each State, due regard being had to the other State, and

application for the waiver of the tax. provisions of this Convention. (b) the remuneration is paid by, or on behalf
of, an employerwho is not a residentof the

3. The term interest as used in this Article Article 13 other State, and
means income from debt-claims of every kind, Capital gains (c) the remunerationis not borne by a perma-
whether or not secured by mortgage but exclud- 1. Gains derived by a resident of one of the

nent establishment or a fixed base which

ing those which carry a right to participate in the States from the alienationofimmovableproperty
the employer has in the other State.

debtors' profits, and in particular, income from referred to in Article 6 and situated in the other
Government loans and income from bonds or State may be taxed in that other State.

3. Notwithstanding the preceding provisions
debentures, including premiums attaching to of this Article, remuneration derived by a resi-
such loans, bonds or debentures.Penaltycharges -2. Gains from the alienationof movable prop-

dent of one of the States in respect of an employ-
for late paymentshall not be regarded as interest erty forming part of the business property of a

ment exercisedaboard a ship or aircraftoperated
for purposes of this Article. permanent establishmentwhich an enterprise of

n
.

international
.

traffic, may only be taxed in that
State.

one of the States has in the other State or of
4. The provisions of paragraphs 1 shall not movablepropertypertainingto a fixed base avail-
apply if the beneficialownerof the interest, being able to a resident of one of the States in the other Article 16
a residentof one of the States, carrieson business State for the purposeof performingindependent

Directors' fees
in the other State in which the interest arises, personal services, including such gains from the Directors' fees or other remunerationderived bythrough a permanent establishment situated alienation of such a permanent establishment a resident of one of the States in his capacity as
therein, or performs in the other State indepen- (alone or with the whole enterprise) or of such a member of the board of directors, a bestuur-
dent personal services from a fixed base situated fixed base, may be taxed in that other State. der or a commissarisof a companywhich is a
in that State, and the debt-claim in respect of resident of the other State may be taxed in that
which the interest is paid is effectivelyconnected .3. Gains derived by an enterpriseof one of the other State.
with such permanentestablishmentor fixedbase. States from the alienation of ships or aircraft
In such case the provisionsof Article 7 or Article operated in international traffic, or movable Article 17
14, as the case may be, shall apply propertypertainingto the operationof such ships Artistes and athletes

or aircraft, shall be taxable only in the State 1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles5. Where, by reason of a special relationship where the place of effective management of the 14 and 15, income derived by resident ofbetween the payer and the beneficiaryowner or enterprise is situated. The provisions of para-
a one

between both of them and some other person, graph 2 of Article 8 shall be applicable.
of the States as an entertainer, such as a theatre,

the amount of the interest, having regard to the motion picture, radio or television artiste, or a

debt-claim for which it is paid, exceeds the 4. Gains from the alienation of any property
musician, or as an athlete, from his personal ac-

amount which would have been agreed upon by other than that referred to in paragraphs 1,2 and
tivities as such exercised in the other State, may

the payer and the recipient in the absenceof such 3, shall be taxable only in the State of which the
be taxed in that other State.

relationship, the provisions of this Article shall alienator is a resident.
apply only to the last-mentionedamount. In such 2. Where income in respect of personal ac-

case, the excesspart of the paymentsshall remain 5., The provisions of paragraph 4 shall not af-
tivities exercised by an entertainer or an athlete

taxable according to the laws of each State, due fect the right of each of the States to levy accord-
in his capacity as such accrues not to the enter-

toregard being hadto the other provisions of this ing to its own law a tax on gains from the aliena-
tainer or athlete himself but another person,
that income notwithstandingthe provisionsConvention. tion of shares or jouissance rights in a com- may,
of Articles 7, 14 and 15, be taxed in the State in

pany, the capital of which is wholly or partly which the activities of the entertainer athleteor
Article 12 divided into shares and which under the laws of

are exercised.
Royalties that State is a resident of that State, derived by

an individual who is a resident of the other State
1. Royalties arising in one of the States and and has been a resident of the first-mentioned Article 18

paid to a resident of the other State shall be State in the course of the last five years preceding
Pensions and social security pensions

taxable only in that other State if such resident is the alienation of the shares or jouissance 1. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2 of
the beneficial owner of the royalties. rights. Article 19, pensions and other similar remunera-
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tion paid in consideration of past employment 2. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall not in paragraph 1. The amount of this deduction
paid to a resident of one of the States shall be apply to income,other than income from immov- shall be equal to the tax paid in ... on these items
taxable only in that State. able propertyas defined in paragraph2 ofArticle of income, but shall not exceedthe amountof the

6, if the recipientof such income,beinga resident reduction which would be allowed if the items of
2. However, where such remuneration is not of one of the States, carries on business in the income so includedwere the sole items of income
of a periodic nature and is paid in consideration other State through a permanent establishment which are exempt from Netherlands tax under
of past employmentin the other State, it may be situated therein, or performs in that other State th provisions of Netherlands law for the avoid-
taxed in that other State. independent personal services from a fixed base ance of double taxation.

situated therein, and the right or property in re-
3. Pensions and other payments paid out spect of which the income is paid is effectively 4. (Eliminationof double taxation by ) For
under the provisions of a social security system connectedwith such permanentestablishmentor the purposesof this paragraph in determiningthe
of one of the States to a resident of the other fixed base. In such case the provisions of Article taxes on income paid to the Netherlands, the
State may be taxed in the first-mentionedState. 7 Qr Article 14, as the case may be, shall apply. investmentpremiumsand bonuses and disinvest-

ment payments,as meant in the Netherlands In-
Article 19 CHAPTERIV vestment Account Law (Wet Investeringsreken-Governmentservice Taxation of capital ing) shall not be taken into account. For the
1. (a) Remuneration, not including pen- purposes of this paragraph, the taxes referred to

sons, paid by one of the States or a political Article 23 n subparagrapha of paragraph3 and paragraph
subdivision or a local authority thereof to Capital 4 of Article 2, with the exception of the capital

tax, shall be considered taxes on income.any individual in respect of services render- 1. Capital representedby immovablepropertyed to that State or subdivision or authority referred to in Article 6, owned by a residentof athereof may be taxed in that State.
State and situated in the other State, be CHAPTERVImay

(b) However, such remuneration shall be tax- taxed in that other State. Special provisions
able only in the other State if the services
are renderedin that State and the individual 2. Capital represented by movable property Article 25
is a resident of that State who: formingpart of the businesspropertyof a perma- Non-discrimination
1. is a national of that State; or nent establishmentwhich an enterpriseof a State
2. did not become a residentof that State has in the other State or by movable property

1. Nationals of one of the States shall not be

solely for the purpose of rendering the pertaining to a fixed base available to a resident subjected in the other State to any taxation or

services. of a State in the other State for the purpose of any requirement connected therewith, which is

performing independent personal services, may
other or more burdensomethan the taxation and

2. (a) Any pension paid by, or out of funds be taxed in that other State. connected requirements to which nationals 'of
created by a State or politicalsubdivisionor that other State in the same circumstancesare or

a local authority thereof to an individualin 3. Capital represented by ships and aircraft may be subjected. This provision shall, not-

respect of services rendered to that State or operated in internationaltraffic, and by movable withstanding the provisions of Article 1, also
subdivision or local authority shall be tax- propertypertainingto the operationofsuch ships apply to persons who are not residents of one or

able in that State. and aircraft, shall be taxable only in the State in both of the States.

(b) However, such pension shall be taxable which the place of effective management of the
2. The taxation of establishmenta permanentonly in the other State if the individual is a enterprise is situated. The provisions of para- which enterpriseof of the States has in thean one

resident of and a national of that State. graph 2 of Article 8 shall be applicable. other State shall not be less favourably levied in
(c) The provisions of Articles 15, 16 and 18 4. All other elements of capital of a resident that otherState than the taxation levied on enter-

shall apply to remunerationand pensions in of a State shall be taxable only in that State. prises of that other State carrying on the same

respect of services rendered in connection activities. This provision shall not be construed
with a business carried on by a State or a as obligingone of the States to grant to residents
political subdivision or a local authority CHAPTERV of the otherState anypersonalallowances,reliefs
thereof. Eliminationof double taxation and reductions for taxation purposes on account

of civil status or family responsibilitieswhich it
Article 20 Article 24 grants to its own residents.
Professors and teachers Elimination of double taxation 3. Except where the provisionsof paragraph 1
1. Paymentswhich a professor or teacherwho 1. The Netherlands, when imposing tax on its of Article 9, paragraph 5 of Article 11, or para-iS a resident of one of the States and who is residents, may include in the basis upon which graph 5 of Article 12 apply, interest, royaltiespresent in the other State for the purpose of such taxes are imposed the items of income or and other disbursementspaid by an enterpriseof
teaching or scientific research for a maximum capital which, according to the provisions of this one of the States to a residentof the other State
period of two years in a university, college or Convention, may be taxed in .... shall, for the purpose of determining the taxable
other establishmentfor teaching or scientific re- profits of such enterprise, be deductible under
search in that otherState, receivesfor such teach- 2. However, where a resident of the Nether- the same conditions as if they had been paid to a
ing or research, shall be taxable only in the first- lands derives items of income or owns items of resident of the first-mentionedState.
mentioned State. capital which according to Article 6, Article 7,

paragraph7 of Article 10, paragraph4 of Article Similarly,any debts of an enterpriseof one of the
2. This Article shall not apply to income from 11, paragraph 4 of Article 12, paragraphs 1 and States to a residentof the other State shall for the
research if such research is undertakennot in the 2 of Article 13, Article 14, paragraph l of Article purpose of determining the taxable capital of

public interest but primarilyfor the privatebene- 15, Article 16, paragraph 3 of Article 18, para-
such enterprise be deductible as if they had been

fit of a specific person or persons. graph 1 subparagraphaand paragraph2 subpara- contracted to a resident of the first-mentioned

graph a of Article 19, paragraph 2 of Article 22 State.

Article 21 and paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 23 of this Con- 4. Enterprisesof of the States, the capitalone
Students vention may be taxed in ... and are included in

of which is wholly partly owned controlled,the basis referred to in paragraph 1, the Nether- or or

Payments which a student or a business appren- lands shall exemptsuch itemsof incomeor capital directly or indirectly,by one or more residentsof
tice who is or was immediately before visiting by allowing a reduction of its tax. This reduction the other State, shall not be subjected in the
one of the States a residentof the other State and shall be computed in conformity with the provi- first-mentionedState to any taxation or any re-

who is present in the first-mentionedState solelY sions of Netaerlands law for the avoidance of quirementconnected therewith which is other or

for the purpose of his education or training re- double taxation. For that purpose the said iterns more burdensome than the taxation and con-

ceives for the purposeof his maintenance,educa- of income shall be deemed to be included in the nected requirementsto which othersimilarenter-
tion or training shall not be taxed in that State, total amount of the items of income which are prises of the first-mentionedState are or may be
provided that such payments arise from sources exempt from Netherlands tax under those provi- subjected.
outside that State. sions.

5. The provisions of this Article shall, not-

Article 22 3. Further, the Netherlands shall allow a de- withstandingthe provisionsof Article 2, apply to
taxes of every kind or description.Other income duction from the Netherlands tax so computed

for the items of income which according to para- Article 261. Items of income of a resident of one of the graph 2 of Article 10, paragraph 5 of Article 13,
States, wherever arising, not dealt with in the Article 17 and paragraph 2 of Article 18 of this Mutual agreement procedure
foregoing Articles of this Convention shall be Conventionmay be taxed in to the extent that 1. Where a person of one of the States consid-...

taxable only in that State. these items are included in the basis referred to ers that the actions of one or both of the States
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result or will result for him in taxation not in 2. For the purposesof the Conventionan indi- PROTOCOL
accordance with this Convention, he may, irre- vidual, who is a memberof a diplomaticor consu-

spectiveof the remediesprovidedby the ntional lar mission of one of the States jn the other State At the momentof signing the Conventionfor the
law of those States, presenthis case to the compe- or in a third State and who is a national of the avoidanceof double taxation and the prevention
tent authority of the State of which he is a resi-

'

sending State, shall be deemed to be a resident of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes on income
dent or, if his case cones under paragraph 1 of of the sending State if he is subjected therein to and capital, this day concluded between the
Article 25, to that of the State of which he is a the same obligations in respect of taxes on in- Kingdom of the Netherlandsand... the under-
national. The case must be presented within come and capital as are residents of that State. signed have agreed that the following provisions
three years from the first notification of the ac- shall form an integral part of the Convention.
tion resulting in taxation not in accordance with 3. The Convention shall not apply to interna-
the provisions of this Convention. tional organizations,organs and officials thereof I. Ad Article 4

and members of a diplomaticor consularmission
2. The competent authority shall endeavour, of a third State, beingpresent in one ofthe States, An individual living aboard a ship without any
if the objection appears to be justified and if it is if they are not subjected therein to the same real domicile in either of the States shall be

not itself able to arrive at a satisfactorysolution, obligations in respect of taxes on income and deemed to be a residentof the State in which the

to resolve the case by mutual agreementwith the capital as are residents of that State. ship has its home harbour.

competent authority of the other State, with a

view to the avoidance of taxation not in accord- Article 29 II.Il. Ad Articlle 7

ance with the Convention. Notwithstandingany Territorial extension In respect of paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 7,
time limits in the domestic law of the States, any 1. This Convention may be extended, either where an enterprise of one of the States sells
agreement reached shall be implemented. in its entirety or with any necessary modifica- goods or merchandise or carries on business in

the other State through establish-
3. The competent authorities of the States tions, to Aruba and/or the Netherlands Antilles a permanent

situated therein, the profits of that
shall endeavour to resolve by.mutuai agreement provided that the territory concerned imposes ment perma-

taxes substantiallysimilarin characterto those to nent establishment shall not be determined on

any difficulties or doubts arsng as to the in- which the Convention applies. Any such exten. the basis of the total amount received by the
terpretation or application of the Convention. sion shall take effect from such date and subject enterprise, but shall be determined only on the
They may also consult together for the elimina- to such modifications and conditions, including basis of the remunerationwhich is attributableto
ton of double taxaton in cases not provded for conditions as to termination,as may be specified the actual actvity of the permanent establish-
in the Convention. and agreed in notes to be exchanged through ment for such sales or business. Especially, in the

case of for the survey, supply, installa-
4. The competentauthoritiesof the Statesmay

diplomaticchannels.
construction
contracts

of industrial, commercialtion or or

communicatewitheachotherdirectlyfor the pur- z. Unless otherwiseagreed the terminationof scientific equipment or premises, or of public
pose of reachingan agreementin the sense of the the Conventionshall not terminatethe extension works, when the enterprise has a permanent es-

preceding paragraphs. of the Conventionto any territory to which it has tablishment, the profitsof such permanentestab-

been extended under this Article. lishment shall not be determinedon the basis of
Article 27 the total amount of the contract, but shall be
Exchange of information determined only on the basis of that part of the

CHAPTERVII
1. The competent authorities of the States Final provisions

contract which is effectively carried out by the

shall exchange such information as is necessary permanent establishment in the State where the

for carryingout the provisionsof this Convention permanentestablishmentis situated. The profits
or of the domestic laws of the States concerning Article 30 related to that cart of the contract which is car-

taxes covered by the Convention insofar as the Entry into force ried out by the aead office of the enterpriseshall

taxation thereunder is not contrary to the Con- This Convention shall enter into force on the
be taxable only in the State of which the enter-

vention. The exchange of information is not re- thirtiethday after the latterof the dates on which prise is a resident.
stricted by Article 1. Any information received the respective Governments have notified each
by one of the States shall be treated as secret in other in writing that the formalitiesconstitution-

Ill. Ad Articles 10,11 and 12

the same manner as informationobtained under ally required in their respectiveStates have been Where tax has been levied at source in excess of
the domestic laws of that State and shall be dis- compliedwith, and its provisionsshall haveeffect the amount of tax chargeable under the provi-
closed only to persons or authorities (including for taxable years and periods beginning on or sions of Articles 10, 11 and 12, applications for
courts and administrativebodies) involvedin the after the first day of January in the calendaryear the refund of the excess amount oi tax have to be
assessment or collection of, the enforcement or following that in which the latter of the notifica- lodged with the competentauthorityof the State
prosecution in respect of, or the determination tions has been received. having levied the tax, within three years after the
of appeals in relationto, the taxes coveredby the expiration of the calendar year in which the tax
Convention.Such personsor authoritiesshalluse Article 31 was levied.
the information only for such purposes. They Termination
may disclose the information in public court pro- IV. Ad Article 24
ceedings or in judicial decisions. This Agreementshall remain in forceuntil termi-

nated by one of the Contracting Parties. Either It is understood that for the computation of the

2. In no case shall the provisionsof paragraph Party may terminate the Agreement, through reduction mentioned in paragraph 2 of Article

1 be construed so as to inpose on one of t ae diplomaticchannels, by giving notice of termina- 24, the items of capital referred to in Article 23

States the obligation: ton at least sx months before the end of any shall be taken into account for the value thereof

(a) to carry out adrninistrativemeasuresat var- calendar year after the expiration of a period of reduced by the value of the debts secured by
iance with the laws and the administrative five years from the date of its entry into force. In mortgage on that capital and the items of capital
practice of that or of the other State; such event the Convention shall cease to have referred to in paragraph 2 of Article 23 shall be

(b) to supply informationwhich is not obtaina. effect for taxable years and periods beginning taken into account for the value thereofreduced

ble under the laws or in the nornal course after the end of the calendar year in which the by the value of the debts pertainingto the perma-

of the administrationof that or of the other notice of termination has been given. nent establishmentor fixed base.

State;
(c) to supply informationwhch would dsclose IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned,

any trade, business, industrial,commercial, duly authorized thereto, have signed this Con- duly authorized thereto, have signed this Pro-

or professional secret or trade process, or vention. tocol.

information, the disclosure of which would
be contrary to public policy (ordre public). DONE at ... this day of ... 19.. in the Dutch, the DONE at ... this day of ... 19.. in the Dutch, the

... and the English language, which are equally... and the English language, which are equally
authentic. In case there is any divergence of in- authentic. In case there is any divergence of in-

Article 28
Diplomatic agents and consular officers terpretation between the Dutch and the... text, terpretation between the Dutch and the... text,

the English text shall prevail. the English text shall prevail.
1. Nothing in this Convention shall affect the
fiscal privileges of diplomatic agents or consular For the Governmentof the Kingdomof the Neth- For the Governmentof the Kingdomof the Neth-
officers under the general rules of international erlands: erlands:
law or under the provisions of special agree-
ments. For the Governmentof... For the Governmentof...
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Businessentitiesand taxationof enterprisesin Jayewickreme,Manthri& Co., No. 18,
Japanwith emphasison corporateand individual DickmansLane,Colombo4, Sri Lanka, 1987.

Australia income tax. The tax aspectsof Germaninvestors Pp. 30.
with referenceto tax treatyprovisionsJapan- (B.57.103)

AUSTRALASIANTAX REPORTS. Germanyare also dealtwith. Formsand samples
Volume 18. ofcontractsetc.areappended.
Sydney,ButterworthsPty Limited, 1987. (B.57.083)
Pp. 1012. EUROPE
Compilationof the textsofAustralian income THE BUDGET IN BRIEF. jAPAN 1987.
taxcases. Tokyo,Ministryof Finance, 1987. Pp. 125.

(B.57.106) Summaryof the fiscal 1987 Budgetand a more

detailedreviewof the main itemsofgovernment Austria
expenditure.

China (People's Rep.) (B.57.090) LOITLSBERGER,Erich; EGGER,Anton;
LECHNER,Eduard.

SHANGHAI.A GUIDE FOR FOREIGN RechnungslegungundGewinnermittlung.
businesses. Korea (Rep.) GedenkschriftfrKarl Lechner.

Shanghai,B&MConsultantsLtd., Suite2609, Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeterLinde, 1987. Pp. -

Union Building, 100 YananRoad East, STANDARDVERTRGEFR DIE 500.530 AS.

Shanghai,ChinaP.R., 1987. Pp. 65. Kooperationmit auslndischenUnternehmen. Practicalquestionsand answerswith respect to
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accountingand profitdeterminationin the field VERMEIREN,Eric. Copenhagen,A.S. Skattekartoteket,1988.
ofbusinesseconomics, fiscal and commercial B.T.W. Gecordineerdeaanschrijvingen. 300 pp.
law. Antwerp,KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1988. Taxationofshareholders.Tax treatmentof
(B. 107.937) In this new loose-leaf'publication,the full texts dividendsand capitalgains from the alienationof

of administrativecircularswhich are in force shares.
ERBER, Josef. relatingto the ValueAddedTax Law have been (B. 108.099)
ABCdes Insolvenzrechtes.Konkurs;Ausgleich; compiled in threevolumes. Circularscontaining
Vorverfahren.2nd Edition. only the texts and no explanationhavebeen TROEN, Per.
Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeterLinde, 1988. Pp. included.The editorhas, as far as possible, Taxationofdirectorshipsin Denmark.
176. incorporatedthe changesin the original textsof Paperdeliveredat the Bureauof European
Secondrevisededitionofmonographdealing the circulars,but only whereno fundamental Taxation& Trade Symposium,28 September
with bankruptcylaw. changeshave taken place. The tariffrateshave 1987.
(B. 108.078) been condensedfrom20 circularsintoone Copenhagen,Holm-Nielsen& Plesner, 1987.

circular,and a historicalsurveyof all tariff 11 pp.
changeshas been included. The indicescontaina (B. 107.899)

Belgium
general table ofcontentscontaininga

chronologicalsurveyof all the value added THIELSEN,Eigil.
circularsever published.For circularsno longer Lempelseafdobbeltbeskattning.

TIBERGHIEN,A. in force, a briefdescriptionof the contentsis Copenhagen,A/S Skattekartoteket
AdagiaFiscalia. published.The textsofcircularsno longer in Informationskontor,1987. Pp. 387. 375 DKr.
Antwerp,KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1987. forcebut still relevantfor a certainperiodare Mitigationofdouble taxation.Tax relieffor
Pp. 200.9,500 Bfrs. publishedin full. foreign income. Comprehensivereporton

The constitution,interpretation,fiscal policy (B. 108.179) doubletaxationand means to eliminateor

and tax law consideredfrom taxationpointof mitigateit, includingcommentaryon the OECD
view in a ratherphilosophicalway writtenin the FISCOLEXB.T.W. 1985. ModelConventionof 1977.
Dutchand French languages. Wetboekvan de belastingoverde toegevoegde (B. 108.013)
(B. 108.178) waardemet uitvoeringsbesluiten;Wetboekvan

zegelrechten Wetboekvan met het zegel ANDERSEN, Bent Rold; GJELSTRUP, Gunnar;
INNOVATIE-VENNOOTSCHAPPEN. gelijkgesteldetaksen. Richtlijnenvan de Raad PAWLIK,Annelise;PEDERSEN,Kaja.
Brussels,Kredietbank,Arenbergstr.7, B-1000 van de EuropeseGemeenschap.Samengesteld Publicadministrationin timesofscarce

Brussels, 1987. Pp. 12. doorKris Gheysen,Guy Roelensen Stefan resources.
Innovationcompaniesand theirincentives Sablon. Copenhagen.Amtskommunernesog
considered. Antwerp,KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1985. Kommunernes
(B. 107.941) Pp. 462. Forskningsinstitut,Nytorv11,2., DK-1450

Consolidatedtext of the value added tax and Copenhagen,1987. 65 pp.
RECONVERSIE-VENNOOTSCHAPPEN. related laws and statutes like stampduties and Paperspreparedfor the EuropeanGroupof
Brussels,KredietbankN.V., 1987. Pp. 15. Directivesby the EuropeanCommunities.The PublicAdministration(EGPA)conferenceon
Reconversioncompaniesand its tx incentives law is updatedas of26 September1985 (Official PublicAdministrationin Timesand Scarce
considered. GazetteofBelgium).Laterchangeswill be Resources,held in Valencia,May 1987. The first
(B. 107.943) supplementedby a booklet. paperby Bent RoldAndersendealswith the

(B. 108.138) conceptandmeasuresofeffectivenessof
COORDINATIECENTRA. activitieswhich the publichas takenover from
Brussels,KredietbankN.V., 1987. Pp. 15. LIEVENS, Jozef. social networks.GunnarGjelstrupdiscusses
Coordinationcentresand their tax benefits De eenpersoons-B.V.B.A. productivitymeasures,financialmanagement
considered. Antwerp,KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1987. and organizationalchange.
(B. 107.944) Pp. 288. (B. 108.014)

Monographon the functionof the one-man
WETBOEKINKOMSTENBELASTINGEN. fromvariousviewpoints.company
Inkomstenbelastingen.Aanslag1988. Code des (B. 108.174) Europe
Imptssur les revenus. Exerciced'imposition
1988. BOLLAERTS,Rudolf;
Brussels,CED Samsom, 1988. Pp. 523. BOLLAERTS,Erik.

THE EUROPE REVIEW. 3RD EDITION.

Consolidatedtextof the IncomeTax Code and Bedrijfsleidersverzekering.
SaffronWalden,Worldof Information,1987.

implementingstatutes,for purposeof the 1988 Brussels,CED Samsom, 1987. Praktijk& Fiscus, Pp. 223.
Annual reviewof the Europeancountries.Apart

assessmentyear, updatedtext as of 15 October Vol. 1, No. 1. Pp. 100. 1579 Bfrs.
from special reportswith subjectssuch as:future

1987. A Frenchedition is also availableentitled Newseries PracticeandTaxationdealingwith
of the E.E.C.;Europeandefence;common

Codedes imptssur les revenus. theconceptmanager'sinsuranceconcluded

(B. 108.137) betweena firm and an insurancecompanyon the agriculturalpolicy and investing in Europe, it

lifeofthemanager. containscountrybycountryreportsofall

BONTE, Antoon. (B. 108.083)
countriesin the region,even small countriessuch

Patrimonium-vennootschappen.
as Andorraand San Marino. Thesecountry

Antwerp,KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1986. GOBLET, Pierre. reports includesurveyof the politicaland
economicsituationwith the main indicatorssuch

Fiscale Praktijkstudies,No. 7. Pp. 288. Fiscalitet marchandsde biens.

Monographdescribingthe reasonsand the tax Brussels,tablissementsmileBruylant, 1987. as population,GDPper capita, real growth,

aspectsofregisteredpartnerships Bibliothquede l'EcoleSuprieuredes Sciences labour, finance, inflationand trade balance. The

(patrimoniumvennnootschap)and their Fiscales,Vol. 18. Pp. 135. 1410Bfrs. BusinessGuidegives informationon working
associates. Monographon the taxation (registrationduty, hours, transport,working, telecommunication,

(B. 108.175) valueadded tax and capital gains tax) on the etc. The Business Directorylists the main hotels,

businesssale ofcommodities. banks, and givesasurveyofotheruseful

STANDAERT,Marc. (B. 108.024)
addressesofgovernmentalor industrial

De individuelelevensverzekeringen de fiscale organizations.

vrijstelling.
(B. 108.218)

Antwerp,Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,1987.
Fiscale Praktijkstudies,No. 6. Pp. 142. Denmark E.E.C.
Monographdealingwith the individuallife
insurancecontractand its tax exemption. CHRISTIANSEN,Eivind. FELIUS, Johan M.

(B. 108.176) Beskatningafaktionrer. Fiscaleaspectenvan grensoverschrijdende
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fusies. In het bijzonderde voorschriftenvan de Lefebvre.Social 1988. Droitdu travailscurit particularindividualincome tax and corporate
Ontwerp-Fuserchtljn1969der EG. sociale.A jour au lermars 1988. income tax.

Rotterdam,ErasmusUniversiteit/J.M.Felius, Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1988. Pp. 1248. (B. 108.148)
Adamshofstr.58, NI-3061 ZG Rotterdam,1987. Annualguide for 1988containingexplanationof
Pp. 264. French labourand sociallegislationeffectiveas BUUL, W.J.J. van.

Dissertationconsideringthe DraftEEC of 1 March1988; supplementsare issued Waarderingvan pensioenen.3rdEdition.
Directiveon Mergersand Takeoversof 1969 regularly. Arnhem,GoudaQuint, 1988. Pp. 181. 47.50Dfl.
with reference to Dutch tax law. (B.108.181) Third editionofmonographconsideringthe old

(B. 108.182) age pension tax aspectswith examplesand
referenceofcase law.

ORTLEPP,Beate Christina. Germany (Fed. Rep.) (B. 108.267)
Das Vertragsverletzungsverfahrenals
InstrumentzurSicherungder Legaliteitim RICHTER,Heinz. BIJL, D.B.; VLIET, D.G. van;

EuropischenGemeinschaftsrecht. Deneue Verwaltungsregelungzurverbndlichen ZANDEN,J.B. van der.

Baden-Baden,NomosVerlagsgesellschaft, Auskunft. EuropeseBTWen Nederlandseomzetbelasting.
1987. SchriftenreiheEuropischesRecht,Politik Cologne,PeterDeubnerVerlagGmbH., 1987. De EG-Richtlijneninzakeomzetbelastingen

und Wirtschaft,Band 126. Pp. 195.77.50 Df. Steuer-TelexSonderinformation.Pp. 31. hunbetekenisvoordeNederlandsepraktijk.
Monographon infringementof a treaty Areviewof the legal consequencesof Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Fiscalemonografien,
procedureas an instrumentto securevalidityin information,undertakingsand, with regard to No. 46. Pp. 280. 62.50Dfl.

EuropeanCommunitylaw. the wages tax, informationon request.
The EuropeanCommunities'Directiveson

(B. 107.955) (B. 107.950) ValueAddedTax (the sixth in particular)and its

impacton the Dutchvalue added tax considered.

WINGERT,Karl-Dieter. (B. 108.266)
Der Stand der EG-Steuerharmonisierung. Gibraltar
Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund SCHUTTEVAER,H.

InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1987. INSURED PERSON'SGUIDE TO Erven,schenkenen fiscus. 3e Herzienedruk.

Heftezur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 35. socialinsurance. Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Kluwer
30 pp. Preparedby the Headof the Social Security Belastingwijzers,No. 2. Pp. 140. 24.90Dfl.

,

Textofspeechheld on 10 November1987 in a Section,Departmentof Labourand Social
Thirdrevisededitionofmonographon gifts and

Seminarconvenedby the InstituteforForeign Security,Gibraltar.
inheritancetax updatedas of 1 January1988.

and InternationalFinanceandTaxationof the (B. 108.091)Gibraltar,GovernmentPrinter, 1988. Pp. 20.
UniversityofHamburgon the subject: The (B. 108.120)situationof the tax harmonizationin the WESSELS, B.

EuropeanCommunities. Natuurlijkeverbintenissen.Civiel-en

(B. 108.044) Greece fiscaalrechtelijkebeschouwingenover rechtens
niet-afdwingbareverbintenissen.
Zwolle,W.E.J. TjeenkWillink, 1988. Pp. 30.

SIGNIFICANTCHANGES IN THE Summaryof thesis to obtain doctortitle in law on

Finland taxationof legal entitiesand individuais. the conceptofDutchcontractlaw, legal and tax
Athens,Coopers& Lybrand, 1987. aspectsconsidered.

INVEST IN FINLAND. C&LTax NewsExecutiveAlert,November (B. 108.085)
Helsinki,Coopers& Lybrand,Keskuskatu3, 1987. Pp. 16.

SF-00101Helsinki, 1987. Pp. 19. (B. 108.089)
Bookletcoveringtaxationaspects.
(B. 108.215) Norway

Ireland
JAROY, Jacob.

France OUTLINE OF THE PRINCIPALTAX Norskskattelovsamlingfor inntektsaret1987,
reliefshavingspecial importancein relation to forskuddet1988.

MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS industrialproduction. Skien,JacobJaroy, 1988. Pp. 854. 375 Nkr.

Lefebvre.Fscal 1988 jour au lermars 1988. Dublin, GovernmentPrinter, 1987. Leaflet The tax laws ofNorwayforthe yearofincome

Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1988. Pp. 1261. No. 4, August 1987. Pp. 9. 1987and for the preliminaryassessmentfor the

Annualguide for988 containingexplanationsof (B. 107.846) year 1988.

theFrench tax laws as of 1 March 1988. (B. 108.206)
(B. 108.180) BRIEF NOTE ON CERTAINTAXES AND

dutiespayablein Irelandin 1987-88.
LAMYFISCAL. TOME 1: IMPOTSUR Dublin, GovernmentPrinter, 1987. Leaflet Portugal
les socits;Impt sur le revenu; Imptsdivers No. 3, August 1987. Pp. 17.

d'Etat; Impts locaux. Tome2: T.V.A. et taxes (B. 107.847) DAS PORTUGIESISCHEGESETZUBER

indirectes;Enregistrementet timbre;Contrle die Handelsgesellschaften(1986) und das Recht

fiscal et contentieux;Conventionsfiscales. Sous desHandelsregisters.
la directionde PhilippeBonafoux. Netherlands Cologne,Bundesstellefr

Paris,LAMYS.A., 1988. Pp. 2543. Aussenhandelsinformation,1987. Berichteund

Annualpublicationin 2 boundvolumes THE NETHERLANDS.A BASE FOR Dokumentezum auslndischenWirtschafts-und

containinga very extensiveexplanationofthe internationaloperations.An introduction. Steuerrecht,No. 214, August 1987. Pp. 30.

corporateand individualincome taxation,value Amsterdam,CitcoNederlandB.V., World Monographexplainingthe Commercial
added tax, registrationand stampduties, Trade Center,TowerB, 17th fl., Strawinskylaan CompaniesCode and the law on commercial

successionand gift duties, fiscal administration 1725, 1077 XXAmsterdam,1987. Pp. 22. registrationin Portugal.
and fiscal control, and a comparativesurveyof Brochureproducedforclientsof the CITCO (B. 107.826)
the variousconceptsof the double taxation Group to give concise informationregardingthe
treatiesconcludedby France. The information is formationand administrationofNetherlands
keptup-to-dateby sending to the subscribera companiesincluding taxationaspects. Sweden
numberof bulletinswith informationof recent (B. 107.857)
developments. SKATTE- OCH TAXERINGS-
(B. 108.209) BELASTING-KOMPAS1988. frfattningama.

Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand, 1988. Pp. 40. Sadanade lyderden 1 januari 1988.
MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS 4th Editionofatax guide for 1988 tax returns, in Stockholm,Skattefrvaltningen,1988. Pp. 685.
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Textsof the tax laws of Swedenas of 1 January Washington,InternationalMonetaryFund, Washington,InternationalMonetaryFund,
1988. 1987. IMFWorkingPaperWP/87/78.Pp. 26. 1987. IMFWorkingPaperWP/87/75Pp. 68.
(B. 108.159) (B. 57.060) (B.57.061)

INTERNATIONALTAX SUMMARIES1988. ROBINSON,David; STELLA, Peter.
LAGERGREN,Bo; ARVIDSON,Herbert. A guide forplanningand decisions.EditorEdwin AmalgamatingCentralBank and Fiscal deficits.
Aktuell fretagsbeskattning. J. Reavey. Washington,IntemationalMonetaryFund,Stockholm,NorstedtsFrlag, 1987. Pp. 400. NewYork, Coopers& Lybrand International, 1987. IMFWokringPaper WP/87/73. Pp. 22.
390 Skr. 1988. Pp. 1125. (B. 57.059)Specialsubjectsdiscussedregardingcompany Annualeditionof an overviewof the tax systemsincome tax and profit-sharingtax; special of97 countrieswith emphasis bothindividualon
emphasison recentcase law. and corporateincome taxes preparedby DevelopingCountries
(B. 108.239) membersassociatedwith Coopers& Lybrand

(International).The tax systemsreflectthe TANZI, Vito;
Switzerland situationas of 31 August 1987 unlessotherwise CASANEGRAdeJANTSCHER,Milka.

indicated. Presumptiveincome taxation: Administrative,
LANDOLF,Urs. (B. 108.236) efficiency,and equityaspects.
Die Unternehmungs-stiftungim schweizerischen Washington,InternationalMonetaryFund,
Steuerrecht. INTERNATIONALCOMPARISONOF 1987. IMFWorkingPaperWP/87/54.Pp. 18.

Bern, VerlagPaul Haupt, 1987. direct tax on employmentincome. (B.57.035)
SchriftenreiheFinanzwirtschaftund London,Boardof InlandRevenue,1987. Pp. 18.

Finanzrecht,Band51. Pp. 358. 58 Sfr. (B. 108.153)
Monographdealingwith the Swiss tax law on O.E.C.D.
foundationsengagedin businessoperations. MAHARI, Julian.

(B. 108.116) Zustndigkeitskonfliktezwischen
HAGEMANN,Robert P.;Rechtsordnungen.Essays in English and German

on the present confusion in international JONES,BrianR.;MONTADOR,R. Bruce.
Taxreformin OECDcountries:Economic

United Kingdom
economiclaw.

rationaleand
Bern, Verlag Stmpfli & Cie AG. 1987. Pp. 125. consequences.

B. 107.982 Paris, OrganisationofEconomicCo-operation
ROSS, David. andDevelopment,1987. OECDWorking
Controlledforeigncompanies.A guide to UK BLNDAL,Gisli. Papers,No. 40. Pp. 127.

Tax Law and practice. Reportingfor central financialand economic (B. 108.197)
London,The InstituteofCharteredAccountants managementin government.
in Englandand Wales, 1986. Pp. 68. Washington,InternationalMonetaryFund, KNOESTER,Anthonie;
(B. 108.109) 1987. IMFWorkingPaper,No. WP/87/86.Pp. WINDT,Nicovan der.

35. Realwages and taxationin ten OECDcountries.

MAINPRICE,Hugh; PETERS, Colin; (B. 57.089) Nijmegen,UniversityofNijmegen,Instituteof
LLOYDELEY, Lesley. Economics,1987.
Tolley'svalue added tax cases. Thirdedition. INTERNATIONALBAR ASSOCIATION ReprintNo. 8701. 20 pp.
A comprehensivedigestofvalue added tax 21stbiennialconferenceNewYork, 14-19 (B. 107.947)
decisionsto 31 March1987. Originaltextby September1986.
VictorGrout. London,InternationalBar Association,2 THE TAXATIONOF FRINGE BENEFITS.

Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., HarewoodPlace, HanoverSquare,London Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation
1988. Pp. 522. £ 29.95. WlR9HB, 1986. Pp. 150. and Development,1988. Pp. 104.

Digestofvalue added tax decisionsin 25 chapters Recentdevelopmentsin bankingand capital Report, the main focusbeing the examinationof

arrangedalphabeticallyby subjecttogetherwith marketsin FederalRepublicof Germany, the income tax treatmentof fringebenefits
an introductionupdated to 31 March 1987. Switzerlandand France. receivedby.employeesin OECD member

(B. 108.264) (B. 108.198) countries.
(B. 108.184)

INTERNATIONALCOMPARISONSOF FISCALITEET DEVELOPPEMENT.
direct tax on employmentincome. Lesactesdu IIIcolloque international,Paris, PURCHASINGPOWER PARITIESAND
London,Boardof InlandRevenue, 1987. Pp. 18. 4 au 8 novembre1985. realexpenditures./Paritsde pouvoird'achatet

(B. 108.153) Paris, Ministrede l'Economie,des Financeset dpensesrelles. 1985.

de la Privatisation,1985. Pp. 144. Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation
INLAND REVENUE 1988 BUDGET Paperspresentedat the third international and Development,1987. Pp. 63.
Press Releases. seminarheld from 4 to 8 November1985 in Paris The PurchasingPowerParities (PPPs) for 22

London, InlandRevenuePress Office, 1988. on Taxationand Development. OECDcountriesbased on price and expenditure
PP. 110. (B.108.210) data for 1985 in Englishand French.

(B. 108.217) (B. 108.065)
MANSUR, Ahsan.

Fiscal-monetarymix and exchangerate

movementsin the major industrialcountries,
INTERNATIONAL 1980-84. LATIN AMERICA

Washington, InternationalMonetaryFund,
1988. IMFWorkingPaperWP/88/3. Pp. 25.

TANZI, Vito. (B. 108.088) THE LATIN AMERCIA& CARIBBEAN

Tax reform in industrialcountriesand the impact review. 9th Edition.

oftheU.S. Tax ReformActof 1986. MANSOOR,Ali M. Saffron Walden,Worldof Information,1987.

Washington, InternationalMonetaryFund, The Budgetaryimpactofprivatization. Pp. 200.

1987. IMFWorkingPaperWP/87/61. Pp. 32. Washington,InternationalMonetaryFund, Annual reviewof the Latin America&

(B. 107.860) 1987. IMFWorkingPaperWP/87/68. Pp. 17. Caribbeancountries. Apart from special reports
(B. 57.036) with subjectssuch as economicprospects, the

BLEJER, Mario I.; debt saga; the military factor; drugs war and

CHEASTY,Adrienne. NAMOR, Eugenio. Caribbeantourism, itcontainscountryby
High infation, heterodoxstabilization,and Issuesin the targetingoffood subsidiesforthe country reportsofall countries in the region.
fiscal policy poor. A surveyof the literature. Thesecountry reportsgive a surveyof the
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politicaland economicsituationwith the main TAX REFORMDRAFTLEGISLATION.
indicators,such as population,tradebalance, NORTHAMERICA :: April 13 1988.

. . -.

GDPper capita, rate of inflation,economic Scarborough,PrenticeHall Canada Inc., 1988.
growth,etc. The BusinessGuide includes IncomeTaxationin Canada,ReportBulletin
informationon transport,workinghours, Canada No. 574 Extra. Pp. 366.
telecommunication,banking.The Business (B.'108.302)
Directorycontainsa list ofhotels.

THE QUEST FOR TAX REFORM.
(B. 18.474) The Royal Commissionon Taxation twenty PENSIONSRETIREMENTSAVINGS.

years later. EditedbyW. Neil Brooks. DraftTax Legislation.March28, 1988.

Agincourt,CarswellCompanyLtd., 1988. DonMills, Richardde Boo Publishers,1988.
Dominica PP. 320.Pp. 421. CS 53.75.

This book containssome papers thatwere (B. 108.242)
ODUM, Larry. presentedat a conferenceentitledTheRoyal
Income tax auditmanual. Commissionon Taxation:20yearslaterin
Procedures,management,and staffing. Torontoin March 1987. The main subjectsare U.S.A.
PreparedfortheInlandRevenueDepartmentof dividedinto e.g. The Royal Commissionon
the Governmentof the Commonwealthof Taxationand its aftermath;Broadeningthe ATI U.S. FEDERALTAX HANDBOOK.
Dominca. ncometax base; Alternatvetx bases; Taxing PrenticeHall 1988 federal tax handbook.
Antigua,PublicManagementand Policy internationalcapital fiows; Politicsof tax reform. Paramus,PrenticeHall InformationServices,
PlanningProject,P.O. Box 1398, Antigua. 1987. (B. 108.274) 1988. Pp. 814.
210pp. Handbookfor filingcompanyand personal
(B. 18.468) CAR EXPENSESAND BENEFITS. income tax returns for 1987 tax yearand

Toronto,PriceWaterhouse,1988. Pp. 80. providinginformationon amendmentsmade by
Basic factson carbenefitsand expenses theTechnicalCorrectionsActof 1987.

Guatemala describedboth employer-providedcars and (B. 108.277)
employee-providedcars.

BARRIOSPREZ, Luis Emilio (B. 108.211) OWLES, Derrick; OWLES, Margot.
Leyesde la ReformaTributaria.Ley del U.S business tax. Law and practice after theTax

Impuestosobre la Renta. Ley del Impuestol PREFERREDSHARES DRAFT ReformAct.
ValorAgregado.Ley del Impuestode Papel Legislationand tax reformexplanatorynotes. London,FinancialTimesBusinessInformation,
Selladoy TimbresFiscales.Ley del Impuesto April21,1988. 1987. Pp. 200. £ 143.
sobre Circulacinde Vehculos.Ley del Scarborough,PrenticeHall Canada Inc., 1988. Study reporton the U.S. Tax Reform'Actas it

ImpuestoUnicosobre Inmuebles.Ley de IncomeTaxationin Canada, ReportBulletin affectsbusiness in andwith the U.S.
FomentoAvcola. No. 576 Extra. Pp. 533. (B. 108.081)
Guatemala,EdicionesLegalesComercio (B. 108.303)
Industria,1988. Pp. 310. TECHNICALCORRECTIONSACT
Revisedtext of the laws on incometax, VAT, TECHNICALNOTES: PHASE ONE OF of 1988. (H.R. 4333 and S. 2238). Description
stampduties, tax on circulationofvehicles, Tax ReformDraft Legislation:preferredshares. preparedby the Staffof the Joint Committeeon

immovableproperty tax andpoultrypromotion. April 21, 1988. Taxationand textofintroducedbill.Bill

(B. 18.477) Don Mills, CCHCanadianLimited, 1988. introducedMarch31,1988.Descriptionreleased
CanadianTax Reports,SpecialReportNo. 841, April 6, 1988. Paramus,PrenticeHall
extra edition. Pp. 505. InformationServices, 1988. FederalTaxes,
(B. 108.304) Bulletin 13 Extra,April 1988. Pp. 710.

(B. 108.307)
TAX REFORM. EXPLANATORYNOTES

MIDDLE EAST forApril 13 WEHRLE,John S.
Draft IncomeTax Amendments.Special The use of financialproducts to achieve

Release,April 21, 1988. objectivesfor U.S. basedmultinationals.
THE MIDDLEEAST REVIEW. DonMills, Richardde Boo Publishers, 1988. NewYork, InternationalTax Institute, Inc., 101
14th Edition. Pp. 300. ParkAvenue,35th Fl., New York,N.Y. 10178-
SaffronWalden,Worldof Information,1987. (B. 108.241) 0061,1988.Pp. 11.
The Economic& BusinessReport. Pp. 200. (B. 108.214)
Annualeditionofeconomicand businessreport TAX REFORM. DRAFT INCOME
dealingwith general topicsconcerningthe Tax Amendments.
MiddleEast and a per countrydescriptionof the Special Release, April 13, 1988.
majoreventsoccuredin the country involved DonMills, Richardde Boo Publishers, 1988.
preparedby various authors. Pp. 360.

(B. 57.087) (B. 108.241)
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Loose-LeafServices
Receivedbetween1 Apriland31May1988

Africa GUIDEPRATIQUEDEFISCALITE JURISCLASSEUR-DROITFISCAL-
COMMENTAIRES-IMPOTSDIRECTS

Tome I, release89
FIDAFRICA Tome III, release72 releases 1158and 1159

release6 Tome IV, release 17 EditionsTechniques,Paris.

Fidafrica,Paris. CED-Samsom,Brussels.
JURISCLASSEUR-DROITFISCAL-
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Jubilee Book, the ResolutionsBook, the First RegionalTax Confer- ments. This article examines the specifics of the debt-equitypro-
ence in South EastAsia and theeventsat the 41st lFA Congressheld gramme, i.e. eligible investments, requirements for participating in
in Brussels in September1987. the auctions, conversionof the funds and taxaspectsof the conver-

sions.

Edgar L. Naranjo:
ECUADOR: FOREIGN DEBT SWAPS ................ 440.
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.
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Chinaandthevarious laws regulatingsuchactivities. In addition,the Committee on Full Imputation and Intemational Tax Reform was
authorhas providedan Englishtranslationof the new legislation. releasedtogetherwithdraft legislation. The textof the reportand an

introductory statement by the Ministerof Finance and the Minister
CONFERENCEDIARY ............................420 of Revenue is reproducedbelow.
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A controversial new measure was introduced into the Israeli tax tralization. An anaysisof centralgovernmentoutlays andgrantsto
system in 1987, .e. the mpositionofadministrativefines foroffences the provincialand local governmentsdemonstratesthat the outlays
referred to as administrative offences. Professor Lapidoth have a negative correlation with the level of per capita GRDP and
examinesthe mainfeaturesof the AdministrativeOffencesLaw and extentofpoverty in variousprovinces, thushelpingto reduceregion-
evaluates its effectivenessas a measure to check non-compliance. al disparities;centralgrants donot rewardprovinceswithhigher tax

effort; and central transfersare negativelycorrelatedwithprovincial
M.M. Sury: expendituresonessentialservices,thusequalizingprovisionofthese

services in the country.
INDIA: STRUCTUREAND REFORM OF
INDIRECTTAXES ...............................424- BIBLIOGRAPHY .................................454
Customs,excisedutiesandsalestax comprisethe coreofthe Indian - Books 454...............................

tax system. In this article, the author highlights the salientfeatures - Loose-leafservices 462....................

of these 3 taxes, including the revenue significance, commodity
coverage, rate structureand exemptionsand concessions. CUMULATIVEINDEX .............................463
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article rsume les formes autorises d'activits commerciales pri- Dieser Artikel gibt eine Ubersicht der zugelassenen Formen von
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=SCA ASSOCA-O\

Some Highlights from

the Secretary General's 1987/88

Annual Report

Presented at the AmsterdamCongress 1988

PROFESSOR CHRISTIAANSE ANNOUNCES HIS JUBILEE BOOK
RESIGNATION

On the occasion of IFA's 50th anniversary, IFA com-

1 At the end of January 1988, Prof. Dr. Christiaanse missionedMr. Willem Dirksen to write a jubilee book
sent a letter to the President of IFA and its Executive entitled: IFA 1938-1988. The book describes the
Committee requesting, for health reasons, to be re- goals, procedures and development of IFA and com-

lieved from his functions as Secretary General as of ments on IFA's history. The book was published
the close of the General Assembly of the Amsterdam through IFA's in-house publishers, Kluwer of the

Congress (16 September 1988). Prof. Christiaanse Netherlands.
served IFA as an Assistant Secretary General in 1968
and as of 1969 as its Secretary General. As an officer
of Central IFA, he has always striven to emphasizethe RESOLUTIONSBOOK
international character of the Association. IFA is a

unique forum where academicians, top civil servants, In cooperationwith its sisterorganization,the Interna-
independentadvisers and fiscal specialists of multina- tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation (IBFD), IFA
tionalscan meet. This requirescontinuousguidanceso also publisheda ResolutionsBook containingthe reso-
that these variousgroups can feel they are represented lutions adopted by IFA during the past 50 years. This
in IFA. book was initiated by Dr. Raoul Lenz, Chairman of

During IFA's Executive Committee meeting on 13 the Permanent Scientific Committee and its compila-
February 1988 Mr. Pieter den Boer was appointed as tion and translation (where necessary) were super-
Prof. Christiaanse's temporary replacement. Mr. den vised by the IBFD.

Boer was awarded the title ofActing SecretaryGener-
al of IFA and he assumedProf. Christiaanse'srespon-
sibilities during the second half of 1987/88. One of his REGIONAL CONFERENCEOF IFA
tasks was to coordinatethe efforts to locate a candidate
as a successorto Prof. Christiaanse.A SearchCommit- On 18-20 February 1988 IFA held its First Regional
tee was formed and a suitable candidate will be pre- Conference in South East Asia. The Conference was

sented at the meeting of the General Assembly in organized by the Chairman of the Indian Branch of
Amsterdam. IFA, Mr. O.P. Vaish. The PermanentScientificCom-

mittee discussed the scientific set-up of this Confer-
ence and the proposal to hold such regional confer-

FIFTIETHANNIVERSARYOF IFA ences was approved by IFA's Executive Committee
and its General Council. Approximately 350 persons

The year 1987/88 is marked by the commemorationof attended the Conference,derivingfrom the host coun-

the 50th Anniversaryof IFA which was founded on 12 try India and its neighbouring countries Bangladesh,
February 1938 in The Hague. Prof. Christiaanse or- Bhutan, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. There were

ganized a jubilee ceremonyon 12 February 1988 in the also delegates from Australia, France, the Federal
Peace Palace in The Hague which was followed by an Republicof Germany,HongKong,Japan, the Nether-
official banquet in the Hall of Knights (Ridderzaal). lands, Swedenand Switzerland.Mr. RichardM. Ham-
Mr. J.W.B. WesterburgenreplacedProf. Christiaanse mer (Chairmanof IFA, U.S.A.) was discussionleader
at the jubilee ceremony. of one of the main subjects: Direct tax structureswith
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particular reference to provisions relating to foreign Prof. M. Baltus (Belgium). Panelists were: Mr. R.
entities doing business in/with the host country. Dr. Baconnier (France), Mrs. Buquicchio-deBoer (Euro-
Raoul Lenz (Chairmanof IFA's PermanentScientific pean Commission of Human Rights), Prof. Dr. J.M.
Committee,Switzerland)was discussion leader on the Moessner (Fed. Rep. of Germany), Prof. McDaniel
subject: Situationvis--visdouble taxationavoidance (U.S.A.), and Mr. P. Olavarrieta (Mexico). Seminar
treaties. Dr. Leif Muten (Sweden) delivered a key- Secretary was Mr. J.A. Monsma (Netherlands).
note address on: Tax sparing and its practical re-

sults. Seminar B: Effectivenessofcurrentcompetentauthor-
ity procedures for relief of international double taxa-
tion: future developmentswas chaired by Prof. L. Hin-
nekens (Belgium). Panelists were Dr. B. GangemiBLUEPRINTCOMMITTEE
(Italy), Prof. G. Lindencrona (Sweden), Mr. S.H.

An extensive analysis was carried out with respect to Goldberg (U.S.A.),Dr. T. Menck (Fed. Rep. of Ger-

the Questionnairewhich was sent out to ascertain the many), and Dr. F. Sass (European Communities).
wishes of IFA members regarding IFA Congresses. A
small Committeewas established (the BlueprintCom- SeminarC: Belgiumand Luxembourg--developments
mittee) under the Chairmanship of Mr. Raoul Lenz. in taxation was chaired by Mr. A. Elvinger (Luxem-
It appears that delegates wish to have more variety in bourg). Subjectsdiscussedwere: Belgiancoordination

the choice of seminars and this is already having an centers, investment funds and the EEC Directives on

impact on the number of seminars to be offered in the UCITS in Luxembourg, and reinsurance. Panelists

future. were: Mr. J.P. Lagae (Belgium), Mr. E. de Baenst
(Belgium), Mr. A. Cookson (U.K.), Mr. P. Kelley
(U.S.A.), Mr. J.P. Winandy (Luxembourg), Mr. C.

BRUSSELS CONGRESS Hall (U.K.), Mr. M. Thomas (Fed. Rep. of Ger-
many), Mr. G. Delorme (France), Mr. G. Haug-Adr-

The Brussels Congress (6-11 September1987)- IFA's ion (EuropeanCommunities),Mr. G.V. Rod (Luxem-
41st Congress - was attended by 1,184 delegates and bourg), Mr. G. Bernard (Luxembourg),Dr. M. Pan-

511 accompanying persons. This highly interesting kow (Fed. Rep. of Germany), Mr. J.D. Delannoy
Congress under the Presidency of Prof. Dr. I. Claeys (U.S.A.), and Mr. D.W. Welles (U.S.A.).
Bouuaertdealtwith the followingimportantsubjects:

Subject I: The fiscalresidenceofcompanies.TheGen- PERMANENTSCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
eral Reporter on this subject was Prof. J.M. Rivier
(Switzerland). The Chairman of the Working Session The PSC met in February 1988 in The Hague. The
was Prof. Dr. P. Sibille (Belgium) and the Discussion following subjects were discussed:
Leader Prof. H. Ault (U.S.A.). Ms. A-M. Colaert
(Belgium) acted as Secretary to the subject and

- The proceedings of the Brussels Congress: Prof.
Ault (U.S.A.) interrupted panelists and floor

panelists were Mr. G. Cohen (Australia), Dr. K. van speakers on points of issue in order to stimulate a
der Heeden (Netherlands),Mr. B.M. Jeffcote (U.K.), livelier discussion. He and his colleague Prof.
Dr. M. Lehner (Fed. Rep. of Germany) and Mr.
F.A.M. Muessnich (Brazil). The Chairman of the

Mattson found that panelistssometimeswere hold-

Resolutions Committee was Prof. Avv. P. Adonnino ing up the panel proceedingsby late submissionof

(Italy) assistedby its members, Mr. R.O. Asorey (Ar-
their papers. Deadlines were therefore imposed.

gentina), Mr. N. Boidman (Canada), Dr. W. Seitz - The increasing size of the Cahiers: it was decided
(Austria), Mr. J. Malherbe (Belgium) and Mrs. N. to shorten the length of the General Reports and
Sen (India). the directives issued by the General Reporters.
Subject II: Tax problems of liquidation of corpora- - Simultaneous interpretation. This is expensive but
tions. The General Reporter was Prof. G. van the Blueprint Committee concluded that for the

Frayenhoven (Belgium). The Chairman of the Work- time being this should not result in a change of the

ing Session was Mr. J. Olinger (Luxembourg), the scientific structure of the Congress programme.
Discussion Leader was Prof. N. Mattson (Sweden) The adoptionofa precis rather than resolutions. A-

and the Secretaryof the Subject was Ms. Ch. Cloquet
(Belgium). Panelists were Mr. P. de Freminet precis frequently reflects the view of the Congress
(France), Dr. H.U. Freimueller (Switzerland),Dr. L. participants more accurately.
Hernandez Berenguel (Peru) and Mr. R.F. Hudson - The Amsterdam Congress and future Congresses.
(U.S.A.). (See below.)
Resolutions Committee: its Chairman was Mr. A.
Gauthier (Canada) and the other members Mr. P.
Ehman (Luxembourg), Ms. M. Erskine (U.K.), Mr.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

H. Matsumura (Japan), Dr. M. Pires (Portugal) and
Mr. Sellerier (Mexico).

Mr. R. Koch-Nielsen (Denmark), 1st Vice-President,
Mr. M. Marin Arias (Spain), 2nd Vice-President,and

Seminar A: Taxation of human rights was chaired by Mr. A. Willemsen (Fed. Rep. of Germany) retired
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from the Executive Committee. Three new members be strong and Prof. Christiaanse complimented Mr.
were elected, viz. Mr. P. Sundgren (Sweden), Mr. F. Hamaekers,ChiefExecutiveof IBFD, on the manner

Fernandez Ordonez (Spain) and Dr. K. Beusch (Fed. in which he manages the IBFD.

Rep. of Germany).
The resignation of Prof. Christiaanse as Secretary AMSTERDAMCONGRESS 1988
General of IFA will require moving the headquarters
of Central IFA to another location. Since 1969, the At the time this report was written, preparations for
Erasmus University has provided free office space to the Amsterdam Congress were being finalized.
IFA but this will terminate with Prof. Christiaanse's Amsterdamwas chosen as the location for IFA's 42nd
retirement resulting in an increased financial burden Congress in view of the fact that IFA was founded in
for IFA. the Netherlands50 years ago. This is the fifth time an

IFA Congress has been held in the Netherlands.

Membership fees The International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
will be IFA's host during one of the evenings. The

The extreme fluctuations of the U.S. dollar vis--vis Dutch tax administrationwill arrangean exhibitionon

international exchange rates are causing problems the automation of processing of tax returns.
which will be aggravated by the increased cost for
housing (see above). Fortunately, a contingency re-

The subjects for the Congress will be:

serve has built up in the past years. However, a prob- Subject I: Recognitionofforeignenterprisesas taxable
lem of prime importance is that IFA's revenue s n entities. General Reporter: Prof. Dr. C. van Raad
U.S. dollars while most of its expenditure is in Dutch (Netherlands); Discussion Leader: Prof. Dr. K.

guilders (Dfl.). The decision has been taken to change Vogel; and Chairman of the Resolutions Committee:
the currency of IFA's primary income from U.S. dol- Dr. W. Ryser (Switzerland).
lars to Dfl. A special rule has been implemented for

Subject II: Tax treatmentofcomputersoftware.Gener-
those IFA Branches which are unable to obtain Dfl. al Reporters: Mr. J.B. Jones, Jr. and R.N. Mattson
in their countries. The conversionfrom U.S. dollars to
Dfl. will relive IFA from having to act as a currency (U.S.A.); Discussion Leader: Mr. D.G.H. Bowman

exchange hedger. (Canada); and Chairmanof the Resolutions Commit-
tee: Dr. H.A. Kogels (Netherlands).

The proposed membership fees for 1989 are: Seminar A: Data processing in taxation. Chairman:
95 Dfl. for individual members of national IFA Dr. A. Sebiger (Fed. Rep. of Germany).Branches;

105 Dfl. for direct individual members of IFA; and Seminar B: Tax consequences of pension provisions
225 Dfl. for corporate members, both direct and na- for the internationally transferred employee. Chair-

tional IFA Branches. man: Mr. P. den Boer (Netherlands).
Seminar C: Recent issues in tax conventions. Chair-

Nationalbranches and membership man: Mr. M.J. Ellis (Netherlands).
Seminar D: Draft EC Directiveson parent-subsidiary,

During the Brussels Congress, the Pakistan Branch of and arbitration. Chairman: Mr. R. Baconnier
IFA was recognized. A new Branch was formed in mergers

(France).Bermuda; this Branch has applied for recognitionand
this will probably take place during the Amsterdam
Congress. RIO DE JANEIRO CONGRESS 1989

Prof. Christiaanse thanks those IFA Branches which
are active and who submit news of their activities to The subjects of the Rio de Janeiro Congress will be:

Central IFA. The latter passes this information on to Subject I: Disregardinga legalentity for tax purposes.
its sister organization, the IBFD, Amsterdam, which General Reporter: Mr. Condorcet Rezende (Brazil).
publishes articles of interest under the IFA News Col-
umn in the Bulletin. He reiterates his request that all Subject II: Administrativeandcompliancecosts of tax-

,

National Branches follow this practice and encourages
ation. General Reporter: Prof. C. Sandford (United

other Branches to maintain an active practice of Kingdom).
Branch meetings,workshops,joint seminarsand bilat- Seminar A: Taxation of services as rendered interna-
eral meetings. Access to information on the various tionally as opposedto technicalassistanceor industrial
Branches enables IFA to provide less developed licence agreements. Chairman: Prof. Dr. R. Valdes
Branches with relevant information. Costa (Uruguay).

Seminar B: Tax treaties and domestic legislation.
InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation Chairman: Mr. Justice F. Rezek (Brazil).

Seminar C: Turnkey jobs.Prof. Christiaanseparticipatedin the jubilee festivities
of the IBFD which also celebrates its 50th anniversary Seminar D: Taxation systems of the South American
in 1988. The ties between IFA and IBFD continue to Common Market.
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SeminarE: Structureof the Brazilian tax system. devoted to international fiscal law, comparative tax
law or national law relating to fiscal law in foreign
countries. The 1987 prize was awarded to Mr. Harry
A. Shannon for his work entitled The Double Taxa-

MITCHELLB. CARROLL PRIZE tion Convention in the United States - Policy and
Law. An honourable mention was made to Mr.

The Mitchell B. Carroll Prize is presented to persons Fischer-Zernin for his paper entitled GATT versus

under 35 years of age who have submitted a paper Tax Treaties.

Seminaron TaxationOrganizedby the
InternationalFiscal Association- Sri Lanka Branch

A seminar on taxation was held under the auspices of which is not in such form and does not containsuch particulars
the International Fiscal Association - Sri Lanka as are specified by the Commissioner-Generalfor purposesof

Branch on 9 August 1988 at Hotel Galadari Meridien the foregoing sub sections shall be deemed, for the purposes
in Colombo. of this Act, not to have furnished a return of his income and

wealth
Mr. Samy M. Pasupati, Chartered Accountant and
Chairman of the IFA (Sri Lanka Branch) spoke on the will have far-reachingeffects, particularly in regard to

need for an ImputationSystemfor CorporateTaxation the Time-barof an assessment, which generally op-
while Mr. T. Ratnasunderam,Commissionerof Inland erates after 3 years from the end of the year of that

Revenue (Corporate Taxes) explained in detail the assessment. He also stressed the need for granting
provisions in the proposed law in regard to the imputa- depreciation allowance on motor vehicles used for

tion system. travelling by professionals and businessmen in com-

puting their respective incomes.
Mr. C.G. Perera, Commissioner of Inland Revenue
(Metropolitan Region) discussed some of the recent Mr. A.M. Jayasekera, Commissionerof Inland Reve-
changes in tax laws, particularly the changes in tax- nue (Turnover Taxes) and Mr. M.S.M.T.
tion of capital gains and tax exemptions for housing. Samaratunge,Tax Consultantspoke on the changes in

the turnover tax laws.Mr. R.G.L. de Silva, Attorney-at-Lawand Secretary
of the IFA (Sri Lanka Branch) analyzed the impact of Lectures were followed by a topical and lively panelsome of the recent changes in tax laws on taxpayers. discussion. Nearly 200 persons comprising CorporateHe said that the new Sub-sec. 2A of Sec. 92 of the Directorsand Executives,Tax Officials, Accountants,Inland Revenue Act which states: Financial Advisors and Tax Lawyers participated in

Every person who furnishes a return of income and wealth the Seminar.
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DEOLE'S R-U3_ C O-- Cl- 1\A:

Taxation of Private Business .-

and Private Investors
By Li Jinyan Ib

.

Li Jinyan: Unverstyof International Business and Economics, Beijing - B Econ
1980-84, graduatestudent n law, 1984-85, Queen's Unversty, Kngston,Ontano,
Canada -- LL M, 1985-86, Osgoode Hall Law School, Toronto, Ontano, Canada ;D. Jur., 1987. L Jnyan s presently a consultant at the egal firm of Sttt, Baker-

& McKenzie, the Toronto office of the international firm of Baker & McKenzie.

INTRODUCTION

In the course of the past 10 years, private business has mushroomed in
China and become a necessary part of the socialist economy. By the end
of 1987, there were over 13 million householdsconductingprivate indus-
trial and commercial activities and employing some 20 million people. In
addition, over 220,000 private enterprises had been established, with a

'

total registeredcapital of more than 55 billionyuan.
1 Nonetheless,the first

national laws governingprivateenterprisesand income taxationon private
enterpriseswere only adopted in June and became effectiven July 19882, 1. Renmn Ribao (Haiwai Ban) of 12 March
although several interim provisions had been previously adopted to regu- 1988 at 1; 30 December 1987 at 3; and 2 July 1988
late household businesses.3 at 3 (in Chinese). See also Beijing Review, 17-24

July 1988 at 10.
2. The Provisional Regulationson Private En-
terprises of the People's Republic of China,
adopted by the State Council on 3 June 1988,FORMS OF PRIVATE BUSINESS promulgatedon 25 June and effectiveas of 1 July
1988 (hereafterthe Private EnterpriseLaw); and
the Provisional Regulations of the People's Re-Under Chinese law and regulations, individuaismay, within the limits of public of China on Private Enterprises Income

the law, engage in private business activities in industry, construction, Tax, adopted by the State Council on 3 June and
on

transportation, commerce, catering, services, repairing, technological promulgated 25 June 1988 (hereafter the
PEIT Law). The texts of the Private Enterprise

consultancy, etc. They are prohibited from operating in military and Law and the PEIT Law were reproduced in
Renmin Ribao (Haiwai Ban) on 30 June 1988 (infinancial industries and from producingproducts which are prohibited by Chinese). The author's translation of the PElT

the State, such as goods for superstitious purposes, obsolete medicines Law is appended hereto in Appendix 1.
3.. For instance, the Interim Regulatons onand illegal publications.At present, private businessesare operatedeither Income Tax of Urban and Rural Individually-

by way of individual industrial and commercialhouseholdsor in the form Operated Industrial and Commercial House-
onof private enterprises. A private enterprise is defined as an individuallY holds, promulgated by the State Council 7

January 1986 (hereafter the Household Income
owned business with 8 or more employees 4 Private enterprises include Tax Law); Several Regulations on Individually-

exclusivelyindividually-fundedenterprises,partnershipsand corporations Operated Industrial and Commercial House-
holds in Rural Areas, promulgated by the State

with limited liability. Council on 27 February 1984; Regulations on

Book-Keepingof the Individually-Operated In-
dustrial and Commercial Enterprises, promul-
gated by the Ministryof Finance on 15 February

A. Individual industrial and commercial households (geti 1986; the recent Provisional Regulationson the

gongshang hu) Management of Individual Industrial and Com-
mercial Households in Urban and Rural Areas,
promulgated by the State Council on 5 August

An individual industrial and commercial household is generally owned 1987 (hereaftertheHouseholdRegulations);and
the DetailedRules for the Implementationof the

and managed by one memberof a family or by the entire family. One or Provisional Regulations on the Management of

more assistants,but not more than 7, can be hired if hands are needed.5 Individual Industrial and Commercial House-
holds in Urban and Rural Areas, promulgatedbySuch a household business may engage in small-scale industrial and com- the State AdministrationBureau of Industry and

mercial activities and services (in particular retailing, repairing, catering Commerce on 5 September 1987.

and consultancy).
4. Private Enterprise Law, Art. 2.
5. Household Regulations, Art. 4.
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In the case of individualoperations,any debts incurred TAXATIONOF PRIVATE BUSINESSES

by an industrial and commercial household must be
borne by the proprietor's personal property and, in At present, private businesses are subject to 2 income

the case of a family operation,by the familyproperty.6 taxes: the household income tax andtheprivate enter-

The profits of the household are taxed under the prise income tax.

Household Income Tax Law. A. Householdincome tax

Prior to 1985, individual industrial and commercial
householdswere taxed under the Industrial and Com-

B. Private enterprises (siying qiye) mercial Income Tax Law.18 In 1985, when the Collec-

(1) Exclusively individually-fundedenterprises (duzi qiye) 6. Art. 29 of the General Provisions of the Civil Code of the People's
An exclusivelyindividually-fundedenterprise is an en- Republicof China, adopted by the 4th Session of the 6th National People's

terprise whose capital is contributed exclusively by Congresson 12 April 1986 (hereafterthe Civil Code). See also Household

Regulations, Art. 4 supra note 3.
one individual, and the individualhas unlimited liabil- 7. Private Enterprise Law, Art. 7.

ity for all the debts of the enterprise.7 This form of 8. An example cited by a Chinese writer is Liu Xigui, a millionaire

business has been mostly used by private investors, engaged in transportation business. He started his business with an old

and comprisesabout45% of the entireprivatesector.8 truck in 1985, prospered, and bought another 20 trucks later on and hired
100 drvers and loaders. He also engaged some retired cadres as advisors.
At the beginning of 1988, he invested and built a chemical factory, a

fluorescent light factory and an automobile repair shop. See Zhang Zeyu,
(2) Partnershipenterprises (hehuo qiye) Private Businesses Produce Millionaires, BeijingReview, 21-27March1988

A partnership enterprise is an enterprise which is at 14.
9. Private Enterprise Law, Art. 8.

jointly invested and managed by 2 or more persons in 10. Civil Code, Art. 31.
accordancewith a partnershipagreement.9A partner- 11. Art. 8 of the Private EnterpriseLaw, supra note 2, and Art. 35 of the

ship agreementgenerally includes terms regarding the Civil Code. For a discussion of partnershipsbetween individuals in China,

amount of funds to be contributed, profit sharing, see Ni Hongzhi, A Brief Discussion of Our Country's Partnerships be-

undertaking of debts, joining and withdrawing from twe3e(ninCCithiziennesse),Zhongguo Fazhi Bao (ChineseLegal News), 25 July 1986
at

the partnership and the terminatipn of the partner- 12. Arts. 41-49 of the Civil Code.

ship.10 Partners are required to undertakea joint unli- 13. The articlesofassociationofthecompanymust include the following:
mited liability for the debts of the partnership.11

- name and address of the corporation;
business objects and scope;-

registered capital and each investor's equity;-

(3) Limited liability corporations (youxian zeren gongsi)
- name, address and rights and liabilitiesof the investors;

organizationof the corporation;-

Although a corporation law has not yet been promul-
- conditions of dissolution;

gated, both the Civil Code12 and the PrivateEnterprise
- terms on the transfer of equity capital by investors;

terms on profit distribution and undertakingof liability;-

Law contain rules concerningthe legal status of corpo- - procedures on amending the by-laws of the corporation; and

rations. Under Art. 9 of the Private Enterprise Law, - other matters needed to be included.

a limited liability corporation is an enterprse whose See Art. 14 of the Private Enterprise Law, supra note 2.

investors' liability is limited to their equity in the cor-
14. If the number of investors exceeds 30, a specific report must be filed

poration and the corporation is liable for its debts with
with the Industrial and Commercial Administration Agency and permis-
sion must be received before the corporation is registered; Art. 9 of the

all of its assets. Such a corporation must satisfy all of Private Enterprise Law, supra note 2.

the following conditions: 15. One of the reasons given for this is that so far there have not been

many enterprisesissuing shares to the public and stock exchangeshave not

(a) the name of the corporationmuSt include the word been established.The Governmentlacks experiencein dealingwith stocks.

limited See Renmin Ribao (Haiwai Ban) of 30 June 1988 at 3.
,

(b) there must be articles of association of a com-
16. Art. 10 of the Private Enterprise Law, supra note 2. A legal person
is defined as an organization with a capacity for private rights and a

pany;
13

capacity for civil acts which according to law independentlyenjoys private
(c) the number of investors shall not be fewer than 2 rights and bears civil obligations. A legal person must possess the follow-

and more than 30,14 ing: ta) it has been established according to law; tb) it possesses the

td) the registered capital must be supported by a cer- necessary property or funds; (c) it has its own name, organizationalstruc-

tificate indicating that the capital conforms with ture and residence; and td) it is able to undertake independentcivil liabil-

the legal requirements;
ity. See Arts. 36 and 37 of the Civil Code.
17. Art. 19 of the Private Enterprise Law, supra note 2, and Art. 2(5) of

te) where an investorwishes to transferhis capital, the the Regulationsof the People's Republic of China on the Registration of

permission of the other investors must be ob- Enterprise Legal Persons, adopted by the State Council on 13 May 1988,

tained, or in the case where more than 3 persons promulgated on 3 June 1988 and effective as of I July 1988.

have invested in the corporation, the consent of
18. The Industrial and Commercial Income Tax (ICIT) was part of the
Provisional Regulationsfor the Industrial and CommercialTax, passed by

the majority must be obtained; the GovernmentAdministrationCouncil on 27 January 195() (hereafterthe

(f) the registered capital must not be reduced; and ICT Law). 1n 1958, when the other components of the ICT Law were

(g) no stock shall be issued to the public.15 incorporated into the Consolidated Industrial and CommercialTax, ICIT
became an independent tax. Until 1980, this was the only tax on business

A limited liabilitycorporationmay obtain the status of profits. It was imposed on the income of all industrial and commercial

a legal person.16 A Corporation must also register with enterprises operated for profit. Since 1980, new legislation has been
to tax types

the appropriate government agency when it com-
adopted enterprises with foreign investment and various of
domestic enterprises. ICIT, although never formally repealed, became

mences, changes or terminates its business.17 non-existent in reality.
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tive Income Tax Law was introduced19, they were tion limit (800 yuan per month) provided under the
taxed in accordance with that law;2o however, from IIT Law, which appeared to be quite reasonable for
1986 a separate income tax - the householdincome tax foreign executives having to live in scarce and expen-

has been levied on the profits of these households. sive apartments or in hotels, was nevertheless many-

The household income tax is charged on profits after times higher than the average Chinesewage or salary.
deducting costs, expenses, salaries and losses.21 The The large differencebetween average incomes and the

amount of salary which is deductible is required to be
incomes of this newly emerging wealthy class necessi-
tated regulation, and a new3 personal tax was thus

in line with the amountpayable to workersin collective
enterprises in the same industry and region.22The net

introduced in 1986 - the individual
.

income regulatory
profits are taxed according to a 10-grade progressve

tax (hereafter IIRT).33 As a result, Chinese citizens
who have a residence in China34 are liable to the IIRT

scale which rises from 7% to 60%.23 In addition, a

surtax of from 10% to 40% is imposed on taxable
on their wages and salaries, income from contractual

income in excess of 50,000 yuan a year, the exact
and sub-contractual fees, income from remuneration

amountofwhich is determinedby localgovernments.24
for personal services, rental income, royalties, in-

Since most householdsoperate on a fairly small scale, terest, dividends and other income specified by the

with the number of workers being limited to 7, the
surtax is only applicable to a few enterprises and is
used to adjust the profit levels of those enterprises.

19. The Provisional Regulations of the People's Republic of China on

Collective Enterprise Income Tax, promulgated by the State Council on

1 Special reductions in the tax are accorded to the child- 11 April 1985; and the Detailed Rules for the Provisional Regulationsof

less elderly, handicapped and those providing badly
the People's Republic of China on Collective Enterprise Income Tax,

neededservices requiringhigh labour intensity.25DOC-
adopted by the Ministryof Finance on 22 July 1985. For a brief discussion

1 of the tax, see A.J. Easson and Li Jinyan, The Evolution of the Tax

tors, dentists and veterinarians opening their own System in the People's Republicof China, 23 StanfordJournal oflnterna-
clinics are exempted from the tax on income earned tional Law (1987) at 399.

through privatepractice if the fees chargedare reason-
20. See Ding Wen, et al., Shuishouyu caiwu shouce (Taxationand finan-
cial affairs handbook), Beijing (1987) at 50.

able.26 Households engaged in farming activities or 21. Household Income Tax Law, Art. 3.
water transportationare also exemptedfrom the tax.27 22. Art. 4 of Certain Policy Regulationsconcerning the Urban and Rural

Individual Industrial and Commercial Household Income Tax, issued by
the Ministry of Finance on 18 April 1986: (86) Cai Shui Zi, No. 091

B. Private enterprise income tax (hereafter the Household Income Tax Policies).
23. The schedule is as follows:

Private enterprises established under the Private En- annual income (yuan) rate (%) deduction(yuan)
below 1,000 7 0

terprise Law are currently taxed under the Private between 1,000 and 2,000 15 80

Enterprise Income Tax Law on their profits derived 2,000and 4,000 25 280

from engaging in industry, construction, transporta- 4,000and 6,000 30 480

tion, commerce, catering or other service industries. 6,000and 8,000 35 780

The tax is imposed on profits after deducting costs,
8,000and 12,000 40 1180

12,000 and 18,000 45 1780

expenses, turnover taxes and non-business expenses 18,000 and 24,000 50 2680

allowed by the State.28 Unlike the household income 24,000 and 30,000 55 3880

tax, a flat rate of tax of 35% is charged on the taxable above 30,000 60 5380

amount29 and no surtax is levied. Moreover, business Formula for calculation of tax payable at progressive rates: (income x

sum = tax sum.
losses incurred byprivatea enterprise can be carried rate) - deduction

24. Household Income Tax Law, Art. 4.
forward for 3 years.3 25. Household Income Tax Law, Art. 5.

26. Arts. 6 and 9 of the Household Income Tax Policies.

Exemptions and reductions are granted if a private 27. Household Income Tax Policies, Arts. 7 and 8.

enterprise nanufactures goods by using waste water, 28. PEIT Law, Art. 2. :'

gas or materials, or where the taxpayer is in financial 29. PEIT Law, Art. 3.
30. PEIT Law, Art. 6.

difficultydue to storm, fire, flood, earthquakeor other 31. PEIT Law, Art. 4.
natural disaster. Special exemptions may also be al- 32. The Individual Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China,
lowed in other situations.31 adopted by the 3rd Session of the 5th National People's Congress and

effective on 10 September 1980 (hereafter the IIT Law); the Detailed
Rules for the Implementation of the Individual Income Tax Law of the

People's Republic of China, approved by the State Council on 12 De-
TAXATIONOF PRIVATE INVESTORS cember 1980 and promulgatedby the Ministryof Finance on 14 December

1980.

The first individualincome tax to exist, ince the estab- 33. The Provisional Regulationsconcerning Individual Income Regulat-
lishment of the People's Republic, was promulgated ory Tax of the People's Republic of China, promulgated by the State

Council on 25 September 1986 and effective as of 1 January 1987 and the
in 1980 - the Individual Income Tax Law (hereafter Detailed Rules for the Provisional Regulations concerning Individual In-

IIT Law).32 When the IIT was introduced, it was in- come Regulatory Tax of the People's Republic of China, issued by the

tended primarily to satisfy the needs of the open Ministryof Finance on 10 December 1986 (hereafter the IIRT Rules). For

policy and was designed mainly to tax foreignersliving a brief discussion of the IIRT, see Li Jinyan, People's Republicof China:

and working in China. Within a few years of the The New Regulatory Tax on Individual Income, 41 Bulletin for Interna-
tional Fiscal Documentation4 (1987) at 167.

economic reform, it became apparent that an apprec- 34. Residence in China is interpreted as a Chinese citizen who has

iable number of Chinese citizens were receiving sub- Chinese nationality, a household registration and actually stays in China.

stantial incomes withoutpaying tax. The basic exemp- See Art. 2 of the IIRT Rules.
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MinistryofFinance.35The tax is chargedat progressive derived from retailing, transportation and construc-

rates, with the top marginal rate being 60%.36 tion, and 10% on catering services.

An obvious omission from the categories of taxable Private businesses are also required to pay an urban
individual income is income from business, since such maintenance and construction tax at a rate of 7% in
income earned by an individualwill be taxed under the cities, 5% in county towns and 1% in other areas of
Household Income Tax Law rather than under the the amount of tax payable under product tax, or VAT
IIRT. This is beneficial in that, although both taxes and the business tax.46 As from 1 July 1986, there is an

impose a maximum 60% rate, the top rate is reached education surcharge of 1% levied on the product tax,
much sooner under the IIRT (on a monthly income of VAT and the business tax.47
800 yuan) than under the household income tax (an-
nual income of 30,000 yuan). However, under the
latter tax there is no basic monthly deduction.

By contrast, if an entrepreneurruns his business in the CONCLUSION
form of a private enterprse,any salary incomeearned
by him for participatingin the enterprisemanagement As the government policy towards private businesses
is subject to IIRT, and is presumably deductible in becomes more flexible, more private enterprises will

computing the profits of the enterprise. Normally an emerge and develop, creating employment oppor-
enterprise manager, who will usually be the entrepre- tunities, generating wealth and thus constituting an

neur himself, may receive a salary not exceeding 10 important component of the national economy. The
times the average amount payable to his employees.37 current tax policy with regard to the private sector is
There would consequentlyseem to be some advantage not only to motivate individuals to operate private
in withdrawingone's share of profitspartly in the form businesses by allowing them to keep a reasonable
of salary and partly as dividend. amount of profit but also to control the income level

of those individuals to a certain extent and to limit
Income distributedby a private enterprise to its inves- excessive increases in consumerconsumption.48Com-
tors from retained earnings is taxable again in the pared to the income taxes leviedon large and medium-
hands of the investorsunder a new regulatory tax - the sized State enterprises 55% flat rate49, and
private investors individual income regulatory tax. 38 at a on

small-scaleState enterprisesand collectiveenterprisesThe investor is exempted if he puts the retained earn- at an 8-grade progressive rate, ranging from 7% to
ings in the productiondevelopmentfund as reinvest-
ment, the amount of which shall not be less than 50%
of the total after-tax income.39 If the investor with-
draws the earnings for personal consumption, a 40'0 35 IIRTLaw, Art 3.

regulatory tax is levied on the amount withdrawn,4 36. See Li, supra note 33 at 171.

Where the investor takes money out of the production 37. Private Enterprise Law, Art. 36.

developmentfund, or from disposingofbusinessassets 38. The State Council Regulations concerning the Levy of Individual

for personal consumption purposes, he will also be
Income Regulatory Tax on Private Investors' Income from Private Enter-

prises, adopted by the State Council on 3 June 1988 and effective as of 1
liable to pay the regulatory tax at 40%.41 January 1988 (hereafter the Private Investors IIRT Law). The author's

translation of the law is appended hereto in Appendix II.
39. Private Enterprise Law, Art. 38.
40. Private Investors IIRT Law, Art. 3.
41. Private Investors IIRT Law, Art. 3.

TURNOVERTAXES 42. Regulations of the People's Republic of China on Product Tax

(Draft), promulgatedon 18 September 1984 by the State Council; and the
detailedrules for the implementationof the law were issued by the Ministry

In addition to income taxes, individual industrial and of Finance on 28 September 1984.

commercial households and private enterprises are 43. See the Regulations of the People's Republic of China on Value

also subject to turnover taxes which include product Added Tax (Draft), promulgated by the State Council on 18 September

tax, value added tax (VAT) and business tax. The 1984; detailed rules for the implementationof the law were issued by the

Ministryof Finance on 24 September 1984. See also the Notificationof the

product tax is payable if taxableproductsare manufac- Ministryof Finance No. 042 (87) of 20 March 1987. For an English transla-

tured, purchased or imported by private businesses. tion of the Notification,see Li Jinyan, People'sRepublicof China: Value

Under the product tax law42, there are 270 taxable Added Tax, 42 Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation1 (1988)

items, of which 260 are industrial products and 10 at 17.

agricultural, taxabl at 26 different rates ranging from
44. Ministryof Finance circular: (87) Cai Shui Zi, No. 242 of 13 October
1987.

3% to 66%. 45. See Regulations of the People's Republic of China on Business Tax

on

VAT is levied on 24 categories of industrial products
(Draft), promulgated 18 September 1984 by the State Council.
46. See Provisional Regulations of the People's Republic of China on

including, inter alia, some textile products, machines Urban Maintenance and Construction Tax, promulgated on 8 February
and machinery, electronic products and steel prod. 1985 by the State Council.

ucts.43 The tax rates vary from 8% on steel billet to 47. See Provisional Regulations on the Collection of Education Sur-
on

45% on cosmetics.44 charge, issued by the State Council 28 April 1986.
48. Renmin Ribao (Haiwai Ban) of 30 June 1988 at 3.

The business tax is payable by a private business on
49. Under the Regulations of the People's Republic of China on State

Enterprise IncomeTax, promulgatedby the State Councilon 18 September
gross revenue when it receives income from its busi- 1984; and the detailed regulations for the law were issued by the Ministry
ness activities.45 The tax is levied at 3% on income of Finance on 18 October 1984.
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55%50, the 35% flat rate applicable to private enter- tax, which must be paid by investorswhen they receive
prises is relatively favourable to private investors. If income from enterprises, the combined tax rate
one takes account of the individual income regulatory reaches only 48%.51

50. The schedule is as follows: Formula for calculation of tax payable at progressive rates: (income x

annualincome (yuan) rate (%) deduction(yuan) rate) -- deduction sum = tax sum. See schedules attached to the State
below 1,000 10 0 EnterpriseIncomeTax Law; and CollectiveEnterpriseIncomeTax Law.
between 1,000 and 3,500 20 100 51. This rate is calculated as follows:
3,500and 10,000 28 380 35% + (40% x 1/2 of 65) = 48%.
10,000and 25,000 35 1080 If, however, the investordecides not to put any money into the production
25,000and 50,000 42 2830 development fund, his income will be taxed at 61%, which is calculated as

50,000and 100,000 48 5830 follows: 35% + (40% x 65) = 61%.
100,000and 200,000 53 10830
above200,000 55 14830

APPENDIX I

Provisional Regulationsof the People's Republic of China on Private Enterprise Income Tax
1 (Adopted by the State Council on 3 June 1988 and promulgated on 25 June 1988)

Article 1 the tax due to suffering storm, fire, taxpayer. The exact period of payment of

All private enterprises in urban and rural flood, earthquakeor other natural dis- the tax shall be determinedby the local tax

areas engaged in industry, construction, aster; or authorities at county or city level.

transportation, commerce, catering and (c) there are special situations and the tax

other industriesare taxpayersof the prvate needs to be reduced or exempted. Article 9

enterprise income tax (hereinafterreferred A taxpayer shall, in accordance with the
to as taxpayers)and shall pay income tax Article 5

regulationsmade by the tax authorities, es-
in accordancewith these regulations. Reductionsin and exemptions from the tax tablish a book-keeping system and keep

for reasons other than those listed in Art. 4 vouchers, and file a financialreport and taxArticle 2
of the regulationsshall be approvedby the return to the local tax authorities. In the

The taxable income of a private enterprise Ministry of Finance. case of violationof the above, the tax auth-
shall be the net income in a tax year after orities may impose a penalty of 5,000 yuan
deduction of costs, expenses, taxes and Article 6 or less on the taxpayer. In the case of gross
non-business expenses which are allowed violation, upon approval by the tax auth-
by the State to be deductedfrom computing

Losses incurred by a taxpayer in a tax year orities of the province, autonomousregion,
taxable income. may, upon approval by the tax authorities, or municipahty directly under the control

be carried over to the next tax year and of the Central Government, a penalty of
The deductible items from and standards made up with a matching amount drawn 30,000 yuan or less may be imposed.for calculatingtaxable incomeof a taxpayer from that year's income. Should the income
shall be secified by the tax authorities. in the subsequent tax year be insufficient to Article 10

make up for the said losses, the balance
Article 3 be made with further deductions The collection of the private enterprise in-may up
The private enterprise income tax shall be against income year by year over a period come tax shall be conducted in accordance
levied at a 35% flat rate. not exceeding 3 years. with the Provisional Regulations of the

People'sRepublicofChinaon the Adminis-
Article 4 Article 7 tration and Collection of Taxes.

Where a taxpayer encounters one of the The private enterprise income tax shall be Article 11
following situations, the government of paid to the local tax authorities by the tax-
each province, autonomous region, or mu- payer. It is the responsibility of the Ministry of
nicipality directly under the control of the Finance to interpret these regulations, and
Central Governmentmay grant reductions Article 8 detailed rules and regulations for the im-
in or exemptions from the income tax for a plementation of these regulations shall be
limited period of time: The private enterprise income tax shall be formulatedby the Ministry of Finance.

levied on an annual basis and be paid
(a) the taxpayermanufacturesproductsby monthly or quarterly. The final settlement Article 12

utilizing waste liquid, waste gas or shall be made at the end of the year. Excess
materials and other waste residue; paymentsshall be refundedby the tax auth- These regulations shall become effective

(b) the taxpayer has difficulty in paying orities or deficiencies made good by the from the 1988 tax year.
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APPENDIX 11

The State Council Regulationsconcerning the Levy of Individual Income RegulatoryTax
on Private Investors' Income from Private Enterprises

(Adopted by the State Council on 3 June 1988 and promulgated on 25 June 1988)

Article 1 investor in a private enterprise from the the production development fund or

These regulationsare promulgatedto regu- enterprise's after-tax profits shall be levied disposesof business assetsof the enter-

late the income of private investors n pri-
or exempted from individual income reg- prise and uses the money for personal

vate enterprises and to encourage private ulatory tax in accordancewith the following consumption purposes, the individual

investors in private enterprises to aevelop
rules: income regulatorytax shall be leviedin

accordancewith Art. 3(2) of these reg-production. (ai the individual income regulatory tax ulations.
shall be exempted on the amount of

Article 2 investment income received by the in- Article 4

Salary income earned by a private investor vestor from the enterprise's after-tax

in a private enterprise for participating in profits and used as production de- These regulations shall be interpreted by
the enterprisemanagementshall be subject velopment fund; the Ministry of Finance.

to individual income regulatory tax in ac- (bi the amount of investment income re-

cordance with the Provisional Regulations
ceived from the enterprise's after-tax Article 5

concerning individual income regulatory profitsand used by the investorfor per- These regulations shall come into force
tax of the People's Republic of China. sonal consumption purposes shall be

from the 1988 tax
subjectto individual incomeregulatory year.
tax at a 40% rate; and

Article 3
(ci where a private investor in a private

Investment income received by a private enterprise withdraws, in any manner,

CONFERENCEDIARY Conference Organiser, Business ResearchInternational, born Viaduct, London ECIA 2EX, United Kingdom.
57-61 MortimerStreet, London WIN7TD, UnitedKing-
dom. How to Set up and Operate Holding and Finance Com-

SEPTEMBER1988 panies -- Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg,
Fachkongress der Steuerberater, Cologne 3-5 October Anglo-Saxonjurisdictions.the Netherlands,the Nether-

Praktiker-Semionar zur Steuerreform. Stuttgart, 16 1988 (German): lands Antilles. Zurich, 20-21 October (English)
September, or Frankfurt, 17 September (German): Fachinstitut der Steuerberater e.V., Stresemannstrasse Seminar Services SA, Blvd de Prolles 7a, CH-1700
Dr. Peter DeubnerVerag GmbH, Postfach410268,5000 15, 4000 Dsseldorf1, FederalRepublic of Germany. Fribourg, Switzerland.
Kln 41, FederalRepublic of Germany. Praktiker-Seminar Steuerreform. Kiel, 7 October,zur Gaining Benefit of Tax Treaties in Europe and the
Inhouden ConsequentiesCommissieOort. Rotterdam, or Wrzburg, 8 October (German): U.S.A., Amsterdam, 24-25 October 1988 (English):
21 September (Dutch): Dr. Peter DeubnerVerlagGmbH, Postfach410268,5000 Legal Studies & Services Ltd., IBC House, Canada
Euroforum,Antwoordnummer27,5600VB Eindhoven, Kln, Federal Republicof Germany. Road, Byjleet, Surrey KT147JL, United Kingdom.
the Netherlands.

Congres Belastinghervorming- Noodzaak en gevolgen Treasury Management 1988.. Amsterdam, 25-26 Oc-
Franchising. Amsterdam, 23 September 1988 (Dutch): van het Rapport Oort. Utrecht, 10 October (Dutch): tober (Dutch):
Euroforum,Antwoordnummer27,5600VB Eindhoven, Vermandestudiedagen, Antwoordnummer234,8200VB Studiecentrumvoor BedriftenOverheid, Antwoordnum-
the Netherlands. Lelystad, the Netherlands. mer 10041,5600VB Eindhoven, the Netherlands.

IBA 22nd Biennial Conference. Buenos Aires, 25-30 Tax Strategies for Cross Border Acquisitions. Munich, NOVEMBER1988
September (English): 12-13 October (English and German):
International Bar Association, London, United King- FrauGabrielaReiss, Ernst &Whinney GmbH, Thomas- Taxovers & Acquisitions; Law, Tax and Practice - Pre-
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SRAE_:

AdministrativeOffences
in Aid of Tax Enforcement
By Arye Lapidoth*

In July 1987, a controversialmeasure was introduced cording to the circumstances of each case. Thus far,
into the Israeli tax system to aid in the enforcementof the Law has been carried out only in respect of fixed
tax legislation: the imposition of administrative fines fines.
in respect of offences referred to as administrative The administration impose fixed fine if it hasoffences. This note examines the main featuresof the may a

administrativeoffences legislation and evaluates its reason to believe that an administrative offence has
been committed. A notice to that effect must be deli-effectiveness as a measure to check on non-com-

pliance. vered to the person concerned. If the person fails to

respond to the notice he must pay the fine.7 He may,
however, elect to be tried in a court of law8 and be

MAIN FEATURES OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE prosecuted accordingly.9 The fine for which the tax-

OFFENCES LAW payer will be liable in court will not be less than the
administrative fine.

The legal basis for the use of the new measure is the To ensure enforcementof the administrative fine, the
general Administrative Offences Law, 5746-1985 Law contains severe sanctions.1o The unpaid amount
(hereinafter referred to as the Law)1, effective as of 1 is increased by llh% for each week of deferment. If
December 1985. The Law empowers the Minister of the fine is not paid within 6 months, a court of law may
Justice to make rules specifying the type of offences impose imprisonment of up to one year in lieu of the
which shall be regarded as administrativeoffences, fine.
i.e. offences in respect of which a fine may be imposed
by the administration rather than by a court of law.

The Law is not a fiscal law but rather a general law
introducing a new method of dealing with offences

* The subject of this note was discussedby a panel (chairedby Professor

other than traditional crimes (such as theft and mur-
Y. Zamir, who also delivered the main lecture on the new legislation) on

3 May 1988, under the auspices of the Institute for Continuing Education
der), which normally involve moral turpitude and a for Lawyers in Tel Aviv. The author, who attendedthe discussion, is solely
guilty mind (mens rea) or social stigma,2 Administra- responsible for the views expressed in this article.
tive offences are generally malum prohibitum of- 1 Sefer Ha-Chukkim, No. 1160 of 24 October 1985 at 31.
fences, such as failure to complywith certain statutory 2. Traditional crimes continue to be punishable under the regular crim-

requirements or violation of statutory prohibitions; inal law process.

mens rea is not a componentof the offence so the act 3. A typical example of malum prohibitum offences are traffic of-
fences which, in Israel (before implementationof the AdministrativeOf-need not have been committed with any malicious fences Law) had been disposed of by a widely-used method of optionalintent, negligence or recklessness.3 fine. For example, a driver who received an optional fine ticket could

The Law is directed to minor violations of relatively
elect to pay the fine instead of being prosecuted in a court of law. Certain
features of the Law were introduced as a result of the experience gained

new legislation characteristic of the modern welfare by administering the optional fine to enforce traffic laws.
state (or administrative state).4 Because the Law 4. For example: legislation relating to the control the Government as-

aims at minor offences, it limits the administrative sumes over economic activities and/or employment matters, as well as

offences to those other than a felony.5 The Law
matters like the prohibition of smoking in public places, the regulation of
traffic, etc.

further lirnits the administrativeoffences by specifi- 5. A felony is defined as a crime punishable by death or imprisonment
cally listing the statutes covered. Thirty-two statutes for more than 3 years.
are listed in the appendix to the Law but only 6 of the 6. For instance, legislation relating to matters such as the prohibitionof

statutes relate to fiscal legislation.6 The Minister of smoking in public places, the prohibition of night baking and the right of

Justice has authority to amend the appendixby adding employees to annual leave, etc. is included in the list.
7. Under the old system of optional fine traffic offences (which has

new statutes or deleting old ones via a relatively un- also been changed), drivers could either pay the fine or, if they failed to

complicated legislative process. respond, they were liable to prosecution. Apparentlymany persons did not

pay the fine and the police were too busy to prosecute all offenders.
Two types of fines may be imposedunder the Law: (1) 8 However, he must notify the tax administrationof this option.
a fixed fine, i.e. either a fixed amountor an amount 9. Where a person opts for a regular trial in a court of law, he will

to be computed on the basis of certain rates arrived at normally be prosecuted accordingly unless special grounds exist for not

case person norby a set method; and (2) non-fixed fines, which are
prosecuting him (in which the wll neither be prosecuted
obliged to pay the administrative fine)left to the discretion of the authorities to be imposed 10. The amount of the unpaid fine is linked (e.g. to the cost of living

(within a range of minimum and maximum rates) ac- index) to avoid its erosion as a result of inflation.
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The Law is characterizedby 2 other notable features. EVALUATION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVEFINE
The prosecution is not precluded from indicting an

individual in a court of law in respect of an offence The main criticism of the manner in which taxpayers
which has been classified as an administrative of- have been informed of the administrative fine s that
fence ifan indictmentis justifiedby the circumstances the notices are not accompanied by adequate
of the case. A law suit may be initiated only so long as documentation to alert taxpayers to the measure and
the administrative fine has not been paid. Once the its nature and consequences. No doubt many notices
fine is paid, the offence is forgiven, i.e. the offender is have been disregardedbecause the recipients failed to
not regarded as having been convicted. realize the significanceof the notice and that the new

The need for a new methodof dealingwith administra- notice differed from the regular one, i.e. a notice in

tive offences stems from the shortcomingsof the regu-
which it is never too late to respond.

lar criminal law process which is notoriously long, The way in which the tax administrationmay exercise
costly and cumbersome because every effort is made its discretionwith regard to a determinationthat suffi-
to protect the civil rights of the defendant. Conviction cient grounds exist to assume an administrative of-

generally carries a social stigma so only selected cases fence has been committed is also troublesome. Tax-
are brought to trial. This process is unsuitable for payers are concerned that the circumstances of par-
administrativeoffenceswhich are numerousandwhich ticular cases are not scrutinized closely enough and
do not (as a rule) carry any stigma. Prior to the new that, as a result, administrative fines are improperly
Law, administrativeoffenceswere disposed of via the imposed on bona fide taxpayers. The administration
regular criminal process and enforcement was very assures the public that each case is carefully examined

poor. This new method of dealing with administrative before the notificationis mailed.
offences is also consideredpreferable to the power to

compound an offence, a practice which was formerly Admittedly, a taxpayerwho feels aggrievedmay elect

an alternative to the regular criminal procedure. This to go to court in lieu of paying the fine. However,

power is consideredbelow.11 many taxpayers accede to the temptation to pay the
fine to rid themselves of a nuisance although the tax-

payers feel begrudged. The temptation to pay the fine
THE USE OF ADMINISTRATIVEOFFENCES increases because the offence is entirely forgivenonce

IN THE TAX AREA the fine is paid. Not only is the taxpayer's sense of

justice offended but the resentment may impair
The Revenue Administrationhas been selected as the morale and lead to rationalizationof future non-com-

first sector to carry out the Administrative Offences pliance.
Law. The selection was not made because non-com-

pliance is more prevalent in the tax area but rather The use of administrativefines in the tax area involves

because the tax administration is already highly com- problems specificallyrelating to the role of deterrence

puterized and therefore in a better position to impose measures in combatting tax evasion. Clearly, imposi-
administrative fines on non-compliant taxpayers.

tion of fines should not be an end in itself; the ultimate
goal is to minimize tax evasion and promotevoluntary

An alternativeto the regulrcriminal process (already compliance. The following question arises, however:
well-established in fiscal law) is the power vested in should all taxpayers who violate the laws be prose-
the tax authorities to compoundan offence committed cuted or is tax law a sui generis law, the violation of

by the taxpayer. In such a case, the taxpayer will pay which should not necessarily lead to criminal prosecu-
a sum of money in exchange for the administration's tion There are 3 prevailingattitudesconcerningcrim-

agreement not to prosecute him. The power to com- inal prosecution of tax evaders: tax systems (e.g. the

pound an offence has been exercised in Israeli fiscal United Kingdom) which appear reluctant to use crim-
law for many years in areas such as excise duty, income inal prosecutions; others (e.g. the United States)
tax, value added tax and currency regulations. The which pursue a vigorousbut selectiveprosecutionpol-
disadvantagesto this power are that it invites pressure icy; and a third which adheres to a comprehensive
on the administrationto compound the offence rather non-selective prosecution policy (e.g. the one advo-
than prosecute and it may result in discriminatory cated by A. Witkon).13
practices. The authority to compoundoffences is more

suitable for selected cases as opposed to the numerous
Selectiveprosecutiondoes not necessarilyderive from

minor offences. Consequently, the new Law provides difficulties in obtaining conviction in a court of law. It

that the power to compound offences has no effect may be deliberatelyadoptedbecausesuch an approach
with respect to administrativeoffences.12 is considered,more suitable for enforcement of tax

The tax administration has been issuing notices of
administrativefines since July 1987. Thus far, a consid- 11. The power to compound has been retained with respect to offences

erable number of recipients of such notices have
which have not been classified as administrative offences.
12 See Sec. 25.

neither paid the fine nor responded to them. It is 13. Witkon, A., Introductionto the Lawof Taxation, SchokenPublishing
apparently too early to reach any definite conclusion Company (1956) at 171 (in Hebrew). A similar view is expressed in later

as to the success of the new measure. However, apart editions. See also Witkon, A., Law and Society, Dvir (1955) at 116 (in

from the question of the efficacy of the adminstrative Hebrew). Shortly after retiring from the bench, Justce Witkon appears to

have mitigated that view in an article entitled EnduranceLimit of Paying
fine in the tax area, one may reflecton its desirability. Tax, published in Davar, a Hebrew daily newspaper, of 11 July 1980 at
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laws. In Israel, where tax evasion has been vigorously the differences between them and lead them to an

fought by the Revenue Administration,selective pro- agreement .15
secution policy has been adopted advisedly, following
the guidance of a special Adviser on Tax Law and The idea that the tax shouldbe collectedon a voluntary

and confidentialbasis (so far as possible) is characteris-Administration.14
tic of the legislation in the tax area. It is also reflected

Given that widespread use of administrative fines is in the special duty of secrecy. For example, a taxpayer
preferable to regular prosecution (inter alia because who discloses that he committed a criminal offence
the latter is necessarily selective), it is doubtful (other than a tax law violation) can rest assured that
whether administrative fines are suitable for tax of- the Revenue will normally not turn him over to the
fences where violators have always been selectively police because a strict statutorysecrecyprovisionpre-
prosecuted. Admittedly, the use of administrative cludes such an action. Anotherexample is found in the
fines in respect of minor offences does not preclude power to compound an offence; amnety is also a

the Revenue Administration from pursuing its selec- frequent occurrence in the tax area.

tive prosecution policy in respect of grave violations
The role of deterrence measures promoting com-such as wilful tax evasion. It is, however, questionable

whether a selectiveprosecutionpolicy should not con- pliance should not be over-emphasized. As noted,
tinue to be adhered to for minor offences, a policy neither the lack of legal measures nor the paucity of

criminal prosecutions contributed to continuing taxwhich could be realized through the regular criminal
evasion practices. It is doubtful whether the new ad-

process. ministrative fines will prove effective in checking
To enable the Revenue Administrationto enforce tax non-compliance. Nevertheless, the new measure is
laws, the Israeli Legislaturehas been generous in pro- worth a cautious experiment accompaniedby a close
viding requisite statutory assistance. For example, the follow-up of the results, and not neglecting other
Revenue has broad authority to conduct audits, in- measures which promote compliance.16Although the
quiries, searches, seizures,etc.; bookkeepinghas been effectiveness of the new measure cannot be scientifi-
made compulsory; new offences have been added; cally estimated, it may be of interest to wait and see if
penalties made more severe; the burden of proof has any improvement in tax compliance is achieved,
been shifted to the defendant in certain cases; and which, broadly speaking, can be attributed to the im-
presumptionsadded to ease the prosecution'sburden position of the new administrativefines.
of establishing a prima facie case. If widespread non-

compliancepersists, it is not due to a lack of adequate
legal measures.

14,20. Justice Witkon'sviews are consideredby Neeman, Y , TheCitizen
When considering the use of deterrence measures to and the Revenue Authorities in the Opinions of the Late Justice Witkon,
enforce tax laws, one should also bear in mind the published in Witkon, A., Justice andthe Judiciary, a Collectionof Articles

special nature of enforcement of tax legislation. A and Notes, Schoken Publishing House (1988) Part One, in Memoriam at

close study of the Israeli Income Tax Ordinance, for
19 (in Hebrew).
14. See Wilkenfeld,H.C., Taxes and People in Israel, HarvardUniversity

example, will reveal that the Legislature, striving for Press (1973) at 231. See also Amir, G., Income Tax Handbook, Offences
an efficientand speedycollectionof taxes, which is the and Penalties, Sadan Publishing House (1981) at 58 et seq.
main object of the law, wanted the amount of income 15. A free translation from the Hebrew. Per Justice Silberg in Civil

tax payable by the citizen to be fixed not by a superior Appeal 125/53, AssessingOfficerv. Topper and Zuckerman, 7 Piskei Din
786 at 788.

order, but as a result of friendly negotiationsbetween 16. For other measures against tax evasion, see, for example, Lapidoth,
the assessor and the assessee, which eventually settle A., EvasionandAvoidanceoflncomeTax, MuseumofTaxes(1966)at47.
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kD A:

Structure and Reform of Indirect Taxes
By M.M. Sury

ABSTRACT M.M. Sury is Senior Lecturer, faculty
of Economics, A.R.S.D. College, Uni-

Indirect taxes form the backboneof the Indian tax system. Customs, excise versity of Delhi, New Delhi.

duties and sales tax make up the basic structure of indirect taxes. In De-
cember 1985, the Government announced its Long Term Fiscal Policy
which, inter alia, setfortha broadcourseandstrategyfor reformof indirect
taxes. As a result, some major changes, aimed to rationalise and simplify
the tax system, have been introduced. This article highlights and examines
various aspects of indirect taxes in India, including the recent reforms. The Contents
main areas coveredare: legalframework, revenue significance, commodity
coverage, rate structure and exemptions/concessions. I. INTRODUCTION

II. UNION EXCISE DUTIES

A. Constitutional provisions
I. INTRODUCTION B. Assessment procedures

The federal constitutionof IndiaI (adopted in 1950) explicitlydefines the
C. Rate structure
D. Treatment of inputs

taxing powers of the Union and the States. It reserves to the Union E. Exemptions/concessions
Government the power to levy customs and excise duties while the right III. CUSTOMS DUTIES
to impose sales tax is vested in State Governments. In essence, these 3 A. Trends in revenue significance
taxes constitute the nucleus of the Indian tax system. The dominant role B. Tariff pattern
of indirect taxes is a post-Independencephenomenon, reflecting a struc- C. Future policy
tural change in the country's tax system. This developmenthas reduced IV SALES TAX
the role of direct taxes, making the tax structure lopsided and generally A. Nature of the levy
iniquitous.2 B. Central sales tax

C. Tax rental agreement
Table I highlights the revenue significance of indirect taxes, which ac-

counted for 86% of total tax revenue in 1986-87. Combined, the various V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

indirect taxes, i.e. customs, excise duties and sales tax, generated72.5%
of the total tax revenue.3 These 3 taxes exert far-reaching influence on

investmentdecisions,choice of technology,costs and prices and consump-
tion patterns. A comparative analysis of these taxes elucidates inter-gov-
ernmental taxing powers and the issues associated with an overlap of

authority.

II. UNION EXCISE DUTIES

Excise duties comprise the single largest source of tax revenue for the
Central Government. In 1986-87, they accounted for 44.1% of the
Centre's total tax collections (Table II). In 1947, excise taxation in India

1. India achieved Independence from Britain
was highly selective in terms of commodity coverage. The few com- in 1947 and presently forms a federation of 25

modities on which excises were imposed included motor spirit, kerosene, States and 7 UnionTerritories.The Central Gov-

tobacco, sugar and salt. In 1950-51, Unon excises accountedfor only 16% ernment is composed of a Parliament and a

of the Centre's tax yield.
Cabinet, a structure also followed by the States.
The unit of currency is the Indian rupee. At pre-

However,when the Five-YearPlans were launched in the early 1950s, the
sent (April 1988), the rate of exchange is 1 pound
sterling = 24 Rs., and USS 1 = approximately13

need for massive resource mobilisation led to a widening of the excise Rs.

base. Moreover, prospectsof extensionof excise coverage improvedcon- 2. For a detailed explanation of the diminish-

siderably as developmentefforts were intensified for productionof indus- ing role of direct taxes, see M.M. Sury, India:
Decline of Direct Taxes 41 Bulletinfor Interna-

trial goods which enjoyed a relatively large and stable domestic market. tional Fiscal Documentation, 6 (1987) at 279.

The history of excise taxation in India after 1954 is one of increasing 3. Other notable indirect taxes include the

commodity coverage, culminating n the introduction of a generalised foreign travel tax, State excises on liquor, enter-

tainment levy, taxes on motor vehicles and oc-

system of excise taxation in 1975. troi.
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1986, was a landmark in the history of excise taxation.
Table I The excise tariffis elaborate and based broadlyon the

Relative shares of direct and indirect taxes in India patternof classificationderived from the International
1986-87* Convention on the HarmonisedCommodityDescrip-

tion and Coding System.6(billion Rs.)
1. Total (Centreand States) taxes 495.2 (100.0) This new tariff, in line with internationally-accepted
2. Directtaxes 69.1 ( 14.0) nomenclature, is spread over 91 chapters and covers

3. Indirecttaxes 426.1 ( 86.0) approxmately 700 4-digit and 1400 6-digit headings.
of which Goods of the same class have been grouped together
(a) Customsduties 115.0 ( 23.2) to enable parity in treatment. The comprehensivena-

(b) Union excise duties 143.5 ( 29.0) ture of the systemwill help reduce disputesconcerning
(c) Sales tax 100.4 ( 20.3) tariff classification and it has ensured considerable

* Revised estimates. alignmentbetween the customs and excise tariffs, the
Figures in parenthesesare corresponding percentagesof total tax reve- formeralreadybeinggovernedby HarmonisedSystem
nue. Nomenclature.
Source: Government of India, Economic Survey, 1987-88, Tables 6.1

and S-36.

B. Assessmentprocedures
Table Il

Central excise duties are assessed and collected by a
Structure of Central tax revenue in India

vast networkof offices scattered throughoutthe coun-
1986-87

try. At the apex of this network is the Central Board
(billion Rs.) of Excise and Customs, working under the Depart-

A + B Total Central taxes 327.9 (100.0) ment of Revenue of the Ministry of Finance. Various
A. Direct taxes 62.8 ( 19.1) procedures to assess and collect Central excises are

of which prescribedbut the main procedureis the Self-Removal
1 . Corporationtax 31.6 ( 9.6) Procedure (SRP), a record-keepingsystem which re-
2. Personal incometax 28.8 ( 8.8) lies on mutual trust between the manufacturerand the

B. Indirecttaxes 265.1 ( 80.9) Government. The SRP was introduced in 1968 to re-

ofwhich place the physical control system7 and it applies to
1. Customsduties 114.7 ( 35.0) most excisable commodities of the organised sector.
2. Union excise duties 144.7 ( 44.1) Under SRP, an assessee may remove goods from a

Figures in parenthesesare corresponding percentagesof the total Cen- warehouse without having them physically inspected
tral taxes. by the excise officers. However, before effecting any
Source: Governmentof India, Ministry of Finance,ReceiptsBudget1988- renoval, the assessee rnust have his classification list

89, Annexure 11 (excerpted). approved by the excise authorities. The assessee must

provide a detailed description of the goods manufac-

A. Constitutionalprovisions tured in order to categorise the goods for the applica-
ble rates of duty. In case of ad valorem duties, the

By virtue of the taxation powers set forth in EntryNo. assessee must also submit a price list disclosing the

84 of List I of the Seventh Schedule to the Constitu- prices charged along with any discounts and deduc-

tion, the Central Government is authorised to impose tion.
excise duties on goods manufactured or produced in
India, except alcoholic liquors and narcotics.4 In ac- Significant revenue iters

cordancewith Constitutionalprovisions,various types The budget papers of the Indian Governmentclassify
ofexcise dutiesare imposedby the Union Government excise revenue under 139 commodity heads. Out of
under different Acts of Parliament. However, the
Central Excises and Salt Act, 1944 is the primary Law
under which duties are levied on different goods. The

duty levied under Sec. 3 of this Act is commonly 4 Excise duties on liquor and narcotics (like opium) are imposed by the

known as the basic excise duty.5 It may be fixed with State Governments under provisions of Entry No. 51 of List II of the

reference to the value, weight, volume, unit, length or
Seventh Schedule to the Constitution. These duties, however, are not part
of ths artcle.

area of the excisable goods. 5. In 1986-87, basic excise duty accounted for 82.5% of revenue from

Although the Central Government has authority to
all types of excise duties.
6. The tariff had previously been governed by the First Schedule to the

levy duties on agricultural products, it has refrained Central Excises and Salt Act, 1944. This Act contained considerabledefi-

from doing so in view of the attendant administrative nitional problemsand overlappingprovisions, which often led to confusion

difficulties. Therefore, the excise system remains con- and litigation.
fined to products of the industrial sector (with the 7 Prior to the introduction of SRP, the physical control system was the

notable exceptions of tea and coffee).
man procedure to collect Central excises. Under this method, excise
control was exercisedby officers of the excise departmentwho were posted

The description and rate of excise duty on goods is in factories to observe operations in the various departments in order to

provided in the Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff prevent illegal disposal of manufacturedgoods. The few commoditiesstill

subject to physical control are: palmyra sugar, matches, snuff and chewing
Act, 1985. This Act, effective as from 28 February tobacco.
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these, the top 10 revenue items listed in Table III and evasion, the basis of duty has been changed from
accounted for 60.3 billion Rs. (50.5%) of the total ad valorem to specific on a number of commodities.
excise yield from basic duties of 119.6 billion Rs. in The importantcommoditiesaffectedby this shift (with
1986-87. Manifestly, in spite of a generalisedsystem of year of change given in brackets) are flat glass,
excise taxation, a substantialpart ofrevenueis derived aluminium metal (1982-83), paper, aerated waters,
from a limited number of commoditieswhich form (in motor cars, sugar (1983-84), paper boards, tyres for
a sense) the core of the system. Many commoditieson buses and trucks (1984-85), gases, tubes and flaps of
the tariff list, however, yield a negligible or meagre tyres, and colour televisionsets (1985-86),and cigaret-
amount of revenue. tes (1987-88).

The future policy of the Government as regards the
nature of excise tariff was set forth in the Long TermTable Ill
Fiscal Policy Statement:8

Ten top items of excise revenue

1986-87 Economic analysis generally favours ad valorem rates
of duty. But in recent years, problems of evasion and

S.No. Excisablecommodity Revenueinbillion Rs. related administrative exigencies have led to the re-

(indescendingorder) placement of some ad valorem rates by specific ones.

1. Cigarettesandcigarillos 8.7 An important handicap of specific rates is that their
2. Syntheticfilamentyarn 8.7 revenue yields do not keep pace with inflation. In this
3. Cementall sorts 8.3 way the existence or proliferation of specific rates of
4. Motorspirit 8.1 duty tends to weakenthe built-in revenue raisingcapac-
5. Refineddiesel oil 6.0 ity of the tax structure. Recognisingthat administrative
6. Tyres, tubes, and flaps 5.2 considerations will call for continued levy of specific
7. General machinery 4.9 duties in many instances, it is proposed to institute a

8. Iron and steel 4.3 systemwherebyall specific rates are periodicallyrevised
9. Electrical machinery 3.4 upwards keeping in view the price increase.

10. Transportequipment 2.7 Presently, excise duties are mainly specific or ad val-
A. Total from S.Nos. 1 to 10 60.3 orem in nature although there are a numberofvariants
B. Total excise revenuefrom basic duty 119.6 of these 2 forms. Important commodities which bear
C. A as percentof B 50.5 specific rates of duty are cigarettes, coffee, tea, sugar,
Source: Government of India, Ministry of Finance, Receipts Budget, beverages,mineral fuels, mineral oils, silk, man-made

1988-89, Annexure 2 (excerpted) staple fibres, iron and steel. Ad valorem rates domi-
nate in the case of organic chemicals, pharmaceutical

C. Rate structure products, leather, footwear, ceramic products, tools
and implements, machinery and mechanical

Rates of excise duty approved by the Indian Parlia- appliances, electrical machinery and equipment, and
miscellaneous manufactured articles. A few com-

ment are termed as statutory or tariff rates. However, modities, i.e. cotton fabrics, paper and paper boards,the Government enjoys the power to exempt, by are subject to ad valorem-cum-specificrates of duty.notification, any excisable goods from the whole or

any part of duty leviable on such goods. In exercise of It is discernible from Table IV that specific duties
this power, the executive periodicallydeterminesand account for a much largershare of excise revenue.The
announces the effective rates of duty. The rationale share of specific duties (including the specific compo-
for grantingsuch powers to the executiveis that during nent of ad valorem-cum-specificduties) was computed
the period between 2 consecutive budgets necessary at 82.3 billion Rs. (66.7% of the total estimatedexcise
adjustments might be implemented to regulate ex- revenue of 123.6 billion Rs. for the year 1985-86. The
ports, consumptionandpricesofvariouscommodities. remainder of the revenue was attributable to ad val-

orem duties. Broadlyspeaking, specificdutiesaccount

Nature of tariff for two-thirdsof the revenue and the ad valoremduties
for the remaining one-third.

In the early days of the excise system, the emphasison

specific duties was due to administrative reasons. Complexityof rates
However, the emphasis shifted to ad valorem rates

during inflationaryperiods (particularlyin the 1970s). Excise taxation in India exemplifies an interesting il-

Consequently, the Government converted the then- lustration of the multitude of rates which are subject
existingspecific rates into ad valorem rates on cement, to frequentrevisions. The rate structure is foundin the

vegetable products, electric fans, lighting tubes and Schedule to the Central Excise TariffAct, 1985 which
bulbs, soaps, soda and sodium silicate, paints, var- includes goods ranging from toys to nuclear reactors.

nishes, radios and tape recorders. The Schedule is divided into 20 sections covering 96
chapters. Goods fallingundereach chapterare divided

In the 1980s, however, the trend toward ad valorem and sub-divided into numerous headings and sub-
rates not only has halted but has also reversed as a

result of the unprecedentedspurt in litigationconcern-

ing disputes over classificationand valuation of goods 8. Government of India, Ministry of Finance, Long Term Fiscal Policyfor purposesof excise levies. To combat tax avoidance (December 1985), para. 6.23.
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In the 1988-89 budget, a surcharge by way of a special
Table IV exciseduty was levied at the rate of Vz0 of the basicduty

of excise. The purpose of this surcharge is to procureRelative significanceof specific and ad valorem duties
additional resources to meet the after-effects of thein excise revenue

unprecedenteddrought of 1987. Certain commodities
S.No. Natureof duty Estimated Percentage of mass consumption, i.e. sugar, matches, cotton fab-

revenue in share in rics, refined vegetable oil, tea, coffee and kerosene
1985-86 total excise J

(billion Rs.) revenue
are exempt from this surcharge.

1. Specific rate 60.9 49.3 The above-described version exemplifies the
2. Ad valorem rate 34.6 27.9 philosophybehind the rate-settingprocedure.Broadly
3. Specific-cum-advalorem rate 28.1 22.8 speaking, necessitiesof life are eitherexemptor taxed

(i) Specificcomponent 21.4 17.4 at a low rate, comforts and semi-luxuries are moder-
(ii) Ad valoremcomponent 6.7 5.4 ately taxedwhile luxuries, tobaccoand certainpetrole-

Total 123.6 100.0 um products stand out distinctly as high-rated tariff
items. Capitalgoodsbear a relativelylow rate ofduty.Source: Government of India, Ministry of Finance, The Report of the

Technical Study Group on Central Excise Tariff, Part I 1985,
Table 6. D. Treatmentof inputs

Before the mid-1950s, excise coverage in India was

headings. The statutory rate of duty applicable to each limited to consumergoods (with the notableexception
item is presentedagainst the appropriateheading/sub- of steel ingots). However, the need for additional re-

heading under which it falls. These statutory rates are sourcescompelledextensionofthe excisenet to capital
modified (in most cases) by Government announce- goods and raw materials. An examinationof the pre-
ments. sent list of tariff items discloses that various products

like internal combustion engines, aluminium, cotton
Although found in the tariff list, commoditiessuch as woollen fertilisers, chemicals etc., fall
sewing machines, utensils, pressure cookers, hur- yarn, yarn,

within the excise ambit.
ricane lanterns,unprocessedfabrics,watercoolersand
bicycles are completelyexempt from paymentof duty. It is well-known that excise duties on inputs lead to

However, a host of other commodities bear a wide cost and profit escalationsand also help promote ver-

amplitude of excise rates. The rate of duty9 on food tical integration in industries to the disadvantage of
products like cheese is 15%, and on butter and veget- the small-scale sector. Still, levies on inputs form an

able oils it remains low at 10%. Excise duty on phar- integralpart of the excise system in Indiaowingmainly
maceutical products ranges from 12 to 15% ad val- to administrative and revenue considerations. How-
orem. ever, the excise law contains provisions to deal with

the cascadingeffect of excise duties. A recently-intro-Essential household goods are taxed moderatelywith duced provision is the modified value added taxad valorem rates of duty ranging from 10% on foot- (MODVAT).
wear, 15% on clocks and watches to 30% on washing
machines. Ad valorem rates of excise duty on semi- VAT and MODVAT
luxuries range from 25% on tape recorders and re-

frigerators to 40% on colour televisions. Luxury items Theoretically, value added tax (VAT), prevalent in
bear a high rate of duty, with cosmetics and air-con- most West European countries, is the most desirable
ditioners subject to 105% and 110% ad valorem duty, way to combat the adverse effects of input taxation.
respectively. However, adoption of a full-fledged VAT is neither

feasible nor practical in India. The existing excise sys-Most capital goods are presentlyclassifiedunderchap- tem is characterised by a broad scope of excise rates
ter 84 of excise tariff and are subject to 15% ad val- of varying nature. Any major deviations from the pre-orem rate of duty. Some important items in this cate- sent scheme of excise tariff may seriously disturb the
gory are machine tools, cranes, textile machinery and existing balance among different sectors of produc-printing machinery. However, calculators, automatic tion. Moreover, the excise system also contains a com-
data processing machines and other office machines plicated network of exemptions/preferences which
are subject to 20% ad valorem duty. serve diverse goals of economicpolicy. To retain these
Tobacco items are conspicuous for very high rates of features in a comprehensive VAT would not only be
duty. The ad valorem rate of duty on fine varieties of difficultbut would also negateVAT'sessentialcharac-

cigars is 75%, and on smoking blends 225%. Cigaret- ter.
tes bear a specific rate of duty based on the length of VAT is expedient only if it replaces all kinds of com-
the cigarette. In value terms, the rate ofduty in certain modity taxes. In India, excise duty is levied by the
cases reaches 400%. Petroleumproducts are also con-

spicuous for bearing specific rates of duty, i.e. the
rates on motor spirit is high, on diesel oil moderate, 9 This and the following rates of basic excise duty, compiled from

recent budget speeches of the Finance Minister, are intended to give a
and on kerosene, used by the poor as fuel and for broad pattern of tariff structure. They are liable to variations in view of
lighting, very low. various exemptons/concessionsannounced from time to time.
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Centre while sales tax is imposed by the States on MODVATscheme is a positive measure in the reform
almost the same set of commodities(includinginputs). of indirect taxation in India.
The nature and rates of sales tax differ from State to
State and it is extremely difficult to integrate them

E. Exemptions/concessionswith excise duties to yield to a full-fledged VAT.
Therefore, when the Central Governmentintroduced The excise law provides for a variety of exemptions
a scheme to grant excise relief to inputs, it was called and preferences to promote a host of socio-economic
modified value added tax (MODVAT). This scheme, objectives (e.g. employment, export promotion and
effective as from 1 March 1986, relieves inputs from promotionof small jndustries).Excise exemptionsand
excise duty but not from sales tax. concessions are usually granted through Government

announcements.The purpose a particularexemption/
preference purports to serve is generally stated in the

Main features of MODVAT announcementitselfor is manifest from the conditions
to which the exemption/preferenceis made subject.

The MODVAT scheme provides for immediate and

complete reimbursement of the excise duty paid on To ensure equity and promoteemployment,the excise

components and raw materials which are used in the law grants general exemptions to certain sectors of

manufactureof finished goods. Articleswhich are not society which manufacture goods primarily used by
used as inputs in the manufacturing process are not low incomegroups. Some importantsectorsunderthis

eligible for the credit under the scheme. category using labour-intensive technology are non-

Initially, the MODVAT scheme covered 38 chapters power operated units, cottage and village industries,
handicrafts and leather.

of the Central excise tariff. These chapters pertained
to the productsofchemicaland allied industries,paints
and packagingmaterials,plastics, glass and glassware,
rubber products, base metals and articles of base met- Excise relief to small industries

als, machinery and mechanical appliances including In alignment with the Government's policy of en-

electrical equipment, motor vehicles and certain mis- couragngsmallindustries,a wide range ofconcessions
cellaneous manufactured products. The scheme was and exemptions from excise duty is available to small
extended to all the remaining chapters (except those producers to enable them to compete with large-scale
relating to textiles, tobacco and the petroleumsector) manufacturers. In 1986-87, the Government intro-
in the 1987-88 budget. The extension covered food duced a new scheme of excise concessions for small-

products, mineral products, leather and travel goods, scale units producing excisable goods. Excise conces-

footwear, paper and paper-board, wood and cork sions under this scheme are given in the following
products, asbestos cementproducts and preciousmet- manner:

als.

The credit underMODVATis availableto a manufac- (1) Eligibility criteria

turer of a final product only if the final product is The basis for identifyingsmall-scaleunits for purposes
subject to central excise duties. Credit is allowed once of excise concessions is the value of clearances (i.e.
evidence of payment of duty has been received by the production). Any manufacturerwhose value of clear-
excise department. If the same input is used for differ- ances of excisable goods did not exceed 15 million Rs.
ent finished products, some of which are not dutiable, in the precedingfinancialyear is eligible to take advan-
the credit is allowed only for that part attributable to tage of the exemption. If a manufacturer has more

inputs used for the manufactureof finished goods sub- than one factory, the clearances from all his factories
ject to central excise duty. are combined to determine eligibility for the exemp-

Under the MODVAT scheme, inputs may be either tion. The clearancesofgoodswhichare fullyexempted
procured from outside or manufacturedin the factory.

from the excise duty are excluded. It is noteworthy
that a small-scaleindependentmanufacturerof excisa-

In either case, the duty credit is available to the extent ble goods is allowed to clear his goods with the brand
of duty actually paid. It is noteworthy that machines,
plant, equipments,apparatus, tools or appliancesused name of another manufacturer and is entitled to

in the manufactureof the final products are not cover- exemption for such clearances.

ed by the term inputs for the purpose of MODVAT
(2) Extent ofexemptionbenefits.

The underlying philosophy of MODVAT seeks to (a) Full exemption
avoid the cascading effects associated with a tradi- A small-scaleunit is allowedcompleteexemptionfrom
tional turnover tax. It is designed to operate as a cost- excise duty on the first clearancesmade in any financial
saving device by allowing the manufactureimmediate year (beginning 1 April) up to a value of 1.5 million
credit for duty paid on the inputs and the consequent Rs. for goods classifiableunder any one headingof the
reductionof the interestcosts. It is claimed that MOD- Centralexcise tariff. If a small-scaleunit manufactures
VAT will check excise evasion because credit of input excisable goods falling under more than one tariff

duty cannot be claimed unless actual production is heading, it is allowed full exemption up to 3 million
declared to excise authorities. The introduction of Rs., subject to the condition that the value of clear-
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ances under full exemptionshall not exceed 1.5 million trend may continue in the same direction in view of
Rs. in respect of any one heading. the changed emphasis from physical to fiscal controls

to regulate imports. This is borne out by the following
(b) Partialexemption assertion in the Long Term Fiscal Policy Statement.n

For clearancesof goods in excess of the full exemption The basic thrustofcustomstariff reformwill be to place
limit, the small manufacturermust pay a concessional increasing reliance on tariffs to regulate imports and
rate of duty, i.e. normalduty reducedby l0percentage progressivelyreduce the role ofquantitativerestrictions

points, subject to a minimum duty of 5% .so This con- in this regard. The move n this direction should in-
cessional rate of duty is allowed on clearancesup to a crease revenues, encourage less import-intensiveforms

total value of 7.5 million Rs. For clearances in excess
of production, moderate the unjustifiablyhigh protec-
tion granted by quantitative restrictions to certain in-of 7.5 million Rs., the normal rate of duty applicable dustries and reduce the delays and uncertainties as-

for the commodityis charged.The smallunitcan retain sociated with the administrationof import licensing.the concessions enjoyed by it for the clearances up to
7.5 million Rs.11 In tabular form, the scheme is as In India, customs revenue is mainly composed of im-
follows: port duties13, levied on a wide range of commodities.

In 1986-87, import duties formed 97.3% of total cus-
Valueofclearances Extentofdutyexemption toms revenue. Apart from revenue function, import(millionRs.) duties function as policy instrument to protect domes-

Up to 15 Eligible for the scheme tic industry, conserve and ration scarce foreign ex-

Uptol.5 Full duty exemption change and frame general international trade policy.
between1.5 and 7.5 10 percentagepoints less than the Like excise levies, the revenue from inport duties is

1 normaldutysubjectto a also concentratedin a select few commodities, includ-
minimumdutyof5% ing machinery and transport equipment, petroleum

Since the scheme allows a small-scalemanufacturerto oils, chemicals, plastics, iron and steel. These items
clear his goods with the brand narne of anothermanu- form the bulk of India's imports and hence customs

facturer, it is common for establishedconcerns to pur- revenue. In 1986-87, capital goods and petroleum oils
chase certain products frorn the exempted sector and accounted for 27.2% and 13.3% of India's imports,
market the goods under their own brandnames. Prod- respectively.
ucts most favoured for this practice include footwear, The revenue from import duties is classified under 52
domestic electrical appliances,electronicgoods, wires specific commodity heads. Table V lists the top 10
and cables. items of import duty revenue. Combined, these items

accounted for 69.1 billion Rs. (61.5%) of the total

III. CUSTOMSDUTIES import duties of 112.1 billion Rs. from 52 commodities
in 1986-87.

With respect to revenue, customs duties are next in
importance to excise levies. Just as domesticproduc- B. Tariff pattern
tion flows provide the base for excise taxation so
6'.international trade flows are the basis for customs Import duties in India are mostly ad valorem in na-

duties. Entry No. 83 of List 1 of the Seventh Schedule ture.14 Essential consumer goods like foodgrains, ed-
to the Indian Constitutionempowers the Union Gov- ible oils, life-saving drugs and life-saving medical
ernment to impose dutiesofcustoms includingexport, equipment bear nil or low rates of import duty. Gov-
duties. ernment-controlled hospitals may import duty-free

A. Trends in revenue significance 10. For example, if the normal rate of duty is 15% ad valorem, the
concessional rate beyond the full exemption limitwill be 5%. If the normal

a

Historically,Central tax revenuesduringpre-Indepen-
duty for commodity is 10%, the concessional rate will be 5%. For goods
chargeable to specific duty, the concessional rate of duty is arrived at by

dence days and even during early post-Independence reducing the specific duty by an amount equal to 10% of the value of the

period were dominated by customs duties because goods. If concessional rate so arrived at is less than 5%, then the minimum

domestic requirements for manufactured goods were duty of 5% is payable.

generally fulfilled by imports (chiefly from the United
11. Concessions on the clearances up to 7.5 million Rs. in any financial
year (say 1987-88) may be retained even if a small unit exceeds the eligibil-

Kingdom). The import duties were levied on almost ity limit of 15 million Rs. in that financial year. However, such a unit will
all items of imports whereas major items for export not be entitled to concessionsduring the next financial year, i.e. 1988-89.
duties were jute and tea, items in which India enjoyed 12. Government of India, Ministry of Finance, Long Term Fiscal Policy
a near-monopoly in the world market. The relative (December 1985), para. 6.24.

13. Export duties are levied on a few commodities,such as coffee, mica,share of customsdutiesbegan dwindlingfrom the early black pepper, hides, skins and leather. The revenue from export duties is
1950s due to import restrictionsand substitutions.The negligible in view of export promotion efforts aimed at bridging the ever-

share of customs revenue in the Centre's tax collec- widening deficit in the balance of payments. Export duty on an item is

tions dropped from 38.9% in 1950-51 to as low as
levied after considering such factors as domestic production and likely

16.3% in 1970-71. Since that time, customs revenue
exportablesurpluses, demand for the item in the foreign markets, changes
in exchange rates and the prices prevailing in the international market.

has maintained an upward swing, accounting for 35% 14. Some notable items bearing specific rates of duty are: caustic soda
of the Centre's total tax collections in 1986-87. The (3,500Rs. per metric tonne), and PVC resin (7,500Rs. permetrictonne).
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hospital equipment, apparatus and appliances. Con- flax and ramie fibres 40%, solar cells 45% and en-

versely, import of non-essential consumer goods is gineering plastics 60% ad valorem.
either banned or subjected to a very high rate of duty Items bearing higher rates of import tariff include
ranging from 200% to 300% ad valorem. syntheticorganic dye stuffs 150%, specified data com-

munication equipment 100%, and 235 specified drugTable V intermediates90% ad valorem.
Top 10 items of revenue from import duties
1986-87

C. Future policy
S.No. Descriptonof thecommodity Revenuen bllion Rs.

(in descendingorder) The need for import tariff rationalisation was em-

1. Project imports 13.1 phasised in the Long Term Fiscal Policy Statementof
2. Machinery 11.6 the Government.A distinctionwas made between the
3. Petroleumoils 8.6 following categories of imports: capital goods, raw
4. Organicchemicals 7.6 materials, other intermediategoods includingcompo-
5. Electricalmachinery 6.7 essential consumergoods (i.e. foodgrains, edi-nents,
6. Iron and non-alloysteel 6.5

ble oils and life-saving drugs) and non-essential
7. Plasticsand articlesthereof 6.0

con-

8. Baggage 3.8 sumer goods. Understandably,essentialgoods will ei-

9. Animalor vegetablefats 2.7 ther remain exempt or bear low rates of import duties
10. Motorvehiclesandpartsthereof 2.5 while non-essentialitems will either remainbanned or

A. TotalfromS.Nos. 1 to 10 69.1 subjected to high import tariff. With respect to the
first 3 categories of goods the Statementobserved:15

B. Total importduties 112.1
C. A as per cent of B 61.5 Ideally, in the long run, there is a strongcase for subject-
Source: Government of India, Ministry of Finance, Receipts Budget ing all capital goods, raw materials, components and

1988-89, Annexure 1 (excerpted). other intermediateproducts to the same rate of nominal
tariff. This system, if it could be implemented, would
have several important advantages. First, the substitu-

Consequent upon the rationalisation of import tariff tion of the presentmultiplicityofnominal tariff rates by
on capital goods in the 1987-88 budget, the rate of a single rate would constitute an enormous simplifica-
import duty on general machinery is 85% ad valorem. tion for both trade and industry as well as for the cus-

Import duty on components for machinery is 15% toms administration. Second, this would vastly reduce

below the applicable rate on finished machines. This incentives for misclassification of imports to evade

differential (in line with the recommendationsof the taxes. Third, a single nominalrate ofimportduty would

Long Term Fiscal Policy) is designed to encourage
assure a uniform rate of effective protection (that is,
protectionofvalue added) at differentstages ofproduc-

domestic production of capital machines in place of tion of intermediate and capital goods. This would en-

importing such machines. courage the economy to specialise in those activities in

Imports of capital goods for certain preferred sectors which it has competitive strength.
bear relatively low rates of duty. For example,duty on However, the Policy Statementcautionedthat a major
equipmnt for fertiliser plants is 15% ad valorem and deviation from the present pattern of import tariff is
on machines,equipmentand tools for gems and jewel- not immediately feasible. Domestic industres have

lery 25% ad valorem. Another preferred sector for developed under diverse levels of protection and are

fiscal incentives is the electronics industry which has in varying stages of maturity. The rationalisation of
made rapid strides in recentyears. The 1988-89budget import tariff must be phased over a long period of
establishesa uniformconcessionalimport duty of 60% time, providingsome differentialsin import tariffshort
ad valorem in respect of 280 items of machinery for of a uniform system of duties.
the electronics sector. The budget also reduces the

duty on moulds, tools and dies required by the elec-
tronics industry from 60% to 30% ad valoremwith the IV. SALES TAX

underlying purpose of promoting domestic develop-
ment and production of electronics and computers. Sales tax is the most controversialand intricate aspect

of the Indian tax system. Under the Constitution, the
High rate of import duty in some cases aims to protect right to levy sales tax is allocated to the State Govern-
domestic industry. For example, in the 1986-87 ments.16 Each State is, therefore, empowered to col-
budget, importduty in respectof certainmachine tools lect tax on the sale of goods within its territoryaccord-
frequently used for domestic production was fixed at ing to its own rules. Different State Governmentsim-
110%; the duty for machine tools and instrumentsnot sales tax wide ofcommoditiesat differ-
often used for domestic production was fixed at 35% pose on a range

ad valorem. Similarly, various other considerations
ent rates with different procedures and rules for its
collection. The Central Government also enters the

influence the pattern of import tariff on different
items. In an effort to encourage the production of
fuel-efficient motor vehicles, import of components

15. Government of India, Long Term Fiscal Policy (December 1985),
6.26.

for such vehicles bear a moderate duty of 55% ad
para.
16. Vide entry No. 54 of List II (State List) of the Seventh Schedule to

valorem. Other items subject to moderate duty are the Constitutionof India.
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picture insofar as it prescribes the ceiling for sales tax in the effective rate of sales tax on similarcommodities
on goods in inter-State commerce. In the case of 3 in different States. Nevertheless,some broad features
important commodities, i.e. textiles, sugar and to- of this heterogenouslevy are discernible.
bacco, additional duties of excise are imposed in lieu
of sales tax, the proceeds of which are distributed Agricultural commodities, like cereals and pulse, are

among the States. exempt or bear low rates of taxation ranging from 2 to
3%. For most commodities, the rate of single-point

Sales tax, in its modern form, was first imposedby the levy varies between 4 and 8%. However, in the case

Province of Bombay in 1938. Since then it has grown of luxury items like automobiles, refrigerators and
considerably in depth and coverage, and forms the VCRs the rate may reach 15% in some States.17 The
backbone of States' tax revenues. Table VI highlights rate of multi-point levy in some States on some com-

the relative significanceof sales tax in the tax structure modities hovers around 4%.
of the States. In 1985-86, the relative share of sales tax

stood at 57.9%: 84.3 billionRs. out ofa totalcollection Differential rates of sales tax on the same set of com-

modities in different States often leads to distorted
of 145.5 billion Rs. from States' taxes.

diversion of trade and production centres. It is not

1 uncommon for individuals of one State to make pur-
Table VI chases in other States to avoid or reduce sales tax

Structure of States' taxes in India liability. Apparently, purchases from lower tax States

1985-86
are beneficialso long as the cost of transportinggoods
is lower than the tax differential. Purchase of truck

(billion Rs.) chassis in Daman (a UnionTerritorylevyinga low rate

A + B Total States taxes 145.5 (100.0) of 3%) by the residentsof the distant States of Jammu
A. Directtaxes 14.8 (10.2) and Kashmir is a popularcase in point. Similarly, rate

of which differentialsmay cause a transferof capital and enter-
(i) Stampsand registrationfees 8.5 ( 5.8) prises from high to low tax rate States. This may distort
(ii) Land revenue 3.5 ( 2.4) natural selection of production centres based on geo-

B. Indirecttaxes 130.7 (89.8) graphical advantages, leading to unnecessary trans-

of which portation of raw materials and finished goods and
() Salestax 84.3 (57.9) hence cost escalation. Such a misallocatin of re-

(ii) State exciseon liquor 20.5 (14.1) sources undermines economic efficiency and retards

Figures in parentheses indicate corresponding percentagesof total rev- developmentalefforts.
enue from States' taxes.
Source: Reserve Bank of India, Reporton Currencyand Finance, 1986_ As already noted, single-stage levy at the manufactur-

87, Vol. Il, Statement85A. (excerpted). ing level is the predominant form of sales tax in most
States and the preference for it continues. If sales tax
is levied at the manufacturinglevel, no functional dif-

D. Nature of the levy ference between sales tax and the excise duty exists,
except in nomenclature. The implications, or rather

Different States have adopted variants of the sales tax ill-effects, of first-point levy are well-known. If the

for a numberof reasons, includingadministrativecon- middlemen apply fixed percentage mark-ups to pur-

venience, ad hoc measures to increase tax revenues chase prices as their profit and if the purchase prices
and to attract enterprises. include the sales tax, the mark-ups will be applicable

to the tax componentof the purchase price as well. In

Sales tax may be a single-point, double-point and/or other words, an increasein the price of manufacturing
multi-pointlevy. Multi-pointsales tax, a kind of gener- as a result of the tax is more than the amount of tax.

al turnover tax, is imposed on some commodities in a Therefore, sales tax at the retail stage is the most

few States, i.e. Kerala, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh satisfactorymethod because it avoids the cascadingor

and Tamil Nadu. A few commodities are subject to pyramiding effects of taxation. A given revenue can

double-point sales tax in Maharashtra and Gujrat. be realised by applying a lower tax rate becauseof the

However, single-point is the main type of sales tax enlargementof the tax base at the retail stage. Again,
imposed on most commodities in all States. Single- the desired change in the ratio of tax to consumer

point tax may either be levied at the first stage of sale, expenditure can be achieved more effectively in case

i.e. at the manufacturer'slevel, or at the final stage of of retail stage sales tax. Furthermore, sales tax at the

sale, i.e. at registered retailer's level. In most States, retail stage can be evidencedseparatelyfrom the price
a significant part of sales tax revenue comes from of the goods and thus made known to the final con-

first-point levy. Certain States also levy surchargeson sumer, increasing tax consciousness among the tax-

sales tax as ad hoc measures to augment their re- payers. Lastly, expected changes in the rates of retail

sources. sales tax do not lead to changes in the inventoryposi-
The rate structure of sales tax is highly complicatedin
view of different lists of exemptions, a large number 17. For a detailed comparative view of sales tax rates on various com-

as as

of nominal rate categories in different States and a
modities in different States well the schemes of exemptions and

concessions, see M. Govinda Rao and V.B. Tulasidhar, Economic

diversityof concessionsand administrativeprocedures Analysis of Sales Taxation in India, 40 Bulletin for International Fiscal

in the States. These variations have caused disparities Documentation,7 (1986) at 288.
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tion of the firms. Anticipated changes in the rates of on these classifications, the rates of sales tax are pre-
sales tax at other stages may influence inventory scribed by the Central Government.However, the tax

decisions of the firms, causing dislocation in trade is collected and appropriated by the State Govern-
circles. ments.

However, retail-stage sales tax has its own problems, The maximumprescribedrate ofsales tax on declared
the main one being the large number of taxpayers goods in a State is 4% of the sale price and is not

operating as small shopkeepersin scattered retail out- leviable at more than one stage.21 In the case of inter-
lets. In developingcountries, the problem is still grave State sales of such goods to registereddealers, the rate
because of widespread illiteracy, lack of use of money of tax is the same as applicable to the sale of such
and poor accounting practices. From the administra- goods inside the exportingState. In respect of sales of
tive viewpoint, this form of taxation is more expensive declaredgoods to non-registereddealers (including
and cumbersome as it offers ample scope for tax eva- consumers), the CST is chargeable at twice the rate

sion and corruption. applicable to the same goods inside the State, i.e. 8%.
If non-declaredgoods are sold to a registereddealer

Therefore, from an administrativeviewpoint, sales tax in the of inter-State trade, the ceiling rate is 4%
at the wholesalestage or manufacturinglevelisprefer-

course

or the rate applicableto internalsales of the concerned
able because the number of taxpayers is small and

goods, whichever is lower.22 However, inter-State
readily identifiable. The problem of cascading, how- on

sales of non-declaredgoods to non-registereddeal-
ever, which becomes more critical as we move farther the rate of CST is 10% the rate applicable to
from the retail stage, reappears. Basically, the issue ers, or

the sale of such goods inside the exporting State,boils down to a trade-offbetweeneconomicefficiency whichever is higher.23and administrative convenience. The relative weight
to be accorded to these competingobjectivesdepends Basically, CST authorses a State to tax residents of
on political judgement and the economic cir- other States. Lest this power be misused to cause

cumstancesunderwhich the tax systemmustoperate. undue tax burdens to other States, the originalscheme
devised in 1956 maintainedthe low rate of CST (1%),

A closely relatedproblem is the taxationof inputs and ensuring some reasonable revenue for the exporting
capital goods by the Central Government (through States. However, over the years, the rate of CST has
excise duties) and the State Governments (through been increased by stages to 4%. This trend has bene-
sales tax). To tackle the problem of cascading effect fited industrially-advancedStates (like Maharashtra,
associatedwith taxation of intermediategoods, recent Gujrat, Tarnil Nadu and West Bengal) at the cost of
reformsat the Central levelprovide immediatecredit industrially backward States. Since manufactured
of excise duty paid on inputs but these facilities are goods are the main items of inter-State trade, the
rare at the State level. This lacuna in the sales tax developed States are able to export a part of their
system should be a priority item in the agenda for taxation to other States. In effect, it amounts to trans-
indirect tax reforms. fer of financial resources from poorer States to weal-

thier States, much against the declared objective of

B. Central sales tax (CST) regional balanced development. Moreover, the high
rate of CST hinders the free flow of trade and com-

A notable aspect of the Indian sales tax system is the merce within the country.
taxation of inter-State trade. Tracing the development
of sales tax in India, Walter Mahler remarked:19

C. Tax rental agreement
Perhaps, the most important problem relating to sales
taxation in the pre-Constitutionperiod was the taxation The varying rates of sales tax and assessment proce-
of inter-State sales. All the Provinces, with the excep- dures in different States have caused difficulties for
tion of West Bengal, were collecting sales tax on goods traders, particularly small ones. Expressing their re-

being sent to otherProvincesand were, in effect, indulg-
ing in beggar-my-neighbour'policies.

However, the presentConstitutioncontainsprovisions 18. See above, discussion of MODVAT.
19 Walter R. Mahler, Sales and Excise Taxation in India (New Delhi:

for regulating taxation of inter-State sales. These reg- Orient Longman Ltd., 1970) at 151.
ulations find expression in the Central Sales Tax Act, 20. These goods are coal, cereals, cotton, cotton yarn, cotton fabrics,
1956, and provide, inter alia, for a degreeofuniformity crude oil, hides and skins, iron and steel, jute, oilseeds, pulses, rayon and

by prescribinga maximum rate of sales tax on certain artificial silk fabrics, sugar, tobacco and woollen fabrics.

goods considered important to the country. Sec. 14 of
21. In 1956, when the Central Sales Tax Act was passed, the rate was

fixed at 1%. Subsequently, it was raised to 2%, 3% and 4% in 1958, 1966
the Act declarescertain goods to be of special import- and 1975, respectively.
ance in nter-State trade.2oSec. 15 of the Act lays down 22. Thus, the States are free to fix rate of sales tax on the internal sales

the rate structure. The rates vary depending on the of non-declared goods but there is a ceiling rate of 4% on the sale of

class of goods and the status of the person to whom such goods in inter-State trade. For example, if the rate of sales tax on

internal sales is 6%, it will be 4% for inter-State trade, being lower of the
the goods are sold. 2 rates.

Thus, goods are either declared goods (goods of
23. In other words, the rate of CST is a minimum of 10%. For example,
if general sales tax is charged at the rate of 5% on the sale of colour

special importance)or non-declaredgoods , a person televisions in a State, the rate of CST on the same will be 10o, being the

may be a registered or a non-registereddealer. Based higher of the 2 rates.
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sentmentagainst the vexatious levy, the businesscom- often, though not always, regressive and even the
munity has often suggested that in place of sales tax, poorest of the poor are made to contribute to public
corresponding hikes should be made in Central ex- exchequer. Although many items of mass consump-
cises, the proceeds of which could be earmarked for tion are exempt from excise duty and sales tax, a
distribution among the States. Such an arrangement, number of essential items do bear these levies, though
it is argued, will (a) help maintain uniformity in all- at moderaterates. Some notable items in this category
India prices of widely-consumedgoods; (b) facilitate are sugar, kerosene, vegetable products, soap,
rationalisation and co-ordinationof commodity taxa- matches, patent and proprietarymedicines, footwear,
tion; (c) contribute to the developmentof an integrat- toothpaste, etc. Some of these items yield fairly high
ed market by facilitating movement of goods across revenue and it is necessary to review the desirability
State borders; (d) reduce the costs of collection; and of retaining these essential items on the tariff list.
(e) eliminate obstacles for both large and small deal-

Central excise duty and States sales fall, intax mosters.
cases, on the same set of commoditieswithoutco-ordi-

Interestingly, some arrangementsalready exist in this naton among the competing authorities. This inter-
regard. Following a 1956 voluntary agreement be- mingling and overlapping of taxes has hindered
tween the Centre and the States, the sales tax on rationalisationof the commodity tax structure to judi-
textiles, tobacco and sugar were replaced with addi- ciously determine the impact of different levies on

tional duties of excise and the income derived there- investment, production and the burden on the con-
from is distributedamong the States. The net proceeds sumer. Recent reforms at the Central level (like intro-
from additional excise duties are distributed among duction of MODVAT) are incomplete in the absence
the States in accordance with recommendations and of similar measures by the State Governments. The
principles of distribution periodically formulated by varying tax practices in differentStates have restricted
the Finance Commissions.24 free flowof trade and impeded industrialiation.Quite
This scheme, called tax rental agreements by Finance often, revenue-raisingobjective is paramount,relegat-
Commissions,has operatedquite successfullyfor over ng equity and efficiency to the background.
3 decades and demands are raised time and again for Rationalisationof indirect tax structure needs under-
its extension to other commodities. In January 1983, standing and co-ordination not only between the
an expert committee25 recommendedthe extensionof Centre and the States but also among the States them-
this scheme to cover vanaspati (vegetable oils), drugs selves. A national approach is requiredfor an integrat-
and medicines, cement, paper and paper board, and ed system of indirect taxation.
petroleum products. Unfortunately, some of the
States opposed the Centre's initiative to implement
the recommendationsand the matterhas beenhanging
fire since, stalling the process of tax reforms. 24. Art. 280 of the Constitutionprovidesfor the appointmentofa Finance

Commission every quinquennium, or earlier if necessary. The primary
objective of a Finance Commission is to develop a scheme of transfer of
financial resources from the Centre to the States with due regard to the

V. CONCLUDINGREMARKS revenues and needs of the 2 tiers of the Government. This is a unique
feature of the Indian Constitution which has no parallel in the existing

The heavy reliance on indirect taxes in the Indian federal constitutionsof.the world.
25. Government of India, Ministry of Finance, Report of the Expert

economy has serious equity and efficiency implica- Committeeon Replacementof Sales Tax by AdditionalExcise Duty (Chair-
tions. The distribution of the indirect tax burden is man KamlapatiTripathi), January 1983.
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Argentine Foreign Debt

to Equity Conversion
rr

Programme
By and

Maximo Bomchil, Jr. Marcelo E. Bombau.

I. INTRODUCTION Mr. Bomchil and Mr. Bombau are

The ArgentineForeign Debt to Equity ConversonProgramme(hereinaf- partners in the firm M. & M. Bomchil,

ter referred to as the Conversion Programme) is regulatedby Ministry Buenos Aires, Argentina.
of Economy (ME) Resolution992 of 18 October1987, as amendedby ME
Resolution 65 of 22 January 1988 and its complementary provisions:
Undersecretariate of Economic Policy (UEP) Resolution 20 of 5
November 1987, and Argentine Central Bank (BCRA) Communication Contents
A 1109 of 27 October 1987, as amended. The ConversionProgramme's
primary objective is to ensure that within the next 5 years USS 1,900 I INTRODUCTION

million of public and private external Argentine debt is converted into Il INVESTORS

productive investments. III. PUBLIC FOREIGN DEBT CONVERSION

The ConversionProgrammeis similar in its purposeand effects to benefits PROGRAMME

derived from an industrial promotion regime, and in this respect, the A. Convertible public debt

programme resembles a subsidy. The national government, through its B. Eligible investments

financial agent (the BCRA), purchases certain securities of the external C.. Convertible amounts and matching
funds

debt which national and foreign investorsoffer for sale. The securitiesare D. Bidding procedure at the BCRA

acquired at their face value less a discountor commissionwhich must be 1. Requirementsfor participationin

offeredby the investor. The investormust have assumed the obligationof BCRA bidding

investing the converted funds aswell as additional funds (matchingfunds) 2. Procedure for evaluation and

in specificprojects previously approvedby the UEP. The subsidy is the
selection of the requested con-

version
differencebetween the price the investorpaid for the securities (currently 3. Conversion and application of

quoted in the international market at approximately 30% of their face the funds

value) and the sale price to the BCRA, which will be equal to the face IV. PRIVATE FOREIGN DEBT CONVERSION
value of the securities less the discount or commission offered by the PROCEDURE

investorsduring the bidding process. A. Debts without foreign exchange in-
surance contracts

II. INVESTORS 1. Group 1

The Conversion Programme is available to both local and foreign inves- 2. Group 2

tors. Local investors are defined as individuals or com-9anies which have B.. Debts with foreign exchange nsur-

their effective domicilewithin the ArgentineRepublic. Foreign investors
ance contracts

C. Swaps
are individuals or corporations domiciled abroad. Foreign investors in-
clude local companieswith foreigncapital which hold investmentsin other

V. FOREIGN INVESTORS

local companies.2Local firmswith foreigncapital are companiesdomiciled VI. TAX ASPECTS

in the Argentine Republic in which foreign persons directly or indirectly Vil. CODEX REGISTRY

own more than 49% of the capital or control a quantityof votes sufficient Vill CONCLUSION
to predominate at shareholders' meetings.3 Both types of investors are

subject to the same regulations in connection with the Conversion Pro-
gramme. However, foreign investors must also comply with regulations
established by the FIL, and consequentlyobtain any required authoriza-
tions.4

Capital investmentparticipationsobtained from the conversion of public 1. Art. 2 para. 5 of the Foreign Investment
Law (FIL).

external debt securities cannot be sold or assigned to other investors for 2. Art. 2 para. 2 FIL.
3 years as from the date of their integration.5A foreign investormay only 3. Art. 2 para 3 FIL.

repatriate his capital investment in foreign currency after 10 years from 4. See Arts. 4 and 6 FIL.

the date of his investment. If the foreign investor assigns his participation
5. Art. 7 of ResolutionME 992. This author is
of the opinion that the 3-yearperiodcommences

after the 3-year period has elapsed but prior to the 10-year repatriation from the date on which the funds were paid to
the recipient firm. Although legal provisions do

restriction, he is entitled to purchase freely-available foreign .currency not specificallyrefer to the datethe3-yearperiod
provided that the foreign investorsimultaneouslyestablishesa fixed-term commences, a reasonable interpretation of Art.

foreign currency deposit at the National DevelopmentBank. The deposit 6 of UEP Resolution 20 supports this opinion.
o.
.

Art. 7 of ME Resolution 992, as amended
must cover the remainingperiod of the 3-year period restriction.6 by ME Resolution 65.
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III. PUBLIC FOREIGN DEBT CONVERSION ciency, productivityand supply of services. In ac-

PROCEDURE cordance with Art. 4 of UEP Resolution 20, the
investment'scontributionin affectingthe country's

The conversion regime of the public external debt is balance of paymentswill be taken into considera-
governed by BCRA Communication A 1109, as tion when making the determinationwhetherpro-
amended. jects designed to increase efficiency, productivity

and supply of services are eligible for the pro-
A. Convertiblepublic debt gramme. If no exports are anticipated, a portion

of the investmentmay still be declaredeligible if it
is deemed beneficial to the national economy. InIn accordancewith CommunicationA 1109, the fol- such a case, the authoritieswill determine the per-lowing public debt can be applied to the Conversion of the total investmentwhichcan be cover-Programme: centage
ed by conversionproceeds.7( 1) nominativebonds in dollars;

( 2) obligations of the national government in dol- Specific projects, however, are not eligible for the
lars, and interim obligations of the national conversion programme, i.e. those investments whose
government in dollars; purpose is:

( 3) external bonds of the Argentine Republic;.. (1) acquisition of real estate or working capital;8
( 4) other foreign loans to the national govern- (2) acquisition of quotas, shares and other corporate

ment; participations or rights to the same and subscrip-
(5) credit and deposit facilitiesfor currentdeposits tion of coupons;

at the BCRA; (3) financial investments; and
(6) BCRA obligations in dollars and BCRA n- (4) acquisitionof used movablegoods or goods previ-

terim obligations in dollars; ously installed in other plants (including machin-

{ iI
medium-termloans granted to the BCRA; ery).
other foreign debts of the BCRA; The UEP must determine the eligibility of an invest-

y guaranteedpublic sector refinancedcontracts; ment project within 45 days from the date it receivesand the requisite information.9Within the same term (and(10) other foreign obligations of the public sector, if the ME is granted exclusive competency), the FIL
except short-term commercial obligations and authorizations are granted.1o In most cases, the MEdebts which have been granted or guaranteed has exclusive authority to approve foreign investmentby foreign official agencies. projects.

Locally-domiciledpersonscannotbe holdersofcertain UEP Resolution 20 sets forth the information neces-public debt securities (BONODS and Promissory for the project to be considered for the Conver-Notes) by virtue of limitationsestablishedwhen these sary
sion Programme.The Resolutionindicates (underAn-securities were issued. In such cases, Communication
nexes I and II) the general rules for presentation of1109 provides that the creditors of the securities may projects and instructionsfor completionof the presen-present them to the BCRA and instruct the latter to tation. Instructions are also provided for those casesdeposit the conversion funds to the account of an in-
n which prior approval (under FIL) is requiredvestor who holds an approved project (i.e. one which (Annex II module II) and the necessary informationhas been favoured in the conversion bidding). The to obtain the exemption of duties for importation ofinvestor's conformitymust be proven. capital goods under Decree 515/87 (Annex II module

From a practical point of view, the nominative bonds III).
in dollars (BONODS) are the preferred securities to Among the investment projects which have been
use for the Conversion Programme. BONODS are deemed ineligible are: manufacturingof pharmaceuti-substantially less expensive than the externalbonds of cal products, processing of citrus plants and vegeta-the Argentine Republic (BONEX) and, contrary to bles, domestically manufactured automobile compo-other foreign debt, are readily availableon the market nents (as opposed to import of these components asand easy to transfer. has been done in the past), compressed natural gas

plants, clearing land for purposessuch as cattle breed-
B. Eligible investments ng, milk production and agriculture, construction of

The only investmentswhich are eligible to participate
in the Conversion Programme are those investments 7 ME Resolution 1192 of 7 December 1987.

approved by the UEP. According to Art. 4 of ME 8 If a prohibited investment is made to enable executionof an eligible
maximum of 10% of the total cost of the project (excludingResolution 992, eligible investments are those which project, a

foreign equipment) may be authorized.
purport to accomplish any of the following goals: 9. Art. 5 of ME Resolution992. The 45-day term means45 workingdays
(1) purchasingof new equipment; (since there is no regulation to the contrary). See Art. 1 para. e) 2 of the

(2) construction of industrial plants or other facilities AdministrativeProcedure Law 19,549.
which tend to increaseproductivecapacity in order 10. If the ME does not have exclusive competency for purposes of FIL

to increase the quantity of goods offered; and
authorization,consent must be obtained from other correspondingminis-
tries. In such cases, there is no maximum term for the UEP to approve the

(3) other investments which tend to increase the effi- project.
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5 star hotels, installation of breweries, increasing the (a)

/!
total cost of the project 1,600

productioncapacity of a slaughter house and textiles. (b) value of the foreign investment (600)
(c) local investment 1,000
(d) deduct: surplus of real estate and

C. Convertibleamounts and matching funds working capital over 10% ofc 250
750

Proceeds deriving from the conversionof securities of (e) maximum amount subject to capitalization,
public foreigndebt can cover up to a maximumof70% i.e. 70% ofd 525
of the total cost of the approved project (excluding (f) total face value amount of securities subject
foreign equipment). Henceforth, the investor must

provide matching funds equal to 30% of the total cost
to conversion 525 700

1-0.25
of the project, either in foreign currencyor in australs
(Argentinecurrency).11The additionalmatchingfunds
can eitherbe capitalinvestmentsor financingprovided D. Biddingprocedure at the BCRA

by third parties. However, on-lending funds do not

qualify as matching funds.12 An investor with a qualified project must participate
in the 2 mothly auctions held by the BCRA. The

In order to invest the conversion funds, the investor annual quotas and the 2 monthly limits for the debt
must prove that the proportional matching funds to conversion will be fixed by previous agreement be-
the amountshe is willing to disposeof, have previously
been contributed. The following procedure must be

tween the UEP and the BCRA (Art. 2 para. 6 of ME
Resolution992). The BCRAhas authorityto increase

followed to determine the 70% limit: the 2 monthly limits. A higher limit can be established
1. The cost of foreign equipmentis deducted from the to cover an investment proJect, if during the auction
total cost of the project. This includes the value of procedure, the last approved project could only be

equipment, machinery, component parts, spare parts partially covered by the current limit (Art. 3 of ME
and accessoriesas well as costs for engineering,setting Resolution992).
up, transportation,insuranceand taxation (taxes, cus- On the basis of UEP declarationsand the compromise
toms duties and other levies) even if the beneficiary which the national government has agreed to with its
was granted an exemptionof import duties under De- foreigncreditors, it is estimatedthat the annual quotas
cree 515/87.13 will amount to approximatelyUSS 300 million during
2. After these deductionsare made, the proportional the first year and USS 400 million during the following
amounts representing real estate and working capital 4 years, reaching a total of USS 1,900 million. The 2

must be made. monthly limits of convertible amounts during the first
amount to USS 50 million each (meaning that 6

3. If the result of2 is lower than or equal to 10% of year
auctions will be held during the year).

1, that amount is the maximum amount which can

be invested through debt convrsion. However, if the To date, 2 auctions have taken place, the first on 20
result of 2 exceeds 10% of 1, the surplus will be January 1988 in which 15 projects submittedbids. Six
deducted from the amount in 1 and 70% of this of these bids were granted. The second auction was

figure represents the maximum amount which may be held on 29 March 1988 and 20 projects competed.
capitalizedby way of debt conversion. Fifteen of these bids were granted. In both cases, the

limits for conversionwere fixed at USS 50 million, and
In addition to the eligibility determination, the UEP conversionwas grantedfor approximatelyUSS 54 mil-
must also determine the maximum convertible lion in each auction.
amount, using this same formula.14

The total face value amount of convertible securities 1. Requirements for participation in the BCRA bidding
iS obtained by taking into account the maximum (a) The investor must have an investment project
amount which can be capitalized through the Conver- qualified under the Conversion Programme regula-
sion Programme and the discount or commissionover tions and must have obtained authorizationsrequired
the face value of the securitieswhichwill be sold to the by the FIL.
BCRA. For that purpose, the maximum amount sub-
ject to capitalization is divided by the amount which (b) The investor must make a debt conversion offer
results from subtracting the approved percentage of which covers the face value of the convertible se-

discount or commission from 1. curities and the conversion discount or commission
which he offers.

The following example is illustrative. Assuming
foreign equipmentvalued at USS 600, an offered con- (c) The investor must execute a conversionguarantee
version discountor commissionof25% and real estate in favour of the BCRA. The guaranteemay consist of

and working capital of 350: either a bank guarantee or a deposit to the order of
the BCRA through a bank authorized to execute ex-

amount guaranteemust
11. The form of the currency is at the option of the investor. change operations. The of the

be equivalentto 1% of the facevalueof the convertible
12. UEP Resolution 24.
13. Arts. 9 and 10 of UEP Resolution 20. securities. In the case ofa deposit, the interestrate will
14. Art. 8 of UEP Resolution 20. be the same rate as the financial index fixed by the
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BCRA. The conversion guarantee will be released at process (i.e. eitherconditionalacce-gtanceor rejection
the time the converted funds are invested and will be of the proposais)within 4 workingsays of the auction.
made proportionally to the percentage the converted Within the next 15 workingdays, the investormust file
funds represent with regard to the total face value of the securities to be converted.
the debt subject to conversion. This file will be submitted for BCRA analysis for a

6-day term. Thereafter, the BCRA will notify the in-
2. Procedure for evaluation and selection of the vestor of the definite award of the conversion.

1 requested conversion
3. Conversion and application of the funds

(a Evaluationof the offers (a Conversionof the funds
All proposals are scored. The score is based on the

importance of the conversion discount or commission On the third working day after the definite award is

which is offered. The higher the value of the offered announced, the BCRA will proceed to convert the
discount or commission, the higher the score. If 2 or securities less the commissions or discounts which

moreproposalsoffera similardiscountor commission, were accepted. The average of the free market ex-

the project offering to cover the lowest percentageof change rate's buyer quotation of the Banco de la
its total cost with funds proceeding from the conver- Nacin Argentina (at closing time 10 days before the
sion will be given preference. conversion is carried out) will be considered to estab-

lish the amount in australs. The australsobtainedfrom
It is interesting to analyze the events of the 2 recent the conversion process will be deposited in the local
auctions. When the first auction was called (i.e.20 intervenirlg bank to the order of the investor. The
January 1988), UEP Resolution 25 established that investor may not dispose of the funds until he has net
the minimum discount which could be offered by in- his obligations.The investorcan assign his rights to the
vestors was 25%. During this auction, investors of- deposit in favour of the recipient firm. At the inves-
fered discounts rangingfrom 28% to 40.2% of the face tor's option, this deposit will be subject to a service
value of the securities. The minimum discount ac- charge which is fixed according to the variation of the
cepted by the BCRA was 35.25%. financial index establishedby the BCRAor that of the

During the 29 March 1988 auction, investors offered exchange rate in the free exchangenarket, plus Iibor

discounts ranging from 38.1% to 57.10%, with an av- (London Interbank Offering Rate).
erage of 53.87%. The minimum discount accepted by
the BCRA ws 51.1%. This clearly demonstratesthe (b) Release of the funds
interest the Conversion Programme has kindled and The capitalization process concludes when the funds
that investors are, in fact, willing to accept large dis- are released. Funds proceeding from a conversion,
counts in order to converttheirdebt into investments. and which are subject to the above-mentioneddeposit,

can only be released (in part or in full) by prior appli-
(b) Numberof conversions cation of the agreed matching funds to the investment

Projects whose face value are worth up to USS 2.5 project.
million must be convertedat one time. However,pro- The intervening bank must verify that an additional
jects with face values exceeding USS 2.5 million may investment of at least 0.43 austral cents was made in
be converted up to 3 times; of these projects, the first relation to each convertedaustral to be released (Art.
conversionmust be equivalentto at least USS 2.5 mil- 13 ofUEP Resolution20).16 In addition, the local bank
lion. No more than 12 months can elapse between must always verify that the preceding stage of the
each conversion. investment plan has been completed before progress-

ing to the next stage. UEP Resolution 4 establishes
(c) Participation in the biddingprocess which documents the investor must use to prove the

Investors wishing to participate in the bidding process
investmentplan is advancing (i.e. invoices,certificates

must file certain documents with the BCRA. The of work, instruments issued by public notaries, etc.).
documents are filed through a local bank authorized This evidence need not be produced for the first re-

to carry out exchange operations.15 The following lease of funds which may not exceed 5% of the total

documentationis required: amount of the project.
(1) qualificationcertificate issued by the UEP;
(2) formula containing the proposed conversion pro-

5. Industrial promotion regimes
ceeding; Investment projects carried out through the Conver-

(3) conversion guarantee certificate; sion Programme prevent the recipient company from
(4) statement of acceptance of the Conversion Pro- reaping any prornotional benefit granted by the na-

gramme's regulations; and
(5) an option for an alternative payment of the con-

verted funds (see below).
15. The investor's participation in all stages of this procedure is carried
out through one local bank. Anotherbank may be used if the investorcan

show justifiable cause and obtain authorizationfrom the BCRA.

(d) Conditionaland definite awards 16. Because 43% is the proportion that 30 represents in 70, the verifica-
tion ensures that the matching funds represent at least 30% of the total

The BCRA will announce the outcome of the bidding cost of the investment at all times.
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tional governmentwith the exceptionof those benefits an investment of freely available foreign currency
contemplated in Decree No. 515/87 for the import of rather than a capitalization of credit (Art. 1 of UEP
capital goods free of customs duties if the necessary Resolution 8 of 30 July 1987).17
approval is obtained.

2. Group 2

IV. PRIVATE FOREIGN DEBT CONVERSION Group 2 encompasses the liabilities which have been
PROCEDURE refinanced under Argentine external debt reschedul-

ing plans. Their anticipatedcancellationfor capitaliza-
Private foreign debt conversionis governedby BCRA tion purposes does not require authorizationfrom the
Communication A 1056 of 30 July 1987. The UEP or the BCRA. However, repatriation is prohi-
capitalizationof private sector external debt is subject bited prior to maturationofthe original termprojected
to different treatment depending upon the possibility in the loan or before 10 years from the date of capitali-
of payment abroad, i.e. it depends on whether the zation, whichever is later. Dividends cannot be paid
debt is subject to compulsory refinancingof the coun- out during the first 4 years, but these unpaid dividends
try's external debt, if the debt is not subject to re- can be remitted in 8 semi-annual installments com-

financing because it was assumed after 10 December mencing4 and a half years after capitalization,subject
1983, if a foreign exchange contract has been entered to regulations in force at the time each payment is
or if it is a swap. These differences have resulted in made.
separate regulation under CommunicationA 1056. Debts arising from the following operations are in-
Although the scheme is established to favour capitali- cluded in this group:zation of the debt with the same debtor, under certain (i) imports carried out prior to 10 December 1983
circumstancesand conditions, a change of debtor and whose termswereoriginallylonger thanone year;creditor may be authorized. (ii) financial loans which were not agreed to under

BCRA Communication A 558, regardless of
A. Debts without foreign exchange insurance their date of origin; and

contracts (ii) other liabilitiesassumedup until9 December1983.

These debts are divided into 2 groups depending on B. Debts with foreign exchange insurance
whether payment is subject to refinancing the Argen- contracts
tine external debt.

External debts which have entered into unmatured
1. Group 1 foreign exchange insurance contracts can also be

Group 1 includes the external debts which are not capitalized. All regulations of the Conversion Pro-

subject to refinancing the Argentineforeign debt. An- gramme apply to these debts (see above).18
ticipated cancellation of these debts, with the aim of
capitalization in the same debtor, is not subject to the
regulations of the Conversion Programme. Hence-

C. Swaps
Unmatured debts introduced under swap regulationsforth, they need not qualify for eligibility nor is any can be capitalized under one of the following alterna-

authorizationnecessaryfromthe UEPor the BCRA. tives:
Debts arising from the followingoperationsfall within
this group: 1. Capitalizationunder the Conversion Programme
(i) imports carried out at any time with paymentorig- The swap is paid off in australs at its counter value.

inally assumed up to a one-year term; The creditor must comply with the Conversion Pro-
(ii) imports carried out as from 10 December 1983. in

which a term longer than one year was originally gramme regulations and obtain authorization of the
BCRA prior to the bidding process.agreed upon;

(iii)financial loans entered into in accordance with 2. Capitalization not under the Conversion ProgrammeBCRA CommunicationA 558 of 28 November
1984; and The debtor must waive his rights to any undisposable

(iv)other liabilities entered into as from 10 December deposit19which may exist at the time the swap is cancel-
1983 except those assumed on the basis of on- led. The debt will then be considered an obligation
lending operations.

The amounts which are capitalized cannot be repat- 17. This is logical considering the mechanism applied by the BCRA for
riated before maturation of the original term of the the conversion: the foreign currency is sold which cancels the external debt

respective foreign debt. However, this is without pre_ to the investor; the investor simultaneouslyrepurchases the same in local

judice to the 3-year limitation established by the FIL currency.

so that foreign investors who have registered their
18. Previousauthorizationof the BCRA is required and interestedparties
must submit a consultation before the auction. Therefore, the investor

investments can repatriate them (Art. 13 para. 1 (a) must ensure that the project qualifies, obtain any authorizationsrequired
FIL). by the FIL and obtain the approval of the BCRA before the auction.

19. The term undisposable is used here because the deposited funds
For FIL purposes, the capitalizations are considered will only be freed once the matching funds are paid.
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without an exchange insurance contract for the sole tion legislation. A draft was prepared but it was never

purpose of capitalization.The investorwill be subject sent to Congress. The experience derived from the 2
to the limitations discussed above for conversion of recent auctions demonstratesthat such fears were un-

obligations without exchange insurance contracts. founded. With the success of the Conversion Pro-
This mechanism also requires authorization of the gramme in sight, a law exemptingthis income from tax
BCRA. must be rejected.

If an investor is a person domiciled in Argentina (i.e.
V. FOREIGNINVESTORS a company or a physical person), the profit derived

from the converson must be included in its taxable

As previously stated, foreign investors are subject to income and it will be taxed according to the general
all FIL regulations, and henceforth must request the rules (33% for companies, 45% for branches and pro-
authorizationsestablishedin Arts. 4 and 6 FIL if appli- gressive rates ranging from 7% to 45% for physical
cable. persons).
In addition, the following rules apply to foreign inves- If the investor is a foreign 1eneficiary (i.e. a person

who does not have a permanent residence in Argenti-tors:
na), the taxable income will be calculatedaccording to

1. The amounts resulting from the debt conversion the provisions contained in Arts. 91, 92 and 93 of the
will be considered an investment in foreign currency IncomeTax Law. The tax rate is 45% of the net profit,
for FIL purposes, i.e. the conversion mechanism im- calculated under one of 2 methods at the taxpayer's
plies an effectivesale of foreigncurrencyby the BCRA option:
to the foreign investor and its simultaneous repur- (a) 50% of the total price paid to the foreign be-
chase.20 neficiary for the converted debt; or

2. The converted amounts may be registered as a (b) deductingall expensesincurred to obtain the profit
foreign investment so long as registration is ac- (including the acquisition price which must be ap-

complished according to the terms and conditions es- proved by the Tax Department) from the sale

tablished by FIL Decree 103/81. With respect to the price.
amounts corresponding to the converted debt, regis- The 45% income tax rate applies to the net profit so
tration must be requested within 120 days from the calculated.
date of conversion, without prejudice to the fact that

If the converted debt is represented by nominativethe effects of the conversioncommenceon the date of
the effective capitalizationfor purposes of calculating bonds in dollars (BONODS)orexternal bonds of the

the limitation terms for remittance of capital and/or Argentine Republic (BONEX), the transfer of se-

dividends (Arts. 2 and 4 of UEP Resolution 8). curities tax at the rate of 0.75% of the purchase price
paid by the Central Bank will be applicable (Transfer

3. According to Art. 7 of ME Resolution 922, the of Securities Tax, 1986 text, Arts. 1 and 5). The
recipient firms cannot remit dividends corresponding amounts paid may be computed on account of the
to the convertedcapital to their foreign investorsuntil income tax payableup to the limit of 33% of the profit
after the fourth accountingyear of the recipient firm. generatedin the conversiontransactionif the taxpayer
If the recipient firms distribute dividends before that is a corporation and 15% in all other cases (Income
term, the foreign investor may purchase foreign cur- Tax Law, 1986 text, Art. 101).
rency so long as he simultaneously executed a fixed
deposit in foreigncurrencyfor the pendingperiodwith
the Banco Nacional de Desarrollo. VII. CODEX REGISTRY

The 4-year period will be deemed completed once 4
complete accounting years have elapsed as from the In accordancewith Art. 9 ofME Resolution992, UEP

date of the first capitalization (made with amourts Resolution20 creates the Registryof InvestmentPro-

resultingfrom the conversionofsecurities).21 The UEP ceedings from the Conversion of Public External
Debt. This registry is known as the CodexRegistry.issues a certificate which proves that the term has
It is independent from the Registry of Foreign Invest-expired (Art. 7 of UEP Resolution20). ments and all investments carried out by local or

foreign investors with funds resulting from debt con-

versions must be registered with the Codex Regis-
VI. TAX ASPECTS try. The Registry also takes note of the variations of

capital, distributionof dividends,assignments,modifi-
The difference between the price for which the inves- cations in shareholders'participationsand, in general,
tor purchases the securitiesor foreign debt and its sale any other information the UEP may deem necessary.
price to the BCRA is taxable income in Argentina,
regardless of whether the investor is domiciled in Ar-
gentina. When the Conversion Programme was first
established, it was thought that this circumstancecould
jeopardize the success of the entire Programme. The 20. See also the rules set out in UEP Resolution 8/87.
authoritiesexpressed the intentionof enactingexemp- 21. Art. 6 UEP Resolution 20.
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VIII. CONCLUSION with certain lexibility to prevent them from interpos-
ing formidableobstacles to important investments re-

This author is of the opinion that the ConversionPro- quired by Argentina's economy and infrastructure.
gramme develops an important mechanism to stimu-
late the flow of productive investments. Practical ex- Finally, the administrative offices must adhere to the

perience derived from operation of the programme timetables established for approval of the projects.
will undoubtedlybring to light the necessity of imple- Persistencein these respects will surely aid in the Con-

menting complementaryregulations (for instance, the version Programme's success. The experience gained
taxing regime applicable to benefits arising from the in the 2 recent auctions verifies that the Programme is
sale of the securities to the BCRA at a price which is a success not only for the government (which is repur-
higher than the acquisitionprice). The annual quotas chasing its debt with a significant discount) but for
and twice-monthlyunits of funds must also be handled investors as well.

ECUADOR: foreign debt which has been sucretized to lnd (or
cede) their paper for operations which will ultimately
result in capitalization of companies domiciled or es-

{' Foreign tablished in Ecuador. The purpose of ths procedure
is to reduce the size of the outstanding debt, thus

:1 debt reducing the service burden on it and motivate the
return of flight capital, as well as strengthen the bal-

swaps
ance sheets of strategic companies. The foreign cre-

i..'p./ ditor is given a market for his paper, the Ecuadorian
Government's international liabilities and its future

By Edgar L. NaranJo dollar service commitments are reduced and the bal-
ance sheet and/or the shareholder roster of the con-

At the end of 1984, Ecuador's foreign debt amounted cerned company is bolstered.

to USS 6.9 billion and it is estimated that the foreign The mechanismfor debt-equityswaps is as follows: (1)
debt will reach USS 10.450 billion by the end of 1988, the owner (original or new) of an Ecuadorian obliga-
i.e. a 50% increase. During this period the debt struc- tion which has been sucretized can present it to the
ture changed; private banks limited new credit while Central Bank and obtain the equivalentof its nominal
international lending institutionsprovidedmost of the value in a sucre credit (at the official rate of exchange)
new loans. As a rule the new loans contain softer and which can only be used for eventual capitalization of
longer terms. an approved company; and (2) the Ministry of Indus-

The suspension of debt servicing during 1987 compli- tries will specify the eligible sectors of the economy
cates the balance of payments for the future. The where such companies exist.

burden of debt servicing interposes an obstacle to An active market for Latin American foreign debt
economicgrowthbecause it engendersa vicious circle. paper has developedsince the internationaldebt crisis
As a result, the Monetary Board established that the started in 1982. However, few of these transactions
1 November 1982 - 31 December 1989 maturities of have been convertedinto swaps in Ecuador. The auth-
the private sector (i.e. those registered with the Cen- orities explained that the swapswere causingexcessive
tral Bank up to 21 April 1983) could apply for refinanc- pressure on the free market rate of exchange. In Au-

ing benefits called sucretizacin. Sucretizacin is gust 1987, the Ecuadorian Government suspended
an agreement under which the Central Bank becomes capitalization of its debt. While this procedure was

the debtor of the foreign creditor. The Central Bank primarilydirected to the financial and commercialsec-

accepts the substitution of an Ecuadorian Bank or tors of the economy, it has not had a significantimpact
Financiera as its debtor; the original obligationwill since only 15% of the companieswere capitalizedwith
be denominated in sucres. The Bank or Financiera USS 44 million and anotherUSS 24 million is pending.
becomes the only creditor of the original private bor- The Ecuadorian debt is currently discounted by 67-
rower and the debt is denominated in sucres. 70% of its face value. 1

The Ecuadorian Government's concern over the
foreign debt resulted in the issuance of Regulations
408 and 431 (8 February 1987 and 2 July 1987, respec- 1. A new administration was inaugurated on 10 August 1988 and the

tively) which permit creditors of Ecuadorian private authorities may introduce new policies regarding foreign debt swaps.
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Final Report of the Consultative
Committeeon Full Imputationand
InternationalTax Reform*

INTRODUCTORYNOTE to New Zealand principles; the resident shareholder's
percentage interest in this income is then included in

On 17 December 1987 the New Zealand Government his return and taxed in the normal manner. In the
released an economic statement proposing major re- Consultative Document it was proposed that the
forms to the country's tax system. A detailed discus- branch-equivalentmethod of taxation would apply to
sion of the proposals contained in this statement was all interests of New Zealand resident shareholders in
published in the April 1988 issue of the Bulletin. the undistributed income of foreign companieswhere

certain income limits were exceeded. The recommen-Two of the most significant features of the December dation of the Committee was that the regime shouldeconomic package were Consultative Documents on only apply to New Zealand residents holding interestsFull Imputation and International Tax Reform. Sub- of not less than 10% n companies, 50% of which aremissionswere invited from the public on the measures owned by 5 or fewer New Zealandresidents. Further-
proposed in both documents and a committee set up taxpayers with interests in such controlledunder the chairmanship of Mr. Arthur Valabh, a tax

more,

partner and partner in charge of Messrs. Deloitte, foreign companies (CFCs) in certain white-listcoun-

tries which themselveshave CFC legislationwould be
Haskins and Sells, Auckland. The committee's terms from branch-equivalenttaxation. Therewouldof reference were to receive public submissions, to exempt

also be a grey list of countrieswith high tax rates but
report to the Ministerof Financeon the matterscover- offering tax preferences (such as exemptions or con-
ed by the documents and raised in submissions, to cessionary rates for foreign income) which may resultmake recommendations should any amendments be in a low effective tax rate. If such tax preferenceswere
considered necessary and to prepare draft legislation utilized, then the branch-equivalentregime would be
to give effect to the proposed measures. applied.
The final report of the Consultative Committee on A second significant change recommended in the
Full Imputation and International Tax Reform is re- Committee's report was the introduction of a foreignproduced below. There follows first a brief summary nvestment fund (FIF) regime to operate in conjunc-of the steps leading up to this final report and an ton with the branch-equivalent regime. FIFs would
outline of the changes made in the process to the basically be overseas entities which derive income
proposals set out in the original Consultative Docu- largely from holding or trading portfolio investments
ments. The summary deals first with the measures and which, because of their country of residence and
relating to international tax reform and secondlywith their distribution policy, pay less tax on such income
those relating to full imputation. than would have been paid had the income been de-

rived in New Zealand. The incomeof investors in FIFs
1. Internationaltax reform would be calculatedby comparing the market value of

their investments at the beginning of the income year
The first part of the Valabh Committee's report on with that at the end of the income year (the compara-
international tax reform was preented to the Minister tive value method). Should interests in overseas en-

of Finance on 23 March 1988. Whilst the report en- tities be caught under both the branch-equivalentand
dorsed the December Consultative Document in FIF regimes, the branch-equivalent regime would
broad terms, a number of alterations to the original apply.
proposals, some of them radical, were recommended. The third important new proposal put forward in the
(For details of the original proposals readers are refer- Committee's report was that a settlor regirne be
red to the April 1988 issueof the Bulletinat 180-186.) introduced for overseas trusts. Under such a regime
The majorchange advocated in the report was that the overseas trusts would be treated as a New Zealand

applicationof the branch-equivalentregime should be resident where the settlorwas a New Zealand resident,
restricted to circumstances where New Zealand resi_ thus enabling non-resident trustees to be taxed as if
dents control a foreign company provided that certain
criteria concerning the company's overseas residence
are also met. Under the branch-equivalentregime the * The introductory note was written by Nick C. Webb of the Interna-
ncome ofan overseascompany is calculatedaccording tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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they were New Zealand residents. Should the non-res- dividends. The report of the ConsultativeCommittee
ident trustees fail to comply with the regime liability recommends that companies be allowed to make 2
would fall on the New Zealand resident settlor. kinds of bonus issues - taxable bonus issues which

would carry imputationcredits and which would form
On 25 March 1988 the first part of the Consultative part of the paid-up share capital, and non-taxable
Committee's report on international tax reform was bonus issues which would not carry imputationcredits
made public and a joint statement issuedby the Minis- and which, for tax purposesonly, would not form part
ter of Finance and the Minister of Revenue which of the paid-up capital.
generally endorsed the Committee's conclusions. Another major departure from the original proposalsThree reservationsabout the Committee'srecommen-

dations were articulated. Most importantly the exclu- was the rejection by the Committee of the suggestion
sion of all non-controlling shareholders of active tax

that the distributions of co-operatives to members

haven entities from the FIF regime was seen to be a
should be treated in the same way as the distributions
of other companies. Instead, the report advocates that

cause for concern. It was felt that the definition of distributionsmade by co-operativesto their members
investments and income under the fund provisions
would need to be carefully considered to ensure that in the way of business transactionsshould continue to

no obvious avoidance opportunities remained. The be deductible. The Committee dd, however, accept
Government was of the opinion that this area would that distributions to members made purely because of

have to be closely monitored and that if problems
their membershipshould be subject to imputation.

emerged, the regime might have to be strengthened The final significantchange recommendedin the initial

accordingly. Doubts were also expressed about the report is the treatment of distributionsmade by com-

Committee's recommendation that capital profits panies during the course of a winding-up. The report
earned by trusts subject to the settlor regime and by proposes that distributions of retained profits and

testamentary trusts after 31 March 1989 should be other taxable reserves made by companies in these
allowed to pass through to beneficiaries tax-free. The circumstancesprior to 1 April 1989 would be subject
Government's view was that this recommendation to a winding-up distribution tax at a rate of 10%. The
should be considered further in the context of imputa- tax would not apply to distributions out of dividends
tion and super-annuationreforms. The Government's receivedby companiesafter 15 April 1988, the date on

third reservation was of less significance and con- which the measure was announced.
cerned transitional measures relating to the taxation

On 28 July 1988 the second and final report of the
f trusts settled on or before 17 December 1987. ConsultativeCommitteeon Full Imputationand Inter-

national Tax Reform was released togetherwith draft
2. Full imputation legislation. The text of the report together with an

introductorystatementby the MinisterofFinance and
The Valabh Committee'sinitial report on full imputa- the Minister of Revenue is reproduced below.
tion was released by the Minister of Finance and the
Minister of Revenue on 15 April 1988. The report Changes to the regimes developed and presented in

largely upholds the proposals made in the December the 2 earlier reports are relatively small and the em-

Consultative Document (see the April 1988 issue of phasisof the report is ratheron the detailed implemen-
the Bulletin at 186-190)and also examines the relation- tation of the 2 systems. With a few minor reservations,

ship between imputation and the withholding pay-
which are referred to in the text, the Committee's
conclusions have been accepted by the Government.

ments and international tax regimes. A number of
alterations to the original proposals contained in the
Consultative Document are suggested in the report
and these are now summarized.

StatementbyIn order to ensure that tax credits were distributed on

a pro rata basis, the ConsultativeDocumentproposed Minister of Finance, Hon RO Douglascertain criteria to restrict the differential allocation of
tax credits to holders of the same class of shares. The Minister of Revenue, Hon TA de Cleene
Committee's report envisages problems in defining
share classes and therefore advocates a system which
would require companies to maintain the same ratio INTRODUCTION
of tax credit to net distribution for all distributions
made during the income year. Thus the first distribu- This document is the final report of the Consultative
tion made in any income year would fix the ratio for Committee on Full Imputation-and InternationalTax

all subsequent distributionsmade up to the following Reform. It contains the-recommendationsof the Com-
31 March. mittee on the further detailed measures required for

the operation of the imputation and international tax
The second major change suggested was the creation regimes. The draft legislation for these regimes is set
of an option concerningbonus share issues. Under the
system originally proposed in the Consultative Docu-

out n a separate annex to the Committee's report.
ment companies would be allowed to attach imputa- As noted by Mr. Valabh in his covering letter, the

tion credits to bonus issues of shares as well as to report involves a number of changes to the regimes
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developedby the Committeeand presented in its first the date for the first withholding payment by com-

reportsbut nothingwhichcould be describedas funda- panies, in respectof foreign-sourcedividendsreceived
mental. These changes reflect the detail required to after 1 April 1988, be the 20th of the month following
implement the regimes in accordance with the struc- the month in which the necessary legislation is passed.
ture and principles already approved. Given the scheduledenactmentof the legislation later

this year, the Government has decided that, in orderThe Government supports the Committee's recom-
to provide greatercertainty for taxpayers, the date formendationssubject to some minor changes and reser- the first withholdingpaymentwill be 20 January 1989.vations on definitional matters as highlighted further

below. An enormous amount of detail has had to be
developed in a relatively short space of time. We con- INTERNATIONALTAX
cur with the Committee that the overall regime is now

at a sufficiently advanced stage for the legislation to The international tax regime recommended by thebe circulated. After being introduced to the House, Committee in its first report comprises a branch-equi-the Bill will be referred to a Select Committee. There valent (BE) regime, a foreign investment fund (FIF)will then be a final opportunity for submissions. regime, and a revised trust regime. The regimes are

designed to reduce the myriad opportunities for resi-
dents to avoid or defer New Zealand tax where theyIMPUTATION
interpose foreign entities between themselves and in-

assets.
The Government endorsed the Committee's recom- come-producing
mendationson imputationset out in its earlier report. The legislation has been drafted to ensure that the 3
There were relatively few issues that required further regimes support one another and other recent tax re-

work. The Committee now makes additional recom- form. The provisions are necessarily detailed and are

mendations on the rules governing the allocation of supported by a number of anti-avoidanceprovisions.
imputationcredits, the inclusion of co-operativecom- These should not be read down given the clear objec-
panies and producer boards within the imputation re- tive of the reforms. The purpose of the BE regime is
gime, the treatment of returns of capital, the carry to tax on a currentbasis New Zealand residentshaving
forwardof unutilisedimputationcredits, the operation economic or financial interests, including contingent
of the dividend withholding payment system, and on interests, in the income of any foreign companywhere
consequential changes to the definition of a dividend 5 or fewer residents in any manner whatsoeverhave a

and to the excess retention tax and deemed dividend 50% or more interest in the company. The purpose of
provisions. All these recommendationsare supported the FIF regime is also to tax residents on a current

subject to the following changes. basis where they have interests in, but do not control,
First, the Committee recommends that distributions foreign entities in which they are able to accumulate

income and obtain taxation advantages. Such interests
subject to the winding-up distribution tax of 10% include policies with foreign life offices and superan-should not also be subject to non-residentwithholding nuation funds. The revised trust regime supports the
tax. It had been envisaged that the winding-up dis- BE and FIF regimes by generally taxing on a currenttribution tax would be enacted along with the imputa- basis the foreign-sourcetrustee incomeof trustshavingtion and international tax reforms later in the year.
The Government considers that it would instead be

a New Zealand settlor, and taxing to New Zealand
resident beneficiaries distributions from non-resident

preferable to enact this measure as soon as possible to
trustees.facilitate the winding-up process. Accordingly, the

Government has decided that the measure will be We highlight the following features:
enacted through the Taxation Reform (No. 4) Bill.

Secondly, the Committee has recommended that Aspects of BE regime
fringe benefits received by a major shareholder/
employee be subject to the FBT regime rather than Two important aspects here include the measurement
the current deemed dividend provisions, in respect of of interests and an additional transitional measure.

fringe benefits other than loans with effect from 1 The Committeeoriginallyconsidered that a resident's
April 1988, and in respect of loans with effect from 1 control and income interestsbe measuredon each day
October 1988. The Governmentagreeswith the exten- of the foreign company's accounting year. After
sion of the FBT regime but has decided that the change further consideration, in light of the high compliance
apply to fringe benefits including loans with effect costs of daily measurement, the Committee now re-

from 1 April 1988. It will give further considerationto commends that a resident's control and income in-
the details of the change to take account of anti-avoid- terests be measuredat the end of each quarter in a year
ance rules which are being developed to strengthen and that anti-avoidancemeasures be adopted. In our

the provsional tax regime. Consideration also needs view, this line strikes the right balance, between
to be given to the implications for companies which minimising compliance costs and countering avoid-
wind up before the legislation extending the FBT is ance.

passed. The Committeerecommendsthat in respectofexisting
In its earlier report the Committee recommendedthat investmentstaxpayersshouldhave the optionof apply-
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ing the BE regime before the end of the transitional residents with interests acquired on or before 17 De-
period so that losses during that period may be ac- cember 1987 in companies resident in countries other
counted for in determiningfuture BE income. In exer- than low tax jurisdictionswill be exempt from the BE
cising this option, however, taxpayers cannot bring in regime until31 March 1990. The list of low tax jurisdic-
losses and not profits. Accordingly, taxpayers will be tions for this purpose is contained in Attachment B.
entitled to elect, in respect of all of their income in- The list is an updated and more detailedversion of the
terests held on 17 December 1987 in all CFCs resident illustrative list set out in the Committee's earlier re-

in countries not on the transitional list, to apply the port.
BE regime for the accounting years of such CFCs
falling in whole or in part during the period 1 April Trusts1988 to 31 March 1990.

The Governmenthas also decided the compositionof, The Committee has recommended changes to these
and the nature of the qualificationsto, the permanent trust regime set out in Part 1 of its report but these are

and transitional country lists as discussed below. of detail rather than of principle. The Committeecon-

tinues to hold to the following principles:
Grey list - the taxation of foreign-source trustee income (ie

income which is not taxed as beneficiary income)The costs of complyingwith the BE regime should not should be determined by the residence of the.

exceed the revenue to be gained. For this reason, settlor, rather than by the residence of a trustee as

taxpayers with interests in CFCs resident in certain is currently the case;
listed countrieswill not be subject to the regime. How- where there is a resident settlor of a trust in the-

ever, if stated preferences are utilised the BE regime in which the trustee of the trust derives
will apply and incomewill be computedon a simplified year

foreign-source trustee income, the liability for
basis. This list of countries is called a grey list. New Zealand tax on that income should rest in the

Australia,Canada,France,Japan, the FederalRepub- first instancewith the trustee (whether that trustee

lic of Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United iS a resident or a non-resident) and if the trustee

States of America will be on the grey list (see Attach- does not meet the liability and is not resident in
ment A). The relevant considerations in deciding the New Zealand, the liability should fall to the resi-
list included: the definition of taxable income, the dent settlor.
extent of any tax preferences, the level of income tax Transitionalprovisions apply where a resident settled
rates, the efficiency of tax administrationand the ex- a trust on or before 17 December 1987.
tent of protection of the domestic tax base (including
a comprehensive international tax regime) in each In addition, the Government has decided that tes-
country. tamentaryor inter vivos trusts settled by a person who

It might be argued in certain circumstances that a dies aresidentof New Zealand, should also be subject
taxpayerwith an interest in a CFC in a grey-listcountry to New Zealand tax on their foreign-source income

will be treated more favourably than a taxpayer with where such trusts have a resident trustee. Although in

a similar interest in a non-listed country. However, these cases there is no resident settlor in the year
favourable treatment in this context means only that trustee income is derived, the resident trusteeprovides
some taxpayers are freed from additional income cal- a sufficient basis for taxation.

culations; it does not necessarilymean that there is any With respect to the recommendedtaxationof distribu-
anomaly in terms of tax liability. Rather than make all tions from trusts, effective from 1 April 1988, the
taxpayerscalculate their BE income, it is preferable to Government has decided to modify the treatment re-
relieve at least some from compliance costs where commended by the Committee for foreign trusts
there is little risk to revenue. (trusts which at no time since 17 December 1987 have

had a settlor who is a New Zealand resident). As
Qualificationof grey list recommended, distributions from the trustee income

of such trusts derived in income years commencing
The general qualification to the grey list relates to after 1 April 1987, other than of corpus and capital
business income derived by a CFC from outside the profits, would be assessable to a beneficiary at his of
listed country in which it is residentwhich is not subject her marginal tax rate but other distributionsfrorn such
to tax in that country. Other forms of income such as trusts would be non-assessable. The Government has
interest and dividends are also being considered for decided that distributions of trustee income of such
qualification. A general qualification rather than a trusts derived in income years commencingon or be-
qualification by country is favoured at this stage. fore 1 April 1987 should also be assessable to a be-
Should it be necessary to introduce country qualifica- neficiary but at a flat rate of 10%. This treatment is
tions they will have prospective effect. consistent with the transitional provisions recom-

mended by the Committee in respect of trusts settled

Transitional list of low tax countries before 17 December 1987 which are either wound up
by 31 March 1989 or brought within the new settlor

Under the transitionrecommendedby the Committee, regime for the 1989 income year.
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Under the new trust regime recommended by the income will be taxed at the top marginal rate for indi-
Committee, the existing distinction between specified viduals (33% in that year).
and non-specified trusts will be removed with effect This change will mean that some trustee income will
from the income year commencing 1 April 1988 (the be subject to a higher rate of tax than it would other-
distinction was originally made to limit the scope for wise have been in the currentyear. This move towards
income splitting). Along with this change, the Com-

a more uniform taxation of trustee income has been
mittee has recommended a widened definition of be- foreshadowed both in terms of the rates as originallyneficiary income to include income of a trust which
vests in a beneficiary, as well as income paid to or

set out in the No. 4 Bill and the Government'saccep-
tance of the Committee'searlier recommendationson

applied for the benefitof a beneficiarywithin6 months
the reform of the taxation of trusts.

of the end of a trustee's incomeyear. The Government
wishes to consider further the definitionof beneficiary
income.

Earlier reservations

Residence rules There were 3 issues on which Governmentexpressed
reservations in response to the Committee's first re-

The definitions of residence under the Income Tax port on international tax reform:
Act will be amended in order to reduce the scope for
individuals and companies to manipulate their affairs (a) the exclusion from the fund regime of the interests

to obtain taxation advantages. The new definitions, of residents in active businesses in low tax coun-

building on existing concepts, make it easier for a tries;
person to become a resident of New Zealand and (b) the treatmentof capital profits from certain trusts;
harder to become a non-resident, and they more pre- and

cisely define residence for companies. (c) the transitional provisions in respect of trusts set-

tled by residents before 17 December 1987.
In brief, if a person has a permanentplace of abode in
New Zealand or is present here for at least 183 days in The Government maintains its reservation in (a) and

any year he or she is resident, only ceasing to be so if will be closely monitoring the FIF regime and

absent for at least 325 days in any year having during strengtheningit if necessary. As mentionedbelow, the

that time no permanentplace of abode here. A com- reservations in (b) and (c) are removed in the light of

pany will be resident in New Zealand if it is incorpo- changes to the Committee's recommendations on

rated here or has its head office or its centre of director trusts.

control or executive managementhere. There will be The Committeerecommendsthat where a trust settled
no special rule for banking companies. on or before 17 December 1987 does not wind up

before 1 April 1988 or the settlor, trustee or a be-

Other legislative changes neficiary does not pay a tax of 10% on the net assets
of the trust at 31 March 1988, distributions from the

To support the regime recommendedby the Commit- trust would be treated as non-qualifyingdistributions.

tee, 2 other legislative changes are required. These This means that all sueh distributions (other than of

will be made through the Taxation Reform (No. 4) corpus) would be taxable to beneficiariesat a tax rate

Bill. of 45%. The Governmentconsiders that this measure

provides a sufficient incentive for settlors in a position
The first change is to the low income earner rebate. to do so to wind up such trusts or subject their foreign-
Despite the substantial reduction in the incentives for source trustee income to tax in New Zealand.
income splitting as a result of the flattening of the
income tax scale, the Government is concerned to Under the non-qualifyingdistribution provisions, dis-

reduce them even further. Accordingly,it has decided tributions of capital profits would be taxed to a be-

to include beneficiary income in income which does neficiary. Distributionsof capital profits which are not

not qualify for the low income earner rebate. non-qualifyingdistributionswould be non-assessable.

Capital profits would of course, in some cases, con-

The second change relates to the rate of taxation of tinue to be taxable as trustee or beneficiary income.
trustee income. The Committee has recommended a Capital profits of trusts that are foreign investment

complete upgradingof the taxation of trusts including funds would also be taxable to residents. The recom-

the removal of the distinction between specified and mended taxationof distributionsofcapital profits from

non-specified trusts from 1 April 1988. The uniform trusts is broadly in line with existing treatment. How-
treatment of trustee income is an integral part of the ever, it will need to be reviewed in considering the
trust regime and hence of the overall international introduction of a capital gains tax.

regime since the BE, trust, and FIF regimes are mutu-

ally interlocking.
Accordingly, the trustee income of all trusts will be CONCLUSION
taxed at a rate of 35% or at the marginal composite
rate scale for individuals (whichever is the higher) in The Government supports the recommendations of
the current year. From the 1989 income year, trustee the ConsultativeCommitteesubject to some relatively
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minor changes and reservations. The changes, as dis- quential legislative changes are required. One is the
cussed, relate to: addition of beneficiary income to the list of income

the timing of the implementation of the winding
which does not qualify for the low income earner re-

-

bate. This is designed to counter income splitting. The
up tax on distributions; other change required is the rationalisationof the ratethe timing of the extension of the fringe benefit of taxation of trustee income. This is given

-

regime to major shareholders/employeesfor con- necessary

cessionary loans; the removal of the distinction between specified and

the taxation of the foreign-source trustee income trusts new trust regme. These
- non-specified under the

of certain trusts which have a resident trustee but changes together with the distributionwinding up tax
will be implemented through the Taxation Reformno resident settlor; and

the taxation of certain distributions from foreign- (No. 4) Bill.

trusts. The Governmenthas decided the compositionof, and

As discussed, the only points on which the Govern- the nature of the qualificationsto, the permanentand
transitional country lists for the purposes ,of the BEment reserves its position at this stage concern:
regime. The lists set out in AttachmentsA and Bare

the definition of a foreign investment fund. The to this statement.-

Government maintains its earlier reservation and
will strengthen the fund regime if necessary;

Once again we record our thanks to the Committee.
It is to be commendedfor its report and for its profes-the need for anti-avoidance rules to support the sional commitment to seeing through extremely

-

extension of the fringe benefit tax; and an

the definitionof beneficiaryincomeunder the new
difficult job. Chairedby Mr. Arthur Valabh, the Com-

-

trust regime.
mittee comprises Dr. Robin Congreve, Mr. Stuart
Hutchinson,Dr. Susan Lojkine, ProfessorJohn Preb-

The Goverment has also decided that in order to pro- ble and Mr. Tim Robinson.
vide greater certainty for taxpayers the date for the After being introduced to the House, the Bill givingfirst withholdingpayment by companies, in respect of effect to the imputationand international tax reformsforeign-source dividends received after 1 April 1988, will be referred to Select Committee.There will thenwill be 20 January 1989. a

be a final opportunity for submissions. We commend
In addition to the legislation to implement the mea- a close examinationof the Committee'sreport and the
sures recommendedby the Committee,2 other conse- draft legislation to all interested parties.

ATTACHMENTA

PERMANENTLIST OF EXCLUDED COUNTRIES

Australia, excluding the Territory of Norfolk Island;

Canada; Notes:

1. The Government has considered the Consultative Committee's re-

Federal Republic of Germany; commendationsconcerning the listing of preferencesand has decided that

initially it would be more appropriateto list general featuresof tax systems

French Republic, including the European and Over-
which might be used to avoid the BE regime rather than listing specific
preferences in relation to individual countries listed above. However, the

seas Departments, but excluding the Overseas Ter- Governmentintends to monitordevelopmentsinthe seven listed countries.

ritories; Once it is decided to list a particular preference or feature, or amend a

listing, the change will apply prospectively.

Japan;
2. The legislation presented to Parliamentwill includeone general qual-
ification which will apply to all of the above listed countries. Interests in a

CFC resident in a listed country will be subject to the BE regime where a

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ire- CFC derives certain forms of foreign-source income whjch are not subject
land; to income tax in the listed country of residence. At this stage, it has been

decided that the general qualification will apply to foreign-source busi-
ness income. Other forms of foreign-source income, such as interest and

United States of America, but excluding its posses- dividends, are being considered for inclusion in this general qualification
sions and territories. too.
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ATTACHMENTB Kenya - companies having income granted
TRANSITIONAL LIST OF LOW TAX JURISDICTIONS OR exemption from tax under para. 11
TERRITORIES Schedule 1 of the Income Tax Act
Andorra Macau 1973
Angola Madeira -

Malaysia companies exempt from tax in rela--

Anguilla Maldives tion to shippingAntigua and Barbuda Marshall Islands
Bahamas Monaco

- companiessubject to tax at 5% in rela-
Bahrain Montserrat tion to inward reinsurance
Barbados Nauru -companies deriving income from
Bermuda NetherlandsAntilles sources outside Malaysia
British Channel Islands and/or Aruba
British Virgin Islands Nevis Netherlands - companiesexempt from tax under the

Campione New Caledonia Decree for the Avoidance of Double

Cayman Islands Norfolk Island Taxation 1985 for foreign source busi-
Cook Islands Oman ness profits
Costa Rica Panama

- companieswhich have obtaineda par-
Cyprus Palau ticipation exemptionunder Art. 13 of

Djibouti Puerto Rico the Corporate Income Tax Act 1969
Dominica Saint Helena or under Art. 18 of the Corporate In-

Ecuador Saint Kitts come Tax Act 1969
French Polynesia Saint Lucia -companies which are regarded as

Greece Saint Vincent Foreign Sales Corporations by the
Grenada San Marino United States of America and which
Gibraltar Seychelles therefore qualify for reduced Nether-

1 Guatemala Solomon Islands lands taxation

Hong Kong Sri Lanka -companies which have obtained an

Isle of Man Switzerland advance ruling from the Ministry of
Jamaica Turks and Caicos Finance in relation to income earned
Jordan Islands with respect to intercompany loans
Kuwait United Arab Emirates Philippines - companies which are regional head-
Lebanon Uruguay quarters companiesLiberia Vanuatu -companies which operate as an
Liechtenstein Venezuela Offshore Banking Unit or a ForeignLuxembourg Currency Deposit Unit

Belgium -companies which are regarded as
- companies which receive interest on

Foreign Sales Corporations by the deposits with a Foreign CurrencyDe-
United States of America and which posit Unit, or other interest subject to
therefore qualify for reduced Belgian reduced rates of tax under the Na-
taxation tional Internal Revenue Code
companiesapprovedunderRoyalDe- Singapore - companies subject the concessio-

-

to
cree No 187 of 30 December 1982 as rate of tax for insuranceand rein-
Coordination Centres (as defined by nary

surance of risks outside Singaporethe original Royal Decree or by sub- companies which operate Asian Cur--

sequent amending laws) rency Units which have income -

Brunei -companies deriving income from o taxed at a concessionaryrate by vir-
sources outside Brunei tue of Sec. 43A of the Income Tax

Ireland - companies obtaining relief or exemp- Act
tion from tax under Part V of the Cor- 0 exempted from tax under the In-
poration Tax Act 1976 or Sec. 43 of come Tax (Income Arising from
the Finance Act 1980 (profits from Syndicated Offshore Loans) Regu-
trading within Shannon Airport) lations 1984
companies obtaining relief or exemp-

- companes are- which exempt trom tax

tion from tax under Part IV of the on the incomeofa shippingenterprise
Corporation Tax Act 1976 or Sec. 42 - companies which derive any income

C of the Finance Act 1980 (profits from to which Sec. 43E of the Income Tax

exporting certain goods) Act applies (headquarterscompanies)
companiescertified by the Miisterof companies which are incorporated in-

-

Finance to provide international fi- Singapore but not managed and con-

nancial services or to carry on any trolled from Singapore and which de-
other activities in the Customs Dock rive any income from sources outside
area Singapore
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I

li\ DONES A: Indonesia appears to be in a state of development in
which a high degree of fiscal centralizationmay be an

economic and political necessity; however, with de-

Central Transfers creasing oil revenues and the falling related tax re-

ceipts, the central government is likely to expect the

and Local Finances sub-national (provincial and local) governments to

raise more revenue to financetheir increasingexpendi-
tures. This is likely to enhance the role of provincial

By J.S. Uppal and local governments in the Indonesian fiscal struc-

ture. This paper discusses the magnitude of central
transfers to provincial and local governments in In-

Dr. J.S. Uppal, Professorof Economics,State UniversityofNew York donesia and estimates the impact of these transfers on

at Albany. He completed this paper while hewas a visiting professor the fiscal structureofprovincialand local governments
of Economics, Gadjah Mada University, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. as well as on the balanced regionaldevelopmentof the

country.
A study of the fiscal structuresof countries at varying
stages of development shows that, in general, the de- CENTRAL TRANSFERS

gree of fiscal centralization as indicated by central

government revenues and expenditures as a propor- The share of provincial and local governments in cen-

tion of total revenues and outlays (see Tables I and II) tral revenues falls into 2 categories in Indonesia: as-

tend to be higher in developing than in developed signed revenues and grants. Assigned revenues in-

countries. Several reasons account for the high degree clude cesses, taxes and royalties initially levied by the

of fiscal centralization in developing countries, i.e. central government but assigned wholly or in part to

lack of administrativeskills at the local level, the high the sub-nationalgovernments. Included in these reve-

level of regional disparities and strong political pres- nues are property tax (Pajak Bumi Dan Bangunan),
sures for balanced development and the need for a the tax on property-land and urban buildings, the

strong central authority to keep separatist tendencies share of royalties on timber extracted from provincial
(including secession movements) under strict control. and local territories, and cess on cloves (Sumbangan
In addition, developingcountries are engaged in cen- Rehabilitasi Cengkt) and copra (Dana Rehabilitasi).
tralized planning for overall socio-economicdevelop- Grants paid by the central government to provincial
ment, including provision of vital infrastructure such and local governmentsfor generaland specificprojects
as communicaton,transport and irrigation projects. include subside Derah Otonom to cover salaries and

Table I

The degree of fiscal centralization in selected developing countries

Centra Intergovernmental Subnationalrevenues

governmentrevenues fiscal transfers from own sourcesas

as percentof total as percentof percentoftotal

Country governmentrevenuesa subnationalrevenuesb governmentrevenues

Syria, 1970 96.3 40.5 2.2

Panama, 1968 95.8 4.8 4.0

Ceylon, 1968 94.7 20.8 4.2

Peru, 1967 94.2 10.3 5.2

Paraguay, 1971 93.6 0.0 6.4

Viet-Nam, 1967 92.9 60.6 2.8

Zambia, 1967 91.7 18. 1 6.8

Malawi, 1966 91.5 56.5 3.7

Costa Rca, 1968 90.2 44.9 5.4

Turkey,, 1964 87.7 46.3 5.7

DominicanRepublic, 1964 87.7 65.9 4.2

Israel, 1968 86.0 18.6 11.4

Indonesia, 1970 83.8 90.1 1.6

Philippines, 1963 80.6 42.3 11.2

Kenya, 1968 80.5 16.9 16.2

Venezuela, 1969 80.5 71.8 5.5

Tanzania, 1965 71.3 24.3 21.7

Uganda, 1965 67.8 37.9 20.0

Columbia, 1967 58.7 12.6 36.1

Korea, 1970 58.5 60.5 16.4

Taiwan, 1969 55.5 18.2 36.4

Nigeria, 1965 44.6 52.2 26.5

Brazil, 1968 39.6 21.0 47.7

. a. Includes transfers from higher-level governments.
b. In some cases includes taxes collected by central government for subnational governments.

Source: World Bank, Inter GovernmentalFiscal Relations in DeveopingCountries,Working Paper 304, Washington, DC (October 1978), at 8.
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Table Il Table Ill

Proportion of central government revenues n Central government transfers to provinces 1977-78
total government revenues in selected developed (in billions of rupiahs)

countries, 1976-81
1977-78 1980-81 1982-83

France 84% %total %total %total
United Kingdom 71% AmountBudgetAmountBudgetAmountBudget
Sweden 57% Current receipts 471.7 76.3 963.6 74.6 1282.2 74.7
Germany (West) 57% Developmentreceipts 83.3 58.1 218.3 60.0 294.7 65.5
United States 55% Total 555.0 72.8 1181.9 71.4 1576.9 72.8
Australia 51%

Source Calculated from: Statistic Keuangan PremerintahDaerah, 1986.
Switzerland 47%
Canada 41%

Source: Harvey S. Rosen, Public Finance, Richard Irwin, Homewood, Illinois (1985)
at 506. Year Plans). If this directexpenditurefrom the central

government is taken into account, the already high
ratiosoffiscaldependencewillincreaseconsiderably.

responsibility allowances, plus two-thirds of the food In addition to the high degree of fiscal dependenceon

allowances of organic civil services employed by or the central government, the strict system of budgetary
attached to provincial, Kabupatan and Katamadya controls practiced in the Indonesian fiscal structure

governments;BantuanPembanguanDatiI (Provincial should also be noted. As mentionedabove, the central
DevelopmentGrant) often known as Inpress Provinsi government must approve the budgets of provincial
or Inpress Dati I, for developmentprojectsundertaken governments, which in turn approve the budgets of
by provincialgovernments; Bantuan Kabupaton(Dis- local governments. Every project funded under the
trict Development Grant) paid to all Kotamadya and various grants must be approved by some higher level
Kabupatan governments for expenditure on develop- of government. The budgets of all levels of govern-
ment projects within the guidelines prescribed by the ment must be balanced and this requirement limits
central government; Bantuan Pembanguan Sekolah budgetar options of the respective governments.
Dasar (elementaryeducation grant); Bantuan Sarana
Kesehatan (public health grant); Subsidi Pembiayana
Penyelengg-Araan Sekolah Dasar (school operation CENTRAL TRANSFERSAND REGIONAL
and maintenancegrant). In addition to assigned reve- BALANCED DEVELOPMENT
nues and grants, substantial amounts of the central
budget are spent on projects falling within the domain Central government transfers to provincial and local
of the regional governments. governmentsare of high magnitude. Thus, the central

government transfers and expenditurescan play a do-
minant role in achieving balanced regional develop-

CENTRAL TRANSFERS TO SUB-NATIONAL ment by removing regional disparities in income. The
GOVERNMENTS central government also directs expenditures and in-

vestments under Repelita in different provinces and
The magnitude of the central transfers to provincial transfers to provincial governmentscan help to elimi-
and local governments is estimated in Table III. The nate poverty, thus promoting the economic develop-
relative position of inter-governmentaltransfers in the ment of the provinces. The extent to which the central
budgetary receipts of provinces and municipalities outlays and transfers have achieved these goals is
(Kotamadya)and Kabupatan is indicated in Tables IV examined in this section.
and V.

In Table IV the Indonesianprovinces are arranged in
It may be noted that the provincial and Kotamadya/ descendingorder of their per capita non-miningGross
Kabupatan governments have high degrees of fiscal Regional Domestic Product (GRDP).1 Figures are

dependence; 76.41% and 86.96% of their total reve- provided on central government expenditure and
nues, respectively, come from transfers from higher transfers as a proportion of the non-mining GDP of
levels of government. The revenues of provincial and the provinces.Figuresare also given on the percentage
local governmentsderived from theirown sourcescon- of total investmentmade under Repelita I-III in vari-
stitute only 23.59% and 13.04% of their total receipts, ous provinces. The incidence of poverty, i.e. the per-
respectively. Additionally, most of their sources are centage of the population below the poverty line in
minor (note the small amount of revenue raised) and various provinces, is set forth in Table VI. Since we

their taxes inelastic and uneconomic. The above fig- are interested in the impact of central outlays on the
ures, however, do not include the massive outlays
spent by various ministries of the central government
on projects, both from the routine and development 1. The provincial income from mining and oil is excluded from the

budgets of the central government. Bappenas (Plan-
GRDP since the inclusion of income from these sources for few provinces
overstates their GRDP. In addition, income from oil and mining accrues

ning Commission) also spends substantial amounts on to the central government for spending in the country as a whole rather
various development programmes under Repelita (5- than to the provinces.
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Table IV Table V

Sources of revenue for provincial governments Sources of revenue for municipalities (Kotamadya)and

(first stage regions) in Indonesia 1980-81 and 1982-83 Kabupatan in Indonesia, 1980-81

(percent of total revenue) (percent of total revenue)
Revenuesources 1980-81 1983-84 Revenuesources 1980-81

A. Revenuefromown sources 24.60 23.59 A. Revenuefromownsources 13.04

(a) Taxes 11.90 12.00 (a) Taxes 2.84

Householdtax 0.10 0.24 1. Entertainmenttaxes 1.10

Transferdutieson motor cars 6.50 6.81 2. Restaurantsand hotel taxes 0.68
Tax on motorizedvehicles 3.40 3.80 3. Radio tax 0.04

Surchargeon wealth tax 0.10 0.00 4. Foreignerstax 0.15
Tax on forestry products 0.00 0.00 5. Slaugthertax 0.08

Taxonfuel 0.01 0.01 6. Taxon non-motorizedvehicles 0.05

Taxon fish catch 0.01 0.01 7. Advertisementtax 0.08
Othertaxes 1.78 1.13 8. Dog licences 0.13

(b) Incomefrom local government 9. Liquortax 0.01

enterprises 0.20 0.30 1 0. Toll road 0.15

(c) Receiptfromservices 1.20 1.50 11. Enterpriseregistrationtax 0.14

(d) Rental receipts (land, housing 12. Othertaxes 0.23
and buildings,vehicles) 0.01 0.02 (b) Tax on local services 4.93

(e) Receiptsfrom official (c) Receiptfromofficialservices 0.93
servicesagencies 0.80 0.90 (d) Rental receipts(land, housesand

(f) Miscellaneous(including buildingsand vehicles)and others 1.00

loans) 10.49 8.87 (e) Income from local governmententerprises 0.26

(f) Miscellaneousreceipts 3.08
B. Inter-governmentalrevenues 75.40 76.41

(a) Assigned revenues1 6.1 3.57 B. Inter-governmentalrevenues 86.96

(b) Grants2 69.3 72.84 (a) Assignedrevenues 7.30

Sources Calculated from Biro Pusat Statistik, Statistik Keuangan Pemerntah (b) Grants 79.66

Daerah, Daerah Tingkat II, and PRISMA 12 (1985) at 38-39. J.S. Uppal, Sources: Caculated from Biro Pusat Statistik, Statistik Keuangan Pemerintah
Taxation in Indonesia, Gadjah Mada University Press Yogyakarta (1987) Daerah, Daerah Tingkat II, and PRISMA 12 (1985) at 38-39. J.S. Uppal,
at 70-71. Taxationn Indonesia,GadjahMadaUniversity'Press,Yogyakarta(1987).

1. Assgned revenuesare composedof peda and royatesand cesses 5.4. and
2.6%, respectively during 1980-81. Ipeda (tax on land and buildings) has been

replacedbyanewpropertytax(PaJakBumi dan Bangunan)since 1 January 1986 transfers to sub-nationalgovernmentsThe literature
2. Grants are composed of Subsidi Daerah Otonam and Inpress Programmes inter-governmental finance suggest several for-
(other grants) 46.0 and 23.3%, respectively during 1980-81.

on

mulae, incorporatingfactors such as tax effort, i.e. the
tax actually collected by a jurisdiction as opposed to

relative position of variousprovincesin regard to their tax capacityor tax potential. In otherwords, tax effort

per capita GDP, the coefficients of rank correlation is the amount of tax the jurisdiction is capable of
between the per capita non-miningGRDP and central collectingon the basis of some tax base, generallyper
outlays mentioned above have been computed. Table capita income. The ratio between tax effort and tax

VII provides the coefficients of rank correlation. capacity is referred to in literatureas tax performance.
The negative and significant rank correlationbetween Realizing that all citizens of a country have a right to

certain basic minimum public services, the total out-
the provincial per capita GRDP and central transfers lays required to provide those services in that jurisdic-
suggeststhat the allocationof central transfersis great- tion constitute its fiscal need. Fiscal need is also
er in provinces with lower per capita GRDP and vice referred to as the cost of maintainingsocjo-economie
versa. Similarly, the central government investments infrastructuresuch as transport and communications,
under Repelita I-III have been greater in provinces educational institutionsand public health centres. It is
with lower per capita income. All of these relation- argued that fiscal transfers and government outlays
ships suggest that various central outlays tend to con- should have the equalization effect of achievingtribute to the elimination of regional disparities in reasonable equality in the provision of basic publicincome and, indirectly, reduce the incidence of pov- services. The extent to which central transfers and
erty, which,' as the negative correlation coefficient outlays in Indonesia conform to the various fiscal
suggests, tends to be less in provinces with higher per criteria will be examined in this section.
capita non-miningGRDP. In other words, the central
outlays including transfers, direct expenditures and Table VIII provides estimates on tax effort in various
investments under Repelita I-III tend to assist in re- provinces during 1982-83. Tax effort is defined to in-

ducing regional disparities and thus achieve balanced elude revenues raised from own sources (including
regional development. local taxes, receipt from general services and receipt

from official services) as a proportion of per capita
GRDP. Assuming the national average tax rate (totalCENTRAL TRANSFERS, TAX EFFORT AND

FISCAL NEED
revenues from own sources in all provinces in In-
donesia as a proportion of the Indonesian per capita

What factors shouldguide the determinationofcentral GRDP) as the standard tax rate (akin to tax capacity),
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Table VI

Gross domestic product, central governmentexpenditureand incidence of poverty in provinces, 1980

Central Percent Incldenceof
government Central oftotal poverty-*0

Province (according expenditure government investment population
to decreasingorder Per capita % of non- transfersas under below
ofpercapita/GRDP) GRDP(Rp) mining GDR % GRDP/PC Repelita I-Ill poverty linea

East Kalimantan 301.470 16 2 3.9 13.4
DKI Jakarta 264.620 23 18 17.8 16.9
South Sumatra 145.320 13 7 3.0 13.6
Central Kalimantan 140.080 17 15 0.7 12.3
North Sumatra 130.470 12 8 3.3 20.4
North Sulawesi 119.330 19 15 0.8 32.7
Maluku 118.920 15 12 0.9 39.0
Irian Jaya 112.880 34 11 7.1 7.8
Bali 112.170 18 14 4.0 38.3
Riau 109.300 16 2 1.5 13.3
West Kalimantan 105.770 17 14 3.6 9.4
Aceh 99.720 22 5 9.6 8.8
East Java 95.530 9 7 29.6 54.9
West Java 95.200 13 8 0.4 32.7
Jambi 93.730 30 21 1.0 7.9
South Sulawesi 92.210 14 11 1.3 42.3
South Kalimantan 85.360 23 19 1.6 12.5

1 WestSumatra 82.160 20 17 0.8 14.0

Lampung 82.110 13 11 0.4 45.5
Bengkulu 80.670 38 28 0.1 21.0
SoutheastSulawesi 79.140 72 35 0.6 28.8
Central Sulawesi 75.470 27 24 6.6 49.1
CentralJava 69.090 11 9 0.3 57.9
DI Yogyakarta 67.860 22 17 0.3 56.9
East NusaTenggara 53.630 27 24 0.3 56.6
West NusaTenggara 53.330 23 21 0.1 50.0

Source. Biro Pusat Statistik, Statistic Indonesia, 1984, Perdapatan Regional Provinsi- Propinsi Di Indonesia, 1976-80 and State and Local Finances (First Stage Govern-
ments),, 1982.

a. The definition of poverty s based on minimum food expenditure requirement of 17.6 kg of rice per month per capita which s required to provide 2,150 calories and
30 grammesof protein perday. In addition, an allowance is made fornon-foodbasictems such as shelterandclothing, relatedtotheconsumptonexpendituresofhouseholds
subsisting at the minimum food expenditure level.

the Tax Performance Index (tax effort/standard tax generalconsensusthat central transfersshouldencour-

rate x 100) is computed in Column 2 of Table VIII. age tax efforts by sub-national governments, i.e. a

larger amount of transfers for jurisdictionswith great-
Table IX provides estimates on the Index of Fiscal er tax effort. Unfortunately, in Indonesia, the reverse

Need, defined as the ratio between per capita actual seems to be the case; the negative coefficientof corre-

expenditure on social services (education, youth wel- lation suggests that the central transfers tend to reward

fare, religion, manpower, social welfare, health and lower tax effort and vice versa. The earlier studies

family planning, family welfare, housing and sanita- suggested either no such relationship or a very weak

tion) in each province (Column 3) and per capita ex- one. In a study conducted in the 1970s, G.K. Shaw

penditure on these services in the country as a whole. (Shaw, 1980 at 284) found, ... absenceof any linkage
The lower the ratio, the greater the fiscal need of the between grant allocations and provincial tax effort.
province. Although these estimates on fiscal need are On the basis of data for 1973-74, Anne Booth (Booth,
limited in that they do not include expenditure on 1977 at 80-81) found a very weak relationship (coeffi-
infrastructure, etc., the index does take into account cient of correlation: 0.0478) between tax effort and
the essentialsocial servicesfor the populationin gener- per capita development grants. However, correlating
al. tax effort with the real growth rate of GRDP during

1968-72, she found a significant and negative coeffi-
In order to estimate the extent to which the central cient of correlation(- 0.4770), which is consistentwith
transfers to sub-nationalgovernmentsand central out- the estimates here. What seems to have happened is
lays in various provincesare affected by tax effort and that since the 1970s, with large increases in oil reve-
fiscal need in the provinces, the coefficientsof correla-

nues and foreign development assistance, the mag-tion between these variables are computed and the nitude of central transfers registered a significant in-
results provided in Table X.

crease and it was allocated to provinces without any
The negative and significant coefficient of correlation regard to tax efforts on the part of the sub-national
between central transfers and tax effort suggest a dis- jurisdictions. It is important that the central grants be

quieting aspect of inter-governmental fiscal relations restructuredto ensure that tax efforts are promotedby
in Indonesia. In literature on the subject, there is a higher allocations among sub-national governments
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Table Vll Table Vlll

Rank correlation between per capita non-oil Tax effort&tax performancein provincesin Indonesia-1982-83
GRDP and central outlays (1980) Tax effort revenue

Coefficentsof from own resources Index of
Variables RankCorrelaton as % of non-oi GRDP tax performance
CentralTransfers to Provinces -0.5068 (1) (2)
CentralGovernmentExpenditure in Provinces - 0.3882 1. Aceh 0.24 48
CntralGovernmentInvestmentUnderRepelita I-Ill -0.5332 2. North Sumatra 0.53 106
Proportionof PopulationBelowPoverty -0.3851 3. West Sumatra 0.50 100

4. Riau 0.08 16
5. Jambi 0.45 90

makinggreater tax efforts. It becomesmore important 6. South Sumatra 0.26 52

since, as stated earlier, provincial and local govern- 7. Bengkulu 0.68 136

ments would need to increase their tax efforts to fi- 8. Lampung 0.47 94

nance expenditures in light of the declining central 9. DKI Jakarta 1.80 360

revenue from the fall in oil prices, etc. However, it 10. WestJava 0.40 80
11. CentralJava 0.50 100

may be noted that the central expenditureas a percen- 12. DI Yogyakarta 0.83 166

tage of provincial GRDP and tax effort are positively 13. EastJava 0.45 90

related. 14. Bali 0.60 120
15. West Nusa Tenggara 0.37 74

The negative and significant coefficient of correlation 16 East NusaTenggara 0.27 54

(- 0.5367) between central transfers and per capita 17. West Kalimantan 0.35 70

provincialexpenditureon social services or fiscal need 18. Central Kalimantan 0.20 40
19. South Kalimantan 0.64 128

indexes suggests that central transfersassist in equaliz- 20. East Kalliimantan 0.17 34

ing the provision of essentialsocial services among the 21 North Sulawesi 0.44 88

provinces.A similar, albeit weaker, relationshipexists 22 Central Sulawesi 0.47 94

between the central governmentexpenditureas a pro-
23. South Sulawesi 0.54 108
24. South EastSulawesi 0.22 44

portion of GRDP and per capita provincial expendi- 25. Mauku 0.16 32
ture on social services. On this account the central 26 Irian Jaya 0.17 34

transfers are meeting their objectiveof equalization
of basic social services. INDONESIA 0.50 100

Source Biro Pusat Statistik, Statistik Keuangan Pemerintah Daerah, (Propinse),
Although weak (0.1071), the estimates on the coeffi- 1977/78-1982/83,Jakarta (1986).
cient of correlation between central assistance and
proportion of total population in various provinces central government expenditures in provinces and in-
suggests that, contrary to popularbelief, population is vestmentsunder Repelita tend to narrow regional dis-
not the dominant factor in allocation of central grants parities in income, thus promoting balanced regionaland direct central government expenditure in pro- development. Estimating the relationship between
vinces. In fact, a negative coefficient of correlation central transfers to provinces and their tax effort n

(- 0.3366) is found between the central government 1982-83, it is estimated that the central grants do not
expenditure and provincial population. reward provinces with higher tax effort. The results

are the other way around, a finding which is inconsis-
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS tent with the generally accepted fiscal transfer norm

that central government grants should be greater for
On the basis of an international comparison of the provinces with higher tax effort. In view of the shrink-

degree of fiscal centralization in developed and de- lng central revenues from falling oil prices and related

veloping countries, Indonesia is at a stage of develop- tax sources, an urgent need exists to restructure the
ment when it has a high degree of fiscal centralization. central grants system in Indonesia to promote greater
The provincial and Kabupatan and Kotamadya gov- tax effort among provinces. An index of fiscal need
ernments are highly dependent on grants from the has been constructedon the basis of per capita expen-
central governmentfor their routine and development diture by variousprovinceson essentialsocial services.

budgets. The centralgovernmentexpenditureson pro- By correlating the central transfers with provincial
jects which are in the domain of sub-national govern- fiscal need, it is found that the central transfers are

ments also constitute a high proportionof the budgets negatively correlated with provincial expenditures in
of provincialand local governments.After listingcom- the social sector. Thus the central outlays: grants and

ponents of assigned revenues and grants from the cen- direct expenditure tend to equalize provision of social
tral government to sub-national governments, their servicesby givinggreaterassistanceto provinceswhich

impacton the provincialper capita GRDPand propor- have lower per capita expenditure on these services.
tion below the poverty line have been estimated. The Contrary to popular belief, provincial population is
central government outlays have negative coefficient not a dominant factor in allocation of central grants to

or correlation with both the level of per capita GRDP sub- national governments.
and magnitude of poverty in various provinces. In
other words, central outlays, including grants, direct 2. The relationship, however, is somewhat weak.
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Table IX

Central transfers and outlays and expenditureon social services
in various provinces in Indonesia- 1982-83

Centraloutlays Expenditureon

Central transfers in provincesas social services
as%oftotal , % percapita percapita Indexof % oftotal

provincial receipts ., GRDP(1982) rupiahs fiscal need population
1. Aceh 79.26 5 1041.5 147.2 1.7
2. North Sumatra 72.81 8 419.9 59.3 5.6
3. West Sumatra 80.55 17 551.3 77.9 2.3
4. Riau 72.30 2 8606.6 1216.4 1.5
5. Jambi 76.36 21 1332.3 188.2 1.0
6. South Sumatra 75.17 13 105.7 14.9 3.1
7. Bengkulu 78.71 28 1718.8 242.9 0.52
8. Lampung 70.37 11 370.0 52.2 3.1
9. DKI Jakarta 33.80 18 6364.1 899.5 0.04

10. WestJava 72.28 8 216.4 30.6 18.6
11. Central Java 82.51 9 186.6 26.4 17.2
12. DI Yogyakarta 74.93 17 545.1 77.0

'

1.8
13. East Java 77.99 7 336.6 47.6 19.8
14. Bali 76.74 14 1341.2 189.6 1.6
15. West NusaTenggara 81.64 21 492.9 69.7 1.8
16. East NusaTenggara 78.82 24 273.9 38.7 1.8
17. West Kalimantan 76.19 14 1115.8 157.7 1.6
18. Central Kalimantan 82.00 15 2214.8 313.0 0.6
19. South Kalimantan 73.28 19 - 1373.4 194.1 1.3
20. East Kalimantan 60.05 2 4465..4 631.1 0.8
21. North Sulawesi 83.70 15 na na 1.4
22. Central Sulawesi 60.05 24 982.0 126.1 0.9

'

23. South Sulawesi 79.92 11 379.0 53.6 4.1
24. South East Sulawesi 79.36 35 1410.2 199.3 0.6
25. Maluku 82.22 12 na na 0.9
26. Irian Jaya 90.32 11 1959.7 276.9 0.8

INDONESIA 72.82 707.5 100
' 100

Source: Biro Pusat Statistik, Statistk Keuangan Pemerintah Daerah, (Propinse), 1977/78-1982/83,Jakarta (1986).

Table X , Statistic Indonesia, 1984, Jakarta, 1986.
-

, Perdapatan Regional Propinci Propinsi Di In-
Coefficientsof correlation between central transfers and donesia, Jakarta, 1982.

outlays in provinces & tax effort and expenditureon Both, Anne, Interprovincial Comparison of Taxable
social services in Indonesia Capacity, Tax Effort and Development Needs in In-

donesia, Maylayan Economic Review, 22(1), AprilCentral government 1977.Central transfers expenditureas percent
Variables to provinces provincialGRDP Kenneth, Davey, Central-Local Financial Relations, De-

velopment Administrative Group, University of Bir-
(i) Tax effort: Revenues mingham (1979).from own sourcesas Legge, J.D., Central Authority and RegionalAutonomy in

percentofnon-mining Indonesia, Cornell, University Press, Ithaca (1963).GRDP -0.6888 0.2198
(ii) Percapitaexpenditure Mathews, R.L. (ed.), Fiscal Equalisation in a Federal Sys-

on social servicesn tem, AustralianNational University, Canberra (1974).
provinces -0.5367 -0.2332 Paauw, Douglas S., Financing Economic Development -

(iii) Percentoftotal The Indonesian Case, The Free Press, Glencoe, Illinois
population in (1960).
provinces 0.1071 -0.3366 Posthuma, G.A., The Inter-GovernmentalGroup in In-

donesia, Bulletin of the Indonesian Economic Studies,
8(2) (1972).

Rosen, Harvey, Public Finance, Richard Irwin, Homewood
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InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1987. (B. 108.374) (B. 108.225)
Hefte zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 34.

Pp. 40. BECKER, Helmut. SCHIEDER, Paul Hermann.

Proposalfor a simplemodel of optimal taxation NeueresteuerlicheEntwicklungenaufdem BesteuerungdesAuslandseinsatzesvon

of income from internationalcapital investment. Gebietderinternationalen MitarbeiterndeutscherUnternehmen.

(B. 108.383) Unternehmensfinanzierung Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund

Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,
OLLMANN,Michael. InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1985. Grindehof38,2000Hamburg13, 1987. Hefte
Die BesteuerungdeutscherDirektinvestitionen Heftezur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 12. zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 39. Pp. 33.
in Japan. Pp. 25. Tax aspectsofsendingout Germanemployees
Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund Recent tax developmentsin the area of financing abroad.
InternationalesFinanz-undSteuerwesen,1985. of internationalbusinessenterprises. (B. 108.142)
Pp. 14. (B. 108.369)
Taxationof Germandirect investmentin Japan. HANGARTER,Dieter.

(B. 108.364) BECK'SCHESSTEUERBERATER- Die Besteuerungder deutsch-beherrschten
Handbuch1988. Personengesellschaftin der Schweiz.

ULDALL, Gunnar. Munich, VerlagC.H. Beck, 1988. Schriftendes Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund
Die Steuerreform1990 und die vorgesehenen DeutschenWissenschaftlichenSteuerinstituts InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1986.
Krzungenvon Steuersubventionen, der Steuerberaterund Steuerbevollmchtigten Hefte zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 15.

AuswirkungenaufWachstum, internationale e.V. Pp. 1885. 148 DM. Pp. 25.

Wettbewerbsfhigkeitund Verteilung. Publicationof the GermanScientificTax Taxationof Swisspartnershipswhich are

Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund InstituteforTax Advisersand Representatives, controlledby Germanresidents.
InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen, containinginformationon tax-related topics like (B 108.371)
Grindelhof38,2000Hamburg13, 1988. Hefte accountingprinciples,juridical andcriminal
zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 41. Pp. 35. liability,businesslaw, etc. DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR UMSATZSTEUER
Considerationon the German 1990 tax reform (B. 108.221) fr 1987. 30. Auflage. Bearbeitetvon Rembert
and the proposed reductionsof subventions,and Schwarze.
the effects thereofon economicgrowth and the FISCHER, Lutz. Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH.,1988.
internationalcompetitiveposition. Besteuerungsproblemeder betrieblichen Pp. 1242.55 DM.

(B. 108.144) InnovationiminternationalenVergleichund ihr Annualguide for purposesof filing turnovertax

Einflussaufde Wettbewerbsfhgkeitdeutscher return for 1987 assessmentyear. Relevant text of

HABERMANN,Gerd. Unternehmen. statutes is appended.
Steuerlicheberlegungeneines auslndischen Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund (B. 108.228)
Unternehmersbei lnvestitionenin der InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1986.

BundesrepublikDeutschland. Hefte zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 17. SCHWARZE,Rembert.
Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund Pp. 32. UmsatzsteuerlicheFragen grenzber-InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen, Tax problemsof innovationby enterprises schreitenderGeschftsttigkeit.
Grindelhof38,2000 Hamburg 13,1987. Hefte internationallycomparedand the influence
zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 40. Pp. 18. thereofon the competitivepositionof German Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund

InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1986.
Tax considerationsofa foreign entrepreneurin enterprises. Hefte InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 23.zur
the case of investmentin the Federal Republicof (B 108.373) Pp. 30.
Germany. VATquestionswith regard to border-crossing
(B. 108.143) DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR transactions.

Einkommensteuerfr 1987.39. Auflage. (B. 108.377)FEUERBAUM,Ernst. Bearbeitetvon RaimundWiechen,Georg
In-undAuslndischeBesteuerungvon Schmitzund Karl-HeinzBoveleth.
Bauausfhrungenund MontagenDeutscher Dsseldorf, IDWVerlagGmbH., 1988. Pp HANGARTER,Dieter.

Unternehmenim Ausland. 1538.46 DM. Das deutsch-schweizerischeErbschaftsteuer-

Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund Annualguide for purposesof filingindividual Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenin der

InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen, 1985. income tax return for 1987 assessmentyear. praktischenAnwendung.
Hefte zur internationalenBesteuerung,No. li). Relevant text ofstatutes is appended. Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund

Pp. 28. (B. 108.227) InternationalesFinanz- und Steuerwesen,
Taxationof buildingsites of Germanenterprises Grindelhof38,2000 Hamburg 13,1988. Hefte ,

abroad, both in Germayand in the other country. STEUER-RATGEBERZUR EINKOMMEN_ zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 42. Pp. 40. '

(B. 108.367) und Lohnsteuer 1987. Stand: 15.11.1986. Applicationin practiceof the German-Swisstax
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Annual guidecontainingthe text of the business Pp. 29. WATER, R.L. van de.
tax law, the regulatoryordinanceto the busines Taxationof intra-Germantrade and investment. Fiscaleaspectenbij het uitzendenvan personeel
tax law, case law and other relevantmaterialfor (B. 108.365) naarhetbuitenland.3rd Edition.
the 1987assessmentyear. Deventer,Kluwer;The Hague,Fenedex, 1988.
(B. 108.230) Fiscaleen juridischedocumentatievoorBARANOWSKI,Karl-Heinz.

internationaalzakendoen,No. 4. Pp. 132.
PRAKTIKER-HANDBUCH1988. DieNeuregelungder Einkommensbesteuerung

42.50 Dfl.
Aussensteuerrecht.12. Auflage. Bearbeitetvon

niederlndischerGrenzgnger. Thirdcomplete revised editionofmonograph
Karl-HeinzBaranowski. Herne,VerlagNeue Wirtschafts-Briefe,1980

describingthe ofpersonneltax aspects sent

Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH.,1988. mit EinlegerStand Mai 1987.
abroadunderDutch individualincome lawtax

Pp. 1829. 88 DM. 94 + 15pp. and otherrelevant tax aspects.a newHandbookcontainingthetextsof numerous
This book, the first of series for

(B. 108.432)
Germanlaws concerninggeneral laws on

Internationalpractice,dealswith the special
income taxationof frontierworkersresident in

treatywith respect to inheritancetaxes. REUVERS,M.R.
(B. 108.145) the Netherlands,and employedin Germany.

Thisbook,originallypublishedin1980, isof Het inkomenvan buitenlandse
belastingplichtigen.6th Edition.

MSSNER,Jrg Manfred. current interestagain after the additional
Deventer,FED, 1988.

to newNeue Auslegungsfragenbei Anwendungvon protocol the double taxation treaty FiscaleBrochuresFED, IB 2.5. Pp. 80.
Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen. betweenGermanyand the Netherlandsand the

34.50 Dfl.
Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund

revised legislationof 1986concerningDutch
Sixth editionof monograph the incomefrontierworkers. on

InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen, taxationof non-residentindividuals.
' date

Grindelhof38,2000Hamburg13,1987. Hefte
The editionof 1980has been broughtup to

(B. 108.389)
zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 38. Pp. 32. by the inclusion of the text of the legislationof

New questionsin interpretingand applying 1986, which is now in force.
BELASTINGDIENST.JAARVERSLAG1987.

double taxation treaties. (B. 108.497) Amsterdam,Belastingdienst,1988. Pp. 60.
(B. 108.141) Annual report 1987of theTax Administration.

Netherlands (B. 108.391)
KORN, R.; DEBATIN,T.H.
Doppelbesteuerung. BELASTINGTARIEVEN1988. SOCIALE ZEKERHEIDSWETGEVING.
Munich,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1988. Beck'sche Voorzienvan toelichtendeaantekeningen 4th Edition.
Steuerkommentare. Arnhem,GoudaQuint/Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Samenstellingen jnleiding:F.M. Noordamen L.
Loose-leafpublicationin 4 binders Pp. 234.28.50Dfl. Opheikens.
(supplementedtwice per year) designed to Monographon tax rates 1988with explanatory Deventer,Kluwer, 1987. Pp. 589. 39 Dfl.
provide a general commentaryon international notes. Tax ratescoveredcomprisecorporate Fourthrevisededitionofcompilationof textsof
tax aspects in Germany,as well as the texts of all income tax, individualincometax, valueadded social insurancelegislationin the Netherlands.
comprehensiveand limiteddouble taxaton tax, wage tax, dividend tax, nheritance tax and (B. 108.076)
treatiesconcludedby the Federal Republicof the old age and social securitycontributions.

Germany(with detailedcomments).Textof the (B. 108.287)
OECDDraftConventionisappended. Norway

DE CONTROLEMIDDELENVAN DE FISCUS.
UNSERESTEUERN VON A -- Z. Rapportvan de Commissieter bestuderingvan GUIDE FOR FOREIGN EMPLOYERS
Bonn,Ministryof Finance, 1988. Reihe: Brger- de fiscale controlemiddelen. and employees.Informationen.Pp. 154. Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Geschriftenvan de Sandnes,Oil TaxationOffice, Prinsensvei 1,
Publicationof the GermanFederal Ministryof Verenigingvoor Belastingwetenschap,No. 175. 4300Sandnes,Norway, 1988. Pp. 105.
Financediscussingthe historicaldevelopmentof Pp. 93. Bookletn Norweganand Englsh describngthe
taxation in Germanyfor both existingand Reportpreparedby the Committee to study the taxationof foreignpersons and companiesabolishedtaxes. meansofcontrol by the tax authorities. engaged in activities in Norwayand whose tax
(B. 108.123) (B. 108.288) affairs are dealt with by the Oil TaxationOffice

in Sandnes.
WOHE, Gnter. RIJKS, K.

(B. 108.438)Bilanzierungund Bilanzpolitik. Het instituutvan de fiscale eenheid in de

Betriebswirtschaftlich-Handelsrechtlich-- vennootschapsbelasting.5th Edition.
REFSLAND, Thor.

Steuerrechtlich.7. Auflage. Deventer,FED, 1988.
Merverdiavgiftsloven 19. juni 1969 medav

Munich, VerlagFranz VahlenGmbH./Verlag FiscaleBrochuresFED, Vpb. 1.3. Pp. 136.
kommentarer.3rd Editon.

C.H. Beck, 1987. Pp. 1026.78DM. 34 Dfl.
Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening,1985. Pp.7th editionof a source book explainingthe rules Fifth editionofmonographon the concept fiscal
642.

ofdrafting the balancesheet in connectionwith unity forpurposesof the corporateincome tax.
Value AddedTax Act annotated.

businesspolicy, commerciallawand tax law. (B. 108.388) (B. 108.424)
Bbliographys appended.
(B. 108.164) BRULL, D.; ESSERS, P.H.J.

SwedenFiscalevoorraadwaardering.6th Edition.

GROH, Manfred. Deventer,FED, 1988.
ZurBilanzierungvon Fiscale BrochuresFED, IB 3.42. Pp. 48.22 Dfl. STERNER,Harry; EKMAN, Gsta;

Fremdwhrungsgeschften. Sixth editionof monographon valuationof BERGLF,Sgvard;GUSTAFSON,Arne.

Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund stock-in-tradefor purposesof income tax. GRS Skatte-handbok.

InternationalesFinanz- und Steuerwesen,1985. (B. 108.387) Stockholm,NorstedtsFrlag, 1988. Practical

HeftezurIntemationalenBesteuerung,No. 16. guide (in loose-leafform) to basclaws on direct

Pp. 35. BELASTINGPRAKTIJKBOEKVOOR taxaton in Sweden.
Commentariesand court decision references

Accountingof transactionsin foreign currency. de belegger1988/89. Onderredaktievan L.G.M. are

(B. 108.372) StevensenJ.R.R. Roes. included.

Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Pp. 582.125 Dfl. (B. 108.386)
TBEN, Thomas. Monographdesigned to providepractical tax

Die Besteuerungdes deutsch-deutschen nformatonfor investors.Thetext has been
SwitzerlandWirtschaftsverkehrs. contributedby variousauthorsand edited by a

Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund groupofeditors and theirassistants.Thebook

InternationalesFinanz- und Steuerwesen,1985. will be printed every two years. OESCH, Christoph.
Heftezur internationalenBesteuerung,No. 6. (B. 108.435) AuslndischeBetriebsstttenund
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Tochtergesellschaftenim Steuerrecht. Wahl der United Kingdom Baltimore,The JohnsHopkinsUniversityPress,
Unternehmensformschweizerischbeherrschter 701 West40th Str., Suite275, Baltimore,
Gliedbetriebeim Ausland. Maryland21211,USA, 1988. Pp. 246. $ 33.UELNER, Adalbert.
Bern, VerlagPaul Haupt, 1987. Schriftenreihe

Perspektivender Steuerrechtsentwicklungunter The generalapproachof this studyhas been to
Finanzwirtschaftund Finanzrecht,Band 50. besondererBercksichtigungder Steuerreform summarizeexperiencewith various forms of
Pp. 295. in Grossbritannienund den USA. indirect taxation in the developingcountries.
Monographdiscussingthe taxationof permanent Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund (B. 57.126)
establishmentsand subsidiariesabroadof Swiss InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1985.
parentcompaniesfrom establishment,operation Heftezur internationalenBesteuerung,No. 14. REPERTOIREDES MESURES
and liquidationpointsof view.

Pp. 16. derglementationcommercialeappliquespar(B. 108.345) Perspectivesof the developmentof tax law, with les paysen dveloppement1987.

special regard to the tax reformin the USA and New York, UnitedNations, 1988. Pp. 574.
HANGARTER,Dieter. the U.K. Per countrysummaryof the commercial
Das deutsch-schweizerischeErbschaftsteuer- regulations(customsduties and similar(B. 108.357) or

Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenin der additionaltaxeson importationof goods)
praktischenAnwendung. BUTTERWORTHSFINANCE BILL 1988 prevailingin developingcountries in the world.
Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund handbook.The provisionsrelating to income (B.108.413)
InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen, tax, corporationtax, capitalgains tax,Grindelhof38,2000Hamburg13, 1988. Hefte inheritancetax, value added tax, stamp dutyand
zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 42. Pp. 40. oil taxation. With commentary. International
Applicationin practiceof the German-Swisstax London,Butterworth& Co. (Publishers)Ltd.,
treatywith respect to inheritance taxes. 1988. Pp. 272. FOREIGNTAX CREDITS FOR BANKS.
(B. 108.145) (B. 108.292) An internationalcomparativestudy.

London,Peat MarwickMcLintock, 1 Puddle
VALLENDER,Klaus A. DOW, J.C.R.; SAVILLE, I.D. Dock, Blackfriars,LondonEC4V3PD, 1987.
Die Auslegungdes Steuerrechtsunter A critiqueof monetarypolicy. Theoryand Pp. 206.
besondererBercksichtigungder Britishexperience. Fourth editionof comparativestudy of the
Aktienbertragungauf Holdinggesellschaften. Oxford, OxfordUniversityPress, Walton Street, foreign taxcreditsavailable to banksin the major2. Auflage. Oxford OX26DP, 1988. Pp. 260. £ 25. bankingcentresin respectof foreign taxes
Bern, VerlagPaul Haupt, Falkenplatz14, 3001 This book aims to be both a theoryof monetary sufferedon loan interest. Countriescovered
Bern, 1988.

policy and an examinationof how it has worked include: Australia,Austria,Belgium,Brazil,
SchriftenreiheFinanzwirtschaftund Canada,Channel Islands, France, Greece, Italy,
Finanzrecht,Band43. Pp. 317. 78 Sfr.

or not worked in the UnitedKingdom.
(B.108.284) Japan, Luxembourg,Singapore,Spain.Secondrevisededitionofmonograph (B. 108.130)

consideringthe interpretationof tax law with THE U.K. BUDGET, 1988.
emphasison share transferto holdingcompanies. A consideredview. LAUX-MEISELBACH,Wolfgang.
(B. 108.440) London,J.F. Chown & CompanyLtd., 51 EingeschrnktesUrsprungslandprinzip,

LafoneStreet, LondonSE1 2LX, 1988. Pp. 14. internationaleEinkommensverteilung,
R1CKL1, Peter. (B.108.322) allokativeNeutralittund die Grsseeines
Die EinigungzwischenBehrdeund Privaten im Landes.
Steuerrecht. IVORY, Thomas; BRAMWELL,Richard; Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund
Basel, VerlagHelbing& Lichtenhahn,Freie COOKE,Stephen;CLARK, Paul. InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1987.
Strasse82,4051 Basel, 1987. Inheritancetax on lifetimegifts. Hefte zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 29.
BaslerStudienzur Rechtswissenschaft,Reihe B: London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1987. Pp. 181. Pp. 42.
OffentlichesRecht, Band 19. Pp. 180.49 Sfr. £ 24.50. Limited sourcecountryprinciple, international
Thesison the variousaspectsofcoming to an Monographdealingwithinheritancetax with distributionof income and allocativeneutrality
agreementin taxationbetween tax authorities reference to significanttax-savingopportunities of a country.
and taxpayers. and pitfalls. (B. 108.382)
(B. 108.425) (B. 108.416)

BERTHELEMY,Jean-Claude.
COOMBES, John; CHANNON, Gordon. La thoriedes transfertsinternationaux.

Turkey Inheritancetax. Paris, EditionsEconomica,49, rue Hricart,
London,Sweet & Maxwell, 1987. Pp. 305. £ 25. 75015 Paris, 1986. Collection

KREMSER, Fatma. Monographexplainngthe current inheritance Approfondissementde la Connaissance
TochterkapitalgesellschaftoderBetriebsstattein taxlegislationforpractitionerssupportedwith Economique.Pp. 225.145Ffrs.
derTrkei. examplesandcomputations. Considerationsonthe theoryof international
Herne, VerlagNeucWirtschafts-Briefe.1987. (B. 108.417) capital movements.
121 pp. (B. 108.248)
Monographon the corporateincome tax and ROSE, Richard; KARRAN, Terence.
individualincome tax in Turkeyentitled: Taxationby political inertia. Financing the PHILIPPE, Bernard.
Subsidiaryor PermanentEstablishmentin growthofgovernmentin Britain. Politiqueagricoleeuropenneet marchs
Turkey. Otherindirectand property taxesare London, Unwin Hyman Ltd., 15-17 Broadwick mondiaux.
also summarized. Street, London W1V 1FP, 1987. Pp. 264. £ 9.95. Paris, Editions Economica,49, rue Hricart,
(B. 108.074) Study aiming to set out the political processes 75015 Paris, 1986. Collection

that underliethe deteminationof taxation,with Approfondissementde la Connaissance
emphasis to Britain. Economique.Pp. 267. 125 Firs.

(B. 108.265) Thesison the Europeanagriculturalpolicy andU.S.S.R. itsconnectionto world trade.
(B. 108.251)

JANUS, Hans. INTERNATIONAL
Steuerrechtund internationalesSteuerrechtder LOCAL GOVERNMENTFINANCE.
Sowjetunion. Internationalperspectives. Editedby Ronan
Frankfurt,Verlag Peter Lang, 1987. Studien Developingcountries Paddisonand StephenBailey.
zum Finanz- und Steuerrecht,Band 11. Pp. 286. London, Routledge, 11 New Fetter Lane,
Sourcebook containinganin-depthdiscussionof DUE, John F. London EC4P4EE, 1988. Pp. 267. £ 30.
tax law and internationaltax law in the USSR. lndirect taxationn developingcountries.2nd Compilationof various topicsbyvariousauthors
(B. 108.233) Edition. comprisingsuchas: Fiscal federalismby King,
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DavidN.;Sourceof local financeintheUnited United Kingdomand U.S.A. Part two: Afghanistan-Jordan.
States by King, Desmond;Financial (B. 108.131) London,EuropaPublicationsLtd., 1988.

developmentin Norwegianlocal government Pp. 1580.£ 170.

byHansen,Tore. CORPORATETAXATION. (B. 108.336)
(B. 108.339) Aworldwideguide.

NewYork, Ernst& Whinney International,787 INVESTMENTINCENTIVESWORLDWIDE.

HANDBOOKOF NATIONALACCOUNTING.SeventhAvenue,NewYork,N.Y. 10019,1988. A practicalguide to national fundingof capital
Publicsectoraccounts. Pp.372. investmentprojects. IBI InternationalBusiness

NewYork, UnitedNations, 1988. Studies in This book aims to describebriefy the corporate Intelligence.
Methods,SeriesF, No. 50. Pp. 188. tax systems in 50 countriesbasedupon London,Butterworths& Co., Birmingham,
Thsbook describesaccountsand supporting informationas of 1 January1988. Eurofi (UK)Ltd., 1987. Eurofi (UK) II. series.

tablesuseful for measuringthe size,structure (B. 108.295) Pp. 518.

and impactof the publicsectorofthe national The percountrysummaries(total 106) were

economy,within the frameworkof the United LIPPEK, Volker. compiledmainly from informationsupplied
NationsSystemofNationalAccounts (SNA). Die internationaleBesteuerungder directlyby embassiesand developmentagencies
(B. 108.414) Seeschffahrt. throughoutthe world.

Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund (B. 108.296)
NGUYEN QUOC DINH; InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1985.

DAILLIER,Patrick;PELLET,Alain. Heftezur internationalenBesteuerung,No. 8. BELANGER,Michel.

Droit internationalpublic. 3rd Edition. Pp. 28. Institutionseconomiquesinternationales.2nd

Paris, LibrairieGnralede Droitet de Intemationaltaxationofshippingcompanies. Edition.

Jurisprudence,1987. Pp. 1189. 290 Ffrs. (B. 108.356) Paris, EditionsEconomica,49, rue Hricart,
Third revised editionofmonographsurveying 75015 Paris, 1985. Pp. 174. 65 Ffrs.

the evolutionof internationallaw. MODERN DEVELOPMENTSIN PUBLIC Monographconsideringthe international

(B. 108.246) finance. Essaysin honorofArnoldHarberger. economicinstitutionsin the world such as

EditedbyMichaelJ. Boskin. UNESCO,ECOSOC, OPEC, European
RESOLUTIONSBOOK. INTERNATIONAL Oxford,Basil BlackwellLtd., 108 CowleyRoad, Communities.
Fiscal Association-IFA 1938-1988. Oxford OX41JF, UnitedKingdom,1987. (B. 108.247)
Amsterdam,InternationalBureauof Fiscal Pp. 260.£ 29.50.
Documentation,1988. Pp. 418. Compilationof essayson important issuesof CARTOU,Louis.

Jubileebookof the InternationalFiscal publiceconomicsbyleadingauthoritiesin the Droit fiscal internationalet europen.2me

Associationprovidinga comprehensiveinsight fields. This book is publishedin honourof Edition.
into 50 years of IFA'sdevelopmentn the fieldof ArnoldHarberger.Topicscoveredinclude: Paris, JurisprudenceGnraleDalloz, 11, rue

internatonaltaxation throughpublicatonof the Taxationand the sze and compostonofthe Souffiot,75240Pars Cedex05, 1986. Pp. 330.

subjectsand resolutionsof nearly50 years IFA capitalstock: an asset price approachby 118 Ffrs.

congresses(in English, French, Germanand Summers,LawrenceH.; Thewelfarecostof Secondeditionof monographconcerning
Spanish). resourcetaxationby Robinson,Marc S.; The internationaltax law and the harmonizationof

(B. 108.235) value added tax: the efficiencycost of achieving taxes in the EuropeanCommunities.

progressivtyby usngexemptionsby Ballard L. (B. 108.260)
SHIHATA, Ibrahim F.I. and Shoven,JohnB.
MIGAand foreign investment.Origins, (B. 108.286)
operations,policiesand basicdocumentsof the O.E.C.D.
Multilateral InvestmentGuaranteeAgency. BECKER, Helmut.
Dordrecht,MartinusNijhoffPublishers, NeueresteuerlicheEntwicklungenaufdem TAXATIONOF NET WEALTHCAPITAL
P.O.Box163, 3300 AD Dordrecht,the Gebietder internationalen transfersand capitalgainsof individuals.
Netherlands,1988. Pp. 540. Unternehmensfinanzierung. Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation
Discussionof the makingand acceptanceof a Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund and Development,1988. Pp. 280.
multilateralfinancial convention.Textof and InternationalesFinanz- und Steuerwcsen,1985. This reportwas preparedby ProfessorC.T.

commentaryon the ConventionEstablishingthe Heftezur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 12. Sandfordand updates the 1979 reportof the
MultilateralInvestmentGuaranteeAgency are Pp. 25. same and describesthe countrysituationsof the

appended. Recent tax developmentsin the areaoffinancing OECD membercountriesas of 1 April 1986.

(B.57.125) of internationalbusinessenterprises. (B. 108.337)
(B. 108.369)

WHY ECONOMICPOLICIESCHANGE
Course. Elevencase studies. GLAUTIER,Michel W.E.; LATIN AMERICA
Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation BASSINGER,FrederickW.
and Development,1988. Pp. 122. A referenceguide to internationaltaxation.

Study examiningfrom historicexperiencein Profitingfrom your internationaloperations.
eleven OECD countriesduring the perjod 1975- Lexington,LexingtonBooks/D.C.Heath and Caribbean
1985 why governmentschangedtheirpolicy. Company, 125 SpringStreet, Lexington,
Countriescoveredare: Belgium, Canada, Massachusetts02173,1987.Pp. 422. THE CARIBBEANREGION.
GermanFederal Republic,France, taly, Textbookexamningthe probems arisingfrom Preparedby the Regonaland CountryStudes

Sweden, Switzerland,United Kingdom,Japan, the taxationof internationalbusiness in a broad Branch.
U.S.A. and the Netherlands. and generalway designedfor businessmento Vienna, UnitedNations IndustrialDevelopment
(B. 108.422) understandthe international tax environment. Organization(UNIDO),P.O.Box300 (Room

(B. 108.293) D-2036),A-1400Vienna,Austria, 1987.

TAX TREATMENTOF EXCHANGEGAINS IndustrialDevelopmentReviewSeries. Pp. 291.

and losses. COLARD,Daniel. Brieffactual and analyticalsurveysof industrial

Amsterdam,Klynveld,Peat Marwick Les relationsinternationales.3e Edition. developmentsin Jamaica,Trinidadand Tobago,
Goerdeler,Strawinskylaan957, 1077 XX Paris, Masson, 1987. CollectionDroit-Sciences Guyana,Barbados,NetherlandsAntilles,

Amsterdam,1987. Pp. 137. Economiques.Pp. 288. 128 Ffrs. Bahamas,Belize, Bermuda,St. Lucia, St.

Surveydescribingbasic informationon the tax Third editionof monographoninternationallaw. Vincent and the Grenadines,Grenada, Antigua
treatmentofexchangegains and losses in (B. 108.256) and Barbados,Dominica,St. Christopherand

Argentina,Australia,Belgium,Brazil, Canada, Nevis, Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands,

France, GermanFederal Republic, Ireland, THE EUROPA YEARBOOK 1988. Montserrat,Turks and Caicos Islands, and

Italy, Japan, Korea (Rep.), the Netherlands, Aworldsurvey Anguilla.
Singapore,South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, VolumeI: Partone: Internationalorganizations; (B 108.430)
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Uruguay ZIMMERA, Henry B. REPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES
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EOLE'S REUB_ C O- Cl- \A: A. Direct investment

A distinctionis commonlymade between the so-called

Tax Incentives for equity joint venture and other forms. Recently,
however, the position has become somewhat more

complex.
Foreign Investors 1. Equity joint ventures

By A.J. Easson An equity joint venture is a Sino-foreignjoint venture
established under the Joint Venture Law of 1979. As
such, it is a legal person incorporated and resident in
China, with its own articles of incorporation, regis-

Mr. Easson is Professor of Law, Queen's University, Kings- tered capital, board of directors and other features
ton, Canada. which characterize a corporation in most countries.

Equity jointventuresare taxed under theJointVenture

Since the door was opened in 1979, foreign investment Income Tax Law of 19804 upon their world income.

in China has tended to come in waves. The initial Taxable income is taxed at a flat rate of 30%, in addi-
tion to which a local surcharge may be imposed at a

excitement at the prospect of access to a market of a

billion people was followed by a period of greater
rate of 10% of the central tax. Thus, the effective rate

caution as it became clear that establishing an opera-
of tax, unless some special reduction applies, is 33%.

tion in Chinawas not such a simple task. As the experi- Dividendsremitted to investorsoutsideChinaare sub-

ences of the pioneers demonstrated, these difficulties Ject to a special withholding tax at a rate of 10%.

could be overcome with patience and, although the Accounting principles and rules for the calculation of
domestic market could not be penetrated as easily as taxable income, including depreciation, amortization
had been hoped, there neverthelesswere rewards for and loss carry-over rules, follow normal international
carefullyplannedoperations.A secondwaveofinvest- practice. In addition, however, there are 2 provisions
ment occurredfrom 1983 to 1985, but thiswas followed of general applicationwhich might properly be styled
by a dramatic slump in the latter part of 1985, largely investment incentives:
precipitated by the tightening of China's foreign ex- (a) newly establishedequity joint ventures scheduled
change controls. to operate for a period of 10 years or more may be
In response, the Chinese authorities acted swiftly, exempted from tax in the first 2 profit-making years
opening a number of new regions to foreign invest- and allowed a 50% reduction in the following3 years.
ment and adopting measures to ease foreign exchange Additionally, joint ventures engaged in low-profitop-
difficulties and to promote export-oriented and erations such as farming and forestry, and those 10-

technologically-advanced investment.l In conse- cated in remote, economically under-developed re-

quence, an almostbewilderingarrayofnew incentives, gions, may be allowed a further 15 to 30% reduction
and especiallyof tax incentives, has been presented to for up to an additional 10 years;
potental nvestors. The response seems to have met (b) only those profits which are remitted outside
the expectationsof the Chinese authorities. The pace China are subject to the special withholding tax of
of foreign investment speeded up towards the end of 10%. Additionally,where the foreignparticipantin an
1986 and by the end of 1987 the numberof enterprises equity joint venture reinvests part of its share of
with foreignnvestmentin Chinahad exceeded10,000, any

the profits of the venture in China, for a period of 5
with a totalcontractvalue in excessofUSS 22 billion.2

years or more, it is entitled to a refund of 40% of the
tax paid in respect of those profits.

2. Cooperative joint ventures and wholly foreign-owned
I. CHINA'S FOREIGN INVESTMENTTAX enterprises

REGIME In contrast to equity joint ventures, those investments
which have been styledcontractualor cooperative

Before attempting to examine and classify the various

special tax incentives, it first seems appropriate to 1. See Charles Toy, New Regulations on Foreign Exchange Balancing
review brieflywhat might be describedas the regular in Joint Ventures 40 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation,
tax regime for foreign investment.3 After all, the at- April/May (1986) at 154.

tractiveness or otherwise of a special incentive to in- 2 China Daiy, 23 January 1988 at 1.

vest can only be judged in comparisonwith the treat- 3. For a comprehensiveanalysis, see A.J. Easson and Li Jinyan, Taxa-

tion of foreign investment in the People's Republic of China (Kuwer.
ment which would be accorded to the same investment Deventer, 1988). A concise summary is provided by E. Jehle, Taxation

underordinarycircumstances.As with mostcountries, in the People's Republic of China, 39 Bulletin for International Fiscal

a distinction has to be drawn between direct and pas- Documentation,9 (1985) at 405.

sive investment and, further, in the case of direct 4. Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China concerningChi

investment, according to the business medium which nese-Foreign Joint Ventures, adopted by the 3rd session of the Fifth

is adopted.
National People's Congress and promulgated on 10 September 1980

(hereafterJVIT Law).
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joint ventures have been taxed under the Foreign En- tax and vehicle and vessel tax are of much concern.

terprise Income Tax Law of 1981.5 So too have wholly Also of importance are land use fees which the local
foreign-owned enterprises established under the authorities are empowered to levy.
ForeignEnterpriseLawof 1986, and it is this tax which
iS also imposedon the income of representativeoffices
of foreign enterprises in China.

B. Passive investment

In the great majority of cases, a foreign enterprise A non-resident individual, or a foreign enterprise
engaged in a cooperative joint venture has been re- which has no establishment in China, is subject to a

garded as a non-residentcarryingon business in China withholding tax under the FEIT Law at a flat rate of
through an establishmentthere, and consequentlytax- 20% on the gross amount of any dividend (other than
able on the income attributable to that establishment. those dividends taxed at 10% under the JVIT Law),
In effect, the pre-taxprofits of the venture are divided interest, rent or royalty received from a source within
between the parties; the Chinese party pays tax under China. A variety of payments, however, are taxed at
the relevant domestic law and the foreign party pays reduced rates or are exempted; these include interest
tax under the FEIT Law. However, there seem to on loans to Chinese State banks and to certain other
have been some cases where a cooperative joint ven- bodies at preferred rates, rental income from leasing
ture has been regarded as a distinct legal person and fees under contracts entered into between 1983 and
has been taxed as suchunder the JVITLaw, the partic- 1990, and most fees for the use of proprietarytechnol-
ipants sharing after-tax profits. ogy.

The new Cooperative Joint Venture Law,6 does little Table I
to clarify the situation. A joint venture may elect
whether or not it is to have legal personality and, it The regular tax treatment of foreign investment
seems, whether the parties should share pre-tax or

after-tax profits. The situation appears to be that a JVIT FEIT
venture which has the status of a Chinese legal person, Enterprise incometax 30% 20-40%
and which agrees to share after-tax profits, will be Local incometax 3% 10%

taxed under the JVIT Law. In other instances, the Dividendsremitted abroad 10%

FEIT Law will continue to apply.7 Reinvestedprofits 40% refund 40% refund
Tax holidays: (new EJVs) (some)

Under the FEIT Law, profits are taxed according to a exemption 2 years 1 year
progressive scale, rising from 20%, on annualprofits half-rate 3 years 2 years
not exceeding 250,000 yuan, to 40%, on profits ex- Withholdingtax 20%

ceeding 1 million yuan annually. An additional local
income tax, of 10% of taxable income, brings the
effective tax rate to 30-50% of profits. There is, how- II. INVESTMENTIN PREFERREDREGIONS

ever, no additional tax on profits remitted to the
foreign participant in a cooperative joint venture or China's policy towards regional investment has been
wholly foreign-ownedenterprise. rather different from that of most developing coun-

tries. It is true that there have been some incentives
Unlike the JVIT Law, there is no general tax holiday offered to attract investment to backward, remote or
for newly-established cooperative joint ventures or lesser-developedregions, but the main thrust of Chi-
wholly foreign-ownedenterprises, though enterprises nese policy has been to promote investment in the
scheduled to operate for 10 years or more in farming, eastern coastal regions which, comparatively speak-forestry or other low-profitactivitiesmay be exempted ng, are among the most economicallyadvanced in the
for the first profit-makingyear and be allowed a 50% country. This policy, however, may be in the processreduction for the following2 years, with the possibility of being changed.of further reductions for a period of up to 10 years.
Again, the FEIT Law contains no provision for a tax Althoughvery few regionsof Chinaare actuallyclosed
refund in respectofprofits reinvestedin China, though to foreign investment, the initial emphasis was upon
the Foreign Enterprise Law, governingwholly foreign-
owned enterprises, does so provide and, in practice,
investors in cooperative joint ventures also enjoy this 5. Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China concerning

privilege.8 Foreign Enterprises, adopted by the 4th session of the Fifth National
People'sCongressand promulgatedon 13 December1981 (hereafterFEIT

Law).
6. Law of the People's Republicof China on Chinese-ForeignCoopera-3. Other taxes tive Joint Ventures, adopted by the Ist session of the Seventh National

In addition to the JVIT or FEIT, foreign enterprises People's Congress on 13 April 1988.
7. Accordingto recentpronouncements,a unified tax law for enterprises

carrying on business in China are subject to the con- wth foreign investment is under considerationand could be introduced by
solidatedindustrialandcommercialtax (CICT), which the end of 1988.

is a form of turnovertax applying to the sale or impor- 8. A 40% refund is granted to both wholly foreign-owned enterprises
tation of goods and the provision of services, to cus- and cooperative joint ventures on profits reinvested in China for a period
toms duties on imports and on a few exports, and to

of at least 5 years to establish or expand a Chinese-foreign equity or

venture or

some local taxes, of which only the urban real estate
cooperative joint wholly foreign-ownedenterprise: Ministryof
Finance Notice (87) Cai shui wai zi No. 033 of 22 February 1987.
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the 4 designated Special Economic Zones (SEZ) - CICT and customs duties in respectof goods imported
Shantou, Shenzhen and Zhuhai, in Guangdong Pro- by foreign enterprises, and the rate of tax on the pro-
vince, and Xiamen in Fujian Province - which were vision of services is commonlyreduced to 3% from the
established in 1980. In 1984 a further 14 coastal cities normal 5 or 7%. Local taxes and land use fees are also
were designated, in which Economicand Technologi- normally reduced or waived.
cal DevelopmentZones (ETDZ)were established,en-

joying broadly similar incentives for foreign invest- Table Il
ment. A further expansion occurred the following
year, when 3 delta areas were opened to foreign SEZ and ETDZ tax incentives
investment- the Pearl River and YangtzeRiver deltas
and the so-called Golden Triangle in Fujian Pro- Enterprise income tax 15%

vince. More recently, in 1988, Hainan Island was de- Local income tax usually exempt
Dividends remitted abroad 0%clared a new province and an SEZ, 2 further coastal Tax holidaysregions - the Liaodong and Shandong peninsulas -

exemption 1-2 yearswith privilegessimilar to the delta areas were estab- half-rate (71/2%) 2-3 years
lished, proposals have been advanced to create Withholding tax 0-10%
another 140 open coastal cities or counties, SEZs CICT and customs duties exemptions
have been proposedin Xinjiangand Sichuanprovinces
and other special investment zones have been estab- B. Old city areas of the SEZs and 14 coastallished or proposed, such as the new silicon valley cities and coastal open economic zones
area in Beijing's Haidian District. Although the vari-
ous tax incentives differ in detail from one preferred The ETDZs are special areas established in the 14region to another, these regions fall into 2 basic designatedopen coastal cities. Incentivesare also pro-groups:9 vided for investment in the original urban areas of

those cities, and of the SEZs, or in designated partsA. SEZs and ETDZs thereof. Investors in the 3 delta areas, and in the
newly-designatedLiaodong and Shandong peninsulaThe 4 originalSEZs, Hainan Islndloand the specially- areas, enjoy broadly similar advantages. The more

designatedETDZsof the 14 coastalcities enjoy essen- importantof these are:
tially the same advantages. These are as follows:
1. Enterprise income tax. The rate of enterprise in- 1. Enterprise income tax. The rate of JVIT or FEIT is
come tax, i.e. of both the JVIT and FEIT, for equity reduced to 15% if the enterprise in technology- or

and cooperative joint ventures and wholly foreign_ knowledge-intensive,has a foreigninvestmentexceed-
owned enterprises, is reduced to 15o. This reduced ing USS 30 million and requiresa longperiodofcapital
rate applies only to income earned in the zones. recovery, or operates in the field of energy, communi-
2. Local income tax. The local surchargemay be, and cations or port construction. Other enterprises, en-

commonly is, waived entirely. gaged in a wide variety ofproductiveactivities,benefit
3. Dividendsremittedabroadby equity joint ventures from a 20% reduction in the normal rates.

are exempt from the normal withholding tax. 2. Local income tax. The local surcharge may be re-

4. Tax holidays. Enterprises engaged in production duced or waived entirely.
and scheduled to operate for 10 years or more are 3. Dividends remitted abroad. Equity joint ventures

exempt in the first 2 profit-makingyears and taxed at which qualify for the reduced, 15%, rate of tax may
half rate (i.e. at the rate of 71/2%) for the next 3 years. remit profits abroad without further tax liability.
SEZ enterprises engaged in service trades, where the 4. Withholding tax. As in the SEZs and ETDZs, this
amount of the investment exceeds USS 5 million, are is reduced to 10% or, in some cases, waived entirely.
exempt for one year and pay tax at half-rate for the 5. Other taxes. Exemptions from CICT, customs

following 2 years; this exemption apparentlydoes not duties, local taxes and land use fees are generallysimi-

apply in the ETDZs. A confict exists in the case of an lar to those in the SEZs and ETDZs.

equty Jont venture in the service area, scheduled to

operate for 10 years or more. The SEZ Tax Regs. 9. The tax rules are mostly contained in the Provisional Regulationsof

grant a less generous tax holiday than that which exists the State Council on Reduction and Exemptionof Enterprise IncomeTax

under the regular tax regime. In practice it seems that and Consolidated Industrial and Commercial Tax for Special Economic
Zones and the Fourteen Coastal Cities, promulgatedon 15 November1984

an enterprise may choose whichever is the more (hereafterSEZTax Regs.). The Chiangjiangand Zhujiangdeltaareas, the
favourable treatment. In Hainan, extended tax holi- southern Fujian delta and the Liaodong and Shandongpeninsula areas are

days of 5 years free from tax and a further 5 years at now governed by the Provisional Regulations of the Ministry of Finance

half-rate are granted to enterprises engaged in de- concerning the Reduction of and Exemption from Enterprise IncomeTax

veloping infrastructure or engaged in agricultural de- and Consolidated Industrial and Commercial Tax for the Encouragement
on

velopment projects.
of Foreign Investment in Coastal Open EconomicZones, promulgated
15 June 1988. These are now referred to collectively as the Coastal Open

5. Withholding tax. The normal rate of withholding EconomicZones.

tax on interest, rents and royalties is reduced to 10%, 10. Under the Provisionsof the State Councilon EncouragingInvestment

and special exemptions apply to interest earned by to Promote the Development of Hainan Island, promulgated on 4 May

foreign banks.
1988, new special tax incentives apply to the entire island. Since 1984 the
Hainan Industrial DevelopmentZone qualified for SEZ treatment, under

6. Other taxes. Important exemptions are given from the SEZ Tax Regs
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TABLE 111 to promote or facilitate foreign investment, and in

particular granted tax incentives for export-oriented
Old city areas and coastal open economic zones and technologically-advancedenterpriseswith foreign

investment.12

JVIT FEIT

Enterprise incometax

(hi-tech and large investment) 15% 15% A. Export-orientedenterprises
(otherpreferred) 24% 16-32%

Local income tax usually exempt These are defined as production enterprises, the an-

Dividends remitted abroad exemptions nual value of whose exported products exceeds 50%
Withholdingtax 0-10% of gross output value, and which maintain a foreign
CICT and customs duties reductionsor exemptions exchange surplus. To qualify for extended tax holi-

days, 70% of total output must be exported.
C. Other preferred areas

B. Technologically-advancedenterprises
In recent months the number of other areas which
have announced special incentives to attract foreign These are productionenterprisespossessingadvanced
investmenthas been increasing rapidly and in a some- technologysuppliedby the foreign investor,which are

times bewilderingmanner. These special incentives, it engaged in developing new products, or upgrading
would seem, fall into one of 2 categories: and replacing existing products, in order to increase

1. Local taxes. The impositionof local taxes, the local foreign exchange generated by exports or by import
substitution.

income tax surcharge and land use fees, is generallyat
the discretionof the local authorities,within the limits The more important tax advantages are:

prescribed by the Central Government. It is con- 1. Reducedratesof incometax. After the expiryofanysequently within the power of the local authorities to other tax holiday to which the enterprise may be enti-
grant reductionsin or relief from these taxes, and this tled, enterprise income tax (under the JVIT or FEIT)is becoming increasinglycommon. iS payable at half-rate. In the SEZs and ETDZs a
2. Central taxes. Several local authorities have gone reduced rate of 10%, rather than the usual 15% rate,further and have announced exemptions from, or re- is payable. In the case of an export-orientedenterpriseductions in, centrally imposed taxes. In most cases which exports at least 70% of its annual output, the
these announcementsdo no more than repeat conces- reduced rate continues for so long as the enterprisesions which have been establishedat the nationallevel.
In some cases, however, they purport to offer conces- qualifies. For technologically-advanced enterprises,

however, the extended tax holiday is granted for a
sions which, technically at least, they have no power maximum of an additional 3 years.to grant. These should consequentlybe regarded with 2. Reinvested profits. Foreign investors in equity or
some degree-ofcaution. It is well known that in China

or
some foreign investors have been able to bargain for cooperativejoint ventures in wholly foreign-owned

to ex-
tax treatment which is more favourable than a strict enterpriseswhich reinvest their profits in order

or or
interpretation of the law would appear to permit. If pand establish export-oriented technologically-

advanced enterprises for a period of operation of at
they succeed in so doing they may take advantage of least 5 years, may receive a full refundof the enterprisetheir good fortune; but they should not rely unduly ncome tax already paid in respect of the reinvested
upon promises or representationsmade by local auth- amount. This contrasts with the 40% refund available
orities where those authorities lack the real power to
make such concessions.

n normal circumstances. It seems that the amount

may be reinvested in the same enterpriseor in so other

qualifying enterprise.
3. Profits remitted abroad. The special withholding

III. PREFERREDFORMS OF INVESTMENT tax of 10% on dividends remitted abroad by equity
joint ventures is waived.

As already mentioned, the general rules under the 4. Local taxes. Local authorities are encouraged to

JVIT and FEIT Laws, and the special regulationsgov- grant exemptionsfrom the local income tax surcharge,
erning investment in preferred regions, make certain and this is commonly done.
distinctionsaccordingto the nature of the investment. 5. Landuse fees. These are imposed at reduced rates,
Concessions are granted for investment in low-profit and local authorities have power to grant further re-

operations,preference is sometimesgiven to manufac- ductions or exemptions.
turing as opposed to service industries, some loans are [Continued on page 478]

given preferential treatment,or investmentin technol-
ogy- or knowledge-intensivesectors is favoured. How- 11. Provisions of the State Council for the Encouragement of Foreign
ever, 2 major policy objectives are particularly evi- Inyestment, promulgated on 11 October 1986 (hereafter Foreign Invest-

dent; the promotion of exports and the attraction of ment Provisions).
advanced technology. These objectives found expres-

12. These are granted whether the enterprise is an equity joint venture,

sion in the so-called Twenty-two Articles of Oc- cooperative joint venture or wholly foreign-owned enterprise. An enter-

prise which qualifiesas both export-orientedand technologically-advanced
tober, 1986. These contained a variety of provisions elect be treated in whichever is the advantageous.may to way more
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X-ERNA- O \A_:

A New International
Tax Order

By Leif Mutn
.

ProfessorRichardBird has written a challengingpiece on the international
tax order. He is not pleased with what we have; in that respect he finds
himself in good company and mine as well. What Professor Bird fails to

do, however, is to analyze whether the alternatives would be better. Just
as in the case of democracy, which Churchill called the worst conceivable
political system with the exception of all others, we have, in international
taxation, a clear case of second best choices. This being the case, it will
not do to compare the prevailingsystem, warts and all, with some idealizedMr. Mutn is Senior Advisor in the Fiscal

Affairs Department of the International alternative. We must look at the practical implications and the extent to
Monetary Fund The opinions expressed In which our ideal would have to be compromised in a real world adaptionthis article are his own and not necessarily of any alternative system before forming an opinion on which would beshared by the IMF.

better.

Professor Bird mentions the 'fiscal myth' that every subsidiary of a

multinational enterprise is a completelyseparateentity operatingat arm's
length from its parent and othersubsidiaries.2 This is to turn thingsupside
down. What the usual arm's length rule does is to look beyond the legal
reality (and economic myth) that subsidiaries are independent and act

accordingly, in favour of a rule which authorizes a departure from the
transfer prices used by the taxpayers and thus makes it possible to give
justice to the economic reality of dependency. Whether one chooses to

adjust transfer prices in all cases or only in the more flagrant ones is a

matter of political choice. However, reading the arm's length rule as an

indication that those promoting it naively believe that prices and other
conditions are being set at arm's length seems rather preposterous.
Professor Bird proceeds to argue forcefully against tax deferral, not

only with respect to tax haven cases, but in general. Interesting is the
parenthetic note that for reasons, including the use of tax deferral, the
much-discussed problem of 'tax sparing', or the cancelling out of tax

concessionsgranted in poor countries, is much less of a problem in practice
than some seem to think.3 Since Professor Bird wants tax deferral to be

1. See Bird. R., Shapinga New International abolished, one would have liked to know how he would then deal with the
Tax Order,42 Bulletin for International Fscal
Docunentation1 (1988) at 292 (hereinaftercited tax sparing issue.4 On this point, however, he remains silent.
as 'Bird).
2. Id at 294. Finally, the main message of Professor Bird's article is that the arm's
3. Id at 296. As a matter of fact. I made the length principle and separate accounting is a method that has not with-
sane observation at the Montevideo IFA Con-
gress in 1968 (XXllth Congress of lFA, Mon- stood the test of time, and that the time is ripe for unitary apportionment.
tevideo, October 1968. Round Table Discus- Sure, he admits that working out the exact nature of an agreed formulasions, Montevideo (1970) at 51) and it is by now.
1 believe, quite generally accepted, to the point will clearly be no small task. It would have been of interest to know
where ore wonders who those some are. something about the elements that would go into the task. For instance,4. In Co,nparative Tax Studies, Essavs tt

Honor of Richard Goode, edited by Sijbren given the national sovereigntystill eagerlymaintained in international tax
Cnossen, Ansterda (1983) at 327-33 I,I raised natters, could we avoid each country raising the claim that its tax base be
aa number of arguments against the abolition of
deferral, one of which refers to the tax sparing a quota of a worldwide profit established in that country's currency and
issue. Professor Bird writes al,out deferraI as with that country's tax laws being applied Those promoting unitarythough its abolition were technically.quiteaa sirn-
pie operation.Tilt New Zea1ndproject,shelved apportionment in California have not unexpectedly taken for granted that
in its original form, should have made him stop world-wide profit is a concept somehow connected with the U.S. dollar.and think.
5. Bird at 299. But will that sell in Tokyo and Frankfurt
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Professor Bird dismisses a world tax system ap- But how would we then establish some kind of equity
proach as utopian.6 Yet, how will he go about the between a part of the unitary group working in the

daunting task of establishing, for a transnational cor- market of a rich country, using its turnover as a quota
poration with activities in, say, 100 countries, a com- base, and its subservientsubsidiary in a poor country,
plete set of world-wideaccounts in each of 100 curren- workingentirelyon contractproductionfor the parent
cies, applying each of 100 tax laws7 And if that were corporation And how would we establish a quota
done, who would be able to analyze them in the many based on capital investment, without running the risk
small tax administrations involved California, al- of unfair apportionmentbetween luxuriousheadquar-
legedly, has used published annual reports as an indi- ters in rich countries and frugal installations in poor
cation of world-wide profits of unitary enterprises ones And what should be done about the payroll as

based outside the United States. Would that be suffi- a quota base, if wages and salaries are much higher in
ciently exact richer countries Should the rich countries get more

tax out of the transnational corporations because
Moreover, the separate accounting rules make it pos- salaries are higher there Would it not be more fair to
sible to establish the results of an operation according conclude from the high salary level that the operationto basically the same rules as those applied to compet- were less profitableand hence left a narrower local tax
ing national firms. What would be the result if in a base with more profits allocable to the countrieswhere
country where the currency has been drastically de- and salaries lower
valued, the local enterprisesstill show a profit in terms wages are

of the local currency, whereas the internationally- This article is not written with the pretence of being
owned subsidiary must register a loss result for the the ultimate truth, far from that. But with all due
group as a whole, partly or wholly based on the fact respect for my former colleague, Richard Bird, I do
that this subsidiary (and perhaps some others as well) feel that his article makes matters too simple. We not
have pulled down the result as a consequence of the only could make the argumentationmore complicated
devaluation Do we recompute the world-wide result than that; we must, if we want to be realistic.
in terms of the devalued currency and establish, for
purposes of the tax in the devaluing country, that the
world-wide group has made a large profit Or do we

acknowledge that from its own point of view the group
had a bad year and therefore that its subsidiaryshould
receive more lenient treatment than its independent 6. Bird at 297.

local competitors
7. George Kopits and I presented these arguments and others against
unitary apportionment in The State Corporation Income Tax, Charles E.

Nothing is mentioned about the quotas to be used. McLure, Jr., editor (Palo Alto, California: Hoover Institution Press, 1984)
at 269-280. See also my argument in ComparativeTax Studies, footnote 4

Lacking an international body of law we could not at 323-325. Needless to say, many other sources could be quoted in
exclude that quotacomputationswould differbetween

supra
support of the same approach, e.g. OECD, Transfer Pricingand Multina-

sovereign authorities. Moreover, given the assump- tional Enterprises (OECD, Paris, 1979); Jacob, F., Unitary Approaches
tion that sales would be used as at least part of the in InternationalTaxation, 38 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documenta-

quota, could we exclude that the arm's length pricing
tion 3 (1984) at 99; and U.S. Departmentof the Treasury, The FinalReport
of the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group: Chairman's Report

ssue would come back We could, if we excluded and Supplemental Views (Washington D.C., U.S. Government Printing
from the quota all sales.madeinside the unitarygroup. Office1984).
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Tax Assessments

By Har Govind 47t
./-:'34 .'

INTRODUCTION

The doctrine of promissory estoppel, also known as equitable estop-
pel is a well-recognizedlegal principle. The doctrineis being increasingly
applied the world over against tax authoritieswho, in the name of public
interest, are prone to disregardgovernmentalpromisesand undertakings
as well as circulars issued to explain official policy. The extent to which
promissoryestoppelmay be invoked in tax proceedirgsvaries from coun-

try to country. This article traces the evolution of the doctrine of promis- Mr. Har Govind M..Sc.BL currently
practices as an advocate and consul-

sory estoppel in several countries and compares the benefits and protec- tant in India. His former.assignments
tion available to taxpayers through its application. include Chief Commissioner of In-

come Tax Delhi, Member of the In-

CONCEPT OF ESTOPPEL come Tax AppellateTribunal,Compe-
tent Authority for Forfeiture of Smug-

If, by words or conduct, a party makes a clear andunequivocalpromise gler's Property and Director of Investi-

which is intended to create legal relations or effect a legal relationship in gation, Monopolies and Restrictive

the future, knowing or intending that it be acted upon by the promisee
Trade Practices Commission.

and it is in fact so acted upon, the promise is binding on the promisor. He
may not retract his promise if it is inequitable to do so in light of the
dealings which have transpired between the parties,t It is not necessary
that the promiseesufferany detrimentin acting in relianceon the promise,
i.e. he merely needs to alter his position as a result of the promise. The

. detriment is the prejudice suffered by the promisee if the promisor is
allowed to retract the promise.
According to.its plain and general definition, estoppel is applicable in '

1 cases where party is precludedfrom asserting a certain statementffact
as untrue, whetherit is true or not. Promissory estoppel is a kind of
disabilitor prohibition which prevents a party from.asserting or proving
in legal proceedings that a certain fact is otherwise than it has been made
to appear in the situation or transaction. It operates to put the party
entitled to its benefits in the same position as if the matter represented
were true. Estoppel is generally regarded as a rule of evidence,2

Distinctive features

Estoppel arises from an act of the parties and may be based on a deed, '
written agreement or oral promise. Estoppel is based on the equitable i'

principle that one who, by words or conduct, induces another to change
his position cannot be allowed to turn around and derive a benefit from
the altered position of the other party. Estoppel is distinguishable from i
the concepts of rs judicata, admission and waiver.

Rs judicata arises as a result of a final decision of a competent court.

Once a judgment ,is rendered, it is conclusive on all matters decided 1. Promissory estoppel cannot be applied if it
contradicts a statutory provision. It cannot , be

therein, i:e. the-parties may not raise-the same-cause-ofaction in a later --invoked to compel the government or aprivate -:

suit. Res judicata is essentially an estoppel against the losing party in a party toperforman at prohibitedby law nor can

it be invoked against the exercise of legislative
law suit because he is precluded from relitigating matters decided in the power. The legislature can never be precluded
first action. He is not, however, preventedfrom raising issues not decided from exercising ts legislative function by resort

in the first acton.
to the doctrine of promissory estoppel.
2. Halsbury'sLawsofEflgland,Vol.15 at168.
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An admission is a concession or voluntary acknow- lant approached the Chief Secretary again and the

ledgement made by a party of the existence of certain latter wrote a letter (dated 23 January 1969) to the
facts relevant to the action. Admission, another rule effect that the appellantwill be entitled to exemption
of evidence, can be made ineffective by producing from Uttar Pradesh sales tax for a period of 3 years
evidence that the statement was wrongly made. Such from the date of going into production, the exemp-
evidencecannotbe tenderedor consideredin an estop- tion being applicable to vanaspati sold in the State.

pel case. The appellant then proceeded to set up the vanaspati
In January 1970, the State governmentmade

Waiver is the voluntary relinquishment of a known factory.
a policy decision that new vanaspati units would onlyright. Waiver is basedon the knowledgeof bothparties be given graded partial concession during the first 3

of the relevant facts3; in contrast, knowledge of the
a

facts by both sides eliminates the operation of estop- years of production. The State government revised

pel.
this policy in August 1970, rescinding the partial
exemption. In the interim, the appellanthad written a

letter to the effect that it would be availing itselfof theHistoricalperspective partial exemption.
The doctrine of promissory estoppel was first enun- The appellant filed a writ asserting that the Chief Sec-
ciated by the British House of Lords more than a retary, acting on behalf of the State government, had
century ag04, and was more or less rediscovered in conveyed an unequivocal assurance that the 3-year
1947 by Mr. Justice Denning in the High Trees case, exemptionfrom paymentofsales tax wouldbe applica-
i.e. a promise made with the reasonable expectation ble, intending or knowing that the appellant would
that the other party act on it is binding to the extent rely on the assurance. The appellant investedsubstan-
the promise is acted upon.5 tial funds to set up the factory. The appellant argued
The Supreme Court of India examined promissory that the State government was bound to honour its

estoppel in Motilal Padampat Sugar Mills Co. Ltd v. assurance and exempt vanaspati manufactured and

State of Uttar Pradesh and others.6 The case arose
sold for 3 years. The High Court rejected the plea. On

under the Uttar Pradesh Sales Tax Act 1948 and has appeal, the Supreme Court reversed the decision of

general application to all tax laws. In reaching its con-
the High Court, holding that the necessary elements

clusion, the Supreme Court analyzed case law and of promissory estoppel were clearly present. Con-

texts of various countries including Australia, the sequently, the governmentwas bound by its represen-
United Kingdom and the United States. The facts of tatlons and the appellantwas exempted from sales tax

Motilal and the observations made by the Supreme n respect of sales of vanaspati effected by it in Uttar

Court merit a detailed consideration. Pradesh for a period of 3 years from the date produc-
tion commenced.8

Sec. 4A of the Uttar Pradesh Sales Tax Act 1948
confers authority on the government to grant an

The rationale articulated by the Court was as follows:

exemption from the sales tax. On the basis of an an-
as an equitable doctrine, promissory estoppel must

nouncement in a newspaper that the State of Uttar yield when equity requires. If the government can

Pradesh decided to grant a 3-year exemption from demonstrate that in view of the facts which transpired
sales tax to all new industrial units in the State,7 the since the promise was made, the public interest would

appellantwrote a letter (in October1968) to the Direc- be prejudicedif the governmentwere required to carry

tor of Industries stating it intended to set up an indus- out the promise, the court will balance the interestsof

trial unit for the manufacture of vanaspati. In his re- the individual who acted in reliance on the promise
sponse to this letter, the Director confirmed that no and the extent to which the publicinterestwouldsuffer

sales tax would be levied on the finishedproductmade if the governmentwere required to carry out the prom-

by the vanaspati factory from the date the factorywas se. If the balance tips in favour of the government,
connected to the power supply to commence produc- the promise will not be enforced against the govern-
tion. Relying on the contents of this letter, the appel- ment. However, it is the duty of the court to make this

lant approached financiers to finance the project and
initiated negotiationswith manufacturersfor the pur-
chase of factory machinery. In December 1968, the 3. Halsbury'sLaws of England, 4th Edition, Vol. 16 at 994 and decision

Chief Secretary to the Governmentand Adviser to the of the High Court of Australia in Craine v. Colonial Mutuai Fire Insurance

Governor reiterated the assurance that the appellant
Co. Ltd., 28 CommonwealthLaw Reports 305.

Thomas Hughes v. MetropolitanRailwayCompany,2 Appealsaseswould be entitled to the tax holiday. Upon the appel- (1877) at 439 (House of Lords)
lant's request for confirmation,the ChiefSecretary (in 5. Central London Property Trust Ltd. v. High Trees House Ltd., All

a reply dated 22 December 1968) confirmed that the England Reports (1947) at 256, 1 King's Bench 130.

State Government will be willing to consider your
6. 118 Income Tax Reports at 326.
7. The exemption was intended as an incentive for the establishmentof

request for grantingan exemption from Uttar Pradesh new units in order to boost production of vanaspati to meet increasing
sales tax for a period of 3 years from the date of public demands. Vanaspati is an hydrogenatedsolidified edible oil widely
production. The appellant was requested to formally used for cooking purposes in India and neighbouringcountries.

apply to the Secretary in the Industries Department, 8. The fact that the appellanthad accepted the concessionalrate of sales

and in the meantime, to go ahead with the arrange-
tax was not tantamount to a waiver of the exemption. Waiver means

abandonment of a right and it may be either express or implied from
ments for setting up the factory. The financial institu- conduct but its basic requirement is that it must be an intentional act with
tions were not satisfiedwith that responseso the appel- knowledge. There can be no waiver without full knowledge of the right.
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determination, i.e. it is not sufficient for the govern- arbiter of its own obligation to the citizen or make an
ment to assert the public interest militates against en- ex parte assessmentof the circumstancesunder which
forcement of the promise or that the public interest the obligationhad arisen. Therefore the Textile Com-
would suffer if the governmentwere required to hon- missionerwas directed to issue an import entitlement
our the promise. The governmentcannot claim to be certificate for the full value of the exported goods.
exempt from the duty to carry out a promise on the
basis of an indefiniteand undisclosedgroundof neces-

sity or expediencynor can the governmentclaim to be THE POLICY OF OTHER COUNTRIES
the sole arbiter of its liability and repudiate its liability
on an ex parte appraisementofthe circumstances.The The legal position relating to promissory estoppel in
government must produce sufficient facts to support other countriesvaries. In some countries it is governed
ts claim that subsequent events warrant exemption by legislationwhereas in others promissoryestoppelis
from the duty to carry out its promise. A mere change based on official instructions. The policies of various
in officialpolicy is insufficientto exoneratethe govern- countries are discussed below.
ment from liability. The Court must be satisfied, on

proper and adequate evidence, that overriding public A. Australia
nterest necessitates a ruling that the government not The taxation rulingsystem was introducedin Australiabe bound by the promise.9 on 1 December1982. This system introduceda method
On this basis, the SupremeCourt concludedthat since of publishing and disseminatingdecisionson interpre-
Sec. 4A of the Uttar Pradesh Sales Act conferred the tation of laws administered by the Commissioner of
power on the governmentto grant an exemption from Taxation. A taxation ruling will be issued following a

sales tax, the governmentwas bound by its promise to decisionwhichsatisfiesone ofthe followingcriteria: 1

exempt the taxpayer from the tax. (a) it providesan interpretation,guideline,precedent,
A later decision of the Indian SupremeCourt in which practice or procedure to be followed in making a

the doctrine of promissory estoppel found its most
decision that affects the rights or liabilitiesof tax-

andeloquentexposition is that of Unionof India v. Anglo- payers,

Afghan Union AgenciesLtd. 10 The company, acting in (b) it establishes a new revised interpretation of the
administrationof taxation laws, orrelianceon the exportpromotionschemeissuedby the (c) it affects all taxpayersor a sectionof the tax-payingCentral government, exported woollen goods to Af-
communityand not just an individual taxpayer.ghanistan. The statutory scheme provided that an ex-

porter of woollen goods would be entitled to import Tax rulings replace memoranda and other forms of
raw materiais equal to the total value of exports. On advice from the Commissionerof Taxation relating to
this basis, the companyclaimed eligibility to obtain an new or revised interpretationsof tax laws. Tax rulings,
import entitlement certificate from the Textile Com- however, cannot supplant the express terms of law,
missioner, i.e. in relianceon the promise in the scheme and statements or declarationsmade by the Commis-
the company exported woollen goods to Afghanistan sioner of Taxation or his officers do not give rise to an

and was therefore entitled to enforce the promise estoppel preventing operation of the tax laws. Tax
against the government and obtain an import entitle- rulings can be overruledby legislativeamendmentsto
ment certificate for the full value of the exported the law or by decisions of the Appellate Tribunals. A
goods. ruling given in respect of a particular case is only
The government sought to refute this argument by operative in the circumstancesof that case.

pleading the doctrine of executive necessity, i.e. that
B. Belgiumthe government could not encumber its future execu-

tive power because the scope of this authority should In Belgium, administrativerulings, circular letters and
be governed solely by the needs of the community. statements (which have the same status as rulings)
Accordingly, no promise or undertakingwhich would made by the Ministerof Financehave no binding force
restrict the government's freedom of executive action under the law. They cannot be invoked by the tax
could be binding on the government. administrationor by the taxpayer. No court will apply

them. In short, the approach in Belgium is formalis-The Supreme Court rejected the government's argu- tic. The text of the law carries great weight and,ment, concluding that it was not exempt from the
consequently, the concept of promissory estoppel hasobligation to keep its promise. Lacking a defined and

disclosed ground of necessity, the government could
no effect in Belgium.

not fail to carry out its promise or claim to be the
C. Federal Republic of Germany
Under the rule of fair dealing (Treu und Glauben)9. Even in the absence of an overridingpublic interest, the government

may be permitted to rescind its promiseby giving reasonablenotice (which which governs the relationship between the taxpayer
need not be formal) to the promisee so that the promisee has a reasonable and the government, both the taxpayer and the tax
opportunity to resume his position. It must be possible, however, for the administration may be prevented from changing the
promisee to restore the status quo, i.e. if the promisee is unable to resume legal position upon which the other party reasonablyhis original position the promise is final and irrevocable.
10. 1968 All Indian Reporter at 71. relied. Consequently, the taxpayer will be held to a

11. Australian Freedom of Information Act, 1982, Sec. 9. legal evaluation which he successfully asserted in the
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past even if this evaluation turns out to be detrimental circular letter issued by the tax authorities so long as
to his interests at a later time.12 Similarly, the govern- the ruling or circular does not conflict with the law or

ment is not permittedto alter its treatmentofaparticu- other regulations. This provision is not as broad as
lar circumstance to the detriment of the taxpayer in Art. L 80A. There is no language in Art. L 80A man-
the absence of convincing reasons which justify the dating that the ruling or circular not conflict with the
change of position.13 If the taxpayer can show that he law. However, the advantage of the Decree is that it.
received incorrect legal advice from the directorof the applies to administrative procedures whereas Art. L
local tax office and, in pursuance of such advice, al- 80A does not.
tered his position in such a way that his tax position
was adversely affected, he can demand to be assessed E. India
as if the erroneous advice had not been given. How-

In India, estoppel cannot be applied to negate statu-
ever, he cannot claim the tax benefits that would not

a

have been availableto himif he had been given correct tory provision. A new statute may retrospectivelyre-

legal advice.14 move what had been granted by an earlier statute.

Alternatively, a statute may alter existing rights or
The rule that newly-discovered facts or evidence re- create new liabilities. No statutory duties or obliga-
quire a correctingassessmentis limitedby the principle tions can be prevented, obstructed, avoided or dis-
of fair dealing. On this ground, the tax office is estop- obeyed by invoking estoppel because it is only a rule
ped from basing the correcting assessment on facts of evidence and does not confer any right in law.19The
which it knew but discarded as irrelevantin the course same view is enunciated by the Supreme Court in
of the original assessment or on facts which it did not Motilal PadampatSugar Mills discussed above.
deem necessaryto clarifyduring its review and investi-

There is specific provision in the Indian Incomegation of the case.15 For the same reason, the tax office no

cannot make a correcting assessment if it led the tax-
Tax Act whichallowsthe taxpayerto assertpromissory

payer to believe that it did not intend to correct the estoppel. However, as evolved by the courts, promis-
orginal assessmentbecause of newly-discoveredfacts sory estoppel applies to the interpretation of the in-
or if the tax office committed itself to a certain evalu- come tax law. Several SupremeCourt judgmentshave

ation of the case and the taxpayer had altered his upheld the binding nature of circulars issued by the

position in reliance on this assurance. These rules do Central Board of Direct Taxes of the Ministry of Fi-

not apply if the acts or assurancesof the local tax office nance. It is a broadly accepted rule of law that De-

violatedmandatoryrules of law.16 Conversely, the tax- partmental Officers are bound by the instructions is-

payer is estopped from charging the tax office with sued by the Board.2A recent Supreme Court decision

negligence in establishing the facts of the case if he reiterates this rule.21 The Court laid down in categori-
cal terms that Departmental Officers are bound tohimself concealed the relevant facts. In such a case, follow the instructionscontainedin the circulars issuedthe government will issue a correcting assessment.17

Under the same principle, the taxpayer is not permit- by the CentralBoardofDirectTaxes in exerciseof the

ted to benefit from his failure to make a full disclosure power conferred by Secs. 116 and 119 of the Income
of the pertinent facts to the tax office. For example,

Tax Act.

the taxpayercannot request a correctingassessmentn Recently, the KeralaHigh Courtheld that instructions
his favour if the facts which support his request were which are beyond the scope of a statute cannot be
willfully concealedor negligentlywithheld at the time issuedby the Board and the Courtcannotenforcesuch
the original assessmentwas made. instructions regardless of Departmental practice.22

This decision adopts a new line of reasoning and an

D. France authoritativedecisionby the SupremeCourt is awaited
on this issue.

Two statutory provisions govern in France:

(i) Art. L 80A of the Livre sur les ProcduresFiscales 12. Decision of 8 April 1964 of the Supreme Tax Court, published in the

(Fiscal Procedure Code) provides that the tax auth- Official Tax Gazette 1964 III at 271.

orities are bound by their interpretation of the law. 13. Decision of 11 February 1966 of the Supreme Tax Court, published

Any change in interpretation which results in higher in the Official Tax Gazette 1966 III at 486.
14. Decisionof 22 April 1966 of the SupremeTax Court, published in the

taxation can only apply to tax assessmentsmade after Official Tax Gazette 1966 III at 395.
such a change or to returns filed by taxpayerSor pay- 15. Decision of 23 May 1958 of the SupremeTax Court, published in the
ments of tax made after the change in interpretation. Official Tax Gazette 1958 III at 326.

The interpretationmust have been officiallypublished 16. Decision of the Federal Constitutional Court of 4 November 1966,

in circular letters,Parliamentaryrepliesof the Finance published in the Official Tax Gazette 1966 1 at 412.
17. Decision of 19 October 1971 of the SupremeTax Court, published in

Minister (published in the minutes), letters to organi- the Official Tax Gazette 1971 II at 106.
zations (Chambersof Commerceof trade unions, etc.) 18. Art. L 80A only applies to the taxable base for purposes of tax and

or communiqes issued by ministries. The tax auth_ not to the taxation procedure.
orities are also bound vis--vis an individual taxpayer

19. See Sec. 115 of the Indan Evidence Act.
20. The issue concerning the binding nature of a circular which was

if the opinion of the authoritiesis expressed in a letter ncorrect under the law has never arisen and therefore has not been speci-
to that taxpayer.18 fically considered.

(ii) Art. 1 of Decree 83-1025 of 28 November 1983
21. K.P. Varghesev. IncomeTaxOfficer, 131 IncomeTax Reportsat597.
22 Commissionerof Income Tax v. Malayala Manorams Ltd., 143 In-

provides that any taxpayer may invoke any ruling or come Tax Reports at 29.
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F. The Netherlands FICA were liable to tax as Schedule D, Case V

There is no provision in Dutch tax law which allows a income;
taxpayer to invoke a ruling issued by the tax auth- (2) the functions of the commissionerswas to look at

orties. The Supreme Court (Hoge Raad), however, the facts and decide whether the assessment had

has developed the doctrine of fair administration been made properly in accordance with the law

and, more specifically, the principle that a taxpayer
and the commissioners were correct to confine
themselvessolely to that question; and

may in good faith rely on the tax authorities' interpre- (3) whether (on the basis of facts alleged by the tax-tation of,the tax law as, for example, published in
payer) it abuse of by the Revenue tocircular letters or expressed in a letter from the tax was an power
raise the assessment was a matter for which theauthorities to the taxpayer. only remedy available was by way of judicial re-

A special problem arises in cases where an administra- view. The remedywas exclusivelywithin the juris-
tive ruling conflictswith legislation. If the ruling takes diction of the High Court. Thus even if the com-

precedence over the law, the tax authorities would missioners were to find the facts alleged by the
virtuallybe able to create their own laws. The 2 princi- taxpayeras true, a decision could not be rendered.
ples, i.e. that a taxpayermay rely on the nterpretation The appeal was therefore dismissed.
of the law by the tax authoritiesand that the tax auth-
orities may not issue rulingswhichconflictwith the law H. United States
have been interpreted as follows:23

Revenue rulings widely relied in the Unitedare upon
(i) An incorrect interpretationby the tax authorities States. A revenue ruling is an official interpretation
is binding on the latter unless the interpretation is so by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) that has been
patently incorrect that it would be unreasonablefor a published in the InternalRevenueBulletin. The policy
taxpayer to demand its application. of the IRS is to publish all rulings and other communi-

(ii) An incorrect interpretationof the law or incorrect cations involvingsubstantive tax law. Revenue rulings
informationsuppliedby the tax authoritiesis not bind- apply retroactively unless they explicitly provide
ing unless the taxpayer, relying on this information, otherwise but rulings which revoke or modify previ-
suffers damages. The interpretation, however, must ously published rulings normally include a prospec-
have been so patently incorrect that the taxpayerwas tive-only qualification. The IRS has almost untram-

unreasonable in relying on the information. 4 meled authority to amend or revoke a revenue ruling
(at least prospectively) if it concludes the ruling er-

roneously interprets applicable law and regulations.26
G. United Kingdom Another category of rulings in the United States are

The issue of promissory estoppel in the United King_ known as taxpayer letter rulings. These differ from the
dom is not very topical and the general approach of revenue rulings in some important aspects. Taxpayer
the judiciary is restrictive and cautious. In a recent letter rulingscan be safely relieduponby the taxpayers
case the Court held that the taxpayer cannot rely on to whom they are issued even though they are not

incorrectstatementsmade by a tax official.25The facts vested by statute with the force of final assessments.
of this case are as follows: the taxpayer was a British A ruling will not be retroactivelymodifiedor revoked

subject who worked in the United States for 20 years as to the taxpayer to whom it was issued or whose tax

before returningto the UnitedKingdom in 1978. As a liability was directly involved if (1) no false statement
result of contributionsmade under the Federal Insur- or omission of material facts was made; (2) the facts
ance Contribution Act (FICA) during his period of as subsequentlydevelopedare not materiallydifferent

employment, the taxpayerbecame entitled to a retire_ from those on which the ruling was based; (3) the
ment benefit payable monthly by the Department of applicable law has not been changed; (4) the ruling
Health, Education and Welfare in Philadelphia. The was issued with respect to a prospective or proposed
Inland Revenue took the view that the foreign income transaction; and (5) the taxpayer relied on the ruling
received by the taxpayer was assessable to tax under in good faith and retroactive revocation would be to
Schedule D, Case V as income arising from posses_ his detriment.
sions out of the United Kingdom, not being income
consisting of emoluments of any office or employ-
ment. The taxpayer claimed that he had relied on CONCLUSION
information given to him by the Revenue over the
telephone that such income would not be subject to This analysis of the application of the doctrine of
tax in the United Kingdom and that it was unfair and promissory estoppel to tax issues demonstrates that

oppressive for the Revenue to assess him to tax on the there is no uniform trend or commonlyacceptednorm.

income. The General Commissioners upheld the as-

sessmentsand declined to make any findingsof fact on 23. Fiscale Encyclopedia de Vakstudie, Algemeen Deel, Vol. 4 Art. 1,
the questionofwhetherthe taxpayerhad beenwrongly note 15.

advisedby the Revenueover the telephoneor whether 24 Practically speaking, reality lies somewhere in between these 2 con-

he had relied on such advice to his detriment. The cepts.
25. Aspin v. Estill (Inspector of Taxes), CH. D. See also Simon's Tax

assessmentswere upheld on appeal on the basis that: Cases (1986) at 323-326 and (1987) at 723-7.

(1) the payments received by the taxpayer under 26. Couzens v. CIR, 11 Board of Tax Appeals at 1040 (1928).
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The situation varies from country to country. Of the 8 Kingdom, the issue is not topical. It would be useful if
countriesdiscussedonly France has expressprovisions international tax organizations like the International
in its Fiscal Procedure Code. In Australia and the Fiscal Association, the International Chamber of
UnitedStates, promissoryestoppelfindssomebacking Commerce and international bodies of attorneys and
in revenue or taxation rulings. In India, the Federal chartered accountants develop this subject in their
Republic of Germany and the Netherlands the doc- seminars so that the doctrine of promissory estoppel
trine has developed through court decisions. In the 2 evolves as a strongdefensiveforce for the international
remaining countries, .e. Belgium and the United tax-paying community.

[Continued from page 470]

Table IV China to attract foreign investment is a reduction in
the usual rate, or a complete waiver, of withholding

Export-orientedand technologically-advancedenterprise tax on dividends, interest, rents and royalties. How-
ever, in most of China's tax treaties withholdingtaxes

Reduced income tax (additional tax holiday) are reduced to 10% and, in the case of many royalty
export-oriented ha f-rate indefinitely payments, to 6 or 7%. Specialreductions,therefore,technologically-advanced ha f-rate for further 3 years not be special after all.

Reinvestedprofits ful refund may so

Profits remittedabroad exemption
Local taxesand land use fees reductionsor exemptions B. Relief from double taxation

IV. TAX TREATIES A numberof treaties (e.g. thosewith Belgium,France,
During the past 4 or 5 years, China has negotiated tax Germany, Norway and Sweden) provide that business

treaties with many of its major trading partners. Al- profits earned and taxable in China will not be taxed
in the other Contracting State. Thus, the full benefit

ready in force are treaties with Belgium, Canada, of tax holidays and exemptions is preserved. Most of
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, Ger- the other treaties, with the exception of that with the
many (Federal Republic), Japan, Malaysia, the Neth- United States, adopt tax sparing in a variety oferlands, New Zealand, Norway, Singapore, Sweden, forms, either granting credit for taxes which would
Thailand, the United Kingdom and the UnitedStates. have been payable but for some specified incentiveTreatieswith the GermanDemocraticRepublic, Italy, provision or by deeming tax to have been withheld atPoland, Spain and Yugoslavia have been signed and

a stipulated rate, whether or not the tax has beenawait ratification, and negotiations are in progress actually levied.
with Australia, Austria, Romania and Switzerland. It
is important to remember, however, that the greater
part of foreign investmentin China originates in Hong
Kong, and does not benefit from any tax treaty.

V. CONCLUSION

Tax treaties as such do not provide investment incen- Tax concessions are among the most important incen-
tives but, in so far as they modify domestic tax rules, tives offeredby Chinain order to attract foreign invest-
their effect must be taken into account. In particular, ment. However, the number of such incentives has
they modify, and normally reduce, rates of withhold- multipliedrapidly in the past year or so, with the result
ing tax applied to transfers of income between Con- that the potential investor is confronted with a wide
tracting States and, where relief from double taxation variety of choices. Although the gaps in the Chinese
is secured by way of exemption in the home State, or legislative framework governing foreign investment
where tax sparing is adopted, they ensure that the are rapidly being filled, there are still areas of uncer-

benefit of tax incentives accrues to the investor rather tainty and it remains true to some extent that the tax
than to the home country of the investor. position of foreign investors is open to negotiation.

Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the existing tax

A. Withholdingtax regime, as it appearson the statute book, is a relatively
hospitable one and should certainly not act as a deter-

As has been seen, a common incentive offered by rent to foreign investment.
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I-O\G 01\G:

The Draft Basic Law of Hong Kong and
the ConstitutionalConstraintson

BudgetaryExpenditureand Revenue
By Joseph S.H. Tang

governmentof the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Mr. S.H. Tang, head/principal lecturer, Department of Region shall, over a number of fiscal years taken as a

Economics, Hong Kong Baptist College whole, maintain a basic balance between total budget-
ary revenues and expenditure. In principle, the rate of
increase of the budgetaryrevenuesand the expenditure
of the Hong Kong Special AdministrativeRegion shall

INTRODUCTION not exceed that of the gross domestic product over a

number of fiscal years taken as a whole.

When the People's Republic of China (hereinafter
PRC) resumes the exercise of sovereignty over Art. 105 was amended several times before it was set

Hong Kong on 1 July 19971, the PRC shall establish forth in its present form. Before commentingon this
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region article, I would like to refer to the original motion of

(hereinafter HKSAR) of the PRC. The National Mr. P.Y. Wong, co-convenorof the EconomicSpecial
People's Congressof the PRC shall enact and promul- Subject Sub-groupof the Drafting Committee (ESSS)
gate a Basic Law of the HKSAR (hereinafter Basic at the 1986 ShenzhenMeeting. Mr. Wong moved that

Law) of the PRC in accordance with Art. 31 of the the Basic Law shouldclearlyspecify that the expendi-
PRC's Constitution.2The Basic Law will stipulate that ture of the government of the Hong Kong Special
after establishment of the HKSAR, the socialist sys- Administrative Region shall not exceed 20% of the
tem and policies shall not be practiced in the HKSAR Gross Domestic Product (GDP). In other words,
and that Hong Kong's previous capitalist system and 20% is the upper limit of the relative size of the public
lifestyle shall remain unchanged for 50 years. sector in Hong Kong. According to the minutes of that

meeting, the purpose of this motion was to constrain
In April 1988 the draft Basic Law was released for the HKSAR government'sspending power to control
solicitation of opinions. Chapter 5 of the draft Basic the gradual increase of the relative size of the publicLaw deals with Economy. This chapter contains 7 sector and to limit the free-spendingcapability of the
sections: Public Finance and Taxation; Money and elected members of the HKSAR Legislative Council.
Finance; External Trade Economic Relations; Indus- Mr. Wong argued that such an article could guarantee
try, Commerceand OtherTrades; Land Leases; Ship- the fiscal stability of the HKSAR government and
ping; and Civil Aviation. The Public Finance and Tax- insulate the economy from interference of excessive
ation Section contains 5 articles (Arts. 104-108). Arts. welfare expenditure. One Hong Kong drafter even
105 and 107, the so-calledbalancedbudget and low tax suggested a 15% ceiling for the relative size of the
policy articles, have generated considerable con- public sector.
troversy. Both articles have received negative com-

ments from the public. During the 3-year draftingpro- Several technical issues concerning Mr. Wong's pro-
cess, the Drafting Committee engaged in heated de- posal must be addressed before the merit and validity
bates over the wording and spirit of these 2 articles. of Art. 105 can be appraised. First, the question of
Some draftersfelt both articles could be droppedcom- how to define the relativesize of the publicsectormust

pletely. be answered; in other words, what approach is to be
used to calculate the total government expenditureThis article traces the historical development of the and the GDP Currently, the Financial Secretary uses

policies underlyingArts. 105 and 107 and reviews crit- the Consolidated Account Total Expenditure (CAE)
ically their rationale. The article concludes with re- to represent total governmentspending. The Consoli-
commendations for a structural improvement of the dated Account is comprised of expenditure by the
Public Finance and Taxation Section.

ART. 105: BALANCEDBUDGET ARTICLE 1. See para. 1 of the Joint Declarationof the governmentf the United

Kingdom and the government of the PRC on the question of Hong Kong,
signed on 26 September 1984.

Art. 105 states: 2. Art. 31 of the PRC Constitution stipulates that the state may estab-
lish special administrative regions when necessary. The systems to be

The governmentof the Hong Kong Special Administra- instituted in special administrative regions shall be prescribed by laws
tive Region shall follow the principle of measuring ex- enacted by the National People's Congress in the light of the specific
penditure by revenues in drawing up its budget. The conditions
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Urban Council, Regional Council and the Housing to the exactdefinitionoftotalgovernmentexpenditure
Authority, expenditure financed by certain statutory and it is up to the government to decide.3
funds and all expenditurecharged to the GeneralRev- Second, calculation of GDP is at best a scientific es-

enue Account. Expenditureby institutionsin the pri- timating exercise. GDP can be estimated in various
vate or quasi-privateSector is included to the extent of ways. Before 1984 the Hong Kong Census and Statis-
their subventions. The activities of government de- tics Department (CSD) used the expenditure ap-
partments which are partly financedby charges raised proach. The first estimate of the current year's GDP
on a commercial basis (e.g. airport, waterworks) are (growth rate and amount) is announced in the Feb-
also included. However, expenditureby organizations ruary Financial Budget Speech and the draft estimate
(including statutory organizations) in which the gov- is revised every 6 months (5 times consecutively) be-
ernment has only an equity position, such as the Mass fore arrivingat its final estimate. Table I demonstrates
Transit Railway Corporation (MTR) and the Kow- that because of the estimation error, there are devia-
loon-Canton Railway Corporation (KCR), is not in- tions among all 7 GDP estimates of the same year. In
cluded. How the expenditure of departments which particular a wide margin of difference appears be-
provide services on a commercial basis is calculated tween the first draft estimate and the actual growth
would affect to a significant extent the relative size of rate. We do not know to which estimate of GDP Art.
the public sector. For example, inclusion of the MTR 105 refers. Regardless of which GDP estimate is cho-
would increase the relative size of the public sector by sen, it would be quite arbitrary and difficult to control
2%, which is about one eighth of the current size of the correspondinggrowth rate of the total government
the public sector. Yet there is no absolute standard as expenditure.

Table I
Growth rates of real GDP in Hong Kong (1976-88)

GDPgrowthrate% Year76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88

1. Budgetarydraft estimate 9.0 7.0 9.0 7.0 9.0 8.0 8.0 4.0 6.0 7.0 4.5 6.2 5.0

2. Half-year revisedestimate 16.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 10.0 10.0 6.0 6.0 8.0 4.5 5.6 12.0 --

3. Preliminaryestimate 16.2 11.6 10.0 11.5 9.0 10.4 2.4 5.9 9.6 0.8 8.7 -- --

4. Revised preliminary 17.8 11.4 10.0 11.0 10.1 11.0 2.4 5.2 9.4 0.8 11.0 -- --

estimate

5. Provisionalestimate 16.9 11.9 10.0 8.6 9.8 10.9 1.1 5.1 9.3 0.6 -- -- --

6. Revised provisional 16.7 11.9 9.2 8.6 11.7 10.9 2.2 6.5 9.8 -0.1 -- -- --

estimate

7. Final estimate 17.1 12.5 9.5 11.7 10.9 9.4 3.1 6.5 9.5 ....

Sources: Estimatesof Gross Domestic Product, Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Government, various issues.
Fnancial Budget, and Half-Year Economic Report, Hong Kong Government,various issues.

Moreover, 2 major revisions of the series of GDP would crowd out scarce resources from the private
estimates were made in the 1980s. In 1980, with the sector and generate inefficiency. Too small a public
availabilityof survey data on constructionoutput, the sector would not provide adequate infrastructure to

GDP series was revisedupwardby 3% to 10%. In 1984 promoteeconomicdevelopment.What is the relation-
the CSD adopted the productionapproach in calculat- ship between any proposed proper size and the cur-

ing GDP and, based on more recent survey data on rently existing position
manufacturing, the new GDP series was, in generl, Mr. Wong's proposal of a 20% ceiling is not without
20% higher than the old series. historical precedent. In the 1976/77 Financial Budget,
Because of the upward revision of the GDP series, the then Financial Secretary Sir Philip Haddon-Cavepro-
relative size of the public sector was correspondingly posed a 20% ceiling. He stated:
reduced.
Table II shows 3 series of the relativesize of the public

Public expenditure tends to be determined by political
and social (emphasis added), as well as economic, con-

sector, corresponding to various series of the GDP siderations, and so it is important that the size of the
final estimates. Table III compares the budgetaryesti- public sectordoes not exceed a certain limit. Otherwise,
mate and the actual figure of the relative size of the there is a risk that public sector activities will damage
public sector. the growth rate of the economy. It is a matterof opinion

when this limit is reached, but it is clearly lower n an

One can see that because of the inaccuracy and the open economy such as ours, necessarily dependent on

time element involved in the estimation of GDP, it
would be very difficult to enforce Art. 105. 3. The inconclusive result of the budget debate since the early 1980s

Third, how should the proper relative size of the
between Miss Lydia Dunn, the senior member of the Legislative Council,
and the Financial Secretary over this issue is a classic example of the

public sectorbe determinedToo large a publicsector ambiguity in defining total government spending
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a relatively narrow range of industries manufacturing the capability of the enlarged and more sophisticated
for export, than in a closed economy. But, in my opin- economy.5 Sir Philip went on to reverse his 1976/77
ion, if one measuresthe size of the public sector in terms position by arguing that:
of the ratio of total -9ublic expenditureto the GDP, the
outside limit should be set at 20% (emphasis added); It is not really possible to set an upper limit to the
and, when the economy is enjoying strong growth, the relative size of the public sector but, clearly, the impli-
ratio should fall. Inevitably, the ratio rose n the two cations of sharp increases or decreasesneed to be care-

years of economic recession 1974 and 1975, to just over fully considered.6
19% .... In the coming year, the ratio will rise a little

Sir Philip repeatedthe statementin 1981/82whensamefurther to just over 20% ....

4

exceed the 20%the actual size of the public sector did
The actual size of the public sector did rise to 10.5% ceiling (see Table II, column 2).
in 1980/81 due to a rapid increase in expenditurein the
late 1970s. Sir Philip began to soften his position on The LegislativeCouncil engaged in heated debates on

the upper limit and argued that the increasewas within the sharp increase of the relative size of the public
sector. Mr. Oswald Cheung argued that setting an

upper limit was arbitrary and suggestedan increase in
Table Il the limit to 25% so that, for the time being, the Finan-

Relative size of the public sector in Hong Kong (72/73-88/89) cial Secretary did not need to worry about hitting the
Fiscalyear (1) (2) (3) ceiling. In response to Mr. Cheung's plea for a 25%

72173 16.1 15.0 12.9 arbitrary ceiling, Sir Philip said:

73/74 16.4 15.0 12.9 I have refrained recently from being too specific about
74/75 18.8 17.3 15.0 an upper limit for the relative size of the public sector
75/76 17.6 16.2 14.2 for, as our economy is enlarged, so a relatively larger
76/77 15.6 14.2 12.4 public sector can be tolerated.7
77/78 16.7 15.4 13.3
78/79 19.6 17.4 14.9 Sir John Brembridge, Sir Philip's successor, was con-

79/80 19.6 17.5 14.6 cerned with only the trends of growth of expenditure
80/81 -- 19.5 16.1 rather than the relative size of the public sector. He
81/82 -- 21.4 17.8 convincinglyput forth his argument that:
82/83 -- 24.2 19.1
83/84 -- 24.1 18.6 There exist no rules of logic which postulate what is a

84/85 -- -- 16.4 propershareof resourcesfor the publicsector....Natur-

85/86 -- -- 16.5 ally there tends to be a lack of common factors, which

86/87 -- -- 16.0
87/88 -- -- 15.0

4. See 1976/77 Financial Budget, Finance Branch, Hong Kong Govern-
88/89 -- -- 15.6*

ment, para. 210.
Note: * budgetary estimate 5. See 1980/81 Financial Budget, Finance Branch, Hong Kong Govern-

Series (1) based on the GDP figures before the 1980 revi- ment, para. 91.

sion. 6. See 1980/81 Financial Budget, Finance Branch, Hong KongGovern-

Series (2) based on the GDP figuresafterthe 1980 revision. ment, para. 92.
Series (3) based on the GDP figuresafterthe 1984 revision. 7. See 1981/82 FinanciaiBudget, Finance Branch, Hong Kong Govern-

ment, para. 12.

Table Ill
Relative size of the public sector in Hong Kong:
Comparisonof budgetaryand revised estimates

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

1977/78 17.6 17.2 16.7 15.4 15.4 15.4 15.4 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.3

1978/79 -- 18.4* 19.6 17.4 17.4 17.4 17.4 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9

1979/80 -- -- 19.6 18.7 18. 1 17.5 17.5 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6

1980/81 -- -- -- 19.7* 21.2 20.3 19.5 16.1 16.1 16,1 16. 1 16.1
1981/82 .... 22.4* 22.9 21.4 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8

1982/83 ..... 23.7* 24.2 19.4 19.1 19.1 19.1 19. 1

1983/84 .... -- -- 24.1 19.4 18.6 18.6 18.6 18.6

1984/85 ....... 18.3 16.4 16.4 16.4 16.4

1985/86 ........ 16.0 16.5 16.5 16.5

1986/87 ......... 16.7 16.5 16.0

1987/88 .......... 16.6 15.0

1988/89 ........... 15.6*

Note: *budgetaryestimate
Figures in the same row correspond to the same fiscal year. For example, in 1977/78, the figure in column (1) 17.6% is a budgetary
estimate, and 17.2% in column (2) is a revised estimate of 1977/78 published in the 1978/79 Budget, and 16.7% in column (3) is a

revised estimate of 1977/78 published in the 1979/80 Budget, etc. Because of the revisions of the GDP figures in 1980 and 1984, the

corresponding figures on the size of the public sector are also affected.
This js shown in columns (4) and (8), respectively.

Source: FinancialBudget, Hong Kong Government, various ssues.
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indeed differ widely.... Having been engaged in many of fiscal years taken as a whole, and was renumbered
debates on this issue in this Chamber, I do notperson- as the third paragraph.
ally think that for Hong Kong anyway there is any ideal
percentagefigure (emphasis added).8 The drafter whO proposed the second paragraph of

Art. 105 insisted that such a clause could avoid adop-
Abolishing the ceiling does not imply unrestrained tion of a welfare state policy in Hong Kong, the
growth of the public sector. It only gives the govern- same philosophy implicit in the 20o ceiling motion.
ment more flexibility to respond to the needs of the Since the 20% ceiling motion has been rejected, there
economy. There are still many fiscal guidelines to con- is no reason why the new Art. 105 should stand in its
trol the growth of expenditure.9Mr. Piers Jacobs, Sir present form. Now let us look at Art. 105 in greaterJohn's successor, echoed Sir John's viewpoint by stat- depth.
ing:

Given the inevitable volatility of Hong Kong's Para. 1 of Article 105
economy, externally oriented as it is, it is nevertheless
neither possible nor desirable (emphasis added) to lay
down a precise year by year relationship between the The governmentof the Hong Kong Special Adminis-

growth rate of public expenditure and the growth rate trative Region shall follow the principle of measuring
of GDP.10 expenditureby revenues in drawing up its budget.

Mr. Jacobs'sviewpointcan be regarded as the govern- What is the meaning of measuring expenditure by
ment's response to Mr. Wong's 20% ceiling proposal. revenues Should this principle be adhered to in
Inforrnal sources revealed that a senior governrnent every fiscal year The draft Basic Law divulgesno clue
official expressed concern to the Hong Kong branch and consequently it is subject to interpretationsof the
of the Xinhua News Agency Service over the 20o HKSAR government, the Court of Final Appeal in

ceiling proposal. Considering the negative response the HKSAR and the Standing Committee of the Na-
from the general public and realizing the technical tional People's Congress of the PRC. In a radio panel
difficulties in applying the ceiling, the Basic Law discussion on the Economy chapter of the draft Basic

Drafting Committee, after a lengthy session of elab- Law (on 23 June 1988, RadioHongKong), Mr. Wong,
oration and debate, rejected Mr. Wong's motion at the co-convenor of the ESSS, said explicitly that the
the June 1987 Guangzhou Meeting. purpose of the first paragraph of Art. 105 was to pre-

vent the HKSAR government frorn having a deficit
budget. But Mr. Wong did not explain the underlying

THE NEW STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT reasons.

Table IV shows that out of the 43 financial budgetsImmediately after the ceiling motion was dropped, a beginning in 1946/47 right after the Sec9nd World
drafter (possibly Mr. Wong Po-yan), proposed War, there are 21 deficit budgets, 21 surplus budgetsanother motion as follows: The financial budget of and 1 balanced budget, respectively. Mr. Wong'sthe Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall staternent contradicts the history of public finance in
maintain a basic balance. The new motion was ex- Hong Kong.tended in the followingAugust 1987BeijingMeeting:

It is obvious that every government should be en-
The financial budget of the Hong Kong Special Ad- trusted to implement fiscal policy to stabilize theministrative Region shall maintain a basic balance. In albeit to different degrees: prohibiting theprinciple, the rate of increaseof budgetaryexpenditure economy,
and revenuesof the Hong Kong Special Administrative government from having budget deficits would with-

Region shall not exceed that of the gross domesticprod- draw an important fiscal function of the government.
uct. Lacking valid reasons, such a drastic change from the

prevailingpolicy would not be acceptable.Some drafters have expressed strong reservations
about inclusion of the second paragraph. During the
December 1987 Guangzhou Meeting, the first para- Para. 2 of Article 105

graph of the motion was further amended to read:
The governmentof the Hong Kong SpecialAdminis- The governmentof the Hong Kong Special Adminis-
trative Region shall enforce the rule of basic balance trative Region shall, over a number of fiscal years
in drawing up its budget. A General Working Party
was formed after the December 1987 Guangzhou 8 See 1982/83 Financial Budget, Fnance Branch, Hong Kong Govern-

Meetingwith a specificmandate to fine tune the word- ment, paras. 24-25.

ing and presentaton of all articles to conform to the 9. There are several ratio guidelines among recurrent expenditure, re-

spirit of the Basic Law Drafting Committee's resolu- current revenue,capital expenditure,capital revenue, surplus on the recur-

tions. However, the General Working Party, outside
rent account, deficit in the capital account, public debt issuing and fiscal
reserves. Please refer to Joseph S. -1-ang, The Budgetary Guidelines and

its terms of reference, revised Art. 105 to its present the Articles on PublicFinance and Taxation ofthe Basic Law, Hong Kong
form. The previous first paragraph was divided into 2 Economic Journal Monthly, (in Chinese) 10 (1987) at 58-63.

paragraphs(1 and 2). The new version not only discus- 10. See 1987/88 Financial Budget, Finance Branch, Hong Kong Govern-

ses budgetary policy but also stipulates the actual ment, para. 41.
11. The Xinhua News Agency Services is China's official organization in

budgetary result. The previous second paragraphwas Hong Kong. The Agency engages in a wide range of activities and repre-
augmentedby adding a crucial phrase: over a number sents China's political and economic interests in Hong Kong.
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taken as a whole, maintain a basic balance between Para. 3 of Article 105
total budgetary revenues and expenditure.

In principle, the rate of increase of the budgetary
Several technical issues are involvedin this paragraph. revenues and the expenditure of the Hong Kong Spe-
First, what is the length of over a number of fiscal cial AdministrativeRegion shall not exceed that of the
years taken as a whole Would it be 3 years, 5 years gross domestic product over a number of fiscal years
or 10 years and why is it chosen It is an unenforceable taken as a whole.
statement. Secondly, what is the definitionof a basic
balance Would a small surplus or deficit be accept-

Besides the same definitional issue concefning the

able as basically balancing the budget Is a basically length of over a number of fiscal years taken as a

balanced budget suficient to maintain a satisfactory whole, many more technical issues crop up in this

level12 of fiscal reserves in real terms, and how would paragraph. I shall discuss the revenue part first. Table

it affect the relationship between fiscal reserves and V tabulates the time series of the growth rate of GDP,
total government expenditure These questions are

total revenues and recurrent revenues. It is also di-
vided into 3 categories: budgetary draft estimates, re-left unanswered.
vised estimates and actual figures.
Recurrent revenue includes direct and indirect taxa-
tion and fees and charges. Total revenue is the sum of

Table IV recurrent revenue and capital revenue (i.e. revenue
Actual surplus/deficitcompared with estimated

surplus/deficit in Hong Kong (HK$ Million) mainly from estate duty, tax concessions and land
sales). Recurrent revenue is affectedboth by tax items

Estimatedsurplus(+) Actualsurplus(+) and tax rate schedule. With the sharing of revenues
Fiscalyear deficit(-) defict(-) from land sales since 1985 between the Hong Kong
1946-47 - 116.5 - 3.5 government and the future HKSAR government, the
1947-48 0.0 + 36.6 importance of revenues from land sales has gradually
1948-49 + 1.1 + 35.0 been diminishing and the emphasis has shifted from
1949-50 + 0.2 + 82.1 capital revenues to recurrent revenues. Frm Table V
1950-51 + 3.3 + 40.0 it is clear that there is no observable relationship
1951-52 + 13.1 + 32.7 GDP, total and recurrent be-
1952-53 + 2.1 + 72.8 among revenue revenue

1953-54 + 20.5 + 41.5 cause the structure of the tax system adjusts periodi-
1954-55 + 1.2 + 61.1 cally to accommodateeconomic developmentand fis-
1'955-56 - 35.4 + 52.3 cal needs and the Financial Secretary does not set up
1956-57 - 43.3 - 40.1 fiscal guidelines on the relationship between the
1957-58 - 53.7 + 51.5 growth rates of the GDP and total revenues.

1958-59 - 94.1 + 39.4
A more sophisticatedapproach is to calculate the elas-1959-60 - 92.4 - 45.3

1960-61 - 226.1 + 13.9 ticities of recurrent revenue, direct tax and indirect tax

1961-62 - 160.9 + 77.2 revenue with respect to GDP, respectively. Using the
1962-63 - 163.9 + 139.8 1971/72-1985/86 data, Tang calculated the revenue

1
1963-64 - 163.0 + 98 5 elasticities (see Table VI). All the calculated revenue

1964-65 - 114.3 + 77.8 elasticities include changes of tax items and rate
1965-66 - 60.0 - 137.4 schedule during the period under investigation. Tang
1966-67 - 94.1 + 11.7 concludedthat recurrent elasticitywas greaterrevenue
1967-68 - 37.0 + 133.5 than unity, i.e. whenever the GDP by 1%, the
1968-69 - 13.0 + 208.1 will by

grows
than 1%.recurrent revenue grow more

1969-70 + 53.4 + 448.5
1970-71 + 191.1 + 618.7 The above finding is quite interesting. It implies that
1971-72 + 256.0 + 640.0 if para. 2 of Art. 105 were approved, the emphasis of
1972-73 the current tax system should be shifted from direct to
1973-74 + 200.0 + 71.6
1974-75 + 98.0 - 378.0 indirect taxation since it had lower than unity elastic-

1975-76 - 431.0 + 232.0 ity. If so, the already underemphasizedredistributive
1976-77 - 355.0 + 917.0 function of the Hong Kong tax system would be re-

1977-78 + 30.0 + 1225.0 duced. The recent 1986 mid-term Population.Census
1978-79 - 20.0 + 1486.0 produced a deteriorating Gini coefficient which indi-
1979-80 + 2318.0 + 2975.0 cates that income disparity has increased since the
1980-81 + 9323.0 +10512.0 1970s. One dominant factor is the low tax policy in
1981-82 + 7881.0 + 6535.0
1982-83 + 2326.0 - 3500.0
1983-84 - 3167.0 - 2993.0 12. There are 6 requirementsof the Hong Kong tax system. The first and

1984-85 - 2091.0 - 559.0 most important requirement is that the tax system should help generate
sufficient recurrent revenue to finance a major part of a given level of total1985-86 - 1155.0 + 98.0
public expenditure and to maintain government's fiscal reserves at a satis-

1986-87 + 348.0 + 4920.0
factory level (see 1978/79 Financial Budget, para. 160). By satisfactory,

1987-88 + 2400.0 +10590.0 it is suggested that fiscal reserves, after deductingone third of the contin-
1988-89 + 5500.0 liabilities, should be least 15% of the total budgetary expendituregent at

in the following fiscal year.
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Table V
Growth rates of GDP, total revenues and recurrent revenues in Hong Kong

Budgetaryestimate Revisedestimate Actualfigure
Total Recurrent Total Recurrent Total Recurrent

GDP revenue revenue GDP revenue revenue GDP revenue revenue

Fiscalyear % % % % % % % % %

1976-76/77 5.3 14.0 13.3 15.8 18.3 14.9 27.7 19.8 17.2

1977-77/78 15.4 12.0 9.5 6.0 23.2 17.9 16.1 25.2 19.0
1978-78/79 17.7 11.0 11.6 7.8 31.9 21.9 17.8 32.6 24.5
1979-79/80 18.5 12.2 15.5 28.8 33.0 30.2 31.9 35.0 24.5
1980-80/81 23.1 29.5 12.0 20.0 72.7 36.4 28.0 79.7 40.7
1981-81/82 19.1 12.2 12.1 19.7 15.2 18.8 20.3 10.9 26.7
1982-82/83 13.7 8.8 3.6 11.6 -8.0 5.0 12.9 -7.2 3.6
1983-83/84 12.3 4.7 13.8 11.0 -2.6 9.0 11.4 -2.2 9.5
1984-84/85 16.0 19.5 12.3 20.0 14.9 11.1 19.8 19.5 12.2
1985-85/86 14.7 6.4 15.2 6.8 9.8 15.9 5.0 13.5 19.2
1986-86/87 9.0 -0.3 7.8 10.7 4.5 12.9 14.8* 6.4 14.9
1987-87/88 10.2 7.2 10.1 20.1 26.7 30.0 -- -- --

1988-88/89 11.3 20.3 20.9 ......

Note: The above growth rates are in money terms.
* provisional estimate

Source: Estimatesof Gross DomesticProduct, Censusand Statistics Department, Hong Kong Govemment, various issues.
FinancialBudget, Hong Kong Government, various issues.

Table VI Table Vll
Tax elasticities in Hong Kong Budgetaryguideline on growth of total expenditure

Taxes Elasticity Timeperiod Budgetaryguideline
RecurrentTax Revenues 1.0623 1976/77-1982/83 The annual growth rate of total
DirectTax Revenues 1.2069 expenditureshould be limited to

IndirectTax Revenues 0..8955 10% in real terms (1977/78Financial

Source: S.H. Tang, Structure of the Tax System in Hong Kong, Budget, para. 103, and 1980/81

unpublished manuscript, 1987, Time Period: 1971/72- FnancalBudget, para. 89)
1985/86. 1983/84-1985/86 The annual growth rate of total

expenditureshould be limited to
10% in moneyterms(1983/84

Hong Kong. Insisting on inclusion of para. 2 of Art. FinancialBudget, para. 52)
105 would exacerbate income inequalities in Hong 1986/87-present Total expendituregrowth should not

..Kong. in real termsexceedthe growth n
GDP(1986/87FinancialBudget,

Tying the growth rate of budgetary expenditure to AppendixA,General Economic

GDP would cause additionalproblems. The draft esti- Assumption7)
mate of expenditure is not very accurate. The normal

budgetary process starts in September when depart-
ments submit budget requests to the Finance Branch. Table VII gives the fiscal guideline on the growth of
In consultationwith departments, the Finance Branch total expendituresince the mid-1970s when there
rviews and amends the departmental budgets to ar-

was

rive at an integrated budget which comports with the rapid expansion of the public sector to promote
economic growth and income equity. The guidelineoyerall budgetary strategy. The budget proposal must
during that period in real terms was around 10%.

b ready for prin'ting by the next January. In other
During the 1982 world economic recession, Hongwords, the Financial Secretary has at most 9 months
Kong experienced a huge budget deficit. Con-

budgetarydata for the current fiscal year to formulate
sequently, the Financial Secretary changed the 10%

the financial budget for the next fiscal year. There are
growth rate from real terms to terms in 1983/84.

bound to be errors in these estimates. The actual ex- money

penditure would deviate from its budgetary estimate.
In 1985 there was another economic recession, and

It is relevant to inquire whether para. 2 of Art. 105 Hong Kong experienced a negative growth rate of

refers to the draft estimate or to the actual figure. GDP, the first time since the Second World War. The
Financial Secretary changed the guideline again in

To be fair to the drafterswho advocate this paragraph, 1986/87. None of the above guidelines made it clear
we must discuss the fiscal guideline adopted by the whether they were in terms of budgetary draft esti-
Financial Secretary on the growth rate of total expen- mates or actual figures. But the financial budget did
diture. The difference between the fiscal guidelineand apply the guideline to discuss the draft estimate and
Art. 105 will be discussed later. the actual figure. Table VIII compares the growth
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Table Vlll
Growth rate of the GDP and the CAE (%)

Budgetary Estimate Revised Estimate Actual Figure
Fiscalyear GDP% CAE% GDP% CAE% GDP% CAE%

1976-76/77 9.0 -- 16.0 -- 17.1 5.2
1977-77/78 7.0 -- 8.0 -- 12.5 15.5
1978-78/79 9.0 -- 10.0 -- 9.5 21.0
1979-79/80 7.0 8.14% -- 12.0 10.3% -- 11.7 10.6% 7.0 13.1%
1980-80/81 9.0 -- 10.0 21.4 10.9 17.8
1981-81/82 8.0 12.8 10.0 21.8 9.4 15.0
1982-82/83 8.0 10.7 6.0 17.4 3.0 10.4
1983-83/84 12.3 11.7 11.0 12.6 11.4 8.2
1984-84/85 16.0 14.3% 9.5 10.9% 20.0 12.6% 6.1 9.5% 19.8 12.0% 3.3 6.8%
1985-85/86 14.7 11.5 6.8 9.8 5.0 8.9
1986-86/87 4.5 3.8 5.6 4.1 11.2* 3.5
1987-87/88 6.2 5.2% 4.9 13.6 4.6 -- --

1988-88/89 5.0 .....

Note: 1976/77-82/83 in real terms
1983/84-85/86 in money terms

1986/87-present in real terms
*

provisional estimate
Sources: Estimatesof Gross Domestic Product, Census and Statistic Department, Hong Kong Government, various issues.

Financial Budget, Hong Kong Government, various issues.

rates of the GDP and the Consolidated Account Ex- 1. The HKSAR government is given financial inde-
penditure to determinewhether the guidelinewas ob- pendence by the Central People's Governmentof the
served and followed. PRC. The Central People's Governmentwill not levy
Reviewing the historical development of the above tax in the HKSAR and the tax revenue will be used

guideline, one can see that it serves only as a tool for exclusively in the HKSAR whereas in the United

financial management. The guideline has no legal
States the states have maintained a fiscal relationship

status and is subject to change in order to cope with with the Federal Government through a tax revenue

the needs of government finances and the economy. sharing scheme, grant-in-aid scheme and the Federal

Para. 2, although very similar in wording to the exist- Government's provision of certain important public
ing fiscal guideline, does provide a legal or constitu- services. Moreover, the power to tax among various

tional imprint to which the HKSARgovernmentmust
tiers of governments (i.e. local, state and federal) is

comply. Thus it turns what was previouslyregarded as clearly enunciated in the U.S. Constitution, whereas

an instrument, into the very objective of the fiscal the HKSARgovernmentenjoys independentfinances

policy. In this sense, it is inappropriateand unaccept-
and has the exclusivepower to tax. On the other hand,

able and contrary to the spirit of independentfinances a state in the United States can always escape or cir-

for the HKSAR government.
cumvent the rigidity of constitutionallimits by resort-

ing to the Federal Government's assistance; the
One implication of Art. 105 concerns the size of the HKSAR government does not have this avenue at its

public sector. Since the real growth rate of total expen- disposal.
diture shall not exceed those of GDP, the relative size
of the public sector will graduallybe diminishing,with 2. In most states in the United States, citizens are

the 1997/98 Financial Budget setting the upper limit. endowed with the constitutional right to vote in re-

It is thereforemore stringent and undesirable than the ferendums on tax and expenditure matters (e.g. ap-

previous 20% ceiling motion and, following the rejec- proving new taxes, setting limit on tax revenues col-

tion by the Basic Law DraftingCommitteeof the 20% lectedor expenditureceilings),whereasthe draftBasic

ceiling, no clear justification is apparent for accepting
Law does not grant this constitutional right to the
HKSAR citizens.Art. 105.
3. Stabilization and income redistribution functions

On several occasions, the advocates of para. 3 used in the United States reside largely with the Federal
constitutional and statutory provisions on public fi- Governmentwhile the resource allocation function is
nance of the 50 states13 of the United States as an

state government.example to strengthen the case for Art. 105. It was also mainly performed by the Hong
argued that having constitutional limits for expendi- Kong as a city-state assumes all these fiscal functions.

Art. 105 would constrain the capacity of the HKSAR
ture and taxation is not uncommonand that the Basic
Law Drafting Committee should not be blamed for

doing something unconventional and undemocratic. 13. Please refer to Table 6.14 of The Books of States, Council of State

This argument is valid if and only if the situations are Governments, 1988/87 edition, Lexington, Kentucky, at 146. Table 6.14

genuinelysimilar and comparable.Unfortunately,this
tabulates that there are 29, 5 and 15 states having passed cnstitutional,
statutory, and both constitutionaland statutory provisions fora balanced-

is not the case for the following reasons: budget requirement, respectively. ,

i

I
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government to implement discretionary fiscal policy Art. 107: A low tax policy article
on stabilization and income redistribution. Constitu-
tional limits suitable to a state government need not Art. 107 provides: The Hong Kong SpecialAdminis-
be applicable to the HKSAR government. trative Region shall continue to practice a low tax

The effectiveness of constitutional limits should be a policy.
crucial factor in determining the acceptabilityof Art. The most controversialaspects of Art. 107 are h6w to
105. The experiences in the United States have de- define the degree of lownessof tax rate and to which
monstrated that, in general, constitutional limits are taxes the low tax rate applies. It was reported in early
ineffective. There are means of avoiding these fisal 1987 that some drafters advocated a 20% ceiling on

limitations. For example, some states exclude debt the standard tax rate.18 However, the June 1987
service or retirement of debt from the calculation of Guangzhou Meeting resolved to include only a low
such limits. Earmarked funds for transportation,spe- tax policywithoutspecifyinga ceiling on the standard
cial projects, pensions or aid to localities are exempt tax rate. The problem of defining the low tax rate
from the constitutional limits in many instances.14 still remains. Is the prevailing 15.5% standard tax rate

low Or is 20% highThe tax rate is not the only factor
In Tennessee, a limit on the growth of appropriations in determining tax liability; it also depends on the
applies only to appropriations funded by tax reve- tems and amounts of tax deductions and allowances.
nues. On the other hand, many states exclude reve- If the government raises the standard tax rate, and
nues received from the Federal Governmentfrom the simultaneously increases tax deductions and allow-
constitutional limit. Brennan and Buchanan15 argue ances, we might end up paying less tax. Moreover, the
that effective implementation of the ratio-type con- balance between direct and indirect taxation cannot
stitutional limit requires: (1) abstract definitions of be interpreted from a low tax policy. On the whole,
these aggregates; and (2) expert measurement bY it is very difficult to understand what is meant by a
specific criteria. Neitherof these are well-definedand low tax policy.
are subject to governmentalmanipulationwhich is still
within the allowablefiscalpowersof the constitution. In the 43 years of Hong Kong tax history since the

Second World War the standard tax rate has never

The empiricalfindingsof Abrams and Dougansupport reached 20%. The business sector considers 20% a

the above hypothesis.16 Abrams and Dougan used psychologicalthreshold to guardagainstover taxation.
single-equation regression to analyze the effects of Whenever the Financial Secretary proposed to raise
constitutional data for the 50 states, they estimated additional revenues to finance budget deficit through
several empiricalmodelsof state and local government a higher standard tax rate, prominent businessmen
spending. In addition to the socio-economicvariables expressed grave concern over the detrimental impact
suggested by an interest-groupmodel of public expen- on investmentand businessconfidenceand demanded
diture, they included in the regression equations a set that the standard tax rate should not be raised to more

of variables, representing the different political, in- than 20%. A classic statement by Mr. H. Barton,
stitutional and constitutionalaspects of each of the 50 Member of the Legislative Council, in the debate on

states. Each independentvariable considered has the the 1962/63 Financial Budget is worth quoting:
potential to alter the marginal political support for or

opposition to government spending and revenue col- In my speech in this debate last year, I stressed the.need
lection. One striking result of the regression is that

to keep down our rate of direct taxation. This year I
shall stick my neck out, and I am referring to my own

constitutional limits are statistically insignificant in neck not that of my unofficial colleagues,by suggesting
every instancewhich supports the predictionthat these that the ceiling for direct taxation in this Colony should
constraintswouldnot be binding. Abramsand Dougan be 20% - that is to say abouthalfwhat it is in neighbour-
concluded that: ing countries - in the belief that any increase, or even

the fear of any increase, over this figure would do ir-
The empirical evidence on the influence of several reparable damage to the Colony's economy. Sir, when
widely discussed constitutional arrangements indicates the time comes for the rate of direct taxation to be
that by and large they do not exert a significant indepen- increased, I would urge my honourable Friend the Fi-
dent effect on aggregate budget decisions. States that nancial Secretary to give some assurance that the rate
have adopted balanced-budget requirements or con- will not be raised beyond 20%, until every other means
stitutional limits on governmentspendingor taxes seem

to spend at the same levels as those without such provi-
sions ceteris paribus.7 14. J.R. Aronson & J.L. Hilley, FinancingStateand LocalGovern,nents,

Brooking Institute, Washington, D.C. (1986) at 224.

The above resul may not be directly applicable to the 15. G. Brennan & J. Buchanan, The Power to Tax: Analytical Founda-

HKSARdue to its differentpoliticaland constitutional tionsof the FiscalConstitution, CambridgeUniversityPress (1980) at 201.

setting. Further research such as using simultaneous 16. B. Abrams & W. Dougan, The Effect of Constitutional Restraints
on Governmental Spending, Public Choice (1986).regressions might shed more light on this important 17 Id at 101-116.

issue. However, it is reasonable to suppose that the 18. In Hong Kong, all direct taxes (e.g. profits tax, salaries tax, interest

future governmentof the HKSARwould also be likely tax, property tax) are subject to one uniform rate, i.e. the standard tax rate

to manipulatevarious techniqueswithin its legal fiscal of 15.5%. The profits tax is also subject to a 1.5% surcharge. The salaries
tax is subject to a progressive marginal rate schedule starting from 3% up

powers to circumvent the constitutional expenditure to the maximum 25%, but the total salaries tax payable should not exceed
and taxation limit specified under Art. 105, and even- the amount by applying the standard tax rate (which is lower than the

tually t'render Art. 105 ineffective. maximum marginal rate) to the taxpayer's net assessable income.
r
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of raising funds, i.e. local or foreign borrowing and After all, what is the objectiveof a low tax policyMr.
further increase in indirect taxation, have been Barton's argument, that a tax rate higher than 20%
exhausted.19

inflicts irreparable damage theon economy, was con-

Mr. John Cowperthwaite,in concludingthe debate on cerned primarily with its impact on business invest-
his first Budget Speech, respondedquite negatively to ment and on overall economic development. A low
Mr. Barton's suggestion. Mr. Cowperthwaite replied tax policy, of course, would promote business confi-
that: dence and stimulateinvestmentbut it would also exert

My honourablefriendMr. Barton has asked for a public a very low built-in stabilizing effect on the economy
assurance that the rate of direct taxation will not go

and would make little contributionin reducingincome
above 20% until every other means of raising funds disparity. For any economic and fiscal policy, there
have been exhausted. I do not think it is reallynecessary are bound to be trade-offs among various objectives.
for me, or proper, to give such an assuranceand thereby Proper consideration must be given to all objectives;
impose a commitment not on me, I hope, but on my otherwise it will create social tension, conflict and
successor, in circumstances we cannot now foresee. injustice.
That is not because I am not fully conscious of the
importanceof our economy of a low rate of direct taxa- Unfortunately, regardless of its undesirable conse-

tion or have any reason to suppose that Mr. Barton's quences, Art. 107 was in fact strongly supported by
wish will not be realized in the event.2() wealthy industrialists. The minutes of the Seminar on

onMr. Cowperthwaite's response was appropriate and Industryheld 16 August 1986 organizedby the local
industrialists who were members of the Basic Lawreasonable, and it illustrated the difference between a Consultative Committee say that taxation shouldpublic assurance (commitment) and a prevailing pol- maintain the basic principles of the prevailing system,cy. Art. 107 of the draft Basic Law reflects the same, i.e. simple and low, including the rate on Earningsand

yet even more difficult problem, because it gves the Profits Tax. Moreover, the tax system should not below tax policy requirement a legal status. used as an instrument for income redistribution.We
In the 1974 economic recession, Sir Philip Haddon- all realize that no one governmentcan ever implement
Cave, then Financial Secretary, expressed the same a completely neutral tax system and policy: every tax
view on the ceiling of a standard tax rate in the 1974/75 system will have an effect on income redistribution,
Financial Budget. He said: whether directly or indirectly. Equitable distribution

I turn now to our reserve of direct tax taxability. I do of the tax burden remains one of the 6 requirements
not wish to take a firm public view on this just now.... of the present Hong Kong tax system, albeit with a
I shall have to contemplate raising the standard rate in rather low priority. Even the Hong Kong government
1975/76, the first year of the forecast period and, as it would not dare to openly proclaim that the tax systemhappens, 10 years after the rate was last raised by 2.5 should not be used as an instrunent for incone redis-
percentage points to 15%. But I shall not allow fiscal tribution. The Financial Secretary has been very cau-considerations to override economic realities.21 tious not to discuss this sensitive issue in the Financial

Sir Philip did impose a 1.5% surchargen profits tax Budget. Fortunately, the Basic Law DraftingCommit-
in 1975/76, and 0.5% in 1976/77. Later, in 1984/85, tee, although subject to intensive lobbying, did not
after the government experienced a huge budget de- incorporate the above biased statement into Art. 107,
ficit during the 1982 economicrecession, the Financial wishing to avoid inflictingmore wounds on the already
Secretary, Sir John Bremridge, increasedthe standard inegalitariansociety.
tax rate by 2% to 17% to raise additionalrevenue. The The Hong Kong tax system is relatively stable. There20% ceiling on the standard tax rate was never men- have been only several small changes in the standardtioned when the increases in surchargeor standard tax
rate took place (since 1975/76).

tax rate and only a few new indirect taxes have been
introduced. These changes have been gradual and of

Advocates of a 20% ceiling on the standard tax rate such small magnitude that no drastic tax reform has
did not provide any theoretical justification. One re- ever been contemplated or implemented. However,
lated theory in public finance is the so- called critical starting from 1987/88, the Financial Secretary, Mr.
limit hypothesis22which provides that inflationneces- Piers Jacobs, has studied the feasibility of introducing
sarily occurs when the public sector, as measured in a broad-basedconsumption tax, the purpose of which
terms of taxes and other receipts, exceeds 25% of is to ensure revenuestability,particularlyduring reces-

GDP. The hypothesis is alleged to be true even under sions when the direct tax would fluctuate with the
circumstances when the budget remains imbalanced. business cycle. The additional revenue from indirect
However, the critical limit hypothesis has received consumption tax would be used to reduce the standard
limited support from public finance economists since tax rate. The Financial Secretary argues that such a

it lacks strong empirical support, and since inflation is reform can maintain a low tax system which is benefi-
a phenomenon characterized by multiple determin- cial both to the business sector and the generalpublic.
ants. Even if we accept the hypothesisat its face value,
it still cannot be applied to Hong Kong because the
hypothesis refers to a ratio of total revenuesand GDP, 19 See Hong Kong Hansard 1961/62, Hong Kong Government at 68.

not to the standard tax rate. In Hong Kong, the ratio 20. See Hong Kong Hansard 1961/62, Hong Kong Government at 127.
21. See 1974/75 Financial Budget, Finance Branch, Hong Kong Govern-of total revenues to GDP has never reached 15%, ment, para. 198.

which is far less than the 25% critical limit. 22. Herber, Modern Public Finance, Irwin (1971) at 381.
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However, such a tax reform proposal would shift the the necessary condition for a successful experienceof
fiscal balance from direct to indirect taxation and ren- the One Country-Two Systems unprecedent politi-
der the tax system more inequitable. A majority of cal design. Arts. 105 and 107 of the draft Basic Law

LegislativeCouncil members spoke against such a tax cannot satisfy these requirementsand should be drop-
reformproposalduring the last 2 budget debates: Such ped. Art. 104 should be retained, and the other arti-
a low tax policyhas no marketablevalue even now and cles24 should be rewritten as the following 2 new arti-
I do not see any reasonwhy it shouldbecomean article cles:
of the Basic Law. The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall

Every tax system should change or reform to keep up deal on its own with financial matters, includingdispos-
with the changing business practice and to promote ing of its financial resources and drawing up its budgets
economic development. and its final accounts to the Central People's Govern-

ment for the record.
In a complex and growing economy such as Hong The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall
Kong, it is ironic that there is not much difference practice as independent taxation system. The types of
between the present tax system and the system of 2 taxes, the tax rates and tax exemptions shall be pre-
decades ago. Stabilityof the tax system may be impor- scribedby law. The Central People's Governmentshall
tant to the business sector but stability should not be not levy taxes in the Hong Kong Special Administrative
used as an excuse to prevent necessary changes and Region.
reforms. Many areas of the present tax system need to
be reviewed and changed.The FinancialSecretaryhas
been undulycautiousin dealingwith the overallrevew

of the Inland Revenue Ordinance.23Before launching
an overall review and arriving at a professionaljudge- 23. Since the inception of the Inland Revenue Ordinance in 1947, there
ment on the characteristicsof the present tax system, have been 3 overall official reviews of the Ordinance; the first one in 1952,
it would be misleading to label it categoricallyas a low the second in 1966 and the third in 1976.

tax system, and it would be even more biased and 24. Arts. 104, 106 and 108 of the draft Basic Law are as follows:

dangerous to set it as the sole objective of the tax Art. 104: The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall have

policy for the future HKSAR government. independent finances. The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
shall use its financial revenues exclusively for its own purposes, and they
shall not be handed over to the Central People's Government.

CONCLUSION Art. 106: The Hong Kong Special AdministrativeRegion shall practice
an independent taxation system. The Central People's Government shall
not levy taxes in the Hong Kong Special AdministrativeRegion.

The Basic Law, as the constitution of the HKSAR, Ari. 108: The types of taxes, the tax rates and tax exemptionsin the Hong
must be definitive, operative and enforceable. This is Kong Special AdministrativeRegion shall be prescribed by law.

in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) were discussed.The subjects

(*
were: (i) The disregard of-the legal entity for tax pur-

news poses (Reporter: David Ross, tax partner of Neville
Russell) and (ii) Administrativeand compliancecosts
of taxation (Reporter: Ken Etherington, Group Tax

Manager, BAT Industries Plc).
On 19 October the subjectof the discussionwas: The
tax implicationsof residence, domicile and cross bor-

BRITISHBRANCH der migration.Speakerswere Giles Clarke (barrister) 1

and Peter Shaywer (tax partner with Touche Ross,
The British Branch of IFA held two meetings in Oc- London). The meeting was dedicated to the implica-

tions of the Inland Revenue's consultative document
tober 1988.

on residence in the United Kingdom together with
On 3 October the National Reports which will be wider issues relating to cross migration in other coun-

discussedduring the 1989 AnnualCongress (to be held tries.
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AUS-RA_ A: for late filing of tax returns as well as for late payment
of the assessed tax liability.

Taxes in Australia Residentsof Australiaare entitled to a tax-freestep in
the tax rate schedules, whereas non-residentsdo not

for the Expatriate receive the benefitof the tax-freestep. The determina-
tion of the residentialstatus of the individualis of great
Importance in determining the liability to Australian

By Arthur Young International, Australia income tax. Resident is defined in the Australian In-
come Tax Assessment Act to mean a person who re-
sides in Australia. A resident of Australia includes a

person whose domicile is in Australia,or who has been
INDIVIDUALINCOME TAXES IN AUSTRALIA n Australia continuously or intermittently for more

than one-half of the year of income, unless the Com-
There are many differences between the taxation of missioner of Taxation is satisfied that his usual place

of abode is outside of Australia and that he does notindividuals in Australiaand the taxation of individuals
from other countries. This article addresses a number intend to take up residence in Australia. As a general
of tax questions commonly asked by foreign citizens rule, an expatriate who arrives in Australia with his

living in, or contemplatingmoving to, Australia. The family to work for a period exceeding 183 days will be
article is not intended to answereveryone's individual regarded as resident of Australia from the date he

1 tax problems but should assist in identifying factors arrives ln Australia and the onus will be on the tax-

that may be relevant. payer to challenge that presumptionif he wishes to be ,

regarded as a non-resident.
The first major difference is that Australia has a 30
June tax year end. It is not possible in Australia for a Australia imposes a capital gains tax which applies to
husbandand wife to file a joint returnso each taxpayer assets acquired or deemed to be acquired after 19
must file separatelyand must include in his or her own September 1985. It is to apply on realization of assets
return the appropriate assessable income attributable at the full marginal tax rate but the acquisitionbasis is
to that taxpayer. There is no differentiation in tax to be indexed for inflation.
rates for married individualsor single people although
a tax rebate may be allowed in respect of a dependent Capital gains tax applies to real gains on all assets

spouse. disposed of, or deemed to be disposed of, where the
assets were acquired after 19 September 1985. It ap-Whereas the UnitedStates imposes a tax obligationon
plies to overseas assets but does not apply to gains onall its citizens, wherever they are located around the
a principal residence. Where an expatriate arrives inworld, Australiaonly seeks to impose a tax liabilityon Australia to take up residence, any assets located out-residents of Australia in respect of their world-wide side Australiawhichwere acquiredafter 19 Septemberincome and on non-residentsof Australia in respectof 1985 will be deemed to be acquired at the date oftheir Australian-sourceincome.
arrival in Australia to take up residence at market

There are exceptionsto the above general rules where value (in Australian dollars) at that date. Similarly,
certain employment income which is sourced and such assets will be deemed to be disposedof at market
taxed in a foreign country may be exempted from tax

- value at the date of ceasing Australian residence. A
in Australia. This does not apply to dividend income, limited exemption is granted where ex-Australian as-

nor does it apply to interest or royalty income. From sets held at the date of arrival are still held at the date
1 July 1987 most foreign-sourceincome of residentsof of departure and the expatriatehas been a resident of
Australia is fully taxable in Australia, but subject to a Australia for less than 5 years of the preceding10-year
comprehensiveforeign tax credit system. The tax laws period.
are to be amended to include a system of controlled
foreign corporation taxation which may impact upon Since 1941 the Commonwealth Parliament has been
Australian residents deriving foreign-source income. the only Parliament to levy income tax. Federal Gov-
It is anticipated these rules will not come into force ernments have allowed the states of Australia to levy
until the 1989-90 income year. their own income tax but, for political reasons, they

have not chosen to take up this facility. Presently,Tax returns in Australia are due for filing in accord- there is no income tax levied by any state governmentance with tax lodgement programmes for tax agents,
which normally provide for 50% of tax returns to be

n Australia.

filed by 31 October each year with the remainder
spread over a further period to 28 February. Any
outstanding Australian tax due is not payable at the TAXATIONOF RESIDENTS

time of filing the tax return but is based on an assess-
ment procedure. The Australian Taxation Office as- Taxable income
sesses the liability to tax and issues a notice of assess-
ment and the tax payable is usually due about one The assessable income of a resident includes the resi-
month after the notice issues. Penaltiescan be imposed dent's gross income derived directly or indirectlyfrom
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all sources, whether in or out of Australia, and which Allowabledeductions
is not exempt from income tax by a specific statutory
provision. The income tax is levied on taxable income, A deduction is subtracted from gross income in com-

which is determined as follows: puting taxable income upon which gross tax is calcu-

Gross income lated. The general rule is that expenses are deductible

Less: Exempt ncome to the extent they are incurred in the production of

Equals: Assessable income assessable income, or in carrying on a business for that

Less: Allowable deductions purpose. Records to substantiate tax deductions

Equals: Taxable income should be kept although these need not be included in
the tax return. Outgoings of capital, of a private or

All non-Australianincome receivedby Australianres-
domestic nature, or those incurred in the production

idents is taxable in Australia from 1 July 1987, except
of exempt income are not deductible.

for certain employment income that has been taxed in Deductions are not allowable in Australia for con-

the countryof source. Foreign tax credits are available tributions to an IRA, intereston home mortgage loans
to resident taxpayers in receipt of foreign-source in- to purchase a family residence or for alimony and
come which is not exempt income. The credit allowed maintenancepayments.
is the lesser of the foreign tax imposed or the Austra-
lian tax payable on that income. Deductions are allowable for donations to prescribed

charities in Australia. A limited tax rebate s allowed
n respect of net medicai expenses, although because
of the threshold before the rebate is allowed (similar

Assessable income to the zero bracket amount for U.S. itemized deduc-

A taxpayer'sassessable income includes incomeunder tions) this rebate is usually of little benefit to expat-
riates.

ordinary concepts as well as other amounts which,
although not income under ordinary concepts, are to There are no allowances or personal exemptions for

be included in assessable income under one of the taxpayers or their dependent children. However, a

statutory provisions of the Tax Act. Income under rebate of tax may be allowed in respectof a dependent
ordinary concepts will include salary remuneration, spouse who is resident in Australia. The rebate will be

business profits, dividends, interest, rent and pen- reduced where the spouse has a separate net income.

sions. In relation to employment, where benefits are In lieu of personalexemptionsfor dependentchildren,
provided to an employee in kind rather than in cash, the AustralianGovernmentpays a family allowancetO

employers have to pay a fringe benefits tax based on mothers on a monthly basis, according to the number
the value of fringe benefits provided to employees. of dependent children. This allowance is not taxable
This also applies to any cost of living and/or housing in Australia. Generally, expatriateswill be entitled to
allowancespaid in cash to expatriates. the allowance once they have been resident in Austra-

Income is included in assessable income when it is lia fora period of 12 consecutivemonths.

derived, which in the case of remuneration is usually
when the amounts are received. The Tax Act does
allow the CommissionerofTaxation to includecertain
amounts in a taxpayer's assessable income even

Calculationof tax liability

though it has not been receivedin cash but is dealt with Income tax in Australia is calculated at graduated
on the taxpayer's behalf or as he directs.

rates, set out in Appendix I, and those ratesas vary
There is a separatecapital gains tax in Australiaappli- for residents and non-residents as the latter are not

cable to property, such as land, shares, etc., acquired entitled to the tax-free step. Variations to the tax ta-

on or after 19 September1985. Any profit arising from bles require Acts of Parliament and there is currently
the sale of property acquired after 19 September 1985 no automatic indexing of the tables to counter the
is taxed at full marginal rates although the acquisition effects of inflation on the average tax rate.

basis is to be indexed for movements in the Consumer The primary tax liability is then reduced by any tax
Price Index, where the property is held for at least 12 rebates for net medical and dis-
months.

expenses spouse, as

cussed above.

Any business profits will usually be taxable on an Foreign taxes paid foreign-sourced income, whichon
accrual basis. Income from property, such as interest, is included in taxable income, be claimed
dividends and rental income from real property, will may as a

be taxable when received. For U.S. citizens working
credit against the Australian tax on that income. The
credit is limited to the lesser of the Australian tax and

in Australia, any business profits or rental income the foreign tax that income. There is provisionon no
from U.S. sources will be taxable in Australia,but any allowed to forward back
losses resultingfrom those activitieswill not be deduct- carry or carry any excess

ible against other assessable income in Australia. foreign tax credits.

U.S.-sourcedinterest and dividendsderived while res- Special provisions apply in respect of the rates of tax

ident in Australia will be fully taxable. U.S. capital on non-salary income derived by persons under 18

gains are taxable in Australia from 1 July 1987. years of age. Generally, such income is taxed as above
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except that a maximum of AS 416 is tax-free and the is allowed for expenses incurred in earning that divi-
excess is generally taxed at 49%. dend. Dividends paid to non-residents on or after 1

July 1987 out of profits which have been subject to the

Pay-as-you-earn(PAYE) tax full corporate rate of tax (i.e. franked dividends)
will be exempt from withholding tax.

Employers make deductions of tax from employees' b. Interest
gross wages on a pay-as-you-earnbasis. This group tax
is imposed on wages or salaries paid to employees in Interest derived by a non-resident is normally subject
accordance with prescribed rates. A credit is allowed to withholding tax of 10% of gross interest to the
against the tax payable when the annual tax return is extent that the interest is an outgoingof an Australian
assessed. business. If derived from ex-Australian sources it is

Generally, where an expatriate employee is seconded exempt from Australian tax. The 10% tax is the final
to an Australian company but remains in the employ liability to Australian tax of the non-resident.The rate

is unaffected by tax treaties.of an overseascompanywhich does not have a perma-
nent establishment in Australia, no such deductions
are made. Although there is a technical requirement

c. Ryalties
to withholdPAYE taxes, the AustralianTaxation Of- Royalties derived by non-residents from Australian
fice rarely seeks to enforce such a withholding. sources, or if outgoingsof an Australianbusiness, are

subject to tax by normal assessment unless tax is li-
mited by a tax treaty to a percentage of the grossProvisionaltax
royalty (usually 10%).

Provisional tax is an income tax levied in advance on

the provisional income of an individual for the cur-

rent income year which covers all income not subject Taxing of fringe benefits '

to PAYE deductions, such as dividends on shares,
interest received, royalty payments to individualsand A fringe benefits tax applies to all employersin respect
trust allocations. of the prescribed value of non-cash fringe benefits

Provisional tax is payable by residents and non-resi- provided to employees. The tax is payable by all
tax status, at 49% ofdents alike, except that in the case of non-residents it employers irrespective of their

is not payable on dividends and interest which has the prescribed value. Payments are to be made quar-
been subject to withholding tax. terly. Employersare not entitled to a tax deductionfor

fringe benefits tax.
Provisional tax is calculatedby reference to the provi- The following fringe benefits fall within this tax:sional income included in the taxable income of the
preceding year. Payment of provisional tax is due by Ii(1)/

Motor vehicles.
quarterly instalments and the payment is allowed as a (2) Free or low interest loans.
credit against the tax payable when the annual tax (3) Expenses paid on behalf of employees (such as
return is assessed. education expenses, home leave, medical insur-

ance, utilities).
Withholdingtax

5) Goods and provided by employer.servces an

Withholding tax is a tax deduction from the payment
6) Tax reimbursements.

Cost of living and housing allowances.of dividends, interest and royalties to non-residents /il
4) Subsidzed accommodation.

8) Costs of preparngU.S. tax returns.under certain circumstances.
An exemption from fringe benefits tax may be allow-

a. Dividends able in respect of housing provided to expatriates if

Withholdingtax is normallypayable at the rate of 30% they are residnt in Australia for a limited period and

(or 15% where tax treaties apply) on dividends from they can make a declaration that when they return to

a resident company paid to a non-resident who does their home country they intend to reside in the same

ornot carry on businessin Australia through a permanent city district in which they formerly resided.
# establishment. The rate of withholding tax is imposed Most moving expenses to and from Australia are

on the gross amount of the dividend and no deduction exempt from fringe benefits tax.
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Computation
For further details, see Income

TAXES AND INVESTMENTIN Base salary $ 50,000
ASIA & THE PACIFIC Bonus (current year) 10,000

(loose-leaf, in 8 binders) Tax reimbursement 30,000
Cost of living allowance 5,000
Housing- paid by company $ 12,000

APPENDIX I Less: employee contribution 7,500 4,500
Moving expenses 12,000

Individual tax rates - 1978/88 and later years Relocation allowance 6,000
Total compensation 117,500

Non-residenttax (before credits and rebates) Interest (U.S.-source) 1,500
Interest (Aust.-source) 1,000

Income Tax Dividends (U.S.-source Joint names) 6,000-

From To Total income $ 126,000

$ 0 - $ 19,500 Nil + 29% The employee is also providedwith a fully maintainedcom-

19,500 - 35,000 $ 5,655 + 40% ofexcess

Over 35,000 11,855 + 49% ofexcess pany car, cost price $ 20,000.

Residenttx scale (before credits and rebates)
Income tax
Taxable income

Income Tax
/

From To
Base salary $ 50,000
Bonus (current year) 10,000

$ 0 - $ 5,100 Nil Relocation allowance 6,000
5,100 - 12,600 Nil + 24% ofexcess Taxable compensation 66,000

12,600 - 19,500 $ 1,800 + 29% ofexcess Interest 2,500
19,500 - 35,000 3,801 + 40% of excess Dividends (taxpayer's share) 3,000

35,000 and over 10,001 + 49% ofexcess Total assessable income 71,500

(a) Non-residentsdo not benefit from the zero step in the Less: allowable deductions
tax scale. taxable income $ 71,500

(b) In addition to the above, a levy is imposed based on

taxable incomes to cover the cost of basic medical ben- Tax on taxable income $ 27,886
efits under the Government's Medicare scheme. For Medicare levy 894
1987/88 and later years, the levy is 1.25% of taxable Less: spouse rebate (350) ($ 1,030 reduced
ncomes. for net incomeof

(c) The tax-free threshold in the above is only available on spouse)
a pro rata basis in the case of expatriate employees in
the year of their arrival in Australia and the year of Net tax 28,430
departure. Less: foreign tax credit

(d) The Government has not proposed to introduce any - 15% dividends (450)
form of filing joint returns; thus it remains tax effective 10% interest (250)-

for expatriateswith investmentincome to transfer those Income tax payable $ 27,730
investments to their respective spouses so that the

spouse pays tax at the lowerAustraliantax rates on that
income. Fringe benefits tax

(e) At the time of writing, it appears as if the tax rates Cost of living allowance $ 5,000
applicable for the 1987/88 year will remain unchanged Tax reimbursement 30,000
for the 1988/89 year.

Company car:

Cost price $ 20,000-

APPENDIX 11 - Taxable value 24% of
$ 20,000

'

4,800
Example of 1988/89 Australian tax computation Taxable value $ 39,800

Assume the following: Fringe benefits tax at 49%

1. Taxpayer is marriedwith 2 children under 18. (payable by employer) - $ 19,502
2. Taxpayer is full-year resident of Sydney, Australia.
3. All workdays are spent in Australia. Note:
4. Taxpayer received $1,500 interest from taxable U.S. (1) Moving expenses assumed to be exempt from fringe

sources. benefits tax.

5. All other incomeand deductionsare as indicatedbelow. (2) Housing paid by employer is assumed to be exempt
6. All amounts are in Australian dollars. from fringe benefits tax - see text.
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AUS-RALIA:

Taxation of Foreign-sourceIncome
By Richard Vincent

taxation system will apply to entities resident in those
Mr. Vincent is partner of Berg Partners, Sydney, Australia. countries to the extent that income is derived which is

subject to the low tax rates. Income not subject to the
low tax rates is not subject to the accruals system and

A foreign tax credit system has applied since 1 July
will be exempt from Australian tax when remitted.

1987 to foreign-source income derived by Australian Regardless of the tax rate applying in a country, the
accruals taxationsystemwill not applyunlessthe coun-residents. In the Treasurer's 25 May 1988 Economic

Statement it was announced that significant changes try has been officially listed as a designated low tax

are to be made to the taxingof foreign-sourceincome. country.This list includesmostcommon tax havens.

Income ofentities in designatedlow tax countriesorUnder the present system, Australians operating ncome sourced in such countries will be subject tothrough non-residentcompaniesand trusts are able to Australian tax under the accrualssystemcalculateddefer Australian tax on the profits of those entities on

simply by not remitting the profits to Australia. In
the basis of Australian tax laws. This will require cal-

comparison, Australian entitles operating in foreign culating the taxableincomeofsuch entitiesunderAus-
tralian tax laws. The taxable income of such entitiescountries through branch operationsdo not enjoy this will be subject to tax in Australia to the extent that-

tax benefit. The Government has determined that
this ability to defer Australian tax by retainingprofits

Australian residents have an interest in that taxable

outside Australia is to the detrimentof the Australian ncome.

economy. On this basis, the Governmenthas drafted An Australianinterest in a companywill be calculated
a ConsultativeDocumentoutlininga system for taxing on the basis of the issued share capital beneficially
foreign-source income to apply as from 1 July 1988. held by the resident or his entitlement to dividends,

whichever is greater. For partnerships, it is calculatedThe 2 key elements of this reform package are:

(1) new rules governing the taxation on an accruals
on the share of the partnership income to which an

Australian resident is entitled. Where the foreign en-basis of the income of non-resident entities in
which Australian residents have interests, where tity concernedis a trust, a differentbasis for calculating

the interests of Australian residents applies. This isthe income has been derived in a low tax country discussed in further detail below.
or has benefited from a designated tax concession
in another country; and Tracing provisions will apply to prevent Australian

(2) an exemption from the foreign tax credit system residents avoiding the operation of the accruals taxa-
(FTCS) for dividends receivedby companies from tion system by interposinga foreign entity resident in
direct investments (i.e. those involving 10% or a non-designated country. The interposed entity will
greater voting interest) in non-residentcompanies be subject to the accruals taxation system if it earns
or from other investmentswhichhave been ubject attributable income. Attributable income is de-
to accruals taxation. fined as foreign income which will be attributed to the

This accruals taxation system will operate on the basis taxpayer, including income derived by entities in de-

of the country of source of the foreign income, or the signated low tax countries and income derived by
country of residence of the entity in which Australian

entities in other countries that has benefited from de-

residents have an interest. The accruals system will signated tax concessions.On the basis of the Consulta-
tive Document, it will technically make no differenceapply where the country of source or residence is a how many entities are interposedbetween the Austra-designated low tax country. The Government has lian resident and the entity in the designated low taxdrawn up a list of 49 countrieswhich it considers to be
country. The tracing provisions will be designed todesignated low tax countries . Basically a country look through each entity. It remains to be howwill qualify for the list if its nominal tax rate on corpo-

seen

rate income or profits is below 25%. This percentage practical this may be.

was determined on the basis that a 25% or more tax A de minimis threshold will apply where a foreign
rate, together with a dividend withholding tax rate, entity is resident in a non-designatedcountrybut earns

produces an overall tax rate of 36.25% or more. This attributableincome. Only if the attributableincomeof
rate is consideredcomparableto the Australiancorpo- the foreign entity exceeds the lesser of 10% of the
rate tax rate of 39% and is sufficient to discourage entity's total profits or AS 20,000 will it be subject to
most blatant tax abuses. accruals taxation.

In addition, there is a further list of 7 countrieswhich
do not qualify as low tax countries although low tax 1. The foreign tax credit system is also costly to administer in relation
rates apply to certain classes of income. The accruals to income from countries with tax rates similar to those in Australia.
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ACCRUALSTAXATIONSYSTEM TAXATIONOF NON-RESIDENTTRUSTS

Accruals taxation system is a system whereby Austra- The problem in dealing with non-residenttrusts is that
lian residentswill be taxed on their share of the income unlike companies often it is impossible to determine
derived by a non-resident entity in which they have who has an interest in the income of a trust until it is
interest, at the time that income is derived by the distributed. The Government has determined that in
entity. Income subject to the accruals taxation system the absence of any resident being presently entitled to
will be attributed to all classes of Australian taxpayers the income of a non-resident trust, the accruals taxa-

(i.e. individuals, companies and trusts) with interests tion system will apply to include attributable income
in non-resident entities. Interests will not be traced in the assessableincomeof a residentwho has transfer-
through resident entities. Therefore the tracing provi- red assets or services to the nn-resident trust. To the
sions will stop at the first Australian resident. Specific extent that those assets or services have derived at-

exemptions will exclude certain interests in non-resi- tributable income, that income will be attributed to
dent public companies and certain de minimis in- the resident transferor.
terests.

Consistent with the measures applying to companies,
Australian residents holding less than a 10% interest the accruals taxation system will only apply to a non-

in a non-residentpublic companywill be exempt from resident trust deriving 10% or more of its income, or

the accruals taxation system. In determiningwhether more than AS 20,000 of income from designated low
a resident holds less fhana 10% interest, his interest tax countries.
will be added to the interests held by any associated
resident. Further, anti-avoidancetracing rules are also
to apply to prevent residents artificially reducing their The accruals taxation system will apply where a resi-

interests in non-residentpublic companies. dent transferordirectlyor indirectlytransfersproperty
(including money) or provides services for no consid-
eration or under a non-arm's length arrangementto a

A resident individual will also be exempt from the non-resident trust in a designated low tax country.
accruals taxation system if the market value of all his Again tracing provisions will apply to prevent avoid-
interestsin foreignentitiesdoesnot exceedAS 20,000. ance by interposing entities in non-designated coun-

tries between the trust resident in the designted low
These exemptions have been allowed to reduce the tax country and the resident transferor.
compliance requirementsof resident taxpayers where

only a minimal amount of tax is involved. One of the

principalconcernsof personscommentingon the Con- TAXATIONOF FOREIGN-SOURCEINCOME
sultativeDocument is that the 10% thresholdhas been
set too low and will result in unwarranteddifficulties As from 1 July 1989, it is proposed that Australian
for taxpayers in obtaining the necessary information residents will be subject to tax on foreign-source in-
to comply. come on the following basis:

There will be no requirement for an Australian resi- (a) Australian resident company
dent to control a non-residententity before the accru- (1) Where an interest of less than 10% is held in a
als taxation system applies. The Government has foreign public company deriving attributable in-
opted not to apply a control rule because of the com- the residentcompany is only subject to Aus-
pliance complications such a rule imposes on share-

come,
tralian tax on receipt of dividends.

holders and tax administrators. Commentatorson the

system have argued to the contrary that without the (2) Where an interest of more than 10% is held in a

control rules shareholdersare placed in a difficult po- foreign public company deriving attributable in-

sition because they are required to provide informa- come, the residentcompanyis subject to the accru-

tion to which they may have no right due to their lack als taxation system and any dividends received are

of control over an entity. exempt.

(3) Where an interest of more than 10% is held in a

The basic problem is that the attributable income of a foreign company (whether public or private) not

foreign entity must be calculated according to Austra- deriving attributable income, the resident com-

lian tax law to determine the amount included in the pany is not subject to the accruals taxation system
assessable income of the resident. Without control of and any dividend received is exempt.
the foreign entity it is considered that many residents (4) Where an interest is held in a foreign private com-
will be unable to obtain the information needed to

comply. The Government has attempted to counter pany deriving attributable income, the resident

this problem by stating that where the resident is un- company is subject to the accruals taxation system
able to obtain the necessary information, considera-

and any dividend received is exempt.
tion will be given to allowing the use of the reported (5) A residentcompanyoperating through a branch in
commercial profit to determine the amount to be in- a non-designated country will be exempt on the
cluded under the accruals taxation system. income of that branch.
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(6) A resident companyoperatingthrough a branch in be taxed to the extent that it exceeds incomeprevi-
a designated low tax country will be subject to ously taxed under the accruals system.
Australian tax on the branch income with a credit

(3) Where resident individual has interest infor any foreign taxes thereon. a an a

foreign private company deriving attributable in-
(b) Australian resident individuals come, he will be taxed on the same basis as in

(1) Where a resident individual holds less than a 10% (b)(2) above.
nterest in a foreign public company, he will only (4) Where a resident has an interest in a foreign pri-be subject to Australian tax on receipt of divi- vate or public company not deriving attributable
dends. income, he will only be subject to Australian tax

(2) Where a resident individual holds an interest of on receipt of dividends.
10% or more in a foreignpublic companyderiving Where a dividend from a foreign company is subjectattributableincome,hewill be subject to the accru- to Australian tax it will also be subject to the foreignals taxation system and any dividend received will tax credit system.

AUS-RA_ A:
1

Amnesty It's Real and Too Good to Miss-

Apart from the gentlemanwho offered to hand in his Among the estimated360,000Australians- about 4%
gun, and the odd angry caller wanting to be excused of taxpayers - who should be lodging tax returns but
for tax evasion, the majority of people phoning the aren't, is the male callerwho wanted to know if he had
Tax Office's amnestyhotline have found an offer they to declare how he earned the money for which he had
think too good to refuse. never filed a tax return.

Some have needed to make the call just to reassure When told, No, not precisely, he said: Oh good, I
themselves that their mates aren't having them on, or grow pot and sell it.
that there was not a mistake in the amnesty advertise- He went happy in the knowledge that for the Taxment they read. away

Office's purposes he is a primary producer.
Others are so nervous about taking the plunge into the Another male caller asked if his wife should claimtaxman's arms that they resort to spirituous fortifica-
tion and make their calls from the pub. amnesty for her earnings from prostitution. Yes, if

she earns enough money to have a taxable income,
The attitudes, fears and initial disbeliefof those calling was the response.
the 008 hotline have made life interesting for the 23 One which interested the Commissioner thattax officers and their four supervisors who have been case was

staffing the national hotline in Melbourne since 26
of the woman who asked the hotline for some help
with her boyfriend's tax returns.May.

They have spoken to more than 25,000 callers enquir- My boyfriend is going to have a bit of trouble lodging
ing about their eligibility,and the terms of the amnesty during the amnesty. He won't be able to get all his

under which penalties for being late are waived. The documents, she said. When told that she could be

amnesty came nto force on 30 May and expires on 31 appointed as his agent she said: The only thing is that
I can't see him because he's not allowed visiting rightsOctober 1988.
in jail.

To meet the terms of the amnesty a taxpayer must Do know how long he's going to be thereaskedproperly complete and lodge any tax returnsoutstand- you
the tax officer.

ing from'the last five years, that is, since the 1982-83
tax year. Weil, it couldbe a while. He was chargedwith murder
The Tax Commissioner, Mr. Trevor Boucher, who

last week..., she said. He's been in and out for the
has briefly manned the hotline himself, has found that
his clients are many and varied, particularlyunder the
amnesty. 1. Australia Tax Office, Media Release 88/26, 1 July 1988.
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last 18 years. By the way, should he declare the pro- haven'tdeclared$ 50,000, and you'11 just have to come

ceeds from his last job and get me.

Tax advice was that: Well, since it's probably part of One man who said he was a pensioner, aged 85, asked
his trade it mightn't be a bad idea to declare it. for reassurance that the amnesty did not mean he had

Other callers are not only nervous but suspicious that to start now filing tax returns. When told: No, it does

their conversation is being recorded, or their calls not, he asked the operator'sname and said he would

traced. They announce that they are calling from a
send her an invitation to his funeral.

public telephone, or in at least one case, a car phone, The hotline operators say he is like many pensioners
to protect their identity! - seeking reassurance that any change in tax require-
(Hotline callers can identify themselves if they wish,

ments does not mean that they have to begin lodging
and have informationmailed to them. Manyare in fact returns when they have previouslynot had to and still

do not have a tax liability. They have been receivingasking that this be done. There is no recordingor trace
taken on any caller, and all calls are totally confiden- this reassurance from the hotline.

tial.) Most callers, the operators say, go away happy, and

One caller asked if the amnesty meant that the Tax are very friendly because we are offering them a

service.
Office was getting a bit soft and that he didn't really
have to worry about the taxman coming this year. There are a few very happy people, one operator

said.
He was told: Well, if you think the EasterBunny will
come this year and Santa Claus, just like they do every And, many of those who take advantage of the am-

year, the taxman will come too. nesty will in fact be getting a refund from the Tax
Office Mr. Boucherestimates that up to $ 30 million

Some callers have phoned asking if the amnesty ap-
-

plies to income not declared in returns already lodged
a year could be paid back to peoplewho have not been

and when told that it does not, have become angry or lodging returns.

abusive and said: Well, I owe $ 250,000; or I THE HOTLINENUMBER: 008 033 476
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Euroforum,Antwoordnummer27,5600VB Eindhoven,
The Netherlands. Hong Kong Seminar. Hong Kong, 21-22 November Inhoud en Consequenties Commissie Oort. Amster-

(English): dam, 9 December (Dutch):
Doing Business between the EuropeanCommunityand Elizabeth Walters, ITPA, Membership and Conference Euroforum, Antwoordnummer27,5600VB Eindhoven,
the Comecon (CMEA) Countries, Budapest, 10-11 Liaison Office, 33A Warwick Square, London SWIV The Netherlands.
November (English): 2AQ, United Kingdom.
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3 RAZ L:

The Brazilian Experience in International
Tax Agreements for the Avoidance of
Taxation
22nd CIAT General Assembly

nationality) will occasion an unfair sacrifice for the
This reportwas suppliedby the 22nd CIATGener- respective countries. Cognizance of this disparity has

1 al Assembly held between 9-13 May 1988 in impelled developingcountries to re-examinethe prin-
Brasilia. ciples underlying application of various criteria. It is

generallyfelt that the sourcecriterionis the mostequit-
able; it has a firm basis in legal doctrine and economic
theory and furthers the eliminationof under-develop-

INTRODUCTION ment. Accordingly, income should be taxed by the
country in which it is derived.

Double taxation arises when countries adopt different Developed countries, however, refuse to accept the
criteria for defining tax liability.The most commonly source principle. Even though the Cartagena Agree-used criteria to ascertain ta liability are source, resi- ment2 approved a treaty model which fundamentallydence and nationality. As a general rule, more than adopts the source criterion, the model has not been
one of these criteria is adopted. If the international used.3 For its part, Brazil adopts the United Nations
community selected only one of these items as the Model Treaty (hereinafter U.N. Model), makingexclusive criterion to define tax liability, double taxa- significant changes in appropriate circumstances.
tion would be reduced. Conflictinginterests,however,
preclude the use of a single criterion. Brazil has concludeddouble taxation agreementswith

15 countries: Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Canada,Difficultiesincident to double taxationmaybe avoided Denmark, Finland, France, Germany (Federal Re-
either through application of unilateral measures or public), Italy, Japan, Luxembourg,Norway,Portugal,international tax agreements.Taking into account the Spain and Sweden. The oldest treaty is the one with
uncertainties inherent in unilateral measures (which Japan (signed in 1967 and amended through the Pro-
are variable at any given time), tax treaties offer an tocol of 1976).appropriate method to avoid double taxation.
Nevertheless, the various solutions proposed during Brazil has signed treaties with Czechoslovakia,Ecua-
the negotiation process reveal disparities n taxation dor and Hungary although these treaties have not yet
techniqueswhich result in serious economic repercus- entered into force. At the technical level, agreements
sions. This report briefly summarizesBrazil's policies have been concluded with India and South Korea.
with respect to internationaltax treaties, including the Agreements are being negotiated with Chile,
economic and political context in which the treaties Malaysia, the Netherlands, Nigeria, Paraguay,
develop. Rumania, Tobago, Trinidad, the United Kingdom,

the United States and the U.S.S.R.
The balancebetween the flow of incomebetween trea-

ty countries is always a relevant factor. When income When negotiatingtreaties, Braziliannegotiatorsstrive
flows are approximatelyequal, the tax problemcan be to achieve the following goals:
minimized because loss of income in one country (be- attract foreign capital to Brazil;
cause a particularcriterion is adopted) is compensated /21/toto minimize the cost of importing money and

by the profit obtained by taxing income moving in the technology;
opposite direction. In such a case, the international
agreement may be considered a simple distributionof
equivalent revenuewithout imposinga greaterburden 1. Double taxationhinders the internationalflow of capital and technol-

ogy, and obstructs scientific and cultural research and the exchange of
on either country. Predominance of any criterion -

information.
source or domicile- does not cause much concern. 2. The Cartagena Agreement (the Andean Pact) was signed in Bogota

The situation alters when the relationship between
on 26 May 1969. The purpose of the agreement is to create a sub-regional
common market and accelerate integration of the less-developedAndean

developed and developing countries is taken into ac- countries by, inter alia, gradually reducing tariffs on intra-regional trade,
count. Since the developing country imports capital and harmonizingeconomicpolicies, investment incentives and a common

and technology, there is a strong flow of income to- tax treatment of foreign capital, patents, trade marks, licences and royal-
ties.wards the developedcountry. One can clearly observe 3. Editor'snote: use of the Andean Pact has been limited but it is indeed

that the selection of any criterion (source, domicileor taken into account.
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(3) to render feasible the Brazilian government's use plied to dividendsand profits reinvestedin the country
of tax instruments in carrying out economicpolicy under the terms of Art. 7 of Act 4131/62.

by preventingeliminationof sectoral and regional Activities of minor importance refer to companiesincentivesbecauseof anothercountry'sfiscal legis- whose capital is applied to economic activities of less
lation; and significance to the national economy.7(4) to support the activities of Brazilian enterprises
situated abroad. The only Brazilian tax covered by double taxation

conventions is the federal income tax. Brazil operates
To achieve these ends, it is important that treaty under a federal structure and the Union has exclusive
negotiationsare carried on in an environmentfavour- authority to establish income tax. However, the new

able to the following principles: constitutional text prepared by the Constituent As-
Brazilian-sourceincome must be exempt from tax sembly grants Member States of the Federation the-

in the investor's country of domicile. If not, the power to institute theirown income tax8; the individual
country of domicile should grant a credit for the States may impose taxes which heretofore were not

corresponding Brazilian tax applied to such in- covered by tax treaties.
come.

When Brazil grants tax exemptions or reductions Tax however,have subjecteda variety- treatypartners,
of taxes to the convention, taking into account

on the income of companies, dividends, interest, peculiarities of domestic legislation. For example,royalties or income derived from technical assist-
ancepaid to personsdomiciledabroad, the country Japan includes income tax and corporate tax; Portugal

includes real estate tax, tax on the agricultural indus-
of residence must maintain the exemption or, if industrial contribution, capital professionalthis incomeis taxable, allow a correspondingcredit try, tax,

for the Brazilian tax that would have been paid if tax, complementarytax, tax for overseas defence and
valuation, capital gains tax and taxes established for

the exemption or reduction was not granted. local and whose is determined
Any eventual reduction of Brazilian tax through- governments account

application of the treaty must be to the benefit of
n accordance with the aforementioned taxes. The
Federal Republic of Germany applies the agreementthe investor (without this constitutinga transferof

income to the Treasuryof the countryofdomicile).
to income tax and corporate tax (includingthe surtaxes

Brazilian-source income derived from dividends,
on tax tax.

-

the
both),
profit

capital
and

and trade
windfall

Argentina
profits.9 Denmark

includes

interest, royalties and technical assistance is sub- tax tax on

ject (in Brazil) to maximum rates when taxable by applies the treaty to income and municipal taxes. Bel-

the country of domicile. gium includes individual and corporate tax, non-resi-
dent tax, including the withholding tax (prcomptes)Income obtained in the other country by residents and supplements to the withholding tax, the adden-

-

of Brazil, or Brazilian companiesoperating in that dum to such taxes and withholding taxes well theas as
country, are entitled to a tax reduction. additionalmunicipalrate to the individualtax. NorwayRelevant aspects of Brazilian legislation with re-

applies the agreementto taxes national,community
-

spect to the taxation of income produced in Brazil on

and municipal income (including tax on income
and obtained by residents abroad must be pro- originating from the exploitation of petroleum and
tected.

pipeline operations), national and municipal taxes on

capital, national taxes on income of non-resident ar-

tists, national contributions for the tax equalizationTAXES COVERED BY THE AGREEMENT fund and tax applied to sailors.

Initially, Brazil subjected all of its income tax to the
tax convention (as in the cases of Japan and Sweden) PERMANENTESTABLISHMENT
but excluded incidences on excess remittances and
activities of minor importance.4 The excess remit- In accordance with the U.N. Model, a country can
tances are related to the so-called complementary only tax income derived in its territory by non-resi-
income tax, establishedin Brazil underArt. 43 ofAct dents'ifsuch income is obtained through a permanent4131/62 (with the new text of Art. 1 of Act 4390/64). establishmentsituated there,lo As a result, t s neces-
According to this provision, excessivelyprofitable ac-

tivities are subject to higher taxation. This subject is sary to reformulate the concept of permanent estab-
lishment as defined in Art. 5 of the U.N. Model. For

dealt with in Art. 1 of Decree-Law 2973/83 which
provides that:

The amount of liquid profits and dividends5 relative to 4. This exclusionwas containedin the treaty with Norwaywhich entered

investmentsin foreign currency,distributedto individu- into force in 1969.
5. Editor's note: liquid profits and dividends refer to the distributionof

als or corporations established abroad, are subject to a such after deductionof the 25% standard withholding tax.

complementaryincome tax6, provided that the average 6. Editor's note: an excess profits tax.
distributionsover a 3 year period (counted as from the 7. These activities are defined by ExecutiveDecree in consultationwith
reformulationmade in 1984) exceed 12% of the capital the National Monetary Council as provided in Art. 44 of Act 4131/62.
and reinvestment registered in accordance with the 8. A new constitution was adopted in Brazil on 2 September 1988 and

terms of Arts. 3 and 4 of Act 4131/62. is scheduled for official publication on 5 October 1988.
9. Editor's note: capital gains.

The complementary income tax, however, is not ap- 10. See Art. 5 of the U.N. Model Treaty.
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example, under the U.N. Model, a permanent estab- poses) income derived from the renderingof technical
lishment includes works whose duration exceeds 6 assistance as royalties.
months. If the 6-month term is not exceeded, income
obtained by the foreign company cannot be taxed in

Brazil does not permit royaltiesand incomefor techni-
cal assistancepaid by a Brazilian company to a parentthe source country. The 6-month period is arbitrary. situated abroad deductible items fromAdvances in modern technology are such that a com- company as

pany can conclude important projects in less than 6 gross ncome and Brazil will not accept any alteration
in this policy by virtue of a tax treaty.months so there is no logical reason to deny the source

country the right to tax profitsderived in such a case.

The concept of permanent establishment should be CAPITAL GAINS
reassessed because it fails to include specific activities
such as the use of facilities exclusively devoted to All profits derived from the sale ofstock mustbe taxed
storing or exposinggoods or merchandisebelongingto in the country of source.
the companyor to the maintenanceof stock belong-
ing to the company for exclusive storage or exposition
purposes. Accordingly, multinationalenterprisesde- INDEPENDENTPROFESSIONALS
voted to the sale of products may acquire them in a

country, store them there and then sell them at a large Brazil maintains the right to tax income obtained by
profit. The profit derived is obtained in the country professionalsliving abroad when the income is paid by
where the goods were stored and therefore should be a permanent establishment located in Brazil or by a

taxed by that country.11 corporation resident in Brazil.

Brazil generally grants a reduction in the taxation of a

permanentestablishment(by fixing the maximum rate OTHER INCOMEat 15%) when such income is exemptabroad or (in the
worst of cases) when tax sparing is granted. Brazil also insists on the right to tax any income ob-

tained in its territory which is not included in the

DIVIDENDS treaty.

Brazilian law provides for a 25% withholding tax on CONCLUSIONdividends remitted abroad. The rate is generally re-

duced to a minimum of 15% under tax treaties. How- The above presentation briefly summarizes the
ever, the reduction is only granted on condition that perspective with which Brazil examines proposals forthe treatypartnerexemptssuch incomefrom tax in the international double taxation conventions. The re-investor's country of residence. Brazil may accept a lationship between developed and developing coun-matching credit concession of 25% in substitution of tries, which is more favourable to the developedcoun-the exemption. try with respect to flows of income, requires that one

be coghizantof the importanceof the agreementas an
instrument of economic policy. Developing countriesINTEREST
must not relinquish the right to strive for social justice.
One factor which accommodates this goal is the taxThe remittance of interest abroad is subject to a 25% stimulus. Use of the source criterion surpasses thewithholding tax. The rate may be reduced to 15% immediateaim ofproviding for the Treasurywhen the countryof residenceof the beneficiarygrants

resources
and evinces its real significance, i.e. to allow the de-a tax exemption on such income. If no exemption is veloping country, by granting tax exemptions andgranted, a minimum 20% matching credit is applied. re-

ductions, to attract valuable resources and channel
those resourcesto the appropriateregionsand sectors.

ROYALTIES AND INCOME FROM TECHNICAL The possibility of reaching an agreement with Brazil
ASSISTANCE depends on the sensitivity of potential treaty partners

to these policies. An agreement to avoid double taxa-
1 As is the case with dividends and interest, royalties tion should not lose its essential characteristics and

and income from technical assistance are subject to a become a vehicle for exclusively strengtheningpoliti-
25% withholding tax at source when remitted abroad. cal and friendly relationships.A serious and beneficial
The tax may be reduced to 15% if the country of agreement mandates observation of Brazil's princi-
residence grants a minimum 20% matching credit. ples.
However,Brazil has not reduced the rate on the remit-
tance of royalties deriving from the use of patents and 11. In spite of these observations, Brazil has continued toadopt the
trade marks nor does Brazil consider (for tax pur- definitionof permanent establishmentas found in the U.N. Model.
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\1-ER \IA- OKA_:

CONCLUSIONSAPPROVED DURING THE THIRD
MEETING ON TAXATION: PROTECTION OF

TAXPAYER RIGHTS AT THE INTERNATIONALLEVEL

peculiarities of finance law which require special and
The Third Meeting on Taxation was successfully con- differentsolutionsfrom those provided for the protec-
ducted in May 1988 in La Plata, Argentina. The follow- tion of traditional human rights in civil and criminal
ing is a translation of the resolutions of Team I. The matters;
English translation was made by Mr. M.A. Garca
Caballero of the IBFD and is an unofficial translation. (3) Consequently,it is desirable that the provisionsof
The officialtext is in Spanish. the Conventionbe improvedeither by means of addi-

tional protocols or otherwise in order to fully guaran-
tee rights in fiscal matters which is undoubtedly the

SUBJECT I: purpose of the Convention;

Protection of taxpayer rights at the intemational (4) Among the problems requiring particular atten-
tion are recognton of legal persons as holders of

level rights covered by the Convention,before the Commis-
sion and the Court under the same conditions as indi-

In considerationof:
the national reports submittedby Dr. Beatriz S. Gon- viduals;
zalez de Rechterand Dr. RamnValds Costa and the (5) It is also desirable to develop more precision with
interventionof Drs. HctorB. Villegas, EnriqueBulit respect to the conceptof free access to justiceand legal
Goi, Jos O. Casas, Alberto Lopz, Jos L. Shaw, protection as provided by Arts. 8 and 25 with regard
Alberto Faget and Carlos Dubra and the remarks to important tax matters such as:

made during the working session; (a) abolition of the rule solve et repete in countries r

The Third Meeting on Taxation has reached the fol- which still maintain this rule on the ground that it

lowing conclusions:
constitutes a privilege of the State because it runs

counter to equality of the parties in legal proceed-
(1) The Inter-American Convention on Human ngs;
Rights has extended protection of the rights of tax- (b) recognition of the penal nature of sanctions im-

payers to the discussion (with due guarantees) of tax posed by the administrationwhen such sanctions

questions before magistrates within the judiciary sys- have the characteristicsof real penalties;
tem and taxpayer access to the Commission and the (c) the necessity of the impartialityof administrative
Court. This marks a new and considerable develop- tribunals and the review of their decisions b
ment in comparativelaw and constitutesa precise and bodies jurisdictionally independent of the execu-

fair limitation on the exercise of fiscal power at the tive power.
supra-national level which must be respected by the

(6) If the preceding conclusions are not adopted bySignatory States; express provisions, it is hoped that the Commission
(2) Nevertheless,as is clear from the paperspresented and the Court, as well as internal bodies of the Signat-
and the resulting debates, the Convention contains ory States, broadly interpretand apply the current text
deficiencies in its provisions and these deficienciesim- of the Convention, thus making possible, through
pede effective and adequate exercise of taxpayer jurisprudence,attainmentof the goals pursued by the
rights. These difficulties should be attributed to Convention.
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OECD: Press Release

DEVELOPMENTSIN TAX LEVELS AND STRUCTURES*
The ratio of total tax revenues to Gross Domestic movement in the ratio is determined by changes in
Product is widely used as an indicator of the relative both the numerator (total tax receipts) and the de-
weight of taxation in any one country over a period of nominator (GDP).
time or when countries are compared for the same

period. For valid comparisons to be made, all taxes The publication enables comparisons to be made of
the relative reliance upon differentsources of revenueand compulsory contributionshave to be included in

a consistentmanner. Data publishedby the OECD for in Membercountries. In 1986 (see Table 2) Australia,
many years are designed to do this. The lates figures Denmark, Finland and New Zealand obtained more

just publishedrelate to 1986with provisionalestimates than 50% of tax revenue from taxes on income and
for 1987. They show that for 1986 Belgium, Denmark, profits, whereas consumption taxes were the major
the Netherlands,Norway and Sweden had the highest source of revenue in Austria, Greece, Ireland,Norway
ratios (over 45%) and Japan, Spain, Turkey and the and Portugal and social security contributions ln

United States, the lowest ratios (30% or less) - see France, Germany, the Netherlandsand Spain.
Table 1 and Graph 1. Journalists may obtain a copy of the report from the

Between 1985 and 1986, 16 countries experienced an
OECD Press Division, 2, rue Andr Pascal, 75775
Paris Cedex 16 (Tel. 45.24.80.89).increase in the tax ratio and 7 a decrease. Provisional

estimates for 1987 show that in 7 of the 14 countries
where data are available, the level of taxation in-
creased and in 7 it fell. It should be recalled that the * Paris, 1 September 1988.

TAX CONSEQUENCESOF FOREIGNEXCHANGE
GAINS AND LOSSES *

Few countries have any specific legislation covering rency also raises a number of unresolved queries.the taxation of gains ans losses resultingfrom currency Should each transaction be translated at the time it is
fluctuations. Most look for guidance to recognised made Should only the net results (i.e. the profit or
accountancy practice. A report just published by the loss) be translated or should it be the net income or
OECD considers the problems involved and exten- loss What is the appropriate rate of exchange to be
sively reviews existing country practices as an aid to used Is it the rate at the time of the transaction, the
greater clarification and consistency of practice in rate at the end of the financial year or another rate
these matters. such as an average annual rate The report discusses
The report first describes situations in which foreign these questions and how they interrelate, and review
exchange gains and losses may arise and then provides country practices.
a comprehensive description of the main issues that The report also sets out the main concernof tax admin-
are raised when determining the tax treatment. istrations in this area, that of a lack of rules in domestic
Among the latter are such questions as: tax law, and describes low taxpayers feel their main

Should the gain or loss be recognised before or at that of uncertainty, should be dealt with. In
-

concern,
realisation a final section the report offers a number of sugges-Should it be characterised as ordinary income or tions to how the impact of the taxation of foreign

-

as
as a capital gain exchange gains and losses could be made more equ-Should it be assimilated to interest receipt, trading table and certain, both for the taxpayers and the tax

-

receipt, or somethingelse authorities.
Should it have a domestic or a foreign source-

How should the tax system deal with the flows of Journalists may obtain a copy of the report to the-

income and capital which arise as a result of the OECD Press Division,2 rue AndrPascal, 75775 Paris
use by enterprisesof various financial instruments Cedex 16 (Tel. 45.24.80.89).
to protect themself from the effects of currency
fluctuations

In addition to the above questons the translation of a * Paris, 14 September 1988.
transaction in a foreign currency into a domestic cur-
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Table 1
Total tax revenueas percentageof GDP at market prices1

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987* Chart I

Sweden 49.4 51.1 49.9 50.6 50.3 50.6 53.5 55.8 Total tax revenue as percentage of GDP
Denmark 45.5 45.3 44.5 46.5 47.6 48.7 50.6 51.8 1986

Norway 47. 1 48.7 47.9 46.6 45.8 47.4 49.8 48.3

Netherlands 45.8 45.2 45.4 46.7 45.0 45.1 45.5 47.3 051015202530354045505560

Belgium 43.5 44.0 45.4 45.4 46.4 46.6 45.4

France 41.7 41.9 42.7 43.6 44.6 44.5 44.2 44.7 SWEDEN

Austria 41.2 42.5 41.2 41.1 42.3 42.9 42.6 42.2

Luxembourg 40.9 40.7 40.9 44.8 42.6 42.9 42.4 DENMARK

Ireland 34.0 35.2 36.8 38.6 39.4 39.0 40.2 40.1

U.K. 35.3 36.7 39.3 37.9 38.3 38.1 39.0 38.0 NORWAY

Finland 33.0 34.6 34.0 34.0 35.5 36.8 38.4 36.6

Germany 38.0 37.6 37.4 37.3 37.5 37.9 37.5 37.6 NETHERLANDS

Greece 28.6 29.1 31.8 33.3 34.9 35.2 36.7

Italy 30.0 31.1 33.7 35.'9 35.1 34.7 36.2 BELGIUM

Canada 31.6 33.7 33.5 33.0 32.9 32.9 33.2 33.0

NewZealand 33.0 34.0 34.9 32.8 33.1 33.8 32.9 FRANCE

Switzerland 30.8 30.6 31.0 31.6 32.3 32.0 32.6 32.0

Portugal 28.7 30.4 31.0 32.8 32.2 31.5 32.4 AUSTRIIA

Australia 29.0 30.0 30.2 29.5 30.9 30.8 31.4

Spain 24.1 25.5 25.8 27.9 29.2 28.8 30.4 32.8 LUXEMBOURG

U.S.A. 29.5 30.0 29.9 28.4 28.4 29.2 28.9

Japan 25.5 26.2 26.7 27.2 27.4 28.0 28.8 IRELAND

Turkey 21.7 23.4 22.4 20.7 17.3 19.7 22.7 24.4

Unweghted UNITED KINGDOM !!iiiiiiiiii!iiiiii;ii::iiiiiiiiiiiiiii::i:iiii::=iiiiii!iiiiiiiii:ii:i
average:
OECDTotal 35 1 36.0 36.4 36.8 36.9 37.3 38.1 FINLAND ii;iiiii!i!::::iiiiiiiiiii!!i!::iiIiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii
OECD Europe 36.6 37.4 37.8 38.6 38.7 39.0 40.0

EEC 36.3 36.9 37.9 39.2 39.4 39.4 40.0 GERMANY

1 . Ranked by the 1986 figures. GREECE  iii!iii i! i::i::iii: i : iiiii  iiii iiii!i  iiii: i::;i iiii i iiiiii iiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Blank = not available.

Table 2 ITALY iiiiiiil
Tax revenue of main headings as percentageof total taxation

CANADA !iii iiii;ii iiiiii!i!; !iii!iiiii i ii: i  iiiii i iiiiii iiii i iii !i i ii!ii 
1000 2000 3000 4000 500 6000

Income& Social Payroll Property Goods& Other NEW ZEALAND
profits security services

Australia 55.6 -- 5.9 8.0 30.5 --
SWITZERLAND ii:iiiii:iii!iii:iii:iiii!iii!i!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::iii!iii

Austria 26.8 31.9 5.8 2.4 32.1 1.1

Begum 40,4 33.6 -- 1.9 24.0 0.1 PORTUGAL iiiil:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiii iiiii!;iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Canada 45.9 13.7 -- 9.4 29.7 : 1.3

Denmark 56 2 3.1 0.5 4.7 35.4 0.2 AUSTRALIA iiiiiiiiii!!iii!!i:iiiii!iiiii::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i!iiiiiiiiii:
Finland 51.9 9.0 -- 3.1 35.8 0,2 o,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,o,,o--. ,,,,,,,.,o,,,,,,...,

France 18.2 42.7 2.0 4.8 29.4 2.9 SPAIN i:'.::.::::i:::i:i:i:::i:i:i:i:i:i:!::::!::::!::!:!:!:::i:

Germany 34.5 37.2 3.1 25.2
 ii;iiI:ii!i  i iiiiiiiiii!iiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii; iii! !ili i iiiiiii

-- --

Greece 17.5 32.6 16 2.7 45.4 0.1 UNITED STATES

Ireland 36 1 14.2 1.7 3.9 44. 1

iiii;iiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i !!i iiiiii ii i::iiiiiiiiiii;i!i! ii!ii
--

Italy 37.9 34.3 0.5 2.7 24.6 --
JAPAN

Japan 45.7 29.8 -- 109 13.4 0.3

Luxembourg 43,2 25.6 0.6 6.2 24.5 --
TURKEY :iiii::ii!.ii!i{ii:i:i:i...'i:.i!;iiiiiii!iiii!::i!i

Netherlands 27.7 42.5 -- 3.6 26.0 0.3

NewZealand 70.5 -- 1.0 1.7 26.9 --

051015202530354045505560

Norway 36.1 22.2 -- 2.1 38.8 06

Portugal 21.2 28.1 -- 1.9 48.0 0.9

Spain 25.2 39.1 -- 3.2 32.0 0.6 Countries have been ranked by their total tax to GDP ratios.

Sweden 42.8 25.0 4.5 2.8 24.8 0.2

Switzerland 41.2 31.6 -- 8.4 18.8 --

Turkey 39.0 128 -- 3.3 31 5 134

U.K. 38.2 17.9 -- 12.9 30.9 --

U.S.A. 42.4 29.8 -- 10.3 175 --

Unweighted
average
OECDTota 38.9 24.2 1.0 4.9 30.0 1.0

OECD Europe 35.2 26.9 1.0 4.1 31.7 1.1

EEC 33.0 29.2 06 4.3 32.5 0.4
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Mr. Spierdijk AppointedSecretary General of IFA

Mr. Jan Frans Spierdijk has, as of September 1988, succeeded Prof. Dr.
.

Jan Christiaanse as Secretary General of the InternationalFiscal Associ-
ation. Mr. Spierdijk was born in Rotterdam in 1932. He obtained his
degree in Taxation and Law at the Rotterdam Academy for Taxation and ,

at Amsterdam University.
Mr. Spierdijk worked for the Dutch Revenue until 1961 when he joined , _L
the firm of Loyens & Volkmaars, the oldest and largest independent tax

advisory firm in the Netherlandswhere he is now a managing and senior
partner. He has been working primarily in the field of international
taxation.

Mr. Spierdijk has been an IFA member since 1962, the HonorarySecre-
tary of the Dutch Branch of IFA since 1964 and a long-time member of ty-
the General Council of IFA. He was on the OrganizingCommitteeof the
1969 RotterdamCongress and the 1988 Amsterdam Congress. In 1971 he
was the national reporter for the Washington Congress on the subject of I

I
international allocation of items of income and expense.

Mr. Spierdijk is a member of the Dutch Association for Fiscal Science
.......

where he has served on several committees and he is an Executive Director of the American Chamber of
Commerce in the Netherlandsand Chairmanof its Tax Committee. He has authored several articles and reports
in various tax periodicals, primarily on the subject of transfer pricing.
He has been an AlternateJustice in the Appellate Court of Amsterdam (Tax Chamber) since 1982.

We are confident that Mr. Spierdijk will set a course comparable to his predecessor and maintain IFA's
reputation as the leading authority in the field of international taxation.

DUTCH BRANCH Mr. J.F. Spierdijkwas appointedSecretaryGeneralof
Central IFA; consequently, he retired as Honorary

On 22 October 1988 the Dutch Branch of IFA met in Secretary of the Dutch Branch. The Honorary Trea-

Amsterdam for its annual General Assembly.
surer Mr. A. Overbosch was appointed as Mr. Spier-
dijk's successor so that he will combine the functions

The commemorationof IFA's 50th Anniversary dur- of Honorary Secretary and that of Honorary Trea-
ing its annual Congress in Amsterdam proved to be a surer. Mr. H. Marseillewas appointed as a memberof
big success. A committeeof 3 persons, i.e. Messrs. De the Board of the Dutch Branch.
Nere tot Babberich,Van Haaren and Overboschrep- A large part of the meeting dedicatedto the discus-
resenting the Dutch Branch, supervised the organiza-

was

sion of the report for the next AnnualCongressof IFA
tion of this Congress attended by more than 2,000 which will be held in September1989 in Rio de Janeiro
delegates. Compliments on the subjects offered and (Brazil). Mr. J.P.W. Mies is the reporter for Subjectthe organization of the Congress were received from I (The disregard of legal entity for tax purposes) and
the President of IFA and many otler persons.

a

Mr. F.W. Imhof for Subject II (Administrative and

During the Amsterdam Congress in September 1988, compliancecosts of taxation).
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The following four papers were presented during the 22nd GeneralAssemblyof the CIAT,
held from 9-13 May 1988 in Brasilia, Brazil. The InternationalBureauof FiscalDocumentation

gratefully acknowledges CIAT's permission to publish the papers. Some editorial changes
have been made by the editors of the Bulletin.

UNI-ED STATES:

Exchange of Information-

U.S. AdministrativePractice
By the U.S. Internal Revenue Service

INTRODUCTION (2) In no case shall the provisions of paragraph (1) of
this article be construed so as to impose on a Contract-

InformationexchangedunderU.S. income tax treaties ing State the obligation-

falls into the following main categories: (1) routine (a) To carry out administrative measures at var-

information,which generally relates to investment in- iance with the laws or the administrativepracticeof
come received by residents of each country from that Contracting State or the other Contracting
sources within the second country and taxes withheld State;
on this income by the second country; (2) specific
informationon a particulartaxpayermade pursuant to (b) To supply particularswhich are not obtainable

under the laws or in the normalcourseof the admin-
a request by a tax treaty partner; and (3) information istration of the ContractingState; or

concerning any changes which have been made in a

treaty country's tax laws. (c) To supply information which would disclose
any trade, business, industrial, commercial or pro-

This paper discussesU.S. administrativepracticewith fessional secret or trade process, or information,
reference to exchange in general, and routine and the disclosure of which would be contrary to public
specific exchanges in particular. Other specialized policy.
forms of exchange, including simultaneous examina- (3) The exchange of information shall be either on a

tions, spontaneous exchanges and industry-wide ex- routine basis or on request with reference to particular
changes are covered, as well as limited tax treaties cases. The competent authorities of the Contracting
which are exclusively designed for information ex- States shall agree on the list of informationwhich shall

change. be furnished on a routine basis.

This treaty authority underlyingexchange of informa-
tion is amplifiedby InternalRevenueCode (IRC) Sec.

AUTHORITYFOR EXCHANGE 6103, which deals with confidentialityof taxpayer re-

The authority for exchange of tax information by the
turns and return informationand the conditionsunder
which returns or return information may be disclosed

United States with other countries is found in the to certain parties. IRC Sec. 6103(K)(4) provides in
administrative provisions of tax treaties which em- this connection:
power the competent authorities of each country to

engage in such exchanges. The exchange article (Art. A return or return information may be disclosed to a

26) of the income tax treaty between Japan and the competentauthorityof a foreign governmentwhich has

United States provides a typical example of treaty
an income tax convention with the United States but

exchange provisions. It reads in main part as follows: only to the extent provided in, and subject to the terms

and conditions of such convention.

(1) The competentauthoritiesof the ContractingStates
shall exchangesuch informationas is pertinent to carry-
ing out the provisions of this Conventionor preventing AUTHORITYTO OBTAIN INFORMATIONFOR
fraud or fiscal evasion in relation to the taxes which are EXCHANGE
the subject of this Convention. Any information so

exchanged shall be treated as secret and shall not be
disclosed to any persons other than those (including a Generally, information previously obtained under

court or administrative body) concerned with assess- U.S. revenue laws is available for exchange under tax

ment, collection, enforcement, or prosecution in re- treaties. With respect to information which is not al-

spect of the taxes which are the subject of this Conven- ready in the possessionof the United States, U.S. law
tion. gives broad powers to the Internal Revenue Service
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(IRS) to compel productionand examinationof docu- reflects payments of U.S. source income to residents
ments in the possessionof taxpayersand third parties. of the treaty partnercountry. U.S. withholdingagents
The principal means by which U.S. tax authorities report this information to the IRS on Form 1042S,
obtain information, if the taxpayerdoes not furnish it, which is used to generate the OECD form. The OECD
is through the issuance of a summons to persons to Standard Document, which is computergeneratedby
appear and give testimony relevant to the tax inquiry. the IRS, contains: the names and addressesof income
In addition, U.S. courts have jurisdiction to compel recipients, the type of income (i.e. dividends, interest,
attendance, testimony or productionof documentsof etc.), the amount of tax withheld by the United States
any person summoned, and to punish such person for from such income, if any. In 1986, the United States
default or disobedience. transmitted approximately381,000 informationdocu-
The basic authority for the examination for tax pur-

ments and receivedapproximately705,000 (the major-
poses of books, records and witnesses of a taxpayer is ity of these from Canada). In terms of volume of

found in IRC Sec. 7602. While Sec. 7602 gives the tax documentsexchangedand taxpayersinvolved, routine

authorities broad powers of examination, IRC Sec. exchange representsby far the largest informationex-

7605(b) provides that no taxpayer shall be subjected change program.
to unnecessary examination or investigation and that Under the routine exchange program, only informa-
only one investigation shall be made for each taxable tion documents are furnished to treaty countries.
year unless the taxpayerrequestsotherwiseor the IRS Copies of income tax returns are never furnished.
gives the taxpayer written notice that additional in- Also, information furnished under the routine ex-

spection is necessary. change program generally relates only to foreign na-

1 The question has arsen as to whether the powers
tionals who are recipients of U.S. source income. An

granted by Sec. 7602 could be exercised to obtain informationdocumentrelating to a U.S. citizen should

information specifically requested by a treaty country
never be furnished to a foreigncountry if the tax affairs
of the U.S. citizen have been properly handled. Inabout a U.S. taxpayer which the IRS did not have in

its files. The objectionwas raised that Sec. 7602applies such cases, the withholding agent should be advised

only in cases of U.S. tax investigationsand not to those that the recipient of the income is a U.S. citizen, and

of a foreign country. The objectionwas rejected, how- therefore not subject to withholding of tax at source

ever, on the ground that such an interpretationwould on behalf of another country. In this case, the with-

render the exchange of information provisions a nul- holding agent would prepare a different form (Form
lity. On this basis, a 1975 Federal Circuit Court deci- 1099) in lieu of Form 1042 and no information docu-

sion upheld enforcement of summonses that compel- ment would be furnished to the foreign country.
led a U.S. corporation to produce information about The other side of the routine exchange program in-
a Canadiancompany that was the subjectof a Canadi- volves documents that the UnitedStates receives from
an, but not a U.S. tax investigation. United States v. its treaty partners reporting income paid to U.S. per-Burbank & Company Ltd. 525 F.2d 9 (2d Cir. 1975). sons. These foreign information documents are pro-The court held that enforcementof these summonses cessed at the PhiladelphiaService Center in an effort
was compelled under the income tax treaty between to perfect them for use in IRS compliance programs.Canada and the United States. Some of the documents received cannot be processed
Accordingly, it is clear that the broad powers of Sec. for a variety of reasons (i.e. late receipt, no taxpayer
7602 can be exercised to obtain informationrequested identificationnumber, etc.). To resolve some of these
by a treaty partner, subject to the same legal defenses problems, the United States has encouraged treaty
which the taxpayer could invoke in the case of a U.S. partners to submit informationon a more timely basis
tax investigation. A further restriction, of course, is in order to permit computer matching of the data.
that the purpose of the foreign tax investigationmust Experience indicates that processing information re-

be determination of the liability for taxes with which ceived on magnetic tape is limited to the Federal Re-
the applicable treaty is concerned. public of Germany and Canada at this point. Discus-

sions are being held with other countries in an effort
ROUTINE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION to expand the use of tapes.

Another problem is the variety of different forms inThe U.S. programfor routineexchangeof information different languagesused by treatypartners. To resolvehas several purposes: to furnish information to other this obstacle, the Organizationfor EconomicCo-oper-treaty countries so they can more effectively enforce ation and Development(OECD) has developeda uni-their income tax laws; to identify persons not entitled 'form informationdocumentto be used in the exchangeto the reduction of taxes provided by the treaty with of routine information. The United States and manyrespect to U.S. source investmentincome;and to iden-
treaty partners have supported the development and

tify items of foreign source income which U.S. tax-
use of the form, which overcomes languageand format

payers may not have reported. problems. In recent years, a number of such docu-
Under its routine exchange of information program, ments have been receivedfrom several treaty partners
the United States routinelyand automatically,without and it is expected that more will be received in the
prior request, sends to tax treaty partners an informa- future. As noted above, the United States now uses

tion document (OECD Standard Document) which this form in providing information to treaty partners.
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EXCHANGE OF SPECIFICALLYREQUESTED involved in the recuest was erroneously treated in the
INFORMATION tax return filed with the foreign country, or that the

taxpayer failed to report income. Under this reason-

Specificexchangesare generatedby requestsfrom our to-believepolicy, general fishingexpeditionsare not
treaty partners for specific informationon a particular permitted.
taxpayer or taxpayers, and converselyby similar U.S.
requests. A preponderanceof requests to the United Treaty exchange articlesgenerally include a limitation
States involvenon-residentaliens and foreigncorpora- to the effect that the information requested will be
tions. Such requests concern, for example: residence kept confidentialby the requesting tax authoritiesex-

and citizenship, financial transactions, liability for cept to the extent that disclosure might be required in
U.S. tax and the amount thereof, ownership of se- the operationof normal administrativeor judicialpro-
curities and other properties, control of U.S. com- cesses in the tax system of the requesting country. If

panies, inquiriesas to whethera companyor individual information furnished for tax purposes were impro-
iS engaged in business in the United States, whether perly disclosedor used for other than tax purposes,the
there is U.S. source income, the reporting of specific United States would register a protest at such action.
items in U.S. returns, the existenceand value of assets If the practice were not discontinued,necessary steps
in the United States, and copies of documents of a would be taken, including possible halting of further

1 financial and legal nature. Although reference to U.S. exchanges and termination of the information ex-

tax returns ma provide the information requested, change provisions of the treaty.
the primary source of data is generally the taxpayer's A basic concept inherent in the specific request pro-books and records or those of third parties such as is that of reciprocity. Full reciprocity requires
banks, brokerage firms, etc. In applying administra- gram

that information requests by a treaty country will be
tive provisionsof tax treaties, it is generallyrecognized generally restricted to the types of data which that
that competent authorities must exercise discretion country would be prepared to supply if it were to
and judgment in both requesting and furnishing of receive a similar request.information. A competent authority is not obligated
to provide information automatically upon another's There are various factors which may limit the informa-
request. ton that a country will supply, such as restrictions in

its internal law or publicpolicy. Whateverthe basis for
Accordingly, the U.S. competent authority considers these limitations, reciprocity should be the guidingevery specific request for informationon an individual

rule, for in its absenceone-sidedexchangesof informa-basis. If securing of the information is determined to tion subject to stringentcriticismy legislatorsandbe administrativelymore difficult than justified when are

others in the cooperating country and tend to erodebalanced against the reasons given for the request, or the spirit of mutualitywhich is essential foundation
an encroachment on the rights and privileges of the an

of the treaty.person who is the subject of the information re-

quested, or in violation of, or contrary to the Limitations in a country's internal law restricting its
sovereignty, security or public policy of the United right to obtain information from its taxpayersor third
States, the requestwill be denied. Also, as a condition parties are probably the greatest single obstacle to the
to the furnishing of information by the United States, reciprocity needed for effective action to reduce tax
the treaty partner is expected to have previously evasion and avoidance. Accordingly, it. is the U.S.
exhaustedthose meansunderits own tax laws to obtain view that every effort should be made by the treaty
the information. countries involved to eliminate or reduce these bar-

It is general policy of the United States not to furnish riers to productive cooperation.
copies of complete tax returns or portions thereof.
However, when a treaty country specifically requests
copies of such documents, the request will be granted

SLMULTANEOUSEXAMINATIONS

f the requestng country justifies a need for the re-
An extension of specific exchanges of information

turns. Thus, the treaty country should clearly indicate

wthheicshimisulstpaenceioaullsyeaxdaamptinedation.uUsenidneornthoisinpgroacueddiutsreis,for
that the person is involved in businessor other transac-
tions which are subject to the tax laws of that country both treaty countries separately examine corporateand also that receipt of the information in the return in their jurisdictions which closely af-is pertinent and material in a determination of tax taxpayers are

filiated (e.g. parent-subsidiaries). Initially, one or
liability in the case. both countries recommend taxpayersandone or more

Under U.S. policy, any request for informationshould
'

then agree on which to select for examination. After
be specifically concerned with the determination of the selection, the designated representatives of each
the income tax liabilityof a particular taxpayer. Thus, competentauthority (usually the case managers)meet
the request should be of a specific nature and indicate before the examination begins to discuss audit plans
the informationdesired and the reason why such infor- and potential audit issues (simultaneous issues) and
mation is needed. One element which should be pre- establish target dates. Then each country notifies the
sent in every request is an explanation or other clear taxpayer under its jurisdiction that it is under simul-
indication to . the effect that the foreign country has taneous examination with the applicable treaty part-
reason to believe that the item of income or expenses ner.
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No physical interchangeof auditpersonneloccursdur- trators with a more effective and knowledgeable
ing these examinations.However, the designated rep- background for review of the tax returns of multina-
resentatives meet periodically to discuss the case's tional corporations and for reinforcing cooperative
progress and exchange information. Any such ex- complianceefforts.

change is accomplished under a written request be-
At present, the United States has industrywidetween the competent authorities and in accordance

ex-

with the provisionsofthe treaty, including those which change arrangementswith Canada, the United King-
safeguard confidentiality of taxpayer information. dom, the Federal Republic of Germany, France and

After an examination is completed, each participating Norway. Bilateral studies and exchanges have iealt
with such industries, for example, as petroleum,phar-country assesses the examination and recommends
maceuticals, banking and insurance. These industrychanges to the program if necessary. exchanges complement the IRS' industry specializa-

The broad objective of this audit technique is to im- tion program, and provide both the IRS and treaty
prove international compliance through coordinated partnrs with information and techniques to examine
examinations and interrelated exchanges of informa- taxpayers within an industry more effectively.
tion. Although the number of simultaneousexamina-
tions has been limited, the IRS has been very pleased We would like to see industrywideexchanges because

the major corporationsin many industriesare situated
with their results. The information obtained has ena-

in more than two countries. This would requiregreaterbled audit teams to gain a more comprehensive and
accurate understanding of the worldwide operatons

coordination due to the increased complexity of mul-
tilateral exchanges. For example, greater care would

. of the taxpayers and to obtain information otherwise have to be taken to assure that, in a multilateral con-
not available. Significant tax issues with substantial
tax recoveries have resulted. text, exchangesof industrywideinformationwouldnot

violate disclosure and trade secret restrictions.
The next logicalstep is to conductsimultaneousexami-
nationswith more than one treatypartner; i.e. a series

SPONTANEOUSEXCHANGES
of bilateralsimultaneousexaminationsconductedcon-

currently. This multilateralapproachhas been discuss-
ed with several treatypartners. The growthofmultina- A relatively recent development is the spontaneous
tional enterprisesmakes the multilateralsimultaneous exchangeof informationwhich is uncoveredduring an

examination an interesting possibility, and a logical examinationor other investigationand which indicates

response to the fact that the operationsof these enter- noncompliancewith the tax system of a treatypartner.

prises transcend political boundaries. One taxing au-
Such information is furnished to the latter even though

thority operating alone, or even with bilateral ex-
it has triade no request and in most instances is una-

changes, often cannot effectively examine and ware that such information exists.

evaluate the financial affairs of a multinationalenter- Spontaneous exchanges operate when there is a clear

prise, even for the limited purpose of determining its understandingbetween the treaty partners that coop-
correct tax liabilitywithin that taxing authority'sjuris- eration will be reciprocal and that each country will
diction. provide as well as receive such spontaneousdata. The

Unites States initially implemented spontaneous ar-

INDUSTRYWIDEEXCHANGES rangements with the United Kingdom, the Federal
Republic of Germany and France but has now ex-

to treaty partners can
In dealing with multinationalenterprises, we need to panded them include all which

and will reciprocate.understand entire industries in seeking to evaluate
whether their transactionsand practices (pricinggoods
and services, assessing interest, overhead and other LIMITED (EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION)
charges, etc.) meet acceptablearm's length standards. TAX TREATIES
To assist in this evaluation, the United States and
several of its treaty partners have developedprograms The previous discussion deals with exchange of infor-
of bilateral industrywide exchanges. In conducting mation under full-scale tax treaties which, in addition
these exchanges, U.S. and other treaty country offi- to provisions for exchange, include an array of other
cials meet periodically to discuss current industry de- treaty articles covering various substantive and ad-
velopments of mutual interest, jointly explore recur- ministrative provisions (exemptions, reduced tax

ring issues that are ofcommonconcern,pool resources rates, tax credits, non-discrimination rules, etc.). In
to engage in special industry studies, discuss compara- some situations, countries interested in exchange of
tive methodology in establishing arm's length stand- information may not wish to be committed to a full-
ards, conduct seminars on major industrial subjects, scale treaty for various reasons. A possible alternative
etc. Specific taxpayers are not discussed during indus- is a treaty limited to exchange of information. Such a

trywide exchange. treaty would appear to be entirely feasible both from

The primary objectiveof industrywideexchangeswith
a legal and a functional standpoint.

treaty partners is to secure comprehensive data on In content, an exchange of information treaty could
worldwide industry practices and the operating pat- incorporate the standard provisions of the exchange
terns of selected industries. This provides tax adminis- article of more recent tax treaties (e.g., see the lan-
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guage of Art. 26 of the U.S.-Japanese income tax documents; for providing testimony under oath, etc.

treaty, supra). Presumably, it would also specify the A limited treaty could also be expanded to cover ad-
taxes covered, include definitions, if necessary, pro- ministrative assistance in collection of revenue and
vide for mutual agreementproceduresto cover opera- conservancyof taxes.
tional difficulties and other contingencies, and also
include entry into force and terminationprovisions.

In conclusion, the UnitedSttes conducts a numberof
information exchange programs under its tax treaties

If the treatypartnersdesired, an exchangetreatycould with other countries. These programs are increasingly
expand the standard exchange article to incorporate a proving their worth as a valuable compliance tool in
variety of additional measures for exchanges and an age of international transactionsand multinational
mutual assistance. These could include, for example, taxpayers. Accordingly,we are committed to expand-
procedures for questioning taxpayers and third par- ing the scope and improving the effectivenessof infor-
ties; for production of books, records and original mation exchanges.

UI\ -ED STA-ES:

TransferPricing Among Related

Companies
By the U.S. Internal Revenue Service

In an effort to minimize their worldwide tax burden, portunity to present the approach adopted by the In-
multinational corporations have an incentive to exer- ternal Revenue Service (IRS) with regard to interna-
cise control over the allocation of profits and losses tional tax issues associatedwith transfer pricing.
among taxing jurisdictions. Transfer pricing provides
a convenient vehicle for accomplishing this purpose;
consequently, it is a concern to fiscal authorities SECTION482
throughout the world.

The authority for the IRS to allocate income is pro-Fiscal authorities share a mutual goal of promoting vided in Sec. 482 of the InternalRevenueCode (IRC).international trade and to adopt policieswhich reduce Under this code section, where 2 or more organiza-barriers to free trade. It is generally recognized that tions, trades, or businesses are owned or controlledbyan impedimentto tradeismultiple taxationof income. the same interests, Congress gave the Secretary the
Accordingly,fiscal authorities through tax treatiesand authority to distribute, apportion or allocate gross in-other joint ventures have adopted rules and conven-
tions to determine which taxing authority shall be en-

come, deductions, credits, or allowances between or

controlledorganizations, trades, businessestitled to the tax on income which one or more taxing among or

if he determines that such distribution, apportion-authorities claim the right to tax. Nevertheless, the
emergence of transfer pricing issues raises the specter

ment, or allocation is necessary in order to prevent
evasion of taxes or learly to reflect the income of anyof double taxation unless the taxing authorities can such related entities.

mutuallyagree to the price of tangibleproperty, intan-
gible property or other benefits being transferred. Treasury regulations elaborate on the scope and pur-
Further, it is recognized that transfer pricing issues pose of Sec. 482 providing: The purpose of Sec. 482
may result in the transfer of funds between fiscal auth- is to place a controlled taxpayer on a tax parity with
orities. Consequently, transfer pricing issues should an uncontrolled taxpayer.... This is to be ac-

be addressed on a multilateralbasis. complishedby determining, according to the standard
of an uncontrolled taxpayer, the true taxable incomeThe United States, through the provisions of its tax from the property and business of controlled tax-treaties, provides for competent authority considera-

a

tion of issues involving double taxation and under the payer. ... The standard to be applied in every case is
that of an uncontrolled taxpayer dealing at arm's

exchange of information provisions, encouragesopen length with another uncontrolled taxpayer. The trueand frank discussionsof issues with treatypartners. As taxable income is defined in the Treasury Regulationsa participating member of the OECD, the United
States has worked, together with other nations, to
establish common guidelines for determining transfer 1. The U.S. Treasury Department recently issued a White Paper on

prices between affiliates. It is in the same spirit of transfer pricing. An article examining this White Paper will appear in a

cooperation that the United States welcomes the op- forthcoming issue of the Bulletin.
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as taxable income which would have resulted to a trademarks) is transferred, sold, assigned, loaned, or
controlled taxpayer had it in the conduct of its affairs otherwisemade availableby one memberof the group
dealt with the other memberor membersof the group to another member for other than an arm's length
at arm's length. When the regulations require that consideration, the District Director may make the al-
related parties deal at arm's length, they are saying, in location.
effect, that the taxpayer must deal with controlled

New rules providedby the Tax ReformAct of 1986entities as with uncontrolled entities. The form in are

which a particular transaction is cast is not determina- governing the allocation of the income of intangibles.
tive, but rather economic reality of the transaction. For transfersof intangiblepropertyor licensesgranted

after 16 November 1985, in tax years beginning after
1986, the incomewith respect to the transferor licence
will be considered to be commensurate with the in-STANDARDS FOR APPLICATIONOF SEC. 482
come that is attributable to the intangible.

Federal Regulation1.482-2 sets forth standardsfor the
application of Sec. 482 to cases involving the pricing 5. Sales of intangible property:
of tangible property sold by one memberof a control- Where one member of a group of controlled entities
led group to another, and cases in which intangible sells or otherwise disposes of tangible property to
property, such as patents, copyrights and trademarks another at other than an arm's length price, a proper
are made available by one member to another. The allocation will be made between the seller and the
regulation also sets forth standards for determining buyer. The Regulation describes in detail 3 methods

1
taxable income of controlledgroups in cases involving which may be used in determining the arm's length
loans, the rendering of services and the sale or use of price:
intangibleproperty.

(a) Comparableuncontrolledprice method
1. Loans or advances This method must be used if there are comparable
Interest should be charged on loans or advancesmade uncontrolled sales (sales between outsiders or a

by one member of a controlled group to another. If member and an outsiderwhere the property sold and
the creditor is regularly engaged in the business of the circumstances involved are identical, or nearly
making loans or advances, the arm's length interest identical, to those in the controlledsale). To the extent

rate should be charged. Upon failure to do so, the they are not identical, adjustments are made.
District Director can determine what interest should
have been charged. Where the creditor is not in the (b Resaleprice method
business of loaning money or making advances, either If there are no comparable uncontrolled sales, the
an arm's length rate based on the facts and cir- resale price method must be used if the standards for
cumstances or a safe haven rate is acceptable. The their application are met. A typical situation where
safe haven rate is specified in the regulations. this method is required is when a manufacturer sells

products to a related distributorwho, without further
processing, resells the products to unrelatedparties.2. Performancesof services

Where a service by one memberof a group to another (c) Cost plus method
member is rendered for less than an arm's length If the standards for application of the resale price
charge, the District Director may make appropriate method are satisfied, either that method or the cost

allocations to reflect an arm's length charge for that plus method is used, dependingon which is more fea-
service. The arm's length charge is equal to the costs sible and will produce a more accurate arm's length
(direct and indirect) or deductions incurred by the price. Normally, the cost plus method is appropriate
memberperformingthe service, except in cases where where a manufacturersells products to a relatedentity
the service is an integral part of the business activity which performs substantial manufacturing, assembly,
of either member. or other processing of the product or adds significant

value by use of its intangibleproperty (trademark, for
example) before resale.

3. Use of tangible property
Under both the comparable uncontrolled priceIf tangible property is made available by one member method and the resale price method, market condi-of the group to another, the latter should be charged tions faced by the affiliate are taken into account.

the arm's length rental charge. If neitherpartyis in the Thus, goods may be sold, for a period, at a price whichbusiness of renting, the allocation generally would be is below the full cost of manufacturein order to estab-
an amount equal to the sum of allowable depreciation lish or maintain a market.
plus 3% of the depreciable basis of the property and
the amountof all direct or indirectexpenses (exclusive Assuming the requirements of one of the above 3
of interest expense) connected with the property. methods are met, it must be used unless the taxpayer

can show that some other method is clearly more ap-
can reasona-4. Use or transferof intangible property propriate. Where none of the 3 methods

bly be applied, some other appropriatemethodcan be
If intangible property (such as patents, copyrights or used.
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ADMINISTRATIONOF SEC. 482 ::::...:::::::::.-..:5..:;::::::::;..;:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::..:::.....::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::.:.:5::..:::..::::::::::::..::::::::::::..::::!:.::;..:::::::::.:::::::::::.-::::::::::::::::::::
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The IRS has addressed transfer pricing issues over a

range of industries including aluminum, automobile,

.e:.:..:....:f.'Ir
.:. .:..:::::::::::.:.':..:.:+:..:..:[..i:.::::::::::::: .x.N..:.:-:

electronics, oil, and pharmaceuticals. Issues have :!8:::'): .i:i : : : : :i..': .. !!-::!:!:!:i-.':;iSi:i:.

ranged from the pricing of commodities to finished
......:.:..:.:...:..:.:.:.:.:.:....:..:.:...:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:..........:::.::::::N:::::::'.:...:.:::::i::..:.. :+ :::. ::.:::..-. ::.:+:.:. ::: :.::.:::::.':::::::::::::: ::.......

goods. IRS personnel have had to give consideration
.............

to the valuation of intangibles, as well as to assess (2 binders)
differencesbeing performed in the marketingand dis-
tribution functions. an in-depthintroductionto transferpricing,

withcountrysurveysincludingmethodsof

USE OF SPECIALISTS
arm's lengthpricing,price adjustmentsand

correspondingadjustments,specific
To develop these issues the IRS has relied on the skills transactions,transferpricingrules in tax

of trained specialists. These specialists include the in- treaties,etc.

ternationalexaminer and the economist.
textsofrelevantdocumentsandprovisionsin 1The international examner s an internal revenue

agent who has received specialized trainingwithin the lawsand regulations
IRS n international ssues. The international 1

examiner, in cooperation with the district agent, will updatedtwiceperyear

develop the examination plan pertaining to interna-
tional aspects of the examination and will evaluate,
analyze and interpret the informationobtainedwith a

J- furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom
[]

view to the expeditiouscompletionof that phase of the m
examination. The international examiner is responsi-

InternationalBureauof FiscalDocumentation
'- P.O. Box 20237-1000 HE Amsterdam

ble for preparing a report of his findings which, after mra theNetherlands

approval by the international group manager, will be
sent to the district agent for inclusion in his report. Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217 intaxnl

Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58

Economistshave been assignedto key regions/districts
to supplement the legal and accounting skills of IRS
personnel. The economistsassist examinationperson-

ferences between the IRS and taxpayers or their

nel in dealingwith the economicaspect of issues under representatives.
consideration, particularly those arising in interna- Upon completion of his/her study, the economistwill
tional cases. The economist may be asked to evaluate submit a final report. The report will outline the
the substantiveeconomicfactors involved in a particu- economist's position. The economist may serve as an

lar case including such items as the following: expert witness. At other times the economist may
1 ) the value of intangibles, identify and locate independent witnesses or consul-

2 royalty and commission rates,
tants to provide expert testimony on economic mat-

industry and trade practices, ters.

4

i profits and profit ratios,
5 arm's length pricing,

the value of functions performed, INFORMATIONREQUIRED TO BE FILED WITH

i
distributionpatterns,

RETURN

8 marketing activities,
9) presentationof economic and statistical data. Certain corporations are required to file information

which is of direct bearing to issues associated with
The economist may also be asked to participate in transferpricingbetweenaffiliates. A U.S. corporation
broader activities. Examplesof these activities include owning 10% or more of a foreigncorporationmust file
the following: an information return (Form 5471, Information Re-

(1) aid in the developmentof auditplans or reevaluate turn with Respect to a Foreign Corporation) with its

such plans in view of subsequent developments; U.S. income tax return. This form requires the report-

Ii}2) review audit plans; ing of transactionsbetween the parent and subsidiary,
3) evaluate, analyze, and interpret data in case files; such as sales/purchasesof goods, commissionspaid or

4) review proposed adjustments for conformitywith received, compensationfor technicalservices,etc. The

economic realities and for uniformity in the regulations now require the reporting of transactions

economic approach to issues; between foreign corporations (brother-sister) owned

(5) locate and identify sources of pertinent economic by the same U.S. corporation.
data; A U.S. corporationor foreign corporationengaged in

(6) identify and study problem areas to obtain re- a trade or business in the United States which is con-

quired or vital economic data; trolled by a foreign person (or corporation)must also
(7) prepare for and participate in discussions or con- file an information return (Form 5472, Information
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Return of a ForeignOwnedCorporation)with its U.S. and local tax returns, reports filed with the Securities
income tax return. This information return requires Exchange Commission, Department of Commerce
the reporting of transactions between the taxpayer and U.S. Customs.
and the related foreign corporation. The transaction
includessales/purchasesof goods, commissions,rents, Other sources of information include annual reports
and fees for technical services. and articles contained in trade publications. Addi-

tional information will be secured through on-site
As a result of an inordinate time between the submis- analyses of taxpayer'soperations in both the domestic
sion of an informationdocument request and the date and international areas including marketing, supply

1 the request is complied with, the IRS is taking under and distribution, research and development,as well as
consideration the following modifications to Forms the manufacturingprocess.
5471 and 5472:

Learning the operations of the taxpayer should take
(1) require attestation that intercompany transac- place beyond the confines of the department. In-an tax

tions fall within the arm's length standard of Sec. ternationalexaminersconduct interviewsof line func-
482; tion personnel. Members of the taxpayer's tax depart-

(2) identify the method used in pricing the intercom- ment frequently are not abreast of the overall opera-
pany transaction. tion.

In addition, the IRS is proposing that the support for Internationalexaminersmust be awareof the relation-
intercompany transfer pricing available at the time of ship between the U.S. parent and the foreign sub-
return preparation be made available within 30 days sidiaries and the role the parent plays in carrying out
of the start of any IRS examination. the activities of the group. In their review of the re-

In a recent study of Sec. 482,74% of those responding lationship, the following questions are addressed:
to a questionnaireindicated that Forms 5471 and 5472 (1) Are the parent and subsidiary manufacturing the
were instrumentalin the initial identificationof trans- same product and using the same technology If
fer pricing issues. so, is the subsidiarypaying the parent for its use

(2) How is ongoing technology transferredto the sub-

ISSUE IDENTIFICATIONAND DEVELOPMENT (3)
sidiary

the subsidiaries market the product theyIf man-

ufacture, are they using marketingintangibles de-
Primary responsibility for identifying transfer pricing veloped by the parent These intangibles can in-issues rests with the internationalexamner.Neverthe- clude marketingstaff, advertisingformats, and the
less, the processof issue identificationmay involve the actual advertisingmaterial and commercials.
coordinated activity for the National Office, the vari- (4) Which members of the group performed the re-
ous regions, and the districts. search and developmentactivityand how are these
Currently, there is concern within the IRS that U.S. results disseminatedamongst the entire group
corporations controlled by foreign ownership are not The international examiner will select a few sub-
paying income tax commensurate with their level of sidiaries and review the functions required to carry out
economicactivityperformedwithin the United States, activities of such business segments. The international
whether measured in terms of revenue or investment examiner will review staffing of these subsidiaries toin assets. To address this concern,certain regionswere determine if they are sufficientenough to perform the
selected for analysis. A listing was made of those re- functions required.turns subject to foreign control. It was possible to necessary

group these returns by level of economic as well as by If it is determinedthat staffing is insufficient, the inter-
principal business activity. Based on an analysis of national examiner will determine if certain necessary
return data, certain returnsof this group were selected functions are being performed by the parent.
for examination.

International examiners are primarily responsible for SALES OF TANGIBLE PROPERTY
developingand evaluating information available from
the books and records of the taxpayer and related During the course of the development of the factual
entities. Upon being assigned to a specific case, the background, internationalexaminerswill evaluate the
internationalexaminerwill study the operationsof the transfer pricing practices adopted by the controlled
U.S. taxpayerand those of its foreign affiliates. Finan- group and will secure pertinent information available
cial statements of all related entities will be secured. from the group with regard to comparable third-party
These statementswill cover the years under examina- transactions.
tion as well as both prior and subsequentyears in order

The internationalexaminerwill obtain reasonablyde-
to establish patterns and trends. The taxpayer will be
requested to provide detailed schedules, including in- tailed informationconcerning the questioned transac-

tercompany allocations of income and expenses by tions as they actually happened. For example, what

product line or other relevant criteria. products are involved; in what form are the goods
sold, i.e. bulk, small packages, unbranded, etc.; at

Reports filed with other governmentalagencieswill be what priceswere they sold; in what quantities;on what
reviewed. These reports would include federal, state, credit terms; if resold, at what prices and to whom; if
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not resold, what use did the buyer make of them, etc. values as another method of determining an arm's
The internationalexaminerwill obtain copies of price length price. The facts and circumstancesof each case

lists, including all relevant price changes used during must still be considered.
the years under examination.

The IRC 482 Regulations discuss in some detail INTANGIBLES
methods to be employed in arriving at an arm's length
charge for a variety of transactions. In some cases the It is extremely difficult to determine an arm's length
available informationwill permit or even requiremore royalty in those cases where the parent company sup-
than one method or approach to be employed or ports the subsidiaries in their manufacturing,market-
checked out in order to arrive at the best estimate of ing, financial and other efforts by developing and
an arm's length charge. The international examiner transferringintangibleproperty to the subsidiary.This
must keep an open and objective mind and be willing is because a cluster of intangibles may be involved
to consider all relevant data, including that urged bY instead of one isolated transfer, as is the usual case of
the taxpayer to arrive at the most accurate determina- third-party dealings. Proper analysis of what is being
tion in accordancewith the regulations. transferred, and developmentof an arm's length price
In the search for arm's length comparables, the inter- for the cluster of intangibles requires the support of
national examinerattempts to exhaust the possibilities economists, engineers, marketing experts, as well as

of obtaining acceptable comparables from within the experts in the field of licensing tangibles.
controlledgroup'sown operations. In nost cases iden- If a licensing arrangement is being examined, the in-
tical transactions with unrelated parties will not be fornation on the details of the transaction should in-
found but transactions which economically are sub- clude:
stantially similar are sometimes available. When this
occurs, it may be possible to isolate significant differ- (1)/i/

What is being licensed

ences, if any, measure them, and arrive at a good 2) Who developed and who owns the intangible
comparable after-adjustment. In some cases profit 3) What are the terms of the license

margins realized by the taxpayer in dealingwith inde- (4) How much was paid under the license in the years

pendent parties may be a measure of arm's length under examination

incomefrom transactionswith a relatedorganization. (5) Is the controlled licenseeusing the intangiblein his
own manufacturingoperation, is he relicensing it,

When a measureof the terms of arm's length dealings, or is he doing both If relicensing, to whom, on

i.e. a comparable, cannot be found within the tax- what terms, and how much was paid under the
payer's own organization or other members of the relicensing contracts in the years under examina-
controlledgroup, resort must be made to wholly third- tion
party data. (6) Copies of alllicenseand relicense agreementsand

Regardless of where the comparable or comparables any correspondence modifying such agreements
are obtained, it is importantto developsufficientinfor- should be obtained.

mation to show that they are, in fact, comparable.This (7) If the license fee or royalty is based on production,
will requiredetails as to the terms at which the compar-

the production figures should be obtained.

able transactionswere handled and the circumstances
of such transactions, including a comparison between
functions performed by each party involved in the USE OF THE ECONOMISTAND THE

comparable transactions and functions performed by FUNCTIONALANALYSIS

the taxpayer and the related organization in the ques- During the of isue development the interna-tioned transactions. course

tional examiner will be assisted by the economist as-

In some cases a single best comparable may not be signed to the case. The economist will participate in
found. Instead, there may be several independent the evaluation of data secured from the taxpayer, and
transactions,each ofwhich differs from the questioned will be responsible for providing supplemental infor-
transactions in some particular which cannot be ad- mation pertaining to industry practices and trends. In
justed with great accuracy. However, taken together, many instances, it is not possible to derive a compara-
the several independent transactions determine the ble solely from the books and recordsof the controlled
terms of the arm's length dealing within an acceptable group, and it becomes the responsibility of the
range. In these situations information on all of the economist to furnish pertinent statistical data pertain-
independent transactionsmust be obtained. ing to arm's length transactions within the industry.
Congress has taken steps to insure that there is corre- In most cases involving transferpricing issues, a deter-
lation between intercompanytransferprices andprices mination must be made as to what functions were

utilized for customs valuation. Specifically, the Tax performed in accomplishing the questioned transac-
Reform Act of 1986 added Sec. 1059 to the IRC. tions and who performedsuch functions. This determi-
Briefly, this code section provides that transfer prices nation is made through a functionalanalysis. The func-
on import transactions between related parties after tional analysis looks beyond the form of the transac-
18 March 1986 not exceed those used for U.S. customs tions and inquires into their economic substance. Es-
purposes. Examiners will consider the U.S. customs sentially 6 questions must be resolvd:
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(1) What was done phasize the importance of a functional analysis and

(2) What economically significant functions were in. financial statement analysis as indispensable tools in
volved in doing it conductingan examinationwith internationaltransac-

/3 Who performed each function tions.
What is the measureof the economicvalue of each The IRS recognizes the practical applicationsof finan-
function performed by each party cial statement analyses and is taking specific steps to

(5) What economic risks were taken insure that international examiners are adequately(6) Are there any valuable intangible used in per- trained to make the best possible use of this tool.
forming the given function

Some functions are performed by individuals such as

sales efforts, engineeringand accountingservices,etc. USE OF COUNSEL
Other economically significant functions are per-
formed by capital such as patents and other intangi- Timely resolution of transfer pricing issues requires
bles, capital put at risk in carringaccountsreceivable, early identification of potential issues followed by
in purchasingand using machinery. timely developed information document requests.

During an audit, if the internationalexamineris of the
No facts regardingcomparables,which are simply the view that an adjustment under IRC 482 should be
measures of economic value, will be helpful unless it made, Counsel will be available to render advice as to
has first been determined with accuracy just what the type of information necessary to defend in court
should be measured. A properlydevelopedfunctional
analysis generally requires the applicationof the com-

any proposed IRC 482 adjustment.
bined skills of the economist and the international
examiner. SECURING INFORMATIONFROM FOREIGN

SOURCES
IMPORTANCE OF BALANCE SHEETS AND
PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENTS Information maintained by U.S. entities generally is

readily available. The question may arise with regard
It is a standard practice to obtain balance sheets and to records and informationin the custody of a foreign
profit and loss statements of the organizations in- subsidiary or other foreign member of the domestic
volved in the questioned transactions. As a minimum, taxpayer's group. IRC Sec. 982 provides an incentive
these must cover the years under examination. The to the domestic taxpayer to secure such information.
most detailed reports together with supporting This code section (entitled Admissibility of Docu-
schedulesare required. The taxpayermay give a glow. ments Maintained in Foreign Countries) prohibits the

ing descriptionof the functionsperformedby the sub- introduction into civil proceedings by the taxpayer of

sidiary, but an analysis of the expenses incurred may any foreign-baseddocumentation that was requested
tell another story. by the IRS through a formal document request.
In E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Company v. United
States (608 F.2d 445 (Ct. Cl. 1979)), DuPontorganized INDUSTRYWIDEPRICINGPROGRAM
a Swiss trading subsidiary known as DISA to seil its
products to unrelated customers n Europe and In an effort to insure uniform and consistent applica-throughout the world. DISA received substantial as- tion of Sec. 482 among companies within the same
sistance from DuPont and other related subsidiaries. industry, the IRS has initiated industrywide pricingIn addition, DuPont insulated DISA from loss and programs in certain industries. These programs pro-credit risk. During the years under audit the profit vide benefits to both taxpayers and the IRS throughsplit betweenDuPont and DISA was 50-50. The court the developmentof expertise within the IRS.
agreed with the Commissioner'sfindings that the allo-
caton of this profit was economicallyunrealistic, giv- The Petroleum Industry Program in the Southwest
ing DISA too great.a share. DuPont attempted to Region is currently charged with the responsibilityof
convince the court that the gross profit margins were resolvinginter/intracompanytransferpricing issues as-
in line with 21 unrelated distributors. Although the sociated with foreign-producedcrude oil and refined
gross profit margins were similar, the court responded products. The Electronic Component Industry Pro-
that there was no evidencthat the operationsofDISA gram in the Western Region is studying the marketingwere similar as to products, services performed and and distributing activity associated with electronic
geographic areas served. Based upon this finding the components imported into the United States for pur-resale price method could not be used by DuPont poses of addressingissues associatedwith transferpric-because there were no substantially comparable un- ing.controlled resellers. The reason DISA was earning an

unrealisticnet profit was not because it was paying too During the course of these studies, taxpayers may be
little for the products; rather it was not incurring the requested, on an industrywidebasis, to provide infor-
normal below-the-linecosts. Thesexpenseswere in- mation with regard to transactions entered into with
curred by DuPont thus relieving DISA of substantial unrelated parties. Analysts working within these pro-
costs. The results obtained in the DuPont case em- grams may establish liaison with other governmental
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agencies for purposes of securing and analyzing statis- more effective and knowledgeable review of the tax
tical information. returns of multinationalenterprises.

INDUSTRYWIDEEXCHANGES OF CONCLUSION
INFORMATION

Althoughsignificantefforts have been made by taxing
The United States has entered into tax treaties with authorities to develop objective standards for deter-
other governments in a mutual effort to reduce the mining appropriate transferprices betweencontrolled
hazard of double taxation and to prevent tax evasion. affiliates, these standardsare appliedwithin a complex
These tax treatiesprovidefor the exchangeof informa- economic setting requiring the skills of trained
tion to carry out the provisionsof the convention.The specialists. The United States encourages a coopera-
scope of an industrywideexchange is establishedby an tive working relationship among the various taxing
exchange of letters between the United States and the authorities. Through joint undertakings there evolves
treaty partner's competent authority. understandingand an opportunity to resolve complex

issues in a mutually acceptable manner. Equally im-
Industrywideexchangeswith treaty partners promote portant, a workingrelationshipprovidesthe opportun- 1international cooperation ln understanding the ity to address potentially complex pricing issues as

worldwide operations of selected major industries. they arise and to develop procedures, guidelines and
The principal objective of the exchanges is to secure conventionswhich will ultimately reduce the work ef-
comprehensive data on worldwide industry practices fort at the examination level and lead to expeditious
and operating patterns. This information enables a resolution of tlese complex issues.

CA\ADA: 0

Tax Treaties: Concepts, Objectives
and Types
By Pierre Gravelle*

Some years ago, at the 22nd Conferenceof the Cana- Canada is presently in the midst of the implementation
dian Tax Foundation, Mr. Alexander B. McKie, in of a tax reform which is intended to improve the fair-
discussing the objectives of tax treaties, said: ness of the income tax system. The last major tax

reform took place in 1971 and introduced many newThe taxpayer hopes the treaty will prevent the double
taxationof his income; the tax gathererhopes the treaty concepts into the Income Tax Act and Regulations.
will prevent tax evasion; and the politician just hopes. One of these new elements was designed to ensure

that foreign operationsof a Canadian resident bear an
As with all quotes which are worthy of repeating, this appropriate tax burden. An integral part of that policy
one contains humour but also provides a not com- was the development of a treaty network. In the last
pletely inaccurate description of the objects of the 16 years, Canada has revised, or put in place, over 40
exercise. tax treaties.
The domestic tax systems of the world are becoming
ever more complex, and evidence for this is visible in
the nunber of countries which have recognized the PROMOTINGECONOMICDEVELOPMENT
need for reform. The desire for simplicity fights a

constant battle with the appeal of the tax system as a There are severalways in which tax treatiescan impact
means of delivering social and economic policy. This on the economic development of a country. A treaty
complexity, along with an increase in the volume of can provide stability, it can reduce compliance prob-
international transactions and the sophistication of lems and it can reduce double taxation. Treaties be-
multinationalcorporations,has created a clear need to tween developed and developing countries can also
establish instruments which attempt to reconcile and serve to ensure that tax relief given in a developing
preserve the integrity of these complex and different
tax systems. * Deputy Minister, Revenue Canada, Taxatin.
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country to encourage foreign investment s not ne- contributethe most to their objectiveof reducingdou-
gated by the tax system in the treatypartner'scountry. ble taxation.
As can be seen by these objectives, it has been recog-
nized, and it is important to accept, that treaties serve

To illustrate this point, I will describe how Canada's

to assist economicdevelopmentby reducing its imped- tax treaty networkattempts to provide rules for agree-
iments. ing with its treaty partners on the determinationof the

source for various types of income. There are 3 basic
Stability types of income dealt with in tax treaties:

ncome from a business;
A treaty providessome insurance to a potential inves- 2) ncome from employment; and
tor in a country'seconomy that the impactof tax policy 3) investment income.

changes in that country will be minimizedbecause the Typically, agreements are concluded which provide
treaty sets limits on the rates of taxation of certain that a resident of one countrywill only be taxed by the
types of income and restricts the right to tax in certain other country on his income from a business to the
circumstances.A formalizedrelationship is also estab- extent that income is attributable to a fixed place of
lished between the 2 tax administrationswhich can be business in the latter country. Business income is
used to resolve difficultiesarising for taxpayerswithin exempt unless it is earned through a place of business
the scope of the treaty. that has some degree of permanence. Income from

employmentmust relate to a fixed place of businessof

1
Compliance the employer in a country in order to be taxed by that

and investment income generally be re-
A more basic but still very important benefit of a tax country must

ceived from the country in order for it to have a righttreaty is its direct effect on the burden of compliance to tax.
that a taxpayerencounterswhen he enters into opera-
tions in another country. The treaty can eliminate the Having agreed with the treaty partner on these rules
need to file returns in the country of the source of for the rights to tax, there is then added one more rule
income when operations there are minimal. The re- which states that the source of a particular item of
quirement for source deductions can be eliminated income is the country which has the first right to tax
where a treaty provides a tax exemption. These are under the treaty.
important encouragements for an investor who has Thus our treaties add to the rules in our domestic tax
seen an opportunity for expansion into another coun- law in eliminatingdouble taxation. They providesome
try and is assessing all of the pros and cons ofproceed- exemptionsfror foreign tax laws wherethe operationsing. in that country are minimal and they also provide
Eliminationof double taxation more specific rules for the determination of source

which is an integral part of our foreign tax credit sys-
While the elimination of double taxation is an objec. tem.

tive which is usuallystated in its title, in reality a treaty One last element of tax treaties which aids in the
is more correctly described as an instrument which eliminationof double taxationdeservesmention.Each
refines and improvesexisting provisionsin the domes- treaty, in addition to its other rules which attempt to
tic legislation which are designed to accomplish that contemplate and deal with as many real situations as
end, i.e. most countries have in their own tax law possible, contains a mutual agreement procedure
provisions which are designed to alleviate double tax- which provides that the 2 tax administrationscan en-
ation and the treaty serves to assist in that process and

gage in negotiations to resolve problems of double
better integrate it with the correspondingprovisions in taxation not specifically dealt with in the treaty. This
the treaty partner's law. procedurecould be used, for example, to agree on the
Countriescan utilize 3 approacheswhen incorporating meaningof a term in the treaty or whether a taxpayer
rules into their tax legislation for the elimination of did operate through a fixed place of business in a

double taxation. They can allow a deduction of taxes particular fact situation. However, in our experience,
paid to foreign countries in computing taxable income most of the cases which need the assistance of the
or in determining tax payable or they can provide mutual agreement procedure involve transfer pricing
exemptions for foreign-source income. To some ex- problems where the price charged by a parent com-

tent, the Canadian system uses all 3 methods but, pany to its subsidiary in another country is in dispute.
primarily, taxpayers are allowed to deduct taxes paid As an indicator of the potential significance of this
to another country on income earned therein from latter process, we find that, at any given time, there
their tax otherwise payable to Canada in respect of are about 70 such cases in our inventory with the
that income. Some countries exempt all or some types majority involving Canada-United States transac-

of foreign-source income and others only allow the tions.
amount of foreign-sourceincome to be reduced by the
tax paid. PREVENTIONOF TAX EVASION
It is apparent from this brief description of these
methods that the question of the source of income is A primary interest for the tax gatherer in the process
important in all cases and it is here that tax treaties of concluding an income tax treaty is the provision
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contained thereinwhich sanctions the exchangeof tax- what we refer to as a spontaneous information ex-

payer information between the 2 administrations. change, i.e. one countrycan make an unsolicitedover-

Each of our treaties containssuch a provision and it is ture to its treaty partner where it has information
this part of the treaty which is intended to enable the useful to the other. In addition to this situation, there
2 partes to combat tax evasion. With the ever-increas- are routine exchangeswhere, for example, we deliver
ing complexityof domestic tax laws and sophistication forms itemizing interest payments made to non-res-
of the tax evader, it has become obvious that the most dents to a treaty partnerwho then uses those forms to
useful tool of the tax administratoris information. cross-check the tax returns filed by its residentswhose

names appear on the forms.
The treaty article seeks to make available, to one party
to an agreement, taxpayer informationwhich is avail-

Domestic legislationable to his treaty partner pursuant to the latter's own

legislation. In so doing, measures are taken to

safeguard the confidentiality of the information by
The apparent benefits that are derived by these and

stipulatingthat access shall be governedby the legisla-
other methods of exchanging information with treary

tion in the country being asked to provide it and that partners makes us all the more conscious of the prob-
all information exchanged shall be treated as secret.

lems that arise in dealing with tax evasion where im-

Only officials involvedin the enforcementof the taxes portant elementsof the transactionstake place in non-

covered by the treaty are allowed access to such infor- treatycountries. In an effort to deal with thsproblem,
mation. our Minister of Finance is implementing legislation

modelled on that existing in the United States. This

Specific requests legislation requires the Canadian taxpayer to produce
books and records located in a foreign jurisdiction to

These exchangesof informationcan take nany forms, substantiate his position where it is reasonable to do
the most common of which are specific requests. This so. In the event that the taxpayerdoesnot complywith
occurs where one party to an agreenenthas reason to such an order, the assessment will be nade on the
believeor suspectsthat one of its residentsis somehow basis of the best available information and the tax-

suppressing income and that the treaty partner may payer will not be allowed to produce the books and
have sorne useful inforrnationin this regard. An exan- records in question as evidence at a subsequent time.

ple of such a situation would be where a taxpayer As our experience grows in the area of international
corporation has recorded purchases of inventory or tax we becorne more convinced of the necessity to
capital assets at inflated prices using falsified invoices develop our informationnetworks and the tax treaties
from a vendorin anothercountry. It is a simplematter, providea basic instrumentfor facilitatingthis procss.when a treaty exists between these 2 countries, to

request the other tax administrationto use its domestic
law to determine if the figures in question are correct. TREATIES BETWEEN DEVELOPED AND
In a typical year, we process some 200 such specific DEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES
requests for information to and from our treaty
partners. Canada has 45 tax treaties in force and over20 of thm

are with developing countries. The above-described
Industry studies benefits for investorsand the Canadiantax admiistra-

tion were relevant in the desire to negotiate these
Another area where the exchange of informationpro- treaties.
visions in our treaties are very useful, and becoming
more so every year, is in the area of specific industries. Higher taxation at source
We find it beneficial to meet with our counterparts in
a treaty country to exchange experienceswith respect Developingcountries,because of their dependenceon
to a particular industry. Typically, this will involve an foreign investment as a revenue source, have certain
industry which has complicated internationalbusiness concerns when it comes to the negotiation of a tax
dealings and one of the parties to an agreement can treaty which are not as relevant in a negotiation be-
greatly benefit from information which has been tween developed countries. There is a desire on the
gathered by the other party after a long and arduous part of policymakers in developingcountries to main-
process. Occasionally, it has been found that the ef- tain a higher level of taxation on income derived byforts of one tax administration to uncover and prose- non-residents. In our experience, this has lead to var-
cute offenderswho have been involvedin a tax evasion iations in our treaties, as they compare to those we
scheme which crosses international borders will lead have with developed countries, in the limits on with-
the players in the scheme to seek another country for holding rates applicable to investmentincome and the
a new market. An exchangeof informationon a timely level of operations a business must have in a countrybasis in such circumstanceshas obvious benefits. before its business operations are considered to be

taxable there.
Spontaneousand routine exchanges

With respect to investment income, we normally pro-
Not all information exchanges fit into the above vide in treaties for a 10% or 15% limit on the taxation
categories and this last example above can lead to of dividendsin the source country. This is considerably
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lower than the rate usually imposed by a developing a resident and place of business for the purposes
country and it causes some concern about revenue of the treaty.
losses. While we are prepared to accept higher rates, (3) Taxationof income
it is our position that this concern of the impact of The various types of income are identified here
revenuesof a lower rate has to be balancedagainst the and the rights to tax are assigned first on a source

increasedlevel of revenue that will come from Canadi- basis and then on residence.
an investors with the implementationof a tax treaty. (4) Taxationofcapital
Similar compromises take place with respect to in- For those countrieswhich impose taxes on capital
terest and royalties. this provision performs a similar function as the

1 above section.With respect to business profits, we also find that the (5) Methodsfor eliminationof double taxationCanadian Model Convention,which we use in negoti- This section includes the provisions which grantationswith developedcountries, is somewhatmodified foreign tax credits.for developingcountries.A broaderdefinitionof fixed (6) Specialprovisionsplace of business or permanent establishment is The provisions for information exchanges andutilizedin these cases to ncrease the scope for taxation mutual agreementon solutions to the otherdoublein the source country. Thus, for example, the furnish- taxation problems are contained in this section.1 ing of services for a specified period of time may con- (7) Finalprovisionsstitute enough of a connection to allow the source This section provides the rules for how the treaty
1 country to tax under such a treaty where it would not will enter into force and how it can be terminated.in a treaty between 2 developedcountries.

Tax sparing UNITED NATIONS MODEL CONVENTION

The second type ofvariationfrom the CanadianModel In 1967, the United Nations noted the desirability of
which appears in our treaties with developing coun- encouraging the conclusion of bilateral tax treaties
tries is commonly referred to as tax sparing. This is a between developed and developing countries and es-

provision which seeks to enshrine and protect in the tablished a committee to produce a model treaty to be
treaty special tax incentives which are offered by de- utilized in such negotiations. The final text of this
veloping countries to foreign investors. If, for exam- convention was approved and released in December
ple, a developing country wishes to attract a certain of 1979. This Model Convention has the same struc-
type of investor by offering a lower than normal rate ture as the OECD Model and, for the most part,
of tax on his income, the benefit could be negated by contains the same provisions. It does, however, differ
the fact that the investor's country of residence taxes from the OECD Model:
that same income based on his residence status. A tax

sparingprovisionstipulatesthat the developedcountry (1) the descriptionof fixed place ofbusiness is broader
will assume that the investor has paid the tax to the to allow taxation in the source country in more

developingcountry at the normally high rate and thus circumstances;
allow him a credit against the tax he would otherwise (2) there is more flexibility to allowhigherwithholding
pay to his residence country. In this way, the relief rates on investment income;
granted is protected and the investor's incentive re- (3) the U.N. Model contemplates the use of tax spar-
mains in place. ing to ensure the effectivenessof tax reliefgranted

by a developingcountry.

OECD MODEL CONVENTION SUMMARY

The Draft Model Double Taxation Convention pub- Tax treaties are an important element in the
lished in 1963 by the Organization for Economic Co- frameworkwithin which a taxpayerwith interests and
operation and Development(OECD) was last revised operations in several different countries must func-
in 1977 and forms the basis for almost all tax treaty tion. In assessing the implicationson proposedactions
negotiations in the world today. This consensus docu- of the tax systems in the foreigncountry and the coun-
ment produced by the OECD member countries and, try of residence, the tax treaty will have an impact on

perhaps more importantly, its extensive commentary, the decision of whether or not to proceed. The treaty
contribute to the standardization of bilateral tax will ensure that the tax environmentthe taxpayer has
treaties and their interpretation. decided to enter will remain stable and that some of

The 1977 OECD Model consists of the following 7 its compliance burden will not apply. It will also pro-
vide a means of enhancing the chances of not beingsections:

(1) Scope of the convention subjected to double taxation.

The ;taxes to which the convention applies and its For the tax administrator, the treaty provides a con-

territorial scope are identified here. nection to a counterpart in the other country which
(2) Deinitions facilitates greater co-operation. This encourages the

This section definessuch things as what constitutes sharing of experiencesand information. The treaty is
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particularly useful as an instrument for the exchange sions that exist in agreementsbetween developedand
of taxpayer information, and it is this process which developing countries designed to protect the revenue

the tax administratorlooks to when seeking to reduce source from foreign investmentwhich is important to
tax evasion. Informationcan be specificallyrequested developingcountries.
or it can be given spontaneously or automatically. This article attempts to explain the objectives andLastly, the examinationof the operationsof a multina- benefits of tax treaties, and to show how theytional entity can be enhancedby a co-operativesimul- are

taneous audit undertakenby the 2 administrations. implemented through the various provisions devel-
oped in the OECD and UnitedNations treaty models.

Tax treaties also play a more purely policy role for the I hope it provides an adequate introduction to the
treaty partners. This is apparent in the special provi- topic and stimulates further interest.

RINIDAD AI\D -OBAGO:

CooperativeApproachesamong Tax

Administrationsto Prevent and Counteract

InternationalTax Evasion and Avoidance
By Randolph Kong

ed Nations, in accordance with Resolution 1273 of 4
Mr. Kong is chairman of the Board of Inland Revenue, August 1967, set up the Ad Hoc Group of Experts on
Trinidad and Tobago Tax Treaties between Developed and Developing

Countries. The group was composed of tax officials
and experts from both developed and developing
countries. The work of the Ad Hoc Group culminated

Tnidad and Tobago (hereafter Trinidad) is a de- in the UnitedNations Model Conventionpublished in
veloping country with a population of 1.2 million 1980 (hereafter U.N. Model).people. The experience of Trinidad in relation to the
exchange of information between countries is largely With respect to exchangeof informationclauses, there
based on bilateral double taxation conventions with are few differences in substance between the various
developedcountries. Trinidadhas not concludeddou- Model Conventions. The 1977 OECD Model specifi-
ble taxation conventions with developing countries, cally provides that informationreceivedby a Contract-
other than a multilateral treaty between the more de- ing State may be disclosed in public court proceedings
veloped countries (MDCs) and the less developed or in judicialdecisions.The Commentaryto this provi-
countries (LDCs) of the Caribbean Community sion suggests that if either or both Contracting States
(CARICOM).Trinidadhas existing treatieswith Can- object to disclosure of information in this manner or

ada (1966), Denmark (1969), Norway (1969), Italy object to the information being used for other pur-
(1971), the United States (1971), Switzerland (1973), poses because it is not the normal procedure under
the LDCs of CARICOM(1974), the FederalRepublic domestic law, a provision to this effect should be ex-

of Germany (1976), the United Kingdom (1983), Swe- pressly included in the treaty. Trinidad has no diffi-
den (1984) and France (1987).1 Trinidad is presently culty with this provision and has included it in its later

conductingnegotiationswith Brazil and Jamaica. treaties. Court proceedings are held in secret in
Trinidad, except in criminal cases (such as fraud).
However, once an appeal is taken from a decision of

EXCHANGE OF INFORMATIONUNDER TAX the tax court, the matter becomes public.
TREATIES The treaties negotiated by Trinidad all include an ex-

The Fiscal Committee of the OECD, which is com- change of information provision. In earlier treaties,
the provisionwas based on Art. 26 of the 1963 OECD

prised of 20 developedcountries2,prepared the Model Model and the later treaties on the 1977 OECD
Draft Double Taxation Convention which was nub- Model, with one of the amendmentsintroducedby the
lished in 1963 (hereafter 1963 OECD Model). A U.N. Model which reads follows:
revised text was prepared in 1977 (hereafter 1977

as

OECD Model) which took into account the experi-
ence gained by membercountrieseither in negotiating 1. Some of these treaties are being re-negotiated.
new conventionsor in the practical operationof exist- 2. The committee is comprised primarily of European countries but

ing treaties. In 1968 the SecretaryGeneral of the Unit- includes the United States and Canada.
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The competent authoritiesshall, through consultation, (2) on request, with a particular case in mind: it iS
develop appropriate conditions, methods and understoodthat the regularsourcesof information
techniques concerning the matters in respect of which available under internal procedures should be re-
such exchangesof informationshall be made including, lied on before a request for informationis made to
where appropriate,exchangesof informationregarding the other State; and
tax avoidance. (3) spontaneously: for example, during the course of

The U.N. Model introduced the phrase and in par- an investigationa State acquiresinformationwhich
ticular for the prevention of fraud or evasion of such it supposes to be of interest to the other State.
taxes. This provision was not intended to affect the
interpretationof the OECD text of Art. 26 but merely
to emphasize that exchangeof informationunderArt.

Automaticor routine exchanges
26 of the OECD Model did cover the prevention of

Activity under this procedure takes place in direct
fraud and tax evasion.3 relation to the economic activity between Trinidad
For purposes of this presentation, I shall quote the and its treaty partners. Thus .there is a greater flow of

1 exchange of information provision (Art. 27) in information between Trinidad and the United States,
Trinidad's treaty with France which became effective the United Kingdomand Canada than with other trea-
in 1987: ty partners. Information supplied under the category

of automatic or routine exchanges relates to interest,1. The competentauthoritiesof the ContractingStates
shall exchange such informationas is necessary for car- rents, royalties, management charges, premiums,
rying out the provisions of this Convention or of the commissions, fees and annuitieswhich are supplied as

domestic laws of the Contracting States concerning duplicates of the WithholdingTax Form (W.T. Form
taxes coveredby this Conventioninsofar as the taxation C5) and dividends and other distributions which are

thereunder is not contrary to this Convention. The ex- supplied as duplicates of the Withholding Tax
change of information is not restricted by Art. 1 (Per- SupplementaryForm 2. This informationis sent to the
sonal scope). Any information receved by a Contract- United States, the United Kingdomand Canada in the
ing State shall be treated as secret in the same manner early part of the current year in respect of income of
as informationobtained under the domestic law of that the precedingyear; it identifies the income in the trea-
State and shall be disclosed only to persons or auth-

ty country, the type and amount of income and the
orities (including courts and administrativebodies) in-
volved in the assessment or collection of, the enforce- amount of Trinidad tax withheld. Trinidad receives

rnent or prosecution in respect of, or the determination comparable informationfrom the United States in the
of appeals in relation to, the taxes covered by this Con- form of computer print-outs based on Form OECD.
vention. Such persons or authorities shall use the infor- The information received is useful in assessment of
mation only for such purposes. They may disclose the Trinidadresidentsbecause there is a tendencyfor such
information in public court proceedings or in judicial persons to exclude income arising out of Trinidad.
decisions. The competent authorities shall, through
consultation, develop appropriateconditions, methods
and techniques concerning the matters in respect of On request exchanges
which such exchanges of information shall be made,
including, where appropriate, exchange of information The Commentaryto the U.N. Model suggests that the
regarding tax avoidance. competent authorities should develop rules for the
2. In no case shall the provisionsofpara. 1 be construed transmissionofspecificrequestsby the receivingcoun-
so as to impose on a Contracting State the obligation: try and the response by the transmittingcountry. The
(a) to carry out administrative measures at variance rules should cover:

with the law and administrativepractice of that or

of the other ContractingState; (a) the specificityof detail required in the request, the
(b) to supply informationwhich is not obtainableunder form of the request and the language of both the

the law or in the normal course of the administra- request and the reply;
tion of that or of the other Contracting State; (b) the extent to which the receiving country must-

, (c) to supply information which would disclose any pursue or exhaust its own administrative proce-trade, business, industrial, commercial or profes- dures and possibilities before making a specificsional secret or trade process, or information the
Presumably, the receiving shoulddisclosure of which would be contrary to public request. country

policy (ordre public). make a bona fide effort to obtain the information
itselfbefore resorting to the specific requestproce-

Information under this article may be exchanged in 3 dure; and
ways: (c) the conditions affecting the nature and extent of
(1) automatically or routinely: for example, when in- the response by the transmittingcountry. This as-

formationabout one or more categoriesof income pect should include the ability of the transmitting
arising in one Contracting State and received in country to provide documentary material when
the other State is transmittedsystematicallyto the the requestingcountry needs material in that form
other State; for use in judicial (or other) proceedings,including

appropriate authenticationof the documents.
3. It is interesting to note that our treaty with the United States includes
such a provision in the exchange of informationarticle although the treaty Trinidad exchanges information with its treaty
became effective in 1971. partners based on specific requests. These exchanges
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also take place principally between Trinidad and the EXCHANGES OF INFORMATIONWITHOUT
United States, the United Kingdom and Canada. The TAX TREATIES
requests concern particular taxpayers and the ques-
tions are usually specific in relation to items such as It is interesting to note that the Eighth Report of the
residence, sources of income, particular transactions, Group of Experts (published in 1980) identifiedCIAT
ownership of property and bank information. Some- as one of the first organizationsto put forward the idea

' times copies of filed returns are also requested and of establishing an international forum to deal with
supplied. These requests for information from direct taxation problems and to create some degree of
Trinidad are also useful to the tax administrationbe- coordination and cooperation. Indeed this topic was
cause the requests provide information which would discussed at the lOth General Assembly held in San
not normally be available. Salvador from 16-21 May 1976.

Trinidad has experienceda problemwhere, for exam- During that Assembly, the United States presentedple, Country A requests information from Trinidad a

and in the request provides what information it has
case study which identified the difficulties inherent in

to a or
and indicates that Country A has information on the seeking develop network of bilateral multilat-

eral treaties dealing only with administrativematters,same matter from Countries B and C but is unable to i.e. exchange of information and other related provi-disclose that information because of secrecy provi- sions for consultation and mutual agreementby com-sions. Notwithstanding that Trinidad may also have
petent authorities. The paper indicated that a simpletreaties with Countries B and C, Trinidad must still

make a specific request to those countries. This di- exchange of information treaty would not contain the

lemma could be eliminatedby providingfor automatic protective barrier placed around the taxpayer in the
context of a comprehensive tax treaty. Examples re-

joint consultation where all the countries are directly vealed the possibilities of discrimination against na-linked by bilateral treaties. tionals of one of the countries to the agreement and
Some developed countries have devised procedures the lack of reciprocity because of the laws of one of
and treaty provisionswhich are sufficiently flexible to the countries.
enable them to extend their cooperation to multi-
country consultation and exchange arrangements. The questions concerning the possible conclusionof a

They even carry out joint audits of multinationalcom- multilateralagreementon the exchangeofinformation
panies and meet on a regular basis. An extension of was also discussed by the Group of Experts in its
these procedures to include developing countries Seventh Report (published in 1978). They concluded
would assist developing countries in the difficult task as follows:
of auditing and assessing large multinational com- While the idea of workingout a multilateralagreementpanies. Of course such an extension depends on cost on the exchangeof informationwas consideredby most
and the technical ability of the tax administration of members to be premature, there was a general consen-
the developingcountry. sus on the usefulness of a forum for sharing technical

tax wasIt seems clear that adequate implementation of ex- experiences in the field of administration. It
a

change of informationprovisions requires a universal recognizedthat the establishmentof such forumwould
not require a formalmultilateralagreement.Therefore,effort among tax administrations to obtain andde- the United Nations Secretariat, in close cooperation

velop (under national laws) a capacity for securing with competent inter-governmentalorganizations and
informationand a competencein utilizing information tax administrations in both developed and developing
that is appropriate to a high level of efficient and countries,shouldconsiderthe possibilityofundertaking
equitable tax administration. preparatorywork for such a project.

However, despite the difficultiesand lack of optimism
Spontaneousexchanges with respect to the possibility of the development of

multinational exchange of information agreements in
It would appear that it is entirelywithin the discretion the near future, it should be noted that the United
of a countrywhether to transmit informationobtained States has been able to makewhat could be considered
during the course of its own activitieswhich it believes as a break-through with the Caribbean Basin Ex-
s mportant to the treaty partner. Trinidad has re- change of InformationAgreement. SeveralCaribbean
ceived information of this nature which was particu- countries have entered into this type of agreement
larly helpful in that it identified the use of tax havens with the United States notwithstanding the fact that
by a certain multinational corporation in order to double taxation conventions already exist between
evade taxes. Informationof this nature is more readily these countries and the United States. Each of these
available to developed countries who have sophisti- agreements is bilateral in nature; however, consider-
cated systems, laws and technology to discover ing that the agreements are similar in form and must
methods and practices employed to evade and avoid satisfy the requirements of the 1983 Caribbean Basin
taxes. To the extent developedcountries are prepared Economic Recovery Act, the countries involved are,
to share this information with developing countries, in reality, one step away from a multinational agree-
the benefits to be derived from a double taxation ment. This recent developmentcould be consideredas

agreement with a developed country become more an advance towards multinational agreements on the
apparent. exchange of information.
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CIAT'S ROLE (2) Legalprovisionsexisting in each countrythat repre-
sent obstacles to exchange of information agree-

Informationwhich is regarded as secret under domes- ments and what possibilities exist for overcoming
tic laws of most countries must relate to a particular those obstacles.

taxpayer. There must be a considerable amount of Additionally, the Eighth Report of the Group of Ex-
informationwhich could be made available to member perts published in 1980 also contained suggestionsfor
countries of CIAT that is not regarded as secret by action by a forum on international tax issues.4

those countries. The Commentaryto the U.N. Model
referred to certain types of information which need
not be confined to requests regarding particular tax- CONCLUSION
payers, such as information on particular types of
transactionsor activities. For example: The ideas on the exchangeof informationdiscussed at

1
(a) information on price, cost, commission or other the El Salvador assembly in 1976 may have been pre-

such patterns in the transmittingcountrynecessary
mature or ahead of their time. Since that time, how-

to enable the tax administration of the receiving ever, there has been a great deal of discussion and

country either to determine tax liability in a par- developmentin the field. The Group of Experts have,
1 ticular situation or to develop standards for inves- to a largeextent, adopted the ideasespousedby CIAT.

tigation of its taxpayersin situationsinvolvingpos-
The U.N. Model Convention has also dealt with the

1 sible under or over-invoicing of exported or m- concern of developing countries and has removed or

ported goods, the payment of commissionson in- minimized apprehensions of some developing coun-

ternational transactionsand the like; tries that double taxation conventions may not be in

(b) information on the typical methods by which par-
their interest.

ticular transactions or activities are customarily It is left to CIAT to implement the ideas and recom-

conducted in the transmittingcountry; mendations discussed many years ago. CIAT could

(c) information as to whether a particular type of ac-

tivity is being carried on in the transmittingcountry 4. The Report suggested:which may have effects on taxpayers or tax (a) A survey of devices used in developed and developingcountries
liabilities in the receiving country. to evade or avoid taxes with regard to transactions occurring in an

international context; among the matters to be considered in such a

Informationwhich may not be regarded as secret may survey would be the following:
also extend to requests for information regardingcer- (i) Evasionor avoidance in or through internationaltransactionsby

tain economic relationships between countries which residents of the various countries;
or or

may be useful to a country as a check on the effective- (ii) Evasion avoidancein through internationaltransactionsby
non-residents deriving income from sources within the various

ness of its tax administrationactivities. For example: countries;
or

(a) the volume of exports from the transmittingcoun-
(iii) The evasion avoidanceproblemsparticularlyrelated to trans-

fer pricing in international transactions;
try to the receiving country; (iv) The evasion or avoidance problems particularly related to the

(b) the volume of imports into the transmittingcoun- use of tax havens;

try from the receiving country; (v) The evasion or avoidance problems particularly related to the

(c) names of banks dealing in the transmittingcountry
improper utilization by residents of one country of tax treaties
between 2 other countries, and other abuses of tax treaties.

with branches, subsidiaries,etc. of residentsof the (b) A study of possible solutions to the matters of tax evasion and

receiving country. avoidance listed under (a) above; among the matters to be considered
in such a study would be the following

It is in this area that CIAT can play an immediaterole (i) A survey of the procedures and methods now being used in

in collecting and collating information that would be various countries to combat such tax evasion and avoidance;

of assistance to its members in counteractinginterna- (ii) An assessment of the need for changes in national tax laws,

tional tax evasion and avoidance. It is also possible
bilateral treaties or other national or international rules and

to tax
that considerationcould be given to having a multilat-

procedures assist in combating such evasion and avoid-

eral exchange of information convention between
ance;

(iii) A survey of situations in which exchangesof informationon tax

CIAT member countries. CIAT could also develop a matters would be helpful in combating such tax evasion and

draft exchange of information agreement broad avoidance, including an assessment of the effectivenessof exist-

enough to be acceptable to the governmentsof CIAT ing bilateraland otherarrangementsconcerningsuchexchange.
(c) A study of the feasibilityof standardizingconcepts,principlesand

member countries. criteria of interpretation in international taxation as a first step to-

wards the possible drafting of an international convention on ex-

What is being suggested is not new.
'

Indeed a CIAT change of information for the prevention of tax evasion and avoid-

Work Group on Multinationals submitted a report ance.

(dated 19 March 1976) which was presented to the El (d) A survey of existingbilateral and multilateralarrangementscon-

Salvador Assembly (lOth General Assembly) and
cerning mutual administrativeassistance for the collectionof taxes, a

critical assessment of their effectiveness and an evaluation of the

which recommended, inter alia: feasibility of concluding such arrangements on a bilateral basis be-
tween developed and developing countries or on a multilateral basis

That CIAT establish a program to collect and compile with the participation'ofdeveloping countries.
information on the following: (e) The impact of direct taxation on international trade and transfer

(1) Areas that would be of interest or of no interest to of technology
member countries with regard to entering tax (f) A study of the feasibilityof establishing a direct tax cooperation
treaties; council.
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conceivablyform its own group of expertsdrawn from, used as a forum for discussions. Should CIAT decide
for example, the United States, Canada, the more to form its own group of experts, it can assist in for-

developed countries of Latin America and the less mulating the types and nature of information to be

developed countries of Latin America and the Carib- exchanged. A standardizedform could be considered.
bean. A model exchangeof informationagreementcould be 1formulated which the governments of member coun-

Each member country could agree to supply CIAT tries may wish to consider. The possibilitiesfor future
with certain information of a general nature on the development in the cooperative approaches among
understanding that the information could be made the tax administrationsfor preventingand counteract-
available to any other member country. ing international tax evasion and avoidance are excit-

ing and the time for implementing the futuristic ideas
If member countries are interested in entering either of CIAT espoused at the El Salvador Assembly has
a bilateralor multinationalagreement,CIATcould be arrived.
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Recent Changes definedby law) are examplesof provisionswhichhave
led the businesscommunityto voice strongcriticismof

parts of the text.

in Brazil
SPECIAL EXPORT ZONES

By Luiz Fernando Teixeira Pinto
For the last 2 years, heated debates have taken place
regarding the new economicmodel Brazil is to adopt.
Underlying the debates is the fact that the import

Mr. L.F. Teixeira Pinto is the Tax News Servicecorrespon- substitution model, adopted between the 1940s and
dent for Brazil. the 1980s, has been exhausted and a new model must

be found. Notwithstandingthe differences in size and
diversificationof the economybetweenBrazil and the
Pacific Basin countries, Asian countries have been

THE NEW BRAZILIANCONSTITUTION1 selected by some as the model to be observed. The
idea of creating special export zones (such as those in

On 2 September 1988, the National Constituent As- Taiwan and Korea)where certain facilitiesare granted
sembly finished voting on the new Brazilian Constitu- to new foreignenterpriseshas been at the centerof the
tion, approximately 19 months after the 569-member debates. While openng the Brazilian economy to
Assembly convened.2 The culmination of all these foreign competition is defended by most interest
months of work was a 250-article text which will intro- the degree to which the should be
duce substantialchanges in the political and economie groups, economy

opened varies considerably. Competition between
scenario of the country. companies located in the free trade zones and other

Departing from the Brazilian tradition of having con_ companies has been considered unfair by most of the
stituent assemblies preparing an initial draft, the new business community.
Constitution results from the work of 36 sub-commit- Decree-Law2,452 of 29 July 1988 creates the so-called
tees whose drafts were put together by committees. Export Processing Zones (ZPE). ZPEs basically con-
The various drafts were consolidated in a first draft sist of free trade areas which are isolated from the rest
taken to the floor of the Assemblyearlier this year and of Brazil by trade and industrial barriers. It is antici-
was submitted to 2 rounds of votes. In addition to the pated that foreign industries will be attracted to such
work of representatives, about 12,000 proposals gen- areas by the tax incentives and foreign exchange
erated by unions, organized groups, lobbies and vari- facilities offered in the Decree. Art. 1 states that the
ous other organizationswere finally voted on.

purpose of the ZPEs is to enhance the Brazilian bal-

In certain aspects, the Constitution is an entirely new ance of payments, reduce regional economic imba-

document. The bill of rights, with which the Constitu_ lances and promote the diffusion of technology and

tion begins, has been unanimously acclaimed as the economicgrowth.
most liberal the country has ever had or could have The location of each ZPE will depend on the interest
wished for. A full range of civil rights and liberties are of the states and municipalities. Either the states or
included in the text, ranging from absolute freedomof the municipalities may submit a proposal to the Na-
speech to the right to demand from a court of law a tional Council of ZPEs stating that the state or munic-
ruling on constitutional provisions which have been ipality will assume all of the costs of the works and
left unregulated by the legislators. The Constitution expropriations required for the ZPE and that it will
also provides for the direct election of the Presidentof provide proof of available funds to bear these ex-
the Republic, a right which has been denied to Brazi- Decree-Iaw2,452 expresslyprohibits the Fed-
lians since 1960 when the last presidential election penses.

eral administration from assuming, either directly or
took place. However, much of the criticism of the new indirectly, the burden of these costs. The Council will
Constitutionhas been targeted at the economicprovi- review the proposaltaking into accountcertain criteria
sions. In a world where even EasternEuropeancoun- (inter alia, access to ports and airports and the availa-
tries have decided to open up their economies and bility of infrastructure).
markets to foreign investment and some sort of free
enterprise, the new Brazilian Constitution has laid A company interested in establishing itself in a ZPE

down principles that guarantee companies controlled must also submit a proposal evidencing that the oper-

by Braziliancitizenspreferencesover other companies ations will be beneficial to Brazilian exports. If ap-
located in Brazil. The possibility of limiting certain proved, the company will be required to execute a

sectors of the domesticmarket to domestic investment commitment to open a foreign currency denominated

and a 12% limit on real interest (a term yet to be account in Brazil, spend (in Brazil) a minimumamount
of money for installation costs and agree not to pro-
duce goods subject to the export quota system on the

1. An article discussing the tax implications of the new Brazilian Con- date of commitnent.
stitution will appear in a forthcoming issue of the Bulletin.
2. Prornulgation of the new Constitution took place on 5 October 1988 In return, a company established in a ZPE will be
when the Assembly met for the last time as a Constituent Assembly. exempt from the following taxes and duties: (i) import
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duty; (ii) tax on manufacturedproducts; (iii) contribu- SALE OF FUEL TO FOREIGN SHIPS
tion to the Social DevelopmentFund (FINSOCIAL);
(iv) additional charge to the Freight for the Renova- DECAM Communique 1,110 was issued on 3 August
tion of the MerchantNavy; (v) tax on credit, exchange 1988 by the Department of Foreign Exchange of the
and insurance transactions; (vi) tax on transactions Central Bank of Brazil.3The Decreeprovides that the
with securities;and (vii) income tax on any remittances supply of fuel to foreign ships is subject to the exportand payments abroad. license system and the sale to a bank authorized to

Such companies will be subject to income tax on the deal in foreign exchange of the foreign currency re-

profits earned in their ZPE operations. However, the ceived in payment for the fuel supplied. The Decree

companies may import any goods, equipment, raw
also sets forth the rules for settlementof the sale of the

materials and parts necessary to their manufacturing foreign currency by fuel suppliers.
activities. No license will be required for any such
imports,nor will a license be requiredfor exportsfrom TAX COLLECTIONPERIOD
ZPE's with the exception of licenses required under
sanitary, environrnentalprotection and national secu- Struggling with a federal public deficit of 4% of the

1rity regulations. There will be no control on foreign GNP, the federal administration is searching for new

exchange transactions to and from a conpany located ideas to help reduce the deficit. Decree-Law2,450 of
in a ZPE. 29 July 1988 provides that, as from 1 August 1988, the

period for determinationand collection of the tax on
In order to protectcompanies locatedelsewherein the industrializedproductsshall be 15 days. Previouslythe
country, sales from companies located in a ZPE to period was 30 days, which gave companies an advan-
companies located in other areas will be subject to a tage in that the tax amount could be invested during10% tax, called the denominating tax . Any sale this period of time.
from a ZPE to other areas of Brazil will be treated as

an import; converselyany sale to a ZPEwill be treated 3. The CentralBank has the power to regulateforeign exchangetransac-
as an export transaction. tions in Brazil.

COS-A R CA:

Income Tax Reform:
Assessment of the Income Tax on Employees for
the Tax Period 1988 and Other Relevant Measures

By M.A.GPa Caballero

held from their monthly gross salary/wages by the
Mr. Caballero-is a principal research associate at the IBFD. employer/payor.

Capital gains derived by resident individuals
General information

Capital gains realizedby residents from the transferof

The new IncomeTax Reform Act applies as of 1 June movable or immovable property are excluded from

1988, at which date the former income tax legislation2 gross (taxable) income provided the individual is not

was repealed. Consequently, as the Costa Rican tax conducting a business.

period 1988 runs from 1 October 1987 through 31
September 1988, the former income tax legislation3 Procedure for assessment of income tax by
applies with respect to income accrued during the first resident individuals for the period 1988
8 months, i.e. 1 October 1987 through 31 May 1988;
the new provisions apply with respect to income ac- Under instructions provided by the General Directo-
crued during the other 4 months, i.e. 1 June through rate of Direct Taxation, resident employees are re-

30 September1988. The formerincometax legislation quired to make 2 differenttax assessments,as follows:
required all resident taxpayers to assess the tax on

their annual income. Under the new income tax provi-
sions, employment income earners are no longer re-

1 Law 7,092 of 21 April 1988.
2 Law 837 of 20 December 1946, as amended.

quired to file an income tax return for the year, but 3.. Implemented by Decree 18,130-H/88which adjusted the income tax

are instead taxed under a simplified tax which is with- table and personal credit scheme.
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(1) The first assessment,which comprises the amount October 1988 the tax n employmentincome must be
of incomeearnedin the first short tax period 1 October withheldmonthlyby the employer taking into account
1987 through31 May 1988 is to be made in accordance the new table and credit scheme under 2.
with the former legislation. The tax rate table to be
applied on such 8-month income and the pertinent
personal credits are established by Decree 18,130-H/ Taxation of income derived by self-employed

individuals88. As to the tax credits4, the appropriate amount is
calculated dividing the amount of eachcredit by 12
(months) and multiplyingby 8 (months). The tax rate

Under the new income tax legislation, self-employed
individuals who are resident of Costa Rica are subjecttable to be used in this first assessmentis as in Table I:
to tax with respect to their annual taxable income and

Table I must self-assess the tax for the entire 1988 tax period
in accordance with Table III:Annual taxable Taxliabiity Restof taxable Marginal rate

income (in 0) (in ) income up tothe on the excess Table Illnext (in 0) (in %)
Annual taxable Tax liability Restoftaxable Marginal rate on160,000 5--

income (in OE) (in ) incomeuptothe theexcess(in %)160,000 8,000 40,000 10
next (in EE)200,000 12,000 50,000 14

250,000 19,000 85,000 17 O -- 200,000 0
335,000 33,450 105,000 19 200,000 0 100,000 10
440,000 53,400 100,000 21 300,000 10,000 200,000 15
540,000 77,400 120,000 26 500,000 40,000 500,000 20
660,000 105,600 140,000 29 1,000,000 140,000 anyhigheramount 25
800,000 146,200 450,000 34

1,250,000 299,200 635,000 39 The new tax credit scheme available to self-employed1,885,000 546,850 615,000 46
2,500,000 829,750 1,270,000 49 individuals consists of 1,800 for each dependent
3,770,000 1,452,050 anyhigheramount 50 child and 2,400 C for the dependent spouse.

(2) The second assessment, which comprises the Taxation of earnings derived by non-resident
amount of income earned in the second short tax foreigners
period 1 June through 30 September 1988, is to be
made in accordancewith the new legislation. The tax Costa Rican-sourcegross earningsderivedby non-res-
rate structure to be applied on such 4-month income ident foreigners are taxed at the final rates of either
and the pertinent personal tax credits established by 15% (where the payment is in consideration for the
Law 7,092 are as in Table II: renderingof any kind of independentservices)or 10%

(for employment income, pensions and remuneration
Table Il paid in considerationof dependent services).

Monthly Tax liability Restof monthly Marginal rate
earnings (in e) (in 0) earningsuptothe on the excess Other measures

next (in EE) (in%) Income Tax Reform Law 7,092 contains, inter alia,O -- 40,000 O the following additional measures:40,000 O 20,000 10
60,000 2,000 anyhigheramount 15 - the progressivecorporate income tax rates are re-

placed by a 30% flat rate. Small enterprises areRemuneration in the form of allowances, bonuses, taxed at 10% if their gross receipts are not aboveparticipating rights, etc. of executives, directors, 3,000,000 colones and at 20% if they exceed suchsupervisorsand otherofficersofcompaniesare subjeet amount but are not above 6,000,000 colones;to income tax at the final rate of 10% on the gross - the rates on income paid to non-residentsare, as aamount. rule, 15% for dividends (5% for dividends on
Under the new personal tax credit scheme, only 2 shares listed on a stock exchange and purchased
types of creditable amounts are available to these tax- therein), 15% for interest (in some cases exempt),
payers, i.e. for each dependent child 150 (E monthly 25% for royaltiesand technical assistance fees and
and for the dependentspouse 200 (E monthly (i.e. 150 30% for non-specified income.
x 4 + 200 x 4) for this second assessmentpurpose. However, the tax administration is empowered to
In making these assessments, taxpayers must use the grant a total exemption from the otherwiseapplicable
ad hoc declaration form R-1 which must be filed with Costa Rican final withholdingtax where the non-resi-
the tax authorities by 30 November 1988. As of 1 dent recipient can prove to the satisfaction of the tax

authorities that such Costa Rican-source income is
4. The tax credits are as follows: effectively taxed in his country of residence. If the(a) for the taxpayer:19,000colones;

country of residence grants a credit for only a portion(b) for a dependent spouse: 11,000 colones;
of the Costa Rican tax, the Costa Rican exemptionwill(c) per dependent child: 7,000 colones;

(d) per other qualifying dependent: 2,500 colones. apply with respect to the excess of the credit.
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BAI\G_ADESH: THE NEW FISCAL MEASURES

The Finance Minister emphasized the need for in-

Some Highlights of
creasedmobilizationof domesticresourceswith a view
to stimulatingdevelopmentactivities. He pointed out
that fiscal policy plays an important role in achievingthe 1988/89 Budget socio-economic balance. The Minister spoke of the
desirabilityof deriving increasedrevenuefrom locally-
manufactured goods by levying excise duties and heBy K.A. Gofran referredto the increasedrole of direct taxes as a source
of revenue.

Mr. K.A. Gofran, B.A., LL.B. s editor of Bangladesh Tax Import dutiesDecisions(a journal of tax cases)
To rationalize import duties on goods used for de-
velopmentactivitiesand manufacturingindustries, the
Minister announceda reduced rate of duty on various !

The National Budget of the People's Republic of steel raw materiais.4 Similarly, concessionshave been
Bangladesh for the fiscal year 1988/89 envisages reve- announcedfor a numberof importsin order to develop
nue receipts of 5,569 crore1 Tk. and expenditure of domestic science and technology.
5,250 crore Tk., leaving a surplus of 319 croreTk. The
Annual DevelopmentProgramme(hereafterADP)

Capital Budget has been projected at 5,315 Excise dutiesor crore
Tk. Finance Minister Mr. M.A. Munim, who pre- Excise duty has been imposed on a number of con-sented the budget in Parliament,proposed fiscal mea-

sumer and household items, i.e. billets, aluminum fit-sures which are likely to yield an additionalrevenueof
tings and fixtures, crockery and cutlery, sewing603.10 crore Tk. to partially finance the ADP. An machines, creams and polishes and heat-resistantadditional sum of 65 crore Tk. will be borrowedfrom bricks. Excise duty is now levied, inter alia, on pas-banks to close the gap for the development pro- traw-gramme. According to the budgetary proposals, the senger boats, cargo vessels, barges, tankers and
lers.DevelopmentBudget will be financed to the extent of

85.68% from foreign aid and 14.32% from domestic
resources. Income tax

The 1988/89 ADP contains 2 priority areas, i.e. ag- Income tax is the principal source of revenue fromriculture and education. 1,088 crore Tk. has been allo- direct taxes. A numberofchangeshave beenproposedcated for agriculture and water resources as opposed in order to broaden the tax base, check tax evasion,to 923 crore Tk. in the current year's revised pro- utilize tax measures to promote investment, employ-gramme.2 ment opportunitiesand production and to encourage
According to the budgetary documents, gross domes- exports. Some of the most significant changes relatingtic product (GDP) growth in the fiscal year 1987/88 is to the income tax are as follows:
likely to decline by 2.6%. This decline is due to the 1. To stimulate investment in the private sector, it isunfavourable agricultural conditionscaused by flood-
ing as well as the decline in the industrial sector be- proposed to continue to allow taxpayers other than

to amountcause of reducedpurchasingpower in rural areas. The companies declare income of any by paying
income tax at the rate of 20% under the head incomeEconomic Survey for 1987/88 reveals that agricultural from other sources. If an assessee avails himself ofoutput is estimated at 0.32% less than last year as this option, no questions will be asked about the re-against the projected increase of 3.7%. Growth in the

industrialsector is less than 5.2% of the targeted8.7%. turn. If 90% of the amount declared is invested in
These declines have affected the overall development specified industries within 2 years, the taxpayer only

must pay 10%.of the country.
2. Under existing provisions, a taxclearance certifi-The Minister pointed out that from December 1987, cate is not required for the alienation of agriculturalan upward trend in the inflation rate became discern- land. However, non-agricultural land situated in mu-able because of increases in the price of non-food

commodities. He called for caution in monetarypolicy
and overall economicmanagement.The moneysupply I. 1 crore = 10,000,c100.has increasedby 9.86% since January 1988.3The trade 2. This increased amount is designed to increase agricultural productiv-deficit for the year is estimated at 5,469 crore Tk. ity so as to achieve autarky in food production by 1990.

(USS 1,750 million). According to the EconomicSur- 3. The overall money supply increased by 1,367 crore Tk. raising the

vey, the export earnings of the country will be 3,750 total amount to 15,231.88crore Tk. During the same time period last year
the money supply grew by 7.29%.crore Tk. (USS 1,200 million) resulting in the above 4. Importduty has, however, been imposed on crude soybean oil, busesdeficit trade balance. and minibuses in completely knocked down condition.
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nicipal areas is also being transferred on the basis of back-to-backletters ofcredit to export-orientedindus-
old recordsdescribingit as being locatedin agricultural tries within the meaning of export sales .

areas. This practice deprives the Governmentof reve-

nue from capital gains. Individualsliving in rural areas
8. Under present law, if the owner of assets makes a

are required to obtain tax clearance certificates to sell settlement of income arising from such assets for a

uncultivated land and homesteads. To eliminate these period exceeding 6 years or for life and if the owner

inequities, the law has been amended to the effect that derives no benefit from the income, the income is not

land situated within a municipal area cannot be trans- assessable in his hands until the settlement is revoked.

ferredwithouta tax clearancecertificateand no certifi- This is considered a device to avoid tax by splitting
1 cate is required to transfer agricultural land situated income and it has been repealed by an amendment to

outside municipal areas. Non-agricultural land, the the law.

value of which does not exceed 100,000 Tk., can also 9. The Income Tax Law now provides for deduction
be transferredwithout a tax clearance certificate. or collection of tax at source n respect of several

3. No tax clearancecertificateis requiredto mortgage
classes of income or persons. However, the prevailing

immovable property to any bank provided the value system is considered inadequate to meet the revenue

of the property does not exceed 100,000 Tk. needs of the Government so the scope of deductions
and collection of tax has been expanded to broaden

4. Under existing provisions, individual taxpayersare the overall tax base and ensure collection of revenue.

entitled to an investmentallowance up to one third of Several provisions have been made:
total income; no maximum ceiling is imposed on this
allowance. It is now proposed to restrict the allowance (a) In addition to the Government, a local authority
to one third of total income or 200,000 Tk. whichever and a statutory corporation (including units of a

is less. corporation), a public limited company and a

banking company must now deduct tax at source
5. The IncomeTax Ordinance 1984 containedno pro- when paying contractors,suppliersor persons ren-
visions to charge and collect surcharges.Followingthe dering services.
unprecedented loods of 1987, a surcharge was levied (b) The government, local authority, statutorycorpo-
under the Relief and Rehabilitation Surcharge and ration, public limited company and banking com-

Levy Ordinance 1987 and under the Relief and Re- pany (including cooperative banks and insurance
habilitationSurcharge and Levy Ordinance 1988. The companies) are now required to deduct tax at the
Income Tax Ordinance has now been amended to maximum rate of 71/2% in all cases where annual
provide for a 10% surcharge for the assessment year rents exceed 48,000 Tk. The tax is to be deducted
1988/89. at the time the rental payment is made.

6. Under existing law, both the Controller of Capital (c) Advance collection of income tax at the rate of

Issues and the NationalBoard of Revenue (NBR) are
6.25%5 of the fees or services charged on account

authorized to approve companies whose stock and of exportingmanpoweris made from the exporters
shares qualify for investment allowances. This dual of manpower.6
authority creates complicationsso an amendmenthas (d) Collection of tax at source on travel agency com-

been made in the law relating to investmentscharging missions is made at the rate of 5%.

the NBR as the sole authority for granting such ap- (e) A 5% tax at source is deductedon shippingagency

proval. commissions.
(f) A 3% tax at source is collectedon the sale price of

7. Currently, an exporter is entitled to relief at a fixed goods or property sold by public auction.7
rate in respect of income tax attributable to profits (g) Producersof films must deduct a5% taxs at source
derived from the export of goods from Bangladesh. on the remuneration paid to film actors and
This rebate is also available in respect of the sale of actresses if the remuneration exceeds 36,000 Tk.
locally-manufactured machinery, equipment and annually.
other finished products within Bangladesh to any 10. The initial capital allowance in self-assessment
agency against its procurementprogrammedin foreign
exchange. In order to further encourage exports, it is cases9 has been raised from 150,000Tk. to 200,000Tk.

proposed to extend the rebate to the supply of domes- in normal cases and to 300,000Tk. if the investment is

tic raw materials and other input against domestic made in small or cottage industries. The increased
allowance is designed to promote economic activity.

# However, to prevent abuse of the facility, new as-

sessees engaged in a business or professionmust file a

bank certificate along with the return of income.
5. 6.25% is the rate set forth in Income Tax Rule 17C. The FinanceAct

1988 sets the rate at 7.5%.
6. The Director General, Bureau of Manpower, Employment and

Training will act as the collecting authority for this purpose. Wealth tax
7. The government, a local authority, a statutory corporation, a public
limited company will be the collecting authority for this tax. At present no time limit is prescribed to complete
8. 5% is the rate set forth in Income Tax Rule 17E. The Finance Act wealth tax assessments. Consequently, wealth tax as-
1988 sets the rate at 7.5%.
9. Under this provision, initial capital may be put into the business sessments have accumulated and collection of the tax
without any questions being asked. has been hindered. The law has now been amended to
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require completionof assessmentswithin 2 years from and industry and agricultureand the premiumreceipts
the end of the assessmentyear in which the net wealth from these sources are considerable. In order to raise
was first assessable.to additional revenue, a new tax (the insurancepremium

tax) has been imposed at a rate of 5% of the premium
Shop tax paid on a general insurancepolicy. The tax is effective

as of 1 July 1988.

The shop tax was introduced in 1984. The following
measures have been taken to expedite assessment of Developmentlevy
shop tax and ensure its collection:
(1) a best judgement assessment can be made in case An additional sum of 86 crore Tk. is expected as non-

of default; tax revenue. Of this amount, 36 crore Tk. is expected
(2) an assessmentmust be completedwithin one year; from development leviesu in place of the relief and

and rehabilitation levy which has been discontinued as of
(3) the time limit for filing a return has been reduced this year. The development levy will be imposed at a

from 3 months to 2 months. rate of 4% on:

or onNo trade licence may be renewed unless the shop tax (1) interest shares of profits all savings deposits
and fixed deposits in any bank;is paid. (2) all deposits of post office savings accounts, fixed
deposit accounts and bonus accounts; and

Air ticket tax (3) all dividend income from shares, stocks, mutual
funds and unit trusts.

Passengers travelling by air now pay an air ticket tax
of 30 Tk. on domestic flights and 100 Tk. on interna-
tional flights. The tax on internationalflights has been

Rates of income tax

increased to 150 Tk.
The rates and schedule of income tax applicable for
the fiscal year 1988/89 are unchanged,t2

Insurancepremium tax

In his Budget Speech, the Finance Ministernoted that
the insurancebusiness (in particular the general insur- lo With respect to pending cases (i.e. those as of 1 July 1988), the time

limit is 3 years from that date.
ance business) has expanded substantially. General 11. The remaining36 crore Tk. is expected from telephones.
insurance coverage extends not only to international 12. See Taxes and Investmentin Asia and the Pacific, Vol. I, Bangladesh,
trade but also to marine, air and road transportation C. 13.1.2.

The Editors of the Bulletinwish all subscribers
a happy and prosperous New Year
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1
Mr. R.G.L. de Silva is a Bachelorof Laws and an Attorney-at-Lawof the Supreme
Court o Sri Lanka. He is currently a Legal Practitioner and an International Tax
Counse after having been a SeniorOfficial in Sri Lanka's Inland RevenueService.
Presently, he is the Honorary Secretaryof the International Fiscal Association(Sri
Lanka Branch)

INTRODUCTION LEGISLATION

Before 1959 companies in Sri Lanka were taxed under The Inland Revenue Act No. 28 of 1979, which is the
the imputationsystem, i.e. full imputationcredit in principal law imposing income taxation in Sri Lanka,
respect of income tax paid by a companyon its profits was recently amended to give legal effect to the above
was available to the companyshareholderswhen such Budget proposals. Provisions relating to the imputa-
profits were distributed. With the introduction of tion system are contained in the Inland Revenue
Kaldor Reforms of 1959/60, the imputation system (Amendment)Act No. 31 of 1988 (certifiedby Parlia-
was replaced by the classical system of taxation ment on 5 September 1988) which takes effect from 1
under which profits earned by a company are first April 1988. This article discusses the relevant provi-
taxed in the hands of the company and when the bal- sions in the lawwith regard to the imputationsystem.
ance profitsare distributedsuch profits are taxed again
in the hands of the shareholders. This results in

/

economic double taxation and high effective rates of
Classificationof companies

tax. Sri Lanka tax law recognizes(fortaxpurposes)4major
categories of resident companes:

As a result of repeated representationsmade by pro- i) quoted companies
fessional bodies and taxpayers against economic dou- ii) unquoted companes
ble taxation, Sri Lanka's Minister of Finance & Plan- ) people's companes
ning announcedon 17 November 1987 that an imputa- iv) small companies
tion system would be introduced in Sri Lanka for tax- A people's company is a company resident in Sri
ation of company profits. In his Budget Speech for Lankawhich is not a privatecompanywithin the mean-
Fiscal Year 1988, the Minister stated: ing of the Companies Act and which conforms to the

following requirements:
Representationshave been made to me repeatedly re-

garding the double taxation on company profits which (a) the number of shareholders of the company ex-

exists in the present tax law. A company'sprofit is taxed ceeds 100 and the nominalvalue of each share does
first in the hands of the company itself, and it is taxed not exceed 10 Rs.;
again in the hands of the shareholderwhen a dividend (b) any person may invest in one or more sharesof the
is declaredby the companyout of the same profits. This company at any allotment of shares or in the open
results in a very high effective rate of tax, sometimesas market;
high as 68%. Many countries now relieve double taxa- (c) no person either individually or with his wife or
tion on corporate income by what is known as the im- minor children holds directly through nominees
putation system, since they believe that double taxa-

or

ton on company profits militates against company for- more than 5% of the issued share captal;
mation and investrnent in company shares. The coun- (d) no other company holds any share of the company
tries which have adopted the imputationsystem include directly or through nominees;
Singapore, Malaysia, Australia, New Zealand, the (e) the directorateof the company consists of at least
United Kingdom, France and Germany, among many 3 directors each owning one or more shares; and
others. In Sri Lanka too, I am very anxioustoencourage (f) none of the directors of the company holds office
company formation in order to develop the country's as director of any other people's company (Sec.
share market and to encourage widespread share own- 33(2)(a)).
ership by Sri Lanka nationals. I propose therefore to
introduce the imputation system for taxing company A small company is a company resident in Sri
profits in Sri Lanka. Lanka:
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(a) the issued capitalofwhich does not exceed500,000 of that class, but does not include any dividend distri-
Rs.; buted out of-

(b) which has not reduced its capital on or after 15 (i) profits or income which accrued, or arose, to such
November 1978; companyprior to l April 1988;

(c) which has not been formed on or after 15 ii) its exempt ncome; and
iii) any income from dividends received by such com-November 1978 by the reconstructionof an exist-

pany.ing company or by the acquisition of any plant,
machinery, fixtures or buildingof an existingcom- According to this definition, a distinction is made be-
pany; and tween profits accruing prior to 1 April 1988 and after

(d) the taxable income of which does not exceed 1 April 1988. The imputation will apply only to a

333,333 Rs. for any year of assessmentcommenc- distribution made out of profits or income arising or

ing on or after 1 April 1988 (Sec.33(2)(b)). accruing after 1 April 1988. It will not apply to capital
gains. The rates of tax applicable to qualifying dis-

These companies are taxed at different tax rates as tributions as specified in the 7th Schedule to the Act
specified in the Second Schedule to the Act as set out are as follows:
below:

Quotedcompany - 331/3%
Quotedcompany - 40% Unquotedcompany 50%-

Unquotedcompany - 50% People'scompany 331/3%-

People'scompany - 40% Small company 25%-

Small company - () Taxable incomeup to 250,000
Rs. at 331/3% ; Deductionof ACT from company tax

(ii) Taxable income in excess of
250,000 Rs. but less than A company is entitled to deduct the ACT paid for any
333,333 Rs. at 100%. year of assessment from the tax (hereinafter referred

to as mainstreamcompany tax or MCT) payableThe rates of tax applicable to capital gains are as fol- on its profits at rates specified in the 2nd Schedule to
lows: the Act. However, as the scheme is only a half imputa-
Periodbetweenacquisition Maximum rate tion scheme, such deduction shall not exceed 50% of
andsaleofproperty oftax MCT payable for that year of assessment (Sec.
0- 2 years Normal rates of tax 33A(2)).
2- 5 years 25% If a company has paid ACT for a year of assessment
5 - 15 years 17.5% in of 50% of the MCT, the amount willexcess excess

15 - 20 years 12.5% not be refunded to the but will be carriedcompany20 - 25 years 5% forward and deducted from MCT payable by the com-
Over25 years 0

pany for the next succeeding year of assessment and
so on, provided the total deduction for any year of

Withholdingtax on dividends assessment on account of ACT shall not exceed 50%
of MCT payable for that year of assessment (Sec.

A resident company is required to withhold tax at the 33A(3)).
rate of 20% on any dividend payable out of its profits
to shareholders.This tax withheld and deducted from Treatment of dividends declared out of
the dividend is allowed to a shareholderagainst the tax qualifying distributions

payable by him.
When a resident shareholder other than a company
receives a dividend in relation to which.ACThas been

PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE IMPUTATION paid, the income of the shareholder from such divi-
SYSTEM dend (for tax purposes) is deemed to be a sum equal

to the aggregate of the gross dividend and the ACT
Advance company tax attributable thereto and the shareholder is entitled to

deduct (in addition to the withholdingtax deductedby
Under Sec. 22A(1), every resident company is liable the company)such ACT from the tax payableby him.
to pay a tax statutorily referred to as advance com- Where the tax credit in respect of the ACT and the
pany tax (ACT) at specified rates2on everyqualified withholding tax in relation to a dividend received by a
distribution. Sec. 163 defines qualifying distribu- resident shareholder exceeds the tax payable by him,tion as follows: he will be entitled to a refundofthis excess tax credit.

qualifyingdistributionmeans the whole or part of any The following examples illustrate the imputationsys-gross dividend distributed in any year of assessment
tem in relation resident and residentcommencing on or after 1 April 1988, by a resident to a company a

company to a shareholder in the form of money or of shareholder.
an order to pay money, out of such profits of the com-

pany which,iftaxable for that year of assessment,would 1. A small company having a taxable income of over 333,333 Rs. ceases
be taxed at the appropriaterate specified in the Second to be a small company.
Schedule to this Act, as the rate applicable to companies 2. The rates differ according to the class of a company
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ExampleA

(1) In relationto a residentcompanytaking into accountthe
advancecompany tax and the withholding tax
Note: It is assumed in the examplethat (a) the taxable

profit is 100,000 Rs. and (b) the balance profit
after tax is fullydistributedto the shareholders.

QuotedCo./ SmallCo.

People'sCo. UnquotedCo. profit
100,000 100,000 100,000

Tax (MCT) thereonwillbe (at 40%) 40,000 (at50%) 50,000 (at 331/3%) 33,333
Balanceprofit availablefor distribution 60,000 50,000 66,667

If the balanceprofit is fullydistributed-viz. 60,000 50,000 66,667
the withholdingtaxat 20% to be deductedand paid
tothe Revenuewill be 12,000 10,000 13,333
and the net dividend payabletothe
shareholderwillbe 48,000 40,000 53,334

ACTpayable bythe Company(being 331/3%,
50% and 25% of the distributionmade by
a Quoted Co./People'sCo., UnquotedCo.
and Small Co., respectively)will be 20,000 25,000 16,667
Company'sliabilitytotax on profits 40,000 50,000 33,333
Theamountdeductibleon accountofACT paid 20,000* 25,000* 16,667
Balance tax payable 20,000 25,000 16,667

=--

* Paid at the time of declaration of dividends out of qualifying distribution (see below).

Example B

(2) In relation to the shareholder

Dividendfrom Dividendfrom Dividendfrom
QuotedCo./ Unquoted Small
People'sCo. Company Company

Dividendreceived 48,000 40,000 53,334
Tax withheld 12,000 10,000 13,333

60,000 50,000 66,667
AddACT 20,000 25,000 16,667

80,000 75,000 83,334

Tax thereonat 40% 32,000 30,000 33,333
Lesswithholdingtax 12,000 10,000 13,333

imputation (half) 20,000 32,000 25,000 35,,000 16,667 30,000
Balancetax payable NIL **(5,000) 3,333

* Assuming that the shareholdersare liable to tax at 40%, i.e. the maximum rate of tax appticable to an individual
for year of assessment 1988/89 and subsequent years.

** The shareholderswill be entitled to a refund.

When a company (resident or non-resident) receives Payment of ACT to the Revenue
from a resident company, a dividend in relation to
which a deduction has been made on account of with- Sec. 97(4) requires that the ACT on a qualifying dis-

holding tax or ACT, such dividend is deemed not to tribution payable by a company be remitted to the
form part of the assessable income of the recipient Revenue at the time the qualifying distribution is
company. No tax credit or refund will accrue to the made. The dividend will be deemed to be distributed
recipient company in respect of the withholding tax or on the date on which the dividend is declared. How-
ACT deducted. However, where a resident company ever, if it is declared to be paid on a future date, the
makes a distribution out of a dividend in relation to distribution of the dividend will be deemed to be on

which withholding tax or ACT has been deducted, a the future date. Remittance of the ACT should be

non-corporateshareholderreceiving a distributionout accompanied by a statement in such form as may be
of such dividend will be entitled to credit for the ACT prescribedby the CommissionerGeneralof the Inland
and withholding tax attributable thereto. Revenue.
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Tax on dividends under double tax conventions normal rates prescribed in the 2nd Schedule
(i.e. capital gains, etc.);

Most of the double tax conventions concluded by Sri (iff) other profits and income.
Lanka provide that the tax on a dividend (whether (c) Details of dividendspaid out of each category and
withheldor chargeddirectly)paid by a companywhich sub-categoryset out above.
is a resident of Sri Lanka to a resident of the other (d) Appropriationsmade from each categoryand sub-
country shall not exceed 15% (10% in some cases) of category of income set out above for reserves and
the gross dividend. In cases where the double taxation payment of taxes.
treaty provisions apply, the excess tax withheld or

charged will be refundable. When issuing a dividend warrant, a company is also
required to furnish a statement indiating, inter alia,

Obligations of a resident company under the the composition of the gross amount of the dividend

imputation system and the ACT paid thereon.

Every resident company is requiredunder Sec. 33C to
maintain a record indicating: CONCLUSION

(a) dividends received from other companies, clas- The law relating to the imputation system in Sri
sified under Lanka is rather complex due to the multiplicityof tax

) exempt dividends; rates applicable to different classes of companies and
ii) dividendson which ACThas not been paid (i.e different types of income (i.e. tax rates applicable to

dividends declared out of profits prior to 1 capital gains vacy from 5% to 25%), the non-applica-
April 1988); bility of the imputation system to the distribution

(iii) dividends on which ACT has been paid, made out of profits earned by a company prior to 1
further classified according to the rate of ACT April 1988 and the'collectionof taxes at differentrates
applicable to such dividend. at various stages. It is hoped that with the experience

(b) Profits and income other than dividend income, gained from implementationof the present system of
classified under imputation, Sri Lanka will, in the near future, evolve

) exempt profit and income; a simple system of imputation for corporate taxation
ii) profits and income taxable at rates other than with 100% tax credit.
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An Introductionto Taxes in Singapore
for the Expatriate:
Individual Income Tax
By Arthur Young International

- The Singapore tax year (known as the year of assess- Inland Revenue is to treat an individual as resident if

ment) is the calendar year. The basis of assessment is his period of stay in Singapore spans 3 consecutive
the preceding year's income. Normally, the annual calendaryears. For instance, assume that an individual
returns for individuals are issued by the Comptroller starts employment in Singapore on 1 September 1987

by the end of January in the year of assessment. The and leaves on 15 February 1989. The tax authorities
return has to be filed within 21 days of the date on the would regard the individual as a resident for Years of
face of the assessment. However, extension for filing Assessment 1988, 1989 and 1990 even though in 1987
is generally granted for 2 or 3 months. and 1989 his physical presence in Singaporewould be

less than 183 days in each calendar year.Tax returns are declarations indicating the gross in-
come and deductions of the taxpayer. Most assess- However, the Inland Revenue's practice is not neces-

ments (in response to filed returns) or estimated as- sarily conclusive. The important criterion is whether
sessments (where no returns have been filed) will be the individual intends to establish residence in Singa-
issued in March, April and May of each year. A per- pore and the decision will depend upon the cir-
son's tax liabilitymust be paid within one month of the cumstances of each particular case.

date of the noticeof assessment. Installmentpayments
can usually be arranged if required; the maxmum

number of installments is 12, commencing from SCOPE OF TAX

January.
Individuals resident in Singapore for tax purposes are

A wife may elect that her earned income as well as liable to tax on:
income arising from investments made out of her (1) all income derived from or accruing in Singapore;earned income be taxable in her own name. and

Employers are not required to withhold tax from (2) allincomederivedelsewherebut receivedin Singa-
employees'earnings, unless instructedby the Revenue pore from outside Singapore (i.e. remitted to Sin-
to do so in specific cases. Where the employer is not gapore).
incorporated/registered in Singapore, the employee Non-resident individuals are only liable to Singapore
may be required to furnish a letterof guarantee for his tax.in respect of item (1) above, but not liable to
estimated tax liability.

are

tax on income remitted into Singapore.
If an individual'semploymentrequireshim to perform

GENERALDISCUSSIONOF RESIDENCE duties outside Singapore, i.e. on a regional basis, the
remuneration in respect of the duties performed out-

The extent to which an individual will be taxed by side Singapore is non-Singapore-source income. For

Singapore depends upon the residency status of the example, where the employment covers the whole
individual. For tax purposes, individualsare classified year, the resident individual would be taxed on the
as either resident or non-resident. greater of either:

Resident in Singapore, in relation to an individual, (a) Time spent in Singapore x Total remuneration,
means a person who resides in Singapore except for 365

such temporaryabsencestherefrom as may be reason-
or

able and not inconsistentwith a claim by such person (b) Total remunerationreceived in Singapore.
to be resident in Singapore, and includes a personwho While the Singapore tax authorities have in practice
is physically present or who exercises an employment accepted this concept of taxation (commonly known

(other than as a director of a company) in Singapore as the area representative basis), they impose the
for 183 days or more during the year. A non-resident following stringent conditions:
iS a person who is not resident in Singapore within (i) the individual must perform his duties in various
the above rules. locations in the region besides Singapore;
Physical presence in Singapore for 183 days or more (ii) the individualmust be employedby a non-resident

automatically constitutes residence for tax purposes. employer who has no permanentestablishmentin
However, presence for a lesser period may still be Singapore;
regarded as residence if it is the intention to establish (iff) the employment costs relating to non-Singapore
residence in Singapore. The current practice of the duties must not be borne by or charged to the
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accounts of the Singapore permanent establish- are charged to the accountsofthe Singaporeoffice;
ment; and and

1 (iv)the individual must have a written contract of (d) his contractof employmentor letter of assignment
employment or a letter of assignment stating the in respect of his Singapore employment.
specific duties to be performedboth in and outside
Singapore. In the case of resident individuals,where the area-rep-

resentative basis is claimed, it is important that the
Although conditions (ii) and (iii) are not necessarily income attributable to the non-Singapore duties be
relevant, in practice, the Inland Revenue would insist received and kept outside Singapore wherever poss-
on the following information being supplied: ible. 1

(a) details ofthe individual'sdutiesbothin and outside
Singapore and the company/companiesfor whom
such duties are performed, together with a

GROSS INCOME

schedule of his absences from Singapore;
(b) the nature of business of the non-resident Employmentincome

employer and the Singaporecompany to whom he Individuals are taxable on all gains or profits from
iS assigned; any employment. This term includes all remunera-

(c) whetherhis salary, allowancesand office expenses tion paid or granted to the employeeeither in cash or

TAXESANDINVESTVEN
[] INASlAANDi
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in kind such as the value of any food, clothing or MAJORDEDUCTIONS

lodging providedor paid for by the employer. Certain
itemsofcompensationare accordedspecial treatment.

Personal allowances (available to residents only)

Home leave airfare (a) Self S$ 2,000
(b) Earned income- The amount of earned

The Inland Revenue gives concessionarytreatment as income up to a maximum
follows: only 20% of the home leave cost will be taxed of 1,000
as incomeof the employee. The concessioncovers one For individual above 55

return passage a year to the home country for the years but below 61 years
employee and his wife and 2 passages a year for each up to a maximum of 3,000
child. In many cases, the tax authorities have re- For individual above 60

quested details of the cost of airfare, including in- years up to a maximum

voices, to substantiate the claim. of 4,000
(c) Spouse 1,000
(d) Dependent children

Housingprovidedby employer First child 750
Second child 750

Where accommodation is provided by the employer Third child 750
(for example, if the rent is paid by the employer), the
amount assessable on the employee as the value of There are special reliefsfor childreneducatedoverseas

accommodation is limited to the lower of 10% of the and children of qualified women.

Singaporeemploymentincome or the actual rent paid.
However, if a rent allowance is paid in cash to the Life insurance premiums and pension
employee, the whole of the cash allowanceis included contributions
in Singapore earnings and is taxable. Consequently,
the direct provision of accommodation by the Approved life insurance premiums and pension and
employer reduces the tax liability of the employee provident fund contributionsare usuallydeductibleupconsiderablyin most cases. Wherethe accommodation to a maximumof SS 5,000 per year (includingCentral
is furnished,certain nominalvalues (rangingfrom S$5- Provident Fund (CPF) contributions). Where CPF
30 per month) are imputedfor the use of the furniture, contributionsexceed SS 5,000, the full amountof CPF
fittings and equipment. will be given as a relief. No relief, however, will be

given for insurance premiums.
Automobileprovidedby employer

In respect of an employer-provided automobile, the NATIONAL INSURANCE (CENTRALtaxable benefit is, in practice, calculated at 10 Singa-
pore cents per private mile traveled if the employee

PROVIDENTFUND)

pays for the gasoline, or 30 Singapore cents per mile For every individual employed in Singapore, theif the employer pays for the gasoline. employer must contribute 35% of his monthly salary
(maximum contribution is SS 2,100 per month) to the

Other payments in kind CPF. The employer 25% monthly fromcan recover

the employee. There is no ceiling on contributions in
In respect of payments in kind, generally, costs incur- respect of special compensation such as bonuses and
red by the employer would be used to calculate the tax reimbursements. The employer's contribution is
taxable benefits. not taxable to the employeewhen withdrawnprovided

the amount contributeddoes not exceed the statutoryExamples: rate (effective 1 July 1988, the total contributionto theHouseservants - the benefit is the actual salary of the
employee's CPF will be 36%, i.e. 24% from

servant paid.
account

the employee and 12% from the employer).Gardener - the value of the benefit is SS 35 per
month. For expatriates employed in Singapore, application

for exemption may be made for the following expat-
riate employees as soon as possible from the date of

Investment income
commencementof employment in Singapore:

In the case of a resident, income from investments - those who have been providedwith social security/
(i.e. interest and dividends) is taxable if it is either pension/provident fund schemes by their home
from Singapore sources or is renitted to Singapore. countries or their employers;
Capital gains, on the other hand, are not taxable in - those who are in Singapore on short-term attach-
Singapore. Investment income of a non-residentfrom ments/assignments/employmentcontracts of not
a non-Singapore source is not taxable by Singapore more than 6 months;
whether remitted or not. - those who are employed by a foreign company
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before arrival in Singapore and are employed by 1987, Mr. X received compensation of SS 150,000 of
the same companyor the same groupofcompanies which SS 100,000 was paid in Singapore and the bal-
ln Singapore; and ance was deposited in a U.S. bank account and not

any other employeeswho are not considered to be remitted to Singapore. He has regional responsibility-

n need of old-age protection in Singapore. for his employer and in fact spent 60 days working
outside of Singapore. Mr. X's employeralso providedGenerally, an individual is allowed to withdraw from Mr. X with a house at a cost to the company ofthe CPF the amount to his credit if he/she meets any SS 30,000. Mr. and Mrs. X earned dividends fromof the following requirements: U.S. investments of SS 3,000 of which SS 1,000 werehas reached the age of 55 years; to to

-

remitted Singapore. Mr. X contributedSS 18,000not being a citizen of Singapore, has permanently-

the CPF during 1987 (i.e. SS 6,000 maximum,-

left Singapore with no intention of returning; and p.m.
x 12 x 25%).is mentally or physically unable to continue any-

employment. Year of assessment 1988

Income

RATES OF TAX Salary (see below)* SS 125,342 1
Taxable value of housing 12,534

A. Non-residents Dividends from U.S. corporations remitted
to Singapore 1,000

There shall be exempt from tax, any income derived Total SS 138,876
from an employment exercised in Singapore for not Deductions
more than 60 days in the basis period for any year of Personal reliefs
assessment by a person who is in Singaporefor some 1 Taxpayer SS 2,000
temporary purpose only and who is not resident in 2. Earned income 1,000
Singapore in that year of assessment. 3. Spbuse 1,000
If a non-residentemployee is in Singaporebetween 61 4. Children 1,500
and 182 days, he is liable to tax at a flat rate of 15%

5. CPF contributions 18,000
Total deductions (23,500)on his employment income, or to the amount of tax Taxable income SS115,376

payable by a resident in the same circumstances,
whichever is greater. Tax on 1st 100,000 SS 17,175

Tax on next 15,376 at 26% 3,998
Directors' fees earned by non-resident directors of SS 21,173
companies are taxed at 33%. Non-residentswho de- Less: Rebate (79)
rive income other than from employment are also Income tax payable SS 21,094
taxed at 33% on such other income.

* Greater of (a) or (b)
(a) Timespent in Singaporex Compensation 305

x 150,000 =125,342=

B. Residents 365 365
(b) Compensation received in Singapore = 100,000

Residents are taxed at graduated rates which range
from3.5% to 33% as set forth in AppendixesA andB. APPENDIX B

Year of assessment 1988
PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO FILE AND LATE (income earned in 1987)
PAYMENT OF TAX

Taxable income

A penalty may be imposed for late filing of a return. (A) (B) Tax on Tax rate on

This may be compounded in the case of a first or Lower limit Upper limit ColumnA excessover

second offense. A penalty may also be imposed, rang- ColumnA

ing from 5% up to a maximum of 17%, on tax unpaid SS 0 SS 5,000 SS 3.5%
within the prescribedperiod, which is one month from 5,001 7,500 175 6.0
the date on which the NoticeofAssessmentis served. 7,501 15,000 325 8.0

. 15,001 20,000 925 9.0
20,001 25,000 1,375 12.0

APPENDIXA 25,001 35,000 1,975 14.0
35,001 50,000 3,375 17.0
50,001 75,000 5,925 21.0

GENERALTAX COMPUTATION 75,001 100,000 11,175 24.0
100,001 150,000 17,175 26.0

Following is an example of the general tax calculation 150,001 200,000 30,175 28.0
in Singapore: 200,001 400,000 44,175 31.0

400,001 and over 106,175 33.0
Mr. X, a U.S. citizen resident in Singapore for all of Note: For the year of assessment 1988 there s a 15% rebate on the tax
1987, is married with 2 dependent children. During payable on the first SS 10,000 of taxable income.
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Resolutions XLII IFA Congress,
Amsterdam1988

1
SUBJECT I: they have personally suffered in the source State.

Recognitionof ForeignEnterprises as Fourthly, where the participators are taxed per-
Taxable Entities sonally in their residence States on their share in

the entity's profits they may not get any relief for
the tax at source levied in the residence State of

Resolution (original version) the entity.
Such consequenceswill occurmainlywhere the tax

The XLII IFA Congress: systems of the States involved are not all based

Recalling its Resolutions taken at the 27th Congress exclusivelyon the principleof territorialityand are

due either to shortcomingsof unilateralrelief rules(1973) in Lausanne on Subject II - Partnerships and
or to inaccessibilityto treaty benefits;joint enterprises in international tax law - and at the

1 5. The mutual agreement procedures under the41st Congress (1987) in Brussels on Subject I - The
fiscal residence of companies; treaties have not proven satisfactory to avoid mul-

tiple taxation in the cases under consideration,
Taking note of the 28 National Reports and of the failing any requirementfor the authorities to reach
General Report as published in the Cahiers de droit agreement;
fiscal international, Volume LXXIIIa, and of the dis-
cussions held during the Congress on September 12 Considering that the multiple taxation arising from

and 13, 1988; such circumstancesis undesirableand should be elimi-
nated;

Observing that:
Recommends that:

1. When a group of persons jointly undertakes busi- 1. States adopt both in their domestic law and in their
ness activities abroad, dissimilar characterisation treaties measures aimed at eliminating multiple
for income tax purposes of the vehicle established taxation due to the disparity in characterisationof
(hereinafter referred to as entity) can gve rise entities in the residence State of the entity, in the
to multiple taxation; residence States of the participators and in the

2. The criteriaaccording to which States characterise source State. The duty to grant relief should rest
an entity are not uniformand may differdepending primarily with the residence States of the entity
on whether the entity is domestic or foreign, resi- and the participators.
dent or non-resident; 2. The OECD further clarify the issue in the com-

3. Multiple taxation arises primarily because the mentary to its model conventionand devise appro-
States i) of residence of the entity ii) of residence priate model clauses.
of the participators and iii) of the source of busi-
ness profits do not adopt the same characterisa-
tion, one or more of them considering the entity Review of the Resolution on Subject I
as being the entrepreneur and consequently the by Prof. Dr. Walter Ryser (Switzerland),
taxpayer while the other(s) consider the par- Chairman of the Resolutions Committee
ticipators as being the entrepreneurs and con-

sequently the taxpayers for their share in the busi- The first subject submitted to the deliberationsof the
ness profits. Furthermorein many instances trans- 42nd Congress focused on the considerabledifficulties
parent entities or theirparticipatorshave no access arising when the States involved do not characterise
to treaty relief; similary an entity formed by a plurality of persons in

4. Where a dissimilarity in characterisation occurs, order to transactbusiness in anotherState. Theyoccur

the entity - if considered in the State of its resi- when the States do not all consider the entity to be
dence as a taxable subject - may not be able to non-transparent or when they do not all deem the
obtain relief for tax levied on the participators in entity to be transparent. Many cases of double or

the source State. Secondly, the participators - if multiple taxation can arise from such mismatching in
taxed personally in their residence State for their qualification. While the 27th Congress was devoting
share in the entity's business profits - may not be its attention mainly to bilateral situations, the 42nd
able to obtain relief for the tax imposed on the Congress consideredmore particularlytripartitesitua-
entity in the State where it opratesnor for the tax tions, involving the State of residenceof the entity, the
imposed on the entity in the State where it is con- State(s) of residence of the participators and the
sidered to be a resident. Thirdly, the participators State(s) of source (in particular the State(s) where
if taxed in their residence States as the recipients business is being carried out through a permanent-

of dividends distributed by an entity of another establishment). Shortcomings both in domestic rules
State - may not be able to obtain relief for the tax for the grantingof unilateral relief and in treaty provi-
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sions were identified. The recognition that multiple c. Concerning the appeal to OECD:
taxation may be much less likely to occur if the tax - The need for clarification would seem to concern

systems of the States involved were all strictly based firstly the commentary to Art. 23B(1) (and simi-
on the principleof territoriality is of no great practical larly 23A(1)). Words to the effect that Art. 23(1)
help. It was therefore felt that the States should be does not postulate any strict subject identitywhen
invited to take proper measures aimed at eliminating the foreign tax has been levied upon another per-double or multiple taxation arising from disparities in son due to a dissimilarity in characterization (orcharacterizationof business entities. similar technical causes), provided that the same

object has been taxed, would be very welcome.The Resolution,however, does not suggestalongwhat - The devising of new provisionsmay, for instance,lines remedies should be sought. While considering concern an extension of the benefit of Art. 7(1) ofthe point, the Committee eventually decided not to the model treaty to the participators of an entityinclude references to that effect. It may, however, be (as if they were conducting the business person-of interest to outlinesome of the avenueswhich could ally), where the entity itself is not considered abe explored in order to bring about practicalsolutions. resident of the other State.
Here are a few suggestions:

As can be seen, there is still ample room for further
a. At domestic level: study in this field and it is hoped that the 42nd Con-

States may consider the granting of tax credits for gress will have drawn the attention of the authorities-

foreign taxes despite a lack of identity of the tax- to the problems involved (incidentally), similar prob-
payers, providedthat the tax substanceis the same. lems will arise in the field of estate and inheritance
States, which usually give relief by tax credit, may taxes).-

consider granting exemption exceptionallywhere
disparity in characterizationcould be an obstacle
to the granting of tax credits. SUBJECT II:
States may considergrantingparticipatorsresident-

in their territority an exemption from tax on the Tax Treatmentof Computer Software

profits distributedby an entity consideredresident
abroad and (additionally) a relief for the foreign Resolution (original version)
tax at source on such distributions despite such The XLII IFA Congress:
exemption, where the participators have already
been personallytaxed on theirproportionateshare Taking note of the twenty-fourNational Reports and
in the underlyingprofits. the General Report as published in the Cahiers de

droit fiscal international, Volume LXXIIIb, subject
b. At treaty level: two, and

States may consider adopting consistent criteria
Taking further note of the discussionsheld during the

-

for the characterization of entities as transparent Congress 13th and 14th September 1988, in whichor non-transparentand pledgingto apply the same
on

criteria regardlessof whether they find themselves t was generally recognised that:

in the role of the residence State of the entity, of 1. development, transfer and use of software have

the residence State of the participators or of the grown enormously in recent years and are ex-

source State. pected to expand further;
States may consider inserting in their treaties pro-

2. software can be technically described as
- computer

visions making it clear that transparenfentitiesare
a set of instructions in any language and on any
carrier medium directing a computer to perform aconsideredresident for treatypurposesof the State
function;where they are organizedor where their principal

place of business is situated. Should this not be
3 in vew of the dynamic nature of software any

feasible, they should at least considerthe adoption classification, such as between systems software

of provisions recognizing transparent entities the (i.e. software for the computer's basic operation)
quality of residents for treaty purposes (i) of the and applicationsoftware (i.e. software for general
State where participators entitled or (ii), as a

or cross-industry application and for industry
furtheralternative,of the Statewhere the principal specific application), is necessarily temporary and

place of business of the entity is situated (or where should not be governingfor tax purposes;

any other test creatingunlimitedtax liabilitywould 4. software itself s by nature an intangible and in

otherwise be met) to the extent participators resi- most countries is for legal purposes considered
intellectual property which is protected bydent in such State derive income through such

entities. copyright laws;
States may consider adopting a text at least as

5. software development requires considerable in-
-

explicit as that of Art. 23B(1) (or 23A(1)) of the vestment and therefore royalty rates are higher
than for most other industrial or commercialprop-OECD Model Treaty in order to overcome the

obstacle consisting in a possible lack of subject erty rights.
identity for the granting of a tax credit or an Considering that:
exemption. 1. with respect to income and profits tax neither the
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1977 OECD Model Treaty, nor the 1980 UN order to study this subject furtherwithin the Inter-
Model Treaty, nor any bilateral tax treaty cur- national Fiscal Association, because of the
rently in effect provides separate and comprehen- dynamic and highly innovative character of the
sive rules for the international tax treatment of developmentof software.
software, and that at the national level only a few
countries have enacted specific tax rules relating
to software; Review of the Resolution on Subject Il

2. with respect to import duties the GATT has ruled by Dr. Han A. Kogels (Netherlands),
that in determiningthe customs value of imported Chairman of the ResolutionsCommittee

carriermedia bearingdata or instructions,only the (available in English only)
cost or value of the carrier medium itself shall be
taken into account provided the value of the The subject has been discussed in the two working
medium is shown separately;

sessions during the 42nd Congress under four major
3. with respect to capital taxes and indirect taxes, headings:

such as value added tax (VAT) and sales tax, na- Treatment under domestic income tax law, Research
tional and internationaltreatmentof softwaremay and development, International treatment and Treat-

1 vary, especiallysince the basic distinctionbetween ment undersales tax, value added tax and excises. The
the supply of goods and of services is interpreted panel members were Mr. M.O. Penney (U.K.), Mr.
differently from one country to another; J. Gonzalez Bendiksen (Colombia), Mr. Se Won

4. software transactions are generally treated as in- Chang (Republic of Korea) and Prof. G. Grosskopf
volving the transfer of intellectualproperty. How- (Sweden). Mr. D.G.H. Bowman (Canada) acted as

ever, it should be noted that: Discussion Leader.
a. tax treatment of bundled software integrated

into the hardware is uniform throughout the Computer software- for technical purposes to be de-

reporting countries, i.e. as part of the scribed as a set of computerinstructionson any carrier

hardware being a tangible asset,
medium - has an innovative and dynamic character.

b. canned software for general use which is sold Even where certain software is used for more than 20

and purchased in off-the-shelfform is treated years, frequent upgrading is quite normal. Most

as goods, and software, however, becomes obsolete within a rela-

c. customizedsoftwareor customizationof exist- tively short period. Research and development ac-

ing software is generally treated as a service; tivities play a crucial role in software industry.
5. in 1987 the Business and Industry Advisory Com- For legal purposes software - being an intangible by

mittee to the OECD (BIAC) has submitteda posi- nature - in most countries is considered intellectual
tion paper to the Fiscal Committee of the OECD property. The considerable investments required and
with respect to software; the highly innovative character of software result in

royalty rates higher than for most other industrial or

Recommends: commercialproperty rights.
1. the legal and economic characteristicsrather than With respect to tax treatment IFA considered that at

the form of payment (front-end lump sum, a national level only a few countries have specific tax
periodic or a combinationof both) for the transfer rules relating to software. Separate and comprehen-of software should determine the classification of sive rules for software have neither been taken up in
the transaction (transfer of intellectual property, the two model treaties of the OECD and the U.N. nor
of goods or supply of services or any combination
of all three) and thus will determine the tax treat-

n the various bilateral tax treaties. It has been men-

tioned that in 1987 the Businessand IndustryAdvisoryment of the transfer of software; Committee (BIAC) has submitted a position paper to
2. the considerationfor software transactionsinvolv- the OECD in which it is concluded that the 1977

ing the license of intellectualproperty should as a OECD Model Convention provides adequately for
general rule be treated as a copyright royalty for the internationaltax treatmentof software. However,ncome taxation purposes, with the following re- BIAC has suggested that the OECD would add lan-
servations:
a. the transfer of bundled software integrated guage to the model treaty commentary emphasizing

that payments for the use of software eligible for
into the hardware should be regarded as part copyright protection should be classified as copyrightof the hardware transfer,

b. the transfer of canned software for general use royalties, whereas payments for other software will
constitute business profits. The taxability of the latter

which is sold and purchased in off-the-shelf would depend the existence of permanentform should likewise be treated as the sale of upon a es-

goods,
tablishment in the source country.

c. the provision of customized software or the With respect to softwaretransactionsIFA has come to
customization of existing software should be the basic conclusion that the tax treatmentof the trans-
treated as a service; fer of software should be determinedby the legal and

3. the InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation economic characteristics of the transfer itself rather
be invited to compile systematically documenta- than by the form of payment (front-end lump sum,
tion on the tax treatment of computer software in periodic payments or a combinationof both).
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Against this background IFA has made the following tions. In particular, any classification related to the
recommendations with respect to income tax treat- software functions, such as the distinction between
ment of software transactions. systems software (i.e. software for the computer's

basic operation) and application software (i.e.As a general rule the considerationfor software trans-
software for the general across-industryand industryactions involving the licence of intellectual property specific application), should not be governing for taxbe treated as a copyright royalty. However, reserva-

tions are made for three situations. purposes.

The transfer of bundled software integrated into the It was a general feeling that the rapid developmentof

hardware should be regarded as part of the hardware software itself and the various forms in which it is
transferred(tangiblecarriermedia, wire and satellite),transfer. Cannedsoftwarefor generaluse which is sold

and purchased in off the shelf form should be treated require furtherstudyingof the tax practice in this field.

as the sale of goods. And the provision of customized Therefore, IFA has suggested that its sister organiza-
the International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-software, as well as the customization of existing ton,

software, should be treated as a service. tion, be invited to compile systematicallydocumenta-
tion on this subject. The 1988 IFA Congress can be

Although, in its recommendation, IFA has acknow- regarded as the first international discussion on this
ledged a classification of software, it has emphasized subject which could be followed by an updated study
the temporary character of certain softwareclassifica- within four or five years.
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to the legal formsofcompanies, the settingup of Book containingthetext of the 1990 German

CCH Tax Editors. a company,accountingrequirements,legislation
Tax ReformLaw as approvedby German
Parliamentin July 1988, includingofficial

SingaporeRevenueLegislation. on establishmentof businessesand the tax
substantiationsand tables.

Singapore,CCH Asia Limited,139 Cecil Street, aspects, principlesof companyand individual tax

Cecil House, Singapore0106, 1987. income tax, non-residentincome tax, carryingon (B. 108.517)
Loose-leafservice in one volumecontaining a businessin Belgium. It containsalso some

Singaporetax laws (income tax (companiesand practicalinformation,such as alist of useful EBERSTEIN, Hans Hermann.
Handbuchder regionalenWirtschaftsfrderung.individuals),tax treaties,estateduty, payroll addresses.
2 Volumes.

tax, propertytax,stamp duty etc.) tobe updated (B. 108.544)
Cologne,VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG, 1987.

by supplements.The service also containsa
195DM.

pendinglegislationsectionwhere Billintroduced TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE:
Practicalloose-leafguide in 2 binderscontaininginto SingaporeParliamentwith any official Belgium.

expanationwill be reproduced. London, Touche Ross International, 1987. Pp. 50. a detailedcommentaryon and the textsof the

(B.57.168) (B. 108.535) relevantlaws and regulationswith respect to
regionalinvestmentincentives.
(B. 108.220)

Denmark
South Asia EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ.7.,

SPANG-THOMSEN,V. vlligneubearbeiteteAufage. Herausgegeben
INTERNATIONALFISCAL ASSOCIATION Skatte tabeller 1988. Volume44. von ProfessorDr. LudwigSchmidt.
(IFA) South Asia RegionalConference18th- Copenhagen,SchultzBoghandel,Montergade Munich,C.H. Beck'scheVerlagsbuchhandlung,
20th February1988, New Delhi, India. 12,1116CopenhagenK, 1988. Pp. 263. 219.67 1988. Pp. 2340. 148DM.
Backgroundpapers. Dkr. 7th Revisededitionof a source book containinga

NewDelhi, VigyanBhawan,New Delhi 110001, Tax handbookincludingconciseexplanationof detailedpracticalcommentaryon the German
India, 1988. Pp. 150. tax rules and comprehensivetax tables for 1988. IndividualIncomeTax Law, up-to-dateas per 1
Backgroundnationalreportscontributedby (B. 108.550) March 1988.
personsfrom India, Bangladesh,Sri Lanka, (B. 108.410)
Pakistan, Bhutan,Hong Kongetc. on the two

subjectsof the conference: (1) Direct taxes Germany (Fed. Rep.) FRANZ, Eckhard.
structurewith particularreference to provisions Die steuerlicheBehandlungvonEinknftenaus

relating to a foreignentity doingbusinessin/with STATZKOWSKI,Thomas. nichtselbstndigerArbeitim Kalenderjahr1988.
host country; (2) Provisionsin the statute Das Prinzipder Gewinnverwirklichungdurch Kommentarzum Lohnsteuerrecht.16. Auflage.
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Hannover,KlagesVerlag, Eckermannstrasse8, valuationofenterprises,the reorganizationof FISCALEVARIA 1988.
3000Hannover-Kleefeld(61), 1988. enterprisesand the financingof partnershipsby Amsterdam,Dechesne,Ernst& Whinney, 1988.
FachschriftenreiheGesetzlichesRecht,Band41. its partners. Pp. 58.
Pp. 228.25.80DM. (B. 108.300) Summaryofnew developmentsin the field of
Commentaryto legislatipnand relatedprovisions taxationpreparedfor clients.
regardingwage taxationofemployers.Subjects BILANZGESETZE.AUSGEWHLTE (B. 108.075)
dealtwith are: the legal basis of the withholding Vorschriften,Verwaltungsanweisungenund
tax on wages, the dutiesof employeesand bersichtendes Handels-und Steuerrechts. HUND, D.; LUCAS LUIJCKX, B.J.J.M.
employers, legal procedures,deductionsand Dsseldorf,IDWVerlag, 1988. Pp. 1022. 68 Internationaalfiscaalmemo.

tax-freeamounts, the calculationofwithholding DM. Deventer,Kluwer,1988. Pp. 162. 32.50Dil.
taxes, etc. Practicalguide containingthe texts of relevant Fiscal pocketeditioncontainingrelevantdata on

(B. 108.127) statutesofcommercialand tax law with respect double taxationtreatiesconcludedby the
to settingup the annual accounts. Netherlands.Social securitycontributionsand

DECKERT,Wolf-Dietrich; (B. 108.224) otherdomestictax law summariesare appended.
MeinWohnungseigentum.Ein (B. 108.555)
allgemeinverstndlicherRechts-und Steuer-
Ratgeberrund um die Eigentumswohnung. BLOK, P.
MitMustervertrgenund Praxishilfen.2. Italy Assurantiebemiddelingsbedrijf en fiscus.
Auflage. Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Kluwer
Freiburg, RudolfHaufeVerlag, 1987. Pp. 162. MANGIA, Ugo. Bedrijfswijzers,No. 16. Pp. 144. 32.50 Dfl. 1
29.80DM. Le nuove agevolazionifiscali per le imprese Monographon insurancemiddlemenbusiness
All kindsoftax and otherproblemswhich may industrialidel Mezzogiorno. activitiesin particularwith reference to tax
occurfor house ownersare treated,such as the Milan, Il Fisco, 1987. Pp. 184. 20,000Lrs. aspects.
momentof ownership,the checkingof the The new tax incentivesfor industrialenterprises (B. 108.297)
notarialpapersbeforesigning the ownersheet in the Mezzogiorno.Surveyof the income tax

agreement.The purchasepricepaid in andVATprovisions,and texts of the relevant SCHIE, P.M. van; SMEDEN, W.W. van.

instalmentsaccordingto the progressin building. laws and rulings. Samenwonen.3rd Edition.
Rightsand duties ofowner. Descriptionof the (B. 108.443) Deventer,Kluwer, 1988.
taxes for house owners. Models for regulating KluwerBelastingwijzers,No. 6. Pp. 176. 24.90
privacyand duties, for ownersmeetings,etc. are IL REGIMETRIBUTARIOE Dfl.
appended. amministrativodei beni culturali.Atti del Third revised edition of monographdealingwith
(B. 108.125) convegnosvoltosia Saint Vincentil 26 e 27 the legal and tax consequencesof livingtogether

settembre1986. withoutmarriage.The two earners income tax
LAUX-MEISELBACH,Wolfgang. Roma, Il Fisco, 1986. Pp. 365.50,000Lrs. lawisdealtwith.
EingeschrnktesUrsprungslandprinzip, The tax and administrativetreatmentof cultural (B. 108.540)
internationaleEinkommensverteilung, property. Collectionof articlesby various
allokativeNeutralittund die Grsse eines authorson different tax aspects, textsof laws, BARANOWSKI,Karl-Heinz.
Landes. rulingsand official notes, and compaisonwith Die Neuregelungder Einkommensbesteuerung
Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund the tax,treatmentin France, Germany,U.K. and niederlndischerGrenzgnger.(MitEinleger
InternationalesFinanz- und Steuerwesen,1987. U.S.A. Stand: Mai 1987.)
Hefte zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 29. (B. 108.442) Herne, VerlagNeueWirtschafts-Briefe,1980.
Pp. 42. Schriftenfrdie internationaleSteuerpraxis.Pp.
Limitedsourcecountryprinciple, international TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE: 94.20 DM.
distributionof incomeand allocativeneutrality Italy. This book, the first of a new series for
of a country. London,ToucheRoss International,1988. Pp internationalpractice,dealswith the special
(B. 108.382) 58. incometaxationof frontierworkersresidentin

(B.108.534) the Netherlandsand employedin Germany.This
LAUX-MEISELBACH,Wolfgang; book, originallypublishedin1980, is of current
MAESTLE,Andreas. interestagain after the additionalprotocol to the
Rent seekingand specificcommoditytaxation in new double taxation treatybetweenGermany
a small open economy. Netherlands and the Netherlandsand the revised legislation
Hamburg,UniversityofHamburg,Grindelhof of 1986concerningDutchfrontierworkers.The
38,2000Hamburg13,1985. Pp. 21. AARDEMA,E. editionof 1980 hasbeenbroughtuptodateby
(B. 108.359) De directeur-grootaandeelhoudermetzijn BV the inclusionof the text of the legislationof 1986

en de fiscus. which is now in force.
WILHELMS, Christian. Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Kluwer (B. 108.497)
MarktundMarketinginder Bundesrepublik Bedrijfswijzers,No. 14. Pp. 171. 40 Dfl.
Deutschland.Exportleitfadenfr Monographon the individualincometax STUBB, J.P.M.
Entwicklungslnder. consequencesarising in case of a director-major- Werknemersparticipatie.Mogelijkhedenom

Hamburg,VerlagWeltarchivmbH., 1980. Pp shareholderin a limited liabilitycompanyand juridisch-fiscaalvorm te geven aan

203. the holdingstructure. werknemersparticipatie.
Handbookprovidinginformationon the market (B. 108.270) Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Pp. 302. 65 Dfl.
and marketingregulationsin the Federal Thesison legal, fiscal and financialpossibilities
RepublicofGermanydesignatedfor developing ILSINK, J.W.; SCHUURMAN,J. of the use of employeeparticipation in a business
countriesexportingthereto. Schematischoverzichtvan de Nederlandse enterprisewth comparison in othercountries.
(B. 102.677) belastingen.22nd Edition. (B. 108.542)

Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Pp. 44. 9.90 Dfl.

JAHRBUCH DER FACHANWLTEFR Systematicsummaryof the Netherlandstaxes

Steuerrecht1987/1988. Herausgegebenvom effectiveas of January 1988.
DeutschenAnwaltsinsttute.V.Sitz Bochum. (B. 108.281) Norway ,

Herne/Berlin,VerlagNeue Wirtschafts-Brefe,
1988. Pp. 472. 74 DM. FISCAALMEMO 1, JULI 1988. BRUTTOSKATT- SKATTEREFORM
Book containingthetextsofthe lecturesand Deventer,Kluwer,1988. Pp. 150.19.75 Dfl. pa avveie

debatesofthe annual meetingofGerman tax Part 1 of Fiscal Memocontains, in particular, Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening,1988. Pp. 37.

advisors. Main topics of the 1987 meetng short informationon factual regulations in Dutch Taxon gross income-taxreformgoneastray
includedcurrent issues in tax audit, German tax law effectiveas of 1 July 1988. Introductionandcommentaryby Prof. Dr.

consequencesofthe U.S. tax reform, the (B. 108.553) Gjems-Onstadforseminal-on20 April 1988
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organizedby the NorwegianTaxpayer TAX RATES AND TABLES 1988-89. taxes.

Association. Bicester,CCH EditionsLtd.,TelfordRoad, Washington,InternationalMonetaryFund,
(B. 108.423) Bicester,OxfordshireOX60XD,1988. Pp. 74. 1988.

Materialis arrangedin the followingsectors: IMFWorkingPaperNo. WP/88/24.Pp. 16.
income tax, corporationax, capitalgains tax, (B. 108.330)

Switzerland inheritancetax, capital transfertax, stamp
duties,national insurancecontributionsand FISCHER-ZERNIN,Justus.
value added tax. GATTversustax treaties The basicconflicts

STEUERBELASTUNGIN DER (B. 108.502) betweeninternationaltaxationmethodsand the
Schweiz/Chargefiscaleen Suisse 1987. rules and conceptsofGATT.
NatrlichePersonennach Gemeinden; TOUCHE ROSS YEAR-ENDTAX In: JournalofWorldTradeLaw, Vol. 21, No. 3,
Personnesphysiquespar communes. planning 1988. Action to be takenbefore6 April June 1987, pp. 39-62,1987.Pp. 23.
Bern, Eidg. Steuerverwaltung,1988. Amtliche 1988. (B. 108.283)
Statistikder Schweiz,No. 166. Pp. 56. Bicester,CCHEditionsLtd.,Telford Road,
Statisticalsurveyof the income tax burdenin Bicester,OxfordshireOX6OXD, 1988. Pp. 20. COLLINS, Maurice H.
Switzerlandforindividualspermunicipality. Bookletdesigned to help individualsin trying to Tax treatiesand thin capitalization.AdHoc

(B. 108.532) organize their tax planningopportunities GroupofExpertson InternationalCo-operation
available to themup to-5 April 1988. in Tax Matters,FourthMeeting, Geneva,30

LANZ-BAUR,Regula. (B. 108.504) November-11December1987.
Das Ehepaarim Steuerrecht. Geneva,UnitedNations, 1987. Pp. 10.
Bern, CosmosVerlagAG, ObererWehrliweg5, MOULIN, Mavis; SARGENT,John. (B. 108.316)
CH-3074Muri-Bern,1988. Pp. 86. 24 Sfr. Taxationofdirectors.
Monographon the taxation (individual income Bicester,CCH EditionsLtd.,TelfordRoad, INDIVIDUALTAXES. A WORLDWIDE
tax and net wealth tax) of marriedpersonsunder Bicester,OxfordshireOX6OXD, 1986. Pp. 48. summary.
variouscantonaland federal tax laws. Nationalinsurancecontributionsby directorsare London,PriceWaterhouse,SouthwarkTowers,
(B. 108.395) alsodealtwith. 32 LondonBridge Street, LondonSE19SY,

(B. 108.505) 1988. Pp. 321.
LENZ, Raoul. Summaryof individualincometaxes in 99
The sharingof the taxingpowersin Switzerland. MAINPRICE,Hugh countriesand territoriesin the world, the tax
In: RassegnaTributaria,Vol. 30, No. 5, May VAT disputesand how toavoidthem. rates and rules are in effect on 1 January1988.
1987, pp. 201-209, 1987. Pp. 9. Bicester,CCH EditionsLtd. Telford Road, (B. 108.530)
Doctrineon the sharingof the taxingpower Bicester,OxfordshireOX6OXD, 1986. Pp. 198.
between the Federal State, the 26 cantonsand Monographdesignedto explain the stepswhich COLLINS, Maurice H.
theirmunicipalities. ought to be taken to avoidVATdisputes. Preventionof abuse of tax treaties. Ad Hoc
(B. 108.151) (B. 108.501) Groupof Expertson InternationalCo-operation

in Tax Matters,FourthMeeting, Geneva,30

ALLEN, Chris. November-11December1987.
VAT: The new enforcementpowers. Geneva, UntedNations, 1987. Pp. 19.

United Kingdom Bicester,CCH EditionsLimited,TelfordRoad, (B. 108.319)
Bicester,OxfordshireOX6OXD, 1985. Pp. 26.

THE FINANCEACT 1988. Bookletprovidinga briefguide to the Finance CONTRIBUTIONSTO INTERNATIONAL
Annotatedcopyof theFinnceAct 1988 Act 1985 enforcementpowersprovisionsfor co-operationin tax matters.Treatyshopping-
(excludingprovisionsrelating to excise duties). customsand excise with respecto VAT. Thincapitalization-Co-operationbetween tax

EditorJ.A. Reichman. (B. 108.503) authorities-Resolvinginternationaltax

London,Butterworths,1988. Pp. 264. disputes.
(B. 108.538) New York,UnitedNations,1988. Pp. 40.

Reportofthe FourthMeetingofthe Ad Hoc
BRITISHTAX CASES 1983. Groupof Expertson InternationalCo-operation
Bicester, CCHEdtionsLtd., 1984. Pp. 610. INTERNATIONAL n Tax Matters,held from 30 Novemberto 11
Boundvolumeof 1983 BritishTax Cases December1987 at Geneva.

containingreproductionof full text ofCommerce (B. 108.415)
ClearingHouseBritishTax Cases reporting DEVELOPMENTOF 1983 GUIDELINE
service. on Mutual AssistancebetweenTax Authorities AMISSAH, Austin.

(B. 108.498) in the implementationof tax laws and the Mutualco-operationin the enforcementof tax

recoveryoftax. Ad Hoc GroupofExpertson liabilitiesand the collectionof taxes, including
BRITISH TAX CASES 1984. InternationalCo-operationin tax matters, exchangeofinformation.Ad Hoc Groupof
Bicester,EECEditionsLtd., 1985. Pp. 670. FourthMeeting,Geneva,30November-11 Expertson InternationalCo-operationin Tax
Boundvolumeof 1984BritishTax Cases December1987. Matters,FourthMeeting, Geneva,30

containingreproductionof the full text of Geneva,UnitedNations, 1987. Pp. 16. November-11December1987.
CommerceClearngHouseBrtshTax Cases (B. 108.315) Geneva, UntedNations, 1987. Pp. 27.

reportingservice. (B. 108.318)
(B. 108.499) CORPORATETAXES. A WORLDWIDE

summary. MAKTOUF,Lofti.
BRITISH TAX CASES 1987. London,Price Waterhouse,SouthwarkTowers, Resolvinginternationaltax disputes through
Bicester, CCHEditionsLtd., 1988. Pp. 735. 32 LondonBridge Street, London SEl 9SY, arbitration.AdHoc GroupofExpertson

Boundvolumeof 1987 BritishTax Cases 1988. Pp. 489. InternationalCo-operationin Tax Matters,
containingreproductionof full text of Commerce Annual informationguide providinga summary FourthMeeting, Geneva,30 November-11

ClearingHouseBritishTax Cases reporting of basic informationaboutcorporateincome December1987.
service. taxes in 99 countriesand territories. It is designed Geneva,UnitedNations, 1987. Pp. 18.

(B. 108.500) tooutlinebrieflythecorporateincome tax, rates (B. 108.317)
and certainmajor featuresof the corporate

WHILLANS'STAX TABLES 1988-89. income tax laws ofthe countriescovered.The tax ZOLOTAS, Xenophon.
41st Edition. ratesand rulesineffect are as of 1 January1988. Cooperationand discoordinationin international
Editedby Sheila Parrington. (B. 108.531) monetarypolicies, the needfor rulesofconduct.

London,Butterworths,1988. Pp. 47. Athens,Bank of Greece, 1988.

Foreignexchangerates are included. SHIBATA, Hirofumi; SHIBATA, Aiko. Papersand Lectures,No. 60. Pp. 23.

(B. 108.472) The relative impactof incomeand consumption (B. 108.290)
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U.S.A. CoursehandbookpreparedfordistributionatLATINAMERICA the studyprogrammeon the subjectMay-June
WESTIN, RichardA. 1988. Compilationof topicsonthe subject
Taxationof natural resources. Oil, gas, minerals preparedby variousauthors.

Bahamas andtimber. (B. 108.547)
New York, PractisingLaw Institute, 810 Seventh

TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE: GRAVELLE,Jane G.;Avenue,NewYork, N.Y.10019,1987.Pp. 469,Bahamas. KOTLIKOFF,LaurenceJ.$ 50.
London,ToucheRoss International,1987. Pp. The incidenceand efficiencycostsofcorporate17. Monographdesignedto explain the federaland

taxationwhencorporateand firms
(B. 18.480)

state income taxationofU.S. natural resources, noncorporate
namelyoil and gas, mineralsand timber. produce the samegood.
(B. 108.545) Washington,InternationalMonetaryFund,

1988.
MIDDLE EAST IMFWorkingPaperNo. WP/88/32. Pp. 45.

SCHRANK, Ian; (B. 108.404)FLOWERS,WilliamE. (Chairmen).
Oman Equipmentleasing 1987.

GLENNON, Michael J.
NewYork, PractisingLaw Institute,810 Seventh

TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE: Avenue,NewYork, N.Y.10019,1987. Interpretinginterpretation:the President,the
Oman. CommercialLaw and Practice,Course Senate, and when treaty interpretationbecomes

London,ToucheRoss International,1987. Pp. HandbookSeries,No. 438. Pp. 696, $ 45. treaty making.
32. Coursehandbookpreparedfordistributionat

From: UniversityofCalifornia,Davis, 1987.

(B.57.171) the EquipmentLeasingProgram,October-
20 U.C. Davis L.Rev. 913 (1987), pp. 913-920.

November1987. Compilationof topics on the PP. 8.
(B. 108.333)subjectpreparedby variousauthors.

NORTHAMERICA (B. 108.546) FACTS AND FIGURES ON GOVERNMENT
finance. 1988-1989Edition.

Canada SOPHISTICATEDTAX PLANNINGFOR Baltimore,The Johns HopkinsUniversityPress,
real estate transactions.Co-chairmen:Sanford 701 West40thStreet, Suite 275, Baltimore,

TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE: C. Presantand Leslie H. Hoffman. Maryland21211,1988.Pp. 359, $ 28.50.
Canada. NewYork, PractisingLaw Institute,810 Seventh Twenty-fourtheditionof onevolume;reference
London,ToucheRoss International,1988. Pp. Avenue,New York, N.Y.10019,1988. to federal,state and local governmentstaxing
54. Real EstateLaw and PracticeCourseHandbook and spendingstatistics.
(B. 108.533) Series, No. 309. Pp. 616, $ 45. (B. 108.548)
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